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Many a flower hath perfume for its dower,

And many a bird a song.

And harmless lambs milkwhite beside their dams
Frolic along

;

Perfume and song and whiteness offering praise

In humble, peaceful ways.

Man's high degree hath will and memory,

Affection and desire.

By loftier ways he mounts of prayer and praise
;

Fire unto fire,

Deep unto deep responsive, height to height,

Until he walk in white.

C^flAU^/c^^xA^^ /'Of^^^^^^
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BARON LAMMEkGEIER S CRUSH.

OX a certain evening in the month of June,

Baron Lammergeier, ^[.P., and his wife

gave one of those great crushes for which they were

renowned. Anybody, of course, can give a crush
;

it is not a form of entertainment which, as a

general rule, demands any great trouble or ex-

penditure. Hut Baron Liimmergeier, who was

exceptional in that he provided his guests with a

magnificent supper and spent as much money upon

flowers and music when he gave an evening party

as when he gave a ball, was still more exceptional

in regard to the fact that he got jjeoijle to go to

his parties and was even pestered for invitations to

the same. Highly distinguished personages these

were, too, some of them. A few, being so very

distinguished that they could afford to tell the

truth and please themselves, avowed that they came

for the sake of seeing the rooms, eating the supper

and hearing the music ; others, less secure of their

position in the social scale, felt bound to give

explanations and excuses. " A\'e dined with these

people last week," they would whisper to one

another, " so we thought we ought just to look in

for a few minutes, you know."

At all events, and whatever may have been their

motives, there they were in crowds. Gros\enor

Place was blocked with carriages ; dukes, cabinet

ministers, foreign ambassadors, ecclesiastical digni-

taries, jostled one another upon the broad stair-

case, at the top of which Mrs. Lammergeier stood

in all the glory of her diamonds. Moreover, the

jainesse done was present in great force, which was

no slight social triumph; and whether the 1874

Giesler, which was known to flow without stint

under the roof of the hospitable Baron, had or had

not anything to do with the bringing of it about is

a matter of comparatively trifling importance.

Mrs. Lammergeier had been on duty for about

an hour and a half when a tall young man, with fair

hair, which curled tightly all over his head, and a

closely trimmed beard, mounted the stairs and

bowed to her. He did not seem quite certain

whether to ofier her his hand or not, but she held

out hers, saying, " How do you do. Lord Walter ?
"

and added, after a moment's pause, " Miss Shafto,

let me introduce Lord Walter Sinclair. And will

you take him away, please ? He is blocking u[)

the gangway."

Lord Walter looked up and smiled. " Do we

require an introduction, Miss Shafto ? " he asked.

" I'm afraid it must be quite ten years since

we last met ; but we used to be rather friends

once upon a time. In fact, I believe we even

went so far as to break a sixpence together when I

was fourteen and you were nine."

"Dear me!'' exclaimed the young lady whom
he addressed, extending her hand to him frankly

;

" and so you are Walter Sinclair ! You used to be

such a particularly nice boy."

" You also, if I may be permitted to say so, were

rather particularly nice," observed Lord Walter

gravely. " I hope we have neither of us changed

very much."

But of course they had both changed a great

deal in outward appearance, if in nothing else. As

he moved slowly towards the great drawing-room

(the saloon, Lammergeier preferred to call it),

where the Hungarian band was ])laying, he stole

sidelong glances at his companion and thought to

himself, with something of a sigh, how inexorable

Time is, and that even full life and progress and

development are but other words for the death of

past things. How well he remembered losing his

heart to Norma Shafto when he was a boy at Eton 1

That was in the happy old days when his mother

was alive, and when they always used to spend

Christmas at Warbury Park. Norma was a jolly,

merry little girl who used to trj- to follow the

hounds on her Shetland pony ; or, if a hard frost
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imo, he used to skate with her upon the lake at

irampton Priory. She had the most beautiful

olden hair that ever was seen, and such eyes !

Veil, the eyes, to be sure, were as blue as ever,

nd if their lashes had lengthened and deepened

a colour, that was doubtless an improvement ;
but

lie hair had changed to brown, though there were

till some golden threads in it. And what a tall

vnnian she had become ! The truth is that Miss

.IkiIio was just a little bit too tall. Certainly she

:.iri led herself well, and she was undeniably beautiful

:ind striking-looking, and if one had met her for the

first time one would not have thought of finding fault

with her height or with anything else about her ; but

Lord Walter could not help being rather annoyed

with her for bearing so very little resemblance to

his child sweetheart. However, this hostile attitude

of his became greatly modified before he had been

talking to her for five minutes. The child Norma,

it was true, was dead and gone ; but then, for the

matter of that, so was the boy Walter; and the

man Walter could not but acknowledge the charm

of Miss Shafto's gracious and kindly presence.

" And what have you been doing with yourself

all these years?" she asked. "Somebody—

I

think it must have been Miss Travers—told me

that you were an artist. Is that true ?
"

" Well, it is near enough," he answered. " I am

a sculptor by trade—and a poor sort of trade I

have found it, so far."

" But perhaps you haven't got very far yet,"

Miss Shafto suggested. "At any rate, you must

be glad to have an occupation, and it isn't as if

you were obliged to work for your living."

" I assure you I am," answered Lord Walter.

" At least, I shall find myself very much pinched if

I don't. Our host is a patron of art, I am told.

Perhaps he may purchase one of my works some

fine day, if I behave nicely to him. Not that it is

very easy to behave nicely to him."

" He certainly is not particularly attractive,"

remarked Miss Shafto in a meditative tone.

"He is the most offensive person that I know,"

said Lord Walter tranquilly.

" Then why do you come to his house ?
"

" Quite so ; there is no answer to rebukes of

that kind. All the same, I fancy that if you were

to put every man in this room upon his oath, you

wouldn't find as large a proportion as five per cent.

who would dare to describe their host in any other

way. Theoretically, one has no business to eat a

man's salt and then say nasty things about him

;

but practically he gets his giitd pro quo. He

doesn't ask us here because he loves us, you know,

and you might repeat what I said just now to him

without preventing him from inviting me to his

next crush. I am of no great value ; a younger

son who is practically a pauper doesn't count for

much. But I imagine that Liimmergeier would

cheerfully consent to be kicked by a duke, and

that he would submit to anything short of decapita-

tion at the hands of a royal highness. As far as

we have gone, I think I may say that he and I are

about quits. I have had to shake hands with him
;

but, to set against that, I have met you ; and there

is the possibility of his giving me an order when

my talents dawn upon him."

If Lord Walter had known a little more of Miss

Shafto, he would have been surprised at her not

taking up the cudgels on Baron Lammergeier's

behalf, for there was nothing that she disliked

more than to hear any man spoken ill of behind

his back. On this occasion, however, she re-

mained silent for some seconds. She and her

companion had found a little recess with an

unoccupied sofa, and had seated themselves there.

Presently she resumed :
" I hope you don't really

mean that you are a pauper. I can't see why you

should be."

Lord Walter laughed. " Oh, that was a figure

of speech," he answered. " My father left me

something. Not as much as he used to allow me

during his lifetime, though. So I can't afford to

be an idle man."
" But I always thought he was so very rich. You

did not quarrel with him, did you ? I was half

afraid when I saw you here this evening that

there might have been something of the kind."

"Why? Oh, I see; you thought I ought not

to be going into society so soon after my father's

death. Well, I don't know
;

people don't shut

themselves up nowadays, and after all, one's

personal grief isn't affected one way or the other

by seeing one's fellow-creatures. No, there never

was any quarrel between the dear old man and

me, only he wasn't as rich as he was supposed to

be. That is, he hadn't a great deal of ready

money, and heavy claims were made upon him of

late years, and every stick and stone of his pro-

perty was entailed. He left me what he could."
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After a time Miss Shafto said, " I suppose you

are not likely to be nuicli in our part of the world

again now."

The young man shook his head. " I'm afraid

not ; though possibly I might run down for a day

or two sometimes, for I should think Loddondale

would spend a part of the year at Warbur)-. My
father, you know, took a dislike to the place after

my mother died."

" I shall be glad if your brother decides to inhabit

W'arbury again," said Miss Shafto meditatively.

" When pro])erties change hands, there is always a

danger of subscription.s to the schools and the

cottage hospital and so forth dro])ping off; but if

Lord Loddondale is upon the spot, he will see for

himself how much poverty there is all round him ;

and indeed we can ill afford to lose our subscribers.

As it is, we have great difficulty in kee])ing things

going, because everybody complains of having no

money. If I meet your brother, the first thing I

shall do will be to beg of him."

A sudden smile i)assed across Lord Walter's face ;

the suggestion appeared to tickle him. But he

only answered a little drily, " I doubt whether you

will meet him ; Loddondale doesn't go out into

society. But," he added jiresently, " I hope / shall

meet you again before long. When do you go

home ?

"

'• I wish I knew !

" the girl replied, sighing.

" I'erhaps we may never go home again. My father

wants to let Brampton for a term of years."

"To let Brampton! You don't mean that!

Why, I thought Mr. Shafto was as firmly rooted to

tlie soil as one of his own oaks."

" Well, oaks are sometimes ujirooted, you know.

When farmers can't pay their rents landlords must

suffer. My father says—and I am sure he is quite

right—that it is much better to change one's style

of living altogether than to attempt to go on in the

old way after one has lost nearly the half of one's

income."

This was so reasonable and sensible a view to

Lake of the situation that Lord Walter could find

nothing to urge against it. He only said, " It

seems a great pity ; but I suppose there's no help

for it. What shall you do, then ? Do you think

of living in London ?
"

' Yes, I believe so," the girl answered. " We
have taken a house in Upper Belgrave Street, and

if a tenant is discovered for Brampton, we shall set

about removing our household gods. Fortunateb

my father is very cheerful about it and r.ither like

the idea of a town life."

" But what about yourself? " Lord Walter ir

quired. " This will be a painful change for you

won't it? I have heard about you from time t(

time through old Nell Travers, though you don'

appear to have asked any questions about me, anc

old Nell describes you as a sort of guardian ange

to the entire neighbourhood. It is a law of nature

that one should love those whom one has benefited,

so I suppose you will be sorry to be parted from the

poor of Brampton."

Miss Shafto's face clouded over, and she made

no reply for some seconds. ^V'hen she did open

her lips it was to remark, " There are plenty of

poor in London too."

"Oh, then it isn't the individuals whom you can

for ; it's the fact of their poverty that interests you
" Of course," answered the girl, after a moment

of reflection, "that is what makes them interestingj

but I do care for the individuals too."

"Then," said Lord ^Valtcr, with much presence

of mind, " I may for the first time congratulate

myself upon being a pauper."

What rejoinder Miss Shafto would have made tO'

a speech which itK author upon subseciuent reflec-

tion felt to have been somewhat silly, must remain

a matter of conjecture ; for at this moment the

interview was broken in upon by a little faded,

middle aged woman, clad in black velvet and

diamonds, who said plaintively, " Oh, how do you

do. Norma ? I have been looking everywhere for

some friendly face ; but I could discover nobody in

this horrid crowd, and I have been jostled and

pushed until all the breath has been knocked out of

my body. I wish I hadn't come !

"

"How do you do. Mis. Wilton?" returned

Norma. " Where is Madge ?
"

" Madge is at home in an execrable temper,"

answered the elder lady, who was evidently smarting

under a strong sense of injury. "At the last

moment she declared she had a headache and went

off to bed. Isn't that just like Madge? Why I

was such an idiot as to come here without her I

can't think ; and I am literally fainting with hunger,

and I haven't the courage to force my way into the

supper-room all alone and ask for food. Couldn't

you pilot me down. Norma ? You are big enough

to take care of us both, I'm sure."
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Miss Shafto laughed. " Perhaps the servants

lould pay more respect to a gentleman," said she.

Let me introduce Lord Walter Sinclair, who, I

now, will be delighted to get you something to

at. Lord Walter and I were playfellows long ago,

hen his father used sometimes to be at Warbury

*ark; but that was before you came to our

eighbourhood, I think."

Lord Walter resigned himself to the force of

ircumstances. He was not best pleased ; but he

mt a good face upon a bad business and offered

lis arm to Mrs. Wilton, who unhesitatingly clutched

t. Perhaps the parting smile with which Miss

Shafto rewarded him may have helped him to do

his duty with some show of alacrity.

Later in the evening, when he regained his

liberty, he sought that companion of his childhood

lonce more, but without success. Instead of her, he

lencountered his hostess, who said somewhat
'
abruptly, " Well ; how is Elizabeth of Hungary

getting on ?
"

The young man raised his eyebrows, for his

ac(iuaintance with Mrs. Liimmergeier was but a

slight one, and he was a good deal surprised by her

question. " Thank you," he replied gravely,

" Elizabeth of Hungary is getting on as well as can

be expected—which is not very well. May I

venture to ask how you come to know anything

about her ?"

Mrs. Liimmergeier made a half turn, so as to face

him, and laughed. " I had the honour and pleasure

of sitting beside you at dinner a few weeks ago,"

she answered. "You told me that you were a

sculptor and that the work upon which you were

engaged was a representation of Elizabeth of

Hungary. I didn't know who she was at the time ;

but I looked her out in the Encyclopaedia when I

got home, and I thought to myself that you would

make a mess of your subject. I wasn't very far

wrong, it seems."

" You were quite right," answered Lord Walter ;

" I am making a mess of it. I don't know why

you should have foreseen that, though."

" It wasn't such a very difficult thing to foresee.

I should imagine that there would be some pre-

liminary trouble in the matter of costume. The
back view, for instance, would be apt to be a trifle

ridiculous. Then of course you would represent

her holding her basket of loaves which have just

been miraculously converted into roses ; so that your

representation would require an explanation, which

I should think would be a serious drawback. The

ignorant spectator would see nothing in your work

e.xcept a medinsval flower-girl of saintly demeanour,

and the combination might strike him as a shade

grotesque."

" You are a very severe critic, Mrs. Lammergeier,"

remarked Lord Walter, whose smile betrayed some

inward annoyance.

" I was only telling you why I expected you to

fail. After all, it doesn't greatly signify whether

you fail or succeed, I suppose. One pities a pro-

fessional who has wasted his time, because in that

case loss of time means loss of bread and butter

;

but an amateur has as much bread and butter as he

can eat, and more time than he knows how to

employ."

" Well, I am not an amateur, at any rate," re-

turned the young man. " I suppose I mustn't

venture to call myself a professional yet ; but I hope

to become one, and I shall be very much disap-

pointed if my profession doesn't bring me in a little

more bread and butter."

" Really? " said Mrs. Lammergeier, with a quick

glance at her neighbour. •' Then let me strongly

advise you to go in for busts. I am convinced that

that is the most lucrative thing. Why not do a

bust of Hermann? He would be sure to pay

handsomely, and the subject would be a pleasing

one."

The above colloquy had been by no means con-

tinuous. Mrs. Lammergeier had been repeatedly

interrupted, and more than once her interlocutor

would have passed on, leaving the field free for

others, if she had not laid a detaining hand upon

his arm. He paused now, feeling doubtful whether

she was laughing at him or at her husband or at

both of them, and he had not yet thought of a re-

joinder which should be at once polite and

snubbing (for it struck him that a gentle snub

would do this free-spoken woman no harm), when

she turned away and left him.

II.

MISS SHAFTO'S FATHER.

While Miss Shafto had been renewing acquaint-

ance with Lord Walter Sinclair, there might

have been seen, wandering restlessly about the

crowded rooms, a tall, silver-haired old man.
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whose features bore so strong a family likeness

to hers that any one who did not already know him

to be her father would at once have divined the

relationship.

He might almost have been her grandfather, so

much older was he than she, and she was in fact by

many years the youngest of his children, as well as

the only survivor of them. The loss of his wife and

of three sons may have added to or deepened the

lines which Time had drawn upon Mr. Shafto's face
;

yet it was by no means the face of an unhappy

man. Since it resembled his daughter's, it was of

course a handsome face ; but closer examination

showed that it differed from hers in one or two

important jiarticulars, notably in the set of the

mouth, which betokened irresolution and irritability,

whereas the curve of hers was as yet unspoiled. Any
])hysician who had been called in to attend Mr.

Shafto would have seen at a glance that his patient

had a highly-strung nervous organization, and would

jirobably have i)rescribed bread pills with perfect

confidence in results. The forehead was broad and

loft)-, the brows arched, the blue eyes wide open and

somewhat eager in expression ; but the jaw was

defective, and the lower lip inclined to be tremu-

lous at times. Mr. Shafto belonged to that order

of beings whose jiercej^tions are keen and whose

emotions are easily excited, but who lack stability.

He had been broken-hearted when his wife died :

he had been broken-hearted when his two healthy

schoolboys were carried off, one after the other, by
scarlet fever; he had been broken-hearted when
his eldest son and heir was taken from him in early

manhood, after a far from satisfactory career. But
in each and all of these cases the fracture had been
found to be reparable.

At the present time, owing to agricultural depres-

sion, he was a comparatively poor man, after having

been a comparatively rich one—a state of things so

intolerable to one of his generous and careless

temper that, instead of submitting to it, he had
determined to turn his back upon it. For such an
alternative there is always something to be said

;

but there is very little to be said in favour of the

scheme which now occupied Mr. Shafto's sanguine

brain—that, namely, of replenishing his empty
coffers by the buying and selling of speculative

securities. Baron Lammergeier, it was reported,

had realised an enormous fortune by no other

means : but then Baron Lammergeier was not

precisely an every-day individual, nor were his

methods of operating such as could be safely

emulated by an inexperienced country gentlemaru

Mr. Shafto however had resolved to emulate

them in a humble way, and what was more, he

counted upon Lammergeier to assist him in so

doing.

It was therefore not unnatural that, on taking up

what might probably prove to be a i)ermanent

residence in London, Mr. Shafto should have been

willing to accept the hospitality of the wealthy

deni/.ens of the house in Gro.svenor Place; and

on this evening he had been especially anxious to

do so, because he wanted \ery much to put a few

questions to his host upon matters of business.

"Have you seen Lammergier anywhere?" he

kept asking of the friends and acquaintances who
stopped him as he elbowed his way through the

rooms. He had a great many acquaintances, and

nearly all of them might have been described as his

friends. Everybody liked Mr. Shafto, because he

liked and took an interest in everybody, or at any

rate seemed to do so.

At length, standing beneath the awning on the

balcony, he came upon the object of his search,

who was engaged in earnest conversation with the

sallow envoy of a South American Republic. Mr.

Shafto paused, not wishing to interrupt a colloquy

of international imjjortance ; but Lammergeier, who

may have been willing to be interrupted, at once

made him a sign of recognition, and shook off his

diplomatic friend, saying, " Vous voyez bien, mon

cher Alinistre, qu'ii me faudra rejlcchir avaiU de vous

donner une repotise difinilive."

Then he stepped out of the balcony into the

room, holding out a fat hand. " My dear Mr.

Shafto," said he, "you are the very man whom I

wanted to see. Tell me, have you yet found a

tenant for Brampton Priory ?
"

Mr. Shafto shook his head. " Not 1 ! We
haven't had so much as a nibble )'et. The agents

declare that they can't let country houses for [a

term of years in these days. People take a place

for six months, they say, and then get sick of it and

go off son>ewhere else."

"Well," said Lammergeier, "I think I know a

man who would be quite inclined to take Brampton

for three years, with option of renewal for seven."

'• You do ! ^Vould he agree to my terms, I

wonder ? Who is he ?
"



V "Sir Christopher Shearman—you may have

card of him. His father was made a baronet

ecause he was an ironmaster. At least, I have

een told that that was the reason ; but as his

ither is dead and buried, it don't signify. Sir

:;hristopher is a very rich man, and he is anxious

settle in Stourshire. 1 don't think there would

)e any difficulty about terms if he fancied the

)lace."

" Anxious to settle in the county, is he ? But

ivhy?—what's his reason for that?" asked Mr.

shafto inquisitively.

" That I can't tell you for certain ; but between

ourselves, I fancy that he has thoughts of contesting

the southern division when a vacancy occurs. In

Ithe Conservative interest, of course ; I should never

think of recommending a Radical tenant to you."

Baron Lammergeier was a staunch Tory, and

had high notions with regard to the destiny of the

Empire which could not boast the honour of having

produced him.

" Oh, well," said Mr. Shafto, who perhaps felt

that he could afford to be more tolerant, " so long

as the man paid his rent, I shouldn't bother my
head much about his politics. Is he here this

evening by any chance ?
"

Baron Lammergeier believed that he was, and

added that he would be enchanted to make two

such good friends of his known to one another.

A few minutes later his two good friends were

shaking hands. Sir Christopher Shearman was a

short, thickset, broad-shouldered man, with a some-

what florid complexion. His hair and beard were

of a lightish brown hue, the former having a few

grey threads in it and having become rather thin

upon the top of his head. He had a hearty, jovial

sort of manner, tempered by a suspicion of shyness.

He fidgeted about a good deal while he talked and

was apparently averse to looking straight at the

person to whom he was talking.

"As far as I could judge from a distant view,

your i)lace would suit me down to the ground, Mr.

Shafto," said he. " Perhaps you'll authorize me to

make a visit of inspection, and then we'll leave the

rest to the agents, eh ?
"

"Quite so," agreed Mr Shafto. 'By all means,

inspect Brampton any day that may suit you, and if

you'll kindly let me know when you think of running

down, I'll see that luncheon shall be ready for you.

1 think you would like our neighbourhood. You
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would find plenty of pleasant people within easy

reach, and there's always something or other going

on. If hunting and shooting are what you want,

I can promise you plenty of both in Stourshire.

I don't say that either is absolutely first-rate

;

but when one finds the two things together, one

hardly expects that."

Sir Christopher gave it to be understood that he

would be satisfied with something short of a com-

bination of Norfolk and Leicestershire, and Mr.

Shafto went off in high good humour to seek his

daughter.

Having found her, he lost no time in letting her

hear his news.

" What do you think. Norma ? I really believe

I've got a tenant for Brampton. A very good fellow

he seems to be. Fond of sport and as rich as

Croesus, Lammergeier says. Sir Christopher Shear-

man—did you ever hear of him?"

"Yes, I have heard of him," answered Norma,

after considering for a moment ; " Mrs. Wilton

was speaking about him the other day."

" Oh, Mrs. Wilton knows him, does she ? That's

all right ; then he'll have friends close at hand to

start with. That's capital. Now, Norma, what do

you say to going home ? Have you had enough of

this?"

Miss Shafto had had quite enough of it and ex-

pressed her willingness to depart. If in her heart

she had harboured a half-acknowledged hope that

Brampton Priory might not be let after all, and that

she and her father might be compelled to return

thither, she was very properly ashamed of her

selfishness, and allowed no indication of dis-

appointment to appear upon her face.

III.

AN UNSUCCESSFUL DINNER.

One afternoon, a day or two after the Lammergeier

entertainment. Norma Shafto was busily engaged

in addressing and stamping envelopes when Lord

Walter Sinclair was announced.

" I'm afraid I am interrupting you," he said, as

she rose from her writing-table. " Are you sending

out invitations for a ball ?
"

"Oh, no," she answered, laughing, "we don't

attempt balls, I am thankful to say. We haven't

sufficient space for that, and I am not sure that we

have a sufficiently large acquaintance either. These
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missives are directed, for the most part, to people

whom I have never seen."

The table was covered \vith lithographed half-

sheets of paper, one of which Lord Walter took the

liberty of examining. He drew down the corners

of his mouth and raised his eyebrows a little as he

perused it. •' Do you go in for this kind of thing ?
"

he inquired.

" I have begun to go in for it during the last few

weeks. Why do you look as if you disapproved ?
"

" I don't disapprove," answered Lord Walter
;

" I have no right to disapprove. It's very good

and very kind of you and your friends. Only it

isn't of the very slightest use, you know."

The paper which he held in his hand conveyed

an appeal to the benevolent to assist, either by

money contributions or by personal efTort, in

providing innocent recreation for the inhabitants of

a poor district of London.
" But I don't know anything of the sort," Miss

Shafto declared. " To amuse these people for an

evening and to keep them out of the public-houses

is of some use, surely."

" Not much, I'm afraid. What is the matter

with John .Smith isn't that he is in want of amuse-

ment, but that he is in want of work, and conse-

quently in want of food and clothing. I doubt

whether your recreation rooms will make him forget

his troubles."

Miss Shafto looked grave, and reflected for a few

seconds. " I know something about the agricul-

tural poor," she said presently; "I don't know
much about large towns. But if there is really no
cure for all this misery—and I am by no means
convinced that there is none—palliatives, as you
call them, are at least better than utter indif-

ference. We aren't so ambitious as you seem to

think ; but we do what little we can."

Lord Walter had at one time examined into the

social problems arising out of excess of population,

over-crowding, competition, drunkenness and the

like, and had read a great many Blue Books
bearing upon these subjects. The conclusion at

which he had arrived was a disheartening one.

Nevertheless, he admired Miss Shafto for engaging
in a kindly work—or else he admired the work
because Miss Shafto was engaged in it. Possibly,

if she had been a sour-faced old maid, with a
pair of spectacles and a dowdy gown, he would
have changed the subject ; but as it was, a five-

pound note was withdrawn from his pocket and|*
placed in the young lady's white palm. '

" I'll do likewise," said he ;
" I'll do what little Iii

can." jA^

Whereupon Miss Shafto pointed out to him thaAF
although five-])ound notes were all very well anl I

they were much indebted to him for his generositj^l !•

that was not quite all that he could do towardill'

helping his less fortunate fellow-creatures. " WhjjJ

'

shouldn't you come and talk to them ? " she asked<»i

" Vou could tell them all sorts of things about art

which would be sure to interest them."

" Now, Miss Shafto, do you really believe that

they would thank me for offering them a stone,

even though it should have been chiselled by

Michael Angelo, when what they ask for is bread ?

I can understand that a comic song might be

welcome as a diversion ; but unfortunately I can't

sing comic songs."

" No," said the girl, laughing, " you don't look

as if you could. But I believe there are others who
can and do."

She was proceeding to give some details as to

the various methods by which it was proposed to

enlarge the intellectual and moral range ofthe masses

when she was interrupted by the entrance of her

father, who came into the room, talking hurriedly

and disjointedly, as was his wont, though there was

seldom any necessity for him to be in a hurrj-.

" Now, Norma dear, if you can spare me a cup

of tea I shall be grateful. Such a day ! Business

of one kind or another from breakfast-time until

now, except for just an hour about two o'clock,

when Lammergeier kindly insisted upon giving me
some luncheon. Hullo 1 who's this ? Oh ! Lord
Walter Sinclair, isn't it? Very glad to see you.

Your father and I used to be great allies once upon
a time. You have taken up sculpture as an occu-

pation. Norma tells me. Happy man to be able to

do it ! Perhaps you'll let me look in at your

studio one of these days. Nobody is more fond of

art than I am, though I don't pretend to know much
about it."

In spite of this modest disclaimer, Mr. Shafto did

know something about art, and he managed to say

what he knew in such a manner as to please and

interest his hearer ; which—considering that the

latter had been disposed to set him down as an

unmitigated bore—showed that he himself was a

somewhat artful person. " I wish," he said, after
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time, " you would stay and dine with us. Mrs.

rtlton and her daughter are coming, and Sir

:hristopher Shearman, who proposes to be my

:nant at Brampton. But of course you're en-

ged."

As a matter of fact Lord Walter was engaged,

.nd he was not one of those unscrupulous persons

irho think nothing of sending an excuse to their

TOuld-be entertainers when it is far too late to find

lubstitutes for them. Nevertheless he answered,

Thank you, Mr. Shafto. I can't very well stay

as I am ; but if you will allow me to go home and

dress, I should like very much to dine with you."

When he returned to Upper Belgrave Street

he was received by Miss Shafto, who was the only

occupant of the drawing-room. Just as he was

about to resume the discussion which her father

had cut short in the afternoon, Mrs. Wilton was

announced. Horizontal wrinkles were visible upon

Mrs. Wilton's brow ; the corners of her mouth were

drawn down distressfully, and her first words inti-

mated that she was not less aggrieved than she had

been on the night of Baron Lammergeier's recep-

tion. Her grievance, too, it appeared, was the same

now as it had been then.

" My dear Norma," she began, in her high,

querulous voice, " I am quite ashamed to show my

face here without Madge ; but you know what

Madge is ! Not until five o'clock this afternoon did

she calmly inform me that she had engaged herself

to dine with Ethel Langley and go to the theatre

afterwards. I asked her when she had made that

engagement, and she said ' Ages ago '—which, of

course, was ridiculous. My dear, when you have

daughters of your own, let me warn you and

implore you not to spoil them by sparing the rod

while they are young. I know perfectly well that

it is entirely owing to my foolish indulgence that I

am treated as a mere zero by my children in my

—

my middle age."

"I won't forget your advice, Mrs. Wilton,"

answered Norma, laughing ;
" my children, if I

ever have any, shall be whipped before being sent

to bed every night. All the same, I can forgive

Madge for preferring the play to a dull little dinner

with us."

" Well, you are very good-natured to say so, and

to be sure she can see you any day. It isn't her

rudeness to you that annoys me ; it's
—

" Here

Mrs. Wilton came to an abrupt pause, and possibly

she did not complete her sentence quite as she had

originally intended when she added, " It's so dis-

respectful to Mr. Shafto, you know."

" What is disrespectful to Mr. Shafto ? " inquired

that gentleman, who now hurried into the room.

" It's very disrespectful of Mr. Shafto, I'm afraid,

to come downstairs after two of his guests have

arrived. And what has become of my friend

Madge ? Not knocked up with her dissipations,

I hope?"

On being informed at full length of the delin-

(juencies of the absent Madge, Mr. Shafto showed

himself not less lenient than his daughter, in spite

of which Mrs. Wilton continued to look dis-

satisfied.

Lord Walter, who had been languidly listening

to her and wishing that she would drop an un-

interesting topic, wondered at her persistent

harping upon it until the party was completed by

the arrival of Sir Christopher Shearman. Then he

began to understand what was the matter.

Sir Christopher was in many respects a child of

Nature. His features were wont to exhibit a ready

and faithful reflection of his emotions, and anything

more comical than his look of blank disappoint-

ment, after he had eagerly scanned the room in

search of somebody who was not there. Lord

Walter had seldom witnessed. Not a little comical,

too, was the precipitation with which Mrs. Wilton

explained to the new comer how vexed her

daughter had been that a previous engagement

to a " tiresome cousin " had prevented her from

joining their friendly litde gathering. Mrs. Wilton

might be an excellent mother, but she was ob-

viously not the most skilful of diplomatists. While

she was pouring forth her mendacious harangue.

Lord Walter chanced to catch Norma's eye, and

smiled, receiving an answering smile, which how-

ever was at once repressed.

For his own part, he naturally did not care very

much whether Miss Wilton pleased herself or her

mother and Sir Christopher; but the resuhs of

selfishness, like those of other vices, are far-

reaching, and a party composed of five persons

frequently has reason to deplore the lack of a

sixth. Lord Walter did not mind walking into

the dining-room by himself, although he was clearly

entitled to take precedence of a baronet ; but he

did object very strongly to Miss Shafto's attention

being monopolised by his supplanter, and this was
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the more annoying because his supplanter's conduct

at the beginning of dinner was not such as to merit

kindness or consideration. Sir Christopher was

both sulky and rude. He said some fellows had

asked him to stay the night at Ascot, and he

wished to goodness he had done so, instead of

hurrying back to London. Also he made a very

ugly face at the first entree^ and dropped his fork

ostentatiously after swallowing a mouthful of it.

By the time that he had twice yawned in an undis-

guised and offensive manner, and had declared his

intention of getting to bed early for once. Lord

\Valter, though not of a choleric temperament, was

ready to kick him out into the street.

But Miss Shafto submitted to all this discourtesy

with j)erfect good humour. To Lord Walter it

seemed strange enough that she should take so

much trouble about an ill-conditioned fellow like

that, but he supposed that she must have her

reasons, and it was plain that, so far as immediate

results were concerned, she had her reward. Long

before dinner was at an end Sir Christopher's

surliness had given place to a somewhat noisy

good humour which one of his hearers thought

scarcely an improvement upon his former mood.

But that hearer was prejudiced and hard to jjlease.

Miss Shafto appeared to be quite satisfied with

her handiwork. Having achieved so signal a

success with one of her neighbours, she was

now able to bestow a little more notice upon

the other, and during the last half-hour that he

spent in the dining-room Lord Walter could not

fairly complain of being neglected. However,

anything like comfortable conversation was im-

j)ossible while Sir Christopher jjersisted in striking

in with some foolish and irrelevant observation

•every other minute. There was evidently nothing

for it but to await the departure of that obno.\ious

personage.

This did not take place quite as early in the

evening as might have been e.xpected and hoped
;

but at eleven o'clock he jumped up and took leave

of his hostess, with whom he had for some time

previously been engaged in an earnest colloquy

which Lord Walter had not cared to interrupt.

The latter dropped into the vacant place as Sir

Christopher disappeared through the doorway.

Mr. Shafto and Mrs. Wilton were busy over a

game of cribbage, so that he could put any question

he pleased to Norma without fear of being over-

heard ; and the question which it pleased hinUd

to put was, " May 1 %enture to ask why you were

.

so kind to that individual ?
"

" Well," she answered, " I am sorry for him." jtl^

" But why? He came here, I presume, to meefll

Miss Wilton, and he didn't meet her. That, nc

doubt, was a bore for him, but it didn't excuse his

behaving like a savage."

" I don't think he could help himself, poor,
i

fellow. He told me just now that he was afraid hel

had been very rude and that he was sorry for it
j

What more could he say? I rather like people!

who can't conceal their feelings ; it shows a sort of i

honesty, don't you think so? You didn't mind

my asking him to take me down to dinner, 1

hope ?
"

" Not in tlie least," answered Lord 'Walter,

smiling.

" I was sure you wouldn't, and I was sure he

would be very much put out if he were left to walk

downstairs alone. Besides, if you insist on knowing

the whole truth, I am very an.xious to keep upon

good terms with Sir Christopher Shearman, because

he has taken Brampton, and I want him to be kind
j

to the i)Oor people in the neighbourhood."
|

" He doesn't look as if he had a very large

supply of the milk of human kindness in his com- I

position ; but I trust you may be successful."

*' 1 trust I may. Now let us talk about some-

thing else. Have )ou a studio, Lord Walter ?

And is it open to the inspection of humble

admirers of art, like my father and myself?" ,|

" I shall be only too proud, Miss Shafto, if you i

will deign to pay me a visit. I have nothing of

my own that is worthy of your notice, but I do

possess a few trifles by other people which you

might care to look at. Perhaps you would come

to tea with me some afternoon. Next Thursday,

for instance ?
"

Norma consulted an engagement-book. "Yes,"

she answered, " so far as I know, Thursday will

suit us very well. I will write you down for five

o'clock."

Mr. Shafto, having finished his game of cribbage,

said he was sure he didn't know. " Thursday

—

h'ln ! I might or I might not be free. I think

you had better not make any arrangement, Norma."

But Mrs. Wilton, who, like Sir Christopher

Shearman, may have felt that she had displayed

her sentiments somewhat too openly in the earlier
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t of the evening, and who may have desired to

Jake amends for her incivihty, struck in with, " I

[lall be delighted to chaperon you, Norma dear,

Lord Walter will kindly extend his invitation to

There is nothing that I enjoy more than

isiting studios."

So Lord Walter went away in pretty good spirits,

lotwithstanding the fact that he had spent a some-

what dull evening.

IV.

FRIENDLY CRITICS.

Something might be said in favour of the law of

primogeniture, but it would be scarcely worth while

to say it, since everybody is agreed that that law

will be abrogated ere long. In favour of the

principle, which may be expected to survive the

law for a time, a certain number of voices will

doubtless also be raised ; but amongst these it is

improbable that the voices of younger sons will be

loud or vehement.

To be the younger son of a marquis, to have been

brought up in the enjoyment of every luxury, and

finally to be left to fight your way through the world

as best you may, with a few hundreds a year for

your portion, is not, one must confess, an enviable

lot, and one might even go so far as to say that

there is a certain taint of injustice about it. Lord

Walter Sinclair had been in some respects more

hardly used than younger sons generally are ; inas-

much as he had found himself, at his father's death,

in possession of an income smaller than that which

his father had been accustomed to allow him. For

this unpleasant state of affairs he did not blame the

late Lord Loddondale, who indeed had been but

Httle to blame in the matter ; but he did sometimes

feel a slight sense of grievance against the present

holder of the title and estates, to whose extravagance

the diminution in the paternal savings was wholly

and solely due.

Lord Walter however was not a greedy man.

He was pretty well educated, his inclinations having

led him to take advantage of such opportunities as

Eton and Oxford afford. He knew a great deal

more about art than most amateurs and as much as

a good many professionals. Quite recently he had

determined to adopt as a profession what he had at

first regarded merely as an amusement, and he was

by no means without hope of eventually making

a substantial addition to his means by modelling

clay.

" You'll have to work for your living, Walter,

I fear," old Lord Loddondale had said to him on

his death-bed ; to which he had replied quite

sincerely, that that would be better than having

just enough to live upon without working.

He occupied a small, but very artistically furnished

dwelling in the neighbourhood of Holland Park, and

his studio was a commodious and well-lighted one.

Now it came to pass that he was standing in this

studio one afternoon, gazing despondently at the

half-finished figure of EHzabeth of Hungary, which

Mrs. Lammergeier had so unmercifully criticised,

when an altogether unexpected visitor strolled in,

without having gone through the prehminary form

of knocking at the door. This was a small, natty-

looking man, who seemed to be about thirty years

of age. His hair, which was of a reddish tinge, was-

cropped close to his head; his face was clean-

shaven ; his features were insignificant, except in<

so far as that his eyes had a keen expression,,

and that there was a determined set about his thin

lips. At a glance one would have perceived him

to be a man of whom it would be difficult to get the

better ; and indeed that is a description of him in

which he himself would have cordially concurred.

" Thought I'd look you up, Walter," said he,.

seating himself astride upon the. nearest chair.

" Hope I'm not interrupting you."

"How are you, Warbury?" returned Lord

Walter, addressing his elder brother by the title

which the latter had until recently borne. " No ;.

you're not interrupting me at all. I've been hard

at work all the morning, and I think I shall have

to wait until to-morrow before undoing what I ha\e

done."
" Is that the system you generally go upon ?

"

asked Lord Loddondale. " If so, I should think

it might save time and trouble to do no work

at all. Who is the young woman with the basket

and the lame leg?
"

"That settles it," said Lord Walter, laughing;

" I shall have to make a fresh start with her now.

I knew that left leg was all wrong ; but I was trying

to persuade myself that the defect was hardl>^

perceptible. However, if such a good judge of

anatomy as you are pronounces Queen Elizabeth

of Hungary lame, lame she must be, and there's,

nothing for it but to obliterate her."
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"Wy dear chap, there can't be the slightest

fjuestion about her lameness ; she would come

down on her head if she tried to run a yard.

I thought, of course, you meant her to be lame.

I don't know," continued Lord Loddondale medi-

tatively, "that I ever heard of Queen Elizabeth

of Hungary. I've heard of Queen Elizabeth of

England."

" Yes ; so have I. She was a different historical

character. Presumptuous as I am, I should hardly

dare to reproduce her ruff and hoop in marble."

" You wouldn't, eh ? Marble's pretty expensive,

I suppose ?
"

" It isn't very cheap."

" So that I dare say it would cost you a hundred

or two to turn out a statue of that size. Well now,

you know, 'Walter, if I were you, I should drop this

-Statuary business— I should indeed. Why not go

in for something rather less risky? Wine, for

instance, or timber. Those are things which have

to be supplied to the j^ublic every day, whereas I

don't believe that there can be any great demand

for statues, even for sound ones—which yours ain't,

it seems."

" Thank you very much for your advice,"

answered Lord Walter gravely.

" I sujjpose that means, ' None of your

cheek !
' Well, I really don't mean to be cheeky,

and I wouldn't for the world deny that you can

sculp or sculpt, or whatever the proper word is,

better than most fellows. Only, you see, the

question is, whether you can make money by it."

"That," agreed Lord Walter, "is the question,

no doubt."

" And it don't look to me very much as if you

could or would ; and I know you must be

hardish up. Now, I'll tell you what I came here

for to-daj', Walter ; I came to say to you fairly and

squarely, that if you choose to get yourself into

difficulties, you mustn't expect me to keep on

pulling you out and starting you off again."

Lord Walter reddened \ery slightly. " It is very

kind and thoughtful of you to give me that warn-

ing," said he ; "but don't you think you might

have waited until I asked you to help me out

of a difficulty?"

" Why, no ; because then it would have been a

little too late. One can't let one's brother starve.

At least, I believe it isn't considered to be the right

thing. I like to know where I am and let other

Vf.

people know what they have to expect, that's al

And now tliat we understand one another so

I've got something more to say which isn't quite 1

unpleasant. I'm ready to make you an allowano

of a thousand a year. I won't sign any paper o*

transfer any capital to you ; but a thousanc *'

a year you shall have so long as I'm not broki
"'

myself; and though you may think a verbf N
promise ain't worth much, I'm not the sort O P

chap to go back from my word. Ask anybody
""

you like." 1

Lord Walter was a little touched and a good deal!

amused. " My dear fellow," said he, " I know that 1

without requiring anybody else's testimony. But I

would rather not be i)ut upon an allowance, thank
t

you. I can live upon what I have of my own ; and t

even if art doesn't bring me in money, I shall take I

good care that it doesn't ruin me."

" Well," returned Lord Loddondale, with a jerk

of his shoulders, "don't say I didn't make you the

offer, that's all." He added, after a short pause,

"And I shall be quite willing to renew it whenever

you please. Of course it isn't for me to dictate,

especially as you choose to be so independent ; but

really, you know "—and here he shook his head

ver)' seriously
—" this sculpture trade isn't at all

the sort of thing that's likely to pay. What's the

good of making everything in marble? I should

have thought terra-cotta would have answered all

the purpose."

" You are not e.xactly the person whom I should

have expected to hear preaching economy," Lord

Walter remarked, with a smile.

" You don't know much about me, then ; that's

all I can say. Now really, when you come to

consider what the price of marble is
"

Here Lord Loddondale's harangue upon the

application of the jirinciples of thrift to art was

interrupted by the entrance of his brother's servant,

who announced that Mrs. and Miss Wilton and

Miss Shafto were in the drawing-room. Thereupon

the economist jumped up hastily.

"Women, eh?" said he. "I'm oti, then!

Don't let them in till I've had time to bolt. Good-

bye, Walter ! See you again some time or other, I

dare say."

Lord Loddondale was not pressed to do violence

to his inclinations, and Lord Walter, after allowing

him a minute to make good his escape, hastened

to the drawing-room to welcome his visitors.
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Miss Shafto was the first to shake hands with him.

'I am afraid," said she, " you must have quite for-

otten that you asked us to come to tea to-day.

Ve heard a sound of flying footsteps just now which

ras painfully suggestive of our having scared some

nend of yours out of the house."

That was only my brother," answered Lord

IValter. " He is of a retiring disposition. The tea

and muffins will be brought m in a minute to con-

vince you that I hadn't at all forgotten your kind

promise."

Then Mrs. Wilton mtroduced her daughter, who

was a very small and very elegantly dressed young

lady with large dark eyes. She sat silently in her

corner, sipping the cup of tea which was presently

handed to her, and when her entertainer exhibited

.the half-dozen or so of paintings by well-known

modern artists and the small but admirable collec-

tion of china, bronzes, silver and inlaid work which

he had been fortunate enough to put together, found

no more pertinent remark to make about them than

that they were " very pretty." He concluded that

she was rather shy and rather bored, and wondered

why she had come.

Norma Shafto was much more appreciative.

She could distinguish between old and compara-

tively modern Satsuma, and knew that one does not

pick up a specimen of genuine Luca della Robbia

€very day. Also she was able to say in what the

special merit of this or that picture consisted. Such

enlightened criticism being entirely beyond the

capacities of either of the other ladies present. Lord

Walter and Miss Shafto had the conversation pretty

much to themselves.

" Well," said the former at length, " I'm glad you

approve of my humble little show ; but I suppose

that, according to your views, I am neglecting my

duty as a good citizen by spending money upon

such unproductive objects."

"Are those my views? " she asked. "I didn't

know they were. I don't deny that if all these

things belonged to me, I should probably sell them

and devote the proceeds to charitable purposes ;

but that is because my hobby doesn't happen to be

the same as yours. I dare say a great many good

citizens surround themselves with works of art."

Mrs. Wilton observed vaguely that she had read

somewhere—she couldn't at the moment recall

where—a most interesting paper which showed

what nonsense all that wild sort of talk was, you

know, and that the poorer classes wouldn't be in

the least benefited, but rather the reverse, if every-

body's income were to be expended solely upon

the necessaries of life. How this was proved she

did not exactly recollect ; but it certainly was proved,

because she had been quite convinced by the

reasoning of the writer.

" At any rate," said Norma, " I haven't indulged

in any such wild talk, that I know of; so that we

shall be able to get on quite comfortably without

proofs of its folly. Now, Lord Wnlter, we want to

see your studio, please."

She had an easy, unembarrassed way with her

which he was not quite certain whether he liked or

not. However, he was as yet scarcely conscious of

desiring anything more than a perfectly frank and

unbiassed expression of Miss Shafto's opinion upon

Elizabeth of Hungary ; and this he obtained the

moment that he asked for it. The leg which Lord

Loddondale had pronounced to be unsound did not

attract her notice ; but she fastened unhesitatingly

upon another and perhaps a more serious defect.

"I think," she said, "that you have made your

saint too self-complacent. She looks as though she

had just performed a successful conjuring-trick.

Surely, if one had fully intended to tell a lie and

had found one's lie miraculously converted into the

truth, one would be a little bit startled and

dismayed."

Lord Walter laughed, though he was secretly

mortified. " Evidently," ^aid he, "this work of art

is like Dr. Johnson's leg of mutton ; it hasn't a

single redeeming point. It is bad in conception,

bad in execution, bad all through and all over. One

consolation is that I don't feel tempted to try and

make it better. I must give Queen Elizabeth of

Hungary up and attempt to portray somebody else."

" That would be the best plan, I should think,"

agreed Norma, a little unfeelingly.

But Miss Wilton exclaimed, " Oh, what a pity !

"

and added, with a sympathetic sigh, " It must be so

awfully difficult to hit upon a fresh idea !

"

"It isn't easy," observed Lord Walter; "but

perhaps it is even less so to carry it out when you

have hit upon it."

" And do you really like cudgelling your brains

in this way ? I can't understand how anybody can

enjoy taking unnecessary trouble."

Mrs. Wilton and Miss Shafto had moved away a

few paces and were examining some bas-reliefs.
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I-ord Walter looked down at the pretty, childish

face which was turned up to his, and noticed for the
first time how very pretty it was—the exquisite

clearness of the complexion, the soft brown eyes, the

curling lashes, and the perfectly formed little mouth.
It was scarcely worth while to explain to such a baby
why unnecessary trouble is often enjoyable or why
the trouble which he gave himself could not be de-

scribed as coming under that head. He responded
smilingly with a counter-question, "Do you like

being idle?"

"I don't like having nothing to do," she

answered, " but when I do anything, I prefer it to

be something pleasant and amusing. After all

one has so few years to amuse oneself in :

"

" I hope you are amusing yourself now," said

Lord Walter. " I don't mean at this moment

;

that would be too much to expect. But I hope you
find a London season tolerably amusing. It is

your first, isn't it ?
"

The girl nodded. " And likely to be my last,

I'm afraid. We are mere country bumpkins, and
we can't stand ourselves these luxuries every year.

Ves ; I find it tolerably amusing—just tolerably.

If one could do as one liked it would be delightful

:

but then one can't."

" At least," observed Lord Walter, " you seem
to be able to avoid doing things that you don't like.

Upon two separate occasions I have heard Mrs.
Wilton lamenting that she had to go to a party

without you, because you had declined to accom-
pany her."

Miss A\ ilton displayed a row of very white teeth.

"I don't know about the first time," she said ;
" the

second time, I suppose, was at the Shaftos' the

other night. Well, I had a chance of going to the
theatre instead, and it wasn't likely—was it now?

—

that I should prefer dining with the Shaftos to going
to the theatre."

" I dare say not : tastes dilTer. You are very fond
of the theatre then?"

" I simply adore it. Next to dancing with the

people whom I wish to dance with—which I am
very seldom allowed to do—I [enjoy going to the

theatre beyond everything else in the world. Un-
luckily, it sends mamma to sleep."

To do a good-natured thing and to gratify your

own inclinations at one and the same time is a rare

and precious j)rivilege. Lord Walter thought he

saw his way to it. " Couldn't we make up a party

to go to the play some evening ? " he suggested.

" If your mother didn't care about it, perhaps Mr.

Shafto would chaperon you. And Miss Shafto

—

is she fond of theatres too ?
"

Miss Wilton laughed and shook her head.

" Norma isn't really fond of anything except slums

and tatterdemalions," she answered; "but she is

such a good old thing that she will always do what

she is asked to do. Would you yourself like to

come with us ?
"

Lord Walter's assurance that he should like it

of all things was as sincere as it was emphatic.

To prove how sincere he was, he lost no time in

broaching his proposition to Miss Shafto, who
laughed and glanced at Madge and assented. Mrs.

\\ilton, too, disapi)ointed expectation by taking it

for granted that she was to be of the party.

" And I dare say Sir Christopher Shearman would
come," she added. " That would make six, you
know, which would be just right."

" Ves ; that would make six," agreed Norma a

little doubtfully. "Anyhow," she continued, dis-

regarding a grimace from Madge, "we can ask him.

The best way would be for you all to come and
dine with us, when we have decided upon the piece

and the date."

Lord Walter was strongly of opinion that both

those points should be settled then and there ; and,

notwithstanding some opposition from Mrs. Wilton,

who thought Sir Christopher ought to be consulted,

he carried his motion by a majority of three to

one.

When the ladies had taken their leave Lord
Walter sat down and thought them over. He
was a reflective young man ; and his reflections

were sometimes sensible and sometimes ridiculous,

like those of the rest of us. "Those two girls,"

he mused, " make up a sort of epitome of Woman
between them. One has the defects of her noble

qualities, and the other has—well, I suppose she

has the fascinations that belong to her defects."

Now, whether this analysis came under the head
of sensible or ridiculous the sequel will show in good
time.

{To be continued.)
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'^'Sfitoon/S (3T
know Cousin Sarah ! you surprise me. Allow me

to have the pleasure of introducing you. " P'air

Reader—Miss Troglodytes Calva." Miss Calva is

possibly already known to you, Reader, by her pet

name, " Sally." She has several aliases. At home,

in Africa, she is spoken of, by those who can pro-

nounce the name, as Nschiego Mbouve ; and here

in England some folk call her the bald-headed

Chimpanzee ; but she not unnaturally resents per-

sonal allusions of this sort, unless they are grace-

fully hinted in Latin.

" Not very beautiful," do you say? Well ! there

is a slight want of prominence about the nose and

an absence of delicacy in the moulding of mouth

and chin. But beauty is not everything : and I

can assure you that Cousin Sarah is full of talent.

Have you heard her sing ? Have you seen her sip

her beef-tea with a spoon ? Have you heard her

murmur hoo-Jioo, her way of saying I thank you ?

A young lady who can sing passably, who can sip

her five o'clock tea with grace and ease, and who

possesses an amiable and grateful disposition, is

capable of winning an assured place in fashionable

society. I have no doubt, moreover, that in the

Gaboon, her native home in Africa, Miss Calva and

the other young ladies of her acquaintance display

a great number of other accomplishments which,

though surprising to us, are there considered natural

and pleasing.

The question of age where ladies are concerned

is always a matter of difficulty and delicacy. Even

the courteous Mr. Bartlett, whose name is so

honourably associated with the Zoo, pleaded lack

of time to answer certain impudent questions of

mine as to Sally, who is, in some sort, a ward

of his. I believe, however, that I am correct in

faying that she is between si.x and seven years old,

and has attained a stature of about three and a

half feet with a breadth of twelve inches across

the shoulders. Her diet is beef-tea and cold boiled

mutton. She is partial to sandwiches, and enjoys

her dessert of oranges, apples, and especially

bananas.

I am not going to narrate any anecdotes of Sally's

quaint ways, or demonstrate her remarkable intel-

ligence. I desire that my readers should visit her

themselves. But in comparing her intelligence with

that of the dog, for example, I would have them

remember that Toby and his ancestors have been

for centuries the companions of man, and have

had the advantages of his society and his training
;

whereas poor little Sally is just a wild girl of the

woods, and has nothing to fall back upon but her

own native wit.

Sally belongs to a group of animals known as

the anthropoid or man-like apes. These include the

gorilla, the true chimpanzee and Sally's more imme-

diate relations, all of which live in tropical Africa.

They comprise also the orang-utan which inhabits

Borneo and Sumatra; and the Siamangs and

Gibbons which are also found in the great islands

of the Malay Archipelago but inhabit too the main-

c
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land of Eastern Asia. I propose, as serving to throw

some light on the character and disposition of these

several relations of Sally's, to give a short account of

what has been told us of the man-like apes in

captivity. I will then try and show by what right

Sally and the rest can claim even a remote cousin-

hood to us.

The traveller Du Chaillu, who in 1855 set sail

from America with the e.xpress object of meeting

the gorilla face to face, tells us of a savage little

follow, about three years old and two and a half

feet high, whom he kept for a short time in a

bamboo cage. When the traveller approached him,

soon after he had been ushered into his new
apartment, with words of encouragement and wel.

come, master Joe—so was he styled— most uncivilly

made a precipitate rush for him. And though the

intrepid hunter retreated as quickly as he could, I

regret to say that Joe was unmannerly enough to

thrust his hind-leg through the bars and, (think of

the indignity .') tear the great man's trousers. This
was indeed a bad beginning. Ill-tempered he was at

first
: ill-tempered I am sorry to say he remained.

On the fourth day he made his escape by forcing

apart two of the bamboo rails of his cage. Luckily

Du Chaillu came up just as his flight was discovered,

and was hurriedly mustering all his negroes for

pursuit when he was startled by an angry growl
from under his bedstead, where master Joe had, in

fact, ensconced himself So terrific was the ap-

jiearance of the three years old ape that the

hunter, hastily shutting the windows, decamped with

his followers leaving Joe in possession of the

field. At last, seeing him quite quiet, Du Chaillu

despatched some black fellows for a net and, open-
ing the door quickly, with astonishing intrepidity and
presence of mind threw it over poor little Joe's
head. Two men seized his arms, another secured
his legs, Du Chaillu held his benetted head ; and
thus, borne by four strong men, the two foot six

inches of infuriated gorilla was once more returned
to his bamboo prison. Again he escaped; and
this time he made for the open. But the odds
were fearfully against him. " About one hundred
and fifty of us surrounded him," says the veracious
traveller. Whsx could a baby gorilla of three do
against a hundred and fifty brave men ? He
was again secured, again carried off by four men,
and placed in irons. Ten days afterwards.

Death, the friend and foe of apes and men, some-
what suddenly released him from his chains.

More recent obser\ers give the young goril

credit for a much more amiable dispositioi

Falkenstein, who brought to Europe a fine goriU

boy which lived for some time in the Berlin .Aqu.-

rium, says that he showed no trace of mischiL\ou;

malicious, or savage qualities, though he was, h
adds, sometimes self-willed. What little fello^

with any grit in him is not ? Perhaps among gorilla

as among human folk there are naughty boys ant

good boys
; perhaps Falkenstein understood gorill;

boy-nature better than Du Chaillu ; or jjerluip.

(may we not hope it for the sake of master |..c';

memory?) the stories told against him as a-misi

other naughty boys were not all quite true. At
any rate Falkenstein was able to give his young
charge a very fair character for cleanliness, docility

and good conduct. His behaviour at meals (always
a trying time for the young) was quiet and mannerly.
He only took as much as he could handle gracefully

and with propriety. If nothing was given him,
while others around him were enjoying their fill, he
did indeed look askance at the dishes and giw a

short resentful cough as each plate was carried ><{{

by the negTo boys ; or sometimes even seized the

arm of a passerby to draw attention to his wants
or indicate his displeasure somewhat more forcibly.

He was seldom ill-humoured, and, even when he
was chastised, he never resented his i)unishment,
but came up with a beseeching air, clinging to his

master's feet and looking up with an e.\))ressi\ c air

that disarmed all displeasure. Altogether I think
we may say that many a young gentleman who goes
to Eton and gets into parliament has worse reports
than that which we receive of the poor little gorilla-

boy who died of a galloping consumption in the
Berlin Aquarium. And if you will inquire of Sally's

keeper, he will, I think, tell you that she is, unless
she is put out, good-tempered and affectionate.

When she is put out—well ! well ! young ladies in

all stations of life are apt to lose their tempers
sometimes.

Near Sally's cage— I beg her pardon— near
Miss Calva's apartment in the Zoo there is, or was,
an ordinary chimpanzee. The story of the chim-
panzee in captivity, like that of most apes, generally
ends soon and sadly. Consumption too rapidly does
its dread inevitable work. A\'hat can be more
touching than the death of Mapeca in the Dresden
Zoo? "When her illness began," we learn, "she
became apathetic, and looked about her with a
vacant unobservant stare. Just before the end
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ame she put her arms round Schopf, the director's

eck, looked at him placidly, kissed him three

mes, stretched out her hand to him, and died."

'oor little dumb cousin ! My heart is filled with

great pity, and my mind with not irreverent

fonder as I read these words.

Sally has, so far, escaped this cruel Nemesis of

)ur northern clime, probably because she comes

rem the highlands of the Gaboon whereas the true

himpanzee inhabits the tropical forests near the

coast.

' Mapeca was a strange wayward mixture of roguish

mischief and good-humoured affection. She could

sip her tea with a spoon, but not so gracefully as

Sally. She could pour from one vessel mlo another

, without spilling a drop. She would steal her keeper's

:
boots ; and then throw them at his head like any

young English lord whose valet has disturbed his

slumbers at too early an hour. She could blow

her nose with a handkerchief; which feat, when

one remembers how remarkably little there is to

catch hold of, is not a little noteworthy. She was

fond of playing with old hats ; a trait on which one

might moralize. It is remarkable what a charm for

simple minds there is in what is vulgarly known as

" a topper." My small son, only last Sunday, got hold

of mine and pulling it down over his ears exhibited

himself with no little pride to the family and house-

hold—to the detriment however of the hat. And

some years ago, when I was in America, some red-

skins obtained one of these coveted pieces of

personal furniture. It was too much property for

a single individual and was therefore neatly divided

among three. Whether they cast lots for first choice

I know not ; but he to whose share fell the brim,

seemed very proud.

The young chimpanzee most thoroughly enjoys

a rough and tumble game. One that was deposited

in the Berlin Aquarium lived for a while in the

director's office and entered into the most friendly

relations with Dr. Hermes' two-year-old boy, with

whom he was always gentle and docile. " But

when a number of schoolboys visited the office he

ran towards them, went from one to the other,

shook one of them, bit the leg of another, seized

the jacket of a third with the right hand, and with

the left gave him a sound box on the ear ; in short,

he played the wildest pranks." A learned zoologist

who visited, for grave scientific purposes, a chim-

panzee that lived in our London Zoo, says of this

little fellov/ :
—" He showed a great disposition to

play with me, jumping on his lower extremities

opposite me like a child, and looking at me with

an expression indicating a wish for a game at

romps. I confess I complied," he naively adds,

"and a capital game we had." Would you not

like to have caught the distinguished zoologist

romping with Tommy the Chimpanzee ? I should.

But if you think any the worse of him for doing so,

I hope you may live to grow wiser.

When he was tired of the game Mr. Broderip

tried a very interesting experiment. Many of us

have an instinctive dread of snakes. By an instinc-

tive dread I do not mean fear arising from the

knowledge that snakes are harmful, but a nameless

and inexplicable horror that seems part of our very

being. The apes share with us this instinctive

dread, as Mr. Broderip proved in the case of this

chimpanzee. For while Tommy's attention was

directed elsewhere, a hamper containing a large

python was brought in and placed on a chair near

the dresser. The lid was raised, and the snake

disclosed to view. Soon Tommy came gambolling

that way. "As he jumped and danced along the

dresser towards the basket he was all gaiety and

life ; suddenly he seemed to be taken aback,

stopped and cautiously advanced towards the

basket, peered or rather craned over it, and in-

stantly, with a gesture of horror and aversion and

the cry of " hoo ! hoo !
" recoiled from the detested

object, jumped back as far as he could, and then

sprang to his keeper for protection."

Of the young orang-utan, to which we must now

turn, Mr. \Vanace gives a charming description in

that delightful book of his. The Malay Archipelago.

Ha\-ing shot a mother Mias (as the creature is

called in the Dyak tongue) he found a poor little

orphaned child lying face downward in the swamp.

Its toothless mouth was full of dirt ; but when this

was cleaned out it began to cry right lustily and

seemed quite strong and active. So Mr. Wallace

took it unto himself and became its foster-father.

Unfortunately there was no milk to be had, and

the little Mias had to be content with a somewhat

thin and cheerless substitute—rice-water from a

bottle with a quill in the cork. The great naturalist

was very gentle and tender with his pet. He fitted

up a little box for a cradle, with a soft mat, which

was changed and washed every day, for it to lie

upon. He washed, too, himself, the little Mias.

"After I had done so a few times," he says, "it

came to like the operation, and as soon as it was
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dirty would 'oegin crying, and not leave off till I

took it out and carried it to the spout, when it

immediately became quiet, although it would wince

a little at the first rush of the cold water, and make

ridiculously wry faces while the stream was running

over its head. It enjoyed the wiping and rubbing

dry amazingly, and when I brushed its hair seemed

to be perfectly happy, lying quite still, with its

arms and legs stretched out, while I thoroughly

brushed the long hair of its back and arms." I

confess I like this picture of the strong, bearded

naturalist, to whose voice all Europe was soon to

listen, whose name was to be intimately associated

with that of Charles Darwin, wasiiing, wiping,

rubbing dry, and thoroughly brushing up a little

baby ape. " How could he touch the nasty little

thing !
" may be the exclamation of some. I do

not think they see so deeply into the beauty and

mystery of the great world of living things as did

•Alfred Russell Wallace.

Not content with washing and brushing his i)et,

Mr. Wallace went so far as to make an artificial

mamma for it out of a buffalo skin made up into a

bundle. At first this seemed to suit it admirably,

as it could sprawl its legs about and always find

some hair, which it grasped with the greatest

tenacity. But the little one, tired of a thin and

meagre rice-water diet, expected more of its foster-

l)arent than the buffalo bundle was in a position to

supply. Whence arose so much lamentation that

it had to be unsewn and taken to pieces. Mr.

Wallace then gave the little fellow as a companion

a young Macaque monkey of about his own age.

The difference between the two, he remarks, was

very curious. " The Mias, like a very young baby,

lying on its back, quite helpless, rolling lazily from

side to side, stretching out all four hands into the

air, wishing to grasp something, but hardly able to

guide its fingers to any definite object, and when
dissatisfied opening wide its almost toothless mouth,

and expressing its wants by a most infantine

scream ; the little monkey, on the other hand, in

constant motion running and jumping about where-

ever it pleased, examining everything around it,

seizing hold of the smallest objects w^ith the

greatest precision, balancing itself at the edge of

the box, or running up a post, and helping itself to

anything eatable that came in its way. There

could hardl)- be a greater contrast ; and the baby

Mias looked more baby-like by comparison."

Poor little baby Mias ' I am sorrj- to say it did

not live long, but died of an intermittent feve

about three months after the death of it

mother.

Now when we read these stories of little apes!

we seem (do we not.') almost to be hearing tale

of little human children. We might almost say

They have all the vices and some of the virtues o
childhood. The baby boy and the baby Mias, the

little girl and the young chimpanzee are, in fact,

much more like each other in character than the

savage male gorilla is like a respectable greengrocei

or old Mrs. Mias is like Mrs. Smith. In early

childhood there is not much to choose between
the prospective bishop or the future costermonger.

Nay, not im])robably, the embryo costermonger is

the sharper lad of the two. It is a curious fact

that, in Cape Colony schools, the children of

negroes and Kaffirs sometimes learn more rapidly

than the children of intelligent white folk—for

a while. But there comes a time when they cease

to progress thus rapidly, and the white boy shoots

ahead. So too does the little chimpanzee seem
almost as intelligent as a child. But very soon the

human child shoots ahead, and the " young
monkey," as we call him, becomes a respectable

and responsible member of society. As ho grows,

the man within him develojis year by year : and
similarly the ape in the chimpanzee or gorilla

develops with its advancing years. Starting within

an almost measurable distance from one another,

the ape and man rapidly diverge, until the chasm
between them becomes immense.

Not only of character is this true ; to a certain

degree it is true also of organization and structure.

The ape is much more like a human child than an

old gorilla with its enormous brow-ridges, or orang-

utan with its great cheek-pads, is like a man. The
development of the savage brute-nature is accom-
panied (there is a moral lurking hereabouts) by the

development of a fierce and savage aspect. Even
Sally is not so human-looking as she was some
years ago. (Not that I would hint, Miss Calva, at

any falling-off in good looks. I merely mean that

your beauty is developing along its own special

lines.) But whereas the character-chasm becomes
well-nigh infinite, the structure-chasm, in essential

points, does not widen to anything like the same
extent.

The favourite distinction between man and beast,

the presence or absence of a tail, does not hold

good in the case of the anthropoid apes at all.
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ally has no more tail than I have. But if you

ill watch Sally you will find that she cannot

ssume a truly erect i:)Osition. And this holds good

f all the man-like apes. They cannot stand up-

ight. A gorilla can balance himself for a time on

is hind-legs; but if he wishes to move rapidly

long the ground he will gallop on all fours, the

ngers being bent and the backs of the second

Dints being applied to the surface, and being

rovided with hard pads of toughened flesh. The

avourite mode of progression of the anthropoid

.pes is however in the trees, swinging themselves

rom branch to branch, both hands and feet being

)rehensile or fitted for grasping. In all anthropoid

ipes the arm is very much longer in proportion than

n man. In the gorilla the fingers reach the knees
;

n the chimpanzee somewhat further ; in the orang

hey reach to the ankle ; and in some gibbons the

palm may be applied to the ground while the body

is as upright as is possible to the ape. And with

regard to the upright position it is a curious and

interesting fact that, according to French anato-

mists, the thiglvbones of some of the earliest known

men, those found with the remains of extinct

animals at Spy in the province of Namur, indicate

that these ancient folk could not assume a perfectly

erect position. Even in a very little baby child,

round-backed as a chimpanzee, you will find that

the leg will not quite straighten ; while the soles of

the feet turn markedly inwards as they do in the

anthropoid apes. The legs are, moreover, relatively

to the length of the arms, much shorter than in the

f
grown-up man or woman. And you cannot look at

Sally or any man-like ape without noticing that,

not only are the arms disproportionately long, but

the legs are to almost the same degree (though

this is more marked in the orang) too short. So

that here again the ape preserves throughout life

a character which is present in the child but which

the man outgrows.

I should weary you if I were to enter critically into

the likenesses and differences in structure between

Sally and her allies on the one hand, and you and

me on the other. We are all built upon the same

plan, and even in details the resemblances are very

close. Except that Sally has an extra pair of ribs,

her bones answer to your bones each to each. I do

not mean that they answer to yours in precise shape
;

the shoulder-blades and collar-bones for example

are not quite like yours ; but they answer closely

in number and general arrangement. So too with

the other parts. There is a plane of correspondence

deeper than the superficial points of diversity.

And Sally is not less admirably fitted for her natural

mode of life than you for yours Her brain is not

so highly developed as yours ; but she has the best

of it in muscular power. Her hand is not so deli-

cate an organ or capable of such nice adjustment as

yours; but her foot is prehensile which yours is not.

Hence some differences of structure and muscular

equipment. But on the whole the resemblances are

so close that most anatomists include man and the

anthropoid apes in the same group. In doing so,

you must remember, they are guided by structure

alone ; for in classification it is to this we must look,

and not to intellectual and moral characters. And

we may consistently believe that, although these

high qualities, and the power of speech in and

through which they have arisen, altogether mark off

and distinguish man from the rest of the animal

kingdom, yet still, in his structure and organization,

he is one with the anthropoid apes ; and that, so

far, he may not deny to Sally the title of "Cousin

Sarah."

PRl\ATt I ^
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CHILDREN FROM MODERN PICTURES.

. /^^^-^^-J^ vCJ:^
' Where did you come from, baby dear ?

Out of the everywhere into here !

"

HOW greatly is our life affected by the chil-

dren ! how the fact of their absence or

their presence in a household moulds the whole daily

current of thought and deed of the inmates, of their

in-coming and out-going, care for the morrow or

occupation. The first baby is king or queen of the

house for many a long day, commanding the service

of a crowd of willing courtiers—mother, nurse,

young aunts, cousins. Father must not be left out,

but though in his heart of hearts he is proud too,

and ready to obey, he does not as a rule like to

show it, does not know how ; he treats the little

creature as though it would break or explode if he

touched it. Never mind, father's time comes later,

when the little limbs grow rounder and stronger,

when the eyes light up with intelligence at his com-

ing, and the soft cooing and inarticulate sounds go

to his very heart in their sweet helplessness, when

the dimpled chin and rosy cheeks shine in their

infantile beauty. What an ever-increasing joy for

him as he comes in from his daily task ! whether he

be prince or peasant, worker with his brains or

with his hands, to watch the toddling wee thing, to

hear its first words displayed ! His willing chains

are on now, and the little sorcerer forges a link each

day. Perhaps foreigners are more demonstrative

towards their children than we quieter English folk,

at least the men among them. I remember as a

girl noticing with wonder the way in which some

Hungarian gentlemen, scholars, and men of war,

unbent themselves to play with quite little children.

Accustomed to see the grave English father, affec-

tionate enough, but sober in his merriment, the
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sight of these bearded gentlemen entering into the

games and adapting themselves to the powers of

these little ones—baby dancing on the knee of one,

little two-year-old toddling round the room after

another—as though they were used to the nursery

always, was one not to be forgotten. It is with this

sympathy for child life, and this amused sense of

child fellowship and simplicity that the Dutch and
French artists come to their canvas when they

paint babies and children. No wonder they are

successful. The same tender sympathy, a similar

sense of the humorous side of child-life essentially

modern (according too well with the tendency to

Jc:ef Israels.

spoil them !) is seen pre-eminent among the works

of the Italian sculptors now at the Italian E.xhibi-

tion. It has been recently said by more than one

English critic that babies as a rule are a nuisance

in picture galleries from the art point of view.

That this may be so must arise from the want of

sympathy in the painter, from the lack of heart in

his subject which alone can give the touch of poetry

or sentiment lying at the foundation of true art.

The painter, like the poet, is an expression of

national characteristics, if not entirely of character,

hence the success of Deschamps with his " living

little person," Ati Clou, in the Paris Salon this year,

a bewitching infant of reality, suggestive of a room
in some remote country village, and of the hard-

working peasant mother who thus puts her darling

out of harm's way. Here no pigs or other four-footed

friends can get at it. Tne foreign custom of tying

the child into a long slipper-shaped mattress, con-

fining the legs and feet while supporting the back,

gives her the opiwrtunity of doing a perfectly natural

thing, hanging the child on the wall ; as some other

poor on the Continent may be seen trudging along

with their children tied up in the fame manner,

strajjped to their backs.

In these two French babies given us by the Dutch
artist, M. Maris, one, a sweet, rosy, downy-haired,

chubby child, looks out from its little bed, and
relies for our sympathies on its very ])resent per-

sonality. The English poetess here chimes in

—

for are not mothers always true? and this pet also

" Hasn't any hair,

Just a ruff of gold down
Fit for ducks to wear.

" Mcrrj' sparkling blue eyes,

Noselet underneath.
And a pair of plump lips.

Innocent of teeth.

" Either side each round cheek
A jolly little ear,

Painted like a conch shell.

Isn't she a dear.'"

M. Maris is impartial, and shows the effects of

petting on his other baby, a little older (French

mothers and nurses do spoil their children sadly).

Evidently le petit bambin is in a great taking about

something unattainable, and is proving her claim to

discontented humanity very vigorously.

But the years of winning childhood are coming on,

with its caresses, its tenderness, its forgetfulness,

waywardness, and ever-changing moods. Commend
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RECREATIO

to see ; when he learns to read and write, " Me
wants to learn too !

" and no game of cricket,

or horses, or tennis is complete without

her. The big elder brother is the life and

soul of every party among the little ones

;

nothing loth to be dux he is continually

devising some amusement, some comical

trick, making some doll's house, for the

benefit of his little sister or brother, uncon-

sciously helping forward all manner of good

qualities in himself, and building up happy

memories of the days "when we were young

together."

So it is too with the elder sister ; happy the

girl whose lot it is to have some little brother

or sister to help care

for, attention to whose

younger wants and growing

character will strengthen her

own, drawing her out of

herself and helping her to

attain high ideals.

But we are forgetting all

the children waiting for us.

Listen !

me to a healthy natural

English girl or boy for the

type of charming childhood,

such as the little maid with

far-away wistful eyes, pre-

sented to us by Mr. Piper

(at the head of this paper),

the turn of whose mouth

however shows an invincible

roguery. This is the child who, active and

strong of limb, like a boy, delights in the

mysteries and wonders around her, and weeps

when you tell her some simple pathetic tale, the

story of Joseph and his brethren, little Benjamin

and the old father, they are all very near to

her quick imagination. Treat her mercifully,

O elder brother ! The sensitive child will

not often show you these fine emotions—the

germs of good womanhood—if you laugh at

her.

But we have a great belief in elder brothers

beginning at quite an early age. The way in

which a boy from seven or eight upwards, pro-

tects and looks after his little sister is beautiful
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"There was a rustling, that seemed like a bustling.

Of merry crowds justling at pitching and hustling,

Small feet were pattering, wooden shoes clattering.

Little hands clapping, and little tongues chattering.

And like fowls in a farm-yard when barley is scattering.

Out came the children running,

All the little boys and girls.

With rosy cheeks and flaxen curls,

And sparkling eyes and teeth like pearls,

Tripping and skipping.'

The Pied Piper has just passed by, and here they

are ! For you see, we have stepped over to the other

side of the Channel for a while, leaving our soft

skinned, plump, fair children, whose fresh beauty

and simplicity, greatly due to our moister climate as

well as our northern blood, strike foreigners with

the warmest admiration—we leave them to these

caresses, and look out for little comrades over yon-

der. We cannot even land without finding our

words brought home : for there in front of us,

wading in the shallows on the yellow sand, between

the shore and his father's fishing boat, goes the

little elder brother with his baby sister on his back.

That fine artist Josef Israels (of Amsterdam and

Paris) here shows us one of his quiet restrained

touches that " make the whole world kin."

LA SOUPE.

Next come two of M. Louis Deschamps's little

friends. Did he—the cunning man—himself give

the little Idelette that delicious piece of bread and

jam (confitures), the A'ery thought of which as she

carries it to her mouth brings such sparkling eyes

and dimpled smile? The thick brown wavy hair

well becomes the shapely little head and happy

face of the darling of the house. We are no less

delighted to "assist" at the meal oi petit Jean the

peasant's son, from the next village ; bare-shoul-

dered, and unkempt, with what gusto he takes his

simple soupeauxchoux! Little knows he of the tooth-

some fare of his more dainty sister, but there he

stands (or rather leans), free as the air, the picture

of careless childlike enjoyment, ready to scamper

ofif directly the pipkin is empty. These are two of

the many delightful introductions into child-world

which have come from the sympathetic brash of

M. L. Deschamps.

In strong contrast to the freedom of this painter

are the little girls chosen by the master, Bouguereau.

Nice little girls, they will grow into well-behaved

young ladie.-;, \ye feel sure, but there is an air of

self-consciousness about them both, a suspicion of
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ecorum, which prevent their

;aching the front rank of

ur modern children's band.

'he serious up-turned face,

le clasped hands and well-

jrmed shoulders leaning on

'he prie-dieu in the attitude

,'.f prayer, are beautifully

lirawn, but the rapt expression

)f unconscious earnest child-

hood is wanting. Something

jf this may be due to the

> icverity of this painter's style,

-,,vhich allows of no trickery

;o catch the eye, and insists

'or. good drawing and pure

painting. With the blower

of soap bubbles there is

more success
;
pleasure, not

extremely eager, at the fragile beauty she has formed,

lurks on the lovely little face, a pleasure which she

desires to share with her companions. The ex-

quisite arms and hands of this child are a study in

themselves. Allegory and the classic spirit are

the medium through which this artist sees child-

hood ; they lead him sometimes to extreme beauty

of form and expression, as

in a picture of 1883 called

Alvia Parens, where nine

very lovely children surround

their mother, but they are not

the engaging or \yayward

little friends we really find

among French children.

An artist who truly loves

children as children, and is

willing to be inspired by

them, is Edouard Frere. He
is fond of painting them in

the snow— snow such as

occurs near Paris, he lived

at Ecouen,—and he delights

to follow them into the

;mi's.
i^ousu:.i,.ai..

peasant's cottage and rural

life. Mishaps alas ! fall to

one's garments everywhere when one is at school,

and the good mother cannot see her boy in rags.

" Up on the table, Pierre, put out thy leg and

let us see what has befallen thee !

"

She turns back her capacious apron that the front

may not be soiled ; the woollen skirt, the striped

blouse jacket, the brightprinted kerchief on the Itead,
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bespeak the thrifty, hard-working country woman,
wlio, however poor, can always find a patch for

her goodman's blouse and time to lay it on, and

a needle and thread ready for her boy's emergency.

Mow could a Frenchwoman, who is already looking

forward to her boy's future, do otherwise? This

little fellow who watches so intently the progress

of the needle is a good scholar ; careless and

boy-like enough as he ought to be, he is destined

to be the pride of his self-denying parents one day.

Ah, Pierre ! when thou comest into that great life,

niayest thou carry with thee the solid virtues of

those simple, faithful people. It is they and such

as they that make the strength of a nation.

Thoroughly French too is the dear little girl

who is threading the needle for bonne grand'-

mcre; the air of homely simplicity, of comfort-

able old age is about the woman ; the intense

interest of both is fixed upon the thread that in

the unpractised little hands w/// not go in at first

!

Expectant triumph is ready on the innocent little

face; how she will leap and skip when she has

succeeded, and has won the universal reward from

the fond old lips. This useful child will wait

upon her grand'mcre in a thousand ways with

that natural respect for aged mothers so frequently

seen among the French, and assuredly she v.ill

be the prettiest prattling companion you may meet
on a summer's day. Adieu, ma f'cttte, an revoir

Farewell, dear children, whether you be French

or English, you reflect the best qualities of your

elders, and you cannot tell how many hearts you
charm away to innocent happiness.



. i )L\\G ANGEL, AND A
^ ^ YOUNG GIRL.

" But he and his eight hundred
Shall plough the wave no more."

OU have never been in Australia? So

I perceive
;

you would not speak

of it so dispassionately if you had. While

we are out there we always think of England

as home, but when we have returned to our

own island, Australia draws us, so that many

are fain to go out there again and not to

return any more.

I spent part of my sweet youth there and

had many joys and not a few adventures.

Once I was lost in the bush. It was just at

Christmas time—not a Christmas like ours, cold
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and snowy. Christmas in Australia is the most

beautiful jjart of the year.

Yes, I was lost, but I have never been able to

understand how it came to pass, and I had wandered

about for a whole day before I could believe it.

My two brothers had lived in that locality for

some years, and knew it well, but I had not been

with them long when we went out together one

morning early because I wanted to see a colony of

ground parrots which had their nests in some blue

gum trees not half-a-mile from our habitation.

We came just to the outskirts of a portion of

forest. Great cinnamon-coloured shafts before they

began to branch, shot up between two and three

hundred feet. The ground underneath was thickly

adorned with the birds who looked like gaudy

flowers, till we approached, when they began to run

about fluttering and half flying. We sat down and

ate some fruit, then my brothers went on to inspect

a flock which was at a distant part of the station,

and pointing out the roof of our own house, they told

me never to lose sight of it, and wished me to begin

walking home at once.

And so I did, but I was beguiled by the beauty

of some flowering bushes. The clump was a good

deal taller than I was. I gathered a handful of

flowers and must have forgotten myself, and walked

round it. Then never doubting that I had come
back again, or rather so taking it for granted as not

to think at all, I walked on, till just as I was con-

sidering that the way was long, it flashed upon me
that the sun was behind instead of before me—and

where was the house? I could hardly believe it,

but the house was not to be seen. I saw another

forest where I expected it to stand, and it seemed

too, that for some little time I had been descending

into a shallow valley, but the house was on a rise.

At last I discerned as I felt sure the very thicket

of those flowering shrubs at which I had stopi)ed,

and I went joyfully back to them, knowing that

from thence the house was plainly visible. Before

I reached those bushes I knew they were not the

same. The whole country was opening out before

me, hills were nearer, forests were denser, but they

all looked like that spur of forest that I had come
from, and gaze as I would the house was visible

nowhere.

At last after wandering many hours and never

giving up hope I came to water, and this though I

•was so sorely athirst, made the tears roll down my

cheeks, for I knew then beyond a doubt that I mu;

be many miles from home.

I drank and at sunset sat down spent with fatigu(

It was under a grove of eucalyptus trees. Strang

to say the time did not seem long, though I neve

slept the whole night through. The moon was s

bright that no stars could be seen and every les

above my head struck by her beams looked as pal

and nearly as lustrous as silver. As soon as th^

twilight before dawn appeared, and it is very shor

there, I looked out again all over the bush hopinj

to see smoke, for I felt sure that fires would b(

lighted to guide me. I went and got some water

then came back to my ])lace. I knew not which waj

to walk ; the undulating country where it was oper

was covered with the same bush. The forests rost

each about half way uj) the hills, and one was like

another.

I determined to sit still, for I might if I walked

be at every step going further from home. I did

sit for many hours and sometimes tried to pray ;

then suddenly terror got the better of me. I started

up. The sun was now very hot, I ran this way and

that way, wrung my hands and cried out, and then

sank exhausted in the first shade I came to.

At least there was water. I kept near that and

could hardly believe that this was the secoi

evening, but it was, and the sun set and the moi

rose.

The sun set again and the moon rose. I do m it

remember much of that day—I was very faint, my
shoes were wearing out fast. But I had been all

day near the water. I should not die of thirst, but

I saw no print of the feet of a flock near it ; no

hope. Only wild creatures drank there.

I said the moon rose. I sat leaning against the

great trunk of an acacia tree with my head bowed

down and I slept.

I was so faint and yet I slept, and afterwards I

appeared to know that some one was sitting near

me ; but I could not tell who it was.

Then I saw something in the twilight, for the

moon was overclouded and the stars which began

to appear did not give much light.

A figure. It seemed to be of the colour of the

twilight.

I was aware that some kind of influence passed

over from this figure to me, an influence which it

intended, I think, to exercise. I must have been

awake when I said " I shall soon die, so why should
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I be afraid to speak ? I do not think you are a

man?" And that which sat near me answered,

" No, I am not, but I was sent down to comfort

you because you think you are lost."

" ' Think I am lost,' " I repeated very faintly—'' I

know it—I have been lost in this bush for more

than two days—but it comforts me to hear you

talk, the words sound strange to me, but you must

be speaking EngHsh, for I understand perfectly

what you say."

"No," he answered, "I do not speak English,

but those who hear me can understand, because it

is the language that all your speech comes from.

But you are not lost. No ! He who is the Head
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of your race knows where you are, He pointed you
out to me and sent me down with a message ; I

was to tell you so."

And then the moon came out. She was at the full.

It was almost as light as day, and though I was afraid

I dared to turn as he sat beside me, and look at

him. He looked like a young man strong and tall,

his raiment seemed to be white, but the face com-
forted me. I looked, and then being obliged to

speak my thought, I faltered, " Truly your face is

not like any face I have seen hitherto, I think you
are fully grown. But you look very young. \\'l)y

should I care to ask? It is your presence makes me
utter my stray thoughts, or jierhaps it is that I shall

soon die. Yes, I do wish I could know how old

you are."

" I am young," he answered, " but I scarcely

know how to tell my age in your time because you
count by the sun. I was made when that Greek
—you know—Alexander, whom men call The
Great "

" What
!
" I exclaimed, interrupting, " what is it

that you say ?
"

"Yes, I was made," he went on, "when that

Greek was besieging Tyre—Tyre on the Island."
" Oh, your talk is strange," I said.

"I was made, with several others," he continued,
" to help with the children. They were cruel, tho?e

conquerors ; they had brazen armour all over their

breasts and thighs. The Greek made a causey-
do you understand ?—and it reached across the

shallow sea from the old Tyre to the new. Hun-
dreds and thousands of children died in the sie^e.

That is the first thing I remember ; I helped to

carry them up."

Then my next thought, and I had to utter it, was,
" Why, that must be nearly three thousand years

ago ! Oh, you are very old. then—what ! help at

the siege of Tyre ?
"

" Yes," he went on, " I did when I was new.
That causey through the sea took seven months to

build. The Greek had torn up for it the timbers
and stone and bricks and ruined houses of old
Tyre, and it was built out into the water while the

TjTians fled away in their ships. It was a city full

of costly things
; fine with silver and beaten gold

and precious merchandize, and being new created.

I wondered at their ships, which were not ali\e, and
yet could move.

"They saved some of their women and a few

children in the ships. These were fine '—carve(

enriched with gold and silver, and their sails a

manner of colours. They stole out at dawn unde
cover of the great walls, while the Greek groum
his teeth ; and their sailors sang at the oar. Thos
fair fleets were comparable—almost comparablc-
for glory and beauty to the flocks of birds we havi

in heaven. I was well i)leased to see them cscapi

when they glistened in the morning sun."

While he spoke the moon set and day dawned.
I was awake. This Angel, or this vision of an

Angel, did not fade. I saw it more distinctly th.an

ever. Then I looked up into the blue-leaved
.

eucalyptus trees : thousands and thousands of the

flowers hung their pale filaments overhead, and
flocks of white parakeets woke and, bustling and
screaming, flew out and flew down without ai)pcar-

ing to be at all aware of an unusual Presence
underneath.

When I saw the face i)lainly I was the more
afraid. There was no hurry in it ; he was so calm,

I felt that he might be come to fetch me also;

and as the long low sunbeams shot in among the

living birds and rich-coloured flowers, I trembled
and was not able to endure his silence.

"Talk to me again, O most beautiful!" I

entreated. "Tell me of other great things you
have done—but not so very long ago ; when I hear

your voice I am not so very much afraid."

Presently, while for faintness I scarcely knew
where we were, I heard him in the midst of telling

me something more ; it seemed to be about an

other ship.

I thought he had been talking some time. " It

was close to the Island," he was saying when I

revived ;
" that great Island far away which is the

he-id-quarters of your nation. And this was a verv

great ship ; seven of us were sent down. AYe knew
we had to do with that shij), but the day was per-

fectly calm, and she was lying at anchor close in

shore. We settled on the rigging. The ship's

company were almost all below at their mid-day
meal, and every port was open Only a few

shipwrights were at work on her sides, and they had
heeled the ship over."

Here he paused. ''Are you so faint ? " I presently

heard him say, for my head was bent and I could
not raise it.

" I am faint, shall I die soon ? " I found strength

enough to say.
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I do not know," he answered ;
" but I know

at you are to have your choice."

I know that I was awake when he said this, and

went on, " You will go, but I know not when,

the home I came from, or you will go to your

ome here with your own people."

" Can you then guide me to my home here ? " I

iquired.

" No," he answered, " I cannot."

I cannot tell if it was surprise at his words or

hether it was the mere sound of his voice which

ave me strength, as it had done before, but I was

i)le to sit up ; I felt very much confused and had

great dread of that voyage which he might be

•bout to take me ; moreover, I could not under-

tand his words.

"Let me think afterwards," I entreated; "tell

ne now about that ship."

She heeled over," he went on. " It was in the

unshine of a calm at noon ; the water came in at

ill her ports and she went down, sank with all her

sight hundred down below, and not one was

saved.

" We rose from the rigging where we had settled

and hovered over her as she went under. We
heard cries below—but oh ! for so short a time-
even her tall masts went under.

"Then we knew why we had been sent."

This vision of an Angel was moved as he told

me this. He paused.

" That was sad," I said faintly, " and they had

no time ? I am sorry."

"None," he answered; "and very soon we saw

the souls coming up and floating on the surface

of the water ; they were amazed and in great fear.

Many of them did not know they were dead."

" Saw the souls," I exclaimed, almost strong

again through astonishment. " Why, what were

they like ?
"

" Some of them," he replied, " were li4je gray

moths nearly of the size of a dove.

"\\'e collected them and set them on our
shoulders, and on our arms to take care of them."

"Oh," I said, "your words are strange, I am
affrighted—and what were the others like ?

"

" I shall not tell you," he replied, " and besides,

there are other matters of which to speak."

When I heard this I began to weep.

"It was said above," he went on, "that you might

choose. This was said when I was sent down, that

you might know you were not lost."

I said, " Will He, whom I love and fear, be dis-

pleased if I do not go with you ?
"

" No," he still answered " you have leave to

choose."

"Surely, I had better go. I cannot live long

thus—The bitterness since you have been here is

almost past. Give me a few moments to think.

Shall I ever see that sun again?" I looked about

me, long low beams shot among those towering

trees. How beautiful they appeared to my fading

eyes:

" Is it not best to go ? " I murmured, but what was

that ? Surely it was a far-off voice, a distant shout

!

With a wild passion of longing, I listened and even

while I gazed the figure beside me grew faint.

I saw the bush-flowers through it — and O 1

—

something more !

" You have chosen," it said, and that same instant

it vanished utterly away. My eyes were fixed on

the portion of the bush which its figure, as it sat by

me before beginning to fade, had concealed.

I saw two horsemen, and two men walking beside

them and knew they had come out to search for me
and I was able to stand up, and cry out with all the

power of a hope which had been so long deferred.

Yes, they found me, and fed me, and after a while

set me on one of the horses and took me heme.

But I often ponder on that visit in the night, and

long for such a presence again. The world has

been dull since I had it, and I have always been

sure it was not a dream.
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1 upon the sand-dunes thrive the coarse, long grasses^

Herons standing knee-deep in the brackish pool,

Overhead the sunset fire and flame amasses,

And the moon to Eastward rises pale and cool

:

Rose and green around her, silver-grey and pearly,

Chequered with the black rooks flying home to bed;

For, to wake at daybreak birds must couch them early,

.\nd the dav's a lontr one since the davNii was red.

On the chilly lakelet, ni that pleasant gloaming.

See the sad swans sailing : they shall have no rest

:

Xever a voice to greet them save the bittern's booming

AVhere the ghostly sallows sway against the West.

'• Sister," saith the grey swan, " Sister, 1 am weary,"

Turning to the white swan wet, despairing eyes

;

'= Oh," she saith, "my young one." "Oh," she saith, "my

dearie,"

Casts her wings about him with a storm of cries.

Woe for Lir's sweet children whom their vile step-mother

Glamoured with her witch-spells for a thousand years ;

Died their father raving—on his throne another

—

Blind before the end came from the

burning tears.
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She—the fiends possess her, torture her for ever.

Gone is all the glory of the race of Lir ;

Gone and long forgotten like a dream of fever :

But the swans remember all the days that were.

Hugh, the black and white swan with the beauteous feathers,

Fiachra, the black swan with the emerald breast,

Conn, the youngest, dearest, sheltered in all weathers,

Him his snow-white sister loves the tenderest.

These her mother gave her as she lay a-dying.

To her faithful keeping, faithful hath she been,

^Vith her ^^ings spread o'er them when the tempest's crying,

And her songs so hopeful when the sky's serene.

Other swans have nests made 'mid the reeds

and rushes,

Lined with downy feathers where the

cygnets sleep

Dreaming, if a bird dreams, till the daylight

blushes,

Then they sail out swiftly on the current

deep.

With the proud swan-father, tall, and

strong, and stately.

And the mild swan-mother, grave with

household cares.

All well-born and comely, all rejoicing greatly

:

Full of honest pleasure is a life like theirs.

But alas 1 for my swans, with the human nature,

Sick with human longings, starved for human ties,

With their hearts all human cramped in a bird's stature.

And the human weeping in the bird's soft

Never shall my swans build nests in some green

river.

Never fly to Southward in the autumn grey.

Rear no tender children, love no mates for

ever.

Robbed alike of bird's joys and of man's are

they.
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iabbled Conn the youngest, "Sister, I remember

At my father's palace how I went in silk,

Ue the juicy deer-flesh roasted from the ember.

Drank from golden goblets my child's draught of

milk.

"Sister," saith Fiachra, "well do I remember

How the flaming torches lit the banquet-hall.

And the fire leapt skyward in the mid-December,

And amid the rushes slept our staghounds tall.

By our father's right hand you sat shyly gazing

Smiling half and sighing, with your eyes a-glow

As the bards sang loudly all your beauty praising

" Peace," saith Fionnuala, " that was long ago."

"Sister," then saith Hugh, "most do I remember

One I called my brother, one, earth's goodliest man,

Strong as forest oaks are where the wild vines clamber.

First at feast or hunting, in the battle's van.

Angus, you were handsome, wise and true, and tender,

Loved by every comrade, feared by every foe :

Low, low, lies your beauty, all forgot your splendour :

"

"Peace," saith Fionnuala, "that was long ago."

Dews are in the clear air, and the roselight paling.

Over sands and sedges shines the evening star,

And the moon's disk lonely high in heaven is sailing,

Silvered all the spear-heads of the rushes are,-

Housfed warm are all things as the night grows

colder.

Water-fowl and sky-fowl dreamless in the nest

:

But the swans go drifting, drooping wing and

shoulder.

Cleaving the still waters where the fishes

rest.

Once I rode a-hunting, laughed to see the hurly.

Shouted at the ball-play, on the lake did row,

You had for your beauty gauds that" shone so

rarely :

"

" Peace," saith Fionnuala, " that was long ago."



A SAGE OF SIXIEEN.

CHAPTER I.

WHEN Elma went to Park Lane she was

called " a sage ". No one ever thought

of calling her "a sage" at Haverstock Hill.

At Haverstock Hill she lived—at Park Lane she

was to be found every Wednesday afternoon. Never-

theless she was scarcely more at home in, and, after

a certain fashion, an inmate of, the one house than

of the other.

Let us explain. Elma was an oqihan, and Sir

Thomas Alfreton—who was a very great personage

as personages go, rich, and popular, and esteemed

withal—was her nearest living relation ; but for the

present Sir Thomas neither had nor could have very

much to do with his young ward. It had been his

dead brother's expressed injunction that the little

girl should be brought up by a certain Miss Exeter,

and Miss Exeter was entirely out of Sir Thomas's

world, and could not possibly enter into his

calculations. She lived—he did not know where

she lived. Lady Alfreton knew, he averred. Lady
Alfreton was much attached to poor Henry's child,

and had her as much at Park Lane as possible.

But what could be done with a girl whose parents

wished her to be brought up at a boarding-school ?

Had it not been for that boarding-school, he did

not see for his part why Elma should not have lived

with them, and had Juliet's old governess, now that

Juliet no longer needed her. As it was, however,

as it was. Sir Thomas—shrugged his shoulders.

He knew his niece if he met her on his own
doorstep, or on the staircase, or if she accosted him
with a " How d'ye do, uncle ? " when he was

mounting for his daily ride : he probably would not

have known her had she passed him in the Park,

or looked down upon him from a gallery of the

House of Commons.

With the rest of the familv Elma was however

infinitely more thought of—when they had time to

think ; and more beloved—when they could find

room in their hearts to love.

Between one Wednesday and another they would

forget their weekly visitor, it is true. Lady Alfreton

would look round astonished when reminded by

her maid that Joseph or some one must be sent

to fetch the young lady before two o'clock ; but

there would be no unkindness in the astonishment.

Nay, it was invariably understood that her ladyship

was rather pleased than otherwise when told

Wednesday had come round once more—and that,

so much before it had been expected ; and Juliet,

coming in from the Row, would cry, " What, Elma,

here again?" quite heartily for her; and Piers's

" Hallo, Elma, half-holiday again, eh ?" would be

really brisk for him, when their young cousin was

seen peering over the banisters on the all-

important afternoons.

'• How are you, young sage ? " would be Piers's

next.

"Very well, thank you," the "young sage"

would rejoin. " Why in the world do you call nic

that. Cousin Piers ? " she would add, suddenly.

There never was much attempt at explanation.

They knew, one and all, what the term signified to

them, but they did not care to enter into the

subject with Elma.

" I suppose they do not think you so wise at

Haverstock Hill?" one day Juliet had suggested.

" No, indeed," and Elma had laughed outright.

At Haverstock Hill it would be " Elma, you

baby," or "Elma, you goose," more likely; and it is

a fact that whereas Lima's fashionable aunt was

wont to aver that, do what she would, she could not

but stand in awe at times of the terrible wisdom

and severe sense of that wonderful child, Miss i

Exeter, oi: the other hand, would hope that Lima's i
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DngLie had not run away with her in her uncle's

ouse, and would be fain to stop her ears lest she

hould be swept away by the torrent of frivolity

ifhich would burst from the little holiday-maker on

ler return thence.

Thus it will be seen that my youthful heroine

vas regarded from two distinctly different points of

.icw.

It would have amazed good Miss Exeter as much

.0 have heard her young charge accused of over-

Mbriety, as it would Lady Alfreton to have known

that the unconscious mentor who gazed at her

out of a pair of limpid eyes when sometimes,

absorbed in an exciting topic, she would forget the

child was by, and "be a little, a very little inclined

to talk as other people do, you know, my dear,"

(this was her ladyship's confidence thereafter)—it

would indeed have struck the delinquent dumb to

have known that the same Elma before whose solemn

silence her whispers had died away, would in all

probability be called to order as a " feather-brain
"

and a " rattle-pate " at the close of the same day.

No two sets of ideas, no two daily routines, no

two views of life generally, could have been found

more absolutely opposed to each other, than those

possessed by the denizens of Sir Thomas Alfreton's

mansion and Miss Exeter's corner house. Elma

was the sole connecting-link between them.

Thus Miss Exeter :
" It is a great thing for my

dear pupil to have such relations. They trust

her so entirely to me, and trust me so entirely with

her, that they never attempt to interfere with my
authority, nor seek to alter my plan of education.

No expense is spared, and I am permitted to carry

it out as I think best for dear Elma's advantage.

Her poor mother left her to my care "—here Miss

Exeter would bridle softly, and the pride of her

heart would let itself appear in the faint glow which

overspread her cheeks—" it was Mrs. Henry

Alfreton's dying request to her husband, that the

education of their only child should be committed

to me. Therefore I should under no circumstances

have agreed to forego my claim," she would continue

with renewed animation, " but it is pleasant to feel

that such a suggestion has never even been hinted

at ; and what is more, that since neither Sir Thomas
nor Lady Alfreton have so much as once made an

inquiry or a request, I may hope that they repose

an equal confidence in me to that which was ex-

pressed by the oiher members of the family when

it became known that Elma was to become an

inmate of my house. Nothing that Sir Thomas or

Lady Alfreton could possibly bestow upon their

niece, is equal in my opinion to their abstaining

from all interruption of her studies and direction

of her time."

Good creature 1 Had she but guessed to what

she owed such abstention !

Hark to Elma's aunt on the same subject. "Yes,

of course, my dear, what Juliet says is very true.

We are all fond of Elma—poor dear Henry's only

child, you know ; but then what can we do ? How
her poor dear mother could ever have dreamed of

making such a request, and how my poor dear

brother-in-law could ever have been so quixotic as

to carry it out, I cannot, no I can 7Wt imagine. I

call it being cruel to his own daughter. Sir Thomas

thought himself obliged to let all Captain Alfreton's

arrangements stand," pursued the speaker, plain-

tively, " and—oh, did I not tell you what they

were ? No ? The truth is this—but I am really

ashamed to acknowledge it—that the child is at

school somewhere in a remote part of London ; at

—at Haverstock Hill, in short—at a Miss Exeter's

school ; Miss Exeter having been governess to Mrs.

Henry Alfreton, and having no doubt established a

sort of hold over her. I know nothing about Miss

Exeter nor her school," Lady Alfreton would pro-

ceed ;
" I told Sir Thomas that he really could not

expect me to know, and he quite agreed. Had
Elma been left entirely to us, we would have done

the best we could for her, but, as it is, she is quite

out of our hands, and in Miss Exeter's. She

cannot be in the hands of two people at once, can

she? I have no doubt Miss Exeter is a worthy

creature, but a school at Haverstock Hill, you know

!

I cannot imagine why she should have it there, I

am sure there are plenty of other places—there is a

school just round the corner here ; and if Elma

had but been placed there, it would only have

been my maid's running in and running out—but

however there is no use in saying anything now.

As long as Captain Alfreton—Henry, you know—

•

was alive, we were not required to know anything

about the child, and—and—"here even the very

fine lady would move in her chair with a dim

uneasiness, and a sense of being on thin ice
—"and

indeed poor Henry never asked nor expected

it
"— (Elma had only been once within her

uncle's doors at the period thus referred to)—" but
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directly Sir Thomas heard of his brother's death,"

the narrator would recommence more briskly, " he

said the very first thing, ' ^^'e must see more of that

little girl.' Ever since then we have done all we can

for Elma. She spends every half-holiday with us

—

that is, everyWednesday afternoon—though it is such

a distance to send, and then she has always to be sent

back again as well. We do not grudge the trouble.

Elma is a favourite with us all, and Sir Thomas has

begun to say something about having her down at

the Towers in the autumn. As soon as she leaves

this tiresome school—that is, as soon as she is

eighteen, for I am told she is to remain with Miss

Exeter until she is eighteen—it will be different.

We can then begin to consider what is to be done.

Whether Sir Thomas will have her to live with us

or not, I do not know. It must depend upon

circumstances. But for the present, and as long as

we have a mere school-girl to deal with, we can do

no more than we do already. It is simply out

of the question that there can be any constant

comings and goings, and tiresome letters, and

interviews, and appeals, between this Miss Exeter

and ourselves. As .she has managed hitherto, so

she must continue to manage. Sir Thomas pays

the bills, and there it ends." With which complete

exposition of the subject, Sir Thomas's wife, who

had a way of suddenly letting go her hold of energy

and interest as soon as she had got to the length of

her tether, would sink back upon her sofa-cushion

exhausted, and fan away the last breath of a

troublesome subject.

But, to be sure, Elma knew nothing of all this.
'

How was she to know ? Who was to tell her ?

She was, as even her aunt had acknowledged, a

favourite, and a favourite who had no idea that she

could ever have been anything else. It had never,

from the first, occurred to her to doubt her welcome

in the strange house, nor to wonder why it should

have been strange. After the second visit she had

felt as much at home in it as if she had been born

within its precincts. All within were her friends.

When her own joyous peal of the door-bell was

heard—Elma always rang her own bell and rapped

her own knock—the most apathetic, supercilious

John Thomas in the world would half smile to

himself as he strolled leisurely towards the door.

When Lady Alfreton's dressing-room door would

fly open and the little figure fly in, the unsym-

pathetic, unresponsive Abigail engaged in attendance,

who had only the shortest of answers and crosses

of faces for her own mistress, would respond almos

l)leasantly to Miss Elma's greeting. Elnia's aun

would sufifer herself to be kissed with som(

approach to complaisance. Juliet would permi

her hat to be torn from her head and perched upoi

her cousin's, and her gloves, laces, and ribbons to hi

severally tried on and tossed about, without remons

trance. And Piers— Piers would come home t(

luncheon the days that Elma was to be in Park Lane

CHAPTER II.
\

There was something so fresh and fragrant, sc

daisy-like and dewy-like in the bright young creature

who thus from time to time woke up the jaded

household into something like life, by the force ol'

her own exuberance and effervescence, that the

name whereby she was best known there, would

have seemed strangely out of place to a chance

visitor. What was there, what could there ever be,'

to suggest the idea of a " sage " about this sunny-1

faced, dimpling Elma? It was ceitainly no great

proof of superior wisdom to spin like a humming-

top all over the floors of the great, solemn, reception-

rooms ; to whirl in and out of the windows on the

balcony, inspect every card upon the mantelpiece,

inquire into every innovation, turn every pocket of

the mansion, as it were, outside in. Elma would

jniU open her aunt's wardrobe, tumble about the

articles on her toilet-table, peer into her jewel-cases,

try on her newest mantles and bonnets, and trail

her best silk skirts in front of the mirror, with a

delight which it did one's heart good to see. Elma

had an interest in everybody, and a thousand

questions to ask about every new-comer who

entered the household. Her aunt and cousins

received through her the most of whatever informa-

tion they possessed about the inferior members of

it. She could tell them where Jane came from,

and what was Susan's parentage. She would apply

for a remedy when Joseph had the toothache.

Even Lady Alfreton found herself obliged to be '

pleased when instructed that her own maid had

known Elma's mother's maid. There was a great

deal of the child, but there was nothing of the sage

in all this.

But for all that, the sobriquet, bestowed by

Piers, stuck.

It had chanced to be given on a day when the
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mily party had been augmented by the addition

" some of his own and Juliet's friends at luncheon,

Inia being present. A topic had been started,

ich a topic as is current enough in a London

ining-room, not particularly objectionable, but

ew to simple, unsophisticated ears. Elma had

runk in every word, and every word had made

er blue eyes enlarge, and her little heart wonder

nd meditate. This had been shown upon her

ace. All at once the talkers had ceased, some of

hem a shade confusedly ; and Juliet had, for

)erhaps the first time in her life, spoken sharply to

ler young cousin ; and Piers had laughed.

They had demanded of what she was thinking,

md she had coloured a little, but had truthfully

jwiied to reflections not exactly such as were usual in

Park Lane, to which no one had known very well

how to reply ; and Piers, with another laugh, had

called her " a sage ".

Whenever the same scene recurred, and from

time to time it would recur, it inevitably concluded

with Elma's hearing herself so styled. Lady

Alfreton adopted the term, Juliet rang the changes

on it, and even Sir Thomas knew to whom it

referred. It might be that one and all fancied in

it some curious kind of antidote towards certain

faint, uneasy qualms which would now and again

steal across their consciences when Elma was by.

It might be that they considered it a counter-charge

to the solemn gaze which, in spite of themselves,

could not but be felt disconcerting from such a

chit.

With Elma herself they could not be angry ; she

wr.s such an irresistible, irrepressible little witch,

they said ; but they rebelled in their secret souls

alike against her silent protest, or against the

utterance which they themselves would extort. It

was all Miss Exeter, they would tell each other

aside—Miss Exeter's doing—Miss Exeter's teach-

ing; and by and by they came to dub the face

which was the bugbear of the party—" Miss Exeter's

face." When there had been a " Miss Exeter's

face " visible during any period of a Park Lane
half-holiday, something of this kind might be heard

afterwards.

"Juliet, my love, do learn to be a little more
careful before that child."

" Mamma, I thought I was careful. I meant to

be most particularly careful."

" Recollect that she knows nothing of the world."

" Recollect, mamma ? We have no chance of

forgetting."

"And you would not wish to vex her ?
"

" Vex Elma ? No, indeed. But, mamma "

" Well, my love ?
"

" Was I ever—at any time, when I was ever so

young, and had seen ever so little—was I ever like

what Elma is now ?
"

"Never," replied Lady Alfreton, with the most

absolute truth. " Never !
" she would continue,

with rising energy and emphasis ;
" it is all Miss

Exeter's doing."

Which however was, we may inform our reader,

neither the truth, nor anything like it. Miss Exeter,

an excellent creature, simple, humble - minded,

single-hearted, and devoted to " duty ", in what-

soever form it presented itself, was the last person

in the world to have instructed her pupil in

abhorrence of the world's ways, its fashions and

follies, for the very plain reason that she knew little

or nothiag about them herself Had Elma gone

to her—but Elma would have scorned to go to

her, or to any one, telling tales behind backs.

Elma might think her own thoughts, and feel her

own feelings, and turn over the same in her own

young mind after the occasion which had called

them forth had gone by—but not a word to Miss

E.xeter.

Miss Exeter only knew that Lady Alfreton had

taken her niece to pleasant places, and given her

pretty presents, and let her depart with kind

injunctions to come again. She only heard that

the cousins had been busy with this and that, and

had allowed Elma to join in what they were doing
;

that Juliet had let her be present whilst trying on

her new Court dress, and Piers had shown her the

whole collection of photographs he had brought

back \vith him from his foreign travels. Miss

Exeter thought the Alfretons must be delightful,

cultivated, high-bred people, and was more and

more convinced of the benefit to the orphan Elma

that must arise from her relationship to such a

house, as time went on. No syllable ever dropped

from the loyal lips of the little one to dispel such

an illusion. Whatever she might see, whatever she

might hear, that grieved, or hurt, or amazed her

youthful spirit during the hours spent in the gay

saloons of her uncle's house, was her own secret,

to be shared by nobody, and confided to nobody.

And to be sure she loved the dear ones who
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were her own and almost her only kindred, and
clung to them with all the tenacity of a warm,

passionate nature, which loves as naturally as a

tendril clings. Had she been merely tolerated by
her uncle, aunt, and cousins, Elma would still have
yielded them a portion of her heart ; but, when
through the very force of her own ardour, she had
awakened something like a responsive attachment
—indeed, quite a creditable attachment for such

languid, sluggish natures—within their bosoms, it

was not to be wondered at that every Alfreton of

them all was held to by her through thick and
thin, their virtues magnified, their charms dilated

upon, and their shortcomings beheld in reverential

silence. It said something for such a disposition

that these last were neither excused nor overlooked.

Elma, perceiving all, still loved. There was a touch

of the Divine in this.

" But do be a little more careful," Lady Alfreton

would murmur, more and more often, as time
passed. "Do, Piers, recollect that at those sort

of fifth-rate schools they work in all kinds of ideas
into the children's minds. I would not have Elma
think us a perfect set of heathens."

" What did I .say to start that idea, ma'am ?

I was not more heathenish than usual, was I ?
"

"Did you not see the child's face when you
talked of your river-party on Sunday ?

"

" Eh ? Was that it ? No, upon my word ; I

would not have mentioned it if I had known. She
did not like the notion for Sunday, I suppose. By
Jove ! I thought all that sort of thing was exploded
now a days. But Elma looked at me, did she ?

Well," slowly, "well, I'm sorry. If you had given
me the hint, I would have stopped."

"And Juliet running on about that flirting

Mrs. 1 forget her name, that American
woman

! There, again, Elma sat with her eyes on
her plate, and her cheeks quite pink. She is

getting to understand now. She is sixteen, you
know

; and I fancy she understands a good deal
more than she did. We really must take a little

more heed of her," and the speaker moved uneasily
in her chair.

" But she must learn to hear things said," quoth
Juliet, twirling her parasol with lazy grace. "It
won't do for us all to hold our tongues whenever
Elma is by."

" No—no. No, certainly, we must not feel the
poor child to be in the way," replied her mother.

" I am quite fond of Elma now, and would not f

anything that she should come to seem in any w;

an intruder. Only we must educate her, and //i

we cannot do as long as she is only here once
week. As long as we cannot educate her v|

must "
I

"Let her educate us," suggested Piers. "a|
right. You lead, Juliet, and I'll follow. You kee I

your thumb on American beauties and their pal

times, and I'll maintain the silence of the gra\

upon Sunday river-parties."

"She is growing very pretty, don't you thinl

mamma ? " was Juliet's next.

" Sweet-looking, at least," replied Lady Alfrctoi

doubtfully, " hardly pretty. Hardly formed enougl

In a ieyr years' time "

"She will have lost all the beauty she possesses,

suddenly interposed her son, with a bluntness an.

decision of tone so unusual as to cause both hi

auditors to look round. "She will be like a hun

dred other girls of her age," he went on. " She wil

look as they do, talk as they do, hang about froii

morning to night as they do ; daub her face, am
screw up her hair, and stick out her elbows

"

"Piers! " Both mother's and daughter's voice

cried "Fie" upon him, in the solitary indignai.

word.

" Oh, it's all right," said he. "Of course I know
Of course they don'tdo^ome things, and they havi

got to do the other things; and Juliet could prove tc

me in a thousand ways that a thousand and one o
her dear friends never touch their hair, their eyes,

or their pearl-coloured brows. Juliet never does sc

herself, e.xcejit when it is absolutely necessary, and
all the pretty girls in town would be quite shocked
by such a suggestion. I know— I know," with a

mocking wave of the hand. " Elma will be shocked
too, by and by. And she will vow her waist is

naturally only nineteen inches round (though we
have all seen this nineteen inches gradually come,
and though there is a fine healthy development at

present) ; and she will trim up the colour in her

cheeks till there is none of the original left, or about
as much as there was of the old material in the
Irishman's coat ; and she will frizz and burn her

hair
"

" He is talking uttti nonsense," cried Juliet, driven

at last to bay. " Piers, you are too utterly absurd.

You—you—what has made you break out like this ?

What do you mean by attacking us all like this?
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iiCause
we do not wear frocks and sashes, and have

r hair hanging down over our shoulders
"

" Heaven forbid !

"

" Then what are you finding fault with ? What

live we done—I, and the rest of my friends—that

tu should be so bitter, so violent ?
"

"It's true, you know."

" Even if it were true, why have you never said

before ? Why have you always seemed pleased

I meet the girls I bring here, and been civil to

lem, and
"

"My dear child, would you have had me uncivil?

V^ould you have liked me to go up to your bosom

,iend and say, ' Take off that wig,' or, ' Wash your

ice.' I can do it next time if you choose."

' I never knew you had an idea on the subject."

" Xor did I, till I was taught."

''I'aught them, or taught that you had them ?"

I'uth."

How did you learn ?
"

• Oh, I learnt."

" How ? When ?
"

"I think I know," said another voice softly, un-

usually softly for Lady Alfreton ;
" at least I some

times fancy that I feel something of the same. I

cannot tell how it is, but once or twice lately I have

caught myself wishing Juliet's friends would not be

quite so much—look quite so " she stopped.

" So what, mamma ?
"

"So different from Elma," said Piers, promptly.

" But never mind, Juliet, cheer up ; in a couple of

years' time no one will make that complaint. Elma

will be Elma no longer. One season in town, one

three months of the life we lead, will do all that is

required. She will have lost every trace of
"

But the door opened, and the sentence remained

unfinished.

CHAPTER III.

Would it be as they all thought ? Would the

Elma of eighteen summers be another being, a dis-

enchanted, disillusioned, practical, prosaic creature,

as compared with the Elma of two years before ?

We shall see. At the earlier date my heroine was at

any rate happy in her ignorance and innocence, and

most happy of all in knowing her own bliss. Contrary

to all precedent, and in defiance of every established

rule, the young girl not only persisted in being well

content under Miss Exeter's prim old-fashioned rule,

but in defending and maintaining her right to be so,

and this in spite of her aunt's rueful visage, her,

cousin Juliet's sincere compassion, and the quizzings

of her other cousin Piers.

She Kw^f happy—ver)' happy—at Haverstock Hill.

Miss Exeter was kind and good, and spoke the

truth. The girls were nice—most of them. They

and she were very well treated, and were allowed

to go to things—to concerts and lectures, and

those kind of things—occasionally. There was

always plenty to eat (reddening up at this) always

;

as much as anybody wanted. Not exactly the

same kind of food as she, Elma, got in Park

Lane ; not jellies and creams for dinner (Piers

had been teasing his young cousin when her plate

was filled for the second time, just before this), and

she did like jellies and creams very much, and

would have liked to have them every day of

course ; but of course nobody ever did have them

every day at schools. But when Miss Exeter gave

the girls a late supper, which Miss Exeter did every

now and then on birthdays and other occasions.

Piers should only see what a supper it was ! It

would be the most splendid supper, and the

whole table would be laid out beautifully, just as

if a number of grand people were expected, instead

of only the girls; for Miss Exeter always said that

the girls were her guests at these times, and that it

was as her guests she treated them.

When pressed, Elma would indeed own that on

the other hand, during the long, hot, dusty summer

months, the hours would go by rather slowly and lan-

guidly in the large, dull house, from whose windows

no pretty flowering parks could be seen, by whose

door gay carriages seldom passed, and at whose

balcony the very organ-grinders would only look

disconsolately, and pass on. There was not much

to be done or seen outside, in their neighbourhood,

she would be fain to confess ; all the interest and

excitement had to be kept for what went on within

doors ; but then it was just that which made it so

delightful, so very delightful, when her ' Park Lane

days " came, she would announce, smiling round

upon everybody, " because it is always beautiful, and

bright, and lovely here," she would add ; and with

the words would fall to work again upon her tempting

plateful, with renewed zest of youthful appetite, and

such a wonderful fresh innocence upon her face,

that those who had begun by making merry over

her confessions, and glancing at one another in open,
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undisguised amusement at the simple prattle, would

now sit mute a while, and regard the speaker with a

strange feeling 'twixt tendterness and amazement.

And withal there would be envy too.

".\Uvays beautiful, and bright, and lovely," with

them } How then came it that poor Lady Alfreton

would spend whole hours in sighing weary sighs, and

breaking out into peevish, fretful ejaculations ?

How was it that Juliet would come dawdling into

the breakfast-room too .tired and too headachy to

want any breakfast morning after morning, and be

only aroused to anything like animation as the day

went on, and brought with it some new stimulus,

something to go to and talk about, something she

had not done before? Juliet had now been through

several London seasons, and had done many things

before ; but if she could get a novelty, be it the veriest

trifle, she might still possibly awake for the moment.
And yet she had been the first to pass the smile

round at Elma's words.

Sir Thomas had been present once when the un-

conscious arrow had been shot, and he had smiled

also. How little the poor young thing knew ! he

thought. How foolish children were ! Ah well, their

time would come soon enough ; and he too had
turned to look upon his brother's orphan with

something of a softened gaze.

Piers alone would have no glance of superiority,

no gleam of merriment in his eyes. They would
rest on Elma's glowing countenance for a full

minute or more after some such utterance
; yet it

were hard to say what they sought, or what they

expected to find therein. He would never speak

in answer : he would let some one else open the

ball again.

The Alfretons had everything that this world
can give. Few families could boast a more un-

tarnished reputation, none a more smooth, unruffled

domestic routine. Sir Thomas had no secret

burden of care ; his wife no gnawing, wearing ill-

health
; their children nothing to fret, nor thwart,

nor oppress them. Piers, who was the elder, was
treated in all respects as he would himself have
said he ought to be. At the time our little story

opens, he was somewhere between twenty and thirty

years of age ; he had done with Eton, and with

Oxford, and with what seemed to him a long reach
of time since then. He had seen pretty much all

there was to be seen, and done all there was to be
done in life, he would have told you. He had

been all o\er the Avorld, and come back agaii

He had tried a lot of things. He liked most thinj

—passably. He had never met WMth anything th;

was worth liking more. He was fond of his ow
people—he supposed Nature had not gifted hii

with very keen feelings. Keen feelings were not i

the family.

The outward appearance of the young ma
harmonized with, we had almost said emphasizec

such sentiments. Piers was never in a hurry, nevt

walked fast, never breathed hard, nor spok

eagerly, nor looked quickly. If he perceived h

mother's coachman about to ])ass him in a crowt

and there was an empty seat within the carriagi

and he knew he was welcome to that seat,

did not mean that because he could not be i

the trouble of signalling the attendants, an.

causing a halt, he did not incline towards the saii

seat. It was only that if nobody saw him h

would go on his way, pursue his path ; but that i

seen and invited, he would assent to the proposal. Hi

was not a luxurious man ; he was not an effeminat(

man. On the contrar)-, his habits and tastes weri

of the simplest, and only the keenest observe*

would have detected that in such simplicity ther

was nothing of the freshness of youth, but that i

rather jiartook of that sense of home-sickness witi

which the worn-out traveller who has seen all thtt

is rich and brilliant in his travels, turns his longin§

vision towards the childish scenes and primitiv*

associations of his infancy.

" Piers can never be interested in anything,'

would be the complaint of both mother and sister,

when themselves aroused, as we have said they could

occasionally be, by some startling novelty or

innovation.

"It is curious that a son of mine should not

care for politics, I must say," Sir Thomas would

add, with a raised eyebrow.

But it was not in his code, nor in the code ol

any one else, to take the son and heir to task.

Oh, dear no, Piers Alfreton was nobody's

business, and had a right to please himself if any

one had ; and all Juliet desired, as she would her-

self declare, was that she should have the same

immunity. As no one meddled with Piers, so

must no one meddle with her. As Piers did not

choose to exert himself, did not do anything, nor

trouble with anything, why should she ?

If mamma thought civilities were necessarv from
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one, why not from the other? If "duty visits
"

i to be made by the sister, why not by the

rther ? If Piers was an only son, she was an

ly daughter, and an only daughter was as good as

only son any day.

As for the difference in their ages, to be sure she

s a few years the younger of the two, but what of

at ? She was old enough, at any rate, to be her own

stress, and when it came to this last assertion,

idy Alfreton, who had long been of the same

anion, would not press the point.

Yes, it was time Juliet married, if she meant to

larry. Juliet was not prettier, nor more elegant in

liape, nor more recherche in dress, than were many

thers, equally well-born and well-bred. Juliet

ught to marry, and have a home and a position of

ler own ; and if only her daughter could be brought

see the matter in this light, and to exert herself

nd be a little brighter, more amusing (men liked

o be amused), more interested in things (no man

vould be likely to fancy an automaton), then the

nother felt sure some happy event would justify the

:hange. It was something of this desire, a desire

which never seemed to be any nearer towards

being fulfilled, that would from time to time over-

cloud the maternal brow, and cause the affectionate

inquiry and commiseration from one who little

dreamed what it meant. Elma thought that auntie

was tired, or hot, or unwell ; she never supposed

for a moment that auntie was fretting.

Outwardly, as we have said above, all was the

smoothest of the smooth in Park Lane. Outwardly,

everything went on oiled wheels in that luxurious

mansion. There never were scenes, and explosions,

and estrangements, as in other houses. Sir Thomas

would come and go at his own hours, have his own

appointments, and fulfil his own engagements. Lady

Alfreton lunched, and drove, and dressed, and

rested herself, and went out evening after evening,

as she herself chose. Piers appeared and dis-

appeared at intervals—no one knowing whence he

came, nor whither he went. Juliet had her own

friends, and her own hours ; and though now and

again there would be an amalgamation of the

forces, mother and daughter joining together, as it

were, for the nonce, father and son even occasionally

walking off in company, or dining with each other

at their several clubs, the unison was spasmodic,

the independence normal.

" I really think we have only one thing in com-

mon," exclaimed Juliet one day, "we get along

together very well ; we are what is called, ' a united

family ' we never quarrel ; we never worry each

other, nor meddle with each other—especially since

I have got mamma to understand once for all that I

am to be let alone as Piers is : we are always glad to

see each other at meals, and I drive with mamma
two or three times a week in the season ; but I do

really think there is only one thing that we all have

the same sort of feeling about. Such a funny

thing too. Who would ever have thought when

we first saw her, that any of us would have grown to

care two straws about that queer little creature

Elma?"

{To he continued.)

COME IN OUT OF THE RAIN.
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O L D-F ASHIONED GIRLS.

Stories from the Old Talcs and Novels.

I.

EVELINA.'

I THE HISTORY OF A YOUNG LADY'S ENTRANCE
INTO THE WORLD A HUNDRED YEARS AGO.

;? VELINA was the adopted daughter of Mr. Villars,

i, a clergyman who lived in a sequestered part of

orsetshire. He brought her up apart from all society,

id most reluctantly consented, when she had com-

eted her si.xleenth year, to allow her to visit London
. the company of a certain Mrs. Mirvan and her

.wghter Maria. Maria and Evelina were about the

ime age, and after the manner of girls of all times,

jon swore an eternal friendship. The whole party

ime to London to meet Mrs. Mirvan's husband, who
as a sea-captain, and who:e character was a striking

lontrast to those of his gentle wife and daughter. The
lirvans and Evelina arrived in the gay city a few

ays before the captain's ship came in, and Evelina,

he shy and unsophisticated country maid, immediately

3und herself in a new and bewildering world.

j
Her story, takes the form of letters to her beloved

I
;uardian, Mr. Villars.

j

" Monday.
" We are to go this evening to a private ball, given

Ijy Mrs. Stanley, a very fashionable lady of Mrs.

'Vlirvan's acquaintance.
" We have been a-shopping as Mrs. Mirvan calls it,

ill this morning, to buy silks, caps, gauzes, and so

orth.

"The shops are really very entertaining, especially thi

•ncrcers'; there seem to be six or seven men belonging

o each shop ; and every one took care, by bowing and
amirking, to be noticed. We were conducted from one
to another, and carried from room to room with so

much ceremony, that at first I was almost afraid to go
on.

" I thought I should never have chosen a silk ; for

they produced so many, I knew not which to fix upon ;

and they recommended them all so strongly, that I

fancy they thought I only wanted persuasion to buy
everything they showed me. And, indeed, they took

so much trouble, that I was almost ashamed 1 could
not.

" I have just had my hair dressed. You can't think
how oddly my head feels ; full of powder and black
pins, and a great cushion on the top of it. I believe

you would hardly know me, for my face looks quite

different to what it did before my hair was dressed.
When I shall be able to make use of a comb for myself
I cannot tell ; for my hair is so much entangled,
frizzled x\\e.Y call it, that I fear it will be very difficult.

" I am half afraid of this ball to-night ; for, you
know, I have never danced but at school : however.
Miss Mirvan says there is nothing in it. Yet I wish
it was over.

"Adieu, my dear Sir. Meantime, I am,
*' Your dutiful and aftectionate,

" though unpolished,
" Evelina."

' Fran ey (Madame D'Arblay) born 1752—died 1840.

Edited by L. T. Meade.

" Tuesday Morning.
" We past a most extraordinary evening. A private

ball this was called, so I expected to have seen about
four or five couple ; but, my dear Sir, I believe I saw
half the world ! Two very large rooms were full of

company ; in one were cards for the elderly ladies,

and in the other were the dancers. My mamma
Mirvan, for she always calls me her child, said she

would sit with Maria and me till we were provided
with partners, and then join the card-players.

" The gentlemen, as they passed and repassed,

looked as if they thought we were quite at their dis-

posal, and only waiting for the honour of their com-
mands ; and they sauntered about, in a careless,

indolent manner, as if with a view to keep us in

suspense. 1 don't speak of this in regard to Miss
Mirvan and myself only, but to the ladies in general :

and I thought it so provoking, that I determined in my
own mind that, far from humouring such airs, I would
rather not dance at all, than with any one who should
seem to think me ready to accept the first partner who
would condescend to take me.

" Not long after, a young man, who had for some
time looked at us with a kind of negligent impertinence,

advanced on tiptoe towards me ; he had a set smile on
his face, and his dress was so foppish, that I really

believe he even wished to be stared at ; and yet he
was very ugly.

" Bowing almost to the ground with a sort of swing,

and waving his hand with the greatest conceit, after a
short and silly pause, he said, " Madam—may I pre-

sume ? '—and stopt, offering to take my hand. I drew
it back, but could scarce forbear laughing. ' Allow
me, Madam,' continued he, affectedly breaking oft'

every half moment, ' the honour and happiness— if I

am not so unhappy as to address you too late—to have
the happiness and honour—'

'

" Again he would have taken my hand, but bowing
my head, I begged to be excused, and turned to Miss
Mirvan to conceal my laughter. He then desired to

know if I had already engaged myself to some more
fortunate man.' I said No, and that I believed I

should not dance at all. He would keep himself, he
told me, disengaged, in hopes I should relent ; and
then, uttering some ridiculous speeches of sorrow

and disappointment, though his face still wore the

same invariable smile, he retreated.

"It so happened, as we have since recollected,

that during this little dialogue Mrs. Mirvan was con-

versing with the lady of the house. And very soon
after, another gentleman, who seemed about six-and-

twenty years old, gaily but not foppishly dressed, and
indeed extremely handsome, with an air of mixed
politeness and gallantry, desired to know if I was
engaged, or would honour him with my hand. So he
was pleased to say, though I am sure I know not what

' Private Balls — It seems that, at private balls, gentlemen might a?k
ladies to dance, without any introduction. Partners were sometimes
changed at the end of every second dance. At other times the same
couple danced together the whole evening.
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honour he could receive from me ; but these sort of
expressions, 1 find, are used aswordsof course, without
any distinction of persons, or study of propriety.

" Well, 1 bowed, and 1 am sure 1 coloured ; for
indeed I was frightened at the thoughts of dancing
before so many people, all strangers, and, which was
worse, wit/i a stranger : however, that was unavoid-
able ; for, though I looked round the room several
times, I could not see one person that I knew. And
so he took my hand, and led me to join in the dance.

" The minuets were over before we arrived, for we
were kept late by the milliners making us wait for
our things.

" He seemed very desirous of entering into con-
versation with me ; but I was seized with such a panic,
that I could hardly speak a word, and nothing but the
shame of so soon changing my mind prevented my
returning to my seat, and declining to dance at all.

" He appeared to be surprised at my terror, which I

believe was but too apparent : however, he asked no
questions, though I fear he must think it very strange,
for I did not choose to tell him it was owing to my
never before dancing but with a school-girl.

" His conversation was sensible and spirited ; his
air and address were open and noble ; his manners
gentle, attentive, and infinitely engaging ; his person
is all elegance, and his countenance the most animated
and expressive I have ever seen.

" In a short time we were joined by Miss Mirvan,
who stood next couple to us. Hut how was I startled
when she whispered me that my partner was a noble-
man ! This gave me a new alarm : how will he be
provoked, thought 1, when he finds what a simple
rustic he has honoured with his choice : one whose
igtiorance of the world makes her perpetually fear
doing something wrong !

" That he should be so much my superior every way,
quite disconcerted me ; and vou will suppose my
spirits were not much raised, when I heard a lady, in
passing us, say, ' This is the most difficult dance I

ever saw.'

"' O dear, then,' cried Maria to her partner, ' with
your leave, I'll sit down till the next.'

" ' So will I too, then,' cried I, ' for I am sure I can
hardly stand.'

'"But you must speak to your partner first,"

answered she
; for he had turned aside to talk with

some gentlemen. However, I had not sufficient
courage to address him : and so away we all three
tript, and seated ourselves at another end of the room.

" But, unfortunately for me. Miss Mirvan soon after
suffered herself to be prevailed upon to attempt the
dance

; and just as she rose to go, she cried, ' My dear,
yonder is your partner, Lord Orville, walking about the
room in search of you.'

"
'
Don't leave me then, dear girl ! ' cried I ; but she

was obliged to go. And now I was more uneasy than
ever

; I would have given the world to have seen Mrs.
Mirvan, and begged of her to make my apologies : for
what, thought I, can I possibly say to him in excuse
for running away? He must either conclude me a
fool, or half mad ; for any one brought up in the great
world, and accustomed to its ways, can have no idea of
such sort of fears as mine.

" My confusion increased when I obsen-ed that he
was everywhere seeking me, with apparent perplexity
and surprise

; but when, at last, 1 saw him move
towards the place where I sat, I was ready to sink with
shame and distress. I found it absolutely impossible

to keep my seat, because 1 could not think of a woi
to say for myself ; and so I rose, and walked hasti
towards the card-room, resolving to stay with Mr
Mirvan the rest of the evening, and not to dance at al

But before I could find her. Lord Orville saw an
approached me.

' He begged to know if 1 was not well 1 Vou ma
easily imagine how much I was embarrassed. I mad
no answer, but hung my head like a fool, and lookc
on my fan.

" He then, with an air the most respectfully seriou
asked if he had been so unhappy as to offend me .'

" ' No, indeed !

' cried I : and, in hopes of changin
the discourse, and preventing his further inquiries,
desired to know if he had seen the young lady who hai

been conversing with mc ?

" No ;—but would I honour him with any command
to her }

'" O, by no means !

'

" Was there any other person with whom I wishec
to speak .'

" I said no, before I knew I had answered at all.
" -Should he have the pleasure of bringing mc an\

refreshment ?

" 1 bowed, almost involuntarily. And away he flew
" I was quite ashamed of being so troublesome, am

so much above myself as these seeming airs made mi
appear ; but indeed I was too much confused to thinl

or act with any consistency.
" If he had not been as swift as lightning, I don'i

know whether I should not have stolen away again
but he returned in a moment. When 1 had drank ;

glass of lemonade, he hoped, he said, that I wouli
again honour him with my hand, as a new dance wa-
just begun. 1 had not the presence of mind to say .n

single word, and so 1 let him once more lead me to thr

place I had left.

" Shocked to find how silly, how childish a part I

had acted, my former fears of dancing before such
company, and with such a partner, returned mii;

forcibly than ever. I suppose he perceived my uu
easiness ; for he intrcated me to sit down if dancing
was disagreeable to me.
"We were sitting in this manner, he conversini;

with all gaiety, 1 looking down with all foolishness,
when that fop who had first asked me to dance, with a

most ridiculous solemnity approached, and, after .l

profound bow or two, said, ' I humbly beg pardon.
Madam -and of you too, my Lord,—for breaking in

upon such agreeable conversation—which must, doubt-
less, be more delectable—than what I have the honour
to offer—but—

'

" I interrupted him— I blush for my foil)—with
laughing

;
yet 1 could not help it ; for, added to the

man's stately foppishness (and he actually took snuff
between every three words), when 1 looked round at

Lord Orville I saw such extreme surprise in his face,

—the cause of which appeared so absurd, that I could
not for my life preserve my gravity.

" I had not laughed before from the time I had left

Miss ^lirvan, and 1 had much better have cried then
;

Lord Orville actually stared at me ; the beau, I know
not his name, looked quite enraged. ' Refrain

—

Madam,' said he, with an important air, ' a few
moments refrain !— I have but a sentence to trouble
you with. May I know to what accident I must
attribute not having the honour of your hand .-"

"'Accident, Sir !' repeated I, much astonished.
"' Yes, accident. Madam ;—for surely,— I must take



' My Lord, far be itfrom tne to accuse the Icidy.

the liberty to observe—pardon me, Madam— it ought
to be no common one—that should tempt a lady—so
young a one too,—to be guilty of ill-manners.'

" A confused idea now for the first time entered my
head, of something I had heard of the rules of an
assembly ; but I was never at one before,— I have only
danced at school,—and so giddy and heedless I was,
that I had not once considered the impropriety of
refusing one partner, and afterwards accepting another.

I was thunderstruck at the recollection : but, while
these thoughts were rushing into my head, Lord
Orville, with some warmth, said, ' This Lady, Sir, is

incapable of meriting such an accusation !

'

" The creature—for I am very angry with him

—

made a low bow, and with a grin the most malicious
I ever saw, ' My Lord.' said he, ' far be it from me to

accuse the lady, for having the discernment to dis-

tinguish and prefer—the superior attractions of your
lordship.'

" Again he bowed, and walked off.

" Was ever anything so provoking ? I was ready to
die with shame. ' What a coxcomb !

' exclaimed Lord
Orville: while I, without knowing what I did, rose
hastily, and moving off, ' I can't imagine,' cried I,

' where Mrs. Mirvan has hid herself!

'

"
' Give me le.ave to see,' answered he. I bowed and

sat down again, not daring to meet his eyes ; for what
must he think of me, between my blunder, and the
supposed preference ?

" He returned in a moment, and told me that Mrs.
Mirvan was at cards, but would be glad to see me

;

and I went immediately. There was but one chair

vacant ; so, to my great relief, Lord Orville presently

left us. I then told Mrs. Mirvan my disasters ; and she

good-naturedly blamed herself for not having better

instructed me ; but said, she had taken it for granted
that I must know such common customs. However,
the man may, I think, be satisfied with his pretty

speech, and carry his resentment no farther.
" In a short time Lord Orville returned. I consented,

with the best grace I could, to go down another dance,

for I had had time to recollect myself; and therefore

resolved to use some exertion, and, if possible, appear

less a fool than I had hitherto done ; for it occurred to

me, that, insignificant as 1 was, compared to a man of his

rank and figure, yet, since he had been so unfortunate

as to make choice of me for a partner, why I should

endeavour to make the best of it.

" The dance, however, was short, and he spoke ver)-

little ; so I had no opportunity of puttingmy resolution

in practice. He was satisfied, I suppose, with his

former successless efforts to draw me out : or, rather,

I fancied, he had been inquiring who I ivas. This

again disconcerted me ; and the spirits I had deter-

mined to exert, again failed me. Tired, ashamed, and
mortified, I begged to sit down till we returned home,
which I did soon after. Lord Orville did me the

honour to hand me to the coach, talking all the way
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of the honour / had done him .' O these fashionable

people !

"

" Tuesday, April 5.

" There is to be no end to the troubles of last night.

I have this moment, between persuasion and laughter,

gathered from Maria the most curious dialogue that

ever I heard. You \\\\\ at first be startled at my
vanity ; but, my dear Sir, have patience !

" It must have passed while I was sitting with Mrs.
Mirvan in the card-room. Maria was taking some
refreshment, and saw Lord Orville advancing for the

same purpose himself: but he did not know her, though
she immediately recollected him. Presently after, a
very gay-looking man, stepping hastily up to him,
cried, ' Why, my Lord, what ha\c you done with your
lovely partner ?

'

''' Nothingr answered Lord Cr\'ille with a smile

and a shrug.
" ' By Jove,' cried the man, ' she is the most beautiful

creature 1 ever saw in my life !

'

" Lord Orville, as he well might, laughed ; but
answered, ' Yes, a pretty, modest-looking girl.'

"
' O my Lord !

' cried the madman, ' she is an angel !

'

'"A silent one,' returned he.

"'Why ay, my Lord, how stands she as to that?
She looks all intelligence and expression.'

"
' A poor weak girl I ' answered Lord Orville, shaking

his head.
"

' I am glad to hear it !
' cried the other.

" At that moment, the same odious creature who
had been my former tormentor, joined them. Address-
ing Lord Orville with great respect, he said, '

I beg
pardon, my Lord,—if 1 was—as I fear might be the
case—rather too severe in my censure of the lady
who is honoured with your protection—but, my Lord,
ill breeding is apt to provoke a man.'

"'Ill breeding!' cried my unknown champion.
' Impossible ! that elegant face can never be so vile a
mask !

'

" ' O, Sir, as to that,' answered h,e, ' you must allow
VIC to judge ; for though I pay all deference to your
opinion—in other things,—yet I hope you will grant

—

and I appeal to your Lordship also—that I am not
totally despicable as a judge of good or ill-manners.'

"
' I was so wholly ignorant,' said Lord Orville,

gravely, 'of the provocation you might have had,
that I could not but be surprised at your singular
resentment.'

" ' It was far from my intention,' answered he, ' to

offend your lordship ; but, really, for a person who is

nobody, to give herself such airs,— I own I could not
command my passion. For, my Lord, though I have
made diligent inquiry— I cannot learn who she is.'

" ' By what I can make out,' cried my defender, ' she
must be a country parson's daughter.'

" ' He ! he ! he ! very good, 'pon honour !
' cried the

fop ;

—
' well, so I could have sworn by her manners.'

" And then, delighted at his own wit, he laughed,
and went away, as 1 suppose, to repeat it.

" ' But what is all this .'' demanded the other.
"

' Why a very foolish affair,' answered Lord Or\ille
;

' your Helen first refused this coxcomb, and then

—

danced with me. This is all I can gather of it.'

" ' O, Orville,' returned he, ' you are a happy man 1

—

But ill-bred?— I can never believe it ! And she looks
too sensible to be ignorant^

" 'Whether ignorant or mischievous, I will not pre-
tend to determine ; but certain it is, she attended to all

/ could say to her, though I have really fatigued myself

with fruitless endeavours to entertain her, with tl:

most immovable gravity ; but no sooner did Lov(
begin his complaint, than she was seized with a f

of laughing, first affronting the poor beau, and the
enjoying his mortification.'

"
' Ha ! ha I ha ! why there is some genius in tha

my Lord, though perhaps rather

—

rustic'
" Here Maria was called to dance, and so heard n

more.
" Now, tell me, my dear Sir, did you ever know any

thing more provoking? 'A poor weakgirl !'
' ignoran

or mischievous!' What mortifying words! 1 ai

resolved, however, that I will never again be tcmptct
to go to an assembly. I wish I had been in Dorset
shire.

"Well, after this, you will not be surprised that Lon
Orville contented himself with an inquiry after ou.

healths this morning, by his servant, without troublin{

himself to call, as Miss Mirvan had told me he woul("

but perhaps it may be only a country custom.
" 1 would not live here for the world. I care

how soon we leave town. London soon grows tii

some. I wish the Captain would come. Mrs. Mir
talks of the opera for this evening ; however, 1

very indifierent about it."

" Friday

\

"Captain Mirvan is arrived. 1 have not spir

to give an account of his introduction, for he
really shocked me. I do not like him. He seems
be surly, vulgar, and disagreeable.

" Almost the same moment that Maria was pd
sentcd to him, he began some rude jests upon
bad shape of her nose, and called her a tall, ill-fonnd

thing. She bore it with the utmost good humour ; bl
that kind and sweet-tempered woman, Mrs. Mirva
deserved a better lot. I am amazed she would mail

him.
" On Monday we go to a ridotto, and on Wcdnesd^

we return to the countrj."

" Tuesday, April 1 2.

"My dear Sir,
" We came home from the ridotto' so late, or rati

so early, that it was not possible for me to writff
Indeed we did not go—you will be frightened to hear
it— till past eleven o'clock : but nobody does. A
terrible reverse of the order of nature ! We sleep with

the sun, and wake with the moon.
" The room was very magnificent, the lights and

decorations were brilliant, and the company gay and
splendid. But I should have told you, that 1 made
many objections to being of the party, according to the

resolution I had formed. However, Maria laughed
me out of my scruples, and so once again I went to an
assembly.

" Miss Mirvan danced a minuet ; but I had not the

courage to follow her example. In our walks I saw
Lord Orville. He was quite alone, but did not observe
us. Yet, as he seemed of no party, I thought it was
not impossible that he might join us ; and though I

did not wish much to dance at all—yet, as I was more
acquainted with him than with any other person in

the room, I must own I could not help thinking it

would be infinitely more desirable to dance again with

him than with an entire stranger. To be sure, after

all that had passed, it was very ridiculous to suppose

it even probable that Lord Or\'ille would again honour

' Tfie Riiiotto was a dancing assembly in public rooms.
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" The shops arc really very entertaining " {p. 47

ne with his choice ;
yet I am compelled to confess my

ibsurdity, by way of explaining what follows.

Miss Mirvan was soon engaged ; and presently after

i very fashionable gay looking man, who seemed

ibout thirty years of age, addressed himself to me,

ind begged to have the honour of dancing with me.

Now Maria's partner was a gentleman of Mrs. Mirvan's

iicquaintance ; for she had told us it was highly im-

proper for young women to dance with strangers at

.iny public assembly. Indeed it was by no means my
wish so to do : yet l' did not like to confine myself from

dancing at all ;'ncithcrdid I dare refuse this gentleman

as I had done Mr. Lovel, and then, if any acquaint-

ance should offer, accept him : and so, all these

reasons combining, induced me to tell him—yet I

blush to write it to you !—that I was already engaged;

by which I meant to keep myself at liberty to dance,

or not, as matters should fall out.

" I suppose my consciousness betrayed my artifice,

for he looked at me as if incredulous ; and, instead of

being satisfied with my answer and leaving me, accord-

ing to my expectation, he walked at my side, and, with

the greatest ease imaginable, began a conversation in

the free style which only belongs to old and intimate

acquaintarice. But, what was most provoking, he

asked me a thousand questions concerning the partner

to u<hom I ivas engaged. And at last he said, ' Is it

really possible that a man whom you have honoured
with your acceptance can fail to be at hand to profit

from your goodness ?
'

"
I felt extremely foolish ; and begged Mrs. Mirvan

to lead to a seat : which she very

obligingly did. The Captain sat

next her ; and to my great sur-

prise, this gentleman thought

proper to follow, and seat him-

self next to me.
" ' What an insensible I ' con-

tinued he ;
' why. Madam, you

are missing the most delightful

dance in the world !—The man
must be either mad or a fool

—

Which do you incline to think

him yourself .'

'

'" Neither, Sir,' answered I, in

some confusion.
" He begged my pardon for the

freedom of his supposition, say-

ing, '
I really was off my guard,

from astonishment that any man
can be so much and so unac-

countably his own enemy. But

where. Madam, can he possibly

be !—has he left the room !—or

has not he been in it ?

'

"
' Indeed, Sir,' said I peevishly, ' I know

nothing of him.'
" '

I don't wonder that you are disconcerted,

Madam ; it is really very provoking. The

best part of the evening will be absolutely

lost. He deserves not that you should wait

for him.'
"

' I do not, Sir,' said I, ' and I beg you

not to
—

'

" ' Mortifying, indeed, Madam,' interrupted

be, ' a ladv to wait fo'r a gentleman !—O fie !—careless

fellow !—What can detain him ?—Will you give me
leave to seek him ?

'

- , ,

" ' If you please. Sir,' answered I, quite terrified lest

Mrs. Mirvan should attend to him ; for she looked very

much surprised at seeing me enter into conversation

with a stranger.
" ' With all my heart,' cried he ;

' pray, what coat

has he on .'

'

" ' Indeed I never looked at it.'

" ' Out upon him !

' cried he ; ' What !

address you in a coat not worth looking at

;

a shabby wretch !

'

, ,

" How ridiculous ! I really could not help laughing,

which I fear encouraged him, for he went on
•

' Charming creature !—And can you really bear ill

usage with so much sweetness ? Can you, like Patience

OH a monument, smile in the midst ofdisappointment?—

For my part, though I am not the offended person, my
indignation is so great, that I long to kick the fellow

round the room !—unless, indeed,— (hesitating and

looking earnestly at me),—unless, indeed,—it is a

partner of your own creating?'
"

I was dreadfully abashed, and could not make

any answer.
i,\ < »

" ' But no ! ' cried he (again, and with warmth), it

cannot be that you are so cruel ! Softness itself is

painted in your eyes.—You could not, surely, have the

barbarity so wantonly to trifle with my misery.

"
I turned away from this nonsense with real dis-

•^'ust Mrs. Mirvan saw my confusion, but was per-

plexed what to think of it, and I could not explain to

her the cause, lest the Captain should hear me. I

therefore proposed to walk ; she consented, and we all

rose ; but, would you believe k ? this man had the

did he
-What
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assurance to rise too, and walk close by my side, as if

of my party !

" ' Now,' cried he, ' I hope we shall see this ingrate.

—

Is that he?'— pointing to an old man who was lame,
'or that ?' And in this manner he asked me of who-
ever was old or ugly in the room. I made no sort of
answer: and when he found that I was resolutely silent,

and walked on as much as I could without observing
him, he suddenly stamped his foot, and cried out in a
passion, ' Fool ! idiot ! booby I

'

" I turned hastily towards him :
' O, Madam,' con-

tinued he, ' forgive my vehemence ; but I am distracted
to think there should exist a wretch who can slight a
blessing for which I would forfeit my life !—O that I

could but meet him, 1 would soon— Hut I grow angry

:

pardon me. Madam, my passions are violent, and your
injuries affect me !

'

" 1 began to apprehend he was a madman, and stared
at him with the utmost astonishment. ' I see you arc
moved. Madam,' said he; 'generous creature!—but
don't be alarmed, I am cool again, I am indeed,—upon
my soul I am ;— I entreat you, most lovely of mortals I

I entreat you to be easy.'
"' Indeed, Sir,' said I very seriously, ' I must insist

upon your leaving me
; you are quite a stranger to me,

and I am both unused and averse to your language
and your manners.'

" This seemed to have some effect on him. He made
me a low bow, begged my pardon, and vowed he would
not for the world offend me.

"' Then, Sir, you must leave me,' cried I. 'I am
gone, Madam, I am gone !

' with a most tragical air
;

and he marched away at a quick pace, out of sight in
a moment ; but before 1 had time to congratulate my-
self, he was again at my elbow.

" ' And could you really let me go, and hot be sorry ?—Can you sec me suffer torments inexpressible, and
yet retain all your favour for that miscreant who
flies you ?—Ungrateful puppy !— I could bastinado
him !

'

"
' For Heaven's sake, my dear,' cried Mrs. Mirvan,

' who is he talking of .>

'

"' Indeed— I do not know. Madam,' said I ; 'but 1

wish he would leave me.'
" ' What's all that there 'i ' cried the Captain.
" The man made a low bow, and said, ' Only, Sir, a

slight objection which this young lady makes to dancing
with me, and which 1 am endeavouring to obviate. I

shall think myself greatly honoured if you w ill intercede
for me.'

" ' That lady, Sir,' said the Captain coldly, ' is her
own mistress.' And he walked sullenly on.

" ' You, Madam,' said the man (who looked delighted,
to Mrs. Mirvan), ' you, I hope, will have the goodness'
to speak for me.'

" ' Sir,' answered she gravely, ' I have not the pleasure
of being acquainted with you.'

'"I hope when you have. Ma'am,' cried he, un-
daunted, ' you will honour me with your approbation :

but, while I am yet unknown to you, it would be
truly generous in you to countenance me ; and I

flatter myself. Madam, that you will not have cause to
repent it.'

' Mrs. Mirvan, with an embarrassed air, replied, '
I

do not at all mean, Sir, to doubt your being a u-en'tle-
man,—but—

'

"

" ' But wAai, Madam .'—that doubt removed, whv a
dui ?

'

'"Well, Sir,' said Mrs. Mir\an (with a good humoured

smile), ' I will even treat you with your own plainnes
and try what effect that will have on you : I mu
therefore tell you, once for all

—

'

" ' O, pardon me. Madam !
' interrupted he, eagerl

' you must not proceed with those words once for ah
no, if /have been \oo plain, and though a man, deser\
a rebuke, remember, dear ladies, that if you copy yo
ought in justice to excuse me.'

'

" We both stared at the man's strange behaviour.
"

' He nobler than your sex,' continued he, turning
me, ' honour me with one dance, and give up the ingr
who has merited so ill your patience.'

" Mrs. Mirvan looked with astonishment at us botl

'"Who does he speak of, my dear?—you ncvi
mentioned—

'

'"(), Madam!' exclaimed he, 'he was not wort
mentioning— it is a pity he was ever thought of ; bu
let us forget his existence. One dance is all I solicit

Permit me, Madam, the honour of this young lady"
hand ; it will be a favour I shall ever most gratefullj

acknowledge.'
" ' Sir,' answered she, ' fa\ours and strangers havi

with mc no connection.'
" ' If you have hitherto,' said he, ' confined you

benevolence to your intimate friends, suffer me to bi
the first for whom your charity is enlarged.'

"
' Well, Sir, I know not what to say to you,—

but—'
" He stopt her but witli so many urgent entreaties

that she at last told mc, I must either go down oo
dance, or avoid his importunities by returning hom^
I hesitated which alternative to choose ; but this im
petuous man at length prevailed, and I was obliged t<

consent to dance with him.
" And thus was my deviation from truth punished

and thus did this man's determined boldness conquer.
" During the dance, before we were too much engagei

in it for conversation, he was extremely provoking abou
my partner, and tried every means in his power to mala
me own that I had deceived him ; which, though I wouk
not so far humble myself as to acknowledge, was indew
but too obvious.

" Lord Orville, I fancy, did not dance at all,

seemed to have a large acquaintance, and joined seve:

different parties : but you will easily suppose, I was
much pleased to see him, in a few minutes after I '

gone, walk towards the place I had just left, and bowi
and join Mrs. Mirvan!

" How unlucky I thought myself, that I had not lon|

withstood this stranger's importunities ! The momi
we had gone down the dance, I was hastening aw;
from him ; but he stopt me, and said, that I could
no means return to my party without giving offem
before «c had done our duty of lualking up the dan^
As 1 know nothing at all of these rules and customs):
I was obliged to submit to his directions ; but I

fancy I looked rather uneasy, for he took notice of my
inattention, saying, in his free way, ' Whence that

anxiety ?—Why are those lovely eyes perpetually
averted .^

'

" ' I wish you would say no more to me. Sir,' cried

I pee\'ishly ;
' you have already destroyed all m\-

happiness for this evening.'
" Good Heaven ! what is it I have done ?—How have

I merited this scorn ?'

" ' You have tormented me to death ;
your have forced

me from my friends, and intruded yourself upon me,
against my will, for a partner.'

" ' Surely, my dear Madam, we ought to be better
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lends, since there seems to be something of sympathy
\ the frankness of our dispositions.—And yet, were

ou not an angel—how do you think J could brook
uch contempt ?'

"' If I have offended you,' cried I, 'you have but to

;avc me—and O how I wish you would !

'

"
' i»Iy dear creature,' said he, half laughing, ' why

.here could you be educated ?

'

" ' Where I most sincerely wish I now was !

'

" ' How conscious you must be, all beautiful that you
le. that those charming airs serve only to heighten the
iliii mi of your complexion !

'

" ' Vour freedom, Sir, where you are more acquainted,
ii.iy perhaps be less disagreeable ; but to 7ite

—

'

" Vou do me justice,' cried he, interrupting me,
yes, 1 do indeed improve upon acquaintance

;
you will

lercafter be quite charmed with me.'
" Hereafter, Sir, I hope I shall never—

'

" ' O hush !—hush !—have you forgot the situation

n which I found you }—Have you forgot, that when
ieserted, I pursued you,— when betrayed, I adored
you ?—but for me—

'

"'But for you. Sir, I might perhaps have been
happy.'

•'

' What then, am I to conclude that, biitftr me, your
partner \\o\AA have appeared?—poor fellow !—and did
my presence awe him?'

" ' I wish his presence. Sir, could z.\\^ yoii !

'

"
' His presence !—perhaps then you see him ?

'

" ' Perhaps, sir, I do,' cried I, quite wearied of his

'raillery.

" ' Where ? where ?—For Heaven's sake show me the
wretch.'
" ' Wretch, Sir !

'

"
' O, a very savage !—a sneaking, shame-faced,

despicable puppy !

'

" I know not what bewitched me—but my pride was
hurt, and my spirits were tired, and— in short, I had
the folly, looking at Lord Orville, to repeat, ' Des-
pieable, you think?'

" His eyes instantly followed mine. ' Why, is that
the gentleman ?

'

" I made no answer ; I could not affirm, and I would
not deny :—for I hoped to be relieved from his teasing
by his mistake.

" The very moment we had done what he called our
duty, I eagerly desired to return to Mrs. Mirvan.

"
' To your partner, I presume, Madam ? ' said he,

very gravely.

"This quite confounded me. I dreaded lest this
rnischievous man, ignorant of his rank, should address
himself to Lord Orville, and say something which
might expose my artifice. Fool ! to involve myself in
such difficulties ! I now feared what I had before
wished

; and therefore, to avoid Lord Orville, I was
obliged myself to propose going down another dance,
though I was ready to sink with shame while I spoke.
"'But yov.t partner, Ma'am?' said he, affecting a

very solemn air, ' perhaps he may resent my detaining
you: if you will give me leave to ask his consent—

'

" ' Not for the universe.'
" 'Who is he. Madam r'

" I wished myself a hundred miles off. He repeated
his question, ' What is his name ?

'

'" Nothing—nobody— 1 don't know—

'

" He assumed a most important solemnity :
' How !—not know ?—Give me leave, my dear Madam, to

recommend this caution to you : Never dance in public
with a stranger,— with one whose name vou are un-

acquainted with,—who may be a mere adventurer,—

a

man of no character, consider to what impertinence
you may expose yourself.'

"Was ever anything so ridiculous ? I could not help
laughing, in spite of my vexation.
"At this instant, Mrs. Mirvan, followed by Lord

Crville, walked up to us. "You will easily believe it
was not difficult for me to recover my gravity ; but
what was my consternation, when this strange man,
destmed to be the scourge of mv artifice, exclaimed'
' Ha ! my Lord Orville !— I protest I did not know
your Lordship. What can I say for mv usurpation ?—
Yet, faith, my Lord, such a prize was not to be
neglected.'

" My shame and confusion were unspeakable. Who
could have supposed or foreseen that this man knew
Lord Orville? But falsehood is not more unjustifiable
than unsafe.

" Lord Orville—well he might—looked all amaze-
ment.
'"The philosophic coldness of your lordship,' con-

tmued this odious creature, ' every man is not endowed
with. I have used my utmost endeavours to entertain
this lady, though I fear without success ; and your
lordship will not be a little flattered, if acquainted
with the difficulty which attended my procuring the
honour of only one dance.' Then, turning to me, who
was sinking with shame, while Lord Orville stood
motionless, and Mrs. Mirvan astonished —he suddenly
seized my hand, saying, ' Think, my Lord, what must
be my reluctance to resign this fair hand to your
Lordship !

'

" In the same instant. Lord Orville took it of him
;

I coloured violently, and made an effort to recover it.

' You do me too much honour. Sir,' cried he (with an air
of gallantry, pressing it to his lips before he let it go) ;

' however, I shall be happy to profit by it, if this lady,'
turning to Mrs. .Mirvan, 'will permit me to seek for
her party.'

" To compel him thus to dance, I could not endure
;

and eagerly (.ailed out, ' By no means—not for the
world !— I must beg—

'

"'Will you honour me. Madam, with your com-
mands,' cried my tormentor; may / seek the lady's
party ?

'

" ' No, Sir,' answered I, turning from him.
"

' What shail be done, my dear ?
' said Mrs. Mirvan.

" ' Nothing, Ma'am—anything, I mean—

'

"
' But do you dance or not, you see his lordship

waits.'

" I hope not— I beg that— I would not for the world— I am sure I ought to— to
—

'

" I could not speak ; but that confident man, deter-
mining to discover whether or not I had deceived him,
said to Lord Orville, who stood suspended, ' My Lord,
this affair, which at present seems perplexed, I will
briefly explain :—this lady proposed to me another
dance,—nothing could have made me more happy,—

I

only wished for your Lordship's permission ; which, if

now granted, will, I am persuaded, set everything right.'
'

1 glowed with indignation. ' No, Sir— it is your
absence, and that alone, can set everything right.'

"' For Heaven's sake, my dear,' cried Mrs. Mirvan,
who could no longer contain her surprise, ' what does
all this mean .'—were you pre-engaged .'—had Lord
Orville—'

" ' No, Madam,' cried I, ' only—only I did not know
that gentleman,—and so,—and so I thought— I in-
tended— I

—

'
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'" Overpowered by all that had passed, I had not

strength to make my mortifung explanation;—my
spirits quite failed me, and I burst into tears.

" They all seemed shocked and amazed.
" ' What is the matter, my dearest love ?

' cried Mrs.
Mirvan, with the kindest concern.

"
' What have I done !

' exclaimed my evil genius,
and ran off.ciouoly for a glass of water.

" However, a hint was sufficient for Lord Orville,

who comprehended all I would have explained. He
immediately led me to a seat, and said in a low voice,
' Be not distressed, I beseech you ; 1 shall ever think
my name honoured by your making use of it.'

" This politeness relieved me. A general murmur
had alarmed .Miss Mirvan, who flew instantly to me ;

while Lord Orville, the moment Mrs. Mirvan had taken
the water, led my tormentor away.

" ' For Heaven's sake, dear Madam,' cried 1, 'let me
go home ;— indeed I cannot stay here any longer.'

" ' Let us all go,' cried my kind Maria.
'" liut the Captain,—what will he say— I had better

go home in a chair.'

" .Mrs. Mirvan consented, and I rose to depart. Lord
Orville and that man both came to me. The first,

with an attention 1 but ill merited from him, led me to

a chair ; while the other followed, pestering me with

apologies. I wished to have made mine to Lord
Orville, but was too much ashamed.

" It was about one o'clock. Mrs. Mirvan's servants
saw me home.

" And now,—what again shall ever tempt me to an
assembly .' I dread to hear what you will think of me,
my most dear and honoured Sir : you will need your
utmost partiality to receive me without displeasure.

"This morning Lord Orville has sent to inquir
after our healths ; and Sir Clement Willoughb)
for that, I find, is the name of my persecutor, ha
called

; but I would not go down stairs till he wa
gone.

"And here I conclude my London letters,—anc
without any regret ; for I am too inexperienced anc
ignorant to conduct myself with propriety in this town
where everything is new to me, and many thing-
are unaccountable and perplexing."

(To be continued)

LAVENDER.

Lauv Lindsay.

A perfum'd sprig of lavender

You gave, dear child, to me ;

It grew, you said, by the red rose bed.

And under the jessamine tree.

'Twas sweet, ay, sweet from many things ;

But, (sweeter than all,) with scent

Of long past years and laughter and tears

It to me was redolent.
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NOTES ABOUT BOOKS.

rHAT special book season to which young

readers of all sorts look forward has begun.

Day by day fresh supplies of attractive-looking

3lumes appear on the bookstalls and fill the shop

indows.

Many of these books, notwithstanding their

iithors' firm belief in the excellence of the lesson

onveyed, the moral preached, or the amusement

fforded, will die a natural death. Critics will

eglect them, or slay them with hard words, the

ublic will refuse to purchase, and the unhappy

olumes, tarnished and run to seed, will get pushed

side into out-of-the-way dusty corners, and the

iricf place they have occupied in view of an un-

ympathizing world will know them no more.

Other books will live—perhaps a short life, but

indoubtedly a merry one. Young and old will

ead their pages with pleasure—critics will speak

vindly of them, and the fortunate authors will ask

or bigger prices for their wares next year.

Some of the books which appear before the

public at this season come into the world with a

:ertain modest air of assurance. These are the

/forks of those authors who have been successful in

the past.

In the publishers' lists certain names are always

looked for. If the favourite author has not pro-

duced a fresh work, his own special admirers

experience a sense of disappointment.

There are a few writers whose books are read

—

if one may use the expression in its liberal meaning

—by everybody.

In the child world Mrs. Molesworth holds this

high position. Who has not felt his heart beat in

unison with Carrots whose " doggie brown eyes
"

have brought tears so near one's own, and who has

not sympathized with that most delightful of all

children Hcrr Baby.

No one can more perfectly describe a little child

than Mrs. Molesworth. She has the knack—the

genius would be the better word—of getting into

the child's heart, of looking at the world from the

child's eyes, of speaking in his words, of thinking

his thoughts. As a writer about and for little

children, she is nearly perfect.

In The Third Miss Si. Queniin (Hatchards),

Mrs. Molesworth leaves the enchanted world of

early childhood and enters one in which, with all

her powers, she is less at home.

Carrots can win every heart ; if the readers of

He7-r Baby do not fall down and worship him, it

must only be because they are born with some

radical defect ; but Ella St. Quentin and her

sisters affect one in no such manner. The glamour

of enchantment does not surround them. Their

faults are hard to forgive—still harder are their

virtues.

This sounds very like fault-finding, but it is, after

all, only fault-finding by comparison. The story

has many charms. Above all it has the charm of

this special author's special style.

Those who take up the book will be compelled

to finish it. Ella, the pretty little Cinderella of the

story, may provoke a sigh, accompanied by the wish

that she would now and then allow the voice of

common sense to guide her and a grumble too

may be heard at the length of some of the con-

versations.

Nevertheless, page after page will be turned,

for the end must be reached even though the hour

is late and tired eyes ache.

The book especially appeals to girls, with whom
it will be a great favourite.

Mrs. L. B. Wah'ord's Four Biographies (Black-

wood) is delightful reading.

The book is re-published from Blackwood's

Magazine and contains four brilliant pictures of

women whose names are household words—Jane

Taylor, Elizabeth Fry, Hannah More, Mary

Somerville.

The four, remarkable not only for special and

characteristic genius, but for goodness above the

ordinary run, are ably dealt with.

Mrs. Walford does them full justice—her language

is terse—the interest of her subject never flags.

The enthusiasm which underlies each word she

writes is kept in almost severe check, and yet it is

everywhere felt. She has given us more than lovely

pictures : the women themselves live and breathe

before us.
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" What makes her sointeresting,"shewritesofJane

Taylor, "curious, stimulating, is herself. She is so

natural, so arch, so frank ; she says so exactly v.hat

she means, no more and no less ; she is so ready

to show her pleasure in a compliment. She is

all this, and more ; she is humble-minded,

pious, serene— so much so, that even the

stern cast of the religion in which she had

been trained could not overshadow, or at least

could only now and again overshadow for a brief

space, the clear, smiling atmosphere of faith and

hope she continually breathed."

Elizabeth Fry appears " as a laughing, dancing,

flaxen-haired girl, fond of every amusement, fond

of admiration, and— tell it not in Gath—of girlish

coquetry ; pleased to be finely dressed and sent to

the opera , . . pleased to exhibit her pretty figure

in a becoming scarlet riding habit, and be looked

at with obvious homage by the young officers

quartered hard by .... ; made giddy, in short,

by the veriest trifle that set agog her exuberant

youthful blood—can this be the picture in the eye

of any one now living, who hears the name,

honoured and revered to all time, almost sacred

in its traditions, .-'.Imost divine in its associations

—

a talisman against forms unutterable of cruelty,

wrong, and crime—the name of Elizabeth Fry?"
And again :

'• In ready wit and jest, in smart rejoinder or

sparkling repartee, we can well believe that none

would outshine the Elizabeth who, in after years,

was never at a loss for the appropriate word to

speak, whether at Court or camp, before the great

lawyers of England, or beside the woman doomed
to the morrow's scaffold."

But the keynote to this character, so unique, so

unutterably great, Mrs. Walford fittingly describes

in Elizabeth Fry's own words

:

"I can say one thing,—since my heart was

touched at seventeen years old, I believe I have

never awakened from sleep, in sickness or in health,

by night or by day, without my first thought being

how best I may serve my Maker."

Here is a brief description of Hannah More

—

"A youthful, palpitating figure, simply but

elegantly clad, whose glowing cheek, restles

movements , . . betrayed her to be on the ver

tiptoe of excitement and anticipation."

The youthful maiden is about to pay a visit t'

the groat portrait-painter. Sir Joshua Reynolds, ii

the then fashionable Leicester Square. " Awaitinji

his visiter there stood one of the most gifted mei

of the age ; and within a chamber hard by, a stil

more widely famous potentate remained, to whon
the little rustic was presently conducted. . .

There, in short. Sir Joshua Reynolds laid thi

foundation stone of a friendship between Hanna!

More and Samuel Johnson."

Mrs. Walford's story of the great and learnet

Mary Somerville, the last of the group, abound:

with interest. She takes her readers back to ;

hundred years ago and tells them of "A wild littL

creature of eight years old, who knew nothing o

school-rooms and school hours, who could onl;

just read . . . who could not write at all.

"In 17S0, she, who in 1870 was paid court to 1

astronomers from north, south, east, and west, ^\.l

an insignificant babe of such slight social im

portance that until ten years subsequently it wa

not thought worth while to send her to school."

Mrs. Walford strikes a very high note in thesi

four biographies, which she ably sustains. Th

book is distinctly noble.

Nature's Fairyland, by H. ^\'. S. A\'orsley

Benison (Elliot Stock) is full of pleasant tall

of woodland, meadow, stream, and shore. Those

who like such books, and their name ought tc

be legion, will find it by no means a contempt

ible companion for an autumn ramble. The few

illustrations are prettily done.

The Comprehensive Teacher's Bible (Samuel

Bagster & Sons) is a splendidly bound edition

which abundantly carries out its name. It contains

not only the Old and New Testaments, printed in

clear type and with copious marginal references,

but an extensive Commentary, Natural History of

the Bible, Geography and Topography of the Holy

Land, a Concordance of the Holy Scripture, with

many other helps for biblical students too numerous

to mention.
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ENGLISH MEN AND WOMEN OF LETTERS OF THE 19TH CENTURY.

MISS EDGEWORTH.

Miss Thackeray.

THERE is a pretty story of a little girl once

darting out from among a crowd of children

and catching hold of Miss Edgeworth's hand and

saying shyly, " I like ' Simple Susan ' best." I don't

know how many of us would not be inclined to

repeat the little girl's saying. Some of us will like

" Simple Susan," others will prefer " Lazy Lawrence
"

perhaps, or "Lame Jervais." Sir Walter Scott

was of those who liked " Simple Susan " best, and

he used to say that when the boy brought back the

lamb to the litde girl there was nothing for it but

to put down the book and cry. But there are plenty of

Etoriesto choose from, and to suit our different tastes.

Lord Macaulay, as we most of us know, asserted that

there was one particular scene in T/it: Absentee,

that in which Lord Colambre reveals himself to his

tenants, which reminded him of nothing but the

Odyssey ; others of us may remember Mr. Ruskin

kindling with pleasure and admiration over this

same book. Tourgueneff ascribed to Miss Edge-

worth's influence his first impulse to write of Russia

in the way in which she herself had written of Ire-

land. The great Russian in after days has described

his first acquaintance with her works : he used to

dwell more especially on their extreme simplicity,

and on the distinction with which the writer

always treated "the simple ones of the earth."

Something in Miss Edgeworth's turn of mind,

kindly, gracious, unambitious, and devoid of

romance, fitted her most specially to depict scenes

of humble life and idylls of the poor. As a

novelist she is not to be compared with some of her
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contem])oraries, but as a racoiileuse, as the com-

panion of artless and natural minds, she is scarcely

to be equalled. There was something childish in

her turn of mind ; her longer stories with all their

quick grasp of character are rather a succession

of episodes than tales of any sustained interest.

People do not quote Harrington, Ormond, Vivian,

Ennui, in common conversation, but Simple Susan

has become a household word.

Maria Edgeworth was born on New Year's Day,

1767, and was the eldest daughter of Mr. Edgeworth,

a man of many accomplishments, many wives,

many sons and daughters. He was an Irish

landlord, possessed of a good estate. Maria's

mother, who was of German parentage, died when
the little girl was very young. The child was left

for a time to the care of some kind aunts,

and had fortunately time to develop something of

her own natural character before her father married

for the second time, and continued his lifelong

experiments in education. He seems to liave

been a man of brilliant limitations ; to have had
ingenuity, untiring energy, and at the same time to

have been utterly wanting in many of the qualities

which make life something more than intelligence.

Mr. Edgewortii calls himself a man of few pre-

judices, and does not seem aware that these very

prejudices are like the atmosphere, and give light and
shade and life and meaning to the stones and stocks

among which we live. He was a brilliant talker, a

dull writer, a good landlord, a good citizen, an un-
doubted busybody. He certainly seems to have had
good children, and it is most delightful to read of
such a large community living under one roof in

perfect peace and unity in the old family house in

Longford County; sterile mountains lay to the north,

wide flat plains surrounded the home where succeed-
mg wives, step-children, children of every age, aunts,

sisters-in-law, all dwelt together cheerful, occupied,
and united. Mr. Edgeworth made Maria at a very
early age his agent, and thus it happened that she was
unconsciously amassingmaterial for herlife-long work,
while her father with admirable intelligence adminis-
tered the estate, went into details, held personal inter-

course with the tenants. They both worked with so
much good sense and kindness that before long their

estate was one of the best ordered in the country.
Besides his devoted family and tenants, Mr. Edge-
worth had the advantage of the long friendship of
men of such mark as Thomas Day and Erasmus

Darwin. His was certainly a curious influence; noi

one of the many ladies whom he honoured with hi;

hand seemed able to resist the agreeable widower.
(Was it Mr. Edgeworth or Henry VHI. the little

boy described as a " very great widower "
?) His

daughter Maria, warm-hearted, modest-minded,
smiply worshipped him, and accepted every word'
of his as law.

"Whenever I thought of writing anvthing," says
Miss Edgeworth, " I always told my father mv plan<
and always with the instinct of a good critic he used'
to hx immediately upon that which would best answu
the purpose. 'Sketch that, and show it to me ; 1 dent
want any of your painting, any of your draperv, I canimagme all that, let me see the bare skeleton.'' When
he thought that there was spirit m what was written
but that It required, as it often did, great correction, he
would say. Leave that to me ; it is my business to cut
and correct, yours to write on.'"

While the Revolution and all its horrors was up-

1

setting the Continent, while the French were'
attempting to invade Ireland, while troubles and |
panics were raging on every side, Maria Edgeworth
was peacefully writing at her desk in the family
sitting-room at Edgeworthstown ; by the chimney-
corner correcting "Simple Susan," putting together
one story after another, pursuing the hapj^y train of
her own thoughts and fancies, or, happier still,

submitting them to her father's criticism.

She had already, in conjunction with Mr. Edge- I

worth, written books for and about children, more
|

or less influenced by Rousseau's teaching ; some of
I

the prettiest of her stories were lying in her desk,
others had been suggested by Mrs. Honora and
Mrs. Elizabeth Edgeworth. It is said that the
story of the " Purple Jar" was a reminiscence of Mrs.
Honora's theories of education. Poor lady, not all

her beauty, her earnest sense of duty, not even her
early death, can make one forgive the stern and
unnatural morality that would have condemned a
little girl to lame feet, and suffering and mortifica-
tion, for the offence of preferring a lovely shining
purple jar to a pair of shoes. It is true that impul-
sive little Rosamond never forgot the lesson, and
having to choose shortly aftenvards between a
needlebook and an imitation marble plum, was
enabled at once to select the useful needlebook.
But I think that not even the rehabilitators of
George IV. could find a word to say for the
teaching of the mother of Rosamond !

The last Mrs. Edgeworth—the fourth or even the
fifth, as some people say—has left a sort of diary or
record of the life at Edgeworthstown, which though
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•inted has not as yet been published, but from

hich one or two people have been allowed to quote

f
the kindness of surviving members of the family.

Maria's feeling towards her three stepmothers

jraes out in the book. For her first stepmother, the

eautiful Honora Sneyd, little Maria seems to have felt

dmiration mingled with awe ; though the poor lady

assed away so early and so long ago, she still stands

afore us as a stern, vivid, and pathetic personality.

It was for the sake of Honora's sister, the third

.Irs, Edgeworth, that Thomas Day, the author of

Yindford and Mert07i, went through such long and

inavailing trials in dancing and deportment; when

le returned to claim his reward, cruel Miss Elizabeth

sneyd burst out laughmg. Mr. Thomas Day re-

ired, like Diogenes, to his tub, but it is needless

.0 say that Mr. Edgeworth's subsequent proposals

tvere immediately accepted by the merry lady.

For the last Mrs. Edgeworth, who was a Miss

Beaufort, a year younger than herself, a warm and

tender friendship succeeded the natural painful

struggle with which a grown-up daughter must

needs accept a father's re-marriage. It was a

friendship which lasted for over fifty years, and

which did credit to both these admirable women.

The first volume of Parents^ Assistant had come

out in 1796, it was followed hy Moral Tales, the

Essay on Irish Bulls, written conjointly by Mr. and

Miss Edgeworth ; then came their work on practi-

cal education.

" We have Mrs. Barbauld's testimony," says Miss
Zimmern in her memoir, " that Miss Edgeworth wrote
Castle Rackrent unassisted, and judging how infinitely

superior it is in style, force, pith and boldness to those
of her writings with which her father meddled, it is

forcibly impressed upon us that Mr. Edgeworth's
literary tinkering with his daughter's works was far

from being to their advantage."

Castle Rackrent appeared in iSoo, when Miss

Edgeworth was about thirty-three years old.

The note of the book seems like that of some

harmonious jig tune, merry, sad, spirited. The

story is told by Thady, the old family steward,

whose sympathy is with his masters all through,

against his own scheming son Jason, the encroach-

ing attorney. The.re are many masters for Thady
to serve succeeding one another : Sir Patrick, Sir

Murtagh, Sir Kit, and Sir Condy. Sir Condy is

old Thady's favourite—Sir Condy who at the time

of his greatest difficulties gets into the Irish Par-

liament and is safe from Jason and the duns.

" Others who were not gentlemen born behaved very

uncivil," says honest Thady, " in pressing him at the

very time, and all he could do to content them was to

take himself off to Dublin, where my lady had taken

a house fitting for him as a Member of Parliament, to

attend his duty in there all the winter. I was very

lonely when the whole family was gone, and all the

things they had ordered to go and forgot, sent after

them by the car. There was then a great silence in

Castle Rackrent, and I went moping from room to

room, hearing the doors clap for want of right locks,

and the wind through the broken windows that the

glazier never would come to mend, and the rain coming
through the roof and best ceilings all over the house
for want of the slater whose bill was not paid. I took
myself to the servants' hall in the evening to smoke my
pipe as usual, but missed the bit of talk we used to

have there sadly, and ever after was content to stay in

the kitchen and boil my little potatoes and put up my
bed there.'

He hears nothing of his master in the House, who
never speaks there '• good or bad," but, as the butler

writes, ' was very ill-used by the Government about a
place that was promised him and never given, after his

supporting them against his conscience very honourably
and being greatly abused for it, which hurt him greatly,

he having the name of a great patriot in the country
before."

There would be no space here to tell the story

at length of Miss Edgeworth's many books. There

was Belinda, which follows Castle Rackrent, and

gives the adventures of a girl who comes up to

London to the care of a fine lady ; there was

Patronage, which strikes one nowadays as very

long, very dull, in which every blade of grass

conceals a precept of IMr. Edgeworth's.

Some of the most vivid and interesting of Miss

Edgeworth's recollections are of the time she spent

at Paris with her father and Mrs. Edgeworth and

her young sister. The family started just after the

proclamation of the Peace of Amiens in 1S02, and

were no less welcomed and made much of at Paris

than they had been at home. The letters describing

all the celebrated people of those days, Rousseau's

friends and disciples, are full of spirit and interest.

Her account of Mme. de Genlis is indeed a master-

piece of description. The romance of Maria's

life is said to have occurred during this eventful

visit ; but she could not make up her mind to part

from her father and all those so dear to her, to

leave her beloved home and to spend the rest of her

life as a stranger in a foreign land. War between

France and England was again proclaimed, and

the family only escaped just in time. Mr. Edgeworth's

eldest son was less fortunate, and not being able to

rejoin his companions, was detained for many years

as a prisoner of war.
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It was after her return from Paris in 1S04 that

Miss Edgeworth wrote Leonora. It was written for

M. d'Edelcrantz, the Swedish gentleman who had

wanted to marry her, but she never had the satis-

faction of knowing whether he ever read the book.

Then came Griselda, a short story gaily and

humorously touched. The lovely Mrs. Boling-

broke has her own theories of a husband's duty :

" If he saw, heard, felt, or understood differently

from her he did not, could not love her. Once she was
offended by his liking white better than black ; at
another time she was offended with him for loving the
taste of mushrooms. One winter she quarrelled with
him for not admiring the touch of satin, and one
summer she was jealous of him for listening to the
song of the blackbird.'

The first series of the Tales of Fashionable Life

followed Griseida, of which Ennui is the best-

known story. The young lord born to demoraliz-

ing prosperity is saved by a temporary catastrophe,

and tells his own story as a warning to other lords

similarly threatened with too many advantages.

Manceuvring is amusing ; it is the history of a

too ingenious widow—" For her own breakfast

she'll project a scheme, nor take her tea without a

stratagem." There is none of the grace of some

of Miss Edgeworth's simpler stories, but a good

deal of fun of a somewhat elementary character, not

unlike that of an old-fashioned farce with those

stock characters—a lively widow and bachelor

friend with a fortune to bestow upon the \.\so jeimes

premiers and \.\so jeuncs premieres of the drama.

If Miss Edgeworth had only written such novels as

these, her name would certainly have not been

remembered as it is, but there is a vein of true

Irish sentiment and naturalism in some of her

works which must ever start up green and fresh

and delightful.

TheAbseiiteewa.s published in 1812. It is true that

The Absentee is a story with a moral, but the moral

and the story are so happily and simply interwoven,

and the moral follows the story so naturally, that it

would scarcely jar upon the most fastidious cynic.

And after all in real life morals do exist; good

things lead to good, lies lead to lies ; there are

some honest and clear-eyed Lord Colambres

happily who still walk the world, setting things

straight. Aubrey de Vere, Ireland's own living

poet, would tell you this much when he speaks

of his well-loved island, of the changes and

chances since the days of his youth, when the

people were poor indeed but happy and free-

hearted, unembittered by agitation and the poison

ous whispers of interested schemers from afar.

There is something elementary in The Absentee

also something very real and abiding. The idyl

the hosiiit.-ible widow who kills her last hen tc

entertain her guest ; of kind, modest, hardworking

Grace pledging her red cloak to help her mother,

while the young lord comes in and out of the

cottages, wandering in disguise, noting the sac

stories, marking the upright goodness of one agent

the cruel oppression and greed of the other, am
suddenly, at the critical moment, appears flingiuL;

off his disguise—his old great-coat—to right the

injured and oppressed, is full of feeling and spirit.

All the story is most simply and charmingly re-

counted. Ruskin has said somewhere that those

interested in Irish affairs should look for the

wisest history that has yet been given to the world

in these pages. Besides describing the peasants

in Ireland the author brings before us the grand
London company in which poor Lady Clonbrony is

so anxious to make a figure.

Mrs. Dareville is taking off Lady Clonbrony."
'
You caum't concei\e the Jiecns she teeks to talk

of the teeh/cs and c/ieers, and to thank Q, and with so
much teeste to speak pure English,' says Mrs. Dareville."

The jjretentious London ladies may be com-
pared with the Irish attempts at fashion, also

the delightful description of the agent's sister, bent

upon entertaining ' the most honourable ' the Lord
Colambre, and her invitations :

"Mv Dear Juliana O'Learv,— I have got a
promise from Colambre that he will be with us at
Tusculum on Friday the 20th, in his way from the
County of Wicklow for the coll.-ition 1 mentioned ; and
expect a large party of officers : so pray come early
with your household or as many as the jaunling-car
can l)ring, and pray, my dear, be elegant. Vou need
not let it transpire to Mrs. O'G ; but make my
apologies to Miss O'G , and tell her I am quite
concerned I can't ask her for that day because tell her
I am so crowded, and am to have none that day but
real quality.

" Yours ever and ever,
" Anastasia Raffartv.

" P.S.—.'Xnd I hope to make the gentleman stop the
night with me so will not have beds. Excuse haste
and compliments.

"Tusculum, Sunday, i-^ih.'

Mrs. Raffarty's dinner party is classical, and has

often been quoted. Here is an amusing description

of Tusculum where she lived, which suggests the

willow-pattern plates we are all familiar with :

" So she led the way to a little conservatory, and a
little pinery, and a little grapery, and a little aviary,
and a little pheasanlry, and a little dairy for show, and
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;itt!e cottage for ditto, with a grotto full of shells and

little hermitage full of earwigs, and a httle ruin full

(, looking-glass to enlarge and multiply the etfect of

i; Gothic, but you could only put your head in,

Icause it was just fresh painted, and tliough there had

en a fire oidered in the ruin all night, it had only

loked. ... As they proceeded and walked through

e grounds, from which Mrs. Raffarty, though she had

me her best, could not take that which nature had

ven, she pointed out to my lord ' a happy moving

rmination,' consisting of a Chinese bridge, with a

.herman leaning over the rails. On a sudden the

,herman was seen to tumble over the bridge into the

ater. The gentleman ran to extricate the poor fellow,

hile they heard Mrs. Ratt'arty bawling to his lordship

) beg he would never mind and not trouble himself.

" When they arrived at the bridge, they saw the man
,anging from part of the bridge, and apparently

TUggling in the water ; but when they attempted to

uU him up, they found it was only a stuffed figure,

hich had been pulled into the stream by a real fish,

hich had seized hold of the bait."

Miss Edgeworth was now at the height of her

eputation, and she and her father were welcomed

ind made much of on all sides.

Wise men, philosophers, men of fashion, Sir

.Valter Scott, even Lord Byron, sated with so many

;hings, took kindly to " the quiet, Jeanie-Deans

sort of body," whose friendly acquaintance, from

Mrs. Fry to the Duke of Wellington, ranged over

half a century of most various and interesting

people, in those most interesting times when men

'and women still held their own, and machines had

not yet begun their relentless reign over mankind.
' Mr. Hallam was among Miss Edgeworth's ad-

miring readers, and he once went to see her, taking

his little son with him ; he was anxious that the

child should be able in after life to remember the

great authoress. When the kind old lady had

shaken hands with the little boy she asked him

what he thought of " Frank." Poor little Harry

Hallam coloured, stammered, and desperately

answered that he had never heard of '• Frank."

Long years afterwards, as a young man, he used

to say that he could not even then bear to think

of that little episode, nor of his father's annoyance

and confusion.

Mr. Lovel Edgeworth, the prisoner of war, re-

turned in i8 14 to find his father seriously ill. Mr.

Edgeworth rallied for a time after his eldest son's

return, but died three years later, immediately after

the publication of Ornioiid, at which, to please

him, his daughter had worked with an aching heart.

Slie was able to complete it during all the anguish

of her father's last illness, and Mr. Edgeworth

wrote the preface as he lay upon his death-bed.

After her fathers death Maria struggled bravely,

but she could not be consoled ; her eyes were so

inflamed with weeping that every tear seemed to

her like a knife. The family lived on as before at

Edgeworthstown. Maria forced herself to carry

out her father's la.st wishes—to complete his

memoir, and the task must have been very painful,

for he had left injunctions that not one word was

to be changed or modified, that his manuscript was

to be published exactly as he had left it.

Friends' sympathy, rest and change, at last brought

happier times for poor Maria. She went abroad

again and made new friends ; she visited Mme.

Stael and the colony then established at Geneva

;

her sisters grew up, married, and brought fresh

hope and interest into her life. She wrote less,

but she was not idle, for she now managed the

estate for her brother as she had done for her father

in former days.

Mr. Ticknor, the American, describes her at sixty

as slight and spare, with steady eyes looking straight

into the face of the person she is addressing. Her

personality is described as quite irresistible—gay,

kindly, and full of point ; there may have also been

just enough of Irish egotism to put her companions

at their ease. To the end she continues busy, viva-

cious, helpful ; we get glimpses of her receiving and

welcoming her friends, coming in from the garden

with her hands full of roses, and sitting by them as

they breakfast in the pleasant ground-floor room.

Helen, one of the best of her novels, was written at

sixty years of age ; some of her warmest intimacies

were formed about this time.

Her interest in her fello^v-creatures and in her

books remained undiminished to the end. Macau-

lay's History came out in the last year of her life,

and gave her the keenest pleasure. The letter

she wrote on the occasion is a fresh and brilliant

and admirable criticism. No wonder the great

historian prized and valued it 1
" If Voltaire says

true that in the style is the man, what a man must

Macaulay be!" she writes, and we too may be

allowed to repeat her words and to say, " What a

woman must Maria Edgeworth be !

"

The end of this long and untiring life would have

been sad if it had twt been the end, the harvest

time when the sheaves are ripened and ready to

be gathered in.

She died peacefully at home on the 22nd of May,

1S49, at the age of 82.



SCHOLARSHIP COMPETITION QUESTIONS.
I. X'okaire says, Lc style, c'cst ritommc. Discuss this with reference to Miss Edgeworth.

II. What do you judge to have been Miss Edgeworth's views respecting the art of fiction? Suppor
your answer from any of her books.

Work Selected. Ennui. (George Routledge and Sons.)

Essays to be sent in by October 25th.' Total number of words in no case to exceed 500.

Work selected for No^•e^lber. Imaginary Conversations. By Walter Sa\age Landor. (^Walter Scott

Camelot Classics.)

SEARCH PASSAGES IN ENGLISH LITERATURE.
I.

No endeavour is in vain.

Its reward is in the doing
;

And the rapture of pursuing
Is the prize the vanquished gain.

II.

I protest that I am devoted to no school in particular :

I condemn no school, I reject none, I am for the school
of all the great men. For as the old Hebrew singer
heard the heavens declare the glory of their Maker,
and the firmament showing His handiwork, so in the
long roll of poetry we see transfigured the strength
and beauty of humanity, the joys and sorrows, the
dignity and struggles, the long life-his:ory of our
common kind.

III.

Dark was the vaulted room of gramarye.
To which the wizard led the gallant knight,

Save that before a mirror, huge and high,

A hallowed taper shed a glimmering light

On mystic implements of magic might

:

On cross, and character, and talisman,
And almagest, and altar, nothing bright :

For fitful was the lustre, pale and wan.
As watchlight by the bed of some departing man.

But soon within that mirror huge and high.
Was seen a self-emitted light to gleam

;

And forms upon its breast the earl 'gan spy.
Cloudy and indistinct as feverish dream

;

Till, slow arranging and defined, they seem
To form a lordly and a lofty room.

Part lighted by a lamp with silver beam.
Placed by a couch of Agra's silken loom,
And part by moonshine pale, and part was hid in

gloom.

IV.

Better to sit at the water's birth

Than a sea of waves to win
;

To live in the love that goeth forth.

Than the love that cometh in.

Be thy heart a well of love, my child.

Flowing, and free, and sure
;

For a cistern of love, though undefilcd,

Keeps not the spirit pure.

A naked house, a naked moor,
A shivering pool before the door,

A garden bare 0/ Jloivers and fruit,

And poplars at the garden foot

:

Such is the place that I lii'e in.

Bleak without, and bare within.

Yet shall your ragged moor receive

The incomparable pomp of eve,

And the cold glories of the dawn
Behind your shivering trees be drawn

;

And when the wind from place to place

Doth the unmoored cloud-galleons chase,

Your garden gloom and gleam again.

With leaping sun, with glancing rain.

Here shall t.ie wizard moon ascend
The heavens, in the crimson end
Of day's declining splendour, here

The army of the stars appear.

The neighbour hollows dry or wet.

Spring shall with tender flowers beset

;

And oft the morning muser see

Larks rising from the broomy lea,

And every fairy wheel and thread

Of cobweb dew-bediamonded.*****
To make this earth our hermitage,

A cheerful and a changeful page,
God's bright and intricate device

Of days and seasons doth suffice.

Give in each instance Name of .-Author and Work from which passage is taken. Answers to be sent in

by October 15th.

REFERENCES TO SEARCH PASSAGES (SEPTEMBER).
Longfellow. Ultima Thiile.

Wordsworth. Ode on Intimations of Immortality.
Bulvver Lytton. On the Desire for Fame.

4. Coleridge. Christabel.

5. Milton. Comus.
6. Hood. Autumn.

Members who live in India and the Colonies may send in their papers up to December 25th.



ON THE STUDY OF THE WORKS OF RAPHAEL.

G. D. Leslie, R.A.

rHERE is nothing in the way of art teaching

for which I have ever felt more gratitude to my
ither than that through him I learned my Raphael

hen still quite young. He possessed a large collec-

ion of engravings, and amongst them many from the

vorks of Raphael. The designs from the Bible,

he series of frescoes in the Vatican, the story of

A\\>id and Psyche from the Farnesina, the four

igures of Theology, Philosophy, Justice, and Poetry,

he Jurisprudence and the greater part of the forty-

:ight Madonnas were frequently shown to me,

ny father with great delight pointing out their

)eauties. It was not however until I was nineteen,

vhen staying at Hampton Court, that I first began

recognise the spirit and power of beauty that

)ervades every line and form of this great master.

At first sight of the Cartoons I felt to my dismay

,'rievously disappointed : they appeared so dull and

.veak in eftect, so dry, so unromantic, and they were

50 very large. There was something, too, extremely

aggravating in the evident delight and admiration

with which my father discerned beauties in them,

beauties which to me were hidden. My father was

1 sincere man. I had great faith in his opinions,

and by his advice I began a copy, of the same

size as the original, of the head of the woman with

the basket of doves from the Cartoon of the

Beautiful Gate. It proved indeed a gate of beauty

to me, for gradually as the work went on the divine

character of the master seemed to dawn upon me,

and long before I had finished I felt I had acquired

a new power. I had been introduced and knew

Raphael from thenceforth.

I was greatly delighted to find that my new key

fitted every lock in the storehouse of the master,

and in my enthusiasm I remember soon after

copying twice over the exquisite little picture of

the sleeping knight in the National Gallery.

It is some three-and-thirty years since I made
these copies, and it seems odd to me now that I

should have become as it were a Raphaelite just

at the time when Preraphaelitism was bursting

like a torrent, with all its fascinations, on youthful

minds. Conventionalities were to be dispensed

with; ideal beauty, selection and rejection, and

the teaching of the old masters generally were out

of fashion. " Truth, the whole truth, and nothing

but the truth " was the cry with which the student

rushed to Nature. I need scarcely add that I was

helplessly carried along by the prevailing stream
;

it was a good strong healthy stream however and

did far more good than harm. Gradually as I

settled down to my work I was pleased to dis-

cover that I had not lost my first love—indeed

once truly acquired such a love can never be lost

—

and that in the pure ideal works of Raphael there

lay the key to much of the beauty of Nature herself.

Thanks to my father I had studied the great

works of many others of the old masters of the

Venetian, Flemish, Spanish, Dutch and English

schools ; the lessons from these however were far

more easily mastered, splendour of colour and

execution appealing quickly to the youthful mind.

It was harder in the case of Raphael, but the lesson

once learned proved to me more valuable than, I

venture to say, all the rest put together.

I claim for Raphael the right most fairly to

represent the crowning glory of his school, at any

rate as far as nationality and the typical loveliness

of the inherited art is concerned; his rivals Leonardo

and INIichael Angelo, owing much of their greatness

to the illumination they received from the antique,

always appear to me somewhat as grafts on the

original stock ; and in any case as far as ideal

beauty is concerned they cannot be held to have

surpassed our Raphael.

Perhaps the true way of regarding these three

mighty geniuses would be to take each as represen-

ting the crowning perfection of three branches of

the school : Leonardo in intellectual ingenuity and

weird invention, Michael Angelo in sublime dignity

and grandeur, and Raphael in ideal grace and

loveliness being hitherto unsurpassed. In any

case the progress of the school went no further;

up to Raphael's time there had been no retrogression,

the plant had grown and thrived in every direction
;

but the collapse was sudden, and in a very few

years after this final burst of glory the whole plant

withered and shrank away to nothing. And what

a school it was, how noble and high had been its

aims and traditions, with what dignified simplicity

had each master worked, adding excellence to
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excellence. It was not surprising that Raphael, so

noble a scion of such an illustrious family, should

have been the most perfect master of the eloquence

of line, of graceful form, and of divine beauty that

the world has ever seen.

Having never visited Italy I regret that much
from this master's hand comes to me only by

means of copies, engravings, or photographs, but

in England we have no mean display of master-

pieces from his hand. The Blenheim and Garvagh

Madonnas, the Sleeping Knight, and the Cartoons

are a host in themselves, and coupled with engrav-

ings and photograi)hs afford ample food for the

study of the master's style ; the photographs from

the drawings from nature and designs for com-

positions, from various collections, which are so

easily obtained now, are especially valuable as they

are actual facsimiles of the master's own handiwork.

But so good is the design and general aspect of

Raphael's work, that much may be learnt even

from an inferior engraving. The swing and go

of his figures is not lost when intrusted to the

hands of his scholars lor execution, and after that

to the engraver for jjublication. I have eight of

Dorigny's plates from the story of Cupid and

Psyche hanging in my dressing room, and I am
never tired of loitering fondly over them. The
joyful Mercury bursting forth so full of life and air

;

the lovely group of Yenus directing her son where

to aim, and the way each spandrel is filled with life

—

these things never fail to refresh me every morning.

I only know the designs from the Bible by means
of bad engravings, but in spite of this what exquisite

fertility of design is to be found in them. I do not

know whether in art anything has ever approached

the rendering of angels more truly divine than

those three who appear to Abraham.

It seems to me that I can give no better advice

to young students than to most earnestly press o

them the study of the works of Raphael. In thes

days, when on the one hand realistic treatment i

so much in the ascendant, and there is a danger c

many of our younger brains becoming little else tha

recording cameras, and on the other, where we fin^

the more aspiring rushing into transcendental eccer

tricities, the ideal grace of line and the siniplicit

and dignity of Raphael are more than ever worth

of study and consideration. A word of wamin

in conclusion. Do not let me be misunderstood i

the direction in which this study should proceed

all attempts to reproduce the art of Raphael itsell

the aspect of his compositions, the mannerisms

his figures, costumes and accessories, must necc

sarily result in dismal failure. Giulio Romano, wh

had even the advantages of Raphael's own teaching.

produced nothing after the manner of his mast:

of the slightest value.

Acquire an intimate knowledge of the grace ai,

beauty of the master, but preserve above all thin.

your individuality and nationality ; no artist's worl

has ever survived that has not possessed these \.\\\

characteristics. It was because Raphael w'as s;

much himself, so truly Italian, and so essentiallv

Raphael, that he was what he was.

In endeavouring to press on young students the

desirability of the study of Raphael I feel assured thai

if any of them wish to prove the truth of what I havL

said, they have nothing to do but to make for them-

selves a full-sized copy in opaque water-colour of one

of the heads in the Cartoons. I would, for choice,

say that of the Saviour in the Miraculous Liraught

of Fishes, in which the handiwork of Raphael is

plainly visible both in the rendering of the divine

expression and in the exquisite flow of the hair

blowing back with the breeze from the sea of

Gennesaret.

SUBJECTS FOR FINE ART COMPETITION.
1 1 oris to be sent in by Oct. 31st.

fiQixtc.
' Yet think not that I came to urge thy crime.
I did not come to curse thee, Guinevere

—

I whose vast pity almost makes me die

To see thee ; laying there thy golden head,
My pride in happier summers, at my feet."—Teknyson, /i/j//s of the King

OR
" THE GLEANER."

landscape.
" The purple heath and golden broom
On moory mountains catch the gale ..."

—Montgomery.
OR

" Sharp swift gales .

. with furious feet

Tread loose the long skirts of a storm."

— S\VINBt."RNE.
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MRS. WILTON S NF.RVES ARE SHAKEN".

AT si.\ o'clock on the following afternoon Miss

Wilton went to tea with her friend Norma

Shafio, anil in the course of conversation inquired

casually -

" Do you suppose that Lord Walter Sinclair

works all day in that dismal studio of his in

order to make his living, or is it only that he pines

for celebrity ?
"

" Most likely he works far both reasons," answered

Norma. " He told me that he wasn't well off."

" Poor fellow, what a pity I I thought he

seemed so nice. Decidedly handsome too."

" He is very nice and very handsome, and he

isn't nearly poor enough to be pitied. In fact, if I

were a man. I should be inclined to envy him."

" His goo.i looks, you mean ? There isn't much

to envy in his talent ; or at all events you didn't

seem to think so. How could you be so down

upon that unlucky clay figure of his ! He tried to

look as if he didn't mind ; but he wasn't particularly

successful, and I would have given anything to be

able to breathe a word of comfort to him. Unfor-

tunately that was out of the question, because I

know nothing about statues, and they don't interest

me a bit. I prefer flesh and blood."

Norma looked distressed. " Was 1 rude ? " she

asked. " I am so sorry ; I only said what I

thought."

" But that was the worst of it."

"I am very sorry," repeated Norma. "I

suppose if one can't be flattering one ought to hold

one's tongue ; only I never imagined that he would

be hurt by hearing the opinion of an ignoramus. It

is hardly the sort of offence that can be apologised

for either."

" Never mind," said Madge, with a slight smile
;

" I dare say he will forgive you, even without an

apology. And in future you may remember that

the opinion of certain ignoramuses is of imnunsr

importance to certain artists."

She rose as she spoke, and, bending down to set

her empty cup upon the tea-table, gazed steadily for

a moment into her friend's face.

"Norma, my dear," said she, 'do you know

that you are blushing? This is most remarkable,

for I don't recollect that I ever before in my lifu

saw you blush. I shall make a note of it in my

diary. ' On a certain day and at a certain hour

Norma Shafto turned as red as a turkey-cock on

being told that her good opinion was valued by

Lord Walter Sinclair.' A year hence that entry

may have become full of interest. I'm sorry he

isn't rich; but then you aren't poor, so it doesn t

so much signify."

Kind-hearted people are not always good

humoured ; but Norma Shafto was both. It was

quite true that she was blushing, and she was

annoyed with herself for being so silly as to blush

in that causeless way
;
yet she did not vent her

annoyance upon the indiscreet Madge.

" I am not guilty, whatever I may look," she

declared, laughing. " I like Lord Walter very

much, and I used to know him years ago, when he

was a boy ; but we are scarcely more than

acquaintances now."

" Of course that's what anybody would say under

the circumstances."

"It is the truth anyhow."

" Quite sure ?
"

" Perfectly sure.
"

"Then," said Madge deliberately, "I rather think

1 will take him up myself. I wouldn't for the world

interfere with you in any way ; but if you don't put
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in a prior claim, it might perhaps be amusing to try

and tind out whether he is really as impassive as

he looks.

This speech seemed to displease Norma a good

deal more than the previous insinuation with regard

to herself had done. She knitted her brows and

said, " I wish you wouldn't talk like that, Madge !

Any stranger who heard you would think you

were a horrid girl, and I don't like it even when we

are alone."

•'I knew you wouldn't like it," returned the other

laughing, " and that was partly why I said it."

She began to draw on her gloves, smiling at hei

friend's grave face. It was not easy for a girl of

Norma's direct and honest nature to understand

this capricious, inconsistent little being, who some-

times talked like a child and sometimes like a

hardened woman of the world. She could only

account for such speeches as the above by assum-

ing that Madge did not really mean what she said.

As a matter of fact, Madge meant what she said

quite as much and quite as often as other people.

What was doubtless a little perplexing to the ob-

server was that her sentiments varied with her

moods, wliich in their tarn were many and

diverse.

It was, for example, a very different young per-

son from the Madge just described who demurely

followed Mrs. Wilton into that same drawing-room

a few evenings later. Innocence, simplicity and a

not unbecoming timidity were expressed in her

features and demeanour ; she was dressed all in

white, and looked, upon the whole, rather more

as though she contemplated attending an improving

lecture for the young than a burlesque. Mr. Shafto,

to whom the study of her character had never pre-

sented any difficulties, and who had a paternal sort

of affection for her, held her by the hand while he

welcomed her in the style which old gentlemen are

apt to affect in addressing little girls in their

teens.

"Well, Miss Madge," said he, "I hear you are

in a fair way to become a confirmed play-goer.

So was I once upon a time ; but that's a great

many years ago, and I'm afraid I've lost the taste

for it. However, we old folks can enjoy seeing the

young ones enjoy themselves, can't we, Mrs.

Wilton?"

Mrs. Wilton, who perhaps did not quite like

being classed among the old folks, replied rather

crossly, " I should enjoy going to the theatre as

much as anybody if it didn't always give me a

headache. Have you heard from Sir Christopher ?
"

" Oh, yes ; he's coming, and so is young
Sinclair. They'll be here in a few minutes I

dare say."

The words were hardly out of his mouth before

the two men made their appearance, having en-

countered one another upon the stairs ; and
perhaps, as they advanced, there was nobody in

the room who did not, voluntarily or involuntarily,

draw a comparison between them, which could not

but be to the advantage of the younger. Setting

aside the question of personal beauty, Lord Walter

always looked like a gentleman, whereas poor Sir

Christopher was essentially and unmistakably

plebeian. Sir Christopher however was in a good
humour ; and when he was in a good humour he
had the appearance of being a hearty, jolly sort of

little man.

After he had shaken hands with everybody, he

made straight for Miss A\'ilton ; and Lord AValter,

who was watching him with some curiosity, noticed

that she received him with an encouraging smile.

For some reason or other, which he did not trouble

himself to examine into, Lord Walter was rather

sorry to see this ; but after all, it was no business

of his, nor had he any cause to feel dissatisfied with

his own lot when he found himself placed at the

dinner-table between Miss Shafto and Mrs. Wilton.

The former took an early opportunity of begging

him to excuse the too free way in which she had

criticised his handiwork on the occasion of their

last meeting.

'• You must have thought me impertinent," she

said ;
" but you did ask me for my opinion, you

know; and I gave it, just as I should give my
opinion of a Rubens or a Holbein, if I were asked

for it. One may express one's opinion without

meaning to imply that it is of the smallest conse-

quence to anybody."

" I was very glad to have your opinion, and I

shouldn't have cared to have any opinion but an

honest one," answered Lord Walter. " You might

have been mistaken of course ; but you were not

mistaken. You will be relieved to hear that

Elizabeth of Hungary has been reduced to her

original elements. Perhaps Mrs. Lammergeier is

right, and I should do well to turn my attention to

executing busts of living celebrities. Would Sir
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Christojiher Shearman give me an order, do you

think ?
"

" I doubt it. Nobody can want to have a bust

of himself, and—

"

" And nobody could want to have a bust of

Sir Christopher," suggested Lord Walter, finishing

her sentence for her. " Possibly not just at present

;

but times may change. Has he decided to take

Brampton Priory ?
"

A slight cloud passed over Norma's face, but

she answered cheerfully, " Ves ; he has taken the

place, and I am very glad of it. It will make papa

feel much easier, and I think he is as good a tenant

as we could expect to find."

" My daughter," said Mr. Shafto, passing the

claret to Sir Christopher, after the ladies had left

the room, "will be sure to recommend lots of her

proteges round about Brampton to your notice
;

but you mustn't take what she says too literally.

Norma has a craze upon subjects of that kind. I

don't mean to say that the agricultural labourer isn't

badly enough off ; but whetlier you or she or any-

body else can make him better olT is another

question."

Sir Christopher observed that in nine cases out

of ten a man who was badly off had only himself to

thank for it ; but to this general jjroposition Mr.

Shafto demurred.

" Well, I don't know about that," said he. " I'm

badly off; but I don't see how I am to blame for

the fall in the value of land."

" Of course not," agreed Sir Christopher ;
" but

then you've done the sensible thing by letting your

place.

"

" I think so," said Mr. Shafto ;
" I think it was

the sensible thing to do."

And then he went on, in his usual communicative

way, to relate how he had already augmented his

modest fortune by following the advice of his friend

Baron Lammergeier, " a shrewd fellow and a

first-rate man of business." He was still enlarging

upon this topic. Sir Christopher listening to him
with a somewhat sceptical smile, when the butler

came in to announce that the carriage was at the

door and that the ladies were waiting.

There was a brief discussion in the hall as to

how the party should divide itself; but, whatever

the wishes of some members of it may have been,

the question hardly admitted of any other solution

than that which was adopted. Mr. Shafto's

carriage bore away that gentleman and the three

ladies, wliile the two bachelors followed in a

hansom. Lord Walter had nothing to say to

his companion, who, for that matter, did not feel

called upon to make conversation for his benefit ; so

the two men maintained an unbroken silence while

they were whirled along Piccadilly and Pall Mall.

It was not until they reached the Strand that an

incident occurred which caused each of them t^

forget his determination to ignore the other.

The Strand was thronged, as it always is at that

hour of the evening ; a steady stream was setting in

both directions ; but the majority of the carriages,

having deposited their occupants at the various

theatres, were returning westwards ; and one of

them, wheeling round somewhat too suddenly,

came into violent collision with Mr. Shafto's landau.

The wheels became locked, the horses began

plunging, and to the two si)ectators in the rear it

looked as though the time had come to rescue the

ladies from a position of some possible danger.

" They'll be over in another minute I
" exclaimed

Sir Christopher, throwing open the doors of the

hansom and jumjjing out.

He was followed at once by Lord Walter ; but if

their intention was to hold up Mr. Shafto's swaying

equipage until the ladies should have been got out

of it, they were a little bit too late. The carriage

stood upon two wheels for a second and then

slowly turned over on its side with a crash and an

unpleasant sound of breaking glass.

Of course a crowd immediately collected ; two

policemen appeared upon the scene, and the cause

of the disaster was provisionally arrested, loudly

protesting his absolute innocence ; but neither Lord

Walter nor Sir Christopher paid any heed to these

details. Their business was to extricate their hapless

friends : and perhaps no one who has not tried it

would believe how difiicult it is to haul four people

out of an overturned carriage. However, the task

was accomplished. First Mr. Shafto, then Madge
and then Norma were helped to scramble through

the open door ; and a great relief it v\'as to the

rescuers to hear that none of them were hurt.

Then from the dark interior issued forth a

lamentable voice, which said, " I am not killed ; but

I am horribly bruised, and Mr. Shafto has been

standing on my head for five minutes."

" I give you my word of honour," exclaimed poor

Mr. Shafto, aghast, " that I did nothing of the sort.
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Good heavens, what a thing to say ! I assure you

I was most careful
—

"

But nobody took any notice of his asseverations,

except Norma, who patted him on the shoulder and

(I msoled him ; and presently Mrs. Wilton was lifted

out on to the pavement, somewhat dishevelled and

much agitated, but apparently not otherwise the

worse for her adventure. As the whole party were

within a few yards of the Frivolity Theatre, whither

they had been bound, it seemed best to adjourn

thither and ascertain the extent of the damage

sustained ; and this proved to be so trifling that

Madge, for one, declared herself quite ready to go

in and witness the performance. But Mrs. Wilton,

for whom a chair had been brought, would not hear

of such a thing. Nobody but Madge, she said,

would have been unfeeling enough to propose it.

Perhaps somebody would be so good as to call a

cab for her.

Norma, seeing a suspicion of tears in Madge's

eyes, came to the rescue. ''If one of the gentle-

men would take Mrs. Wilton home," she suggested,

"the rest of us might as well see the play, since we

are here."

Lord Walter had a moment of apprehension,

which however was alleviated by the considerate

action of Mr. Shafto.

" I'll take you home, Mrs. Wilton," said the old

gentleman. "I really didn't stand on your head,

you know ; but never mind that. I'll see that

you're made comfortable, and then I can come back

and join the young ones."

So Mr. Shafto and Mrs. Wilton drove off in a four-

wheeled cab together ; and Norma and Madge took

their places in the stalls, attended by their two

cavaliers.

VI.

AT THE PLAY.

Sir Christopher marched into the theatre first,

bearing the tickets; Madge followed him; then

came Lord Walter, and then Norma.

Madge Wilton had no sooner taken her place

than she bent her pretty litde head sideways towards

her right-hand neighbour.

" Have you got such a thing as a spare pocket-

handkerchief about you?" she whispered. "I
didn't want to mention it while mamma was there,

or she would have insisted upon my going home

with her, but I cut my arm when the carriage was

upset, and it won't stop bleeding."

She drew aside the wrap which she had kept

over her right arm, and displayed, just above the

wrist, a blood-stained bandage formed out of one

of those absurd combinations of cambric and lace

upon which ladies are supposed to be able to blow

their noses after a certain hour of the evening.

Whether or not it could ever have been used for

such a purpose, it was manifestly insufficient for

that to which it had now been put, and the satin

lining of Miss Wilton's dolman had suffered.

Lord Walter was much distressed, and was also

filled with admiration for the courage of the

sufferer. " How plucky of you to keep quiet !
" he

exclaimed. " My handkerchief is very much at

your service, of course ; but really I think you had

better go home. You can come and see this stupid

piece any evening, and you ought to have that cut

seen to. There may be some broken glass in

it."

" Oh, no, there isn't, and if there is, I can wash

it out before I go to bed. Please don't make a

fuss, or we shall have Sir Christopher jumping up

and asking whether there is a surgeon in the

audience. If you can stop the bleeding I shall be

all right."

She delivered over her injured arm to him as

she spoke, and he was soon able to satisfy himself

that the wound was not a serious one. Lord

Walter drew a knife, containing a pair of scissors,

from his pocket, and with these he proceeded as

noiselessly as possible to cut his handkerchief into

strips, which he folded tightly round the white

arm abandoned to him.

Meanwhile the curtain had risen, and the whole

attention of the patient was concentrated upon the

stage.

" Isn't it delightful !
" she e.xclaimed.

" Is it ? " he returned, laughing. '• Yes ; it's

delightful if you think so. Everything is what we

thiiik it is."

At this moment somebody who was not Mr.

Shafto made his way along the row of stalls and

seated himself in the unoccupied one by Norma's

elbow. The new-comer was a lank and sallow

young man. His black hair, which was thick and

curly and which he wore somewhat longer than is

customary in these days, was brushed back behind

a pair of prominent ears ; he was clean-shaven, and
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being of so dark a complexion, had a bluish tinge

about that part of his face where his beard ought to

have been. His admirers, of whom, like everybody

else in the world, he possessed a few, said that he

had fine eyes. He had, besides, a nose of noble

dimensions and a good many square inches of fore-

head. His month was large and his lips were full ; as

for his chin, it was going to be a double one before

long, but was as yet in an early stage ofdevelopment.

He said, in a deliberate, low-pitched voice—

a

voice which anybody would have sworn to in the

dark as belonging to a perfectly self-satisfied being

—

" How do yoQ do. Miss Shafto ? I saw you from

afar and came to pay my respects. I didn't expect

to find you patronizing burlesque.'

"How do you do, Mr. Morley?" returned

N'orma. " I might say the same thing of you,

might I not ? Surely your contem])! for this sort of

thing must be more profound than mine."

" .As a dramatic representation," answered Mr.

Morley placidly, " it is, of course, beneath con-

tempt ; but the whole scene is in a manner in-

structive, and the mere fact of the theatre being

crowded is typical of modern life under one of its

aspects. I feel bound to study all the aspects of

modern life."

" Do you ? " said Norma. '• Why ?
"

Now this was rather an unkind speech to make

and it was not at all like Norma Shafto to make

it. All that can be pleaded on her behalf is that

asses are more irritating at some moments than at

others.

Mr. Morley looked surprised and a trifle pained.

• I thought you knew," said he, " that I dabble a

little in literature. As a contributor to certain

reviews, and as a humble student of the world and

of men, I am often compelled to look on at what

to me personally is distasteful."

"To which of the reviews do you contribute ?
"

" I must ask you," returned Mr. Morley, with a

smile, " to excuse me from answering that question.

Hitherto I have preferred to preserve my incognito;

and perhaps for the present I had better continue

to do so."

An unfriendly critic might have surmised that if

Mr. Morley had been on the staff of any review of

the first class, he would have displayed less modesty,

but Norma was not unfriendly ; she was only dis-

inclined to be bothered with this country neighbour,

whom she had not anticipated meeting in London.

" Are you up in town for any time ? " she asked

presently. '' I hope you left your mother quite

well."

" Quite well, thank you. I am up for the season,

like other people: one is more or less obliged to

do as other people do. Isn't that Miss Wilton ?
"

He bent forward and bowed to Madge, who

acknowledged his salutation by a very slight bend

of the head and went on talking to Lord Walter.

Perhaps it may have been this insufficient recog-

nition that caused Mr. Morley to remark :

" I hear that poor little girl is to be married to

your new tenant Sir Christopher Shearman, who, I .

see, is sitting beyond her. It seems a melancholy

fate ; but I suppose we most of us get the fate that

we deserve."

" Vou must have been misinformed," said Norma;
" Madge is not engaged to Sir Christopher. When
she is, it will be time enough for you to begin

pitying her— though I don't know why you
,

should."

The young man with the curly black hair was not

easily snubbed. He said :
" My dear Miss Shafto,

whenever I think of you I think of Wordsworth's

• Perfect woman, nobly plann'd.

To warn, to comfort and command ;

And yet a spirit still, and bright

With something of an angel-light.'

Being what you are, you naturally and inevitably see

what is good in others and are slow to detect what

is evil ; but I should think that even you would be

puzzled to point out much good in Sir Christopher

Shearman."

" Why do you say that ?
"

" Because it is the truth. He shoots, he hunts, he

eats and drinks— is there anything more to be said

about him ? I can't tell you how grieved I w^as when

I heard that he was to replace you at Brampton."

" At any rate, he is a man," returned Norma,

who was unusually exasperated.

But she might as well have attempted to kill an

alligator with a pea-shooter as to disconcert her

companion. Mr. Morley rejoined placidly, " I

believe he is a good shot, if that is what you mean ;

but we do not belong to a community of savages.

In our day and in our country a man must possess

higher qualifications than those of a North American

Indian before he can be called truly manly."

In our day and in our country there are a good

many men who cannot possibly be so described, if
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ied by any conceivable test, and Mr. Basil Morley

as one of these. Nevertheless, Norma had a

leaking kindness for the poor creature. She knew

iiat he was good to his old mother, with whom he

ved ; lie had helped lier, too, in providing material

omforts for her sick people. Moreover, almost

verybody detested him ; and that in itself

onstituted a sort of claim upon her indul-

ence. So, as Mr. Shafto had not appeared when

16 curtain rose again, she endured his company

iroughout the second act and submitted with a

ood grace to the trite reflections with which it

•leased him to favour her from time to lime.

What may have helped her to be tolerant was

hat her attention was really engaged elsewhere.

joxA Walter and Madge Wilton continued to

alk together, notwithstanding the highly enter-

aining spectacle which was provided for them upon

he stage ; nor could there be any question as to

he effect produced by their conduct upon the

entleman of whom Mr. Morley had spoken so dis-

)aiagingly. Immediately upon the conclusion of

he second act Sir Christopher charged out, mutter-

ng something, as he passed, about smoking a

igarette outside and having had enough of this

ot; and hardly had he vanished when Mr. Shafto

ntered.

Mr. Shafto, as his habit was, affected to have

irrived in breathless haste. " Sorry to have been

I'D long,'' he said ; "but I had to take Mrs. Wilton

lome and see that she had a glass of wine, and

hen I thought I might as well find out whether

.he horses or John had been damaged. John

umbled off the box and declares he is badly

shaken ; but he doesn't look much the worse.

Hullo, Morley ! Attracted up to the metropolis

ike the rest of the unemployed, eh?"

"I am seldom at a loss for employment,"

rephed Mr. Morley, with a superior sort of smile;

"but a change of scene is sometimes desirable,

I think. I am afraid I am occupying your

place."

" Not at all, my dear fellow ; I don't want to sit

beside my own daughter, thank you ; I can do that

at home. Stay where you are, and I'il go and talk

to my friend Miss Madge."

Thus it came to pass that when, at the expiration

of a few minutes. Sir Christopher returned, Mr.

Morley had to retire. Before saying good-night,

however, he took Norma's address and was so kind

as to say that he would look in upon her some day

soon.

Sir Christopher, who was in a very naughty

temper, plumped down into the vacated stall and

said gruffly, " Who's that puppy? "

" You will tind out before you have been at

Brampton long," answered Norma. " In our part

of the world Mr. Morley represents Intellect. The

rest of us haven't very much to boast of in that

way ; so that we are naturally proud of him, although

we think he gives himself undue airs."

" The airs are evident enough," growled Sir

Christopher. '' Does one have to be acquainted

with him long to discover the intellect ?
"

" Oh, not very long, as a rule. If he himself

doesn't tell you what services he has rendered to

contemporary literature, his mother will. I shall be

curious to hear what you think of your neighbours.

You will like most of them, I hope ; but there are

some oddities among thern."

Sir Christopher who was watching Madge, replied

to these observations very crossly.

VII.

NORMA H.-\S A BAD TIME OF IT.

It was discovered a very long time ago that mis-

fortunes never come singly; and when Norma

Shafto found out, on the morning after her visit to

the theatre, that she had lost a valuable old fan to

which she was much attached, she felt pretty sure

that she had an unlucky day before her. It is true

that she had got out of bed in low spirits, which

was an unusual thing with her ; but whether this

circumstance was or was not in any degree account-

able for her gloomy anticipations, the latter were

speedily verified. No sooner had she entered the

breakfast-room than Mr. Shafto bustled in from his

study, looking worried and perturbed, and began to

grumble at the food set before him.

" Upon my word. Norma, I think you might see

that that woman provides us with something fit to

eat ! I'm not over-particular, as you know ; but I

do draw the line at stale fish."

Norma, after apologizing for the fish, which was

not stale, rang the bell and ordered something else,

though she knew that her father would not eat it

when it came. Merely by way of making conversa-
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tion, she mentioned her loss ; whereupon Mr.

Shafto declared that it served her right for being

so careless of her properly.

" I'm not careless of mine, goodness knows !

"

he observed, scratching his head ruefully ;
" but I

lose it, all the same. From what I hear this morn-

ing, I think I may say good-bye to three thousand

pounds. This is what comes of trusting to lying

prospectuses, you see."

It might have been imagined from his tone that

Norma had been guilty of that foolish credulity ;

although, as a matter of fact, no one could have

had a more holy horror of speculation than she.

This was neither the first nor the second time

that her father had lost money through trying to

gain it, and she knew enough of him to be aware

that he was incorrigible. Therefore she wisely ab-

stained from remonstrances which would only have

annoyed him ; and presently, like the grey-headed

child that he was, he remembered having spoken

crossly to her and begged her pardon.

" I'm sorry I said the fish was bad ; I've no

doubt it's all right. But when one has just lost

three thousand ])ounds, one would swear that a

salmon was tainted if one had landed it with one's

own rod an hour ago. Well, well ! there's no good

in crying over spilt milk. I think I'll look up

Lammergeier this morning ; if anybody can advise

me about what steps to take, he is the man. Don't

wait luncheon for me ; I'll get something to eat in

the City."

So Mr. Shafto left the house in a tolerably cheer-

ful frame of mind, notwithstanding the good reasons

that he had for considering himself unfortunate.

But Norma was not able to shake off her depression

so easily. Having pacified the cook, who was

naturally indignant at the affront which had been

put upon her, she thought she would go and see a

few of those excellent people with whom she had

lately become associated in works of charity.

Possibly she was not in a fit mood for appreciating

the excellences and pardoning the deficiencies of

her fellow-workers ; but it certainly did seem to her

that these good folks were more priggish, more un-

practical and more self-satisfied than usual.

For first of all she had an interview with a certain

parson who depressed her very much with an

account of one Tim O'Flaherty who had been

beating his wife again, and was even now answering

for his excesses before a police magistrate.

The little parson was dictatorial and provoking,

and it was easy to foresee that when poor Mrs

O'Flahert)' returned from the police-court she woul<

meet with a Job's comforter. Norma asked whether

under all the circumstances, it would be pcrmissibk

to leave a small sum of money for the benefit of thai

injured woman and her children, and was somewha'

sharply told that she ought to know better than tc

l)roi)Ose such a thing. Then she received instruction;:

as to the performance of certain tasks which shi

had undertaken, and went her way.

Her next visit was to a building in the same

district which had recently been hired as a Hall ol

Recreation for the behoof of the inhabitants ; anc

here she found Lady Adelaide Tomkinson, tht

leader and president of the little society which hac

taken it in hand. Lady Adelaide, a tall, fair-hairet

and rather pretty woman, whose style of attire rt

called the esthetic craze of a few years ago, wa:

totting up accounts with the manager of the estab

lishment, and frankly admitted that s!ic had go

them into a hopeless tangle.

"One thing, however," said she, pushing her book

away with a sigh, " is quite clear, and that is that wi

are not paying our way. We have ceased to be :

novelty, and we don't seem to be a success. Yo.

were not at the concert here last night, were you

Miss Shafto?"

" No," answered Norma; " I was at llie theatre.'

"I don't think one should take up a work o

this kind," said Lady Adelaide rather severely

" unless one is prepared to make some sacrifices it

order to support it. Naturally the people won''

come to entertainments which we don't think good

enough to patronise ourselves."

" Were you here last night ?
'' Norma venturec

to inquire.

" It was quite impossible for me to be here.

Mr. Tomkinson had asked some political people to

dinner, and I was obliged to entertain them. A
married woman, of course, has home duties whicK

she can't neglect, and which are by no means alway:

pleasures, I can assure you. Please don't think

that I mean to scold you. Miss .Shafto ; only ii

seems that none of us were here la.st night except

the performers, and you can understand how dis

couraging that must be to the audience."

Lady Adelaide added, as she rose—" Since you

have come, Miss Shafto, it would be very kind ol

you if you would go through these accounts. I
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ex cr had any head for figures, and I must be at

onie before luncheon-time."

So Norma spent half an hour in auditing and

orrecting Lady Adelaide's sums in addition, and,

s the result of her labours, was able to declare a

nnsiderable deficit. The manager, a decent,

ii'lillc-aged man, with an occasional twinkle in

he corner of his eye, had not much comfort to

iffer her.

"You see, m'm," said he, "it takes something

oucrful in the way of an attraction to compete

.ith beer. Then there's another thing you've got

J contend against, and that is that a many of these

lenple is downright 'ungry. Now there's a good

eal as you and me might enjoy which we couldn't

eein to relish upon an empty stomach, do you

ee. m'm ?
"

A[iparently this observer, who was not without

x[icrience, was very much of Lord Walter's

ipiriion. Norma went away with a rather heavy

leart. What is to be done with the thousands who
re for ever hovering upon the verge of famine ?

Norma Shafto was far too sensible to be dis-

ouraged by the comparative failure of her own
fforts. If upon this occasion she was disposed to

ake an unusually pessimistic view of things in

.eneral, that was only because, as has been related,

hi:iL;s in general were unusually vexatious. She

lit them all over after she had gone home and

.iting her solitary luncheon ; but oddly enough,

I

..he omitted to count among them one thing which

n reality annoyed her more than the whole of the

l,)thers together. She foresaw that trouble would

:ome of Madge's unfortunate determination to flirt

vith Lord Walter Sinclair ; only she said to herself

hat, after all, it was no business of hers, and tbat

leople who have made up their minds to do foolish

,hings are seldom deterred from their folly by the

ntervention of outsiders. She had gone up stairs

o the drawing-room, and was debating whether

ihe should or should not go and inquire how Mrs.

iVilton was after the shock of the previous evening,

vhen a visitor was announced.

Mr. Morley followed his name into the room
•ery languidly. He had a way of entering a room
vhich of itself would have sufficed to prejudice any

mprejudiced person against him ; but it must be
issumed that he was not aware of this. When he

lad seated himself in the most comfortable chair

;hat he could find, he said, with a slow exasper-

ating smile, " Miss Shafto, I must plead guilty to an

act of petty larceny."

He drew Norma's missing fan from his pocket

and held it up. " Last night," he continued, " I

could not resist the temptation to appropriate some
trifle of yours, which I might take home with me
and which would breathe to me of you ; but when
I examined this fan by daylight and perceived its

intrinsic value—perhaps you don't know how really

valuable it is ?—I felt that I must restore it to its

owner ; and so here I am. Will you forgive me ?
"

" Since you have brought it back, I will forgive

you, Mr. Morley," answered Norma, half amused,

half indignant ;
" but I hope you will not behave in

such an idiotic way again. That fan belonged to

my grandmother, and I know its value as well as

you do. I have already sent to the theatre to in-

quire about it, and I have put an advertisement in

the papers ; so you see you have caused a great

deal of trouble which might have been avoided.

Another time, if you want to have anything that will

breathe of me to you, perhaps you will kindly men-

tion it, and I will try to oblige you. You might

have had the loan of my fan last night for the ask-

ing, instead of making a pickpocket of yourself."

She was accustomed to Basil Morley's flowery

speeches and thought him a harmless sort of fool.

That however was by no means the view that Mr.

Morley took of himself. He was quite certain that

he was not a fool, and he would not at all have

liked to be stigmatised as harmless.

"Ah," he sighed, "if I had only known that ! But

I didn't know it, and so I yielded to my wicked

inclinations. Well, at any rate my offence has

served its purpose ; for it has been the means of

inspiring me."

" Inspiring you ? With what?" inquired Norma
rather imprudently.

" Oh, with a poor enough thing. Sometimes

when I am in the mood for it, I knock oft" a sonnet

;

but as often as not I burn what I have written.

Latterly I have been thinking that I may perhaps

bring out a volume of the few which I have kept

and which seem to me to have some merit. This

one is scarcely worthy of your notice ; still, if you

really wish to hear it
—

"

Norma was as innocent of having expressed any

such wish as she was of having experienced it ; but

she had not the requisite hardness of heart to silence

her visitor, who at once produced a sheet of paper,
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remarking, " I have called it 'To My Lady's Fan.'"

Then he cleared his voice and started :

" Oh, call it not a theft that made thee mine !

For thou and I are hers, and she is ours.

And in that fcllow-slavcry divine

We are each other's. Through the sleepless hours

Of this sweet summer nigh: I'll sing to thee.

And ihou—'

Here the jioet was suddenly interrupted by a

peal of irrepressible laughter.

"I beg your pardon," said Norma, speaking in

distinctly from behind the handkerchief with

which she was trying in vain to stifle her merri-

ment ;
" but I really couldn't help it. When I hear

things described I always picture them to myself,

and the idea of your sitting up all night, with an

open fan before you, and singing to it, 'luas rather

comical, wasn't it? I didn't mean to laugh at the

sonnet, which I am sure is very pretty. Please go

on."

But Mr. Morley was not to be appeased. He
folded up the paper and put it away, observing

coldly, " You will hardly expect me to make my-

self ridiculous by reading any farther. Whatever

the sonnet may have been worth, you have quite

destroyed its value in my eyes, and I shall tear it

up as soon as I get home. At the same time, I

may perhaps be permitted to point out that I made

use of the verb to sing in a poetical, not in a

musical sense. If it is so very laughable to indite a

sonnet to an inanimate object, I have at least the

consolation of knowing that greater poets than I

have done the same thing and that I am derided in

tolerably good company."

To this dignified rebuke Norma returned no

immediate reply. When she did speak, it was to

say :
" I think, if I could write poetry, I wouldn't

waste my time in addressing verses to anybody's

fan. There are so many other subjects which a

man of genius might take up, and some of them

haven't been touched yet."

" Are there ? " asked Mr. Morley, somewhat

moUified by being called a man of genius. " I

should be very glad to hear of them. My own

belief is that every conceivable poetical idea has

been worn threadbare long ago."

" I w^as thinking of the poverty and misery of

Loudon. A poem which described that might do

some good and couldn't very well help being

pathetic. But as yet no poet seems to have thought

it worth more than a passing allusion."

" Well, we have had 'The Song of the Shirt,' yoi

know. Of course that is not poetry of a high class

still, in its own way, it has a certain value. You, -

know, are greatly interested in the unhappy lot o

the masses, and whatever interests you interests me

But I must confess that I should have difficulty ii

writing a poem upon such a theme. All that ;

squalid and mean and ugly distresses and disgust

me. I suppose that is the inevitable failing o

the poetic temperament."

He looked so blandly self-complacent, he was si

perfectly unconscious of his own absurdity, thn

Norma could not be angry with him. She onl

remarked, "You might put your distress ani

disgust into rhyme, might you not? The mo

strongly you felt them the greater your succi.

would be, I should think."

Mr. Morley smiled. " Ah, but I don't co\

.

success," he rejoined. " When one sees who th

successful people are, one really doesn't feel ver

an.xious to be included among them. My ambit in

is simply to "oe appreciated by a few—a select few.

Norma was wondering whether it would be vli

unkind to disappoint him by omitting to ask wh

thj select {zs^ might be, when to her relief, a secon'

visitor was shown into the room.

At the name of " Miss Travers " Mr. Morlt

made a grimace and heaved an impatient sigh ;
bi

Norma jumped up and stepped forward with o

stretched hands to welcome a lady who was perha

the most staunch friend that she had in the world.

VHL

OLD XELL.

Throughout Stourshire, and it might almost L

said throughout England, so far as a certai

section of society is concerned, ]\Iiss Travers w.t

well known and deservedly popular. She rod

straight to hounds ; she was an admitted aulhorit

on the training and treatment of horses and dogs

she had a kindly, honest disposition ; she was i

the habit of saying what she thought, and sh

feared neither man nor woman in the world. Thes

attributes taken in conjunction with the circun

stances that she was comfortably ofi' and was

gentlewoman by birth, had earned for her a larg

circle of friends. "Old Nell," as she was ganerall
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ailed, was a frequent and welcome guest at country

lOUses ; her towering form and her good-humoured,

igly face were to be seen everywhere where smart

)eople are to be seen in London during the early

)art of the summer. The prefix of " old" has,

IS everybody knows, become more or less a term

)f endearment. In a literal sense Miss Travers

:ould not be called old, though she was certainly

10 longer young, being at this time rather over

brty years of age. Plain she had always been
;

md perhaps it was because she was so perfectly

veil aware of that fact that she did not think

t worth while to bestow as much attention

ipon her personal appearance as women usually

io. " I take care to have good boots," she was

vont to say, " and I believe my riding-habits fit me
jretty well ; but as for frocks, I can't bring myself

1) take an interest in them. I leave that sort of

liing to my maid."

The result of this misplaced confidence was that

Miss Travers was often arrayed in a combination of

nliiurs which grieved sensitive souls like that of

Kasil Morley, and that, when 'in the country she

.viirc costumes designed rather with a view to com-

fort and durability than in conformity with the

laws of prevailing fashion. For these latter it may

be surmised that she herself, not her maid, was

esponsible. She was in the country, off and on, for

hiee-fourths of the year. She had a small property,

nherited from her father, which she managed with

dexterity, and even, it was said, with profit, farming a

considerable portion of it herself Her house, which

was of moderate size, was large enough to accommo-

date as many guests as slie cared to invite. The
extensive stabling which she had added to it had

been built under her personal supervision, and was

pronounced by competent judges to be in all re-

spects admirable. Amongst the poor she was con-

sidered to be both just and generous, while her

richer neighbours had that respect for her which it

is natural to feel for those who know exactly what

you are worth and treat you accordingly. Miss

Travers was strongly of opinion (and she never

disguised her opinions) that Norma Shafto was

worth all the other inhabitants of Stourshire put

together. In Norma she recognized, if not pre-

cisely a kindred spirit, yet one whose qualities were

such as to command her sympathy and admiration
;

and it was therefore not surprising that she had
heard with consternation that Brampton Priory was

about to pass into other hands. Her first words
bore reference to this melancholy news.

" My dear creature," she exclaimed, " if you
want to see a dejected and disconsolate woman,
here you are ! I suppose it's no fault of yours ; but

as for Mr. Shafto, I can't forgive him, and he had

better keep out of my reach for some time to come.

As if people had any business to go letting their

houses to the first ironmonger that turns up ! Not
that the case would have been much improved

if he had let his house to the Prince of Wales.

Brampton ought never to have been let at all, and

that's all about it."

" But necessity has no law," observed Norma.
" When one can't afford to live at home one must

go away, and I think poor papa deserves some credit

for putting a good face upon it."

"Anyhow, you don't deserve any for taking his

part, because you would do that, whether he was

right or wrong. Don't tell me he can't afford to

live at home ; he could afford it well enough if he

chose. I look upon him as a selfish and foolish old

man, and I shall tell him so the very first time that

I see him."

" I am quite sure you will," said Norma, laughing;

" but unfortunately no rude speeches can cancel

the lease of Brampton."

"If they could," observed Mr. Morley, "I should

not shrink from uttering a few myself The end

would justify the means."

" Oh, that's you, is it ? " said Miss Travers. " I

thought I noticed a disagreeable smell of patchouli.

How do you do ? What has brought you to

London ?
"

" Is not London large enough to hold us both,

Miss Travers ? " inquired the poet, with an un-

friendly sort of smile. "As for patchouli, I may
truly say that I have never used such a brutal scent

in my life and that I would die rather than use it."

" Well, I won't swear to its being patchouli ; but

it's something unpleasant. Pomatum, I dare say.

Now that you are in London why don't you take

the opportunity to have your hair cut ? You have no

idea how much more like a respectable being you

would look if you were to have that wiry black mat

removed from the back of your head."

" Don't you think, Miss Travers," suggested

Mr. Morley sweetly, " that we had better steer clear

of personal criticism ? It is a game at which two can

play, and perhaps, if I were rude enough to do it,
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I might offer some advice to you which would not

be altogether devoid of excuse."

" My good man, you know as well as I do that you

would never have the pluck. You are dying to say

something rude at the present moment ; but you

can't get beyond insinuations, you see, and I suspect

that your poor little heart is lluttering like a bird's

at your audacity in having gone even so far."

" Nell !
" remonstrated Norma in a whisper, as

Mr. Morley slowly rose and took up his hat.

But Miss Travers only burst out laughing. " Arc

you going, Mr. Morley ? " she asked. " \\'ell, good-

bye then, and don't bear malice. I'll take your

word for it that you never use patchouli."

Mr. Morley vouchsafed no reply. He bent over

Norma's hand with a grace which was all his own,

saying, " I hope 1 may be allowed to come and see

you again. Miss Shafto," and so made for the door.

" Poor fellow !
" exclaimed Norma, as soon as he

was gone; "I don't think you ought to have insulted

him as you did, Nell, and now I am afraid he is

really ofi'ended."

" Oh, he'll be all right," answered Miss Travers

easily. " I was obliged to be insulting, or he would

never have moved : but I dare say he'll forgive me.

At all events, we have got rid of him for the present.

How you can tolerate such a degraded wretch I

can't conceive."

" I don't dislike him so much as you do,"

answered Norma. " He is conceited, of course :

but one must take into consideration that he is an

only child and that his mother has spoilt him."

" My dear Norma, he has been at a public school

and at college. I don't see how you can hold poor

old Mrs. Morley responsible. However, he isn't

worth talking about. I'd rather talk about you.

Are you going to live in London ? What does your

father mean to do ?
"

" He hasn't said much about it as yet," answered

Norma; "but most likely we shall establish our-

selves here. We can have a lease of this house,

I believe, and papa always seems to be able to find

occupation in London."

"You haven't told me yet how London life

suits you. I needn't ask whether you have begun
slumming, because that's a matter of course ; but I

hope you are going about a little and seeing people.

After all, one's own class has some slight claim

upon one's notice, though it isn't clad in rags."

Norma mentioned a few of the houses to which

she had been invited. •' But of course we haven't

a very large acquaintance," she said. '' At least, 1

haven't; papa seems to know everybody. I suppost

you have heard that the Wiltons are in town ?
"

Miss Travers nodded. " I know they are in

town," she then added. " Your tenant the iron-

monger is a prize worth securing."

" But is he ? " asked Norma. " Do you ihink lit

would make a good husband ?
"

'•As good as most and belter than some. 1'

Madge Wilton were my daughter, 1 should ecu

sider him good enough for her."

" Perhaps you wouldn't, if she were your daughter

And I am not at all sure that she considers him so.'

" She won't be consulted, I take it ; but if slu

were, it wouldn't make much difference. That littk

girl is every bit as worldly as her mother. She'll be

a willing victim, you'll see."

Norma said she was not convinced <if that.

" Madge chooses to talk as if slie was worldly ; but

a good deal of that is pretence, I think. She has

had no e.xperience ; Sir Christopher is really tin:

only serious admirer she has ever had, and I don';

see why she shouldn't fall in love like other girls

If she were to meet anybody whom slic could reall\

care for
"

"She would cry and throw him over, unless he had

plenty of money," interrupted Miss Travers. " SIk

wouldn't cry very long or very much. She has oiii

of those hearts which concentrate the whole weahli

of their affection upon a single person, and in hci

case the person has already been found. That

person's name is Madge Wilton."

Norma did not smile at this witticism ; but after

a minute or so of silence she observed :
" Madge

is only a child. Circumstances may turn her into

a woman any day, and neither you nor I can tell

for certain how she will behave then."

" I can form a guess ; the child is mother to the

woman. Who is he ?
"

" What do you mean ?
"

" I mean, who is the man with whom you think

she has fallen in love ?
"

Norma laughed a little. " Oh, I don't know that

she has fallen in love with anybody ; it is far more

probable that he has fallen in love with her, and as

I introduced them to each other, I have a sort of

feeling of responsibility. He is Lord Walter Sinclair,

whom I met a short time ago at Mr. Liimmergeier's,

after an interval of I forget how many years. He
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as a schoolboy once upon a time and now lie is a

;ullJtor.''

"Oh, Walter Sinclair, is it? Then there's no

reiU harm done. Walter is a good fellow in his

a\ , but as prudent as an old woman. I defy

ladge to break his heart, and I know he can't

rc.ik hers, because she hasn't got one to be

ruken.''

"Well, that's a way of talking; I don't believe

1 anybody's being heartless at her age. And I

link you are wrong about Lord Walter. He isn't

iipetuous or enthusiastic, perhaps ; but still waters

un deep."

"I've known him all his life," said Miss Travers,

• if that has anything to do with it."

There was a short pause, after which Norma

skcd :
" Is he well enough off to marry, do you

hiiik?"

No; his father left hi.m ^^15,000. He won't

;cl much from his brother, I suspect. Now, Norma,

f in the kindness of your heart you contemplate

ncouraging a match between those two, be advised

ly me and drop it. You'll only get yourself into

rouble, and most assuredly no one will thank you.

\\'hLn and where do they meet?"
" They are not in the habit of meeting anywhere,"

111 wcred Norma; "but last night he came to the

hcatre with us, and he was certainly very attentive

ij Madge, and Sir Christopher didn't like it."

" And so you are bent upon egging them on to

jommit an act of folly. It's some comfort

:o know that you haven't the remotest chance of

succeeding."

; But, as a result of further inquiry, it transpired

that Norma did not really harbour the design

attributed to her. She said that, so far as she was

able to form an opinion, Lord Walter and Madge

had not very much in common, and the latter, she

was persuaded, would never be happy as a poor

man's wife. She confessed however that she knew

next to nothing about Lord Walter, and, judging by

the number of questions that she asked about his

history, his tastes, his friends and so forth, she was

very anxious to learn more.

Miss Travers replied to the best of her ability,

and was careful not to exhibit a certain disquietude

which gradually took possession of her while she

was being catechised.

But when she stepped into the hansom which

was waiting for her at the door she did not at once

answer the man's question of " Where to, mum ?
"

It was not until the query had been twice repeated

that she responded by giving the address of a rising

young sculptor who dwelt in the vicinity of Holland

Park.

Now, at six o'clock in the evening, even though

the season be the height of summer, sculptors have

generally knocked off work for the day ; but Lord

Walter had the habits of an amateur, and believed

more or less in the theory of inspiration. Thus it

not unfrequently happened to him to be idle for a

whole week, after which, having been struck by a

sudden idea, he would labour for six or seven con-

secutive hours to put it into execution ; and so it

was that he was putting the finishing touches to a

very charming little female head when the head of

Miss Travers, which could not truthfully be called

either little or charming, was poked through the

doorway of his studio.

"May I come in?" asked the intruder.

Lord Walter started and turned round. Then,

with a smile of welcome upon his lips and in his

blue eyes, " My dear Nell," he exclaimed, "of course

you may ! I had no idea you were in London.

Will you sit down here, or will you come into the

drawing-room and have a cup of tea? I possess a

drawing-room."

" Thanks, the studio is good enough for me, and

I've had my tea," answered Miss Travers taking a

chair. " You don't seem to have a large collection

of wares on hand. What is that thing that you're

at work upon ?
"

She rose and scrutinized the clay which Lord

Walter had been manipulating.

" I haven't hit upon a name for it yet," he

answered. " It's a girl's head."

" That much I am able to discern by the light of

my own unassisted intelligence. And I may add

that it's an uncommonly poor likeness. Deprive

Madge Wilton of her eyes, and you won't find

much left in her worth looking at. Anyhow, you

certainly won't find a mouth or a nose like those."

Lord Walter did not seem embarrassed. "And
yet you recognize it at a glance," he observed.

" That looks as if it couldn't be so very bad. Be-

sides, who told you that it was meant for a likeness?

Miss Wilton gave me an idea, and I endeavoured

to improve upon it, that's all."

Miss Travers grunted. "Well," said she, " there's

no denying that you have improved upon the
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original. \\\\y you should have selected such an

original, when you might have taken Norma Shafto

instead, I don't understand."

"' You would if you were an artist, Noll. l"or one

thing, Miss Shafto couldn't he improved upon.

Then the habitual expression of her face would

be extremely difficult to catch. It is constantly

changing ; although the general effect that she pro-

duces is that of a calm, self-reliant person. Now
Miss Wilton's habitual expression isn't in the least

difficult to catch—and I think you must admit that

I have caught it."

"Oh, you've caught it right enough; the question

IS whether it was worth catching. However,

don't want to dictate to you what models yo

should choose. After all, if I had found yo

attempting to model a likeness of Norma, 1 shoul(

have thought it pretty cool of you."

" Exactly so ; that's just what I should hav

thought of myself. But there's nothing divin

about Miss Wilton, you sec ; one may take an

liberties with her features and expression and fee

no compunction at all when one has been foum

out."

" Oh, that's it, is it ? Well, if I were you,

should destroy that head."

(To he (ontiniuJ.)

LATE A U T U IVI N.

Above the dusky pines the full moon hung

All silver-golden the bright stars among

;

And o'er the deep a bridge of jewels flung

To touch the verge.

The great, sad hills like spectres lay around.

So still the very silence seemed a sound,

So dim and far that sky and sea and ground

Did swooning merge

In wondering mystery. The night-wind bore

The sound of slumber on her pinions hoar,

A soft pulsation like the muffled roar

Of distant surge :

And wavelets sang along the lisping shore

Dead summer's dirge.

Frederick Noel-Paton.
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MEDAL CHILDREN OF THE RENAISSANCE.

AMONG the

art-treasures

of Vienna are

some renowned

cabinets of rare

medallions and

coins — perhaps

indeed the most

beautiful collec-

tion of antique

medals in the

world, the finest

specimens in ex-

istence of portraits in metal. This art reached

the height of its perfection and activity during the

tifteenth century— that period known as the

Renaissance, or new birth of Art, Science, and

Literature.

At this time it had become the fashion for men

and women among the nobles to have their por-

traits engraved on medals of gold, silver or bronze,

and these were worn suspended by long chains

from the waist or neck, and often as an ornament

on the cap. On the reverse of the medal it was

customary to engrave some ingenious design, illus-

trative of an incident in the life of the owner, or his

crest perhaps, or some legend or fancy or symbol

appropriate to his life.

So exquisite did the workmanship of these medals

become that, on looking at a medallion of Pope

Paul III., executed by Allessandro Cesari, the great

Michael Angelo exclaimed: "The death-knell of

art has been struck, for nothing surpassing this can

ever be produced !

"

It was before Cesari's time however that the

patrons and artists of Italy became enthusiastic over

Victor Pisanello's beautiful portraits of the children

whom he loved, and agreed with one accord that

he had no equal in his art.

Kings and princes, dukes and marquises, poets

and scribes some of these medal children became

in after years, and many have lived through their ,'

deeds in history, literature and art. Others were

only everyday chiluren like ourselves, and after

four hundred years boast of nothing better than

that they knew the dear old Pisanello, and that by

his art they have lived for our delight.

We know of Pisanello's home at the foot of the

TjTolese Alps, of the delight he took as a boy in

the five great gates of Verona—like other boys he

probably tried in vain to scale the high stone walls

surrounding his city. When he grew older, and

his success in the trade of a goldsmith tempted him

to Florence, he kept the simple, happy heart of his

youth, and took up his abode in a little hut near the

Ponte Vecchio, filled with hope for the new art he

meant to introduce to the art-loving people of

Florence.

Young Pisanello had studied the art of painting
,

with Andrea del Castagno before entering the

apprenticeship of a goldsmith, and probably the

portrait of himself is one of his first attempts at

gravure, for he signed it PiSANOS PicTOR (Pisanello,

a painter), and on the reverse he engraved a crown

of laurel, as if he would predict for himself a future

greatness. See the quaint cap he wore ! it probably

sheltered his hot pate through many a serious
i

struggle ; for those were troublesome times in

Florence, and in spite of his good nature the young i

goldsmith more often drew his sword to stab an

enemy than to defend himself.

The people of his <;ountry were very rich, living

in grand palaces, and given up to all kinds of

luxuries. The princes and dignitaries of the Church,

the noble merchants of Florence, Genoa and Venice,
,

all vied with one another in magnificence ; and the

goldsmiths had more than they could do to sup])ly

the hammered armour of the captains, the rich gold

and silver plate of the princes and nobles, the i

jewels of the ladies, besides the sacred vessels and

decorations of the altars and shrines. Then when

Pisanello's portrait-medals came into favour every
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jrince and every lady desired to have one more

jeauut'uUy chased than the last they had seen in

he possession of a friend, and Pisanello was obliged

o liire other goldsmiths to work with him : and so

he art spread through all Italy.

I'.ut Pisanello cared little for the riches to be

juiK-d by his work for the wealthy. His most

ii_:nitiful medals are of the young girls and boys

A h' > knew him through his sympathy with youth,

ii liecame acquainted with him in his walks on the

)anks of the Arno, or sat in his humble home near

.he Ponte Vecchio.

we know only that she was the daughter of a gentle-

woman. There is no reverse to this medal, and

the inscription " peretta. vsvmaria " may be her

name and place of birth. She looks like the

daughter of a gentlewoman with her daintily ar-

ranged hair and neat dress, but I fancy she wanted to

wear her medal on these very beads, and probably

bored that hole you see in the top after Pisano had

given it to her—for were little girls less vain four

hundred years ago, I wonder ?

But what about this more serious head, with the

hair as neatly twisted with ribbon into a queue ?

Perhaps this boy with the

curious tall hat was only a

!
fisher-lad dropping his line

from the quaint old bridge
;

and this one with the cap

pushed far back on his head

no doubt came to Pisanello

for advice. He was a happy-

go-'.ucky chap this John Louis

of Tuscany, a truant from

school and an " idle good-for-

nothing!" said his tutor, Pope

Sixtus IV. But John found J°"n '-°"''

a friend in Pisanello and read

him his sonnets ; for John wished to become

a poet, and "Pisanello had studied much."

In helping the young fellow with his verses, the

artist came to take so great an interest in him that

he fashioned this portrait in bronze, and when in

after years the young man wrote his Treatise en

Jurisprudence, I doubt not he twirled the medal

hanging about his neck, and remembered the good

old days in Pisano's workshop.

Of the little girl with her hair in a long braid

and the ribbon carefully bound across her forehead.

There are two medals at

Vienna side by side—the two

daughters of Frederick III.

of Mantone, Elizabeth and

Emily they were called. Their

lives read like the old fairy

tales where one sister was so

beautiful and one so plain.

This medal with the serious

head is dedicated to " Emily

the Pious," and if in view of

her life of romance we wonder

why she was called " Emily

the Pious," we have only to

turn to a quaint dusky parchment, or collec-

tion of rules, which is still preserved, and read

the words given for her guidance by an old

knight

:

" My child—begin thy day with prayer

—

Be thou courteous to great and small—speak thou

gently to them.
Before leaving thy room see tliat the collar of thy gown

be turned not awry.

Let each seek his like

—

God and St. Bridget bless you."

Looking at her placid face you would little fancy

G 2
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that she was pursued by

lovers and troubadours, who

sang sweet madrigals be-

neath her turret window, or

that she listened to the words

of love from the young

Antone de Montafeltro and

married him against her

father's will. But so it was :

and when Pisanello delivered

her medal she may have

been surprised at the warning

found on the reverse, which

shows a pyramid surmounted

by a burial urn with the in-

scription CaSTIS CiNERlBVS

(to the pure ashes), a subtle

suggestion that all must die,

it that upon the death of

Elizabeth she ordered Pisanello to engrave this

reverse to remind her that in death alone their

souls should be united.

There chanced to be a council in Florence about

the year 1448 presided over by the Pope Eugenius

II., and no doubt the people from far and near

flocked to see the gathering of dignitaries. There

were many bishops both from the Greek and Roman
Churches, and heated discussions took place. Pisa-

nello watched the crowd come and go
;
])articularly

he observed a young man in a peculiar hat, who

Another story has

her beloved sister

seemed to be gravely in-

terested and had a foreign air.

" AVho is the young en-

thusiast ? " asked Pisano of

a bystander.

" Why, don't you know ?
"

was the answer. "That is

young John Palaeologus, the

Greek Emperor, and he has

come to unite his C'hurch

with Rome in hope of getting

help from the Pope against

the Turks."

Pisanello w'as pleased with

the earnest face, and calmly

^ '"'"'• asked the young Emperor

to sit for him.

On the medal we see John in the jjeculiar

bonnet of his country, and with the pointed beard

so different from the portraits of the Italian

princes of that date. On the reverse Pisano

engraves him mounted on his horse folding his

hands before a roadside cross. He wears the same

curious hat and a quiver hangs by his side ; beyond

him is a mounted page, and rocks are represented

in the distance.

The young Emperor had struggled hard to save

his country. He gained the ur\ion of the churches

—but alas ! when he returned to Constantinople

his bishops and ]jeople refused to accept the new
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jlmioii, the Turks invaded his country, and poor

ohn Palaeologus was murdered ; but Pisano always

ejit the medal which he made of him at the Council

if Tlorence, and which is signed by him both in

.at 111 and in Greek.

" I wish you to make a medallion of my infant

on, the future Marquis d'Este," said a proud Duke

if Naples striding into Pisano's studio one hot

XiiL^ust day in 1476.

' Forsooth !
" said the Duke, "any artist might be

)roud to fashion so noble a head. My son is one month

lid this day, and by the crest of the house of Este,

^^^car he will prove a very Hercules of his race!
"

'' .niello made the metal minia-

.iid on the reverse we find

ii^i.ivcd an antique couch upon

,vhi( li a little baby lies throttling

w. I serpents in his tiny hands ;

ill! lilt the figure are strange Greek

li I liters, signs of the constella^

1
111 . which no doubt pleased the

(jioud noble, who believed his son

;was born under a lucky star.

Pisano signs the medal a.u.

jMCCCCLXXVI, which shows us

Ithat he worked a year before the

'medal was completed. How child-

ilike is this little head I and the

[carefully finished as any we find.

' This little Alphonse d'Este played beside a beau-

tiful ornamental fountain with his bow and arrows,

ate his milk from a cup and basin of pure gold, and

his special delight was a massive silver vase supported

by four silver satyrs which held his sugarplums and

sweetmeats ; his ])icture books were of vermilion

leather illuminated with gold and azure, each of

vvhich cost his father a lordly price—-sixty solsparises

or sixteen pounds of our money ; and the little

Alphonse slept between sheets of finest silk. Yet

his life was anything but glad and easy. He
grew up in an atmosphere of strife, among brothers

who tried to poison one another and laid traps to

murder him. His tutor, too, proved to be one of

the vilest bishops of the time. But Alphonse lived

to prove himself indeed a very Hercules in strength,

as his father had predicted, and a better prince than

those before him, and by his untiring efforts in

founding churches and convents he gained for him-

self the appellation of "The Catholic."

That Pisanello was imaginative, loving to weave

reverse is

strange fancies, and to prophesy events in the lives

of those whose portraits he engraved, is evident

from the reverse of this last medal, but there was
another charm in his art perhaps greater even than

this. Working for himself alone, and to interpret

the interest, power or beauty which perhaps he alone

could see, and caring not at all for public opinion,

he sometimes chose to produce in his medals- a

mere suggestion of the forms before him, portraits,

where the likeness almost fades away into a strange

or beautiful vision of the soul of his subject. Thus

some of his medals are in e.xtreme low relief, as if

to interpret the character he is rendering even in his

manner of treatment. He would

make us search long and sym-

pathetically for a glimpse into the

life of Cecile, the maid of Gon-

zague. In our study of the medal

we come to reverence the simple

foce before us, the chaste lines

and curves of the long beautiful

neck, even the loose cape hanging

from her shoulders as she paces

to and fro among the cloisters

where she lived, telling her rosary

beads, or studying the constella-

tions of the stars. A strange

sadness broods over her life—shut out from the

world before she had known the joys of )-outh,

her life given up to the study of deep books, and

a knowledge which fitted her to argue with the

most learned men of her time.

The reverse of the medallion of Cecile is again

allegorical, telling the old story of that strange

beast the unicorn, fashioned in the body like a

horse, the head like a deer, the feet like an

elephant, the tail like a boar, a single black horn

two cubits long standing in the middle of its

forehead. The story goes that this ferocious beast

could never be captured by man, that when pur-

sued it would throw itself from the pinnacle of

the highest mountains, horn foremost, and escape

unhurt ! But they captured the unicorn at last.

They discovered that it was an adorer of purity

and innocence, and they placed a young girl in

the monster's way, and when the unicorn dis-

covered her it approached with reverence, couched

beside her, and, laying its head in her lap, fell asleep.

Thus the unicorn has become an emblem of purity,

as is also the crescent moon which Pisanello placed
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above the young girl's head. " Cecile was young,

Cecile was fair, Cecile was strangely sad ; " thus

lans an old poem, and the artist has tenderly

modelled this portrait as if he would hide from

the world, and reveal only to her friends, the sad

history of her life.

lures about her. She knew where the glowworm

dwelt by day, and had given a name to each of the

little green lizards which haunted her vineyard. The
child lived probably in one of those half-castle, half

form dwellings common to Italian cities, her little

chamber in the tower furnished only with a high

We come to another head still more full of

sentiment, but of a different kind—the Divine

Julia—a joyous child with loops of long wavy

hair, the long-waisted dress laced tightly across

the front and fitting high about the neck. All

that we can ever know of her Pisanello has graven

in Latin on the reverse :

EXEMPLUM VIRICUM FORTVN/E ET
PVDICITI^. (Unique example of Fortune and
Modesty.)

Nothing has been written of

her, nothing is known except

the simple history which her

face reveals—a sweet, delicate

and contented face. Ah ! how
much a contented expression

tells us even after four hundred

years, for there is about her

still the scent of the young

grape flowers of the vineyards

of Tuscany, and the airy

grace which comes to a child

in the tending and training

her flowers and vines, in

watching her garden grow,

and taming the small crea-

fourpost curtained bedstead, a clothes-box used i

also for a seat, and a. prie-Dieu chair containing her '

]>rayer-books and other devotional relics ; a round

loophole, covered with oiled paper or thin horn,

was her only window, and for decorations perhn|i-

she had the twisted metal trifles turned out li\

Pisanello in his leisure moments, or perhaps one

of the curious vessels of water which were used

instead of a mirror in those times.

The reverse of this medal shows a phoenix rising

from flames and transfixed by

a star-shaped sun. Do you

know the mythological stor)

of the phoenix?—that great

bird, in outline like an eagle,

with plumage part gold colour,

part crimson, which was said

to live five hundred years,

then in a tall palm-tree build

itself a nest of cinnamon,

frankincense and myrrh,where

^^^ it breathed out its life amidst

/. ^^^^H these holy odours ? From
^^^^^^^

the body of the parent bird a

young phcEnix rises, and as

soon as it can trust its wings
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l1y, it lifts its nest (its own cradle and its

jnt's sepulchre), and, soaring from world to

Id, it carries it away to the temple of the

. Pisanello does not tell us why the " Divine

,a " reminded him of the phoenix, nor the

ming of the star-like sun above it ; but

probably believed the tradition of his day

Hit a wonderful star which appeared once in

ry hundred years, a glowing fire in the heavens

eclipsing all other stars for a moment and suddenly

vanishing away. Julia, the unique example of

modesty, seemed to him like that wonderful star,

and he fancied perhaps that phoenix-like her fame

would arise from the ashes of tradition ibr the

children of later days, all gold and crimson in her

fresh beauty ! So indeed it has, but I like her best

in fancy, among the garden flowers—where Pisanello

knew her.

THE DULL NOVEMBER DAY.

Part I.

Fog, and mist, and rain,

Dark, and sad, and gray.

Floating over the quiet land,

O dull November Day '.

Fear, and doubt, and care,

Dark, and sad, and gray.

My misty thoughts are caught from you,

O dull November Day !

P.^RT II.

Clear, and bright, and glad.

After the heavy day.

The soft red sun is going down,

And the mists have rolled away

!

Hope, and peace, and joy,

Gently one by one.

Have filled my heart,— and the misty thoughts

Have set with the setting sun !

Janet S. P.erger.
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|)'nr*WAS in the dark and distant time

X. When the brave knights of Christendom

I

By thousands rose in every chme,

And vowed their vows, and left their home.

Swiftly her busy needles sped,

Her busy tongue ran swifter still,

Telling the news of who were wed,

And who were churched, and who were ill.

>v

With cross on shield and mail on breast,

Their gear, their gold they sacrificed ;

And left their ease and state to wrest

From heathen hands the Tomb of Christ.

In fair Anjou the sun was low,

That sweet June sun which wakes the vine

And makes each budding vineyard glow

With gold, prophetic of its wine.

Dame Manon at her doorway stood,

To taste the air grown cool and mild,

And by her in a ribboned hood

Was sweet Alix, her only child.

Blue as the sky were Ali,\'eyes,

Bright as the yellow wheat her hair.

Demure the little maid, and wise

And full of fancies debonaire.

Close by another cottage rose
;

Its mistress, Barba, lame and fat,

Sat on the porch and knitted hose

And talked across of this and that.

Pierrot, her fair-haired boy of nine.

Across the moor had strayed, to see

What was the strange bird on the vine

Which called and chirped so curiously.
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Dame Manon lent a heedful ear

;

But suddenly she raised her head

Astonished, and " Whom have we here ?

What is this throng of folk ? " she said.

And little lads with arms entwined,

And older lads, thick clustering

About a chariot, where reclined

A figure like a boyish kin

I

f For, filling all the road in swarms,

And crowding all tht distance, came

A multitude of childish forms.

Busty and travel-worn and lame.

Thousands of children ! —little maids

Whose tangled locks for man> a di)

No mother hand had smoothed m briids

Or curled in loving mother v i\

And o'er the countless heads there flew

Lanners, embroidered with the cross,

And still they sang as on they drew

Marching beneath the banner's toss :

"God wills it !

"—this the children's song

—

"The sea shall part, the waves divide,

i'he Lord is wonderful and strong,

Our feet shall tread the farther side.

(lod wills it ! We shall pass the sea ;

In vain the heathen storm and rage.

For Christ's own Holy Land shall be

Our portion and our heritage I

"

Feeble the voices were, and shrill.

But all their souls were in the strain,

As tired of limb but strong of will

The children marched across the jilain.

•' Poor babes," the pitying Manon .said,

" Their need would melt a heart of stone.

She moved to search for milk, for bread,

She turned—her own Alix was gone I
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For Pierrot borne on rapid feet

Had joined the children, who with glee

And beckon and entreaty sweet

Called, " Come ! for Christ has need of thee !

"

Strange cities lay along the march,

Strange villas towered above her head,

Fragment of column and of arch

Builded by nations long since dead.

'• My boy, my Ijoy," poor Barba cried.

Scarcely her scream had smitten the air,

^^'hen Alix darted past her side,

The sunlight on her blowing hair.

_-—g^ir~

Pierrot, come back," she shrieked—in vain.

No little Pierrot met her view,

And borne and swallowed by the train

Of children Alix goes on too.

Hopeless her struggles and her tears,

The shouting children drown her voice.

Their own loud singing stops their ears :

" God wills we go, rejoice ! rejoice !

"

So urged along league after league

Poor Alix marches through the night,

And when at last from sheer fatigue

They halt—her home has vanished quite.

Unknown and foreign all things seem.

No clue there is to guide her back,

And day by day as if in dream

She stumbles o'er the dusty track.

Return is harder than advance.

So spent her strength, so hard her need,

.\s through the war-worn land of France

She follows where the others lead.

Strange folk flocked out to see the show

The childish army and their king,

But times were hard and men were slow

Money or bread or meat to bring.

sni»»0mm^i ».v«<i»i»*^ M>iBfts«*? ».«npwh /eiji n ^«iiffi«wi*!Si^s*VuJWtaiiW> p^^^tk
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Hungry and footsore and dismayed,

Our little maiden toiled along.

" O Mother Mary, help "—she prayed

—

She had no voice to swell the song.

At last the walls of fair Marseilles,

Rising against an ocean blue,

Dappled with waves and soft mist veils

And flying birds, rose on their view.

" At last !
" the weary children cried

And rushed with joy to touch the strand

While rising with a look of pride

Their leader waved his boyish hand.

" Divide, O Sea, thy waves of glass,

Open, and be a pathway wide,

O'er which the Lord's elect shall pass

And Christ's dear name be glorified

Alas : the waters ebbed and flowed.

No miracle was wrought to save.

Behind them lay the long, long road

Bordered by many a youthful grav
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Our Alix had another fate
;

Her soft blue eyes and piteous grace

Made some hard hearts compassionate

And won for her a ser\'ant's place.

And there for ten long, toilsome years

She dwelt a stranger by the sea,

Watering her pillow hard with teais,

When others slept and left her free

She ne\ er spoke of the dear home

So strangely lost that sweet June eve

But " Mother '
" was her inward moan

Whenever there was tune to grievL

jrown womanly and tall,

longing could not be gainsaid,

the slow consent of all

She started forth, the brave, sweet maid

For like a star o'er trackless sea

Rose the dear face her childhood knew,

And as the Magi went, so she

Following her star went forward too,

Hard was the journey, oft her strong Till, at the close of many days, h3

Young limbs grew tired, her feet were sore. When strength had ebbed and heart was low, I

\

She lost the way and wandered wrong She recognized at parting ways j
\

And felt that she could bear no more. A roadside shrine she used to know. Gl

\\ In danger from the river floods,

In danger from the wolves and bears,

From starving in the trackless woods.

From thieves and robbers—on she fares.

She flung her down upon the grass.

She kissed the shrine with gesture fond

—

Was there but one more mile to pass.

Were home and mother just beyond ?
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Dame Manon stood her door beside :

For the long years in sun or rain

Each night has seen the door set wide,

If haply Alix come again.

The level beams stream in her eyes,

Those tear-worn eyes, so old and dim,

And show the silver hairs that rise

Above the head-band's ruffled rim.

" Oh, little daughter mine, come back !

"

So speedily cries the mother heart.

Gazing adown the dusty track

By which she saw her child depart.

A form is hurrying toward the gate
;

This is no child with sunny hair.

Yet, " Mother ! mother !" —sure as Fate

She hears the words and trembles there.

" Mother, my mother !"— in her arms

The weary form is folded fast,

Vanished are sorrows and alarms,

Dame Manon holds her child at last.

She drinks her face with thirsty eyes.

She marks the lines that time has laid, /[

Through growth and change and dusty guise, II

She knows again her little maid. ^



AT THE ZOO.

II.

SALLY'S POOR RELATIONS.

I
STOOD for an hour this morning before the

Madonna di San Sisto of Raphael. Of

all pictures it has been my good fortune to see,

none has so won its way to my innermost soul

IS this, the genius of which thrills through every

I'll lie of my being. Last night I listened to Don
; ih <\M\m and held my breath lest I should lose one

note of Mozart's enchanting music. And this after-

noon I visited the Dresden Zoo, and watched the

himpanzee at play.

1 Iocs there seem a bathos here ? A sudden drop

from the sublime to the ridiculous ? Yes. And it

IS intentional. I know not how better to enforce the

art of the immense difference between the intelli-

gence of the ape at its best and human genius at its

iiighest. The gulf between the chimpanzee and

Raphael or Mozart is tremendous. Between the

:himpanzee and the poor woolly-pated bushman I

saw the other day at the Vogelweise—the annual

lair of Dresden—or indeed the German peasants who

were paying their ten pfennigs for the show, it is less

wide. But even the rudest savage,through additional

brain-stuff, and the wondrous power of language,

stands intellectually head and shoulders above the

whole ape tribe. Having said and endeavoured to

enforce which, I may now repeat that structurally

and physically you and Sally—or shall I rather say

Sally and I ?—are not so very far apart ; and that

even intellectually there was a time, during early

childhood, when I was nearer the monkey than I

trust I am now.

In this article I am to tell you sornething about

Sally's poor relations ; by which I mean the Primates

(pronounce if you please the three syllables, lest you

should think I allude to certain dignitaries of the

Church)—the Pri-ma-tes lower than the anthropoid

apes in the scale of life. But before doing so I

wish to say a few words about some of Sally's more

nearly related cousins—most of them cousins-ger-

nian—with whom I have made acquaintance, at a

distance, since writing my last paper. Not that I

have very much to say about my little friends, for

there is a sameness in the childhood ofapes and men,

the time for originality having not yet come. Four

of them were in the Antwerp Zoo—two orangs in

separate cages, and two chimpanzees who shared

common quarters. The orangs were each provided

with a blanket, which to most anthropoids seems

the embodied ideal of bliss. It was so with the

little chimpanzee in the Clifton Gardens : it was

so with these Antwerp orang-utans. The}' were

constantly active, swinging about hither and thither

in their large cages, and dragging the blanket after

them, muffling themselves therein, or poking their

serious heads through convenient rents. The two

chimpanzees on the other hand were comparatively

inactive or played together listlessly, aimlessly, with

a sad, depressing air of hopeless dejection. Perhaps

it was the weather ! Very different however was the

mien of the chimpanzee in the Dresden Gardens.

One could not indeed but long—as one always does

with the anthropoids—for the smile that never

comes, though all the onlookers are laughing. Still

he seemed healthy and happy, on excellent

terms with his keeper, and in thorough enjoyment

of a game with his toys. Much that was interesting

and amusing enough to see would be tedious and

tiresome to narrate. I want you to watch the

animals for yourself and to take an intelligent inter-

est in their habits and structures. One of this

chimpanzee's favourite amusements was to scamper

round his cage bowling with his feet a large wooden

ball after him. To this he constantly recurred. At

one time he endeavoured to collect his six nine-

pins in a bundle and carry them all at once. I dare

say you have seen, at the pantomime, the clown

picking up sausages, or babies, or bits of policemen,

or such like odds and ends, tucking them under

his arm and gravely letting fall the last as he

opens his arm to receive the next. The chim-
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panzee was in similar difficulties. Thrice he all

but succeeded in carrying the six, but then some

one or more would slip away, and spoil the whole

arrangement. At the third failure he was so

disgusted that throwing the nine-pins away in all

directions he resumed the ball-trick where he was

certain of success. Now here the points of inter-

est seem to be : first, the perseverance shown by

the thrice-repeated attempt, and secondly, the

apparent annoyance at the continued failure and the

resumption of an easier game. There is always

however a danger of reading the thoughts of men

into the actions of animals ; and it is perhaps best,

so far as is possible, simply to record the actions.

One other act of the chimpanzee will I here record.

He had been given some broth which he drank

very tidily from his tin pannikin ; and also some bis-

cuits. In the adjoining cage—separated by wide,

strong bars—was a little mona monkey who cast

longing glances at the biscuit. Twice did the

chimpanzee place a biscuit just beyond the mon-

key's grasp, and watch her trying to reach it—and

once, when she was turning somersaults in the

further corner of the cage, he placed a piece through

the bars and sat watching it ; but as soon as the

monkey ran down towards it, snatched it hastily

away. A second time Miss Mona was too

quick for him and he lost his biscuit ; upon which

he shook the bars of his cage and pouted like a

spoilt child. But soon he was swinging hither and

thither as blithely as if biscuits had never been in-

vented. As one watches these anthropoids one

cannot but notice, not without wonder and admira-

tion, the great freedom of motion possessed by the

hind .leg, which could almost be swung round in a

circle from the hip like the arm from the shoulder.

There is no small advantage to a climber in this

supple freedom.

Passing now to Sally's poor relations, we may
note at the outset that they fall into two great

groups—her nearer relations in the old world and

her more remote relations in the new world. Now
if you wish to find out to which group any monkey
belongs you must look at his nose, and then,

to make sure, you must look at his tail—^^if he has

one. Not all the old world monkeys can boast

so remarkable a nose as the proboscis monkey
from Borneo, of which there is a fine stuffed speci-

men in the Natural History Museum at South

Kensington : nor indeed is it the size of the organ

which is of importance to us, whatever it may be t(

its fortunate possessor. It is the position and direc

tion of the nostrils to which we must look. All llu

old world monkeys have the nostrils close togethc

and directed downwards. In all new world mon
keys they are more widely separated and directet

somewhat outwards. Hence the former are callec

catarrhine, down-nosed, and the latter platyrrhinc

or broad-nosed. As to the tail there is, 1 think

only one American monkey which is almost tailless

and the commoner sorts, such as the spidcr-mon

keys, the capuchins, and the howlers, have pre

hensile tails which they use in climbing ; as yoi

may see any day at the Zoo. No old world mon
keys have i)rehensile tails—this is an American

monopoly—and in the mandril and the ]5arbary a|

the tail is reduced to an insignificant stump. All tli

old world monkeys have the same number of teeth a

you and Sally have, viz., twenty grinding teeth, four

eye teeth or canines, and eight cutting or inciso

teeth. But the American monkeys, except the pretu

little marmozets, have four more grinders. And it

you should happen to see a monkey's skull, you ma\

tell whether it belongs to an old world monke)

oruin American by noting whether there is a bon)

tube to the ears, for this is absent in the -Vmerican

monkeys.

There is some difficulty at the Gardens in

Regent's Park in recognizing the different monkc) ^

which live together in the large central cages. At

Antwerp there are three circular cages, of which the-

largest is divided into eight, and the other twoini

four compartments by sheets of plate glass whii 1

meet in the middle. This keeps the species sepai

ate ; but there is far less fun among the monkey

The keeper at our Zoo, will, moreover, point out t<

any one who shows an interest in his charges, tli.

.several kinds. Among the catarrhine or olu

world monkeys he will probably be able to show

you examples of the long-tailed Africans {Cercopi

t/ieais) and will give one a handful of nuts, all oi

which the little fellow will tuck away into hi.^

mouth and thrust them into his cheek-pouches till

he seems to be suffering from a severe attack of the

mumps. Then he may be able to show you a long

tailed Indian monkey {Semnopit/ieais), one of the

few kinds of old world monkeys which have no

cheek-pouches but have most voluminous and

complicated stomachs instead. There is such

a dear little fellow of this kind in the Dresden
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Soo with black face fringed with Hght gray hair.

He and I are the best of friends. He is inteUigent

;nough to understand my broken German better

;han many of the Deutschlanders themselves, and is

rnder the firm belief that I have visited Dresden on

)urpose to bring hitn cherries and nuts. The

ceeper will also point out the macaques, which are

or the most part from Asia ; and will call them by

:heir names and perhaps point out a particular pig-

'.ailed macaque as the most intelligent of all and

'he cleverest thief under his charge. The

macaques are a hardy race and are highly intelli-

gent. Darwin tells us that a dealer who used to

;rain monkeys to perform offered a far higher price

f he was allowed to select one after a few days'

trial. When asked how he could ascertain in so

jhort a time which would best suit his purpose,

'he replied that everything depended upon the

ipower of attention. If a monkey whom he wished

I to teach something more serious kept looking off to

watch a Hy on the wall, or turned aside to admire

his own tail, or indulged in any frivolities of that

sort he was a hopeless case. So whenever you, my
.young friend, are inclined to—but never mind the

jtnoral.

1
We have only one kind of monkey now living

wild in Europe, the tailless Barbary ape, a relation

)f the macaques, and even he is perhaps not a true

i
native but only a colonist. It is said that there are

' 'low scarce a dozen left to lead a precarious existence

m the Rock of Gibraltar : but in North Africa they

ire still abundant. In the ages of the past, how-

ever, we have evidence that monkeys lived much
further north in Europe, as far as Eppelsheim,

though they have not as yet been found in Eng-

land. They were gradually driven southwards by

the on-coming of the more rigorous climate which

culminated in the intense cold of the Glacial Epoch.

The last group of the old world monkeys I will

mention is the tribe of the dog-faced baboons. Who
can have forgotten the baboons in Ready's narrative?

I well remember being somewhat rudely disturbed

by a troop of these creatures near Ceres, a village in

South Africa. I had selected a spot of exceeding

beauty near to the village, to which I returned again

and again. It was an open cave or rock-shelter,

in the cool shade of which grew ferns in rich and

luxuriant profusion. Before me lay a little lakelet

or large rock pool, into which I could plunge from

an overhanging rock ten or twelve feet high into

clear water of thrice that depth, and enjoy a delight-

ful swim. It was surrounded with green rushes, and

was fed at the upper end by a bright cool stream

which leapt and sparkled between walls of smooth

rocks before making a leap of some ten or a dozen

feet. From where I sat in my rock-shelter the

stream was invisible, but through the gap which it

had made in the sandstone rocks could be seen the

blue flat-topped outline of one of the mountains or

hills of the Cold Bokkeveldt, distant some twenty

miles. Hither I would take my books or WTiting

materials : and here, I confess, I would sometimes

after mybath and frugal lunch take a siesta during the

heat of the afternoon of a South African summer's day.

One afternoon I had dozed longer than usual when

I was rudely awakened by a hideous yell or bark.

Starting up I saw at the mouth of my rock-shelter

a great baboon, while near the lakelet were thirty

or more scampering off at the warning cry which

had so rudely awakened me. jSIy friend and I

stared at each other for a minute or so, and then

he leapt on to a ledge of rock above me. Although

I had no fear of the baboons, for they rarely if

unmolested attack man, I was uncertain whether,

if I issued from my shelter, they might not roll a

k\\ rocks down from above, just by way of making

interesting e.xperiments. But when after some

minutes I put a bold face on it and emerged from

my cave, I found that they had climbed far up the

rocks and were eyeing me from a respectful

distance. Nor did they take much further notice

of me as I crossed the little ravine and ascended

the rocks of the opposite side, though they woke

the echoes of the valley with their hoarse bark.

Once when a friend and I were benighted on a

mountain in the Hex River Valley we heard the

baboons barking among the rocks the long night

through. We were perhaps a little nervous lest

they should pay us an unwelcome visit : but they

left us quite unmolested.

I have sometimes seen the baboons come down

to drink in the evening or early morning. Their

walk on the level is peculiar owing to the down-

ward slope of the back ; but they are perfectly at

home among the rocks. The tail is carried with a

peculiar bend in it, which the Bushmen have

faithfully depicted in red ochre on the walls of

South African caves. Often the mothers may be

seen carrying their babies, and not infrequently

when the mother is taken in a trap the little baby
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baboon may be caught and tamed. So long as

they are young they are pleasing and intelligent

pets. One at Ceres surprised me by dropping on

to my shoulder from the tree which stood before

the inn. It was quite a little fellow, very tame and

friendly. To one of the visitors at the inn, how-

ever, he had taken a violent dislike : but doubtless

he had illtreated or teased the little fellow.

The baboons are inhabitants of Africa and

Arabia and have tails of moderate length, jiroject-

ing dog-like snouts, and huge canine teeth—as you

may have an opportunity of observing if, as is often

the case, a captive baboon at the Zoo, overcome

with ennui, should yawn immoderately. They are

terrible weapons those teeth. If attacked by a dog

the baboons will seize him with the great canines and

thrusting him away with their hands will tear him

horribly. Darwin tells how a great sa\-age baboon

once attacked the keeper at the Zoo and would

certainly have done him a serious injury had not a

brave little monkey, in spite of his own great fear

of his big cousin, sprung on its neck, and turned

on himself the rage of the angry creature. Brave

little monkey ! May we not fairly believe that he

was impelled to this courageous deed by his love

for the keeper for whose safety he feared ? Per-

haps so. I would not deny it. But nothing is

harder to get at, in apes and men, than the motives

of their acts and deeds.

Closely allied to the baboons—members of the

dog-headed group, are the drill and mandril.

They have short stumpy tails and are (juaintly

decorated. I saw a splendid mandril the other

day at the Dusseldorf Gardens. His snout was

brilliantly tinted sky-blue and vermilion ; and he

seemed mightily proud of these and sundry other

decorations.

Turning now to the American monkeys— the

broad-nosed Platyrrhine group—we shall probably

have opportunities of seeing at the Zoo the slender-

hmbed long-tailed spider monkeys, and shall be

struck with the continual use they make of the pre-

hensile tail. Their hands are peculiar from the

absence or quite rudimentary condition of the

thumb. The capuchins, on the other hand, liave

the thumb well developed. They are pretty, hardy

little fellows, full of fun and intelligence. I was

introduced to a capuchin near Rio de Janeiro.

My acquaintance, to whom he owed allegiance, had

also a little dog with a tail. I do not wish to

imjily that he was peculiar in the possession o <

this appendage but rather that it was evidently ; i

part of his anatomy of which the young puppy wa

not a little proud, and that it was here that thi

point of connection occurred between him and thi

)

capuchin. The latter was chained to a ring wliicl
||

slid up and down a long pole, on the top of whicl ({

master Cap would sit and grin horribly at thi

dog. No puppy with any sense of dignity—anq

in little folk the sense of dignity is often strongl;

developed—^could stand this; and Nip ])lninh

intimated in sharp tones his very poor opinion o

the capuchin's imjjolite manners. Tired at last o

remonstrating thus at the bottom of the pole, Ni]

marches off wagging his tail in the lordliest fashion

Down slid Cap in a twinkling ; seized the nobli

ajipendage
;

gave it a wrench round, a twist, :

twirl and a final tug, and was up the pole agaii

before the offended l)uppy could recover an;

semblance of his lost dignity. Indeed he wa

so surprised and scared that, as my friend briefl)

expressed it, he quit.

To the American group of monkeys belong th^

pretty little squirrel monkeys, and the curiou:

howler—so called from his voice, to which, in th^

male, resonance is given by a hollow bone at thi

root of the tongue. In the rolled oxtongue yoi

eat for breakfast, you may have sometimes com*

across unwelcome little bones. These are part oj

the hyoid or tongue apparatus, which is seldom

very large in mammalian creatures. But in thi;

howler one of the bones is blown out into a greaj

hollow bulb, as you may sec for yourself in thd'

Natural History Museum at South Kensington.

To the American monkeys—but to a distinc

family of them—also belong the marmozets—

pretty little South American animals differing ir i

many respects from the ordmary monkeys— cspeci <

ally in the paw-like character of the hand, with '< ;

claw in pLicc of a nail on the thumb, and in th£
I

rudimentary condition of the great toe. In the
|

commoner kinds the soft long fur is prettily marked. «|

I have seen them playing about like squirrels in the

trees in South America. One my brother brought |

to England was a most engaging little fellow, but
I

could scarcely be tempted in cold weather from his I

favourite seal on the handle of the kitchen tap. At

Para, on the Tocantins branch of the Amazons, we

took on board among other live stock, including a

great snake and a number of little tortoises—the very
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Mrest little silver marmozet, which became a great

voui ite but unfortunately died ere we reached Rio.

Before leaving the monkey house we must just

ii' •• the large-eyed, fox-snouted Lemurs which

many zoologists included in the Primates.

. :Vjre and hind feet are hand-like : the nostrils

c < i;rved ; the tail is generally long, bushy, and

1^ ]irehensile. They are almost confined to

j'l.iL^ascar. In the day they are generally rest-

H (juietly, often cuddled up together, disliking to

disturbed, and giving vent to sundry pig-like

ants and squeaks. But in the evening, when the

monkeys are getting sleepy, and collecting in little

groups or cliques of five or si.x—for they are very

exclusive and will not readily let any outsider or

new comer join their party—then it is that the

Lemurs begin to be active. In the evening too the

aye-aye wakes up from his daily snooze. If you

visit the South Kensington collection, do not fail

to notice this curious Madagascar creature, with its

great ears, its long bushy tail, and its delicate thin

fingers. It is perhaps a poor relation of Sally's.

But Sally thinks the relationship is somewhat

distant.

THE STOLEN LEAVES.

WHO stole my beautiful leaves ?
"

^\'hispered the old Oak-tree
;

"West-wind, South- wind, look for the thieves !

Find them, and bring them to me."

" Not I," said North-wind ;
" oh ! no,

I would not treat an old friend so
;

I found them lying upon the ground.

Brown and dead, and I carried them round.

To bring them to life

In the autumn sun.

But I did not steal

A single one.

Not I," said North-wind ;
" oh ! no,

I would not treat an old tree so."

" Who stole my beautiful leaves ?
"

Said the weeping Willow- tree
;

" West-wind, South-wind, look for the thieves !

Find them, and bring them to me."

" Not I," said the Frost ;
" oh ! no,

I would not treat an old friend so
;

I covered them over with crystals white.

And talked with them in the cold moonlight,

Till I felt tiie breath

Of the morning sun,

But I did not take

A single one.

Not I," said the Frost ;
" oh I no,

I would not treat an old tree so."

H 2
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'• Who stole my beautiful leaves ?
"

Said the shivering Maple-tree
;

" West-wind, South-wind, look for the thieves !

Find theii), and bring them to me."
" Not I," said the Sun ; "oh ! no,

I would not treat an old friend so ;

I painted your leaves all scarlet and green,

With rows of crimson and gold between,

And I saw them fade

Ere my work was done,

But I did not take

A single one.

Not I," said the Sun ;
" oh ! no,

I would not trc.it an old tree so."

" Who stole my beautiful leaves? "

Echoed the Poplar-tree

;

" West-wind, South-wind, look for the thieves !

Find them, and bring them to me."
" Not I," said the Rain ;

" oh ! no,

I would not treat an old friend so.

I mi.\ed the shades of green and of gold

For the Sun to use, and I always told

The little rain -drops

Which way to run.

But I did not take

A single one.

Not I," said the Rain :
" oh ! no,

I would not treat an old tree so."

" O Maple, Willow, and Oak,

No one stole your beautiful leaves,"

West-wind, South-wind, pitying said
;

"North-wind, Frost, Sun, arc not thieves.

They are dead, the Snow-flakes say :

"

I tell the tale another way :

" Waiting in silence under the snow.

Are the souls of the leaves that shall upward grov,-

In the resurrection

Of the spring ;

When violets bloom

And robins sing.

And new life your heart receives.

To your arms will spring the beautiful leaves !

"

A SAGE OF SIXTEEN.

CHAPTER IV.

SOME idea of the persons who formed Elma
Alfreton's little world, betwi.xt the two

hemispheres of which she hovered, having now
been presented to our readers, let us proceed with

our little history.

It was a warm, shining, quivering June day,

when all London, all rich, glossy, glorious West
End London was in bloom, ablaze with colour, and

dazzling with sunbeams. The season was at its

height. Night after night the carriages rolled to

countless entertainments, day after day thousands

thronged the parks, the gardens, and the tempting

streets. Not a house in Park Lane was vacant.

" It is too hot to go out, and too hot to stay in,

and too hot to think about it !
" Piers Alfreton lay

back at ease in a low chair by the open window of

his mother's boudoir, and tossed the tassel of the

blind hither and thither, by way of occupation.
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Hollo !
" as the door opened, with a very different

ipetus from that which it was wont to receive.

Hollo ! Here comes Elma ! All on springs as

;ual. Well, young sage, how are you ? " as she

w in. " Why, what a swell you are to-day ! I

V, we are a swell !
" with his hands at the back

his head, and an air of profound admiration.

" It is my new frock," said Elma, blushing finely.

I knew you would notice it. Look, auntie. You

id I needed another frock, when I was here last

'ednesday—this is it," and she looked from one

> the other half in pride, half in timidity, but with

frank consciousness of having done the right

ling that was pretty to see.

" So that is it, is it ? " It was her cousin who

|ain spoke, and as he did so Piers pulled himself to

le front of the chair, and assumed a fresh attitude.

Let me see it all round, Elma. Beau-ti-ful

!

'on my word, I feel regularly taken aback."

" Oh, Piers." But Elma laughed, well pleased.

We were in such a fright. Miss E.xeter and I," she

roceeded confidentially, " that it would never be

iady in time. Miss E.xeter was so kind about it.

he went about it herself. It only came in an

our ago from the dressmaker's, and as Miss

^.xeter said, whatever should we have done if there

ad been anything to alter, when there was no time

5 alter it in ? But it was all right ; and we thought

untie would be pleased. It was to be a surprise

jrher. We—but don't you like it, auntie ?
"

Poor Lady Alfreton ! Not only had she to meet

he sudden wistfulness of eyes that had beamed
lalf a minute before, but another glance fell upon

ler, and that one so quick and fierce, that her

leart jumped beneath its most explicit language.

Like it? She would have liked anything at the

noment.

" Oh, yes, my dear, yes," she stammered, hastily.

" Yes, indeed—very much—very pretty." (" Ridi-

-.ulous of Piers ! As if he could know !
" internally.)

'Very pretty and nice, I am sure," murmured
ihe aloud, and wondered what more was expected

)f her.

" You said you liked white," responded Elma,

•vith renewed satisfaction ;
" so Miss Exeter said

It once that it should be white. I have never had

I perfectly white frock for the morning before."

" Poor child !
" Then Lady Alfreton put up her

-yeglass, and felt as if she really must speak. " I

hink, my dear, I think—ahem—Elma, that there

is one thing—is not the skirt a little long, just

a little too long, for a girl of your " age ?

"

{" Looks like a charity-school child," soito voce.')

'• A little too long, and
—

"

" Miss Exeter thought it would be sure to shrink

in the washing, auntie. And besides that, you see

I have really not done growing yet," and Elma
peeped shyly from under her long lashes to see

whether Piers would laugh at the confession. " I

grew so much this last year that there had to be

false hems put upon all my frocks, and we thought it

would be better to have this one made rather long

at the first. You don't mind, do you, auntie ?
"

Again Lady Alfreton felt that she dared not mind.

Her son was merely sitting by, he had not shot her

another peremptory signal, and he had not spoken

to his cousin again, but she knew by instinct what

she had to beware of In consequence, she

nervously plied her eyeglass.

" To be sure, my love
;
yes

;
ye—es, to be sure ;

but still Oh, it is very nice, I am sure
"

" You see, auntie, if I had had the skirt made

quite the right length, it might have got to be of no

use to me at all by next summer."
" Next summer ! " The soft ejaculation was but

just caught by the other two.

" Why, of course it will still be my best next

summer, auntie. Oh, I don't e.xpect to have a new

one like this every year. You see it is a very good

expensive white material, Miss Exeter says. Look

at it, auntie," advancing with a piece between finger

and thumb.

" Let me feel too, Elma," said Piers.

"And it will wash and wash for ever," continued

Elma, when each had had their turn. " Wash and

wash for ever and—

"

The eyeglass fell from her aunt's hand.
"—And do up again as good as new." There was

no more to be said ; and having thus vindicated

her purchase from all suspicion of having given

rise to reckless expenditure, the youthful speaker

complacently seated herself on the extreme edge of

a chair, and carefully drew out the folds of the

precious frock on either side.

A new comer entered. '' Oh, here is Elma ; and

how cool you do look, child," said Juliet, dropping

into the nearest seat. " Oh, dear, w^hat it is to get

indoors ! I really could not have stopped outside

another minute. And oh, this riding habit,"

tearing it open at the throat. ' A riding habit on
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a day like this! Don't kiss me, Elma—we'll take

that for granted to-day."

" Do you like my new frock, Juliet ?"

"There is the luncheon gong, Juliet, Elma,"

a somewhat hasty interposition from Lady Alfreton.

" Juliet, you will go down as you are ? But Elma

likes to run up stairs, and brush her hair."

" And steal the eau-de-cologne 1
" and Elma

was off like the wind. That little dressing and

brushing and combing in her aunt's dainty

bedroom before luncheon was always in itself a

treat. The plunging of her dimpled hands into

the nice hot water poured ready in the large

basins, (the basins themselves, and indeed the whole

washhnndstand was Elma's admiration,) the froth-

ing them over with the milky almond-soap, so

unlike the rough little brown cakes in use at Miss

Exeter's, the drying on the smooth, soft, fine

towels—all of this was delicious, and no whit of the

deliciousness was lost on one who by nature loved

luxury.

Then came the standing in front of the large,

clear mirror, in which Elma could behold herself

from top to toe, and wherein it apjjeared to her

that she somehow invariably looked taller, and

nicer in every way, than she did elsewhere. The
ivory brushes and combs on the well-furnished

toilet-table would be put into requisition without

delay, a pin extracted from the elegant lace i)in-

cushion—a long one with a black head was Elma's

fancy, and her aunt had repeatedly bidden her take

what she liked, and use what she liked, so a black-

headed pin was sure to fasten any stray ribbon or end

of collarette that required to be caught, and next,

and lastly, there would be the crowning glory of the

important business, in the saturating of her clean,

and so far unfolded pocket-handkerchief—always

one of her best handkerchiefs, and never opened

out before this moment—there would be the soaking

it through and through with eaude-cologne from,

the great cut-glass bottle which stood up like a

monarch, overtopping all the other bottles by

which it was surrounded, in front of the looking,

glass.

Elma had worked a pretty mat for this bottle.

It had seemed to her as if she must do something

even for an inanimate object which gave her so much

pleasure,—and she noted that the mat was always

there. Indeed neither mistress nor maid would

have removed it for the world.

But a frock was different. What the fashion, c"
even the colouring of a toilet mat might be si^

nified nothing, or nearly nothing. Elma had nc

particularly good taste, and her crewels were a littl

too gay in shade, if the truth must be told ; bu

Lady .\lfreton had only smiled at this, smilci

kindly and tenderly, and thanked the donor with

kiss of real gratitude.

If only Elma had confined herself to mats 1 sh

now thought.

" Oh, Juliet," she cried, as soon as the family tri^

were alone. "Oh, Juliet, that poor, dear litti(

thing ! I do call it cruel, wicked, of that school

mistress of hers to make of her such an absolut(
I

fright ! I really do not know what to say about it.' I

"It did look rather awful, certainly," and Julie I

paused.

"You thought so too?" said Piers suddenly

"Well, it is a queer thing, but it seemed to ini

I never saw Elma look prettier."

"Elma herself, yes," his mother agreed. " l^lm:

looked pretty enough ; she always does now, 1

think." It was characteristic of the speaker thai

she could change her opinion as readily as he,

robe, and since we last beheld her Lady Alfretor

had effected this change in her mental attitude

towards her niece's appearance. " But, my deai

Piers," cried she with all the pent-up energy ol

repressed denunciations at length let loose, "my
dear Piers, I think I never saw such a frock ! I

cannot imagine who they could have got to make

it for her !

"

"What was the matter with it?"

" Everything was the matter—everything. Even

you could see that it had no style, no fit ; that it

pulled at the neck, and hung down at the back :

that it was too long, and too loose
"

" By Jove ! ma'am, I saw nothing of the kind.

What I did see was that Elma looked uncommonly

nice, and cool, and smart
"

"Not smart, no, not smart. Piers. No. That

was just what she did twt look. Excuse my contra

dieting you, but if there is one thing I do know a

little about, it is how to dress. The frock was very

well, comfortable, I suppose, and—and clean ; and

cool, as you say ; but if you talk of it's being

smart
"

He shrugged his shoulders.

'' You ought to have seen to it yourself, mamma,"

was Juliet's next.
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" I ouglit. Vou are right. That is the only

hing now to be done." Lady Alfreton paused, and

hen in a tone befitting the importance of the occa-

iion, gave to the world the decision she had arrived

It.
" And I will. I will never again risk such an

exhibition. Elma may do as she pleases, and be

IS she pleases while she is at Haverstock Hill, but

alien she comes to Park Lane she must appear as

lur niece, and as we choose. For to-day Marie

must run up a tuck somewhere out of sight in that

frightful skirt, and I must try not to see the drag-

ging collar. But the next new clothes she needs I

shall provide, and they shall be such as I approve.

So now Come in, Elma love, we have not

waited, you see. Oh, dear me 1 what a great hot

luncheon
"

' And I am so hungry for it !
" And Elma not

chancing to look round, did not perceive that any

;one smiled.

CHAPTER V.

" There is a flower show at the Botanic Gardens

this afternoon," said Lady Alfreton, presently. " I

met the Duchess of Mertoun this morning, and she

told me of it, and said she was going. Going to

take her youngest daughter, she said. I thought of

you, Elma, and said we should be there also."

" Oh, auntie !
" Elma's lips parted.

"I knew it would be just the thing for you,"

continued her aunt, kindly. "Girls always like

flower shows."

"Oh, yes, and "

" And it is the coolest kind of entertainment one

can think of in such weather. The flowers ought

to be particularly good this season, it has been such

a dry one. I think we shall enjoy it, Elma."

" I am sure we shall. Oh, auntie, if you only

knew ! It is the thing, the very thing I had set my
heart on going to. Just fancy ! I had actually

been going to ask you to take me. You are so very,

very kind about taking me to places," continued

Elma apologetically, " that I thought I might at least

tell you there 7iKJs a flower show, and then if you

(lid ]\xii like to go
"

" There would be nothing to hinder me," said

Lady Alfreton, laughing. •' Very well ; that is

settled then. Our two ideas have jumped in

common, and we are certainly bound to carry them

out. Have you ever met Lady JSLibel Pomeroy?

She is somewhere about your own age, I fancy.
"

" Is she ? And is she nice, auntie ?
"

" You must find out that for yourself." Lady

Alfreton laughed again. " I shall introduce you.

After what the duchess said, I feel that she quite

intended me to do so, and then you two girls can

walk about together. She will be a nice friend for

you, Elma, I dare say ; and if you make a good

impression, no doubt you will get invited there."

"Ye—es, thank you ; but," submitted Elma, a

little doubtfully, " but even if I am, when could I

go ? I never do go anywhere, you know—never

anywhere but here."

"Oh, we should see about that," responded her

aunt with a cheerful nod. " You shall not be pre-

vented going, if the duchess asks you, I promise.

The duchess is devoted to this youngest daughter,

who is very much younger than any of the rest of

her family, and whatever Mabel wishes to do, her

mother does. I have only seen Mabel once or

twice, and I confess I—I hardly noticed her at all.

I have an impression that she was not particularly

pretty, or attractive—but I may have been wrong.

By the way, Elma love, before we go, there is one

little thing I should like Marie to alter in that frock.

Do not let me forget. As we do not go out till

four, there will be plenty of time."

Elma promised, but in the promise there was a

certain absence of mind which nobody perceived.

She was thinking of something else, and of some-

thing which made even the matter of the new frock

one of secondary importance.

To let our readers into her little secret, there

was a good deal more than appeared in the

jubilant response with which Lady Alfreton's sug-

gestion of going to the flower show had been met.

Some time previously Elma had been taken to a

fete of the same kind by her indulgent relation,

and her account of the same—of the beauty of the

gardens and flowers, of the delightful music, of the

crowds of gay company and fine dresses, above all

of the little <7//;-«« tea-party which Lady Alfreton

had held under the trees, asking several of her

friends to join their party, and ordering up all

kinds of nice things, sweets and ices, as well as tea

and coftee—all of this had been hearkened to with

enthusiasm and envy on the part of Elma'::

audience afterwards.

It had sounded like an enchanted scene in the
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ears of the poor girls, some of whom had had but a

dull holiday, and none of whom had at any rate

attained to anything so grand or so gay.

Elma had been called upon to narrate and dilate

over and over again. She had dwelt upon the

sunshine, the sprightliness, the numberless little

tables set out in the cool shade, the coming and

going of the brisk waiters, the babble of endless

tongues, and the soft yet inspiring strains of the

distant band, playing tlieir best under the leader-

ship of the far-famed Godfrey, until, from merely

listening and questioning, the whole had become

such a real, living wonderland to the rest, that the

possibility of such another scene ever being again

enacted within just bounds of Miss E.xeter's

domain had set them cogitating and projecting in a

manner that jjresently wrought its own results.

Elma did not tell them, did not indeed know

herself, that much of the charm of that delightful

summer afternoon had lain in something too subtle

and intangible to be taken hold of, that she might

have gone to a thousand festivals, and known

nothing of it, that it was the compound of

e.xquisite weather, fascinating company, novelty

and innumerable other under-currents which had

gone to form the delicious draught.

An ill-attended, discouraged festivity struggled

through beneath doubtful skies, and as a member

of an uncomfortable jjarty of persons who know

neither where to go nor what to do, and who have

only here and there a stray acquaintance to speak

to, what can be more dreary ?

Now the Alfretons were emphatically what is

called the right sort of people in society.

Whatever they might feel, they might be de-

pended upon never to show themselves openly

bored, or disappointed. They never were astray,

never at a loss. If an aflair threatened to be

stupid or tiresome, Lady Alfreton and her daughter

were off. If the contrary, they were in their

element, stimulated for the time being into two

bright, smiling, responsive women with whom
every one liked to be seen, and who speedily

gathered round them plenty of smart-looking folks

of their own order.

If Lady Alfreton made a proposition or a sugges-

tion it was sure to be assented to. If she threw

the handkerchief, as it were, to anybody, the

handkerchief w-ould be eagerly caught. So that it

'.vas not only in the eyes of the unsophisticated

Elma that it seemed as though wherever their party

moved, or sat, there was the centre, or at any rate

one centre, of every throng.

To go with them, or be with them in public, was

an altogether different thing to going or being with

many others, more estimable perchance, but less

possessed than they of that wondrous, ineN])licablL'

savoirfaire which means so much.

This digression will serve to explain the mistake

into which my heroine and her schoolfellows

presently fell.

The excitement, and yearning desires caused by

Elma's first flower show had scarcely begun to sub

side, ere they were stirred into fresh action by the

announcement—goodness knows how the simijlc

creatures came to see it or hear of it !—of anotln i

and an equally prominent one, to be given in the

rival gardens.

U'hy should they not now, one and all, see for

themselves and hear for themselves, if such things

as had been told them by the fortunate and envied

Elma were true ?

Why should they not in their turn be i)artakcrs

of the delights which had, even in the recital,

made such havoc in their bosoms ?

If Miss Exeter could be prevailed upon to take

them ! Miss Exeter, although a rigid little martinet

as regarded rules and hours, and simply unapproacli-

able on the subject of lessons, was by no means

insensible to overtures made at proper times and in

a proper spirit.

More than one undertook readily to sound her

on the present occasion, and recollections of past

indulgence, and whispers such as " Oh, she was

a regular old dear about that, don't you know ?
"

passed from lip to lip as the idea ripened.

Then of course Elma would also be at the show.

How lucky that it had been fixed for a Wednesday,

when the weekly half-holiday came round, and

when Elma was off to Park Lane, secure of all that

was good. No one exactly said, but by and by

it came to be tacitly understood that Elma's being

under Lady Alfreton's wing, if the affair came 0&,

would bear its own fruits for all.

" She is such a good-natured little thing,"'

declared Henrietta Grey, the leader of the

conspiracy, " she is sure to manage it some-

how."

"It "referring to certain advantages, and one

advantage in particular, which it was devoutly
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oped might accrue to the school party from the

resence of Elma's people.

" Oh, yes, Elma will manage it," assented another.

And "Elma will manage it," chimed in one and

U with like confidence.

Elma's own heart echoed the conviction. Her

unt had been so invariably indulgent and easy-

,oing, not only towards herself, but towards the

vorld generally when in the presence of her niece,

;hat she told herself she had no fear but what her

:ind relation would now simply do as she was

1.1.

And at first it actually seemed as though Lady

Mfreton were to outstep this, and divine by instinct

\ hat was required of her.

Here was she proposing the very arrangement

vhich lay at Elma's heart ! Here had she too

leen the announcement of the floral fc/e, and had

bought of it for herself and by herself! Thought

jf it moreover in regard to her niece, and with

I view to her pleasure !

It was too much ; it opened the doors as if by

nagic ; it showed her the ball as it were at her

feet I

About the duchess, and the duchess's daughter

Elma cared little. If this Mabel were a nice girl,

• well and good, she would be willing to take her in

low, and let her join the party, and be one of them
;

but if not, she would be just a little in the way.

Of course Elma would be civil to her, Elma always

was civil to her aunt's guests ("She has such a

sweet manner !
" Lady Alfreton would now and then

'' exclaim with something like genuine enthusiasm)

;

but Lady Alfreton would be sure to understand,

reflected the simple girl, that no stranger could be

the same to her as were her own friends, and that

if Henrietta, and Maggie, and all of them had come
depending on her, she must give them the most of

her attention.

"Miss Exeter and the girls are going too," she

now confided, pouring the cream over gooseberry

tart and custard pudding, " Miss Exeter is going to

take six of the girls."

I Lady Alfreton almost started.

CHAPTER VI.

"Which will be our best way to go?" said Miss

Exeter, half in cogitation, half of the expectant

audience around lier. "Ofcourse the omnibus would

take us straight to the door, but the ' Underground'

would be very much quicker. What do you think,

girls ? The air of the ' Underground ' would be

excessively oppressive on a day like this, still
—

"

and she paused fcr opinions and votes.

" Oh, never mind the air, Miss Exeter," pleaded

a voice on the instant. " One does get so crushed

in an omnibus. And every omnibus is sure to be

full," continued the speaker, glancing anxiously at

her newly-starched and crimped muslin, kept sacred

for the occasion. " We shall have to squeeze in

just as we could find places
—

"

" Which would break up our party. You are

right, Henrietta ; we must not run the risk of

being separated. Well then, girls, we must start

from the nearest station on the outer circle, and

that will save us the change at Baker Street. We
had better be off" now, if we are all here. Are we

all here?"

All were there, and all were turned out in their

holiday attire, each in the style affected by herself

" Dear, happy young faces," murmured the kind-

hearted preceptress, as she looked around her;

" we only need Elma to complete the group. But

no doubt we shall soon have Elma also among us,

and she will be pleased to present her young com-

panions to her aunt. I must say I look forward

to meeting Lady Alfreton, of whom I have heard

so much. I trust she may be persuaded to be

there to-day. Elma seemed quite confident—but

of course Elma could not know. It will not do to

build too much on the chance, still
—

" and up

flew the good lady's best black lace parasol, with a

brisk, energetic twitch, and off pattered her two

little neat, buttoned-up feet after the file in front,

whilst neither the blazing sun overhead, nor the

scorching pavements underfoot, caused a twinge

of regret for having embarked upon a long and

fatiguing afternoon's pleasure. Work was work,

and holiday was holiday at Miss Exeter's school.

And to be sure, going to the great midsummer

flower show was something of a new departure for

both mistress and girls.

Hitherto, as has been said, concerts, picture

galleries, and exhibitions—some species of enter-

tainment which should carry with it a substratum

of instruction—had been very properly the order

of the day. Flower shows were charming and

delightful, but,—it had ended however in Miss

Exeter's yielding the point, as we know, and finally
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in her becoming quite as much excited over the

prospect as any of her young charges.

To meet Lady Alfreton ! To be spoken to by,

perhaps allowed to sit beside or walk beside, that

elegant, accomplished gentlewoman ! 'J'o hear

Elma's praises, and have an opportunity of sound-

ing the same note in return !

She had often longed to be able to say a little

word about her dear Elma, to tell Elma's aunt what

a good, unselfish, sweet-tempered child she was,

nay, more, how high-principled and conscientious.

The first attributes it was to be supposed indeed

that her ladyship might of herself have discovered,

but she could not know as Miss Exeter knew at

what measure to rate her niece in qualities more

enduring.

Hitherto there had been no opening for such a

conversation, no opportunity for hearing Lady

Alfreton's own views on the subject. From Elma

indeed it could be gathered that kindness—more

than kindness, unbounded indulgence—was shown

her by one and all in Park Lane, but further tiian

this she could not be expected to relate. In some

ways, moreover, Elma would exhil)it a reticence

which Miss Exeter respected, regarding her rela-

tions. She never told for instance when there had

been any occasion for complaining of her " Miss

Exeter face," or for calling her " a sage." It was

not, she felt, Miss Exeter's business, nor any one's

business to know of these scenes. They were her

own, and she hid them deep down in her young

heart.

But to Miss Exeter, and to all under Miss

Exeter's roof, her aunt would be beautiful, graceful,

faultless in manner, and in dress
; Juliet would be

pretty and pleasant, and merry and kind ; Piers

would be " my cousin Piers," tall, dark, very kind

too, but not so merry, rather a tease, but very

kind too, rather lazy and tiresome sometimes, but

always very kind—none of them in short knew

quite what to make of this cousin Piers. Of her

uncle, Elma had very little to relate. Of course

Sir Thomas was " kind," every one in Park Lane

was " kind," but as she would cheerfully have said

the same of the page boy or the scullery maid, it

could hardly be felt that much information had

been gained, and Sir Thomas quickly passed out

of view into a dim background of his own

mansion.

On the other hand, the " I must say I do wish to

see Lady Alfreton," the ejaculation of the tall

Henrietta Grey above alluded to, had found an

echo in every bosom.

Now Elma knew this, and Elma in the depths of

her own heart had her own little plan.

The morning of the important day had dawned.

as we know, melting in warmth and sunlight.

and by one o'clock the privileged pupil hai

departed, full charged with e.xcitement aim

importance, and feeling not a little as thougli the

whole success or failure of the afternoon's

campaign rested upon her own shoulders. Her

aunt's victoria had come for her, and off she had

been comfortably whirled in it, several half-envious

but wholly affectionate glances being cast on the

same from behind down-drawn blinds ; but IClma

told herself gleefully that the same eyes would be-

hold her far more sumptuously equipped prcsendy.

Lady Alfreton's barouche was high and shallow,

and swung on the easiest of cee-springs. Todrivi

in it was Elysium, and as such the afternoon in ilu

Park, or elsewhere, had often been described. She

had impressed on all over and over again that it was

of no use to go early, that her aunt was never early

:

she had tried as nearly as ever she could to hiti!

off the time, so that the two arrivals might coincide,

—but this she was at length fain to own was beyond

the power of human ken. What she hoped for was

that the little band might walk up just as the

barouche was halting before the entrance gate,

and her aunt's solemn, powdered footman letting

down the step. Then would slic nod and wave her

hand.

Then would her aunt inquire at once who

were Elma's friends? Would she take notice of

them individually ? Ask their names ? Very

likely. Lady Alfreton was always so nice to

the young folks who came with their parents to

see her.

But the great point at issue was of course about

Miss Exeter. About Miss Exeter Elma was just a little

anxious. She was not a remarkably quick observer.

She was not on the lookout, as some children and

young people are, to pick up whatever their eyes

can see or their ears hear, but still she had a

kind of vague, dim, general idea that her aunt

needed yet to appreciate Miss Exeter.

What if now she were to have a chance of begin-

ning to do so ? And if she had, and if she did, and

if afier shaking hands with Miss Exeter, and passing
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few remarks, Lady Alfreton were to invite her

lici L-'s governess to walk a little about the grounds

villi her, how pleased Miss Exeter would be ! All

he party would be pleased, all would feel the honour

nil lie elevated by it; and so "Of course Aunt

^clina will," concluded the young sage, internally,

if Aunt Selina only knows they will be pleased

—

iiat is all."

A'cry upright she snt by and by as the

noment of moments approached. All had gone

3ra\ely so far. Her frock had had the ordained

uck run in by her aunt's maid, and Marie had

urthermore improved the misfit in the neck. Elma

lad put on her pair of nice new kid gloves, kept

ill then, and had had her fleece of golden hair

oinbed out afresh, and now sat perfectly radiant in

rthai was recognized as her own seat in the barouche,

apposite the other ladies.

Lady Alfreton had also on a pretty new dress and

bonnet, and she and Juliet, as well as Elma herself,

had been provided with sweet-scented gardenias for

their buttonholes. Piers had done this. He had

gone out after luncheon, and returned with one for

cai h ; and Elma fancied that hers was the finest and

sn cutest of the three. She really had nothing left

lu wish for after this.

As the carriage entered the Regent's Park many

othcis were passed which she guessed were bound

on a like errand. She was not such a novice in

London ways by this time as to be at all surprised

by iinding their own horses obliged to stop when

yet a great way off from the entrance to the gardens,

and the stoppage was the culminating point to

expectancy and excitement.

" A tremendously long line in front, auntie," she

announced, peering round joyfully. " And such a

number of empty carriages under the trees opposite.

Oh, the band has begun— I hear it from in there

—

from over the wall. Oh, what a pity we did not

come sooner. But never mind, I dare say it has not

been playing long. I wonder," meditatively, " I

wonder if the girls have arrived."

Her aunt and cousin exchanged glances.

"We shall be a long time before we get in,"

continued Elma, after a pause, and then another

peep round. "We do get on so slowly. I never

can make out why people cannot jump out a little

more quickly, when they ^7/071' there are so many
waiting behind. I am sure I always jump out like

the wind."

" That you do, Elma."

" But I was standing near a door one day, look-

ing on at the carriages driving up for a wedding—

"

" Elma !

"

"Oh, yes, auntie, it was a very nice wedding,

quite in a nice part, and there were only a few-

people looking on, quite nice people ; so Miss

Mordern, it was she who was with us that day,

said we might stop a minute and look on too
;

so we did, and saw ever so many people get

out."

"Well?" Lady Alfreton would foin not have

been diverted and interested, but somehow it was

Elma who spoke. " Well, what did you see ?
"

"Oh, the people were such clogs! They just

trailed out, one after another, ever so slowly.

And when they got on to the carpet—there was a

red carpet—they stood and spoke to each other

over their shoulders and made believe to take out

their handkerchiefs, and arrange their buttonholes

—and everything. We didn't mind, we liked to

watch them ; but I should have been angry if I

had been in the carriages behind."

Her hearers laughed.

"You will know Miss Exeter when you see her,,

auntie ?
"

" I— I dare say, my dear."

" She has little grey curls, you know, frizzy

curls ; and she always wears black ; and—but ot

course I can tell you if I see her first, and I am

likely to see her first, as I know her best. And

then of course there are the girls. There are six-

Henrietta, Maggie—

"

" Yes, love, yes. Now then, Elma—

"

"Two will be in pink, and
—

"

" Now Elma, now ; here we are. Let us see

how you 'jump out like the wind' now. [Aside to

Juliet] Quick, quick, and we may escape the

school after all." And with the words, the ele-

gant and usually languid Lady Alfreton actually

whisked her young charges through the entrance

gate, catching the lace of her scarf as she did so, and

sped up the broad path like a steam-engine. So

far, there was no Jiliss Exeter to be seen.

(
To he continued.

)
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Ston'cs from the Old Talcs and Novels.

II.

EVELINA.
OR THE HISTC1RV OF

INTO THli WORLD
YOUNG L.^^DY'S ENTR.ANXE
HUNDRED YE.\R3 AGO.

EVELINA was not thus to say farewell to London
and London life—other experiences and other

adventures of a widely different character were to be
hers.

Tenderly brought up by the gentlest and most
refined of men, this young lady possessed relations the
reverse of gentle in any sense of the word. She had a
grandmother, a woman without education or refine-

ment, who at this period of her history laid claim to

her. Madame Duval hated Mr. \'illars, but for reasons
which need not appear here, he thought it best not to

oft'end her, and with great reluctance he permitted his

young charge to spend a month in London in her
company. Evelina was now to see a difterent side of
life ; her reflections upon it, and her comments and
ideas upon her new-found relations, she freely gave to

Mr. MUars in the voluminous letters with which she
favoured him.

Evelina to the Rev. Mr. Villars.

" London, June 6th.
" Once more, my dearest sir, I write to you from

Edited by L. T. Meade.

this great city. When I asked Madame Duval what
part of London she should reside in, she told mc that

Mr. liranghton would meet us at an inn, and would
conduct us to a lodging. Mr. Branghton is her

nephew, and has three children, a son and two
daughters, but you doubtless remember my former

descriptions of this unpleasant family. We proceeded

to a house in Bishopsgate Street, and were led by a
waiter into a room where we found Mr. Branghton.

" He received us very civilly, but seemed rather

surprised at seeing me, saying, ' Why, I didn't think

of your bringing Miss ; however, she's very welcome.'

"'I'll tell you how it was,' said Madame Duval:
' you must know I've a mind to take the girl to Paris,

that she may see something of the world, and improve

herself a little ; besides, I've another reason, that you

and I will talk more about. But, do you know, that

meddling old parson, as I told you of, would not let

her go ; however, I'm resolved 111 be even with him ;

for i shall take her on with me, without saying never a

word more to nobody.'
" I believe we were an hour at Bishopsgate Street

before poor Madame Duval could allow anything to be

mentioned but her own story ; at length, however, Mr.
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Branghton told her that M Du Bois, a great friend of

hers, and all his own family, were waiting for her at his

house. A hackney-coach was then called, and we
proceeded to Snow Hill.

" Mr. Branghton's house is small and inconvenient

;

though his shop, which takes in all the ground floor, is

large and commodious. I believe I told you before,

that he is a silver-smith.
" We were conducted up two pair of stairs : for the

dining-room, Mr. Branghton told us, was let. His two
daughters, their brother, M. Du Bois, and a young
man, were at tea. They had waited some time for

Madame Duval, but I found they had not any expecta-

tion that I should accompany her ; and the young
ladies, I believe, were rather more surprised than
pleased when I made my appearance ; for they seemed
hurt that I should see their apartment. Indeed, I

would willingly have saved them that pain, had it been
in my power.

" The first person who saw me was M. Du Bois,

'All, man Dieii /' e.\claimed he, ^ voild Made-
iiuti^ellc !

'

" ' Goodness,' cried young Branghton, ' if there isn't

Miss !'

'•
' -So there is 1

' said Miss Polly ; 'well, I'm sure I

>hnuld never have dreamed of Miss's coming.'

"'Nor I neither, I'm sure,' cried Miss Branghton,
' or else I would not have been in this room to

see her : I'm quite ashamed about it ;— only not think-

ing of seeing anybody but my aunt—however, Tom,
it's all your fault ; for you know very well I wanted to

burrow Mr. Smith's room, only you were so gru??!py

you would not let me.'
"'What signifies?' said the brother; 'I dare be

^\M irn Miss has been up two pair of stairs before now ;

—ha'n't you. Miss?'
" I begged that I might not give them the least dis-

turbance ; and assured them that I had not any choice

in regard to what room we sat in.
'

' Well,' said Miss Polly, ' when you come next,

Mias, we'll have i\Ir. Smith's room: and it's a very

pretty one, and only up one pair of stairs, and nicely

furnished and everything.'
" ' To say the truth,' said Miss Branghton, ' I thought

that my cousin would not, upon any account, have
come to town in the summer-time ; for it's not at all

the fashion J— so, to be sure, thinks I, she'll stay till

September, when the play-houses open.'
" Soon after tea. Miss Branghton took an opportunity

to tell me, in a whisper, that the young man 1 saw was
a lover of her sister's, that his name was Brown, and
that he was a haberdasher : with many other parti-

culars of his circumstances and family ; and then she

declared her utter aversion to the thoughts of such a
match ; but added that her sister had no manner
of spirit or ambition, though, for her part, she would
ten times rather die an old maid than marry any
person but a gentleman. ' And, for that matter,' added
she, ' I believe Polly herself don't care much for

him, only she's in such a hurry, because, I suppose,

she's a mind to be married before me ; however,
she's very welcome ; for I'm sure, I don't care

a pin's point whether I ever marry at all ;—it's all

one to me.'
" Some time after this, Miss Polly contrived to tell

her story. She assured me, with much tittering, that

her sister was in a great fright lest she should be
married first. ' So I make her believe that I will,'

continued she ;
' for I love dearly to plague her a

little ; though, I declare, I don't intend to have Mr.
Brown in reality ;— I'm sure I don't like him half well

enough,—do you. Miss ?

'

"
' It is not possible for me to judge of his merits,'

said I, 'as I am entirely a stranger to him.'
"' But what do you think of him, Miss ?'

'"Why, really, I— I don't know.'
" ' But do you think him handsome ? Some people

reckon him to ha\-e a good pretty person ;—but I'm
sure, for my part, I think he's monstrous ugly :—don't
yoit, Miss ?

'

" ' I am no judge,—but I think his person is very

—

very well.'

" ' Very well /—Why, pray, iVIiss,' in a tone of vexa-
tion, ' what fault can you find with it ?

'

" ' Oh, none at all
!

'

" ' I'm sure you must be very ill-natured if you could.

Now there s Biddy says she thinks nothing of him,

—

but I know it's all out of spite. You must know, Miss,

it makes her as mad as can be that I should have a
lover before her ; but she's so proud that nobody will

court her, and I often tell her she'll die an old maid.
But the thing is, she has taken it into her head to have
a liking for Mr. Smith, as lodges on the first floor; but
he'll never have her, for he's quite a fine gentleman

;

and besides, Mr. Brown heard him say one day, that

he'd never marry as long as he lived, for he'd no
opinion of matrimony.'

" ' And did )ou tell your sister this?

'

"
' O, to be sure, I told her directly ; but she did not

mind me ; however, if she will be a fool she must.'

"Holborn, June g.

" Yesterday morning we received an invitation to

dine and spend the day at Mr. Branghton's ; and M.
Du Bois, who was also invited, called to conduct us to

Snow Hill.
" Young Branghton received us at the door ; and

the first words he spoke were, ' Do you know, sisters

a' n't dressed yet.'

" Then, hurrying us into the house, he said to me,
' Come, Miss, you shall go up stairs and catch 'em—

I

dare say, they're at the glass.'
'' He would have taken my hand ; but I declined

this civility, and begged to follow Madame Duval.
" Mr. Branghton then appeared, and led the way

himself. We went, as before, up two pair of stairs
;

but the moment the father opened the door, the

daughters both gave a loud scream. We all stopped ;

and then Miss Branghton called out, ' Papa, what do
you bring the company up here for ? why, Polly and I

a'nt half dressed.'
" ' More shame for you,' answered he ;

' here's your

aunt, and cousin, and M. Du Bois, all waiting, and
ne'er a room to take them to.'

"
' Who'd have thought of their coming so soon ?

cried she :
' I am sure for my part I thought Miss was

used to nothing but quality hours.'

"'Why, I sha'n't be ready this half-hour yet,' said

Miss Polly ;
' can't they stay in the shop till we're

dressed ?

'

" Mr. Branghton was very angry, and scolded them
violently : however, we were obliged to descend, and

stools were procured for us in the shop, where we
found the brother, who was highly delighted, he said,

that his sisters had been calelied ; and he thought

proper to entertain me with a long account of their

tediousness, and the many quarrels they all had
together.
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" When, at length, these ladies were equipped to

their satisfaction, they made their appearance ; but
before any conversation was suffered to pass between
them and us, they had a long and most disagreeable
dialogue with their father, to whose reprimands,
though so justly incurred, they replied with the
utmost pcrtness, while their brother all the time
laughed aloud.

" The moment they perceived this, they were so
much provoked, that instead of making any apologies
to Madame Duval, they next began a quarrel with
him. ' Tom, what do you laugh for 1 I wonder what
business you have to be always a laughing when
I'apa scolds us ?

'

'• ' Then what business have you to be such a while
getting on your clothes ? You're never ready, you
know well enough.'

"' Sir, 1 wonder what's that to you ! I wish you'd
mind your own affairs, and not trouble yourself about
ours. How should a boy like you know anything .'

'

"'A boy, indeed! not such a boy, neither: I'll

warrant you'll be glad to be as young when you come
to be old maids.'

" This sort of dialogue we were amused with till

dinner was ready, when we again mounted up two
pair of stairs.

" In our way, Miss Polly told me that her sister had
asked Mr. Smith for his room to dine in, but he had
refused to lend it ;

' because,' she said, ' one day it

happened to be a little greased : however, we shall

have it to drink tea in, and then, perhaps, you may
see him ; and I assure you he's quite like one of the
([ualily, and dresses as fine, and goes to balls and
dances, and everything, quite in taste ; and besides
-Miss, he keeps a foot-boy of his own too.'

' The dinner was ill-ser\ed, ill-cooked, and ill-

managed. The maid who waited had so often to
go down stairs for something that was forgotten, that
the Branghtons were perpetually obliged to rise from
table themselves, to get plates, knives and forks, bread
or beer. Had they been without pretensions, all this

would have seemed of no consequence ; but they
aimed at appearing to advantage, and even fancied
they succeeded. However, the most disagreeable part
of our fare- was that the whole family continually dis-
jnited whose turn it was to rise, and whose to be allowed
to sit still.

"After dinner we went to Mr. Smith's room. He,
probably to show he was master of the apartment,
most officiously handed me to a great chair at the
upper end of the room, without taking any notice of
-Madame Duval, till I rose and offered her my own
seat.

" Leaving the rest of the company to entertain them-
selves, he very abruptly began to address himself to
me, in a style of gallantry equally new and disagreeable
to me.

" He made many apologies that he had not lent his
room for our dinner, which he said he should certainly
have done had he seen me first ; and he assured me,
that when I came again, he should be \ery glad to
oblige me.

" I told him, and with sincerity, that every part of
the house was equally indifferent to me.

"' Why, Maam, the truth is, Miss Biddy and Polly
take no care of anything ; else, I'm sure, thev should
be always welcome to my room ; for I'm never so
happy as in obliging the ladies,—that's my character.
Ma'am. Now, as to you, Ma'am, it's quite another

thing, for I should not mind if everything I had was
spoilt, for the sake of having the pleasure to oblige
you

; and 1 assure you, Ma'am, it makes me quite
happy that I have a room good enough to receive
you.'

" This elegant speech was followed by many others,
so much in the same style, that to write them would be
superfluous ; and as he did not allow me a moment to

speak to any other person, the rest of the evening was
consumed in a painful attention to this irksome voung
man, who seemed to intend appearing before me to the
utmost advantage.
"Adieu, my dear Sir. I fear )ou will be sick of

reading about this family
; yet I must write of tlicm,

or not of any, since 1 mix with no other. Happy sliall

I be when I quit them all, and again return to Berry
Hill.

"Hfliboni, June i^t/i.

" Yesterday all the Branghtons dined here, and at

tea-time Mr. Smith arrived.
" Miss Branghton desired me to remark with what a

smart air he entered the room, and asked me if he had
not very much a ijiiality look ?
"

' Come,' cried he, advancing to us, ' you ladies must
not sit together ; wherever 1 go I always make it a
rule to part the ladies.'

"And then, handing Miss Branghton to the next
chair, he seated himself between us.

"
' Well, now, ladies, I think wc sit very well. What

say you ? for my part I think it was a very good
motion.'

" ' If my cousin likes it,' said Miss Branghton, ' I'm
sure I've no objection.'

" ' Oh,' cried he, ' I always study what the ladies

like — that's my first thought. And, indeed, it

is but natural that you should like best to sit by
the gentlemen, for what can you find to say to one
another .''

'

" ' Say !
' cried young Branghton ;

' Oh, never
you think of that, they'll find enough to say I'll

be sworn. You know the women are never tired of

talking.'
" ' Come, come, Tom,' said Mr. Smith, ' don't be

severe upon the ladies ; when I'm by, you know I

always take their part.'

"Soon after, when Miss Branghton offered me some
cake, this man of gallantry said, ' Well, if I was that

lady, I'd never take anything from a woman.'
"' Why not, Sir .''

" ' Because I should be afraid of being poisoned for

being so handsome.'
" ' Who is severe upon the ladies tww ?' said I.
"

' Why, really, Ma'am, it was a slip of the tongue ;

I did not intend to say such a thing ; but one can't

always be on one's guard.'
" Soon after, the conversation turning upon public

places, young Branghton asked if I had ever been to

George's at Hampstead ?

" ' Indeed, I never heard the place mentioned.'
" ' Didn't you, Miss,' cried he eagerly ; 'why, then

you've a deal of fun to come, I'll promise you ; and, I

tell you what, I'll treat you there some Sunday, soon.

So now, Bid and Poll, be sure you don't tell Miss about
the chairs, and all that, for I've a mind to surprise her ;

and if I pay, I think I've a right to have it my own
way.'

"
' Georges at Hampstead I

' repeated Mr. Smith
contemptuously ;

' how came you to think the young
lady would like to go to such a low place as that 1 But,
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pray, Ma'am, have you ever been to Don Saltero's at

Chelsea?' '

'
' No, Sir.'

'"No!—nay, then I must insist on having the

pleasure of conducting you there before long. 1 assure

you, Ma'am, many genteel people go, or else, I give

you my word, / should not recommend it.'

"'Pray, cousin,' said Mr. Branghton, 'have you
been at Sadler's Wells yet ?

'
-

"' No, Sir.'

"' No ! why, then you've seen nothing I

'

'"Pray, Miss,' said the son, 'how do you like the

Tower of London ?

'

" ' I ve never been to it, Sir.'
"

' Goodness !
' exclaimed he, ' not seen the Tower !

—why, may be, you ha'n't been o'top of the Monument
neither ?

'

"
' No, indeed, I have not.'

" ' Why, then, you might as well not ha\c come to

London for aught I see, for you've been nowhere.'

"'Pray, Miss,' said Polly, 'have you been all over

Paul's Church yet.''
"' No, Ma'am.'
"' Well, but, Ma'am,' said Mr. Smith, ' how do you

like Vauxhall and Marybone ?
'

"
' I never saw either. Sir.'

" ' No—God bless me !—you really surprise me,

—

why Vauxhall is the first pleasure in life?— I know
nothing like it. V.'ell, Ma am, you must have been
with strange people, indeed, not to have taken you to

Vauxhall. Why you have seen nothing of London yet.

However, we must try if ice can't make you amends.'
" In the course of this catechism, many other places

were mentioned, of which I have forgotten the names
;

but the looks qf surprise and contempt that my re-

peated negatives incurred were very diverting.

"'Come,' said Mr. Smith, after tea, 'as this lady

has been with such a queer set of people, let's show
her the difiercnce ; suppose wc go somewhere to-

night !— 1 love to do things with spirit !— Come, ladies,

where shall wc go? For my part 1 should like Foote's'

—but the ladies must choose ; I never speak myself
"

' Well, Mr. Smith is always in such spirits !
' said

Miss Branghton.'
" ' Why, yes. Ma'am, yes, thank God, pretty good

spirits ;— 1 have not yet the cares of the world upon
me ;— I am not married,—ha, ha, ha !—you'll excuse
me, ladies,— but I can t help laughing I

'

" No objection being made, to my great relief we all

proceeded to the little theatre in the Haymarket,
where I was extremely entertained by the performance
of The Minor and The Commissary.*

^ Don Saltero's, Cheyne Walk, Chelsea. .•\ coffee-house and museum
opened in 1695 by one Salter, a barber, nicknamed " Don Saltero." He
drew teeth, wrote verses, and had a collection of curiosities which was
dispersed by sale in 1799.

- Sadler's Wells, named from a spring of mineral water, discovered by
one Sadler in 1683, in the garden of a house he had newly opened as
" Sadler's Music-Hall."

3 The little theatre in the Haymarket (so called to mark it out from
that of Vanbrugh, over the w.iy). was opened in 1720. It was managed
for thirty years by Foote, an excellent mimic, an actor, and the author of
T/tf lifinor, and other plays. In 1777, Foote sold his license to the
elder Colman. and died in the same year. This theatre was closed in

1820, and the present house opened in 1821.

* The Minor and Tfu: Commissary.—The Minor was by Foote,
and was ftr--.t brought out in two acts at Dublin (1760), where it

was unsuccessful. In the same year the author re-wrote it. putting it

into three acts, and produced it at the Haymarket, where it was very
successful. The .Minor was esteemed Foote's best piece, though it

^ave great offence to the Methodists.

—

The Cofnmissary was also a
three act comedy by Foote. It was produced at the Haym.-u-ket in 1765,
Foote himself playing the Commissary—Zachary Fungus. 'Ihis, the
leading character, is to some extent taken from Molierc's Citizen-Turned
Gentleman.

"July yd.
"Yesterday the Branghtons proposed a party t

Kensington Gardens ; and, as usual, Madame Duva
insisted upon my attendance.

" We went in a hackney-coach to Piccadilly, an(

then had a walk through Hyde Park ; which in an
other company would have been delightful. 1 wa
much pleased with Kensington Gardens, and thinl

tncm infinitely preferable to those of Vauxhall.
" While wc were strolling round the garden, I per

ceived, walking with a party of ladies at some distance
Lord Orville ! I instantly retreated behind Mis:

Branghton, and kept out of sight till wc had passet

him ; for I dreaded being seen by him in a public

walk with a party of which I was ashamed.
" Happily I succeeded in my design, and saw ni

more of him ; for a sudden and violent shower of rair

made us all hasten out of the gardens. We ran tili

we came to a small green-shop, where we begged
shelter. Here we found ourselves in company with

two footmen, whom the rain had driven into the shop.

Their livery 1 thought 1 had before seen ; and, upor
looking from the window, 1 perceived the same upon a

coachman belonging to a carriage, which 1 imnicdiatel)

recollected to be Lord Orville's.
" Fearing to be known, 1 whispered Miss Branghton

not to speak my name. Had I considered but a

moment, 1 should have been sensible of the inutility

of such a caution, since not one of the party call me by
any other appellation than that of Cousin or of Miss;
but I am perpetually involved in some distress or

dilemma from my own heedlessness.
" This request excited very strongly her curiosity

:

and she attacked me with such eagerness and bluntness

of inquiry, that I could not avoid telling her the reason

of my making it, and, consequently, that 1 was known
to Lord Orville : an acknowledgment which proved

the most imfortunatc in the world ; for she would not

rest till she had drawn from me the circumstances

attending my first making the acquaintance. Then
calling to her sister, she said, ' Polly, only think

!

Miss has danced with a Lord !

'

" ' Well,' cned Polly, ' that's a thing I should never

have thought of! And pray. Miss, what did he say to

you ?

'

'• This question was much sooner asked than an-

swered ; and they both became so very inquisitive and
earnest, that they soon drew the attention of Madame
Duval and the rest of the party ; to whom, in a very

short time, they repeated all they had gathered from

me.
''Goodness, then,' cried young Branghton, 'if I

was Miss, if I would not make free with his Lordship's

coach, to take me to town.'
"

' Why, ay,' said the father, ' there would be some
sense in that ; that would be making some use of a

Lord's acquaintance, for it would save us coach-

hire.'
" ' Lord, Miss,' cried Polly, ' I wish you would ;

for I should like of all things to ride in a coronet-

coach.'
" ' I promise you,' said Madame Duval, ' I'm glad

you've thought of it, for I don't see no objection ;—so

let's have the coachman called.'
" ' Not for the world,' cried I, very much alarmed :

'indeed it is utterly impossible.'

'"Why so?' demanded Mr. Branghton: 'pray,

Where's the good of your knowing a Lord, if you're

never the better for him ?

'

" ' Ma foi, child,' said Madame Duval, ' you don't
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know no more of the world than if you was a baby.

Pwy, Sir (to one of the footmen), tell that coachman
to draw up, for I wants to speak to him.'

'• The man stared, but did not move. ' Pray, pray,

Madame,' said I, 'pray, Mr. Branghton, have the

'goodness to give up this plan ; I know but very little

of his Lordship, and cannot, upon any account, take so

crrcat a liberty.'
' Don't say nothing about it,' said Madame Duval,

' for 1 shall have it my own way : so, '\i you won't call

the coachman, Sir, I'll promise you I'll call him
myself

' The footman, very impertinently, laughed and
turned upon his heel. Madame Duval, extremely
irritated, ran out in the rain, and beckoned the coach-
man, who instantly obeyed her summons. Shocked
beyond all e.xpression, I flew after her, and entreated
her, with the utmost earnestness, to let us return in a
'hackney-coach :—but, oh !—she is impenetrable to

persuasion ! She told the man she wanted him to carry
her directly to town, and that she would answer for

liiin to Lord Orvillc. The man, with a sneer, thanked
liei, Init said he should answer for himself; and was
drniiigoff; when another footman came up to him,
with information that his Lord was gone into Kensing-
ton I'alace, and would not want him for an hour or
two.

'•' Why, then, friend,' said Mr. Branghton (for we
were followed b)' all the party), ' where will be the great
harm of your taking us to town ?

'

" ' Besides,' said the son, ' I'll promise you a pot of
bser for my own share.'

' These speeches had no other answer from the
iiian than a loud laugh, which was echoed by the
lit footmen. I rejoiced at their resistance

;

iniiuL;li I was certain that, if their Lord had witnessed
their impertinence, they would have been instantly
Jismissed his service-

• Pardi,' cried Madame Duval, ' if I don't think all

he Inotmen are the most impudentest fellows in the
^iiiLjdom ! But I'll promise you I'll have your master
'old of your airs ; so you'll get no good by 'em.'

Why, pray,' said the coachman, rather alarmed,
' did my Lord give you leave to use the coach ?

'

" ' It's no matter for that,' answered she ;
' I'm sure

if he's a gentleman, he'd let us have it sooner than we
should be wet to the skin ; but I'll promise you he shall
know how saucy you've been, for this young lady knows
him very well.'

"'Ay, that she does,' said Miss Polly; 'and she's
danced with him too.'

' "Oh, how I repented my foolish mismanagement

!

The men bit their lips, and looked at one another in
'Omc confusion. This was perceived by our party

;

ivho, taking advantage of it, protested they would write
Lord Orville word of their ill behaviour without delay.
This quite startled them ; and one of the footmen
jffered to run to the palace, and ask his Lord's per-
nission for our having the carriage.

This proposal really made me tremble, and the
Branghtons all hung back upon it ; but Madame
Duval is never to be dissuaded from a scheme she has
•mce formed. 'Do so,' cried she; 'and give this
:hild's compliments to your master ; and tell him, as
ve ha'n't no coach here, we should be glad to go just
IS far as Holborn in his.'

"'No, no, no !
' cried I ; 'don't go— I know nothing

')f his Lordship — I send no message— I have nothing
o say to him !

'

" The men, very much perplexed, could with diffi-
culty restrain themselves from resuming their imperti-
nent mirth. Madame Duval scolded me very angrily,
and then desired them to go directly. ' Pray, Then,'
said the coachman, ' what name is to' be dven to mv
Lord?'

"'Anville,' answered Madame Duval; 'tell him
Miss Anville wants the coach ; the young lady he
danced with once.'

" I was really in an agony ; but the winds could not
have been more deaf to me than those to whom I

pleaded ! and therefore the footman, urged by the
repeated threats of Madame Duval, and perhaps recol-
lecting the name himself, actually went to the palace
with this strange message !

" He returned in a few minutes ; and, bowing to me
with the greatest respect, said, ' My Lord desires his
compliments, and his carriage will be always at Miss
Anville's service.'

" I was so much affected by this politeness, and
chagrined at the whole affair, that I could scarce
refrain from tears. Madame Duval and the Miss
Branghtons eagerly jumped into the coach and desired
me to follow. I would rather have submitted to the
severest punishment ; but all resistance was vain.

" During the whole ride I said not a word ; however,
the rest of the party were so talkative that my silence
was very immaterial. We stopped at our lodgings ;

but when Madame Duval and I alighted the Brangh-
tons asked if they could not be carried on to Snow
Hill. The servants, now all civility, made no objec-
tion. Remonstrances from me would, I too well knew,
be fruitless ; and therefore, with a heavy heart, I

retired to my room, and left them to their own
discretion.

" Seldom have I passed a night in greater uneasi-
ness—indeed. Sir, I could have met with no accident
that would so cruelly have tormented me !

" If such were then my feelings, imagine—for I can-
not describe—what I suffered during the scene I am
now going to write.

" This morning, while I was alone in the dining-
room, young Branghton called. He entered with a
most important air, and, strutting up to me, said,
' Miss, Lord Orville sends his compliments to
you.'

" 'Lord Orville !
' repeated I, much amazed.

" 'Yes, Miss, Lord Orville ; for I know his Lordship
now as well as you—and a very civil gentleman he is,

for all he's a Lord.'
"

' For heaven's sake,' cried I, ' explain yourself
" ' Why, )ou must know. Miss, after we left you we

met with a little misfortune ; but I don't mind it now,
for it's all turned out for the best ; but just as we were
a-going up Snow Hill plump we conies against a cart
with such a jogg it almost pulled the coach-wheel ofl".

However, that is'n't the worst ; for as I went to open
the door in a hurry, a-thinking the coach would be
broke down, as ill-luck would have it, I never minded
that the glass was up, and so I poked my head fairly

through it—only see, Miss, how I've cut my fore-
head !

'

" A much worse accident to himself would not, i

believe, at that moment have given me any concern
for him ; however, he proceeded with his account, for

I was too much confounded to interrupt him.
" ' Goodness, Miss, we were in such a stew—us, and

the servants and all, as you can't think ; for, besides
the glass being broke, the coachman said how the
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coach wouldn't be safe to go back to Kensington. So
we didn't know what to do ; however, the footmen
-aid they'd go and tell his Lordship what had
happened. So then father grew quite uneasy-like, for

fear of his Lordship's taking offence, and prejudicing

us in our business ; so he said I should go this morn-
ing and ask his pardon, cause of having broke the

glass. So then I asked the footmen the direction, and
they told me he lived in Berkeley Square : so this

morning I went, and I soon found out the house.'

"'You did!' cried I, quite out of breath with

apprehension.
" ' Yes, Miss, and a very fine house it is. Did you

ever see it ?

'

"
' No.'

"' No !—why, then. Miss, I know more of his Lord-

ship than you do, for

all you knew him first.

So when I came to the

door I was in a peck
of troubles, a-thinking

what I should say to

him ; however, the

servants had no mind
I should sec him, for

they told me he was
busy, but I might
leave my message. So
1 was just a-coming
awaywhen I bethought
myself to say I came
from you.'

"
' From me ?

'

"
' Yes, Miss, for you

know, why should I

have such a long walk
as that for nothing.'

So I says to the porter,

says I, tell his Lord-
ship, says L one wants
to speak to him as

j

comes from one Miss
Anville, says L' m

'" Good gracious !'
f

cried I ;
' and by what ,

authority did you take

such a liberty .'

'

"' Goodness, Miss,

don't be in such a
hurry, for you'll be as EVE
glad as me when you
hear how well it all

turned out. So then they made way for me, and said

his Lordship would see me directly ; and there I was

led through such a heap of servants and so many
rooms that my heart quite misgave me ; for I thought,

thinks I, heir be so proud he'll hardly let me speak ;

but he's no more proud than I am, and he was as civil

as if I'd been a lord myself So then I said I hoped

he wouldn't take it amiss about the glass, for it was
quite an accident, but he bid me not mention it, for it

did not signify. And then he said he hoped you got

safe home, and wasn't frightened ; and so I said yes,

and I gave your duty to him.'
"

' My duty to him I ' exclaimed I ;
' and who gave

you leave ? Who desired you ?

'

"
' Oh, I did it out of my own head, just to make

him think I came from you. But I should have told

you before how the footman said he was going out of

town to-morrow evening, and that his sister was soon
to be married, and that he was a-ordering a heap of

things for that ; so it come into my head, as he was
so affable, that I'd ask him for his custom. So 1

says, says I, " My Lord," says I, " if your Lordship
is'n't engaged particularly, my father is a silversmith,

and he'll be very proud to serve you," says I ;
" and

Miss Anville, as danced with you, is his cousin, and
she's my cousin too, and she'd be very much obligated

to you, I'm sure."'

"'You'll drive me wild,' cried I, starting from my
seat ; 'you have done me an irreparable injury— but

I will hear no more ! '—and then 1 ran into my own
room.

"
1 was half frantic— I really raved. The good

opinion of Lord Orville seemed now irretrievably lost.

A faint hope, which
in the morning 1 had
vainly encouraged,
that I might see him
again and explain the

transaction wholly
vanished now I found
he was so soon to

leave town,and 1 could

not but conclude that,

for the rest of my life

he would regard nic

as an object of utter

contempt.
" The very idea was

a dagger to my heart I

I could not support

it, and—but I blush

to proceed, I fear your

disapprobation. In

my distress I wrote

him a hasty letter.

• Mv LoKn,
" I am so infinitely

ashamed of the appli-

cation made yesterday

for your Lordship's

carriage in my name,
and so greatly shocked
at hearing how much
it was injured, that I

cannot forbear writing

:na. a few lines to clear

myself from the im-

l)utation of an imper-

tinence which I blush to be suspected of, and to

acquaint you that the request for your carriage was

made against my consent, and the visit with which

you were importuned this morning without my
knowledge.

"
I am inexpressibly concerned at having been the

instrument, however innocently, of so much trouble to

your Lordship. But I beg you to believe that the

reading these lines is the only part of it which I have

given voluntarily.
" I am, my Lord,

" Your Lordship's most humble servant,
" Evelina Anville."

"
I applied to the maid of the house to get this note

conveyed to Berkeley Square, but scarce had 1 parted

with it before I regretted having written at all."
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Evelina's hasty letter did not bring her any speedy

relief as, owing to a series of misfortunes, it in reality

never reached Lord Crville's hands. The letter fell

into the possession of a certain Sir Clement
Willoughby, the very man who had tormented

her at the Ridotto—he made use of it for his

own ends, and sent her a reply which she believed

to come from Lord Orville. This letter was very

nearly the means of severing the strong friendship
which in reality existed between the young lady
and this nobleman. The course of true love there-

fore for a time ran anything but smooth. L nee
again however the skie5 cleared, circumstances ex-

plained themselves, and this charming story of many
long years ago ended happily to the chime of wedding
bells.

(To be continued.)

H O L L O W A Y COLLEGE.

Professor A. [. Church.

LE.^RNING was never more royally lodged

than it is in the College which j\Ir. Thomas
Holloway built and endowed for the education of

women. Not the Cambridge Trinity, not the

O.xford Christ Church can rival it. Trinity and

Christ Church had a king for their founder (who,

it must be confessed, did not contribute much of

his royal substance towards their support), and

I know not how many homes of religion built up

by the piety of many generations, were taken to

furnish their wealth ; and now they are surpassed

by this splendid creation of a vendor of pills and

ointment. When I say " surpassed " I do not

mean that Holloway College will impress the

stranger as Trinity and Christ Church impress

him. In point of dignity it has nothing to com-

ppre ^vith the chapels, halls, and libraries of the

older foundations, and at present it has of course

no associations ; but for size and for complete and

sumptuous equipment Holloway stands unrivalled.

Even in America, where everything is so much
bigger than in the Old World, they cannot I

believe match it. This my readers will best realize

if they will allow me to conduct them over it.

Entermg by the great gates we find the chapel

on the left hand and the recreation hall on the

right. The chapel is a gorgeous building in the

Renaissance style, its ceilings adorned with alto

relievos of evangelists and prophets, the design

for the apse, or semicircular chancel, being the

Creation of Eve. (Is it meant to remind the

students of the subordination of woman ?) The
communion table is covered by a baldacchino.

or canopy of dark oak, finely carved. The
baldacchino is an ornament which the courts

have pronounced to be illegal in parish churches,

but the chapel of Holloway is private, and the

worshippers need not fear that they will be deprived

of their almost singular distinction of possessing an

altar-canopy. The lecturers and students occupy

the body of the chapel ; the governors and such

visitors as may be allowed the entree have spa-

cious pews provided for them at the west end.

Students who may not be well enough to be

present during the whole of a service can join

in such parts as they may feel equal to from a

gallery provided for the purpose. Prayers are

said in the chapel every morning, and there are

two services on Sunday. The Dean of Windsor

arranges for the performance of these services,

coming himself or sending one of the minor canons

of St. George's Chapel.

The recreation hall is otherwise called the

picture gallery. In fact it is a very handsome and

comfortably-furnished drawing-room, more than big

enough for a palace, with its walls hung round with

valuable pictures. (They cost about ^^90,000.)

These pictures Mr. Holloway had been collecting

for many years, and he bequeathed them at his

death to the College. Of course he had no

thought of his great scheme in buying them ; but

one of them—perhaps the most famous of them

all— struck me as very suggestive. It is Mr. Long's

Babylonian Wife iVIarket. Tlie subject is a

curious custom of the ancient Babylonians, which

Herodotus thus describes :

—
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" Every year the girls that are to be married are

gathered into one place and a crowd of men stands

round. Then a crier takes the fairest of tliem all and

sells her to a husband for as much money as he may,

and after her the next fairest. And the rich liaby-

lonians bid against each other for the beauties, but the

poor ones care not for looks, but will take ill-favoured

wives so that they have money with them. Wiicn the

beauties are all sold, then the crier takes the least fair

or the lame, if such there be, and sells her to him who

will take her to wife for the least money. So the fair

ones find dowries for them that arc not fair."

HoUoway i.5 a type of the many innuences which

have been raising and will go on raising the world

out of barbarism such as this. Doubtless beauty

will be a power as long as the world lasts, but men

are learning that there are other things to be

prized at least as much.

We cross a quadrangle and come to the hall

and kitchen, which occupy the site opposite to

that appropriated to the chapel and gallery. The

hall is as handsome and comfortable a building as

any one could desire. It measures a hundred feet

by thirty. It is noticeable that, unlike the dining-

halls of Oxford and Cambridge, it has no dais or

raised platform for a high lable. The kitchen is

a new wonder of the world. Not Windsor Castle

itself could match it. I do not feel equal to

describing its marvellous wealth of resources, its

ranges, gas-stoves, steamers, and all the varied

apparatus of cooking ; but I was struck by a large

chopping-block, of fifteen square feet, ingeniously

constructed of separate squares, any one of which

can be removed when worn out. Nor shall I ever

forget the absolutely gorgeous array of copper-

saucepans, preserving-pans, fish-kettles, and I know-

not what besides. I was told that their abundance

is positively embrjrassing, for a single pair of hands

would find more than constant employment in

keeping them clean ; and copper, my readers

doubtless know, must be kept clean under penalty

of disastrous consequences.

The tutors' and students' rooms occupy the first

floor, and are ranged on either side of vast cor-

ridors. Each student has a sitting-room and bed-

room, and there is accommodation for three

hundred students, without reckoning the second-

floor, where space might be found for half as many

more. Pleasant rooms they are, comfortably

furnished with Turkey carpet, easy-chair, book-

shelves, &c., and brightened with such adornments

as their tenants may choose to supply. For some

wise reason it has been decreed that bed-room and

\

sitting-rooui should be on opposite sides of th|

corridor. The arrangement strikes one as som^
what uncomfortable, and as regards the matter of

fire uneconomical. It was originally intended that

every six students should have an " associated

drawing-room," but the governors have judiciously

resolved this too sumptuous arrangement should

not be carried out.

There are lecture-halls for large classes and

lecture-rooms for small ones. Spacious laboratories

for chemical and physical research are being built,

but none, I believe, where

" our maids may ape
The monstrous men who carve the living hound."

The library and the museum, I am bound as an

honest observer to say, are the weakeiit parts of the

College. Here, more than anywhere else, one

regrets that a little more practical knowledge of

the subject was not available when the buildings

were being erected and furnished. The founder

and his co-operators seem indeed to have travelled

over Europe and Atnerica collecting ideas ; but

what was wanted was that the whole work should

have been done under the eye of the future

principal. Some of the arrangements really

exhibit the ne plus ultra of inconvenience and

inefficiency. The library, for instance, with its

bookcases absurd in si/c and inaccessible, will be

the despair of any practical librarian. What can

be the use of a number of shelves for elephant

folios, volumes which the College does not and

is not likely to possess? It would be a good

thing to make a clean sweep of all these highl)

ornamented bookcases, and furnish the room all

round with shelves that a girl can reach without

difficulty. In years to come the upper space will

be wanted, but at present the Holloway students

should enjoy that paradise, a library wOiere every

book can be taken down at pleasure.

Here is the programme of a day's life :

—

s
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This is a good programmt;, r.nd certainly does

inot err on the side of deficiency of work. To

:keep up an average of seven hours and a half of

;study is an uncommon achievement, not often

Idone, I fancy, at Oxford or Cambridge. It is

only right however to say that all students are not

lobliged to devote to work all the time set apart

for it. For some it would be clearly too much,

and girls are for the most part only too much

disposed to overwork themselves. What is re-

quired is this, that all must be quiet during these

hours and abstain from hindering others. The

loungers who neither work themselves nor allow

others to do so are a great trouble in collegiate

life. It is also necessary that every student should

have a definite aim in view. I\Iost of them are

[preparing for the examinations of the University

of London, but an examination is not considered

to be a necessary end. A girl who can satisfy the

principal that she is a botia fide student desiring to

pursue a definite course of knowledge is admitted,

provided of course that she can satisfy the test for

entrance. Various examinations are accepted" in

lieu of this, the best known among them being the

! London matriculation and the Senior Local of the

Universities.

The studies of Holloway, conducted at present

by seven resident lecturers, follow of course

mainly the familiar lines of classics, modern

languages, mathematics, and science; but health-

science, ambulance work, cooking, and needlework

are not to be neglected, and of course special

provision is made for music.

Recreation is liberally provided for. There are

lawn-;enn:s courts, of asphalte for winter and of

grass for summer. The grounds in which the

College stands are fine and spacious, extending to

more than a hundred acres. Plenty of exercise

may be very pleasantly taken without going beyond

their limits ; but if any one desires to extend her

walks there is a country at her disposal such as can

hardly be surpassed. Virginia Water is near, and

AVindsor Great Park within reach. The dry soil

which makes pedestrianism easy and agreeable all

the year round is an immense advantage.

I must not forget to add that a gymnasium class

is held twice a week.

And what, it will be asked, is the cost of this

life, so well provided as it is with every necessary

for mind and body ? The payment is ^30 per

term of eleven weeks, or .;^9o per annum, and this

includes every necessary expense except laundress.

The average student at Oxford or Cambridge gets,

or used to get in my time, very much less for more

rhoney.

Of course this could not be done except for the

liberality of the founder. To be quite honest, I

must own to a wish that his money had been made

in some other way than by the sale of quack

medicines. But many great fortunes are acquired

by far more doubtful methods, and few have been

so munificently spent. The site, the building and

its furniture, and the pictures cost between them

more than five hundred thousand pounds, and two

hundred thousand more was given for a permanent

endowment. " Given," it must be remembered,

not bequeathed, for Mr. Holloway was not content

with the cheap munificence of leaving money by

will. Among other benefits of the endowment are

scholarships which will reduce the expenses of a

considerable proportion of the students. Twelve

of these scholarships are to be given every year.

I began by saying that learning was never more

.splendidly lodged than it is at Holloway, and I

may end by saying that this splendour, thanks to

the founder's generosity, is surprisingly cheap.

A HOME GYMNASIUM.



NOTES ON BOOKS.

HUMOUR is becoming rarer every day

:

humorists ought therefore to be greatly

prized. It^ven when they are dead their works

should live after them, and their memories should

long remain green in the hearts of the people

who have laughed and rejoiced with them.

Edward Lear is dead, but his books, which have

delighted the multitude, still live. Those readers

of Aialanta who are not intimately acquainted

with his Book of Nonsense, his Nonsense

Songs and Stones, his Nonsense Botany, and

A'onsense Alphabets, ought instantly to a\ail

themselves of the pleasant editions published by

Frederick Warne & Co.

Ruskin says, in his list of the best hundred

authors: "Surely the most beneficent and innocent

of all books yet produced is the Book of

Nonsense, with its carollary carols, inimitable

and refreshing and perfect in rhythm. I really don't

know any author to whom I am half so grateful

for my idle self as Edward Lear. I shall i)Ut him

first of my hundred authors."

The Book of Nonsense first made its appearance

in 1S46. Since then it has run through a number

of editions, and has become a household word

in most English homes. Its quaintly ridiculous

verses, and its graphic though absurd drawings, are

simply irresistible. Laughter must be provoed

by these pages. In this over-sensitive, over-strained,

o\^er-educated age of ours, laughter is exceedingly

good for us. Nonsense pure and simple is most

refreshing, and books w-hich pretend to no moral

whatever cannot be too highly prized. Edward
Lear thinks of nothing but amusing his readers

—

never for an instant does he deviate into sense

;

but who could feel the need of such a deviation

in the " Jumblies " ?

" They mailed to the Western Se.l, they did,

To a land all covered with trees.

And they bought an Owl and a useful Cart,
And a pound of Rice and a Cranberry I'art,

And a hiv; of silvery Bees.
-And they bought a Pig, and stme green Jackdaws,
And a lovely Monkey, with lollipop paws,
And forty bottles of Ring-bo-Ree,

And no end of Stilton Cheese.
Fara,idfnv.faraHdfe-.L;

A re titt lands -Mkerc the JumllUs live—
T/uir /uads are green, and tfuir Itands are blue.
And they went 10 sea in a Sieve."

Or again in the case of the unfortunate Quangle-

Wangle, whose beaver hat tempted the beasts of

the field and the fowls of the air, to build their

homes therein:

—

"

' And the Golden Grouse came there

And the Hobble who has no toes.

And the small Olympian bear.
And the l)ong with a luminous nose ;

And the Wue Uaboon who pl.iyed the flulc,

And ihc Orient Calf from the Land of Tute,
And the Attcry Squash, and the Hisky Bat,
All came and built on the lovely Hat
Of the CJuanglc-Wanglc.yucc.

" And the Quanglc-Wangle said

'I'o himself on the Crumpetly Tree,

—

* When all these creatures move.
What a wonderful noise thtre'll be.'

And at night, by the light of a Mulberry moon,
1 hey danced 10 the Flule of the Blue Baboon,
On the bro.ad green leaves of the Crumpetty Tree,
.And all were as happy, as happy could be,

With the (Juangle-Wangle-Quec."

But perhaps the most exquisite bit of i)ure non-

sense that has ever been written is the story of

T/ie Four Little Children 'ivho went roundthe World.

The following is a quotation from this perfei i

nonsense story:—
" By and by the Four Children came to a coiinti y

where there were no houses, but only an incredibly
innumerable number of large bottles without corks,
and of a dazzling and sweetly susceptible blue colour.

Each of these blue bottles contained a lilue-Bottle-Fly,

and all these interesting animals live continually to-

gether in the most copious and rural harmony, nor
perhaps in many parts of the world is such perfect and
abject happiness to be found. The Four Children then
entered into conversation with the Blue-Bottle-FIies,

who discoursed in a placid and genteel manner, though
with a slightly buzzing accent, chielly owing to the fact

that they each held a small clothes-brush between
their teeth, which naturally occasioned a fizzy ex-

traneous utterance hx. this time an elderly Fly
saidit was the time for the evening song to be sung ; and
on a signal being given, all the Blue- Bottle-Flics began
to buzz at once in a sumptuous and sonorous manner,
the melodious and mucilaginous sounds echoing all

over the waters, and resounding across the tumultuous
tops of the transitory Titmice upon the intervening

and verdant mountains, with a serene and sickly suavity :

only known to the truly virtuous. In many long-after

years the four little Travellers looked back to that

evening as one of the happiest in all their lives."

It is impossible not to feel a more than passing
i

regret that the last of these nonsense rhymes, I

nonsense stories, nonsense drawings, have been I

given to the world, and that this great, genial I

and delightful humorist has left us.

Robert Louis Stevenson does not belong to

the writers of the past—he is still very vigorous.

and very much alive, and perhaps at the present

moment is at the zenith of his popularity. The

Black Arrow (Cassell & Co.) has been re-

ceived, and enthusiastically welcomed, by a num-
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3er of readers. It will doubtless be the

iiost popular boys' book of the present season,

[ts fascinating pages have been already perused

jy the thousands who consider Mr. Stevenson

;he most bewitching of all fiction writers, and

:ritics have been' almost unanimous in its praise.

It seems therefore an ungracious task even to

appear to give encouragement to that solitary

" Critic on the Hearth " who unavailingly attempted

to struggle through the pages of the Black

Arrmu. The critic on the hearth has the calm

audacity to announce that after repeated attempts,

after most praiseworthy efiTorts, she could not

read this work of fiction. Its graphic touches,

its rapid narrative, its vivid pictures appeal to no

part of her. With this most difficult person to

please, few intelligent people would care to have

either part or lot, although surely had she no

reason to sigh for some of the glory departed

which shed a lustre over Treasure Island!

and did she not look in vain for that indescrib-

able lightness of touch, that subtle power, so

delicate, so impossible to analyze, which took

the readers of Treasure Island right away into

the realms of romance, and there petrified, and

horrified, and perplexed them, filling them with

delight, causing them to hold their breaths with

fear. The Black Arrow is undoubtedly a very

clever story, but had somebody else written it, would

it have made him famous ? This question can

never be answered. It belongs to Mr. Stevenson,

and although it does not display all his powers,

the hand of the master is distinctly visible. The

(low of the narrative is easy and rapid, and the

historical element, while giving strong colour

to the story never overpowers it. The name is

taken from an association of yeomen who com-

bined against the cruelties of their feudal lords.

Richard, Duke of Gloucester, takes a strong part

in the story—his portrait is very brilliant, as also

is that of the delightful heroine, Joanna Sedley.

Here is a brief description which reminds one

of some of the best scenes in Treasure Island.

Master Richard Shelton, Sir Daniel Brackley's ward,

begins to suspect treachery:

—

" Dick remained rooted to the spot, his eyes wander-
ing about the roo.^l, his face a changing picture of

var\'ing emotions — wonder, doubt, suspicion, and
amusement. Gradually, as his mind grew clearer,

suspicion took the upper hand, and was succeeded by
certainty of the worst. He raised his head, and as he
did so, violently started. High upon the wall there was
the figure of a savage hunter woven in the tapestr)'. .

. . Now here was what had startled Richard Shelton.

The sun had moved away from the hall windows, and
at the same time the fire had blazed up high on the

wide hearth, and shed a changeful glow upon the roof

and hangings. In this light the figure of the black

hunter had winked at him with a white eyelid. He
continued staring at the rye. The light shone upon it

like a gem ; it was liquid, it was alive. Again the

white eyelid closed upon it for the fraction of a second,

and the next moment it was gone. There could be no

mistake. The live eye that had been watching him
through a hole in the tapestry was gone ; the firelight

no longer shone on a reflecting surface. And instantly

Dick awoke to the terrors of his position."

In Hot Haste. Mary E. Hullah. (Bentley.)

This pleasant book well deserves its name. The title

not only suits the plot, but the writing. The whole

story gives the idea of a fresh and vigorous mind

—young, passionate, eager, bubbling over with

ideas. The author has literally more ideas than

she knows what to do with. Situation after situation

rises before her fervid brain. She cannot pr.use to

develop each ; she seems impelled to hurry forward.

Not a page drags—there are no calm full breaths

to be drawn—the reader sometimes almost gasps.

Miss Hullah had materials for three ordinary

novels in what she has crowded into two short

volumes. She has scarcely yet learnt how to make

the most of her telling situations, and she might

read with advantage some of Mr. Besant's Rules

on Novel Writing, and on the True Construc-

tion of Plot. Still, not a line of this bright, fresh

story can be called dull ; and some of the scenes,

particularly those in which the young German

heroine finds herself a despised and neglected

member of the rich English parvenu's home, are

tender, natural, and touched with a comical

element which gives the crowning grace to their

pathos. It would be unfair to reveal the secret

which gives its excellent name to this clever stor)'.

Life and Nature Studies. Illustrated by

Hume Nisbet. (Sampson Low & Co.) This volume

in its attractive binding of vellum and gold, will

form a very suitable gift-book for the Christmas

season. Mr. Nisbet has many of the combined

attributes of painter and poet. His book is partly

practical, giving matter-of-fact and useful rules

for the guidance of art students, but it surprises

one also with quaint and fascinating thoughts, soine-

times deep, sometimes subtle, and always beautiful.

It is a book which in one page opens up wide

fields of thought and feeling, and in the next, with

a delightful seriousness, clears for the beginner

the technical difficulties which beset the thorny

paths of art.



Kiimiiledge is tiojo no more a fountain sealed

:

Drink deep, until the habits of the slave,

The sins of emptiness, gossip, and spite

And slander, die. Better not be at all

Than not be noble."

Tennyson.

a t a l a n t a

Scholarship & Reading U n i o n.

ENGLISH MEN AND WOMEN OF LETTERS
OF THE 19TH CENTURY.

IL

WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR.

H. D. Tr.\ill.

IT would be difficult, I think, to name any great

writer of our own or any other country, whose

general reputation lags so far behind his literary

merits as does that of Walter Savage Landor. The
contempt so often expressed by him for the applause

of the vulgar was more sincere perhaps than that

sentiment usually is in the mouths of men of letters ;

but he has surely not yet obtained full justice cf

award even from that tribunal whose judgment he

would have respected. I doubt whether in the

estimation of the world of letters itself his rank is

even now as high as it should be. I doubt whether

the powers of his mind, his imagination, his critical

insight, are adequately appreciated, and even

whether that which is the least grudgingly recog-

nized among his gifts—his consummate mastery of

English prose—has met with the full recognition

which it deserves. I suspect that even among those

who are fairly sensible of the many rare and splendid

qualities which his work in this latter branch of
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terature display, there are not many who would be

re] tared to raise him to what is surely his true

iMiion as an English prosaist—a niche by the side

t .Milton.

I'.iit if Landor has not as many votaries as he

\xs, those that he does possess make up for

rnallness of their numbers by the ardour

f iheir devotion. There is perhaps no other Eng-

s!i author who gives a literary pleasure so acute to

lose who are capable of finding pleasure in him

: all ; none who can be taken up so often and

ith such certainty of his yielding new intellectual

freshment and delight.

Landor, like three others of his eminent con-

:mporar;es, sought distinction in poetry as well as

1 prose, and like them it was as a poet that he

rst presented himself to the public. Among the

riters of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth

jiuuries, Scott, Southey, and Coleridge stand forth

re-eminent for having achieved this rare combin-

.ion of twofold renown.

The author of Marmion had won fame as a poet

afore he wrote Waverky ; most of Southey's now

eglccted poems preceded by several years that

lasterpiece of biography, the Life of Nelson ; it was

ot till the poetic stimulus which produced the

' ihiiiit Mariner had expired that Coleridge de-

nted himself to prose composition as a critic and

leologian. All three of them, however, attained

; both departments of their art to a reputation

hich two of them still enjoy. The poetry of Scott,

le prose of Coleridge, is still read and admired,

/ith Landor it is otherwise. His poetry was prized

y only a few in his own day ; it is valued by fewer

ill in ours. At the best of times it had but a feeble

life on the tongues of men," and that life is now

sctinct. His prose, on the other hand, though it

ad to struggle through a long period of neglect and

bscurity, still lives ; and, if we are right in thinking

lat what is purest and highest in any literature is

nmortal, it should never die.

Lander's poetry has perhaps unjustly suffered

om the formidable rivalry of his prose. Gebir,

ideed, the first of his serious poetic efforts, belongs,

is true, to the order of those works which, as the

rench politely put it, " do not easily permit them-

ilves to be read." A narrative poem, in seven

ooks, containing not far short of two thousand

nes of blank verse, requires, in order to be endur-

ble, not only an amount of spirit and movement

in which Gel>ir is sadly wanting, but also such a

command of the particular metre adopted by

Landor as unfortunately he did not possess.

Stately as is the march of his blank verse, it is

guilty of the one least pardonable sin which blank

verse can commit—monotony. By no writer of

equal taste and power, from the time of Milton, the

first of the great masters of this measure (in the

narrative form), down to that of Tennyson, the last,

has blank verse been used in so mechanical a

fashion. Even in a passage so short as that of

the famous lines about the sea-shell this disastrous

drawback has almost time to make itself felt.

Thus it runs :

—

" But I have sinuous shells of pearly hue
Within, and they that lustre have imbibed
In the sun's palace porch, where when unyoked
His chariot-wheel stands midway in the wave.

Shake one, and it awakens, then apply

Its polished lips to your attentive ear

And it remembers its august abodes.

And murmurs as the ocean murmurs there."

This uniformity of cadence is all very well for

eight lines, but they are immediately followed by

some dozen more, all "as like each other," to use

a homely simile, "as peas in a pod." And even

within the limits of the passage itself there is other

fault to be found, for the music of the last three

lines is sorely marred by the accidental jingle of

"ear," and " there."

It is not by Gfl'ir, however, nor by the dramatic

poems, such as Cjunf Julian, Andrea of Hungary,

and the others which their author himself described

as "no better than ////ffo-^wsry Conversationsm metre,"

that Landor's powers as a poet should be judged.

In the Hellenics, a series of short poems on Greek

mythical subjects, he breathes an atmosphere wholly

his own. He has been well described as " a Greek

born out of due time," and to appreciate the

truth and force of the description one should read

the exquisite'- little poem entitled the Hamadryad.

Its story, which turns upon the graceful old super-

stition that every oak-tree was the dedicated abode

of a woodland nymph whose life was cosval with

that of the tree, and would cease on its destruction, is

simple enough.

Rhaicos, the son of Thallinos, a Gnidian husband-

man, ordered by his father to assist a farm-servant

in lopping the branches of a certain oak, is startled as

the axe is about to fall, by a mysterious sound, and

stays his companion's hand. They turn toward the

tree, and
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" Behold ! there sat

Upon the moss below, with her two palms
Pressing it on each side, a maid in form.

Downcast were her long eyelashes and pale

Her cheek, but never mountam-ash displayed

Berries of colour like her lip so pure.

Nor were the anemones about her hair

Soft, smooth, and wavering, like the face beneath."

She is the Hamadryad, and she pleads with Rhaicos

to entreat his father to spare the life of her con-

genital tree, desiring the youtli to promise him in

her name, if he will do so, " More honey than will

buy iiim nine fat sheep. More wax than he will

burn to all the gods." Rhaicos, who is deeply

love-smitten with the nymph, obeys her bidding, and

the canny old father consents to grant the oak a

provisional reprieve until the honey-season, to test

liie vahie of the promise.

The Hamadryad is as good as her word, and the

tree is preserved. Rhaicos visits it daily, but the

nymph, who has apparently learnt coquetry even in

her sylvan retreat, is " as oft invisible," and the youth

is being driven almost to despair by her neglect

when the Hamadryad takes pity on him, and

promises that whenever she is willing to see him

she will send a bee to summon him to her side.

And he, if ever he is false and forgets his Hamadryad

for another love, is to drive the messenger away.

" Then shall I know my fate, And ... for thou

must be wretched . . . weep at thine." Years

passed, and the jiair were happy, until one evening

when the bee was sent forth

"To bring that light which never wintry blast

Blows out, nor rain, nor snow extinguishes.

The light that shines from loving eyes upon
Eyes that love back till they can sec no more.''

Rhaicos and his father were at draughts, the

youth getting the worst of it, and as the bee buzzed

at his ear he brushed it roughly away, all thought of

its mission having for the moment escaped his

preoccupied mind. Maimed and bruised the

messenger returns to its mistress : a shriek is heard,

and Rhaicos rushes forth into the wood.

' No lark was on the tree, no leaf wis green.

The trunk was riven through. From that day
forth

Nor word nor whisper sooth'd his ear, nor sound
Even of insect wing : but loud laments
The woodmen and the shepherds one long year
Heard day and night ; for Rhaicos would not quit

The solitiry place, but moaned and died.

Hence milk and honey, wonder not, O guest,

To find set duly on the hollow stone.''

'htl

That is all. It is impossible for anything to

more impersonal, more unemotional one might

almost say, than the whole simple narrative—in

which some poets of the present day would have

found it so easy and tempting to "tear a passion to

tatters." Yet to the cultivated literary taste there

is not only a grace and sweetness, but a power and

pathos about the lovely little idyll which no pro-

fusion of word-painting adjectives, no passion ot

"lyrical" utterances could have imparted to it.

And in many of Landor's shorter poems, such as

the beautiful lines to Rose Aylmer, a double

quatrain worthy of Ben Jonson at his best, and

the noble and tender address to the bereaved Mary

Lamb, the poet has equally well succeeded in

attaining that austere purity of form, under which,

as in the great Greek marbles, we feel, and with the

more impressive effect from the contrast between

the inward and the outward, all tiie palpitation and

the glow of life.

It must be frankly admitted however that these

successes are confined to his shorter poems.

Landor's chief fame as a w-riter will always w !

upon the prose of his Imagin.jry Conversation:^

For these remarkable works not only touch a fai

higher level of literary merit than even the b^M

parts of his poetry, but they are also much the nic

original and characteristic of his writings. Tlu;

have a flavour of individuality which we should

seek in vain in the monotonous verse of Gcbir and

Count Julian, or the austerely statuesque grace of

the Hellenics. Everywhere they are stamped with

—and here and there disfigured by—the strongly

marked peculiarities of Landor's character. They

show his frequent inconsistencies of mood and his

many perversities of judgment ; they reflect his

political and social prejudices ; they are animated

in many places with the imperious arrogance of his

temper. But it is to these very defects that they

owe in a great measure their extraordinary personal

charm.

Few men have ever " put so much of themselves''

into their writings as Landor; few men take the

reader with such frankness, and yet with so much

dignity, into their complete confidence ; few writers

leave us with so strong an impression of having had

the privilege of listening to the thoroughly spontane-

ous outpouring of a thoughtful and pow^erful mind.

It is a striking testimony to the intrinsic merits of

Landor's matter that no sense of artificiality is ever
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ivcn to it by the extraordinary brilliancy of his

lanner. All his wonderful skill as a lapidary

c\cr makes us for a moment forget the value of

le uncut stone. It may be remarked, too, as a

itle singular, that this strong impression of genuine-

ess should be produced by a species of writing

liicli is peculiarly liable to lapse into unreality

—

iL ( omposition, namely, of dramatic dialogue. Of

lis circumstance however there is a tolerably simple

xplanation, and one which it is very important to

he student of Landor to be acquainted with.

.Such an one coming fresh to the Imaginary

Conversations should receive a warning as to what

e is to expect. Nothing more thoroughly unfits

10 intelligence for the appreciation of any work of

It than a mistake on this point. Most of us are

l11 nigh disabled from appreciating artistic merit

f a jiarticular description by the mere fact that we

3okcd for merit of another kind. Any one who

ikes up the Imaginary Conversations in the spirit

1 which he would go fo the representation of an

istnrical drama, is a destined victim of disappoint-

iLiit, and of the prejudice which disappointment

sually begets. It is sometimes said that Landor

rote none of these dialogues in the dramatic

pirit ; but that is an exaggeration. Some scenes,

ome characters in history, forcibly struck his

iin^ination ; and when he deals with these he

lows himself capable of dramatic writing of the

nest order. Let any one read the dialogue be-

vecn Tiberius and Vipsania, or that between Mar-

cihis and Hannibal, or, better than all, the brief,

'icathless, and terrible opening to the colloquy

ictween the Empress Catherine and the Princess

Dashkov—supposed to take place immediately

iter the murder of Peter III.—and he will, I think,

10 longer deny that Landor possessed great powers

s a tragic dramatist. Or take again the admirable

1 aiches of character with which the Examination

f Uilliani Shakespeare, and the interview between

)liver Cromwell and his uncle Sir Oliver, abound.

It would be easy, in fact, to gather passages

nough from the Conversations to fit out whole

'canes and acts of the highest order of comedy;

nd there is little doubt that if Landor had been

i"illing to restrain his eminently discursive genius

Vithin the somewhat rigid limits of prose drama

le would have left behind him work of very high

ixcellence in this kind of writing. But, though it

s not true that he is never dramatic, 'it is sub-

stantially accurate to say, and this is what the

student particularly needs to remember, that in

much the greater number of his dialogues he uses

the dramatic form for an essentially undramatic

purpose. It is generally Landor himself who
speaks through the mouth of his characters, and

sometimes even in sublime disregard of the known
opinions of the colloquist whom he compels to

serve as the vehicle of his views. Sometimes

Landor appears in person in the Co?iversations, and

perhaps he would have done so more frequently

but for the obvious artistic objections to multiplying

such personal appearances in the book. Some-

times his selection of the particular vehicle is a

happy one ; as for instance when he makes Home
Tooke, ftxmous as a grammarian, discuss language

with Johnson, immortal as a lexicographer. So,

too, it was perhaps appropriate enough to make
Southey defend the poetry of Wordsworth, though

there is no equally apparent reason for making

Porson attack it. But why, we may ask, should

Milton and Andrew Marvel discuss comedy, a

form of composition which neither of them had

ever attempted, and for which one of them at any

rate must have felt as much repugnance as he did

for the rabble rout of Comus, its patron god ? As
a rule, in short, the Conversations should be read

with a liberal disregard of the caution prefixed to

them in a note by the author himself. "Avoid,"

he says, " a mistake in attributing to the writer

any opinions in this book but what are spoken

under his own name." If this sweeping ad-

monition were really to be observed, it would

follow that every opinion put in the mouth of any

other interlocutor must be regarded as one which

that personage was either known or might reason-

ably be expected to hold. A very short examination

of the dialogue would reveal plenty of instances in

which the serious application of this canon would

be impossible ; and when we find Landor's per-

sonages expressing opinions which do not seem

particularly natural to them, but are eminently

characteristic of Landor himself, we may take the

liberty of believing, in spite of all warnings to the

contrary, that the voice is the voice not of the

puppets but of the wire-puller.

Apart, however, from the opinions conveyed

through the medium of the Cotiversations—apart

from the treasures of thought and imagination, of

wit and humour, of philosophy and eloquence, in
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which they so richly abound—they deserve and

should enjoy a place among the highest in English

literature as imperishable models of style. Much
as has been said and written about this indefinable

quality of prose composition, it is perhaps impossible

to get much nearer to any complete analysis of it

than is contained in the somewhat vague and

general proposition that "that style is the best

which is at once felt to ^ive the fittest and most

perfect expression to the thought." The power of amus-

ing a reader's fancy with a mere moving panorama

of gorgeous images, or of tickling his ears with a

succession of musical phrases, is not the power

of style. Imagery is good in its proper place, and

there is of course a rhythm and cadence of prose

as there is of poetry ; but the command of these

things at will is not in itself sufficient to constitute

mastery of style. On the contrary, it may be said

that when we are too continually conscious of their

presence it is an almost certain sign that the

supreme excellence of style is wanting. Like the

perfection of good manners it should be felt rathe

than seen, and the reader should only have i

general and pervading consciousness that he couk

add nothing either to the clearness, the appro

priateness, the grace, or the force of the languagt

in which each successive idea of the writer's ii

presented to him. 'Ihere is no "Royal road " toth(

art of infusing these qualities into English pros<

composition. No rules can be laid down, cxcep

so far as the rules of grammar and logic may b<

said to contribute to clearness, for acquiring th(

command of any of them. The minute anc

diligent study of the best models and the constant

practice of composition with these models before

one (even direct imitation of them will do no ham

so long as we steadily bear in mind that we ari

imitating) is the sole and laborious process by whicl

excellence of literary style is to be attained. Noi

could any better model be placed before the student

for this purpose than the Imaginary Conversation:

of Landor.

SCHOLARSHIP COMPETITION QUESTIONS.
I. What are the chief characteristics of Landor as a writer.' Show what you consider to be his pcculi.i

merits or failings.

II. "Apart from the treasures of thought and imagination, of wit and humour, of philosophy and eloqueiv •

in which they abound, the Imaginary Conversations deser\e a place among the highest in English literature

imperishable models of style." Illustrate this statement in detail from one or more of the Conversations.

Work Selected. Imaginary Conversations. By \\'alter Savage Landor. (Walter Scott. Camclot Classic.^

Papers to be sent in by November :6th. Number of words in no case to e>;ceed 500.

SUBJECT FOR SCHOLARSHIP ESSAY.
"Studies sen-e for delight, for ornament, and for ability." (Bacon's Essays, L. Of Studies.) Apply

this to the books recommended for reading during the past year.

E.x-aminer.

The Rev. T. H. Stokoe, D.D., Head Master of King's College School, and Preacher to the Hon. Socie;;

of Gray's Inn.

Papers must be sent in by December ist, and must contain not more than 2,coo words. They should be

directed to the Superintendent, R. U., and have the words Scholarship Essay written on the cover.



SEARCH PASSAGES IN ENGLISH LITERATURE.

I.

Bards of Passion and of Mirth,

Ye have left your souls on earth !

Have ye souls in heaven too,

Double-lived in regions new?
—Yes, and those of heaven commune
With the spheres of sun and moon

;

With the noise of fountains wonderous
And the parle of voices thunderous

;

With the whisper of heaven's trees

And one another, in soft ease

Seated on Elysian lawns
Browsed by none but Dian's fawns

;

Underneath large blue-bells tented,

Where the daisies are rose-scented,

And the rose herself has got

Perfume which on earth is not

:

Where the nightingale doth sing

Not a senseless, tranced thing.

But divine melodious truth
;

Philosophic numbers smooth
;

Tales and golden histories

Of heaven and its mysteries.

II.

We are the voices of the wandering wind,
Which moan for rest, and rest can never find

;

Lo ! as the wind is, so is mortal life,

A moan, a sigh, a sob, a storm, a strife.

Wherefore and whence we are ye cannot know.
Nor where life springs, nor whither life doth go,

We are as ye are, ghosts from the inane.

What pleasure have we of our changefid pain ?

What pleasure hast thou of thy changeless bliss ?

Nay, if love lasted, there were joy in this ;

But life's way is the wind's way, all these things
Are but brief voices breathed on shifting strings.

Ill,

On a Poet's lips I slept

Dreaming like a love-adept
In the sound his breathing kept ;

Nor seeks nor finds he mortal blisses,

But feeds on the aerial kisses

Of shapes that haunt Thought's wildernesses.
He will watch from dawn to gloom
The lake-reflected sky illume
The yellow bees in the ivy-bloom.

Nor heed nor see what thing they be
;

But from these create he can
Forms more real than living man,

Nurshngs of Immortality.

IV.

The mighty master smiled to see

That love was in the next degree
;

'Twas but a kindred sound to move.
For pity melts the mind to love.

Softly sweet, in Lydian measures.
Soon he soothed his soul to pleasures.

War, he sung, is toil and trouble,

Honour but an empty bubble,
Never ending, still beginning

;

Fighting still, and still destroying

;

If the world be worth thy winning,
Think, O think, it worth enjoying

;

Lovely Thais sits beside thee.

Take the good the gods provide thee !

The many rend the skies with loud applause.
So Love was crown'd,but Music won the cause

\'.

Yes, heaven is thine ; but this

Is a world of sweets and sours
;

Our flowers are merely flowers,

And the shadow of thy perfect bliss

Is the sunshine of ours.

ive in each instanc; (a) the Author, (6) the work from which the passage is taken. Answers to be
sent in by November 15th.

REFERENCES TO SEARCH PASSAGES (OCTOBER).
4. George ^lacdonald. Pha?itastes.

5. R. L. Stevenson- The House Beautiful.
1. Longfellow. The ll'tnd over the Chimney.
2. Frederic Harrison. On tlie Choice of Books.

3. Scott. The Lay of the Last Minstrel.
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THE IDEAL ART SCHOOL.
J. Sparkes,

PrinciJ>al (}f tlu Xaticnal Art Training Schotjl^ South Kc

IN one of his most charming and instructive

essays on '' The Purpose and Practice of Pine

Art," Mr. Gambier Parry says, " The truism that 'A

foet is born, not matle,' is often no more than the

apology of indolence ; but <he poet must go to school,

antl his icings must gro7C' by practice." It is only one

of the many common-sense truths enslirined in lan-

guage of refined beauty that are found in lavish abund-

ance in the collection of essays published under

the title of The Ministry of Fine Art. The words

quoted give a key to the position I take with regard

to the teaching.of Art in its most extended sense.

Gifted beings may be about us, and in every rank

of life ; the ideal system of art teaching should

be able to detect them, and by training, educate

them in what they are to see, what not to see
;

what to read, what not to read ; how to work,

when to work ; how to think, and when not to

think.

An Art School should be tiie centre of education

such as we may dream of as attracting to itself the

growing, budding artists of the land by sympathy

with their needs and feelings, by ability to train them

in the mechanical part of their work, no less than

by power to foster and develop the ideal that each

truly gifted individual must have as his moving

spirit.

Assuming that all art has a unity of effort—that is

to sa)', that the conventional divisions of fine art

from industrial art are mere conveniences—it is

obvious that the ideal school must take cognizance

of all forms of art, whether they are the so-called

highest or lowest, and the ideal education of the

artist will include consideration for all grades of

practice. The sense of beauty that moves every

painter, sculptor, or designer, is that central heart

that gives a common life to all great work ; for

the principle that concentrates all subordinate parts

on the proper representation of the central idea

is common to all art, whether it take the form of

a novel, a group of statuary, a picture of any kind,

a wall paper, or the facade of a palace. And
this power is common to all art in all ages— in the

thirteenth-century Gothic Art as in '"The Trans-

figuration " of Raphael, or in a coin of Syracuse.

All this must be clear to the ideal teacher, wh

must be a man of wide sympathy with his student

as well as with their aims ; he must read character a

a book, and be able to detect the spurious from th

true in human character, in all forms of art ani

in all theories of art literature. He must contri

the panics that so often arise from enthusiasm o

fashion ; he must point out whence the new fashion

come, whither they tend ; he must put before hi

students the true relation of mechanical work t(

the spirit that needs such work for its embodiment

and he must, by appeals to history, demonstrati

the bearing of any new caprice that appears in the ar

of hiscountry and every other. He should so stimiilat'

the critical power of his students that they should b.

led and guided into true principles of thought, so a

to be able to detect and avoid fallacies in art o

.

its literature. He will appeal to their experience!

and use as his illustrations to this end the master)

pieces of literature and of music, as well as thoS'

works in his own immediate practice. He shouli

be with his pupils constantly, that each buddin,J

mind may be tested and gauged, and all its crud^

theories and half-formed convictions known. T:

such a teacher each student will be in the relatioi

of patient to physician, for each individual has hi

own weakness. It is he who must stimulate the weal;

wills, analyze or root up the confusing motives o

the fallacious theories that will be found in ever

assembly of young artists.

Many of his psychological i)roblcms will h
difficult, some may be insoluble, but this shouk

be due entirely to the compensations that seen

so frequently to handicap genius, when the wii

is too weak to allow itself to be guided ; no

to want of grasp in the teacher. He must regu

late enthusiasm in the uneducated, and stimulate

it in the retiring student. He will treasure i

the apple of his eye all indications of soul, <

poetry, of spirit, that he may detect in the work o

his students, and will be anxious not to quencJ

the smoking flax, but favour ever so small ai

indication of light and warmth, to fan the sparl

and bring out the blaze. He will be prompt ti'

declare the flame has no relation to the sacrec
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ire when its spurious character is clearly seen,

ind be kind in discouragements to self-deluded

ispirants.

To override the individuality that God has given

iny one will be to him a kind of sacrilege. Such

ii teacher is heaven-sent and the rarest spirit; but

luch a man would do much to regenerate the

ailing arts, and would give to artists a new mission

ind a calling.

And of the students, it may be said that the

irst qualification for success is an untiring industry

In all that part of their art that is capable of being

aught. They must be keen critics of their own

mpulses, they must be frank with themselves,

ind honestly ascribe to its proper source what-

;ver they may have taken from others. They have

learn to see—not only to see all round the

elastic form they may be set to study, but to see

nto it ; the why it is given them ; the school of

ancient art whence it came ; the motive that

noved the Greek sculptor to produce it ; the

eason why it is esteemed at the present day as a

brmative engine in the building up of artistic

)ractice and the stimulant of taste.

They must feel certain of their ground ; and

hat slavish imitation of their model, whether that

jc a jilaster cast or a living human figure, is the first

luty in all who aspire to be leaders in any art that

^ 1 ised on imitation. They must see, however,

liat this training, rigid and exact as it should be, is

Hit the means to an end, and that end is that they

nay have perfect ease in expressing themselves in

\rt language. They must reciprocate the sympathy

of the teacher, and so read his mind as to render

an intelligent obedience, until their reason is con-

vinced of the truth of his method.

They should honestly avow that their study of

history teaches them that every great artist of

the past was influenced by his national tempera-

ment, and this avowal should tend to make
them jealous of their English sentiment, which

is their birthright, and proud of their national

gift of seeing and feeling nature or passion through

the medium of their national temperament.

They will then see that they are to act as inter-

preters of emotion. The feeling is theirs, the

language they use must be under control and ac-

curate—their properly fulfilled duty as students

will secure that ; but they will not be slow to feel

that the more their minds are filled or the more

their intellect is trained to observe, the stronger

will be the transmitting power that passes on the

passion, that the student has imaged, to the canvas

or to the model.

Thus education makes the artist ; he is the out-

come of layer upon layer of civilized organizations.

Many will see his executive skill, and value and

admire his workmanlike methods of drawing or

painting, but it will demand a sympathy in tempera-

ment to enter into full concord with the thought

and soul of the painter.

It has been well said that training is not educa-

tion ; the former relates to all that belongs to the

mechanism of art, and is absolutely requisite, but

the education now advocated goes far beyond this,

and gives it meaning and rational application.

SUBJECTS FOR FINE
Works to he sent in by Nov. j,oih.

ART COMPETITION.

jFiourc.

THE PRODIGAL SON,
OR

"Anna, a prophetess, the daughter of Phanuel
Df the tribe of Asher (she was of great age . . . )

"... And coming up at that very hour she gave
thanks unto God."

—

Luke, 2nd chap.

A Single Eigiire.

XanCtscape.
".

. . . The hollow in the wold
Where the wind-bitten ancient elms infold

Grey church, longbarn, orchard, and red-roofed stead,

Wrought in dead days for men a long while dead."

—W. MORRI.S.

" I remember
Two miles on this side of the fort the road

Crosses a deep ravine ; 'tis rough and narrow

And w^inds with short turns down the precipice
;

And in its depth there is a mighty rock,

Which has from unimaginable years,

Sustained itself with terror and with toil

Over a gulf, and with the agony
With which it clings seems slowly coming down :

Even as a wretched soul, hour after hour

Clings to the mass of life ....
.... Beneath this crag.

Huge as despair, as if in weariness

The melancholy mountain yawns."
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ATALANTA

"ALL ENDS IN SONG."

All ends in song, love, and the old, old story,

Of souls long chastened by untoward fate
;

All ends in song, fame, and the hero's glory.

The pomp of kings, the pageants of the state
;

All ends in song, love, honour, bliss, and woe,

The glad heart's thrill, the sad heart's bitter throe.

All ends in song, the doing and undoing,

The taken fortress, and the lost campaign
;

The patient waiting, and the hot pursuing,

The pride of life, the peril and the pain.

All ends in song, love, honour, bliss, and woe.

The glad heart's thrill, the sad lieart's bitter thtoe.

Vol. II. DECEMBER, 1888. No. 3.

Ella Fuller Maitland.



IX.

LORD WALTER BUYS A BOX.

LORD WALTER was not ungrateful to his

old friend Noll Travers for having come out

all the way to Holland Park to see him. She meant

kindly, no doubt, and her counsel, so far as it went,

was excellent ; only it really wasn't needed. He

said to himself, as he stood gazing at the little

head which had so unmistakable a look of Madge

Wilton, that he was quite sure it wasn't needed.

One has fancies ; everybody has fancies from time

to time. They serve to brighten the monotony

of existence and they are absolutely harmless,

so long as those who harbour them are careful

not to lose their heads. Now if there was one

thing about which Lord Walter was more positive

than another, it was that he was never in any

danger of losing his head. He was just as little

likely to lose his heart. If he had known that

he had been described a short time previously as

being as cold as ice, he would have been rather

pleased than otherwise. He knew that in reality

he was not so ; but it would have been quite

satisfactory to him that others should think him

so, because that would be evidence that he was

able to keep his emotions under control. .

That his emotions could hurrj- him into anything

so ridiculous as a liking for Madge A\"ilton he had

no fear at all. He flattered himself that he knew

a little about feminine character, and hers was a

very easy one to read. She was honestly, childishly

selfish ; her chief anxiety was to get as much amuse-

ment as she could out of a sad world
;
probably

her powers of resistance were slight, and she would

yield to maternal or other pressure rather than

have a fuss about anything. She would doubt-

less end by marrying Sir Christopher ; and then

—well, what would happen then was rather diffi-

cult to predict ; but the chances were in favour

of her accommodating herself to circumstances.

It was barely twenty-four hours later that this

man of well-balanced mind set forth to call upon

Mrs. and Miss Wilton, whose address had been

obligingly furnished to him by the latter. In

fact, to be strictly accurate, it was only about

twenty hours later and consequently a little too

early in the day to call upon anybody. Lord \Valter.

for the benefit of his health, walked the whole way,

and having crossed Kensington (lardens and Hyde
Park, found himself in Bond Street at a time

when most people are doing their shopping. The
contagion of example may have led him to ])ay

more attention than usual to the shop-windows,

and it was • natural enough that, on reaching

the premises of a certain dealer in antiquities,

he should have stood for a few seconds staring)

at an enamel snuff-box which was exhibited'

amongst other curiosities to attract the ])assers-

by, and of which Miss Wilton had chanced to si)eak

to him at the theatre " The dearest little old

box you ever saw in your life ! " she had said

"Don't you love little boxes? When I see things

of that kind I long more than ever to be rich"

The box, as Lord Walter's scrutiny satisfied him,

was by no means a bad specimen of its kind,

and it would, he felt, be matter for regret if it

should be acquired by some rich person who in nil

probability would not appreciate it. He thought

he would just step into the shop and inquire the

price. This, when stated to him by the obse-

quious dealer, proved to be somewhat startling

but then, as the dealer very reasonably point>

out, a fancy article must needs command a faiii

price. Work such as that was daily becoming moit

and more rare, and he believed that if he were to

consult his own interest he should keep it locked

up for another year or two. Besides, the box in

question possessed associations which enhanced its

value, having once been the property of the Emprcsb

Maria Theresa.

Lord Walter contended that that was absolutel)

impossible, and gave reasons for his contcn

tion. Thereupon the dealer consulted a memor-

andum-book, and without moving a muscle said

he had found he had made a little mistake ; he
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should have said Marie Antoinette. After this there

vas a somewhat prolonged haggle, which ended,

IS both parties to it had known all along that it

ivould end, in the snufi'-box passing into the posses-

sion and jjocket of Lord Walter, who walked off

,vith it to his club in St. James's Street.

When he judged that the hour for paying visits

lad arrived, he strolled slowly to the small private

lotel in Dover Street where Mrs. Wilton had taken

jp her quarters for the season. As luck would

:iave it, he was still waiting for somebody to appear

!n answer to his ring when a hired brougham stopped

It the door and Madge herself stepped lightly out

an to the pavement.

" Are you here for the purpose of calling upon

js ? " she asked, favouring him with a particularly

jright smile. " How nice of you ! Do come in.

[ don't know whether mamma is at home ; but

f she isn't, she will be soon."

So he followed her, nothing loth, as she ran

Lip stairs and flung open the door of a rather

iingy little sitting-room ; and perhaps he was not

>'ery much disappointed when, in answer to

Madge's inquiry, the waiter announced that Mrs.

\Vilton had not yet come in.

I
" Then bring up tea," said Madge—" and muffins.

po you like muffins?" she asked, turning to

jLord Walter, " or shall we have some cake ?

"

'

" Muffins, please," answered Lord Walter, who
Was not particularly fond of that leathery form of

'lourishment, but was anxious to consult the tastes

i')f his entertainer.

l'
" Well," said Madge, after seriously considering

he point for a moment, "perhaps we had better

'lave both. Then we can choose. Now sit down
ind make yourself comfortable."

It may be remembered that Lord Walter's first

mpression of Miss Wilton had been that she

fas very shy ; but first impressions are not always

o be relied upon, and he perceived that in this

nstance he had been misled. There are people

vho appear shy to the general public, but who are

s easy and expansive as possible towards a favoured

ew, and such persons are naturally liked by the

^voured few, who recognize in them the gift of

list appreciation. Lord Walter thought it very

iiretty of Madge to open the heap of parcels whicii

lad been carried up stairs for her and to ask his

pinion upon their contents.

" I have been doing an afternoon's shopping,"

le explained, "and I am completely ruined. Still

one must be clad, mustn't one? Now tell me
whether these two shades really blend. I suppose,

being an artist, you know something about colour,

though you don't belong to the painting division."

He was able to reply that the shades submitted to

him could be harmoniously combined, and he
was also able to compliment her upon the taste

displayed in the selection of her other purchases.

"I have been shopping too," he remarked,
after these had been fully discussed. " At least, I

have been to one shop and done one successful

deal." Thereupon he produced his prize, tak-

ing it out of the silver paper in which it was
wrapped.

" Oil, my beloved little box !
" exclaimed Madge,

clasping her hands. " And to think it was I who
put you on the track of it \ Well, I am glad it

is to be yours, since it never can be mine."
"But it is yours, if you will have it," said

Lord Walter smiling. " I bought it for you."

In spite of the matter-of-course tone in which
he made this announcement, he was conscious of

a certain feeling of uneasiness, of some doubt
as to whether she would accept so valuable a

present from him, possibly even of a slight mis-

giving as to the propriety of his offering it to

her. But her manner of responding convinced
him that, as regarded one of these points at any
rate, he need not have disturbed himself She took
the proffered gift from his hand with a little cry

of delight, examined it closely and then raising

a soft pair of eyes, beaming with gratitude, to his

exclaimed, "Oh, you are nice !

"

After a pause, she resumed, "What made you
think of getting it for me ?

"

"Well," he answered laughing, "I thought you
seemed to want it."

" Of course I wanted it ; I would have given

my ears for it ! But never in my wildest dreams

did I imagine that it would come into my posses-

sion. I shall always keep it," she added, stroking

it affectionately.

This kind of talk went on for another quarter

of an hour, at the expiration of which time Mrs.

Wilton came in and put a stop to it. Mrs.

Wilton was civil, but not very cordial. She

evidently wondered why Lord Walter had been ad-

mitted in her absence, and did not seem quite satis-

fied with his explanation that he had met Miss

Wilton at the door and had been induced to come
in and wait a few minutes. Conversation was kept

K 2
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up with difficulty and met with no supiiort from

Madge, who immediately upon her mother's en-

trance became once more the demure young lady

whom Lord Walter had received in his studio.

He stayed a little longer for form's sake, but took

his leave as soon as he could decently do so.

One thing he noticed, and that was the abrupt

disajjpearance of the enamel snuff-box. He was

glad that it should have vanished, because under

all the circumstances, he did not particularly wish

Mrs. Wilton to see it ; but at the same time its

concealment struck him as suggestive. Furthsrmore,

it struck him that if he did not mind what he was

about, he might get himself as well as somebody

else into trouble.

X.

LAMMEROLIKR AS AN CKATOR.

It is the prerogative of the wealthy and distin-

guished to follow the bent of their caprice or fancy

in selecting friends for themselves. The rest of us

cannot do this, because there is no certainty that

our advances will be received with gratitude

;

so we have to wait until people show sonic signs

of a disposition to like us before we venture to

j)roclaim our liking for them. Mrs. Lanimcrgcier,

if not distinguished, was extremely wealthy, and

Mrs. Lammcrgeier had taken a fancy to Norma

Shafto. This being so, previous experience would

have justified her in assuming that she had only to

make her sentiments known in order to obtain an

assurance that they were reciprocated ; but she

was a woman who possessed some insight into

character, and probably one of her reasons for

being attracted by Norma was that she susjiected

her of differing from the ordinary run of human

beings in certain respects. Instead therefore

of inviting Miss Shafto to drive in the Park with

her and taking her back to dinner afterwards, she

presented herself in Upper Belgrave Street one morn-

ing and announced that she had a faxour to ask.

Now anybody who requested a favour of this

singular young woman might count upon its being

granted, if that were in any way possible, and

might count also upon giving her pleasure by

the mere fact of making the request. Moreover

the particular favour which Mrs. Lammergeier

had decided to solicit was one which no right-

minded and tender-hearted person could have

wished to refuse.

I want you to take me in hand, Mifs Shafto,"

she began, in her abrupt way. " I serve no useful

•Jiirpose whatsoever in the world, except to entertain

my husband's friends, and whether even that is a

useful function seems open to question. I hear

you are engaged in a number of schemes for

improving the condition of the working classes.

Don't you think you might turn me to account

in a subordinate capacity ?
"

" I'm only a subordinate my.self," answered

Norma ;
" but no doubt I could easily find work

for you to do, if you are quite sure that you won't

find it distasteful. Most people you know do find it

distasteful— and discouraging too."

" I am not likely, to be discouraged," Mrs.

Lammergeier declared ; " I have no extravagant

exi)ectations. And I defy you to provide me with

any occupation or duties more distasteful to me
than my present ones. When I am not standing

at the head of my own staircase, I am climbing up

the staircases of other ])eoi5le. It is the same

story night after night and week after week, and

words can't exi)ress how sick I am of it. This

eternal getting up stairs is like being put upon

the treadmill in more ways than one. Hermann

and I plod doggedly on ; but we don't get any

higher, and between you and me, I doubt whether

we ever shall. Suppose, however—for everything

is conceivable—that we do eventually reach the

top landing and stay there : what then ? Some fine

day we shall die ; and it doesn't seem to me thni

having been asked to IJuckingham Palace or

Marlborough House will be any great comfort

to me upon my death-bed. M'hereas it might

be a comfort to think that I had tried to make a

few of my fellow-creatures a little less miserable.

One understands the ambition cf a nouveau richt '

who has a family ; but I have no children."

The last words were spoken with a touch of

genuine sadness which at once enlisted Norma's

sympathies. That same evening Mrs. Lammergeier

(disregarding several previous engagements for

the purpose) was conducted to a part of London

which had hitherto been as unknown to her as

Central Africa and was brought into contact with

persons of whose existence she had only been

aware in the same way as one is aware of the exist-

ence of certan savage tribes. Work, too, was found

for her which she cheerfully undertook and con-

scientiously performed.

" I believe she is a good woman, and I don't
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think she is a very happy one," Norma said to Mr.

Shafto, who had noticed with pleasure the intimacy

which had sprung up between the rich financier's

wife and his daughter, and who replied with a laugh :

" My dear child, if she isn't happy she must

1 ic rather hard to please. But I suppose no woman

lilsL's to admit that she has got all she wants."

That perhaps, is an admission which w^ould not

be very willingly made by man or woman and could

not truthfully be made by any appreciable portion

of the inhabitants of the world. The people on

whose behalf Norma, and Mrs. Lammergeier were

exerting themselves wanted a great many things

and to all appearance were exceedingly unlikely to

I them : yet they were not much given to repining.

• It seems impossible that they can enjoy

life." Mrs. Lammergeier exclaimed one day, with

a shade of impatience ;
" but upon my word and

honour, I believe they do !

"

' It is a very good thing that they do," said

Norma.
' Well, that's as may be. If I were one of them,

I think I should wish for a rather more widespread

feeling of discontent. Did you ever hear a debate

in the House of Commons? "

Norma shook her head.

' Come with me to-morrow evening, and you will

have the advantage of listening to a philanthropic

I r.ition from Hermann. Hermann is always an

effective speaker ; but when he gets on to the sub-

ie< t of benevolence he is nothing short of sublime.

To morrow some wiseacre or other is going

111 bring forward a motion to the effect that the

I I mdition of the working classes demands inquir)',

an.l Hermann, I believe, means to back him up.

N\ e needn't stay long if you find it dull ; but I

assure you that there are times when a debate

in the House is as amusing as any play."

The House of Commons, we are often told, is

not an imposing assembly, and no one is fonder

of saying this than its own members, but, after

all, any assembly is imposing or otherwise in

accordance with the impression produced upon

the mind of the spectator, which impression

depends more upon the mind of the spectator

! ban upon the assembly. Norma, when she looked

down upon the line of Conservative statesmen

who were at that time in office, and upon the

ojiposing phalanx, headed by Mr. Gladstone

and supplemented by the forces of Mr. Farnell

was a good deal impressed, feeling that she was

in the presence of men who ruled the destinies

of a vast empire. Their manner of doing so may
not be altogether dignified, their attitudes may
not convey the idea that they realize the fulness

of their responsibility, their methods of expressing

approval and displeasure can scarcely be called

refined, but the fact remains that they can give

effect to their wishes—at least, a few of them can

—

and this, in Norma's opinion, made them interesting

to watch.

Mrs. Lammergeier's view was perhaps more super-

ficial. "A lot of naughty little schoolboys who
wanted to get a rise out of their masters would be-

have just like that, if they hadn't the fear of the birch

before their eyes," she whispered. "There is an

individual called Black Rod who sometimes

makes his appearance here, but his functions

are not what you might suppose from his name,

more's the pity !

"

But this was during question time, while unhappv

Ministers were being badgered and baited by their

adversaries. That form of sport having at length

become exhausted, somebody moved the adjourn-

ment of the House for the consideration of a matter

of urgent public importance ; and so the question

of what was to be done with the unemployed

came on.

At that season of the year the unemployed were

neither numerous nor menacing ; but they had been

both in the course of the preceding winter, and

their claims to attention would have been brought

before the House earlier if the debate upon the

Address and certain bills which demanded an

immense amount of discussion had not blocked

the way. The British public, in point of fact, had

arrived, as it so frequently does in the presence

of difficulties, at a vague conclusion that " some-

thing ought to be done ;
" in other words, that

a Royal Commission ought to be appointed

with a view to shelving the question for a time.

This being a proposition which commanded
general assent, a plain man might have thought

that there was no great need for talking about it.

However several well-informed persons were fully

determined to talk about it ; and amongst these was

Baron Lammergeier.

Norma had never heard Earon Liimmergeier

speak before ; but from what she had seen of him

in private life, she did not imagine that his oratory

would be of a very attractive description. Never-

theless, before he had been ten minutes on his

fei
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legs, she was listening to him with interest and

curiosity. He had a decidedly Hebraic method

of enunciation ; the letter S was a stumbling-block

to him, and he seemed to be suffering from a

slight cold in the head
;
yet he spoke clearly and

in short telling sentences. His speech was tem-

perate and not very sanguine in tone ; though it

appeared that, while deprecating the principle of

State interference, he was in favour of the Royal

Commission. It did not, when summed up, amount

to very much more than an expression of opinion

that the duty of the state is to be economical

and the duty of the individual is to be generous
;

but its commonplaces were well put and—per-

haps because they were commonplaces—were well

received.

Norma was both pleased and suqjrised. " I

agree with every word that he said," she declared,

turning to the orator's wife, who smiled and

remarked :

'•
I told you that Hermann was an effective

speaker."

The fact is that Norma, in common, it may be,

with a good many others who had been listening to

Baron Liimmergeier, had gathered that that gentle-

man was himself generous, as well as cool-headed

and far-sighted.

" Hermann," observed Mrs. Liimmergeier

presently, "knows how to suit himself to his

audience ; and that, no doubt, is half the battle.

He has several styles. You have heard him here

;

perhaps you would like lo hear him on the stump

next. All things considered, I am not sure that I

don't prefer him on the stump."

Thus it was that, not many days after this.

Norma, in company with a number of other

ladies and gentlemen, took her place upon the

Ijlatform of a large public hall wherein Baron

Liimmergeier proposed to deliver an address

to his constituents. These inhabited one of the

western districts of London and were for the most

part Conservatives, as beseems those who have some-

thing to lose. They had however a very fair

sprinkling of disinterested Radicals among them,

and as Liimmergeier never attempted to exclude

l)olitical opponents from his meetings, there

was every prospect of his being a good deal

interrupted before he brought his discourse to a

close.

"That is what he likes," Mrs. Liimmergeier

explained to Norma. " Hermann is the happy

possessor of an imperturbable temper and a sound

pair of lungs. He is under the impression that

he never holds a meeting without making converts
;

but whether that is a correct theory or not I don't

pretend to say.'"

It was at any rate quite a jjlausible one. By
the time that the orator had got into full swing he

had evidently put his audience in a good humour

;

which, as most jjublic speakers are aware, is no

such simple feat to accomplish. He did not in

the least mind being shouted at or hissed ; he

waited smilingly till the hubbub had subsided

and then went on. Some of his rejoinders

were extremely happy, and he had a deft fashion

of insinuating that he was in the counsels of

the Ministry which was not without effect. The
liimmergeier of the House of Commons was a

.shrewd, ])ractical man of business, the Liimmergeier

of the platform was a jovial, humorous politician

who seemed determined to justify the character

attributed to him by his .supporters when they

welcomed him with a chorus of " I'"or he's a jolly

good fellow."

As for Norma, circumstances prevented her from

drawing any comparison between the ])rcsent

harangue and that to which she had been privileged

to listen at Westminster ; for the s])eaker had hardly

finished his exordium when somebody slipped into a ^

chair behind her, and Lord Walter's voice whispered

in her ear :
" Do you find this sort of thing as enter-

taining as a burlesque ?
"

" I haven't had time to judge yet," she answered.

" Do you?"
" Not quite, I think. Liimmergeier is sometimes

amusing; but I can't say that I came here with

any anticipation of being amused."

" Why did you come then ? Are you going to

make a speech ?
"

" Heaven forbid ! But I am a humble constituent

of the Baron's, and I have eaten his salt more

than once, and as he did me the honour to

request my presence this evening, the ])ath of duty

seemed plain. I have been rewarded by meeting

you. After all, burlesques and political speeches

depend more for their attractiveness upon the

company in which one listens to them than upon

their intrinsic merits."

" Is that why you don't find this performance

quite as entertaining as the performance of the

other night?"

The ([uestion was put with a smile, and to those
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who do not chance to be in love it may seem

rather odd that Lord Walter, so far from ]3rotesting,

was perceptibly pleased by Miss Shafto's innuendo.

He had by this time reached the point of admitting

to himself that he was in love with Madge Wilton,

so he began to talk about her at once, feeling in-

stinctively that he had got hold of a sympathetic

auditor.

It is too bad of people who have been provided

with places upon a platform for the e.xpress purpose

of having their minds improved by one of the

])rominent politicians of the day to keep up a sub-

dued murmur of conversation throughout his most

brilliant periods ; but such things will occur and

do occur, and as Baron Lammergeier's back was

turned towards this couple, it may be hoped that

his feelings were not hurt by their scandalous

inattention. Mrs. Lammergeier, who watched

them out ofthe corner of her eye, freely forgave them

and was not ill-pleased to see them upon such

intimate terms. How could she guess that between

them they were hatching a plot which could only be

Lxpected to end in disappointment and disaster?

This plot, it is true, was not expressly

fi iiinulated. Lord Walter did not say in so

many words that he was determined to marry

Madge Wilton if .she would have him, nor did

Norma promise to give him all the help in her

]

H )\ver ; but they understood one another, and

perhaps Lord Walter had some reason for whisper-

ing gratefully, when the meeting broke up, " You
are more than kind to m;. Miss Shafto ; I don't

know what right I have to inflict my antiquated

notions upon you."

Norma laughed. " But my notions are antiquated

too, you see," she remarked.

What had she said to him? No more than

w hat she conscientiously thought. She had agreed

with him that ?iiariages de coivettatice sxe. detestable ;

she had admitted that Sir Christopher Shearman
> ithout his money w'ould not be worthy of Madge ;

slic had confessed that she would a thousand times

rather see Madge married to a man who loved her

and whom she loved than to a millionaire, and
she had hinted that, should such a personage be

forthcoming, he might count upon her favour and
-support. In all this there was nothing to retract or

i\ ^ret
;
yet, as she drove home with Mrs. Lammer-

I
.

geier, she seemed tired and out of spirits, and it

was a relief to her to escape from the questionings

I) of that too inquisitive friend.

XI.

Lord Walter when he found that he was

beyond all question in love with Madge ^^"ilton

stood in need of some consolation, because he

knew perfectly well that the course of true love

could not by any possibility be made to run smooth

in this case. Strictly speaking, he could not afford

to marry. Prospects of a kind he had ; but they

were of a very indefinite kind, and he had to con-

tend against a rival with a formidable purse, not

to speak of a lady who might be more resolute

than she looked, and who quite certainly would

not be desirous of becoming his mother-in-law.

Moreover, he knew nothing in the world about

Madge, except that she was pretty and charming

and that he loved her.

Being thus in much perplexity of mind, and the

oj^portunity presenting itself, he sought counsel

of Norma Shafto, with the result which has been

mentioned. The unspoken contract into which

they had entered did not however bear any

immediate fruit. Norma was not disposed to be-

friend him to any great extent—at any rate, she was

not disposed to do so as yet ; for it remained to be

seen whether Madge was as serious as he was. So-

he had to make the best of chance meetings,

and these were few and unsatisfactor)'.

At last, however, Miss Shafto did say something

to comfort him.

" We are going to take Madge to the L'niversity

cricket-match on Saturday," she remarked one

day. " You will be there, perhaps ?
"

" Of course I shall," he replied, brightening up.

" Mrs. W'ilton will not, because she has an

appointment with the dentist. I can't answer for

Sir Christopher."

" I wish he had an appointment with the

dentist for to-day, and I wish I were the dentist !

"

exclaimed Lord Walter.

" But if you drew every tooth in his head, I

am afraid you would not make him a bit less

eligible. And you need not thirst for his blood. I

dare say you will hurt him more than any dentist

could before you have done with him."

There could be no doubt at all but that Lord

Walter would do so if he could, and it would

have been preposterous to expect him to feel any

pity for a competitor who was so much more

favourably handicniiped than he was. But when,
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on the ensuing Saturday, he joined the throng at

Lord's, and made his way up to the carriage in which

Norma and Madge and Mr. Shafto were seated,

he was rejoiced to find that the foe was absent.

One may be resolved to treat any man's jealousy

with indifference ; but it is for the comfort of all

concerned to avoid making him jealous, if that can

be managed.

Madge was in one of the moods which he

had discovered to be intermittent and which he

liad begun to fear were rare. She held out her

hand at once to him, saying, " Oh, I'm so glad

you have come ! I was wondering whether by

any chance you would be here."

" Wouldn't you like to take a turn round the

ground ? " he suggested imploringly. " You can't

see anything of the cricket from where you are."

Madge glanced at Norma, who was looking the

other way, and at Mr. Shafto, who was busily en-

gaged in conversation with a friend on the opjjosite

side of the carriage. Then .she nodded. " Open

the door," said she ; "I'll come."

Lord Walter was heli)ing her to alight when he

received a sudden slap on the back, and turning

round, was not altogether overwhelmed with delight

at finding himself face to face with his brother.

Lord Loddondalc was indei)endent enough, or

aristocratic enough, to consult his own inclina-

tions in the matter of co.stume, and did not always

think it necessary, when in London, to adojjt the

style of attire which is held to be more or less

com]Julsory by humbler folk. On the present

occasion he wore a jjot hat and a light-coloured

coat while his nether man was clad in cords and

Newmarket boots. It was his opinion that a man

who rides in trousers is a very uncomfortable man,

and as he had ridden to Lord's and meant to ride

away again, he had naturally arrayed himself with a

view to comfort.

"Want to back the old shop, Walter?" he

asked. " I should be glad to see our side win ;

but business is business, and I'm ready to lay a

shade of odds on Cambridge."

Lord Walter did not at all want to be detained

at that particular moment ; but what are you to

do when a man hooks you by the arm and begins

discussing bowling and fielding as though nobody

else had any claim upon your attention ? What

Lord Walter did may not have been justifiable,

but was at least effectual. Seeing that Norma
had turned her head and was looking at him, he

[ironiptly took a steji towards the carriage and

said, " Miss Shafto, may I introduce my hnjther ij

Loddondale ? I think you used to know one

another in old days."

Then, while Lord Loddondale was combining

a bow to the lady with a ferocious side-glance at

the introducer, he walked away with Madge

Wilton as fast as he could.

He had not walked a hundred yards however

by Miss Wilton's side when Sir Christopher Shear-

man appeared ; and Sir Christojjher, as soon as he

descried the couple, looked as black as- thunder.

This did not disturb Lord Walter in the least, and

he had not imagined that it would disturb his neigh-

bour ; yet—so impossible is it to account for the

whims of women or to calculate upon their consist-

ency—she seemed a good deal put out when Sir

Christopher said, " Well, I shall be off. Two's com-

pany, three's none, and I don't jjarticularly care

about watching second-rate cricket."

She lowered her parasol a little, and under cover

of that shield whispered to Sir Christopher for Lord

Walter heard her distinctly), " How stupid you are !

"

Then the jjarasol was raised again, and lo anil

behold 1 the countenance of Sir Christopher

was shining like the sun when he emerges from

behind a cloud ; and so the trio sauntered on

together.

Two are company and three are none. That dis-

covery was made long before the birth of Sir

Christopher Shearman ; but when three peo])lc arc-

together it may sometimes be doubtful whicli

of them, if he has any sense of self-respect, ougiit

to retire. Lord Walter was soon relieved from any

uncertainty upon that point as regarded himself.

Madge did not seem to hear him when he spoke

to her, she laughed inordinately at some feeble

witticism in which Sir Christojjher was pleased

to indulge at the expense of the batsmen
;,
she

even went the length of wondering whether il

would not be possible to get seats in the Pavilion.

Now Sir Christopher was a member of the Maryle-

bone Club and Lord Walter was not. The latter

therefore, caught sight of a friend, bowed and

withdrew.

A smile was upon his lips, but wrath was in

his heart, and if he had been a sensible man

he would then and there have bidden a final adieu

to Miss Madge Wilton. Unluckily, he was not a

.sensible man. He wandered away, and, after a

time, encountered his brother and Miss Shafto, to
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whom he mentioned that he was going home. The

look of wonder and pitv which he detected in

Norma's eyes did not perhaps i)iit him in any

better humour.

" What's the matter with Walter ? " Lord

Loddondale inquired innocently of hi.s companion.

" Looks as if he wanted to knock somebody down,

doesn't he ? He can't have been put out about the

game because the match is going to end in a draw,

as anybody can see."

The match did, in truth, terminate shortly after-

wards as Lord Loddondale had predicted that it

would, and i)erhaps it was not the only game which

had been played that day with an undecisive result.

XIL

MADGE MAKES AMENDS.

Thk next day being Sunday, Lord Walter ought

to have gone to church in the morning, and

this he would have done if he had not felt his

mental condition to be such that he could not

hope for any real benefit either from prayers or

sermon. Therefore he remained at home and

smoked a pipe and allowed his thoughts to wander.

His thoughts were not of a very exhilarating

nature ; but such as they were, he would have

preferred being left alone with them to being inter-

rupted by a visit from his brother.

" I didn't know what to do with my.self," Lord

Loddondale announced ; "so I strayed out here

upon the chance of finding you in."

" \'ou should cultivate the society of ladies,"

said Lord Walter; "it would be a < hange and

a relaxation for you to mix with iliem once a

week, and you seem to hit it off with some of

them tolerably well when you are driven to it. I

noticed that you and Miss Shafto got on capitally

yesterday afternoon."

Lord Loddondale nodded emphatically. " We
did indeed," said he. " Mi.ss Shafto is a girl in

a thousand.

He was proceeding to point out what he con-

sidered Norma's merits, when a note was brought

in to his brother, who, after glancing at it, slipped

it into his pocket unopened. How did Lord Walter

know that the da.shing, .straggling hand in which this

missive was addressed was that of Madge Wilton ?

He could not have answered the question ; but

he felt no doubt as to the fact, and the conse-

(juence was that the remainder of Lord Loddon-

dale's harangue was si)oken to deaf ears.

Perhaps that astute personage took his leave a

little more hastily than he might have done in

consequence.

His existence was forgotten the moment that

he was out of sight. Lord Walter jjerused the

note which had been left for him, and as he did so,

his countenance became illumined with smiles.

" Dear Lord Walter," (Miss \Vilton wrote)

—

" I don't know whether you ever go to Kensington

Gardens on Sunday afternoon ; but if you don't, you

might break through your rule for once and come
there this afternoon at four o'clock. My reason for

asking this favour of you is that I want most par-

ticularly to consult you about my co.stume for that

ball which my sister Constance is going to give. I

am sure you could give me an idea if you would.

Anyhow-, I shall be in the Flower Walk with my
cousin Mrs. Langley, and I shall look out for you.

"Sincerely yours,

" Madge Wilton.

" Why did you go away in such a hurry yesterday ?

I couldn't think what had become of you."

It is needless to state that Lord Walter was in the

appointed place at the appointed hour ; and was

rewarded by a grateful glance from Madge's soft

eyes.

" This is really good of you ! " she exclaimed.

" I know I'm a horrid nuisance ; but when one

is in despair one doesn't care how great a nuisance

one may be."

Then she introduced him to Mrs. Langley,

a rather pretty little woman, and Mr.s. Langley,

smiling amiably, hoped he would come and have

a cup of tea in Portland Place.

" Poor Madge," she explained, " can't think ofany

dress that will be at once suitable and original,

and she scorns all my humble suggestions. Perhaps

she will be more willing to trust your taste than

mine."

So Lord Walter, nothing loth, was conducted

to the commodious mansion in which this lady

dwelt, and after a quarter of an hour of tea and

gossip, Mrs. Langley, discovering that she had some

letters to write, withdrew to the other end of the

drawing-room, which was a large one.
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" Now," said Madge, drawing her chair closer

to that of her adviser, " let us proceed to business.

Have you thought of anything yet, or shall I go

through a list of the dresses that nothing would

induce me to wear ?
"

" I have thought of something," answered Lord

Walter. 1 have made up my mind that you must

wear an Albanian costume."

Madge drew down the corners of her mouth

"Couldn't you hit upon anything less hackneyed

than that ? " she asked.

" I don't mean a peasant costume. You are to

be an Albanian princess ; and your costume cannot

possibly be hackneyed, because I propose to invent

it. There are not, and to the best of my belief

there never were, any princesses in Albania, and

Avhen one is dealing with imaginary persons one is

entitled to say how they shall be attired. Perhaps

the best plan will be for me to make a rough

sketch of my notion."

He took pencil and paper, and in a few minutes

handed Madge a hastily executed drawing, which

she surveyed critically.

" Yes," she said, " it doesn't look bad. But what

about the materials?"

" Well, the skirt and bodice must be of silver

brocade. The bodice, as you see, is cut square, and

those open, hanging sleeves, as well as the train,

ought, I think, to be of white velvet, though I will

admit silk if you insist upon it. The embroidery

of course, must be silver. The veil should be gauze.

It falls from a diamond tiara over the back of the

head, is brought loosely round under the chin and

flung over the right shoulder, where it might be

secured by a diamond brooch. White and siher

would be trying to a good many people, but not to

you, if I may be permitted to say so. The train, I

admit, is an objection ; but you might have it made
with a loop, through which you could pass your

arm when you were dancing."

"Yes; that might be done," answered Madge.

She added quietly, " There is just one more trifling

objection. The costume would cost at least five

or six times as much as I could possibly afford

to spend upon it."

" No, indeed ; that is the very thing that I was

thinking about when I designed it, and you will

see that it can be made up quite cheaply. I hap-

pen to possess the brocade and embroidery among
my artistic properties, and if you will make use of

them for the evening, I shall be greatly honoured ;

so that all you will have to buy will ho the niateri;

for the train and sleeves and the gauze for the vei

That, 1 should think, ought not to come more c:

jiensive than any other complete dress that yo

could wear. As for the diamonds, I should thin

you might borrow them from somebody. From Lad

Huddersfield, for instance."

Madge stroked her chin reflectively, for the maltt

was one which required to be looked at from sever.

points of view. " I don't know what mamma will sa

to my wearing your brocade and embroidery," wr

the comment which she finally made upon Lor

Walter's proposition.

" I don't see why Mrs. Wilton should object

they won't have a ticket with my name upon :

attached to them," he returned, with a readine^

which did credit to his insight into character.

Madge smiled, but still hesitated. She kni.

that neither the dress nor the jewels were altogethi

suitable to a girl of her age ; but on the other ham

she had that overwhelming desire to wear diamonc

from which so few of her sex are exempt, and si

thought it very likely that Lady Huddersficl

could be prevailed upon to lend her the tiar.

She ended by saying, " It's very kind of you ,

which Lord Walter rightly interjirctcd as signifyii

assent.

Presently she asked, " And what are )ou you

self going to wear ?
"

" Shall I be there ?
"

" Of course you will. Didn't you promise n

that you would ? The invitations will be out in

day or two."

Now, although it may be true that, as Lord \\'altc

had somewhat hastily declared, there have ne\i

been any princesses in Albania, it is well know

that that country has alwaj-s been prolific i'

chieftains ; and the costume worn by these, whic

has now become the national costume of Greeci

is also well known and is extremely becoming. H
took up his pencil again and drew a figure of

warrior, clad in velvet jacket, hanging sleeve;

fustanella, tasselled fez, and waist-belt containin

the usual armoury of pistols, daggers and yataghan:

" How would that do ? " he asked.

At this juncture Mrs. Langley, ha\ing presumabl

finished her letters, joined the conspirators and aske<

whether they were getting any nearer to a decisior!

On the outline of Madge's proposed costume bein

submitted and explained to her, she protested loudh

" Much too old and much too masaiificent,
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she declared. '' Everybody in the room will want

! to know where you got your materials from."

" But everybody needn't be told," returned

Madge and Lord Walter in the same breath.

This simultaneous rejoinder seemed to tickle

Mrs. Langley, who agreed drily that that was very

true. "The individual in the petticoat," she added,

"is, I presume. Lord Walter. Well, I beg you both

to understand distinctly that I wash my hands of

this business. I foresee that it will be disapproved

of in more quarters than one, and if you will be
advised by me, you will think better of it. But
the chances are that you won't be advised by me."

It cannot be said that this advice was tendered

in such a fashion as to render its acceptance

probable ; and the truth is that Mrs. Langley took

a mischievous delight in provoking her aunt, from

whom she had had to submit to a good deal of pro-

^ocation in days gone by.

Lord Walter went home in jubilant spirits.

{To he conlinucd.)

I R D S IN LONDON.

WINTER brings many varied sorts of visitors

to town, but none are so welcome
as the birds—our feathered favourites. In
summer they are all busy about family duties, and
have no time for anything save house-hunting and
lurnishing, and then finally bringing up their large

families in the way they should go.

But when winter comes—when the young ones
lave all been brought up and chill October hints

)f colder times yet to come—they with one accord
novc from their nesting grounds, and, as naturahsts

•ay, migrate to some warmer climate. But very
e\v birds remain in the same quarter the whole
ear round

; they may be all said to migrate, that

E. Whvmper.

is, move either a greater or less distance from the

place they nest in. Birds that build in a northern

clime move south—for instance, birds from Norwa}
or Greenland move down to Scotland or further

south still, swallows that nest with us go away to

Africa ; and it is at this time, when all the birds

seem as if they were playing at " General Post,"

that London comes in for so many odd visitors,

and by far the greatest number of notable arrivals

which you see recorded from time to time in the

daily papers, happen in this, the winter half of

the year. There is however one favoured district

of London which is an exception to what we have

been saying ; it may be described as the Kensington
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Garden district. Taking the gardens as a

centre, there is a large area which has a most

pecuHar attraction for all kinds of birds the whole

year round. In books about birds—which in the

present day may be fairly called old books—you

find continual reference

to this district as one

singularly rich in its

various species, and this

character it has main-

tained right up to this

very day, the secret no

doubt being that it is

a peculiarly favouretl

district in having so

many large houses antl

grounds and open

spaces imtouched b_\'

the modern builder,

whose whole object

seems to be to see how-

many hundreds of

houses he can cram on

to one given spot. So

this region is the birds'

quarter, and here, even

in summer, you may

see all sorts of birds

;

and better, they breed

there unmolested in

safety, and like wise

mortals, soon perceive

that, being well treated, they can't do better

than make their regular homes there. In the

Field not long ago there was the following

account of actually carrion crows making a

home there :

—

"In the summer of 1S87 a pair of these

suspicious and vigilant birds built their nest

not far from the Round Pond, and succeeded

in hatching and reanng their young ones.

The difficulty of obtaining suitable food to

thrust into the ever-gaping mouths of their

young ones was surmounted by the parents

in a remarkably nefarious waj-. The old

birds observed that a prosperous colony

young ducks had been raised on the Round Pond,

consisting of four or five broods, each of them

amounting in number to ten or twelve ducklings.

So long as the old duck and her callow brood were

floating about on the surface of the water the brood

had nothing to fear from their formidable enemy.

When however the aquatic birds deserted their own

element and came for a short time to land, fate was

not slow to overtake them in the shape of an old

carrion crow, which

swooped down upon

its prey and carried off

a ])lump little duckling

in its strong beak upon

which to feed its own

rapacious progeny. In

vain tiie motiier duck

assaulted the marauders,

quacks and flutterings

failed to avert the vic-

tim's doom. One after

another the entire brood

of golden fledglings dis

of

,,/,.^

appeared, and by this time we doubt not that tin

young carrions have become strong and robii^

adults, engaged it may be in predatory jiursuii

among the glades of Epping Forest, or upon tin

bleak downs between Royston and Hitchin."
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Vs'oodpeckers too are frequently to be seen, both

the green one and the charming httle black and

white one.

To return for one minute to our crows. We
could wish that there were a more exact knowledge

abroad, as more commonly than not rooks are

called, by persons who should know better, crows.

Rooks are gregarious birds ; crows love solitude

and their own company. They never go in flocks
;

30 when you hear any one say, " Oh, what a lot of

crows 1 " you may be quite certain that person

doesn't know much about birds and bird life.

Rooks always fly about together, and seem to like

each other's company so much and to be of such a

sociable nature, that they invariably build their nests

in close proximity, and such a place is of course,

as you know, called a rookery. It would be a very

unusual thing to find a single rook's nest alone.

Then in the winter we get gulls coming to the

Thames ; and we think never does one relish their

clean dove-like plumage so much as when one sees

it coming in sharp contrast to the river's muddy
water.

It is often remarked what a pity it is that

swallows, swifts, and martins do not visit town, and
it is almost singular they do not, for there are endless

places eminently suited for them in the large public

buildings. Government offices, and churches of this

city. The parks and other open spaces always

have an abundance of insect life flying about them,

and there seems w-y known reason why they should

not come and settle here. These birds arc not

afraid of bustle and noise, and indeed are rather

singular in always courting the habitations of man,

but apparently he must be a countryman, or they

will have nothing to say to him or his house. All

round the suburbs of course they are in plenty,

and I have seen swifts in the evening sailing over

Lambeth and Kennington, and in the north of

London, over Camden Town, but they were only

prospecting—coming into town for a pleasure trip

—

and would certainly return to their homes in the

outskirts when night set in.

W'hen September comes however a large con-

course of travelling or migrating swallows always

regularly passes through town, and I have seen

every window-sill of some of the Grosvenor Square

houses fringed with lines of swallows all resting

with heads nestled between their shoulders. This

has been in the very early morning. Directly

the sun was well up, they would begin chirping and

chattering, and then essay a short flight round and

round, making a small breakfast off any gnats or

midges that they might find ; and then about nine
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or ten o'clock all would take wing, and after a few

flights backwards and forwards start right away for

the sunny south.

Wood-pigeons are another class of birds that may

be safely looked for every winter ; they have been

from time to time noticed in nearly every one of

the London parks, in the north and south-east and

west of course. Thrushes, and fieldfares, and

blackbirds also come quite regularly and cheer up

our squares and gardens with their flute-like songs.

Even in such districts as Camden Town and St.

Pancras robins and titmice, wrens and finches,

appear when snow comes as certainly as the boys

with brooms. And the list might be greatly e.\-

tended of those birds who ordinarily come to town

for the w'inter season. In contrast however to that

list is the other division of the birds who arc pecu-

liarly accidental visitors—blown here perhaps, come

by mistake, come not at all wishing to. Such cer-

tainly was that old cormorant who was recorded in

one of the papers some months ago to have been

for several hours seated on the cross of St. Paul's

Cathedral, gazing down in wonderment on the busy

bees below him. What must he have thought of it all,

and how glad he must have been when, after a

good rest, his tired wings were ready once again to

bear him on the thin air away, away to the sea and

rock-bound coasts he knows and loves so well I In

that list too is the woodcock, who might well be

called a " poor wandering lunatic " to get so far

away from marsh and moor, from copse and spinnew

Snipe have been seen so often that they might bj

some be considered to have a right to be placed oi

the first list ; but we think not ; for although the Ser

pentino is a large expanse of water, it is not a plaa

suited for waders such as these. There is no fringin)

of reeds and rushes, no cover, and we are inclined t(

think that, steadily year by year, their visits are oi

the wane, and that soon they will be among th(

very rarest visitors. Probably the {e.\\ that com(

are the descendants of those birds who at the em
of last and the beginning of this century used t<

love the low-lying ground near the ThamcSj whia

was then open fields, but which is now covered

Pimlico and adjoining Chelsea. It seems thatl

takes a long time to obliterate in birds this inherit

instinct to go to certain places.

Hawks and owls, whenever they come, mus(

certainly be placed in the second division, foi''

London is no place for them, and their coming

must have something of an accident in it. Anc

both the kingfisher and dabchick, or little grebe

with which we conclude our list, though sometime

noted as visiting the metropolis, come very rare!}

We say this sadly, for we love these most nii-^

guided voyageurs well. London is not the best plac-

for the shy children of nature, and if ever we ha\i

opportunity put in our way, we should try and dt

our little best to make it as pleasant as w^e can foi

these poor feathered waifs and strays, cast by ihi

wheel of fortune into the midst of this strange

city.
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The Pleasani- Peasant and the Dreadful Duke.

A Mysterious Melodrama written expressly for Children of all Ages and Sizes,

liY

GEORC^.E GROSSMITH.

Cl/a?-aeters.

The Duke ok Daggernaught, everything that is

had.

3TABBARINO, supposed to be a bandit in tiie employ of

I

the Duke, but in reality he is Peter the Pleasant

,
Peasant, and everything that is good. In love 7vith

\ Carrottina.

;PiSTOLi, also supposed to be one of the Diike's

bandits, but in reality lie isJob Robinson, an earlv

century School Board officer, who looks after his

oivn interests and everybody else's grammar.
i Mrs. Sellerbeer, the Landlady of " The Empty
\ Barrel" and guardian of Carrottina.

i Carrottina Peas, the gardener's daughter, and the

very model of what a good girl ought to be. In

love with Peter the Pleasant Peasant.

Scene—A Rustic Village.

On the right is an inn, " The Empty Barrel." A
small round table and two chairs are arranged

for outdoor customers. On the left is the

gardener's cottage, over the door is painted

i "Mr. Peas, Wholesale Gardener." A garden

seat is placed left. Should there not be accom-

modation for scenery, it 7inll be sufficient to pin

up a card with " The Empty Barrel" on the

right, and another with "Mr. Peas, Wholesale

Gardener," on the left.

Two {or more) villagers discovered. As the curtain

rises, they sing the followi7ig opening chorus.

Air— The Duke of Seven Dials.

We should never be melancholy.

We should never bestow a thought

On the terrible face

Of his ugly grace

The Duke of Daggernaught. [Repeat.

[Enter Pistoli and Stabbarino from the back.
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They walk in time, with slmci strides, makefor

the chairs on the right and seat themselves on

either side of the table. Stab, nearest the centre.

They wear moustaches, beards and long hair—
Fist, red, and Stjb. black—and slouch hats.]

Stab. [/// slo7C' sepulchral tones]. Here we are

again.

PiST. Don't say that. It's so like a clown in a

pantomime.

Stab. You are always correcting me.

PiST. Well, my boy, I do it for the best. Your

English is sometimes shocking.

[ Villagers draw close and endeavour to listen to the

conversation.]

Stab. [glo.ymily]. This appears to be an /////.

PiST. Yet every one appears to be out.

[^Villagers laugh loudly, and say to one another,

" That's very good ! " " Capital! " ar'c.]

Stab, [rcho must keep up the solemn voice.] 1

presume, good people, you are villagers.

Villagers. Wc are ; we are.

St.\b. It was very kind of you to laugh at my
friend's miserable joke, but I think it only right to

inform you that we are bold, bad brigands, and if

you are honest and respectable people you ought

not to be seen in our company.

Villacjeks. Thank you. We will withdraw.

[^E.xeunt singing opening chorus—
We should never be melancholy, &c.

Stab. They seem happy.

PisT. That is more than you do, old chap.

Let us make merry. As the poet has it

" Our hearts let us cheer
With the sparkling ginger beer."

Don't be down-hearted, Stabbarino
;
you are richer

than I am, suppose you call for some refreshment.

Stab. Certainly ! [Raising his 7vice.] Porter,

porter, come here, porter.

PiST. No, no, my boy. This is not a railway

station. Waiter, waiter.

Stab, [aside]. Corrected again. [Aloud.]

Waita/-.

[Enter Mrs. Sellerbeer, right.]

Mrs. Sell. Coming, gentlemen, coming. What
is it you require ?

PiST. My friend wants some spirits.

Mrs. S. I'm very sorry, gentlemen, but we

don't keep 'em.

PtST. I don't mean that, for we are teetotalers

ourselves. I mean he wants cheering up, thai

kind of spirits. Tv.-o bottles of ginger beer.

Mrs. S. Yes, sir. [E~\it into house.

PisT. That seems a nice woman, the little I

saw of her. I often think, Stabbarino, I should

like to give up this wicked life and settle down to

marry a nice comfortable woman like that. Bui

she must have money. I could not throw mysel;

away, for I am worth purchasing.

Stab. Fear not. You'll be sold one day.

[Re-enter Mrs. S. with bottles and glasses. Stab,

paysfor the refreshment. Mrs. S. is about tc

depart when Fist, detains her, and brings he;

mysteriously do7i<n to thefront cf the stage!]

PisT. Excuse my asking you a question on surf

a short acquaintance, but do you ever think o

marrying again ?

Mrs. S. [indignantly]. Sir !

PiST. [quietly]. Oh, you need not be indign;

Most people at your time of life would be dcliglv

at being asked such a question.

Mrs. S. To dare to' address me without

proper introduction !

Pi ST. [with much politeness]. Madam, you

right. If I have forgotten that you are a lad}

must not forget that I am a gentleman. Hi

Stabbarino, will you present me to this lady.

[Stabbarino rises, and with tnuch courtesy preSi

Fistoli.]

Stab. Madam Sellerbeer, jjcrmit me to presi

Signor Pistoli.

[Fistoli bo'ivs profoundly, and Mrs. Sellerbeer, m
puzzled, curtsies.]

Mrs. S. Yes—but [to Stab.] you have

duced me, but I don't knowj'6i«.

PiST. Madam is right. But as you know

now I can present Signor Stabbarino to

Mrs. Beerseller.

Mrs. S. No, Mrs. Sellerbeer, if you please,

PiST. Tut, tut, I meant Mrs. Sellerbeer.

presents Stabbarino ; repetition of introduction

ness. Stab, sits at table.] Now that we have hi

properly introduced, may I ask if you ever tl:

of marrying again ?

ilRS. S. In truth, sir, I am nluays thinkinj

it.

PisT. So am I, so am 1. This little inn is y
property, I presume ?

Mrs. S. It is, sir.

PiST. Do you derive a good income from it
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Mrs. S. Pretty well.

PiST. That's good. Then may I ask, as you

are thinking of again taking a good husband

[kneeling to hei-], that you will give me the first

refusal.

Mrs. S. With great pleasure. I refuse you at

once.

\Sheflounces off, and is about to enter tiie inn 7vlien

Stab, takes her by the hand and leads her

mysteriously dmvn left of the stage. Fist, retires

up right and sits at table.]

Stab. Tell me, do you know aught of the

loveliest damsel in the world ?

Mrs. S. [smiles]. Oh ! sir. [6'/^j'/y.] You make

me blush.

St.\b. Oh, 1 don't mean you. I mean an

angelic creature of the name of Carrottina.

Mrs. S. Carrottina, the gardener's daughter ?

She lives opposite, my lord. There ! [ Faints to

house.] I am almost her entire guardian, for her

father, Mr. Peas, is troubled with rheumatics, and

seldom leaves his room.

Stab. Your story interests me. I thought a

gardener's work was the healthiest in the wide world.

Mrs. S. So it is, my lord, but he has other work

ivhich is trying to the system. After the daily

•vurk he attends evening parties.

S lAB. Does he go out much in society ?

Mrs. S. a great deal, sir

—

as a waiter. The
lOurs are very late, and then I'm sorry to say, sir,

le takes too many ices and gets a chill.

Stab. That is sad. Then the sweet Carrottina

s not married yet ?

Mrs. S. No, sir. Her heart is true to one Peter,

mown as the Pleasant Peasant.

Stab, [loudly]. Then she still loves me !

Mrs. S. [startled]. Eh? Loves j^w.?

Stab. [confused\ No, no—of course not—not

le. No, I mean this Peter. [Aside] Fool, I nearly

ictrayed myself

Mrs. S. I think, sir, you had bettter drink your

inger beer before it gets flat.

Stab. Truly said.

Exit Mrs. S. into iiouse and Stab, sits at table 7aith

Fistoli and they carouse.]

PiST. [rising]. Here's to our noble master, the

>uke of Daggernaught.

Stab. Hooray ! He has always been a good

laster to us. Ain't he ?

Fist. Don't say "Ain't he." Have ! Have !

!

Stab, [aside]. He's commenced correcting me
again. [Aloud] All right. JIave?i't he ?

Pist. That's better.

Stab. And mind you—we have been very good

servants to him. Whenever he has required us to rob

some poor inoffensive bank we have always done it.

PisT. We have ! And I was always the first to

attack a weak and defenceless woman.

Stab. You was.

Pist. How dreadful ! You icere.

Stab. No I wasn't, you was.

Pist. You don't understand. I am correcting

your grammar.

Stab. [getti7ig a?igry]. Now look here—just stop

it, please. You can't expect a bad Italian brigand

to speak good English grammar. This isn't the

School Board.

Pist. [rises much agitated, and aside]. School

Board ! Surely he can't suspect. Yet what made

him say School Board ?

Stab. Ain't you— I mean, aren't you well ?

Pist. Nothing, a mere nothing—but see, here

comes our noble master

!

Stab, [rising]. The Duke of Daggernaught.

[Music. The symphony of "He went to a Farty,"

played slowly. The two brigands walk up to

meet the Duke ofD., who sioaggers on, and comes

doiun between them, shaking hands with both.]

Duke [affectedly]. Good morning, my faithful

minions.
" .\. day so bright

Followed by night

That showed no light,

Is welcome sight."

Stab. You have the art of a poet, my liege.

Pist. Do say " heart "
;
you always drop your

"h's."

Stab. I said "art" and I meant "-art."

Pist. No you didn't. You said "art," but you

meant " heart " [slapping his left breast].

Duke. Steady, Pistoli. Stabbarino, though a

good minion sometimes needs correction, but I

think he meant " art," A.R.T., [spelling it] so do not

cjuarrel over it.

Stab. I wonder you have never taken up poetry

as a profession, my liege.

Duke [smiling]. Your flatter me, Stabbarino.

Pist. It would give Stabbarino and myself much

pleasure if you would sing us your history this

bright morning.
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Stah. Kear ! Hear !

Duke. I don't think I could sing it here.

PiST. He means Hear—Hear !

Duke. I know what he means well enough, but

I don't care for singing it here. There may be

eavesdroppers about.

PiST. We have dispersed them

liege, a song !

Stau. Bravo I Bravo !

A song, my

Pist. right. A little melancholy dance should be

arranged for the symphony of each verse.
'\

I.

I am a very wicked man, as any one can see.

Excuse the grammar, but there ain't a chap as bad
as me.

Observe my piercing eyes and nose and beetle

brows and fore'ed.

In fact my black moustache is quite enough to

show I'm horrid.

m^^

LITTLE MRLANCHOLY UANCE

Duke [severely]. Of course, we are all

"bravoes," but don't keep shouting it out, there's a

good fellow. I fear I cannot sing. I have left

my music at home in the castle pantry.

Stab, [eagerly]. Give me the key, sir, and I will

go and fetch it.

Duke [s/owly and mysteriously]. No. I never

allow any one in my castle.

Stab, [aside]. Another chance lost ! How
strange he won't part with the key. I zcill enter

that castle one day, I will get the key some day !

Duke. What are you muttering there, cur?

Stab. Oh ! nothing. I was only hoping you

would sing.

Duke [trying his voice]. I fancy I have a cold.

Stab. A little 'usky p'r'aps !

Pist. My dear fellow, do aspirate, and don't say

" p'r'aps "—per//(zps.

Duke. Quite right, Pistoli, always correct

him. Very well, here goes.

AiR

—

"He luent to a Party."

[The Duke stands centre in front, Stab. left, and

Tooral, looral, knock 'em down,

Ri fol der rol de ray !

[All repeat chorus in most dismal manner.

II.

When only three months old I poured the ink upon

my frocks,

I tore my little hat, and ate a pair of worsted socks.

When two years old I swaggered out, and terrified

my nuss

By driving off in hansom cabs instead of tup'ny

bus. [Refrain and chorus as before.

III.

And now I often help myself to things that arc not

mine,

I do not even care a rap at whose expense I dine :

\Vhen posting letters for a friend I always steal the

stamp,

To cut it short, I am a most unmitigated scamp.

[Refrain and chorus as before

[Atend ofsongDuke sits at tabic, and Stab, and Fist

shout " Hooray .' Well done .'"]

Pist. Well done, my liege. I wonder you don'

go in for penny readings.
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Duke. Miserable dog ! \Seizes him by the collar

md forces him to the ground.'\ Do you wish to

nsult me ? Penny readings indeed ! I once had

n offer to go on the operatic stage, but my aunt

.bjected. Having once been a fashionable laun-

.ress, she was stiff and starch in her notions. Get

p. [/«/. rises.'\ Now for business. You will

;arn with pleasure that I am about to

—

:
Stab. & Pist. [interrupting]. Hooray !

1 Duke. Humph. I am about to

—

' Stab. & Pist. [interrupting agai?!]. Hooray !

Duke seises each by the collar andforces them to the

ground^

Duke. That will teach you not to interrupt. As

was saying [the two rise\ when you rudely said

Horray "—which by the by should be pronounced

Hoorah ! "—I am about to marry Carrottina, the

irdener's daughter. At jiresent I have a notion

lat my love is not returned.

Stab. & Pist. It is not, my liege.

Duke. I have a hated rival-—Peter the

leasant Pheasant.

Pist. Pardon me, my
asanf, not pheasant.

Duke. \ say p/uasant.

Pist. And I say peasant

Duke. How dare }0u

irrect me ? Correct

ibbarino as much

vou like. Down,

liege,

down dog [forces Fist. down]. To-night Peter

dies.

Stab, [eagerly]. Give me the castle key and I

will prepare a deep dark dank dungeon at the

bottom of the castle coal cellar.

Duke. Nay, my servant. You two find

Carrottina and Peter, and / will prepare the

cellar. Go. [Fist, exit left.

Stab. I go, sir. [Aside.] I cannot get the key of

the castle ! He little knows my secret. He thinks

I am his minion—that's his opinion. [Struck ivith

an idea.] Halloh ! that's poetry.

It's his opinion

I'm his minion.

By Jove, I'm a poet too. [Exit at back, pleased.

Duke. I will hide me behind a tree and watch.

[Exit, right.

[Enter Carrottina from cottage, left. She is prettily

dressed a la Kate Greetiaioay.]

Car, Oh where, oh where

is my Peter? Dear old Peter

—

which of course means dear

youfigPeiZT. It is a pity

his income is not a little

more It is so difficult

to keep up a house

and ser\ants on ten

shillings a week, and

that IS all poor

Peter earns.

ILL THACII VOU NOT TO INTERRUPT.
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A carriage, horses, and a box at the opera of course

are quite out of the question. And yet I could

have all these luxuries and more, and even the title

of Duchess, were I to marry the Duke of ]^agger-

naught ; but he is a bold and wicked lord. He
stays up late at night, smokes, and robs banks, and

does other deeds unworthy of a gentleman. No,

I'd rather marry Peter and his ten shillings a week,

and dance the polka with him on the village green,

than wed the infamous duke and lead off the

cotillion with him on the magnificent parquet floor

of his blazoned Van Dvked behunsj ball-room.

Air.—" See me Dance the Polka."

Some ladies feel quite happy when gliding at a

ball.

With a namby pamby chappie who cannot move
at all

;

He's afraid he'll crease his collar, and spoil his white

cravat.

Though he might be willing,

I wouldn't give a shilling

To dance with a doll like that.

You should see me dance with Peter,

You should see us cover the ground.
Ah ! nothing could be sweeter

Than the way he swings me round.

When we hear the polka's metre
Our feet begin to go.

For a rollicking dance with Peter
Is the happiest time I know.

[Repeats refrain and dances.

\At end of song enter Stabbarino without his hal,

false beard and cloak. He is dressed like a;/

I'rdtnary peasant of period 1810.]

Stab. Carrotlina 1

Car. What, Peter—dear Peter ? I am so happy

to see you again. [Tkey embrace and come dozen.]

Stab. Not so happy as lam to see you. It is

a fine day, isn't it ?

Car. Yes.
[j

Stab. The sun is so brigiit.

Car. Yes.

Stab. And so warm.

Car. Ye?. Have you any more interesting

news ?

Stab. No, dear, that is all of importance. The

only other news that I have—but I fear it won't

interest you—is that I disguise myself with a false

beard, a long cloak and slouch hat, and pass a;

Stabbarino, one of the worst minions of the Duke 01

Daggernaught, my object being to obtain the keyo:

his castle, enter it, and overthrow him and his band

Car. [simply]. Don't they play well ?

Stab. You misunderstand me. I mean band of

robbers—not music. I shall get a reward for doint

so from the Government, and we shall be compara

tively rich. At all events we shall be able to enjc

a week's honeymoon at Margate, instead of a singl

happy day at Rosherville as we originally intended

Car. Oh, that will be nice !

[During this the 'Duke has crept on from behind, aih

contemplates tliem. He coughs to attract alter

tion, and they part. The Duke comes dozL',

bet-cceen them.]

Duke [To Car.]. What arc you doing with thi

miserable pheasant ? [To Stab.] Go, begone, or

will shoot you immediately.

Stab. I am not a pheasant. I am a poor bu

honest peasant, my lord.

Dl'KE. I repeat you are a low born miserabl

pheasant.

Car. [heroically]. Then you dare not shoot hii

till October.

Duke. Foiled and defeated by a mere gal

!

Stab, [aside]. I will not betray myself yet. [?

Car.] Farewell, Carrottina. I shall return soon.

[Exit rigli

Duke [aside]. I could have sworn that w;

Stabbarino. Pish, stuff, tush, pooh and nonsensi

I am mistaken. [Aloud.] Carrottina, be seate(

[She sits on garden seat left and the Duke sits besic
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her?^ It is no use disguising the fact that I am the

richest and most noble gentleman in the county.

Car. So I'm told, sir.

Duke. And that you are the most beautiful girl

within a thousand miles.

Car. So I'm told, sir.

Duke. It therefore follows that you must be

my wife.

\Enier Mrs. Sellerbeer, v.. She I steiis at I'ack.l

Car. You honour me, sir, but I must decline.

Duke. You will be enormously rich.

Car. And receive begging letters all day long.

Duke. You will be a duchess.

Car. And have to spend the whole of my time

n going to parties and opening bazaars.

' Duke. AVill you come with me and see my castle ?

[Rises.]

Car. [satirica/ly\ " Will you walk into m)-

wrlour ? said the spider to the fly."

Mrs. S. Bravely spoken, child. \^Comes doiv?!.]

' Duke. Oh, madam. I believe you are Miss

Peas's chaperon.

Mrs. S. What do you mean, sir?

Duke. Well, I mean to marry your little friend

Jarrottina.

Mrs. S. Oh ! that will be delightful ! Of course

ou will take me too—we cannot be parted.

Duke. Well, I did not think of that.

Mrs. S. You need not think of it. I shall

iance with Dukes, Marquises, Earls, Viscounts,

Sarons, Baronets, and City Knights.

Duke. I do not desire to dash your spirits one

ot, but though you may manage to dance with them

am quite certain they won't dance with you.

Mrs. S. [drawing- herself up]. They will danco

vith Carrottina, I presume.

Duke. Yes, because she will be a beautiful

iuchess.

Mrs. S. \i71dig71antly]. Then what shall I be?

Duke. I am much afraid (since you ask me)

hat you will still remain plain Mrs. Sellerbeer. The
aws of society are a problem which I cannot solve.

>ut you shall not lose by it. You shall become the

iroprietress of a thriving West End penny ice shop,

nd some foreign count will probably marry you for

our money. Now please retire to your hostelry.

\Exit Mrs. S. , right.

t!AR. I have thought the matter over most care-

uUy, and I absolutely decline to be your bride.

Duke. Why ?

Car. One reason is that if society declines to

receive poor kind clean Mrs. Sellerbeer, it will not

welcome my father, whose occupation, though not

interfering with his kindness, occasionally does with

his cleanliness. He is often covered with mould.

Duke. He is a good gardener ?

Car. Oh yes, and he hoes a good deal.

Duke. I will pay his debts.

Car. You misunderstand me, I mean "hoe,"

not " owe."

Duke. Oh

!

Car. No, not oioe !

Duke. You don't understand me— I mean
" Oh : " an ejaculation.

Car. [Seeif/g it]. Ah !

Duke. Well, " ^/^ .^ " if you like. It's all the

same. Oh .' and Ah .'

Car. The other reason why I cannot marry you,

is, I will marry no one but Peter. [Rises.]

Duke. Then I must use force, and bear you

away to yon castle.

[A ai>out to seize her by the wrist, when she frees

herself and flings him to the ground^]

Duke \on ground]. Perhaps after all it is

unfair to touch a weak and defenceless woman—
without assistance. [ Calls. ] Help ! Help !

Stabbarino, Pistoli, here !

[Enter Stab, and Fist, in cloaks and slouch hats.]

Duke. Seize that girl I

Stai;. Right, my lord, I will do so. [He seizes

Carrottina. Aside to her.] Hush, I am Peter, your

Peter. Keep up the struggle
;
pretend to try to get

away from me. [Carrottina affects to struggle].

Duke. Pistoli ! Go and help Stabbarino.

PisT. [loudly]. Never ! your time is come, and

I prefer to seize you.

[Holds the Duke down on ground.]

Duke. What ! Betrayed ?

Stab. [To the Duke.] Gi\e me the castle key,

sir, and I will imprison the girl and come back

and assist you.

Duke. [Thr07us key.] Here it is. Take her

away, and return quickly.

Stab. [To Carrottina.] At last I have the

key of the castle. Victory ! Victory !

[Exit tvith Carrottina, still struggling, at back.

Fist. You have had your day.

Duke. And you shall have a night you won't

easily forget when the faithful Stabbarino returns.

PiST. Faithful? Ha! ha! ha!
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Duke. You won't laugh when he returns.

PiST. You mean _)w< won't. Hal ha! ha!

[Enter Mrs. Sellerbeer, right
l\

Mrs. S. I hear sounds of revelry. \Sees them.\

There's a pretty sight, master and servant romping

like boys at play upon the village green.

\She is about to pull Pist. off 'w/ien Stab, and Car.

enter in triumph with piles of documents.^

Car. Release him Pistoli.

\Duke is released and gets up.\

Stab. ^Ve have in the space of one minute

ransacked the castle, and have found these papers,

which prove that the rightful heir to Cowslip

Castle was not the Duke of Daggernaught, but

none other than Peter your long lost son.

Duke. What, the pleasant pheasant ?

Fist. No, peasant.

Duke. [Politely but seTerely to Pist.] Pardon

Pist. Yes.

Duke. Then you are the long lost father of nv

aunt's second cousin Eliza's eldest boy's nephew.

All. [Except Mrs. S-llerbeer.] Oh joy !

Mrs. S. Then who am I ?

Duke. [Sweetly]. It is not the iiuestion u

who you are but who you 7vill be.

Mrs. S. [Puttitig her apron to lier mouth.

Well, if you don't mind, your worship, I wouh

rather be Mrs. Job Robinson.

[Pistoli embraces her, right.

Duke. Oh, I wasn't going to propose to you.

Stab. And if you promise to reform, Carrottin

and I will come and live with you, comfort yor

and you shall allow us a princely income.

Theme, this is not the time for correcting people,

situation is too serious.

Stab. I think it is. For a long time you have

thought me your minion. Learn then I ain't.

Pist. [Correcting /«>«.] Am not.

Stab. Do be quiet. Behold your long lost

son Peter. [Throius off cloak and disguise.]

Duke. Come to my arms, my boy.

[Embraces him.]

Duke. [To Pistoli.] But I have not done

with you, miserable 'ound.

Pist. Hound, if you please.

Duke. [ With contempt.] AVorm !

Pist. True, and the worm will turn. I am

none other than Job Robinson, the School Board

officer. [Thro7iis off disguise, beard, a^c]

Duke. What, from St. Pancras ?

The dresses can be of any century the manager pleases. Accuracy of
will. Stabbarino and Pistoli must wear long cloaks and false beards to disgu'

N.B.— It is important that the piece should be played as seriously as a d

[Stabbarino and CarrotUna embrace, lejl

Enter rillagers at back.

Duke. Agreed, and there sha'n't be a happii

trio than the Duke,

Stab. The Pleasant Peasant.

Car. And Carrottina the Gardener's Daughte

All join in chorus.

Chorus. Air—" The Duke of Seven Dials.'"

We shall ever be very jolly,

We shall ever bestow a thought,

On that noble man
Without a clan.

The Duke of Daggernaught.

[Repeat as curtain fall

Pist.

Position at fall of curtain.

Mrs. S. Duke. Carrottin.'v. Pete

d not be studied. The songs and chorus may be omitted

the costumes untiemeath, of Peter and Job Robinson,

la proper wouM be.



LIZZIE'S GOLDEN WHEELBARROW.
]iY LADY LINDSAY.

IT was a cold dark December afternoon, and

Lizzie Roy sat rumpled up in the depths of a

large arm-chair in her mother's drawing-room. In

the depths of low spirits also, for, as she herself

remarked, she had nothing to do, and there was no

light to do it in.

A story-book, which she had just finished reading

through for the third time, lay half-open on the

floor where it had fallen from her listless hands

;

her head was thrown back, her hair was exceedingly

untidy, and her eyes stared up at the star-shaped

plaster ornament in the centre of the ceiling, the

lines and patterns of which were more strongly

dehneated than had been originally intended by the

designer, owing to the Yast accumulation of London

soot settled thereon.

Mrs. Roy, in contrast to her little daughter, was

busily occupied, writing letters at an open escritoire

which, laden with masses of paper and envelopes,

neatly-docketed bills, and red "house-books," offered

to Lizzie's mind one of those terrible "grown-up"

mysteries whereinto she had no desire to peer.

Her mother's work-basket, the lidonly partly raised,

yet revealing a tempting collection of gaily-

coloured satins, bright skeins of purse silk, and

steel beads, was quite another matter. But, what-

ever Lizzie's inclinations might be, there was a law

as strict as those of the Medes and Persians that

her mother's work-basket was never to be touched.

Indeed, that such a fiat had gone forth was not to

be wondered at when the state of Lizzie's own

work-basket was considered, for, from that unlucky

receptacle, it was always quite impossible to extract

any single article without producing everything else

also, in a hopeless chaotic bunch of crumpled and

knotted materials.

Thus it happened that Lizzie was distinctly dull,

whilst Mrs. Roy wrote on with the aid of the one

taper she had lighted, and the rest of the room grew

darker and darker, the shades of twilight presently

mingling with the fog and dull grey atmosphere of

that dreary afternoon.

From time to time Lizzie emitted long-drawn

sighs ; and these, as they gradually increased in

mimber and heaviness, finally touched her mother's

heart, so that she wheeled round on her chair and

exclaimed, smiling

:

" My poor Liz, you seem to be in a very bad

way indeed !

"

"Yes, mamma," answered Lizzie, so disconsolately

that her mother's smile broadened into a laugh.

" What can I do for you ?
"

" I don't know, mamma," answered Lizzie with

much sadness.

"My dear child, you have been so good during

the last week that I am quite sorry to see you give

way now. Suppose you cheer up a little. What

would you say if I told you that I have been

thinking you might ask two or three little friends to

tea?"
" Oh mamma !

" cried Lizzie, her face changing

suddenly from darkness to dawn. " May I invite

Annie and May ?
"

"Yes, certainly," replied her mother; "the

Burnsides are very nice children. I will ask my
sister to let your cousin Johnny come, and you

might have Marian Brown also. That would make

quite a nice little party."

" Oh mamma, it would be delightful !
" exclaimed

Lizzie, who had scrambled out of her chair, and

was now engaged in joyfully hopping up and down

the room on one foot. " Annie Burnside, you

know, is my very own especial friend."

"Yes I know," answered Mrs. Roy; "but I am

not quite sure, whilst we are about it, that we had

not better invite the little Tomlinsons also."

" All right, mamma !
" quoth Lizzie. She was

now attempting to hop on the other foot, which,

being the left, rendered her performance less suc-

cessful than before. She was nothing daunted,

however. " Oh mamma, mamma, thank you so

much !

" My dear Ann«,
Pray come to tea.''

" That's a good idea 1 " remarked Mrs. Roy

thoughtfully, her pen lightly poised on her finger

;

" you are always making nonsense rhymes, Lizzie

—

suppose you write apoetical invitation to yourfriend."
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" Oh, nc. mamma !

" exclaimed Lizzie in sh)-ness

and fear ;
" oh, no, no !

"

"Oh, yes," returned Mrs. Roy encouragingly;

" it would be verj- nice ; why not ? Here, take

this pencil and paper, Liz. I will light you another

candle, and you shall sit down and invoke the

Muses. Yes, do, ni)- child ; it is good practice,

and, after all, but a small penance to pay for the

pleasure of your coming tea-party."

Lizzie pouted a little, but could not refuse. She

made a heroic effort to compose her letter, but, some-

how, the rhymes which came so easily and naturally

when they were not wanted, obstinately refused to

appear at all now that they were entreated.

Lizzie's Muse was decidedly " coy," as the older

poets have it ; and, meanwhile, the poor child's

furrowed forehead was a sad sight to see, and she

nibbled the top of her mother's pencil till the wood

cracked and the lead came tumbling out.

At last, however, possibly remembering

Mademoiselle's favourite proverb (often quoted in

the righteous cause of French Clrammar) : '^Patience

et longiieur dc ienipsfont plus que force et que rage"

Lizzie arrived safely at the end of her poetical

effusion.

In silence and with very red cheeks she handed

it to her mother, who, amidst a number of scratches

and hieroglyphics, deciphered the following

:

" My dear Annie,

I write to say

Pray come to tea.

And also May.
Please come at four.

I'll say no more,
But now I'll end,

Your loving friend
"

" That's all, mamma !
" ejaculated Lizzie with a

deeper sigh than ever.

"It's very nice, my dear," said Mrs. Roy a

little dubiously ;
" only .... only you haven't

named any day."

" Oh dear, oh dear
!

" exclaimed Lizzie im-

petuously, burying her face in the cushions of the

chair; "how I do hate the detestable letter!"

Then, sitting up suddenly :

"Mayn't I add it as a postscript at the end,

mamma ? " she asked. ' Please come Thursday ' ?
"

" I don't think that would sound very well,"

said Mrs. Roy. " Can't you trj' again, Lizzie

dear? Great poets polish up their poems tremen-

dously, you know."

" But, mamma, I'm not a great poet," replied

Lizzie with convenient humility.

"That is true," answered her mother laughing,

and feeling that Lizzie had decidedly the best of

the argument this time. " Well, try again, dear, all

the same, and if you can't manage it otherwise

we'll put in a postscript."

Lizzie, feeling that she had gained something in

the discussion, went to work cheerfully, and after a

few minutes jjroduccd an amended poem which

ran thus

:

" My dear Annie,
j

I write to say i

Pray come to tea.

And also May.
Will Thursday do ?

T'lease come at four

If that suits you.

I'll s.iy no more,
IJut now I'll end,

Your loving friend."

"I don't think it's as right as it ouglit to be,"

murmured Lizzie apologetically, for she was posi-

tively growing interested in her verses.

" Never mind, it will do," answered Mrs. Roy,

kissing her; " especially as you really tried. Now'

go to the schoolroom, and write out a nice copy."

Thursday came. During the interval Lizzie had

received a stiff little note of acceptance from Annie'

Burnside, indited in a large round hand, and

expressed as follows;

" Dear Lizzie,

" Mamms. wishes me to write a line to thank you for

your kind invitation, which she has given permission for

May and me to accept.
" With much love, I remain,

" Dear Lizzie,
'

' Yours sincerely,
" Anne Lucilla Frances Burnside.'

This short but severe epistle had somewhat

chilled Lizzie. In it was not the very faintest

allusion to her verses. Poets are apt to be ovei

sensitive, we are told, and Lizzie, though by nc

means aiming to be considered a lyric writer, wa;

yet assuredly somewhat chilled. She was afraic

that her meeting with Annie Burnside would, ir

consequence, become slightly constrained. In fact

she grew desperately shy about the whole affair.

However, several things compensated for he

feelings of shyness, and filled her thoughts with lh(

gladness of anticipation.

Mademoiselle thoroughly entered into the spiri

of the tea-party.

"We must make it ijuite a //-/c," she said; shi
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ven went so far as to present her pupil with a

lunch of chrysanthemums to deck the table. Nay,

he went further still, for she busied herself in

orting all the wandering pieces belonging to two or

hree dolls' tea-services, which, when nicely arranged

n a Japanese tray, presented what she termed a

harlequin effect."

Sarah, the schoolroom-maid, contributed her

liare of ])reparation towards the entertainment b)'

arefully washing and ironing the two white frocks

f Lizzie's favourite dolls. One was adorned with a

lue sash, the other decked with pink ribbons,

.izzie was dressed in white also, whilst Mademoiselle,

ot to be behind any of them in point of costume,

onned her Sunday gown, and also her best brooch,

hich latter contained a pleasing device wrought in

le hair of some of her lost relatives, representing a

imbstone and a weeping willow of microscopic

imensions.

Just before dinner-time, Mrs. Roy entered the

;hoolroom carrying a large white paper parcel,

;d up with gold thread, which .she handed to the

itonished Lizzie, saying

:

" My dear child, your kind Aur.t Hilary has sent

i)u a present from Paris."

,

Lizzie, much delighted, uttered many ohs and alts

:" exclamation, and fumbled at the thread which

;e finally cut, contrary to good Miss Edgeworth's

ecepts regarding the value of string.

When the paper was torn aside a beautiful box

'is disclosed to view, made of coloured woods,

ilaid so as to form a pattern,) and lined with satin.

It it was not so much the satin lining which en-

inced Lizzie, as that the box contained a number
little toys fashioned of gilt metal and wire.

These represented different objects—one a

iniature chair, another a tiny table, a third a

tsket, a fourth a hat. What Lizzie most preferred

is a lilliputian wheelbarrow, the top of which

ally opened and shut with little flaps, whilst the

leels could absolutely be made to go round.

Each of these toys was glued on to a small card-

lard box, covered with velvet, and containing

gar plums. Lizzie had never seen anything so

lightful in all her life. The wooden box itself

itened with a lock and key, and the key hung from
long green satin ribbon.

Lizzie's eyes took in the delightful sight ; she

t silently turning over each of the little golden

aythings, imagining to herself how she would

])urchase diminutive Dutch dolls, and dress them,

and make them sit on the golden chair, and dine at

the golden table ; above all, they should wheel the

little golden wheelbarrow !

Lizzie had drifted into a land of dreams peopled

with lovely dolls and miraculous furniture,when her

mother's voice suddenly awoke her.

" How very, very delightful, Lizzie !

" exclaimed

Mrs. Roy. " How lucky that these things should

have arrived, to-day, the very day of your tea-party !

^^'hy, you w-ill be able to give every one of your

friends a present out of your box ! What a delight-

ful surprise for them and for you ! I am sure that

it will be a real pleasure to you to distribute these

little toys, won't it, dear?"

Lizzie looked up quickly. There was something

in her throat which seemed about to choke her. She

could not answer.

" Of course you must not give them unless you

really like, darling," said her mother.

" Oh, but I should, mamma," said Lizzie hastily.

" Would you really, dear ? quite, quite sure ?
"

"Oh yes, mamma," answered Lizzie, andthereupon

Lizzie's mother went away convinced and satisfied.

But in the child's heart there remained anything

but satisfaction. Her feelings were very mixed

;

she could not disentangle them. However, she

had no leisure to do so.

Mademoiselle was fingering the toys.

^'A/i, ce sera tris-amiisatit !" she said. Then
came the loud peal of the dinner-bell, and Lizzie

had to run down stairs and eat roast mutton and

mashed potatoes and cauliflower, and force away

all thoughts of the little golden wheelbarrow. Yet,

a solitary hope remained to her : she had not

counted over the toys and there might be one left

for herself. If so, she would assuredly keep

the wheelbarrow.

She was so impatient to go back to the school-

room in order to ascertain this, that Mrs. Roy, who

imagined her to be eager to prepare for the tea-party,

let her go speedily, smiling as Lizzie rushed from

the room.

With trembling hands the child took from

the inlaid box all the little toys on their velvet

stands ; then counted over the names of her

friends on her fingers. The two Burnsides, the

two Tomlinsons, Cousin Johnny and Marian

Brown—six children. There were surely seven

toys. No, she had counted them over wrongly

;
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she recommenced : one, two, three, four. Jive, six ;

why, where was the wheelbarrow? Alas, she had

already counted the wheelbarrow ! There were six

toys as there were to be six guests ; cruel Fate had

so willed it.

For an instant a terrible thought floated across

Lizzie's mind : If one of the children, say one of the

little Tomhnsons, for whom she did not care very

much, could but have a slight cold, a cold which would

bring no pain or suffering with it, barely even

discomfort, yet keep its owner safely housed at

home ! But Lizzie's kind heart was filled with

contrition even as the thought came into her head,

and she further reflected that under such circum-

stances she could do nothing less than send the

wheelbarrow home to console the absent one.

Well, there was no help for it. At least her

mother should not know how much she grudged

giving the toys. She almost wondered to herself

why she should so grudge them, and she endeav-

oured as courageously as she could to smooth her

brow, and put on a fiiir aspect with the fair white

frock that Sarah the schoolroom-maid had laid

out on the bed.

As four o'clock struck there was a ring at the

door, and shortly aftenvards the young Burnsides

entered the schoolroom. They were good-natured

children whose own home life was a somewhat

rough one. They were fond of games and fun

and romping, and had few yearnings for intellectual

or higher cultivation, but, withal, Annie Burnside

w-as a good little girl, and one whom Lizzie was

always delighted to meet.

The Burnsides made their appearance alone, for

their governess had numerous duties, being the

only teacher in a large family where several elder

girls engrossed much of her time.

A moment later, and in came cousin Johnny,

tearing and roaring according to his wont. He had

been left at the door by his kindly stout old Scotch

nurse, whose sounding kiss as she parted from him

echoed through the staircase and passages.

Then came Marian Brown, a self-possessed little

person who arrived by herself in her mother's

carriage, and told Lizzie at once with much de-

cision that the carriage was to call for her again

after it had taken her parents to a dinner party.

Last of all came the Tomlinsons, two frail,

helpless-looking children, leaning, physically and

mentally, one on each side of their governess,

a tall, angular, nervous Englishwoman, who hersel

seemed disposed to lean up against her pupils

They entered the schoolroom in a confused heap

Madeline Tomlinson, (for whom by-the-by Lizzii

entertained a singular antipathy,) gazed senti

mentally at her young hostess with large lustrou

blue eyes, whilst her long flaxen curls seemec

ho])elessly entangled in a white Shetland shaw

which was wrapped about her head and shoulder-

l-'rom this same shawl Madeline stretched out

dainty small white hand, as she murmured :

" How d'ye do, Lizzie ? I hope you arc quit'

well." But her little sister F"anny, whose face wa

quite hidden in her governess's voluminous merini

gown, said nothing at all.

Meanwhile Mademoiselle, who on such oc

casions became a perfect tower of strength, hurrlet

forward to the rescue.

' Ah, nous voila tons eiifin ; bonjoiir, tiics enfant

s

Ah, quel hapi)y day 1 et Alees, Mees. . . . pa,

donnez-moi ?
"

" Maitland," said the English governess ;
'• m

name is ^Laitland, Mademoiselle."

" Ah ! Ah !
" replied Mademoiselle, cautious!

refraining from any attempt at uncertain pp

nunciation. " Fous parlez Franfats, Maa
inoisel/e 1

"

" Noiig" replied the English governess laconi.

ally.

" Ah, ah," repeated Mademoiselle again, " noi

nous eniendrcns guand meme. Come, n.

mignonne" and, with a dexterous twist of tl

hand, she disengaged the shawl from Madelir

Tomlinson's curls.

It were too long to describe the ceremony i

tea, which took place shortly afterwards—Mad

moiselle sitting jovially at the head of the tab

wth a doll on either knee, and the dolls' tea-s

in front of her, whilst Lizzie waited on her friend

and Miss Maitland gazed somewhat sadly at tl

whole proceeding.

Mrs. Roy came in for a few minutes during tl

entertainment, and kissed the children all roun

and asked after their mothers; then, when th'

had all eaten a great deal of brown bread ai

butter, and toast, and white bread, they proceed)

to demolish the buns and gingerbread-nuts ai

parliament cakes, and marmalade and strawber

jam and apricot jam.

The Tomlinsons, despite their sentiment
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appearance, ate the most of all, and, indeed,

Madeline showed but slight consideration for

others, replenishing her own plate often, and with

such avidity that the young Bumsides stared round-

eyed and open-mouthed, and Marian Brown

giggled.

After tea, Lizzie went silently across the room

and fetched the inlaid box, and then requested

iMademoiselle to distribute the golden toys.

'' Non., tion^" quoth Mademoiselle emphatically.

'" It is you, Lizee, you to give them, votre own self."

' But Lizzie shook her head, and insisted so

earnestly that Mademoiselle at last stood up,

waved her hand, and made a beautiful little

speech in French that nobody except her own
pupil and Marian understood, presenting each

child in Lizzie's name with one of the Parisian

toys. Why did cruel Fate so decree that Made-

'line Tomlinson should be the happy recipient of

the diminutive wheelbarrow? It gave Lizzie's

heart an extra pang to see her dainty toy in that

particular child's hand.

Then Mademoiselle, with a look that meant a

^reat deal, gave back the empty box to her pupil.

Immediately afterwards, with the aid of several

sturdy volunteers, the schoolroom table was pushed

into a corner, and space cleared for " Hunt-the-

'Slipper." One of May Burnside's little red shoes

lid duty for the slipper, her feet being the smallest

Hnd daintiest. After a while, however, the children,

ired of the noisy game, fell to talking, sitting close

ogether in a group whilst Mademoiselle tried to

engage Miss Maitland in a conversation which

progressed under difficulties, owing to Made-

noiselle's imperfect English and the English lady's

itter ignorance of French.

The children discussed their favourite books,

ind the amusing things they had heard of late

;

he golden toys were somewhat roughly handled

luring this chatter.

" I have been reading about the fairy Abra-

:adabra," said Madeline Tomlinson languidly.

I ,
" Dear me, what a funny name ! " exclaimed

' Lizzie.

" I heard a much more beautifuller name ! "cried

ohnny.

" Well, tell us ; what is it ? " asked the girls a

ittle superciliously.

"Wait a minute," stammered Johnny blushing;
' I've .... I've forgotten it."

' Oh, you silly boy !

''

'• No I haven't ; here it is : Aldeberontephoste-

phoneostecost."

" Oh, I say !
" cried Annie Burnside.

" You shouldn't say ' / say ', Miss Burnside,'

simpered Madeline.

" And why not, pray ? " queried Annie angrily.

" My mamma says it isn't ladylike," said Madeline;

" it's like a boy."

" Girls always n'anf to be like boys," observed

Johnny, chuckling.

"Oh, do they though ?" cried Lizzie in disdain.

" We're six to one, Johnny, so you'd better look

out," she added laughing, and Johnny, with the

discretion of valour, subsided.

" I read in a magazine," said Annie Burnside,

"a most wonderful poem. I wish I could

remember it ; it begins

—

' An Austrian army awfully arrayed,

Boldly by battery besieged Belgrade,'

and so it goes all through the alphabet."

" Oh, can't you remember more ? " asked the

children in chorus.

" I don't think I can . . . except perhaps . . .

' Dealing destraction's devastating doom.' "

"Oh, I say, what a lark!" cried Johnny,

delightedly, and jumping in his joy. " Devastating

doom ! my eye !

"

Crack, crack, went something under Johnny's

boots.

" Why, what's that? " asked Lizzie anxiou'-ly.

" A bit of toast, I think it must be," said

Annie.

" Toast !
" cried Madeline, furiously, as she also

rose quickly to her feet, " why, you nasty, horrid,

rude, little boy, you've gone and trod on my wheel-

barrow !

"

" I . . . . I haven't !
" cried Johnny terrified.

" But you have, you have, you nasty, hateful boy !

I left it on the corner of the table."

" Who knocked it down ? How came it on the

floor? " asked Lizzie.

" He knocked it down !
" cried Madeline, in

fierce anger ; her face was white, and her clenched

hands trembled with passion. " I should like to

scratch him !

"

Out went one of the quivering hands, but Johnny

eluded it with a backward leap that nearly upset

little May Burnside who was peacefully sitting on
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her sister's lap. The corners of May's nioutli

turned down.

" Hush, darhng,'" said Annie consolingly.

' You horrid, wicked spitfire !

" cried Johnny,

apostrophizing Madeline.

" Oh, dear, dear," saiil Lizzie, who was picking

up the pieces of the unfortunate wheelbarrow

;

"please don't go on like that. Johnny, I am
ashamed of you !

"

" But she is a spitfire, isn't she ? " asked Johnny,

though he was really contrite at heart. For

Madeline was still frantically abusive.

" J/cJ'/.c, /nais, quest ce que ra veut dire.'" inter-

ru[)ted Mademoiselle.

"What is the matter, my love?" added Miss

Maitland vaguely.

Mademoiselle clasped her arms firmly round

Johnny's stout but pliant form, whilst the English

governess drew her own pupil towards her.

Madeline, however, continued to stamp and

rave.

"He did it, he broke it, he trod on it, nasty

horrid boy !

"

" He shall give you his pretty toy instead, my
dear," said Miss Maitland soothingly.

"I won't:" cried Johnny, sturdily clasping his

own golden treasure close.

" Oh yes !
" urged Lizzie. '• Dear cousin Johnny,

do please give it her," and, kneeling in front of

Johnny, she kissed his little hot red face.

"Oui, e'est ca, e'esf ca" quoth Mademoiselle,

approvingly.

Then, whilst growing more and more crimson,

Johnny silently held out his peace-offering

towards the infuriated Madeline. She took it

sulkily, turning it over in contempt.
" It's not half so pretty as my wheelbarrow," she

said.

" Oh !
" cried the other children with such

vehement disapproval that Madeline was fatn to

growl out a reluctant " Thank you."

" Now, do let's sit down and play happily again,"

said Lizzie ;
" here, Marian, you tell us a story.

^Marian tells beautiful stories," she added, address-

ing th^ company.
'' Allons, allons," murmured Mademoiselle, con-

tentedly going back to her arm-chair, whilst the

children once more formed a circle of comparative

friendliness.

Marian was always willing to tell a story. She

was gifted with a lively imagination and great ease

of expression. In the course of her short life she

hail already been abroad two or three times, and

she was also fond of reading books of travel

and adventure. She now collected her thoughts

for a few moments, during which time her play-

fellows gazed at her in respectful silence. Then
she began :

"Right away in Sicily—that's ever so far off, you

know—there are some terribly high mountains, and

dee]i, deep ravines."

" What are ravines ? " asked Johnny.
" Hush, you mustn't interrupt," said Lizzie,

laughing ;
" ravines are great black sort of places

;

the contrary of mountains, you know."

" Well," continued Marian, cheerily, " there are

lots of ravines ; and, at the veiy bottom of one of

them, on a fine summer afternoon, there were two

ladies travelling in a carriage. They were remark-

ing to each other on the magnificence of the

weather and the scenery. The two ladies were

extremely beautiful : they both had golden hair

and large blue eyes, and they were dressed, oh,

they were dressed in the most lovely clothes you

can possibly imagine ! But they didn't know that

close beside them, in the shade of the rocks, lay

concealed a most terrible, fierce, and savage

brigand."

"Oh :

" cried Johnny nervously.

" This was quite the worst brigand,"' went on

Marian complacently, " that had ever been heard
.

of at all in Sicily. He had committed so many

murders nobody could count them up ; he could

shoot people from miles and miles ofT, and he'd

never been known to show any mercy whatever.

He lay quite still behind a large bush. He was

polishing his gun, and, while he did so, he mur-

mured to himself: 'Si non e vera, e ben frmiato.'"

" Why, what's that ? " asked all the children

simultaneously.

" Oh, it's one of the usual sayings," replied

Marian airily; "quite a southern remark, I assure

you. Well, the carriage went on, and one of the

ladies was telling the other all about a beautiful

pink bonnet, that she'd got packed away in her

trunk with a necklace of pearls and a few other

things, when suddenly the postilion threw up his

hands in affright and let go the reins, and the

horses reared, the ladies screamed, and the brigand

jumped out upon them from behind the bush.
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' Caramba ! ' cried the brigand in a horrible, hoarse,

gruff voice."

" Why what's that ? " asked the children again.

" Oh, brigands always say caramba" answered

Marian confidently. " The brigand drew his

sword with one hand, and pointed at the ladies

with his pistol in the other ; he held a long shining

knife between his teeth, and in his belt were ever

so many more."

" More what ? " asked Johnny, who was now

really trembling, and had slipped his little fat

hand into Lizzie's for protection.

" More knives, of course," replied Marian. "The

ladies screamed for mercy ; they offered him the

pink bonnet and the pearls, and all the other

things, and they went down on their knees and

cried, but the brigand shook his head ; then, waving

his hand with the pistol, he exclaimed :

"

" Miss Brown's carriage has come, and the

coachman says please not to keep the 'orses waiting

as the night's very cold, miss.

'

This was the voice of Sarah, the schoolroom

maid.

"Oh dear, oh dear !
" cried all the children in

despair ;
" must you really go ?

"

Marian nodded ; she was accustomed to great

punctuality and obedience.

" Good-bye, Liz," she said hurriedly ;
" I really

must be off at once."

" Oh dear, oh dear ! " reiterated the other

children ;
" do tell us what became of the poor

ladies."

"And the brigand," murmured Johnny.

" Oh, there was a dreadful scene," said Marian,

laughing ;
" I'm not at all sure the ladies were not

cut up into very little bits, Johnny," and then, with

many hasty good-byes and kisses, Marian ran

([uickly from the room.

After this the party speedily broke up. Johnny's

nurse had indeed already arrived, and was sitting

patiently waiting in the hall. Miss Maitland sent

for a cab, and, after manifold and elaborate arrange-

ments, took herself off together with her little

charges, whilst the more hardy Burnsides, who

were near neighbours, started cheerily to trot home
hand in hand.

Ten minutes later the schoolroom presented the

appearance of a " banquet-hall deserted "
; Made-

moiselle had gone to her room, and Lizzie stood

alone amidst the ruins. The furniture was pushed

about, the tea-table had not yet been cleared, and

the floor was strewn with dolls and dolls' clothing.

Amongst the latter Lizzie suddenly caught sight of

a small shining object. It was surely golden ; she

bent down to pick it up, and, as she held it in her

hands, she recognized it as a portion of the tiny

wheelbarrow, crushed and flattened out of shape.

At this sad sight her vexation and disappoint-

ment grew strong within her. She was conscious

how truly she had grudged the gifts she had lately

bestowed, and in her heart there arose a feeling of

absolute hatred towards Madeline Tomlinson.

She could not bear to think of what had happened
;

a sense of unreasoning anger and injury clouded

her mind. She only knew that she must run out,

somewhere, anywhere, away from the room and its

recollections, and she opened the door and went

out.

A long passage led from the schoolroom to the

staircase, and on the way were two or three doors,

one leading to the dining-room, another to her

father's library. To-night all seemed dark and

still ; the gas in the passage was very dim. She did

not see a big black form at a little distance from

her, but she heard a low whine, and then flop, flop

went Sambo's swinging, bushy tail as he lay stretched

on the cocoa-nut matting. Lizzie ran towards him

—he seemed a friend in need. She knelt beside

the big retriever, and put her arms round his neck,

and leant her face against his soft, shiny head, and

sobbed as she murmured :

" Oh Sambo, Sambo, I am so very miserable !

"

The old dog looked up into her face with an

expression of extreme benevolence. He could not

say much, naturally, though he emitted sundry

kindly sounds, and licked her fingers, and, at last,

for want of a better expression of feeling, put one

of his black paws gravely and heavily into her

hand. At this juncture the library door opened,

and some one looked out inquiringly into the

passage.

" Oh, papa, is that you ? " exclaimed Lizzie, a

little ashamed.

"Is \\. yotiV her father said, in answer. ''I

couldn't conceive what you and Sambo were

about. Why, what's the matter, Lizzie?" he

added, seeing the traces of tears on her cheeks.

The door was now widely open, and the lamplight

from within the room fell full on Lizzie's hot flushed

face. She had no courage to answer. " Are you
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going out to dinner ? " she asked, for her father

was in evening dress.

" No, no, it's already late, and I'm waiting for

a friend who is going to dine with us. I think I

have a few minutes to spare ; come in, Lizzie,

come in quickly. I must speak to you.''

He held out his hand as he spoke, and Lizzie

was fain to take it and follow him into the library.

There he sat down, and, whilst still holding her

hand, he asked somewhat comically :
" May I not

do as well as Sambo for a confidant, Liz ?
"

" Oh, papa !
" was all that Lizzie could say, her

tears beginning to trickle down again.

"What on earth has happened?" asked Mr.

Roy, much surprised ;
" I understood that you had

an entertainment. Is this the effect of party-giving

on you, Lizzie ? I admit that polite society is

dejjressing at times to the best of us."

He was gently bantering, purposely to give the

little girl time to recover her composure. She

smiled through her tears, and at last she spoke :

" Oh, papa, it is only just because I have been

such a horrible pig I " And thereupon, little by little,

she explained the whole episode of the golden toys,

and the bitter regrets and vexation that could not

be soothed in her heart, however hard she tried.

"Did you really try hard?" asked Mr. Roy,

quietly. " Well, first tell me this : when mamma
proposed that you should give away the toys, had

you no option of keeping them for yourself?"

"Oh, yes, papa."

" Did she ask you if you really wanted to give

them or not ?
"

" Yes, she told me I was to be quite, quite sure

whether I wanted to give them."

"And what did you say ?"

" I said that I wanted to give them, quite, quite

sure," answered Lizzie colouring.

" Why did you say so ? " asked her father.

" I think," said Lizzie, hiding her face against

his shoulder, " I think it was because I was so

ashamed to tell mamma."
"Ashamed that you did not want to give the

toys?
"

" Yes," answered Lizzie.

" But that was not very truthful, surely ?
"

"No, papa."

" So you began by telling what was equivalent

to an untruth," continued Mr. Roy. " I don't

suppose that afterwards you had enough peace of

mind left for any very generous feelings towards

your friends. You should never be ashamed of

telling the truth, Twoshocs, even if it does not

happen to be specially comjjlimentary towards

yourself. And, after the toys were given, how did

you feel about them ?
"

" I \vas ve.xed and sorry," murmured Lizzie.

" And when Johnny stamped upon the wheel-

barrow, I suppose you felt as if all that happened

had been brought together for your special

annoyance ?

"

Lizzie hung her head.

" Well, Liz, next time I will explain to mamma
that you are to keep all your things for yourself.

Only fancy, had you kept the contents of the box

you might now have been playing in state all

alone in your schoolroom with six separate

toys !

"

" Oh, papa !

"

"The little Burnsides, Marian Brown, and the

Tomlinsons would have gone home empty-handed,

and Johnny, (upon my word, I think Johnny

behaved like a young brick ! ) Johnny would never

have been tried as he was. We shall know what

to do another time."

" Oh no, no !
" cried Lizzie.

" You will then experience no regret, no anger,

and no vexation," continued Mr. Roy coolly

;

"Sambo need receive no painful confidences
"

" Oh, pajja, you are laughing at me !

"

"Not altogether," was the grave answer. "We
are told, Lizzie, that there is Some One who

loves a cheerful giver. I don't think myself that

any of your friends would have cared much for

your gifts had they known how grudgingly they

were bestowed."

" But I am not grudging now," stammered

Lizzie shamefacedly.

" Not ? Are you really not ? " asked her fatlier
;

" shall I not tell mamma ?
"

" Oh, no, please," said Lizzie. " Oh, let me
whisper to you something, papa ! I am quite

sure, I am quite, quite sure I am glad about the

toys."

" What, even to have lost the wheelbarrow ?

"

asked Mr. Roy.

"Yes, even the wheelbarrow," answered Lizzie

frankly, and she lifted up her eyes and looked

straight into her father's which were gazing

smilingly and lovingly down with an expression she
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could not quite comprehend, but which filled her

with a sense of joy and deep content. Scarce a

moment later and the door opened, and a servant

announced that Mr. Manners Sutton was in the

drawing-room.

"I must go," said Mr. Roy hurriedly; "good-

night, my dear little Liz," and with a hasty kiss he

left the little girl. She stood for a while beside his

empty chair, thinking intently ; nay, even during

the next day, and the next, Lizzie pondered over

the subject. But neither then nor afterwards was

there again one thought of regret in her heart for

any of the golden toys, no, not even for the wheel-

barrow.

I

Let us nuke them such cheer
As will keep out the wind and the weather,

OLD SONG.
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CHAPTER I.

FOR a pug Yum-Yum was perfect, and let

me tell you it takes a great many special

beauties to give you a pug which in any way

approaches perfection.

First, your true pug must be of a certain colour,

a warm fawn-colour ; it must have a proper width

of chest and a bull-doggish bandiness about the

legs ; it must have a dark streak from the top of its

head, along its back towards the tail ; it must have

a double twist to that same tail and three rolls of

fat or loose skin set like a collar about its throat ; it

must have a square mouth, an ink-black—no, no, a

soot-black—mask (that is face) adorned with an

infinitesim.al nose, a pair of large and lustrous

goggle-eyes and five moles. I believe, too, that

there is something very important about the

shape and colouring of its toes—but I really

don't know much about pugs, and this list of

perfections is only what I have been able to

gather from various friends who do understand the!

subject.

So let me get on with my story and say at oncel

that Yum-Yum possessed all these perfections.

She may have had others, for she was without!

doubt a great beauty of her kind, and she certainly

was blessed with an admirable temper, an angelic

temper, mild as new milk and as i)atient as Job.

And Yum-Yum belonged to a little lady calle

Nannie Mackenzie.

The Mackenzies I must tell you were not ric

people, or in any way persons of importance—the

had no relations, and apparently belonged to

particular family ; but they were very nice peopl

and very good people, and lived in one of a row i

large houses on the Surrey side of the river Thame
at that part which is called Putney.

Mr. Mackenzie was something in the city, i

had not apparently hit upon a good thing, fi
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there was not much money to spare in the house at

Putney. I rather fancy that he was managing clerk

to a tea-warehouse, but am not sure upon that point.

Mrs. Mackenzie had been a governess, but of

course she had not started life as a teacher of

small children ; no, she had come into the world

in an upper room of a pretty countrj' vicarage

where the olive branches grew like stonecrop, and

most visitors were in the habit of reminding the

vicar of certain lines in the hundred and twenty-

seventh Psalm. In course of time this particular

olive plant, like her sisters, picked up a smattering

of certain branches of knowledge, and armed thus,

went out into the wide world to make her own

way. Her knowledge was not extensive, it com-

prised a fluent power of speaking her mother-

tongue with a pleasant tone and correct accent,

but without any very well-grounded idea of why

and wherefore it was so. She also knew a little

French of doubtful quality, and a little less German

that was distinctly off colour. She could copy a

drawing in a woodenly accurate kind of way, with

stodgy skies made chiefly of Chinese white, and

exceedingly woolly trees largely helped out with the

same useful composition. At that time there was

no sham about Nora Browne's pretensions to art

—

there they were, good, bad, or indifferent, and you

might take them for what they were worth, which

was not much. But it was not until she had been

Mrs. Mackenzie for some years that she took to

"doing" the picture-galleries armed with catalogue

and pencil, and talked learnedly about chiar-oscuro,

about distance and atmosphere, about this school

and that, this method or the other treatment.

There were frequenters of the art-galleries of

London to whom Mrs. Mackenzie, ne: Nora

Browne, was a delightful study ; but then on the

other hand, there was a much larger number of

persons than these whom she impressed deeply,

and who even went so far as to speak of her with

bated breath as " a power " on the press, while, as

a matter of fact, Mrs. Mackenzie's little paragraphs

were very innocent and not very remunerative, and

generally won for the more or less weakly society

papers in which they appeared a reputation for

employing an art-critic who knew a good deal

more about the frames than about the pictures

within them.

However, all this is a little by the way ! I really

only give these details of Mrs. Mackenzie's doings

to show that the family was, by virtue of their

mother being a dabbler in journalism, in touch

with the set which I saw the other day elegantly

described as "Upper Bohemia."

Now in the circles of "Upper Bohemia" nobody

is anybody unless they can do something. Unless

they can paint pictures or umbrella vases and

milking-stools, unless they can sing attractively, or

play some instrument beyond the ordinary average

of skill, unless they can write novels or make

paragraphs for the newspapers, unless they can act

or give conjuring entertainments, or unless they

can compose pretty little songs with a distinct

mo/if, or pieces for the piano which nobody can

make head or tail of. It is very funny that

there should be so wide a difference neces-

sary between the composition of music

for the voice and music for the piano. For

the first there must be a little something to catch

the ear, a little swing in the refrain, a something to

make the head wag to and fro ; the words may be

ever so silly, if they are only bordering on the

pathetic, and if the catch in the refrain is taking

enough, the rest of the song may be as silly as the

words, and still it will be a success. But with a

piece it is different. For that the air must be

resolutely turned inside out as it were, and ap-

parently if the composer chances to light on one or

two pretty bits, he goes back again and touches

them up so as to make them match all the rest.

It seems odd this, but the world does not stop to

listen, but talks its hardest, and as at the end it

says " How lovely !
" I suppose it is all right.

But all these people stand in the very middle of

" Upper Bohemia," and, as a pebble dropped into

the water makes circles and ever-widening circles

on the smooth surface, so do the circles which

constitute "Upper Bohemia" widen and widen

until eventually they merge into the world beyond.

There are the amateurs and the reciters, and the

artists who put ' decorative ' in front of the word

which denotes their calling, and then put a

hyphen between the two ! And there are the

thought- readers, and the palmists, and the people

who have invented a new religion ! All these are

in the ever-widening circles of " Upper Bohemia."

And outside these again come the fashionable

lady-dressmakers and the art-milliners, the trained

nurses and the professors of cooking. After these

you may go on, almost ad libitum, until the circle

melts into professional life on the one hand and

fashionable life on the other.
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You have i)erhaps been wondering, my gentle

reader, what all this can possibly have to do with

the pug, Yum-Yum, that belonged to a little girl

named Nannie Mackenzie. Well, it really has

something to do with it, as I will show you. First

because it tells you that this was the set of people

to whom the Mackenzies belonged and took a

pride in belonging. It is true that they had a

stronger claim to belong to a city set, but you see

Mrs. Mackenzie had been brought up in the

bosom of the Church, and thought more of the

refined society in " Upper Bohemia " than she did of

all the money bags to be found east of Temple

Bar ! In this I think she was right ; in modern

London it does not do for the lion to lie down with

the lamb, or for earthenware pipkins to try sailing

down the stream with the iron pots. In " Upper

Bohemia," owing to the haziness of her right of

entry, Mrs. Mackenzie was quite an important

person : in the city, owing to various circumstances

—shortness of money, most of all—Mrs. Mackenzie

was nowhere.

Mrs. Mackenzie had only three children, two

girls and a boy, Rosalind, Wilfrid and Nannie.

At this time, Nannie was only ten years old,

a sweet engaging child with frank blue eyes

and her mother's pretty trick of manner, a child

who was never so happy as when she had a smart

sash on with a clean white frock in readiness for

any form of party that had happened to come in

her way.

Wilf was different. He was a grave quiet boy

of thirteen, already working for a scholarship at St.

Paul's School, and meaning to be a great man some

day, and meanwhile spending all his spare hours

collecting insects and gathering specimens of fern-

leaves together.

Above Wilf was Rosalind, and Rosalind was

sixteen, a tall willowy slip of a girl, with a pair of

fine eyes and a passion for art. I do not mean a

passion for making the woodenly accurate drawings

with stodgy clouds and woolly trees which had
satisfied her mother's soul and made her so

eminently competent to criticize the work of other

folk — no, not that, but a real passion for

real art.

Now the two Mackenzie girls had a gov-

erness for several years, a mildly amiable young
lady of about the same class and possessed of

about the same amount of knowledge as Mrs.

Mackenzie herself. She too made wooden drawings

with stodgy clouds and woolly trees, and she painted

flowers—such flowers as made Rosalind's artistic

soul rise within her and loathe Miss Temple and

all her works, nay, sometimes loathe even those

good qualities which were her chief charm.

Rosalind wanted to go further a-field in the art

world than either her mother's paragraphs or Miss

Temple's copies ; she wanted to join some well-

known art-class, and giving up everything else go

in for real hard grinding work.

But it could not be done, for, as I have said,

money was not plentiful in the house at Putney,

and there was always the boy to be thought of,

and also there was Nannie's education to finish.

To let Rosalind join an'expensive art-class would

mean being without Miss Temple, and Mrs.

Mackenzie felt that to do that would be to put

a great wrong upon little Nannie, for which she

would justly be able to reproach her all her life

long.

"It would not do, my dear," she said to Rosalind

when her elder daughter was one day holding

forth on the glories which might one day be hers if

only she could get her foot upon this, the lowest rung

of the ladder by which she would fain climb to

fame and fortune ;
" and really I don't see the

sense or reason of your being so anxious to follow

art as a profession. I am sure you paint very

well. That little sketch of wild roses you did last

week was exquisite ; indeed I showed it to Miss

du Mcrique when I was looking over her new

art-studio in Bond Street. She said it would be

charming painted on a thrush's-egg ground for a

milking-stool or a tall table, or used for a whole

suite of bedroom or boudoir furniture, or any

delicately-tinted enamelled furniture. I'm sure, my
dear, you might make quite an income "

" Did Miss du Merique offer to do one—to let

me do any work of that kind for her ? " Rosalind

broke in impatiently.

" No, she did not," Mrs. Mackenzie admitted
;

"but
"

" But, depend upon it, she is at work on the idea

long before this," cried Rosalind—she knew Miss

du Merique, and had but small faith in any income

from that quarter, several of her most cherished

designs having suggested ideas to that gifted

lady.

" If I only had twenty pounds, twenty pounds,"

Rosalind went on, " it would give me such a help,

such a lift. I should learn so much if I could
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spend twenty pounds ; and it's such a little, only the

price of the dress Mrs. Arlington had on the other

day, and she said it was so cheap— ' Just a cheap

little gown, my dear, to wear in the morning.'

Oh ! if only I had the price of that gown."

" Rosalind, my dear," cried Mrs. Mackenzie,

"don't say that—it sounds so like envy, and envy

is a hateful quality."

" Yes, I know it is, but I do want twenty pounds

so badly," answered Rosalind in a hopeless

tone.

Mrs. Mackenzie began to sob weakly. '•' If I

could give it to you, Rosalind, you know I would,"

she wailed, "but I haven't got it. I work and

work and work and strain every nerve to give you

the advantages, ay, and more than the advantages

that I had when I was your age. But I can't give

you what I haven't got—it's unreasonable to ask it

or to expect it."

" I didn't either ask or expect it," said Rosalind,

but she said it under her breath, and felt that, after

all, her mother was right—she could not give what

she had not got.

It was hard on them both—on the girl that she

could not have, on the mother that she could not

give \ Rosalind from this time forth kept silence

about her art because she knew that it was useless

to hope for the impossible—kept silence, that is,

from all but one person. And yet she could not

keep her thoughts from flying ever and again to

the art-classes and the twenty pounds which would

do so much for her. So up in the room at the top

of the house, where she dabbled among her scanty

paints and sketched out pictures in any colours

that she happened to have, and even went so fat

in the way of economy as to utilize the leavings of

her mother's decorative paints—hedge-sparrow's-

egg-blue—Arabian-brown—eau-de-Nil— Gobelin—
and others equally unsuitable for her purpose,

Rosalind Mackenzie dreamed dreams and saw

visions—visions of a great day when she would

have paints in profusion and art-teaching galore.

There was not the smallest prospect of her dreams

and visions coming true, any more than without

teaching and without paints there was of her daubs

growing into pictures and finding places on the line

at the Academy and the Grosvenor. It is always so

with youth. It hopes and hopes against hope, and

when hope is dead there is no longer any youth ;

it is dead too.

" There are youthful dreamers,

Building castles fair, with stately stairways
;

Asking blindly

Of the Future what it cannot give them."

CHAPTER II.

But there was one person to whom Rosalind

Mackenzie poured out all that was in her mind,

that was her ten-year-old sister, Nannie. In

Nannie she found a ready and a sympathetic

listener ; moreover, in Nannie's mind there was no

doubt, no hesitation in believing that if Rosalind

only had that twenty pounds there would be

nothing to keep her back, nothing to prevent her

sailing on right ahead into the roseate realms of

fame and glory! If only she had that twenty

pounds

!
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Now Nannie undoubtedly had a very gay and

jovial disposition. She was always ready for fun

and excitement, and had no tendency or any

desire to carve out a line for herself, as her brother

and sister had both had before they had reached

her age. Yet she had what was better in many

people's eyes, a very tender heart and a very

affectionate nature ; and her tender heart was wrung

and wrung again at the thought of her sister's

unsatisfied longings and the great future that was

iK'ing blighted, all for the want of twenty pounds.

Yet what could a little girl of ten years old do

towards getting such a sum as that together ?

Just nothing! Why, if the sum was shillings

instead of pounds she would still find it utterly

beyond her power and out of her grasp ! She

thought and she thought, but thinking did not

help matters ! She lay awake at night puzzling

her little brain, but that did no good, and Nannie's

face grew a good deal paler, and set her mother

wondering if the house was unhealthy, or thinking

peihaps that the air from the river was damp and

injurious.

It was about this time that Yum-Yum, the pug

which had been given to Nannie by one of her

mother's friends two years before, suddenly became

the person of the most importance in the house-

hold at Putney ; for behold one fine morning when

Nannie came down to breakfast, Yum-Yum pre-

sented her with three babies, three dear wee pugs,

which sent Nannie into ecstacies and made her

forget for a few da)s all about Rosalind's unsatis-

fied longings and her craving after higher things

than at present were attainable to her.

"You think they're real beauties, don't you.

Father ? " said Nannie anxiously.

"Yes, they are great beauties," said Mr. Mac-

kenzie, holding one little snub-nosed pug up and

examining it closely.

"And what should you think that they are worth,

Father ? " Nannie asked.

"Worth? Oh I that would depend a good deal on

how they turn out. Their pedigree is a very fair

one ; and at the end of six weeks or two months

they might be worth three or four guineas apiece

—

more, for that matter."

Nannie fairly gasped, and she clutched hold of

her father's arm. " Oh ! Daddy dear," she ex-

claimed, " do you really, really think I might be

able to get anything like that for them ?
"

" Oh ! yes, I think so," he answered, smiling at

her earnestness. " But, Nannie, why do you want

this money so much ? Have you set your mind on

a watch and chain ?
"

" Oh ! no, dear Daddy," she answered eagerly,

" it's not for myself at all ; it's poor Rosalind I'm

thinking of"—and forthwith she poured out into

her father's surprised but sympathetic ear all the

story of Rosalind's artistic longings, her craving for

better art-lessons, for all the good things that may
be had for the sum of twenty pounds.

Long before the story came to an end Mr.

Mackenzie had drawn his little daughter very

closely to him, and I fancy he was thinking, when

she came to the end of it, more of the goodness of

his Nannie's heart than of the greatness of Rosa-

lind's future.

" My Nannie," he said tenderly, " my generous,

kind-hearted little woman 1 Rosalind ought to

love you dearly for
—

"

"Rosalind does love me dearly, Daddy," Nannie

explained ; " only she can't help wanting to be a

painter—it's in her, you know, and it's choking her.

And Rosalind doesn't know a word about it. She

wouldn't want me to sell Yummy's pups for her.

Only you know. Daddy, we can't keep three dogs

besides Yummy ; and we may just as well sell them

as give them away, and then Rosalind would be

able to have smnc of the lessons that slic wants so

badly."

Mr. Mackenzie smiled at Nannie's voluble infor-

mation. " Well, well, you shall sell the pups and

make Rosalind happy," he said ; then after a

moment added, " You know, Nannie, that- 1 am not

rich, in fact I am very poor, but I will make the

sum up to ten pounds, and Rosalind can go on

thus far, at all events."

Well, a few weeks passed over, and the secret was

rigidly kept between Mr. Mackenzie and Nannie.

More than once Mrs. Mackenzie grumbled at the

expense and the trouble Yummy's three babies

were in the kitchen, and one afternoon when she

:

came in from town she said—" Oh, Nannie, Lady
|

Gray would like to have one of Yummy's puppies.

I told her I thought you would let her have first

choice."

"Then her ladyship must pay five guineas for

it, my dear," said Mr. Mackenzie promptly.

" Nannie and I are going to sell the puppies this

time."
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Mrs. ^lackenzie rather lifted her eyebrows.

" Oh ! if that is so,'' she said, " of course Lady

Gray must stand on one side. But what are you

going to do with the money, Nannie ? Buy your-

self a watch? "

" No, Mother, but
—

" and Nannie looked

an.xiously at her father, who quickly came to the

rescue, and evaded the question—which at that

moment was an awkward one, for Rosalind was

present.

It is possible that Mr. ]Mackenzie gave his wife

just a hint of what was a-foot, for she asked no

more questions about the puppies, and made no

further complaints of the extra food and milk

which Yummy required at this time.

And in due course, after a good deal of corre-

spondence through the columns of the Queen and

the Exchange, one by one the three little pugs

went away from the house at Putney to

homes of their own, and Nannie in

return became the proud possessor of

no fewer than eight golden sovereigns.

To these Mr. Mackenzie added the

two which he had promised to make
up the sum of ten pounds, and then

Nannie had the supreme joy of going

to Rosalind—who was hard at work

in her studio painting a sunset in tints

so startling that her artist soul was sick

within her—and flinging her offering

in a shower into her lap.

"Why, what is this, Nannie?"

Rosalind cried, half frightened.

'• It's your lessons, Rosie," Nannie

cried, " or at least as much of them

as you can get for ten pounds ; and

I'm so glad, dear, dear Rosie, to be

able to help you, you don't know,"

and happy Nannie flung her arms

round her sister almost crying for joy.

" But where did you get it ?—oh,

the pugs ! I forgot them," Rosalind

cried. " Oh ! but Nannie, my dear,

darling, unselfish sister, I can't take

your money in this way "

"You must," Nannie answered

promptly.

" But your watch—you've longed so

for a watch, you know," said the elder

girl.

"Well, I have, but I can long a bit more,"

returned Nannie philosophically—" I shall like it

all the better when I do get it."

'• I can't take it, darling," Rosalind urged.

" Oh ! yes, you can if you try," continued

Nannie. "And as for my watch, why, when you

are a great swell painter you can buy me one—

a

real beauty—and I shall like it ever so much better

than any other one in all the world."

Rosalind clasped Nannie close to her heart.

" My Nannie ! my Nannie !
" she cried, " I shall

never be as brave and helpful as you are. While I

have been grumbling and growling and railing at

fate you have been putting your shoulder to the

wheel, and Oh ! Nannie, Nannie, it is good of

you ! It is good ! I shall never forget it. The first

penny I earn, dear, shall be yours, and I will

never forget what my dear little sister has done for

me, never—never as lonsr as I live."
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A few days after this Rosalind was hard at work

in the studio of the artist for whose teaching she

had longed so many weary months. And how she

did work !

" I have one pupil w/io jcoris," her master got

into the habit of saying. " Some of you have a

natural gift
;
you have a correct eye, and you have a

firm touch. Every one of you might make progress

if you tried ! But there is only one of you all who

works—that is Miss Mackenzie."

But all too soon Rosalind's ten pounds melted

away until they had all gone. And as there was no

more where they had come from, Rosalind's lessons

must also come to an end !

" Oh ! Mother, can't you do a,vjthing to help

Rosie ? " Nannie cried, in piteously beseeching

accents the night before Rosalind was to go to the

studio for the last time.

"Nannie," answered Mrs. Mackenzie, reproach-

fully, " don't you think I would if I could ?
"

" Daddy, can you do nothing ? " Nannie im-

plored.

" My little one, I am so poor just now," he

answered.

So poor Nannie went to bed in bitter disappoint-

ment for her sister's trial. She felt that it was

very very hard upon Rosalind, who had worked

almost day and night that she might profit by every

moment of the time she was at the studio. Yes, it

was very very hard.

However, Rosalind was brave, and put a good

face upon the matter. " Don't worry about it, my
Nannie," she said just before she got into bed.

"After all, I've learnt a great deal while I have

been able to go to Mr. Raymond, and perhaps

after a time Daddy may be able to help me to go

again, and I may do some work that will sell, and

then I shall be able to go again. So don't worry

yourself, my darling, for you can't help me this time.

You see Yummy hasn't got any more pups to sell."

But Nannie had got an idea, and all through the

hours of that long night it stayed with her with the

pertinacity of a nightmare. Still, whatever it was

she did not say a word about it to Rosalind, and

when Rosalind looked round for her when she was

ready to start for the studio in the morning, she

was nowhere to be seen.

" Where is Nannie ? " she asked.

"Oh ! she's out in the garden," Mrs. Mackenzie

answered.

" Well, I haven't time to go down, but don't let

her worry about me, will you. Mother ? " said

Rosalind anxiously.

"No, no; I will look after her," Mrs. Mackenzie

answered vaguely.

So Rosalind went off fairly satisfied. " I have

come for my last lesson, Mr. Raymond," she said,

with rather an uncertain smile as she bade the

master good morning.

" Oh ! well, well, we must have a talk about

that," he answered good-naturedly.

Rosalind shook her head a iittle sadly, and took

her place without delay—to her every moment was

precious.

But though this was her last lesson she was not

destined to do much work that day, for as soon as

she ojjened her little paint-box, which she had

taken home the previous day that she might do

some work in the early morning, she saw lying on

the top of the paints a little note addressed in

Nannie's round child's hand to "Rosalind."

The next moment master and pupils were alike

startled by the sight of Rosalind Mackenzie with

her face hidden in her hands sobbing as if her

heart would break.

" My dear child," cried the master running to

her side, " how now 1 What is the matter ? Pray

tell me, my dear, tell me."

Then little by little Rosalind sobbed out the

whole story—how she had longed and pined for

these lessons, how her little sister Nannie had

sacrificed herself to help her, and then at last she

put into the master's hand the little note which

she had brought from home in the paint-box.

" Darling Rosalind," the master read aloud,

" I thought of a way to help you last night, but I

did not tell you about it because I knew you would

stop it. You know that Mrs. Clarke, who bought

Yummy's little son, said she would give ten

guineas for her any day, so I'm going to get

Father to take her there this afternoon, and you

shall have the money. I don't think I shall mind

parting with her much..—Nannie.
"

Mr. Raymond took off his glasses and wiped

them. " Upon my word," he muttered in an un-

certain voice, "upon my word."

" The darling I
" cried one pupil,

" Is she fond of the dog? " asked another.

"Fond of her!" Rosalind echoed. "Why,
Yummy is the very idol of her heart. She has had
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her from a puppy ; it would break the child's

heart to part with her. Why, I would die," she

said passionately, " before I would let her do it.

I would go out as a charwoman and scrub floors

for my living all the days of my life rather than do

such a mean thing. Mr. Raymond," she went on,

'• I must go back at once or I may be too late. I

must lose my lesson— I can't help that But I

must go back—for look at the poor little letter all

tears and " and there Rosalind broke down into

tears and sobs again, but all the same she gathered

her brushes together and began to pack up all her

belongings.

The master stood for a moment in deep thought,

but as Rosalind put her hat on and resolutely

dried her eyes, he spoke to the others who were

standing around.

" I should very much like to see this out," he

said, " and if you will set me free this morning,

I will give you each an e.\tra lesson to make

up for the interrupted one to-day. What do you

say?
"

" Yes, yes !

" they all cried.

So the old painter and Rosalind went back to

the house at Putney together, and at the door

Rosalind put an eager question to the maid who

opened it for them.

" My mother?" she asked.

" Mrs. Mackenzie is dressing to go out. Miss

Rosalind," the maid answered.

" And Miss Nannie ?
"

"I believe Miss Nannie is in the garden," was

the reply.

So Rosalind led the master out into the garden,

where they soon espied Nannie curled up in a big

chair with Yummy in her arms. She did not

notice their approach, indeed she was almost

asleep, worn out by the violence of her grief at the

coming parting with Yummy, and was lying with

her eyes closed, her cheek resting against the dog's

satin-smooth head.

Rosalind flung herself down upon her knees

before the chair and took child and dog into her

arms.

" My own precious little sister, my unselfish

darling," she cried; ''as if I would let you part

with the dear doggy for my sake ! I couldn't,

Nannie, my dear, I couldn't— I couldn't part with

Yummy myself. But I shall never forget it, Nannie

—my dear, unselfish Nannie."

Nannie looked past her sister towards the tall

old painter standing behind her. " Your lessons,"

slie faltered, with quivering lips.

" My little heroine," said the old painter ten-

derly, " your sister is my favourite among all my
pupils. I would rather," he went on, laying his

hand on Rosalind's shoulder—" I would rather

leach one real worker such as she is for love, than

lifty of the usual kind who come to me. She is

just the real worker one might expect with such a

sister."

" You will go on teaching Rosalind," Nannie

cried in a bewildered way, " for nothing ?
"

" I will, gladly," the master answered, " and in

return you shall come one day and bring the pug

and let me paint a picture of you both." And
then the old man went away, leaving the sisters in

the fulness of their joy together.

For him this had been somewhat of a new

experience, a pleasant one. They were young and

he was old, but he went back to his pictures with a

heart fresh and young as it had not been for years,

asking of himself a question out of the pages of a

favourite poet. ''Shall I thank God for the green

summer, and the mild air, and the flowers and the

stars, and all that makes the world so beautiful, and

not for the good and beautiful beings I have known
in it?"
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ANNETTE LVSTER.

upon a

time,

there

li\ed, in the Realms

of fancy, a very, very

great Baron,the Baron

Hauteur, and his wife,

the Baroness Gentle-

sweet. They were very great people—all their

sons and daughters bore the title of Prince or

Princess, and the Baron reigned supreme over

his property in the Realms of fancy, just as if

he had called himself a king. He possessed

a splendid castle, obedient vassals, a lovely wife,

and one little girl, the Princess Mayblossom.

In the wide corridor of this stately castle, one

morning in the merry month of May, the little

Princess and her nurse, good old Kindheart,

were engaged in a somewhat noisy quarrel.

Kindheart had produced a broad, strong ribbon

with which she proposed to fasten the little princess

to her apron-string, and Mayblossom declared that

she was too old now for leading strings ! She was

flying up and down the corridor laughing at nurse's

vain pursuit and maintaining loudly that for the

future she would not submit to being tied to any one,

when a door opened, and her mother came softly

towards her. Mayblossom flew into her arms.

" JNIother, dear mother ! tell nursie that I am too

old to be tied to her apron strings any longer ! I am
SIX years old to-day."

Baroness Gentlesvveet lifted the little one from

the ground, and carried her off to her own pretty

boudoir—where she sat down and talked gravely to

her for a long time. Princess Mayblossom listened

eagerly—as well she might ! for her mother told her

of the fate that hung over her noble house, and

of the mysterious disappearance of many Princes

and Princesses, her own two brothers having been

the last victims.

"In another year thou wilt be safe, my treasure

—the fatal Cat has no power over one who has

completed seven years of life ! For my sake, May-

blossom, be patient for one year longer."

" I will, dear mother—indeed I will, do not cry,

and I will do anything you wish. But Kindheart

does move so slow and I long to dance and run.

Might I not be free even in the castle ?
"

" Your brothers were stolen from the Castle hall,

dear child. Kindheart was my own nurse—when

you were born I sent for her—and there is no

one else in whom I can so securely trust. Once

the dreadful cat had nearly stolen you, but Kind-

heart held you so firmly—she could not carry her

off too ; so she was baffled for once."

" I have never seen a cat—but from the picture
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you once showed me of one, I should think, mother,

she could hardly carry me, now : much less good

fat nursie."

However Mayblossom allowed the pink ribbon

to be tied round her waist once more, and for some

time she was submissive and patient. But as time

went on, she forgot how her mother had wept and

implored her to be careful, and once more a longing

to run and dance, and to be free and alone,even for

a few minutes, became very strong in her foolish

little heart.

The Baron was by no means a good-tempered

Baron, he required a good deal of coa.xing and many

soft words from his wife to keep him from becoming

a really ///-tempered Baron : thus Mayblossom was

often obliged to take her daily walk with Kind-

heart only. Two pages attended them always,

and other retainers were within call.

A year had almost passed : in a few days May-

blossom would be seven years old, and safe from

the fate which threatened the children of her house.

It was May again, and the weather was charming.

The birds sang, the deer ran over the i)ark, the air

was full of sounds and scents, and Mayblossom's

heart was full of a great longing to be free. She

was taking a walk with Kindheart, and the slow

pace, and the company of the old nurse and the

two i)ages, had become even more irksome than

usual. Presently Kindheart said

—

" Let us rest here, my Princess, the day is hot

and my old bones are weary."

"Are you sure you have any bones ? " said May-

blossom pertly. " Sit down, nursie—I dare say we
shall both take a nap.

Nursie looked all round. They were not far from

the castle, and in the window of the Baron's library

sat both Baron and Baroness, he smoking a cigar,

and she reading to him. Even while wondering

whether she might safely indulge in a doze, poor

Kindheart was fast asleep.

Close by there was a little wood, into which

Mayblossom had never been allowed to go. She

looked longingly at it—and alas ! the temptation

proved too strong. She sent the pages running up

to the castle, one for a cup of tea, the other for a

parasol : as soon as they were gone, she took out

of her pocket a pretty little " lady's companion,"

pulled out the scissors it contained and cut the pink

ribbon through and through. Then she gently got

up from beside nursie, and scampered off to the

wood; in the shade of the tender young leaves

she was soon hidden from view.

The sun was shining brightly, and the soft green

darkness of the wood was delicious. There were

primroses in the grass, and Mayblossom gathered

her lap full. There was plenty of her pretty name-

sakes on the hawthorn, and she broke off great

branches of it, and scratched her little white hands

with its thorns : but she did not mind the smart,

she was so full of glee. She wandered on : some-

times running, sometimes stopping to gather flowers,

until she reached a lovely little clear space where

the turf was soft and smooth, and here she flung

down her flowers and began to dance. She danced

until her golden hair flew wildly round her head ;

she danced until her dainty shoes fell ofi"; she

danced until her little pink toes began to peep

through her silk stockings. At last in making a

deep courtesy to her imaginary partner, she slipped

and fell. She lay there and laughed aloud : to get

a fall, and no one at hand to make a fuss about it

!

this really was freedom. In the midst of her laughter

she heard a sound ; a tiny cry. She sat up and

looked round. Under a bush close by lay a little

snow-white kitten, crying pitifully.

Mayblossom had been warned again and again

to avoid cats—but in her wild glee she never

stopped to think, and this was such a pretty, tiny

creature : and it seemed in pain. She sprang up

and ran towards it: the kitten rolled over on to

its feet and tried to crawl away. Then the Princess

saw that some cruel person had wound a green silk

cord tightly round the creature's legs and paws, so

that it was almost powerless to move. It lay and

looked up at her, crying softly.

"You poor little thing !
" cried the child, "do let

me take you up and untie that horrid cord, which

will certainly cut off your nice legs if you don't.

Don't be afraid of me, though I am a Princess."

Here the kitten gave her a look—so very

strange a look that Mayblossom stopped short,

and said

—

" What do you mean by that, please ?
"

The kitten uttered a terrified "mew " and made

a great struggle to get up ; Mayblossom pounced

upon it, and in a moment had it safe in her arms.

Oh, so soft, and warm, and cosy, and dear, and weej

and—kiss, kiss, kiss,—to see the way MayblossoBi

went on about that kitten would have made ai

one lau2;h.
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Presently she sat down and began to try to untie

the cord. But in vain, the knots and twists defied

her.

"No one on earth could have patience to

untie this," said she ; "but never mind, my darling,

I will soon set you free."

Again she took out her "lady's companion,"

and got the scissors.

" Now," said she, "well soon be rid of the cord,"

and she snipped at it without loss of time. The

bright blades met, but strange to say, the cord was

not cut. Not even a mark showed where the

scissors had gone through it. Surely this ought to

have frightened Mayblossom, but it only made her

angry. Her cheeks grew red, her eyes bright, and

she snipped and snapped with the scissors until the

kitten not unreasonably expected to feel those

sharp points sticking into some tender part of her

little person. So she uttered a yell of terror : and

then Mayblossom became aware that the green cord

was being pulled. The end of it had been lying on

the grass, it now rose about three feet from the

ground, and became what the sailors call "taut "
;

very soon the strain upon it was considerable.

Mayblossom flung down her scissors and held on

to the kitten ; the cord got tighter—tighter again —
it must soon break. But it did not break, nor did

Mayblossom let the kitten go, nor did the kitten

cease to yell.

At last Mayblossom found herself on her feet

—

whether she had risen or was pulled up she did not

know; the strain on the slender green cord con-

tinued, and she let it lead her on. On she

went— slowly at first, then faster, faster, faster,

until the child was running as surely she had never

run before. Out of the wood, across a green plain,

at the other side of which she saw wild rocks which

seemed to form an impassable barrier. But as she

came swiftly nearer and nearer she saw a narrow

opening, across which was drawn a thick crimson

rope. Mayblossom could not stop herself: she

came bang up against the rope and fell flat on her

back for the second time that day. When she

recovered her breath and got up, she saw the white

kitten sitting at the other side of the rope, quite

free : the green cord had disappeared. Perched

on the rope was a most respectable-looking elderly

owl, who blinked at her solemnly through a pair of

blue spectacles.

" Child," said the owl, "who are you ?
"

" Please do not speak to me unless I speak to

you," replied the child, " for I am the Princess

Mayblossom, Baron Hauteur's only child. Get

out of my way, for I want to pass under the rope."

" Oh, you poor, pretty innocent !

" cried the owl,

sadly, " go home ! turn round and run away as fast

as you can. Look yonder 1 see the home where

your mother is perhaps already crj'ing for you ; run,

little Princess, run for your life."

" Oh, very good I
" said the white kitten, "so you

want to get me punished for failing in my errand.

Mistress Owl. Come on. Princess, this is the

Magic Valley, and just see how we enjoy life

here."

A perfect troop of kittens now made their

appearance, and began frisking about on the short

green grass.

" Do not heed them. Princess," cried the owl,

" turn and flee while you can. Once inside, and

you are lost."

But Mayblossom scarcely heard her, so delighted

was she with the kittens. She laughed to see them

spring and frisk, and at last she stooped under the

rope and darted in. And behold ! another white

kitten was frisking on the grass, and the little

Princess—the sole hope of her noble house—had

vanished !

" Joyi joy • I have done my task, I am safe !

"

cried the white kitten, and all the others shouted

" Hurrah !
" And the whole troop set off, and

scampered up the valley, Mayblossom running off

among them. The owl sat on the rope alone, and

uttered several dismal hoots.

Up, up the valley ran the kittens ; it was really

very pleasant. Once through the barrier formed

by the rocks, the valley was very beautiful. Every

moment increased the speed of the race and

Mayblossom's enjoyment. This was freedom

!

She bounded on, and felt as if she could continue

the race for ever. When suddenly—whisk I—the

leader, a fine tabby, turned sharply aside and sprang

into a hole in the solid rock. A hole just big

enough to allow a full grown cat to enter it, and

which was cut, clean and round and smooth, in the

solid rock. One by one the rest followed, but

Mayblossom hung back. Seeing this, the white

kitten who had been in the wood with her, stopped

and waited until they were alone together.

" Come in, Mayblossom," she said ; you may as

well do it willingly, for come you must."
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" Must !

" cried Mayblossom, " please remember hesitate now, and you will very soon be quite

who I am. I shall not go in. It has been very merry and happy here."

pleasant, but it is time for me to go home." She led the way into the round hole as she spoke,

" Listen to me, Mayblossom. I am your aunt, and Mayblossom followed her slowly. The hole

you must know, your father's sister, taken from the was really the entrance to a long dark passage.

ff
if'*

* ^ t?-'

Castle long ago. And I advise you for your own
good, as aunts ahuays do. Step this way—take

care ! you are such a hasty little puss ! look down
there and tell me what you see."

" I sec a dreadful deep hole, with black, black

water far down in it," said Mayblossom.
" Well now, my dear niece, if you obey the

Princess of the Magic A'alley, better known to you

as the Fatal Cat
;
you may live here for ever, a nice

pretty white kitten, full of fun, well-fed, with plenty

of merry playfellows, and the whole valley for a

playground. If you displease her, she will stick

pins into you and most likely throw you into that

dreadful black water. It is too late for vou to

' I don't like dark places I
" said Mayblossom,

"and I think I am going to be frightened."

" There is not much further to go," said the!

other, " already you see there is a gleam of

light."

They ran on—and presently sprang out of th

round passage into a large, lofty, beautiful cav

The walls were rough indeed, but then the colou

were so splendid. Ruby red, deep violet, pu

blue, vivid yellow, dazzling white, with here ad

there green of the most delicate shades. The

colours gave light to the cave ; it seemed as if thl

were light, for they glowed with a changefu

transparent brightness, although you could not i
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through them. The floor was covered with thick

soft moss, and here and there grew strange,

beautiful trees. The air was deliciously warm and

sweet, and here Mayblossom

saw all the kittens again.

But in the centre of the

cave, lying on a cushion of

ruby velvet, was a large

white cat, with four black

paws and a black tip to her

tail.

Mayblossom knew now

what had happened to her.

Her mother had showed her

a picture of the Fatal Cat

— and there she lay ! May-

blossom opened her mouth

and yelled with terror.

" Hold your tongue !

said the cat. But May-

blossom screamed louder

still.

"Oh mother, mother!"

she cried. But oh ! little

Mayblossom, it seems that even in the Realms of

fancy, one may cry out too late.

The cat rose, walked over to the little jwincess

(she walked on her hind legs, like a highly-trained

spaniel) and seizing Mayblossom by her little

furry ears, she carried her over to a lovely fountain

which played and sparkled in the many-coloured

light, and quietly dropped her into the water

which filled the marble basin. Mayblossom after

some terrified

- struggling, man-

aged to crawl

out.

" Dry your-

self," said the

Fatal Cat. "That

will give

you

some-

thing to do, my little dear. Every time you

squall, I shall put I'ou in that basin."

She returned to her cushion, leaving May-

_5»«rt'

blossom speechless with anger and fright.

" Come here, Fairesperance," said the cat.

" What made you linger outside with }-on little

fool ?
'

"She was afraid to jump into the hole," said

the white kitten. " You would not wish me to

leave her outside, I suppose ?
"

" Ho ! Ha !

" cried the cat. " I allow no saucy

answers here."

Fairesperance looked frightened, and hastened

to say.

" What do you think of Mistress Owl, Madam,

sitting on the red rope and advising Mayblossom

to run home !

"

" Bring me a pin," shouted the cat. " A long

one. Ha ! Ho ! Mistress Owl will find herself in

the black pool yet."

She pounced upon poor Mistress Owl who had

but just come in, and having stuck the pin well

into her, shut her up in a dark cupboard. Then

she lay down on her cushion and

summoned Mayblossom, who crept

over to her, half dry and more than

jT" half dead with fear.

"You have seen how I reward re-

bellion 1
" said the Fatal Cat. " Be
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obedient, and you may join your kindred there
;

play, jump, eat, drink, and be merr)-. It amuses

me. But you may as well give up all thoughts

of escape. You are mine now. Long ago,

little idiot, I too was a Princess of your family.

My sisters married, but I had a soul above such

a fate. I studied magic, I became powerful. I

would have used my jiower for the good of my
House ; but they would not submit to my sway.

One day the Baron, he was my grand-nephew and

your great-great-great-grand-father, saw me box his

wife's ears ; she deserved it thoroughly. He
ordered me to leave the Castle. I did so. I vowed

to ruin the ungrateful race ; and now I have done

so. It has taken a long time. See here is your

eldest brother, Bienaime'. And here is your other

brother, Desire. I have laid a sjiell upon them all,

and I lay it upon you ; none of you shall ever

pass the age of seven years, until you are restored

to your own forms. Which will not liappen, my
children, I promise you. Do noUventure to dis-

please me, Mayblossom. I brought a train of

servants with me when I took ])ossession of the

Valley, and Mistress Owl is the last of them.

They displeased me ; and I threw them into the

black pool. Now be quiet, for I wish to sleep."

Mayblossom crept away, but the kittens came
round her, and tried to

cheer her up.

" Sister," said Bien-

aime', " do not cry. Our

life is far merrier than if

we had to learn lessons

and grow up. No one

grows up here ; every-

thing is to be the same

until the end comes. A
race up the valley—one

mad, merry race, will

make you forget. What

say you, Mayblossom ?
"

"That it would be

very nice, only for

mother. She will cry so

much. I've seen her cry

so bitterly for you both,

and now she must cry

for me. I feel her tears

hurting me."

" Nonsense !
" cried

Bienaime'. " She cannot cry for me. I don't

remember her." But he looked uncomfortable

—

and all the kittens felt something—they did not

know what. They were all crying soon, but the cat

moved in her sleep, and they dried their eyes

hastily, and began to run about the cave.

Meantime, who can describe the scene at the

castle when Mayblossom was missed ? The Baron

raved : he even threatened to hang poor faithful

Kindheart. The Baroness fainted, and lay in-

sensible all the time that search was being made

for her child. The Baron led the searchers. They

found the " lady's campanion "
; they found the

scissors ; they found the dainty little shoes ; but

they did not find the Princess Mayblossom. They

tracked her flying footsteps to the entrance of the

Magic Valley : there the Baron leaned for a

moment on the crimson rope, and then went sadly

home.

The Baroness had recovered from her swoon, and

came to meet her lord in the hall.

" How are you here so soon, my lord 1 " she

said.

The Baron told her what lie had done, and what

he had seen.

" What !
" she cried, " have you returned without

searching the Magic Valley? Oh, my lord, go
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now—save our little darling—to-morrow it may be

too late. Let it not be said that the Baron

Hauteur was afraid to enter the Magic Valley."

The Baron, not very willingly, j^romised to go.

He summoned all his men-at-arms and put on his

best armour. He marched to the entrance of the

valley, and there issued the order.

" Cut me that rope !

"

Two sturdy retainers came forward, and with

axes and hunting knives tried to cut the crimson

rope—all in vain. They could make no impression

on it.

" We must stoop to conquer," said the Baron, and

with wonderful condescension he bowed his head

low and passed under the rope. A large party of

his retainers at once turned about and ran away ; but

some bolder spirits followed him into the Valley.

" Go on," said the Baron, eyeing them sternly.

"Lead the way."

" It is not for ns to go before our Baron," they

cried with one voice.

" That means, that you are afraid !
" he cried

angrily. " Follow me then ! Ho ! Ha ! Hum !

"

This was the ancient war-cry of his house. There

is little doubt that the " Fee, fo, fum " of the giants

Blunderbore and Cormoran was a vulgar way of

saying this majestic sentence. Either the giants

themselves had degenerated, which seems quite

likely, or those who heard them made a slight, and,

under the circumstances, very pardonable mistake.

For there can be little doubt that these giants were

natives of the Realms of fancy, and they may
have been younger brothers of some Baron

ancestor of Baron Hauteur.

The Baron, crying his war-cry, and waving his

drawn sword, rushed up the defile through the

rocks and reached the lovely, peaceful-looking

i valley. Looking back, he found that he was alone.

Not one of his train had followed him.

" Cowards ! traitors !
" he exclaimed, " ye shall

smart for this. Shall I—follow them? The
valley looks very quiet—very like other valleys. I

shall go a little further — just to content poor

Gentlesweet."

He walked on— it was quite easy, and he neither

heard nor saw aught to alarm him, until he

reached the rocky platform where on one side he

saw the round hole in the rock, on the other the

dreadful black pool. He stopped, and began

calling

—

" Mayblossom 1 you troublesome little monkey,

come here. I have come for you. I shall forgive

you if you come at once—you very naughty little girl.

Don't keep me waiting, undutiful child. Unless

you come at once, I shall whip you soundly."

Suddenly—without warning—he found himself

confronted by the Fatal Cat.

" Go home, you blustering booby," said the

Princess of the Valley, quietly. " You see

that deep black pool? A moment more and I

shall have you thrown in. And in those magic

waters you will simply cease to be. It is my fate

to perish thus, but not until I am confronted by
something stronger than the hate I bear the house

that cast me off. And you, weak fool, go at once,

before I lose my temper. Your daughter has heard

your call, but she did not seem at all disposed to

join you. Go—go—go." And with a yell she

sprang at him. The Baron turned and fled—fled

down the valley, pursued by the terrible cat ; he

reached the crimson rope, tumbled over it anyhow,

and turned to look. The cat was no longer

visible.

The Baron was borne home in a fainting state,

and it was four days before he came perfectly to

his senses. Gentlesweet nursed him tenderly ; and

made him tell her exactly what had occurred to

him in the Magic Valley. Her mind was made
up. She would save Mayblossom, or share her

fate.

On the morning of the fifth day the Baroness

dressed herself in her plainest apparel, and left the

castle uuperceived. She took a cake in her pocket,

Ma)'blossom might be hungry— also she took the

little shoes, for the child must not walk barefoot.

She reached the crimson rope, bent her fair head

low, and passed under it. She never paused nor

faltered, but walked steadily on with head erect.

Ah, we little know how strong love can make the

weakest among us. Gentlesweet thought of her

lost child, and of nothing else : of herself, her

safety, her dignity, her probable fate, she thought

not at all. And so she walked fearlessly up the

Magic Valley.

Something moved on the path before her, she

stopped to look, and saw a large gray owl, lying on

its side, apparently dying. Even now Gentlesweet

could not pass on, leaving the creature to suffer

unaided. She sat down on a large stone, lifted the

owl to her lap and examined it carefully.
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" It is half-starved," she said. " Oh, how thin

it is, poor thing. And what is this ? Oh ! what

wicked cruelty ! A long pin stuck into the poor

creature so deep. I must pull it out. There, now,

you poor thing, maybe you will feel better.

She fed the bird gently with some of the cake in

her pocket, and seeing the glint of water close by,

she lifted some in the hollow of her white hand,

and gave it a drink.

"That is all I can do for you," she said " I must

not delay any longer." And she laid the bird on

the grass. To her surprise it looked up at her and

said distinctly.

" Wait one moment, gentle lady, until I recover

a little, I beseech you wait."

After a minute

or so Gentle-

sweet saw it

stand up and

begin to put on

a pair of blue

spectacles.

" Madam,

"

-<.^,.-r. Wia

said the owl, " you have saved my life, and though

I am often verj' weary of it, I feel grateful to you.

In return, let me save you from such a fate as

mine. Turn, lady, and fly from this hateful place.

Ytou are in the Magic Valley of the Fatal Cat, and

if my mistress becomes aware of your presence,

your fate is sealed."

"You are yexy kind," said Gentlesweet, "but I

cannot fly, my little daughter has wandered into the

valley, or been brought here somehow. I am
seeking her."

" Then I think. Madam, that you are the Baroness

Gentlesweet?
"

"I am—and a most unhapjjy mother."

" Noble lady ! fly while flight is still possible.

The child you seek is a child no longer—like all

the stolen children of your house she has been

turned into a kitten. I owe my liberty to her, for

only this morning she contrived to open the door

of the cupboard in which my mistress had shut

me up and left me to perish : forgetting all about

me, I believe. You know that the Baron came

here seeking the child. He got away safe but the

Princess has lamented it ever since, and regrets

that she did not turn him into a porcupine ! and

she will not let you escape her. And your child

would not go with you. The Baron called her,

and my mistress mockingly gave her leave to go,

but she ran to her brothers and

would not go."

r4'e(tMb"««'l^~**^" " Her brothers !
" cried Gentle-

sweet, " Oh, my babies, my babic;^

But tell me, kind owl, did the Baron call

her tenderly, telling her how we were all so

sad without her ?
"

" I cannot say that he did. Madam. He
[jromised her a whipping and called her

troublesome, and I know not what else.

Had he been kinder she might have wished

to go then, but now it is too late for that.

She is changed—she is the maddest, merri-

est, happiest of them all. Last night she

caught a mouse, and played with it, hunting

it about the cave until it w^as almost dead

with fear."

" My tender-hearted little girl did that
!

"

cried the Baroness. " Ah, I must save her

or share her fate."

"Are you so wilful. Madam? will nothing

turn you back ? If there is a creature that!

you hate and fear, into that creature you will bej

transformed. Look at me. I was the Princess's

gentlewoman. I was afraid of owls and she knew

it. Not a creature among her train but was turned

into some bird or beast : and I am the only one

left now."

"I cannot help it," said Gentlesweet, "if I mus(

be a toad, why I must ; but I shall at least see

children, and let them know how their motB

loves them. I am resolved, good Mistress Owl.

"Then what I can do to help you I will

noble lady, be my fate what it may. Attendl

my words. When the Baron came to the topj
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the glen, the Princess, in the form of the Fatal

Cat, came out to meet him : and I have little doubt

she will do the same when she knows that you are

there. On the other side of the rock, nearly opposite

the passage by which she will come, you will see

the black pool. Its waters are fatal to all who

touch them : they are destined to be fatal to my
mistress herself, but only when she is confronted

by something stronger than her hate for the House

from which she sprang. Oh, lady, what strength

have you? "

" None," said Gentlesweet, " I am frightened ; but

there is something here," laying her hand upon her

heart, " that is stronger than fear
;
perhaps it may

prove stronger than hate. At all events I will go

on."

" Alas that you will ! but remember what 1 have

told you, lady, for it is your only chance—and a

poor one, for she is wary and suspicious. I will be

near, and if I can help you, I will do so."

"Thank you, kind friend. I will remember.

But my hope is to get Mayblossom into my arms,

and run. I have no strength for a struggle."

She passed on up the valley, meeting with no

further adventure until she reached the great rock

with the round passage through it, and the awful

black pool on the other side of the platform.

Leaning against the rock and bending down towards

the hole, she called aloud

—

" Mayblossom ! my darling, my one comfort

!

my little girl ! come to your mother. Mayblossom,

her heart is breaking for the loss of you. None
shall blame you for running away, we know you

meant no harm. Only come back, come back, my
little Mayblossom."

Far off, in the cave, the Fatal Cat lay on her

cushion, watching the kittens at jjlay. It was the

wildest, maddest play, and Mayblossom was the

wildest there. The springs she made ! the jumps of

her ! the way her tail whisked and her eyes flashed !

And in the midst of the fun, the Baroness sent her

])itiful cry down the passage. The kittens ceased

their antics suddenly ; the Fatal Cat frowned.

"This becomes very' tiresome," said she, "does

the young woman want to be turned into a snail or

something else that is nasty ? You, Mayblossom !

do you know that voice?
"

"It is my mother's voice," said jNIayblossonij

" and she called me."

"And you may go to her if you like," replied

the Princess, " I shall easily catch both her and

you. Go if you will—but you must take the

consequences."

" Don't go, don't go," whispered Fairesperance in

a frightened voice. But now the Baroness spoke

again.

" Mayblossom, my darling, my only beloved,

will you not come to your poor mother who loves

you so dearly?
"

Slowly did Mayblossom draw near the entrance

to the passage ; the Fatal Cat laughing maliciously

all the time.

"Go by all means," she said. "I shall be

amused to see how your mother looks when she

sees you. Do you expect her to care for a kitten ?

a kitten too, that will never even be a cat ?
"
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Mayblossom hesitated, Baroness Gentlesweet,

who was fast losing the faint hope that had sus-

tained her until now, cried despairingly

—

"Come, home, my child, whatever has happened

to you. Let me only see you once more ? 1 don't

care what that cruel witch does to me, 1 will stay

here, for I cannot live without my Mayblossom !

"

At these words, Mayblossom sprang into the

passage, and with a ciy of rage the Fatal Cat flc\.

after her.

The Baroness, leaning against the rock heard

this terrible yell. She started up and stood

gazing at the mouth of the passage. Out sprang

a white kitten, who ran scrambling up into her

arms and hid its head in her bosom. Hut before a

word could be said, out sprang also, with a yell and

a bound like those of a tigress, the Fatal Cat '.

With wonderful courage and presence of mind, the

Baroness placed herself between her enemy and

tlie mouth of the passage. At the same moment

the cat turned and saw her. Rising upon her

liind feet, she began to utter a spell : one moment

more and the Baroness was lost '. But surely this

was Mayblossom, whose little heart was beating

liard with terror as she pressed herself close to

iier mother's breast. And with her child to fight

for, Gentlesweet was strong indeed. With a cry

which echoed far down the valley, siie rushed at

the Fatal Cat, seized her with both hands and

flung her with all her might into the black

l)oo!.

Down, down, she went, her snowy form showing

out distinctly against the dark sides of the pit ;

the Baroness, leaning over the edge in an agony of

terror, listened for the s])lash which would prove

that she had reached the water. But there was no

splash, not a sound broke the stillness, not a drop

of spray came flying up, nor a circle appeared on

the surface of the mysterious water. But as the

form of the Fatal Cat touched the face of the

pool she disappeared, ceased to be, she was gone I

The Baroness, panting and frightened, still gazed

do\vn, when a voice behind her made her turn

round. There was Mistress Owl in a state of great

e.vcitement.

" Baroness Gentlesweet, brave and loving lady,

brave because loving! You have saved us all.

But I beseech you, lose no time ; the spell is

working now and those poor children will be

prisoners in the Cave if they do not escape while

they are still kittens. Call them, Lady—see how

the water rises."

\'es, the black water was turning slowly round

and round, rising as it turned. The Baroness,

clasping the white kitten in her arms, ran to the

hole in the rock and cried aloud

—

" Run I escape for your lives ! the water is

rising I

"

And in a moment, one after another, the whole

band of kittens rushed out and stood gazing at

her. Just as the last of them was safely out, the

black waters reached the platform of rock on

which they stood. Then they began to turn the

otiier way, and to sink as rapidly as they had risen
;

and before they had entirely disapix;ared, every

prince and princess had regained his or her rightful

form, and the Baroness was surrounded b>- a group

of lovely children.

But all she saw was, that her own liuie May-
;

blossom lay in her arms.

" Mother, dear mother, kiss me and forgi\e me,

I will never run away again '. Oh, we shall be so

hapi)y now '. You will never sit alone and cr\- any

more ! Come here, brothers ; Mother, see your

lost babies ! you ha\ e three children now."

The poor Baroness might really have fainted, so

overpowered was she, but that Fairesperance burst

into tears, crying

—

" No one wants us '. \\'e have no mother '.

"

" I will be mother to every one of you," said the
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liaroness ;
" mj' heart is big enough to hold you

all. Kiss me, dear children, all of you. I will

love you all, have no fear. Now, let us leave this

place and get out of the Magic Valle)', for I do

not feel quite safe here, even yet. But how un-

grateful I am ! where is Mistress Owl ?
"

" I am here. Madam," said the somewhat

sententious voice of the owl ; and behold a very

respectable looking old lady with a hooked nose,

dressed in a fashion that none of the beholders had

ever seen before, save in very old pictures.

Such a happy procession down the valley ! The
cliildren crowded round the Baroness, who had a

kind word for each and all. And at the entrance

to the valley they found the Baron with all his

retainers, and poor "Kindheart weeping bitterly.

" Ha Ho Hum ! Here they come !

" cried the

Baron.

"These arc our three children, Baron," said

Gentlesweet, " and the spell is broken at last ;

we have no more to fear from the Fatal Cat.

Then she told her story simply and quietl)-,

and the whole audience burst forth into the cry

—

" Hurrah for the brave Baroness Gentlesweet, who
has fought and overcome the Fatal Cat."

And there were tears in the Baron's eyes as he

kissed his wife, saying, " Gentlesweet, you are

indeed a brave woman."

"Not brave at all," she answered, "but May-

blossom is my own little girl, and I—love her so

dearly.

"

The crimson rope had \-anished, the valley lost

all its terrors and became the favourite playground

of the rescued children. They were all very

happy " once upon a time."

^'"^5

^^«^



]\OJF zvhen Jesus was

born in BethUhcm of "Judtea

in the days of Herod the king,

behold, there eame wise men

from the east to Jerusalem,

saying, TVhere is he that is

born King of the Jews ? for

we have seen his star in the

cast, and are come to worship

him .... and, lo, the star,

which they saw in the east,

went before them, till it came

and stood over where the

young child was.



IN A NORMAN CHURCH.
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As over incense-laden air

Stole winter twilight, soft and dim,

The folk arose from their last prayer,

When hark, the children's hymn !

Round yon great pillar, circlewise,

The singers stand up two and two,

Small lint-haired girls frour whose young eyes

The gray sea looks at you.

Now heav'nward the pure music wins

With cadence soft and silvery beat :

In flutes and subtle violins

Are harmonies less sweet.

It is a chaunt with plaintive ring,

And rhymes and refrains old and quaint.

"Oh, Monseigneur Saint J^'^cques," they sing,

And " Oh, Assisi's Saint.

'

Through deepening dusk one just can see

The little white-capped heads that move

In time to lines turned rhythmically,

And starred with names of love.

Bred in no gentle silken ease,

Trained to expect no splendid fate,

They are but peasant children these

Of very mean estate.

Nay, is that true ? To-night perhaps

Unworldlier eyes had well discerned

Among those little gleaming caps

An aureole that burned.

For once 'twas thought the Gates of Pearl

Best opened to the poor that trod

The path of the meek peasant girl

Who bore the Son of God.

IN DULCI JUBILO.

A TALE OF CHRISTMAS EVE.

M.^RciA Tyndale.

IT was a real, old-hishioncd Christmas Eve.

The snow had been falling steadily all day

and lay on the ground like a thick white blanket,

just rolled back here and there in long lines

wlii-rc wheels had passed, as if to give an idea

how warm it must be beneath its ample folds. In

the deep stillness that comes after a heavy snow-

storm might have been heard every drip, drip,

from the many gables and ornamented turrets of

the colleges ; while the " dreaming spires " of

Oxford stood out like those of a fairy city in the

bright snow-light. The rivers ran swift and black

through the white meadows ; it was just such a

snow-world as the Empress Maud looked out upon

in her despair, eight hundred years ago, in the old

Castle of Oxford.

The snow-shine made the day seem longer,

somehow, to the children who were waiting for the

evening's festivities ; and the youngest chorister,

standing alone in the cloisters of Magdalen College,

—gazing up at its beautiful tower, on which the

snow had settled wherever it could find lodgment,

shivered with cold and excitement. For it was his

first Christmas Eve at Magdalen : the first time that

he had been away from the merry home-party at

Christmas. Not that he had watched fly-loads of

happy schoolfellows going home to make merry,

while he was left behind in solitary sorrowfulness.
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The choristers of ^Magdalen College do not begin

to enjoy their Christmas holidays till other boys

are well into theirs.

]t had been a happy day to them ail, though

there was to be an extra "practice," which was

" hard lines " they agreed on Christmas Eve ; but

all was in anticipation of the evening's entertain-

ment ; and if the choristers thought more of the

Christmas Tree that was to form jKirt of the festivi-

ties than of the quaint and beautiful carols they were

about to practice, it was not to be wondered at, as

ihey trooped in, stamping the snow from their boots.

Perhaps they were a trifle noisier about it than they

need have been ; and the master's nerves -like

those of all geniuses— were highly strung, not to

say, irritable. This may have been the reason why

he rapped louder than usual with his little baton on

the j)iano. There was silence in a moment.

He glanced round the rosy, smiling group, osten-

tatiously clearing their throats with a vigour that

boded ill for the sweetness of their voices.

" Where's Fenton ?
"

There was no answer. A titter from a round-

faced, apple-cheeked boy brought the baton down

sharply on the jnano again. But before the master

had time to speak the door opened quickly, and a

small, fair-haired boy came noiselessly fonvard. He
was very jiale, though his jacket was still white with

the snow, and his face wet from the snow-balling

he had undergone at the hands of his bigger com-

panions. Some of them looked ashamed as he

took his i^lace quietly ; but he of the apple-cheeks

tittered audibly.

" Silence !" cried the Master, angrily. " Fenton,

where have you been ? Had a tumble ? Why,

you're dripping wet." The youngest chorister

murmured something about " snow-balls," and then

the practice began in good earnest.

It was a long one, and very trying to most of the

performers. First, there were the choruses in the

Messiah : then the Carols, for their rendering of

which the Magdalen Choir on Christmas Eve is

justly famous. But whether it was because they

were getting tired and hungry— for it was close on

tea-time—or the master was difificult to satisfy in

that most beautiful of all the carols

—

In Dulci

Jubilo—certain it was that they went over it again

and again ; each time with less appreciation of its

beauties, or, rather, less apprehension of its melody.

In desperation he turned to the youngest chorister.

" You show them how to sing it : you've got

some music in you." And the boy began at once :
—

I. " In dulci jubilo !

Let us our homage shew I

Our heart's joy reclineth

In pra.-sepio 1

.•\nd like a bright star shineth

Matris in gremio

!

-Alpha es at O !

2- " O Jcsu parvule!

My heart is sore for Thee ;

Hear me, 1 beseech Thee,
O pucr optime !

My prayer let it reach Thee,
O princeps gloriae !

Trahc me post te !

3. " O patris charitas !

O nati lenitas,

Deep were we staini^d

Per nostra crimina.

But Tliou hast for us gained
Cculorum guadia.

O that we were there !

4. " Ubi sunt gaudia, where.

If that they be not there ?

There are angels singing

Nova cantica ;

There the bells are ringing,

In Regis curia.

O that we were there 1

"

As the quaint medley of Latin and English

words—the tuneful meditation of some venerable

monk whose name has long been forgotten— fell

in clear, bird-like notes on their cars, the choristers

listened spell-bound. Truly it was as if an angel

sang ; and the boy forgot everything else—his com-

l)anion's jibes—himself even (most difficult of all

to a sensitive child), while the master skilfully

wove in the other parts on the piano, to make the

melody complete.

" Ah !

—
" he heaved a deep sigh of content, as the

last notes died away in the wail of longing 'Ol

that we were there !
' "If you boys could only do 1

it like thai. Now for your solo, my lad-
—

' He
j

shall feed His flock like a shepherd.'
"

Here was the rub—it was this that had given

the youngest chorister such "a time of it." For

he had not been many months a chorister, and-

already he w'as spoken of as the " solo boy !

"

;

They could not forgive it—least of all, the paling

star, the " chum " of Apple-cheeks, whose voice had

been sensibly "cracking" for som.e time past. And

this youngest chorister was such " a conceited little

prig," into the bargain, with so manifest a desire

to be " left alone," that it did not lessen his chances

of torment. Deep in his heart their thoughtless
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words rankled ; and he longed to show them that

he was no " baby, who ought to be still playing

with his sister's dolls, and walking out with a nurse-

maid." He was an ambitious little fellow, and,

partly in his own mind, partly from what others had

said in his hearing, he had planned a great musical

future for himself; and perhaps the choristers were

not so very far mistaken when they called him

"conceited."

' But all things come to an end—even choir

practices. There was a rush—a scuffle at the door,

and then all was still in the practice-room.

" Now, then I
" cried Apple-cheeks, " gi\e it him

— all at once ! There's nothing like snow for

making robins sing 1

"

They were not a bad -hearted lot ; but boys

arc like a flock of sheep, and will "follow my
leader " blindly into devious paths. It was the

last straw : and as the youngest chorister rushed

into the quiet cloisters, his little heart swelled with

resentment. And he had actually longed for this ;

it had been his highest ambition to be a " solo

boy " ; and what had it brought him ? Had he

been older, the youngest chorister would have said

that it was "all vanity and vexation of spirit."

His head drooped on his hands for a moment, as

he leaned on one of the snowy mullions of a cloister

arch. Was that a voice—was any one speaking

to him ?

" I will sing and give praise with the best member
that I have."

It was the motto his mother had given him

when he gained his choristership, lest he should

become vain of his singing. And he had for-

gotten all about it 1

The old Hall looked beautiful that Christmas

Eve, with a star of light above each portrait on the

panelled walls ! Lighted up as their dark features

were to-night in the blaze of gaslight, they almost

seemed to join in the sober mirth and greeting of

the living men below them. They were all great

men in their way— Cardinal WoLsey ; William

Waynflete ; the "gentle Addison," and others whose

feet had walked the " studious cloister's pale."

Some had burnt the midnight oil ; some had shed

their blood ; others had intrigued, elbowed them-

selves upward—all towards one end—to rise above

their fellow-men. And they had attained it. What
then ?

The youngest chorister, upon whom the warmth
of the Hall after his snow experiences during the

day was beginning to act like a lullaby, thought

they would never begin the evening's entertainment.

Not even the sight of the Christmas Tree on the
dais — the raised platform on which stands the
" high table," at which the President and Fellows

dine—kept his eyes from closing furtively. At the

opposite end of the Hall, high up in a gallery, sat a

bevy of ladies; impatiently awaiting the event of the

evening, the carol-singing; and one of them wore
just such a soft white shawl as he had often pillowed

his head upon, in his mother's arms, at home.
Again her words, as he used to listen to her sing-

ing, and join hie clear treble with her full contralto,

flashed into his mind :
" I will sing and give praise

with the best member that I have." He gave

himself a shake, and started up quickly as the

master struck a loud chord on the piano.

At last his solo came—"He shall feed His
flock like a shepherd ;

" and with a beating heart,

that made his voice quiver at first, the boy began
to sing. It seemed to him as if his voice came
from a long way oiT , somewhere near the top of

the Christmas Tree.

There was a subdued murmur of approbation

as he finished. The sweet, bird-like notes, those

words of rest and hope for the weary and sin-

laden coming from that child, who could know
nothing as yet of the "greatness of the way," fell

on the listeners' ears like a message straight from

hea\'en !

And he was so sleepy ! Now that the excitement

of his solo was over, he had forgotten all about the

anticipated triumph. If he could only lean his

tired head on that soft, white shawl, up there in the

gallery \ A great longing for home, and mother,

came over him ; and he opened his eyes very wide

lest the tears that 7vmdd rise should fall over his

cheeks. Were the other boys watching him ? He
looked up quickly, and his eyes rested on the

figure of "Father Christmas," standing at the toj)

of the Tree. Was it possible? The figure seemed to

be smiling and nodding at him ; or was it that

mediaeval-looking don ?

He was too sleepy to enjoy the supper which

followed, at which Apple-cheeks and his " chum "

distinguished themselves. Even the spoliation of

the longed-for Tree did not rouse him thoroughly,

and he found himself watching the "I-'ather Christ-
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mas," with a sorrowful interest, as he became more

solitary each moment on his elevation. What would

they do with ////// ?

" I say, look here—the Infant Prodigy's asleep !

"

" Bless his little 'eart ! he ought to have been in

bed hours ago !

"

It was Apple-cheeks who spoke—as distinctly as

a mouth full of toffee would permit.

" Let the child alone," said the don ;
" he's tired

out with happiness. Pleasant dreams, little one !

"

And the Carol-singing began.

Yes, he was actually there—close to the " Father

Christmas" with his long white beard ! It seemed

to wrap him in its soft folds—like that white

shawl.

"And thou wou!d«t be a great musician?"

asked the old man, smiling down into the boy's

face. He could see now that the figure wore a

monk's habit.

The youngest chorister blushed. " Who told

you, Father ?
"

" I can see, my child : many things can be seen

and heard from a height such as this that are not

obser\'ed below. Thou wouldst marvel to hear

how different sound some of the \oices below, up

here."

"Sweeter?"
" Verily, some of them ; others cannot be heard

at all, by reason of the mists of \anity and self-

seeking that keep them from rising. Only true

music—the voice of a pure intention—ascends,

even as the lark's song, gi owing sweeter and clearer

till it reaches the gates of heaven, and mingles with

the song of the blessed ones there. In dulcijubilo I

Let us our homage show !
" And the Father's

voice rang out clear and strong, as the melody rose

and fell below them.

"And my voice, Father?" asked the boy,

timidly.

"It strove to rise, my child— it will rise, if thou

wilt not hinder it ; if thou wilt not keep it fettered

to earth by the miasmas of vanity and foolish

emulation."

The youngest chorister hung his head.

" I too was once a boy, very like to thee

—

the most youthful of the singing-boys in such a

chapel as thine—long ages ago. It was ever I who

was chosen to sing, where beauty of melody and

skill were wanted ; and my companions loved me
net—verily. A holy man bade me give my voice

to God, whose gift it was ; but I was vain, and

greedy of the world's praise and good things, and

I spared to give the Lord of my best. So He gave

me my heart's desire, but sent leanness withal into

my soul. Then was I stricken with a grievous

sickness, and in my anguish I vowed that if the

Lord would restore me, I would give myself to His

service. But when I recovered of my sickness, lo !

my singing was gone for ever, and my hands could

no longer handle the lute I And thus I, meanest

of wretches, who had given so much to the world's

service, had nought to offer unto God. And as I

mourned because of this, year by year, I ever

prayed that before I died I might, like Samson of

old, but once give of my best to God and to His

Church. And on the Eve of a Festival of the

Nativity of our Blessed Lord, while I thus prayed,

lo I my fingers that had so long been stiff and crip-

pled began to move, and my voice to break into

singing ! And I bade a young Brother, who tended

me as a son, and who knew my heart's desire, that

lie should bring me my lute, and write down as I

taught him. And when I had told him all—even

this that they are now singing beneath us—lo ! the

bells of heaven pealed so loud in mine ears that I

could no longer hear the earthly ones." ....

A cold blast of air blew on the boy's face, and he

awoke.

He was being tenderly carried out of the college

precincts to the school-house by Apple-cheeks and

his " chum."
" You've been fast asleep, youngster, but we've

got your pickings all right."

Overhead the bells were pealing; again and again

he seemed to hear it^"/« diilci jubilo. Let us

our homage show !

"

And on his knees that Christmas m.orning the

youngest chorister prayed

:

" O God, my heart is ready, my heart is ready ;i

I will sing and give praise with the best membei

that I have."

Note.—'
Protestant Hym

In Dulci Jubilo.**— '* The onginal melody
i-book, published in the year 1570. It is then

nployed, as a Canttis Jir
called *a veiy ancient sons
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THE draggled lilies were beaten down

As if by a prancing hoof

;

The roses swayed and the warm rain came,

Like the patter of pearls, on the roof.

Up in the garret the darling sat.

In her little gown of blue.

With her lily cheeks and her rosebud lips,

And dreamed as she loved to do.

Bundles of herbs from the rafters hung :

There was many a quaint old chest,

A cradle of oak and a spinning-wheel

;

In the chimney a swallow's nest.

She sat her down in a straight-backed chai

With her face 'gainst the window pane,

Her little hands folded across her lap
;

And she builded her Castle in .Spain.

3r

Decoration , etc. hy
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And never a magic palace rose,

In the days of the Moorish Kings,

As fair as the Castle the darling built

From her sweet imaffininss.

...«& Ai

Kos)' and green were the walls, like the heart -'^

Of a murmuring ocean-shell

;

There were jewelled spires, and a slender tower

With a swinging silver bell.



And up to the gold-hasped door there ran,

On a carven ivory stair,

The dreamer herself, in rosy silk,

With pearls in her yellow hair.

Then the beautiful door swung open wide.

And she entered a marble hall

Where marble nymphs, with golden lamps,

Stood ranged against the wall.
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She danced away like a puff o' down

Over the marble floor,

And gleefully sped from hall to hall,

And opened each golden door

;

And chambers she found whose lofty

walls

With jewels were ail acrust,

With windows of pearl, and ivory floors,

Scattered over with diamond-dust.

And oft up a staircase rail she saw

A flowering garland twist,

\\"\\.\\ ruby lilies, and roses of gold.

And myrtle of amethyst.

(The south wind blew, on the garret-roof

Fell faster the summer rain.)

A wonderful garden the darling found

Around the Castle in Spain :

Apj)le-branches all white with flower.?,

A hive of stingless bees,

Robins, with nests of woven gold,

On the boughs of the cherry-trees
;
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Lilies as tall as her dainty self

Of silver and gold and blue,

Banks of primrose and mignonette,

And violets wet with dew ;

Poppies, with bees asleep in their cups,

Tulips of purple and red,

Honeysuckles and humming-birds,

Rose-branches over her head ;

A velvet sward in an open space,

A fountain of tinkling pearls ;

And the darling herself in a violet gown

With hyacinths in her curls.

With her apron full of roses and pearls.

Singing a song so clear

That the bees and the yellow butterflies

Came flying round to hear.
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Then she danced away down a flowery path,

Still singing her song so sweet,

With hawthorn branches on either han(

And crocuses under feet.

And she found a bountiful blue-eyed prince, ^-^ —-.'v '-'-'r'n'^a^ -V^'
Asleep m a thicket dun, -*^

Caught in a bramble-rose which grew

By magic over him.

w
^ry)^-- ^\<s^^:^iJ

^
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Thro' the leaves and the roses she scarce could see

His head with its flaxen curls,

His rosy cheeks and his velvet coat,

With its buttons of milky pearls.

And the poor little prince, if he chanced to stir

As he dreamed in his magic sleep.

Was pierced by a thorn of the bramble-rose—

The darling began to weep.
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Then a bright tear dropt on the bramble-rose,

And away from the prince it fell,

And he woke from his sleep—and loud and

sweet

'Gan chimin" the Castle bell '.

The darling sat in her straight-backed chair,

With her soft cheeks flushing red,

And she sighed, for the ])rince and the Castk-

fair

And the roses and pearls had fled.

She wistfully looked thro' the rain-splashed pane-:

" 'Tis a sad and stormy day.

And not so much as a rose have I brought

From my Castle in Spain away '.

"

She did not know as she sat and watched

The pitiless, pattering rain

—

On her soft little cheek she carried a rose,

A. rose from her Castle in Spain.
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DAME DOROTHEA PENNY kept a pri-

vate school. It was quite a small school,

on account of the small size of her house. She

had only twelve scholars and they filled it quite

full ; indeed one very little boy had to sit in the

brick oven. On this account Dame Penny was

j

obliged to do all her cooking on a Saturday

I

when school was not held ; on that day she

(baked bread, and cakes, and pies enough to last

a week. The oven was a very large one.

It was on a Saturday that Dame Penny first

missed her silver hen. She owned a wonderful

silver hen, whose feathers looked exactly as if

they had been dipped in liquid silver. When
she was scratching for worms out in the yard,

and the sun shone on her, she was absolutely

dazzling, and sent little bright reflections into

the neighbours' windows, as if she were really

solid silver.

Dame Penny had a sunny little coop with a

padlocked door for her, and she always locked

It very carefully every night. So it was doubly

perplexing when the hen disappeared. Dame
Penny remembered distinctly locking the coop-

door ; several circumstances had served to fix it

in her mind. She had started out without her

overshoes, then had returned for them because

the snow was quite deep and she was liable

;o rheumatism. Then Dame Louisa who lived

next door had rapped on her window, and she

had run in there for a few moments with the

hen-coop key dangling on its blue ribbon from

her wrist, and Dame Louisa had remarked that

she would lose that key if she were not more

careful. Then when she returned home across the

yard a doubt had seized her, and she had tried

the coop-door to be sure that she had really

fastened it.

The next morning when she fitted the key

into the padlock and threw open the door, and

no silver hen came clucking out, it was very

mysterious. Dame Louisa came running to the

fence which divided her yard from Dame Penny's,

and stood leaning on it with her apron over her

head.

" Are you sure that hen was in the coop when

you locked the door ? " said she.

" Of course she was in the coop," replied' Dame
Penny with dignity. " She has never failed to go

in there at sundown for all the twenty-five years that

I've had her."

Dame Penny searched everywhere about the

premises. When the scholars assembled she

called the school to order, and told them of her

terrible loss. All the scholars crooked their

arms over their faces and wept, for they were

very fond of Dame Penny, and also of the silver

hen. Every one of them wore one of her silver

tail feathers in the best bonnet, or hat, as the

case might be. The silver hen had dropped

them about the yard, and Dame Penny had

presented them from time to time as rewards

for good behaviour.

After Dame Penny had told the school, she
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tried to proceed with the usual exercises. But

in vain. She whipped one little boy because

he said that four and three made seven, and

she stood a little girl in the corner because she

spelled hen with one n.

Finally she dismissed the scholars, and gave

them permission to search for the silver hen.

She offered the successful one the most beauti-

ful Christmas present he had ever seen. It was

about three weeks before Christmas.

The children all i)ut on their things, and went

home and told their parents what they were

going to do ; then they started upon the search

for the silver hen. They searched with no

success till the day before Christmas. Then

they thought they would ask Dame Louisa, who
had the reputation of being quite a wise woman,

if she knew of any more likely places in which

they could hunt.

The twelve scholars walked two by two \x\i to

Dame Louisa's front door, and knocked. They

were very quiet and spoke only in whispers

because they knew Dame Louisa was nervous,

and did not like children very well. Indeed it

was a great cross to her that she lived so near

the school, for the scholars when out in their

own yard never thought about her nervousness,

and made a deal of noise. Then too she could

liear every time they spelled or said the multipli-

cation-table, or bounded the countries of Africa,

and it was very trying. To-day in spite of their

efforts to be quiet they awoke her from a nap,

and she came to the door, with her front-piece

and cap on one side, and her spectacles over

lier eyebrows, very much out of humour.
" I don't know where you'll find the hen,"

said she peevishly, " unless you go to the White

Woods for it."

" Thank you, ma'am," said the children with

curtsies, and they all turned and went down the

l^ath between the dead Christmas-trees.

Dame Louisa had no idea that they would go

to the White Woods. She had said it quite at

random, although she was so vexed in being

disturbed in her nap that she wished for a

moment that they would. She stood at her

front door and looked at her dead Christmas-

trees, and that always made her feel crosser,

and she had not at any time a pleasant disposi-

tion. Indeed, it was rumoured among the towns-

people that that had blasted her Christmas-trees,

that Dame Louisa's scolding, fretting voice had

floated out to them, and smote their delicate

twigs like a bitter frost and made them turn

yellow ; for the real Christmas-tree is not very

hardy.

No one else in the village, probably no one

else in the county, owned any such tree, alive

or dead. Dame Louisa's husband, who had been

a sea-captain, had brought them from foreign

l)arts. They were mere little twigs when they

jilanted them on the first day of January, but

they were full-grown and loaded with fruit by

the next Christmas day. Every Christmas they

were cut down and sold, but they always grew

again to their full height, in a year's time. They

were not, it is true, the regulation Christmas-tree.

That is, they were not loaded with different and

suitable gifts for every one in a family, as they

stood there in Dame Louisa's yard. But

these trees bore regular fruit like apple, or

jjeach, or plum trees, only there was a consid-

erable variety in it. These trees when in full

fruitage were festooned with strings of pop-corn,

and weighed down with apples and oranges and

figs and bags of candy, and it was really an

amazing sight to see them out there in Dame
Louisa's front yard. But now they were all

yellow and dead, and not so much as one pop-

corn whitened the upper branches, neither was

there one candle shining out in the night. For

the trees in their prime had borne also little

twinkling lights like wax candles.

Dame Louisa looked out at her dead Christmas,

trees, and scowled. She could see the children,

out in the road, and they were trudging along ia

the direction of the White Woods. " Let 'em

go," she snapped to herself " I guess they won't

go far. I'll be rid of their noise anyway."

She could hear poor Dame Penny's distressed

voice out in her yard, calling "Biddy, Biddy,^

Biddy
;

" and she scowled more fiercely than ever.

" Fin glad she's lost her old silver hen," sh

muttered to herself. She had always suspecte

the silver hen of pecking at the roots of th

Christmas-trees and so caus-

ing them to blast ; then,

too, the silver hen used

to stand on the fence and

crow ; for, unlike other hens, she could crow ver
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beautifully, and that had disturbed her a great

deal.

Dame Louisa had a very wise book, which

she had consulted to find the reason for the

death of her Christmas-trees, but all she could

find in it was one short item, which did not

satisfy her at all. The book was on the plan of

an encyclopaedia, and she, having turned

to the "ch's," found :

'"Christmas-trees— very delicate when '

transplanted, especially sensitive, and liable

to blast at any change ni the moral atmo-
sphere. Remedy : discover and confess -

the cause."

After reading this. Dame Louisa was

always positive that Dame Penny's silver

hen was at the root of the mischief, for she

knew that she herself had never done anj-thing

to hurt the trees.

Dame Penny was so occupied in calling

" Biddy, Biddy, Biddy," and shaking a little

pan of corn, that she never noticed the children

taking the road towards the White Woods. If

she had done so she would have stopped them,

for the White Woods was considered a very

dangerous place. It was called white because

it was always white even in midsummer. The

trees and bushes, and all the undergrowth, every

flower and blade of grass, were white with snow

and frost all the year round, and all the learned

men of the country had tried to discover the reason

of it, and had come to the conclusion that the

Woods lay in a direct draught from the North

Pole and that produced the phenomenon. No-

body had penetrated very far into the White

Woods, although many expeditions had been

organized for that purpose. The cold was so

terrible that it drove them back.

The children had heard all about the terrors

of the White Woods. When they drew near it

they took hold of one another's hands and

snuggled as closely together as possible.

AVhen they struck into the path at the entrance

the intense cold turned their cheeks and noses

blue in a moment, but they kept on, calling

" Biddy, Biddy, Biddy," in their shrill sweet

trebles. Every twig on the trees was glitter-

ing white with hoar frost, and all the dead

blackberry-vines wore white wreaths, the bushes

brushed the ground, they were so heavy with

ice, and the air was full of fine white sparkles.

The children's eyes were dazzled, but they kept

on, stumbling through the icy vines and bushes,

and calling "Biddy, Biddy, Biddy."

It was quite late in the afternoon when they

started, and pretty soon the sun went down and

the moon arose and that made it seem colder.

It was like travelling through a forest of solid silver

then, and every once in a while a frozen little

clump of flowers would shine so that they would

think it was the silver hen and dart forward, to

find it was not.

About two hours after the moon arose as they

were creeping along, calling " Biddy, Biddy, Biddy,"

more and more faintly, a singular hoarse voice

replied suddenly. " We don't keep any hens," said

the voice, and all the children jumped and screamed,

and looked about for the owner of it. He loomed

up among some bushes at their right. He was

so dazzling white himself, and had such an indis-

tinctness of outline, that they had taken him for an

oak-tree. But it was the real Snow Man. They

knew him in a moment, he looked so much like

his effigies that they used to make in their yards.

"We don't keep any hens," repeated the

Snow Man. "What are you calling hens for in

this forest ?
"

The children huddled together as close as they

could, and the oldest boy explained. When he broke

down the oldest girl piped up and helped him.

" Well," said the Snow Man, " I haven't seen the

silver hen. I never did see any hens in these

woods, but she may be around here for all that.

You had better go home with me and spend the

night. My wife will be delighted to see you.

We have never had any company in our lives,

and she is always scolding about it."

The children looked at each other and shook

harder than they had done with cold.

" I'm—afraid our mothers—wouldn't—like it,"

stammered the eldest boy.

o 2
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" Nonsense," cried the Snow
Man. " Here I have been

visiting you, time and time

again, and stood whole days out in your front yards

and you've never been to see me. I think it is about

time that I had some return. Come along." With

that the Snow Man seized the right ear of the

oldest boy between a finger and thumb, and

danced him along, and all the rest trembling, and

whimpering under their breaths, followed.

It was not long before they reached the Snow
Man's house, which was really quite magnificent :

a castle built of blocks of ice fitted together like

bricks, and with two splendid snow-lions keeping

guard at the entrance. The

;^:I5^^fe__ Snow Man's wife stood in the

door, and the Snow Children

stood behind her and peeped

around her skirts. They were smiling from ear to ear.

They had never seen any company before, and they

were so delighted that they did not know what to do.

" We have some company, wife," shouted the

Snow Man.
" Bring them right in," said his wife with a

beaming face. She was very handsome, with

beautiful pink cheeks and blue eyes, and she
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wore a trailing white robe, like a queen. She

kissed the children all around, and shivers crept

down their backs, for it was like being kissed by

an icicle. " Kiss your company, my dears,"

she said to the Snow Children, and they came

bashfully forward and kissed Dame Penny's

scholars with these same chilly kisses.

" Now," said the Snow Man's wife, " come

right in and sit down where it is cool—you

look very hot."

" Hot," when the poor scholars were quite

stiff with cold ! They looked at one another in

dismay, but did not dare say anything. They fol"

lowed the Snow Man's wife into her grand parlour.

" Come right over here by the north window

where it is cooler," said she, " and the children shall

bring you some fans."

The Snow Children floated up with fans—all

the Snow Man's family had a lovely floating gait

—and the scholars took them with feeble curtsies,

and began fanning. A stiff north wind blew in at

the windows. The forest was all creaking and

n

THEV HAD TO RUN VERY FAST.

snapping with the cold. The poor children, fanning

themselves, on an ice-divan, would certainly have

frozen if the Snow Man's wife had not suggested

that they should all have a little game of " Puss in

the Corner " to while away the time before dinner.

That warmed them up a little, for they had to run

\ery fast indeed to play with the Snow Children,

who seemed to be almost blown by the north wind

from corner to corner.

But the Snow Man's wife stopped the play a

little before dinner was announced ; she said the

guests looked so warm that she was alarmed and

was afraid they might melt.

A whistle, that sounded just like the whistle of

the north wind in the chimney, blew for dinner,

and Dame Penny's scholars thought with delight

that now they would have something warm. But

every dish on the Snow Man's table was cold and

frozen, and the Snow Man's wife kept urging

them to eat this and that, because it was so nice

and cooling, and they looked so warm.

After dinner they were colder than ever. Even

another game of " Puss in the Corner " did not

warm them much ; they were glad when the Snow-

Man's wife suggested that they should go to bed,

for they had visions of warm blankets and eider-

downs. But when they were shown into the

great north chamber, that was more like a hall

than a chamber, with its walls of solid ice, its

ice floor, and its ice beds, their hearts sank.

Not a blanket nor eider-down was to be seen
;

there were great silk bags stuffed with snow

flakes instead of feathers on the beds, and that

was all.

" If you are too warm in the night, and feel

as if you were going to melt," said the Snow

Man's wife, " you can open the south window

and that will make a draught—there are none

but the north windows open now."

The scholars curtsied and bade her good-

night, and she kissed them and hoped they

would sleep well. Then she trailed her splen-

did robe, which was decorated with real frost-

embroidery, down the ice-stairs and left her

guests to themselves. They were frantic with

cold and terror, and the little ones began to

cry. They talked over the situation, and agreed

that they had better wait until the house was

quiet and then run away. So they waited until

they thought everybody must be asleep, and
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then cautiously stole toward the door. It was

locked fast on the outside. The Snow Man's

wife had slipped an icicle through tha latch.

Then they were in despair. It seemed as if

they must freeze to death before morning. But

it occurred to some of the older ones that they

had heard their parents say that snow was really

warm, and people had been kept alive by bur-

rowing under snow-drifts. And as there were

enough snow-flake beds to use for coverlets also,

they crept under them, having first shut the north

window, and were soon quite comfortable.

In the meantime there was a great i)anic in

the village ; the children's j)arents were nearly

wild. They c.ime running to Dame Penny, but

she was calling " Biddy, Biddy, Biddy," out in

the moonlight, and knew nothing about them.

Then they called outside Dame Louisa's window,

but she pretended to be asleep and not hear

them, although she was really awake, and in a

terrible panic.

She did not tell the parents how the children

had gone to the White Woods, because she knew

that they could not extricate them from the

difficulty as well as she could. She knew about

the Snow Man and his wife, and how anxious they

were to have company.

So just as soon as the parents were gone and

she heard their voices in the distance, she dressed

herself, harnessed her old white horse into the

great box-sleigh, got out all the tubs and pails

that she had in the house and went over to Dame
Penny, who was still standing out in her front

yard calling the silver hen and the children by

turns.

" Come, Dame Penny," said Dame Louisa,

" I want you to go with me to the White Woods
and rescue the children. Bring out all the tubs

and pails, you have in the house, and we will

pump them full of water.

" Oh ! what for ? " gasped Dame Penny.

" To thaw them out," replied Dame Louisa
;

" they will very likely be wholly or i)artly frozen,

and I have always heard that cold water was the

only remedy to use."

Dame Penny said no more. She brought out all

her tubs and pails, and they pumped them, and

Dame Louisa's full of water, and packed them

into the sleigh—there were twelve of them. Then
they climbed into the seat, slapped the reins pver

the back of the old white horse, and started off

for the White Woods.

On the way Dame Louisa wojit, and confessed

what she had done to Dame Penny. " I have been

a cross, selfish old woman," said she, "and I think

that is the reason why my Christmas-trees were

blasted. I don't believe your silver hen touched

them."

She and Dame Penny called " Biddy, Biddy,

Biddy," and the names of the children all the way.

Dame Louisa drove straight

to the Snow Man's house.

'.'They are more likely

to be there than anywhere else, the Snow Man and

his wife are so crazy to have company," said she.

When they arrived at the house. Dame Louisa

left Dame Penny to hold the horse, and went in.

The outer door was not locked and she wandered

quite at her will, through the great ice-saloons,

and wind-swept corridors. When she came to the

door with the icicle through the latch, she knew

at once that the children were in that room, so

she drew out the icicle and entered. The children

were asleep, but she aroused them and bade them

be very <)uiet and follow her. They got out of the

house without disturbing any of the family ; but, once

out, a new difficulty beset them. The children had

been so nearly warm under their snow-flake beds,

that they began to freeze the minute the icy air

struck them.

But Dame Louisa promptly seized them, while

Dame Penny held the horse, and put them into

the tubs and pails of water. Then she took hold of

the horse's head, and backed him and turned

around carefully, and they started off at full

speed.

But it was not long before they discovered that

they were ])ursued. They heard the hoarse voice

of the Snow Man behind them calling to them to

StO]).

"What are you taking away my company for?"

shouted the Snow Man. " Stop, stop !

"

The wind was at the back of the Snow Man,

and he came with tremendous velocity. It was

e\ident that he would soon overtake the old white

horse who was stiff and somewhat lame. Dame
Louisa whipped him up, but the Snow Man gained

on them. The icy breath of the Snow Man blew

over them. " Oh !
" shrieked Dame Penny, " what

shall we do, what shall we do ?
"
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" Be quiet," said Dame Louisa with dignity.

She untied her large poke-bonnet which was made

of straw—she was unable to have a velvet one for

winter now her Christmas-trees were dead—and she

hung it on the whip. Then she drew a match from

"Yes, ma'am," said they.

Dame Louisa drove as fast as she could with

thankful tears running down her cheeks. " I've

been a wicked cross old woman," said she again,

" and that is what blasted my Christmas-trees."

DAME LOUISA SHOOK THE BLAZING BONNET

her pocket, and set fire to the bonnet. It blazed up

directly, and the Snow Man stopped short. " If you

come any nearer," shrieked Dame Louisa, " I'll put

this right in your face and—melt you !

"

"Give me back my company," shouted the

Snow Man in a doubtful voice.

" You can't have your company," said Dame
Louisa, shaking the blazing bonnet at him.

"To think of the days I've spent in their yards

slowly melting and suffering everything, and my
not having one visit back," grumbled the Snow

Man. But he stood still ; he never took a step

forward after Dame Louisa had set her bonnet on

fire.

It was lucky that Dame Louisa had worn a

worsted scarf tied over her bonnet, and could now
use it for a bonnet. The cold was intense, and had

it not been that Dame Penny and Dame Louisa

both wore their Paisley shawls over their beaver

sacques, and their fur tippets and muffs, and

blue worsted stockings drawn over their shoes,

they would certainly have frozen. As for the

children, they would never have reached home alive

if it had not been for the pails and tubs of water.

"Do you feel as if you were thawing?" Dame
Louisa asked the children after they had left the

Snow Man behind.

It was the dawn of Christmas-day when they came

in sight of Dame Louisa's house.

" Oh ! what is that twinkling out in the yard ?
"

cried the children.

They could all see little fairy-like lights twinkling

out in Dame Louisa's yard.

" It looks just as the Christmas-trees used to,"

said Dame Penny.

" Oh ! I can't believe it," cried Dame Louisa,

her heart beating wildly.

But w^hen they came opposite the yard they

saw that it was true. Dame Louisa's Christmas-trees

stood there all twinkling with lights, and covered

with trailing garlands of pop-corn, oranges, apples,

and candy-bags ; their yellow branches had turned

green and the Christmas-trees were in full glory

" Oh ! what is that shining so out in Dame
Penny's yard ? " cried the children, who were

entirely thawed, and only needed to get home

to their parents and have some warm breakfast,

and Chri.stmas-presents, to be quite themselves.

"Biddy, Biddy, Biddy," cried Dame Penny, and

Dame Louisa and the children chimed in,

calling, " Biddy, Biddy, Biddy 1

"

It was indeed the silver hen, and following her

twelve little silver chickens. She had stolen a

nest in Dame Louisa's barn, and nobody had

known it, until she appeared on Christmas morning

with her brood of silver chickens.

"Every scholar shall have one of the silver

chickens for a Christmas present," said Dame

Penny.

"And each shall have one of my Christmas-

trees," said Dame Louisa.

Then all the scholars cried out with delight,

the Christmas bells in the village began to ring,

the silver hen flew up on the fence and crowed,

the sun shone broadly out, and it was a merry

Christmas-day.
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CHAPTER VII.

" A ND so you have actually another charming

1\. young daughter, Lady Alfreton ? And this

is the one you told me you were going to bring

to-day ? Not out yet, of course, is she ?
"

" Only sixteen. Duchess. And Elma is not my
daughter—not </uiVe my daughter," and the speaker

bestowed an affectionate smile on the blushing girl

by her side, " though very like it, Elma—
eh, Elma ?

"—Then aside to the new-comer

—

" Poor Henry's child, you know. Sir Thomas's

younger brother. The only child he had. Both

parents dead. A sweet girl."

Lady Alfreton spoke with warmth and sincerity,

and the impression was immediate.

" Really ? " replied the Duchess of Mertoun,

who, it will be remembered, was to be at the flower-

show to which all our dramatis persoiice had

severally wended their way, and who, as luck

would have it, was the very first person to accost

Elma's aunt as she paused to take breath and

recover herself after her hasty flight from the perils

of the entrance-gate, " really ? I remember

Henry Alfreton perfectly. A\'e were dancing

partners in the old days. To be sure, yes ; the

duke told me he had heard of poor Henry's

death, but I did not know he had been married.

And so this is his daughter," turning again to Elma

who was shyly waiting to be taken notice of. " Let

her walk with Mabel. Mabel—where is Mabel?

Oh, come here, Mabel, here is a young friend for

you to walk with. Just of an age, are you not ?

Is Mabel older ? Very little then. I have brought

Mabel here," turning to Lady Alfreton, "because

it is such a pretty sight ; and her French

governess
"

" Is off for the afternoon, thank goodness !
" And

Mabel, a brisk, healthful damsel, with the saucy

air of a spoilt child, interrupted her mother un-

hesitatingly. " So is yours, I suppose ? " to Elma,

as the two turned away together. " \\'hat is her

name? What do you call her? You don't call

her by her real name, do you ? What," stopping

short with a start and a stare, " what ? What did

you say ? Vou are at school ? At school ? \\Tiy,

I— I never met any one who was at school before.

Is it fun ? Is it jolly ? Do you have good times ?

Oh, do tell me about it. What ever made you go

to school ? I wish mamma would send me. How
I should enjoy it, and what a dance I would lead

them ! I lead them a dance at home, I can tell

you. Now, begin at the very beginning, and tell

me every single thing you do, and what the other

girls do, and what they are like, and all about it.

I wonder if mamma knows you go. Perhajis if

she did, she would send me. But what ever made
your mamma send you ? Did you yourself ask

her ? Did you
—

"

—"I have no mamma now," said Elma softly.

" No mamma ! I— I beg your pardon, I am sure,

but—but is not Lady Alfreton your mamma ?
"

" No, she's my aunt."

" Your aunt, oh—o—oh, oh," proceeded Mabel,

appreciating the situation in a long breath,

" of course I understand it, then. You have to

be somewhere, and so you are at school. But you

see I didn't know : I hope you are not angry.

They say at home that it is no use being angry with

me. They say my tongue runs on like running

w-ater, and that it is no use trying to stop me. If

you had only stopped me "

" But you say it is no use."

" Neither it is. Ah, you are a funny girl, I see.

I suppose you are clever and all that. I am not.

I don't generally like clever girls, either, but I like

you. And you will tell me all about the school,

won'i you ? What's your name ? Elma ? E/ma ?

That is a droll name, to be sure. I don't generally

like droll names, but I like yours. I say, Elma, do
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look at that bonnet ; did you ever see such a

bonnet ? The bonnets are gone cra'.y this year, I

think. My governess has got the craziest of them

all ; but she thinks it is vastly becoming. There is a

cloak just like mamma's. I must tell mamma.
No, I won't, because it was I who made her choose

that cloak, so she sha'n't have a chance now to turn

on me and say it is common. Do you like hats

turning up at the side ? I don't : I think they are

common, and I would not have one, though

Fanchette—that's our maid—tried hard to make

me. There is a French girl, I am sure : she is just

like Fanchette—just. She waddles along e.xactly as

Fanchette does. I must tell mamma. No, I won't

;

for mamma does not like Fanchette as it is, so she

sha'n't have a chance to laugh at her. I think it's

ill-natured to laugh at people, don't you ? Well, if

I had a great pair of awkward feet like those, 1

should know better than to pinch them up into those

little pointed shoes. They are rather nice shoes,

if only—oh, I don't know. I don't think I care

for them. My own are nicer. Let me see yours.

Oh, well, yours are—are hardly—but I su])pose

that is because you are at school. Is that why
your frock is rather funny too ? Do the other girls

wear frocks like that ? It is an awfully pretty frock,

you know—only, only I never saw one quite like it

before. It's because you are at school, of course.

Have you any sisters? Or brothers? Neither?

Nobody ? I have seven. Three brothers and

three sisters. All older than me. That's why they

make out that mamma spoils me. I don't mind.

They can't help her spoiling me, and they had

better not try. Do you like elder brothers and

sisters ? Oh, you haven't got any. But this cousin

of yours, what is her name—do you like her ?
"

And at last, and from sheer want of breath, the

speaker paused for a reply.

She received none ; Elma's eyes and ears were

elsewhere.

" Oh, you are not listening to me," said Lady
Mabel, shortly.

That she should not be chidden, remonstrated

with, laughed at, called to order, but withal ac-

corded notice and attention was a new thing.

Who was this girl, this niece of Lady Alfreton's,

who wore such an odd frock and such dreadful

shoes, and who was only rather pretty and nice,

and perhaps not clever after all, that she should be

boking about her and thinking of other things,

when she, Mabel, was doing her best to make
friends? Mabel drew herself up. To do her

justice she was not an arrogant miss, nor an ill-

natured one. She was simply a talker, and a talker

who required but the shallowest pretext of being

given audience to ; therefore she had undoubtedly

grounds for a little colour in the cheek.

'• Please excuse me," said Elma, very gently.

" It was only that I was watching for— for some

friends ; for some people who may want me ; and

if they miss me "

" Oh, all right, I understand. But you won't

find them. People never do find each other in

these sort of places. You had better stop with me
—stop at any rate till we meet the others—•

—

"

" Oh, yes," eagerly.

" You see my mother said we were to walk

together
;

" and it did not escape Elma that " my
mother" was substituted for "mamma."

" I like to walk with you— I do indeed" cried

she, almost in an agony of repentance for the un-

intentional rudeness, which was not only foreign to

her own nature, but the least hint of which would

have cost her aunt infinite chagrin ;
" please, Mabel,

please understand that I was enjoying myself so

very much with you, that it was only because I

could not forget that I had promised to watch

for the girls
"

"The girls ? What girls ?
"

"The girls at Miss Exeter's school."

" The school-girls ! Oh, I say !

"

" Miss Exeter is bringing them here to-day, and

I said I should keep a look out, and be ready to

speak to them, and tell them what to see, and

where to go
"

" Oh, I say ! What fun '. A\'hy didn't you tell

me before, you stupid dear ? \\'hy I would have

helped you to hunt, and we should have found

them ages ago. Oh, I sJiould like to see the girls.

Oh, I am not a bit cross with you now, Elma ; I

dare say I bored you to death. Only you see, you

should have stopped me. If I had only known

!

Come along now ; mamma and Lady Alfrelon are

close behind-—there they are—can't you see your

aunt's green parasol ? Isn't it a pretty parasol ?

Mamma says Lady Alfreton is always well dressed.

She will dress you when you are grown up, won't

she? It doesn't matter so long as you are at

school, you know : but of course Lady Alfreton

will take care what you wear when you go to live
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\vith her. I suppose you will go to live with her

when you are grown up, won't you ?
"

Go to live with her aunt ? Strange to say, this

idea was now for the first time presented to Elma's

mind. Not a syllable of it had ever been spoken

in her hearing either by her relations on the one

hand or Miss Exeter on the other, and the sensation

to which the light remark of her thoughtless com-

panion gave rise within her bosom was such as for

a few moments to preclude every other thought.

At first, and as was natural, it was with an

emotion approaching rapture that she admitted to

herself that Mabel might but have alluded to the

simple and certain sequence to her present life. It

might be so taken for granted in the household of

Sir Thomas that she would presently become a

member of it, that it had only been her own
dulness which had not perceived as much. Cer-

tainly no one had ever said so—but there are

things which go without saying. Then if so—if so

•—and Elma's heart beat high. Oh, what happi-

ness ! Oh, what endless delights ! Oh, how much
she might do for others 1 \\"hat days for the girls !

What complacency for Miss Exeter ! What merry-

makings ! What
" You are not listening to me again !

" But

Lady Mabel was laughing this time. "You are

the funniest girl in the world," continued she, good-

humouredly. " You go off into thinks while we are

talking. I wonder what you think about. I never

think—I don't know how. And I have no time,

any way. When I am with my governess, it is

lessons, lessons, lessons, from morning till night

;

then, when I get away with mamma, or some one

else, I want to talk and have a good time. You
like a good time too ; I can see it in your face. I

like you, though you do go off into thinks. I say,

Elma, I wish we went to every place together, and
could walk about like this. It is much better fun

going with you than with mamma. Oh, Elma, there

is a pretty frock ; that is just the sort of frock I

should have liked for myself I wish I had had it

instead of this," discontentedly.

"Why, I think yours is perfectly beautiful."

" No? Do you ? Did you think so at the first,

or only now ?"

" Oh, at the first—from the very first minute.

I liked mine, till—till I saw yours, Mabel," said

Elma gently.

"Did you? Well, you know, yours is—is very

pretty, but it is just a little— it is not quite—did

Lady Alfreton order it for you?" demanded Mabel
abruptly.

" No. Miss Exeter did ; and I do not think—

I

am almost sure my aunt did not quite like it. I

saw her look from mine to yours," and poor Elma
swallowed something in her throat. She had at

last interpreted aright the dubiousness on her aunt's

brow on the subject.

" Oh, no, I am sure you did not," cried Mabel,

liowever, " oh, it was not that, I am sure," with all

the animation of vanity gratified, " and you are a

\Qx\ good-natured girl, Elma, to say so if it were,"

illogically. " Mamma thinks you jjretty, anv way,"

she added, eager to make up, " she told me so.

She said I was to meet Lady Alfreton's pretty

daughter this afternoon. That was you. 'We don't

think Miss Alfreton pretty nozu—(Lo you? She
used to be pretty five or six years ago, but— as she

is only your cousin, you won't mind—we think her

gone off. Now, Elma, where are those girls of

yours? Let us look for them. And here is

the frock

—

7ny frock— again. Oh, it is prettier,

a great deal prettier than mine. Come and
let us look a little closer. Let us examine it,

and see if Fanchette could not run me up

one, something the same. I want another new
frock

; I am sure I do. My sisters will say I don't,

but I can get round mamma. Oh, I see how it is

made, and Fanchette could easily make me one

—

easily. Come a little nearer. Oh, how tiresome

those people are, keeping moving and moving, and

that little frump of a woman getting in between us !

Now all that line of frightful-looking girls must

follow, I suppose. Tiresome creatures ! As if any

one wanted to see them ! Not a frock among
them ! And jackets, Elma, Jackets, on a day like

this! Why, Elma " and Lady Mabel's tongue

not only stopped as if it had been stung, but clove

to the roof of her mouth.

Another voice had interposed

—

" Found at last ! We have been all over the

gardens looking for you. Oh, Elma, where have

you been ?

"

CHAPTER YIIL

Could it be Miss Exeter who spoke ? Could it be

Henrietta, and Maggie, and all the rest of the merry

band from whom she had parted only a few hours

before, frho now accosted I'Hma ? What—what
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had they been doing to themselves ? Why—why

did they look like that ? Was that really Henrietta's

pretty blue hat and veil, which had erewhile seemed

so dainty and f/iic to Elma's vision? Was that

Margaret's best muslin skirt, and Georgina's new

scarf?

Elma's eyes grew round with astonishment ; she

could scarce credit they were not playing her some

trick.

Miss Exeter, too, dear little Miss Exeter, why

had she made herself look so—why had she put on

that everlasting black-beaded mantilla, which never

had bunched out properly behind, and which looked

almost brown in the dazzling sunlight of this June

day?

One and all they might have done better, they

might have exerted themselves to look better on

such an occasion. They might have—but here the

discomfited soliloquist stopped short, with a strange

novel truth dawning on her reluctant mind, and the

momentary irritation giving place to a blush of

shame. Oh, how could she think that ? How could

she feel like that ? And yet, if only the meeting had

been delayed for a brief, the briefest of periods !

For here was Lady Mabel Pomeroy standing by,

her eyelids dropping over her cheeks, a faint smile

playing about the corners of her mouth. Here was

the girl whose glib tongue had made such mincemeat

of every kind of subject during the past half hour,

only too visibly indulging in visions of future sar-

casm and ridicule,—and here were the unconscious

and defenceless objects of it even incurring her

own censure, and annoying her by their very

presence. If they had only missed taking the same

path, had only waited for a season where they

were ! All was confusion and vexation. It seemed

as if a misfortune had suddenly happened.

Lady Mabel, what was she to Elma, or Elma to

her? Why should it be a matter of consequence

what the rattlepate thought or said ? Why should

it signify that the lace dress worn by the duchess's

daughter should now, as contrasted with the com-

moner fabrics and cruder colours of the new-comers,

be transformed into a shining web of gossamer ?

Elma would not care, refused to be daunted, and

struck down the demon in her heart—but all in a

few swiftly passing seconds there had come to her

an experience never to be unlearnt, and never to

the end of her life did she forget that pause beneath

the shade, nor the scent of a large, sweet blossom

near, whose fragrance was wafted towards her

nostrils as she raised her jjroud young head to do
battle for her friends. Whoever failed them, she

would not. Whoever was ashamed of them, or

amused by them, she would be neither. Even
supposing Mabel did laugh—but Mabel was not

laughing : perhaps, it was just possible that she too

was thinking better of her first impression, and was

willing to be friendly and compliant. She had

certainly given Elma to understand that "the

girls " were to be admitted to her acquaintance, and

accordingly,

" These are the people I was looking for," said

the latter, turning pleasantly to her former com-

j)anion, " Miss Exeter, this is Lady Mabel Pomeroy.

My aunt is here, but she is not in sight," looking

round, " although she was with us this minute,

and
"

" We saw her, my clear ; it was through seeing

her that we knew where to look for )'ou. I don't

think your aunt saw me," added Miss Exeter cheer-

fully. " There are so many people—such crowds—

and when one does not expect to sec a face
"

The truth was Lady Alfreton had cut her dead,

and the next moment revealed Elma's aunt and

Ma'oel's mother at the elbow of the group, and

every eye met unmistakably.

" Oh—h !
" murmured Miss Exeter, feeling that

the great moment had come.

Elma's heart beat, and .she stepped hurriedly

fonvard.

The duchess and Lady Alfreton jiassed on.

" I think I shall go to my mother now," an-

nounced Lady Mabel, with a calm glance round.

" She looked to me to follow her, and I think your

aunt looked to you," to Elma. " I dare say we
shall meet again," proceeded the young lady gliding

easily past the black-beaded mantilla, "good-bye."

Then, from a few yards further olT, " Elma,

Elma."

But Elma did not stir.

" Are you not coming ? " said Lady Mabel, re-

tracing her steps in the emergency of the moment,

for she was loth to lose her companion. " W'e

were told to walk together, you know. Come
along, they are waiting for us."

" I am not coming," said Elma, in a low voice.

" I am sure your friends will excuse you."

"My friends will—take care of me."

" But you are under your aunt's care."
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"True. Go, my love," it was another voice which

licre interposed. "Go, dear Elma, your young

friend is right ; and Lady Alfreton," Miss Exeter

strove to speak unconcernedly, " Lady Alfreton will

not approve of your joining any other party than

her own."

"I am sure she will not," cried Mabel, delighted

with the unexpected support. "You see, ma'am,

my mother and Lady Alfreton are just going to the

tea place ; I know they are, for I heard them say

something about it as they passed, and so if Elma

does not come now, she won't get any tea,

and
"

Won't get any tea? What visions the words re-

called. Yes it was just tea time, and all the little

tables would be getting ready beneath the trees at

the other end of the gardens, and the poor "girls,"

clustering together now in mute discomfiture, with

the long-talked-of exquisite possibility, vanishing in-

to thin air before their eyes, heard the gay reminder,

—and it seemed to Elma that the sad reproachful

gaze of the whole party fell upon her. Her heart

swelled beneath it. She had, indeed, she had to

her own view, drawn it on herself. She had en-

couraged the hope when it had been but a dim and

vague one, and had boldly afiswered for its realiz-

ation, when even the most sanguine had doubted.

- Would she now desert her ranks, and lightly clear

herself of blame on the score of duty ? She

might easily do so. Even Miss Exeter whispered

" Go," and it was plain that Mabel had interpreted

aright the halt made by the two other ladies, who

had remained where they were, and at this point

beckoned with their fingers.

"There, I told you," proceeded the urgent dam-

sel, seizing her arm. " They are waiting. And if

we do not go early, we sha'n't get good places.

Besides, I am dying for an ice," added she laughing,

" and you are only keeping your friends from going

in search of some too perhaps." But Elma knew
better.

"One moment, please," and she darted to her

aunt's side.

"Absurd, my dear," said Lady Alfreton, the

next minute. " Do nothing of the kind. I never

knew anything more ill-timed, more unfortunate,"

in an exasperated undertone. " Stay by my sidf , I

desire you, Elma ; there is no need to go back
;

you can explain to your schoolmistress to-night. I

cannot have you associating with peoijle with whom

I am not acquainted, while you are under my wing.

Most annoying ! Just when I particularly wished

you to make a good impression on the duchess,

and to get asked there, and be friends with Mabel,"

—Mabel and her mother were engaged with

some other acquaintances at the moment

—

"and it was all going so well," continued Lady
Alfreton, with a frown, " I never knew any encounter

more mal-a-propos. However," her brow clearing,

" if you keep your back turned, and do not look at

those people, nor go near them again, I dare say

they will take the hint, and go quietly away of

themselves. Yes, I see they have begun to do so.

Then come to tea, my love," her spirits returning,

" perhaps no great harm ha^ been done. We must

be on the watch not to come across them again,

that is the only thing. Now, you and Mabel walk

away, as you did before. Here is Mabel coming for

you. Are you come for Elma, my dear ? Here
she is ? Elma, why, Elma, what is the matter ?

"

For down Elma's burning cheeks, two small, hot

bitter tears were coursing.

CHAPTER LX.

Only Lady Alfreton saw them, only she guessed

to what source they were due.

Mabel, who had caught the point of her parasol

in the mesh of a passing scarf at the moment, was

neither then nor thereafter enlightened, and as the

two were now once more thrown into each other's

company, and as she in her heart considered that

Elma must be at least as well pleased with the

arrangement as she was herself, she speedily gave

vent to her feelings. " I must say that was well

done, Elma ; but if your aunt had not made a

point of it, where would you have been ? You
would never have been able to effect an escape for

yourself. I did what I could, but you did not

back me up. I suppose you were afraid. I must

say they did look rather savage. So those were

' the girls '
:
" with a significant smile. " Well, now

I know what those sort of girls are like. I—you

won't be sorry when the time comes to leave school,

will you, Elma ?
"

"I am sorry now, sorry and—ashamed," said

Elma in a tone that made her companion start.

" Mabel, this did not matter to you "

" What did not njatter ?
"

" Our behaving as we did ; treating them as we
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did : and leaving them as we did. Oh, it was not

your fault ; you meant no harm ; they arc nothing

to you, and you are nothing to them ; and if you did,

did rather turn away from them " She stopped.

" Well, you know, Elma, they but I am sorry

if I was not civil. I am sure I meant to be civil,"

rather confusedly, "it was only that
"

"Oh, civil! Never mind— I dare say you were

civil enough," cried Elma, still in the same suppressed

indignant tone. " They would not care aboMiyou."

she continued, unflatteringly, " it was me, inc that

they would think about. It was I who told them

to come, and promised to be here to help ; and

talked it all over so often—and—and now—oh !

now what will they think of me ?
"

" They could see it was not your doing, at any

rate." Even the thoughtless Mabel looked serious

for a moment. " I shouldn't worry about it, if I

were you, Elma. Any one with half an eye could

sec that you had to obey your aunt, and that it was

she who called you away."

" If my aunt had only spoken, only just spoken

to Miss Exeter ! Miss Exeter—did you not see,

Mabel?—Miss Exeter, she is the kindest, and best,

and dearest of creatures, and she would never have

put herself in Aunt Seiina's way, nor been a trouble

— I know she would not—but she could not help

an accidental meeting ; and then to be looked at,

and not even—-not even bowed to, nor shaken

hands with 1

"

" Well, yes, Lady Alfreton might have been more

good-natured," replied Mabel candidly. " But I

don't think grown-up people are good-natured, do

you ? 1 dare say I sha'n't be good-natured myself,

by and by. Don't fret about it, Elma. You may
be sure Miss Exeter, or whatever her name is, will

have forgotten the whole thing by the time you get

back there to-night. Nobody remembers those

kind of things, you know : I ne%"er do : what's the

use ? Now, let us enjoy ourselves. What numbers

of people are at tea already? And look, Elma,"

jogging her elbow, "look at the ices. The very

sight of the ices makes me hot and thirsty at once.

Ah, that's right. We arc to sit there, are we ? Lady

Alfreton has just spied out the very best place

possible. Mamma says Lady Alfreton always knows

what to do—and so she does. Now, Elma, is not

this nice, isn't it delightful ? " Then lower, " Come,

Elma, do smile again ; do look as you did before
;

and forget all about those stupid people.'

But Elma could not forget.

" Hallo 1 not finished yet ? " exclaimed a voice

behind her presently. " Go it, Elma ; I always

back you for a famous appetite, in all weathers.

How d'ye do," to Lady Mabel ; "so you and Elma
are still left at the board," for the duchess and

Lady Alfreton had drawn aside their chairs, "well,

I hope you are enjoying yourselves," concluded

Piers, leisurely sitting down, while the two pairs of

rosy cheeks before him slightly coloured beneath

his raillery, and the two spoons moved a little less

briskly than before, as though to deny the imputa-

tion conveyed therein.

"Why shouldn't we like ices?" quoth Mabel,

nevertheless. " I have had two, and so has Elma.

I might have had three, if I had chosen."

" Have a third now ?
"

"No, thank you, 1 have finished now," and the

speaker tried to draw herself up, and look elegant

and dignified. " I only said I might have had, if

I had chosen. We can hear the band nicely from

here, can't we ? What a beautiful afternoon it is !

We have had a delightful afternoon from beginning

to end, haven't we, Elma? I should like to have

just such another afternoon every day of my life.

wouldn't you, Elma ?
"

No reply. A sudden recollection manifest upon

Lima's face.

For a brief space she had been cajoled into

something like her former bounding spirits by the

pleasant chat and dainty meal, and Lady Alfreton

and Mabel alike had told themselves that the con-

tretemps which had threatened to cloud the sun-

shine of the festive scene had passed safely into the

background, soon to vanish altogether,—but now

Mabel's appeal awoke a dull pain, whifch showed

itself at once on the frank brow of her companion.

Piers took a second glance at his cousin. " Some-

thing has gone wrong in that quarter," said he to

himself.

But it was not for some time that he found out

what the " something " was.

" Come along with me, Elma. Never mind the

Mertouns. You needn't hang on to that girl, if

you don't like ; she has got some one else now."

The party had risen, and moved off. " Come this

waj'," said Piers suddenly. " I'll look after you,

and we'll meet them again. It's all right. What

do you look at me like that for?
"

" My aunt has told me once to-day already, that
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I am to stop with her, and go with her where she

goes," replied Elma, her accents betraying that there

was more than appeared in the reminiscence.

" She must not have to tell me so twice."

"Pooh! Nonsense!" Piers turned to his

mother. " How long shall you be here, ma'am ?

Half-an-hour, or so ? If I bring Elma to the

entrance gate in half an. hour "

" Very well, my dear, very well. Not later,

Piers. I cannot stop longer than half-an-hour

—

indeed, I had been going now "

"All right. In half an-hour. Now, Elma, down

this walk ; look sharp, that Mabel has the eyes of a

lynx, and we have had enough of her. I say," after

a swift turn or two down bye-ways, " I say, she said

something to vex you just now. What was it ? Don't

tell if you would rather not, you know ; only you

are a lonely little thing," he added kindly, " and

if you have not anybody else to turn to, you can

tell me."

A small hand stole into his.

" Eh ? " said he, immensely surprised. " What ?
"

Then he looked round, but they were out of sight

of every one, or at least no spectators were within

reasonable distance of the little bridge on which the

two were leaning. " What do you mean, Elma ?
"

inquired Piers, looking down at the hand, with an

odd sensation which he had never experienced

before. " What made you do that ?
"

"Only to thank you," said Elma, looking up at

him with soft, unconscious eyes. " You are always

very kind, but
—

" and she drew away the hand.

" But what ?
"

"I seemed to need it to-day," and her lip shook

a little, in spite of herself,

" Something out of gear ?
"

Elma hesitated. Then all at once out it came,

"You must not think it was Aunt Selina's fault ; it

was only that Aunt Selina did not know, and that

she could never think, never have the least idea

how Miss Exeter would feel about it. Miss Exeter

thinks so much of Aunt Selina and of—of you all

;

and meeting her here with me, of course Miss

Exeter expected, I mean she thought it likely that

—that at least she would just be spoken to—and

—and—"
" And my mother cut her ?

"

"And Piers, I had to leave them too; and I could

not even tell them how it was. We had talked about

coming to this flower-show over and over again, and

had agreed how we should meet, and—and all : and
then we did meet just outside the large- tent, and 1

was speaking to them, and Mabel was standing by,

and my aunt and the duchess walked straight into

the middle of us, and—then walked on," and Elma
turned away her head, as if the remembrance were

still too terrible to be borne.

" Well ?
"

" Then I wanted to stay with them for a little ;

could I help it. Piers ? But when I asked leave,

Aunt Selina said 'No,' and—and would not allow

me even to tell them how it was."

" Why on earth not ?
"

"She did not like me to be seen with them."
" It seems to me that her ladyship has been

tolerably rude. Trust women for knowing how ta

snub each other."

" Oh, Piers, Aunt Selina did not mean ,"

" Now, my dear Elma, listen to me. Give me
your best attention for a few minutes, if you please,

as your masters would say. I intend to deliver a

brief lecture,which you must have the goodness not

to interrupt ; whether or no you profit by the same,

is your own look-out. First then, my mother did

mean to be rude ; no one with my mother's reputed

fine manners ever was rude without meaning it.

She meant to make j^our worthy preceptress under-

stand that although they have met once or twice

privately, she is not to claim any sort of public re-

cognition. If there is one thing in the world my
mother cares about to the bottom of her soul, it is.

her social distinction and this she considers would

be endangered by her knowing any one of Miss.

Exeter's stamp; wherefore she simply will not know
her. Do you understand this, Elma ?

"

" I suppose so. Piers."

" It is rather difficult to understand, isn't it ?
"

"Yes, Piers."

" Now for point number two. Half the men and

women I know feel the same ; if they have any

humble connections or friends, if there are any peo-

ple who are poor and shabby, and unfashionable, yet

with whom they must associate under the rose, they

keep quiet about it before the world. Before the

world we all show ourselves only af our best. We
have to think of our reputation, of our status,

you know. Juliet thinks a lot about the girls she

rides with, and the partners she dances with. My
mother considers earnestly as to whom she will invite

to her house. My father is particular that when he
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has a friend to dine at his club, that friend shall be

of the right- sort. I " he paused.

" You, too ? " said Elma, in a low voice, for her

heart had been growing cold under his smile. " You,

too?
"

" I, too ? Yes. Why not I, too ? I am no better

than my neighbours. I am as senseless, and heart-

less, as selfish and vulgar as they. Vulgar ! That's

tiie word. That's what people who do these things,

and think these things ought to be called. What is

it but vulgarity that makes us afraid of the con-

tamination of your Miss E.xeters and the like ? I'll

wager Miss E.xeter is a better woman than two-thirds

of those whom my mother welcomes to her house,

—but my mother can't bring herself to exchange a

simple greeting with her for fear of the Duchess of

Mertoun's eyeglass. That was the meaning of it,

Elma. My mother is not an unkind person
"

"Oh, no—no indeed."

"And if she had met Miss Exeter out of sight of

cvervbody, Miss E.xeter would have had nothing to

comj)lainof; but Miss E.xeter was unfortunate. Not

that she is worse off than others. We know people

down in the country, know them tolerably well,whom

we quietly ignore during the period when we are in

Park Lane. I met a fellow yesterday, with whom I

hunt every winter, as regularly as the season comes

round,—but I saw something very interesting in

another direction which engrossed my full attention

till he had passed. I was walking with a swell, do

you see? That's the \dnd oi savoir/aire wt men of

the world have to practis.\ You follow me.Elma ?
"

Elma's head was hanging.

" Of course you feel the force of it ? You are

old enough to see the necessity for it ?
"

Still no reply.

" You will become an adept in the art yourself, I

should say," continued her cousin, with affected

carelessness. " There's time enough yet, of course ;

but one can't begin too soon. You had your first

'

lesson to-day, Elma—an e.xcellent one. Now, are

you going to profit by it ? " An interested spec-

tator might have seen that he was marking her

closely.

"No," said Elma, suddenly raising a flushed brow

and sparkling eye. " No. Never, Piers, never !

Whoever is so false, so mean, so cruel—/ will never

be. I will be the same everywhere, in all places,

at all times. Those whom I like and respect, I

will never be ashamed of, let who will be looking at

me. And those I love " she stopped short with

heaving bosom and struggling breath.

" And those you love ? " said a voice in her ear.

" Go on. And those you love ?
"

" I will love for ever and ever." The answer was

not so low but what he caught it.

{To bi continued.)
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\\ns not a little thing to them,

it was the greatest event that had ever happened

to Jem and Molly in the course of their lives.

Jem was six, and Molly was four, and if you

imagine that either of the two was not old enough

or wise enough to think very deeply over a project,

that had once been presented to them, you are

very greatly mistaken. They were a reflective,

earnest, serious-minded little couple, tenacious of

their privileges, scrupulous in regard to property,

tender of conscience, and above all willing

and ready martyrs to nursery discipline. How
' they came to be so may be told in a few words.

Up to within six months of the present time that

I discipline had been of a nature to make cowards

of the timid, and rebels of the bold—but on a

sudden the scene had changed : the old nurse with

her red face, stormy voice, and strong and ready

hand, had disappeared ; and in her place there had

come a cheerful, affectionate young woman, who as

if by magic, had thrown a flood of sunshine over the

whole nursery routine. Thenceforth little fair-haired

-MuUy had toasted her toes, eaten her supper, and

lisped her evening prayer with smiles instead of tears,

while Jem had learned to forget that formerly his

nightly tub had been indissolubly connected with an

uproar. The consequence was what might have been

expected. Each warm little heart now overflowed

with affection and gratitude : to please Ann, their

own Ann, their Ann who was so kind to them and

thought of so many nice ways in which to please

them, became everything, and to obey her was a

matter of course.

To Ann was due the glorious suggestion which

now filled both little curly heads.

It was Christmas time, and Ann had decorated

with holly and laurel the large, pleasant day-nursery

which looked out upon the park, and on all the

beautiful country surrounding the little ones' home.

She had moreover hung fresh pictures from the

Christmas papers on the walls, and covered the

mantelpiece with her own as well as Jem and Molly's

Christmas cards. In the house a large Christmas

party was assembled, for my tiny hero and heroine

were the youngest of a family of ten, and had

brothers and sisters of nearly all ages and sizes.

Two or three of these indeed were quite grown up
;

but the majority were wild, romping boys and girls

in their teens, who were kind enough to the little

ones in their way, liking very well to be invited

once in a while to the nice, bright nursery tea,

where Ann was sure to have a hot cake, or a pot

of fresh jam, or something else equally good, and

when little Jem, eager to do the honours, would

inform everybody as to what Ann allowed and what

Ann did not allow during the meal—they thought

this good enough fun, as we have said, when nothing

better offered,—but it is perhaps hardly surprising
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that in the engrossing nature of their own pursuits,

and the multiphcity of their own affairs, they were

too busy and too important to remember always

that such ver)' small jjersonages as their little

brother and sister existed.

In old nurse's time the nursery had indeed been

almost altogether avoided, while Jem and Molly

had been abandoned to their fate, but a refomi

had been wrought, and under Ann's beneficent rule

it was now almost as ])leasant to Fred, or Harrj-,

or Sophy, or Ethel, to spend an hour in the cheerful

apartment, with its blazing fire, its flower-pots, and

everybody up to a grand tea in the nursery, and

provide for their entertainment not only a tea

with cakes and jams, and biscuits, but a blazing

Christmas tree, to stand in the centre of the table,

glittering with candles, and hung with all kinds of

pretty things ? Ann v,-as sure they could manage it.

She knew all about a tree, and how it should be

dressed, and she had often before helped to make
the smart little knicknacks which look best dang-

ling from the branches. They would have no

help from anybody ; they would do it entirely by

themselves ; buy the articles in the village, tie

its singing canary bird, as it was to the proud little

proprietors to hail them in.

It was this willingness to accept her invitations

that put into Ann's head the notion of the mighty

undertaking which she presently submitted to the

little ones. " They never did use to come," Jem
had informed her, with a shake of his wise pate,

" I expect they like to come now you are here,"

he had added sagaciously ; and what did Ann
propose in consequence of this ? ^^^^at but that

they, they three, she, Jem, and Molly, should issue

an invitation to the whole schoolroom party, the

brothers and sisters and cousins of their age who
had come to assist in the misrule that reigned

in the absence of the legitimate sovereign,

now holiday-making, and should formally invite

them with string, seal them with sealing wax, and

Jem and Molly should their very own selves aflSx

them on to the tree.

Two little pairs of eyes opened wider and wider

as she spoke.

"Suppose" said Ann, "suppose we ask Mr.

Tomkins,"—!Mr. Tomkins was the head gardener—
" to give us a nice young fir-tree, quite a small one,

from the plantation—I don't think he would

refuse—and then suppose we go down to

the shops as fast as we can go, and buy a box

of red, and blue, and green candles and glass

balls, like those you saw in the window the

other day. Master Jem, and drums, like the

one you wished for. Miss Molly, and some pretty

boxes of sweets with pictures on the top, and
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gold and silver paper to pin up into bags,

and "

—

'"'And I have the money for it," cried Jem, "I

have indeed, Ann. I have that whole half-sovereign

that grandpapa gave me, besides my five shillings

from papa,—and Molly has hers too, you know

—

you have got hers, and—and

—

oh! how beautiful

oil ! how delightful 1—oh, Ann, there's the dearest

Ann in all the world, tell us more, a great, great deal

more about the splendid, beautiful, delightful tree."

Every day Ann had more to tell, and every day the

two found more to ask. The invitations had been

duly sent out at the first and accepted with avidity,

so all was settled in that quarter. Ethel, as vice-

commander-in-chief, had herself fixed the day, and

the attendance of the whole merry, noisy, riotous

party had been promised. " It will be quite a lark,"

Fred said ;
" and something to do in the dull time of

the day," his sisters subjoined. Between four and

seven o'clock was what they looked upon as "the

dull time of the day." The grown up people were

yawTiing in the drawing-room, and looked askance

upon any in\'asion from without, especially if the

weather had been too bad for riding or driving,

and if the sportsmen had not come in to enliven

the stay-at-homes with fresh faces and fresh voices.

There was no amusement to be had there—none at

least for restless, tempestuous, effervescing tomboy-

hood ; so that Ann's nursery party was in its way

quite a wind-fall, as promising change of scene

and chance of mirth and frolic.

Jem's important little face would beam all over

when he found himself being interrogated on all

sides as to what preparations were in process and

what purchases had been made? "They are so

incited" he would inform Ann thereafter, " they are

so incited you can't tliink ;
" whereat he, and Ann,

and even little plump Molly would be even more
" incited " than before themselves, and enter into

the spirit of the thing with more zest than ever.

Ann had the real work to do, of course ; and night

after night the kind creature would sit up late

stitching and cutting, so as to have ready some

pretty present really worth offering to each of the

young ladies, and something new for her small

confederates to regale their enraptured eyes with

in the morning.

Nothing else was ever conversed about during

breakfast, dinner, and tea. Ann encouraged con-

versation at meals, provided Jem found himself

able to drink his milk and v>-ater, and set down the

mug afterwards without spilling any of its contents,

and that Molly did not seize the opportunity for

hiding her crusts under the rim of her plate—so that

the pair knew there would be no bar put upon their

discussion and questions and endless conjectures,

and they would be in such a hurry to begin, that

they could hardly get into their chairs and say their

grace, fast enough. Molly would not ask to go

down stairs afterwards, if Ann thought her too weary

and sleepy, provided Ann would take her on her

knee, and tell hei more and more about the

one subject,—while even Jem, Jem who stood upon

his rights like a man, was got quietly off to bed a

full half-hour before his usual time on the eve of

the eventfiil day, when it was put to him that by

so doing, Ann would gain a special opportunity for

the embellishment of the gray-headed and gray-

bearded Father Christmas who was to preside from

the topmost bough of the tree. No finer fellow

than this Father Christmas had ever been presented

to the eyes of the little ones.

The morning came, and all was in readiness.

Three had been a sharp frost during the two previous

days, and a still sharper frost had set in the night

before, the result being that scarcely were the

sleepy-headed boys and girls roused from their

slumbers, than a tumult of wild enthusiasm rang

from one end of the house to the other, and shouts

of " Skating—glorious skating : ponds all bearing

;

ice like glass; ten degrees of frost still," flew from

tongue to tongue like wildfire.

All or nearly all of the young people assembled

could skate, those who could not were eager to

learn, the older folks joined in the anticipation, and

one and all started for the ponds directly breakfast

was over.

Jem and Molly saw them go, and again saw them

come in at luncheon time. Presently with equal

interest and content they again watched departing

groups hurry across the park, and disappear in the

woods beyond. The ice and the skating were

nothing to them ; they were not required to go out,

as each had been a little hoarse the day before,

and over this they rejoiced instead ofrepining, since

it gave them a whole happy day for watching

the preparations. Ann began quite early to set the

tables. Two or three extra ones were brought in

by the nursery-maid from adjoining chambers, since

at least twelve guests, and jDossibly one or two more,

p 2
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might be expected, according to Ethel ; and " we

must lay places for fifteen at any rate " Ann had

decided, " for it would never do to be short, would

it, Master Jem ? " After that there arrived in solemn

state, with much trampling of gardeners' feet, the

bristling young fir sent in by Mr. Tomkins—a great

friend of Ann's, by the way—then followed the

establishment of the same in firm security in the

very centre of the elongated board, and finally its

decoration from head to foot with all the shining,

glittering, twinkling articles which had been gathered

together during the past fortnight. The little

gifts which Ann had worked were laid below. By

dinner-time the tree was complete, and the afternoon

was devoted to the arrangement of the feast

At length, and towards half past four o'clock

—

five was the hour, but Ann was always well before

her time—all was in readiness, the small givers

of the entertainment soaped, brushed, and arranged

sumptuously, each in something brand new for

the occasion—Ann herself in a nice new gown and

cap—and nothing remained but to put the kettle

on to boil, and break u]) the chocolate for those

who preferred, as some were known to prefer,

Ann's frothing brown chocolate to the more

ordinary tea. It grew dusk outside.

" I wish they would come in now," murmured
little Jem, to himself

" There's another sun beginning," added Molly,

presently. It was the moon, the full, brilliant

moon of a December night, and which was rising in

the cloudless heavens, and shedding its radiance

over the whole frosty landscape.

" Hurrah for the moon !
" shouted the skaters.

" What luck to ha\c a moon ! Skating by moonlight

is still better than by daylight. How glorious !

How splendid ! We can skate on till dinner time.

Who cares for tea ?
"

Who cares ? And two little pairs of blazing eyes

are watching and straining from an upper window,

and two little pairs of burning cheeks are laid against

the cold panes, and two little hearts are beating in

a rapture of excitement and bliss unutterable, all

unknown before. Who cares ? It is such a little

thing. Can any one be expected to care ? And yet

—

oh ! cruel Fred, Ethel, Sophy, every-body—cruel to

forget, more cruel still when you remember !

" Botheration ! The children's tea was to have

been to-day," cried one at last, and she span round
in an elegant semi-circle as she spoke.

" The children's tea ? \\Tiat a nuisance !
" re-

joined a brother, with a curve which was still more
faultless.

"What is a nuisance?" a third skater ap-

proached, and inclosed the two circles in a fresh

one of his own making. This was the eldest ofthe

family, the big brother who was usually with his

regiment, but was now on leave for a fortnight.

The case was explained to him.

" Beastly bad luck, isn't it ? " added Fred. " All

this beastly dull time we should have been

thankful for anything to do at this beastly hour of

the day; and if that stupid nurse had only had

the sense to hurry up and have it yesterday, we
would have gone yesterday like fun. I am sure

I did not know what to do with myself, I was yawn-

ing my head off—and now we shall be done out

of it
!

"

" How done out of it ?
"

" It was to have been to-day, you know."

" Well ?
"

"To-day at five o'clock. It is nearly five now."

" Ten minutes to. But if you look sharp, you

can do it."

" Look sharp and do what ? " demanded Fred,

with staring eyes. " You don't mean to say you

think we are such flats as to go in to a children's

stupid Christmas-tree, when there is skating like

this to be had ? \\'Tiy the moon's the most splendid

thing— I think I see us ! " He could hardly speak

for indignation. " I never heard of such a thing !"

" Humph !
" said his brother. It was rather too

much to expect, he owned to himself

" Hey, you girls," continued Fred, subsiding, as

he perceived the effect of his words, "hey, you,

Ethel, Sophy, Madge, look here, what d'ye think ?

Do you want your skates taken oflT for you ? Here's

Roger says you will be in time, if you look sharp.

In time for the nursery tea, you know. It is the

day of the nursery tea, you remember. Come along,

good little girls "—with a mocking grimace—" Come
along

;
you are bound to go, you know. You

promised—not we. You fi.xed the day. Miss

Ethel,"—this had been a grievance—" how do you

like the day now?" continued the teasing boy,

observing the blank faces round him. " Here's Roger

expects you to fly like the wind."

"Roger," exclaimed Ethel, finding voice at last,

" Roger," turning to her soldier brother, " Roger,

what can you mean ? You don't suppose, you can't
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suppose, we are going in just because of the babies'

tea-party ? Why what ca>i it matter ? They can have

it to-morrow, or—or any other day. They will never

expect us. Ann will know, we should never think

of coming. I will tell them we will go to-morrow,

or at least as soon as the frost goes."

" It may last for weeks now."

" That it will not. Frost never does. Besides

this is our first day, and such a day ; why we never

had anything like it before ! To go in, just in the

very middle of it all, for such a little thing as that !

It would be absurd, it really would. Besides,"

added she, after a moment's shuffling to and fro

uneasily, "besides even if I ask them, I do not

believe any of the rest would agree to it." Then a

pause.

" Perhaps," lowering her voice," perhaps the Law-

ford girls might, though. They are no good at

skating, and I am sure they cannot possibly enjoy

it. I can ask them "—and she was turning away.

"Stop," said Roger. " You can't do that."

" Why not ?
"

" Ask them to go in when you are not going in

yourselves ? Send them all alone up to the house,

and up to the nursery, when they have never even

been invited ! I thought it was all of you, you, and

Madge, and Sophy, and Mabel and the rest that

were going."

" Well, perhaps Mabel might," cried Ethel,

catching at a straw. " I do not believe that Mabel

can really care to stay, for she said her feet were as

cold as stones a little while ago. I dare say

she would be glad of an excuse to take off her

skates. If she would go, and take the Lawfords,"

—

" Nonsense," said Roger shortly. " You must

go yourself."

" That I sha'n't."

"You must, you promised."

"Rubbish ! Promised !
" cried his sister, for now

her temper was up, irritated by conscience, even as

Fred's had been. " Promised indeed ! Promised

two children of six and four ! I dare say they have

forgotten all about it, and pretty foolish we should

look after giving up our own pleasure, and going in,

to find we have never been expected ! As if any

one would leave this ice, and all the best of the fun

either, to go and sit round a nursery tea table, and

take the crackers off Jem and Molly's little absurd

Christmas-tree !

"

" Was there to have been a Christmas-tree too ?
"

" Yes," owned Ethel, reluctantly. "Here's Mabel.

Oh, Mabel, isn't it unlucky? This was to have
been the day of the children's tea-party. I suppose
you would not care to go in ?

"

'• Oh, I will go if every one does," replied Mabel
politely—Mabel always was polite—" but—but it

would be rather a pity, would it not ?
"

" It simply is not to be thought of, and I am
telling Roger so."

Mabel glanced at Roger. He was pulling his

long moustache, apparently somewhat at a loss

;

and though he looked from one to the other he

said no more. Presently she saw him skate off

and join several others in succession, obviously

exchanging a sentence or two with each. She

could guess that he was still inclined to expost-

ulate and persuade, but if such were the case,

it was plain that no success attended the effort,

and " I did not expect it would," quoth Miss

Mabel with a smile of superior wisdom. " It is

all very well for Roger, who has not to go in himself,

but really he should not expect it of us. It

would be too hard, just when we are enjoying

ourselves so much, and every one is so merry and
happy : my toes are quite warm at last, and I

am getting on so well, and have got over

my nervousness ;— if I were to break off now, I

should be as awkward to-morrow again as I was

at the beginning of to-day. I do hope no more
will be said about it. Fortunately Roger never

asked me. I dare say he does not include me in

the schoolroom party. Of course not. I am
nearly seventeen, and look quite grown up, " with

a conscious air," evidently it is only the young

ones whom Roger thinks are behaving unkindly.

Well, so they are. But it is of no use my speak-

ing, and so "—and so the selfish girl glided away,

and thought no more of the matter.

The moon rose higher and brighter. The sport

and frolic became every minute more and more

joyous and exhilarating. Laughing voices reached

from one end of the ice to the other, rosy cheeks

were flushed to their rosiest with warmth, exercise,

and merriment ; muffs, and gloves were thrown aside

from hands too hot to bear them, hats and caps

were pushed back from glowing brows. To crown

all, the frost was hardening. Who but a dullard

would have cared to quit the gay, delightful scene ?

And within two little weary, disappointed faces

grew sadder and sadder; and at last when hope

deferred and deferred again, could be borne no

longer, two little sobbing figures threw themselves
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into the arms of sympathy ; and the tears ofanother,

—perhaps Httle less wounded in spirit—mingled

with those of the babies.

To be thus forgotten ! Thus despised ! Thus

thrown aside

!

To have all their anxious cares and pains, their

solemn and serious preparations, which had cost

them so much, and had been to them so much, thus

set at nought

!

It had at first been absolutely incredible, it had

never entered into the heads either of the chubby

darlings themselves, or of their patient, cheerful

companion, that so dire and terrible a calamity

could actually befall them. It is true that they had

readily understood and accepted the idea that their

guests might not arrive punctually to their time.

" We cannot e.xpect young ladies and gentlemen

who have gone a-skating to be very careful about

time, my dears," Jem and Molly had been in-

structed, as they trotted restlessly backwards and

forwards between window and fireplace, when five

o'clock had long struck ;
" Look again ; " Ann

would suggest presently. " Look again, now. Vou

are sure to see them now. You are sure to see

them soon, at any rate. Master P>ed will lead

the way, and then Miss Ethel, perhaps she will come

next, and then all the others will follow fast behind

her. Such a number of them. Miss Molly. All so

hungry, and so thirsty ; and so astonished to see the

beautiful tree. AVe shall hear them come running

up our stairs."—But she never did hear them.

Six o'clock came, and passed.

" By Jove ! I cannot bear to think of those poor

children," said Roger, to himself.

He did not indeed know anything of the three

weeping figures crouching round the neglected

hearth to find consolation in each other's arms, he

did not know all that had been hoped for and was

now despaired of, but he had heard enough to make

him unable to forget as others had forgotten. His

own time moreover had not been too happily passed,

to have chased the sorrows of others completely

from his mind. " She has hardly had a word for

me to-day," said he to himself again—he knew to

whom the " she " referred, only too well, you under-

stand. " But still
"—but still he felt he did not want

himself to leave the ice. Was it of any use trying

once more to persuade the recalcitrant schoolboys

and girls? No, the shouting, the jesting, the flying

hither and thither in long strings with endless,

disastrous results, all provocative of mirth, was at

its height ; the original party had been reinforced

by new-comers equally brimful of the pleasures

of skating by moonlight ;—if it had been impos.sible

to move them before, words now would simply

be thrown away.

"I wonder what she would say?" quoth Roger

L'Estrange pursuing his soliloquy. " I wonder. I

wonder." And then an inspiration seemed to

come to the young man. " By Heaven ! this shall

be the test," cried he. "There is not a skater

here to-night that can compare with Dorothy,"

eyeing from under his brows a slender figure that

skimmed hither and thither athwart the smooth

surface like a swallow. "She is to take part in

a figure presently ; a figure that fool Briddlccombe

is busy getting up. If she throws Briddlecombc

over, and goes in to the house with me, it means

—

it shall mean that all is up with his chance, if

it means nothing more. But why should it not

mean something more ? Dorothy would never play

with me. She would never grant such a request.unless

—unless she were prepared to give more, much

more. I'll risk it any way, I'll risk it," cried

the poor young fellow with the tremor of a true

lover, " if she refuses, I'll go in by myself, and

take her refusal for an answer, but if she agrees,"

—

And at that moment she drew near.
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"We must just sit down by ourselves, dears,"

said Ann, at last, when she could no longer even

feign to hope.

" And we must be as merry as we can. You

shall have your tea, Miss Molly, darling ; and don't

fret, Master Jem ;
you shall have your tea, and I

shall light up the Christmas-tree, all the same ;
" and

she rose from the fireside, and two wet little pocket-

handkerchiefs were put back into two little pockets.

To have their tea, and to have their tree, was

something. To see Ann begin to light the many

lights was a faint, sad consolation. It was better

than waiting, waiting for nothing to happen, looking

for no one to come.

The kettle had long been boiling, so Ann pro-

nounced the water unfit now to make good tea, and

a fresh supply had to be obtained and poured

in ; next the tapers had to be got into their places

again, and some would not light, and some twisted

and turned over in spite of all Ann could do, and

some lay up against the next support handy, and at

last a long silver streamer took fire and flew up in a

flame^so that altogether there was quite a cheering

little bustle ; and it was only when once more all

was complete, and nothing remained but to seat

their three forlorn selves at the loaded board, and

contemplate all the good things which they could

never eat at one sitting, and say their grace just as

they said it on any ordinary night, with no accom-

paniment of a great gala occasion, such as there

should have been—that a fresh fountain of tears

rose from each little heart, and once more the little

sorrowful cry was set up, " They might have

come ; oh, they might have come."

" Hush !
" whispered Ann, with a start.

"Is it them ? " whispered Jem and Molly back, in

accents almost of awe. But no, it could hardly be

them, could hardly now be them.

It was however some one.

Some one—and more than one—was certainly

ascending the little staircase, tramping up, talking

up, hurrying up, just as Ann had predicted.

"Oh it is them— it is them." It was almost a

shriek which liurst from the quivering lips of the

elder child. " It is them," echoed his baby sister,

the tears dripping from her dimpled chin. " It is

them," announced poor Ann, with something very

like a lump in her own throat, and she threw open

the door.

" Here we are," cried a gay voice outside.

" Here we are, nurse ; rather late you see, but

—

oh, I say," as the new-comer's eye fell on the

long lines of plates and cups, the frosty, sugary,

spicy delicacies, and last but not least, the festal

Christmas-tree, " oh, I say ! " And there was no

mistaking the wrathful sympathy of tone. " Why,

Jem, my man, this is mag-ni-fi-cent" cried Roger,

catching up the child in his arms. " Stop a moment,"

setting him down again, as an idea occurred,

" Doroth}'," turning to his companion, no less a

person than the Dorothy of the ice, " Dorothy,

will you just sit down here for a moment.''

AV'ait but a few minutes, little ones—(poor little

chap, he has been crying as well as she "—aside—

)

" yes, you get on her knee, Jem ; that's right ; it's

all right now, isn't it ? All right now that Dorothy

has come, isn't it ? " with a certain proud and
tender ring in his glad young voice ; and then he

watched the affectionate little fellow lay his head on
the kind shoulder, and nestle his arm round the soft

neck, and finally the big brother stooped to whisper

in her other ear, " All right for some one else as

well as for him ; " whereat she smiled, and blushedj

and hugged the child still closer than before. " I'll

just run down, and tell the rest to hurry up,"

continued the speaker aloud, " you can make tea,

nurse, and please make oceans, for we shall want

it all. They are only in the drawing-room,"—and

off he clattered at the top of his speed.

The drawing-room ? Ann thought he was mis-

taken, but still here were two kind, cheery enaests at

any rate, and brightening up under the genial

influence, she filled another tea-pot as well as the

little common brown one which had been deemed
sufficient for the deserted board, and almost before

it could have been believed possible, steps were heard

again upon the staircase, for whether it were the

picture Roger drew, or the words in which he dreviT

it, or his own breathless indignation and eagerness,

together with a certain exaltation in his eye and

tone which none had ever marked before, certain it

is that he had swept his audience before him straight

up from their sofas, and loungingchairs, and books, and

work, and that not a single person ofthose assembled

in the great saloon below had grumbled at having to

go. Pat, pat, rustle, rustle, up the little flight of stairs

they creaked and sailed, papas and mammas, uncles

and aunts, cousins and friends to the number of

a good round dozen ; and when the now once more

jubilant little pair hastened forward, expecting at
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best only to see the original guests, imagine their very willing to come and look on, somehow or

feelings when they beheld all the grandest of the other found themselves being seduced by Roger's
grand people, the noble dames and courtly squires

whom they would never have dreamed of asking, but

who had now come at Roger's bidding to do honour

to the poor despised feast ! Roger himself brought

lip the rear.

" Just fancy Jim," cried he gaily, " as all those

schoolroom people are so late, there is to be no

room left for them ! Isn't that splendid ? No room

not a single seat ! Now then," placing the chairs,

and carefully retaining empty the one which

happened to be next a lovely girl, all blushing

with love and happiness. "Now then, grand

mamma—now grandpapa—Aunt Jane, here—and

here, Uncle Herbert—now Jem—now Molly,"

—and so on, till all were seated. But even

then Roger did not subside. He wanted no one

to be shy or solemn. How he talked—how he

joked—how he ate and drank ! Verj- soon one and

another caught the infection, and those who had

not meant to have anything more at that hour,

and those who had felt as if they really could

not begin tea all over again, though they were

significant example, and little Jem's pleading looks,

until quite forgetting dinner to come and indiges-

tion to follow, they one and all fairly gave way,

and there was not a plate or cup empty.

What a merry tea it was, after all ! Every one

was so amiable, so complimentar)-, and so changing

;

there was no scrambling nor snatching, nor rudeness

such as Ann had secretly half-dreaded if Masters

Fred and George and their associates and contem-

poraries were to arrive in force ; now all was ease,

freedom, and pleasantry, but all was also gentle-

ness, and propriety. And to be sure she was proud

of the behaviour of her own litde ones too, and

her heart swelled anew with emotion and pleasure

when her mistress said kindly, " Why, Ann, did you

never invite me here before? You train these child-

ren to behave so nicely that I must really come some-

times, now that I have once found my way up."

That was the best of all. But Ann enjoyed too
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with all her heart, seeing Jem's sedate father who

ordinarily pushed aside the holly, " pshawed " at

the waits, and looked daggers at the Christmas

cards, now struggling with his little son over the

first cracker, and subsequently placing the blue

night cap it contained upon his grizzled head. And
there was Uncle Herbert too, who was the gravest

of the grave below stairs, and was reported to have

seen all the fine sights the world can show,

there he was, beaming over the top of his

spectacles at poor little Molly's twopenny-half-

penny Christmas tree, with its luckless little

twisting and melting tapers, dropping grease

in all directions. And there was the children's

grandmother, the sharp, sarcastic old lady in

the gold spectacles, who was wont to stop

her ears at Fred's voice, and turn down her lips at

Ethel's slang, there she was praising Ann's tea, and

munching Ann's hot cake ; until Ann could scarcely

believe, when asked for a second cup, that this

could really be the terrible old martinet known so

well by evil report in the schoolroom. And there

—but why enumerate ? One and all had had their

best and kindliest feelings touched, and could they

look otherwise than benevolent and amiable ?

Had Roger's happy face and Dorothy's downcast

eyes anything to do with the universal sentiment,

we wonder ? Perhaps so. Perhaps a little bird

flying about in the frosty air may have whispered in

the ears of parents and guardians that a match

ardently desired, was somewhere in the wind

:

perhaps the tell-tale light which shone in the eyes

of the two sitting side by side at the far end of

the table, may have flashed a corresponding illumin-

ation into the breasts of those next concerned.

Never mind if it did. Neither Roger nor his

love cared who now divined their secret.

How Roger now blessed the little ones' feast, and

the selfishness of the first invited guests ! How
he resolved to astonish them one and all with

his account of what had happened in the end, and

to make them think twice before they played so

shabby a trick again. How mercilessly he rejoiced

in the certainty that boys and girls would alike

know what the older folks had done, and what had

been thought of thetn^ meanwhile. " They won't hear

the last of this in a hurry," chuckled he, to himself

But all the same they had unconsciously done

him a good turn.

The strait he had been put to had suggested the

step which otherwise he might never, or at any rate

not for long, have summoned courage to take. For

some time he had loved fair Dorothy, but it had

been the old story, a mistake, a rival, jealousy, and

withdrawal. On a sudden, light had broken in, and

then had been taken the resolution, and then—then,

when it had come to undoing the skate-straps of

his fair, and setting forth alone with her across the

frost-bound park, he had hesitated no longer, but

had forthwith cast the die, and won.

No wonder he was the head and front of Jem
and Molly's merry party after that. No wonder he

treasured up the little gift presented to him, as a

memento of that happy evening. No wonder that

as they all sat round when tea was over, he lifted

up his voice, and sang song after song with a note

as loud and sweet as a blackbird's—though he

was chary enough of letting it be heard to the

accompaniment of the piano down stairs. No
wonder that after every one else had gone at last,

and only Dorothy remained, obedient already to

his whispers, he gathered the little ones into his

arms, and told them story after story, as they sat

round the glowing hearth, till overpowered by

sleep and happiness, their little eyelids closed and

their faces sank upon his bosom,—and no wonder

then, that neither he nor Dorothy stirred till

—

no matter when.

Ann, discreetly busy in the background, saw

nothing of course, but she laughed in her heart

all the same ; and she never hinted that it was

any one's bed-time, nor any one's dressing time,

nor near any one's dinner time,—but only, and

that in the most natural and demure manner

possible, suggested that perhajis if Mr. Roger did

not mind, the firelight would be sufficient to tell

stories by, and took the lamp into the next room.

When Jem and Molly awoke, the gong had

sounded, and eight o'clock had struck. Up they

started rubbing their eyes, and at first neither one

nor the other could think into what soft, warm,

cozy nest they had crept.

But when they did, they assured their big brother

in their biggest, most emphatic language, and with

both their arms round his neck at once, that it had

been the very nicest, happiest, delightfullest Christ-

mas party that could possibly have been imagined.

And what do you think ? Roger declared that from

the bottom of his heart he agreed with them—and

Dorothy said so too.
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His one Hies a red flag, <

Oh, but he is bold !

What's the cargo, Captain ?

Sunshine and cold.

Diamond ice to skate on.

Feathery snow to fling,

Toboggans for the hill-side,

Sleigh bells to ring,

Turkey, pudding, crackers,

Riot, fun and din.

This is what old Christmas brings

When the boy's ship comes in.

^
%

Your one flies a white flag.

Oh, but you are fair !

"/ What's the cargo, Captain ?-

' Hearts light as air.

\'l A fireside party jocund
As the gnats in June,

Fiddles scraping, light feet

Tapping to the tune,

Ghost-tales, carols, holly.

Junket, jest and grin,

.^This is what Old Christma:
When the girl's ship come:.

My one flies a green flag.

Oh, but I am gay !

What's the cargo. Captain ?

The wide world at play.

Stockings stuffed with treasures.

Fairy-lighted trees,

''-^ Apples red as poppies.

Nuts brown as bees,

Kissing, coaxing, laughter.

Troops of stranger kin,

This is what Old Christmas brings]

When the baby's ship comes in.

<S
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EMMY.
Katharine S. Macquoid.

PART I.

IT was a holiday in Goslar. The quaint old town,

rich in gabled houses with projecting upper

stories and richly carved beams, had tried to de-

corate it.self with the sombre Prussian flag, and across

some of the narrower streets long garlands of ever-

greens stretched from side to side, fastened where

they crossed one another with a laurel wreath

brightened with asters and dahHas, for it was

autumn and the days were shortening fast, but

Emmy Brandt and her brother and sisters wished

the darkness would increase, they so longed to see

the torchlight procession.

The four young people had come into Goslar to

dine with their grandmother, who had a lodging in

one of the houses in the great market-place. They

had watched the soldiers parade in the square and in

front of the barracks till they were tired of watching

the manoeuvres, at least the girls were tired, and

they were glad to walk about with Frau Schreier.
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Johann could have stood gazing at them

all day. He considered soldiers superior beings,

and he longed for the time when he should have

to give his term of ser\-ice in the Prussian Army.

He was only twelve, and he sighed at the remem-

brance of the six years he must wait before this

happiness came to him. Johann was the youngest

of the family, three years younger than his next

sister Lotta, above her came Emmy, and then

Hertha, a tall blooming maiden of nineteen. The
Brandts were all fair, yellow-haired and blue-eyed,

but only Hertha was handsome.

She walked behind the others with the mistress

•of the house in which her grandmother lodged.

Frau Schreier looked so stylish to-day in her

dark brown silk gown and feathered hat, that it was

difficult to recognize in her the homely woman who

served behind the counter of the large glass and

china shop at the corner of the Market Place.

Old Frau von Brandt had asked Madame
Schreier to escort her granddaughters, for her

ion's wife was ill, and Herr Brandt had declared

his intention of spending his holiday with his

invalid wife instead of coming into Goslar with

his children. He was sujierintendent of the

mmes in the Rammelsberg, that huge hill more

than two thousand feet above the sea, which helps

to form a back ground half green, half red, to the

town of Goslar. The superintendent lived near

his work in a long, low, red-tiled house at the

mouth of the Herzberger valley a good two

miles from Goslar.

Frau Schreier had suggested to the young people

that an early supper with the grandmother would

help to pass this weary time of waiting.

" It will also make you sit still," she said. "You
all seem to forget that you have a long way to go."

The worthy Frau had a dread of long walks, and

was apt to boast that she had never been up the

Rammelsberg, or the Steinberg either.

Supper was a good deal interrupted. There was

a dish of well-cooked veal cutlets and another dish of

stewed pears by way of vegetable ; but Johann de-

clared that he had no appetite and presently a crj'

from him brought Emmy and Lotta to the window

to see the woman light the groups of lamps near the

great black fountain in the middle of the square.

She was not a young woman and yet she went up

and down the ladder she placed against the lamp-

posts as if she were no older than Johann himself.

It was only on holidays that all the lamps were lit,

twenty in all, and they shed a soft light over the

front of the old Kaiserworth, on its lofty roof, on

the quaint statues of the Kaisers between its win-

dows ; the Rathhaus, which stood at right angles

with the Kaiserworth, and formed another side of

the square, was still in darkness, the spaces in the

arcade below looked black as ink.

Hark ! what was that ! a faint squeaking sound

came from the farther side of the Market Place.

" They are coming I They are coming !
" Johann

shouted. "Oh, Hertha, how can you go on eating

apjjles ?
"

Hertha nodded and laughed, but she was

doing justice to the apples and greengages her

grandmother had provided and she disliked to be

hurried. Lotta's spirits were as frolicsome as

Johann's, and she greatly preferred the sight of the

procession to her dessert, while Emmy never had a

will of her own and was always ready to do as

others did. She was quite content now, as the

elder and taller, to stand behind, while Johann

and Lotta filled up the window recess, Lotta making

clever jokes about the people who had gathered

in little knots in the square and clustered

closely round the quaint old fountain in its

centre.

But now even Lotta was silent, breathless with

exjjectation, for there came a sudden glare of light

from one corner where a street led on to the Market

Place, and three by three the flaring torches came in

orderly procession filing across the stjuare ; next

came a group of Chinese lanterns which looked

white and weird against the dark bodies of their

bearers ; then some more torches, a group of lamp-

bearers ; then again, the smoking, flaring torches

filled up the rear. The procession moved round the

market place like a huge fiery serpent and then

thickened and broadened into a square compact

mass in front of the picturesque balcony of the

Rathhaus. A long speech, shouted by one of the

official authorities of the province who stood in the

balcony, did not reach Johann and his sisters at the

opposite corner of the square, but they joined heartily

in the national anthem which followed and which

the crowd seemed to join in too, so deafening was

the uproar of voices. But this was nothing to the

cheers at the close, cheers for the Kaiser and the

Fatherland. These, as they rang out, sounded

thunder-like and must have made the old roofs
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tremble. Then the procession formed again and

filed away to another part of the town.

Johann, who was quite hoarse with shouting,

danced about in his excitement, but Hertha told him

they had not a moment to lose for Herr Schreier

was going to drive them home in his cart.

Johann clapped his hands. " That will be for

me the best part of the day," he said, "for Herr

Schreier will let me have the reins.

"

They had all said good-night, and were going

out when the grandmother called Emmy back.

" Emmy, why are you so silent, my child ? I am
afraid you do not enjoy yourself as the others

I
do.

1 Emmy's fair round face had become pink with

j
confusion, and her blue eyes drooped under her

grandmother's gaze.

I
" Yes," the old woman went on, "you are very

sweet and very good, Emmy, but you are too shy

my child, remember Emmy, shyness is double-edged,

it makes others quite as uncomfortable as it makes

you. Now good-night, dear child, and leave shyness

at home the next time you come to see me."

" Yes, grandmother."

Emmy hardly knew how she got out of the room,

and all the way home she was silent. It was very well

for grandmother to bid her leave shyness at home,

but—the girl gave a heavy sigh.

" If I do that I must stay away myself, the shy-

ness is in me I suppose, or I am in it, and I can't

get away from it."

But this idea that she made others uncomfortable

was worse than anything, it was as new as it was

depressing. As the cart jogged along the tree-

bordered road, Emmy sat looking up at the stars,

thinking how much nicer it really was to stay at

home, than to go out and pretend to enjoy herself

J The cart stopped, and Johann could hardly wait

i to let his si.sters pass in first, he was so eager to tell

j
all he had seen.

! Their old nurse Marie opened the door, and the

} sisters saw by her face that something had happened

—there was no welcoming smile on it.

" Hush," the woman said, "the doctor is up stairs ;

the master is very ill."

"Father ill!" Hertha exclaimed in wonder, for

' Herr Brandt seemed always strong and well, it was

their mother who was constantly suffering. Lotta

began to cry and Johann looked solemn ; no one

noticed that Emmy had slipped away up stairs.

She was not shy now. She had forgotten all

about self as she sat on the top stair in the dark,

waiting for the doctor to come out of her mother's

bedroom.

He came out so gently that she was taken by

surprise, his head was bent on his chest, and he

nearly stumbled over her as she sat there in the

darkness.

" How is Papa, Doctor Otto ? " she said. If she

had been less interested Emmy would have won-

dered at her own courage.

The doctor put his hand on her shoulder. He
was glad that only a faint glimmer of light came up

from the oil lamp in the passage below, he knew

that Emmy could not see his face distinctly.

" My child," and at the solemn tone Emmy's
heart gave a sudden throb that alarmed her, " it is

very sad for you, but you must try to bear it bravely.

Your father is still living, but his time is short ; I

fear he will not live till morning."

"I may go in to mother?
"

The doctor felt aghast at the girl's calmness.

" Yes," he said, " go in, and I will send Marie to

you. I will tell the others not to come up till you

fetch them."

Emmy listened, and then as the doctor turned

away, she went softly into the sick-room.

PART II.

It was a lovely evening in August. The sun had

not set, and Emmy sat down to rest on one of

the green spurs at the foot of the Rammelsberg,

she was waiting to see the glowing red ball dip

behind the green hills opposite. To her right lay

Goslar, its many spires and round towers with their

peaked caps were dark against the golden light that

filled the sky, and the palace of the Kaiser, on the

left, looked a huge black blot among the red-roofed

houses.

On the hill opposite, mowers were sharpening

their scjthes, and this musical sound, with the

metallic click of the grasshoppers, alone disturbed

the silent peace of the scene. As Emmy sat look-

ing at the green hill, a gray • bank of clouds rose

from behind it, and in a moment the sun had

passed out of sight, and a rosy glory spread upwards-

and reflected itself on the towers below and

on the red shoulder of the Rammelsberg. Emmy
rose and looked round her, then instead of
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going straight home she went some way up the

great hill till she reached the end of the path. It

stopped abruptly on the edge of the steep descent

to the Herzberger valley. Some hundreds of feet

below her lay the dark lake, and leftwards the

valley with its steep wooded sides, narrowed as it

went on, till a turn seemed to end it. But Emmy's

eyes did not travel up the valley, she looked to the

right, at her old red-roofed home, nestling among

the trees on the side of the hill. She could not

see any flowers in the garden she had so dearly

loved, and there was not a curl of blue smoke from

any of the chimneys.

" Poor old home I
" the girl said, " and poor

me !"

She turned away and walked quickly towards

Goslar. She lived there now with her grandmother

in the market-place.

Her father had never recovered consciousness

;

and his wife had died just a week after her husband

had been laid in the cemetery.

Herr Brandt had been for some time promised a

post which would have doubled his income, and as he

hoped to get the appointment early in the new year

—

he had anticipated it in the way of expenditure. He
had re-decorated and re-furnished his house ; lie

had provided his delicate wife with many comforts

and even luxuries to which she had been a stranger
;

he had spent liberal sums on the education and

general improvement of his children ; then death

stepped in suddenly— all his sa^^ngs, and the

sale of all he left behind, hardly sufficed to pay the

debts he had incurred.

His rich cousin, Herr Maas of Berlin, shook his

head when the affairs were laid before him.

"It is a bad business," he said to old Madame
Brandt, " and there is only one thing to be done.

These children must be taught how to make up for

their father's mistake—they must each learn how
to earn a living."

Herr Maas was very rich himself, he had a

beautiful house and his daughters had horses to

ride and carriages to drive in ; but he had made
his own money, and he told Madame Brandt that

if he were to adopt his cousin's children he should

do them a \vrong, they w^ould simply become

paupers, and would never strike a stroke for them-

selves. The money that the grandmother had

intended to leave them should, he said, be spent

in placing them in life.

After much consideration and some talk with the '

young people, it was decided that Johann should

be sent to school in Hanover, that Hertha should

go to Halberstadt to qualify herself to take a post

as school-mistress in Goslar, and that Lotta should

also be put to school there with a view to follow in

her sister's steps. Herr Maas frankly told the

grandmother that it would be useless to spend

money on Emmy, she must try to become either

an embroideress, cr a nursery governess in England,

where she might find a jjlace to talk German with

young children.

Madame Brandt v.as far too sagacious to argue

with the prosperous merchant. She said simply

that she often required assistance, and th.it Emmy
should live with her.

" With her help I shall not want a maid." She

said this to satisfy the rich merchant's scruples.

This was how things had settled themselves

;

and Emmy still lived with her grandmother. Lotta

was making rapid progress and had brought home

prizes and praise at holiday time, while Her:ha had

given great satisfaction to her teachers and was to

pass her final examination this winter ; the situation

of third mistress in the High School at Goslar had

been offered to her if she should pass this examina-

tion creditably.

As Emmy now walked home her thoughts wert

full of Hertha.

" How proud we shall all be of her, and how very

happy she will be. She will be free and independent

for the rest of her life," she sighed.

There was no envy in Emmy's sigh. Her grand-

mother had tried to comfort her, she had told

Emmy that she must not consider herself useless

—she saved her the expense of keeping a maid

and she did far more for her comfort than anjj

maid would do. The girl had still a low opiniorj

of herself, and she was thankful to hear that she-

was useful ; but her grandmother was now ver

old ; she often said she could not expect to \\\\

many years.

Emmy tried not to look forward, " never mee

a trouble half way," had been one of her childis!

maxims—but sometimes she wondered what woul(

become of her—on one point she was decided

More than once Hertha had said that when sh'

and Lotta were launched in the world, they mus

have Emmy to live with them and keep house

Hertha had said she meant to earn enough f
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all three. Johann would have a place in his uncle's

counting-house, so he was provided for.

But Emmy thought she would rather die than be

a burden to others, for she could never be the help

to her two active, energetic sisters that she might

be to her grandmother, who now spent most of her

time lying on a sofa, and was only able to move about

with Emmy's assistance. It would be a terrible

ordeal she thought to seek employment among

strangers, but it would have to be done, for embroid-

ery in an out-of-the-way place like Goslar, was very

unremunerative as a means of living. When these

forebodings came to trouble Emmy, she usually

resisted them, but this evening they pressed on her

with unusual strength, and as she came to the

bottom of the hill she found herself unconsciously

singing the German words of Mendelssohn's " O
Rest in the Lord."

Just as she reached the Zwinger, the great round

tower that stands on the town wall, two plump

little girls, who had been coming towards her

sedately hand-in-hand, set off running, and soon

came up to her.

"You dear Emm)'," said one of them, "will

you not one day take us with you to the Rammels-

berg
!

"

" Will you, Emmy ? " the other child said softly.

Emmy laughed. " Dear little Gretchen, my pet

Sophie," she said as she stooped to kiss each round

rosy face. " We will go as soon as mother gives us

leave ; now let us all go home together."

She took a fat hand of each of the smiling

children, who could hardly contain their delight.

They were Frau Schreier's little girls ; Emmy
was their idol, they waylaid her on the stairs and

were always trying to show their devotion, but the

kind-hearted landlady would not allow them to

join Emmy in her walks. " You have too little

liberty as it is," she said, " when you go out you

should go free—my pair of chatterers would

burden you."

The chatterers were having it all their own way
this afternoon, their tongues wagged merrily—not

both at once ; first one and then the other took up
the grand piece of news they had to tell their

friend.

" Dear Emmy, it is wonderful—but you will

[
never guess—it is a present we have had this

\ morning," said Gretchen who was the elder of the

twin sisters.

" Ah, but," Sophie went on, " she does not mean

that it is wonderful we should have a present, for

we often have them
;
you and the good Madame

Brandt are so kind to us both ; but say, dear Emmy,
is it not wonderful that a cat should make a present

—Aha 1
" She was delighted with the girl's look of

surprise. " What say you of that ? is it not

wonderful? " she nodded and laughed merrily.

" It is three kittens," Gretchen said very softly,

as if she feared the cat would hear her. " Oh,

Emmy, they are darlings, but they are bHnd, and

mother says if we look at them more than once a

day the old cat will be angry, and perhaps she will

leave them, and then they will die," and Gretchen

opened her round dark eyes and pinched up her

rosy mouth as if she were going to cry.

" Fraulein Emmy," said Sophie in a formal tone

that sounded very quaint from such a baby-faced

mortal. " Gretchen and me wish also to make a

present
;

yes, dearest and best of Emmys, we wish

to give to you the prettiest of our kittens."

Emmy bent down and kissed the serious little

face ; and then she kissed rosy-faced Gretchen, who
stood secretly applauding her sister's speech, for

although she took her place as elder sister, Gretchen

had a profound belief in Sophie as spokeswoman,
" the little one speaks so well," she said.

" I will come down to you presently, dear little

ones," Emmy said, " I want to go to grandmother

now."

She came smihng into her grandmother's room.

"You have had an extra long walk, my child,"

said Madame Brandt, " and it seems to have pleased

you
; you look as if you had found a merry thought

on the hill-side."

"Truly, dear grandmother, it was not found on

the hill-side. I stayed behind to look at the old

home in the valley, and its lonely neglected state

gave me sad thoughts, but I left these on the hill

—

'or I know you do not encourage sentimental

regrets—and then I met Gretchen and Sophie and

they made me laugh."

Madame Brandt smiled.

" It was perhaps natural that you should feel sad

at seeing the old home, dear Emmy, but there is so

much real sorrow and misery in the world, and so

small a proportion of sympathy is put forth to

alleviate it, that I say, sorrow is wasted when it is

bestowed on that which can neither feel nor suffer.

I have seen women weep over a book-sorrow

—
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who would never open their purses to help a really

deserving i^erson, ay, and I have seen too that

they made a merit of being susceptible and tender-

hearted, while they so wept ; but I have news for

you, Emmy."
" About Hertha, grandmother ? " and the girl's

eyes sparkled.

" No, my letter comes from Berlin : your uncle,

Herr Maas, tells me he has been to Hanover;

Tohann is getting on well, so well that in two years'

time his uncle hopes to give him a clerkship ; but

I do not like to think of our merry, mischievous

Tohann confined so early to a high stool and a

desk, so I am going to write to Herr Maas and make

a suggestion."

Emmy bent down and kissed the withered,

serene face.

" You are so good, dear grandmother," she

said softly, "so good always to us all."

PART HI.

The Christmas holidays were over ; Hertha had

passed her e.xaminations most successfully. She

was to spend another si.\ months at Halberstadt

learning how to teach ; and she was to begin her life

as a Goslar Schoolmistress after Whitsuntide. Lotta

had brought home more than her usual amount of

prizes, and Herr Maas had been so impressed with

Madame Brandt's appeal that he had consented to

allow Johann two years more schooling than he

had intended, and his grandmother undertook to

pay expenses. Herr Maas said that the lad might

as well give his time for army serv'ice when he left

school, so that when he once took to figures

behind a desk, he would have no distraction to look

for^vard to. Each one of the three young .people

seemed to have his or her future mapped out

;

but Emmy's future was wrapped in a veil of

uncertainty.

It was the first Sunday of the year ; Emmy had

been greatly impressed by the sermon she had

heard in the old Frankenberger church that morn-

ing. This church was a good way from the market

place, but Emmy clung to it, for she had gone

there as a child when her father lived at that end

of Goslar. This morning the text was on not

taking thought for the morrow; it had seemed

meant for her, Emmy thought, and she had tried

to be extra cheerful and light-hearted through the

day. Her grandmother had told her what she had

already guessed, that she should spend all she had

meant to leave behind her in the education of

Hertha, Lotta, and Johann. Frau Brandt lived on

the pension granted to Emmy's grandfather, and

this would die with her.

" You have had far less sj)ent upon you than the

others have," said Madame Brandt, "and to you

therefore 1 shall leave my furniture and my other

possessions ; they are not worth much, my child,

but they will serve to remind you of me."

Emmy fell asleep full of the thoughts of her

grandmother's goodness. If she had been less

trustful, that all must work for good, she might

have asked herself what was the use of a quantity

of old-fashioned furniture to a person who had no

means of keeping a home over her head ; but in

these two years Emmy had learned to school

herself.

" Live for to-day, to-morrow's light

To-morrow's cares sliall bring to sight.

Go sleep like closing flowers at night,

And heaven your morn will bless,"

might have been Emmy's favourite motto, had she

known of it. It is certain that on this night, which

was the most eventful of her life, she lay down to i

sleep full of thankfulness and free from care.

Emmy started awake. There was a suflforating

smell as if some one had lit the stove with damp

wood, and there was a noise of loud voices.

Her grandmother's room was in front of the

house, and Emmy slept in a little room within,

there was a glass door between, and through

this the girl could always see the night-light

burning on the little table beside the bed, but

she could not see it now. She was blinded by

the smoke that filled the room, and at first she

closed her eyes unable to bear the smarting pain

in them.

Then she wakened thoroughly, and without a

moment's pause she hurried on some clothing,

slipped her feet into her shoes, and opened the

door of her grandmother's room. The atmosphere

was stifling, full of smoke, and now she heard

loud cries from the square. Emmy opened the

window to cry out for help. She saw that the

square was crowded with eager lookers-on, while a

row of men between the house and the great

black fountain passed buckets from hand to hand

and flung water on the house, but Emmy saw

bright flames burst out from the window below.
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and she feared that bucketfuls of water would

make small impression on the raging, roaring fire.

She did not feel frightened, her one idea was to

save her grandmother, and to alarm her as little as

she could. She remembered that there was a fire

escape at the Kaiserhaus, and almost as the thought

came, one of the men below shouted

—

" Keep up your courage, Fraulein ; they have

sent for the fire escape, it will soon be here."

Emmy went up to the bed, she had some trouble

in awakening her grandmother, for the smoke had

stupefied the old woman, and she was greatly

alarmed when she at last roused to consciousness

of her danger.

Just then a hearty shout from the men below

dre^v Emmy back to the window ; to her joy she

saw that the fire escape had arrived.

It was not easy to fix it, for the fire still raged

fiercely below, and the floor on which Emmy
stood had become so hot that it seemed to scorch

her feet.

Madame Brandt had now recovered her com-

posure. She sat on her bed silent though trembling.

It was touching to see how she looked to Emmy
for guidance, and how she at once obeyed when

the girl told her that all was ready.

A man appeared at the window, and Emmy
helped him to fasten the old woman securely in

the slide.

" It is your turn next, Fraulein," he said.

"Stay here, I will come back directly;" but

almost as he spoke the words Emmy left the

window.

The smoke seemed thicker and more stifling as

she went back into the room ; she had to retreat

once before she could reach the door. ... At last

she opened it and found herself on the staircase.

. . It was terrible here, the smoke blinded and

choked her, and the heat from the fast rising flames

below confused her senses, and seemed to blister

her as she stood theri. . . . Just then Frau

Schreier came slowly down stairs carrying her

baby.

Emmy opened the door she had just closed for

the woman to pass in. " The fire escape is at the

window ; are the others saved ? " she said in a

choked voice.

" I do not know," the Frau answered hurriedly
;

" my husband caught up Heinrich and bade me
Stay where I was, he said he would come back for

me, but I dare not wait, I fear something has hap-

pened to him."

She hurried on with her child to Madame
Brandt's room. There was a crashing sound, and

then the red flame leaped up fiercely from below

through the veil of smoke as if it would sei:;e on

Emmy and burn her where she stood.

Her feet were on the first of the upper flight of

stairs, but for an instant her courage failed her, and

she drew back. A servant slept on the upper floor,

near Gretchen and Sophie, and she might already

have saved the children, for it seemed to Emmy that

the alarm had been gi\-en before she herself awoke.

Was it not foolhardy to rush into danger, and per-

haps to find an empty room ? But the thought was

instantly put aside, and clinging desperately to the

hot handrail, for the smoke made her giddy,the brave

girl went stumbling up' the stairs. "Gretchen,

Sophie," she cried, when she reached the landing.

She listened, and she thought she heard sobs.

"Anna," she called out as she opened the door

of the maid's bedroom. No answer came, but

Emmy hurried to the bed, and satisfied herself that

it was empty, then she went on to the ne.xt room.

The sobbing had become more distinct, and she

opened the door. The room was in front of the

house, and in spite of the volumes of smoke the

light from the fire showed the two poor little children

sitting up in bed with their arms round each other,

Sophie was sobbing pitifully while Gretchen was

gulping down her own terror and trying to comfort

her sister.

" Come, darlings, come quickly," Emmy cried
;

" do not be afraid, it is I—Emmy, come, it is all

right."

She took Sophie in her arms, and Gretchen

followed her ; but when Emmy reached the

landing and the children saw the red flame

darting up the staircase and felt the stifling heat,

they cried out in terror. Sophie struggled so

violently that Emmy had to let her go, and both

the children ran back to their bedroom. Emmy
hesitated, and then as she saw how fast the flames

were mounting she followed the little ones. Clos-

ing the door behind her she hurried to the window

and cried out for help. A loud cheer greeted her

appearance, and as she leaned forward in the smoke

so that they might make out where she was, she

saw with horror that flames were coming from the

window by which her grandmother had escaped.

Q
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Emmy's head reeled ; she seemed to have lost

all power of movement. But the men below

quickly raised the fire escape to the upper story.

The window was at the end of the house, not

over Madame Brandt's.

"Save yourself, Fraulein," the voices cried below,

" and leave the rest to us."

" Oh, Emmy !
" sobbed Sophie, " will you go away

and leave us to burn ?
"

For all answer, Emmy pulled a blanket

from the bed and wrapjied it round the

frightened little ones. Then she pushed them

on to the ledge and the man fastened them in

the fire escape as he had fastened Frau Brandt.

. . . There was a shout from the crowd, and then

Emmy saw and heard no more. . . . her task was

over and it seemed to her that she fell asleep.

PART IV.

There were two sofas in Madame Brandt's sitting-

room ; on this sunshiny afternoon, her grandmother

lay on one and Emmy lay on the other, while her

eyes were fixed on the door.

Hertha's school duties were over at three o'clock,

and Emmy now looked forward with delight to the

happy hour which Hortha always spent beside her

;

cheering her with a merry version of her life in

the school.

Emmy had been rescued by the firemen, so

severely burned that for some days her life was

scarcely hoped for. But the best doctor and

nurse in the town had been sent her by the

authorities, and slowly— very slowly— she had

struggled back to life. She would always bear

the marks the fire had stamped in a scar on her

left cheek ; her left arm too, was crippled, but she

could use the fingers of her hand. The doctors had

told Madame Brandt that the girl's escape had been

marvellous ; and the grandmother had learned long

ago that not only did every tongue in Goslar sing

Emmy's praises, but that her child's heroism had

been lavishly applauded by all the Berlin papers.

Herr Maas had expressed himself greatly pleased

with the girl's bravery, and had gone so far as to

offer to contribute to the expenses of her long

illness : he had hinted too, in his last letter that

he considered Emmy's bravery entitled her to

something more solid than newspaper praises.

The door opened and Hertha came in. She

always seemed an embodiment of health, but to-

day her eyes sparkled, and her cheeks glowed, she

had all the appearance of being completely moved

out of herself

She threw her hat on the table, and she

stood looking first at Emmy, then at her grand-

mother, as if she did not know how to bring out

her news.

Then she clapped her hands, and kissed first the

grandmother, then Emmy vehemently.

Emmy laughed softly.

" What is it, dear Hertha, you seem in extra

good s])irits, are you going to be moved a step

higher?" she said.

" I
"— Hertha shook her head—"No, no, Emmy,

I have had quite as much luck as I deserve for

the present, you understand." She pinched her

sister's car. " My news is wonderful, it sounds to

me like history." The happy girl's eyes were full of

tears. " It relates how that, in consideration of the

testimonials offered by the worshipful citizens of

Goslar-am-Harz, the Imperial Government has been

graciously pleased to confer on Fraulein Emmy Brandt

a pension— yes, a real pension " she nodded at her

grandmother who sat up suddenly on her sofa and

clasped her withered hands in delight—" a pension

of five hundred marks a year for her life, in token

of approval of the great act of heroism performed

by her on the night of the fourth of June, &c., &c.

Now Emmy do not cry so, or }'0u will not hear the

rest that is to come, and that to my thinking

is best of all, because it will make Emmy hold

up her head, and she will never again be able to

say she is of no importance."

"Tell us, Hertha, what more," said Madame
Brandt. She saw that Emmy looked pale and faint.

"She is to have the Iron Cross. She is actually

to be decorated. Aha ! what do you think of that,

Emmy ? The Burgomaster himself told me the news.

He said, ' Tell your sister she must get well fast, so

that she may receive her honours fittingly.' He
says the official documents will be here soon.'

"

Emmy rose from her sofa, she went and kissed

her grandmother, and then she clasped Hertha

warmly with her right arm.

" I am very thankful," she said. " I believe I am
most thankful, because this has taught me what I

was too dull and unthankful to learn—I mean that

there is something for every one to do, if they will

only try."
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Christmas Books.

AT this

season

there is ge-

nerally one

book which

for some pe-

culiar merit,

either of il-

lustration or

letter press,

takes the lead of all

Its fellows, outstripping

them in the race, securing

the kindest notices, the largest

number of buyers, and that

just meed of fame which

attaches itself to merit when

it is seen and appreciated. A Book of Old

Ballads^ illustrated by Alice Havers, and deco-

rated by Ernest Wilson (Hildesheimer and

Faulkner), must surely bear the palm this year.

Messrs. Hildesheimer and Faulkner have long been

famous for the great beauty of their coloured books,

but none have reached so high a level of artistic

attainment as this one. Chroniolithography, so

often harsh and gaudy in colour, is here delicate and

restrained. The artist's work has not suffered from

its transference to the stone, and one scarcely sighs

even for a sight of the original drawings as the eye

rests on these brilliant reproductions. Miss Havers

has already won for herself a high place as one of

the foremost illustrators of the day, but never has

her grace and freedom of design, her tenderness of

modelling and refinement of sentiment appeared to

greater advantage than in this lovely volume. Mr.

E. Wilson's charming bits of landscape, spray and

flower form a sort of obligato accompaniment to

the more important pictures. The familiar ballads

are carefully chosen, and the colour and design

of the cover are in harmony with the beautiful

interior.

Sunbeams, by F. E. Weatherly, illustrated by E.

K. Johnson (Hildesheimer and Faulkner), ought

also to be a popular book. It is as bright as its

name, both inside and out. The verses are in

Mr. Weatherly's happiest style, some full of fun,

others grave and even pathetic, others again con-

taining a thought which may make the happy

children think of those less fortunate than them-

selves. Those who, moved either by duty or

pleasure go the round of the picture galleries in

spring and autumn are doubtless familiar with the

brilliant flower-gardens peopled with figures of

graceful girls and children with which Mr. E. K.

Johnson adorns the walls of the old Water Colour

Society. In this book they reappear in fresh forms,

and very delightful and taking they are. The

colour-printer has not, however, quite caught the

delicate pearliness of the artist's tints, but the sub-

stantial qualities of his work are there. Mr. E.

Wilson's litlj-page is remarkably pretty and effective

—he has also contributed charming bits of landscape

to the volume.

Miss Alice Reeve (same publishers) has also

illustrated some of Mr.

Weatherly's verses. The

Good Shepherd, as its name

implies, is full of religious

feeling. The artist has caught

the spirit of the words, and

illustrates them worthily. The

tone of this little book is

distinctly reverent—it is in a

double sense a book of the season,

and ought to be a favourite.

0/d Father Christmas—Bis Picture Book, by

Q 2
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Lizzie ^fack and Robert Ellis Mack (Ernest Nister),

is as charming a Christmas gift for boys and girls

as heart could wish. The verses are pleasant, but

the main charm of the book must rest on its illus-

trations. It is refreshing to look at these rosy-faced

children—their air of reality is quite delightful.

Mrs. Mack is no more afraid of bright colours than

nature is when she paints a rose, or grows pojjpies

and cornflowers in a field of golden wheat, and

the children who are supposed to buy these books,

and the grown people who really do so, and take

good care to get the first peep at them, owe her a

debt of gratitude for her courage and taste, especially

as the colour printer has been kind and has not

turned her bright harmonies into discords.

IVhen All is young (Nister) also contains verses

by R. E. Mack. The illustrations are the work of a

rising young artist. Miss H. Bennett. There is not

a word of praise which the last volume has merited

that this book does not also deserve ; only why has

Miss Bennett put the shadows so heavy here and

there ? Some of the pictures, however, are exception-

ally good, as for instance, the graceful little maiden

who has stolen her brother's cricket cap to sit in

a hammock with, or the pretty baby who thinks a

cucumber frame a good place to hide in. Those

who see these will instantly desire to possess them-

selves of a copy of the book.

Mr. W. Raine's illustrations to Jll the Fun of the

Fair (same publisher) are full of character and

good drawing. At first sight the book looks a little

old fashioned, but it is good.

All these volumes bear marks of careful arrange-

ment and editorship, and Mr. Mack's taste and

talent for graceful decoration cannot be too highly

commended. It is a happy thought to introduce

a sparing touch of positive colour here and there

in the mono-tint pages.

Four little books called respectively Christmas

in England, Christmas in France, Christmas in

Germany, Christmas in Italy, by Florence and

Edith Scannell (Griffith and Farran) ought to be

appreciated by boys and girls. The rather slightly

written stories are yet full of local colour, and the

illustrations are decidedly pretty. If a harsh critic

might here and there detect some weakness in the

drawing, he will forget that in admiring the sweet

faces that appear now and then and the bits of

character caught and transferred to these pleasant

pages.

The Besom-Maker, and other Country Folk Songs,

collected and illustrated by Heywood Sumner

(Longmans, Green and Co.), is a thoroughly artisti<

picture-book of the school of Walter Crane. This

school puts as much pains and thought into a page

of decoration as might have served an artist fifty

years ago for a big picture. There is something in

this now fashionable style of illustration that re-

minds one of the woodcuts in the dear old spelling

and story-books of the beginning of the century.

^f^
all

It is the conventional treatment that calls up these

memories—a sort of artistic directness and plain

speaking—a spade is unmistakably a spade, a plough

a plough, and a tulip a tulip. What is new about

them is the careful drawing, and the telling and

graceful arrangement. Such flavour of an elder
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day is particularly in keeping

with the text. In the preface the

author says that to his belief the

tunes and versions of old songs

here given are not included in

any current British song or ballad-

book, "but they may be heard christm

where ploughmen strike their

furrows, and they are still sung at harvest suppers

by old folk who do not change their tunes to the

times. Indeed, when thus heard song and singer

seem to be inseparable, for singers such as these

have a quaint personal style, and an une.xpected

manner of prolonging their best notes, which cannot

be imparted and which almost baffles notification."

The Besom-Maker—the ballad which gives its name
to the little volume—is full of character and

local colour.

" I am a Besom-Maker, come listen to my tale ;

I am a Besom-Maker that lives in yonder vale.

" .Sweet pleasure that I do enjoy both morning,
night, and noon,

Going o'er the hills so high, O in gathering of
green broom.

" So it's O CO.ME BUY -MV BESOMS, BESOMS FINE
AND NEW,

Bonny green broom besoms, better never
GREW.

' One morning as I was a-roving until my n.-itive cot,

I met a jolly farmer, so happy was his lot :

He ploughed his furrows deep and he laid his corn
so low.

And there it would hide asleep till spring and the
broom should grow.

' So it's O co:\iE BUY," etc.

And when the corn grew up upon its native soil,

.\11 like a little baby bright with its waving smile.

Then I bundles up my broom
cuts and I binds 'era tight

and spare
;

And my Besoms, folks they
please 'ems, for I'm the
darling of the fair.

"So it's O COME BUY," etc. .

The Wassail Song and

Hobblefy Bobblety are also

particularly worthy of men-

tion ; the latter in especial

has a charming chorus.

CHKISTMAS IX GERAl.AN
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DUKES A-KIDING.

From The Besom Maker^ by Heihvood Sumne

Mr. Delamotte's book (George Bell and Sons) is

not especially for Chrislmas. The Art of Sketching

frovi Nature (2n(l edition) has already found

purchasers, and will doubtless prove its value to

many more. It is a luxuriously got up manual of

sound instruction and advice to beginners. Its

author says in the preface that he has written

the book "to assist those who wish to make

some attempt at transcribing the scenes they

may witness, who do not desire to paint pictures,

but who desire to learn to sketch." The

special feature of the work is the presentation

of l.irge coloured plates of sketches in various

stages of progress, and of examples from

the great masters. Turner, Varley, de Wint,

Prout, &c. These are of extreme value to the

student.

There is little doubt that at Christmas time

illustrated books take the precedence of all others,

but letterpress must have its turn, and there are

some, doubtless not a few, who will turn away from

the lovely picture, with its colour and its charm,

to revel in the no less fascinating pages of story

and romance. One of our leading reviews has

lately pronounced Mr. Stevenson's Black Arrmu

as the best romance that has appeared since the

days of hanhoe. Whether it deseri-es such high

praise each reader must judge for himself, but there

is little doubt that it will win the goal among the

boys' books this year. Next to it, however, run-

ning closely with it in the same race for

popularity and renown, ought surely to appear

The White Man's Foot, by Grant Allen (Hat-

chards). The story is fascinating, the interest

never flags, the exciting scenes move, repel,

charm. Mr. Allen, in this story of Hawaii, with

its volcanoes, its mystic rites, its queer, half

savage, half civilized inhabitants, breaks new-

ground. He has strong materials, and he wields

them with strength. His story is wonderfully

realistic, fresh, and vivid.

Another author who ought to please boys, and

whose new book, The Adventures of a Midshipmite

(Hatchards), should have many readers, is Arthur

Lee Knight. The book has good illustrations, it has

also adventures—those thrilling adventures of the

sea that boys of England always love. The young

hero, Conrad Lee, has a life of varied experiences.

His school is H.M.S. Britannia, and from this

training home he enters upon a somewhat unusual

career. Surely few young middies have had their

courage more severely tested, or their powers of

endurance more taxed. The story is varied

enough to please all those who love a genuine sea

tale, and its author shows an intimate knowledge

of naval life.

Mrs. ^Lnrshall writes a new book every year, and

ever)' year she writes with a purpose. Houses on

Wheels, a story for children (Nisbet), aims at far

more than merely pleasing its young readers. Look

on this picture and on that, the author says

on her title-page. From this text a very touching
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sermon is preached. There are happy children, there are

also miserable ones. The children who inhabit " Houses on

Wheels" are, according to Mrs. Marshall, of all the waifs and

strays the most neglected, the most cruelly treated, the most

to be pitied. That noble philanthropist, Mr. George Smith

of Coalville, has supplied her with many of her facts, and

she certainly makes startling disclosures. Lennie's story is

heartrending.

" Now, we'll have a talk," said Lyd. " Come,
^ cheer up, Lennie."

" I can't," was the answer, " I want to die," he said

despairingly.
" Oh, stuff and nonsense ! You don't want to die—not

you. Next time we are in the country, you know, we'll

cut and run, you and I."

" Run ? I shall never run again," said Lennie.

He was a pitiable object—he had a thin wan face, with a

large mouth drawn with pain. His hair was coal black, and
so were his eyes. It was a face of premature old age, and it

was no wonder that one of the spectators had called out, "Is
it a monkey, or an old man .'

"

Lennie's home was a travelling van. The work cut out for

him to do was to twist his poor little body into what the

admiring crowd compared to a corkscrew. His wages

were starvation, kicks, and blows. This book, full not

only of noble longings but of practical schemes of

reform, is in many ways however more suited

to grown readers than to children.

Among the lesser, but still appreciable boons

which this Christmas brings us, ought to be

reckoned a cheap edition of the works of that most

genial and most healthy

of all writers, Charles

Kingsley. Messrs.

Macmiilan and Co. are

bringing out his popular works in monthly volumes;

Weshvard Ho! with a portrait of the author, and

Hypatia have already appeared.

In these days of much book-making, and much
nonsense-writing, it is delightful to see again the

face of a dearly loved friend, to hear his words and

to take fresh heart and courage from his utterances.

Kingsley preaches sermons which do not tire one,

and points morals which go straight home, and do

their work of salvation without causing that mental

nausea which makes a man turn away from the good
thing that would redeem him. To be able to

The decoration of this page is taken from E. Nister's tastefully arranged .\nnual.
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purchase such books as Westward Ho ! Yeast,

Alton Locke, &.C., at a moderate price, is something

to be thankful for, and doubtless those who do not

already possess copies will avail themselves of it.

Charlotte M. Yonge also appears among Messrs.

Macmillan's popular reprints. There comes a time

in the life of every girl when she enjoys the J/eir of

.Redelyffe, when Guy appears to her a hero of heroes,

and Amy the sweetest maiden that ever breathed.

The present edition has a very neat exterior, and is

printed in clear type. The illustrations, however,

although by the popular pencil of Kate Greenaway,

can scarcely be commended.

As a preacher, a word-painter, a story-teller, a

humourist, few writers have surpassed in delicacy of

touch and purity of style the late Mrs. Ewing. It

is delightful to know that her fame long survives her,

and that her numerous readers require from time to

time fresh editions of her works. Messrs. George

Bell and Sons have just brought out some charming

volumes in good print and at a moderate price.

Ballads when they are realistic ought always to

be popular. Few pleasanter little volumes of this

nature have appeared for many a day than Frederick

Langbridge's Sent Back by the Angels (Cassell and

Co.), and there is little wonder that it has already

reached a cheap and popular edition. In its own

way nothing can exceed the pathos of the story

which gives its name to the volume, while Exit

Tommy can scarcely be read without tears.

" ' Tommy must leave us to-night,' we said,

^lovinsr so softly about his bed."

Tommy, aged seven, has got to die, but first he
will arrange his small earthly affairs.

" ' JNIanimy, I know that I'm soon to die.

And I want to wish them uU good-bye.'"

* * * #

" ' In hea\en I never should feci content
If 1 hadn't been kind before I went

;

So let nic take leave of them great and small.
Animals, people, and toys and all.'

"

Tommy's farewell is then described with some

minutiffi. The little hero never falters nor breaks

down until he kisses his favourite rabbit.

" His mother he bade, with tearful cheek,
(Jive Punch his carrot three daj's a week,
With lettuce-leaves on a cautious plan,

And only just moisten his daily bran.

" Then next wc brought to him, one by one.
His drum and his trumpet, his sword and gun ;

And we lifted up with a fondUng hand
His good grey steed on the rocking-stand.

" Then close to his feet we placed a tray,

And we set his armies in array
;

And his eyes were bright with fire and dew-

As wc propped him up for his last review.

" His ark came next, and pair by pair

Passed beasts of the earth and fowls of the air
;

He kissed good Japheth, and Ham, and Shciu,

And waved his hands at the rest of them.

" But we saw that his eyes had lost their fire,

And his dear little voice began to tire
;

He lay quite still for a little while.

With eyes half-closed and a peaceful smile.

" Then, ' Mammy,' he said, and never stirred,

And his mother bent for the whispered word
;

' Give him his carrot each second day,'

Our Tommy murmured, and passed away."

Frcni Tiw Bcsom-Makcr, by Hevwood Su.mi
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£u( 1 hope

You have no enmity to the liberal arts :

Learniiig is an addition beyond

Nobility of birth ; honour of blood,

Without the ornament of knowledge.

Is but a glorious ignorance

/ never kneio

More sweet and happy hours than I employ'd

Upoti my books.

James Shirlev.

ENGLISH MEN AND WOMEN OF LETTERS OF THE 19TH CENTURY,

III.

WASHINGTON IRVING.

Clemextin

THE fashions that were in vogue some three

or four years back are apt to strike us as

ahogether ungraceful and ridiculous ; our eyes are

tired of them ; we have seen them distorted and
appHed to cheap or inappropriate materials ; they

have to us an unavoidably shabby and hackneyed
appearance. But the fashions of fifty or a hundred
years ago have got beyond this sort of degradation

and have grown picturesque again in growing
unusual. And it is with modes of writing and
feeling as with the shapes of gowns and hats. In

these things too there is a fashion ; and the

A Black.

fashion of the day before yesterday has no charm

for to-day. Washington Irving's way of looking

at the world, his style, and his phrases are in a

certain degree the fashions of the day before

yesterday, and therefore we are apt to be unjust to

their merits. The " arch damsels " and " roguish

varlets " of whom he is so fond may have had

some novelty when they first appeared in his pages,

bat there have been so many damsels and varlets

of the same kind in so many other pages since,

that readers are rather tired of them. That how-

ever is no fault of his. Nor is it his fault that he
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writes in the airy yet sentimental, gently moralizing

tone that was fashionable in his day, but is worn

out in ours. Our fashions will pass too ;
to-day's

new words will be worn threadbare, and a time

may perhaps come when Irving's superficial,

cheerful, picturesque sketches will be found to have

a pleasing freshness by readers weary of deep

character studies and carefully collected facts.

Meanwhile, if we want to do him justice, we must

try and forget our current fashions, so that we may

view him as those readers did to whom lie was a

new writer, and as those readers may to whom

time will by and by make him in a measure new

again.

Washington Irving was the son of British parents

settled in New York, where he was born in 1783 ;

and like many another literary man he was trained

for the law. He went through the forms of

becoming a barrister, but does not seem ever to

have practised. His literary work was at first an

amusement, but in 1820 the house of business with

which he and his family were connected became

bankrupt, and he turned to literature for support.

Seventeen of the most important years of his life

—from thirty- two to forty-nine—were spent in

Europe, and this residence away from his own

country tended to make him an English, as dis-

tinguished from an American, writer. It gave him

no doubt a certain enlargement of views, and

brought him into a far larger literary circle than he

could have commanded at home ; it probably also

gave him an increase of literary polish and delicacy,

but, on the other hand, it diverted his thoughts

more or less from American subjects, and drew his

interests into other channels. It is always dangerous

to try and compare what a man actually did with

what he perhaps might have done ; but it is hardly

possible to study Washington Irving and to abstain

from speculating a little upon what kind of a

writer he would have been if he had not spent all

those years in Europe. Would he have been a

more original or only a less classic writer ? Would
he have gained in strength, individuality, and

national character, or would he only have lost in

refinement and sweetness ? Might he, in short,

have become the founder of an American school

instead of the follower of an English one? A
comparison of his earlier work with his later in-

clines us to think that he might, and to lock with

a little regret upon that long absence.

Before leaving America Washington Irving had

appeared twice as an author. His first work

(written in partnership with others) was a sort of

humorous magazine called Salmagundi. It is

often witty, though much of the wit is lost to

the modern reader, who does not understand the

passing allusions, and it shows here and there

precisely those excellences of style which mark

Irving's maturer work. He is one of the writers

who, from the beginning, know how to write—and

there is no surer token of eventual success. He
had in short the gift, so difficult to define, so easy

to illustrate, and so mipossible to impart, which we

call the literary sense. His next work was a

burlesque history of New York, which professed

to be written by one Diedrich Knickerbocker, and

was prefaced by an elaborate and humorous account

of this fictitious personage. The History of New
York was begun to make fun of a pompous history

of the city which had just been published, but like

many another parody it outgrew its original inten-

tion and outlived what it was meant to ridicule.

It is in some respects the most characteristic piece

of work which Washington Irving ever produced ;

the one thing of which we feel that no other man

could have done it. One or two short stories in

the same vein may claim to be put on the same

footing, but of nearly all else that followed we may

say that it is good, but not that its goodness is

unique. In none of his other work does Irving

display with the same exuberance his ironical but

never unkindly humour. It is a humour not

irresistibly funny, but unfailing ; and in its mock

heroic solemnity it distinctly foreshadows the

grave-faced extravagance which is one of the

distinctive marks of the later American humorists. ;

Here is an example

—

" The two parties being confronted before him, each
produced a book of accounts written in a language and
character that would have puzzled any but a high

Dutch commentator or a learned decipherer of Egyptian
obelisks. The sage WoUter too'.c them one after the

other, and having poised them in his hands, and
attentively counted over the number of leaves, fell :,

straightway into a very great doubt, and smoked for
||

half-an-hour without saying a word ; at length, laying 9
his finger beside his nose, and shutting his eyes for a
moment, with the air of a man who has just caught a 9
subtle idea by the tail, he slowly took his pipe from "P

his mouth, puffed forth a column of tobacco smoke,
and with marvellous gravity and solemnity pronounced
that, having carefully counted over the leaves and
weighed the books, it was found that one was just as

thick and as heavy as the other. Therefore it was the
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final opinion of the court that the accounts were equally

balanced. Therefore W'andle should give Barent a
receipt, and Barent should give Wandle a receipt—and
the constable should pa\' the costs. This decision

being straightway made known, difiused general joy
throughout New Amsterdam, for the people at once
perceived that they had a very wise and equitable

magistrate to rule over them. But its happiest eftect

was that not another lawsuit took place throughout the

whole of his administration, and the office of constable

fell into such decay that there was not one of these

scouts known in the province for many years."

The book is of course not in the true sense a

history at all. It gives a burlesque account of the

old Dutch settlement of New Amsterdam, which

afterwards under the English grew into New York.

It was the first attempt to arouse interest in this

forgotten background, and it was remarkably

successful. The truth is that Irving himself felt a

genuine interest in his subject. The quaintness of

the bygone time attracted him ; he makes fun of it

indeed, but he loves it all the same. "It was

given to him first of our authors," says an American

critic,* " to invest the American landscape with

the charm of imagination and tradition. Curiously

enough he did not evoke this spall from the grave

chronicles of religious zeal in New England, whose

gloomy romance Hawthorne has wielded with

povifers so weird, nor from the gay cavalier society

of Virginia, but from the element of our national"

settlement which seemed the least promising of

all—the Dutch." Irving went to England in 1S15

and became acquainted there with the leading

literary men of the country, among whom his

amiable temper made him generally and deservedly

beloved. In 1820 he published his Sketch Book ;

in 1822 Bracebridge Hall : and in 1824 Tales of a

Traveller. These are collections of sketches and

stories, mostly English, but occasionally dealing

again with his favourite Dutch settlers. Some few

years later he travelled on the Continent, and made

a considerable stay in Spain. At this time he

^\rote his Life of Columbus ; which was followed by

a \()lume on the Companions of Co'.umbus ; The

('.inquest of Granada ; and the Alhambra. His

interest as an American in the history of the dis-

covery of America led him on to a general interest

in the romantic and adventurous aspect of Spanish

history. He has had many followers in this field

iniong his fellow-countrymen, of whom Prescott

md Motley are the n.ost distinguished. On his

return to his native country he wrote an account of

the founding of Astoria, a fur trading settlement

in Columbia, named from its projector, John

Jacob Astor, who was one of the wealthiest of

American merchants. This was followed by a

narrative of the very similar expedition of Captain

Bonneville. Somewhat later he wrote a life of

Goldsmith, a life of Mohammed, and a life of

Washington, the last, a long and laborious piece of

work, completed just before his death.

It will be seen from this brief catalogue that

Irving's work falls into several distinct branches.

He was not one of those authors who possess some

single excellence that seems to be born with them,

like a rare singing voice, without choice or cul-

tivation of their own. He belonged to the other

class—of those who have a general superiority, who

do well in many kinds of work and deserve in

greater or less degree the praise which Dr. Johnson

with a fine critical perception put into Goldsmith's

epitaph—" He touched nothing which he did not

adorn." Such excellence indeed as Goldsmith's,

who produced work of the first rank in each of

several branches, must be always rare, and

Washington Irving can lay no claim to it ; but he

belongs distinctly to the same class, and it is worth

noting that he resembled his leaders. Goldsmith

and Addison, in the gentleness and lovableness

of his personal temper as well as in tlie turn of

his intellect and humour. His resemblance to

them is both his merit and his fault. His style

has the same ease and clearness. His readers

never feel that they are being carried over a stony

road ; but are borne along readily and pleasantly

even when tiiey are not shown anything very new

or remarkable. " Nothing very new," that is the

real defect of Irving's style. It has many virtues,

but not the special virtue of being individual and

personal. It is the style of a school not of a man,

not a few of its sentences might have come straight

from the Spectator ; while very many of them might

pass for Goldsmith's, both as to thought and ex-

pression. Here is an instance—" For a long time

he was suspected of being crazy, and then every-

body pitied him ; at length it began to be suspected

that he was poor, and then everybody avoided

him." Irving is by no means a deliberate imitator

but his admiration, growing probably out of a

natural affinity, had led him to imbibe the form

and manner and much of the spirit of the eigh-
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teenth century essayists. He possessed in a high

degree that peculiar felicity of expression which

distinguishes his favourite models. This ex-

cellence is pointed out by John Neal in an article

in Black'dHwd's Magazine, and the passage is the

more noteworthy because it shows so marked a

lack of the (juality which the writer so highly

values :

" When we come upon the epithets of Geoflfrey
"

(Irving's Sketch Book was published under the name
of Geoffrey Crayon) 'we feel as if we had found ac-

cidentally alter wc had given up all hope, some part

or parcel which had always been missing (as every-

body could see though nobody knew where to look for

it) of the very thought or words with which he has
now coupled it for ever. Let us give an illustration.

Who has not felt as he stood in the solemn strange
light of a great wilderness of some old awful ruin, a
world of shafts and arches about him like some
Druidical wood, illuminated by the sunset, a visible,

bright atmosphere commg through coloured glass,

who has not felt that he would give his right hand
for a few simple words, the fewer the better, to de-
scribe the appearance of the air about him ? Would
he call it splendour? it isn't splendour; dusty?
it would be ridiculous. But what if he say like

Irving, 'dusty splendour' ? Will he not have said
all that can be said ? Who ever saw those two words
associated before ? Who could ever wish to sec them
dissociated again ?"

Now the criticism contained in this passage is

excellent. The author of it knows good writing

when he sees it
;
yet he does not know how to

write well himself. It is not because Irving's

thoughts are deeper or juster that he is superior,

but because he has the art or the instinct of putting

together the right words to express them.

I said just now that Irving's work falls into

several distinct branches. He wrote stories,

essays, descriptions, travels, histories and bio-

graphies ; and at first sight the subjects of all

these seem disconnected enough. But when we
examine more closely we find a thread of like-

ness running through these diverse themes. They
have all something picturesque, adventurous, out

of the common track about them. The one ex-

ception is perhaps the Life of Washington and in

this, it is generally admitted, he has not been

entirely successful. His imagination demanded a

touch of the theatric, and more of movement and
agitation than the subject afforded. It was not

the kind of subject that naturally caught his fancy.

His stories and sketches do not deal witii the life

around him. 'When they belong to his native

place they deal with a past time and with ways

and customs that had grown obsolete and piquant.

The old Dutch settlers moved before his imagina-

tion in a kind of picture like people on a stage

;

he saw their costumes, their food, their furniture,

their sunflowers, their cabbage gardens, their pipes.

their slow speech, their high crowned hats and

their tales of hidden treasure. The analysis of

individual differences of feeling, character and

disposition which to many modern writers and

readers seem the one thing really interesting never

enters his mind ; he contents himself with pic-

turesque external details and humorous general

observation. He never deeply stirs our emotions
;

but he makes us see, as he sees, something moving

and stirring, a play on a stage of which we want i
•

know the end. It is the same with his sketches ol

English life ; what he draws are outward oddities,

tiic little eccentricities and exaggerations which

strike a stranger. He is pathetic sometimes and

humorous very often, but the pathos and the

humour alike arise from circumstances or from

feelings common to humanity in general. The
one of his stories which has laid hold most firmly

of the public mind, that of Rip Fan Winkle, is

simplicity itself. A happy-go-lucky idler wanders

up into the hills, drinks and plays skittles unawares

with a party of phantom pirates and returns to find

that twenty years have gone by like a single night.

That is really all. It is so simple tliata schoolboy

might have invented it, and yet so skilfully is the

tale told, so well managed are the details and so

full of art, while apparently artless, is the appeal

to the universal human sentiments that the tale 1

has spread and clung wherever the English tongue '

is spoken. And it deserves to do so for it has the

element of classicality. It is complete of its

kind, shaped and finished in the due proportion

with no word too much and no word wrong.

As a biographer Washington Irving has the first

and great merit—he can produce a living image of

the person about whom he is writing. People

begin to say now that his biographies are not

accurate in detail, that they are too picturesque,

that the portraits are drawn with too much imagina-

tion and too little research. All this may be true :

but the most elaborate collection of facts some-

times leave us with no impression of the person

concerned in them. To convey a vivid idea of

personality wants a special kind of gift, and
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Irving has it. As his fellow historian, Bancroft,

has said of him, " He may err in minor details

but never in the general effect."

Looking then at Washington Irving's work as a

whole we find it to be pleasant, easy to read and

overflowing with a humane, kindly and humorous

spirit. It is not however of the first rank as to

strength or originality either of thought or feeling

;

he likes the outside shows and the obvious emo-

tions, he is sometimes sentimental but never

passionate. On the other hand he seldom strikes

a false note, and if his melody seems to us a little

hackneyed, time will cure that evil, while it renders

more and more intolerable the discords, exaggera-

tions and falsehoods that are but tricks of a day.

Irving is essentially a sane writer—nay, if I may
venture on such a confession of opinion, he is a

little too sane ; and I for my own part find myself

longing as I read him for a touch of that madness
which is reputed to be th: near ally of genius.

SCHOLARSHIP COMPETITION QUESTIONS.
I. Discuss Washington Irving's claims to be considered an original or representative writer. Is his genius

distinctively American or English ?

II. Give a critical analysis of any of his Sketches.

Work. Selected. Washington Irving's Skctch-Book. (George Bell & Sons. Bohn's Cheap Series.)

Papers to be sent in by December 25th. Number of words in no case to exceed 500.

Work selected for January. Keats's Poems.

TRUE DESIGN FOR TILE OR l.S'LAY.

Z>> courtesy of the Art Department, South Kensington Miiseuv:.



SEARCH PASSAGES IN ENGLISH LITERATURE.

I.

What sweeter music can we bring

Than a carol, for to sing

The birth of this, our heavenly King ?

Awake the voice, awake the string !

Song.

Dark and dull night, fly hence away,

And give the honour to this day.

That sees December turned to May.

Why does the chilling winter's morn
Smile like a field beset with corn

;

Or smell like to a mead new-shorn,

Thus on the sudden ? Come and see

The cause why things thus fragrant be.

'Tis He is born, whose quickening birth

Gives life and lustre, public mirth,

To heaven and the under earth.

We see Him come, and know Him ours,

Who, with His sunshine and His showers.

Turns all the patient ground to flowers.

II.

Rise ! for the day is passing,

And you lie dreaming on
;

The others have buc!<led their armour.
And forth to the fight are gone :

A place in the ranks awaits you.
Each man has some part to play

;

The Past and the Future are nothing
In the face of the stern To-day.

Rise ! for the day is passing :

The sound that you scarcely hear
Is the enemy marching to battle

—

Arise ! for the foe is near

!

Stay not to sharpen your weapons,
Or the hour will strike at last.

When from dreams of a coming battle,

You may wake to find it past I

III.

' Come down, O maid, from \onder mountain height :

What pleasure lives in hci;ht (the shepherd sang)
In height and cold, the splendour of the hills?

But cease to move so near the heavens, and cease
To glide a sunbeam by the blasted pine.

To sit a star upon the sparkling spire
;

And come, for Love is of the valley, come !

The vales
Await thee ; azure pillars of the hearth
Arise to thee ; the children call, and I

Thy shepherd pipe, and sweet is e\'ery sound,

Sweeter thy voice, but every sound is sweet ;

Myriads of rivulets hurrying thro' the lawn.
The moan of doves in immemorial elms.
And murmuring of innumerable bees."

IV.

Orpheus with his lute made trees,

And the mountain tops that freeze.

Bow themselves when he did sing :

To his music plants and flowers

Ever sprung ; as sun and showers
There had made a lasting spring.

Everything that heard him play.

Even the billows of the sea
Hung their heads, and then lay by.

In sweet music is such art

Killing care and grief of heart
Fall asleep, or hearing, die.

All \vc have willed or hoped or dreamed of good, shall

exist
;

Not its semblance, but itself ; no beauty, nor good,
nor power

Whose voice has gone forth, but each survives for the
melodist.

When eternity affirms the conception of an hour.

The high that proved too high, the heroic for earth too
hard.

The passion that left the ground to lose itself in the
sky,

Are music sent up to God by the lover and the bard ;

Enough that he heard it once : we shall hear it by
and by.

W.
I did but dream. I never knew
What charms our sternest season wore.

Was never yet the sky so blue.

Was never earth so white before.

Till now I never saw the glow
Of sunset on yon hills of snow,
And never learned the bough's designs
Of beauty in its leafless lines.

Fair seem these w-inter days, and soon
Shall blow the warm west winds of spring

To set the unbound rills in tune.

And hither urge the bluebird's wing.

The vales shall laugh in flowers, the woods
Grow misty green with leafing buds.
And violets and wind flowers sway
Against the throbbing heart of May.

Give in each instance Name of Author and Work from which passage is taken. Answers to be sent in

by December 1 5th.
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ART TEACHING, AS IT WAS AND AS IT IS.

W. p. Frith, R.A.

CHANGE may, or may not, be progress. To the

old art-student no contrast could be greater

than the present condition of art—with its schools

of design, its multitudes of exhibitions, and its in-

numerable students and professors—in comparison

with that of fifty years ago. In 1838 there were

but three annual exhibitions : the Royal Academy

in Trafalgar Square, the British Artists in Suffolk

Street, and the Water Colour Gallery in Pall Mall.

The only school of art where students were prepared

for admission to the Academy was kept by my old

master, Sass, and the number of successful candi-

dates for academic privileges never exceeded from

fifteen to twenty annually. A talented and favourite

pupil of Sass established an opposition school, which

was conducted on Sass's principles ; the favourite

. had no friend in Sass, but a deadly enemy ; he failed

ignominously. " What right," said my old master,

" had the man to the use of my system of teaching ?

I invented it ; I could have patented it if I had

chosen to do so ; my principles were intended for

my own use, and not for dissemination by a pirate."

A long experience convinces me that no better

training could be practised than that insisted upon

b)' Sass ; it was severe, and it was long, but, pro-

vided nature had implanted the sacred fire, it was

successful. No matter with whatever fancied

preparation a student entered the school he was

compelled to begin with an outline of Juno's eye,

to be followed by copies of drawings from the flat,

of hands, feet, and figures from the antique ; then

came the study of light, shadow, and rotundity.

That most essential knowledge was to some extent

: acquired by chalk drawings from a huge plaster

( ball and a gigantic bunch of plaster grapes, the

i
latter teaching some of the mysteries of tone and

' reflection. Those two terrible lessons occupied me
for two months. When the pupils' work so far

satisfied the master that he could place the much-

coveted bene beneath it, the student was allowed to

make elaborate studies of hands, feet, and heads

from antique casts and eventually whole length

figures, from which one was selected for presentation

to the Academy.

At the time I speak of, admission to the schools

of the Royal Academy was comparatively easy, the

candidates were very few, and the drawings were

scarcely equal in merit to those presented each

half year in such overwhelming numbers to the

selecting council of the present day.

In 1854, when I first foimd myself in the position

of member of council and one of the judges of

candidates' work, a few drawings—twenty perhaps

—were submitted to us ; now a selection has to be

made from five times that number, and the majority

of such excellence as to make a fair choice extremely

difficult.

In place of Sass's school—long since closed

—

candidates are supplied from the British Museum,

from Mr. Calderon's admirable academy in St.

John's Wood, and from government schools of

design, to say nothing of countless private acad-

emies. As the numbers of admissions are

necessarily very limited, and the difference of

merit between the successful and unsuccessful

candidates infinitesimal, the selection becomes a

distressing task. Government " scTiools of design
"'

were established with a view to the improvement

of such manufactures as art can influence, and not

for the production of artists in the highest sense of

the term ; but no sooner does a young man or

woman feel that he, or she, can draw and paint—no

matter how badly—than a mad desire to become a

student of the Academy, and a professed artist,

takes possession of the unfortunate tyro, with

lamentable results ; the student who would in all

probability become a good designer of patterns for

dresses, or wall papers, becomes a poor painter, and

passes a miserable and disappointed life. From the

installation of the Royal Academy to the time of

my entering it as a student, more than half a

century ago, the curriculum had never changed.

On the student taking his place as a probationer in

the school, he was expected to make a drawing

from the antique, together with others from an

anatomical figure and a skeleton, for comparison

with those which had gained him admission. If the

council were satisfied that all those drawings were

the work of the same hand, the probationer became

a student for seven years, and in the event of his

gaining a medal—for life. From the Antique School

to the Painting School was the next step, and to

obtain that advancement more antique work was

required. A head, hand, and foot, together with
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a full-sized figure (in these marked improvement

upon the earlier work was imperative) were sub-

mitted to the judges, and sometimes, not often,

successfully on a first appeal. Admission to the

Painting School carried with it the right to

study from the nude living figure in what was

called the Life School, which was held in one of

those curious erections at the top of the National

Gallery in Trafalgar Square, profanely christened

" pepper boxes " by the students. One of

the academicians, called the visitor, sat with

the students for the two hours during which

the model posed, to keep order I suppose, for of

teaching there was none. The visitor read, or

yawned, or went to sleep ; sometimes he drew,

but very rarely ; and woe betide the student who

attempted to improve himself by a sight of the

master's work, he was driven back to his jilace in

very uncomplimentary fashion ! We have changed

all that, as will be seen presently. I drew

pretty constantly in the school of the nude

model, and can only recall two instances of the

visitors' attention to me. Wilkie looked over my
shoulder and said, " The woman is certainly thin,

but why exaggerate her imperfections? In your

drawing she looks as if she had the plague." From

Mulready I received the intimation (in reply to my
inquiry as to the number of nights the model would

sit) that a person of my remarkable powers could

do the figure justice in six nights, but that he

—

Mulready—was not so gifted, and would require

twelve.

The Painting School usually contained two or

three pictures of the old masters, borrowed by the

Academy from private collections, or from Dulwich

(To he

College. One of these was selected by the

council for the students to copy, and two silver

medals rewarded those who were successful in a

competition which was generally confined to four

or five students. Here again the teaching, so far

as my experience of it enables me to speak, was

worthless. An academician would wander about

the room, chat with the curator, perhaps make
disparaging remarks about the original picture, by

way of encouraging the pupils in making copies of

it, or give a piece of perfectly unintelligible advice.

Anything I'ke an interest in the students or

their work I never saw. The only part of the

system of teaching which remains as it was fifty

years ago, is that which governs the admission of

students into the Antique School. Between the

Antique and the Life, we now have what is called

" the Preliminary School," where the pupil is really

taught some of the first principles of painting,

beginning with the use of the brush in monochrome.

It is rightly thought— in my opinion— that a

student should acquire the power of handling

his brush effectively before he ventures upon the

added difficulty of the colour of natural objects.

After proving his efficiency by painting in black

and white from busts, hands and feet, &c., he is

allowed to try his hand at groups of still life,

of which he has ample choice in the form of

armour, vases of various colours, flowers, vege-

tables, drapery, &c In this school drawing is not

neglected. A living model sits constantly for the

head only, and most worthily do the pupils take

advantage of this opportunity, as the really

beautiful drawings of heads at the annual com-

petition for prizes sufficiently prove.

continued.)

SUBJECTS FOR FINE ART COMPETITION.
11 'oris til he sent in hy Dec. ;^ist.
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PANGLORY.
' A silver wand the sorceress did sway,

And, for a crown of gold, her hair she wore

;

Only a garland of rose-buds did play

About her locks ; and in her hand she bore

A hollow globe of glass, that long before

She full of emptiness had bladdered,

And all the world therein depictured,

"Whose colours, like the rainbow, ever vanished."—Giles Fletcher.

Xan&scape.

THE ROOKERY.

WOODLANDS IN LATE SUMMER.

STUDY OF A GIRL READING.
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ATALANTA
Vol. II. JANUARY, li Xo. 4.

LADIES, put sad yew away,

Bring no wreaths of cypress here,

But with laurel and with bay

Should ye crown the passing year.

If the sands again have run

'Tis because the victory's won,

And unto completion

Now the year is brought.

Not with sadness

Then but gladness

Should your hearts be fraught.

Not a bird its trust betrayed

In the twelve months that have

Not a flower in death was laid

Until here its part was done.

Summer, winter, autumn, spring

One and all in turn did bring

The most perfect garlanding

That each tide allows

—

Daffodillies,

Roses, lilies,

Heather, holly boughs.

Ladies, all your plaints and tears

Could not dim night's starry sky;

All the weight of human fears

Could not cloud day's radiancy.

Songs as sweet as e'er were sung,

Blossoms fresh as ever sprung

Since old Time himself was young

Forth this year has brought.

Not with sadness

Then with gladness

Should your hearts be fraught.

Ell.\ Fuller Maitland.

R 2



XIII.

MRS. L.\CVS r!.\LL.

WHY Mrs. Wilton permitted her daughter to

make use of Lord Walter Sinclair's silver

brocade it would be difficult to say. In any case,

she did assent in her customary querulous fashion,

declaring that the dress was an absurd one, and

that it was disagreeable to lay one's self under such

obligations to a comparative stranger, but that of

course Madge would take her own way.

" Lord Walter Sinclair is making himself quite

ridiculous about Madge," she complained to Norma.
" He calls every day upon the pretext of altering

something in the costume that he has designed for

her. Of course no result can possibly come of this,

and I don't think Madge cares a farthing for him ;

still it is rather unpleasant while it lasts. I wish

you had not introduced him to us, Norma !

"

" But supposing she did care for him ? " Norma
made bold to suggest. " There is nothing against

him, except that he isn't rich, is there ? And he is

clever and handsome and—

"

" 15ut, my dear, she doesn't," interrupted Mrs.

A\"ilton, cutting short the list of Lord \\'alter's

charms. " I can't tell what would happen if she

did, and I don't see the use of talking about it.

Surely we all have real troubles enough, without

discussing imaginary ones 1

"

Norma did not insist further. It was not Mrs.

Wilton's opposition—which might be looked upon

as certain—that she had dreaded on Lord Walter's

account since he had taken her into his confidence,

and the time had not yet come when her inter-

vention could be of any service to him or Madge.

That before they were much older they would both

stand in need of any support that they could get,

she no longer doubted. She thought she saw

plainly enough what Mrs. AVilton could not or

would not see, that Madge had been overtaken

by the Nemesis which i.s said to lie in wait for

all flirts, and that having digged a pit for another

she had fallen into the midst of it herself. This

was perhaps a good thing ; but it would have been

a better thing, Norma thought, if her friend had

had the courage and the honesty to disabuse Sir

Christopher of all illusions. This Madge certainly

had not done ; and although, as Mrs. Wilton said,

Lord Walter found excuses for daily visits to Dover

Street, matters were so arranged, or so fell out, that

the rivals very seldom met. Therefore it was

evident that there was stormy weather ahead.

Meanwhile, Walter Sinclair lived happily in a

fool's paradise. He had received no verbal ea-

couragement ; on the contrary, many dark hints

had been conveyed to him, that the girl whom he

loved was not free to follow the dictates of her own

heart ; but these warnings did not disturb him,

because he simply did not believe in them. More-

over, the signs which Norma had observed had not

been lost upon him. Like all lovers, he saw but

one great difficulty to be surmounted, and, having

now good hope of being victorious in that all-

important particular, it was not wonderful that he

should have been inclined to make light of

subsidiary obstacles. Surely, if Madge cared for

him, he would have strength enough and deter-

mination enough to rescue her from a thousand

Sir Christopher Shearmans 1 It is a natural delu-

sion and one to which we are all prone.

" I am glad," remarked Miss Travers, whom he

met at a dinner-party one evening, " to see that

you have not lost your appetite, notwithstanding

your present semi-imbecile condition."

And on being asked what she meant by that, she

replied, " My dear ^Valter, I wasn't born yesterday.

When I saw that very badly executed head in your

studio, I perceived that you were upon the verge
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of making a fool of yourself, and I have since

heard that you have gone beyond the verge. One

consolation is that, if matrimony is what you are

contemplating, you will soon be shaken back into

your senses again ; and very soon after that you

will be thanking your stars for what I suppose you

will consider a misfortune at first."

Lord Walter laughed, not caring to admit or

deny anything. That, of course, was just the sort

of view which we take of our neighbours' affairs

and which our neighbours take of ours. What a

fallacy to imagine that lookers-on see most of the

game ! Very generally what they see is not the

game at all, but only something which super-

ficially resembles it.

Hitherto the attention of lookers-on had been

but little attracted to the game which was being

played by Lord Walter Sinclair and Miss Wilton,

because they had very seldom been seen in public

together ; but what were Icokers-on to think when

the former made his appearance at Mrs. Lacy's ball

in a magnificent costume corresponding in every

particular to that which rendered the latter so

conspicuous? This was a little coup de theatre {at

which Mrs. Wilton had not been prepared. She

had been told, indeed, that Lord Walter was to

represent a Greek chieftain ; but, having only a

faint idea of the whereabouts of Albania, she had

not mentally connected it with Greece. Now
however, that she saw the white and silver, the

open, hanging sleeves and the embroidery worn by

that unscrupulous young man, she realized the full

extent of the liberty which he had permitted him-

self, and bit her lips in vexation.

Little enough did he reck of an outraged

mother's feelings. He did not even notice the

marked coldness with which she greeted him,

but passed on in search of Madge, whom he

presently found, and to whom he said, " You
see I have turned up in time for our first dance."

She smiled and nodded, relinquishing the arm of

the Spanish muleteer, with whom she had been

dancing, and taking Lord Walter's. So this striking

couple moved down the ball-room together ; and

then, no doubt, it was that remarks began to be

interchanged amongst the bystanders— remarks

more or less ironical, as indeed they could hardly

fail to be under the circumstances. Those who
knew Miss Wilton also knew her mother and sisters,

and had difficulty in beheving that the impoverished

younger brother of a marquis could be the match

selected for her by such far-sighted persons. Those

who knew Lord ^^'alter considered him cool-headed

and worldly-wise, and were naturally amused to see

him thus parading himself with a girl who, as they

were credibly informed, had no fortune at all.

;NLadge, perhaps, was aware that she was being

talked about, for she seemed a little uneasy, and

said at length :
" Would you very much mind

sitting out this dance ? My dress is lovely, and it

is a great success, thanks to you ; but it is a little

bit heavy for dancing in."

Lord Walter was quite ready to do anything that

she pleased ; so long as he had her beside him he

was satisfied. He took her out on to the broad

balcony, which had been covered in with striped

canvas and was partially lighted by hanging Chinese

lanterns. There they found an unoccupied divan,

and, possessing themselves of it, fell into the kind of

talk which had latterly become usual with them.

" Would you," asked Madge after a time, " be very

angry if I begged you, as a great favour, to give up

the rest of the dances that I promised you for

this evening ?
"

" I shouldn't be angiy," he replied rather

blankly ; "but I should be grievously disappointed.

\\"hat have I done?"
" Oh, nothing ; only—don't you think it would

be better if we were not too much seen together

to-night ? I warned you, you know, that mamma
wouldn't be pleased at your wearing a dress like

mine, and as we passed her just now, I saw that

she wasn't. In fact, I am sure that she is verj'

much displeased."

" I am sorry for that ; but might we not ha^•e

the audacity to brave her displeasure, for once ?
"

'• We might ; but it wouldn't be verj' wise, would

it? At least, it wouldn't be very wise of me, I

mean. To you, I dare say, it wouldn't matter much.

In future we shouldn't be at home when you called,

that would be all."

Lord Walter remained silent for a moment or

two. It would certainly be unwise to defy Mrs.

Wilton, and if she chose to shut her door in his

face^ there was nothing in the world to prevent her

from doing so. Yet he would have to fight her or

will her over some day. His musings were in-

terrupted by a little sigh from his neighbour.

"You see," she said, "it is just what I am

always telling you, and I don't know why you laugh
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when I say it ; I can't do what I hke. I have

been looking forward to this ball for weeks, and

now I sha'n't enjoy it at all. But there's no help

for it. We mustn't even sit here much longer, and

jjerhaps I sha'n't see you again before we leave

London, We are to go home in a day or two."

" Vou don't mean that
!

" ejaculated Lord

Walter in dismay. Then, after a pause, " In that

case, we may as well dance and enjoy ourselves

while we can. If you are going to leave London,

my calling in Dover Street will be equally useless

whether Mrs. AVilton was pleased with me or not."

" Oh, I didn't mean that quite literally. What

I meant was that if you offend mamma, she won't

let me speak to you again, and—and we have been

such friends— I should be sorry
"

There was a break in the speaker's voice which

betrayed genuine emotion, and which had the

effect of dismissing all Lord Walter's prudence to

the winds. " Madge !
" he exclaimed suddenly.

'• Hush I
" she whispered ;

" you must not say

that. I think we will go back to the ballroom

now, please."

Nevertheless, she did not move.

As for Lord Walter, he had gone too far to draw

back. "I love you, Madge," he said. "That is

no news to you ; you have known it for some time

past. I think, too, you may have known why I

have not ventured to say so before. I am a jjoor

man ; but perhaps I shall not always be poor. At

any rate, if you could give me just a little bit of

hope, I should be encouraged to throw my whole

heart into my calling—which is really a lucrative

calling for those who succeed at it."

A little bit of hope is no great boon to ask for,

and Madge might have conceded that much without

committing herself in any definite fashion. As she

particularly dreaded committing herself, concession

would doubtless have been her wisest policy ; but

she was taken by surprise and was agitated, as well

as rather frightened. So she answered hurriedly :

" Please don't say any more ; I can't possibly

answer you now. But next month we shall be

going to Scotland to stay with the Lacys, and I

believe their moor is close to Lord Loddondale's,

and what I was thinking was that if your brother

were to ask you to stay with him "

'• I will take care that he does," said Lord
Walter joyfully, as she paused. " Loddondale is a

good-natured fellow in his way, and luckily I'm a

])retty fair shot. Tliere will be no difficulty as to

that. But what about dates ?
"

" Well, I believe we shall go north about the

twelfth, and we are sure to stay at least a month
with the Lacys. Now take me back to the ball-

room."

He prepared to obey her ; he had obtained all

that he had hoped for, and was more than

satisfied.

XIV.

LORD WALTER GOES TO SEEK HIS FORTUNE.

Mrs. Lacv's ball was the last entertainment of

the kind which was favoured by Walter Sinclair's

])resence that season, nor was any further oppor-

tunity of bidding Madge farewell granted to him.

His brocade and embroidery were returned on the

following day with a very pretty little note of

thanks, in which Madge said :

" I hope so much I may see you in Scotland. I

am rather in despair at having to leave London

—

at least, I should be if I had time to think about

it; but we are so busy packing up and making

preparations for a move that I can't indulge my
sorrow. I shall have plenty of leisure for regrets

during the long, dull weeks that are coming."

Lord Walter took the hint and made no reply,

either verbally or by letter. The long weeks that

were coming must necessarily be weeks of suspense

for him ; but he did not think that they would be

dull, because he meant to devote them to a steady

prosecution of art. He had no longer indeed any

great temptation to be idle. Everybody was going

away ; the season was expiring ; such luckless

legislators as had been unable to find pairs were in

no humour for entertaining their acquaintances.

However, he thought he ought to go and say

good bye to the Shaftos, who, he presumed, would

shortly be flitting like the rest of the world. He
called in Upper Belgrave Street rather late one

afternoon, and was glad to learn that Miss Shafto

was at home. Possibly he may have desired to say '

something more than good-bye to Miss Shafto,
;

whose alliance had hitherto been of little service

to him, and from whom he might ere long have to

claim more active support. It was therefore

annoying to find that she was not alone. Seated
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upon a sofa beside her, was the long-haired young

man whom he remembered to have seen at the

theatre, and who had the impudence to screw up

his eyes at him as though he had been an intruder.

" I don't know whetlie r you know Mr. Morley,"

Norma said. " Lord Walter Sinclair—Mr. Morley."

Lord Walter bowed, and Mr. Morley, rising very

slowly from his recumbent position, bent his head

and heaved a sigh. He was certainly a very ill-

bred youth, and one cannot wonder that Lord

Walter should have longed to kick him, though, to

be sure, he had as good a right as anybody else to

be where he was. It was Basil Morley's misfortune

that he had never been adequately kicked. In his

earlier years his companions had done their best

for him in that direction ; but it must be assumed

that their boots were not thick enough, or that his

skin was too thick. He sank back upon the sofa

without the faintest idea of having ruffled anybody's

susceptibilities. In fact, his belief was that he

himself had a grievance.

"Then, Miss Shafto," said he, in low and tender

accents, " this is to be our last meeting in London,

I fear."

" As you are going home to-morrow morning, I

am afraid it is," answered Norma. " Please don't

forget to give my love to your mother.

'

" And when shall we meet again ? Will you not

make an effort to show yourself in a neighbourhood

where you are— I may say it without exaggeration

—adored by rich and poor alike?
"

" I can't say for certain what we shall do as yet.

Of course I should like very much to pay a flying

visit to Brampton, and the Wiltons have asked us to

stay with them in the autumn, but everything must

depend upon my father's plans."

" Mr. Shafto's plans must surely be capable of

being moulded in accordance with your wishes. I

can't conceive that any one could live with you and

not feel constrained by an overpowering necessity

to do what you desired."

Having paid this handsome tribute to Norma's

powers of fascination, Mr. Morley glanced at Lord

Walter, sighed again and got up. " About that

little volume of poems," he began.

" Yes ? " said Norma.
" I was thinking—but no matter. Perhaps it

would be better that you should not see them until

they are in print. Then I shall make so bold as to

crave your acceptance of a copy."

He held Norma's hand for a minute, gazed elo-

quently into her eyes, inclined his head once more

to the stranger, and so retired, steering his way
through the furniture with graceful, deliberate steps.

" Well," exclaimed Lord Walter, " I must say
—

"

"Oh no, I don't think you must," interrupted

Norma, laughing. "If I don't know all that there

is to be said against poor Mr.' Morley it isn't the

fault of my friends. He is silly and affected, if you

like ; but many of those who abuse him are quite

as silly as he, though they may not be quite as

affected."

" Meaning me ?
"

" No, I don't mean you. No one would be likely

to call yoti silly."

" Thank you, but I dare say I am silly, all the

same. Who knows ? One generally has to await

results before one can say whether any man's be-

haviour is silly or wise. What seems clear is that

one's behaviour isn't in all respects under one's own

control. Do you think Miss M'ilton's is, for ex-

ample ?
"

" In what way do you mean ?
"

" I mean, do you think she is really frightened of

her mother ?
"

That was exactly what Norma did not know. She

could sympathize with everybody, but she could not

understand everybody.

At length she said :

" If you ask me, I think everything depends upon

yourself. Girls generally doubt whether a man is

in earnest until he has spoken out."

" Well, I have done that," answered Lord Walter,

who then related what had taken place at Mrs. Lacy's

ball, and begged Miss Shafto to give him her honest

opinion of his chances. He was in truth very san-

guine and wanted rather to obtain some promise

of assistance than to be told what he al-

ready knew, that, since he had not been

refused, he had been in a measure accepted. It

was therefore something of a surprise and dis-

appointment tp him when Norma said :

" I can't tell you ; Madge has rather avoided me
of late. But it is a pity that you did not make her

give you a distinct answer. If she had once con-

fessed that she cared for you, it would be different.

Mrs. Wilton is not a wicked woman. I don't think

she would urge any daughter of hers to marry a rich

man, knowing quite well that she loved a poor

one."
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" It seems to me," observed Lord Walter, " that

the question is not whether she has said that she

cares for me, but whether she does care for me."

Perhaps that was the question ; of course it ought

l)y rights to be the question : but Norma was not

certain about it. However, on being further con-'

suited she readily promised to give her confidant

such aid as it might be in her power to give, and

she strongly advised him to be in Scotland as soon

after the twelfth as possible. " Because," she added,

" I should not at all wonder if Mr. Lacy were to

ask Sir Christopher Shearman down for the grouse-

shooting."

" I suppose you won't be in Scotland this sum-

mer?" Lord Walter said.

" Oh, no
;
papa has taken a house at Folkestone

for three months, and I don't know what we shall

do after that. If we can find a tenant for this house,

we shall go abroad most likely."

Upon the whole, Lord Walter went away not ill-

satisfied with the upshot of this conference, and

sincerely grateful for the friendly s])irit in which he

had been met. Rightly or wrongly, he was per-

suaded that Miss Shafto had great influence over

her friends, and that this influence would be exerted

on his behalf he had been assured. Also she had

begged him to write to her as soon as he should

have any news to communicate.

The following day brought him a little pice:: of

good fortune in the shape of an invitation to join

his brother's shooting party in Aberdeenshire on the

eighteenth. Thus he was spared the disagreeable

necessity of asking to be asked ; and during the

period of quiet and solitude which intervened be-

tween the day of his visit to Norma and that of his

departure for the north he worked hard and steadily.

It was then, indeed, that he conceived and par-

tially executed the exquisite female figure which,

under the name of "Suspense," has since become

celebrated.

Suspense is not always painful ; that is to say that

it is not painful to all temperaments. Lord A\"alter,

when the time came for him to journey northwards,

set forth with feelings of pleasurable excitement

rather than of trepidation. He slept at Edinburgh,

not caring to submit to the misery of an all-night

journey ; and on the succeeding evening reached

Lord Loddondale's shooting-lodge, where he found

four other guests besides himself assembled. During

dinner the talk was of sport and of nothing else ;

but afterwards, when three of the party had fallen

asleep and had drojjped their cigars, tlie survivor

.said casually to his host

:

•' Do you know anything about your neighbour

Lacy, Loddondale ? "'

" Dick Lacy ? "' answered Lord Loddondale.

" Oh, yes ; I know him a little. Not a bad

sort of fellow. Friend of yours, by the way,

Walter—or at least his sister-in-law is. More by

token, she is staying there now, with her old

mother. A man who asks his mother-in-law to

stay with him for three or four weeks at a stretch

must be a good sort of fellow, eh ?
'

" And a man who asks that little cad Shear-

man to stay with him must be next door to an

angel," remarked the first speaker, laughing.

" Is Sir Christopher Shearman there ?
'' inquired

Lord Walter.

•' Rather ! That's why Mrs. Wilton and her

daughter are there, I take it."

The subject was not pursued much further, and

everybody retired to bed at an early hour. As

for Lord Walter, he was a little, but not very

much, disquieted by what he had heard. That

Sir Christoi)her should be staying with the Lacys

was, after all, no surprise to him, though of course

it might i)rove to be something of an incon-

venience.

The next day he was out on the moor from

early morning to late evening, and the object of

this unremitting attention to business was achieved

in the shape of a very heavy bag, to which Lord

Walter contributed his fair share. It was hard

work ; but none of the men seemed to mind it.

They were enthusiastic sportsmen and excellent

shots, and if they had not been both, would '\

hardly have been invited to occupy their present

quarters. Lord Walter, who was in anything

but first-rate condition after so many months of

London, was thoroughly tired out before nightfall,

and was not sorry for it, as this gave him a

plausible excuse for announcing that he meant

to take a rest on the morrow. His fellow-guests

remonstrated with him ; but Lord Loddondale,

who was not as a rule lenient to shirkers, only

laughed.

"I suppose you're going over to Lacy's place

to-morrow, Walter ? " he remarked, halting for a

moment at his brother's door on his way up to

bed.
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" Well, yes, I think very likely I shall," an-

swered Lord Walter ;
" I ought to call there.

Is it far off?
"

" Take the dog-cart, if you like ; but you'll have

a bad road and a roundabout one. You could

walk it in less than an hour. Somebody will

show you the way. If I were you, I shouldn't go

at all ; but then I'm not you, thank goodness !

Well, I dare say you won't want to go a second

time. Good-night."

Lord Loddondale walked away, laughing. Little

as he went into society, he heard something of

its gossip, and both Lady Huddersfield and Mrs.

Lacy were well-known people. From what he had

been told of them, as well as of Mrs. Wilton, he

did not imagine that a very cordial reception was

in store for his younger brother.

But no such apprehensions disturbed the rest of

Lord Walter, who slept like a top, and did not wake

until long after the sportsmen had resumed their

daily labours. He spent a long, pleasant morning

all by himself, lying full length upon the heathery

ground which surrounded the shooting-lodge, read-

ing the newspapers and dreaming. It was a hot,

still day; the rounded outlines of the middle dis-

tance and the far-away blue hills were softened

by a haze which spread itself over the whole sky

towards noon ; there was a slumberous murmur of

insects in the air, and from the earth arose the

faint, slightly pungent odour which belongs to the

moors. Under such conditions the least imagina-

tive men are tempted to indulge in day-dreams ;

and indeed they might be worse employed. We
all have in us the elements of perfectibility : it is

not difficult to conceive of a society from which

greed, selfishness, and all the meaner vices which

disfigure ourselves and our neighbours should be

eliminated ; it is not difficult to ascribe to a given

fellow-creature those attributes which all ought to

])ossess; Madge Wilton did not happen to be his

ideal of feminine excellence, so that he had a little

trouble in the construction of his airy castles

;

but he managed to construct them, in spite of

all obstacles, and went indoors at length to eat

his luncheon with a light heart and a fine

appetite.

Towards three o'clock he made inquiries as to

the way to Inverstrachan, which was the name of

Mr. Lacy's house, and was offered the services of

a lad to conduct him thither ; but verbal instruc-

tions, together with a cursory study of the Ordnance

map, seemed to be sufficient, and presently he

set forth to learn his fate. For he felt very sure

that his fate would be decided, one way or

the other, within the next few hours.

The weather by this time had begun to show signs

of an approaching change ; the atmosphere had

become stifling, and heavy cirro-cumulus clouds

were drifting slowly up against the feeble westerly

breeze. '-' We shall have a thunderstorm before

sunset," thought Lord Walter. " Well, I don't much
care, so long as I get to the end of my walk without

a wetting."

And it occurred to him that to be detained

at Inverstrachan by stress of weather might not,

perhaps, be such a very disagreeable experience.

He laughed a little as he imagined the scene

—

Madge standing beside him at the window, looking

out to see whether it wasn't going to clear ; Sir

Christopher angry and suspicious ; Mrs. Wilton

fretful and uneasy ; Mrs. Lacy—he had seen Mrs.

Lacy at her own ball, in the guise of Semiramis—

a

faded, tired-looking woman, who bore a strong

family likeness to her mother, and who would

doubtless be prepared to act as her mother's chief

of the staff in the impending campaign. Well,

supposing he were to take all these bulls by the

horns ? Would not that be the most straightforward

and the wisest course to adopt? He really was

not very much afraid of them ; and why should

poor little Madge have to bear the whole brunt of

their attacks ?

" Mrs. Wilton," Norma had said, " is not a

wicked woman," and in truth it did not seem at

all likely that she was. A little good-humoured de-

termination would suffice, he thought, to vanquish

her. One could not expect that she would be

pleased ; but one might venture to look forward

to the probability of her becoming resigned.

However, there was one preUminary obstacle in

his path. By means of some stratagem or other,

he must contrive to get private speech of Madge,

and the consideration of how this was to be

accomplished gave ample scope to his ingenuity

as he tramped briskly over the rocks and heather.

But it appeared that the stars in their courses

were fighting in his favour ; for hardly had he made

out Inverstrachan, a solid gray mansion, standing

beneath a sheltering shoulder of the hills, when he

also distinguished a solitary female figure approach-
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ing him. There was no mistaking the identity of that

small person, though she wore a shooting-skirt and

a deerstalker, which altered her aspect a little from

that which he had been accustomed to associate with

her. It was evident, too, that she had seen him, and

was making straight for him. She was walking up hill,

and he down ; so he quickened his pace to a run,

and in a very few minutes he was holding her by

both hands.

A light of welcome was in her eyes and a smile

upon her lips ; she did not seem to resent the

impetuosity of his unspoken greeting, nor did

she withdraw her hands. All was well, then !

Mrs. Wilton and Mrs. Lacy and Sir Christopher

might gnash their teeth or tear their hair or submit

to the inevitable with a good grace, as might seem

best to them ; for they were beaten before the

fight had begun.

XV.

LORD WALTER IS ANSWERED.

Madge gently freed herself from the grip of

her Jubilant suitor, who, for his part, was willing

to release her, pending explanations which might

be superfluous, but which were not likely to be

protracted.

" I am so glad I met you !
" she said. " Were

you on your way to Inverstrachan ? I had a sort

of idea that you might look us up to-day."

" Of course I was on my way to Inverstrachan.

I only arrived forty-eight hours ago, and I was

obliged to shoot all yesterday ; but to-day I made

my escape on the plea of being tired out. How
did you know that I was in these parts ?

"

She laughed. " Oh, 1 heard that you were ex-

pected."

"And you came out on purpose to meet me?
How good of you !

"

" Indeed, I did nothing of the sort ! The men

are shooting, and my mother and sister have gone

for a drive, and I am taking a constitutional, that

IS all."

That was, at any rate, all that she could be ex-

pected to say, and Lord Walter felt it to be quite

enough. "And are you glad to see me?" he asked,

for the pleasure of hearing her repeat that she was.

She coloured a little, and laughed again. " I am
not sure that I ought to be," she replied.

" You see," said Lord Walter, " I have obeyed '

your orders by coming to Scotland, and I have lost

as little time as possible about it too. Loddondale

only asked me for the i8th, or I should have

come sooner."

" My orders ? " she repeated, with a wondering

look. " Oh, you mean that night at the ball.

Yes ; I believe I did say that I hoped we might

come across one another in the Highlands ; but

of course I never meant that you were to make a

point of it. In fact, if you won't mind my
speaking plainly, I couldn't promise you a vfery

warm welcome at Inverstrachan ; and—and—don't

you think it would perhaps be better if you didn't

call ?
"

This speech was not altogether agreeable to

Lord Walter. He had no farK;y for clandestine

meetings, and had, besides, sense enough to know

that he would put himself entirely in the wrong by

consenting to anything of the kind.

He was casting about him for words which

should convey his meaning without making him

appear too priggish, when the first drop of the

ajjproaching storm created a diversion by falling

with a splash upon his nose. The thunder had

been already for some time grumbling among the

distant hills ; and that these two persons must

have been very much interested in one another is

proved by the circumstance that neither of them

had as yet bestowed a word or a thought upon

atmospheric conditions. Now, however, it was no

longer possible to ignore the imminence of a

thorough drenching.

" What shall we do ? " exclaimed Madge. " It

is going to deluge ; and there isn't a roof to cove

us anpvhere between this and Inverstrachan."

It was, at all events, evident that Inverstracha

could not possibly be reached before the stor

broke. Lord Walter pointed this out ; and eve

as he spoke, a furious gust of wind, accompanie

by driving rain, swept over the moor. There

nothing for it but to seek such shelter as could

found under the lee of an overhanging boulde^

and for a few minutes it seemed as if that woull

suffice for all intents and purposes. Lord Waltj

made Madge crouch down beneath it. As a matfi

of fact, it was only the fringe of the thunderstor

that reached them, the distant hills having drav

it away ; still the lightning was vivid enough an

the thunder loud enough to alarm a nervous perso|
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and Madge declared that she was frightened out

of her wits.

" I am a dreadful coward," she said, looking up

deprecatingly at her neighbour. " Did you know

that before ? At any rate, you know it now.''

A dispassionate looker-on might have thought

that Miss \\'ilton was hardly fair to herself, for

she had not turned pale nor was she trembling

;

and in truth physical cowardice was not one of

her defects. But perhaps no lover expects or

particularly wishes the woman whom he loves to

be physically brave. Lord Walter comforted and

encouraged her ; suddenly he said :

" Madge, you know I love you, and you know

I am only here to ask you whether you will

be my wife or not. It's a great deal to ask

;

and yet, if you love me, I suppose you won't

think it a great deal. It just comes to this, that

I am a poor man, and that I have no certain

prospect of ever being anything else."

Madge shook her head sorrowfully. " All the nice

people are poor," she sighed. And then, laughing

a little, " I should make all the horrid men, like

Sir Christopher Shearman and Baron Lammergeier,

paupers, and hand their wealth over to the others.

Then at least somebody would be happy ; and as

for the Lammergeiers and Shearmans, I dare say

it would improve their manners immensely to

break stones on the road. Just fancy if you

were only moderately rich—ten thousand a year, or

something like that. What fun we might have

!

A house in Mayfair and a moor in Scotland,

if you cared for that, and perhaps a modest

little yacht. Then in the winter we would go

up the Nile or travel about in sunny places. I

sometimes dream of it."

It was a seductive picture, no doubt ; and it

was pleasant to hear that anything of the kind

had been the subject of her dreams. No one

will be unreasonable enough to expect of a man
so deepl)' in love as Walter Sinclair that he

should cavil at the selfishness of such visions.

" I am afraid," he answered, " that I shall never

have ten thousand a year ; about a fifth of that

will be more like it. Even with what I have we could

get on ; though I don't deny that it might be

prudent to wait a little."

" Prudent or imprudent," said Madge sadly,

" it isn't to be thought of. Indeed, I ought not

to stay and listen to you ; only "—and here she

began to laugh again, though in a somewhat

lachrymose way—" I can't very well go away

until it stops raining."

At that moment the rain was coming down

in torrents, and, the wind having dropped, our

friends were scarcely drier in their place of refuge

than they would have been upon the open moor.

But to one of them at least that was a matter of

small consequence.

" Madge,'' he said earnestly, " let us look things

in the face. We shall have a bad quarter of an

hour—perhaps a bad week or two ; but I suppose

we can survive that much, and—

"

" You don't know," interrupted Madge, " what

mamma is."

" Well, I know, of course, that she wants you

to marry Sir Christopher Shearman."

Madge jumped up. " I had better tell you the

truth," she exclaimed desperately ; " I am going

to marry him."

Lord Walter ought not to have been very much

astonished ; but he was astonished, and what

was more, he was disgusted. " Going to marry

him ! " he repeated. " You can't mean that you

have accepted the man!"
" I couldn't help accepting him : didn't I tell

you just now that I am a coward ? I can't bear

to be scolded from morning to night. I would

marry anybody rather than be scolded, and I

knew all along that I should have to marry Sir

Christopher in the end."

There was a pause ; after which Lord \\'alter

said, in a slightly altered tone :
" One thing at

least I have a right to ask : do you love me or

not ?
"

" But surely," remonstrated Madge, " that is

just what you have no right to ask. Even if I

did, I couldn't confess it, now that I am engaged

to somebody else. Could I ?

"

It is not very easy to look dignified or imposing

when you are dripping from head to foot ; but Lord

Walter was tall and handsome, and the set of his

features when he was angered was very stern.

It may have been this, or it may have been a

guilty conscience, that caused Madge to cower

before him, and drop her eyes, while he stood

gazing at her in silence.

" I don't know why we should quarrel about it,"

she murmured ;
" it isn't my fault that we are both

poor. I thought you would be sorry for me ; but
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instead of that, you seem to tliink that it is you

who are ill-used.''

Well, if he did think so he might, no doubt, have

given reasons for holding that opinion ; but his inclin-

ation, after the first moment, was not to upbraid her.

What he was resolved to do, if it could possibly

be done, was to persuade her to break off this

unnatural engagement ; and very much surprised

he was to find that, notwithstanding all the

eloquence that he had at command, it could

not be done. Madge let him talk, and made no

attempt to defend herself, and shed a few tears ;

but for any effect that his words produced upon her

beyond that, he might as well iiave pleaded with

the rock against which she was leaning. Mean-

while a brisk breeze had sprung up, clearing away

the clouds, and the sun was shining once

more.

" I must go," said Madge. " And you had better

go home too, as quickly as you can, or you will

be catching cold or rheumatic fever or something."'

" Are we to part like this, then ? " he asked.

" Did you bring me to Scotland only to tell

me that you are engaged to Sir Christopher

Shearman ?
"

" I didn't bring you to Scotland. I don't know

what you mean," she returned. " I thought you

were so nice ; but I see you are just like

all the others. "V'ou only think of yourself,

and the moment that you don't get what you

want you begin to scold. Nobody is really nice,

except Norma Shafto."

There was a spice of truth in this childish

reproach which almost made Lord Walter laugh,

little as he was disposed to merriment. Presently

he said :

"I will try to be less selfish, th2n. I will put

myself out of the question—as indeed I must,

for you have shown me plainly enough that

you don't care for me as I ho|)ed you might

—

and I will only entreat you for your own sake to

dismiss this man, whom you make no pretence

of loving. I don't think you can realize what you

are doing."

" He will be kind to me," said ^ladge medi-

tatively.

"And you will have plenty of money, which

is always a great consolation."

It was the first bitter speech that he had made
to her, and he was ashamed of it as soon as it

liad jiassed his lips : hut ho had no need to repent,

for she took it quite literally.

"Yes," she agreed, "there is that. And money

IS a great consolation, as every one knows."

What more could be said? Lord \\'alter

simply took off his hat and turned away. But

she did not wish him to depart in anger.

" How disagreeable you are !
" she exclaimed.

" Why should we not be friends still ?
"

" To be candid,'' he replied, " I don't think it

would be very easy for us to remain friends.

We can be acquaintances, if you please ; though

jjerhaps even that would be scarcely desirable.

Speaking for myself, 1 would rather remember

you as you were a few weeks ago than know you

as Lady Shearman.''

" Very well," said Madge, drawing herself up

;

" if you choose to blame me for my misfortunes, I

can't help it. Sir Christopher has a horrid temper

;

but 1 don't think it is as bad as yours, and I don't

think he is as unjust as you either. Good-bye."

He did not attempt to detain her ; though he

saw that she was not unwilling to be detained. He
could not tell her that he was sorry for her, nor

could he quite forgive her. \'ery likely a certain

amount of pressure had been brought to bear upon

her ; but that she had made any serious endeavour

to resist that ])ressure it was impossible to suppose

;

and she had as good as admitted that Sir Chris-

topher's money would compensate her for the

life-long companionship of Sir Christoi)her. He
watched her for a few seconds, while she slowly

made her way down the hill-side, then turned

on his heel and strode off in the opposite

direction.

During dinner he was asked no questions as to

how he had spent the afternoon, and he flattered

himself that his countenance told no tales ; never-

theless. Lord Loddondale, whose little red eyes

were sharp ones, found an opportunity later in the

evening of saying to him, not unkindly :

" You've had a facer, haven't you, old man ? I

knew you would ; but there wasn't much use in

telling you so."

" Well, then—yes, I have," answered A\'alter,

who knew that he would be obliged to admit the

truth presently, and thought he might as well do so

without further waste of words. " I don't want it

talked about ; but that is just what has happened to

me ; so, if you don't mind, I'll be off south again
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to-morrow morning. I can't stay on here, under

the circumstances."

" Do as you like, of course," said his brother

;

" but I don't myself see why you should run away.

You're well out of it, let me tell you, though

you mayn't think so now, and there's nothing like

sport to make one forget these little disappointments.

As for your meeting the girl again, you're no

more likely to do that here than if you were in

London."
'• Perhaps not ; but I shall go rather further away

than London, I think ; and I don't mind acknow-

ledging that the disapi^ointment isn't a littlu

one.'

" Oh, you'll get over it ; you'll be all right,"

said Lord Loddondale encouragingly. " Good-

night, Walter ; turn it over in your mind, and if

to-morrow morning you feel inclined to stay where

you are, we shall all be very glad. If you don't,

I'll keep your secret. It isn't over and above likely

t that Miss Wilton will, though ; they never do."

XVI.

NORMA SEES TWO OF HER FRIEXDS.

Ch.arity proverbially begins at home ; and it

may be said of Miss Shafto, whose whole life was

given up to charity of one kind or another, that

she paid due attention to that a.xiom. The charity

which is generally necessary for home use consists,

one may almost venture to affirm, chiefly in looking

pleasant. This ought not to be a very difficult

feat ; but it cannot be easy, or the failure of most

of us to accomplish it would not be so conspi-

cuous. When we are constrained to do what is

'. altogether repugnant to our tastes (and are not so

I

much as thanked for doing it), we are perhaps

entitled to assume an injured or a sulky air; yet if,

; by heroic effort, we can manage to refrain from

'\ such an exhibition of feeling, it is not improbable

, that we shall eventually reap our reward in some

. indirect fashion. Norma Shafto hated Folke-

stone ; but she had not by word or look in-

sinuated to her father that she was dissatisfied

with the bare, windy watering-place to which he

had transported his household gods for the summer.

Thus, if she obtained no other reward for her

forbearance, she had at least that of sparing him

vexation ; for he declared that he was always

contented when she was, and without any doubt

he believed himself to be telling tlie truth in so

declaring.

But as for being really contented in a place like

Folkestone, away from all her friends and occupa-

tions, that was not possible. There was, to be sure,

a Convalescent Home, at w^hich she had been asked

to visit certain London patients, and thither she

betook herself daily ; but, with the exception of

this not ver}' arduous duty, she had no work to

do, and the amusements affected by the few friends

whom she had in the place had the fatal drawback

of not amusing her.

Mr. Shafto, on the other hand, liked Folke-

stone \'ery well. He could always get a rubber of

whist at the club, he was continually coming across

people whom he knew amongst the promenaders

at the band, and he fancied that the air suited him

better than that of Stourshire. Moreover, he was

a good deal away. What was the precise nature of

the business which took him up to London two or

three times a week he did not state ; but Norma was

given to understand in general terms that he was

occupied with highly lucrative money transactions

in the City, where he was wont to meet his friend

Baron Lammergeier, whose fine place in Hertford-

shire was within easy reach of the capital. One

evening he announced with satisfaction that he

had persuaded that valued counsellor to run down

to Folkestone on a couple of days' visit, and to

bring Mrs. Lammergeier with him.

" It's rather an honour, you know," he explained.

" At least, it's a favour. Lammergeier says he

likes nothing better than filling his own house ;

but he's so busy that he has to make it a rule

never to stay with people. It seems, however,

that his wife has taken a great fancy to you ; so

they are going to break through their practice

for once."

Accordingly the Lammergeiers arrived, with a

valet, a maid, two pugs, and an enormous quantity

of luggage.

" I'm sorr\- about the dogs, " Mrs. I,ammergeier

took an early opportunity of saying to Norma

;

" but they always accompany us when we pay visits.

Hermann insists upon it. He has heard that

certain Royalties always take their dogs about

with them ; and as everybody particularly dislikes

this habit, it gives us a sort of prestige, you see, to

follow the Royal example."

" I like dogs for their own sake," answered
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Norma : " they won't bo any inconvenience to

nie."

On the following day, after her husband had

sauntered down to the harbour with Mr. Shafto to

see the Boulogne boat come in, Mrs. Lammergeier

asked Norma to come out for a walk with

her, and began to talk about schemes for pro-

moting the welfare of the working classes with

something more like the humility which she had

displayed in an earlier stage of their acquaintance-

ship.

" You are so delightfully reasonable and practical

about it that it's a pleasure to listen to you ; and

I've no doubt you do some good, though I never

-should," she said. Then, with an abrupt change of

subject, she asked, " Have you any influence over

your father ?
"

" In some ways I think I have," Norma replied.

"Then get him to drop business relations with

Hermann, if you can. Don't ask me any questions,

please. I can't tell you more than that, and

perhaps I wouldn't if I could. But I felt as if

it would make me rather more comfortable to

tell you that much."

Now this warning, to which no sub.scquent

allusion was made, caused Norma a good deal of

uneasiness. She had a strong susjncion that Mrs.

Lammergeier had come to Folkestone for no other

purpose than to deliver it, and she thought it over

long and anxiously after that lady's departure. Yet

she knew her father well enough to know that no

effort on her part to shake the confidence which he

reposed in Baron Lammergeier would be at all

likely to meet with success; and indeed the

tentative remonstrances which she essayed both

surprised and angered him.

" My dear child," said he, " you really must

allow me to be the best judge of how I am to

conduct my own affairs. I don't interfere with

you in housekeeping matters, about which I admit

that you know a great deal more than I do. " You're

a wise woman, my dear ; but then, you see, you

don't know quite everything. After all, if I >vant

to become a little richer, it's more for your sake

than my own."

There was not much consolation to be got out

of that ; but Norma made good her title to be

considered a wise w-oman by hoJding her peace,

and Mr. Shafto's visits to London continued to be

frequent.

It was at this time that a letter from Madge

Wilton reached her friend which had the effect

of temj)orarily making the latter forget Baron

Lammergeier. Madge, who wrote from Scotland,

had a great many trivial questions to ask, and a great

many unimportant things to say. It was not until

she had read five i)ages of nott-paper that Norma
came to the following announcement :

" Now, my dear old Norma, I am going to tell

you something that will rejoice your heart or

make your hair stand on end ; and the funny

thing is that I really don't know which it will do,

because you are not a bit like other people. I am
going to be married to Sir Christopher Shearman..

He asked me in what, for him, was quite a pretty

way—very meek and conscious of his unworthiness,

and so forth ; and I told him jjlainly that I hadn't

the courage to refuse so rich a man. He thought

this a capital joke—what it is to have such a sense

of humour I—and repeated it afterwards in the

drawing-room before everybody, to mamma's deep

discomfiture. What has put such a notion into

his head I can't imagine ; but I believe he actually

thinks I am devoted to him ! The wedding is

to be rery soon—before the end of next month,

I think— and I want you to be my chief

bridesmaid, and see me through the trying cere-

mony. So before the winter, I suppose, I

shall be reigning at Brampton in your place ! It

seems very odd, and not very nice ; but per-

haps you would rather that we were there than

strangers.

" The other day, as I was walking alone on the

hill, I unexpectedly fell in with Lord \\'alter

Sinclair. He is staying with his brother, who has

a shooting-lodge near this ; but we are not likely

to meet again, as Constance says she doesn't care

to know Lord Loddondale, and I dare say he isn't

consumed with an.xiety to know her. I don't think

I like him very much, after all—Lord Walter, I

mean. "Very few people improve as one gets

better acquainted with them, and he isn't one of

the \&y few."

All this Norma read with surprise and distress.

" I have had a letter from Madge Wilton,

announcing her engagement to Sir Chri.stopher

Shearman," she said, shortly afterwards, to her

father, who responded heartily :

" And a very good thing too ! I'm delighted to

hear it, and not astonished. I had my suspicions,

you know. Shearman is a good fellow, and will

make a good husband, I'm sure."
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" Yes," agreed Norma rather doubtfully. " He
is a great deal older than Madge, though."

'So much the better. Our little friend Madge

is inclined to be flighty, and Shearman will steady

her. Shearman is thoroughly steady."

Norma could only hope so ; but of the in-

stability of his temper she had had more than one

proof Her hope was that Lord Walter would keep

his promise of writing to her, and that she would

soon receive from him some account of the ship-

wreck his hopes had suffered. However, the post

brought her no letter in his handwriting ; and one

afternoon she was debating whether it would be

very unwise to send a few lines to his London

address, when Lord Walter himself was announced.

" You didn't expect me to turn up here, did

you ? " said he, as he held out his hand to her.

" No, indeed," she answered ;
" I thought you

were in Scotland. But I am very glad to see

you."

" Thanks ! I can honestly return the compli-

ment. As I am going to cross the Channel to-

morrow, I thought I might as well stop a night at

Folkestone upon the chance of having a talk with

you. I intended to write, as you were kind

enough to tell me that I might : but talking is

easier than writing—especially when one has bad

news to announce. I have been to Scotland for

the purpose that you know of, and I have

disastrously failed. Perhaps you have heard that

already ?
"

" Yes," answered Norma ;
" I had a letter from

Madge a few days ago, in which she told me that

she had accepted Sir Christopher Shearman. I

'didn't quite understand it."

" Oh, there isn't much to understand. She has

'accepted Shearman, and she is going to marry

him ; that's all."

" But I don't understand why she is doing this.

i Can't you tell me ?
"

' " I'm afraid I can. She is doing it because she
' thinks that love is all very well and very pretty

in its way, but that it isn't substantial ; whereas

horses and carriages and frocks and jewels are.

As far as I am able to judge, she has given the

whole question very careful and dispassionate

' Miisideration."

' But perhaps you are not very well able to

judge," observed Norma. " Whatever she may be,

you can scarcely be dispassionate in this case
;

and I shouldn't admire you for it if you were."

" Well, let us say that I am not dispassionate ; it

really doesn't much signify. She Vk'ould marry me
if I had Sir Christopher's income ; but as I haven't,

she won't. That was what she told me, and I

have no reason to doubt that her sincerity was

equal to her candour. You think I am sore ?

Yes ; I am sore, and I don't deny it. To dis-

cover that one has been made a perfect fool of

is always mortifpng. At the same time, it has

jjerhaps the salutary effect of cauterizing one's

wounds."

" You are very hard upon her."

" I don't think so. I believe I am telling the

simple truth. You are mistaken in supposing

that there was any quarrel between us. I will

tell you exactly what occurred."

Accordingly he did so ; and when he had con-

cluded his narrative, Norma was compelled to

admit that the answer which had been given him

must be regarded as final.

" Only," she pleaded, " I think there is just this

to be said for poor Madge—that her mother is

unsympathizing and persistent, and that she herself

is not very brave."

" So she told me. I dare say it is true. There

are excuses for everybody and everything. But

you see I have been made a fool of, all the same
;

and whether that was my fault or hers doesn't

seem to matter much."
" And where are you bound for now ? '' Norma

asked presently.

" For Paris first of all. I used to know a great

many of the Parisian artists, and they were a

pleasant set of fellows. I shall look them up, and

very likely spend the autumn among them at

Fontainebleau or one of the places which they

affect. Then, later on, I shall make for Rome, and

set up a studio there, and begin to work in

earnest."

" Papa often talks of spending next winter in

Rome," remarked Norma. " Perhaps we ma}- meet

you there."

" I hope so," said Lord Walter, brightening

up a little; "that would be something to look

forward to. You have been very kind to me. Miss

Shafto ; and I'm sure I don't know why, except that

it is your way, I suppose, to be kind to everybody.

When we meet in Rome, if we do meet there, you

will find me quite cured, I hope."

Norma smiled, and added,

" Do you know, I am a great deal more sorry
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tor Madge than I am for you. I am afraid she said all that he intended to saj* in disparagement

hasn't chosen what will make her happy ; she of the girl whom he had loved. So he changed

will never be able to go back from her choice the subject, and by and by took his leave ; and

x\xi\\" that was the last that Norma saw or heard of

Lord Walter shook his head slightly. He had him for several months.

(To be continued.)

WAITING FOR PARTNERS.



MY son, thou sayest that thy Hfe

Is past its blossom time,

And thou hast neither fruit nor flower

To show for all its prime.

That thou hast watched and waited long,

Nor spared to toil and pra}-,

And nought for all thy strife remains,

But to be cast away.

Now listen what to me befell

\Vhen all the year was past.

And in the winter what a grace

Was brought to me at last.

I took my staff, and all alone

I wandered to the west

;

A long and weary pilgrimage.

Till God should bid me rest.

For I was old, and all my house

Were sleeping in the tomb.

When came the Word of God to me
To leave my fathers' home.

I passed by sea, I passed by land,

I found strange folk and wild,

Until one day before my feet

This Vale at sunset smiled.

The voice within spake suddenly,

" Here is thy place to dwell :

"

1 struck my staff into the ground.

And here I built my cell.

I cleared a little space of earth

Beside it either hand.

And planted in my garden plot

The flowers of Holy Land.
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Oil, sweet and soft with mist and rain

Is all this island air
;

The little birds among the boughs

Make music everywhere.

x

And when the streams in Spring unbinl,

Trickling the moors across,

The violets blue, the violets white,

Are hidden in the moss.

XI.

The people came about my door,

A simple woodland race,

And many a meal I shared with them

In many a dwelling-place.

XII.

I sijake to them of Christ the Lord,

And of the things I knew
;

They listened, and they made no sign.

No faiih among them grew.

XIII.

But soon my garden flowers took root

With little care or toil,

And flourished through the summer months

Upon the stranger soil.

XIV.

Anemones in April days

Of silver shower and shine,

^^'ere messengers from scarlet fields

Of spring in Palestine.

XV.

And s-iarry-])ointed, white and gold

The pale narcissus head,

Along the shady bank in May,

A foreign fragrance shed.
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The rosemary put torth in June

Her shoots both sweet and strong
,

I thought of burning rock} paths

The desert sides along.

XVII.

Oh, glorious white as heaven's own light

The Lily rose a Queen :

A sun by day, a star by night.

Glimmering my prayers between.

XVIII

And when the hot and cloudless sky

Lay over field and fold,

In August, in the harvest time,

Flamed forth the

marigold.

f,-Vf.v=°^

The far-off years roll back, my soul

Across the bitter sea

Returns, and there is only one

Day of all days for me.

XXI.

O Mary ! Mary ! for my loss

I mourn until I die

;

The very thieves and murderers had

A better t)lace than L

Mary ! ISLir}- 1 at thy name
My head in dreams is bowed

;

1 muse upon thy face with thoughts

I cannot speak aloud.

XXII.

Vet I too had my turn at last,

I who awoke too late
;

The lowest of thy servants still

Outside the door may wait,

XXIII.

And find forgiveness in his task ;

Yea, even unto me
AVas granted gift mj- heart must keep

\x\ mute humilitv.

XXIV.

O Mary ! Mary ! I have seen I

It cannot j^ass away
;

Thy face is living in my heart

For e\^er, night and day.
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Oh, on one night of wondrous light,

Thy Babe upon thy knee,

When first He smiled, O mother mild,

One Joseph stood by thee.

XXVI.

But I, another Joseph, stood

Beside thee at the end

;

And when thine arms took back their own,

Did I thy will attend.

XXVII.

Another night—oh, such a night

Again earth will not see !

—

For that night's sake forget me not,

Until I come to thee.

XXVIII.

I wander far, I lose myself

;

What was the flower, the last.

That told me that the summer days

In this green land were past ?

XXIX.

I think it was the myrtle soft,

I sheltered by the wall.

That flower of fate that blooms so late,

For maiden's coronal.

XXX.

But when the tinie of flowers was past,

And Autumn leaves were sere.

Darkness drew on, and all the wold

With wailing winds was drear.

XXXI.

Early the \\'inter settled down.

The snow fell thick and deep,

The birds were hushed, the frozen rills

Were bound in glassy sleep.

XXXII.

And when at last drew nigh at hand

The holy Christmas Eve,

A pathless wilderness of white

^Vas all I could perceive.

xxxui

I was alone, and not a step

For many weeks had crossed

The buried moors, and I of men

Forgotten seemed, and lost.

XXXIV.

My food was spent ; for many days

I had not broken fast

;

A little bird whose breast was red

Had shared my crumbs—the last.

XXXV. XXXVI.

And now it seemed my time was come " Lord, Thou hast set me here to sov/

My labour to forsake
;

The seed of faith for Thee,

And sadly and in tears I knelt, I sow in vain, I may not reap,

And to my Master spake,— Nor blade, nor corn I see.
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XXXVII.

r ' Thou callest me, and I must come

Out of Thy garden ground,

^\ith empty hands, and incomplete,

Once more defaulting found.

XXXVIII.

" I know I shall forget my fault.

When once I see Thy face ;

But, Lord, this is one bitter hour

For the lost time of grace."

XXXIX.

Then at midnight, all silently,

A spirit drew me forth
;

The three bright stars high overhead

Were pointing to the North.

But a strange glow was in the air,

Vibrating sparks and strings.

And all the midnight was alive

With throbbing souls of things

A quivering pulse of blood-red flame

Leapt up the heavenly height.

And soft and swift the rosy fire

Played in and out the night.

XLII.

nd all the world was lighted up,

I could not see from whence
;

heard strange music in my ears

I could not catch its sense

XLIII.

he snow blushed crim

son fitfully.

Like water turned ^

to wine : /
stepped into the ./

open air,

nd saw a won-
drous sisn.

XLIV.

For there my staff of pilgrimage,

That in the ground stood fast,

Had shot into a living stem.

Whose boughs were outward cast.

And every branch was quick with leaf,

And bud and flower and thorn ;

Beneath my gaze in still amaze,

The opening blooms were born.
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XLVI.

O tree so bright 'mid snowy wliiti.-,

How didst thou smile on me :

Th.c Master at the Feast to-night

Hath not forgotten ihtc !

XLVII.

And wlien the Northern Lights liad died,

And night lay still and deej),

My eyes for very blissfulness

J )id close themselves in sleep.

XLVIII.

I cannot tell what voices near

In sleep conversed with mine

1 do not know if angels came

To l>ring me bread and
wine.

Xl.IX.

But 1 lived on, 1 wanted not,

1 was not left alone
;

Our Master needs no otiier

help

When He would feed

His own.

i Lll.

A thousand souls with one accord

Came to the water's side,

And bowed themselves beneath the Sign

Of Christ the Crucified.

I. III.

And since that day a thousandfold

The word has borne increase
;

This fair and fruitful country lies

All in one bond of peace.

And there it stands, my spreading tree

No dream, with all its leaves
;

Ten years have passed, and it has bloomed

Ten times on Christmas Eves.

i.i.

And the next spring, at Easter-tide,

When the soft ferns unrolled,

And all the moorland sea of gorse

Tossed its fresh waves of gold,

1,1V.

They haxe not seen what 1 have seen,

They have not touched the Hand

;

Blessed are they, because by faith

They love and understand.

LV.

O Lord, Thy purpose does not fail,

The work is Thine alone :

All times are harvest times with Thee i

Enough, to be Thine own.

H. E. Hamilton King.
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Elizabeth Stuart Phelps.

" ' /^ N the fifth day of last Dcccmbtr there came

V^ to this land a man of alien blood, of

foreign and unfamiliar habit, costume and accent;

yet the most eloquent '—hm-m— ' yet th.e most

—

yet the most eloquent of speech
—

'

"

"Bob? Oh, Bob!"
" ' The most eloquent by his history and circum-

stances—the !
' —Oh ! what is it, Teddy ?

"

" I wish you'd just catch hold of me round the

left wrist," moaned Teddy ;
" I can stand it better

when you do."

" ' The most eloquent—the most —which

the world has for many ages seen—the— ' Yes,

Ted. Yes. I'll catch on. Yes. Here I am,

Ted."

Bob Gresham, with the hearty sigh of a big, dis-

appointed fellow, laid down his well-worn copy of

Rufus Choate's Phil Beta Kappa Address, turned

and annotated by the elocutionary Professor, at

the tribute to Kossuth. He looked at his sick

chum keenly ; then went over at once and sat upon

the bed beside him.

" Don't feel so well, do you, Teddy ?
"

"I'm going to die, this time," observed Teddy

cheerfully. " I'll wait till after that Prize Speaking,

if I can. Bob,"' he added with an effort to be

generous.

"Oh ! come,'' said Gresham. He did not know
what else to say ; and so he said nothing more at

all.

It really was too bad. Nobody in all the

Academy denied that. It was too bad that Teddy
Delan should have one of his rheumatic fevers

just as the great Toddlethwaite Prizes came on.

Teddy was a litde slip of a Southern boy, pale and
frail

; poor as a lizard ; li\-ed away in some foreign

nation—Delaware or Maryland—had no people

anywhere at hand ; had no people anywhere,

e.xceiit one old mother, in a dreadful bonnet,

who once in the history of the Academy was

telegraphed fcr by the Principal t3 come and
Imry Teddy. But Teddy declined to be buried,

and it cost the poor old thing so much to get

to Massachusetts for anything short of a funeral,

that Gresham had said it was a shame. Gresham

had shared the same rooms with Teddy for

three years. He always took care of him now,

when he "came down." Teddy adored Gresham

with the terrible adoration of the little for the big,

and the sick for the well. He had the piteous

.selfishness of unbearable suffering. Nobody but

Bob could handle him. Bob was big and well

and tender and faithful and made no fuss about

it, and did it all like a hero—but Bob was tired

out. And Bob was to compete for the Toddle-

thwaite Prize to-morrow night at eight o'clock

precisely. And Bob expected to get it. And
everybody else expected Bob to get it. Bob had

no rivals. That was the rub. And Teddy

—

" I think if I had a little water," wailed Teddy

—

" no, a mite of ice— No. That's too cold. I

want a cup of milk. Oh ! I can't swallow ! I'm

beginning to die. I'm going to do it. Bob. I shall

die to night. They'd better telegraph to mother.

She'd mind it maybe."

" I wouldn't be such a flat as to die, if I were

you, Ted," said Gresham pleasantly. "But Bunny

has telegraphed, you know. AVe thought you'd

like to see her. She'll be here presently."

Now Bunny was the Principal of this ancient

and honoured Institution. His name, I believe,

was Blunderboys. But no lad in the Academy,

whether dying or alive, would have known whom
you meant if you called the Principal anything

else than Bunny.

He was a tall man, too, with a very tall hat,

and a Ph.D. They put him down D.D. in tlie

catalogue.

" I wonder if Bunny paid for the message ?

"

whispered Teddy deliriously.

"I think I will ask the doctor to look in,''

replied Gresham after a moment. " It would

be rather nice to see the doctor.''

Teddv was worse. There was no doubt about
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that. (Ircshani went across the corridor of the

dormitory to get a fellow to sit witli Teddy

while he himself ran for the doctor. He carried

his Rufus Choate and read as he ran ;

" ' Among the memories of Bunker Hill—every-

where he has held all with a charm as absolute as

that with which the Ancient Mariner kept back

the bridal guest after the music of the marriage

feast had begun.'
"

' The tribute of tears and applaudings, the

tribute of symi)atliy
'—Oh ! Here ! You ! ^Vell 1

Yes ! Doctor in ?— ' and of thoughts too deep

for applaudings, too deep for tears—-' Hi ! doctor I

Delan's in a bad way. Would you just—yes, I'll

ride back with you. Excuse me if I keep at it

won't you? Speak at the Toddlethwaite. Haven't

got much spare time—considering Teddy— ' The
tribute of tears and api)laudings. The tribute

—

the tribute— '
"

" Why don't you put another fellow on duty ?
"

The doctor gave the lad one long look. " Got to be

done if you want the Toddlethwaite. You're nervous.

Those strains act on the brain-cells sometimes

—

affect the memory, and that. You must look out."

" Oh, I'll manage," said Gresham.

" If Teddy were like anybody else," he added.

" But you know, doctor, how he is about me. I

can't help it. I hope," ruefully, " I hope no girl

will ever like me better than Teddy does. I'm

afraid I couldn't stand it—if she was sick much

— and I'd married her too ' On the

fifth of December— '

"

" Wedding-day settled ? " laughed the doctor.

" ' On the fifth of last December,' " muttered

Gresham, with maniacal persistence, "
' there

came to this land a man of alien blood, of

foreign '—hence unknown— ' yet the most eloquent

—the most—the most eloquent" of speech
—

'

"

Out in the corridor, buried in his book. Bob

sat with Rufus Choate, while the doctor sat with

Teddy. There was no doubt about it, Tedd)-

Delan was very ill.

The doctor came oi.t into the corridor. He
and Bob looked at each other.

"May not live till morning, doctor?"
" Everything depends on the next twelve hours.

He has a chance. That's all."

The young competitor for the Toddlethwaite

Prize turned a litttle pale about the mouth ; he

did not speak.

" I'll get a nurse," said the doctor slowly.

"You've got to sleep to-night."

" Doctor," said Bob Gresham faintly, " you

don't know Teddy as well as I do."

"Well," admitted the doctor reluctantly, "of

course. It would be a risk."

" It would finish him," said Bob desperately.

" It's dreadful the way Teddy takes to me.

I've got to stand by Teddy. That's the whole

business, doctor. No use talking. I've ^ot to."

" Come, now I That prize, now ? " asked the

doctor irresolutely. He was not always a firm

man, though he thought he was, as most irreso-

lute men do.

"Oh! I'll get the prize, I take it," said Bob

quietly. " Anyhow, the Toddlethwaite hasn't got

a funny old mother in Maryland—and— I'll

—stand by Teddy."

The Academy Hall was packed by seven

o'clock. It always was on the evening of the

Toddlethwaite Prize Speaking. It was a great

day. Really, on the whole, it was the greatest

day in all the year at Bunny's Academy.

The great Mr. Toddlethwaite himself apiieared

and sat upon the stage in a green velvet arm

chair. The rest of the year he was a crotchety

old invalid, and nobody but his nurse and

his doctor ever saw him at all. On Prize

Speaking he was bundled into that green arni'

chair, and they sat him up straight, and he sat

it out and heard every word, and applauded

very hard with a Charter Oak cane like a man

who wasn't an invalid, and he ga\c the prize

himself, and it was a very green arm-chair, and

it was not becoming to his complexion, and

that made it interesting to watch him, for he grew

a kind of high-art yellow, and turned yellower and

yellower as the evening went on : and everybody

applauded him, and nobody loved him, and hci

went home and had the doctor twice a day for

three weeks afterwards. It was a great day.

Now on this particular great daj', expectatio)

whispered through the house. Gresham

what people loved to call a popular fellow,

nearest rival was a silent, scholarl)-, awkw

boy—Bones by name—who hugged his boo

and a superior manner. He was all very wel

People "respected" him. But Bob they lovei

Rumours about Teddy and Bob's predicamei

had run rapidly through the Academy tO'
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It was understood that Bob had done something

extraordinar)' ; a large uncertainty as to what

made it all the more interesting. Young ladies

told each other that he had sat up watching for

seventeen nights. One girl in a fringe and pink

kids declared it was twenty-seven. She said

she had a very particular friend in the Senior

Class who told her so. There was so much said

about Bob, that the pink girl's particular friend,

who was the punster of the class, declared there

was a hub-Bob in the audience.

Bones had the first chance. He came there

before Bob. The other three didn't count, and

while they spoke their pieces the girls ate choco-

late creams, and came down to gum-drops,

which made no noise and lasted through, w-hile

Bones delivered himself of " Webster's Reply to

Ha\ne." He spoke well—very well ; soberly, solidly,

proi)erly, stupidly well. There was no denying

that. The Committee of Decision on the plat-

form nodded at each other with obvious approval.

Bones had two bouquets, one came from his

chum and one from his landlady's daughter.

Mr. Toddlethwaite, looking uncommonly yellow,

leaned back against the high-art green velvet

chair, and glanced at Bones.

" If he gets it," said the girl with the fringe,

" I shall just hate him '

"

" Mr. Robert Greshaiii Extracts from the ' Phd
Beta Kappa Address' of Rufus C/waie."

Bunny anounced Bob in a confident voice

;

and Bob walked slowly upon the platform.

He did walk very slowly. His step was firm :

but he looked like a man who could drop as

well as not if he had the chance. Poor Teddy
waf not whiter. Gresham's face was pinched and

haggard. You could almost see the light through

it. He seemed transparent. He was starving for

sleep.

The packed house grew as still as sleep itself

People held their breaths. The pink girl stopped

whispering. She swallowed her chocolate cream

whole, and leaned forward without even a gum-drop;

lips parted, and eyes sparkling, to listen. Not a

girl in the house ate candy now. The committee
sat uj) straight and wiped their spectacles. Bunny
looked nervous. Old Mr. Toddlethwaite clutched

his Charter Oak cane and took a homoeopathic

pellet.

Bob began like a good fellow and possible

orator —simply, heartily, clearly ; with the finish

of his best study, and with the fervour of his

eager feeling ; Bob had both

He began magnificently :

" ' On the fifth day of last December there came
to this land a man of alien blood, of foreiga and
unfamiliar habit, costun:e and accent, yet the

most eloquent . . .
'

"

Suddenly there came a stir. Across the crowded
house swept a sense that something was wrong.

What had happened ? Gresham still " spoke straight

on." What had happened ! Could he be any whiter

than he was before ? Did he tremble ? Did he
totter ? Was he faint ? Did his fine ringing voice

sink ? What was that look of pain and strangeness

settling between his eyes ?

"
' Among the memories of Bunker Hill

—

everywhere he has held all with a charm as absolute

as that with which the Ancient Mariner
— '

"

There w^as a pause. In the brave young voice

there was a dreadful pause. The audience turned

sick at heart. Poor Bob rallied, struggled, struck

his hand to his gray-white face :

—

" ' Among the memories '
. . .

' Everywhere

he has held all with a charm . . .

'

"

It was gone. It was all gone ; e\ery word

;

every thought ; he looked piteously about ; the great

audience was a blank before him ; his exhausted

brain was a blank to himself Everything was gone.

Not a sentence answered to .his command. He had

broken down utterly before them all. He gazed at

them one moment with a distressed, confiding

smile ; then bowed low and tottered from the stage.

At the entrance he dropped.

The doctor was there, and ])icked him up.

The audience was well-nigh in an uproar. Mr.

Toddlethwaite swallowed his whole bottleful of

pellets. The committee put on all their spectacles,

and Bunny called for order. In much agitation,

and deprecating the painful circumstances in proper

words that nobody listened to, the committee

awarded the First Prize to Arthur Jiggs Bones : and

Mr. Toddlethwaite gave Arthur Jiggs Bones fifty

dollars. It was a dreadful moment. Half the

girls were crying ; and she of the pink gloves

was in hysterics. The Academy boys looked

sulky, and poor Bones retired from public view

with his fifty dollars. It was hard on him for he

was a good enough fellow, and had worked like

a slave for that Prize Speaking.
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Now in the midst of it all something unexpected

hajjpened. AVhile they were all in the state they

were—confusion in the audience, buzzing on the

stage, and generally the mischief to pay in that

Academy Hall—up through the crowded aisle an old

woman forced lier way stoutly to the front. She

was a queer-looking old lady. She had a dreadful

black bonnet and a lank old threadbare black silk

dress. She wore a black barege shawl, rusty and

ugly. She looked very poor, and out of date,

and out of the world, and timid and frightened.

Yes, she looked frightened to death, but she pushed

on and on, and straight up the jjlatforni stejjs,

and there she stood trembling before them ail.

" Ladies and gentlemen," cried the old ladv

in a shrill quaver, " I never spoke in meeting

in all my life. I don't know how. But I'm

going to tell you something if I die for it. I'd

like to know if this town don't give prizes to

angels of mercy, for if it don't, it oughter

—

and that's what ho is—and you know boys ain't

angels naterally—but he isn't short of it, for 1

know it that have reason to, and when I heard

I just left my boy and run over, for I've got to

speak my mind, though never, never did I speak

in meetin', nor never shall I do't again. It's on

account of him, ladies and gentlemen, that I

ain't a-mournin' for my dead son this minute here

before your eyes. It's because of him that set

up night after night—and all last night—instead

of learning his piece. Ladies and gentlemen,

he set beside my dyin' boy, that is alive and

a-goin' to be, because of him, Ciod blcs.s him !

It's him that did it, it's all him, him, //////, that's

earned a bigger prize than Toddlethwaite's, and
somebody ought to tell you—and nobody did

—and so I—and so I—Lord have mercy !
" said

the old lady suddenly, "I'm scared to death 1

Let me out \ Let me by ! Let me go home ! I'll

go back to m>- son ! Let me go ! I'm afraid !

Let me go ! And God bless Bobby Gresham if

you don't I

"

"God bless him," said the committee, wiping

its glasses, as somebody heljied the old lady out

of the way.

"God bless him," murmured the audience

from end to end.

" Bless him," said Bunny, winking hard at the

audience.

"God bless him anvhow 1 " cried old Mr.

'Toddlethwaitc as loud as any well man. "And
if he's anywhere round, let him show himself!"

Bob, jiale and smiling, on somebody's arm,

came out of his faint from somewhere, and stood

before the audience silent, white—with no prize-

speech upon his trembling lips, but with a look

that Bones or any fellow might have envied in.

his manly eyes.

"Here, sir!" cried old Mr. 'I'oddlethwaite-

" Vou come forward, sir. These are the Toddle-

thwaite Prizes. I am Elijihalet Toddlethwaite.

I am a sick old man, and I'm not ^ery popular,'

I know—but I'm on my own giouftd here. I

can do as I i)lease, and I'm going to, sir. Look I

here, sir : I know what it is to be sick and nobody

visited you. I know what it is to suffer what

sick folks suffer, and what well folks know

nothing about, and think they do. I know how easy

it is for well folks to let sick ones get on any-

how. I know how hard it is for sick folk?

to be sick folks dying or living—young man,

I know. Ladies and gentlemen, I'm one oi

'em, and I know. And 1 tell you, he that looks

after the sick and is true to 'em, and kind to 'em-

and loves 'em, and won't desert 'em, and wil

let the thing he wants most on earth go, anc

welcome, to do his duty by one of 'em—Ladie;

and gentlemen, a young fellow that will do tha

much deserves a bigger prize than Eliphalet Toddle

thwaite can give him. But I'm i)roud to say it

and I'm proud to do it, and by the permissior

of this committee, and the approval of thi'

audience, I do hereby beg this young man
Robert Gresham by name, to accept from Mr
Toddlethwaite a jirize for manly tenderness, ;

prize for manly faithfulness, a prize for nianlv

mercy to the sick, with all my heart and your

too ! It isn't much. It's only a hundred dollars;

I wish it were ten times that, for he deserve:

it. Now, doctor," added the old man feebly

" Where is my doctor ? I'm very tired. Tak<

me home."

How the house rang as they took him home

Three cheers for Bobby Gresham ! Three mon
for Mr. Toddlethwaite ! Hurrah, and hurrah

and hurrah ! Where did the bouquets coiw

from ? \\'hat billows of flowers ! They fell Ot

Bob ; they fell on Mr. Toddlethwaite ; they fell ii!

the right places and the wrong ])laces, and the;

covered Bob like a prima donna.
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Pale, ^•en pale, but very hapjiy, he looked full

at the jjeople. " Hurrah, and hurrah ! Three

times three for Bobb Gresham ! A speech !

a speech ! Three more ! A speech !

"

" Ladies and gentlemen," said Bob simply, com-

ing forward, " I have no speech. I only did my
duty. I don't deserve all this fuss about it. Any
one of vou would have done the same.

TOPSY-TURVY.

Oh ! the valiant knight in armour

That came riding through the town,

Bound to win the lovely princess

And to wear her father's crown.

With his sword and shield and helmet

All in gay and gallant trim,

Forth he went to slay the dragon,

lUit the dragon "obbled him.
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III.

THE KIXC; OF BEASTS.

Is he king or coward ? That is a question

which has been raised in these later unheroic days.

\\'e have been so accustomed to regard the lion as

the type of kingly magnanimity, that it seems
almost like listening to a piece of impiety when it

is suggested that Leo the Magnificent is in truth a

sneaking, cowardly, underhand beast, who cannot

even meet a timid, soft-eyed antelope face to face,

but always attacks his prey from the rear and in

the dusky half light of evening. And yet this

is not only suggested but maintained with no little

show of reason ; by those, too, who have hunted

the lion and seen him in his native haunts. Dr.

Sparrman says :
" From all the most credible ac-

counts that I could collect concerning lions, as well

as from what I saw myself, I think I may safely con-

clude that this beast is a great coward." Livingstone

also teUs us that nothing he ever learned of the

lion could lead him to attribute to this

animal either the ferocious or the noble

character so often ascribed to it; and he makes

invidious comparisons between the roar of the

king of beasts and the voice of the ostrich !

Sclous grants him his roar, considering a

chorus of lions the grandest sound in nature
;

he also, as does Dr. SjKirrman, admits his

courage when hungry or i)rovoked ; but he

(juestions his majesty. " It has always ajjpeared

to me," he says, " that the word majestic is

singularly inappropriate to the lion in its wild

state, as when seen by daylight he always has

a stealthy, furtive look that entirely does away

with the idea of majesty. To look majestic

he should hold his head high. This he seldom

does. When at bay, standing with open

mouth and gleaming eyes, holding his head

low between his shoulders, and keeping u]) a

continuous low growling, twitching his tail the

while from side to side, no animal can

look more unpleasant than a lion ; but there is

nothing majestic or noble in his appearance." All

this is to some of us very painful. We do not like

to have our heroes—even our natural history

heroes—proved to be less heroic than wehad thought

them to be. King Richard of the Lion's Heart may

not have been all that romance once jjainted him,

but no one has yet accused him of cowardice. V
And yet the lion, his symbol and device, is written

down a coward. What a shattering of ideals

!

A\'e have been wont to imagine that the one thing

in nature that could quell him was the steady gaze

of the human eye. We have loved to picture the

noble hunter, whose gun has exploded or somehow

gone wrong, and who therefore stands at the mercy

of his splendid foe, gazing fearlessly at the king of

beasts, who answers him for a while with a look as

proud, but at last, unable to sustain the concen-
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trated power of man's eye, turns and walks majes-

tically into the thicket. Even as he turns we have

fancied the danger hardly past, for Mr. Bingley

tells us that " one sweep of his tail will throw a

strong man to the ground." Have you ever tried,

at a safe distance and through the bars of a

cage, to stare the lion out of countenance ? In my

experience he generally blinks at us sleepily and

considers us beneath his notice. But I lately

tried the experiment on a little wild cat at the

Dusseldorf Zoological Gardens, and can safely say

that had it not been for the wire network I should

have had my eyes scratched out for my pains, so

savagely did the little spitfire fly at me. The

great John Hunter, the anatomist, when his lion

got loose at Earl's Court House, and his friends

urged him to retreat to a safe place, trusted not to

the power of his eye, but took out his handkerchief

and flipped the beast back into his den. There is

something I say painful in these disclosures. And

I went to the Clifton Gardens the other day think-

ing mean and democratic things of the king of

beasts. King of beasts ! Scarce worthy to be

' called the king of cats ! But as I stood before

Hannibal the Second—perhaps the finest captive

lion in Europe—my democratic doubts vanished,

and I became again a royalist pur sang. Whatever

may be his conduct in action, in repose he looks

every inch a king ; and many would have us be-

lieve that this is now the sole surviving kingly

function. In any case, as king of beasts in the

popular mind the lion is likely to remain.

. Many stories are told of the lion's recollection

and requital of acts of kindness. One of these I

will quote :—In the reign of James the First Mr.

Henry Archer, a watchmaker in Morocco, had two

, whelps given him, which had been stolen not long

before from a lioness near Mount Atlas. They

were a male and a female ; and till the death of

the latter were kept together in the Emijeror's

I
garden. He at that time had the male constantly

in his bedroom, till it grew as tall as a large

[ mastifif dog ; and the animal was perfectly tame

! and gentle in its manners. Being about to return to

England, he reluctantly gave it to a Marseilles

merchant, who presented it to the P'rench king,

from whom it came as a present to our king ; and

for seven years afterwards was kept in the tower.

A person of the name of Bull, who had been a

servant to Mr. Archer, \vient by chance with some

friends to see the animals there. The beast recog-

nized him in a moment, and by his whining voice

and motions, expressive of anxiety for him to come
near, fully exhibited the strongest symptoms of joy

at meeting with a former friend. Bull, equally

rejoiced, ordered the keeper to open the grate, and

he went in. The lion fawned upon him like a dog,

licking his feet, hands, and face, and skipped and

tumbled about, to the astonishment of all the

spectators. ^\Tlen the man left the place the

animal bellowed aloud, and shook his cage in

an ecstasy of sorrow and rage ; and for four days

afterwards refused to take any nourishment what-

ever.

It is pleasant to read such stories, pleasanter

perhaps than to be one's self subjected to the bland-

ishments of an affectionate lion. To have one's face

licked by one's favourite soft-tongued dog requires

an amount of affection at least equal to that of our

canine friend. But if you have ever been licked by

a cat you will have felt the difference between

pussy's tongue and Nero's. The lion's tongue is,

like the cat's, provided with a number of horny

spines, by means of which the creature is able, very

effectually, to rasp the meat from a bone. To be

licked by a lion must therefore be something like

being caressed by a warm damp nutmeg grater
;

very touching, but hardly pleasant. The philo-

sophy, or rather the psychology, of licking would

seem to be as follows : There can be little doubt

that the roughened spiny state of the tongue is

of advantage to the cat tribe in cleaning their fur.

\\'e know how particular puss is in this respect.

We know with what maternal fondness she licks her

little ones. Her primary object is cleanliness ; but

the affection she feels becomes associated with the

act. And thus licking becomes an expression of

endearment, very pleasant no doubt to Mr. Lion

when coming from his spouse, but a little em-

barrassing one would think to mortals.

Of course you have seen the lions fed at the

Zoo, and have noticed how they use the tongue

then. Not many however have had the good

fortune of the Hon. W. H. Drummond, who was

able to watch a lion family enjoying a quiet meal

at home in Africa. He once saw, towards evening,

a lion pick out the leader of a herd of zebras, and

lay the pretty striped creature dead at his feet.

Then he sent forth a splendid and sonorous roar,

which was answered from the direction in which
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the zebras had come : and soon Mrs. Lion and four

wlielps came up to join him. The little ones tore

and worried at the dead zebra, but could not get

through the tough skin. Then the lioness and her

whelps politely lay down about five yards off, and

waited till the head of the family had eaten a leg
;

after which he in turn retired, and Mrs. Lion took

her supper, while the whelps, quarrelling and

snarling and fighting with each other, picked up a

morsel here and there, the mother taking no

notice of them except when they got in her way, at

which times she soundly boxed their ears. Between

them they left little but bones for the hungry

vultures which were hovering near.

Lions as a rule prefer thus to kill their own

prey, but they will sometimes not des])ise a dead

carcase. When they grow old they often like to

hang about the villages picking up what they can

find, and killing goats and sheei), and if they get

a chance, women and children. Hence the saying,

" His teeth are worn ; he will soon kill men."

The wheljis are, like kittens, born blind, but I

am informed by the keeper at the Clifton Gardens

that their eyes are opened after two days instead

of nine as with kittens. They are delightful, clumsy,

kitten-like creatures, and are spotted, the spots

not entirely disappearing for two years or more.

I had an opportunity some little time ago of

fondling one of these little princes, and letting

him mumble my finger in his almost toothless

mouth. He was really the mo.st engaging little

fellow. There are gene-

,

rally two or three, but

'y • sometimes as many as five

in a litter. On one occa-

B\
\ ^

•, \ sion a little lion-whelp had

111
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tottered forward to the front of the den, and

I patted his head through the bars. 1 sliall

never forget the look which the lioness ga\c

me as she rose with the utmost dignity, came

forward slowly, took the whelp by the scruff

of the neck, and carried it back to the further end

of the den. " How dare you touch my child !

"

she seemed to say, or rather to look. But Mr.

Nettleship, who knows lions and how to paint

them, to whom I mentioned this fact, observed,

" I dare say she was mightily afraid of you, and that

was the meaning of her look." So difficult is it ti>

get at the thoughts of animals. Only a short time-

ago two little lions born at Clifton were sent out

to some zoological gardens in India ; which seenv

a little like sending coals to Newcastle.

At the age of a year or somewhat earlier the\

begin to hunt for themselves, and then do a largr

amount of mischief, since they kill not only to

appease their hunger, but to learn their trade.

Like cats they often play with their prey, allowin;<

it to escape and pouncing ujjon it again. This is

often put down to wanton cruelty, but I think

erroneously. The cat or kitten plays with the

mouse not from innate cruelty, but for the sake of

getting some little practice in the most important

business of cat life. Only man, who has the

capacity for nobler things, can be cruel for cruelty's

sake.

You cannot watcii tlie lion pacing to and fro in

his den without noticing how like a cat he is, not

of course in his colouring, but in his general build

and gait. In the mane indeed he has an ornament,'

and more than an ornament, for it is probably a

great protection to the neck in fighting, to which

puss cannot aspire. And it is said that the wild

lion seldom has so fine a mane as those we

see in our zoological gardens and menage-

ries. His tail too has a tuft of hair at the

end. in the midst of which is a

sharj) horny spike, with which,

according to some old writers, he

goads himself to fury when he kishes

his tail against his flanks. The eye

of the lion is much smaller in pro-

,,
portion than that of the cat, and his

,
(
''"' muzzle is decidedly longer. The

pupil of the eye, too, is round, and

does not in the half light contract

to a narrow slit, like that of our

/

-//

*.'
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iiilc.is necessary pet. The teeth hardly differ at

irom those of the cat, except in size. They bite

nd down, and the lower jaw cannot be rolled

,1 side to side like ours, and that of all creatures

who have to urind their food. Like the cat too

be distinguished at a glance from the tiger by his

smaller size and ring-spotted coat ; for the tiger is

not spotted but striped. A Javan variety of the

leopard is however black, with only the ghosts of

spots. And there is scarcely a more cruel looking

BADY LIONS D02I

he walks upon his toes, the heel and wrist being

raised well above the ground ; and as in the puss,

30 too in the lion, the paws are provided with thick

pads or cushions. And he who has seen a cat

stealing stealthily towards a poor innocent bird,

with head held low and body almost touching the

^ound, has a very good idea of how the lion

approaches his prey before making the final

ind generally fatal spring. As in the cat, once

nore the great sharp claws are retractile, or can

36 drawn, by the beautiful mechanism of a self-

icting elastic band, into sheathes or pouches which

jrctect them from being worn as the creature walks.

The cats " sharpen their claws," or more prob-

vbly tear off anj- ragged points, by scratching at the

lark of trees. In South America Darwin noticed

rees which had been used for this purpose by the

aguar, and I dare say most of us have had to

•ebuke puss for making use of the drawing-room

iimiture for this purpose.

The lion, then, belongs to the great family of

:ats, of which there are about fifty existing kinds

)r species. He rules in Africa and vSouth-West

Vsia ; while his cousin the tiger, also admittedly of

oyal blood, holds his court in Southern and Eastern

Asia. Although these territories overlap a little in

)OUth-West Asia they are in the main tolerabl)'

[listinct. Extending into the domain of both these

]oyal beasts, and having therefore a wider range

* han either is the panther or leopard, an arboreal

nimal which frequents the forests, while the lion

nd tiger are found in jungles and thickets, and

eldom or never climb trees. The leopard may

beast on the face of the earth than this black

panther with his treacherous gray-blue eyes. These

are the great cats of the old world.

Not much inferior in size however are the

ounce—a large thick-furred cat that lives in the

highlands of Central Asia, seldom descending far

belov\- the snowy regions,—and the clouded tiger

which dwells in the trees of South-Eastern Asia, the

Malay peninsula, and the great islands—Borneo,

Sumatra and Java. And here we must add the

beautiful spotted cheetah or hunting leopard, with

its delicate rounded head, long limbs and tail, and

lithe body, one of the swiftest beasts of the field,

but perhaps the least cat-like of cats. It is found

in both Africa and Central Asia. In Europe we

have no very large cats, the largest being tlie lynx,

easily recognized by the pointed ears, er.ch with a

tuft of long stiff hair at the tip. At Berlin I saw

a charming little baby lynx who had a large rabbit

for a playfellow. The rabbit, a sedate creature, for

whom the days of playful and giddy youth were

long past, seemed scarcely to apjjreciate the rough-

and-tumble game on which Master Lynx good-

humouredly insisted.

iSut though the larger cats are now no longer

to be found in Europe, this was not always so,

and the lion himself was wont within historic

times to seek whom he could devour in its south-

eastern districts ; for Herodotus tells us that lions

attacked the baggage camels of the army of

Xer.xes in Macedonia. And in yet earlier times,

when men were ca-ie dwellers and foshioned rude

weapons and other imijlements in stone, a great
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cat, the cave lion, regarded by Mr. Boyd-Dawkins

as a variety of the existing lion, ranged over

Northern Europe and even over our own England.

In Australia, that strange fossil continent, there

are no indigenous cats great or small ; but in

America, besides smaller species, there are two

great cats, the jjuma, which is often spoken of as

the South American lion, and the jaguar, which is

a spotted cat and takes the place of the old world

leopard. Both these

creatures may gene-

rally be seen in the

Zoo. The puma is a

tawny beast consider-

ably smaller than the

lion and destitute of

mane. He never roars

;

but I am sorry to say

he sometimes swears

horribly. The whelps,

of which there are two

fascinating little fel-

lows, now at Clifton,

are spotted like the

little lions; so that we

believe that both these

tawny creatures, in the

old and new world,

come from spotted

ancestors. The mother

of the Clifton whelps

is quiet and gentle,

and likes to be fondled by the keeper; but

the male is bad-tempered. Professor Parker says

that the female may often be seen swearing at her

lord in a most reprehensible manner ; but here

the tables are turned. The other big American

cat, the jaguar, is an ill-tempered fellow, ring-

spotted like the leopard ; but the s[)ots are larger

and more definitely arranged.

Such are some of the great cats, the cousins

more or less distant of the king of beasts. They

have played a great part in the economy of nature,

each having some particular forms of prey among

the larger herbivorous creatures which they keep in

check. Nature is full of balance : the animal

\vorld, breathing in oxygen and breathing out

carbonic acid, is balanced against the vegetable

w'orld -sNhich seizes the carbon from the carbonic

acid and restores the oxygen to the air. And in the

animal world the carnivorous creatures are balanced

against the herbivores on which they prey. Man
steps in and alters the balance of nature. He
clears the forests, he slays the carnivorous creatures

for sport and the herbivores for sport and food.

Who can say what ultimate changes are effected

by his actions ? In but few cases can we attemjit

to follow them. Darwin describes one which I will

give in a somewhat extended form. Who would

think that the force

and vigour of the

English race dejjended

largely on the number

of old maids in certain

districts ? And yet

the two are connected

in a beautiful manner.

E\ery one knows that

the character of John

Bull is mainly the

result of the roast beef

that he consumes.

But the beasts from

which some of the

best roast beef is

obtained are fed

clover. So that our

pluck and courage

depend on clover.

The clover is fertil-

ized by humble-bees

wliich Carry the pollen

from flower to flower. The more humbl

bees therefore the wider fertilization, and the

better the crops of English clover. But the number

of bees is dependent upon the number of field-mice

which destroy their combs and nests. The mort

mice the less bees, and the worse clo\cr. Now the

number of mice is largely dependent, as every one

knows, on the number of cats, and to complete the

chain, the number of cats, it is said, depends on

the number and amiability, or the re\erse, of the

old maids in those parts. Thus many old maids

mean many cats, and many cats mean few mic0

few mice bring many bees, and many bees luxuriaai

clover
; good clover crops mean good roast beef, i

which depends the vigour and force of character

the English race, who have thus perhaps taken tha'

great cat, the king of beasts, as their device frO0

purely zoological considerations.

ifurtiii'L-ii .^ j:'--_.
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fOr^ DAVID ^V7\NE#f "^ "

,AND DAX^D CRAJNnS

LOST IN THE WOODS.

•' "V/OU'LL shorten the distance considerably if

X you strike in and foller a waggon-track

through the woods."

A neighbouring fanner had given the boy a ride

over three or four rough miles of his journey, a

welcome supper in his kitchen, and this bit of

advice at parting.

The boy was David Vane, who had left his city

home under peculiarly painful circumstances in the

morning, starting out, in bleak March weather,

upon a dubious adventure.

It was now evening ; but the sunset fire lingered

so long in the hearts of the broken clouds that

drifted up the sky, that he hardly thought of its

being night, until he had entered the woods.

Then the darkness suddenly descended upon
liim ; and with it the shadow of the great wrong
from which he was fleeing. So far on his journey

he had kept a brave heart ; he had even enjoyed

the novelty of the swift railroad train, the farmer's

jolting waggon, and the wayside scenes through

which he had picked his way on foot, often through

mud or melting snow. There had been a certain

exhilaration in all that, with a sense of misery

escaped and freedom won.

But now saddening recollections of his mother,

and the home he had forsaken, seemed to fall upon
him with the shadows of the great boughs, and
fears and misgivings to lie in wait for him in the

dark undergrowths, and behind the giant trunks.

Soon the track, which was plain enough at first,

branched in different directions, and he lost it al-

J. T. Trowbridge.

together ; nor could he find it again by retracinj

his steps. The dead twigs crackled under his feet

the wind moaned in the naked branches above hi

head, and great darkness encomjjassed him, relievec

only by patches of snow in hollows faintly lightinj

up the woods.

How strange that he, who had hardly ever beet

out of the city in his life, should be wanderinj

there in a great lonely forest, with the blackness Cj

night shutting him in like a wall ! Was

indeed David Vane, or some other boy he perhap

dreamed himself to be ?

He carried a small hand-bag, which grew heavy a

he tramped round and round, or on and on, tryin]

to find his way out of the woods. His feet trippei

against logs and roots, he became entangled i

thickets, and was so weary and disheartened at las

that he would gladly have sunk down to rest, bi^

for the wetness of the ground, and the appallin

prospect of a night spent in that solitude.

The snow, and the starlight falling through bar*

branches and broken clouds, enabled him to discer

objects immediately surrounding him ; and befor

long to his great joy he saw a ruddy glow not f£

off in the woods. He hurried on and discovere

a sort of camp-fire in a little clearing, with a hut

much resembling an Indian wigwam, that for

moment he seemed to have penetrated an untamei

wilderness and come upon a family of savage

It would hardly have added to his surprise if

arrow had come whizzing by his ears.

He kept on however gazing with wonder an
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pprehension, and often pausing to listen with one

ot raised, as he entered the circle of radiance

ound the little camp. The fire was a long bed

'bright coals and blazing brands confined between

•o logs. Over it, suspended by chains from a

»le upheld by a pair of crotched posts, was a

w of kettles capacious enough to perform savage

)okery on a very large scale. A pile of wood near

^, an axe leaning against the side of the wigwam,

huge trough hewed out of a tree trunk of tlie

rgest dimensions, an ox-sled with a hogshead on

other casks and a number of empty buckets,

irrounded the fire.

On one end of the pole that supported the kettles

luig a jacket. The whole formed a strange picture

"light and shade, upon the vast black background

f the woods. But not a human being was visible.

As the boy came and stood in the full glare of

le fire, you might have seen that he was about

lurteen or fifteen years of age, well dressed, though

ith muddied trousers and boots, and very bright-

loking, notwithstanding a dazed expression in his

ide-open blue eyes, half shaded by the visor of

is cap. He stared about him for a minute, said

Hullo !
" in a timid voice, not very loud, then

ent to the wigwam and looked in. He saw a

•eat litter of straw, where the firelight shone in at

le open door ; but all beyond was dark.

\

" No one !
" he murmured, with a queer sensation

o he turned again and peered into the forest gloom,

It saw no sign of any human form except his own

'adow, flickering, huge, stretching away into the

oods.

A sweet odour from the steaming kettles had by

is time solved the mystery of the camp. He also

pped his finger into the trough, which was half

II of a liquid that had a saccharine taste.

" Maple sap !
" said he, smacking his lips. " And

is must be what they call a sugar-camp."

A sugar-camp it was, of the primitive sort which

)0r and unenterprising farmers, many years ago,

ied to set up in their maple groves in the

leapest possible way. The boy thought it very

range that nobody was near, but concluded that

e sugar-makers had gone to supper.

t
" The best thing I can do," he said, " is to wait

\ 1 they come back, then get them to show me the

ly out of these everlasting woods. I'm going to

ive a drink of this cool, sweet sap, anyway."

He found a dipper hanging by a nail driven into

one of the notched posts ; and having used it to

quench his thirst, he went and sat down on the

straw just within the door of the hut.

He had been up since an early hour in the

morning ; he had had a long and wearisome

journey. He leaned back against the rough boards

of the hut, and gazed out at the fire-picture that

looked so strange to his city-bred eyes, until his

lids grew heavy, a drowsy languor stole over him,

his head shipped down upon his travelling bag, and

he was off in dreamland before he knew it.

H.

THE YOUNG SUGAR-MAKERS.

He was fast asleep when there marched into the

fire-lit clearing a youth, of nearly his own age and

height, carrying a couple of pails of sap, which

he emptied into the trough. Then he looked

anxiously off into the woods and listened, his face

assuming an expression of irritation and impa-

tience.

" They'll never come 1 " he muttered. " It's

always jes' so. Nobody ever thinks of me."

Taking the axe from the side of the hut, he

began to chop a log of wood furiously, making the

chips fly into the kettles and the echoes into the

woods, until, having allayed his wrath, he stuck

the axe into one end of the stick, and turned to

punch the brands.

"There !
" said he, " I've done all the work I'm

going to do this night, if nobody ever comes !

"

And, taking off a brown frock which covered him to

the knees, he put on the jacket that hung on the

pole, and sat down by the fire.

" I won't eat any supper now ; I'll starve, out

of spite!" he muttered. "Bile over, there !" he

said to the contents of one of the kettles, which

his punching of the brands had caused to froth

and rise. " Go it ! sputter ! hiss ! Guess you

ain't madder'n I be !

"

He kicked the log before him, and the log

rolled against the legs of the hanging kettles,

and the kettles all began to swing and tip and

spill their boiling liquor, raising a cloud of ashes,

smoke and steam.

" Well, David Crane ! what did you do that

for? " cried a shrill voice behind him.

He started guiltily, and turning a quick glance

T 2
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over his shoulder, saw a young girl standing b)- the

great sap-trough, keenly watching him.

" Hullo ! that you, Huldy ? " he said with a

sheepish grin. " I was mad : that's what I done

it for."

" Done it for !
" she cried, mocking him. " Did

it, you silly boy! Can't you ever learn! What

are you angry about, Dave?
"

She spoke sharply still, but as the firelight

shone upon her bright face, you could have seen

that she cast an arch and kindly look at the lad.

" 'Cause I've had to work all day like a boss—

wus'n a boss, for a boss has his supper when the

time comes, and I'm jes' starving !

"

" It is too bad, Dave !
" said the girl sympathiz-

ingly. " I've been scolding about it. Better than

that, I've brought you some supper;" holding

up a basket which she had kept concealed behind

her.

" Good for you, Huldy !
" cried Dave, instantly

forgetting his resolution to starve out of spite.

"What have you brought?"

" Cold cabbage," said Huldah demurely.

" Cold cabbage," echoed Dave in disgust.

"You like cold cabbage, you know you do,"

she said, keeping a sober face, while her eyes

shone with suppressed fun. " Come and see !

"

She set the basket on an overturned bucket and

pulled off a napkin.

" Pie ! cheese ! ham '. bread and butter !
" he

cried in delighted astonishment. "You do beat

all the girls, Huldy ! Cold cabbage !
" And he

chuckled with satisfaction.

" I asked what I should bring, and mother

said, ' Some of that cold cabbage left at dinner ;

I want it eaten up out of the way.' ' Nothing but

that ?
' I said. ' Why, yes, you can put in some-

thing else if you want to,' says she. So I went

into the pantry and got a little of the cold cabbage

and a good deal of the something else, as you see.

Now eat your supper and be thankful."

So saying, she sat down on another bucket.

and with her hands clasped upon one knee, which

was crossed over the other, she looked pensively

at the fire.

"Say, Huldy!" began David, with his mouth

full.

" Stop !

"—she stamped her little foot imperiously

-"I'm thinking!
"

David obeyed ; and, seated on his log, munched

in silence. After a while she looked him steadil)

in the face for a minute, then said, with a dis

dainful smile

:

" You're kind o' green, Dave ; did you know
it?"

" Is that what you've been tliinking all this

while?" mumbled Dave, with an aggrieved air.

" I've been thinking it all my life," she said

with a laugh. " Ever since I first saw you."

" Well ! how can I help being green ? I'd like

to know !

" he said in querulous self-defence.

" Don't I have to work, work, work, from morning

till night, and sometimes half the night, tending

these kittles? 'Sides, how can a feller be any-

thing here in the country ? If I could only go

and rub the rust off me in the city !—but—How
could you say that, Huldy ?

"

Here Dave broke down, but consoled himself

with an extra large mouthful of pie.

" I didn't mean to hurt your feelings," said

Huldah. " You can be smart enough, if you-

Oh, goodness gracious me !

"

The rich and turbulent liquid was boiling over '

again ; and seizing the dipper she began stirring

it, while David pulled away the brands from beneath

the kettle.

The sleeper in the hut started up, and stared at

the picture framed by the doorway—the suspended

kettles, the flashing and flaring fire, the illumined

woods, David in short trousers and old tattered hat,

and little Huldah's agile, graceful figure, her hood

fallen back, her shadowy curls shaken down, and

her clear, bright face all aglow with animation.

She was holding her skirts away from the blaze

with one hand, and stirring and dipping the frothy

syrup with the other, at the same time scolding

her less active companion.

Turning to avoid a saucy whift" of smoke that

,

was inclined to coquet with her face, she looked
(

towards the wigwam. At that moment David

Crane, backing away from the fire, uttered a cry

of dismay.

" I trod right into my pie and smashed it flatter

than a pancake !" he cried, gazing ruefully at the
I

ground.

He was so absorbed in the tragedy of the pi&

!

that he did not notice her fixed and frightened

eyes, until she gave his shin a smart kick with her

little heel and whispered : " What's that ? Who's

there?"
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I

sUcper in tJie hut started up.'^

"I don't see nothin' nor nobody—where?"

gasped Dave.

"Somebody in the shanty," she whispered.

" It's a man !
" And the startled Dave so far

forgot his pie as to step back upon it with the other

foot.

David Vane, who had stooped to take u]) his

carpet bag, now came out of the wigwam and stood

in the firelight, by no means a formidable object

to behold.

"Hullo!" said Huldah, holding aloft her

dipper, " what are you doing in there ?
"

"I got lost in the woods," replied David, "and

I was trying to find my way out."

"And where did you think that would take

you?" demanded Huldah.

"A shanty door," added her companion, ad-

vancing courageously, now that he saw there was

no danger. " Did you think it opened into t'other

side of the woods ?
"

"That'll do," said Huldah, thrusting the dipper

so near to his nose that he retreated again to his

pie.

" I was looking for somebody to show me the

way," David Vane explained. " While I was

I

waiting I went in there, and I believe I fell asleep.

Can a fellow get out of these woods ?
"

" Yes, sir, a fellow can," replied Huldah pertly,

" if a fellow will turn out for the trees."

" I've found they won't turn out for me," said

David. " Will you direct me ?
"

" Yes, sir," replied Huldah, " if you will be so

good as to say where you want to go."

" That's it !
" struck in her companion ; "for of

course we can't direct you without— "

But she put up her dipper again and silenced

him. He dodged it, and, seeing that his inter-

ference in the conversation was not welcome, sat

down dejectedly on a sap-bucket.

'• I want to find Mr. Topthorne's house," said

David Vane.

" Mr. Topthorne's
! '

' The girl dropped the

hand that held the dipper and stared at him

with fresh astonishment. "What do you want

there?
"

" I am going there—on a— visit," David faltered.

" That is, Mr. Topthorne's folks are my relatives.

Do you know them ?
"

" Know 'em !
" ejaculated Dave Crane, starting

up from his sap-bucket. " Know 'em ! what next !

"
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Up went the dipper in his face again, and down

went Dave.

"Come here," said Huldah in her imperious

way. " Let me look at you."

David Vane approached bashfully, smiling. She

scanned him by the firelight, and broke into a

joyous laugh.

"You are David Vane from Boston," she cried.

" And I am your cousin, or halfcousin, or second-

cousin, Huldah Topthorne."

"Cousin Huldah !" exclaimed David Vane.

In his delightful embarrassment he was going

to shake hands with her. But she put up her

sweet lips and gave him a frank cousinly kiss

instead. It wasn't very loud, but it rang in the

ears of poor David Crane on his sap-bucket, making

him feel very qucerly, and wonder what there was

about that other David he didn't like.

" 'Tend to the kettles, Dave," said the gleeful

Huldah. " I'll send Calvin to you pretty soon. I

must go and show Cousin David Vane the way to

the house. This way, cousin !

"

Off they started along the fire lighted path which

she knew so well, and disappeared in the gloom,

their animated voices soon dying in the distance,

while Master David Crane remained standing by the

camp-fire, staring after them, and foolishly scratch-

ing his ear.

III.

.•\T THE TOPTHORNK F.AKMHOLSK.

" How easy it is to get out of the woods when

you know the way," said David ^'ane, following his

active little guide. "Are you never afraid ?
"

"Afraid of the woods?" Huldah laughed. "I

know them and like them too well for that. J shall

be glad when May comes ; they are so nice then."

And she went on to tell of the beauties of spring.

" I shall like the country," exclaimed David.

" Are you sure ? " she cried. "Dave don't. He
wants to go to the city."

" Who is Dave ?
"

" Dave Crane. I ought to have introduced you.

He's another halfcousin or second-cousin of mine ;

and a good-hearted fellow he is too, only a little

green, like all the rest of us."

" You are not green," said David.

" Oh ! am I not ? " she laughed. " Well ! here

we are, out of the woods. That is the barn, at the

end of this lane, which we are just coming to ; the

house is just beyond."

They walked on in the starlight, through the

long lane, crossing the barnyard, ])assing a heavy

gate, which she opened to let him through, and so

reaching the kitchen door.

An oldish man, in a red flannel shirt, was sitting

by the stove as they entered. He had a large,

indolent - looking frame, and a good - natured,

curiously-WTinkled face, which he turned towards

David Vane with a look of wondering surprise.

" Where's mother ? " said Huldah. "Sit down.

cousin."

"She's around, somewhcres," .said the man;
" she was a minute ago. Yer cousin, Huldy ?

She'll be surprised."

He rose clumsily to his feet, and with the ends

of his red-flannel shirt-sleeves thrust into his

|)ockets, stood scrutinizing the visitor.

" Huldy's cousin from town, I s'pose !
" he said

])atronizingly. " Guess we'll be glad to see yc :

don't know."

"See here, Calvin Cobble," cried Huldah,

"you just stop talking."

She spoke so imperiously, yet in such a quaint,

charming way, and it looked so droll to see the

great hulking wearer of the red flannel receive

his snubbing so meekly, that David couldn't help

laughing.

" We let her ha\e her own way, pooty much,"

said Calvin after she had gone out. " She hen-

pecks all on us, Huldy does, and we rather like

it. If she's glad to see ye, then I guess we shall

be, all on us ; though Deacon and Mis' Topthorne,

they're a leetle queer, the least mite set, 'bout some'

things. There's no knowin' jest how 'twill take

'cm."

" Calvin Cobble I
" cried Huldah, returning, "why

don't you go about your business ? There's Dave,

down in the sugar-bush, waiting for you. He
wouldn't have had any supper till this time, if I

hadn't carried him some."

"I've had the potatoes to du," said Calvin

humbly; "and when I go to the camp I've got to.

make an all night's job on't, I don't mind it," he

added, addressing David. " I can sleep in the

shanty as well as an)'wheres. I al'ays wake up jest

as the fires want mendin' ; then I drop off to sleej

ag'in, soon as ever I put my head on the straw.

Hang a bit of fresh pork over the sweet-kittle, tt

il
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keep it from bilin' over ; ain't no danger from

t'others."

' Calvin Cobble !

" said Huldah.

She pointed at the door. Cobble shrugged his

shoulders, took down a coat from the wall, swung

it over his arm, put on an old weather-battered

black hat, and prepared to depart ; at the same

time winking significantly at David, to remind him

of what he had said of Huldah's henpecking them

all and their rather liking it.

" Mother'll come in a minute," said Huldah.

" I didn't tell her who had come. There's no

fire in the sitting-room, so I'll let you stay here.

If you would like to wash yourself, you can come

to the sink."

She pumped a basin of cistern water, and David

washed his hands and face. He was wiping him-

self with a towel that hung by the pump, when

Mrs. Topthorne entered, and started back at the

sight of him.

David looked over his towel, and with a sinking

heart beheld a woman with a plain, practical face

as unlike his own mother's as possible ; a large

•waist and shoulders, compressed in a gown of coarse

imaterial, fitted to make her form appear needlessly

lunlovely, and an expression which betrayed less of

pleasure than astonishment.

" Guess who 1

" cried Huldah.

I

" Why, I should say Ruth's boy ; he looks like

•Ruth ; only I can't conceive what has brought him

ihere. Ruth's David, ain't ye ? " said the woman,

istudying his features with a close, scrutinizing scowl.

His spirits were so dashed by this strange sort of

welcome, after all his miseries and hopes, that h.e

stood holding the towel with a guilty air, and feel

ing that he should sob if he spoke.

" He has come to make us a visit," spoke \\\)

Huldah.

"Did your mother send ye?" Mrs. Topthorne

asked suspiciously. " Dear me ! how much you

do favour your mother ! Ruth's fe'turs, for all the

world. Hain't had any supper, have ye ?
"

"He's coming to supper," said Huldah, briskly

ind cheerfully. " I am so glad he has come ! He's

going to stay ever so long, if we want to have him,

ind of course we do."

" Huh !
" said Mr.s. Topthorne, scowling harder

:han ever.

David's face, which as she came in had beamed
jright and hopeful, and even handsome, under his

wet hair and the polish of the towel, had been
darkening and contracting since, until, at this last

rebutf, his features began to work with uncon-

trollable disappointment and grief. Recollections

of the wrongs that had driven him from home, and
which for ever prevented his return, came over him
afresh

; he felt himself an outcast in an inhospitable

world ; and a tempest of passion broke forth in his

words ;

—

" I can go away ; I can sleep in the woods,

in the hut, on the ground, anywhere, and go

to-morrow."

A homesick yearning for his own mother far

away ; the hopes that had accompanied him on

his journey, to be so crushed at the very moment
when his troubles should have been ended ; the

humiliation too great for his proud spirit to bear

:

his mother's sorrow when she should learn hov>-

he had been received—all this gushed in hi;.

ungovernable tears.

" \\hat are you crying for ? \\'hat are you talk-

ing?" said Mrs. Topthorne not unkindly. "No-
body's going to turn you outdoors."

" He thinks we are not glad to see him !
" cried

Huldah vehemently. " There, there, cousin '. don't

cry, for we are glad. He's tired and sick ; his feet

are wet ; and he don't know your way."

"My way is kind o' rough, I suppose," said

r^.Irs. Topthorne in softened tones. " I didn't want

t.j speak too encouragingly ; I was so took aback

seeing him, and I didn't know what your father

would say. But he needn't feel bad, tell him so

Huldy, while I go and get him some dry socks

to put on, for his feet are as sopping as they can

be, I know by the looks."

Bright little Huldah did her best to console him
in her mother's absence. Presently Mrs. Topthorne

returned with a pair of dry socks and some old

shoes of David Crane's which she made him put on

by the kitchen stove.

" There, put your feet in the oven and heat 'em

up. You mustn't take cold and be sick." That

touch of kindness made David feel grateful ; but she

added immediately—" For I don't know what in

the world we should do with ye, if you should be

took down "—as if that was all she cared.

He sat with his feet in the stove oven, crying no

more, but dark of countenance, sullen and proud,

when the arrival of a waggon caused his heart to

beat with fresh apprehension.
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Huldah ran to open the outer door : and

presently a short sturdy farmer came in, bearing

on his shoulder a bag of meal, which knocked

his hat upon one side as he carried it into the

pantry.

David did not need to be told that this was

Deacon Topthorne, his mother's uncle, whose recej)-

tion of him he now had good reason to dread.

He only wished he could get off, and hasten

back to the more hospitable farmhouse, where

strangers had given him kind words with his

supper.

"There, mother," said the farmer, as he re-

ajjpeared from the pantry, brushing the meal from

his hat, " there's as good a bag of grist as you've

had in the house since I've been the provider.

So don't let's hear any more excuses for poor

Johnny-cake. And try to make this grist last a

little longer 'n the other did."

"'Tain't much use trying to make anything

last in this house, with so many mouths to feed,"

replied the wife.

David felt that this remark was aimed at him ;

and he said fiercely within himself that she

shouldn't have his mouth to worry about very

long.

" Where's the lantern, mother ? " Mr. Topthorne

called impatiently to his wife. " Huldy, go and

help Hannah bring in them things. I've got a lot

of groceries ; enough to last, if you're economical,

till that interest money comes due. Possible?" he

exclaimed, as Huldah whisjiered to him. " David

Vane ? Ruth's David ? " And he advanced, bending

his brows curiously upon the lad in the kitchen

corner. " Do tell ? When and how did you come ?
"

jjutting out a great brown hand to shake David's.

" Glad to see ye."

He seemed a kind, friendly sort of man. But

his features were a little hard, like his wife's, and

his greeting of his niece's boy was not enthusiastic.

" Father, see here !
" his wife called to him from

the pantrj'.

Father obeyed ; and the two conferred in

whispers behind the half-closed door. David sat

alone, wretched, in his corner, waiting to see what

would be done with him, while Huldah helped

Hannah—a girl with a simpering face in a great

l)onnet—to bring in the parcels bought at the

village store.

" Well, I'll see : I'll think on't," said Mr.

Topthorne, coming out of the pantry with a lighted

lantern. " I've got to go and put up the team

now." And wnthout speaking again to David, he

left the house.

" Say I feel bad ? " whispered Huldah, puckering

up her pretty face into an amused expression of

sympathy. " Lonesome ? Homesick ? Never mind,

they're glad enough to see you, though they've a

cjueer way of showing it."

She almost made him laugh, her manner was

so pert and funny, yet so kind. David felt he

had at least one friend in the house ; and he

remembered with a gush of joy what Mr. Cobble

had said—that little Huldah henpecked all of

them.

IV.

WHY HE RAN .\W.\Y.

In" a little while Mr. Topthorne came in, and

sitting down in a corner by the stove, opjrosite

David, took out a small memorandum-book and

began to count up costs.

" Don't you want a bowl of bread and milk,

deacon ? " said Mrs. Topthorne, who generally

gave him that title when she didn't call him

"Father." "You had your tea so early."

" Don't talk to me now," said the deacon.

" Mebby you'd like a bowl ? " she said to David,

who shook his head. "If you're hungry you'd

better eat ; don't want ye to get sick in our

house
;

" which way of putting it did not inspire

him with a very ardent desire to accept the

offered refreshment.

" That's the way the money goes !
" said the

deacon with a sigh. " Sugar has riz half a cent

since we bought last."

" I wan' to know I
" exclaimed Mrs, Topthorne,

with a face that appeared little less than horror-

stricken.

" But our sugar has gone up, too, a cent," he

added ; and her countenance brightened again.

Huldah, who was also coaxing David to be

sociable, explained to him that they sold the most

of their maple sugar, and bought " boughten

"

sugar, because it was cheaper.

The deacon took out his pocket-book, and

began to reckon up its contents, in balancing the

day's account.

" Hannah ? Where's Hannah ? " he suddenly
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called in a tone of anxiety. The girl, who had

hy this time got her bonnet and cloak off, and was

doing some work about the kitchen, came forward.

" Did I give seventy-five or seventy-six cents for

your shoes ?
"

" Seventy-five," said Hannah, softly smiling.

"Sure? There's one cent I can't account for,"

said the puzzled deacon. " Wait !

"

He proceeded to reckon all his change over

again ; then to go over once more the figures in

his memorandum-book ; then to rub his forehead

with as much perplexity as if the safety of large

sums were at stake.

" Hannah, did I give you a cent for anything ?
"

" No, sir," said the simpering Hannah.
" I declare ! It beats the Dutch ! What can

have become of that cent ? Mother," said the

deacon despairingly, " you Just count this money

and see what you make of it."

Mrs. Topthorne drew up her chair, and spread

out her broad lap, and they counted the change

together piece by piece, and computed the

memoranda figure by figure, without solving the

painful problem.

" Didn't somebody take thirteen cents., 'stid of

twelve, changing a quarter ? " she suggested.

"No; I always look out for that. Wait a

minute ! " The deacon scratched his head, as if

he were feeling for the coin in his thick, short hair

;

a fancy which made poor David laugh, despite his

misery. " I thought I'd got on the track, but I

declare, it's the strangest thing under the canopy

of heaven !

"

" Well, never mind now ; mebby it'll come to

you what you did with it," said Mrs. Topthorne.

" I want to have this boy's business settled now."

David started. The deacon reluctantly aban-

doned the chase of the missing penny, and turned

to question their visitor.

" Is your mother well, David ?
"

" Yes, sir," said David tremulously.

" How's business in town ? Pretty brisk ?
"

" Not very, sir."

" Not much to do, hey ? So you thought you'd

come out and make us a visit. That's right."

The deacon hesitated and stroked his chin. " Did

your mother know you was coming? "

" My mother know ? That I was coming to see

her relations ! Of course my mother knew !
" said

David.

The deacon coughed and rubbed his chin again.

" Then you didn't run away ?
"

David looked up quickly as if to speak, then

dropped his eyes, silent, perspiring, and very hot

about the throat.

Mrs. Topthorne, who had taken a seat with her

knitting to witness the inquisition, nodded with a

significant I-told-you-so-look at her husband. He
crossed his legs and cleared his throat again.

" I guess you run away, didn't you ?
"

" Yes, sir ; I did !
" said David impetuously.

" I thought so from the minute I set eyes on

him," whispered Mrs. Topthorne. Then aloud to

Huldah :
" Take a chair, and sit down, and not

stand staring that way as if you'd eat a body

up."

" Hem !

" said the deacon. '• What did you run

away for?"

,

" I left the store because I couldn't stand my
stepfather's abuse any longer," said David proudly

and stormily. " I left without his knowing it, if

you call that running away. But my mother knew,

and let me."

"How did he abuse ye?" asked Mrs. Topthorne.

" He knocked me down, for one thing. That

was because I couldn't do his work in the store

and mine too, and told him so," said David with

flashing eyes. " He neglects his business and

then blames me for things. You don't know

Mr. Prutle."

" I've heard enough about him to know Ruth

did a very foolish thing when she took him for a

second husband," said the deacon.

"He wasn't any such man then as he is now,"

David replied, eager to defend his mother. "He
was respectable, and kind—he is kind enough to

her now, for that matter, except for his knocking

me about ; and he attended to his business. But

he was elected captain of his military company
;

and that ruined him. Sometimes he won't go near

the store for a whole day. Then seeing things go

wrong makes him too cross for anybody to stand

him, without the patience of a saint, and that's what

my mother has."

" I'm glad to hear you stand up for her ; I guess

she's a good mother," observed Mrs. Topthorne.

"A good mother!" ejaculated David with

shining eyes. " There's nobody in this world

like her !

" And he winked away two bright

tears.
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•• But what do you think you're going to do up

here ? " queried the deacon. " You can't do hard

work, can ye?"

"He looks to be a terrible puny boy for tiic

form," said Mrs. Topthorne aside, over her knitting.

" I don't ask you to keep me," said David with

proud independence. " I mean to work ; and if

you can't give me something to do, I'll find some-

body who can."

" And I know you'll be smart 1 " broke forth

Iluldah admiringly.

" Hush, child !

" said Mrs. To])thornc. " Boys

of his age, growing so, eat a'niost as much as men.

Best to consider everything "—in a low tone to her

husband—" 'fore ye make any promises."

"Well, David, mebby you'd better go to bed

now," said the deacon. '' We'll talk it over and

decide to-morrow."

" Wc shall have to make up a bed expressly for

him," observed Mrs. Topthorne; "though if Calvin

stays in the woods he might sleep with David

—

David Crane—to-night. It's going to be down-

right inconvenient to have two Davids in the house,

I see, to begin with, ^\'e shall have to get a new-

name for one of 'em.
"

Telling her husband she supposed he could sit

in the dark a minute., she took the lamp and bade

David follow her.

" Don't be homesick, cousin !
" Huldah's silver

voice rang after him, after he had bidden her

goodnight. " We'll have good times together

to-morrow."

{To be i-otitiiiiicJ.)



INGE, THE BOY-KING.

By Hjalmar Hjorth Boyesen.

The incident upon which this poem is founded occurred in the year 1206, during the great civil war which raged in

Norway from 1137 to 1240. 'I he loyalists were called Birchlegs—a name first used densively, because of tlieir habit

of wearing shoes made of birch bark, but afterwards adopted as a name of honour.
_
The rebels were called Baglers, /.c.

C'rookmcn, because their chief for a long time was the crafiy and treacherous Bishop Nicholas.

U- AIL to the King!

Inge, the boy-king, the hope of the

land!

And the foul rebel band -

>.Iay the plague overtake them,

.\nd sting them and shake them,

That ruin would bring

To Inge, the King !

"

Now the hoarse shouts are hushed

'Though the midnight still quakes,

And the hearth-flames that rushed

Like golden-red snakes

L']) the black-throated chimney ha\-e lost their

wild breath,

And writhe as in death.

For the boy-king slept.

In Nidaros town

He had made a wedding of wide renown

For Sigrid, his sister. No vigil kept

The sentries that night ; for the darkness flung

Its ample mantle from earth to sky

;

Black like a pall o'er the castle hung

Its heavy folds, which no foeman would try

^\'ith his sword to pierce. It were safe to sleej)

In a gloom so deep.

Fitfully down

\\'hirled the snow over Nidaros town.

Jiut hush ! From the bar

Of the harbour a clank comes—or rather, a jar !

A crunching of keels on the edge of the ice,

A flapping of sails and the creak of a spar

!

Now it is silent. Nay, once—now twice,

Comes a muffled command ! Again it is still.

Only the snow

Sweeps in gusts from the fiord below.

Hark ! AVhat is that ? 'Tis only the wind

—

Storm voices haunting the darkness blind,

Filling the soul witli forebodings of ill.

Out of the dark

Wildly struggles a dog's harsh bark

From a lonely wharf; and a comrade in town

Dismally howls, the tempest to drown.

But the Birchlegs sleep.

Unheeding the shapes that, like ghosts of the

storm,

Up from the piers o'er the hill-sides swarm

And swift 'mid the deep

Smoke-ridged snow-drifts with shadowy tread

Noiselessly spread.

That is the chief

—

Old Bishop Nick—accursed be his name !

Norway's realm thou, varlet, wouldst claim ?

Stretchest thy hand, thou ravenous thief.

Through the storm and the gloom of the buried

town

For Norway's crown ?

Ah, how thy hungry chaps thou dost lick.

Grim Bishop Nick !

Whettest thy tooth for the savoury bite

!

Peer'st through the night !

Hail to the King !

Angels that guard him, his sleep-drunken eyes

Open, arouse him and bid him arise !

Hand him his sword ! There it gleams o'er liis

head !

Flamelets of red

Dance in the steel ! Hear it clank ! hear it ring.

Trembling to wake from his slumber the King

!

Up then, my liege lord, to horse and awav !

Death is upon thee ere breaking of day !

Grasp thy good blade and sing with it soon

The rebels a tune !

Saints, what a night !

Was it the storm-wind that thumped on the door..

Howled down the smoke-hole and shrieked in

its flight,

^Vailed like a .soul torn with anguish and fright.

Swept the dead ashes in whirls o'er the floor

And died in a roar ?

N.av, but the voice and the groan, as of pain.
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That was a man's voice ! Some one is slain !

Crash goes the door, and over it bounds

Reidulf, the guardsman, all dripping with

wounds.

Yell upon yell cleaves the night, far and near

" Rouse thee, King Inge', the rebels are here !

'

No bugle's alarum. No chief's command
To make the brave rally, the fainthearted stand.

The King, he is dead—nay, the King has fled !

^^here has the Birclilegs' glory sped ?

And their radiant deeds—and the ancient renown

Of Norway's crown ?

Out of his bed

Tumbled the boy-king, bewildered with sleep.

Whiz-z ! O'er his head

Struck a fierce arrow that with a sharp clang

Quivering rang.

Stecl-fange'd shafts that sped from the deep

Bosom of darkness stuck in the wall.

Out of the gloom came a hurried call

:

" Hie thee, my liege lord ; here is my knife.

Shield thee behind me I Down with thy head !

Stoop, sire : now follow ! UTicn I am dead.

Fly for thy life."

Alas for the King !

Snow-flakes borne on the tempest's wing

Lashed, as with scourges, his naked breast

;

Bit, as with fangs, his frost-numbed face
;

Hugged him close in an icy embrace,

Howled in his cars with a savage zest.

Smote with age his golden -brown hair

That streamed in the air.

Scarcely he heard through the din of the blast

The twanging bow-strings' ominous strain

And the hum of the arrows that whirled past

And the cries of the slain.

" Nay, it were vain.

Save thine own life, man. \\'here is my sword ?
"

" Cling to me ! Parley not, dearest my lord !

Hie thee amain I

"

Straight in his arms that were bleeding and sore

Clasped he King Inge and burst through the door.

Swiftly each rebel that rose from the gloom

Sped to his doom.

Heavy the blows that he took and he gave,

Reidulf the brave I

Black was the night.

Sounds as of thundering chariots' roll

Shook the wide sky : and the anxious toll.

From the church-tower's height,

Of the tocsin that pealed and summoned in fright

Uirchlegs to fight.

But how in the dark,

Unlit by the moon or a star's faint spark.

Could their thirsty spears or their sfrord-points

know

liiother from foe

?

lilindly they fought.

By the tempest's wrath and the gloom distraught
;

Clutched in the numb grip of death still the hafts

Of their trusty swords ; while death-dealing shafts

Hailed in a murderous storm from on high

From the pitiless sky.

On like the wind,

Over hill, over dale, over snow-clad field

Where the screams and the clash of the sword or

the shield

Sounded far behind.

Now half-muffled, and oft-times lost,

'Mid the roaring of pine-tops tempest-tossed,

Reidulf with tottering footsteps sped
;

.Sank in the snow : and a crimson slain

Showed where he fell— where he rose again
;

From his wounds that bled

Shot a burning pain like a poisonous sting;

But he heeded naught save this one thing

—

The King

!

Like a mighty harp

Chanted the pines tempestuous hymns

That swept through the sky; while the storm-

shaken limbs

Stung their faces with needles sharp

And checked their flight :

By their long gaunt hands in the darkness black

The King was torn from his rescuer's back
;

And Reidulf, chilled by a sudden fright.

Stooped aghast in the snow to fold

His lord in his arms ; when rebounding, the bough

Felled him to earth ; he crept, he rolled
;

Found the King ; he touched his brow

—

It was icy cold !
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A shiver I A groan !

" Ye angels ! he lives ! Arouse thee, my lord !

That drowse means death ! To strength restored,

Thou soon shalt sit in state on thy throne.

Here is my cloak—I'll wrap thee warm

—

My jerkin, my hose—thy ])oor cold breast

I'll shield from the rage of the merciless storm.

-Vrouse thee, arouse thee, by God's holy rood !

Yield not to thy torpor ; thou soon shalt rest.

My father's house lies beyond the wood

;

There thou art safe as a bird in its nest.

With hearts and with tongues they'll greet thee and

sing,

Hail to the King !
'"

Naked he stood.

Numbed by the blows of the furious blast,

His strength with his life-blood was ebbing fast

;

And the wintry wood

Howled and hissed and moaned and shrieked,

And the shaggy branches writhed and creaked,

But he heeded naught.

The drooping head in his hands he caught,

Lifted the King in his aching arm,

.Shielded him bravely from cold and harm.

Staggered downward through gloom and snow

Toward the vale below.

.\ shimmer of light

Flushed the east and anon grew bright.

The wind was still.

In dale, upon hill.

When the folk of the Orkdale farm beheld

(God's pity I with horror their heart-blood froze I

)

A pallid phantom that stumbled and reeled

Out of the forest, across the field.

And yet, by some titful force impelled.

Rose from each fall—or half arose

—

Hearing a burden. Nearer he came

—

In his half quenched eyes a flickering flame.

To the threshold he crawled, and there fell prone

On the icy stone.

" Hail to the King !
" he hoarsely cried.

And gasped—and died.

Wt:m



A SAGE OF SIXTEEN.

J

CHAPTER X.

ALTHOUGH the acquaintanceship between

the Duchess of Mertoun's daughter and

Lady Alfreton's niece had been begun under such

fluctuating, not to say inauspicious circumstances,

strange to say it throve, and eventually ripened

into intimacy.

Mabel, in Lima's phraseology, was '• not a bad

sort of girl."

The youngest of a large, rambling family, she

had begun life by being looked upon in the light

of a nuisance by the elder brothers and sisters,

some of whom were already grown up into men
and women, ill-inclined to see another nursery

begun, and the parents who should have been

occupied solely with them and their interests, doting

upon the little late comer.

Thence had ensued warfare.

As may have been already manifest, not all the

elder brothers and sisters in Christendom could

have extinguished the irrepressible Mabel at any

jieriod of her existence, and that astute young lady

had early discovered her power—indeed who can

say how early an infant does not discover it ?

'She had accordingly from first beginnings given

back as good as she got ; and supported by the

favour of both father and mother, who would re-

fuse to hear a word on the other side of the dispute

or complaint, had held her own against all the

other members of the family, whether singly or

allied.

That she did not share the all but universal fote

of such favourites, said something for a child so

unfortunately placed.

Mabel was not detested, because Mabel with

all her faults, her impertinence, and her self-asser-

tion, was by nature neither unfeeling nor untrue.

Had her better qualities been called into pkiy by
a careful and judicious training, had her home life

been less of a perpetual combat for the mastery.

-^^
less of a struggle betwixt folly and over-indulgence

on the one hand, and lack of amiable toleration

and forbearance on the other, she would have
been a very different person ; and even as it was,
Lima saw enough upon the occasions of her being
at Mertoun House during the ensuing few weeks
to warrant her shaking her wise head at her

Cousin Piers (who took, as he declared, a profound
interest in the progress and development of the

friendship), and maintaining with her own peculiar

stoutness, a .stoutness which always came to the

front when the absent were attacked, that INLibel

was " not a bad sort of girl."

" I know that is a good deal for you to allow,"

said Lady Alfreton one day, after her son had left

the room
; and she felt she could comfortably

inquire a little further, and find out a little more
from her niece—investigations which had been
instinctively postponed before :

" I know that is a

good deal for you, Elma. You are such a stern

little thing, and so set in your opinions, that I did

not really feel at all sure—ahem—I mean that it

is quite a relief to my mind to hear you allow a most

charming, intelligent, friendly young companion
of your own age, to be "not a bad sort of girl.'

" She really i,sn't, auntie."

" I can quite believe it, my dear," smiling.

" She talks like a steam engine ; I can hardly

get in a word ; oh ! you are laughing, you mean
that I like to talk too ; so I do, auntie, and that's

it, I suppose. At first, I thought it was not much
fun just to sit under a waterspout, and let it

spout on my head. 1 told Mabel she was like a

water-spout—but even that did not stop her ; so

now I just let her have her own way, and she

gets tired at last. But sometimes that girl does

make a mess of it !

"

" Indeed ? How ? " Lady Alfreton was in the

humour to listen patiently.
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" She means no harm. Only she says straight

out whatever comes into her head ; and you know,

auntie, that does not always do."

" No, Elma, it does not ;
" and a vision of Miss

Exeter's name introduced at ill-advised seasons

made Lady Alfreton wonder for a moment

whether she might not improve the occasion.

But curiosit)-, and a desire to be at the bottom of

Elma's present revelations, prevailed.

" So Mabel often says things that make

mademoiselle—that's her governess—cross for the

rest of the day, though mademoiselle might see

for herself that they were really nothing to mind.

When I tell Mabel what she said, and why

mademoiselle was cross, then she is sorry—or at

least she would be sorry if she liked mademoiselle

better. If it were any one she was fond of—once

or twice lately
—

" Elma paused.

" Well, my love ?
"

" She was not—not cjuite—kind to me. I mean

really not kind— I don't mean that we were

quarrelling,—-but directly she saw that she had

Aexed me, she was so funny in her odd, rough

way."

" Her what ? " cried Lady Alfreton, o])ening

her eyes. " Odd ? Rough ? My dear Elma I

Mabel's manner may be a little, a very little

peculiar ; she is not formed, you cannot expect

her to be formed yet ; but I must say I think you

are too severe. Odd ? Rough ? " repeated

she.

" Oh, yes, auntie," Elma nodded. " Mabel is

\CTy odd indeed sometimes, and when no one is

by, she—but oh, it's nothing," with a swift fear of

telling tales. " There is no harm in it. I under-

stand what it means quite well now, and she is

never happy till she has made up after anything

disagreeable. That is what I do like in

Mabel," proceeded Elma, with energy. " She makes

up so soon. She came to me yesterday, all at

once, like lightning, and said she had been ' a

beast.' Well, she had, you know."

" Dear me !
" exclaimed Lady Alfreton, for such

words had not been in vogue in her young days.

" Dear me ! I—how very extraordinary ! She must

have learned to say that from her brothers, I

suppose. Still, really, in the lips of a young

lady !

"

" Oh, it's all right, auntie
—

" again Elma nodded

reassiu:ingly
—" it's all right. We all call ourselves

' beasts ' when we have been behaving disagreeably.

Only it was good of Mabel to be so quick about

it. She had to hurry up, I can tell you."

" Hurry up !
" murmured Lady Alfreton. She

was not used to schoolgirls, or rather had not

hitherto been so. " Well ? " continued she.

" We were having rather a good quarrel on," and

Elma laughed, as though at a pleasing recollection,

" and we were rattling away at each other as hard

as we could, when Mabel said something really

nasty in the middle. Well, after that, of course I

wouldn't speak to her ; that's the way to do in a

(juarrel. It was my place to sulk, you know ; so I

had but just begun to sulk when the carri

age was announced I "\^ou know you called for

me rather sooner than you had said you would,

last time I was there. Well, that was the lime.

So when the carriage was announced I did not

know what to do ; and I was thinking what I

should do, when up jumped Mabel and hugged

and kissed me, and said she had been a ' beast,'

before Fanchette had ever left the room ! Now, if

Mabel had not been really a really nice girl she

would have waited till next time ; or at least till I

was bidding her ' good-bye,' before she made

up."

" Oh, she is a really, really nice girl now, is.

she ?
"

Elma laughed. " Yes, auntie, really, really

now."

"I am glad of it," said I,ady Alfreton after a

pause, and an internal resolution that after all

some little cautions and hints might be slipped

into the present opportunity. " I am sincerely

glad that you seem to have made such a good

friend. It is a great thing for you, Elma, to have

a friend of that stamp. You must perceive what

a difference there is between one of the Duchess

of Mertoun's daughters and your jjresent associ-

ates at Miss Exeter's school. Lady Mabel Pomeroy

may be a little eccentric, and no doubt she has

been a good deal spoilt,—but by and by her refine-

ment and elegance
—

"

"Dear auntie 1" Elma rippled all over, and

came and threw herself into a favourite attitude at
;

her aunt's feet, confronting her with a pair of

mirthful, mischievous eyes, "dear auntie, I doubt

very much, very much indeed, if you will ever see-

Mabel an elegant and refined young lady. There are

girls at Miss Exeter's school a thousand times more
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refined and elegant already, than Mabel ever could

be. She has not a particle of elegance in her, nnd

—and I don't think she has very much refinement

either. Mabel is very nice in her own way. I

do like her ! And she is ever so much kinder

and jjleasanter now that we really know each

other, than I had ever thought she could be when

we took that first walk together. She made me
laugh then, but still I did not know whether—

I

did not exactly know what to think about her.

But you, auntie, don't seem yet to know Mabel.

She is a comfortable, jolly, stupid girl (she does

not mind being told she is stupid) when she is

let alone. When she is worried, and can't ha\e

her own way, she turns the whole house upside

down. But she is not mean, nor spiteful. She

won't go to her mother on the sly for leave, and

do things the rest don't like. I believe, you know,"

added Elma with a shrewd smile, " I believe the

poor duchess would rather she did sometimes,

those elder ones are so down upon herabout Mabel."

" You are a curious pair, I must say. I wonder

what all the other inmates of Mertoun House

would say if they heard your verdict, you little

puss ! To call Mabel stupid ! I think the

duchess's hair would stand on end. She is always

crying up her darling's perfections, till I own

—

however Mabel is an excellent friend for )ou.'

Lady Alfreton interrupted herself, and recurred to

the main point, " And if she does not mind your

calling her stupid
—

"

" Oh, auntie, I am not rude."

" My dear, I thought you said you did."

" No. She said it. She said one day that she

knew—that she knew she was stupid, and I—

I

only agreed. And that was on a day," added

Elma, somewhat bashfully, " on a day when we
had not been nice to each other all through."

"'It seems to me that there are a good many
such days."

" You see, auntie, if there were not, we could

never be really fond of each other. We might be

good enough friends, and all that,—but if we had

to be polite, and obliging, and particular, when
we were quite alone together, we should never

get any further. It is only when girls are growing

to be really a little fond of each other that they

£an, you know—

"

" Can what ?
"

"Speak out, auntie. Bang out with anything.

That's what makes friends. Directly I grew to be
friends with Mabel, I told her how hateful she

had been to Miss E.xeter and them all, that dav
of the flower-show—" Elma stopped short. She
had " banged out " with more than she had meant
now, with a vengeance.

" Well ? " said Lady Alfreton, drily. " You
told her that, did you ? And may I ask what was
her reply ?

"

" Oh, auntie, don't be vexed. Perhaps I should

not have said it, but somehow I felt as if I must.

Because if it had been always a something between

us never to be spoken about, nor alluded to, it

would have been too dreadful. So I thought I

would have it out ; and I was so glad I did, for

Alabel was as good as gold. She said over and
over again how sorry she was, after I had explained

to her all about Miss Exeter's coming, and how
kind it had been of her, and how she had only

done it to please the girls, and how the girls had

never been to a Botanic _^'/£ before, and—

"

"Well, well!" In spite of herself, there was

a twinge of conscience in the heart of Elma's

auditor. " Well, well. It was a pity, but it could

not be helped. Mabel—what did she say?"
" She said she would never behave again as

.she had done, if she lived to be a hundred ! She

wanted to do all kinds of things to make up.

She offered to make her mother go and call on

Miss Exeter
—

"

" Good heavens 1 My dear Elma ! Surely not

that I Surely you could not have allowed that ?
"

" No, auntie ; for I did not see," replied Elma
placidly, "what good it would have done."

" Well—good—hum. I dare say it might liave

done some 'good,' as you call it. It would always

do a school good to have a duchess's carriage

standing at the door."

" Would it ?
"

" But it would be very unsuitable—altogether

unsuitable. A school of that kind ! A school

—

ahem—all I mean is, my love, that I hope, if

Mabel should ever again broach such a project,

you will put a stop to it at once. Mind, Elma,"

very emphatically, "«/ once. It would simply

never do. It is not to be thought of for a

moment. You see, Elma, that I, myself, never

go to Haverstock Hill, although you are

my own niece—at least Sir Thomas's—and of

course I take the greatest interest in you.''

u
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Elma laid her cheek in gratitude upon the hand

she held. " Poor dear,'' murmured her aunt in a

softer tone. " I wish it had been otherwise. If I

could have had you all to myself—but howe\er,"

recovering, " it is but for a time, and we shall see

what by-and-by brings. But Elma, dear child, you

will observe what I say. If I have my reasons

for not going near your present abode, there can

be no possible object in the Duchess of Mertoun's

going. The duchess is an indiscreet person

—

that I am sure of, and she would talk and talk,

and set people wondering—and then when you

come out, and have left Miss Exeter and all

her belongings behind you, you would find how

awkward any such reminiscences would be. I

am sure Miss Exeter is an excellent creature, and

does her duty towards you—" for Lady Alfreton

had grown to be nervous on the subject of Miss

Exeter, and never dreamed now of mentioning

her in anything but a conciliatory manner

—

" but she is so different to ourselves, to the

Mertouns and us, and others of our set, that

it would give neither her nor us any ])leasure

to be forced to associate. You are old enough

to understand this now, Elma ?
"

" Yes, Aunt Selina."

"And—and to see that there is no unkindncss

meant, my love ?
"

"Yes, auntie."

" Well, Elma ?
"

But the door opened at the moment, and the

dubious note in Elma's assent remained unexjjlained.

There had been a twinkle in her eye however,

and a little obstinate twitch of her lip as she had

hearkened just before, which had not altogether

escaped the speaker's observation.

Lady Alfreton was not so perfectly satisfied with

the end of the inter\'iew as she could have

wished to be.

CHAPTER XI.

The secret of the above was this, that this

little soft, sunshiny heroine of mine had thought

out a good many things in her own mind since

we last beheld her a few weeks ago.

She had heard a good deal, and seen a good

deal, and had marked, learned, and inwardly

digested a considerable amount, whereof, night

after night, she metaphorically chewed the cud.

what time the busy household was sunk in well

earned repose. Not that Elma herself was in

the habit of lying long awake, but the midsummer

nights were hot, and there was but little air to

be had sometimes when not a breath was stirring

outside, and she did not drop off to sleep so

speedily as was her wont, just at this period.

Then she would lie thinking and thinking.

We will not trouble our young readers with the

problems she tried to puzzle out : suffice it to say

that they were for the present confided to no one,

not even to her cousin Piers. Sooth to say he had

not sought nor invited any confidence of the kind,

subsequent to that given on the rustic bridge in the

gardens, on that summer evening whereof we heard

in a former chapter. He had felt, with justice,

that enough had been said and perhaps would

have unsaid some of it had he the power.

Elma, as we know, was not on the alert to

jicnetrate into the motives which prompted much of

what passed around her, in short, she was not a quick

observer, except where the feelings and sensibilities

of others might be in the question ; the consequence

was that she had taken every word uttered by her

cousin for the plain, unvarnished truth, whereas it

will have been apparent to my readers that the

young man had merely been giving vent to a sarcastic

humour, called into play by the accident of the

moment. He had not jjrecisely lied, but he had

exaggerated and distorted ; what was more, he had

affected to justify that which in his heart he

despised. The wearisome monotony of a useless life,

whose sole object was the gratification of self in

any form, would now and again goad into being

such an ebullition as that above recorded ; and as

anything of the kind had long ceased to have

more than the most ephemeral of effects u]3on

either mother or sister, it had been a new and

interesting experiment to let loose a little "worldly

wisdom," as he called it, on the head of his

cousin.

From this he had hitherto refrained.

There had been something in her clear, candid

eye and confiding smile which had acted as a

talisman against gloomy moroseness and ill-humour,

as mists are fain perforce to melt in sunlight ; but he

had felt perversely inclined on the day in questio%

and with more of a certain kind of tenderness

for and interest in Elma than he had ever befoie

experienced, there had been mingled a chafing
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against her youthful ignorance and inexperience,

and a desire to shake her faith in men and women.

^\hy should she be allowed to go on inhabiting

a fool's paradise ? What made them all sham

as they did before Elma, in order to retain their

places in the opinion of such a chit ? She would

have to know some day.

It had seemed to him that already there had

been a kind of half awakening, and that it behoved

him to rouse thoroughly the dormant, trembling

suspicions, and shake them into form. He had

seen that the young girl was not herself, that

she was flushed, e.xcited, and rebellious, quiver-

ing beneath the—to her—terrible scene just gone

through, and the opportunity had been too tempt-

ing. Now, at last, it was obvious that Elma
perceived something of what her aunt and cousins

had striven in ^•ain by hints, inuendos, and the

like to convey. Nov.- she saw—albeit blindly and

dimly— still she saw that wjiich made her eye-

balls burn.

It had often given rise to an incredulous smile

on the part of Lady Alfreton's son to hear his

mother described in Elma's glowing language.

He had whistled softly to himself on beholding

the endearments lavished on JuHet. He had

walked away with something like a sting at his

heart after recei^ing the fer\-ent clasp of a certain

little " good-bye " hand, when he had put Elma
into the carriage at the end of a " Park Lane

day."

It u'as only a child's enthusiasm, he had told

himself, and such enthusiasm would soon dwindle

and fade away in the glare of the life before Elma,

—but meantine ought it to be let alone, or not?

Up to the day of the Botanic fete he had decided

in the affirmative, but that day had proved too

much for him ; Elma had been instructed, and

ever}- syllable had fallen like lead upon her breast.

It had seemed to her, in the first blush of indig-

nation and amazement, as though she could never

love or tiust any one again.

Time of course—time, and a night's repose

and calmer communings with her own spirit,

weakened the first impression. Still, once upon
the track, almost every future half holiday, or

other meeting—for as the end of the term drew
near, various relaxations were permitted, which

resulted in Elma's being more at her uncle's and
also at Mertoun House than she would otherwise

have been—almost every meeting, we say, brought

its own revelations.

Loth as the loving young heart was to acknow-

ledge even to herself the same, Elma could not help

IJerceiving that no member of Sir Thomas Alfreton's

family ever thought of another, ever tried to please,

or help another. Her aunt would scarcely turn her

head to listen when Juliet complained of an ache

in her limbs, and a feverish burn in her throat and

eyes,—though Lady Alfreton had held Elma to her

side a full half hour just before, whilst she had

poured forth a detailed account of her own sleep-

less night and aching head. Sir Thomas when
informed that a doctor had been sent for on his

daughter's account—it had been Juliet herself who
had insisted on sending—had merely inquired

whether a fashionable physician whom he had

met abroad, and who had proved an agreeable

companion, had been the one now summoned

;

and on receiving a negative, had taken no further

notice. Juliet, upon recovering from the sharp

inflammatory attack to which the above had been
a prelude, had been to the full as selfish and
indifferent, taken up with her own comforts, and
regardless of those of others. She had insisted,

when ordered to the sea-side for change of air

and scene, upon carrying off Lady Alfreton's own
maid, to whom in her illness she had taken a fancy,

and had been so unmoved by the dismay of her

parent that Elma had mutely felt ashamed for

both, for the mother, as well as for the daughter
;

since Lady Alfreton scarcely showed to more
advantage when yielding, as she did at length, to

sheer necessity and persistent demand.

Piers' words " senseless and heartless " rose up
in his young cousin's memory as she had stood

by on this last occasion, and, do what she would,

she could not drive them from her remembrance.

But deep down in her bosom there was also

another thought, and another hope, and something

like another prayer. Had Elma not read once in an
ancient book holy words which ran thus. " And a lit-

tle child shall lead them " ? What was she but a little

child ? And what did they, those dear ones, need
but a little leading? Oh ! to be with them, to watch

over them, to feel with them, to draw them on by a

silken rein, if only—only she were strong enough !

Oh ! to see them all that she had erst so fondly hoped
and firmly believed they had been ! Oh ! to

give the lie to Piers, and show hini—show
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him I —and here the blue eyes would well over, and

there would be no words to explain the swelling

of the childish heart. We must not iiry beneath

the curtain too far in a moment like this.

Let us however take one single glance back to

the evening of that eventful June day referred

to so often. Elma had had another conference ere

it closed. Upon going home at night, she had

been quite unable—indeed she had never once

dreamed—of playing the part of easy forgetful-

ness suggested by Lady Mabel Pomeroy. Such

a pretence she would have scorned (had there

indeed been the slightest chance of its being suc-

cessful, which she well knew there would not

have been)—and what had taken place in lieu

thereof? This : a frantic stej) had flown, scarce

touching the ground between, straight to Miss

Exeter's own bedroom, and— greatly to that deco-

rous spinster's amazement—to her own uncovered

arms ; rushing in moreover with such a whirl-

wind, that it had been of no avail to raise a finger

or breathe a remonstrance. Miss Exeter, in

the act of removing her cap from the little gray,

frizzy curls so aiJtly described by Elma to her

aunt, felt herself nearly deprived both of breath

and cap, the one swejjt from her lijis, the other

from her fingers, and her first momentary imjiulse

was to cry " P'orbear !

"

ISut the next minute brought its own interpreta-

tion.

It was Elma, her own Elma—the cruel,

faithless Elma, whose name had been bandied

hither and thither during the i)ast hours, and

whose defection (albeit she had sought to excuse

it) had been taken for granted even by herself

—

Elma who had indeed made some sort of stand,

but who had looked so miserable, undecided,

and faltering, even as she had done so, that all

had misdoubted her—Elma who had seized upon

an excuse to fly off to her aunt, and had never so

much as turned once to look upon the deserted

ones again—it was Elma who now apjjroached,

penetrating into the innermost sanctum of the

injured ones.

But could Miss Exeter now be angry any more ?

Listen !

" No, no, my dear. Come, come, my dear.

Never mind, Elma. Wh)-, Elma my love !—oh, really

you must not cry so, my dear !—a great girl like you !

Why, my dear 1—my dear!—poor child I—Elma,

])ray dear Elma, have a iittle more self-control
—

"

governess and v\-oman struggling for the mastery

in an inexpressibly comtbrted find gratified

bosom—" My dear, dear child, be calm ; and

tell me, pray tell me, what is all this about?

What is the matter ?
''

But she had known well enough what the

matter was, and in the trembling, sobbing form

she held with all a mother's tenderness, there

had been felt to be the fullest reparation for

eversnhing that had been suffered.

There had been no need, no real need for the

broken whispers, the half smothered, disjointed, and

altogether ungrammatical attemjjts at explanation.

We may safely aftirm that Miss Exeter was better

pleased with them, such as they were, than had

they been expressed in the purest English.

All had been understood, and would have been

understood even without words at all. Next,

Miss Exeter, herself undeniably excited and little

less tearful, had undertaken, and that in the solemn-

est manner, to make the matter equally clear to

the rest. Yes, yes ; Elma was to trust to her for

that. Elma's heart need not trouble her on that

]5oint. Elma might be at peace.

Then when something of a calm had succeeded

to the storm, it had seemed to the good governess

that she too might let fall a hint or two. (It

would seem as though every one wanted to hint

to Elma, when they had the chance.)

" Dear girl, you and I have each had something

of a lesson to-day
;

" thus had begun the excellent

Miss Exeter, after a i^reliminary clearing of the

throat, and a little surreptitious, additional wiping

of the eyes. " My dearest pupil, I shall not regret

mine, if it teaches you yours. Now that I know

my Elma is the same to me that she has ever

been," tenderly, •' I mind nothing. When I i

thought I had lost her, I felt—yes—I felt pained

and hurt more than words could express. But

never mind—never mind,'' hastily, for Elma was

hiding her head again : "we need not revert to

such a mistaken notion, need we ? " the speaker -I

had continued more briskly, " it was a simple mis' I
understanding, and no more. Your aunt

—

"

" Oh, Miss Exeter, do not speak of her."

"My dear, I shall say nothing improper for

me to speak, nor for you to hear
;

" and the little

schoolmistress had drawn herself up as one

not accustomed to dictation. " No, mv dear
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Elma," more gently, " I have not a syllable to

utter against your aunt. She has a perfect right

to act on such an occasion as she chooses

;

and if she does not choose to recognize me out

of school hours, I shall understand for the future

not to expect it. The only thing I now care

about
—

'' and the speaker paused.

Elma had drawn closer.

" I am thinking of your future," Miss Exeter

had gone on presently—" your future, and how it

will affect you. Can your aunt mean that if

you are to make vour home with them, you

are to know none but the rich and the great ?

Can she be about to teach vou that none else

are worthy of your regard or aftection ? Oh,

I hope not— I trust not. For myself, I would

not for worlds intrude— I would not be a thorn

in your side
—

"

"Oh, Miss E.xeter !

—

'

" My love, pardon me ; I was but speaking

aloud. I ought not to have used such an ex-

1 ression. Still, if there were to be any trouble

about me, Elma, if it were to be any difficulty,

or give rise to any feeling of discord, remember

I must not be allowed to do this. I would net

stand in your light for a moment. Sir Thomas
can offer you advantages of station and fortune

which are not to be despised : added to which

he is your nearest living relation, and vour

sole guardian. If he adopt you—as I cannot

but think he must mean to do— it will be your

duty to obe\' him and your aunt in all points,

except where—and God grant this exception may
never be called into play—except when conscience

steps between. On all matters of merely social

or domestic importance, you will see clearly

set before you in the light of the go.spel, dear

Elma, that it is your place cheerfully to give up

your own will, when it runs counter to theirs.

As they are so kind to you, and already .so affec-

tionate towards you, this will be no hard matter.

For me—

"

" Ves ? " whispered Elma, listening closely. " Yes ?

For you ? ''

" Oh, my darling, I would give you up—give

you up entirely if need be. I would never

see you, nor hear from you, nor meet you,

could I but know you were well and happv.

I would—

"

" Can you not trust me ? Then wait and see !

"

And in the ring of the sweet young voice which

had thus responded, there had been a thrill of

dee)) and steadfast meaning, which had carried

with it a strange conviction.

No more had been said.

After such an interview it may well be supposed

that Lady Alfreton's distilled wisdom, as detailed in

the last chapter, fell somewhat flat.

\

\To he confinned.)

.,xh
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I NOTES ON BOOKS.

STORIES OF THE SEASON.

THIS is the time to appreciate tlie jjleasantest

of all stories—those which are especially

written for and about children.

Such stories are not easy to write, for to make

them live, to make them worthy of those to whom
they are dedicated, their authors must travel back-

wards, must recall early impressions with vividness,

must in short step out of the present-day world

into another somewhat shadowy and faint. In pro-

portion as the old world is remembered, and the

child-heart which made it so charming retained,

are the stories good or bad.

Of all rubbish, a badly written child's story is the

worst ; it ought never to be published, never read

—it gives no pleasure, brightens no young eyes,

and is certainly powerless to convey either profit or

instruction.

Children quickly find out those who can write

about them—they are anything but slow to discover

those who hold their secrets and can enter with

them into their own enchanted world. Jslrs.

Molesworth's stories are such favourites that there

is little doubt of the position she holds in many
warm affectionate little hearts.

A Christmas Posy (Macmillans) is a collection

3f short tales by this popular writer.

As a rule collections of stories are disagreeable
;

but this posy has been well selected, the flowers

have the perfume of real flowers and the dehcate

colouring which nature can alone supply.

Never were there more life-like boys and girls

than those who live and move and tell their several

secrets and talk about their very real joys and

sorrows in the pages of this dainty little volume.

Very varied scenes are introduced, but in each Mrs.

Molesworth is true to that rare gift of hers, that

of becoming a child with the child she writes about.

Where could one find a more touching or natural

scene than that of Alaggie in The Story of the

Missing Bon-bons ?

This small maiden is accused of stealing her

little sister's bon-bons. The charge seems well

founded, all the circumstances point to Maggie's

guilt. " I did not take them," she persists. It is

thought well to send this obstinate little personage

to Coventry until she confesses—her brothers and

sisters are not allowed to speak to her, her elders

expostulate with her many and many times, all to

no effect, the firm little lips will not admit the

theft. " How can she persist so," says her elder sister.

" Yes, indeed, Miss Maggie, how can you? " says

Nurse. Two days and two nights pass by and

still the child holds out. She grows like a little

ghost, her character seems to have changed
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strangely, apparently she feels no resentment,

only misery. On the third morning there comes a

change.

" Miss Campbell I Miss Campbell !
" said I'atty and

Edith, slipping with bare feet and night-gowned little

figures into their sister's room. " Wake up, wake up,

Maggie's confessed."

And so It proved. There sat Maggie upright in her

cot, with flushed face and excited eyes. " I took

them. Miss Campbell; I did take Towzer's goodies, and
eatened them up."

But a few days afterwards the bon-bons were

discovered and Maggie's innocence absolutely

proved. The morning after this discovery, the

little girl was tolil of it, and the bo.\ of goodies

shown to her.

For a moment an expression of extreme perplexity

clouded the child's face. Then like a sudden ray

of sunshine, light broke over it.

" I know, Miss Campbell !
" she exclaimed. " I know

how it was. I thinkened and thinkened so much about
it th.it at last I dreamed it. So I didn't tell a story,

did 1, Miss Campbell.'" Dreams aren't stories.

But to know all

about Maggie and that

delicious baby Towzer

whose bon-bons she

was supposed to have

' eatened '—to enter

into the sorrows of

the Six Poor Little

Princesses—to under-

stand the motive

which at last induced

Basil to learn to play

the violin—and to ab-

solutely find out why

Rollo answered equal-

ly well to the name of

Bruno, those readers

who love Mrs. Moles-

worth must turn to

her book and find out

for themselves.

Blue Lights ; or Hot

Work in the Soudan,

by R. M. Ballantyno

(Nisbet & Co.), is

a very spirited boy's

story. It is full of ad-

ventures, and the ac-

counts of what took

place in Egypt and

the Soudan are told

so graphically and with such a real knowledge

of the incidents mentioned, that the book is raised

far above the ordinary story book and may in jiarts

be read as a history of most stirring times and deeds.

There is also an account of Miss Sarah Robinson's

good work amongst the soldiers at Portsmouth, which

will not be the least interesting portion of the book

to many readers.

The author of Honor Bright (Gardner, Darton

& Co.) has won that success which she deserves.

This pleasant story, with its life-like characters,

its fun, its pathos, its sprightly movement, has

already reached a sixth edition. There is little

doubt that Peasblossom, N. or M., One of a

Covey, and the author's last book Gilly-

Flower, will follow the good example of their

leader. These stories are written with much

tenderness and a knowledge of the thoughts and

ways, the pranks and mischiefs, of lads and

lasses of from ten to

sixteen years of age

which quite takes the

reader by surprise.

Nor are they without

their exquisite pic*

tures, and their clever'

and pathetic situa-

tions. Nothing in its

way could exceed the

simple pathos, of the

death of little Eliza-

beth in N. or M.,

while the character of

D. Carlyan, 'the little

ould parson,' is drawn

with great tenderness,

a very true knowledge

of the individual dealt

with, and that refine-

ment which alone

could understand such

a man.
" Most of all he miss-

ed little Elizabeth ; and
her, I think, he will miss
from her place at his

side in church, and
stretch out his hand
sometimes to feel for

her head, till he himself

is missing from his

place, and Bydo« n has
its ' little ouid parson'

no more."
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"J^ams to get. Cai-e to keep. Fear to lose."

George Herbert.
Jacitia Fritd^nijtt:!.

ENGLISH MEN AND WOMEN OF LETTERS OF THE 19TH CENTURY.

IV.

JOHN KEATS.

Richard G.\rnett.

KEATS is in a very special manner the poet of

the young. Not only are his beauties of the

kind which the young most keenly relish, not only,

except in his passages of solemn meditation, is his

song redolent of youth's freshness and radiant with its

bloom, but his renown is the most striking justifica-

tion of youthful ambition, the most unequivocal proof

that a very young man may be a very great poet. He
died at twenty-five, an age when neither Shakespeare

nor Milton had done enough for fame. The lives

of others perhaps not less gifted have been too

I

brief to develop their powers to the full ; it can

only be said of a Marlowe or a Chatterton that

they gave promise of the first rank while attaining

the second. Keats alone, whose life was shorter

than most of theirs, and who had to contend with

much greater disadvantages, has by common con-

sent won a place in the first class of poets. He
therefore has rightly won the admiration of young

readers, who may well wish to follow his flight with

their eyes, if they cannot with their wings. To a

certain extent his secret is incommunicable. Wa
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shall never explain how a young surgeon, the son

of a groom, came to be born with such a marvellous

sense of natural beauty, such an instinct for felicitous

diction, such an ear for musical speech, such an

innate sympathy with all the genius that had lived

before him ; strangest of all, with an insight into

the past putting contemporary scholars and anti-

quaries to shame, though they had all the pages of

the classics, and he had only Lempriere's Dictionary.

But we can trace how this genius was trained,

refined, exalted ; how it sat in judgment on itself;

chastening luxuriances and amjjutating deformities ;

how, having begun with ignorant scorn of the laws of

art, it ended with strict allegiance to them ; and added

the purity of form to the richness of colour. Hence

the study of Keats is no less full of instruction than

of delight to the reader who, having got so far as

to recognize the infinite superiority of "Lamia"

and the " Eve of St. Agnes " to " Endymion," will

stri\^e to discover why productions equally inspired

are not equally beautiful.

It may indeed be more truly affirmed of Keats

than of any other great English poet, that he is

read rather for delight than for instruction. The

reason is evident, his intense sympathy with the

beautiful does in truth oveqjower and overshadow

his other great gifts, and the qualities which most

invite analysis do not lie upon the surface. Yet we

shall find him very valuable as well as very delight-

ful, and especially so as a touchstone of his reader's

perception of poetry and art. Does " Endymion "

fail to please ? Then you are certainly wanting

in poetic sensitiveness : you will hardly get beyond

Scott and Campbell, or if you do admire \\'ordsworth

it will probably be for his philosophy rather than for

his poetry. Does it not also displease ? If not,

the artistic faculty needs to be awakened in you.

If you possess the sentiment of form, you will not

be content with mere shapeless colour, however

sumptuous. Ifmy reader cannot enjoy " Endymion,"

though I would not discourage her from reading

poetry-, I would not advise her to write it. If she

can see no difference between " Endymion " and
" Hyperion " or " Lamia," her taste is at least

immature, and I should recommend the study

of whatever tends to develop the perception of

form—Greek Sculpture, or the poetry of Tennyson,

or the essays and prefaces of !Matthew .\rnold.

Neither Keats nor his indiscriminating admirers

are to be blamed, both are passing through a stage

which writers and readers of keen sensibilities must

traverse, and it is only to be desired that the reader,

like the poet, should speedily discern that it is but a

prelude to something more excellent. When Keats

wrote " Endymion " poetry in its purest and narrow-

est sense was all in all to him. He was so intoxicated

with visible beauty as to be unable to recognize the

existence of intellectual beauty, and its manifest-

ation in the laws of poetic art. Hence he has

involuntarily demonstrated a most important truth,

that the gift of construction is only second to the

gift of creation, and related to it as grammar

is to eloquence.

The faults of " Endymion," regarded as a whole,

are capriciousness and incoherence. In a good

story, the incidents grow actually out of the leading

idea by an inward necessity. In " Endymion " they

are wholly arbitrary. There is no reason, for

instance, why Endymion should descend to the

bottom of the sea, e.xcept to give the author an

opportunity for picturesque writing. When Keats

has exhausted his powers of description, Endymion

has exhausted his powers of submersion, and finds

himself on dry land again, without having helped

the action of the poem on in the least. At this

time Keats possessed no faculty of selection : he

impressed whatever struck his fancy into the service

of his poem, without considering whether his poem

could use it. From the relative ineffectiveness of

what is frequently in itself so beautiful, the young

writer may derive the lesson so well learned by

Keats himself, the necessity of sobriety, of pro-

portion, of strict subordination to a controlling idea.

The countless verbal sins against good taste are

only redeemed by their sincerity from offensiveness.

There is perhaps no other equally inspired poem

where genius is brought into such jeopardy by

unskilfulness, but the divine gift prevails. The

annoyance is little to the delight we are constantly

receiving from felicities wbich no school could

have taught, and which must for ever be beyond

the reach of any but the most inspired poets:

—

A solitary glen.

Where there was never sound of mortal men.
Saving, perhaps, some snow-light cadences
Melting to silence, when upon the breeze

Some holy bark let forth an anthem sweet

To cheer itself to Delphi.

Old ocean rolls a lengthened wave to the shore,

Down whose green back the short-lived foam, all hoar.

Bursts gradual, with a wayward indolence.
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Four maned lions hale

The sluggish wheels ; solemn their toothed maws,
Their surly eyes brow-hidden, heavy paws
Uplifted drowsily, and nervy tails

Cowering their tawny brushes.

Most, perhaps, of the splendour of " Endymion "

is made up of such like brilliant spangles ; but there

are two passages nearly complete in themselves

where the poet has produced a perfect whole, a

symmetrical work of art. These are the descrip-

tion of the festival of Pan in the first book and the

song of the Indian maiden in the fourth. By what

magic this unschooled young man could pass back

into the pastoral age of Greece, and feel and re-

produce its frank and gladsome innocence, its

simple piety and manly spirit ; or how, more forcibly

than Titian himself, he could depict the tumult of

impetuous Bacchanals, storming along with cymbals

.and leashed leopards and rivers of wine,—is not a

discovery which any amount of study of precepts of

composition or laws of Art will enable us to make.

Ten months after rising from the poetic revel of

" Endymion," Keats is found undertaking another

poem of more serious purpose, and modelling

himself, so far as the bent of his genius permitted,

upon the most austere of English poets. The person-

ages of " Hyperion " are supernatural and colossal,

and the language is worthy of the personages. All

is imposing, but nothing is bombastic ; all is rich,

but nothing is luscious. By writing in blank verse,

Keats has freed himself from his principal infirmity ;

his rhymes no longer suggest his thoughts. He
proves himself a master of impressive narrative ; the

style, formerly so capricious, is steeped in majesty
;

the "brain-sick shepherd prince," as Keats himself

very justly styles his former hero, is replaced by

cods or demigods, more Venerable and at the same

time more human than Milton's fallen archangels.

Without losing anything of his sense of beauty, or

the spell with which he arrests its most fleeting

manifestations, Keats has acquired the art of adapt-

ing his manner to his matter, and the capacity of

evolving a noble moral. This indeed is indistinct

owing to the unfinished condition of the poem,

which consists of little more than two books, instead

of the ten designed. But it would undoubtedly have

been that taught to the fallen Titans by Oceanus :

—

As Heaven and Earth are fairer, fairer far.

Than Chaos and blank Darkness, though once chief.
And as we shine beyond that Heaven and Earth,
In form and shape compact and beautiful.

In will, in action free, companionship.
And thousand other signs of purer life

;

So on our heels a fresh perfection treads,

A power more strong in beauty born of us,

And fated to excel us, as we pass
In glory that old Darkness ; now are we
Thereby more conquered, than by us the rule

Of shapeless Chaos.

In proof of this position, Oceanus alleges his

own experience :

—

Have ye beheld the young god of the seas,
My dispossessor ? Have ye seen his face ?

Have ye beheld his chariot, foamed along
By noble winged creatures he hath made ?

I saw him on the calmed waters scud
With such a glow of beauty in his eyes
That it enforced me to bid sad farewell
To all my empire.

This great truth of the gradual advance of the

universe from age to age, as one order of beings

after another yields up its jjlace to a successor

better equipped and more highly developed than

itself, is not casually thrown out, but would have

made the kernel of Keats's epic. Hyperion, the

ancient sun-god, a Titan of siu-passing physical

majesty, would have come into conflict with, and

have succumbed to the young Apollo, the embodi-

ment of mind and soul. This plan is unfortunately

merely outlined. Keats began to fancy that he had

subjected himself too absolutely to the influence of

Milton, and although, as Mr. Colvin points out,

this was less the case than he imagined, it was

indeed by the tutelage of the older poet that for

the only time in his life he reached the sublime.

His genius was rather for the beautiful, and his

jjlunge into the gorgeous loveliness of his next con-

siderable poem, "The Eve of St. Agnes," has

almost the air of an escape. Nowhere is Keats

so thoroughly himself as in this incomparable

"monody of dreamy richness," as Mr. Rossetti

characterizes it, which more perfectly than anything

else, except the odes to be noticed presently, utters

what he had most at heart to express, and depicts

the world in which he most cared to live. There

are few pieces so instructive as exemplifying the

value of choice language ; read it and remark how
much of the charm arises from the endless suc-

cession of dainty words, each as it were a little

poem in itself;

—

Manna and dates, in argosy transferred

From Fez, and spiced dainties every one.
From silken .Samarcand to cedared Lebanon.
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Those who make a special study of poetry should

turn to the poem in Mr. Forman's edition, and see

by the various readings given in his notes how

success must be striven for—what a wrestle, for

instance, Keats had ere he could bring the three

lines just quoted lo their present exquisite

perfection.

" Lamia " is a less complete expression of Keats's

nature than " The Eve of St. Agnes "
; he wrote it,

we are told, after careful study of the versification

of Drydeii. But it stands higher as a work of art

:

it solves the problem of telling a powerful story in

language of which every line is individually

beautiful, without distracting the attention from the

narrative, or sacrificing the whole to tlie parts.

Something of the kind we have seen in the '• Eve

of St. Agnes," but the story of " Lamia " is far

more impressive, and contributes far more to the

total effect. There is scarcely a line which might

not stand by itself as " a thing of beaut)'," and

therefore, according to Keats, "a joy for ever;''

but the interest of the narrative is nevertheless

supreme, from the bright and graceful opening to

the tremendous catastrophe :

—

A serpent ! echoed he ; no sooner said

Than with a frij^htful scream she vanished :

And Lycius' arms were empty of delight.

As were his limbs of life, from that same night.

On the high couch he lay—his friends came round —
Supported him—no pulse or breath they found,
And, ill its marriage robe, the heavy body wound.

Something must now be said of Keats's l)Tics, the

very inequality of which justifies our highest con-

ceptions of his genius and his character. He is

not one of the poets who can give value to trifles.

When the thought is poor, the lyric is poor also.

He shows indeed some bent towards the gracefully

sportive ; but the direction of his genius in his really

great lyrics is mainly to the grave and dignified, to

stately melancholy, to solemn musing, in no

rebellious or cynical spirit, over the deceptions and

obscurities of human destiny. His three finest

odes are respectively inspired by those of the

motives most calculated to awaken such reflections

in a thoughtful mind—the song of the nightingale,

the contemplation of an ancient work of art, and

the mellow tints of autumn. The satisfaction which

his narrative poems exhibit with earthly things fails

him when, drawing the substance of his verse from

his own breast, he is driven to commune with

himself. We see that his nature was not a frivolous

one, and that though his exquisite perception of

beauty threw meditation and feeling into the back-

ground, it did not obliterate them. During theii

visitations, his whole being seems attuned to

solemn music. The movement of his verse, in

every true poet the index of the emotion, becomes

measured and deliberate, full of low cadences and

solemn pauses, like a performance upon a mighty

organ. The depth of the feeling is shown by the

elaborateness of the form it creates for itself In

hearing Keats pouring forth his soul in symphony

witli the nightingale, we hear the expression of

sentiments that have pervaded every part of his

being :—

Darkling I listen, and for many a time
1 li.\ve been half in love with easeful Death,

Called him soft names in many a mused rhyme
To take into the air my quiet breath

;

Now more than ever seems it rich to die,

To cease upon the midnight with no pain.

While thou art pouring forth thy soul abroad
In such an ecstasy ;

Still wouldst thou sing, and I have ears in vain.

To thy high requiem become a sod.

Thou wast not born for death, immortal Bird !

No hungry generations tread thee down
;

The voice 1 hear this passing niglit was heard
In ancient days by emperor and clown

;

Perhaps the selfsame song that found a path
Through the sad heart of Ruth, when, sick for home,
She stood in tears amid the alien corn

;

The same that ofttimes hath
Charmed magic casements, opening on the foam
Of perilous seas, in faery lands forlorn.

The last three lines are perhaps the most magical in

English poetry^ and another marvellous instance of

the effect gained by employing words fraught with

association with ideas of beauty or wonder. The

rest of Keats's lyrical work is far below his odes,

always excepting one sonnet of true sublimity,

another of yearning passion, and the weird ballad

of " La Belle Dame sans Merci," in which he

approaches Coleridge. He never wrote a good

song, for song requires unity of thought, and Keats's

instinct was to complicate and enrich. In this, as

in other things, a complete contrast to the poet

whose name is now usually associated with his,

Shelley. Shelley's music is like the ring of one

clear, penetrating voice ; Keats's like a concert of

instruments.

If we ask whom the poetry of Keats is calculated

to delight, we must answer, all who enjoy a per-

ception of natural beauty, including the beauties
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of speech and verbal music ; if we ask further, whom
it is most qualified to instruct as a manifestation of

moral beauty, the reply must be, the poet and the

artist. It is a witness tothe righteousness of eternal

law in the sphere of art, and the superiority of

v.ork wrought in conformity with it to the sallies of

genius that would be a law unto itself. The entire

intellectual history of Keats, from his boyish epistles

to Lamia, is a discourse on this text. But he has

another lesson to teach, the value of natural objects

in and for themselves. Poets who set themselves

to interpret Nature sometimes make you doubt

whether there is any actual beauty in her, or

whether all is but symbol and hieroglyph ; whether

natural objects have any worth or significance in

themselves apart from the meaning read out of

them or into them. Keats's poetry, however, is a

standing proof that the world of nature is as real

and vital as the world of mind, and that it is by no

means necessary to be a great philosopher to be a

great poet. It is natural that this should prejudice

him with those who live in a world of abstractions

;

that a severe thinker like Sara Coleridge should

speak with scorn or sorrow of his " want of power

or inclination to dwell on the intellectual side of

: things." But in the first place Keats's business was

not with the intellectual side of things, but with the

totality of things, and this no doubt is what Mr.

Colvin and Matthew Arnold mean by calling him a

Shakespearian spirit. In the second place, though

it was not Keats's habit to speculate earnestly in his

\ LTse, he can do so upon occasion ; and not a few

passages in his letters reveal both depth and sub-

tlety, and seem to give assurance that years would

have brought the philosophic mind to him no less

Certainly than to .Shakespeare, to Milton, and to

Tennyson. " Nothing," he himself remarks, " is

finer for the purposes of great productions than a

very gradual ripening of the intellectual powers."

If he had lived, he would in all probability have

proved it so. Though, as we have said, he is the

poet of youth, one does not readily associate his

poetry with spring, or dawn, or the earliest phase

of anything. In its opulence, mellowness, and

massiveness, it rather reminds us of autumn, the

season of fulness and fruition, of high-heaped

wains and brimming wine-vats. Inferior as it is to

what mature years might have made it, it asks no

indulgence, and is far from conveying a sense of

failure or imperfection. His place seems less with

genius blighted by early death, like Charles Wolfe

or Herbert Knowles, than with genius like Sappho's,

of whose complete productions we have been

deprived by accident. If we knew nothing of his

history we could easily believe his most perfect

works to be the product of a long development

instead of one arrested almost before it had begun,

and still so beautiful that we scarcely regret, scarcely

remember, the heights which might still have been

reserved for it. It is not of the verse of Keats as

we possess it, compared with what he might have

written, that we shall say,

Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard
Are sweeter.

The mournful interruption of his strain has

brought with it at least this compensation—it has

made him, as we began by saying, the poet of

youth, and in his own person the example of

perpetual youth :

Fair youth 'beneath the trees, thou canst not leave
Thy song, nor ever can those trees be bare

;

Bold Lover, never, never canst thou kiss,

Though winning near the goal, yet do not grieve
;

She cannot fade, though thou hast not thy bliss,

For e\ er wilt thou love, and she be fair.

SCHOLAR.SHIP COMPETITION QUESTIONS.
L Trace, as well as you can, the growth and development of Keats's poetical powers, taking for study

Endymion, Hyperion, and T/ie Eve of St. Agnes.

II. Dividing poetry into three great classes—lyric, epic, and dramatic— in which should you consider lay

Keats's chief strength ? Give reasons for choice.

Work Selected. Keats's Poems. (Walter Scott. Canterbury Poets.)

Papers to be sent in by January 25th. Total number of words in no case to e.xceed 500.

I

Work selected for I'ebruary. Browning's Selected Poems.
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And now, O Flowers,

—Ye that indeed are dead,—
Now for all waiting hours,

Well am I comforted
;

For of a surety, now, I see.

That without dim distress

Of tears, or weariness.

My Lady, verih-, awaiteth mc ;

So that uAtil with Her I be.

For my dear Lady's sake

I am right fain to make
Out from my pain a pillow, and to take

Grief for a golden garment unto me

;

Knowing that I, at last, shall stand

In that green garden land,

And in the holding of my dear Love's hand,
Forget the grieving and the misery.

ENGLISH LITERATURE

in.

The stars of midnight shall be dear
To her ; and she shall lean her ear

In many a secret place

Where rivulets dance their wayward round.
And beauty born of murmuring sound

Shall pass into her face.

IV.

The bird of wisdom flies low, and seeks her food
under hedges : the eagle himself would be starved if

he always soared aloft and against the sun. The
sweetest fruit grows near the ground, and the plants

that bear it require ventilation and lopping. Were
this not to be done in thy garden, every walk and alley,

every plot and border, would be covered with runners
and roots, with boughs and suckers.

Go, wondrous creature ! mount where Science guides,

Go, measure earth, weigh air, and state the tides ;

Instruct the planets in what orb to run,

—

Correct old Time, and regulate the sun ;

Go soar with Plato to the empyreal sphere
To the first good, first perfect, and first fair

;

Or tread the mazy round his followers trod.

And quitting sense, call imitating God ;

As eastern priests in giddy circles run
And turn their heads to imitate the sun.

Go, teach Eternal Wisdom how to rule

—

Then drop into thyself and be a fool !

The splendours of the firmament of time

May be eclipsed, but are extinguished not

;

Like stars to their appointed height they climb,

And death is a low mist which cannot blot

The brightness it may veil. When lofty thought

Lifts a young heart above its mortal lair,

And love and life contend in it for what
Shall be its earthly doom, the dead live there,

And move like wmds of light on dark and stormy air.
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ART TEACHING AS IT WAS AND
Conclusion.

AS IT IS.

W. p. Frith.

I
THINK it will not be denied that the art-

teaching in the Royal Academy at the present

time, as compared with that of fifty years ago, has

greatly improved in many important respects, and

I can safely assert, from an intimate knowledge of

the disposition of the Academicians towards the

students, that there is a great and growing desire to

offer opportunities for further improvement. In

any remarks or suggestions that may fall from me.

I have to say that they must be taken for what theyj

are worth—as individual opinion only. I have

urged some of them unsuccessfully in "another

place ;
" they have been combated to the satisfac-

tion of my opponents, but like the man convinced

against his will, I am of the same opinion still.

First then I think the system of visitors in the

painting school is an unfortunate one. Many and

various are the methods by which the artist arrives
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at a more or less true representation of nature, and

undoubtedly the most difficult of all the aspects

that nature presents is the true reproduction of the

tints and tones of flesh. All the members of the

Academy, associates and academicians, are eligible

for election as visitors—in other words as teachers

—in the painting school, the choice nearly always

falling on the most eminent of the body, and in-

stead of the perfunctory way in which the visiting

used to be performed, each visitor devotes many

hours of daylight and the whole of the two hours

in the evening to this most essential duty. Every

student's drawing is looked at and advised upon ;

and the experience of men who have spent their

lives in the practice of the art is brought to bear

upon all the painting—whether of head or figure

—

that is produced.

Each of these distinguished men has a method
of painting peculiar to himself, and in his hands

usually successful. The visitors serve in rotation,

each man's duty occupying a month, and during

that time the teacher is eagerly inculcating a method
of working which is flatly contradicted by the

visitor who follows him, that individual being con-

tradicted in his turn by his successor. It must be

borne in mind that the systems of each and ail of

these men may be admirable, and the result of the

practice in each case may be all that could be

desired, but as the methods are often opposed to

each other in every particular, the bewilderment to

the student is terrible, and improvement is made
almost impossible by conflicting advice. In place

of rotatory visitors I would propose a resident

professor, who should select from these varying

methods one only, and havmg satisfied himself that

the constant practice of that system would lead to

excellence, the student should be compelled to

adopt it. In the roll of illustrious names of

painters it will not be possible to find any with

better claims to be called great flesh pamters than

Titian and our own Reynolds. Unfinished works

by both these men betray to us the secret of their

methods of painting, and they are ide7itical. This

is not a matter of mere assertion— it can be proved.

I don't know to what height the ambition of a

student may soar, but I imagine that in his wildest

dreams he cannot hope to surpass Titian ! Why
then should he not be forced to follow in that

great man's footsteps, instead of losing his way
amidst the roads to success, devious and distressing

in their complexity, to which he is directed by ever

varying guides ? I pass by the objection to Rey-
nolds's method that the present faded and cracked

state of his works may suggest, because their

perished condition resulted from the fugitive nature

of his colours, and not from the way he used

them.

The shortness of life and the difficulties of art

should be ever in the student's mind ; and he may
rest assured that long practice is required in one
unvarying system of painting before he can acquire

sufficient mastery of it to satisfy himself, however

imperfectlv, in his rendering of nature. If scheme
after scheme is to be tried, each perhaps more or

less good in itself, irrecoverable time will be lost.

In opposition to my view it has been asserted

that the enforced persistence in one method would

lead to mannerism, and that though a certain

amount of confusion must arise in the student's

mind from conflicting advice, the clever student

would evolve a plan of his own from varieties of

teaching, while the stupid pupil would be im-

pervious to instruction in any form, and never

make an artist at all.

Judging from results, the best teaching was that

adopted by the great old masters, which was

precisely on the basis I recommend.

Youths were apprenticed for a certain number
of years to the great Italian or Flemish painters,

and in every case compelled to adopt the master's

method. No doubt this sometimes led to imita-

tion and to mannerism, but the clever tyro soon

outgrew the former, and the latter propensity was

peculiar to the youth to whom Nature had

denied the feu sacre without which the best in-

struction is thrown away. Vandyke was Rubens's

pupil, and in his earlier pictures a certain similarity

to the master's work is discernible, soon to give

place to a purely original style which has made his

name immortal. In Raphael's first efforts the

peculiarities of his master, Bellini, may be dis-

covered, there again to be discarded for the sublime

qualities that distinguish the Madonna San Sisto

and the frescoes of the Vatican.

To my mind one of the evils of all academies is

in the idea that is too often engendered in the

student, that the curriculum is tlie " be all and

end all
"—widi its medals, money jjrizes, and

scholarships—instead of only the means to an end.

I find an anxiety in respect of pri2es quite out of
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proportion to tlieir real value, though that value

can be ascertained by the long list of successful

candidates which hang o;i the walls of the Academy,

a very small percentage of whose names ever

became known as artists at all, still fewer that were

eminent.

One of the greatest improvements upon the

teaching of long ago is the study of the nude
living model in the daytime as well as at night,

and the consequent opportunity for the student to

paint as well as draw from the life. At one time

the practice of painting by artificial light was

allowed, but it was found that the difficulty of

judging with sufficient accuracy of the tints required

to represent the true colour of flesh was insur-

mountable, and that method of study was discon-

tinued. In the evening classes chalk drawing only

is permitted. " The French draw better than we

do " is a phrase I often hear, and I admit the

truth of it. So far as I have been able to learn, the

French curriculum differs from ours mainly in the

fact that both nature and the antique are put before

the student in the earlier stage of his career ; that

the high finish—carried to such a point by our

students in their antique drawings as almost to

create illusion—is discouraged ; and that " time

studies " are insisted upon. The last method how-

ever is now part of our system, and a very valuable

addition it is. In twelve hours or thereabouts the

student is required to present the character, action,

and true proportion of an antique figure, not in

outline merely, but with a certain amount of

rotundity produced by light and shadow. The

power of rapidly seizing these essentials cannot be

overrated, and it should be cultivated in the life-

school as well as in the antique. In the South

Kensington school the students are very properly

discouraged from attempting the elaborate method li

of drawing required for admission to the Royal

Academy, but ambitious spirits, ignoring the pur-

pose for wliich the South Kensington teaching was ;

intended, do sometimes enter the lists, but seldom ,•

successfully. I believe the instruction in the Slade !

school—inspired by an excellent artist, Mr. Legros
\

—is much on French lines, and with good results,
j

though I am not in a position to instance them, as

we seldom obtain recruits from " the Slade."

I need scarcely say that in the examination of ^

the drawings for the admission of students the j

names of the competitors are unknown to the \

judges, and it was with no little surprise that we ^

found on ascertaining the names of the success- i

ful candidates at the last election—when fifteen

probationers were chosen—that ten of them were

ladies ! There can be no doubt that it was not

intended by the founders of the Institution that

the gentler sex should partake of the art-education

of the Royal Academy, and it was but a very few

years ago that a bold adventuress succeeded, under

our rule of hidden names, in winning the suffrages

of her judges, whose verdict was given on the

merits of the drawings alone.

Though the female student was never contem^

plated by the compilers of the " instrument " which

governs us, there is no law by which she could be

excluded, and we now rejoice in numbers nearly

equalling those of the rougher sex.

When one contemplates the overcrowded classes

in the Royal and other academies (and, I am bound

to add, the rare instances of the presence of real

power,) it is sad to think of the disappointment ii

store for so manv industrious men and women.

SUBJECTS FOR FINE ART COMPETITION.
Works to be sent in by /aft. ^ist.

JUSTICE.

" Clear eyed Astrea

Comes with her balance and her sword to show

That first her judgment weighs before it strikes.'

XanSscape.
" A very beautiful world,—a sort of silen

fairyland,—a creation of that matchless magician

the hoar-frost. There had been just snow enough

to cover the earth and all its colours with one sheet

of pure and uniform white, and just time enough

since the snow had fallen to allow the hedges to be

freed of their fleecy load and clothed with a delicate

coating of rime. The atmosphere was deliciously

calm ; . . . . the sky rather grey than blue, throwing

out into bold relief the snow-covered roofs of our

village, and the rimy trees that rise above them. .
."

—MlTFORD.
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M-^fl]CE.W!DDLin"
"'* n RECITATION FOR. YOUNG VIOLINISTS-

The musictobe pliyed.aa arra^nged .after e&cK verae.

T^HE lawn was shorn like velvet,

The moon was round and white,

AVTien with fiddle-case on his shoulder

Blithely he came in sight

—

A little cricket-musician,

Agile, gallant and gay
;

And after him came the riff-raff

Of the cricket-band to play.

j^ujic-by dJiu^Eiclibepg-
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They were in the finest of spirits

And in the best of tune ;

One had a hurdy-gurdy,

Another a big bassoon
;

There was one with portly bagpipes,

And one with fife so small.

But the fiddler—oh, the fiddler.

He was the best of all

!

^^ffia
m^
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Under my lady's window-

In proper line arrayed,

They began in minstrel fashion

Their moonlight serenade.

Toot-toot ! pick-pick ! to start with

(That is the usual plan

With string and key and mouth-piece)

—

And then they all began :

The accordion and cornet,

The clarion and trombone,

And every kind of a bugle

And pipe that could be blo\\Ti,

And every kind of viol

That could sing or cry or call ;

But the fiddle, oh, the fiddle,

Mcrrilv led them all !

^^4^^^

It was tweedle, twccdle, tweedlc

Then chime, chime, chime.

As tambourine-bells jangled

And castanets kept time ;

Strings of silk and of silver.

Tongues of reed and of bird,

Were all in reckless measure

And sweet confusion heard.

And oil, the folk grew merry

When my fair lady's face

Shone from her open window

Between her curtain's lace.

Medleys of jigs and marches

Did faster and faster fall.

And the fiddle, the jolly fiddle.

Was heard above them all.

How players crooked their elbows.

And how their cheeks jjuffed out.

And how the leader's baton

^Vas wildly twirled about

!

Till, at length, they tired my lady

With such Ti frenzied din.

And, like the moon departing

In shadow, she went in.

r^fi f f r ^

^^^^
Q-l
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Then into sudden panic

Was thrown the serenade,

And each Httle black musician

Some jarring discord made,

Grating, squeaking and shrilling

All up and down the scale,

While the fiddle, the sorry fiddle,

Sent forth most woful wail !

^S
A still and hopeless silence

Fell on the players then.

For they knew my sleepy lady

Would not be seen again,

And so they stealthily vanished,

Till all but one were gone.

A black cloud hid the moonlight

:

Rain pattered on the lawn !

He rubbed his bow with rosin,

He tightened up the keys,

Though he stood in the long wet grasses

Up to his very knees.

Playing ? Yes, playing the fiddle !

He scraped and scraped away.

That never-discouraged cricket.

Incessantly till day !

Clara Doty Bates.
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XVII.

HAPPV SIR CHRISTOPHER.

IT was in fine autumn weather that Norma and

her father returned to their own county in order

to be present at Madge's wedding, having been in-

vited to spend a week with Mrs. Wihon for that

purpose. Mrs. Wilton's small house would not

hold many guests, and she herself thought that

it would have been more proper and fitting to

])lace her spare rooms at the disposal of the

Huddersfields and the Lacys ; but Madge jiointed

out that the Lacys, who certainly would not stay

more than one night, could be accommodated, that

Lord Huddersfield, who could not be made com-

fortable, would undoubtedly, if asked, display that

sense of wliat was due to himself which he always

did display under such circumstances, by making

everybody else as uncomfortable as possible, and

finally, that Norma's help in carrying out arrange-

ments for the coming festivities would be invaluable.

So Mrs. \\'ilton, being at this time very much
pleased with her youngest daughter, and unwilling

to refuse her anything in reason, gracefully yielded,

and extended to her former neighbours a welcome

as warm as it was in her nature to bestow upon

anybody.

A king when once l.e has abdicated should

not return to his former dominions, nor a vicar

who has accepted another living to his former

l)arish, nor a squire who has let his place to the

estate upon which he has ceased to reside. It

is sad (however much one may have been pre-

[lared for it) to find that things have deteriorated

during one's absence ; it is not perhaps quite as

satisfactory as it ought to be to find that they have

improved : so that, upon the whole, such reappear-

ances can only be recommended to persons of large

views and sweet temper. Howe\'er, Norma's temper

was perfect, and Mr. Shafto, to do him justice, was a

man free from the pettier failings to which human

nature is prone. He did not seem to mind revisiting

the scenes amidst which the greater part of his

life had been passed and from which necessity-

had severed him in his old age ; he went about

among his tenants, with whom he had always

been popular : he dropped in to lunch with the

neighbours, who were delighted to see him: he had

a day's partridge shooting with Sir Christopher

Shearman at Brampton, and altogether enjoyed

himself amazingly.

Norma could not rise to quite so high a ])hiloso-

phic level. The surrender of Branlpton had been

a far heavier trial to her than to her father ; she

loved every stick and stone about the place, and when

she took her walks abroad there was not a thatched

cottage nor an ivy-grown homestead but seemed

to gaze at her reproachfully. Her poor people,

too, sympathized with her, as the manner of their

class is, by making the very worst that could be

made of a bad business. They shook their heads

and wept and said times were hard for all, but

'twas a terrible thing, sure enough, when them

as had lived upon the land for centuries were

driven out to make room for rich tradesmen

and such like. Also they prophesied that the

poor old Squire would not survive long in e.xile,

" though he do bear up wonderful." And as for

themselves, what was to become of them, without

Miss Norma to help them through their troubles

when the winter set in, the Lord alone He knew !

Ne\'ertheless, it appeared upon further inquiry

that these jeremiads were uttered rather as compli-

ments than as a statement of actual grievances •.

for Sir Christopher had evidently been extremely

liberal, and as soon as these good people dis-

covered that the interloper might be spoken well of

without offence, they all with one consent began

to extol his generosity. Nov>-, it was true that

Norma had heard something about Sir Christopher's
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ambition to represent a constituency in which

the voters were mainly agricultural, and she had

also heard more than once that he was a man who

did not spend money heedlessly ; but whatever

his motives might be, it was something to be

thankful for that the poor would be taken care

of under his sway, and she did not grudge him

any praise that he might receive either in that

quarter or elsewhere.

By Mrs. Wilton, as a matter of course, he was

praised in the highest terms, and as for Madge,

she said very little about him, which was as much
as could be hoped for. Madge was very busy

and, to all appearance, very happy. There had

been a great piece of work to get her trousseau

ready in time ; but now all the frocks had arrived

and were a source of unmixed delight to her. Sir

Christopher rode over daily, but showed himself

in no way exacting, and was, as she always said,

'•very kind."

The wedding which was solemnized at Brampton

church was in all respects the smartest that the county

had seen for many a long day. The bride, whose

dress was a triumph of millinery and whose splendid

diamonds (the gift of the bridegroom) excited the

envy of all feminine beholders, was a little pale, as all

brides ought to be, but maintained her composure

admirably and said what she had to say in a clear,

audible voice. The bridegroom was suffused with

smiles and looked like a fool, as perhaps all bride-

grooms are apt to do. As for the bridesmaids,

Mr. Basil Morley, who was present and who was

an authority upon such points, declared that the

basis of pale and dark blue out of which their

charming costumes had been evolved was thoroughly

artistic, and that he did not remember ever to have

seen Miss Shafto look more beautiful. " Although,"

he added, " Miss Shafto would look beautiful in

sackcloth."

Lord Huddersfield thought the bridesmaids'

frocks ugly, and said so, but Lord Huddersfield

was a very cross old man, and he had had rather

a long drive from Warbury Park, which house

had been placed at his disposal by the absent

Lord Loddondale, and he was not at all sure

that he hadn't caught a cold in his head. Lady

Huddersfield, a very handsome woman, well known
in the fashionable world, was pleased to express

approval of the proceedings generally, and said a

lew kind words to her sister, but she would not

stay for the breakfast, explaining that they always

had mutton chops and boiled potatoes for luncheon,

and that, since these delicacies were not forthcoming,

she thought they had better get back to Warbury

as quickly as possible.

Most people will agree with Lady Huddersfield in

disliking wedding-breakfasts, and in these days the

people who are married in London very generally

contrive to dispense with them ; but in the country

this is less easily managed. Mrs. Wilton, therefore,

had provided her friends and neighbours with a

feast of the old-fashioned kind, which was duly

graced by the presence of the bride and bridegroom.

In the absence of any better-qualified person, Mr.

Shafto proposed the health of the happy pair in

felicitous terms ; Sir Christopher responded jovially,

and then Mr. Morley suddenly rose to his feet

with some fell intent which he was precluded from

carrying into execution, for, chance or design having

placed him next to Miss Travers, he was at once

gripped and forced back into his seat by that

stalwart lady, who told him that if he didn't shut

up, she would WTing his neck. Then the bride

withdrew to change her dress and take a fond

farewell of her mother, half an hour after which

she reappeared, exquisitely arrayed in fawn-colour,

trimmed with silver fox, and stepped lightly into

the brougham which was waiting for her. There

were no tears and not many embracings or last

words.

" Which is quite as it should be," -observed Mr.

Shafto, rubbing his hands. " I never could see

why people should want to turn a wedding into a

funeral."

As the carriage drove away. Norma stood on the

steps, gazing after it a little wistfully. By her way of

thinking, there are many weddings which are sadder

than funerals. After death comes at least rest. It is

as impossible to doubt this in the case of our own

dead as it is to help foreseeing the possibility of mis-

fortune for such of our friends as are still living, and

although some loveless marriages turn out, or seem

to turn out, satisfactorily, one can scarcely suppose

that the generality do. Therefore Norma looked

pensively after the retreating brougham until her

meditations were interrupted by the voice of the

sententious Morley, who said :
" Don't you know,

Miss Shafto, that it is very unlucky to watch people

out of sight ?
"

" Well," answered Norma, wheeling round abruptly,
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"they are not out of sight yet, so I trust I shall

liave brought no misfortune upon them."

" That," remarked Mr. Morley, " is likely enough

to overtake them, I should say, without help from

anybody. I myself, as I need hardly tell you,

am no believer in superstitions of any kind, but

I occasionally venture to make predictions which

are grounded upon something more solid. Upon

observation of human character and conduct, in

short."

" Really ? " said Norma. " But perhaps you are

sometimes mistaken ; and if you have any disagree-

able prediction to make about Madge, I would

rather you didn't make it to me."

"Then I will not say what I was going to say,"

returned the jjoet imperturbably. " Miss Wilton

never interested me i)articularly ; Lady Shearman,

I confess, does."

And doubtless he would have explained why

Lady Shearman was so favoured, had he not at

this juncture been interrupted by a rude jDerson

who made it a practice to interrupt him as often

as she could.

" Now, Mr. Morley," said Nell Travers, bustling

out of the house, " suppose you make yourself

useful for once. Just run to the stables and see

whether my dog-cart is ready, will you ? And if

it is, you can drive it round for me. Don't let the

mare bolt with you, though."

Mr. Morley looked as if he did not half like

the commission. " Perhaps one of the servants
—

"

he began.

" My good man, I can't get them to attend to

me ; so it isn't likely that you'll get them to attend

to you. Don't waste time, i)lease ; I want to be

off."

" You will make the ])Oor fellow break his neck,"

said Norma reproachfully, as Mr. Morley retired

with reluctant stejjs.

" No fear I In the first i)lace, nothing would

induce him to drive the mare, and in the second,

nothing would induce me to let him attempt it.

He'll find my groom in the stable-yard all right.

Don't you be anxious and troubled about your

friends, Norma. They can take precious good

care of themselves, you'll find, and they know very

well what they're about."

" Do you think so ? " asked Norma, smiling.

" I'm as sure of it as I am that Sir Christopher

has got a pretty wife, that Madge has got an adoring

husband, that Mr.s. Wilton has secured another

rich son-in-law, and that everybody is satisfied all

round."

And Miss Travers's dog-cart dashing up to the

door at this moment, she climbed into it, waved

a farewell to Norma and drove off at a smart trot.

Mr. Morley, who had returned, composedly

])icked u]) the thread of his discourse where he

had dro])ped it. " Lady Shearman," said he,

•' becomes interesting from to-day. Hitherto she

has been under the influence of her mother, and

it has been easy to guess how she would act under

any given circumstances ; henceforth she will be

under the nominal control of a man whom she

neither loves nor fears as yet, and what she will

develo]) into is quite uncertain. I shall watch her

career with curiosity."

" I see Mrs. Morley making signs to you," said

Norma, not caring to prolong the conversation.

Basil Morley was pompous and silly enough
;

yet she could not help feeling that his comments

upon the situation were more to the point than

those of the good-humoured Nell Travers.

XVHI.

LORD LODDOND.\LK M.VKES .V SUC.GESTION.

Now.vn.ws it is not usual for any girl to grow up to

womanhood without having once quitted her native

shores ; and if young people are still as light-hearted

and as easily amused as they always were (which

seems probable, notwithstanding some loud asser-

tions to the contrary), yet it cannot be denied that

the delightful sensation of living under conditions of

absolute novelty must, before they have been twenty

years in the world, be no longer possible to the

majority of them. But Norma's lot had been an ex-

ceptional one. Her father, always an optimist, had

been perfectly satisfied with his daily avocations and

diversions at Bramjiton until the fall in the vahie

of land began to make him restless, nor had he ever

cared to leave home, except on an occasional visit to

a friend or for a run up to London. Consequently,

when this pair set off in the late autumn on their

way towards Italy, Norma enjoyed thoroughly every

step of the journey ; and, for the matter of that,

Mr. Shafto enjoyed it as much as she did. They

did not hurry themselves, having no occasion to do

so, but actually halted at Boulogne and Amiens on

their way to Paris, in which latter city they spent
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ten days of unmixed pleasure, seeing all the sights,

prowling round the brilliantly lighted Palais Royal

after nightfall, dining at the various restaurants of

which a list had been handed to Mr. Shafto by the

knowing Lammergeier, and visiting such of the

theatres as had been pronounced by that authority

to be cotivenables.

It was a joyous time, and Norma often looked

back upon it afterwards with a pain at her heart.

She and her father had always been the best of

friends ; but latterly they had not seen a great deal

of one another, and he had often been worried and

absent-minded, seeming as if he had troubles which

lie would like to talk about (for it was his nature

to talk about his troubles), yet resenting any leading

•questions that might be put to him. Now, however,

all these cares had evidently been left behind in

England, and Mr. Shafto's chief thought was how he

might best please his daughter. To be sure, that was

not a difficult matter, and there was no need for

him to buy jewellery for her in the Rue de la Paix

in order to accomplish his end ; still the jewellery

was pretty, and it pleased him to see her wearing

it, and it pleased him even more to find that her

tastes and wishes coincided in all things with his

own.

" It's wonderful how well we get on together.

Norma !
" he exclaimed one evening, beaming at her

across the little table at which they were dining.

" An old fellow like me and a young girl like you

—nobody would believe it. 'Crabbed age and

youth,' you know. But, after all, why should age

be crabbed ? I don't know why that should be taken

for granted."

No doubt he gave himself the larger share of

credit for the happy state of things to which he

alluded ; but if he did, it was not by Norma that

he was in any danger of being contradicted.

" Certainly you are not crabbed," she answered
;

" but then I never think of you as being old, some-

how. In many ways you seem to me to be younger

that I am."

Mr. Shafto laughed, not ill-pleased by the com-

pliment ; but he pretended to be vexed. "Younger

than you indeed ! What impudence ! I suppose you

mean that I am more foolish and more easily taken

in. Now, I know very well that is what you think,

;
Norma ; but if you will just wait a little bit and judge

by results, you may perhaps alter your opinion."

Well, it was an opportunity ; but she had not the

heart to take advantage of it. Mrs. Lammergeier

might talk of her influence over her father ; but

would any father stand being told by his daughter

that he was too rash in money matters? Besides,

she hojjed that, for the present at any rate, he was

giving himself a holiday.

From Paris the travellers proceeded slov.ly

southwards by way of Dijon, Avignon, Marseilles,

Cannes and Nice, pausing at all these places and

making friends every^vhe^e. Mr. Shafto never

denied himself the amusement of entering into

conversation with his fellow-wanderers. He did

not know what a dangerous practice this is (for

how can you tell whether somebody to whom you

have addressed a few civil words at a table d'Mle

may not turn up afterwards in London and claim

acquaintance with you and give no end of trouble ?).

Or perhaps he did know it and didn't care ; be-

cause there never lived a less calculating man.

So, in the natural course of things, Monte Carlo

was reached one fine December evening; and,

being in such a place, it was of course desirable

to take a cursory glance at those discreditable scenes

which have so often been described in the news-

papers.

There was nothing very tragic in the aspect of the

assemblage in the gaming-rooms. It was a large

assemblage, and it consisted for the most part of

l)eople who were playing either regularly or inter-

mittently.

As Norma was looking round her she was ac-

costed by a rather loudly dressed gentleman with

reddish hair and sharp little eyes.

" Miss Shafto !
" he exclaimed. " Fancy your being

here !

"

" How do you do, Lord Loddondale ? Ought

I not to be here?" asked Norma, laughing.

" Well, I won't go so far as to say that. Everybody

comes here, of course. Only it isn't exactly the

sort of place where one would have expected to see

you."

"But I assure you I am only a spectator, and I am

going away presently, and I disapprove of gambling

quite as much as you can."

Mr. Shafto, who had been also looking about

him, now bustled up hastily ; whereupon Lord

Loddondale reminded the old gentleman that they

had met before, and expressed his great satisfaction

at this opportunity of renewing acquaintance with

a valued friend of his father's. For some reason or
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other, this young man, whose bad manners were

notorious, seemed anxious upon the present occasion

to make himself very agreeable. He accompanied

Mr. and Miss Shafto as far as their hotel ; he

chatted pleasantly as he walked beside them in the

bright moonlight : he asked whether he might

be allowed to call, and exjjressed a hope that

they would not hurry away from Monte Carlo,

" which is really out and out the most charming

place on the Riviera. Beats everything else hollow

in point of climate ; and there's always plenty

of first-rate music too for those who like it. I

dare say Miss Shafto likes music ?
"

Miss Shafto admitted that she did, but she also

seemed to think there was little hope of their

making a long stay in their jjresent quarters.

The next morning she woke early, with the warm

sunshine streaming through her open window, and

having got up and dressed herself, went out for a

walk before breakfast. She wandered slowly along

the terraces and through the well-kept gardens,

drinking in the balmy air and marvelling at the

exquisite, soft hues of sea and shore. The Riviera

has been terribly disfigured no doubt, but t'he

climate and the colouring and the outline of the

hills remain unalterable. Besides, Norma was

not in a position to draw comjjarisons, not having

seen that lovely region in the pre-railway era.

She seated herself upon a bench and gazed at

it all and was satisfied, experiencing that sensation

of pleasure in the mere fact of being alive which is

scarcely attainable in more northern latitudes. And
being m so happy a mood, she was not annoyed

when Lord Loddondale, clad in an aggressive check

suit, suddenly interposed his person between her

and the prospect, but was only very much surprised

to see him out of doors at that hour.

"Are you always such an early riser?" she

asked him, after returning his salutation.

"Well, yes," he answered; "I am as a rule.

I don't care about lying in bed after I'm awake,

and there's a good deal in habit you see. What
with cub-hunting and duck-shooting and one thing

and another, I've got into the way of doing with less

sleep than most men."

A short pause followed ; after which Norma said,

" Isn't it a divme morning ?

"

Lord Loddondale had seated himself upon the low

wall facing her and was swinging one of his legs.

"Awfully jolly,' he responded rather absently ; and

then : " Have you quite made up your minds not

to stay here ?
"

" Oh, yes : we are going on to San Remo this

afternoon." i,

"Really? I'm very sorry we are to lose you

so soon ; but, as you're going, I'm glad I chanced

to meet you this morning, because there are one

or two things that I rather want to say to you.

You're bound for Rome, your father told me."

" Yes, eventually. Is there any chance of your

coming on so far ?
''

Lord Loddondale shook his head. "Not likely.

1 sha'n't begin hunting till after Christmas this

season; but that doesn't give me much time to spare,

you see. However, you'll meet Walter there. I

dare say you've heard that he has set up his stone-

breaking shop at Rome for the winter. I don't see

why a man should do better statues in Italy than

in England ; but jjerhaps, under the circumstances,

it's just as well that he should have a little bit of a

change, eh ?
"

Lord Loddondale looked keenly at Norma as he

made this observation, and she laughed, which

appeared to please him.

"Ah," said he, "I see you know all about it,

and that's quite the right view to take of it. It's

the view I take myself. It's a thing to be laughed

at ; it never was serious from the first."

" I think it was very serious to him," Norma
said.

" Oh, he fancied so—naturally. One always does.

But you know as well as I do, and a great deal

better perhaps, that the girl had nothing except her

beauty—and none too much of that. Walter isn't

the sort of man to live happily with a wife who

has only looks ; and so, in my opinion, he's uncom-

monly well out of it. I shouldn't wonder if that

was his opinion too by this time."

All this was not a little surprising to Norma,

who had not sujjposed that Lord Loddondale,

took so kindly an interest in his younger brother.

She liked him all the better for it, though she

scarcely knew what reply to make. " Lord AV'alter

was staying with you when—when he had his-

disappointment, was he not ? " she asked at length,
j

" Yes ; he came for a couple of nights. Rather!

ridiculous, you know. Of course the other fellows;

who were shooting with me guessed what had'

happened, though I made up a yarn about his

having been suddenly called away. But what I
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wanted to say to you, Miss Shafto, was that I

hope you won't think the worse of poor Walter

for liaving made an ass of himself in this way.

[t isn't so very extraordinary, you know, that a

man should be fascinated for a time by a little

Sirt ; it's what we're all liable to. But as for his

liaving been really in love with her— don't you

believe it
!

"

" But I do believe it, and I don't think at all

the worse of him for it," said Norma wonderingly.

"Why should I?"

Lord Loddondale made an impatient movement.

"Oh, well," he said, "perhaps I express myself

badly ; I'm not much accustomed to this sort of

thing. I had better say straight out what I mean,

and then if you're affronted it can't be helped. But

I'm sure you won't take offence where none is

intended. The long and the short of it is. Miss

Shafto, that that little Wilton girl wasn't in any way

suited to Walter, and that you are. Exactly suited

to him, I should say. I won't swear that he's good

enough for j'ou ; but he really is a good fellow, and

always has been. Nobody can call him a muff—

I

don't know many better shots than Walter—but he

has never broken loose and played Old Harry all

round, as I have. He's clever too, and good-looking.

It does seem to me that you might do a great deal

worse."

Norma burst out laughing. Lord Loddondale's

suggestion was too comical to be disconcerting ;

[md although he reddened and looked annoyed

lat her merriment, he admitted that his behaviour

I
A'as unconventional.

" You'll say I might let him speak for himself.

Well, he'll do that, I expect. Of course I may be

mistaken ; only I don't think I am. I've noticed

certain little things in his manner when we were

talking about you. But all I want to beg of you is

that you won't refuse to listen to him just because

you happen to know that he once had a fancy for

somebody else. I wish you wouldn't laugh : it isn't

X joke."

"I have no doubt you mean to be kind. Lord

Loddondale," answered Norma ;
" and I will try not

laugh any more, since you don't like it. But

/our anxiety to marry me to a man who has never

ihown any personal anxiety in that direction does

ieem rather queer and unaccountable."

" Not so very, if you will think of it. I'm not a

tiarrying man, and though I may live to be seventy,

it's more likely that I shall die comparatively young,

because I'm not altogether sound. I had a bad
fall out hunting two years ago, and I've never

really got over it. It wouldn't take a great deal

to kill me. Well then, don't you understand that

I should be glad to see Walter married, and that I

should like him to marry the woman who, if you'll

excuse my bluntness, strikes me as being the \-ery

best and most charming I have ever met in my
life, not excepting my own mother?"

Norma looked at her companion, who presented

every appearance of robust health. He spoke again

before she had time to make any rejoinder.

" I know what you're thinking, and you're quite

right ; that isn't my only reason. Do you know.

Miss Shafto, I'm not such a bear as people make-

me out. I should like very much to associate with

ladies sometimes if I could ; only I can't, because

the moment that I attempt it they begin trying

either to marrj- me themselves or to marry me to

somebody else. Now, you're not one of that sort

;

and if you were my sister-in-law, perhaps )-ou would

sometimes let me come and talk to you—which

would do me a lot of good "

" But, Lord Loddondale," said Norma, " you are

most welcome to come and talk to me as often

as you like, though I am not your sister-in-

law."

"Thanks; it's awfully good of you to say that.

But I'm afraid it wouldn't be quite the same thing,

would it ? And then again, I should like to serve

Walter a good turn. As I told you once before,

I have done him out of his inheritance, and now

he won't take anything from me ; but if he were a

married man, I think he would see that the case was

altered. When I spoke to him about an allowance,

I said a thousand a year ; but I could easily make

it a good deal more than that. Do think it over.

Of course I don't expect you to promise that you'll

take him if he asks you, or anything of that sort ;

only you might just bear in mind that he won't

be a poor man. You might have Warbury rent free,

and I should be only too pleased if you would

keepj the house aired for me ; because I shall never

live there myself. And as for that silly affair about

Miss Wilton
"

But here Lord Loddondale's eloquence was cut

short by the appearance of Mr. Shafto, who had

come out in search of his daughter, and who was

disposed to be a shade less amiable and talkative
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than on the previous evening, not having yet had

his breakfast.

Lord Loddondale was begged to join his friends

at that repast, but excused himself upon the plea

of a previous engagement, adding that, as he was

going to shoot pigeons that afternoon, he was afraid

he would not be able to see them off at the station.

So presently he took his leave, with a parting glance

at Norma which recalled the last injunction of

Charles the First to Bishop Juxon.

XIX.

m.\dge's husband.

It has been asserted by some that the entire

devotion of any man, be he who he may, is never

disagreeable to any woman. This is perhajjs putting

the case too strongly, but one may at least hope

that when the woman has gone the length of

marrying the man, she prefers adoration on his

part to neglect. Madge, at all events during the

€arly days of her married life, found it quire pleasant

to be worshipped by Sir Christojiher Shearman,

and liked him a great deal better than she had

ever imagined it possible that she could. It

was an altogether new sensation to her to be antici-

pated in every wish and to be treated as though

her comfort were the only thing in the world worthy

of consideration. She had one of those natures

which are called affectionate (a term not neces-

sarily implying any great readiness to make sacri-

fices for the sake of affection), she was fond of

people who were kind to her, and it seemed

quite possible that she might end by becoming

fond of Sir Christopher.

The newly-married couple went to the Lakes

to spend the honepnoon and got on wonderfully

well while the fine weather lasted. They visited

Windermere and Coniston and Ulleswater, and,

the season being so far advanced, were not much

plagued by tourists. They were neither of

them people who cared very much for scener)-

;

yet after their fashion they enjoyed the shifting

lights and shades upon the hillsides and the brilli-

ant autumn tints upon the trees, and every day

Sir Christopher took his wife out in a boat and

taught her how to use an oar, expressing the

^eatest surprise and admiration at her proficiency.

It was not very exciting ; but somehow or other the

hours were filled up, and Lady Shearman, writing

at this time to her friend Miss Shafto, stated in so

many words that she was " as happy as possible."

But at Keswick, alas ! it began to rain ; and then

it was that the dreadful danger of wedding journeys ,

and the wisdom of those who set their faces against '

them became apparent. Now, every one v.-ill allow
,

that to be shut uj) in an English hotel, with nothing
\

to do except to watch the drops running down the

window panes and rap a falling barometer, is much
worse for a man than it is for a woman. Women
can write letters to their friends or busy themselves

with fancy-work ; but what is to become of a man \

who doesn't like reading and who has already ex- i

hausted the newspapers? Therefore it was clearly

Madge's duty to try and cheer up her husband,

instead of growing cross and petulant and declaring

outright that she was bored to death.

Sir Christopher was not a good-temi)ercd man
;

moreover, unless he had some amount of exercise

every day his liver got out of order ; so, when

her ladyship made this rather unkind .speech, he

said very disagreeable things against the weather.

Madge chose to take his behaviour in very ill part,

and turned her back upon him ; whereupon he flung

out of the room, muttering in his beard, and did not

show himself again for several hours.

It was only an absurd little tiff, such as might

have occurred between any married couple, and

it was .speedily followed by a reconciliation. Sir

Christopher begging pardon very humbly and call-

ing himself a brute. Still it served as a warning

that the ])resent situation was fraught with peril

;

so, after dinner that evening, while her husband

was smoking before the fire, Madge proposed a

change of scene.

" I don't like this place," she said. " Don't you

think we might make a move ?
"

" It's a beastly hole," agreed Sir Christopher

gloomily ;
" but I don't know that one of the othersi

mightn't be beastlier, and we can't go home yet,

because the house isn't ready to receive us."

" But couldn't we try another part of the

country ? Harrogate, for instance, or Buxton. At

least there would be a band there, and perhaps,

a club, where you might meet somebody whom!

you knew."

Sir Christopher jumped at the suggestion, and

rang the bell at once to give the necessary in-

structions. Not, he was careful to explain, that he

cared a strav; about a club or about meeting fellows

I
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whom he knew. His wife's company was all that

he wanted.

" Well," returned Madge, laughing, " I am flat-

tered by your saying so ; but at the risk of being

thought rude, I must confess that in such weather

as this I should like nothing better than to come

across an acquaintance."

And it so fell out that she obtained her wish ;

for when on the succeeding day, they reached the

hotel at Buxton, which place they had decided

ujion in preference to Harrogate, who should accost

Madge but her cousin Mrs. Langley, who it may be

remembered, had once given Lord Walter a cup

of tea and an opportunity. Mrs. Langley's presence

at Bu.xton was accounted for by the circumstance

that she had a gouty husband. He limped out

presently and joined the group—a fat, good-

humoured little man, who accepted his chronic ail-

ment philosophically and managed to amuse himself

in spite of it. With Sir Christopher he had already

slight acquaintance, and he was delighted to

see his wife's pretty little cousin, having a strong

predilection for pretty people.

" Buxton isn't half a bad ])lace," he told her.

" Do you want to be left to yourselves ? Or

shall we take you about and try to make things

as lively as we can for you ?
"

"Oh, we don't want to be left to ourselves,"

answered Madge, with a promptitude which made
both Mr. and Mrs. Langley laugh.

The ne.xt day was fine, and the Langleys

redeemed their promise. They knew everybody

whom it was desirable to know among the visitors

and patients ; they introduced the new arrivals

to these ; some short expeditions were planned

and carried out, and for a couple of days Lady

Shearman had a very pleasant time of it. Then a

curious thing came to jiass. Sir Christopher had

evidently not ])articipated in his wife's enjoyment.

He had been silent and sullen and had even made
One or two snappish little speeches to Mrs. Langley

;

but Madge had attached no importance to these

symptoms, knowing that Sir Christopher was often

rude to people whom he did not happen to

fancy. On the third evening however, when they

had gone up stairs to their sitting-room, after

dining with the Langleys, he astonished her bv

breaking out, without any preface, into a torrent

of reproaches.

"If this is the sort of thing that I'm to expect,

I've a nice sort of life before me ! Considering

that we haven't been married a month yet, I should

ha\'e thought you might have managed to tolerate

my society for a part of the day at least. You are

with these people morning, noon, and night. I

wonder it doesn't strike you that perhaps they may

get tired of you, though ajiparently you can't get

tired of them."

"Surely," exclaimed Madge, half laughing, half

frightened (for in truth Sir Christopher looked very

fierce), " you can't be jealous of poor fat little

Mr. Langley 1

"

" Of course not ; I never said anything about

jealousy. I simply state a fact—which you can't

deny."

Yet he really was jealous—not of Mr.. Langley

more than of Mrs. Langley, but of any one, without

regard to sex, who drew his wife's attention away

from himself. Some sharp words passed between

them ; after which he bounced out of the room, as

he had done at Keswick, banging the door behind

him.

Towards ten o'clock Mrs. Langley put in her

head, and having received permission to enter,

came and seated herself by the fireside.

" Madge, my dear," said she, " you ha\-e been

quarrelling with your husband ; and that is a very

silly thing to do."

Mrs. Langley was a good-natured sort of woman

and by no means such a fool as she was considered

to be by some people. Her speech was followed

by several sage counsels, the upshot of which

was that when Sir Christopher, already half ashamed

and repentant, slunk in about midnight, he was

met by a smiling little woman who placed a hand

upon each of his shoulders and said, " Christopher,

shall we be friends again ? I'm tired of Buxton and

I'm tired of the Langleys, and I think it would be

very nice if we were to go home at once. Shall'

we ?
"

So the new tenants qf Brampton Priory took pos-

session of their abode ; and for a few weeks all went

smoothly and well. Sir Christopher was reduced to

a more amiable frame of mind by open-air sports, and

Madge found plenty of occupation and amusement

in arranging the furniture and receiving the visits of

the neighbours. Brampton was a fine old Elizabethan

mansion, with many spacious reception-rooms

;

and although of late years the gardens and con-

servatories had been shorn of much of their former
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glory by reason of the straitened circumstances

of the owner, Sir Christopher had supph'ed what

was lacking there with a liberal hand, besides

having, with his landlord's permission, made

considerable additions and improvements to the

inner decoration of the house.

" You're \ cry much smartened up," obser^ed

Miss Travers, who drove over in a high dog-cart

to i)ay her respects to Madge shortly after the

latter's installation, "but, to be frank with you,

I don't much fancy these alterations. Our old

friends couldn't afford to live here any longer,

and as they had to find tenants, I suppose you

will do as well as anybody else ; but you needn't

keep reminding us at every turn that you are so

much better off than they are. It hurts our

feelings."

But not all Lady Shearman's visitors were so

outspoken or so uncivil as this ; nor jjcrhaps was

it the case that their feelings were hurt by the

contrast between the present and the late denizens

of Brampton. Riches have a definite value all the

world over, and iJeojjle who can afford to enter-

tain largely must be regarded as an acquisition in

any county. Amongst others who were so good as

to express their satisfaction that Lady Shearman's

marriage had not severed her from the neighbour-

hood in which her childhood had been spent was

Mr. Basil Morley, who called one afternoon, isear-

ing an apolog)' from his mother.

"She is quite shut up at present with a bad

cold," he said; "but I did not wish to wait for

her recovery before offering my own humble

welcome."

" Thanks ; but 1 shouldn't have thought that any

sentiment of yours could possibly be humble, Mr.

Morley," answered Madge, who had been a good

deal snubbed by the supercilious Basil in days

gone by.

He hastened to explain that he was in reality a

very modest man. Many people, he was aware,

thought otherwise, and it was scarcely worth while

to correct them; but, as a fact, no one was more

conscious of fallibility than he. " I often make

mistakes; doubtless we all do," he added, sighing.

" It is lucky for us if our mistakes are not of an ir-

remediable nature. I suppose your—Sir Christopher

doesn't spend much of his time at home, does

he?"
" My—Sir Christopher always comes home in time

to dress for dinner," answered Madge demurely.

" He doesn't come home to tea, because tea isn't

in his line. It is in yours, I know, so I'll ring

and order it."

" Thank you very much," said Mr. Morley
3

and when the tea was brought he drank it as if he

enjoyed' it, doing full justice to the buttered toast

which was provided for him at the same time.

Also he continued his conversation.

"There is nothing sadder in this sad world,

Lady Shearman, than the acknowledgment which!

most of us have to make sooner or later, that our

lives are a failure." i

" I haven't got quite so far as that yet," remarked

Madge. " Have you ?
"

Mr. Morley passed his hand across his forehead

and sighed again. He was rather fond of sighing.

" I think," said he, " that I may possibly leave my
mark upon the literature of the age. If I am destined

to do so, I shall not have lived altogether in vain ;

and upon the chance of it, I am at least resigned

to linger for a while upon the surface of this dull

planet. You will agree that it is dull—at any rate,

that the greater part of its inhabitants are."

" I don't know the greater part of them," answered

Madge, " .so I can't say."

" Quite so ; but whether we speak of Stourshire

or of Europe makes very little difference, I fear, so

far as the proportion of intelligent to unintelligent

beings is concerned. Look at our good neighbours

in these parts—what are they ? Mere ciphers,

leading a purely animal existence. Miss Shafto was

an exception."

"Norma," said !Madge, "would be an excep-

tion anywhere. She is worth all the rest of us put

together." !

Mr. Morley made a little bow, as if a com])liment'

had been paid to himself. " I am glad," said he,

" that you ajjpreciate one of the noblest charac-

ters that I have ever studied. But Miss Shafto,

unhappily, has left us, and you now occupy her

place."

" I am sorry to be such an unworthy substitute,"

answered Madge ; "but it can't be helped."

Then Mr. Morley assumed that winning smile

which had exposed him more often than he had

any idea of to the risk of being publicly assaulted.

" My dear Lady Shearman," said he, " to draw com-

parisons between two persons so dissimilar, yet

both so charming, would be absurd. What I meant
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to imply was that, since v>-e have lost the one, we

ought to be very thankful indeed to have gained

the other."

Before Madge could make any rejily, the door

was thrown open and in marched Sir Christopher,

clad in cords, leather gaiters, and shooting boots.

" How do you do ? " said Mr. Morley, rising

languidly to greet the new-comer.

" Oh—Mr. Crawley, isn't it ? How are you ?
"

returned Sir Christopher rather gruffly. And,

having shaken hands, he planted himself upon the

hearthrug, with his coat-tails gathered up under

his arms.

" I suppose," pursued Mr. Morley presently,

" that you have been indulging in the Englishman's

usual recreation of slaughter."

" I've been rabbiting, if that's what you mean,''

answered Sir Christopher shortly. "Aren't we

dining out somewhere to-night, Madge ?
"

Mr. Morley took the hint. He prided himself

upon his readiness to take hints ; and indeed, if

these were made sufficiently broad, he sometimes

detected them. He picked up his hat and stick

and said he was afraid he must tear himself

away ; but what convinced him that he had produced

that favourable impression upon his hostess which

he flattered himself that he usually did produce

upon those whose society he sought was that Madge,

in bidding him good-bye, added

—

" You must look us up again, Mr. Morley. Won't

you come and dine some evening ? Thursday next,

for instance ?
"

No sooner had Mr. Morley graciously accepted

Ithis invitation and retired than Sir Christopher's

wrath exploded. " What, in the name of all that's

extraordinar}', possessed you to ask that fellow to

dinner ?
"

" Poor Mr. Morley 1 What has he done ?" inquired

Madge innocently.

" Ah, that's just what I should like to know.

What has he done ? The fellow is so conceited he

can hardly stand ; and yet, so far as I can make

out, he has never done anything since the day of

his birth except eat and drink and disfigure the

face of creation."

" I believe he has read a great deal,' said

Madge ;
" that is something."

Then, all of a sudden Sir Christopher became

really angry. " Oh, very well," he returned, " if you

like him there's no more to be said : but I can't

congratulate you upon your taste. As you have

asked him to dine, he must come for this once, I

suppose ; but I won't have him here again—mind

that. It makes me feel sick only to look at the

fellow !

"

And with that Sir Christopher stumped off to

dress.

XX.

MRS. WALTER.

At this time Aladge was not exactly unhapjiy

—

riches and the material enjoyments which riches bring

having still the charm of novelty for her. Only she

was a good deal bored at times and puzzled how to

fill up the long vacant hours. Norma, she remem-

bered, had never been bored, but had, on the con-

trary, been always busy ; but then Norma had been

perpetually running about among the poor people.

Well, she too would visit the poor. It was one

of the duties belonging to her station, and she

thought it might even be rather amusing to perform

it. So she visited the poor, and was very well

received by them. She interested herself in the

clothing-club and the cottage hospital and so forth

;

also she dispensed her pocket-money freely (for

Sir Christopher made her a noble allowance)

thereby earning showers of benedictions.

" In a few weeks," wrote the rector of the

parish, who kept up a correspondence with Miss

Shafto, " your friend Lady Shearman has done more

mischief in the way of demoralizing our people

than I could set right in a year, if it were in my
power to drive her out of the country to-morrow."

Madge laughed when this worthy man remonstrated

with her, and told him that she could not make

herself as hard-hearted as he was. She liked very

well to play the part of Lady Bountiful and to trip

into cottage after cottage, followed by a jiowdered

footman who carried a basket.

Being in the village one afternoon, engaged in

errands of mere)', and for once having neither

footman nor carriage with her, she took refuge from

a passing shower at the Shafto Arms. Mr. Green,

the bald-headed landlord, came bustling out from

behind the bar, bowing low over his folded hands.

Would her ladyship please to step into the

parlour ?

"We've bin obliged to give up our parlour to

my niece Mrs. Walter, as has come down to stay
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with us in a very pore state of 'ealth, I'm sorry

to say ; but if your ladyship would condescend to

excuse of her bein' in the room, there's a nice fire

burnin', hand I may say hevery comfort."

Mr. Green was evidently proud both of his niece

and of his parlour ; and Madge did not wonder at

this when, having graciously accepted his invitation,

she was shown into a very prettily furnished room

and into the presence of a tali, handsome woman,

dressed in black, who, as the door opened, started

uj) from the sofa upon which she had been reclining.

" Lady Shearman, of Bramiiton Priory, my dear,"

Mr. Green announced. " Her ladyship has been

overtook by the rain and is doing us the honour to

shelter herself under our 'umble roof."

" Please don't let me disturb you," said Madge,

advancing towards the sofa as the landlord withdrew ;

" I am sorry to hear that you are ill."

" Oh, I'm dying," answered the woman in black

(juietly. " With these chest complaints one never

knows exactly how long a person may last ; but

it can't be many months in my case, the doctors

tell me, and it seems natural to come home

to die. A sort of instinct I su])pose."

It is also an instinct with most people to contradict

those who declare themselves to be dying ; but

Madge looked at the waxen complexion and hollow

cheeks of the speaker and felt that it would be a

mockery to say what she had been going to say.

This Mrs. Walter, notwithstanding her worn and

wasted appearance, had the remains of great beauty.

Her eyes were large and dark ; her black hair was

abundant and her features were finely chiselled.

Her manner and sjieech, too, were somewhat more

refined than one would exiject those of an inn-

keeper's niece to be.

" You belong to these parts, then ? " asked

Madge at length.

" Yes, my lady, and I remember you well

;

though you wouldn't remember me. There was a

deal of talk in this neighbourhood six years ago

when Bessie Green married a rich gentleman of the

name of Walter ; and here is Mrs. Walter back, as

a widow, bringing her fortune with her."

This was said composedly enough. Madge asked

no questions, but began, as her custom was, to

chatter about herself, mentioning that she found life

at Brampton a little bit dull and that she was unable

to feel that absorbing interest in the poor of the

district which had made Miss Shafto so popular.

" One is glad to do what one can to help them,
'

of course," she said ;
" but the truth is that they

'

are not very interesting."

Mrs. Walter smiled. " They are not at all in-

teresting to such as you, my lady," she answered,
.|

" because they wouldn't think it worth while to tell

you about anything except their illnesses and misfor-

tunes. Still you have your own class to associate with. 1

1 have left my class and I haven't got into am
other ; so that for six years I may say I have li\cil

alone, and now I see nobody from morning to

night, except my uncle and aunt and the docten,

when he comes. That makes a person willing

enough to die."

It sounded a miserable sort of existence tO'

lead, and Madge was touched by a grievance

which her own temperament enabled her to enter

into thoroughly.

" Would it amuse you at all to see mc if I looked

in sometimes ? " she asked.

The woman's face brightened up. " Indeed it

would, my lady ! It would be a real kindness.

I've nothing to do but to read, and often I'm too,

tired for reading, so I just lie here and think

and think and wish the end would come."

Thus was initiated what speedily became almost

a friendship. The sick woman took a great fancy

to Lady Shearman, perhaps because, as is the casCi

with many sick people, the mere sight of health,

and beauty refreshed her, perhaps because she some-

what overestimated the kindness of heart which

prompted her ladyship's visits. Madge, for her part,

was much interested in Mrs. \\'aiter, whose history,

she was sure, must be of a more romantic nature

than had as yet a])peared, and who, she hopec

might eventually feel impelled to divulge some O'

its episodes.

This hope was fulfilled quite abruptly one afternoor

when Madge, after jjaying a round of calls, stoppec

her carriage at the Shafto Arms and entered th<

little sitting-room where Mrs. Walter was, as usual

lying on the sofa before the fire. The latter listenet

half-abstractedly for a while to what Madgi

(who was apt to be imprudently outspoken) ha<

to say about the inanity of the ladies whom shi

found at home, and then remarked, with a sigh :

•

" Well, it's odd how one's notions change

There was a time when I'd have given an\lhin

to be able to say I was on visiting terms witl

Lady This or Mrs. That : but now I shouldn't car
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about it if I could have it. It's not that the grapes

are sour either. If I was well and strong again to-

morrow I shouldn't want to live with my husband

or to mix with his friends. My husband isn't dead,

and his name isn't Walter. I dare say you've guessed

that."

Madge shook her head wonderingly. " Who is

your husband, then ? " she asked.

" It's curious," answered the woman, smiling,

" that nobody hereabouts should have suspected the

truth, but to the best of my belief, nobody ever

has, and I'd rather it wasn't known yet, though

after I'm dead I suppose it won't matter much.

Will you kindly keep it secret, my lady, if I answer

your question ?
"

Madge having at once given the desired promise.

Mrs. Walter resumed :
" My husband told me that

his name was Lord Walter Sinclair
—

"

" Lord Walter !
" ejaculated Madge aghast.

" So he told me. He soon got tired of me, and I'm

sure I don't wonder at it ; for I didn't make things

pleasant for him. I have a nasty temper, and he

himself was given to be peppery ; so
—

"

' I can't help thinking that there is some mistake,"

interrupted Madge. " What was he like, this man
whom you call Lord Walter Sinclair ?

"

He was not handsome," replied Mrs. Walter

omposedly. " His hair was reddish, and he shaved

lis face clean."

"Then," exclaimed Madge, with some excite-

nent, " he was not Lord Walter at all ; and my firm

lelief is that—you are Marchioness of Loddon-

lale."

" I am quite aware of that, my lady," answered

he Marchioness, with a slight smile. " I found out

ong ago who my husband was. He was very

iberal to me. He trave me an allowance large

enough to keep me in comfort, and since he came

into the title he has settled a handsome sum of

money upon me, which my uncle and aunt will get

when I'm gone."

" Does he know how ill you are ? " asked Madge,

after a pause.

" Not he ! He never asks any questions. But

he knows I'm here ; I thought he had better be

told of that : and I expect that's why Warbury Park

is shut up. I had a request through the lawyers

that I would move elsewhere and an offer of a

house in any other part of England that I liked to

name ; but I answered that I meant to stay where I

was. He must put up with this little inconvenience ;

it won't be for long."

" And you might be living at ^\"arbury now, w^ith

all sorts of luxuries and heaps of servants to attend

to you, and— and everything!" was Madge's not

unnatural comment upon this startling narrative.

" Do you think so, my lady ? Anyway, I would

rather die here than there. A woman who marries

for a title or for money doesn't deserve to be very

happy, does she ? And I expect that most of the

women who do that find out sooner or later that

they have married for what they don't really care

about. Then they mustn't blame their husbands."

Whether this last observation was intended to bear

any special significance Madge could not feel quite

certain ; but she suspected that it was, and, for

the time being, the suspicion rather checked the

flow of her sympathy with her confidant. However,

she paid many subsequent visits to the so-called

Mrs. Walter, who, notwithstanding her hardness of

manner, was not ungrateful, and who always listened

with a great deal of patience to the murmurs

which (in the absence of Norma Shafto) ALadge

did not venture to breathe to anv one else.

(To be continued^
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REMINISCENCES.

By iJie Author of " Chronicles of the Schimherg-Cotta Family"

IT has been thought that some recollections of

Lady Augusta Stanley, wife of the late Dean of

Westminster, may be valued by the readers of this

magazine, as a memorial of one so much and so

widely beloved, and those most nearly related to

her, who have therefore the best right to decide in

this, have asked me to give my own reminiscences,

to be filled up from other sources for the years

before I knew her.

If a deep and grateful affection enables us to

see the true beauty of the character and life of

those we love, I can plead that qualification.

Ernest Legouve in his Soixante Ans de Souvenirs.

.says that for him autobiography would mean the

biography of the friends who were sent to him,

at various crises of Iiis life, as the angel to Tobit,

at the beginning of his journey into the unknown

land to guide him into the right path. In giving

these reminiscences I am compelled to introduce

something of my own life, for such an angel touch

was hers to me.

I had known her first about the time of her

engagement to Dean Stanley of Westminster, soon

after the death of the Prince Consort, just at the

close of her years of attendance on the Duchess

of Kent, and on the Queen. Though I had

seldom seen her since, our first introduction liaving

been at a moment of such memories and such

beginnings, what we did know of each other was

intimate and not on the surface.

Our next interview of any length was after the

great sorrow of my own life, when my mother and

I liad left the home of my married life, and had

come for a time to the neighbourhood of West-

minster. She came at once, with the Dean, to see

us. We spoke of the ser\-ices in the Abbey ; and

she asked me if we found it difficult to get a

good seat.

I said we did not, at o\\ ; we went early and sat

in the transept just outside the screen.

"Because," she said, "I was thinking, we- have

a little pew just under the Dean's stall, at the

end of the choir, if you will look on it as jours."

There had been a kind of sad pleasure to me in

being just outside the choir. The symbolism

seemed to fit, when the dearest and best had

entered within the veil whilst we were still in the

outer courts.

But from that moment I felt that little j^ew

would be just the one thing that would be the

greatest comfort ; no waiting or uncertainty, the

quiet nook, our very own to use always, and take

others to, like a bit of a familiar home (folded

round by the loving thoughtfulness which gave it)

in the midst of the grand old National Temple

whose glory was that it belonged to all.

And that was exactly like her; knowing in a

moment the very thing that would help, and

doing it at the moment, with the easiest grace

and graciousness.

The other seat in the Abbey belonging to the

Dean was often given up to strangers, while she

went and sat on the altar steps. And the spirit of

welcome spread through the Abbey. Instead of

the depressing sense of being there on sufferance

which does occasionally weigh on the spirits in un-

known cathedrals or churches, every one seemed

to be welcomed there like an expected guest, as if

every Englishman and Englishwoman had a natu-

ral right in it, whilst every foreigner had, as such,

a right to extra courtesy.

About that time the Monday had been made a

free day ; the Royal Chapels and every part thrown

open to all. Many a party of working men used
;

to come ; and often the Dean and Lady Augusta

would walk around the aisles, going in and out

amongst the various groups, and explaining to any

who seemed interested, or perplexed, the history

and meaning of the chapels, and shrines, and

monuments.

On one of these occasions a grey-headed working

man, with a fine erect soldierly bearing, was carry-

ing on his shoulder a little crippled boy. She went

up and said some kind words, and found that

though not related to the child, he was in the habit

of coming from his home some way off in Lambeth*
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two or three times a week, and carrying the boy

about to something that would interest him. The
little fellow had been thrown out of a perambulator

in babyhood and crippled for life, he said, "But
the little chap likes to go about with me, and it

makes him enjoy his victuals." She went round

with the two and told them many things about the

Abbey. And as we left them, she said softly to

me, " St. Christopher !

"

Of the welcomes of the Deanery many can speak.

It was not only that the most interesting people of

all sections of English life and thought, and of all

countries, naturally came there (one cannot .say

gravitated there, the attraction was magnetic, dis-

criminating;) but besides this, everyone who came
seemed to become interesting in that atmosphere.

The delight and interest of seeing just the people

one cared most to see, in the way one liked best to

see them (as she always planned and arranged) was

something never to forget ; as also the pleasure of

ieeing people always brought out on their best and

ruest side. But welcoming interesting people is

scarcely one of tlie special difficulties of life,

ilthough to make distinguished people of various

iections of society and conviction, centres of their

)wn circles, harmonise with each other, may not

lilways be easy. These, however, are merely the

iifficulties of a sahn, and for the conduct of a

alon Lady Augusta had all the gifts and all the

trainmg one could imagine

most fitted, the natural gra-

ciousness and gaiety, the per-

fect point and tact, the ex-

perience which she hadacquiredin her mother'sja^«
in Paris, all the combination of noblesse oblige, with

the self-suppression and service of a Court. And
moreover there were the intellectual point and grasp,

the swift keen comprehension which caught the

meaning half spoken, the interested sympathetic

listening, which made every one feel free and at

leisure to think out their fullest thought and express

it. Intellect and character were so blended and
interfused in her, you could never separate them.

For all the charm grew out of a character which

was a rock of truth and honesty and loyalty.

The more you knew her, the more you felt that

every one of the exuberantly gracious words and
ways meant more and not less than they expressed.

All this social charm and influence there was,

but Lady Augusta's power was far more than the

social genius which holds together and inspires a

salo?!, and the Deanery was far more than a salon.

It was a gathering place where true and earnest

people felt welcome as at a family nreside because

of a great human and Christian brotherhood,

whether they were interesting and distinguished

or not. Every one did indeed grow interesting

there just by the warmth and clearness of its own
atmosphere.

It is difficult to give anything of a real individual

])ortrait of a character of which the characteristic

was its balance and proportion. Polish, the
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genuine polish, not of varnish, but of the grinding

and rubbing of Hfe, does indeed bring out the

grain, but it also effaces excrescences, and the

points of a biography are too often the excrescences.

What you felt in her was not a conscious struggle

with selfishness, but an unconscious absence of self.

She was natural and spontaneous and full of gaiety

and of the quick sense of humour which saves

from the exaggeration of over strain as well as

from the commonplace.

The Westminster Hospital, opposite Dean's Yard,

and the Training Home for Nurses ^^hich she

founded were like outer rooms of her own house,

so familiar was her presence there (very often ac-

companied by the Dean) by the bedsides of the

patients, or entering into the labours and difficulties,

successes and disappointments of the nurses,

always saying the right thing at the right moment,

there as elsewhere.

The Training Home remains as her best

memorial, and every faithful nurse who goes out

thence, is as it were a fellow-worker with her in

the ministries she loved.

Her unselfishness was no mere negative quality.

To share all she was and had was habitual with her,

not because she despised or did not enjoy her

gifts and possessions, but because she did, and

could not enjoy without wishing and planning to

diffuse her enjoyment.

Omnibuses and trains were conveniences in

which she indulged frequently. " The chief use of

a carriage," she would say, "is as a van to take

about sick people." For, from her, through life,

until the last, the great gift of health was not

withdrawn. Not that she had any marvellous

reserve of strength, or did not sometimes tax

what she had to the utmost, but the body all

through was " in subjection," had to do and did

the wll of the brave fervent spirit, and never till

the last was able or was suffered to hinder or to

mar any of the generous purposes and ceaseless

services of her active life.

Such she was when I knew her, ripened, as all

felt, though none knew how ripe and ready for that

early reaping. The shadow and sunshine, storms

and calms through which she reached all this

—for none are so ripened and so rooted without

shadow and storm—can only be briefly indicated

here.

She was born in 1S22, and her childhood and

youth were spent at the family home. Broom Hall,

between the sea and the wooded hills of Fifeshire,

looking over the beautiful estuary of the Forth.

Her father was the Lord Elgin of the " Elgin

Marbles," who when Ambassador in Turkey saved

from further ruin the portion of the sculpture from

the Parthenon now in the British Museum. On
his way home from Turkey Lord Elgin was one of

the English detenus, kept in France by Napoleon

after the peace of Amiens ; he was set free on

parole, and on his return to Scotland he married

as his second wife Miss Oswald, then a girl of

eighteen, with an enthusiastic love of intellectual

pursuits which never left her. Those who knew the

second Lady Elgin, Lady Augusta's mother, speak

of her as a woman of very unusual intellectual

power, and strong original character. In her youth

she would often rise very early to study Greek and

Latin classics, and the mathematics, in days when

such studies had for women, besides their own

attraction, the romance of an adventurous journey

into a land little trodden by feminine feet.

Into Lady Augusta's childhood we have one

Ui\ely glimpse through a letter of her sister. Lady

Matilda Maxwell, to her mother.

" Here Augusta " (then about eight years old)

" is my chief teacher. . . . That child's love to her

Saviour is the most touching thing I ever saw. I

have given her a Bagster's Bible whicli is a great

deal bigger than herself S/ie planned to read to

me every morning, and she lets-no obstacle ever inter-

fere, for she does her lessons in her playtime most

joyfully, if she may but read another piece and

another, so that I can hardly get rid of her.

Ev'ery morning she comes with some plan, and the

single object is always to tell something of Jesus'

love.

" It is striking, with the little instruction she has

received, how she knows so many passages on this

favourite subject. But I observe she picks out of

all the sermons and books she reads whatever

pertains to it. Augusta read much to me in

Edinburgh. She prefers her Bible to her play in

general, and I have never to choose for her. She

has always some part ready selected for reading

;

she does not know where to find it, but she knows

what it is about. ' The woman whose sins were

forgiven, and she loved much,' is a great friend of

Augusta's. She asked me to read about the woman

who loved Jesus and washed His feet with her
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tears, and about what Jesus said to her, and the

' young man who kept the commandments and yet

lacked one thing.' I asked her why she would

always read about him. She looked up in a sort

of reproachful way, ' Oh, Tilly, did you not

remember that Jesus loved him !

' Otherwise, she

seldom gets out of St. John.

" She entered on a long and able discussion

which she had heard in a sermon, proving that the

young man was not a bad man, which seemed to

relieve her mind much.
" One day I was with her at chapel ; the lesson

for the day was from the first chapter of St. John.

" I never shall forget the expression with which

she looked up at me when the verse was read

' Behold the Lamb of God I
' I asked her after-

wards why she gave me such a look. She said,

'• With the groat love which she has to her big

Bible, I was quite astonished at a proposition she

made to send it home with me.

' I thought her love for reading this Bible arose

from the delight of such a possession, but she prd

]50sed parting with it that I should take it homr.

She said, ' When Pappy cannot go to Church, he

will just sit reading it, for the print is so large ; and

Mammy will read the (ireek bits in the notes, and

she will bring out all her Greek books and cover

the table with them, and then she will be happy.'

So she parted with her Bible, but not without a

struggle.

" One day reading it, kneeling on the floor, and

her large Bible on a chair, she kissed it very

fervently, and said, 'Oh, Matty, I feiu", I fe;ir, I

caiit be resigned to part with it,'
"

\ ESTMINSTER

' Was it not joy to hear our own favourite bit ?

'

She often asks me to find out something for her

about Jesus loving us. I know at any time I can

give her more joy by offering to hear her read the

Bible, than by playing any game with her. She is

a perfectly good child in everything.

It seems to those who knew her best as if the

whole of her life and character were prefigured as

a lovely vision in this last most significant little

story ; the perception of the different ways in which

the same things would make different people hapjix'

the willing sacrifice of her most precious treasurei-
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to those she loved, or to help any one ; and yet at

the same time the intense appreciation of those

very treasures which made the struggle to part

with them so hard ; hard, hit never doubtful, from

this first voluntary offering of her childhood to the

final oft'ering up of her life at His demand whom
she learned to love so early, whilst never to the

last moment losing her keen delight in the life and

love He had given, which made the parting such a

pang.

{To be continued.)
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V.

MR. TOPTHORNE DETERMINES lO WRITE A LETTER.

MRS. TOrXHORNE walked before, carry-

ing ihe lamp, aiid David Vane walked

after, with his bag, in the huge eclipse of her

shadow, througli a cold sitting- room, and up a

narrow (light of carpetless stairs, over the top of

one of which, it having an inch or two more of a

rise than tlie others, he stumbled.

" 'Most everybody trips on that stair, till they get

used to it," said Mrs. Topthorne. " You'll have to

get used to the crooks and turns of the old house,

if you stay. You may sleep in this bed to-night,

and after that we'll see what we're going to do

with ye."

It was a large, unfurnished garret, with a window
in one end and a huge brick chimney in the other.

The bed in which David was to sleep stood in a

corner, under the low roof. Behind it the naked

rafters slanted to the beam, which was level with

the pillows ; the points of the black-rusted shingle-

nails sticking through, speckled the rough boards

overhead. On the !id of a big blue chest, near

the head of the bed, was a short end of candle, in

a tin candlestick ; this she lighted for him to go to

bed by, charging him not to set anything afire, and

not to forget to blow it out.

" Now don't bump your head against the roof, as

David Crane did, the first time ever he slept there.

He's broke off the ends of the nails right over the

bed since. Well, now, good-night, and don't you

be ill in the morning : I don't know what we shall

do with ye, if you do."

Having performed this hospitable duty, she

J. T. Trowhridge.

descended the stairs and reappeared with the

lamp in the kitchen.

" I've thought where that cent went to," said

Mr. Topthorne, " a-setting here in the dark."

" Have you really now ? I told you 'twould

come to you." And Mrs. Topthorne, having

pushed up the wick of the lamp (for this was

before the days of kerosene-burners), replaced it

on the table, and returned the pin she used to the

broad and convenient pincushion of her dress.

" I bought some matches and forgot to set it

down :
" his open countenance showing the relief of

his mind from an enormous pressure. " I'll set it

down now." And he added the item to the list

of the day's expenses.

" Come, Huldy," .said Mrs. Topthorne, " now

go to bed. Your father and I want to talk. Take

this lamp ; I'll come and get it after you've tucked

up."

" I want to stay and hear what you say,"

replied Huldah, who knew what the talk was to

be about.

" No, no ! go to bed," her mother insisted.

" Yes, by and by ;
" and Huldah planted her feet '

upon the stove-hearth. " I want to know if you

are going to let him stay.'

"To be sure; to be sure, child!" said her

father. " Think we'd turn a relation's boy out

of doors?
'

" Then I wish you'd act more glad to see him,

and not make him feel so downhearted," said

Huldah. " He couldn't keep from crying, part
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of the time. I'd have put my arms around him, to

show iiiiii I took his part, if I had dared."

'• There, that'll do, child '.
" laughed the deacon

indulgently. "You'd have made him more un-

comfortable than we did, if you had. Now go

to bed."

Perceiving that the conversation would not jiro-

ceed in her presence, Huldah reluctantly took the

lamp and retired.

' Well, father, what do you think ? " said Mrs.

Topthorne, having followed her daughter shortly

after and brought back the lamp.

" I don't know what to think," replied the

deacon. '' I like the boy. Can't help pitying

him."

" Most boys have an idee they're abused," re-

marked his wife.

" Well, I suppose they ha\e," the deacon assented.

" No doubt our Dave thinks he is hardly dealt by
;

fact, I know he does."

"And if he should run away, he might make out

a tough story, too, to any one that didn't know,"

said Mrs. Topthorne.

Then there was a long silence ; the deacon

fondling his pocketbook contcm])latively, his wife

knitting.

" Perhaps I'd better write to Pintle ; what do

you think, mother ?
"

" I was just thinking, if David Crane should run

away, we'd consider it no more than any honest

man's duty to do as much by us."

" So we should !
" said the deacon. " He seems

a truthful kind of boy ; and as pretty-spoken boy

as ever I see. But I don't believe in this running

away ; and I don't see, for the life of me, what

we're going to do with him, if he stay.s. We can't

expect him to do rough work, like Dave. Get

me a sheet of paper and some ink; I'll write

to-night."

VI.

BEDFELLOWS.

After lying awake with his anxious thoughts for

half an hour, David Vane fell into a feverish sleep,

and dreamed that Mrs. Topthorne put him into

one of the boiling sapketdes and stirred him with

a skimmer ; when he was startled by a noise in the

garret.

He started up suddenly, imagining he was leap-

ing out of the kettle ; heard a resounding thump,

felt a sharp concussion, and saw stars. He had
hit his head against one of the low rafters

;
just as

Mrs. Topthorne expected !

He sank back on his pillow and rubbed his

bump of benevolence with melancholy reflections.

It was probably his feverishness that had suggested

the dream of the sap-kettle. He was burning with

thirst ; the bed was hot and suffocating. He did

not think he could sleep any more ; and if he

should, it would be only to be boiled and stirred

all night with Mrs. Topthorne's skimmer.

Nothing could save him from fever and thirst

but water—water ! But how could he obtain it ?

He had not yet learned the " crooks and turns " of

the old house ; and if he should attempt to grope

his way to the kitchen sink, where he had washed

himself, there was danger of breaking his neck, and

thus putting Mrs. Topthorne to a vast deal of

trouble.

Meanwhile there was another David in the garret,

suffering scarcely less, though in a different way.

Not with fever, but with chills ; with blood-curdling

fear, in short.

Master Crane had come from the woods after the

family had retired, and set out to go to bed in the

dark, quite unaware that he had been allotted a

bedfellow. The concussion that made Master

Vane see stars, made Master Crane see robbers.

He was sure there were two or three on or under

the bed. He could hear them whispering and

muttering; he could feel them creeping towards

him to seize his legs. He imagined he saw some-

thing fiery, which looked like eyes, or the gleam of

a knife.

Vane shook the bedclothes to cool them
; and

Crane nestled against the chimney with shivers of

horror. .Something caught him by the hair ; a

burglar's hands were at his throat ; or else (as

proved to be the case) he had got entangled in

a harness that hung against the chimney.

" \Vho's there?" said D.ivid Vane.

" Robbers 1 " shrieked David Crane.

Terrified in his turn, the David in bed—not

suspecting that he was himself the robbers—started

up again, and filled the whole hemisphere of his

brain with a sudden blaze of constellations. It

was certainly the most uncomfortable roof to be

frightened under that could be contrived. His

bump of marvellousness suffered this time. The

other David's marvellousness suffered too ; and
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uttering one hoarse cry of terror, ho darted to the

stairs, and sHpped Irom toi) to bottom without

taking a step.

"What's all that noise ?" cried a stern voice below.

" Somebody—up there—robbers !
" gasped the

David at the foot of the stairs, too horrified to be

conscious of bruises.

" It's nobody but David Vane. Stop talking

and go to bed," commanded the deacon.

" And don't let's hear any more disturbance ; we

want to sleep," added his wife.

Town David wailed until country David had

crept back, muttering and groaning, into the

chamber ; then asked :

" Did you get hurt }
"

" Might have told me 1—how slioukl I know ?

Calvin said you were to sleep in the spare bed,"

said Crane.

" I'm afraid I frightened you," said Vane.

" Frightened ? I wasn't frightened !
" mumbled

Crane. " 'Most broke my back !

"

" Arti we going to sleep together ? " asked

David V.

" I don't care who sleejjs together ! " growled

David C.

" I wisii I had a drink of water," said town

David. " I'm as thirsty as I can be. Can I go

down and get a drink ?
"

" Go down if you want to
!

" country Dave re-

plied. " You'll have the old woman after you."

That certainly seemed an objection ; and David

V. concluded not to risk the encounter. But he

couldn't help saying that he would give anything

for a drink.

"'Sides, there ain't no water in the house," added

David C.

" There's a pump in the kitchen," said David V.

" That's cistern water," replied Crane. " Ain't

fit to drink." And he got into bed.

The feverish one heaved a sigh, and tried to be

quiet, though he couldn't help gasping and turning

in his distress. Neither spoke. At length Crane

broke silence.

"Did you say you'd like a drink? Got over it,

haven't you ?
"

" 1 wish I had," said Vane.

Another pause. Crane trying to sleep. Then he

said, " Be you very thirsty ?
"

" I'm just dying with thirst," replied David V.,

couching at the thought of water.

David C. groaned, and tried to sleep again. But

at last he said in an injured tone :

"I s'pose you'd like to have me get up and gel

you some water."

"Oh, no! I won't trouble you," said David V.

There was no more said for a minute. Crane

turned over, raised his head, then laid it back on

the pillow ; and finally, seemed to be throwing off

the clothes.

" I'll get up," he grumbled. '• I shall have to

go to the well. Wish you'd told me before I got

undressed."

He pulled on his trousers and went down and

filled a pitcher, which he brought brimming with

delicious cold water to his namesake in bed. He
also gave him the privilege of sleeping the fore

side, where he could reach the i)itcher, if he should

be thirsty during the night.

" Dave, you're a brick," said David. " I'll be

grateful to you as long as I live '. " And he drank

and drank again.

" I want to sleep," growled Dave.

He turned over, pulled the bedclothes about his

ears, and in three minutes snored.

VII.

MORNING AT THL FARM.

The cold water probably saved David Vane

from fever. He went to sleep and woke up to

drink ; then slept again.

When next he woke a gray glimmer was in the

chamber, and a ponderous object was creeping over

him. The glimmer was daylight and the creeper

was Crane.

" Hullo !
" said David.

" Did I wake you ? " said Dave. " I have got

to get my breakfast, and then go down into the

woods and watch the kettles, and let Cobble come

up and get his. You needn't get up, though, if you.

don't want to."

It was a luxury to lie a little longer ; and David,

enjoying that rest, let his eyes wander over the|

queer old garret with a feeling of dreamy wonder

at the huge chimney, the shadowy rafters anj

beams, an old-fashioned spinning-wheel, a reel an

a loom, and other objects dimly discerned in th

morning light.

There was something that looked like a grotesqu

half human face, peeping at him through the spok^
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ui" the great wheel, but which turned out to be

a knotted bundle of gray yarn. There was the

semblance of a man crouched in the corner by the

I himney, taking aim at him with a blunderbuss.

And in one of the boards of the roof distorted

icatures started forth—• great wild eyes and a

terrible grinning mouth. These the increasing

light revealed to be nothing more than knots in

the boards ; and so all the other strange or fantasti-

cal objects resolved themselves into such common-

[ilace articles as abound in old-fashioned farm-house

L;.irrets.

He heard singing—a clear, joyous, bird-like voice,

which thrilled his heart with gladness mixed with

pain. He could not distinguish where the melody

was ; above, below, within or without the house.

It rang out wild and sweet, then warbled otf into

light, airy laughter.

" Huldy !
" called Mrs. Topthorne. The voice

was silenced. " Don't sing up there
;
you'll wake

him. Let him sleep if he can. He was dreadful

tired last night !

"

And now David's heart beat with a new sensa-

tion. From that time he was aware that under the

rock of Mrs. Topthorne's outward nature gurgled a

living spring of kindness ; and however the rock

repelled him, he always firmly believed the spring

was there.

The family had breakfasted when he went down

to the kitchen ; Dave had gone to the woods, and

Mr. Cobble had just come in.-

" What ! you up so soon ? " said Mrs. Topthorne.

" I didn't expect you much afore noon. I thought

city folks was in the habit of lying in bed in the

mornings."

" They don't go to bed at eight o'clock, though,"

said David. " Besides, I've always had to get up

early, to open the store."

" Well, you're rested, I hope. You're looking

better than you did last night. Now you had

better come to breakfast."

David sat down at the breakfast table. With his

fine brown hair brushed back from his white fore-

head, he looked handsome in Mrs. Topthorne's

eyes, which were evidently trying to regard him

with favour.

"Will you have some of this hash?" she said,

oft'ering to wait upon him. " Don't drink coffee,

do ye ?
"

" Sometimes," David modestly replied.

" Oh, I'll give you a cup then. But I don't

think it's very good for young folks; nor for old

folks neither, for that matter. We don't none of us

drink much of it, only Calvin here, he's a master

hand for it. He wants it strong as it can be,

perfectly black 1

"

'Couldn't live without coffee," complacently

observed the old man, buttering his johnny-cake.

*' He's got a private coffee-pot of his own," said

Mrs. Topthorne. " It's down in the woods now,

isn't it, Calvin ?
"

" Mis' Topthorne," replied Cobble, with a know-

ing look, " if you happen to think any time you'd

like jest abeout the nicest cup of coflfee 't ever you

did drink, you come down to the camp ; that's

all I've got to say. Only let me know you're

comin', and bring some milk. I furnish my own
coffee, but I don't keep a cow. I have a cup and

saucer."

Huldah and her father came in. The girl's glad

face, fresh from the morning air, was sunshine to

David's eyes and heart ; and the deacon smiled

upon him with his friendly brown countenance.

" Good-morning, boy ! Whose head was that

got broke against the rafters ? " he asked with a

good-natured laugh.

" I thumped mine pretty hard when David Crane

came to bed," the boy replied.

" He's been telling about it. Calvin, why did

you want to make a fo(31 of Dave by telling him the

new David was to sleep in the spare room?"
" I didn't know but what he would," answered

Cobble. " 'Sides, Dave seemed so 'fraid he had

come to put his nose out o' joint, I wanted to make

out a pooty good story."

" See here, Calvin Cobble," cried Huldah, " what

do you do with all the eggs ?
"

"Me? with the eggs?" queried Cobble, looking

a perfect picture of venerable innocence.

" I can't find one in the nests after you have

been near them," she replied. " You take 'em to

the woods. How many did )0u boil yesterday ?
"

"How do you know I biled any?" returned

Cobble, non-committal.

"You did something with them then," she de-

clared. " It makes no diflference to you whether

you take 'em cooked or raw. I want to save them,

to buy a new spring bonnet."

"The hens don't lay reg'lar at all, this spring,"

replied Calvin. "You'd better go and talk to them."
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" Hush, child 1 " said the deacon : giving her an

indulgent wink, however, to show that he under-

stood the situation, and accepted her theor}- of the

eggs. "Well, boy!" turning to David, "what do

you feel like going at to-day?"

" I'd like to do some work if you'll let me try,"

answered David, lifting his white forehead and

honest blue eyes.

" If you want work," broke in Mr. Cobble, " you

come down in the woods with me. I'll find ye

somethin' to do."

" Them clothes seem a'most too good to work

in," observed Mrs. Topthorne. " Didn't bring

anotiier suit with ye ; did yc ?
"

"No," said David. "These are the clothes I

used to wear in the store ; work won't hurt

them."

It was a well-fitting and not much worn suit of

dark-blue cloth, decidedly becoming to his com-

plexion, especially when he blushed, as he did now,

with all eyes regarding him, and one bright pair

admiring him frankly.

He said he had left his best suit at home ; to

which Mrs. Topthorne replied, "I must say, Mr.

Pintle has kept you clothed pretty well !

"

" Rather say, my motlier has
!

" he ])roudly

iei)lied.

" Here 1 you had better get into this old frock of

Dave's," Mrs. Topthorne said. "It'll save those

you've on."

David laughingly put on the frock, assisted by

Huldah (who whisptred, " You'll see me in the

woods by and by I "), and set off with Mr. Cobble.

vm.

.\ GOOD S.^P DAY.

It was a bright March morning. The ground

was frozen, and there had been a white frost. The
rosy brushes of the sunbeams were fast sweeping

it away, but it still lingered in the shadows of

buildings and fences.

" It '11 be a good sap day," observed Mr. Cobble,

as they passed through the big gate into the barn-

yard.

"Is there much difference in days for sap?"

David asked.

" All the difference in the world," replied Cobble,

wise and self-important. " Some days won't run a

drop hardly ; then again 'twill flow like a stream.

I'll tell yc why, in a minute. Keep right on ; I'll

catch you up.

"

He turned aside under the cow-shed, stooped

over the end of a feed-trough, thrust his hand into

some straw, took out (with a furtive glance over his

shoulder at David, who did not appear to be look-

ing) several round white objects, and slipped them

into the pockets of his coat, which he carried on

his arm.

" When ye see the top of the ground friz hard in

the mornin', like this," he observed, speaking with

oracular gravity, as he came up to David ;
" then if

it comes on warm, airly in the day— that makes the

right kind of sap weather. I've heard tell that it

goes down into the roots in winter, and comes up

again in spring ; and I s'pose when it freezes and

thaws so, it goes down, more or less, every night,

and up again every day, and that's what makes it

run. You see, I'm somethin' of a i)hilosopher,"

Mr. Cobble added, with a wrinkled smile.

" What bird is that," cried David, "on the fence

yonder? "

"That? That's a sparrer." David had never

seen a sparrow like that. It's what we call a fox-

si)arrer," Mr. Cobble explained. " It only stops

here a little while in spring, on its way further

north, then it goes on, and ye won't see it again.

Yonder's a bluebird ! and about as pooty a bird as

they is, and one of the fust to come, soon's winter

breaks up. And look here, boy !

"

He pulled David's frock, and pointed into the

woods, where a gray squirrel bounded along the

ground, and leaping to the trunk of a tall hickory,

ran round on the other side, out of sight.

" He's gone up that bark," said Cobble. " There

he goes, jumpin' off the limb of that big maple !

"

So they entered the woods—the grand old woods,

the sober, friendly woods—in the solitude of which !

David felt his heart expand with joy.

Patches of snow still lingered in hollows ; else-

where the ground was dark and matted with old

leaves. The great trees spread aloft their tops in

the golden sunshine,' here and there a hemlock or

spruce contracting its green boughs with the naked

beeches, birches, and maples, which arched and

interlaced above the forest paths, like a roof of net-

work, under the light-bue sky.

David walked amid the sturdy columns, silent

and glad. The wigwam and smoke of the fire, the

trough and the suspended kettles, were soon visible

;
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tOLjether with Master David Crane, seated on a log,

Mowing and sipping some hot syrup in a long-

liandled dipper.

' That's the dipper Aunt Topthorne stirred me
with in my dream last night," thought David Vane.

Mr. Cobble hung his coat on a stick thrust

through a knot-hole in one of the boards of the

hut ; handling the garment very gingerly, and leav-

ing the pockets so that their bulge would not be

seen. Then, rolling up his sleeves of red flannel,

he took the axe, stood upon a log, and began to

chop, uttering a loudly-aspirated " hah !

" at every

stroke.

" What does he make that noise for ? " asked

David Vane.

" Oh, I don't know ; so's to make it go easier,

I s'pose," said David Crane, sipping his syrup.

" Want some ?
"

He put his dipper into what he called the " sweet

kettle," took up a small quantity of the liquor, and

handed it, tawny-dark and smoking, to David Vane.

" You can hold it in the trough to cool it, if you

want to. Just sink it down into the sap a little."

And Crane showed him how.

"That's nice !
" said Vane, tasting. He looked

at the trough and a half filled cask. " Is this all

sap ?
"

"Yes, and 'tisn't more'n half what we began on

yesterday. The day before was Sunday ; we don't

boil on Sunday," said Dave. " That's what's been

drivin' us ; it don't do to keep sap too long, it

sours."

"We ain't like a man I knowed up in Vermont,"

said Mr. Cobble, leaving his a.\e sticking in the log,

and rubbing his palms comfortably together as he

joined in the conversation. " He thought 'twas

wicked even to make sugar of the sap that ran on

Sunday, so every Saturday night he tipped over his

buckets and troughs, and left 'em till Monday ; sap

all runnin' away ; for the trees don't know nothin'

about Sunday; they keep running just the same, if

the weather's right."

" I shouldn't think we was, like that man ! " said

Dave. " I've had to stay home from Church on

Sunday afternoons to gather sap, when the buckets

was brimmin' over."

" Deeds of necessity or marcy," suggested Cobble,

resuming his axe. " I'd boil Sundays, sometimes,

if 'twan't foo hurtin' the deacon's feelin's. Haf to

humour the deacon." And swinging his axe, he

brought it down with the customary "hah!"
striking a broad " butter-coloured " chip.

David joined Crane in dragging to the camp,

from a short distance, some tree-tops to be cut up

for fuel.

" It seems to me it takes a great deal of wood '"

said David, who had lived where fuel was dear.

" It takes a lot !
" exclaimed David. "The only

trouble though, is the chopping. We ought to

have a good stone arch built for boilers, and put

'em under shelter. That wouldn't take a quarter

as much wood. But Deacon hates expense worse

than he hates poison. So he'll burn up his trees,

and keep us to work, rather than build a good

sugar-house."

" But he has to pay you ?
"

"That don't cost him much. He hires Cobble

by the year, and I never got anything but a bare

living out of him yet. A poor living too !

"

muttered Crane.

He said there were some trees in a part of the

sugar-bush which he had neglected the night be-

fore, and which could not be reached by the sled
;

he proposed they should go together and get the

sap, and they set out, each carrying two pails.

Crane had a neck-yoke—a wooden contrivance,

fitted to the neck and shoulders, with long horizon-

tal arms, the ends furnished with cords, and the

cords with hooks, to which the hanging pails were

attached.

David laughed at his companion's queer figure in

the yoke, and asked what it was for.

" It holds the buckets away from my legs, and I

don't have to carry with my arms. You wouldn't

ask what it's for, if you'd carried as much sap as

I have," said Dave.

Every hollow tree, and fallen log, and rotting

stump—the lichens that spotted the trunks, the

-broad green clumps of beautiful moss, the wounds

of the maples, stabbed year after year for their

sweet life—all these things interested David, and

he had endless questions to ask.

" I don't know !

" " Oh, that's nothing I
" "I

never thought of that." Such were the common

responses he received. Country David, brought

up, as it were, in the woods, had never carried to

the trees that keen curiosity which was e.Kcited in

city David by the strange sights which n'let him on

every side. But on some practical subjects he

could speak well.
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" Folks used to tap trees with an axe—hack right

into 'em ; " he thus explained the origin of some of

the ugliest scars on the maples. " They made a

kind of slanting notch, and cut a place with a

gouge just under it, then they drove in a spout so

that the sap would run down the gash into the

spout, and then into the troughs. Now we just

bore a hole with a bit, and drive in a round spike

made of shoemake, or elder, with the jieth punched

out, like these. That way don't hurt the trees so

much ; though we don't get quite so much sap.

We generally use buckets now, instead of sap-

troughs chopped out of slabs ; but the deacon

put off buying 'cm as long as he could, he hated to

spend money so."

" Is he very poor ? " asked David, remembering

the last evening's pursuit of a cent.

' Poor?" cried Dave. " He's one of the richest

men there is in this town. ]5ut they're awful close !

"

"Is Huldy?'
" Well, no ; she's as clever as she can be ! But

she knows what money is. She couldn't help learn-

ing that. She'll have a heap, some day I

"

The sap was beginning to run freely. On every

side the limpid juice trickled from the ends of the

little round spiles, falling in slow drops into the

buckets set under them. Here it drummed on

empty bottoms, and there it plashed musical as the

twitter of birds in pools of sap already formed.

The trees they were going to \isit stood apart

from the rest of the sugar-bush, in the company of

century-old hemlocks and hickories. One of them

bled in seven, and the largest in nine places.

There was sap in all the buckets, and in the most

of them shone films of melting ice, which Crane

taught Vane the luxury of sucking.

" When most of the sap in a bucket freezes,

what's left," he said, " is just as sweet as it can be.

It's like honey ; just as clear."

He had never thought to inquire why it was so

;

hut David supposed it must be because the watery

part of the sap was apt to freeze first ; and that, as

the ice was formed, a good deal of the sweetening

was left out. As to that. Crane could only say that

what was left was ^ery good.

IX.

C.iLVIN cobble's C0.\T.

They went from tree to tree, emptying the

buckets ; and when their pails were filled they

carried them to the canij). David \'ane had never

enjoyed any work so much. But David Crane bore

his yoke grumblingly, thinking the labour hard and

mean, and imagining how fine it must be to live in

the city as Vane had done, and keep a store.

Coming in with his last pailfuls, David found

Huldah watching the kettles, and Cobble making

coffee over a pile of coals at one end of the fire.

" You are working too hard. Cousin David

Vane !

" she said. " Come here and sit down.

Let's have somethmg for a cu.shion ; here's Mr.

Cobble's old coat."

Cobble, kneeling over his coffee pot and cup and

saucer, suddenly started up.

" No, no lot that be ! " he cried. But Huldah

had pulled down the coat as she spoke, and was

jjrejiaring to spread it on the ground before the hut.

"There's eggs in the pockets!" whispered

David ; while Cobble rushed to the rescue, not

only of the eggs and the coat, but also of his

reputation as an honest old man.

" Huldy ! Huldy ! let me have my coat !

" he

exclaimed, reaching out his hand for it, with a

comical look of pathos and entreaty, while she

held it away from him and shook her charming

little hand in his face.

" Calvin Cobble !
" she said, " I didn't think

you'd be so stingy as not to let us have your old

coat to sit on for a few minutes '

"

" Down on the ground there ? My clothes are

old, but clean," said Cobble.

"Ill spread it on the log," cried Huldali, acting

as if she would suit the action to the word.

"Oh! oh!" exclaimed the old man in con-

sternation. " There's all sorts of critters on the

logs !

'

" Your coffee is boiling over I

" said David.

" What am I to do ? " groaned Cobble. " My
coat—m}' coffee—give me my coffee ! My coat is

all boiling into the fire !

"

"Run and take care of it,'' cried Huldahj

smothering with laughter.

"You'll do son\e harm to my coat," Calvii

protested, a picture of comical distress. " I don'i

care so much for the coffee—I've got more ; biij

its wicked to spoil clothes !

"

" Often as I've seen this old thing kicking aboi

under foot ! and now "—she made as if she woul(

dash it indignantly upon the ground.

" Oh ! oh ! Huldy ! Huldy ! Of cour.se, I don'j
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care for the coat ; but "— lie shifted his ground of

argument— " I want it to put on ; I'm all of a

shiver !

"

Thereupon the mischievous Huldah's laugh rang

out : and David, joining in her merriment, had to

lean against the hut for support.

" You can laugh !
" said Cobble. " But if my

rheumatiz comes back, )-ou'll be to blame. I got

too hot makin' that coffee. I feel I'm ketchin

cold. I—I—shall sneeze in a minute !

"

While he was looking up at the sun and contort-

ing his features, she slipped an adroit hand into one

of his coat pockets ; then, as he threw his head

down, counterfeiting the sneez2 that wouldn't come,

' up went the said hand under his nose.

" Why, Cobble ' See what fell from the sky !

"

It was a white, new-laid egg !

" Why—where'd that come from ? " gasped the

innocent old man.

" Out of the sky, didn't it ? Where else could

it have come? " cried Huldah, with merry mockery.
" Sneeze again, and maybe another will fall. Oh,

Cobble : Cobble !

"

"That must be the egg I brought down to settle

my coffee with," said the old man softly and con-

templatively. ' I sometimes take an egg to settle

the coffee—there's nothin' better ; and that must
be the one I had in my pocket."

" Then you knew it was there ! And that was

the reason," said Huldah, " you didn't want us to

sit on your coat?
"

" My Huldy, how cute you be ! That was the

main reason, fact !
" Cobble forced a laugh. " I

knowed your folks would let me have jest an egg."

" This is all then ? " Huldah made a motion as

if to relinquish the garment.

" Course ! what should I want o' more, for one

pot o' coffee ? " said Cobble, gravely reaching to

receive it.

"Well, then"—she suddenly pulled it back

—

" we can have it to sit on. Come, David !

"

" Oh 1 oh ' I believe— I remember "—Cobble

stammered— '" there's one more I brought—for to-

morrer's coffee I

"

'.'Two more, you mean?" laughed the tantalizing

Huldah.

" Y-ye-yes—there may be two !

"

' Or three ?
"

" I don't think— I don't recollect—there can't be

more'n three ! " faltered the poor, prevaricating

old man.

" We'll see !
" said Huldah. And getting David

to hold the garment, she took from the pockets,

one by one, seven eggs. Calvin stood and looked

on, a crushed man. " Mr. Cobble !
" she said,

tossing him his coat, and pointing disdainfully at
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the little pile of eggs which David had deposited at

her feet. " Vou are an old man, sixty-five years

old :

"

"Sixty-three, Huldy !
" uttered Calvin, in a shak-

ing voice. " Don't make it worse than 'tis."

•' I'm ashamed of you !
" she cried, all her mirth

gone, her eyes flashing, her pretty forehead knitted

to a frown. " ^\'hat are a few eggs ? But to take

'em and then toil lies about 'em, that's the shame I

"

Cobble blushed till his old face was nearly the

colour of his soiled red flannel sleeve.

" Don't be hard on a feller, Huldy ! Long as I've

lived with your folks, 'twas nat'ral I should feel I

had a right to a few eggs."

" But to rob the house of them ! to rob me of

my new spring bonnet ! But you're welcome.

Take the eggs "—she seemed almost as much
ashamed as he was— '• and don't let me see or

hear of them again."

He protested that he didn't waht them ; but

she made him stoop and pick them all up and

put them back into his coat, which was hung

again upon the stick in the knot-hole of the hut.

Then Cobble resorted for comfort to his coffee,

trying not to appear dejected in the eyes of David,

whose presence added nettles to his load of

humiliation. David and Huldah sat by the

wigwam and talked about the sugar-making.

" They heat the sap in that first kettle," she ex-

plained, " then fill the others from that. They
dip from one to the other, so that the last always

has the best syrup in it. When that gets thick

enough to sugar off, we take it out in pails and

carry it to the house."

'• How do you sugar off? " David asked.

" Put the syrup, after straining it, into a brass

kettle mother keeps on purpose, and boil it over

a slow fire in the kitchen ; mother always does

that."

"Simmer it down till it'll feather," struck in Mr.

Cobble, struggling to regain his self-respect ; " keep

stirrin' on't, and be careful it don't burn; and

then "

—

"Calvin Cobble!" said Huldah. And Calvin

was silent.

" Mother bends up a straw or splinter into a

loop, and dips it in ; if the syrup fills up the

loop like a film, and flies off like a feather when

she blows it out, then it's done enough t( <

grain."

' Take a little of it hot," spoke up Mr. Cobble,

" and drop it on to snow, and it'll make a wax as

much nicer than any candy "

—

" Mr. Calvin Cobble I " said Huldah, with a

stamp of her little foot.

He shrugged his shoulders, and bent over tin

coffee-pot. He was preparing a peace-offerini;

which he presently carried to her in his cracked

cup and saucer.

'• Do you think I'm going to drink that black

stuff? " she said, making a wry face.

" Yes, drink it ! and let's be friends !
" ])leaded

the old man with tears in his eyes. " 'Twould break

my heart, Huldy, not to have you for a friend

any niore," holding out the cup in his trembling

hand.

She took it without a word ; and David,
,

watching her face, saw that it quivered with

'

compassion.

" Calvin Cobble
!

" she said, scolding as she

tasted.

'• What, Huldy ? " asked the old man humbly.

She looked up beamingly into his face :
" I

forgive you
!

"

"Thank'e thank'e, Huldy!" and the old man

passed a red flannel sleeve across his moist eyes.

"There's just one fault, Mr. Cobble," she

added smilingly.

" What's that ?" the old man inquired, rubbing;

his hands with satisfaction.

"It isn't very well settled; you didn't ])Ut in;

—quite—eggs—enough, Mr. Cobble."

" There, there, now, Huldy ! don't, don't, don't

;

mention eggs again !
" said the old man.

But he laughed too, while her happy voice rang

,

out £;ailv in the echoing woods.

{To be continued.)
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AT THE ZOO.

IV.

15RUIN THE I;E.-\R.

NCE only have I

dreamed ofhunting

the uncouth bear.

I was ijroceeding

from New Orleans

to Washington and

stayed for a day or two

en route in the heart of

the Alleghany mountains.

It was winter, and a thin

mantle of snow on the

ground served to enhance

the beauty of the moun-

tain scenery. Our quarters

were of the roughest ; but

sitting with our pipes and

glasses before a stove,

heated almost to redness,

my companion and 1 forgot the bitter cold without.

Two Americans joined us in our chat, and
one of them, a wiry little hunter, discoursed

of the buffalo he had shot on the open prairie,

jind of marvellous adventures with the bear.

He spoke of lean and savage rangers, who, in-

stead of taking the long hibernation nap of winter,

jjrowled round the farms, the terror of their inmates
;

and he mentioned incidentally that a ranger was
said to be abroad that winter and in that very

neighbourhood. Our other visitor was not a hunter ;

he had indeed hunted only once in his life. Un-
acquainted with the weapons of the chase, he
was, he informed us on that occasion, in doubt how-

to load his gun, but considering half and half a fair

measure, he had filled the barrel half up with gun-

powder, added shot within an inch or two of the

muzzle and rammed all tight. Thus armed he
sallied forth, prei)ared to shoot anything he might

^ /^d^^.

meet with, from a sparrow to an Indian. The day

wore away however, and he saw nothing but a few

birds and beasts which refused to remain in that

stationary state which he deemed essential for

success. At last he saw in the middle of the road

a large bull-frog which sat contentedly blowing out

its sides and meditating. He guessed he'd shoot

that frog. Fetching a large stone on which to rest

his gun he lay down at a distance of about three

yards, and—fired. " Darn my grandmother, sir, I

missed that frog ; I guess something was wrong

with the gun, for the tarnation thing burst and

shattered that stone, blowing me backwards some

fo;:r hundred yards : and when I recovered from

the shock and returned to the spot, the old bull-

frog was still there, just contentedly blowing out its

sides and meditating. But I'm of opinion, sir, that

if I had not attempted a shot at long range, and if

that aged weapon had not exjjloded, I should have

bagged that bull-frog."

Our visitors departed, and we discoursed of the

ranger bear. If only we might meet him on the

morrow. I agreed that my travelling companion

should have the skin if 1 might have the skull, and

so we departed to our rooms to dream of bears.

In the early morning we sallied forth. Over the

mountains and in the silent valleys we wandered

somewhat aimlessly seeking our prey. Not a shot

did we fire ; not even a bull-frog did we see.

Animate life was steeped in winter torpor. The!

cold was intense,' our fingers were numbed, I could

scarce grasp my Winchester repeating rifle. Cross-

ing a stream bridged with ice my foot had gonej

through ; my boot was encrusted with ice, and myl

trouser was frozen like a board. Hark ! What wa

that crackling of the branches away to our left!

My companion looked up at me and murmured
" bear "

I His face had not the eager expression
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the genuine hunter. For niyseU' I looked round

for something big enough to hide behind. \\"e

waitjd breathlessly. No further sound broke upon

the stillness. When we were quite sure there was

nothing moving we proceeded in the direction of

the sound. " No trace of our ranger here," we

said in tones to which we endeavoured to give a

sorrowful ring of disappointment. It was perhaps

only the vegetation groaning at the cold. At all

' events we saw no bear that day ; but when in the

I

evening we sat before the stove, and the blood once

! more coursed freely in our veins we could speak

! more fully of our disapnointment. If only it had

been a bear after all

!

The black bear with which I had this thrilling;

adventure is found in North America

and there represents the brown

bear of Europe. In common
with this and other mem-
bers of his family (the griz/ly

of the Rocky mountains,

the Polar bear of the

Greenland ice-floes, the

sun and sloth bears of the

East) he differs very mark-

edly from the Cats, Just

look at Bruin as he slouches

about his den or sprawls his

ungainly length upon the floor.

How different are his clumsy

shape and awkward shuffle from the '"'^" "' °

clean-cut form and silent elegant tread of

Leo or of Tigris. Although taught to dance from

time immemorial, he has not learnt the art of walk-

ing upon his toes, being what zoologists call planti-

grade. He has no sheathes for his long and untidy

claws. His shaggy hair is luxuriant with too much
natural bear's-grease. In tail he is little better than

a guinea-pig. His little eyes give to his face an ex-

pression half silly and half sly ; and his ill-bred

manners and deportment have made him proverbial

IS a very churl among beasts.

Yet hath he his points of interest, this Bruin the

Jear. Foremost among these to the naturalist is

lis prolonged winter sleep. In the plentiful summer
season he eats all he can, fruits and vegetables,

loney and balsam, insects, fish, and flesh, and thus

Jecomes plump and sleek and fat. Then he goes
nto winter quarters, in a natural cave, or a hole of
lis own digging, or the hollow trunk of some old

tree. There he may be snowed u;) for months ; his

vital processes are reduced to a minimum. Breath-

ing and circulation continue in a languid fashion,

but not a morsel does he eat. He subsists on the

stores of fat he had previously laid up ; and not till

spring has melted the snows of winter does he

emerge thin and weak, and in sorry condition.

With what an appetite must he sit down to his first

breakfast after his hibernation sleep ! But he is a

wise beast, and eats sparingly at first, and for some
days after awakening he gets thinner rather than

fatter.

He has an affectionate heart, too, this great un

couth monster. Boehm tells of a little boy who
crept one night for warmth and shelter into

the cage of a savage bear. Instead

of devouring the child Bruin took

him under his protection, kept

him warm with the heat of

his body, and allowed him

to return every night to his

cage ; and when the boy

died soon after of small-

pox the bear refused all

food, and joined his little

friend in death.

The mother is devoted to

her cubs, and fearlessly pro-

tects them from danger. Bingley

quotes an account of a female

Polar bear who, with two large cubs,

was seen by the crew of an exploring frigate.

When they came near the vessel the sailors threw

over to them great lumps of the flesh of a sea-horse.

These the old bear fetched away singly, laid every

lump before her cubs as she brought it, and dividing

it, gave to each a share, reserving but a small

portion to herself;- and the sailors shot the cubs

and wounded their dam. " It would have drawn
tears of pity from any but unfeeling minds to have

marked the affectionate concern expressed by this

poor beast in the last moments of her expiring

young. Though she was herself dreadfully

wounded, she carried the lump of flesh she had
fetched away, as she had done others before ; tore

it in pieces and laid it before them ; and when she

saw that they refused to eat, she laid her paws first

upon one, and then upon the other, and en-

deavoured to raise them up ; all this time it was

pitiful to hear her moan. When she found she
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could not stir them she went ott, and when she had

got to some distance looked back and moaned ;

and that not availing her to entice them away, she

returned and began to lick their wounds. She

went off a second time as before ; and, having

crawled a few paces, looked again behind her, and

for some time stood moaning ; but still the cubs not

rising to follow her, she returned to them again ;

and with signs of inexpressible fondness went round

pawing them, and moaning. Finding at last that

they were cold and lifeless, she raised her head

towards the ship, and uttered a growl of despair,

which the murderers returned with a volley of

musket-balls. She fell between her cubs, and died

licking their wounds." Oh I 'tis sometimes gay

sport that of the hunter 1

Nor is it so very long ago that people in England

used to throng to see the '' merry disport " of bait-

ing the bear, the proceedings on which occasions

were of so orderly, quiet, and respectable a character

that the word " bear-garden " has become pro-

verbial. The bear was fastened behind, and then

worried by great English bull-dogs ; "but not

without great risk to the dogs ; and it sometimes

happens they are killed upon the spot ; fresh ones

are however immediately supplied in the place of

those that are wounded or tired." The onlookers used

to stand on scaftblds hounding on the dogs by their

cries, and betting eagerly on their favourites ; and

they were told that they "must not account for any

pleasant spectacle unless they pay one ])enny at

the gate, another at the entry of the scaftbld, and a

third for quiet standing." Let us be thankful that

such "pleasant pastimes" and "merry disports"

are now matters of tiie past. To hunt the bear in

the open forest may be noble sport ; but to bait

poor Bruin in a bear-garden seems to us nowadays

contemptible.

Mr. Lloyd, in his Northern Field Sports and

Scandinavian Adventures, describes at length the

method of hunting the bear in Norway and Sweden.

If it be winter the first proceeding is (or was) to

" ring the bear." This is done by following the

tracks of the creatures in the snow. So long as

they continue in a straightforward course the hunter

knows that the bear had no immediate intention of

lying down ; but when the course becomes crooked

and shows that the bear had doubled on its track,

he infers that Bruin has taken up his abode some-

where near. He then leaves the track and makes

an extended ring or detour round the suspected

part of the forest. If he completes the circle with-

out again meeting the track he knows that he has

ringed his bear. If not, he commences another

ring ; and thus he continues until he has accom-

plished his object. This being done, a skall or

great hunt is then proclaimed, a notification thereof

being given out from the pulpit after divine-

service, for every good and loyal subject is expected

to attend at church ; and by the laws of Sweden

every house in the district where cattle are kept is

bound, after such notification, to furnish at least

one man to take part in the skall. Several hundred

men may thus be got together, armed with axes,

pikes, and guns. They are divided into two

parties. A certain number, and among them some

of the best shots, form a stationary division in a

more open part of the forest. The others constitute

a driving division. The members of the two parties

thus form an environing cordon round the space in

which the bears are ringed. It is then the duty of

the members of the driving division gradually to

close in, beating the bush, and shouting. As the

circle grows narrower and narrower the work be-

comes exciting. The bears are roused from their

repose, and charge hither and thither, sometimes

attempting to break through the cordon with

violence, but generally retreating before the noise

and firing. At last, if they have not already suc-

cumbed, they are driven to the more open space,

and fall before the rifles of the more experienced

hunters. The danger of the sport is not, it would

seem, very great, there being more risk from the

bullets of eager but inaccurate marksmen on the

other side of the cordon than from the teeth or

claws of Bruin the bear. Mr. Lloyd describes a

summer skall (where the bears are not ringed, but

are known to be hidden in the forest), to which no

less than 1,500 men were summoned, which em-

braced a tract of country some sixty miles in

circumference, and which occupied several days,

A lynx and three bears, besides a few timid hares,

were the somewhat sorry return for all the trouble

and expense of the battue.

In Scandinavia, as elsewhere, the bear is some-

times domesticated, and if taken young becomes

quite tame, and is gentle in its disposition. It fe

not well, however, to annoy even a well-disposed

bear ; for Bruin, like the rest of us, resents practl

jokes of too unpleasant a nature. A Swedi
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peasant had one who used to stand on the l>ack of

his sledge when he was on a journey, and the beast

h.ul so good a balance that it was next to impossible

til upset him. One day, however, the jieasant

iiiiused himself with driving over the very worst

;^round he could find with the intention, if possible,

of throwing the bear off his balance. In this he

succeeded, but not in

the manner he ex-

pected. The bear re-

tained his balance of

body, but lost his

balance of mind, be-

coming so irritated

that he fetched his

master, who was in

front of him, a tre-

mendous thump on

the shoulder, which

frightened the man so

much that he had poor

Bruin killed immedi-

ately. An American

writer gives another

instance of ursine

irritability. A friend

of his would persist in

practising the flute

near his tame black

bear. Bruin bore this

in silence for a while,

went .so far indeed as

himself to tty and

play the flute on his

favourite stick ; but at

last he could stand it

no longer, and one

morning knocked the

flutist's tall hat over

his eyes. If any aCt

of retribution is justifi-

able this was. To prac-

tise the flute anywheie within earshot is annoying ;

to do so in a tall hat would be simply exasperating.

It would be easy to fill a small volume with anec-

dotes of captive bears. They would show that

Bruin is not so stupid as he is sometimes painted,

even if they did not altogether justify the Swedish

saying that the bear unites the wit of one man with

the strength of ten. Frank Buckland's bear, Tiglath

Pileser, was cute enough to know where to find the

sweetstuff, of which he, in common with his race,

was so inordinately fond ; for one day when he had
broken his chains he was found in a small grocer's

shop seated on the counter, and helping himself

with liberal paw to brown sugar and lolipops to the

no small discomfort of the good woman who kept

the shop. A black bear

1 1 America liad a weak-

i:ess for chickens. His

Master noticed the

hinningof the poultry

ard, and suspicion fell

'II Bruin owing to the

leathers wliich lay

round his pole. They
'ould not catch him

m the act however.

He was too sharp for

that, and if disturbed

when he had but half

demolished a pullet

he would hastily sit

on the remainder and

look as innocent as

could be. He was dis-

covered at last, how-

ever, by the cackling

"f a tough old hen

which he had failed to

silence.

The black bear

would seem to be

fonder of animal food

than his brown cousin

in Europe ; but all

bears will eat, at any

=s| rate occasionally, both

-y kinds of food, most of

them giv'ing the pre-

ference to ti vegetarian

diet, while the grizzly

are mainly carnivorous.

the crushing type, and

and the Polar bear

Their teeth are of

fitted for a mixed diet, and, thus differ from

the purely cutting or shearing teeth of the

cats. They can, moreover, unlike the cats, roll

the lower jaw from side to side, so as to grind

the food ; but there does not seem to be a marked
difference. in the teeth of the relatively carnivorous
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and the more fully vegetarian kinds. There is more

difference in their dispositions, the flesh-caters

being more savage and courageous. Curiously

enough the Polar bears at the Clifton Zoo seem to

be especially fond of cocoa-nuts—a kind of food to

which they can scarcely be accustomed among the

ice-floes of the North. A friend of mine gave one

a whole cocoa-nut, which the bear dashed to the

ground until it cracked. Then he ])laced his paw

upon it and crushed it, licking up the milk, and eat-

ing with much gusto the sweet white flesh. These

bears, like others of their kind, are fond of walking

up to the bars of the cage, and then retreating back-

wards, wagging their heads from side to side : and

one of them has the curious habit of walking

through the water to one end of his tank, and then

swimming to the other end on his back. They

seem sometimes to object to taking to the water :

and Mr. Grenfell records how one of our Clifton

bears, anxious to obtain a cocoa-nut that was float-

ing in his tank, pawed at the water so as to create a

current, which brought the desired object within

his reach. ^Ve must be careful, however, while

noting with interest the fact, not to be too sure that

the bear thought to him.self, " a current will bring

me the object : I'll make a current with my ])aw."

That is a piece of reasoning perhai)s beyond the

bear. Probably he simply ])awcd after the cocoa-

nut, and was mightily })leased when it came towards

him : but if through experience he learnt that ]ww-

ing had the desired eftect, a definite habit might Ik

instituted.

With all his faults his clumsy form (which is noi

his fault), his awkward gait (which he cannot helii.

poor fellow), and his predatory disposition (which,

after all, is his nature), I confess to some liking for

Bruin the bear. Were I a poet I would sing his

praises. Burns has his mouse, Wordsworth his

green-linnet, Shelley his sky-lark, Blake his burning

tiger. Why may I not in ^e^se ai)ostrophi/ce the

bear? It is indeed difficult to throw over the

unctuous product of the coiffeurs laboratory (by

the vulgar called bcar's-grease) the delicate glamour

of poesy ; but even this sjiall not daunt my muse:

—

Inveterate shuffler ! murmurous plantigrade !

Why sitt'st thou ever mumbling at thy toes

Revolving many ills ? What arc thy woes .-'

Dost mourn thy missing tail .' Or hath it made
Thcc sad that man so meanly hath repaid

Thy many gifts, the rug that tempts repose,

The busby striking terror to his foes

But dear (how dear !) to many a nursery-maid.

Vet are wc not tmgratefiil (take this bun I)

Still round thy choicest gift fond memory plays

Mid sweetest scents of fragrant orange-sprays—

Ah happy years ! when life had scarce begun.

Ere baldness came with age. Ah fragrant years

!

I thank thcc for them, Bruin, through my tears.

POLAR DEAR.

Frjm a Photogra/lt by II. Dixon.
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You can imagine the state of excitement into

which Ottihe le Breton was thrown, when

one day in June, her father, the Seigneur of Sark,

came home and told her that the Queen, who was

,
cruising about the Channel in the Royal yacht, had

I notified to him her intention of landing at Sark the

next Thursday and of lunching at the Seigneurie.

It sounds such a fine thing to be the daughter of

the Seigneur of Sark, that perhaps you will imagine

I that Ottilie was used to Kings and Queens and fine

company of all sorts, and wonder that she should

feel so much excited on this occasion. Not at all !

The Seigneur of Sark is only a quiet, invalid clergy-

I man who owns his little island just as other English

! gentlemen do their estates, letting out the land to

farmers and collecting his rents and paying his taxes

like other people ; and Ottilie was a simply brought-

• up girl of fourteen, who knew much less of the

; world than most girls of her age, had never been

i off the Channel Islands, and never set eyes on a

j
"crowned head " in her life, and she felt exactly as

any of us would if we were suddenly told that a

Queen was coming to take a meal in our father's

j house.

!

Queens are not common apparitions in any of

I the Channel Islands, and least of all in little Sark.

It is a difficult place to get to even for common
people. The island, which is only three miles long,

is walled by a line of splendid cliffs over three

hundred feet high. Its only harbour is a strip of

beach, defended by a tiny breakwater, from which

a steep road is tunneled up through the rocks to

the interior of the island. In rough weather, when
the wind blows and the sea runs high, which is the

case five days out of seven in summer, and six-and-

a-half days out of seven in winter, boats dare not

make for this difiicult landing, which is called

by the natives "The Creux "—or hole. It

is reported that some years since when the

Lords of the Admiralty were on a tour of in-

spection they sailed all round Sark and sailed away

again reporting that no place could be discovered

where it was possible to land, which seemed to the

Sarkites a very good joke indeed.

There are four principal islands in the Channel

group ; Alderney and Jersey from which come the

cows all of us know about ; Guernsey, whose cattle,

are held by the islanders as superior to all others,

and Sark, the smallest and by far the most beautiful

of the four. It is a real story-book island. The
soft sea-climate and the drifting mists of the gulf-

stream, nourish in its green valleys all manner of

growing things. Flowers flourish there as nowhere

else. Heliotropes grow into great clumps and red

and pink geraniums into bushes. Fuchsias and

white-starred jessamines climb to the very roofs

of the mossy old farmhouses, which stand knee-

deep, as it were in vines and flowers. Long links

of rose-coloured bind-weed lie in tangles along the

dusty road-side, you tread on them as you walk

through the shady lanes between hedgerows of ivy

and sweet-brier and briony, from the leaves of

which shine out little glittering beetles in mail coats

of flashing, irridescent green, like those which the

Cuban ladies we.ir on their lace dresses as a dec-

oration. There is only one wagon kept for hire

on the Island, and all is primitive and peaceful

and full of rest and repose.

But there are wonderful things too, as well as

beautiful ones— strange spouting-holes in the middle

of green fields, where the sea has worn its way far

inland, and, with a roar sends sudden shocks of

surf up through its chimney-like vent. Caves too,

full of dim green light in whose pools marvellous

marine creatures flourish

—

"The fruitage and bloom of the Ocean
—

"

or strange spines of rock-path linking one end of

the island with the other by a road not over five

feet wide, from whose undefended edges the sheer

precipice goes down on either side for hundreds

of feet into the sea ; and natural arches in the rocks
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through wliich the wonderful lilue-green sea is

seen. All about the island the water is of this

remarkable colour, like the plumage of a peacock

or a dragon-fly's glancing wings, and out of it rises

strange rock-shapes, pyramids and obelisks and

domes, over which white surf breaks constantly.

Some of the most remarkable of these rocks

are beneath the Seigneurie, whose shaven lawns

and walled gardens stretch to the cliff top and

busy. JNIr. le Breton, as a general thing, lived

simply enough. His wife had died when Ottilie

was only six years old. Miss Niffin the governess,

Marie the cook, the housemaids and an old butler,

who had .served the family for a quarter of a century,

made up the establishment indoors. Ottilie had

her basin of porridge and cream and her slice of

bread at eight o'clock every morning, and bread

and milk and " kettle-tea " for supper, with now

f;f--.-.:i^

m

command a

\
'

\
' wide sea view. It

is a fine old house

with terraces and stone balustrades over which

vines cluster thickly, and on which peacocks sit,

spreading their many-eyed tails to the sun,

as if trying to out-do the wonderful flashing

blue-green sea.

Ottilie herself always fed these peacocks which

were old family friends. There were si.\ of them.

Bluet and Cramoisie—the parents of the flock

which had been named by Mrs. le Breton, who
was a Frenchwoman—Peri and Fee de Fie, and
Lorenzo the Magnificent and the Great Panjan-

drum ; these last christened by Ottilie herself on

account of their size and stately demeanour. The
beautiful creatures were quite tame. I'hey would

take food from her hand, and if she failed to

present herself at the accustomed time with her

bowl of millet and bread, they would put their

heads in at the terrace windows and scream until

she recollected her duty and came to them.

I am afraid that the peacocks were rather neg-

lected for the few days preceding the Queen's

visit, for everybody at the Seigneurie was very

and then a taste of jam by way of a treat. The

servants lived chiefly on "Jersey soup," a thick

broth of oat-meal, vegetables and fish, with a trifle

of bacon or salt-beef to give it a relish. Mr. le

Breton had his morning cofiTee in his study, and

the early dinner which he shared with Ottilie and

Miss Niffin was not an elaborate one.

These being the customs of the Seigneurie, it can

easily be imagined that it taxed all the resources of

the establishment to provide suitably for the

Queen's entertainment. All the island knew of

the important event and longed to advise and help, j

The farmers sent their thickest cream and freshest

strawberries and lettuces, desirous to prove their

loyalty not to their sovereign only, but also to their

landlord. Marie, the cook, spent the days in

reading over her most difficult recipes, and could

not sleep at night. A friend of hers, once second

cook to the Earl of Duncroft, but now retired on

her laurels into private life, offered to come for a

few days to assist, and to fabricate a certain famous

game pasty, of which it was asserted the English

aristocracy are inordinately fond. Peter, the

but'.er. crossed over to Guernsey twice during the

week with a long list of indispensables to be filled

up by the shops there. Hampers of wine came
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from London, and hot-house grapes and

nectarines from friends in Jersey. The whole

house was in a bustle, and nothing was spoken of

but the Queen and the Queen's visit—what she

would wear and say and do, who she would bring

with her, and what sort of weather she would have

for her coming.

This last point was the one on which Ottilia was

most solicitous. A true child of Sark, she knew all

about its tides and currents, the dangers of the

island channels and the difference which a little

more or less wind and sea made in the navigation

of them. She could recollect one stormy winter,

when a Guernsey doctor who had come over to set

a broken arm was detained for three weeks on the

inland, in plain sight all the time of his own home
in St Peterport, but as unable to get to it as if it

Imd been a thousand miles away !

" It would be dreadful if the Queen came and

then could not get away again for three weeks !

"

she said to herself. " It would be awfully interest-

iny; to have her here of course—but I don't quite

know what we should do—or what she would do !

"

She tried to make a picture of it in her mind, but

soon gave up the attempt. Provisions are scarce

sometimes on Sark when the wind blows and the

boats cannot get in. There would always be milk

and vegetables and fruit if it were summer, and

perhaps chickens enough could be collected to

hold out, but there was something terrible in the

idea of a Queen without butcher's meat I Ottilie's

imagination refused to compass it !

Her very first thought when the important day

daw^ned was the weather.

She waked with the first sunbeam and ran at

orce to the window. AVhen she saw a clear sky

and the sun rising out of a still sea, she gave a

scream of delight.

" What is the matter ? " asked Miss Xiffin sleepily

from the ne.xt room.

"It's good weather," replied Ottilie. "We've
got the most beautiful day for the Queen to

rome."

Miss Niffin's only answer was a little groan.

She was a shy little person and the idea of con-

fronting royalty made her dreadfully nervous.

" Oh if the day were only over ! " she said to her-

self, and she longed to plead a headache and stay

m bed, but she dared not. Besides, she felt that it

would be cowardly to desert her post on such an

important occasion and leave Ottilie alone, so she

braced her mind to face the awful necessity.

Mr. le Breton, awakening about the same time,

gave a groan a good deal like Miss Niffin's. He

was a loyal subject and felt the honour that was

done him by the Queen's inviting herself to

luncheon, but, all the same, invalids do not like to

be put out of their way, and he, too, wished the

day well over.

" Ten to one I shall be laid up for the next

month to pay for it," he reflected. Then he too

braced himself to the necessity and rang for hot

water, determined to do his duty as a man and a

Seigneur.

Ottilie was perhaps the only person in the house

who was really glad to have the day come. The

servants were tired and fretted with a sense of

responsibility. Marie had passed a dreadful night

full of dreams of failure and spoiled dishes

" Now just as sure as possible my rolls will be

heavy this day of all the days of the year,"

was her first waking thought. But no, the rolls

were light as a feather, and the sponge and almond

cakes came out of the oven delicately browned and

quite perfect in taste and appearance. Nothing

went wrong ; and when Mr. le Breton, just before

starting for the Creux harbour to meet the royal

party, took a look into the dining-room to make

sure that all was right, he said to himself that he

had never seen a prettier or more complete little

repast.

The table was ornamented with hot-house fruit

and flowers, beautifully arranged by i\Iiss Niffin and

Ottilie. All the fine old le Breton plate had been

brought out and polished, the napery shone like

iced snow, there were some quaint pieces of old

Venetian glass, jugs, dishes and flagons, and a

profusiftn of pretty confections, jellies, blanc-manges,

crystallised fruits and bonbons to give sparkle and

colour. The light streamed in at the windows

which opened on the terrace. From under the

\ines the flash of the waves could be seen. The

curtains waved in the wind which was blowing

inland. Nothing could be prettier ; the only

discord was the noisy scream of the peacocks

on the lawn, who seemed as much upset and

disturbed by the great event as the rest of the

household.

"Can't something be done to stop those crea-

tures?" said Mr. le Breton. "Tie them up
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somewhere, can't you, Ottilie ? or send a boy to

drive them down to the farm."

"It's only because they are hungry," replied

Ottilie rather absently. "I haven't given them

their breakfast yet.'

She was sticking long stems of fronded Osmundi

into a jar as a decoration for the fireplace and

scarcely noticed what her father said. It was some

minutes after the carriage drove away before she

finished ; then, with a sigh of relief, she brusiied up

the leaves she had scattered on the carpet and ran

up stairs to change her dress. It would never do to

be caught by the Queen in a hoUand frock,

with her liair blown about her eyes, and with green

finger-tips

!

The clock struck one as she fastened her white

dress and patted smooth the bows of her wide pink

sash. One was the hour fixed for the Queen to

land, so there was no time to lose. Ottilie only

waited for one glance in at the door of the spare

room, where the Queen, if so minded, was to take

off her things. She glanced at the bed with a sort

of awe as the possible repository of a royal bonnet,

altered the position of a liowl of roses on the niantel-

l)iece, and then hurried down to join Miss Niffin,

who, attired in her best black silk and a pair of lace

mits, was seated decorously in the hall doing

nothing. Ottilie sat down beside her. It was

rather a nervous waiting, and a long one, for half

an hour passed, three quarters, and finally the

clock struck two, before wheels were iieard on the

gravel, and during all that time the two watchers

spoke scarcely a word. Only once Ottilie cried as

a gust uf wmd blew the curtains straight out into

the room, " Oh, dear, I hoi)e it isn't rough I Oh, dear,

wouldn't it be dreadful if the Queen were to be sick ?

She would never like Sark again !

"

" I think her Jilajesty must be used to the sea,

she sails so much," replied Miss Niffin. The gust

died away and did not blow the curtains any more,

and again they sat in silence, waiting and listening.

" At last I

" cried Ottilie as the distinct roll of

wheels was heard on the drive. Her heart beat

fast, but she got up bravely, straightened her slender

little figure as became a Le Breton, and walked out

on to the porch. Her eyes seemed strangely dazzled

by the sun—for she could see no one in the car-

riage but her father.

It rolled up to the door, and Ottilie felt a great

throb of disappointment rise like a wave in her

heart and spread and swell I Mr. Ic liretoii liad

come back alone !

" Papa," she cried as soon as she could speak,

" what has hajjpened ? Where is the Queen ?
"

" I hope nothing has gone amiss with her CJracioiiN

Majesty," jjut in Miss Niffin from behind.

Mr. le Breton got out of ihe carriage before he

replied. He looked tired and annoyed.

" You can drive to the stable, Thomas," he said,

" the carriage will not be wanted." Then he turned

to Miss Niffin.

" Her Gracious Majesty lias decided not to land,"

he went on. "The wind has sprung up and made

rather a sea outside the breakwater, nothing to

signify by the Sark standard, but enough to deter

inexperienced persons. I waited at the Creux for

nearly an hour, and every man, woman and child

on the island waited with me, with the exception

of you and Ottilie and the servants, and then the

captain of the royal yacht signalled that he could

not risk putting the Queen ashore in a small boat

in such rough water. So the thing is given up."

"Oh I
" cried Ottilie stamping her foot. " How

hateful of the wind to spring up. It could have

waited as well as not ! It has all the rest of the time

to blow in, and now all the nice preparations are

thrown away and all our pleasant time spoiled, and

just as likely as not the Queen may never come to

Sark at all." Her voice died away into a storm of

sobs.

" Peter seems as much afflicted by this disappoint-

ment as you are, Ottilie," cried her father. He
indicated by a gesture the door of the dining-room,

from which queer muffled sounds were heard just

then. " Come, my child, don't cry over the matter.

It can't be helped. Winds and waves oblige nobody,

not even kings and queens."

" There are compensations for all our troubles,"

said Miss Niffin in her primmest tone. " We must

bear up and try to feel that all is for the best."

Miss Niffin seemed to find it quite easy to be

morally consoled for her share of loss in the giving

up of the Queen's visit.

" How can you talk in that way ? " cried Ottilie,

who was not in the least in awe of Miss Niffin. " If

I had broken my comb you would have said exactly

the same, I know you would ) There isn't any com-

pensation at all for this trouble, and it's no use my
trying to feel that it's for the best— it isn't."

" We never know," replied Miss Niffin piously.
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U'JIO ATE THE QUEEyS LUNCH!

" Come," said Mr. le Breton, desiring to \wx an

end to the altercation, " I don't know wliy we should

go hungry because her Majesty won't come and eat

our luncheon. Take my arm, Miss Niflin, and let

us have something to eat. Marie will break her

heart if all her trouble and pains are not appreciated

by somebody."

He gave his arm to Miss Nififin as he spoke, and

moved forward to the dining room. Ottilie followed,

wiping her eyes with her handkerchief, and feeling

that the dainties would stick m her throat if she tried

to swallow them, she was so very, very dreadfully

disappointed.

But when Mr. le Breton reached the dining-room

door he stopped suddenly as if shot, and gave a sort

of shout I No one could speak for a moment.

There was the feast, so prettily and tastefullv

arranged only an hour before, a mass of ruins ! The
flowers were upset. The fruit, tumbled and mashed,

.stained the cloth and the floor. Wine and lemonade

dripped from the table's edge. The pink and

yellow jellies, the shapes of Charlotte Russe and

blancmange and the frosted cakes and tarts were

all smears and crumbs. Where the gigantic ]iasty

had stood remained only an empty dish, and above

the remains, rearing, picking, clawing, gobbling,

appeared si.\ long blue-green necks, which di])j)ed

and rose and dipped again !

The peacocks, tired of waiting for their morning
meal, and finding the windows open, had entered

and helped themselves ! There was Lorenzo the

Magnificent with a sponge cake in his beak, and

Peri gobbling down a lumj) of blancmange, and

the Grand Panjandrum with both claws embedded
in a pyramid of macaroons. Their splendid tails

were draggled with cream and crumbs and sticky

with jelly ; altogether they ])resented a most greedy

and disreputable appearance ! The strangest part of

the whole was that while they stuffed themselves

they preserved a dead silence, and did not express

their enjoyment by one of their usual noisv screams.

It was evident that they felt that the one great

opportunity of their lives was going on and that

they must make the most of it.

At the sound of Mr. le Breton's shout tli'-

peacocks started guiltily. Then they gathered uj)

their tails as best they might, and, half flying, half

running, scuttled out of the windows and fixr across

the lawn, screaming triumphantly as they went,

while Ottilie tumbled into a chair and laughed till

she cried.

"Oh! didn't they look funny?" she gasped

holding her sides.

" Kather expensive fun," replied the Seigneur

ruefully. " But it is one comfort that we have it to

ourselves." Then the humour of the situation seized

on him also, and he sat down and laughed almost

as hard as Ottilie.

" Dear me I what a mercy that Her Majesty

didn't come," remarked Miss Niffin in an awestruck

tone.

"Oh I" cried Ottilie with sudden h.orror at

the thought, " suppose she had ! Suppose we

had all walked in at that door and found the

peacocks here I And of course we should 1 Of,

course they would have done it just the same if

there had been fifty queens to see them I How
dreadful it would have been ! Yes, there are com-

pensations, Miss Niffin, I see it now."

So Ottilie was reconciled to her great disappoint

ment, though the Queen has never tried to land at

Sark again, and perhaps never will. For as she

sensibly says, " It is a great deal better that we

should be disappointed than that the Queen should

be, for if she had been very hungry—and most likely

she would have been after sailing and all—she would

not have thought the Grand Panjandrum with his

feet in the macaroons half so funny as we did, andf

would have been truly and really disappointed."

So it 7i.ias all for the best, as Miss Nififin said.
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CHAPTER XII.

IT was the day before Miss Exeter's birthday,

and the time-honoured custom at Miss Exeter's

school was, that the great event should be observed

as a whole holiday.

Furthermore, there was an understanding of

equally ancient date, that the holiday was to be

passed as it were in unison. The entire school

struck one jubilant note, and any other, even

though a perfectly harmonious one, would have

been esteemed a discord.

This latter piece of strict etiquette was however

tacit, not openly proclaimed. Nay, it was rather

supposed to be a surprise to Miss Exeter than

otherwise.

Regularly as the auspicious morn came round,

Miss Exeter, after detailing her own programme,

would subjoin, with a little preliminary cough,

the following—" But if any one prefers to spend the

' day among her own friends, I hope that she will

understand she is at perfect liberty to do what-

ever pleases her best,'' after which she would go

through the form of looking invitingly round, and

pausing for a reply.

But no reply in the affirmative would ever

come.

Even had any churlish ingrate in her heart of

hearts desired to separate herself from the rest, and

mumble her bone in unsociable retirement from the

festive scene, it would have been more than such

a one dared to own as much. Indignation and

reproach—nay, ignominy for evermore, would

have been her portion.

For it was well known that dear to Miss E.xeter's

heart was this great day of the year, and that as

on it she laid herself out to entertain, to please,

I
amuse, and gratify each and all under her charge,

so did she equally value their appreciation of such

endeavours, and response to such efforts.

The birthday

—

the birthday, as it was called

—was the one j^early occasion upon which the rigid

little schoolmistress permitted herself to be made
much of in true, feminine, affectionate, demonstra-

tive fashion, the one chance allowed her naturally

sociable disposition for indulging without detriment

to tutelage or discipline, in an outbreak of hospit-

able revelry. Hours were changed, rules were

flung to the winds on this one day of the year.

There was a late breakfast, a scrap luncheon

—or rather a series of scrap luncheons, every

body getting what they wanted, at what time

they wanted it ; there were cups of tea on little

trays to suit the various goings and comings

;

there was no dinner at all, but there was a late

supper, a sumptuous supper, a supper which,

served at the dissipated hour of half-past eight,

set out with choicest flowers, and jjlentifuUy

supplied with all the delicacies of the season,

was felt to be the crowning glory of the whole.

For it was whispered that the most reckless,

extravagant orders were given by Miss Exeter.

From it no pupil, old or young, at Miss Exeter's

school, would have absented herself for legions

of worlds.

Perhaps no one who does not know what it is

to be in the habit of doing a set thing at a set

hour, daily or weekly, of living by fixed rule even

under the most just and humane of autocrats,

can appreciate the exquisite satisfaction of

breaking loose, even though it be but for once and

a way, nor the intensity of delight which accrued

to my heroine and her schoolfellows from the

turning of every ordinary moment topsy-turvy,

which the 15th of July brought annually to the

inmates of the corner house on Haverstock Hill.

" It is like waking up in a different world,"

Elma sought to explain to her friend Mabel. "It
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is like this, you know. We do now and then get a

whole holiday ; we get one for the Queen's birthday,

of course ; and if there is any great public event,

Miss Exeter is sure to be xtrx smiling, and say,

' I think upon such an occasion I cannot do less

than grant a whole holiday ;
' but those holidays

are almost as unlike this one as they are unlike

schooldays. We all .say ' Thank you,' and fly

off as fast as we can go, to any house where

we may—to relations, or friends, you know ; we

never dream of stopjiing at home—I mean at

school—if we can possibly help it. But to-morrow "

—for as we have said, it was the eve of the auspi-

cious day— " tc-morrow there is a feeling in the air
—

'

and Elma shook her little business-like shoulders

with excitement— " there is a something runs through

and through us all, before ever we are awake in tht

morning, a kind of voice that says we're all thinking

the same thing, and feeling the same thing, and

no one is going off by herself, but we are -all

together going to have the best of times. That is

what we feel,—and I think that is what Miss Exeter

likes us to feel. Well, we are so excited that

we are sure to wake early, and hardly want to

stay in bed till the late breakfast—only we do

like the late breakfast all the same, it

seems so grand and fine and like other people,

to be strolling down to breakfast at half-past nine

— and besides. Miss Exeter says it keeps us from

being too tired by the end of the day. So then, after

prayers and breakfast, and the giving of the pre-

sents—I told you about them before—Miss Exeter

stands up, smiling all over, to tell us what sJie is

going to do ; we are all to do what we like—we
have planned it all out ages before among ourselves,

you know, and Miss Exeter very likely guesses that,

but she makes as though she knew nothing, and

announces her programme, as she calls it, to begin

with."'

" And what is the programme ? Don't skip.

Tell me every single thing,'' adjured Mabel with

the deepest earnestness ; for by this time, as we know,

she had come to take an unfeigned interest in the

fortunes of the girls, and knew a great deal

more about Elma's principal friends and associates

than merely their names. '' What does Miss Exeter

herself do ?
"

"She presides over a shopping ]«rty, as she

calls it, in the morning. We think she keeps all

the shopping that she knows we girls will like, for

the birthday ; she seems to have such a quantity

to do, and all at such nice, amusing places. Wo
go down to Bond ."-"trcct in an timnibus

—
" l-'hiia

paused.

" An omnibus— yes," nodded Mabel, by way of

saying, " 1 know perfectly what an omnibus is ; I

have seen them ; don't stop to instruct my ignor-

ance—an omnibus. I dare say that is jjart of the

fun. I often think how I should like to go in an

omnibus."

" Well, I don't,' confessed Elma candidly.

"They are dreadfully hot and headachy, and some

of them shake one a good deal besides—but

then we never shoio we mind ; because, of course,

Miss Exeter would rather be driving in a nice, open

carriage herself; and of course she has no other

way of taking us ; and she always insists upon paying

everything for everybody on her birthday— so we

get into the omnibus all right, and it is no very

great way to go, and as soon as we get to the Marble

Arch, we have only to walk off.
"

" But do all the girls go ? The whole school ?
"

" Oh, dear, no," said Elma merrily. " Every gover-

ness heads her own i)arty, .some one way, some

another. Miss Mordern nearly always chooses to see

pictures, but those who go with her bargain for the

Burlington Arcade, at any rate ; then Mademoiselle

Marie goes to French places and gets chocolate, and

artificial flowers, and slips into the Row to see the

riders about half-past twelve. Though nobody would

think it, Mademoiselle Marie is perfectly crazy about

horses ; her brother is in some French cavalry

regiment."

" Never mind liini, IClnia. But do you not go

with her then ? I thought you were fond oi horses

too ?
'

" .\h, but I like being with Miss Exeter better.

I stick by her all through the day. Besides,

those girls who go to the Row in the morning

come in late, and are tired, and like to sit in the

gardens reading story-books afterwards. They are

generally the little girls. Only four of us older

ones go with Miss Exeter, and we come in rather

early—that is, we are all at home about two, and

then we go to rest in the heat of the day in our

own rooms, and about four tea comes round."

" No ? Tea ? You luxurious creatures !

"
j

" It does indeed I A tray coines tapping at eacl|.,

door—

"

" The tray does ?
"
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' And when it comes to ours, Henrietta's

and mine, we bounce up, and shout ' Come in

Mary ! What is it, Mary ? ' as if we had no idea !

For part of the ])leasure is that nothing has been

said, do )-ou see ? So then Mary says, ' Miss

Exeter thinks that a cuj) of tea will do you

young ladies good before you go out again, and

will you please be ready to start at a tjuarter to

five o'clock.'
"'

" And where are you to start for ?
"

" For the park. For the park at the really

fashionable hour of the day. Think of that,

Mabel I You and I do it, you know, with our own

people ; but Miss Exeter and the girls never do,

except on this one day. And it is so nice going

all together, and going when other people are

going—not just coming in from our walk in the

nice, cool time of the day, and sitting down to our

stupid dinner when all the best of the ])cople are

turning out again."

" But I cannot imagine why iliss Exeter should

not keep the same hours as we do," interposed

Elma's auditor, with very natural ignorance. " Any-

body can dine when they choose, I suppose

;

and go in and out when they choose, if they

arrange to do it."

" Oh, that would never do for a school, my
dear "—Elma shook her superior head—" never at

all. There are all kinds of things to be thought of

n a school ; and we don't mind neither, once

ve are fairly at it. In the winter we don't mind at

ill ; it is cheerful and cosy to be sitting down in

I nice, warm, bright dining-room at six o'clock,

ivith a good long evening before us afterwards.

Henrietta says we are very well off to dine at six,

Jnd that Miss Exeter has many nice ways that

ire not usual at girls' schools."

" Well, yes, I dare say : now finish with the

airthday, there's a dear." It must be owned
Elma was apt to digress, and never failed to do

50 when there was a chance of putting in a word
for Miss E.xeter. "Now, go on," adjured Mabel.

" Well, there we are walking uj) and down, as

jrand as every one else. We stroll about, we sit

down—Miss Exeter always will have chairs—we

meet some of her friends who know she will

DC there, and come on purpose ; and last year

ive saw the Princess of Wales and her daughters

lass three times, once quite close, and Mr. and

Mrs. Gladstone—

"

—"One can see them any da_\'. Well .'"

"Well? What? There isn't any more."
" Don't you do anything more ?

"

"No, indeed, we stop till it is quite late, til) every

one is off to dress for dinner. Then we go too

and we know what we are going to have when we
get home."

" What ?
"

"The very finest supper you can imagine. I

will tell you all about it another time. There is

everything at it—everything. Miss Exeter tries

to surprise us with something new each year

;

and though we are pretty tired by that time,

we always dress in our best, and so does Miss

E.xeter—oh I there's the bell, Mabel, that is for

me—good-bye.'

" One moment, Elma. How many of you go to

the park— four?"

"Only three. Miss Exeter says we cannot walk

more than two abreast in the afternoon. Good-
bye."

" Who stops behind ? Not you ?
"

"No, no! Clara—Clara Nugent. But she does

not stop behind, she goes to an afternoon concert

with an aunt. She is a musical girl, and rather

jioor, and Miss Exeter makes her a present of

a ticket—there is sure to be a concert somewhere

or other—and so, though she spends all the rest

of the day among us, she just has her concert

different."

" \\'hat a good time you must have," said Mabel,

rather quietly for her. And she forgot to respond

to the third joyous "good-bye" of her departing

visitor, but appeared instead to be thinking.

CHAPTER XIII.

" M.\M.M.A, you cannot really mean it !

''

"Why, my dear, I see no objection."

" The thing is absurd ! that is the objection
;

I really wonder, mamma, what you will give in to

next. Mabel makes both you and herself ridi-

culous. The idea of her sitting up alone in your

own carriage
— ''

" But, my dear Florence, why not ? " Florence

was Mabel's elder sister, the next in age, and

the next in dominance among the Duchess of

Mcrtoun's daughters. With her the duchess would

deign to parley, the rest were merely set aside.
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" Why not ? " proceeded the fond parent, exculpating

her darling. " I really prefer Mabel's litttle cart

occasionally, and it amuses me ; in it I can go for

an informal, refreshing trot along the Embankment,

which will set nie uj) for the evening far more

than the crowded park. I think it quite a good

idea of Mabel's ! And if it pleases the poor child
—

"

" It is so absurd !
' Lady Florence was not

good at an argument. " Nobody with her ; she

sitting up all by herself in state !

"

" Then why not go with her, some of you ?

Why not go yourself?
''

" She knows I am engaged," shortly. " Mabel

knew perfectly well that none of us could go,

before she made the suggestion. She took her

own time for doing it too : we should never ha\e

heard a word of the matter, if Truefit had not

happened to send in for orders about the pony-

cart after luncheon. Mamma, I do wonder how

you can spoil Mabel as you do. Vou have spoilt

her till
''

" Till she can no more be spoilt," cried a gay

voice behind the speaker, and the said Mabel

appeared, fully equijjped for her exjx:dition.

" Aha ! I heard you, Florence. And you are quite

right. It is of no use trying, mamma. I cannot take

on any more spoiling, as Florence says, so I

must just put uj) with what I have got already.

What is Florence scolding about now? Our ex-

change of carriages ?
"

The duchess looked at her fondly :
" Vou will

look droll, mamma, but so shall I ! I like to

look droll, don't you? I will go in among all

the other jieople, and trundle solemnly up and

down, all by myself, as you do ! And you shall

scamper along by the riverside, feeling the fresh

air blow on your cheeks, and into your eyes,

and sending all your headache away in a puff,

as it sends mine on the French-verb days."

"I dare say it will do my headache good, my
darling."

" No doubt that was why Mabel suggested

the experiment, "" observed Florence sarcastically.

" Mabel is always so thoughtful for others."

Mabel reddened.

" I don't see why I should be thoughtful when

no one else is thoughtful," began she angrily.

"I never said it was because of mamma's

headache I asked her to go ; I only said that as

she was sroins;, it mieht do her headache good. I

am not hypocritical
—

" and she stopj^ed, breath-

ing defiance.

"No, indeed! Mabel is never that I " cried

her sure partisan, catching the infection.

" Indeed, Florence, you ought not to pretend to l

think her so. And for my part, if / choose to
'

lend my carriage to any one, it is my affair.

^Vhat you can find in such a simple matter to make

a grievance of," continued the duchess ijlaintivel),

' I am sure I cannot imagine.

"

Florence shrugged her shoulders. " It is only

part of the whole," she muttered, and left tli

room.

"Cross thing 1 " cried Mabel, with a sigh <t

relief. " I was so afraid that she was going to

insist upon going out 'with me, or upon Edith's

going, and that would have spoilt everything. I

want to go quite alone—quite by myself I will

tell you all about it when I come home, mamma,"
patronisingly. " only, you know, you must keep

it to yourself, or you might get us both into a

scrape."

" But, my darling child
—

" And the poor

'

duchess looked slightly perplexed and anxious.

" Into a scrajje, my love ? I did not understand

that. Had you not better just give me a hint?-

I would not say a word to your sisters, but, you

see, you are still so young."

" Oh, I am all right ;
" and Mabel nodded reassur-

ingly. " Never you mind, mamma, I know what I

am about, and I cannot possibly tell you before-

hand. There is nothing really—only
—

"

" Why not take Elma Alfreton ?
"

A flash from Mabel's eye.

"Is that it?" cried the duchess, delighted

with her own acuteness. " You want to take

Elma? By all means. But why not have said so'

before ? What harm could there be in taking

Elma? And Lady Alfreton is alwaj-s pleased with;

the attention."

"Well, that's it, and yet it's not it," replied

Mabel, who, as we have said before, with all her

faults, was truthful. " I do want to pick up Elma,

but—"
"But I thought as much," said her sister re--

entering. "You think that you two girls sitting;

up in mamma's carriage, will attract attention, and

that people will take notice of you, and stop the

carriage to speak to you."'

" I never thoua;ht anvthinu; of the kind.''
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" That is why you have put on your new frock

and hat," continued Florence, with a sneer, " and

I dare say you have told Elnia to do the same,

and—

"

" I did not ! I have not ! Elma does not know

I am coming. She does not know anything about

it. She—"
" My dear !

" interposed the duchess in surprise.

" Elma does not know ? Then where is the use

of going? You will never find her. I thought

I understood
—

"

" Mamma, if you think you understand Mabel

you are mistaken !
" Again Florence smiled scorn-

fully.

The duchess looked at each in turn. What was

she to say? How should she decide? Hitherto

it had been Mabel against the world, everything

that Mabel did being right, everything she said

excusable. But in the present instance it seemed

for once as if really—really—and she looked

wi-akly from one daughter to the qther, and showed

her doubts and indecision in her face. .

If only Mabel would speak out ! Be plain

and confide in her ! In that case she would fight

Mabel's battle to the last drop of her blood
;

but how to defend a mystery she knew not.

The carriage was announced. " She is to

go then ? " said Florence, seeing the day was

lost.

Of course she is to go!" Mabel faced her

iister with a flushed cheek and steady eye. " Of

course she is to go "
! Then buttoning on

.ler gloves nervously, " Good-bye, mamma, good-

bj'e."

'Good-bye, dear love," whispered her mother.

• I hope—ahem— I hope you will enjoy your drive."

;th(.n louder, for Florence was still watching

uid listening) " I—I—really Florence, I wish

vou would not look at me like that," sharply.

Vou are very rude. Surely I may say 'good-bye,'

o Mabel if I choose, without your permission !

Mabel—ahem—be careful, my love," (in her

;ar), " a little careful. You will not do anything

"oolish or imprudent ?
"

" I don't want to do anything foolish, or im-

prudent, mamma." There was a twitch of restive

;houlders. " Why should you suppose it ?

"

Then with a sudden softening of tone and

i
iccent, "I only want to do a little kindness for

)nce."

CHAPTER XIV.

Perh.\ps she ought not to have done it, but

I think my readers will excuse Mabel for what

followed. Recollect that from her childhood

she had been accustomed to t'ollow up every

fancy, and gratify every whim ; and that now

—

now -when a nobler emotion was agitating her

young breast, it seemed to her as if any one

who should attempt to thwart her in giving it

free play was to be defied, or outwitted.

Her sisters, one and all, would, she knew,

have been against her on her present errand
;

even her mother could hardly have been de-

pended upon for approval or support ; and ac-

cordingly she had asked counsel of no one,

and had merely obtained as much permission

as was absolutely necessary.

She was now radiant with triumph ; and

though in itself the triumph was perchance not

especially worthy of praise, there was a glow

of another kind within the young girl's bosom,

which was an earnest of better things for

the future than had ever been yielded by the

past.

" I cannot possibly miss them, but still I must

watch like a cat. There are such a lot of people

out to-day. And how stupid of me not to ask

Elma if there were no particular places they went to

when they sat down ! Thomas !

"—leaning forward.

Thomas looked round, and touched his hat. " Say

I want to drive in the inside line as much as

possible—and close to the path. Tell Truefit

he must manage." Then the little lady sat back

again, excited 'but demure.

" Florence need not be afraid," thought she,

"I am not going to play any pranks. We shall all

sit up as correctly as possible : and I will answer

for it Miss Exeter knows how to sit as well as

mamma, or anybody. Poor, dear Miss Exeter

!

I feel quite fond of her now, from Elma's

accounts. I seem to know every turn of the frizzy

curls, and every poke of the Httle bonnet. Elma

will be pleased. She—why, there they are ! There

they are
!

" and the soliloquist almost leaped

up in her eagerness, as her eye at that moment
detected the black-beaded mantilla—Miss Exeter's

own black-beaded mantilla, with the black lace

parasol overhead, and the white frock of Elma

next it. The little party was walking slowly towards

her, but their heads were turned the other way.

A A
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In another instant however the duchess's foot-

man had drawn the ladies' attention to Lady Mabel

Pomeroy seated in an open carriage by the side of

the railing.

" I have come on purpose. You really must.

—

Elma will tell you. I knew you would be here ; and

this is my mother's own carriage ; and 1 have

borrowed it for myself and my friends. I want

you all to come for a drive. Please, Miss Exeter

don't say ' No '
!

"

Could any one have had the heart to say " No " ?

There was something so genuine, so frank, and

so unmistakably earnest in the appeal, it was so

evidently intended to be acted upon, and the

speaker was so entirely another person to the

serenely impertinent Lady Mabel of the flower

show, that Miss Exeter felt more at a loss than

she had ever done in her life.

When rudely treated, she had been able to

respond with quiet dignity ; when slighted, she

had turned aside the slight by the very seeming

not to perceive it ; but she hardly knew where

she was, or what she ought to say, beneath all

those eager eyes turned upon her, on the present

occasion.

Moreover the high-swung, easy, elegant equipage

did look exceedingly tempting.

" Let down the steps,Thomas." Lady ]\Libel took

the matter into her own hands, but not unpleasantly.

" It is all right, isn't it ? Yes, I thought so. I

thought Miss Exeter .would not refuse me upon

her birthday'' added the speaker, with a smile

that made beautiful her whole face. "I want to

have my share of the birthday too."

'• You must not think I am a forward girl. Miss

Exeter," continued Mabel, when all were settled,

and the carriage moving on, " because, you see,

we really were introduced to each other at the

Botanic fcte^—only I did not seem to know you

then, and I was very hot, and very cross ; and

I think I behaved badly to every one that day.

But Elma knows me now ; she knows I want—to

be friends. Elma, you will say a good word for

me, won't you ? Tell Miss Exeter that mamma
lets me run on at home—they all have to let

me, whether they will or not—so she must try

not to mind if I chatter now." Miss Exeter looked

all that was benign. " Are you three comfortable ?
"

proceeded the young hostess, with infinite solici-

tude. "There's plenty of room, isn't there?

Please, which is Henrietta, and which is Maggie ?

But I think I know," as all laughed. " Henrietta

is the tall one. Elma says you are ever so mucli

taller than I !
" her looks expressive of admiration

for the slim, willow^y figure opposite. " But I am

taller than Elma, at any rate." And so on, and

so on.

If Mabel had talked incessantly for the next

three hours, I do not think any one would have

thought the less of her for it. She was so pleased,

so hap])y, so eager, so brimful of spirits, so anxiou-

to please, so charming in her frank self-forget

fulness, in short, so irresistible altogether, that

she won the hearts of all on the spot.

Then how did Elma feel ? Elma's eyes wei

full. She had never thought to be .so proud >

any one. She had never known what it was v

have a friend to be proud of before.

It was the warmest and loveliest of July evenings

All the world was out, enjoying the balm;

atmosphere, and brilliant spectacle, as up ain

down our little party went ; and there were m
more smiling countenances, and jierchance fey

hearts as light, as those belonging to the , occi)

pants of the Duchess of Mertoun's carriage'tha

day.

At length the time to part drew on.

Barouche, landau, brougham, jjhaeton an

dog-cart, followed each other in swift succcssic-

out of every gateway. Miss Exeter's watch i)eepe

forth, and her little speech began.

But she had only got as far as " If you coul

kindly put us down at the comer next the gate-

when not another syllable was permitted. Thei

was a momentary demur and protest, and " 01

I could not think of it, my dear," from the eld«

lady, a " I could not think of it " which was ove'

ruled in a moment by the younger ; and the:

the direction to Miss Exeter's house on Have'

stock Hill was given in Mabel's shrill, clear void

and away went the carriage bowling along, ti

the steps were let down at the corner house.

Elma was the last to leave it. Each one sai

something grateful and ])retty as she departeii

and for each the duchess's daughter had son

pleasant and friendly response ; but when Elma

turn came, there was just one quick, close kis

and not a single word from either.

Only each understood what that kiss meat

and was perfectly satisfied therewith.
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CHAPTER XV.

The Duchess of Mertoun was at first a little

surprised, then much amused, and finally immensely

proud, when informed of the use to which her

august equipage had been put.

" That dear child !
" she cried to the duke in

private afterwards. "That she should have thought

of such a thing '. How her sisters do misunderstand

anil misjudge Mabel ' Even now I really do not

venture to tell them of our darling's goodness and

kindness, for they would be sure to laugh at it.

But was it not sweet of her? And to tell nobody,

and to carry it out all by herself ! Such spirit !

Siii'h cleverness !

"

Ha ! ha ! ha ! Trust Mabel for that," re-

si'inded Mabel's papa with keen appreciation.

" I'he impudent little thing ! I wish I had seen

hci- :

•

" Indeed, so do I. Dear child ! I am glad

however, that none of the rest of us did see

added the poor duchess, nervously. " We
-lid never have heard the end of it. As

it IS, when Florence inquired of me this morning

what Mabel did, 1 merely replied that she drove

with Elma Alfreton in the park. There was no

need for me to say more. Surely if / am satisfied

with darling Mabel's conduct, no one else has any

right to interfere."

" It was a very proper thing to do," agreed the

duke, setting his seal upon her approbation,—though

perhaps in his heart little less an.xious than she

herself, to evade having to make it public, " a very

praiseworthy action for a little girl." Both parents

still fondly thought of the baby of the family as

a little girl.

" My poor mother was the most benevolent of

human beings," added the speaker pensively

;

"always thinking of others ; always planning for

others ; and Mabel takes after her. We do not

do half enough for our fellow creatures nowadays,

I am afraid," and he gave a little sigh.

But it was time for him to go off to the House
of Lords, and he had to say when he would be at

home again, and whether or no he would accompany
his wife to this or that entertainment afterwards, for

the Duke and Duchess of Mertoun were a much
more attached couple than were Sir Thomas and

Lady Alfreton, or indeed most of their set, and
were seen quite often together—and by the time

one and another arrangement had been made

and the conjugal interview terminated, he had

forgotten all about Mabel, or, rather, Mabel's last

escapade.

Not so the duchess.

She felt as if she must have another auditor.

But who should it be ? Lady Alfreton.

It came to her with a sort of inspiration that

Lima's aunt would appreciate the kindness shown

to Lima's schoolfellows ; and ha\ing known
nothing of the affair at the Botanic fete—for

nobody had felt disposed to enlighten her—she

now betook herself to Park Lane, in order to

ring the changes on the theme upjiermost in her

thoughts.

To talk about Mabel, her darling Mabel, was at all

times only too delightful, but now ! To tell the truth

the duchess's friends wished their worst enemies

no harder fate than to be closeted with her grace

for an hour, when in that vein ; but now—now
when the dear, warm-hearted, thoughtful, con-

siderate child—(Mabel's virtues developed and

expanded upon every fresh review of them)—nowj

when she had distinguished herself in a manner so

noble— (it had grown to be noble ere Lady

Alfreton's house was reached)—what could be

more natural than that Mabel's mother should

wish to tell her dear friends, one and all, about

it ? Lady Alfreton, for obvious reasons, came

first on the list, and Lady Alfreton had in conse-

quence the tap turned full upon her in its first

vigour.

Poor Mabel would have been sadly mortified

had she known. Her young heart had but just

opened to a strange, new joy, in comparison

with which " all other joys grow less
;
" and

in the very novelty, there had been a sweetness

which now made the memory of it almost sacred.

She had felt actually ashamed, curiously shy, even

with her mother, when disclosing what had taken

place ; and had laughed lightly aside the flatter-

ing astonishment of that most indulgent of auditors.

She had not cared to hear more than she could

help, even of the duchess's praise. It had made

her, she could not have told why, abashed and

uncomfortable. Such a little thing to have done !

Such a mere trifle to have been made so much

of! A kindness which had not cost her the

veriest shadow of self-denial, nor effort.

And before she went to sleep that night, there

rose in the heart of a hitherto heedless girl some-

A A 2
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thing of an aspiration that she might in the future

lead a better, kinder, more useful and unselfish

life than she had ever done before. Already the

first step towards it had been taken.

But Lady Alfreton was aghast at what she

heard. From the lips of any one else, she would

almost have refused to credit such an e.xtra-

ordinary tale. The duchess of course must know,

and of course (inwardly) Mabel was an unthink-

ing, ignorant schoolgirl,—but nevertheless it was

all she could do, at first, to overcome open

incredulity, and secondly, not to manifest the

repugnance to which the narration gave birth,

when she could no longer doubt.

Five great women sitting crowded together in

a barouche ! Pah ! If there were one thing her

ladyship objected to more than another, it was

ha\ing her own elegant equipage full. Two occu-

jiants—or, at the outside, two and Elma—were

to her mind enough. But five !

"They must have been terribly crowded,"

observed she ruefull)'.

" I dare say. But they would not mind that,

young girls, you know, are so slight, and
— ''

" There was the governess."

" Mabel says she is a little bit of a thing, not

so large as herself
"

" Oh, Mabel is very fully formed for her age.

She is growing to be a fine-looking girl on a large

scale ; " and Lady Alfreton, who disliked people

on large scales, felt as if somehow or other she

had got in a side slap, for, to tell the truth, she

longed to wreak her annoyance on the head of

the perpetrator of the mischief. "But, my dear

duchess, was it not a little, just a little odd?
^\"ould not your friends wonder whom you had

got there ?
"

" Dear me, what if they did ? " Perhaps the

Duchess of Mertoun felt that she could afford such

wonder.

"So long as the girls enjoyed themselves, I

am sure I am quite happy that they should," she

added benignly. - "And as for dear ISLibel, I was

so pleased
—

" &c., &c., &:c.

By the time the interview was over. Lady

Alfreton was tolerably sick of Mabel.

"And the worst of it is, that I cannot help

fearing that it must have been Elma who put that

crazy idea originally into her head," she confided

to her son, after their visitor had left. " You know

how Elma always will talk of Miss Exeter, and Miss

Exeter's ways, and her likings, and dislikings, and

the habits of that whole tiresome school, as if they

must interest everybody and be of importance to

everybody. She does not mind in the least who is

here, she never can understand to hold her tongue.

I look at her. I cough. I talk quickly of some-

thing else. But no. By this time I have learned

that it is absolutely useless to try. If ever I do

attempt to turn aside the information she is resolved

to bestow upon us, my little effort is sure to draw

forth something infinitely worse."

Piers laughed.

"And you, Piers, I must say you set her on."

"I do, ma'am— I own it."

" Oh, you own it ?
"

" Yes ; I like to hear Elma. She is so natu-

ral ; so unconscious ; so secure, as you say, of

the sympathy and interest of her audience, and

so firmly convinced of their goodwill, that it is

irresistible to ' set her on ' as you call it. In

her eyes. Miss Exeter and her surroundings are

of every bit as much consequence as you, and

yours, or the Duchess of Mertoun, and hers, or

any of your fine lady acquaintances, and theirs.

You would not chide Elma for prating morning,

noon, and night of what goes on in Mertoun

House. Yet you find fault with her "

" Never, Piers !
" emphatically.

" Not openly, ma'am : no
;
you are fond of

Elma, and kind to her. I believe you really love

her."

" Indeed I do."' She was touched, and spoke

earnestly.

" Yes : well, I know it. You do love her, and

would not be unkind to her for the world,—but if

she were any one else, any other human being,

you would snub her unmercifully whenever she

essays to mention Miss Exeter's name."

" I— I dare say I should." Even Lady Alfreton

could not forbear a half-smile at this. Then she

proceeded

—

" But, Piers, who would not ? Is there not some-

thing unsuitable, incongruous—I hardly know

how to express myself—but cati a person be in

two sets of society at once ? Can Elma come and

live with us—(she is to live with us, you know.

Sir Thomas has quite settled it in his own mind, and

I rejoice that he has)—but what I wish now to say

is, can Elma come to us as our adopted daughter,
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become one of ourselves, be introduced to our

friends, mix in our society, and play her part in

our world, and at the same time keep up friend-

ship and intercourse with all sorts of waifs and

strays, and of odds-and-ends of people whom she will

do as we do, go where we go, and he as we are ?

Can she ? I ask you that."

"And that is what I shall ask her," said Piers

rising, " or rather I shall wait, and watch, and see

for mvself I have an idea that Elma both can

never meet at the houses we frequent, who cannot and will."

{To he continued.

\

THE VALENTINE

,,
s \lli the moth to the star,

When the year was in spring,

How lovely you are

( )h splendiferous thing !

I spread my broad wing

On the breast of the night

\nd I wheel in a ring

Of the 1 i\ s of thy light.

Do you mark m}- soft flight .'

Do \ ou see how I pine .'

Ah ! come down from your height,

Valentine !

"

Sighed the page in his heart

As he lifted her train,

' Oh, fair that thou art,

Is this fire in vain ?

Does no thrill of love-pain

Tingle swift through the space

Where apart we remain .'

Ah ! stoop from thy place.

Turn the glow of thy face

One moment on mine.

Thrill my soul with thy grace,

Valentine 1
''

Blue Jay.



NOTES ON BOOKS.

THERE was a young poet who some eight or

nine years ago brought out a volume of

verses so much above the average, so replete with

graceful thoughts and happy rhjthms and metres

that to a certain extent the critical public were taken

by storm. The young writer was received with en-

thusiasm, her play of fancy was extolled, and her

abundant imagery and power of illustration brought

to her the just meed of many favourable criticisms.

One old critic, however, withheld the admiring,

word. " In ten years' time this poet will write

verses that I can read," was his comment. " I

cannot find any indication of the writer's soul in

the present volume."'

In So»^s, Ballads, and a Garden Play (T. Fisher

Unwin), A. Mary F. Robinson (Mde. Darmesteter)

has fulfilled the old critic's prediction. The ballads

in this dainty volume touch, enchant, and arouse

feelings which mere literature for its own sake could

never produce.

In " Rudel and the Lady of Tripoli " a passion-

ate note is struck at once. The writer's heart

communicates with the readers', and what has lived

to her, lives also to them.

While the ear is pleased with surely some of the

most graceful verse which has ajipeared for many a

day, the feelings also are deeply stirred.

Miss Robinson shows great skill in never quite

disclosing her eerie tale—there is a mystery, and it

is kept up until the end—her lightness of touch is

remarkable, and her word-painting very fine.

Geoffrey Rudel is in all the world of France the

sweetest singer.

He stepped as young and bright and giad
As the angel Gabriel ;

And only when we heard him sing
Our eyes forget Rudel."

There comes a day when the favourite minstrel

is asked to declare who is the fairest lady to whom
the princes of Avignon have given their vows.

Rudel exammes the portraits without a word.

For in the woods of Tarascon,
Where grey the olives bow,

There dwelt a slender maiden,
Wliom he remembered now.

O painted eyes and painted locks,

And look of dainty wile
;

He lifts them up and lays them down
With that remembering smile.

O frame of gold and frame of pearls.

Ivory carven and cleft
;

He lifts them up and lays them down
Till only one is left.

There's only a twist of silver

About a parchment skin
That's Iain so close against a heart
The colour's worn and thin.

There's only a twist of foreign wire

—

There's only a faded face

—

What ails, what ails Geoffrey Rudel ?

He's fallen from his place.

'

At this point the real story begins, for Rudel has in

one moment forgotten the maiden who dwelt at

Tarascon for a new and overpowering passion. .\

terrible tragedy follows, and the singer leaves the

banqueting hall a guilty and horror-stricken man.

Miss Robinson has heightened all the effects of

this scene with consummate skill, and not the least

of her power is displayed in the fact that the reader

is forced cither with, or against his will, to follow

the fortunes of the guilty but fascinating Rudel

with undiminished interest.

Seven years follow, Rudel is in despair, still he

remains the sweetest of all singers.

There's not a thrush or a nightingale

Can sing so full and glad.

Yet there's the sigh of a soul in the song.

And the soul is wi;e and sad.

The " Tower of St. Maur " is in some ways a

more powerful ballad than " Rudel," but it does

not possess sui;h graceful imagery, and the story is

too terrible to make any rendering of it pleasant.

Of this little volume, the ballads are much the

best, and Miss Robinson certainly discovered her

vocation when she chose this form of verse.

The Inner House by Walter Besant (J. W.

Arrowsmith) is a sermon delivered in Mr. Besant's

most effective manner. It is a trite saying that

people don't like to be preached to—it is equally

true that tens of thousands of people will listen to

any sermon that Mr. Besant chooses to utter.

This author has a word to say on many subjects,
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and he is never afraid of scolding people. He is

a great satirist, and under the thin disguise of fiction

imparts to his readers many useful and much-

needed lessons. Under this veil he preaches of

Reforms, and shows us where we have made fools

of ourselves, and how, and in what manner we

have neglected our most obvious duties. Mr. Besant

is a preacher, but he has, in a double sense, the

charm of novelty. His style is his alone, and he does

not always harp on the same string. In the " Inner

House," his theme is Socialism, but Socialism under

a novel aspect. He strongly disapproves of a pos-

sible world where all men are alike and equal, and

by means of a parable he declares his objections.

Mr. Besant is clearly on the side of Providence,

and the existing order of the world. We all ad-

\ance towards Change, we all approach an End.

Mr. Besant declares that such a state of things is

good, and that the uncertainty of life forms the very

essence and richness of its being. He explains his

views by picturing a state of society differently or-

ganized. A Learned Professor has discovered a

potent medicine which will prolong Life and Arrest

Decay. By means of this wonderful discovery.

Death, the great enemy, is practically put under men's

feet ; except by accident they need never fear him.

Immediately all the conditions of life alter. If

Decay is arrested, so also is Growth, growth of all

sorts, of body, soul, and spirit. People have now

nothing to fear— neither have they anything to hope.

A Learned College governs this emancipated people,

it makes them equal, clothes them in the same

dress, gives them common tasks, common meals,

common hours for sleep and repose. Centuries go

on, every one lives, time is forgotten, for it has

practically ceased to be. When hope died, love and

ambition also died. The people have no desires,

their eyes never brighten, their lips never smile.

Into this state of things comes gradually, and by

means of one young girl, the spirit of rebeUion. A
few people are not quite sunk in torpor, and to a

few the old world, with Change, the End, Death,

becomes infinitely preferable to the present order

of things. The insurgents find a leader in the

head of the college itself, and they resolve to forego

the Great Discovery. " Love," said this man. Dr.

Linister, in his final appeal to the college and its

governors, " is a plant which, while it is hardy to

endure many things, withers and dies under certain

conditions. It was found to flourish in the old

time through all the changes of life ; it survived

the time of youth and beauty ; it lasted through

middle age ; it lived through the scenes of old age
;

it lasted beyond the grave. . . . But one thing

kills love. It cannot endure the dull monotony

which has followed the Great Discovery ; it cannot

live long while the face and form know no change
;

while the voice never changes, while the dress, the

hours of work, the work itself, the food, know no

change. These are things which kill the Flower of

Love. Now all things desirable depend upon love.

Therefore there is the necessity of an End. . . You

will not understand me when I tell you also that

we have found the Soul again—the long-lost Soul.

All earthly things must have an End. But there

are things beyond that End. Most astonishing

results are likely to follow on this Discovery. . . .

You will not understand all that this Discovery

brings with it. You will never, never understand

that it is a Discovery ten times—a million times

—

greater and better for mankind than the Great

Discovery itself."

In this manner, and from this text, Mr. Besant

touches on the highest and greatest of all Themes,

and declares himself to be on the side of Immor-

tality, and the Life Beyond. He delivers himself of

his message powerfully, and those who read are not

likely to forget.

In whatever guise they visit the dark places of

the earth, missionaries are always to be highly

commended, and those women who latterly have

tried to ameliorate the condition of our sisters in

India cannot have too loud a word of praise. An
excellent little book on this subject has been

published by the Indian Female Normal School

and Instruction Society. It is compiled by the

Rev. A. H. Lash, one of the secretaries, and gives

much information with regard to the Zenana and

medical mission. The society provides ladies as

teachers, missionaries, Bible-women, and what is

needed perhaps more than anything else, as trained

nurses, and fully qualified medical practitioners.

The cruelty, the neglect, the hardships to which

the Indian woinan was exposed, are all graphically

described in this little volume. The society has

already done much to improve such a terrible state

of things, but even now there is only a little light

in the midst of a great darkness. The book ought

to be widely read by all who are interested in this

noble society.
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It is safe to predict that Mrs. Finch Hatton's

Tunesfor Tots, illustrated by Frank Dicksee, A.R.A.

(Hatchards), will easily attain rank amongst the

classics of the Nurserj', and will be a delight to all

mothers, elder sisters, and instructors of " tots

"

generally. The words are for the most part old

friends, but the tunes are new, and it is in the

writing of these that quite unusual ability is shown.

Mrs. Finch Hatton is a musician as well as an

expert in the matter of children's wants and

capabilities, with the result that she has given us

a collection of little melodies which for simplicity

and " catchiness," joined to real musical value, has

probably not been surpassed. " The Cradle is

Green," " Hark ! Hark ! the Watchdogs Bark,"

and the really exquisite little " Good-night," where

the words (given below) are Mrs. Finch Hatton's

own, seem to us the gems of a small b.it truly

fascinating collection.

Good-night !

See the shadows are falling fast.

Little voices, now sing your last.

Topsy and Toby and Tiny, too.

This one is mother's last tune for you.

Fall asleep with the fading light.

Do not wake till the day is bright.

Three little tots,

In three little cots.

Good-night, my sweethearts, good-night !

Illustration from Tunes for Tots.

Frank Dicksee, A-R.A.
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Sowf are i^'ise, and some are otherwise.

" I give you the end of a golden string,

Only wind it into a ball

;

It will lead you in at Heaven's gate.

Built in Jerusalem's 70aII."

\\m. Blake.

ENGLISH MEN AND WOMEN OF LETTERS OF THE 19TH CENTURY.

V.

ROBERT BROWNING..

Edmund

THERE is peculiar difficulty in treating briefly

and yet not quite inadequately a poet

whose work, like that of Mr. Browning, is at once

very voluminous and yet not completed. We all

o.' us hope that many years will elapse before

any one is able to say a final word regarding Mr.

Browning's poetry. He walks among us still,

and to the imaginary critic who should call on

him to rest, he would cry, like Horace, " Nefaciam,

inquis, omnino versusV—"What's that you say?

make no more verses ! Pooh 1

" Already the succes-

sive volumes of his work fill a long bookshelf

by themselves, and of the moderns, Victor Hugo

GossE.

alone has sung more copiously. It seems to me
best, therefore, not to attempt here an\thing like a

general survey of Mr. Browning's writings, which

cannot in their entire extent ai)peal to the young

and inexperienced reader, but rather to confine

myself to an indication of what in this vast .series

of difficult masterpieces is best suited for the novice,

and what is the best attitude of the latter to this

abstruse poet. Most of the modern immortals

offer no difficulty to the visitor. Tennyson lies

in his floral pomp and bloom, like a billowy

vale of Tempe. The youngest reader, who

reads at all, may descend into his flowery dells
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and find some gates unbarred and open fields

of daisies. But Browning stands like a long

rocky island with beetling crags on every side ;

we must choose a calm da)-, and creep round him

in a boat, searching for an accessible cove or

sandy inlet, from whence to climb into his

altitudes.

Perhaps an old traveller may recount his

experiences to younger ones, and confess that

the twin creek or double estuary by which he first

entered the enchanted Browning island was

the collection in two volumes called Men and

Women. He had already tried to scale the

cliffs from A Souls Tragedy, but had ignominiously

fallen back. He had marched over the quick-

sands of Sordello with juvenile persistence,

but without attaining any Pisgah sights of the

promised Browning-land. But in Men and

Women he discovered the charm, the mist

laded away, and there was soon no corner of the

island, so far as then revealed to mortal ken, which

was not full of music for him. I regret that in the

new issue of the poet's works this division of Men
and Women is lost, more correctly distributed, says

a note, " under the other titles of this edition."

Very like ! But I do not approve of these shiftings

of the ancient landmarks.

However that may be, the young or inexiierienced

student of Browning may safely be recommended

to confine him or herself at first to the fourth,

fifth, and sixth volumes of the said new edition.

Here, at least, are to be found the scattered contents

of those two enchanting volumes of 1855, and,

in addition. The Blot in the 'Scutcheon, Colombe's

Birthday, Christmas-Eve and Easter-Day, and

Luria. Needless to say, this will not give all of

Mr. Browning's genius, but it will give a much more

adequate impression of his style and scope than

might hurriedly be supposed. These three volumes,

at all events, present so much that is characteristic,

and are of contents so varied, that they will give

us as fair an opportunity of preaching a little

homily about their author as if we took in hand

tlie whole heroic series, from Pauline to Fust and
his Friends.

Returning for an instant to my own recollections,

I distinctly remember that there was a moment
when I suddenly "learned his great language,"

became able to fathom what Mr. Browning was

saying, could follow his fancies, and enjoy his

thoughts. Probably practised readers forget, when

they are once accustomed to his manner, how very

peculiar that manner really is. Without the smallest

affectation, and, I am quite sure, without ever re-

alizing that his language is unusual, Mr. Browning

has from his earliest days to his last employed a

style which is a distinct dialect of English and has

to be acquired by Englishmen.

This is quite another condition of things from

Carlyle's, who, having written until maturity in

clear and ordinary style, suddenly adojjted an

elaborate sort of falsetto, for the same reason as a

man may wear a pink feather in his hat, to create a

sensation and be talked about. Mr. Browning has

occasionally tried, almost pathetically, to write like

Tom, Dick, and Harry,—he positively cannot.

This is how he was writing in Pauline in 1S32,

when he was twenty :

—

" See, they part, like a ruined arch : the sky !

Nothing but sky appears, so close the roots

And grass o' the hill-top level with the air

—

Blue sunny air, where a great cloud floats laden

With light, like a dead whale that white birds pick.

Floating away i' the sun in some north sea."

This is how he writes in 1887, when he is

seventy-five :

—

" Withdraw beam—disclosures once more Night for-

bids you
Of spangle and sparkle—Day's chance-gift, surmised

Rock's permanent birthright : my potency rids you
No longer of darkness, yet light—recognized—

Proves darkness a mask : day lives on through

disguise."

With occasional differences, sometimes almost

normal, at other times crabbed and cryptic to the

verge of impenetrability, but on the whole singularly

consistent, this has been the manner and such the

language of Mr. Browning from first to last.

Shall I admit, in defiance of the Browning Society,

that I deplore the fact ? Shall I confess that rare

and exquisite as is the pleasure which this royal

bounty of verse has given me, I should appreciate

it a little more if it were in current coin of the

realm ? After years of Browning study, and without

being unusually stupid, I still fail to comprehend

in the slightest degree the plot of James Lee's

Wife. This is my nadir, I grant. There is no

other example, to me, of absolute opacity, of

darkness that can be felt ; but there are more

Browning poems through which I move in a

romantic twilight than I quite like to confess to

myself Even Paracelsus, I am bound to say,
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remains a kind of mammoth cave to me ; every

now and then I take my candle in my hand,

and wander down some of the avenues, admiring

the stalactites gleaming from the roof, and listen-

ing to ^'Eolian music that has a dying fall, yet

distinctly in trepidation all the time that the

poor dip of my intelligence may expire in a splutter,

and leave me in that pathless poem all alone,

The first thing, then, is to become accustomed to

read Mr. Browning at sight, to grow so far used to

his invariable rajndity of expression and his extreme

subtlety of allusion as to be able, however haltingly

and pantingly, to keep at his side. His preter-

human activity of mind is the key to what seems

odd in his language, and the reader who will

enjoy him must learn to think rapidly also. It

is characteristic, moreover, of this swiftness

of intellectual movement that it is not single,

but compound in its action. Most of the .great

lyrics of the world are strings of pearls threaded

upon one silken string. We are so used to this

condition of lyric art that we are accustomed to

think of simplicity, of unity of purpose, as essential

to the nature of a really fine lyric. But Mr.

Browning is seldom content with a single idea ; he

loves to play, like an Eastern juggler, with several

balls at once, to weave their lines of flight together

as they rise and fall in air, and to bring them safely

back simultaneously into his grasp when the figure

is over.

When we consider ourselves prepared to cope

with extreme rapidity of thought married to complex-

ity of intention, we may test our skill by reducing
" Another Way of Love " or " Any \\^fe to any

Husband " to common and prosaic speech. It will

however be practically convenient to begin with easier

examples than these, and although Mr. Browning's

preeminent successes are the passages in which he

gives himself entirely away to his genius for

analysis, it is best to approach the study of his

work through those poems in which something

objective to a greater or less degree curbs his

extreme subjectiveness. In the sixth volume of
his now edition there are the following poems,
which may on that account be recommended to a

beginner—" How they brought the Good News
from Ghent " (which, in company with " The
Pied Piper of Hamelin," has mainly set the poet
in touch with the English public), " A Toccata
of (Jalu])pi's," " Two in the Campagna," " Before "

and " Respectability." I believe if carefully examined

these five pieces will be found to comprise all

the various elements of Mr. Browning's IjTical art,

and if all are genuinely comprehended and enjoyed

by a reader, appreciation of the rest of their author's

writings will follow as a matter of course. Let

us suppose that we ha\e just read these five.

What are the principal qualities we note in them ?

In the first place, to the confusion of rash and hasty

critics, we find in each, at the suitable moment, a

most delicate music, an almost luscious rotundity

of phrase :

—

' The champaign with its endless fleece

Cf feathery grasses everywhere !

Silence and passion, joy and peace.
An everlasting wash of air

—

Rome's ghost since her decease.''

We note at the same time that this melody is very

rarely gained by means of alliteration, a dangerous

advantage which Mr. Browning is almost unique

among the poets in neglecting, and that instead of

being scattered broadcast through the poem, this

sweetness of sound is reserved for moments of con-

centrated feeling. Next we observe a tendency, con-

stantly indulged in, to quit the obvious phenomena
of any natural or spiritual state, and fasten upon

the concealed and cr\'ptic. The word " cryptic,"

indeed, may be well employed in describing Mr.

Browning, whose intellect is essentially subterranean.

Even in treating amatory passion, when other

poets soar, he dives like a mole ; and we find " Two
in the Campagna," ending with these exquisite but

astounding and unparalleled stanzas :

—

" Already how am I so far

Out qf that minute ? Must I go
Still like the thistle-ball, no bar,

Onward, whenever light winds blow
Fixed by no friendly star?

Just when I seemed about to learn !

Where is the thread now ? Off again I

The old trick ! Only I discern

—

Infinite passion, and the pain
Of finite hearts that yearn."

Nothing was ever said, probably in any language,

more succinctly than this. The two words "no
bar " have alone the material in them for a stanza.

But the passage is a great deal more than succinct.

It treats, and with astonishing success, a whole

chain of those obscure half-thoughts and half-

sensations which make up the inner life of a

highly developed being ; and it succeeds in clothing

these vague and volatile impressions with a robe of

passionate poetic beauty. It is in sections of
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ihis kind that the peculiar characteristics of Mr.

Browning's poetry,—its thriUing sweetness, its

humanity, its fiery speed, its strangeness, the

uncouth boldness of its novelty,—combine to

present us with the quintessence of his peculiar

genius. When he so confronts us, we may describe,

we may appraise, but the verdict must be left to

individual feeling. The object before us is so

extraordinary that we are driven to say of it what

Coleridge says of Genius, that "the beholder

cither recognises it as a projected form of his

own being, that moves before him with a glory

round its head, or else he recoils from it as a

spectre."

In these IjTical poems, too, the reader is brought

directly face to face with moral qualities which

demand for the poet our reverence and love.

Through the ever-shifting veil of monodramatic pre-

sentation we learn to perceive what Mr. Browning's

own instincts are. We see him passionately marshalled

on the side of liberty of thought and action ; we

see him o\erfiowing with sympathy for the

distressed, with tenderness for the despised, with

admiration for the good, with detestation for the

tyrannical. Whatever is enlightened, whatever

makes for mental health and s])iritual freedom,

may count on this poet for a soldier in its ranks.

If an intellectual aspiration is starving, if a generous

instinct is being crushed, all the ardour of his nature

is awakened to feed and to redeem. This militant

attitude towards the enemies, not so much of parties

or of nations, as of the individual human soul,

may be the cause of some of those eccentricities

in his art which we are obliged to recognise.

He might have written in a more limpid and

crystalline manner if he had been one of those who

are content to sit beside their nectar, and watch,

undisturbed, the sufferings of lesser men.

Supposing ourselves to have so far learned Mr.

Browning's language and entered into his sentiment

as to be violently attracted to him, instead of

recoiling from him, then the lyrics, delicate and

poignant as they are, will soon not satisfy our

curiosity. We shall wish to e.xtend our survey over

a larger work. It is at this moment that we should

take his dramas into our hands, and the proper

introduction to this part of Mr. Browning is

doubtless the most lyrical of his dramatic works.

The Blot in the 'Scutcheon. Although I have with

. pleasure seen this play acted on an English and also

f)n an American stage (and in the latter instance with

great theatrical success), I cannot regard it as one

eminently fitted for the stage.

From the ])oint of view of style it is to be regretted

that Mr. Browning began to write dramas at a time

when a most unfortunate dramatic trick was in fashion

in this country, the trick of writing dramatic poems
which had no relation with any possible stage. This

ill-shapen child of the poetry of 1835— 1850 had

two ]iarents ; its father was Lamb's Selectionsfrom
the Elizabethan Dramatists and its mother was

Goethe's Faust. It displayed itself in Darley and

Bailey, it flourished forth in Beddoes, it expired

with Sydney Dobell ; but after all its principal claim

on the comjjarative student of the future will be

the effect it had on the form of Mr. Browning's early

plays. It is owing to this malady of the age that

Braccio makes a speech of eighty-one lines when

he ought to be holding his tongue, and that Valence

and Guibert are so tortuously metaphysical in

an idyl which should move as lightly as a strain

of dance-music.

From the plays we shall come finally to the long

narrative ])oems,—epics, romances, monodramas,

call them what we will ! The highest expression of

Mr. Browning is doubtless to be found in these

austere and noble jjroducts of his muse, the rounded

orb of Sordello, flashing o])alescent colour through

its vitreous gloom, like some great chrysoberyl

;

the stately i)alace of imaginings called The Ring

and the Book, hung round within with mirrors to

reflect all sides of the soul and purposes of man ;

the shorter studies of character, " A Forgiveness,"

" The Flight of the Duchess," " Rabbi Ben-Ezra,"

" Master Hugues of Saxe-Gotha." Of these we can

say nothing here. They appeal to the finished scholar

of this difficult poet, and can scarcely with safety

be approached by the novice. In them vivifying

force of imagination is wedded with jienetration

of anal)tical exposition to a degree perhaps nowhere

else equalled in the literature of the world.

That these superb and singular gifts should be

wrapped u]) in a husk of language always so

ditificult and sometimes positively so licentious

and ungrammatical is to be deplored. But while

deploring it let us admit that to the reader who

gives a little study to Mr. Browning's peculiar

manner, all that is really best in his writings

may very soon become not merely intelligible

but genuinely delightful.
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SCHOLARSHIP COMPETITION QUESTION.

What are the principal qualities you note in Browning's poetry? Illlustrate your answer from any of his

poems.

Work Selected. Poetical Works. Vol. VI. (Smith Elder & Co.) or Selected Poems.

Papers to be sent in by February 25th. Total number of words in no case to exceed 500.

Subject for March. Charlotte Bronte. Villette.

SEARCH PASSAGES IN ENGLISH LITERATURE.

I.

.•\h, gentle, tender lady mine !

The winter wind blows cold and shrill,

Come fill mc one more glass of wine,

And give the silly fools their will.

.•\nd what care we for war and wrack,
How kings and heroes rise and fall?

Look yonder, in his coffin black,

There lies the greatest of them all.

He captured many thousand guns ;

He wrote " The Great" before his nam
And dying only left his sons

The recollection of his shame.

Though more than half the world was his,

He died without a rood his own ;

And borrowed from his enemies
Si.\ foot of ground to lie upon.

He fought a thousand glorious wars.
And more than half the world was his,

.And somewhere, now, in yonder stars,

Can tell, mayhap, what greatness is.

11.

Go to ! thy love
Shall chant itself its own beatitudes
After its own life-working. A child's kiss

Set on thy sighing lips, shall make thee glad ;

A poor man served by thee, shall make thee rich
;

A sick man helped by thee, shall make thee strong
Thou shalt be served thyself by every sense
Of service which thou renderest. Such a crown
I set upon thy head.

III.

Stand up to day, still .armed, with her.

Good knight, before His brow.
Who then as now was here and there.

Who had in mind thy vow.
Then, even as now.

The lists are set in heaven to-day,

The bright pavilions shine ;

Fair hangs thy shield, and none gainsay.
The trumpets sound in sign

That she is thine.

IV.

How happy is he born and taught

That serveth not another's will
;

Whose armour is his honest thought.

.And simple truth his utmost skill.

—This man is freed from servile bonds.
Of hope to rise, or fear to fall

;

Lord of himself though not of lands,

.And havin ' nothing-, vet hath all.

She is far from the land where her young hero sleeps.

And lovers around her are sighing :

But coldly she turns from their gaze, and weeps,
For her heart in his grave is lying.

She sings the wild songs of her dear native plains,

Every note which he loved, awaking

—

Ah ! little they think, who delight in her strains,

How the heart of the minstrel is breaking !

REFERENCES TO SEARCH PASSAGES (fANUARY).

1. Austin Dobson. A Song to Angiola in Heaven.
2. Pope. Essay on Man.
3. Wordsworth. Natures Influences.

4. Walter Savage Landor. 1inaginary Conversations

:

" Plato and Diogenes."

V Shellev. Adonais.



LIGHT AND COLOUR PAINTING.

I wandered moodily the livelong day
To see the pictures that would satisfy.

.\las, if these be meant for Nature gay,
Some one is wrong : now is it they or I ?

J. G. W.

' N these days of enlightenment

and An schools the artist, to

raise himself above the com-

mon herd, for even art now

has its common herd, must be a

keen observer of Nature and by

no means ignorant of her various

moods. His is a large field of study,

for Nature is a biggish book and takes a deal of

reading, more in fact than any man can get through

in a lifetime : nevertheless hope, ambition and

love spur him on to the goal he may never reach

—perfection. If he is a true artist the love of art

will uphold him in his failures and urge him for-

ward until at last perhaps success shall crown his

efforts. What joy after hard work to produce but one

little picture something like Nature. I say "some-

thing " advisedly, for who can ever hope to obtain

an exact representation of Life, Light, and Motion ?

Wandering some days ago through a gallery of

paintings, I was much struck by the lowness of tone

of the majority of the works. Now no onecan accuse

Nature of being sparing with light, and if it is not

always sunny it is generally at least bright and

cheerful. Yet these students of Nature seem almost

totally to ignore it. Ignore light ! Imagine it,

can anything be more preposterous ? Yet there is

no one who has spent any time among pictures but

will readily admit that such is the case. Picture

after picture you will see with deep shadows under

the trees, and the parts exposed to the full glare of

the sun no brighter than they would be in Nature

on a grey day.

All readers of an interesting little volume, T/ie

Naturalistic School of Paiiiting, by Francis Bate,

will remember the clever chapter on Light, but for

the sake of those who unfortunately do not possess

nor have read the book, I may repeat a fact

mentioned in it that is worth attention, viz., that

our brightest pigment-white is about 25,000 times

less bright than sunlight ; here is a drawback for

the artist, and in this fact too lies a good excuse.

Granted, but for what? Only for his failure to

reproduce sunlight : it is no excuse for leaving

almost all the light out of his picture, but this is

what constantly occurs.

Walk through any of our big picture shows, e.g.,

the Royal Academy— and what does one see?

Scores of paintings intended to represent sunshine

and green fields. "Alas!" indeed " if these be

meant for Nature gay," these black shadows these

peasoupy fields. Pah ! what a relief to turn from

them into sunny, bustling, busy, fashionable

Piccadilly. That keen observer of Nature the

late Richard Jefferies in his beautiful work Ama-
ryllis at the Fair, a work that should be known
and loved of every artist, writes thus :

—" I have

walked about the fields a good deal in my brief

fretful hour, yet I have never seen anything re-

sembling the strange apparitions that are hung on

these walls every spring. Apparitions— optical

illusions, lit up with watery, greenish, ghastly ghost-

light—nothing like them on earth I swear, and I

suspect not in Heaven or Hades." This then is the

opinion of a man who loved to study Nature above

all things, a man who walked the fields and woods

at all seasons,' an artist and a poet.

A great deal of light is no doubt lost out of a

picture by beginning the painting at the lights, which

being of necessity darker than in Nature it natur-

ally follows that as the artist proceeds to the half

tones he unconsciously deepens them to get the

correct contrast of the two, so that by the time the

deepest shadows are reached his painting is much
too dark all through and the intense shadows are black

and heavy, whereas if he began with the shadows

he would at least make sure of having two-thirds of

his picture correct, which I imagine any one will

allow is better than having all wrong. In painting

interiors it is doubly important to commence at the

shadows, as the window appears so much brighter

by contrast, that if the artist started from it he
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would have to make the shadowed corners so dark

that nothing could possibly be seen in them.

COLOUR.

Many painters grumble at the poverty of the

paint-box. with regard to colour, and believe that it

in no wise approaches Nature's palette. For ray

part I must certainly beg to difier on this point. At

the present day the manufacture of pigments is

cairied to such a pitch of perfection, one is almost

inclined to believe that they outrival Nature. No,

where the difficulty really lies is in the eyes of the

artist ; he cannot see the tint aright, is unable to

grasp its correct shade, and so after muddling over

his palette fails to produce the colour wanted, then

condemns the paint-bo.\. Alas for the artist !

How many things affect colour — atmosphere,

light, surroundings, texture. Atmosphere is slightly

opaque, thus the sky is blue ; were atmosphere

clear science tells us the sky would be black. This

opaqueness, this blueness has a great influence upon

colour, more especially if the space is great, and

consequently a large amount of atmospliere between

the object and the observer. For instance, a glaring

yellow object if placed at a distance loses its glare

and becomes to use an artistic phrase, "quieter."

Suppose the atmosphere w ere clear we should get

no beautiful landscape melting away to the horizon,

no soft blue distance and purple hills ; but Nature is

kind and loves beauty, and so she throws her gauzy

veil over the earth and thus, " distance lends en-

chantment to the view."

Colour is always deeper in the shade than in sun-

light, this may readily be proved by placing a pot

of scarlet geranium in the sun and another in

shadow. The strong light seems to mix with and

thin the colour, in reality it only heightens the re-

jecting power of the flower ; the petals being ever

so slightly granulated the tiny facets catch and re-

flect the light. Thus every speck of light displaces

an atom of colour, or rather of local colour, for the

reflection may be the blue of the sky, or the green

uf tii= hedge, or the grey of the old wall near which

SUBJECTS FOR FINE
Works to be sent

jfiCiurc.

" Past midnight this poor maid hatli spun.

And yet the work is not half done.

Which must EU])ply from earnings scant

Afeeblebed-rid parent's want.''

—

CharliisLame.

the plant may be placed, in the shade the reflecting

power of the flower is comparatively nil, so the

local colour holds full sway and thus is deeper. This

is even more apparent in glossy surfaces such as

those of the laurel leaves, which often in the sun

look like bits of sky or spots of light.

The brighter the sunlight, the bluer the shadow-

becomes ; of course the colour is ruled by that of

the surface on which the shadows falls and also by

its surroundings. The shadows across the red

Devonshire roads are of a beautiful purple, whilst

on white chalky roads they are much bluer and

colder. On a sunny day it is possible to mistake a

rook fl)'ing by for a seagull or pigeon owing to the

glossy plumage reflecting the light so brightly as to

make him appear almost white, but the flight or a

swerve to one side soon undeceives one.

A white sign-board at a distance and in shadow-

has appeared a brilliant blue.

\\'e have all noticed how- the distance becomes

blue or slightly purple, and do we not continually

read in prose and poem of the " blue hills " or " the

purple hills " ? and I think I may safely say we have

never w-alked on a really blue hill. In autumn

owing to the change in the colour of the foliage

this blueness is more particularly noticeable ; and at

that season as I look through my window I catch a

glimpse between the yellow spot like leaves of the

rapidly baring birch tree, of the distant hills looking

marvellously blue but nearer the sky the edge is de-

cidedly purple. Before finishing let me make one

more extract from Jefferies, Amaryllis at the Fair—
"Colours I passing a gas- works perhaps you mayhave

noticed that the surface of the water in the ditch by

the roadside bears a greenish scum, a pale prismatic

scum ; this is the colour box of modern landscape."

This is of course very strong language, but at the

same time one must admit that, judging by observa-

tion, it is in the majority of cases just.

Very many pages might be written on tliese im-

portant subjects but not to me belongs that task

:

only mine it is to utter this as a protest against what

seems a widespread evil. _^l.an Wright.

ART COMPETITION.
in by Feb. 28//;.

XanDscape.
" One last look at the w-hite walled town.

And the little grey church on the windy shore.

"

Matthew Arnold.
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ATALANTA
Vol. II. MARCH, iS Xo. 6.
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OUT of the frozen earth below,

Out of the melting of the snow,

No flower, but a film, I push to light :

No stem, no bud,—yet I have burst

The bars of winter, I am the first,

Sun, to greet thee out of the night I

3are are the branches, cold is the air,

Yet it is fire at the heart I bear,

1 come, a flame that is fed by none :

The summer hath blossoms for her delight.

Thick and dewy and waxen-white,

Thou seest me golden, O golden Sun.

Deep in the warm sleep underground

Life is still, and the peace profound :

Yet a beam that pierced, and a thrill that smote

Called me and drew me from far away ;

—

I rose, I came, to the open day

I have won, unsheltered, alone, remote.

No bee strays out to greet me at morn,

I shall die ere the butterfly is born
;

I shall hear no note of the nightingale
;

The swallow will come with the break of green.

He will never know that I have been

Before him here when the world was pale :

They will follow, the rose with thoiny stem,

The hyacinth stalk,—soft airs for them
;

They shall have strength, I have but love :

They shall not be tender as I,

—

Yet I fought here first, to bloom, to die.

To shine in his face who shines above.

O glory of Heaven, O Ruler of Morn,

Dream that shaped me, and I was born

In thy likeness, starry, and flower of flame ;
—

1 lie on the earth and to thee look up,

Into thy image will grow my cup

Till a sunbeam dissolve it into the same.

Harriet Ele.->nor H.\milton King.

B B 2
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XXI.'

LORD WALTKR RtXOVERS HIS SANITY.

ROME (historical associations apart) is about

as well fitted to be the capital of Italy as

Athens is to be the capital of Greece; but in

neither case, probably, could any other selection

have been made ; so that there is nothing foj- the

Italians and the Greeks to do but to make the

best of what can't be helped. The best that

can be made, however, is not good and not con-

venient; and those of us who are old enough to

remember Rome under the picturesque old Papal

regime may be permitted to drop a silent tear over

the very clean sweep achieved by the new brooms.

Walter Sinclair, not having visited Italy during his

childhood, was not old enough to be distressed by

any reminiscences of the period alluded to, and

was consequently very well pleased with the city

which remains what it always has been— the head-

quarters of sculptors. He was lucky enough to

obtain upon very moderate terms, from a friend

whose health compelled him to return to England,

the lease of a commodious studio in the Via Sistina
;

and, as he arrived very early in the season, he had

few temptations to neglect the work to which he

had determined to consecrate all his energies.

At the same time it is not wholesome for anybody

to work all day and every day without relaxation
;

nor would he have been suffered to do so if he had

desired it. He had a few artistic acquaintances in

the place, and these soon introduced him to others
;

also he knew the Embassy people, whose hospi-

tality it was impossible to decline. Then, as the

weather grew colder, the annual influx of English

immigrants began to pour in ; and amongst them

was his aunt Lady Spencer Sinclair, a well-to-do

widow, whose winters were always spent in one

southern city or another, and whose little dinners

were as famous as they deserved to be, seeing that

it was her habit to take her French cook about

with her. Loid \\'alter, of course, had to dine

with his aunt, and, equally of course, he met at her

table persons with whom he subsequently had to

dine. The truth is that it is by no means easy fot

the brother of a marquis to lead the life of a hermit,

or to brood in solitude over any sorrows with which

he may be afflicted. In vain he i)rotested that he

did not mean to go into society that winter : it was

pointed out to him with unquestionable truth that

meeting half-a-dozen friends at dinner, or visiting

picture-galleries and making excursions with them

is not going into society ; and indeed he was not

very unwilling to be convinced by such arguments.

One Sunday afternoon, having nothing else to

do, he strolled into the church of the Trinitk de'

Monti at the hour of vesjjcrs. The music at

that church is still good, though perhaps not

quite as good as it used to be, and the light is

always dim, and the faint smell of incense and

the solemn chanting do not fail to jjroduce a

certain impressive effect. Lord Walter had been

impressed there upon several previous occasions,

and doubtless would have been so again if, quite at

the beginning of the service, his attention had not

been attracted by a face near the doorway which

interested him to the extent of making him forget

everything else in the pleasure of watching it. He
was naturally pleased to see Miss Shafto again, and

indeed he had been wondering for some time past

whether she would make her appearance in Rome
as she had said that she might possibly do ; bu

what struck him at the moment as it had neve

struck him before was the perfect beauty, not onljj

of her features, but of her expression. She wa

listening to the music, if he was not, and

seemed to have been carried away by it ; for he

lips were slightly parted and there was a biighd

eager light in her eyes, and Lord Walter, gazing

at her, thought to himself that if she ha(|
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lived ill the time of Raphael, she would cer-

tainly have been immortalized. However, all

things considered, he was not sorry that her advent

into a world inhabited so largely by ugly persons

had been deferred until the latter part of the nine-

teenth century. For the moment we are without

a Raphael ; but we have artists among us who can

at least reproduce the lineaments of a lovely face,

not to speak of sculptors who would be very glad

to do their best in that direction if they might be

allowed to try. The aspiring young sculptor who

was watching Miss Shafto now had ample oppor-

tunity for studying her, because, as she was so

much taller than her neighbours, her profile was

clearly defined against the dark background of the

curtain which hung before the doorway. He had

made up his mind that he must really ask her to

sit to him, and had had time to identify her with

numerous allegorical and saintly subjects, when the

service came to an end and he jnished his way

through the crowd towards her.

He leached her side just as she was in the act

of stepping into the carriage that was waiting for

her ; but as soon as she recognized him, she

turned round and descended on to the pavement

again.

'• I am so glad to see you ' '' she exclaimed

heartily. " I have been hoping ever since we arrived

that we might come across you somewhere."

Then she told the coachman that he could go

away, and, turning to Lord Walter, " Perhaps

you will kindly see me as far as the Piazza

Barberini," she said, smiling ;
" it won't take you

very long."

But it seemed that she was in no great hurry to

be taken home ; for when he had expressed his

willingness to be her escort, she did not at once

set her face in that direction, but moved slowly

towards the top of the steps which lead down to

the Piazza di Spagna, and stood ganng at the city

beneath her, and the great dome of St. Peter's, and

the stone-pines above San Pietro in Montorio,

which showed purp'e against the sunset glow.

" Isn't it perfect ?
'' she exclaimed suddenly. " I

can't think how anybody can l)e disajipointed in

Rome !

"

" Nor can I, if you speak of it as a whole," he

replied. "Some of the details are a little dis-

appointing perhaps at first sight, and the new

quarter is incomparably hideous. For my own

part, I may say that Rome has more than answered

my expectations ; but then my expectations were

not extravagantly high. Anyhow. I have attained

my object in coming here."

"Yes?" she said, with a quick glance at him.

" Your object, I suppose, was to study ancient and

modern art in a place where you were sure of

meeting with the best examples of both."

" I hope you will honour my studio with a visit

one of these days," he said. " I am close by this,

in the Via Sistina, and I have really been very

busy since I came to Rome, so that there will be

more of my handiwork for you to criticise here than

there was in London."
" Did yon ever finish that statue of Elizabeth of

Hungar)'?" asked Norma.
" How can you ask such a question ! Didn't

you condemn it utterly ?
"

" I didn't mean to do that ; and besides, if I had,

what could it possibly have signified ? I am no

judge."

" Oh, excuse me ; I think you are as good a judge

as anybody of the particular point that you fastened

upon ; and Loddondale is a very fair judge of

anatomy. He told me Queen Elizabeth had a

game leg—which was quite true."

Norma laughed. " Do you know, we met your

brother at Monte Carlo," said she : and then she

remembered her conversation with Lord Loddon-

dale and laughed again, the memory causing her no

embarrassment.

"Loddondale never writes to me," remarked

Lord Walter, "and I never know where he is or

what he is doing. He is a queer sort of fellow."

"Yes, I think he is rather queer in some ways,"

agreed Norma; "but I like him, and I wish he

would make up his mind to marry some nice girl.

He is not nearly as rough and rude as he pretends

to be."

Nov,- Lord Walter had a shrewd suspicion that if

his brother's hand and heart were ever offered to

anvbody, Norma Shafto would be the lady thus

favoured, and this was an event which could not be

contemplated with satisfaction or approval. Lod-

dondale and Norma Shafto !— it was a kind of

desecration to couple their names together.

"I don't think, you know," he said presently,

" that Loddondale could ever be domesticated. His

wife would have to be a person of strong sporting

tastes ; and even then !

—

"
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'• Me sjioke \-ery kindly about you," observed

Norma.
" Did he ? ^^'ell, I hope I am not speaking un-

kindly about him . I believe we arc as good friends as

our very opposite dispositions will allow us to be.

My old aunt, Lady Spencer, who is here now, says

she means to take the head of the family in hand

when she goes back to London and rouse him to

a sense of his social duties. I have begged her to

let me be present at the interview, which is likely

to be a brief and animated one."

" Papa knows Lady Spencer Sinclair," remarked

Norma. " He met her the other day ; and this

morning we had a note from her asking us to join a

picnic to Frascati and Monte Cavo. AVill you be of

the party by any chance ?
"

" She invited me, and I refused," answered Lord

Walter; "but since you are going, I think I'll with-

draw my refusal and give myself a holiday."

'• Do," said Norma ;
" I am sure it will be good

for you."

]5ut somehow or other she did not speak very

enthusiastically, and he could not help noticing

that her manner was less warm by several degrees

than it had been at the opening of their conversation.

That this was in any way due to the facility with which

he had got over a misplaced attachment did not

occur to him : only, as they had now reached the

entrance of the Hotel Bristol, where the Shaftos

were staying, he thought he would jjoslpone to a

more favourable opportunity the request which he

had resolved to make. It is not everybody who

cares to pose as a model, and he knew very well

that, if Miss Shafto did consent to sit to him, he

would have to trespass considerably upon her time

and patience before he would be able to satisfy

himself. So he took his leave, saying, " We shall

meet again tomorrow then, I hope."

Without further loss of time, he went to call upon

his aunt, who said: "Come by all means, if you like;

only you will have to ride, I'm afraid, because the

carriages will be full. I offered the place in mine

which you wouldn't take to young Grey,who jumped

at it when I told him that Miss Shafto was coming

with me."
'• Vou forgot to hold out that inducement to

me."

" \\'ell, I didn't know about it at the time, and I

don't know much about her now Is she so very

attractive ?
"

"Perhaps not in the sense that you mean; but

she is very beautil'al, and I want to get her to sit

for me. Anyhow, you will have to leave your

carriage at Frascati, I suppose."

It was with this anticipation that Lord Walter had

to comfort himself on the following day, as he can-

tered across the brown Campagna towards the Alban

hills. He was not the only equestrian, and he did

not enjoy the society of a lively and pretty little

American lady as much as no doubt he would have

done had he been able to listen to a word that she

was saying. For every now and then they came
in sight of Lady Spencer's carriage, and each time

that they did so he saw Mr. Grey, that good-looking

young Secretary of Embassy, making himself as

agreeable as he could (and tliat was \ery agreeable

indeed) to Norma. Now, to see any man making

himself agreeable to Miss Shafto was what Walter

Sinclair had always disliked extremely. This, it must

be admitted, was selfish of him ; but he couldn't helii

it, nor could he help being annoyed with that fellow

(;rey.

When Frascati was reached, and when those

who did not feel disposed to attempt a fatiguing

ascent under a hot sun took advantage of the

donkeys that were in waiting, he thought his

turn had come, and resolutely attfiched himself to

Miss Shafto ; but what is the use of trying to talk

sensibly if you are to be interrupted at every other

word by the irrelevant rubbish of a garrulous young

diplomatist ? Lord AValter very soon had to ac-

knowledge himself defeated, and, falling back to the

rear, said to himself that he had wasted a day by

joining this stujjid jiicnic.

Nevertheless, the jjicnic was pronounced a great

success ; and [jerhaj^s Lord Walter was the only

person present who thought otherwise. The view

from the summit of Monte Cavo over the undulat-

ing Campagna, with its ruined aqueducts, to the

blue mist which hung over Rome and to snow)'

Soracte in the far distance was all that could be de-

sired. So, too, were the viands and wines provided

by Lady Spencer Sinclair. Lady Spencer always

did things well. She had selected her company

with care and forethought ; and was she in any way|

to blame because a capricious nephew of hers had

chosen to tack himself on to the i)arty at the las^

moment and consequently found himself in the

undesirable position of odd man out ? As foif

Norma, she thought Mr. Grey \ery amusing-
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which indeed he was—and delighted in the scenerv

and the clear air and the remains of old Tusculum,

which were duly inspected ; and she was quite

astonished when, at the end of a pleasant day,

Lord Walter, profiting by the momentary absence

of the officious Grey, who had gone to summon the

carriages, said crossly, " Thank Heaven, that is

over !

"

"Haven't you been enjoying yourself?" she

asked. " I am so sorry. I thought everybody

seemed to be in such good spirits."

"I suppose," observed Lord Walter, "you didn't

happen to look at me. At least, if you did, and if

I appeared to be in good spirits, I may conscien-

tiously score one ; because I don't know when in

my life I have been more completely sold I

came here simply and solely with the hope of

being able to talk to you, and I think we have

exchanged about half-a-dozen words during the

day."

"Oh—but had you anything ])articular to say?"

asked Norma wonderingly.

" Nothing particular ; but I should have been

glad to be allowed the privilege of offering a few

general remarks. Not, of course, that I could have

hoped to be as entertaining as Grey."

Norma stared at him for a moment and then

began to laugh. " This is very flattering," she-

said. " Do you often make such speeches ? If

you do, I should think you must sometimes be

misunderstood by inexperienced people."

" Why ? I suppose anybody, experienced or

inexperienced, can understand that it is rather

provoking to see a friend whom you want to

talk to monopolised the whole day by somebody

else."

" Well," said Norma good-humouredly, " you

I must come and talk to me some other time. I am
almost always at home after sunset, because Papa

is in mortal terror of my catching Roman fever,

and I should be very glad to see you any day when

you have nothing better to do."

There was surely nothing to complain of in so

kindly an invitation as that
;

yet, for some reason

or other, Walter Sinclair rode back to Rome in

a bad humour, and the little American lady

[ subsequently declared him to be the dullest

'. Englishman whom she had ever met. Which,

she was cruel enough to add, was saying a great

deal.

xxn.

BASIL MORLEV REVE.-^LS -A. SECRET.

Meanwhile Madge was not having a very cheerful

life. It is only fair t» her to say that she might

have married Sir Christopher for love and still

found him a very trying person to live with. It

is true that he was devoted to her—a little too

devoted, she sometimes thought—but his devotion

was not of that kind which implies the smallest

self-sacrifice. He amused himself after his fashion

shooting or hunting every day of the week
;
yet

he had no idea of allowing her to amuse herself

after hers. If she had cared to participate in his

pursuits to the extent of joining him and his

friends when they were shooting the home coverts,

or even of following the hounds, he would have

being willing enough that she should do so ; but it

so happened that she had no sporting proclivities.

She did not like standing about in damp, muddy
places or scrambling through hedges, nor had she

nerve enough to hunt. Consequently her life was

a very dull one ; for really it was not worth while

to risk a scene for the sake of asking any of the

neighbours to drop in to five o'clock tea.

Sir Christopher usually turned up at that hour,

tired out with the exertions of the day ; and if,

as not unfrequently happened, he found his wife

in a discontented humour, he put on an injured

expression and wanted to know what was the

matter. After dinner he generally fell asleep and

snored, which was neither polite nor becoming,

and at such times Madge said to herself that he

looked extremely unlike a gentleman. No one,

perhaps, would look very aristocratic with his head

thrown back and his mouth wide open ; but then

there are some men of whom one cannot conceive

that they would permit themselves to fall into

such an attitude in the presence of a lady.

On a certain evening Sir Christopher and Lady

Shearman were present at a large dinner-part)-,

given chiefly in their honour, at one of the neigh-

bouring houses. Sir Christopher abhorred pro-

vincial dinner-parties, and Madge was not par-

ticularly fond of such entertainments ; still anything

was better than sitting at home, and when one has

a whole wardrobe full of beautiful new frocks,

it is a thousand pities not to wear them before

they become old-fashioned.

The dinner was heavv and tedious, as was also
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tlic host, an old gentleman with white wliiskcrs and

a liigii colour, of whom Madge had always stood

rather in awe, and whom she had to entertain as

best she could, since he did not seem to feel it any

part of his duty to entertain her. This was u])hill

work ; for she was not fortunate enough to hit

upon any subject that interested tjie old gentleman

(though she tried everything that she could think

of, from fox-hunting to gout), and by the time that

her hostess gave her the signal of release she was

much exhausted and depressed. The conversation

which ensued between the ladies in the drawing-

room was not of a nature to raise her droojiing

spirits, and some idea of the depth of despondency

to which she had sunk may be gathered from the

fact that she was quite delighted when the door

opened and Basil Morley ambled across the room

towards her. Fatuous though Basil was, he was

more amusing than he intended to be, and a great

deal more amusing than anybody else whom
Madge could descry. Sir Christojjher, it was true,

disai)proved of him ; but Sir Christopher, who had

been drinking the old gentleman's justly celebrated

port, had brought a radiant countenance out of

the dining-room with him, and was probably not in

a censorious mood.

Mr. ^[orley sank into a low chair, facing Madge,

and, resting his elbows ujjon the arms of it, formed

a triangle with his long white fingers and thumbs,

a;:ross which he smiled at her pensively. " Permit

me," said he, " to congratulate you.
''

" Thanks,'" answered Madge ;
" but I don't know

why I should be congratulated. If anything

pleasant has happened to me or is going to ha])pen

to me, you would make me sincerely grateful by

telling me of it."

" I am atVaid," said Mr. Morley still smiling,

" that I can't ])romise you any pleasant prospect,

except that of a speedy deliverance from this

bucolic feast. I only ventured to congratulate you

upon the cheerfulness with which you have borne

it up to now. You seem to accept life generally

in a cheerful spirit ; and that is very wise of you."

The speech, as well as the manner of its delivery,

bordered upon impertinence : but Madge was not

affroiUed. It was really a matter of so very little

consequence whether Mr. Morley meant to be

impertinent or not.

"One tries to be cheerful,' she remarked;
•' but certainly life in the country at this season of

the year is not gay for those who take no interest

in the destruction of wild animals. If I could

lia\ e my own ' way, I should always winter

abroad."

" And cant you have your own way. Lad}-

Shearman ? I should have thought Sir Chris-

topher could refuse you nothing.''

" Would you indeed ? \Vcll, I haven't jjut him

to the test yet ; but I imagine that if I were to

ask him to take me straight off to Rome, where

the Shaftos are now, and where I should like

to be, he would meet me with a kindly but firm
'

refusal."

" Ah, yes ; I had heard that the Shaftos were i

at Rome—and Lord \Valter Sinclair too," observed 1

Mr. Morley. '

"So Miss Travers told me," answered Madge,

in a careless tone. "She has built up a whole

romance upon the strength of the coincidence."

Mr. Morley threw^ back his head, closed his

eyes and exaggerated his smile.

" What on earth are you putting on that face

for ? " asked Madge, with pardonable exasperation.

" I do not think," he rejjlied deliberately, " that

Lord Walter Sinclair will ever marry i\Iiss Shafto.

It might^though that is not my personal opinion

—be satisfactory if he would—or could. But,

as I say, I do not think that he will."

This was more than flesh and, blood could

stand. " I don't believe you know anything at

all about him or his intentions," said Madge.
" If you mean that he is too poor, that isn't an

obstacle which Norma would be likely to consider

t'or a moment."

Mr. Morley blandly signified that that was not

what he meant. He was aware, he said, that

Miss Shafto differed from other women in being

entirely above mercenary considerations ; he also

ventured to think that she was in other respects

so superior to her supposed suitor that she would

scarcely accept his hand, even if he were at liberty

to make such an offer to her. But
—

"

" Do you mean to say that he is not at liberty ?
"

Madge asked.

Mr. Morley replied by another question. " Can
you keep a secret. Lady Shearman ?

"

It is needless to record Madge's answer ; for

to that especial query probably only one answer

has ever been returned since the world began.

" Then," said Mr. Morley, " I will confide to you
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what I have never confided to anybody else
;

I

for I am no mischief-maker. I have prettv good

reasons for believing that Lord Walter is married

' already."

Madge guessed at once what was the mistake in-

to which he had fallen, but she listened to him

patiently while he related at great length how he

had chanced to encounter the so-called widow

who was living at the Shafto Arms ; how he had

I been interested in her appearance ; how he had

[

made inquiries as to her history ; how he had put

this and that together, taking much pains about

it ("I am rather good at circumstantial evidence,"

- he remarked parenthetically) ; and how he now

I

considered it to be as good as proved that " Mr.

' Walter '' was no other than Lord Walter Sinclair.

Now of course it was not for ALadge to reveal

the truth to him. She had promised not to do

that ; and the comment which she made upon his

narrative was unexceptionable both in spirit and

in form. " You have found a mare's nest, Mr.

Morley," said she. " I know Mrs. Walter quite

well, and I am convinced that she is no more

married to Lord Walter than she is to you."

Nevertheless, as she drove away beside the

slumbering Sir Christopher, some queer notions

found their way into her head. Yet she was not

bad enough to contemplate seriously writing the

letter to her friend which a really unscrupulous

woman might have written ; her iniquity did not

go further than a half wish that her conscience

would allow her to do such a thing. But perhaps

that was far enough.

XXI I

L

SIR Christopher's huxtixg is stopped.

1 1 is a hardship to have nothing to do ; although

th(]sc who have too much to do may smile at it

and say that it is one which can only be voluntarily

iiii lined. It is a hardship to be snapped at every

time that you receive a visit from one of your

friends. And it is a very great hardship—one of the

greatest in the world, perhaps, as well as one of

the commonest—to be perpetually misunderstood.

'I'here cannot be much comfort in being adored
by a person who always misunderstands )ou. For
these reasons the Shearman household was not a

lia]ipy one, and doubtless it would have been more

unhappy still if Sir Christopher had not been out

of doors from morning to night. That, Madge .said

to herself, was something to be thankful for ; but

her general frame of mind was far from thankful

It was on a chilly, misty afternoon that she

was sitting before the fire indulging in unprofit

able speculations. Half an hour earlier she had

returned from her daily drive and from paying

certain duty-calls. One must have reached the age

of sixty to enjoy driving, or rather being driven :

and to enjoy paying afternoon calls one must be

near one's dotage. Madge had enjoyed neither.

The book which she had been trying to read

and which had slipped down from her grasp to

the hearthrug, had not entertained her. She was

extremely sorry for herself, and at length began to

cry a little in a feeble, peevish way. " What a

wretched life I lead
!

" she thought. " One could bear

a great calamity ; everybody bears great calamities

well ; but to go on in this dreary monotony, without

the least hope of things ever being better, would

sour the temper of a saint."

All of a sudden the door was burst violently

open, and her maid, a foolish, flighty woman whom
Mrs. Wilton had engaged for her just before her

marriage, rushed into the room.

" What is the matter now, Evans ?
" asked Madge

with some asperity. " What do you mean by

bouncing in like that ?
"

" Oh, my lady !
" gasped Evans, pressing one

hand to her heart, " they've sent me in to break it

to you, and I don't know how to do it ! There's

been a hawful haccident !

"

" Has anything happened to Sir Christopher ?
"

asked Madge, jumping up.

Evans wrung her hands and nodded her head

vehemently. " Oh, dear, oh, dear, that I should 'ave

to say it ! But don't give way, my lady ; for v,-hi].-2

there's life there's 'ope, and we mu.st keep calm,

indeed we must ! The man as come to tell .us cf

it says they'll be bringing him 'ome immediate.

Rode into a quarry three or four 'undred feet deep

he did—to think of it ! And the 'orse killed on

the spot, which one can't wonder ! But we mustn't

believe the worst till it comes."

The first effect of a shock is quite as often to

sharpen the faculties as to deaden them. " This

cannot possibly be true," said Madge quietly. '' There

is no quarry in the county three hundred feet deep,

or anything like it."
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"Oh, my lady," cried Evans, obviously dis-

appointed by her mistress's composure, "what

signifies a 'undred feet more or less ? If you was

to fall no more than the depth of this room you

might break your neck."

There was no denying that. Madge started

and fell back abruptly into her chair. Instantly

the whole meaning of the situation flashed before

her. And now she became as agitated as Evans

could have desired.

"We must do something," she exclaimed wildly
;

" we ought to be doing something ! Why do you

stand there staring? Have they sent for the doctor ?

Are they getting a bed ready ?
''

She hurried into the hall where she found a

little group of awestruck servants, to whom she

gave half-a-dozen contradictory orders. She had

completely lost her head and did not know what

she was doing, until after an interval of the duration

of which she had no remembrance, she found

herself shaking hands with the doctor, whose

dog-cart had just driven up to the door.

The doctor was a young man who had a reputa-

tion for skill, but who had only recently begun

to practise in the neighbourhood. He looked

anxious and imjiatient.

" You must try to control yourself, please,"

said he—and it was only on receiving this injunction

that Madge became aware that she was sobbing

hysterically—"if you are to be of any use—but of

course you will not be of any use. They will get

him here in ten minutes or so ; and you had better

be out of the way."

He drew her into the dining-room as he spoke,

and shut the door.

" ^^'hat has happened ? " asked Madge, swallowing

down her sobs. "Is he dead? Is he dying?"
" Neither, I hope ; but I cannot speak posi-

ti\-ely yet. What happened was that he never saw

the quarry until it was too late to pull up, and

then he tried to clear it. The marvellous thing

is that he \'ery nearly succeeded. He might have

jjlunged down a sheer fifty feet ; as it was, his fall

was broken. So far as I could ascertain the extent

of his injuries b) a hasty examination, he has

broken his arm and two of his ribs ; and there

has been a slight concussion of the brain, and of

course contusions. More than that I can't say at

present. Do you wish to telegraph to London for

further advice ? If so, no tune should be lost."

The doctor's peremptory lone had the effect which

it was intended to have of bringing Madge back to

her senses. At his dictation, she wrote a telegram to

a celebrated London surgeon, and gave orders that it

should be despatched immediately. Then she

declared herself ready and able to do anything that

might be required of her. But the doctor declined

her offer of assistance.

" No," he answered, not unkindly, " we shall

do better without you. I w-ould rather that you

should remain quietly where you arc until I come

down again. It is a good deal to ask, I know

;

but I su])pose you want to help us, and you can't

help us better than by sitting still and making no

fuss."

To the present day that doctor entertains a high

opinion of Lady Shearman's common sense and self-

command. Perhai)s he is right in declaring that very

few wives would have consented so submissively to

obey orders ; no doubt he was right in guarding him-

self against having to look after a fainting woman
while his attentions were urgently required elsewhere.

Nevertheless, the ensuing hour of solitude was

terrible enough to her. She heard everything, as

she sat there motionless, while the daylight faded in

to darkness—the slow grinding of wheels upon the

gravel, the heavy tram]) and shuffling of footsteps in

the hall, the whispered orders, the hurrying of the ser-

vants up and down stairs. Then came a prolonged

hush which seemed as though it would never end.

She had begun to feel that she could not endure

suspense for another five minutes when the doctor

stepped ([uickly into the room.

" Well, Lady Shearman," said he, " I think I may

\enture to assert that everything promises well.

There is the possibility of internal injuries. Sir

Henry, when he arrives, will probably tell you thai

we must wait another twenty-four hours before we

can pronounce any decided opinion as to that

Meanwhile, there are no bad symptoms, and our

patient has quite recovered consciousness. You

may see him for a few minutes if you like."

" Oh, thank you I " she exclaimed gratefully.

The doctor laughed. "You had better thank

your husband or his horse," said he. "If either

of them had faltered, all the surgeons in England

could have done no godd. It makes one very sorry

to think that the poor brute broke his own back,

though he saved his master's neck."

This—oddlv enough, as it seemed to Madge—was
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the first comment upon the accident which suggested

itself to Sir Christopher. He was a man of far

stronger affections and deeper feelings than his

wife's, and the tears came into his eyes when he was

told that poor Nero had had to be shot. He was

evidently more distressed about this than about his

own injuries or the shock which Lady Shearman had

sustained, though he was glad to see her when she

stole timidly to his bedside, and smiled at her

and squeezed the small trembling hand which she

extended to him. For the rest, he was very quiet

and patient, notwithstanding the pain that he was

suffering.

" 'Tis a bad sign," Evans declared, shaking her

head. " When you see a 'ot-tempered man—which

no one can deny that his temper was 'ot—laying

on his back as meek as a lamb, you may be sure

that the hend is at 'and."

Such however was not the view taken by the

great London surgeon, who arrived at ten o'clock

and stayed the night, and who, on the following day,

was able to confirm fully the favourable prediction

of his country colleague. Sir Christopher would

live ; but he was not likely to leave his bed for

a good many weeks to come, and there would

certainly be no more hunting for him that year.

It is in times of adversity, we are often assured,

that a man's true nature displays itself, and we can

never tell what any one is worth until we have seen

what sort of a face he can put upon danger or pain

or sickness. Perhaps so; but courage and endurance,

though fine qualities, are scarcely required in every-

day life, and both may be possessed by one who is

nevertheless a very disagreeable person to live with.

Sir Christopher, to give him the credit which is his

due, certainly shone as an invalid. During several

weeks of pretty constant suffering and frequent sleep-

lessness he never uttered a word of complaint,

and the gratitude which he expressed t3 his wife

in return for such small attentions as reading the

newsjjapers to him or rearranging his pillows was

not a little pathetic. Madge felt it to bs so, and

became almost affe:tionate in her sympathy.

Unfortunately, as he grew stronger he grew

fretful—which is no uncommon thing with con-

valescents—and so the old troubles began all over

again. Mrs. Wilton had taken up her quarters

at Brampton during her son-in-law's illness, and
since she had discreetly abstained from entering

his room, he had made no protest against a visit

which, under the circumstances, could scarcelv

have been forbidden. However, he did not like

Mrs. Wilton, and the very first day that he came

down stairs he had a little passage of arms with her.

She had been ordering the dinner, it appeared :

and, on finding this out, he told her in so many
words that his servants had no instructions to take

orders from anybody except Lady Shearman and

himself

" Once allow that sort of thing to begin and

there's an end of all discipline," he grumbled. " I

suppose I shall have to give them the sack, from

the housekeeper downwards."

" Pray do not put yourself to that inconvenience,"

answered Mrs. Wilton, who was not prepared to

be quite as submissive to an actual as she might

have been to a prospective son-in-law. " It will

answer all the purpose if you give me the sack ;

and now that I can be of no further use here,

I shall be very glad to return home."

After that Sir Christopher made a sort of apo-

logy ; but it was not accepted, and Mrs. Wilton

took her departure in justifiable displeasure.

He was not always in so fractious a mood.
Every now and again he relapsed into cheerfulness

and kindliness, even going so far as to admit

that it must be very slow work for his wife to

be tied all day long and every day to a helpless

man.

" ril tell you what it is, Madge," he said sud-

denly one evening ;
" when I'm a bit stronger we'll

be off somewhere south till the warm weather begins.

If your hunting is stopped, there's no more beastly

country in the world than England in spring. What
do you think of taking a run as for as Rome and

looking up the Shaftos ?
'"

Madge's heart gave a great bound and then stood

still. If any one had asked her what she would

like best at that moment, and if she had been

compelled to return a truthful answer, she would

have had to say that she would like to be taken

to Rome. Latterly she had received many letters

from Norma, who had heard of Sir Christopher's

accident and was anxious for news of his pro-

gress—letters in which a good deal was said about

the sights and attractions and society of Rome
but which contained not one single allusion to

Lord Walter Sinclair. This was undoubtedly a

strange and suspicious omission. Madge had

wondered at it, and had, with some difficulty,
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abstained from introducing Lord Walter's name

into her replies; but she had been very eager

to discover how much ground there was for

Miss Travers's conjectures ; and now, in this sur-

prising and most unexpected fashion, an oppor-

tunity was offered to her of verifying or refuting

them by the evidence of her own senses.

"I should like it of all things," she answered.

" It would be very nice to see the Shaftos,

and there's another friend of ours there—
Lord Walter Sinclair. He has taken a studio for

the winter, I believe.

"

"Oh, lies there, is he?" was Sir Christopher's

comment upon Madge's communication. " I don't

much care about Sinclair. Conceited sort of

fellow, I always think. However, we needn't see

more of him than we choose, I suppose."

With that he dropped the subject ; but he re-

curred to it in the course of a day or two, and

it is needless to add that his iilan met with no

opposition.

XXIV.

Walter Sincl.'^ik, like most people who have the

artistic temperament, was somewhat hyper-sensitive
;

but even if he had not been so, he must have no-

ticed that Miss Shafto was not quite so pleased to

meet him aga n as he was to meet her. He was

sorry for that and a little disposed to be afl'ronted,

not seeing what he had done to forfeit her friend-

ship ; but as he did not wish lo make himself

ridiculous by showing temper, he called at the Hotel

Bristol a few days after the Frascati excursion, and,

having sent up his card, was admitted into the sunny

little sitting-room which Mr. Shafto had secured

for the winter months. Unfortunately, Mr. Grey

had selected the same day and hour for paying

his respects to a lady whom he much admired ;

and Lord Walter's entrance interrupted that ver-

satile young gentleman in the midst of a comic

song, the accom])animent of which Norma was

playing for him, and which seemed to be affording

her considerable amusement.

Well, it really was rather a funny song, and

Grey, who was easily persuaded to sing the con-

cluding verses, had great skill in the way of

facial contortion ; and if Norma laughed heartily

at his performance, that was no more than many

persons of the highest intellect and culture had

done before her. But Lord Walter could not

manage to laugh. The association of Miss Shafto

with vulgar buffoonery produced the effect of a

horrible discord upon him, and as he could think

of no remark that would be at once appropriate and

civil, he sat still and held his tongue.

" Miss Shafto," said Grey, strolling away from the

piano and planting himself in front of Lord Walter,

whom he contemplated for a moment with interest.

" I am sorry to tell you that Sinclair has a poo:

opinion of you. It's a bad job : but there's no mistaki

about it—he is disappointed in you. You see, be-

thought you had a soul above music-hall ditties.'

" I am quite sure that he thought nothing of

the kind," returned Norma laughing. " He know^

very well that when I am in London I am ,

staunch supporter of a temperance music-hall,

where we are as vulgar as our patrons will allow

us to be."

" Miss Shafto suits herself to her company,"

said Lord Walter ;
" one doesn't find out in a day

what her own tastes are."

"That," observed Mr. Grey placidly, "is pretty

straight. I suppose I may as well go away now.

Then you'll join that riding-party to-morrow, will

you. Miss Shafto ? And I shall see you after

church on Sunday, and I'll remember to get those

tickets that j-ou wanted."

There was a good deal more murmuring and

making of appointments while he took his leave,

and it struck Lord Walter that he need not have

been so long about it. Certainly there was no^

occasion for him to hold Norma's hand the whole

time.

" He is a nice little man, don't you think so ?
"

said she, as soon as he had departed.

" Yes," agreed Lord Walter smiling ;
" yes—he is .

a nice little man.'

" Oh, but I didn't mean that ; I meant that he

is really nice. Why don't you like him ?
"

" I do like him ; I like him very much in his way.

Only, somehow, I shouldn't have fancied that you

would."

" I like all sorts of people. Everybody can't be ,

a sculptor, you know."

" If that means that you have any predilection

!

for sculptors as a class, I will try to forgive you

for playing Grey's accompaniments," said Lord

Walter, who felt that he had been upon the verge
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of behaving foolishl)- and was anxious to change

the subject. '• There is one humble sculptor who

lias had his studio carefully swept every morning

lor some time past in the hope of your patron-

izing it by a visit."

" We quite intend to drop in upon you as soon

as we have a spare half-hour," answered Norma,
" but we seem to have been so full of engagements

lately ; and then there is all the sight-seeing to

be done. When do you do your sight-seeing ?

I suppose you rather hate to find yourself in a

crowd of tourists ; still you can't altogether neglect

the Vatican and the picture-galleries."

This sounded something like an invitation,

and Mr. Shafto, coming in at that moment, was

so good as to second it in plainer terms. " Was
Norma trying to secure your services as a guide

to the picture-galleries, Sinclair ? " he asked, after

shaking hands with his visitor. " If you would

take pity upon us and tell us what we ought to

admire, and why we ought to admire it, we should

be deeply indebted to you. Norma knows

more about art than I do ; but that isn't saying

much. We are both badly in want of a competent

instructor."

Walter was very willing to make himself use-

ful in that capacity, and it was at once arranged

that he should accompany his friends to the Palazzo

Borghese on the following day. As a matter of

fact, Mr. Shafto was by no means as ignorant

of art as he affected to be ; while Norma, if she

was not particularly well instructed in the matter

of technicalities, had an eye for form and colour

which required ver)' little educating. Also she

seemed to enjoy the disquisitions for which her

mentor duly apologized.

" Why are you so afraid of being thought pedantic

or dictatorial ? " she asked smiling. " You are talk-

ing about what you thoroughly understand, and you

have every right to lay down the law. Besides, if

you didn't, how should I discover what the law is ?
"

She became quite friendly and like her former

self while he was e.xpati.iting to her upon the

painter's and the sculptor's craft. It was very

true that she suited herself to her company, and

that not from any insincerity, but simply because

the power of sympathy was so strong in her. Only
Walter always noticed (for this morning spent at the

Borghese gallery was only the first of a series during

which most of the collections in Rome were visited)

that as soon as he quitted that topic a certain

undefinable constraint came over her manner.

She was interested in him as an artist, it ap-

peared, but not as an individual ; nor did she

care to hear about his plans and i)rospects,

e.\cept in so far as they related to the avocation

which he had taken up. The promised visit

to his studio was never paid ; and as for requesting

her to pose as his model, he had not the cour-

age to hint at such a thing. He was, in truth, a

little afraid of her, which surprised and amused
him when he realized it, because it was not much
in his way to be afraid of anybody. However,

notwithstanding these drawbacks, he found her

companionship \ery pleasant ; and Mr. Shafto,

who strayed about in his restless fashion from pic-

ture to picture, frequently meeting with acquaint-

ances in the course of his wanderings, was no

restraint upon freedom of intercourse.

One morning, as these three persons were leav-

ing the Palazzo Sciarra, a peasant woman with

two ragged children, who had been waiting out-

side, and had apparently been engaged in conver-

sation with Mr. Shafto's Italian servant, rushed

forward and intercepted Norma, whose hand she

kissed, and whom she began to address with volu-

ble and lachrymose eloquence.

" Now, isn't that like Norma !

" exclaimed

Mr Shafto to Lord \\'alter, who was a few paces

in the background. " Ccelum, iwn aninnem,

you know. Wherever she goes, she is bound to

have poor people running after her, and she has

already acquired a long list of out-at-elbows

proteges here."

" Who is the woman ? " Lord Walter asked.

" / don't know ! Where she picks these people

up is a mystery to me ; but I suppose they are

like vultures and scent her from afar."

" I dare say you are not much better," observed

Lord Walter laughing ; for Mr. Shafto had begun

to fumble surreptitiously in his pocket.

" Better ? My dear fellow, I'm a thousand times

worse. When I see folks with pinched faces and

bare feet, I bestow a trifle upon (hem and retire

under a hailstorm of benedictions. That isn't

Norma's way at all. She finds out all about them

and penetrates into the dens where they live, and

gives herself no end of trouble to procure work

for them which they won't always do. Norma is

the impersonation of true charity ; as for me, I
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cannot be said to personify anything beyond a

lazy sort of good-nature."

This was so absolutely true that there was

no disputing it. Walter made no rejoinder, but

stood gazing at the little group in the sunshine'

—the black-haired Roman peasant, with her at-

tendant imps ; the tall, beautiful lady whose blue

eyes expressed nothing but pity and kindliness.

Well, if the lady had not been Norma, he might

perhaps have laughed at her for believing the pack

of lies with which she was in all probability being

assailed ; but as it was, he did not think the worse

of her for being credulous— if indeed she was

credulous. He remembered that " Charity suffereth

long and is kind ; charity hopeth all things, be-

licvcth all things ; " and it came into his mind

that if ever Miss Shafto could be prevailed upon

to sit to him, it should be in the character of

Charity that her image should be presented to the

world.

Later on the same day Lord Walter chanced

to be in the studio of a brother-sculptor, a young

Frenchman who had achieved renown by some

daring flights of fancy : and to him he mentioned

the nature of ihe work that he had in contempla-

tion.

" Charity ? " said the Frenchman, with a shrug

of his shoulders. "That is not very original, is

it? Besides, you can't manage it without a group.

A single figure would require an inscription on the

pedestal, and it is always humiliating to have to

explain one's-self."

" Much depends upon the single figure," observed

Lord Walter.

" And a little, perhaps, upon the sculptor. Have

you found her then—your Charity? And are you

quite sure that she does not represent Love ?

"

Lord Walter was quite sure of that, and said

so with unnecessary emphasis. " I think I

have found her," he added ; " I don't know

that I have secured her."

Indeed, he was far from confident that he

would be able to secure her. There were a good

many difficulties in the way ; and, reflecting upon

these during the two following days, he decided

at length that, as a preliminary measure, he would

call upon his aunt Lady Spencer Sinclair, to

whom he owed a visit.

He was a favourite with Lady Spencer ; other-

wise perhaps he would not have been admitted;

for her carriage was at the door, and he found

her arrayed for her afternoon drive in magnifi-

cent furs and a new bonnet—which last she was

examining an.xiously in front of a Venetian
,

mirror.

" How do you do, Walter ? " said she, without i

turning round. " Does this bonnet really make me
look such a guy, or is it the fault of the glass ?

"

" It is the fault of the glass," replied Lord WaltL 1

unhesitatingly; "there must be something radical!)

wrong with any glass that could make you look like

a guy. You are the handsomest woman in Rome,

my dear aunt, and I believe you know it."

Lady Spencer had been a famous beauty

somewhere about the time of her nephew's birth.

She was now inclined to be stout ; her chin had

become a double one, and her abundant hair had

turned as white as snow, but she was certainly a

very handsome old lady. She was not ill-pleased

by the extravagant piece of flattery addressed to her,

although she was sharp enough to guess that,

after that, she might expect to be asked a favour

of some kind.

" Great as my charms are," she remarked, "they

may be neutralised by an ugly bonnet. You need not

say that it is a pretty bonnet; because I neither

designed it nor bought it. It was purchased by

my maid, who, I should think, must have had

an eye to reversionary interests. If it will not

jar too much upon your feelings to ^it beside it

you might come for a drive with me, and after-

wards I would take you to pay some visits."

"I should like nothing better," replied Lord

Walter : at which Lady Spencer burst out laughing.

" He would like nothing better than to pay a

round of calls ! What a very strange young man I

Is there, by any chance, some particular jjerson

whom you would like to call upon ?

"

"Well, if you were driving in that direction, I'

should rather like to call upon the Shaftos. Between

ourselves, I have set my heart upon getting a

sitting from Miss Shafto, and I wanted to consulti

you about it. Is it the sort of request that one

could make without impertinence ?
"

Then he explained at some length the conception

which he had formed, pointing out how important,

and indeed almost essential, it was that an artist

who desired to give a particular expression of

countenance to the figure upon which he was Jrt

work should be able to copy that expression direct
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from his model, instead of doing his best to reproduce

it by an effort of memory. As it happened, Miss

Shafto, and nobody else in Rome—perhaps nobody

else in the world—could provide him with what

he required.

To all this Lady Spencer listened with an amused

look. " Well," she said, " you can but make your

request. You have my best wishes."

' Thanks ; but you are always so kind that I

was rather in hopes you might go a little farther

than wishing me success. You see, if she were to

begin by refusing and that isn't at all unlikely

—

I couldn't very well say any more, could I ?

Whereas, if you were there to back me up—

"

" Do you seriously think that my persuasion

would be more effectual than yours ?
"

" I certainly do. Besides, there are some trifling

obstacles which you might so easily smooth over.

For instance. Miss Shafto couldn't, of course,

come to my studio alone, and I daresay her father

wouldn't much care about sitting there, twirling

his thumbs, for an hour at a time."

" Oho ! now we have come to the point. Upon
my word, Walter, you are pretty cool ! Will it

amuse me, pray, to twirl my thumbs in your studio ?

And do you really suppose that I don't see through

this ingenious artifice of yours ? Charity indeed !

If a representation of Charity is what you want, it

would be a good deal more to the purpose to make

a study of your aunt. Then perhaps I might ask

Miss Shafto to come with me and keep me company

which I presume v.-ould do equally well."

" I am not employing any artifice at all, " Lord

Walter declared ;
" you never were more mistaken

in your life. I have a very great admiration for

Miss Shafto ; but I am not in the least smitten with

her. I have told you the simple truth— if only you

were not too clever to believe it."

" To be sure," continued Lady Spencer musingly,

without taking any notice of this interpolation,

"she is a nice girl, and she is well-bred, and as she

has neither brothers nor sisters, I presume she will

be comfortably off one of these days. You might

do worse. Well, come along, then ; I am good-

natured if I am anything. All I stipulate for is

that your studio shall be properly warmed. I won't

submit to draughts, even in the cause of charity."

Ten minutes later Lady Spencer and her nephew

were shown into the presence of Miss Shafto,

whom they had the good fortune to find at home
and alone. Lord Walter had not thought it worth

while to persist in contradicting his aunt, who was

•not very fond of being contradicted. After all, her

misinterpretation of his motives was of no great

consequence. The principal thing was that she

should have consented to act as his ally ; and

indeed he had no reason to complain of her in

that capacity.

Norma, on being informed of the greatness

which it was proposed to thrust upon her, did not

at first seem to be either flattered by the suggestion

or very willing to agree to it ; but Lady Spencer

was an adroit old woman.

She said :
" My dear, it will be a horrid bore

for- us both ; there's no use in pretending that it

won't. Walter knows that so well that he hadn't the

courage to come and make his request by himself •

but if you could bring yourself to give up these few

hours to him, you might be laying the foundation

of his fortune. Artists aren't like other people.

They have their inspirations and their fancies,

and when they are thwarted, I suppose they pretty

generally fail."

Now, to refuse a service to a fellow-creature

was what Norma always found a great deal more

difficult than to grant it. She was not very anxious

to sit to Lord Walter, nor did she much relish

the idea of being publicly exhibited in the character

with which—as it seemed to her—he had rather

absurdly chosen to identify her ; but if she could

be of any real use to him by standing or sitting

in an uncomfortable attitude for an hour or so at

a stretch, that was a small sacrifice of convenience

on her part to which he was heartily welcome ; and

she answered to that effect. " Only," she added, " I

must hear what my father has to say about it

before I can make any promise."

"Oh, I'll undertake your father,"said LadySpencer

laughing. " Now, Walter, we won't detain you any

longer. I'm going to take Miss Shafto for a drive

if she will come with me."

So Lord Weaker, after expressing his gratitude

in a few words, retired, perceiving that Norma might

possibly have some scruples which would be more

easily mentioned and overruled when he was out

of the way.

{To be continued.)
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LADY AUGUSTA was still young, scarcely

fifteen, when the family went to Paris, where

they were detained by Lord Elgin's illness, and

where, in 1841, he died.

After this Lady Elgin never went back to li\e in

Scotland, but made her home for the next twenty

years in Paris.

So it happened that Lady Augusta's early woman-

hood was sjient in Paris, with the exception of the

months passed every year in England as one of the

Ladies-in-Waiting of the Duchess of Kent.

In her ow^n home she was the devoted daughter

of her widowed mother, whose keen intellectual

interests and strong original character never faded,

although shadowed by the bereavement which had

made her shrink from returning to Scotland.

Lady Elgin's weekly receptions were well-known

and interesting gatherings, in a day when Parisian

salons had not yet ceased to be. Distinguished

men of all countries, and of various literary and

political circles met there, atid Lady Augusta's tact

and ability made a deep impression on those who

knew her then. One of the most distinguished

said to a friend of mine that he had never known

a mind and character so fully and symmetrically

developed as hers, and yet so finely strung. On
the intellectual side, this w-as the result of

persevering and quiet self-culture.

But all the while, within this outer life, was the

ceaseless ministry in the home to the mother whose;

sorrow and failing health called out all hef

sympathy and patience ; whilst at the same time

her own gaiety and bright good sense made her

the delight and ideal of the younger ones.

•' Looking back," one of them says, "I see how

I idolised her, and yet her influence on children^

like her sympathy w'ith her friends, was nevei

weakening and spoiling, because she instinctive^

made you feel that you pleased her by being anc

doing your best, and that if she found fault il
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could be from no motive but her longing for your

good."

For with all the depth of her friendships and her

influence on the large circle who knew and valued

lier, she was intensely devoted to her own family.

If she had a "cult" for an especial saint, it was

for that beloved half-sister (friend of Mr. Erskine,

of Linlathen, and of so many of the highest and

best), so remarkable for depth of spiritual life and

range of religious sympathy, Lady Matilda Maxwell.

"Let her read Matilda's letters," was one of her

dying messages, as a sacred legacy.

In 1846, at the age of twenty-si.x, Lady Augusta

entered on her office of Lady-in-Waiting to the

Duchess of Kent. Those who knew her in the

Duchess's household, remember especially how
naturally she won the highest and closest confi-

dence and yet never awakened jealousy in others.

One associated with her there especially recalls

how, though naturally very shy, she would cross

the large rooms to speak to any who seemed

neglected or alone, and make them at home.

For, through all her ease and warmth of manner,

there was much conquered shyness, and below all

her frankness a depth of reserve. She was trusted

by high and low, because all who trusted her felt

as sure of her reticence as of her sympathy.

After Lady Elgin's illness and death in i860.

Lady Augusta was entirely with the Duchess of

Kent until her death in 1861. And from the

service of the Duchess she passed, as is well known,

into the devoted service and closest confidence of

the Queen. She was married in December, 1863.

Such is the outline of the life and training which

had made her what she was when I knew her.

At last, when only fifty-five (an age fatal to many
of her family), the strength so freely used for others

gave way. Her health was already weakened when
she set out on the expedition to the royal marriage

at St. Petersburg, which the Dean was to cele-

brate, and where she was to represent the Queen.

The fatigue of the court ceremonies, combined with

the endeavour to see with the Dean all that was

interesting in a new country and a new society, and

which she entered into with that penetrating sym-

pathy which was an inalienable part of herself,

exhausted her much.

Her last visit to the house of a friend (during the

Dean's absence in Scotland) happened to be to our

new home, just finished, at Hampstead. It was

her last visit ; and she was our fi rst guest ; endear-

ing and hallowing by her presence many a nook
and corner of the new house, in a way which made
it like a familiar old home at once, and enriched

it with dear associations for ever. From her sofa

she looked out of the windows across the

wooded valley to the distant hills ; on the terrace

she sat and breathed the fresh air and looked

down over the garden slopes.

The Dean wrote to me afterwards, while they

were staying at a hotel at Norwood, not without

hopes that her health was improving :

—

" This is to give you our parting benediction for

your journey. It is we who are the ' Untravelled
Travellers ' now. She takes much interest in a journey
that I am making—to Babylon : for I have determined
to use this enforced solitude to finish my lectures on
the Jewish Church, and have gone in the spirit to the
shores of the Euphrates, and hung my harp on the
willows—or poplars, as I feel sure they are. And now
I am emerging for the return. It is perhaps harder
labour than might be wished, but still it is good for us
both."

Most pathetic it was, remembering the pain it

had cost her to have him make the journey to

Scotland without her, to see them making that last

effort at working and " travelling " together.

Of all the many difficult ways—lingering or

rough—by which we have to leave this life, cer-

tainly not the least, but it seemed one of the most

painful was assigned her, so tender to the sufferings

and infirmities of others, so characteristically inde-

pendent of help and care herself. Every nerve of

sensation keenly awake to the last, but all power of

movement lost. Some perfecting of the inmost

being, by the blows which destroyed the beautiful

freedom and helpfulness which had seemed to us

essentially characteristic of her, must have bean

meant; some stooping herself under the weight

of the Cross, she, so free and strong, had helped

many to bear.

The extracts which follow are from the funeral

sermon, preached in AVestminster Abbey, by Dean

Vaughan. They are of especial value, because

they were permitted to be made public by her

husband as revealing what her last moments were.

"A character like hers of remarkable self-control

is prone to reserve, but with the last fatal change the

floodgates of thought were lifted, and the inner-

most soul could pour itself out to its best-beloved."

" Many of its utterances were those of deep self-

abasement, not in the form of a luxurious humilitv
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which 'counts itself to have attained ' by the depth

of its self-condemnation : on the contrary, in the

tone of one who desires above all things, not the

covering up but the taking away, of sin ; not the

forgiveness which shall leave behind it the thing

forgiven, but the cleansing which shall 'wash white,'

'make meet,' and 'create anew.'

" 'Oh, how I pray that my man)- faults maybe taken

away— taken away. I feel as if people thought me

better than I was. My childhood's faults still cling

to me. O God I forgive me ; forgive my sins of

omission and my sins of

commission. Oh lake

them away.

" ' I am not worthy to

come under Thy roof, or

to enter into the society

of the blessed ones who

have gone before. It is

from the love of God and

the love of Jesus Christ

that I hojje to be received.

God be gracious to me a

sinner.

" It was said to her,

' We love God because

He first loved us.' ' But

can He love such a one

as me ?

'

"
' Oh, those twelve

years ! How I wish th:i!

I could live them ovli

again. It is because I

value them so highly that

I would choose to have

used them more wisely.

I have had so many blessings,

sinful and selfish. Oh, may God forgive me.

" ' Repeat to me some of the sayings and doings

of Jesus. Do you think that He will be there as

He went in and out amongst the sons of men ?

'

" She desired to have the picture of Christ

crowned with thorns hung opposite to her bed.

" ' Speak to me of the Beautiful Shepherd.' Her
evening hymn began with this stanza, altered by her-

self from a well-known hymn for children.

" ' Jesus, tender Shepherd, hear me,
Bless thy suffering one to-night

;

In my anguish be Thou near me.
Lead me to the heavenly light.'

I have been so

" ' Speak to me of love. I think of God from what

I have known of loving men and loving women.'
" 'When I am gone, think of me as in the next

room.'

" It was said to her, ' Only another mansion in the

Father's house.'

' 'Yes, it will be in the same house, only one to

the back and the other to the front.'

"The words were repeated to her, 'They rest not

day nor night, but serve Him continually
'

" ' Vcs, that is what I should like—serving con

tinually. Oh ! I trust

there will be work for

me where I am going.'

"
' People say that 1

have done much for West-

minster. But oh, how
ittle that is! Let it be

more.'

" And to her husband
' Work on, work on

;

o to the very bottom of

ihings, and leave works

;h:it shall be imj)erish-

J.le.'

" • Are you working at

tlie Maccabees?' Her

\es filled with tears at

wi thought that she

ould no longer share the

interest of the labour.

She recovered herself and

added 'They also serve

who only stand and wait.'

" When flesh and heart

failed, she said one day,

' Everj'thing is gone ; I cannot even think.' The
Dean said, ' But you can love.' And she replied,

' Yes, that is my identity.'
"

After my last visit to the Deanery during her

life, the Dean wrote, "After you were gone yes-

terday she said, ' Tell me what alchemy did she re-

commend to turn my sufferings into gold.' I told

her what you had said from the Gospel History, and

this evening I said that I had a note from you with

something of the same kind." (I had simply gone

back into the depths of my own sorrow to draw up I

for her the comfort wherewith I had been comforted.)

"She was just settling to sleep," he concluded, "so

I tried to avoid reading it then, but she insisted

VESTMINSTER
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upon it, and I read if through ; and her face

brightened, ' I would not have not had that read

to me.'

" So that your words were not in vain."

The range of her sympathy was curiously typified

by what was seen at one moment by a friend of

mine who was in the nave at her funeral,the Queen

in tears, in the little gallery that opened out of the

Deanery, above, and below a little telegraph boy

crying as if his heart would break.

What that funeral gathering was can be read

in the printed story of the time. " The like of

it," Archbishop Tait wrote, "was never seen before

in London." What it was to hear in the Dean's

voice, clear, though quivering with emotion, the

Benediction at the close, only those who heard it

and knew what it meant to him, and had meant to

her, can fully know.

It was the double Benediction from the Old

Testament and the New which it was his habit to

give in the Abbey "The Lord bless us and keep

the Lord make His face to shine upon us and

be gracious unto us : the Lord lift up the light of

His countenance upon us and give us peace : the

peace of God which passeth all understanding keep

our minds and hearts, through Jesus Christ our

Lord."

This she had asked of him on her death-bed
;

and had said, "You will think of me when you

give this in the Abbey," her whole desire for him

being that his life should go on blessing more and

not less when and because she was gone.

The range of the letters of sympathy received by

the Dean is very remarkable. They fill many
volumes, and come from all countries and ranks,

from all sections of life and thought, from the

thrones and royal families of Europe, from men
distinguished in science, literature, and art, to the

simple tributes of the poor. And the quality is as

remarkable as the quantity, no mere platitudes of

praise, but each touching on some especial point

of character, or act of kindness, and all harmonising

in a trust and reverence which make you feel that

the love and homage are rendered to a reality

which, on different sides, had touched and won them

all.

The gateway leading into the Cloisters and to

the Deanery from Dean's Yard seems an especially

hallowed place to those who remember how she

was once carried, helpless, through it—she to whom
helplessness was a far deeper trial than pain ; and

when the little children pressed near to see, and

people would have sent them away, she would not

have it. "Let the children conic," she said, "it

gives them pleasure."

Very simple words, but ineaning something

more than even St. Christopher, in his giant strength,

carrying the Child Jesus through the river.

To be borne helpless and suffering herself,

and to be content through it all to give the

least pleasure to the little ones, was surely having

stamped into her being, not the likeness of St.

Christopher, but of Him whom St. Christopher

was bearing.

OF BEAUTY.

All loveliness is as an instrument,

Of which the strings are sight, and sound, and scent :

And every string a different note may strike.

But all belong unto the lute alike.

And joyous though the single note may be.

Yet it pertains to solemn minstrelsy
;

And loveliness is unto us inwrought

With plaintive musing, and with wistful thought.

Ella Fuller Maitjand.
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THAT first day in the sugar-bush was a happy

one for David ; and when he went home at

night, a pleasant surprise awaited him.

It was a letter from his mother. The boy

took it eagerly, and stood by the well-kerb to

read it in the sunset light. Huldah looked

steadily at him from the kitchen window ; and

the good deacon and his wife also took a peep.

" It's a good sign to see a boy think so much
of his mother," said Mrs. Topthorne. "How
did he get on to-day ?

"

"You never saw a boy so quick and handy!"

said Huldah. " But what makes him look so

strange ?
"

David was reading these lines in the precious

letter—

" Mr. Pirtle was of course very angry when he

found you had gone. He was inclined to blame

me, and I am sorry to say he grew violent,

threatening to bring you back if it cost him his

life; when he was overtaken by something that

seemed, under the circumstances, very strange. You
know his father died of apople.xy. But I am thankful

to say, it was not a severe stroke, and though he is

still prostrated, he seems to be in a fair way to

recover. I write this to put you on your guard.

His sickness gives you a little time ; but I fear it

will not be long before he will take some measures

to have you brought back."

" He has no lawful claim upon me, if he did

marry my mother," the boy declared indignantly,

when he showed the Topthornes this letter. " I'm

J. T. Trowhridge.

not afraid I Besides, how is he to know where I

am ?
"

The deacon winced, thinking perhaps of a certain

letter he had written the night before, and carried

that afternoon to the post-ofificc.

The next day David wrote to his mother

—

" I cannot tell you how glad I was to get your

letter last night. I am sorry, on your account, to

hear that a certain person is ill. Don't, don't, dear

mother, wear yourself out waiting on him ; he isn't

worth it. Forgive me, but 1 cannot be as charitable

as you are. Nothing could induce me to go back

into the store ; I think I would die first. I like it

here ever so much. I arrived on Monday night,

and I didn't think at first the folks were glad to see

me. But they have been good to me since. I go

out into the woods and work at sugar-making, and

they like that. I hope to earn wages by and by,

so that I can some day make a home to invite you

to. I dreamed of you all last night. Isn't it strange ?

I never dreamed of you when I was at home
" I like the woods and the work. I wish you

could see Huldah ! She's the brightest girl youi

ever saw. You would call her a little pert, but I

like it. I tell you, fo'.ks have to mind their p's and

q's when she is about. Isn't it strange, David Crane,

who lives here, hates farming ; wants to get a plac

in a store ? He told me last night he had had son

thoughts of running away to Boston ! He's anoth^

relative of the Topthornes. Then there's a funr

old man "

—

But we must cut short David's letter, to giv
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cxlracts from another written by his mother on

Thursday evening.

" I write again so soon to tell you the news. Mr.

P is better. He does not speak to me of you ;

but oil ! my son, you must be prepared for the

worst he can do. I don't wish to alarm you, but I

suspect a letter came to him from Uncle Topthorne

yesterday. The postmark was blurred, but I feel

pretty sure of the handwriting. Why should Uncle

T write to him ? He did not read it in my
presence, but he appeared much excited afterwards,

although the doctor says he must keep perfectly

quiet ; and to-day a strange man came to see him,

who I am sure is some sort of detective officer. As

I was in the next room, I could not help over-

hearing a little of their talk. The man said he

didn't think Mr. P could set up a claim of being

your guardian ; and if you were brought back it

must be on some other ground. Then Mr. P
said he had missed money from the drawer, and he

would have you brought back on the charge of

taking it. My dear son 1 I know you never took

a penny that did not belong to you. But I think

you ought to know what is impending. Saturday is

theday arranged for making the attempt to fetch you.

I write in haste to give you warning ; for, much as

I long to see you, I don't want you to come back

in any such way as that. On a charge of theft I

Do take care of yourself, my dear boy 1 and may
Heaven preserve you !

"

This letter was sent over from the post-office on

Friday. One of the neighbours handed it to Mrs.

Topthorne, who put it behind the clock, and gave

it to David at supper-time. He went up stairs to

read it, and when Huldah came to the entry to call

him down to supper, he answered by calling her up.

" I shouldn't have thought your father would

have written to Mr. Pirtle," he said, full of alarm

and agitation.

Huldah knitted her brow and bit her lip, as she

read and re-read the letter. He sat upon the blue

chest; she had dropped carelessly upon the top

stair before him, and there, having finished the page,

she sat gazing up into his face with svm]iathetic

suqorise and indignation.

" I never would have believed it of my father !

"

she said. " Don't tell him what you have heard.

We'll talk it over and see what can be done. The
idea of your being taken and carried back as if you

had committed some crime !

"

" I understand what that means," David replied.

" It's to get me back with such an accusation as

that hanging over me ; then it will be dropped, if

I will promise to stay in the store and not run away

again. He thinks I'll be frightened enough to do

that ; and what I promise, I'll do. ' But I never will

promise that. And I never will be taken back ?
"

he declared ]5ale and determined. " Saturday !

That's to-morrow !

"

" Huldy !
" cried Mrs. Topthorne below. " I

sent you to call David to supper."

" I'm calling him," said Huldah. " Come, Cousin

David ! Now put on a bright face !

" she whispered.

" We'll contrive some way !

"

XI.

PREP.^RATIONS.

David passed a troubled night. He dreamed

that Captain Pirtle came after him with six members

of his military company, all armed with neck yokes,

such as were used in carrying sap. Then he was

somehow changed into one of Mr. Topthorne's

oxen ; his pursuers sat on the bob-sled (used in

hauling casks of sap to the camp), and he had to

draw them. Mr. Cobble said he would have to be

killed, but gave him first a cup of coffee, which

changed into a coat, out of the pockets of which

Huldah was taking piles upon piles of cups and

saucers, when he was awakened by Crane getting

out of bed.

It was early morning, and he lay for some time

thinking what he should do to avoid capture. He
could not bear the thought of keeping out of sight

while so much work was to be done. That seemed

to him cowardly, and after all, the attempt to take

him back might not be made.

He and Huldah talked the matter over again, at

the sugar-camp, and arranged an ingenious plan for

concealing him, in an emergency, under an empty

cask. This they placed bottom upwards, in a

position where his getting into it would be screened

by the row of camp-kettles, from the eyes of any

person approaching from the direction of the farm-

house.

Their whisperings and strange movements excited

Crane's jealousy ; and old Cobble wanted to know

what v,-as " up."

"Don't you think it's time to tell them?'' said
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David. " They may spoil everything, without mean-

ing to, if they don't know in time."

" I'll call them," replied Hiildah. " Calvin

Cobble : Dave Crane ! Come here '.

"

Man and boy approached, and listened with

wonder to the story she briefly told.

"Now this is the plan," she continued. "If a

suspicious-looking man appears suddenly, David

Vane goes under this cask, while you, Dave Crane

—do you know what you are to do ?
"

"You don't expect me to do any fighting, I hope
:

"

breathed Dave. "I ain't good at that."

" But you're good at running," Huldah said. " If

a man comes in sight, or if one of us gives you a

signal, you are to start and run as fast as ever your

heels can fly."

" What am I to run for ? " queried Crane, open

mouthed.
" Don't you see?" said Vane. " It's to make a

diversion in my favour. You'll most likely be taken

for me ; and while you are being chased, I shall

have a chance to jump out of the cask if I am in

it, and get away in another direction. Run as fast

and as far as you can ; and you needn't be in a

hurry to tell the man his mistake, even after you get

caught. He'll find it out soon enough."

" He'll want to know what I run for," said

Dave, thinking dubiously of the part assigned him.

"And you can ask if a boy hasn't got a right to

run in our woods, especially when he sees a strange

man chasing him," said Huldah. "Now, Dave,

don't you flinch I Maybe no man will come ; but if

there does, everything may depend on you.''

"Can he do anything to me for leading him a

wild goose chase ? " Dave was anxious to know.

"What can he do?" said Cobble who entered

gleefully into the scheme since no difificult or dan-

gerous part was given to him—" only drop you like

a hot potater, and take arter the right David, if

'tain't too late ! which we'll manage between us to

make it too late, won't we, Huldy ? " grinning and

rubbing his old hands. " We know I

"

" We know a great deal for our age," replied

Huldah. "But let me tell you, Calvin Cobble ! If

a man should come and have a chance to talk to you,

don't you know too much. I've seen you mimic old

Roden's stuttering ; mimic him again, if any question

is asked which you oughtn't to answer."

" Oh : I can do th-th-th " — Appearing to be

seized by a stammering spasm, Calvin stretched out

his neck in the attitude of a turkey-cock and acted

as if he were about to gobble. He did not gobble,

however, but after a well-feigned struggle with the

refractory syllable, added trium])hantly, " do that,

to perfection."

He stood grinning complacently, while his little

audience of three laughed at his odd contortions.

" Well, don't overdo it," said Huldah. " Now
all go about your work,while I keep watch. It isn't

likely he'll come, if he comes at all, before the after-

noon ; but he may. Wc ouglit to agree ui)on some

signals."

" And another thing," suggested Cobble.

" Wouldn't it be a cute idee fer ihe two Daves tn

change clo'es ?
"

" Calvin Cobble," said Huldah gaily, " once in a

while you say something that is almost sensible
;

and now you've hit the mark !

"

" I had thought of it myself," said Vane ;
" but I

didn't know how Dave would like it. The officer,

or whoever comes, probably knows me by sight, or

will have a good description of me ; and if he sees

my clothes running away, he'll be sure to think I

am in them."

Crane raised some objections to the exchange,

which Huldah overruled in her imperious way.

" But never mind about it now," she said.

" Father'll be here soon, to see how the work is

going on ; he knows nothing of the trouble his
,

letter has got David into, and he'd better not know.

Then if he is asked any questions, he won't l)etray

our plans : as he might do, he's so conscientious.

Wait till he has come and gone."

Mr. Topthorne arrived shortly after, and stayed

till noon. Then, when he went home to his dinner

(the sugar-makers had brought theirs), he called

Huldah to go with him.

" It's absurd," he said, " for you to be here in

the woods so much ;
you'll grow to be a downright

tomboy. Besides," he added, "your mother is

going to ride with me to the village this afternoon,

and you must stay at the house with Hannah.

She's frightened to be left there alone."

" I suppose I shall have to !
" she whispered with

a wry face to David.

" What shall we do without you to keep watch ?
"

he replied.

" You must keep watch yourself. And I
"—the

girl's face brightened—" I'll keep watch at the

Jiouse. Mavbe that will be better, after all. If
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anybodv comes, he'll be likely to go there first, to

inquire. I shall know if he is hunting you."

After their dinner at the camp, the two boys

entered the hut together, and in a inw minutes

came out transformed.

Vane had on Crane's short trousers, scant and

ragged at the ankles, old brown frock, and dilapi-

dated straw hat. He also scattered his hair

about his cheeks and temples, the better to disguise

his features. He looked at himself in the mirror

of the sap-trough, and laughingly declared that his

mother wouldn't know him.

The change in Crane's appearance was still more

striking. In David's jaunty cap, coat and pan-

taloons, all of dark blue cloth, and nearly as good

a fit for him as for the owner, he made a rather

genteel figure, of which he was proudly conscious.

His hair was of a somewhat lighter shade of brown

than Vane's ; but he too had blue eyes, and four

months in the district school that winter, had taken

the summer tan out of his complexion.

Vane tied a knot in the cravat, which Crane

wasn't equal to, and smoothed down the collar,

transferred from his own neck to Dave's.

" I don't believe there's anybody coming for you,

after all," he said, grinning at himself and Vane.

" We're havin' a little fun, whether anybody

comes or not," observed Cobble. And there was

"fun " to come.

XII.

THE EMPTY CASK.

Calvin had taken his neck-yoke and a couple

of ]3ails to visit some scattered trees not far away :

and David Vane was saying to David Crane that

if the officer had come out by the express train

from Boston and driven over with a good horse

from the nearest station, nine miles away, it was

about time he was heard from ; when somebody

came running towards them, through the woods.

"It's Huldy ! in an awful hurry, too
!

" exclaimed

Crane.

Vane felt that a crisis had come. His heart

bounded to his throat ; he hardly knew whether to

run or remain.

" Go to the kettles !
" he said : while he himself

dropped down behind the prepared cask.

Crane obeyed, and was punching the fire with as

careless an air as he could assume, when Huld:ih

came up behind him, out of breath.

" Davy 1
" she said, looking eagerly around, to

see if she was followed. " Somebody has come 1

I don't know if—Dave I " she cried, as Crane

turned and gave her a droll look over his shoulder.

She had forgotten all about the proposed change of

clothes.

" I thought I'd see if you'd know me," he said,

with a giin.

" I might have known you were not David if

—

But where is he ? " She cried, in wild excitement.

He showed himself behind the cask, and asked

if he had better run.

" I don't know : O dear !
" She had helped to

lay their plans coolly, and had never doubted but

she could as coolly assist in carrying them out.

" I'm afraid it is too late. He's coming after me,

and might see you if you try to get away. Besides

I'm not certain."

" What has happened, anyway ? " said David, as

excited as she was, as he prepared to get under the

cask.

" A man came to the house—Hannah went to

the front door—I listened and watched." She

stopped to breathe, and then went on, still casting

anxious glances back the way she had come, " He
inquired for father and mother, then where the men
were at work ; and while he was talking I ran out

the back way. I saw him come through the barn-

)ard just as I got into the woods."

" Did he ask for me ? " said David.

" I didn't hear him. But he wanted to know

who was in the woods. He came in a gig. He'll

be here in a minute. In there quick, Davy !

"

David crawled into the cask, which she and Da\e

held half overturned to facilitate his entrance.

Then it was let down over him, and a block of

wood pushed under one side, not only to give him

a little air, hut also to level the cask, for reasons

which will appear.

" You, Dave ! " she cried, " hide in the cabin,

and wait for the signal. We must find out what

he really wants, before we shall know just what to

do. Wait a minute, though I

"

She poured a dipper of sap upon the head of

the overturned cask ; and findmg it did not sit

e.xactly even she made Crane readjust the block.

Then she followed the sap with syrup, dipped from

the kettle, making the cask look as if it were

upright, and filled with some dark liquor.

" Well
!

" said Dave, " that's about the cutest
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thing I ever saw ! How rlid you come to think

on it ?
"

" The other morning I thought there was a

barrel of sap here, when it was only a barrel

turned bottom-upwards, that had been rained on.

I remembered it when Davy said he could hide

under a cask ; and we tried how it would look,

this morning."

" But what makes you use syrup ? " Dave

lingered to inquire.

" Don't you see ? The bottom of the cask don't

look dark, as the barrel head did,- that had had

rain on it all night ; and it would show through

clear sap. Now hide I

"

She had regained her self-possession ; and still

keeping a sharp look out for the expected stranger,

after Crane had disappeared, she tapped softly on

the side of the hollow cask.

" Is it all right ? " asked David within.

" Lovely I
" she replied with cheery confidence.

" How are you ?
"

" A little cramped," said the voice in the cavity.

" And it's very hot in here. Can't I dig a little

earth away from the side of the block?
"

" Better not. You won't be kept long." She

was moving aw-ay from the cask

—

" Huldah !

" came from within.

" What, Davy ?
'' she i)ut down her ear.

" How did he look ?
"

"Oh I just like any man; giey overcoat, whiskers,

tall hat."

"Not like an officer?"

" I couldn't see any look of an officer about him.

Hush now I He's coming !

"

xni.

HII.DAH AND THE STRANGF.R.

Her heart began to beat again violently as the

-Stranger, with the lapels of his light overcoat open

came strolling leisurely along the woodland path

swinging a cane.

She was very busy just then with the kettles,

dipping the liquor from one into another, keeping

her skirts from the fire, and turning her face as if to

avoid the whiffs of smoke, but realh'to hide her

trepidation from the new comer.

"Good afternoon, my little lady," said he, as he
j

approached.

Afraid of trusting her voice to speak, she

pretended not to hear, and kept on plying her

dipper. Again he addressed her ; and to gain

time and conceal her agitation, she uttered an
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ostentatious "Pooh!" at a rather imaginary putt

of smoke.

"Are you a little hard of hearing?" the man

then inquired, raising his voice.

She was grateful for the hint. By pretending

deafness she could avoid answering unpleasant

questions, and also cause the visitor to speak loud

enough for David in the cask to hear.

She looked up at him and nodded, with as genial

a smile as the constraint of the situation would allow.

"Are you commander of the camp?" he asked,

with a courteous, open manner.

" Pretty well, I thank you 1
" said Huldah, with

a slight courtesy.

"Are you all alone here?" he asked, once more

raising his voice.

" Sir ? " said Huldah.

"A young miss like you, alone in the woods?
"

She put her hand behind her ear, with a puz.'led

expression.

"Where arc all the men folks?" The stranger

looked puzzled too. His tone of voice had now

become almost a shout.

"Oh, yes, very good sugar weather!" said

Huldah, with a smile of intelligence. And ex

changing the dipper for a skimmer, she began to

remove the scum from one of the kettles.

" Have your people any help to spare ? " he

inquired.

" Yes, about five pailfuls," she promptly replied.

" I didn't ask how much the kettle holds
!

"

he called out, smilingly bending down to her, with

his cane under one arm. " I want to hire a man

—

or a boy will do—if I can find one. Do you know

of anybody I can get ?
"

Huldah thought it time to begin to hear.

" You want to hire somebody ? " she queried.

" Yes, a hand to take care of a horse and work

in a garden," he shouted in her ear.

" You want to get me to take care of your

house?" said Huldah. "Oh! I guess our folks

wouldn't hear of that." She shook her head with

modest firmn'fess, and skimmed the kettle.

" It's to take care of a horse I—a boy or a man,"

I. he explained.

'
' "Take care of a boy or a man ? Who? I?"
She laughed quite naturally, beginning to feel

more at her ease.

He laughed too, and repeated, " You're hard of

hearing
!

"

"Large clearing? Oh! we don't call tliis a

large clearing."

" Hearing ! hard of hearing !

" he shouted.

" Oh, yes !
" she said. " I had scarlet fever when

I was a child, and it left me as deaf as I am now."

Which was literally true.

There was an expression of mingled amusement

and incredulity in the man's face which she

couldn't quite understand. Did he suspect her of

acting a part ? Was he really an officer ? He did

not appear in the least like one. At the same

time she noticed that, while talking with her, he

was casting keen glances about the camp and off

into the woods.

She determined to find out his errand. " Look

here !

" she said. He had turned away from her,

facing towards the hut, when she punched him

with the skimmer handle, to attract his attention.

He looked down smilingly into her face : she

looked up inquisitively into his. " What did you

come here for?
"

"To find help, as I told you," he screamed in

lier ear.

" What made you think we had any help to spare ?
"

" I heard there was a boy stopping here ; a young

man from Boston, who wants to hire out."

" How did you hear ?
"

" By inquiring on the road. By the way," added

the stranger, " it seems to me you hear better than

you did."

"Are you from Boston ? " cried Huldah, precisely

as if she had not understood his remark.

" I have seen Boston in my day," he replied.

David, in the cask, heard every word of this

conversation, and at first could hardly control his

nervous merriment at Huldah's pretended deafness.

He was half convinced that this man was no officer,

but somebody who wished to become his employer.

Here, then, was what he had hoped to find, in case

he could not remain at Uncle Topthorne's—a situa-

tion ofiered in which he could be earning something;

he would not object to taking care of a horse and

working in a garden, until something better offered.

Stifled, cramped, inclosed in darkness, but for a little

glimmer under the edge of the cask, he was im-

patient to get a look at the stranger, and speak with

him face to face. But the sensation he would be

likely to create, creeping out of his cask like a snail

out of his shell, deterred him. And, besides, this

might be an officer after all.
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The visitor walked about the kettles, the sap trough

and the casks, even brushing against the one beneath

which David was concealed, and was gradually ap-

proaching the hut, when Huldah once more walked

up behind him, and gave him another punch with

the skimmer handle.

" He'll talk with you," she said, beckoning eagerly

to Calvin Cobble, coming up out of a hollow, behind

some trees.

" Oh, yes ! I see !

" But the stranger still a])-

proached the hut. " What's this ? a place to

sleep ?
"

"Hullo!" cried Calvin, at a distance. "Any

thing ww-w-wanting ?
"

She was about to give Dave Crane the signal to

run, when, having cast a seemingly careless glance

in at the door of the cabin the stranger turned to

meet Cobble.

" He is an officer !
" Huldah said to herself, now

fully convinced.

While waiting for Calvin to come up, the stranger

tapped with his cane on a half-filled cask on the

bob-sled, an empty barrel on the ground, and on the

sap-trough in jiassing ; and he was going on to

David's cask, when Huldah sprang to his side.

" Would you like a taste of syrup .' " she cried.

" Well, I don't mind
;
you seem to have a great

quantity of it here," he said, acting as if about

to put his finger into the dark liquid on the head

of the cask, and get a taste that way.

"Oh! I don't mean that stuff!" cried Huldali.

" Here ! hot from the sweet kettle !

"

In great haste and trepidation she took uj) half a

dipper-full and handed it to him, smoking.

The man looked at her, then at Calvin, and at the

same time kept an eye out for any movement in

the direction of the hut. He evidently saw through

her pretended deafness, and didn't mean to be

fooled.

Calvin came up, leady to try his gobble ; but he

did not have a chance.

" This way !
" cried Huldah ; and she managed

to get him, with his neck-yoke and two pails of sap,

exactly between the stranger and the hut.

Then, just as the man, having spoken to Calvin,

stood holding the dipper and blowing on the hot

liquid, she appeared suddenly to see something

v.Tong under the kettles.

" The fire ! the fire !
" she screamed.

" That was the signal for Dave Crane. He pushed

a loose board oft' from the back side of the hut,

rolled himself out, scrambled to his feet, and fled.

By the time the man realized what was happening

and caught sight of him, he was several rods away,

speeding like a deer, down a long slope, among the

trees.

" That's the fellow
!

" muttered the stranger,

throwing down the dipper, knocking the neck-yoke,

oSf from Cobble's shoulders and stumbling over one

of the pails of sap, as he started in pursuit.

XIV.

CAPTURE Of D.WII) CRANE.

Over hill, through hollow, by logs and stumps

and brush-heaps—crash—crash !—went pursuer and

pursued.

Huldah clapped her hands. " Run ! Run, David

!

run ! " she screamed, and wildly danced and
cheered.

Seeing the chase fairly begun, and Dave likely to

hold his own for a while she turned to the cask.

" Quick, Calvin !
" she exclaimed. Half lifting it,

half overturning it, with Cobble's assistance—in her

eagerness spilling the syrup from the top all over his

red flannel sleeves—she let out the cramped and

crouching David, who scrambled to his feet.

He stopped only to ask, in a dazed way, blinded

by the sudden light, "Where is he?" Then at

Huldah's hurried answer, " Chasing Dave—yonder

!

run the other way as fast as ever you can !
" he

straightened his legs, and used them.

Crane kept up a high speed until the sugar-bush

was left behind. For a short heat, the boy was a

fair match for the man. He was beginning to lose

his wind, when he came to the low rut of a swamp.

The maples, walnuts and hemlocks of the high

ground now gave place to a forest of ash-trees and

elms, with a scattered undergrowth of alders. De-^

cayed logs covered with thick fleeces of green moss,

ridged the low, uneven surface. There were pools-

of water and melting snow. Crane leaped the logs

and splashed through the water, when he could not

pass around it ; and his pursuer was soon leaping

and splashing at his heels.

It had ceased to be a joke to Dave. Tl

man kept shouting to him to stop, and threaten!;

him with a rap on the head if he didn't—sayi:

something about being an officer, with a warn

for his arrest ; but the boy could dodge, even whes
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he could no longer run ; and after dashing through

a puddle which his pursuer, now sure of his captive,

took the time to walk around, he leaped to the low

limb of an ironwood, and climbed nimbly into its

branches : swinging himself out of reach just as the

other rushed to the spot.

"It's no use," said the officer. "I can go up

the tree, or I can wait for you here. You'\"e got to

go with me."

"Go where?" asked Dave, panting, as he looked

down from the topmost boughs.

"To Boston," the officer replied. " There's a

serious charge against you, but that will be

dismissed, 1 think, if you will go back peaceably,

and attend to business. That's all Captain Pirtlc

requires."

Dave held on wliere he was, breathing hard, and

looking very pale. He didn't know what sort of

a scrape he was getting into. He was glad to see

Huldah coming, walking over swampy places on a

fallen elm.

He called to her, and as she drew near told what

the man had said.

" Is this the way you hire boys ? " she cried.

" You want him to take caie of a horse and work

in a garden, do you ?
"

"Seems to me you've come to your htiaring,"

replied the man, with a sarcastic smile.

'• I wish you would come to your honesty !
" she

exclaimed. " But it's no use, Dave I

" she flung

her voice up into the tree. "You may as well

come down."
" I haven't done anything," said Dave, " that he

or anybody has a right to touch me for. I'd just

as soon come down."

When he was near the ground, his coat caught

on a limb and something dropped from the pocket.

The officer, who was scanning his captive carefull}-,

Stooped to pick it up. It was Ruth's last letter to

her son. The man glanced at its superscription,

smiled professionally, and put it into his pocket.

Dave, landing at the roots of the tree, and

receiving the man's touch upon his shoulder,

looked earnestly at Huldah for suggestion and

sympathy.

"Go, David," she said, "if he dares to take you.

He'll be glad to bring you back. Give my love to

your mother."

She had not dared to hope for so incredible a

thing as that the officer would fail to sec his

mistake, as soon as he got the v.-rong David into

his power ; but that very thing had happened.

He had in fact been able to get no likeness of the

runaway (Ruth having provided against that), and

had had to rely upon Ruth's description of him,

which was quite e.xact as to his clothes, while rather

x'ague as to everything else.

We may add that Mr. Ragg's chief qualification

as a constable, was his self-conceit, which enabled

him to stick to any theory or opinion he had

formed, in the face of any amount of conflicting

evidence. It was this which prevented him from

seeing, as he might have done by many things

beneath the boy's deceitful exterior—his speech,

his manners, even the expression of his features

—

that he had got the wrong David, when he had

once made up his mind he had secured the right

one.

Crane had feared this, and had wondered what

would happen if he should actually be carried to

Boston. He gave Huldah a bewildered, beseeching

look. But she shook her head behind the officer's

back, and put her finger on her lips.

She kept up his courage by walking at his side

while they were making their way out of the woods.

But, arrived at the gate where the officer had left

his horse, Dave's heart sank within him.

" See here, Mr. Officer," he began, confidentially,

when she was in the house getting some dry socks

and his Sunday shoes for him to put on, " I ain't

the fellow you want."

" Certainly not," said Mr. Ragg. cheerfully.

'' Nobody ever is."

"It's true !
" Dave insisted. "And I don't want

to go !

"

" I shouldn't think you did by the way you ran,"

said the officer. " In there with you !

" bustling

him into the gig. " I think we'll make the trip just

for the fun of it ; and perhaps you'll remember

who you are when you come to see Captain

Pirtle."

The thought struck Dave that when he should

see Pirtle the mistake would certainly be discovered,

if not before. Just then the sight of Huldah com-

ing out of the house with the socks and shoes, and

David Vane's travelling-bag, which she handed up

to him, full of his own clothes, gave him a feeling

that it would be fine to make the journey and try

his fortune.

As he stooped from the gig-seat to change his
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shoes, she whispered in his ear
—

'• It's a first rate

chance ! You'll see Boston and have a good

time!" Then, turning to Ragg : "I don't know

what father and mother would say, if they were at

home '

'

" Perhaps they would let you go too," said the

officer gail)^ as he got into the gig.

" Not with a man who comes to carry off boys.

pretending he wants to hire them ! " she returned

indignantly.

" I don't hear you, I'm so very hard of hearing !

"

laughed Ragg.

He had scant time to catch the train. He
measured out his whip. His horse was fleet. .And

away went Dave, looking back with a laughing

face at Huldah picking up his old shoes at the gate.

( To be continued.)

A DISTURBED NAP.

A SONG OF EARTH.

I.

Come forth, sweet Mother, be once more

The Bride of Summer's Dawn;

Thy head-attire the blossom'd briar,

Thy dress the daisied lawn.

"Oh haste, thou Southern Wind;

Around me weave

Spring-robes with incense lined

From hem to sleeve."

n. HI.

Then, being fair to look upon,

With mighty spell she stirred

Her sons to toil for harvest spoil,

Till Winter's horn was heard

—

" Now hide my withered face,

Ye frozen dews,

And deck with crystal grace

My autumn hues."

And lo ! the little imps of Frost

Sat round with silent glee.

And deftly spun till Morn's late Sun

Their fleecy tracery.

And buried underneath,

Earth snugly cries

—

" Ye winds may bate your breath,

Ere I arise !

"

V. T- Leatherdale.



THE SEAL MAIDEN.

A LEGEND OF THE ORKNEYS.

JULI.AN CORBETT.

Author of ^'for God ami Gold."

N Gairsay there

lived a man cal-

led Harald, the

son of Ketel,

and Astrid, Ro-

rek's daughter,

was his mother.

He was a

thoughtful, si-

lent man, and

little beloved

by his neigh-

bours amongst

the islands. For

whenever he was bidden to a feast, which was

not many times in the year, he was wont to sit

long gazing into the fire and saying no word to

any man about him. His kin were much ashamed

to see him thus, and the more so because men were

not slow to whisper that one, who sat so still and

unnoticing, must surely be a skin-changer, and,

as like as not, dwelt not always in the body they

saw.

All his life he had been no different, and much
had Astrid grieved to see him as he grew up lying

ever amongst the ashes of the hearth and biting

them when men went forth to the fishing. At first

his father, being angered at his sloth, chid him, but

Astrid ever made excuse for him.

" Bear with him, Ketel," she would say. " .Many

a man has made a name for himself who, as a lad,

was no other than Harald. None can tell on what

he broods as he lies in the dirt. The poor lad

grows fast, and that is enough for him now."

So Ketel w^as content to be patient and leave

him to his slovenly ways ; yet Astrid's words brought

little comfort to herself, and ever she wondered

what evil fate was upon her that she had borne so

unlucky a son to Ketel. Nor did she ever know
the love that Harald bore her for her words, for at

' such times he would lie on as thouirh he heard not.

Yet when the rest were gone a great yearning would
come upon him to show men by some deed that

Astrid spoke not idly, and that he even now could

do as well as the best when the cloud was not in

his soul. So he would shake the ashes from his

clothes and hair, and go down alone to the shore.

There unaided he would launch a boat and row out

amongst the islands. A long time he would be

away, often the whole night, and then he would
return with seals or so great a load of fish that men
could only wonder and be silent.

So time went on till Harald was about eighteen

years old and there befell a great change in his life.

For one day his father and mother had gone over

to Stronsa to a feast which a man had made there,

but Harald would not go, nor had he even turned

on his bed of ashes to bid them farewell. It was
not long after they were gone that the wind began
to blow and the sea grew high in the Stronsa Firth.

All that day and night a great storm raged, and on
the morrow some came to Gairsay,who told Harald
that Ketel and Astrid would return no more.

Silently Harald wept all that day, but when the

evening was come, to all men's wonder, he rose

and washed himself and combed his shaggy hair.

Then he put on clean clothe.s, and at supper time

took his place upon his father's high seat, and much
marvelled they to see how well-favoured a man he

was. For so begrimed and unkempt had he been

his life long that none had guessed what beauty lay

around his dark solemn eyes and the well-cut curves

of his set lips, and there was no one who did not

feel creep into his heart that night a strange fear of

the lad of whom yesterday he had nothing but a

rude scornful jest.

So men feared Harald, yet loved him no more
than before. For though outwardly he seemed to

have grown so fair, yet the cloud in his soul was

darker still. Hardly a word he spoke to any man
save to curtly return a greeting, or else to give a

command to his servants, and that was ever so
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sternly done that none of them dared disobey, but

always bore in mind whatever he had said.

So Harald prospered in his chiefship, and every

summer he went a viking, whereat he made himself

a great name and much wealth, but never eased

his pain.

Now many women who were wives of chiefs in

the Orkneys, and had daughters whom they would

have seen well married, began to set on their

husbands to bring about a match with Harald.

Most said laughingly they had in their time taken

lighter work in harnl than that, )ct because they

saw he was a man it would be well to call kin.

many tried their luck with him. Such Harald ever

told courteously enough that it was little in his

mind to take a wife, and when they would have

had a further answer, not liking to be so easily put

off, he dealt so sharply with them that they were

glad enough to depart in haste. And Harald lived

on friendless and wifeless, finding what joy he could

in fishing alone, as of old, amongst the islands.

n.

Now it happened one day when Harald was thirty

years old, and the cloud was very dark upon him,

that towards evening, feeling no longer able to

abide amongst men, he took a boat and went a-

fishing according to his wont to let his unnamed

sorrow melt away in the still beauty of the ever-

lasting rock and the lonely murmuring sea.

In glory unsurpassed the sun had set, and all the

heaven was gleaming with the afterglow which the

veil of the short summer night would hardly hide,

ere the evening, like a blushing bride, would join

her rosy fingers with the golden dawn. Upon the

molten copper of the land locked sea the isles and

skerries lay slumbering in darkest hues of brown,

reveahng the beauty of their endless forms against

the lustre of the sea and sky, even to the tiniest

dimple that broke their monstrous shapes.

It was such a night as Harald loved ; and as he

rowed out into it the glory of its loveliness began

to tinge the dark cloud within him, and he felt the

chill gloom was melting from his soul. Slowly he

rowed towards where the sun was sleeping, backing

the oars that he might have always before him the

splendour that seemed to glow from its dreams.

For the sunset hues and shapes he knew were only

the dreams of the sleeping sun which it is given to

men to see for their delight, ay, and to read too

like runes could they but find the key. He knew

that all the hidden wisdom of the world was in

them, and he strove as he rowed to fathom there

the mystery of his pain.

Now and again he paused unwittingly, as his

heart throbbed to the beauty of the living night.

In his growing content, far from a human soul, all

memory of sordid life went from him ; even his

own being grew dim and indistinct, till it seemed

that he too was part of the glory that was filling the

world, part of the wondrous dream the sleeping

sun was dreaming.

His fancy brought no fear. He knew it was but

the lovely night-witch whispering him content, and

as he seemed to lie in her arms, listening for what

her sweet breath would murmur in her next caress,

a faint sound of music fell upon his ear. Away
from the west and north it came. It was like an

echo of the slumber-song that was making the

dreams of the sun so fair as he slept in his soft bed

of cloud.

On Harald rowed, and cacli lime he paused to

listen the song was sweeter and clearer. So he

continued till nothing was before him but Borey,
;

the isle of seals. As he crossed the gleaming

stretch of waters that lay between his boat and the

dark form of the island, he know it was thence the

music came. Such music too it was as he had

never heard before. Enchanted he listened, power-
i

less but for that, and as he drank the sweet song-

wine he forgot the kisses of the night-witch and

wiiat the sun was dreaming, and all but the stream

of melody that flowed from Borey.

Presently, when his senses had drunk their fill of

the sweet draught, he could see that along the

shore nearest to him lay a number of seals, and

his love of hunting coming back to him in his

gladness, he took to his oars again and rowed in

towards the island. The seals gave no heed to

him, nor made any attempt to escape as he ap-

proached ; and while he wondered why this should

be he suddenly dropped his oars, entranced at the

sight which met his eyes.

On a level stretch of close-cropped turf, that lay

sunk between the rocks and sheltered in some

measure from the withering sea blasts, danced a
j

number of men and women all dressed in the \

gayest clothes. With wondering eyes Harald '.

watched them turning and circling in unceasing

motion to the sound of that unearthly music. It
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was a vision of flitting colour, amidst which fair

white arms waved and bright hair tossed ; a be-

wildering vision of ring-dight men and lithe forms

of women, swaying and bending ever in mazy

figures that no human eye could follow.

Then first Harald felt his heart throb like other

men's. Till the warm hues had faded from the sky

and tlie sun's sleep was dreamless he sat in his boat,

gazing enraptured at the scene and listening with

tingling ears to the rippling laughter that mingled

with the music to which they danced untiring. I-or

long he dared not move for fear of breaking the spell

that was upon the island, but as the dawn began to

brighten after the short hours of twilight, he took

heart to row gently to the shore where lay the seals.

Still they moved not, and hunter as he was at

heart he could not but go to the one that was

nearest to him to see what made it lie so still. It

was not till he laid his hand upon it that he knew

what a wonder was there. It was no seal at all,

but only an empty skin. He raised it from the

rock whereon it rested to be sure his senses were

not deceiving him ; and when he saw that not only

the one he held but all the rest were empty, he

grew afraid again and hurried back to the boat

with his burden.

Quickly he thrust out from the shore, and hiding

the skin which he had taken beneath the sail, he

sat watching and waiting again a little from the

land to see what would follow.

The dancers seemed not to have seen him, for as

the sun's dreams shone more glorious now that his

waking hour drew nigh, and as therewith at every

moment the lusty dawn grew in its golden glory the

music waxed louder and quicker, and those gay

clothed men and women circled ever in faster and

more intricate movement.

Every moment Harald thought to see the great

sun leap up from his bed, when all at once in one

loud burst the rapid music ceased, and the whole

company hurried down to the shore crying con-

fusedly. Without a pause each one fell prone

before a skin, and with seal-like motion seemed to

wriggle into it and then plunge headlong into the

brazen sen.

Breathlessly Harald watched their change, and

saw them one after another splashing into the

waves till not a seal was left, and he knew the

shore was tenantless save for one woman's form

that ran backwards and forwards like a ca"ed wolf

along the weedy rocks wringing her hands and

crying, so that Harald's heart bled for her.

" Lady," he cried, rowing near the shore as she

ai)proached, " what makes your heart so heavy

that you wander thus like a caged wolf and weep ?
"

" The skin," she answered piteously, never ceas-

ing to wring her hands ;
" the skin the fairies gave

me when I lay so cold amongst the clinging weeds

and they came to me, that I have lost, and now am
woefully imprisoned here and may not return to the

beautiful Seal-land, to Kctel and my playfellows."

Then Harald looked fi.xedly at her and his heart

quaked, for he knew that he spoke with his own

dead mother who was drowned.

" Woe, woe is me," Astrid burst out again. "If

you have seen the thing I pray you by all you

loved and all that loved you to tell me where."

" Mother, mother," then Harald cried, " in your

own dear name ycu make your prayer, for you

alone of all the world I ever loved, and you alone

loved me."

With that she started and came close down to

the sea, so that the whisj)ering rij)ples kissed her

feet. There she stood a while in silence, gazing at

her son.

" Harald," she said at last, " is it indeed you

who have grown so fair and manlike? So did I

ever say you would be even when you were

foulest."

'Ay, mother," he answered, "that I wot well,

and I loved you for it more than ever you knew.

When the waters closed over you I rose up from

my filth and idleness, and by many a deed both

here and in the Southlands h.ive I let men see you

bore a son no woman need blush for."

" Well done, good son," she cried as she began

again to look about the rocks wistfully ;
" but now

would I have you do a deed for which I shall love

you more than for all the rest. For now shall you

help me win back the fairy robe which I have lost,

that I may go to Seal-land once more."

" Nay, mother," he urged as she began to wanden

on the rocks again ;
" why will you still desire it r^

^\'hy will you not come back wiih me and cheer my
lonely life? It is a fe.arful thing for a man to sit'

day by day in his home hating all men there, with

no one thing to love."

" Hush, son," she pleaded, " speak not of that

for the love of God, but come ashore quickly and

help me in my search."
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So he went aland as she asked, thinking to

persuade her the better or even to force her if she

would not consent. But first he took her in his

arms and kissed her weeping face just as he used

in babyhood before the cloud entered into his soul.

" Why must you so crave for this thing, mother ?
"

he asked, without loosening his embrace. " Surely

to have found your son is better than that. Come
back with me and we will fare on through our lives

hand-in-hand, and no evil shall befall us."

"No, no, Harald," she cried trying to free her-

self, and looking from side to side along the shore

as she spoke. "It nlust not be, you know not

what you ask. We drowned folk thfe fairies change

to seals, and once a month they suffer us to come to

land and dance between the sunset and the dawn.

But fearful is the doom of those that come not

back when the sun has got up, for our souls are

mingled with the great soul of the ocean ; they

are ours no longer, nor have we any soul but the

ocean's, and that draws us—draws us ever, so that it

is agony unsjjeakable to stay. So aid me, Harald, to

find the skin, for even now I feel the dreadful pain."

" Mother, mother," he cried in wild entreaty,

" what words are these ? Will you let the cold

waves draw you more than your own warm blood

that throbs to you in my heart ? Come, gentle

mother, come but for a little while. To go back

alone will be agony more than yours, more than a

woman has strength to feel."

So saying he began to draw her gently towards

the boat while she struggled feebly against him on

the slippery rock, imploring him like one distraught

to let her go. A sickening horror of his cruelty

almost made Harald yield
;
yet he hardened his

heart, and as he grew excited at the struggles he

had to overcome each moment with gi eater force,

he felt that there was no deed so black that he

would not do it, rather than go back alone. When
at last he had drawn her to the boat she gave a

shriek, and would have sprung past him into it had

he not held her fast.

" There, there it is," she screamed, " in the boat.

Let me get it, Harald, for pity's sake. It is you

who have stolen it ; how could you do so evil a

deed ? Good son, sweet son, give it me and let

me go."

"Nay, mother," he said, looking down at her

as she clasped his knees, " that can never be, nor

would you wish it if you knew what it was to live

through the long years loveless."

" But only let me go," she pleaded with frantic

earnestness, " me your mother, who loved you

always when no other would, only let me go and I

will give you the fairest maid in all Seal-land to love

you. Come on our dancing day next month before

the sun goes down. Then as we come out of th.i

water I will touch the skin that is hers and you

can take it. Indeed I will without fail, and if I

deceive you still you may take mine and be no

worse off than now, for then I will come with you

peaceably."

For a while he answered not, and she crouched

at his feet in an agony of suspense. He knew not

what to say. To force his mother thus was terrible

to him, yet how could he let her go now she was in

in his power ? Still there was something that re-

pelled him in her readiness to shift the pain of

which she spoke to another, and he felt that after

all she would not satisfy all that his heart was

craving for. As the thought framed itself he turned

and got the skin from under the sail.

" Take it, mother," he said ; " greater gift did I

never give. Take it and keep your word, or you

will raise in my heart such woe as no words can

tell, or any brairt" but mine imagine."

She clutched the skin he held to her and tore it

from his hands. Everything seemed forgotten in

her eagerness to creep into it as the rest had done.

No embrace, no word of farewell did Harald get,

but knew in another moment that a seal had

splashed into the sea and that he was alone with

the weedy rocks and the waves that moaned their

piteous talc to the heedless shells.

(To he continued)



CHILDREN IN ITALIAN SCULPTURE.
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ALTHOUGH the art of Italy was to a great ex-

lent taught and inspired by the art of ancient

Greece and Rome, the old art and the new differ as

widely as the faiths and times and civilizations

they represent. Sincerity is the first essential

of greatness, and all great literature and all great

art reflect the age and faith and country of which

they are the outcome ; and the ideal of mankind

having been changed by Christianity, it follows

that the great art of Christendom is in many

ways unlike the great art of earlier times. The

Italians made the antique their master. From it

ihey learned a thousand lessons of form and

.style, but their imitation was a wise imitation ; and

realizing that ancient art was great because it w'as

true as well as beautiful, they borrowed its beauty

and kept their own truth, so that the masterpieces of

the Renaissance represent neither athletes nor disc-

throwers, nor gladiators, nor Amazons, nor Aphro-

dites, nor Phrynes, but the wounded body of the

Saviour hanging from the Cross, the Virgin Mother

with her Baby in her arms, and the saints and

martyrs who had died for Christ. The new faith

had produced a new ideal, and from the time

when the three kings had knelt before the Manger

at Bethlehem all childhood acquired a new

importance as the type of the new unworldly

virtues, innocence, lowliness, guilelessness, humility

—the model for all men to emulate.

To this changed ideal is due not only the broad

distinctions between antique and renaissance

sculpture but also the relative positions of sculp-

ture and painting in the old art and the new

;

for while the old ideals, strength, comeliness, and

seductive loveliness, are well adapted to the sculp-

tor's art, such virtues of Christianity as austerity

and modesty are inimical to its full development.

In the early days of the art revival in Italy
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beauty was still dreaded as a snare. Thus

the aim of art was changed ; it became to

a very great extent a teacher — the Bible

wherein the unlettered might read and learn

the truths necessary to salvation. Thus the sculp-

ture of the early Renaissance is largely pictorial,

and is often employed on matters that could

have been better dealt with by painters. But

sculpture being a simpler art than painting is

always of earlier development, and it was not

until ihe middle of the fifteenth century that

painting came to the fore and forced sculpture to

content herself with her proper province of single

figures, busts, monumental and decorative work.

The genius of Italian painting is so transcendent

that its glory is apt to blind us to the beauty of

the earlier art ; and yet Italian sculpture has

very high claims on all art lovers, not only as
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the pioneer art of Italy, but as the inventor of the

most beautiful of all forms of sepulchra

monument, as the model of all

modern decorative detail, and

above all as the creator

of the human child in

art. For the child

of antiquity

something more

and less than

human : h

is strong,

he is swift,

lie com-

bines thi

alertness

of til.

l)Ov wit!

the

lounil 'f.

nessoi r
k

the 5L

appealing—and surely never in vain—for the

~nrity and pity of the passers-by. Like

all the work of Andrea they are

glazed earthenware, and

like all his babies they

are of such equal and

such varied loveli-

ness that it is a

hard matter to

choose be-

tween them.

The little

chap that is

tuin

icily

^ the

clear-

ness

ofpUL% ji ^.iL)^J^ltl^l^Jil^^^JLfCtL^e^^

. AND CHILD,suckling

:

m

he is

always

beautiful, and very often he is winged. In the curious-

ly blended art of the Renaissance, where Christian

doctrine and antique art-teaching each flourish

and bear fruit, the infant of antiquity retains

his i)lace ; sometimes figged out a little as a boy

angel, but more often in his true character of winged

genii or amorini of pagan birth. But side by side—
often literally side by side—with these plump sur-

vivals of antiquity we find the new children,

the Divine Child, the Baptist, and the child of

nature—the long-limbed, lanky urchin and the

helpless, formless babe in swaddling bands.

What in the world could be less statuesque than

that wedge-shaped chrysalis, the child in swaddling

clothes? Yet the alembic of a loving and

jioetic mind has magic to endow the helpless

and imprisoned figure with a beauty and a

pathos more moving and endearing than all

the fictitious charms of the frisking amorini

of antiquity, and in all art there are no babies

to compare with the swaddled infants of Andrea

della Robbia. There they stand, a long row of

them, each in his own medallion between the

arches of the Foundling Hospital at Florence.

There they have stood for four centuries mutely

ITH SS. STEI'ltKN AND LAWRENCE—fRATO CATHEDR
ANDREA DELLA ROBDIA.

hi.s

jihoto-

graph,

for he is no jirettier than his neighbours, and no

more like them in feature or expression than if he

were not the creation of the same tender, loving hand.

The toilet of our little friend is completed, for all

the row of babies extend their arms with the same

appealing gesture so eloquent of need and helpless-

ness. No two, however, are swathed alike ; in some

the feet with delicate crisi>curling toes are naked,

in others the body is still unbound. The

clothing is red and blue alternately, the infants

being in every case white and the ground deep

blue : thus the dignity of a uniform design and

the charm of varied detail are alike attained to.

The faces of the little creatures are so varied

that much of their charm is lost by separation, but

the two or three casts from them in South Ken-

sington are well worth looking at, and the fine

collection of della Robbia ware there contains a

Madonna with cherubs, probably by Andrea, and,.!

much in the style of his beautiful relief over thd

doorway of Prato Cathedral. In this Prato masten

piece the Madonna is surrounded by cherubs

only less charming than the human babies of thi

Foundling Hospital, and the Madonna and the]

boy-saints Stephen and Lawrence have a flower-

1
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like purity and innocence characteristic of the and at the comparatively low elevation at which

whole della Robbia family. The founder of the it is there placed, it is impossible to note the

family, the inventor of the ware, and the most gifted delicate and subtle beauties that are to be found

member of the gifted clan,

was Andrea's uncle, Luca,

who was born about the year

1400. Like many Renaissance

artists, Luca was educated

as a goldsmith, and to the

end of his long life his work

had the crispness and fine

finish he learned in his

apprenticeship. The head-

piece to this article is by him,

and in it you see that his

work has a certain definite-

ness and clearness which

distinguishes it from the pro-

ductions of any of his

school, and that it is further-

more distinguished from

Andrea's by its greater ro-

bustness and vitality and by

the more jovial expression of

his delightful babies. But

Luca's masterpiece, which is

also one of the masterpieces

of the Renaissance, is the ,.,ii .

marble relief of singing boys ^^^'^ '^'E"

and girls with which he

adorned an organ gallery of Florence Cathedral.

His goldsmith's education and, probably, the nature

of his genius made I-uca incapable of working in

the bold and sketchy manner suitable to a work

which can be seen only from afar, and until

this gallery

was removed

to the Bargello

Museum its

beauties were

quite lost.

A complete

cast of it has

been taken

and the gallery

reconstructed

in South Ken-

sington Mu-

seum, but even

inthe full light,

in every detail. Singing boys,

girls with lutes and mando-

lins, youthful trumpeters and

lancing children, form the

I 'cautiful and appropriate

adornment of the gallery.

I'he return panels at either

end are the most highly

finished, and of these our

illustration is the more ex-

ijuisite in delicacy and refine-

ment of detail, even the

'|uiver of the lips and the

iiirob of the singing throat

'. icing given.
,
We know too

the pitch of each voice ; that

ihe lad with the thrust-out

chin is the leading treble and

he with the anxious frowning

brow the alto. His difficulty

is with the ear, and his

whole being is concentrated

on resistance to the almost

irresistible temptation of

leaving that deep note of his

and letting his fresh young

voice soar in unison with

the trebles. The corner of the panel to his

right and behind him is occupied by an

exquisite figure—a triumph of the difficult art of

bas relief—who, throwing back his head, lets out

his glad voice freely and gaily with the effortless,

joyous carol-

ling of a bird.

Only those

with a know-

ledge of the

practical diffi-

culties of art

can rightly ap-

preciate the

skill that dis-

tinguishes the

arrangement

and execution

of the hands

and feet.
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Beneath the gallery is a second frieze of much

less refined execution, Init •ninlh- li:v.].v in

design, for no-

thing, in its way,

could be more

admirable than

the chain of little

children who run

under and among

the long pijjes of

the youthful trum-

peters, unless it

be the tambourine

players or the

ring of seven baby

dancers all sing-

ing lustily as their

merry feet go

round.

In the old days

there were two

of these singing

galleries in the

Cathedral, this

one by Luca and

its companion

adorned with

dancing genii by

his great contem-

porary Donatello.

Both galleries

are now in the

Bargello, but the

one has lost as

much as the other

has gained, for

Donatello was a

consummate artist

and his work was

always executed

with a view to the

position it was to

fill.

In the Bargello

Donatello's frieze

looks onlv a rough

though vigorous marble sketch, and the figures,

designed to be placed at a great height, are

squat and stunted when on a level with the eye,

but when the galleries were in their place, this one

was admirable and Luca's merely a sheet of marble.

I ike Xirrnla Pisano, the earliest, and Michael Angelo,

the latest, great

sculptor of the

Renaissance, Do-

natello exercised

a ])rofound in-

llucnce on his

;,'cneration ; he

was an intense

admirer of the

antique and a life-

long student of

its beauties ; but

he had too great

a measure of the

sacred fire to be

an imitator, and

his work, more

often powerful

than elegant, is

full of impulse

and inspiration,

and fire and en-

ergy. He was,

indeed, to the

fifteenth century

what Niccola had

been to the thir-

teenth and Mi-

chael Angelo be-

came to the six-

teenth, but, unlike

them, he was con-

spicuously suc-

cessful in his

treatment of youth

and childhood ;,

and most of the

works which keep

his memory green

—the St. George,;

the Baptist, St.'

Cecilia, the An-'

nunciation and

the out-door pul-

pit at Prato—represent children, or people so young

as to be still on the verge of childhood. The

Prato pulpit illustrates the tremendous difference

between the work of Donatello and his contemporary.

DONATELLO.
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Luca—a difference extending to every particular, and they have given us a gentle holy friend in

style, manner, thought, intention ; Donatelio's work every saint they modelled. There is much more of

revealing his love for the antique at every turn, the old Adam in Donatelio's impulsive genius,

while the movement and exuberant vitality of the but he too could be delicate and gentle ; for

children is all his own and as far removed from St. Cecilia is the sweetest girl in bas-relief, and

IfflffliiiiitoortM

classic sentiment as from the sweet gravity and

gentle earnestness of della Robbia's boys.

This power of depicting simple un-self-conscious

goodness is a gift possessed by all the great members

of the della Robbia family, and is the gi-eat charm

of their work ; with them purity is never chilling

nor saintliness sanctimonious ; their Madonnas realize

very beautifully the ideal of Maiden Motherhood :

the child John the Baptist is drawn with very

tender feeling for the charms of infancy. Still he

has little of the saint about him except his slender

cross, and the fine, frank St. George (whom we may

see, in plaster, at South Kensington) embodies

unsullied youth rather than holiness. Yes, it is

the youth of St. George that is so charming, the

vigorous freshness, the dauntless candour, and the
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unlincd cheek and knitted brow, that proclaim him

still in his teens. Donatello was a true son of his

country and his age in his admiration for youth, for

every renaissance sculptor of note has enriched

the world by a score of fresh young faces, and

children abound as subject and in decoration

—

even in the decoration of the tombs. Portraits

of boys and girls are at least as numerous as

portraits of grown-uj) persons, and they are executed

with a marvellous power of rendering all that is

exquisite and delicate and elusive in the fleeting

beauty of early youth. No antiques, not even the

finest, have the delicious bloom and dewy fresTiness

that beautify the prim features of so many renais-

sance portraits and cover with glory the faulty draw-

ing of so niany renaissance bas-ieliefs. This gift

was possessed in a very high degiee by Jilino da
Fiesole, whose sweet and refined, if mannered
and unvaried, art is well illustrated by the Fiesole

masterpiece. Vou v.ill observe that his concep-

tion of the Madonna is very inadequate ; there

is nothing of maternal tenderness about this holy

maid of his imagining, and her pure young face

is as cold as moonlight or as its own marble sub-

stance. Yet this very stiffness and coldness has

a value, for not only is it dignified, reserved, and

reverent, but it is Mino's own conception of the

subject, and therefore true, earnest, sincere, original

—not only the very best Madonna that Mino could

possibly depict, but a thing that no one but this

Mino with Mino's delicate taste and reverent

timidity, and Mino's brain and hand andheart, could

execute so perfectly. Self-restraint and reserve

(which with Mino reached the verge of insipidity)

are characteristic in a greater or less degree of

all Italian art before the time of Raphael ; andj

our individual preference for late or early art will'

depend largely on the value we set upon those

qualities, but in the fifteenth century dignity and

reserve were esteemed essential to beautiful
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art and beautiful character. This classical sense

restrained the Italian sculptors from indulging in

any marked eccentricities of design, but each one

of the great masters has his own personal note, and

a little study suffices to reveal a hundred difler-

ences in the work of even those who resemble each

other most closely— Desiderio, Benedetto, Mino

and the two Rosellinos ; for though all were

powerfully affected by the spirit of the age in

which they lived, each depicted things as he

himself saw and loved and imagined them

—

each shows us the world through his own eyes.

To feel to the full the charm of the Italian

sculptors, to fall entirely under the spell of their

delicate and subtle fascination, it is perhaps necessary

to see their masterpieces where they intended us

to see them—under a glowing southern sky, or in

the tempered half-light of a vast and noble church.

But a close acquaintance with their style and a keen

appreciation of their beauties can be acquired in

South Kensington Museum. No doubt the bald,

glaring light, the dreary whiteness of many casts,

and, worst of all, the bewilderment of inevitable

overcrowding, do much to repel the young student

and rob even masterpieces of their charm. But a

little courage suffices to carry us through this stage

of the proceedings, and the interest once roused,

crowd vanishes, cold colour glows, and we per-

ceive the feast of beauty that is before us, and feel

how great a boon it is to be able to trace at once

and by such easy steps the whole growth of

Italian plastic art, from the fruitful genius of

Niccola Pisano to the fatal inspiration of Michael

Ana;elo.

GRANDMOTHER'S BOY

lu^Cc-i/vc - c . /v

O you've settled to go to sea, dear.

And that's what my boy will do,

With your gay little dirk at your side, dear,

And your trim little coat of blue.

And you're terribly anxious to sail, dear,

You want to be off to fight.

For you think that old England would fail, dear,

If she hadn't her midshipniite !

But it's home, dearie, home, that's where I would be,

Furl the sails, and anchor in the old countree '.

But when you are grown up quite, dear,

With a sweet little wife at home.

You'll not be so anxious to fight, dear,

And over the sea to roam.

You'll go with a sad heart, darling.

But you'll go with a brave heart too,

And fight like a man to the end, dear.

For you'll know she is waiting for you.

And it's home, dearie, home, that's where you

would be.

Furl the sails, and anchor in the old countree !

Then, wherever you sail, my darling,

Wherever you have to fight.

Let it be for a cause that is noble.

Let it be for the true and right.

And with God up above to guard you,

And the sweet true heart at home.

You may sail the world all over,

You'll be blest where'er you roam.

And it's home, dearie, home, that's where I

would be.

Furl the sails, and anchor in the old countree !
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CHAPTER XIV.

NOT many days after this, it fell out that the

weather changed, and from being clear and

brilliant, turned to extreme heat, closeness, and

haze. The whole atmosphere was charged with

electricity.

It was drawing towards the end of the term in

Miss Exeter's school ; teachers and pupils alike

were jaded and spent ; it seemed as if it had

needed but such oppression on the part of the

elements to complete their woes.

There were but few amenities of the situation

to be had. Cool nooks were impossible in the

uncompromising rooms of the corner house ; there

I

were no shaded recesses, no permitted draughts,

I

—worse still, no iced drinks, no fans, nor smelling

bottles ! None, in short, of the little aids to equa-

nimity which under such circumstances would be

sure to be found in the houses of the luxurious

and wealthy.

There were no relaxations, moreover. Headache

and languor were universal ; but with all Miss Exeter's

ympathy for the same—and she was herself

I sufferer—she could not take them into account.

The classes must go on ; the lessons must be

learned ; the routine must proceed ; or the

whole house would be out of gear ; and, bravely

struggling as she did with her own sensations,

the excellent schoolmistress felt that in requiring

others to do the same, she was not exacting more than

was her due.

The days went droning on : at length came one

worse than all the rest.

" There's a storm in the air," observed Henrietta

JrTey. " I know by my head. It only aches like

iiis when a storm is going on somewhere. Besides

.vhich, I hear the growl of distant thunder."

" How hot the house is ! " cried another.

• If we might only sit out, and do our lessons

under the trees !

"

" Do our lessons ? No !

" chimed in a third. " Go
for a walk, say I."

" I could not walk a step," murmured Henrietta,

her slender, willowy form bending wearily forward.

" I know what I should like !

"

All demanded what. " Another drive in that

easy, delicious carriage. Oh, to roll on and on as we

did that day, without having to move or think ! I

had not liked to say so to Miss Exeter, but just

before it stopped, I had been feeling as if I really

could not drag on another inch. We had walked a

good deal already, you know, beforehand ; and I

was so tired. Oh, dear me, how delightful it

was I

"

" I dare say, but it is of no use thinking of that

now," somewhat impatiently interrupted an auditor,

who had not shared the pleasing experience. " Talk

of things that ai;e likely to happen—of things

that we do occasionally have. There are no

grand carriages going to stop for us when next

we go out, I'll answer for them. As for that

Lady Mabel—or whatever her name was—I dare

say she has forgotten all about it by this time,

and about you too."

" Has she, though ? " There was a new voice,

and a new step in the room. " Wait a moment

before you reply to that, Henrietta. Look here,

Henrietta, and look here, Maggie," to the two elder

girls, her own particular friends
—" look here,"

continued Elma, who had entered whilst the last

sentence was being spoken, " what have I got

here ? " producing three tiny envelopes, with a

gilt coronet on each.

They sprang towards her.

'• I have not opened mine," said Elma, handing
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one to each of the above-named recipients, " but

I guess what I guess. Now look !—look !—look !

"

—

turning in rapture from one to the other, and then

pausing to draw a long, deep breath of expecta-

tion.

Each note contained an invitation to an evening

party.

" It is Mabel's summer party,'' explained Mabel's

friend, perceiving that the others were dumb with

agitation and delight. " She is allowed to give one

every year," proceeded the speaker, herself radiant,

" and she told me some time ago that I was to be

asked ; but I ne\er knew that Henrietta and Maggie

were to be asked as well till I saw the notes just now.

Isn't it nice? Isn't it beautiful? And isn't it

kind ?
"

There could be no two opinions on the subject^

and the envy of the younger and uninvited members

of the community was felt to be so unreasonable,

that even they themselves speedily changed it into

sympathetic interest. When was the party to be ?

What was the hour named ? What was the enter-

tainment ? And, most engrossing conjecture of all,

what should each wear ?

Henrietta's headache vanished as if by magic, while

Margaret, who had been in something of a sullen

mood, burst forth into sunshine, under the touch

of the magic Elma had brought.

Elma herself radiated sparkles on every side.

The whole dull room was transformed. Even

the governesses, French and German, caught the

infection, and became excited and demonstrative,

feeling that something had happened which reflected

credit on the whole establishment. Even Miss

Exeter coloured with pleasure and approval.

Ways and means were discussed with an anima.

tion second to none which the annals of the

corner house had ever before produced, and, in

short, so effectually did the " coming event cast its

shadow before " that every other shadow fled before

it.

Three new dresses were indispensable. Elma

indeed said nothing, when reminded cheerfully of

the white frock which had been got for the

flower-show, but she guessed how it would be

when once the affair came to her aunt's ears.

A fairy fabric, woven by fairy fingers—in

plain terms a remarkably smart costume made by

I^ady Alfreton's own smart dressmaker, with fittings

to match, was forthwith ordered to be sent to

Haverstock Hill without delay ; and that understood.

neither Henrietta nor Margaret could be allowed

to be behindhand. " I really think, my dears —
ahem^I think perhaps that for such an occasion,

for such a very—ahem—particular occasion, a

point might be .stretched," murmured Miss Exeti

suggestively. " If your parents could be consulti

my dear," to Henrietta, "I am sure they wouKl

agree with me,—and—and as for Margaret,

^largaret has had so little new this season tlwt

—that
—

" and it ended in all three being tunuil

out as nicely and prettily as e^•en Lady Mabc

herself could have been.

But there was a secret behind that too.

" Fanchette knows of a woman who will do

splendidly, and quite cheap," Mabel had confided
;

for she was now to the full as much concerned

as Elma was that her new friends should appear to'

advantage. " I thought perhaps you might not

know of a good dressmaker
;
girls at school do not

as a rule, do they? You know your white frock

isn't quite the thing, though it is very nice
;

"

hastily, " but as you say Henrietta and Maggie are

going to get new things, you tell them to go to

this address ; here it is," producing a piece of

paper from her pocket, " she is Fanchette's cousin
;

French too, so I know it will be all right. Fanchette

answers for her."

" There, I told you," added she, when the time

came, and there was a clustering of bright faces

and shimmering raiment in the ducal halls.

" I told you that Fanchette knew. Why, Henrietta

looks lovely ! And how well that pale tea-rose

colour suits her ! She is like a tea-rose herself.

Maggie's frock is very pretty too—very pretty.

And as for you, Elma—why, I am nowhere,"

protested the delighted hostess in gratified

despair. " I did think I was not bad till you three

came in. Now you must all enjoy yourselves.

Mamma is delighted with you. Mamma always

enjoys my i^arties ; she wouldn't miss them for

anj-thing; but scarcely any of my brothers and

sisters will even stop at home. Florence is

here to-night, though. I belieye she wanted to

see what I was up to ; well, never mind, there

will be nothing for her to be ill-natured about.

Here are my cousins, Louisa and Dorothy

;

and here are the boys
;

" and with a few frank

words of introduction, Mabel passed on.

Elma said aftenvards that she had never
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missed one single dance, and Henrietta had

only done so when really too much fatigued to

go on.

Margaret, though less observed and attractive,

had been perfectly content, and the hours had

flown on winged feet with one and all.

It had been a scene of enchantment, a thing

to be looked back upon. The lights, the music,

the balcony curtained in, and redolent with fragrant

flowers, the vast saloons well-filled with old and

young, the fun over the old-fashioned dances—
Mabel always would have old-fashioned dances

at her party—and the going and coming along

lofty galleries to the pretty supper tables—all

had combined to form a rare remembrance.

There had been a cotillon, which Mabel's

cousin had led. And he had been a nice,

merry-hearted youngster, with no nonsense, accord-

ing to her, about him.

'• Bertie is splendid at everything," she had

confided to her new friends, "and I have told

him to see that you get some of the best things.

He says he can't cheat—but of course he can

—

I mean he can matiage. And he always does

manage when I get round him. He says Henrietta

is to lead one figure " And Henrietta, .inspired

by the looks of all, had done it to admiration.

Each had borne away a pretty trifle, to be trea-

sured perhaps for years, surrounded by a halo

J

of exquisite association.

It had been well into the next morning ere

' that merriest of balls had broken up.

Who could have parted sooner? Nobody had

wanted to go home at all.

" Oh, how shall we ever thank you ! " had burst

from Elma's warm young heart as she had bidden

the duchess goodbye.

" It has been so very, very nice," Henrietta

had added, with sparkling eyes.

"And every one has been so very kind,"

had murmured Margaret's shyer undertone.
" Thank you ; thank you."

,

The friendly duchess had been quite touched.

"My dears, I am so pleased," she had responded
ijfrom her heart. "Thank jw^ all for thinking so much
;3f the little we have done. So glad— so pleased

jKhat you have enjoyed yourselves. Good-bye,"

dressing warmly each outstretched hand, '-Good-bye."

" Three of the very nicest girls I have ever

ieen in my life," added she out loud, and (whether

intentionally or no) before any one of the

three had passed out of hearing.

The Duchess of Mertoun was a very kind

woman.

CHAPTER XV.

"Mabel," said her governess the morning after

the dance, " what are you going to do with the

bouquet you wore last night ?
"

" To do with it ? " replied Mabel, rising up from

the breakfast table with a yawn. " Why, what

should I do with it ? I dare say it is fit for the

rag-bag but nothing else."

" If you are really not intending to make any

further use of it," rejoined Mademoiselle Latour,

as though she had half expected the reply,

" would you have any objection to giving it

me ?
"

" None in the world—if you have no objection to

taking it,—but you had better stop before you

say 'Thank you,' that's all. Shall I fetch the

beautiful bouquet? " and there was a faint, malicious

smile on the young lady's face as she spoke.

Mademoiselle however did not perceive this. " I

should be much obliged," she replied readily, and
her pupil left the room.

In a few minutes she returned bearing a shape-

less mass, only to be recognized as having been a

hothouse bouquet by the bunch of white satin

ribbon to which it was attached. Even Mademoiselle

Latour uttered an exclamation. " I told you not

to be too ready with your gratitude, mademoiselle,''

said Mabel coolly. ., " As you wished for the bouquet,

here it is ; but I am afraid if you are desirous oi

wearing it 'at secondhand to-night it will hardly

adorn you."

" Apparently not :
" and mademoiselle frowned,

and bit her lip with such obvious vexation, that

again a slight smile appeared on the watchful

countenance before her. The pupil was not

fond of her instructress, and neither one nor other

was in the best of minds or tempers that morning.

Late hours, excitement, and sweetmeats, were

having their inevitable reaction.

" What in the world have you done to the flowers ?"

sharply demanded mademoiselle at length, with

the impatience of disappointment ;
" they looked

beautiful last night, and every one noticed how fresh

they kept until the very last. You said it was
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because they had not been wired—because they

had been sent off by your own gardener from the

country; while now— ' and she looked discontentedly

at the withered, discoloured blossoms.

" You should have asked for them last night,

that is all I can say," retorted Mabel, pertly.

" What I did with them I cannot say, but I know

where I found them this morning—under the supper-

table, with a bench upon the top. I went along to

look for my fan, which I suspected had been drojiped

there, and I saw this," shaking the (juondam bou-

quet, " so I thought you would hardly consider it

much of a prize.'

"No, indeed. Well, come to lessons, it does

not signify. Get out the books ; we are late

to-day, as it is;" and Mademoiselle swallowed

something like a sigh. " And this is Wednesday

besides."

" Good luck that it is !
" muttered Mabel, sitting

down with all the reluctance induced by the

previous night's gaiety for French verbs and

German exercises. " If it were not Wednesday,

I don't know how I should endure myself. What

did you want the bouquet for. Mademoiselle ? ''

she inquired suddenly, and more as an excuse for

dawdling over the commencement of her tasks,

than from any real curiosity on the subject.

Mademoiselle hesitated ; then, " It would not

interest you," she said at length, for she too was in

a prickly humour.
" Of course it would." Instantly Mabel 7i<as inter-

ested, through a spirit of o])position. " Of course

it would !
" she persisted. " Why not ? I want to

know, and I am sure, mademoiselle, you might

tell me.''

"Oh, I will tell you, if you care to hear." The
governess paused again. '•

I have some friends,

'

she began, in a softer voice, " whom I have known

from childhood, a good pastor and his family,

who have lately come to London from Switzerland,

their home. The pastor has been sent by some

deputation to attend meetings in Exeter Hall, and

he has brought with him his daughters—his wife

is dead—to see the sights, and enjoy themselves.

Last week I took rocfms for them, and they arrived.

London is very different from what they expected.

It is grander, finer, and very, very much larger. It is

also much dearer to live in, and money goes a

very little way. My friends are not poor people

in Switzerland. They have a very pretty house

and garden, and cows, and horses ; there is a little

farm attached. It was thought they could very

well afford this little trip to England, and that

they had quite sufficient to go every^vhere, and

see everything here. But they did not kno\\' this

country. The lodgings I took for them have turned

out so frightfully dear, and they are charged so

ruinously for everything they eat, and for all the

little extras, that they have had to move to very

much smaller ones, a great deal further off. The

weat'ner has been so warm that they cannot walk,

as they do at home ; and besides that, they do not

know their way ; so that they have to take convey-

ances everywhere ; and what with that, and the

expense cf their tickets to all the shows, and

getting their meals at cafes— for it is too far to go

back for every meal—they have got through so

much money already, that they are quite frightened.

Now they often stay at home nearly all day, or

else just walk about in the streets near at hand,

so as not to spend more. I go to see them this

afternoon ; and I take a little basket of fruit with

me ; and I had thought to take your beautiful

flowers if
-"

" Well, now, I am sorry," interrupted Mabel

heartily. Her unfeigned interest in the recital

and the emphatic manner in which she had nodded

her sympathy at each jjoint, had led the narrator

on to tell far more than she had begun by intending

to do ; and the warmth of the present expression

brought the colour to poor Mademoiselle's checks,

Mademoiselle was not, as we have said, a favourite

with her pupil, nor was she, it must be confessed,

an amiable or interesting personage to the world at

large.

Vain, self-engrossed, narrow-minded, and alive

only to her own side of every question as a rule,

it would never have been supposed either by Lady'

Mabel, or by any other member of the duke'E

household, that the governess would have been

the one, either to make an effort on behalf Ol

others, or to put herself out of her way for theii

sakes. But surely the worst of us has some soft-

spot. It may be that as a child running aboul

the green slopes of some Swiss chalet, the liltlf

foreigner had received loving kindness, or tendei

nursing, at the hands of the good pastor's parents ; i'

may be that happy memories had clung round soni(

such early years, and impressions had been receivec

which neither time nor change had ever been aW
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10 efface ;—at any rate, there was something in

the hard, httle, black eyes now which Mabel had

never beheld in them before, and which went

straight to her own warmer, honester heart.

" Poor soul ! And I was laughing at her in my

sleeve !
" she thought, " laughing at her, and

how should I like to be laughed at myself?"

Then she fell amusing. Flowers? Of course

she could get Mademoiselle some flowers ; and of

1 course she should have as many as she could

' carry, to take to her friends that afternoon ; but

after all, what were flowers ?

All at once she felt as if she should like to do

more, a great deal more for Mademoiselle's pro-

teges. Poor, unfortunate creatures ! Stewing in a

back lodging during the London season, and obliged

to walk about the streets near at hand, because they

could not afford to go further !
" It is disgusting

people being so poor !
" cried the duke's daughter

to herself.

But all the same, she must certainly put in

her oar ; having once tasted the sweets of doing

kindness, it was not to be supposed that she should

not embrace another, and such a favourable opi)or-

tunity. But what was to be done ?

"Thank you for your kind attention, Mabel,

said Mademoiselle, almost cheerfully, for the

confidence and its reception had done her good

also. " Now we must get to lessons. Give me
hat book."

" Do you go after luncheon, or before ?
''

demanded Mabel abruptly, for on half-holidays

he governess often disappeared before two

j'clock.

" Not till afterwards to-day : my friends do not

xpect me to luncheon.''

"And perhajis they would have no luncheon

or you."

With the best intentions possible the sjjeaker

iiad not the delicacy of feeling which made Elma
Ufreton never say the wrong thing.

Mademoiselle however humbly acquiesced. She

ad said so much had allowed so much already, that

; was of no use now to uphold her pastor's dignity

nd maintain that she could depend on hospitality

t all times ; and moreover Mabel's inquiry,

lough bluntly expressed, was to the purpose, and
ppeared to bode something. The next moment it

iPpeared what that something was.

young lad)', with a sudden relaxing of the brow,

as though a weight of care had been lifted from

it, " because, you see, I could not do anything

till then. But as soon as I get to mamma, I can

do anything. Don't buy a basket of fruit, Mademoi-
selle. ^Ve have quantities. I know that they

could not put all that was in the house on the

table last night. As soon as ever lessons are over

I will go off to Mrs. Greenaway and hear what

there is, and then I can just get mamma's leave

and- have a good basketful packed for you. But

are you to carry it. Mademoiselle?" added she

suddenly, a new perplexity arising.

"Oh, no fear about my being able to carry it,"

laughed Mademoiselle delightedly. " Oh, thank

you, Mabel, very, very much. That will be a treat

!

Your English fruit is so good. Why they have no fruit

like it in Switzerland ! And the poor girls told me
how they longed to taste whenever they passed

the tempting windows. I do not suppose they have

hardly had a strawberry, however."

" But how will you carry it," persisted Mabel,

warming to the project more and more, " if it is

a big basket, and I mean it to be a big basket ?
"

" I go by the underground railway, my dear
;

you know Sloane Square Station is within

five minutes' walk of this house, and when I get

to Addison Road Station, the pastor's lodgings are

within a stone's throw."

"Addison Road Station 1 Where on earth is

that, Mademoiselle ?
"

"A long way off, in West Kensington, as it is

called. But it is not by any means a disagreeable

jjart when one gets to it. The pastor's rooms are

rather high up. They are at the top of the house,

but they have a -nice open view—at least for a

town. Oh, they will do very well there," con-

cluded mademoiselle, now disposed to view

the case couleur-de-rose. " And it is but for a

short time longer. They will soon be going home
again !

"

("But without having had much fun out of

their London season," reflected Mabel.)

CHAPTER XVI.

" If I were you, Mabel, I should not pursue that

plate of raspberries all round the table with

your eyes," whispered a teasing brother, at

luncheon. " It is not of much use, I should say.
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Raspberries are very good. They won't come

round to you."

To tell the truth, Mabel had taken such an open

and conspicuous interest in the fruit at table,

that poor Mademoiselle, who knew to what it was

due, sat on thorns. It had been efTort enough for

her, being of a reserved disposition, to own to her

pupil the bent of her thoughts that day ;—but to

have Mabel—as Mabel was quite likely to do

—

thrust the good pastor and his family upon the

attention of others, being disagreeably vociferous

over them, and thus making her poor friends

objects of repugnance, instead of pity, would be

too much. She had indeed dropped a hint before-

hand. She had murmured almost imploringly,

as the two walked along to the dining-room,

" Pray, dear Mabel, pray do not mention Monsieur

Farel to any one." But she had had but small

faith that her injunction would be heeded, if

temptation to disregard it arose. Now she heard

the brotherly taunt, and her fears started to life

anew.

But, strange to say, Mabel, who had begun to

retort, checked herself. " I like the strawberries

better," was all she said.

" Oh, indeed. Why then, may I ask, did you

let them pass ?
"

" I don't think that dear Mabel looks quite

herself this morning," interposed the fond mother.

" I hope, my darling, you have not overdone yourself

with your exertions last night? Perhaps you

had better not have any fruit—certainly not, if

you feel disinclined for it."

Poor Mabel ! Fruit was the one thing she felt

she could eat. In truth, she had rather over-

fatigued and excited herself on the previous even-

ing, and cutlets and chickens were uninviting. But

the strawberries, and fresh, sweet-smelling grapes !

To her surprise and vexation however, the dishes

of these were by no means either so abundant

or so well-filled as she had expected—(grapes

and strawberries ha\e a wonderful fashion of

diminishing in number, when out of sight for a few

hours, as every one knows)—and instead of the

"heaps, and heaps" of her imagination, there

now only appeared a few rather so-so dishes full.

" Of course Mrs. Greenaway keeps back the

best for dinner,'' Mabel sought to comfort herself.

" I must get at Mrs. Greenaway afterwards,- and

wheedle her out of some she has laid bv :

"—brut all

the same,she felt a little anxious. When Mrs. Green-

away was very Hush, there was wont to be a great

profusion on the luncheon table, at which there was

always a good deal eaten. People like fruit in the heat

of the day ; and besides the usual number sitting

down, there were sure to be several strangers present,

when the family was in town. Accordingly there

was some excuse for the wistful following of

somebody's eyes as the raspberry dish wended its

way solemnly down the board.

Not one raspberry would Mabel herself touch,

and with equal resolution she declined grapes and

strawberries .also.

" Not even a bit of pine ?
"

Mabel's papa had seized the pine—the one pine

which had hitherto escaped ruthless hands—and

now held it aloft.

Almost with a scream she started forward.

"Good gracious, child! What is the matter?"

cried he, whilst divers attendant exclamations

testified to the surprise of ail the party. " Good

Gracious ! What is it, child ? "^knife in one hand,

pine in the other.

" Oh, papa !—oh, mamma, help me !—Please

don't cut it, papa, please don't ! Mamma, you

know what I want it for !
" for already she had

confided in the duchess, who had forgotten

as fast as she had heard, though charmed anc

approving as usual. " Please, mamma, ask hin.

to give it to me ; " and the young petitioner's fact

flushed up with anxiety and eagerness, while pooi

Mademoiselle, cold and sick, sat mute, with he

eyes on her plate. What was coming next?

"Oh, Mabel wants to take a little fruit to somi

poor sick peojjle," observed the duchess, runninj

slightly off the rails in her statement ;
" and no doub

the pine would be just the thing for them, if n<

one else wants it."

" Oh, no one must want it, if Mabel does,"

observed Florence.

" Really, we none of us care nbout jiine,

proceeded the conciliatory parent. " I dare sa;

it may be a treat to Mabel's i)eople. Yes, my deai

you can take it : it is but a small one—but wh-

is going to carry it for you ?
''

"Oh, Mademoiselle will. Mademoiselle know

where they live,and all aboutthem. Mademoiselle-

"Now it is all coming," groaned the wretchpi

Mademoiselle in her heart.

But Fate befriended her. The door openei
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and newcomers were announced. They were

ihibitues of the house, and ' could thus look

iiit'ormally in, wishing to find the party at home

in order to make some appointments and. arrange-

ments. Before they had taken their seats, Mabel

:uid her governess had flown.

" And here it is," cried the former, hugging the

disputed pine in ecstasy, as soon as the door had

closed behind her. "Here it is, and how good

it smells ! When I saw there would be nothing

else left, I set my heart upon the pine, and I

w.itched to see if Horniman would whip it away

til I ut it. Isn't it a little beauty?" hurrjnng along.

Will they like it. Mademoiselle ? Now go and

-1 ready, and I will do what I can with Mrs.

I iiLcnaway. Anyhow, we have this : but still I think

1 ( night to be able to manage Mrs. Greenaway too."

And so well did she manage, and so thoroughly

dill she succeed in enlisting the old housekeeper's

^\ uipathies in the good cause, that Mademoiselle

M .ircely knew what to say, or how to be grateful

cmiugh, when presently she came down equipped for

liLi expedition, she came down and saw the luscious

display.

' "She said that she could very well spare it," pro-

tested Mabel, in answer to a conscientious demur

;

"she was quite pleased to send it all, 1 assure

you. Mademoiselle ; and she said that manmia
would have wished it—which of course mamma
would. Now let us cover it up," busily doing this,

" and down with the lid," running the bolt through,

"and here it is, as neat as possible," surveying

the little market-basket with which Mrs. Greenaway
had further provided her, with a complacency which

was almost as pleasing to her companion as the

gift itself

How much may the manner in which a kindness

is done, add to that kindness ? Double, nay, treble it.

" I can let you out, you know," proceeded Mabel.

"The men have gone to their dinner. Oh,
how hot it is outside," as a glaring sunbeam shot

into the cool, marble hall, on the opening of one

huge side of the entrance door. " Oh, Mademoiselle,

I am afraid you will not enjoy your e.xpedition.

Put up your parasol, and I can give you the

basket afterwards. I wish I could have got more
flowers—there are one or two really good ones

in this corner—but I was afraid to be found in the

rooms, lest they should come out from luncheon,

and begin bothering again. So now we are all

right. Good-bye. And mind you tell me all about

it when you come home to-night."

(To hi continued.)



THE BOY DISCIPLE.

E^'J^-Jk^y/^

"For so saith Saint Bernard,

'Qiio/ia viftcis, ioties coronalieris.'"

IT is told in The Lives of the Fathers

That once a disciple kept

A watch by his weary master,

The whole long while he slept.

He had sat before his master,

And hearken'd his holy lore

;

But the master was worn and tired,

And at last he taught no more

;

For upon the willing spirit

The frailty of flesh had prest,

Till the slumber seal'd his eyelids,

And wrapt him around with rest.

So the lad sat still before him,

Nor rested in sleep, for, lo.

He must not leave the master

Until he w^as bid to go.

And because of the tender pity

That "runneth in gentle heart,"

He would not arouse the master

To know if he might depart.

The master went on sleeping.

Before him the lad sat still

;

And the time crept on full slowly.

Till dawn broke gray and chill.

Then the master woke from slumber,

And, looking around, he said,

" Art here yet, my disciple ?

Now get thee straight to bed."

And when he was gone the master

He lay in his sleep again,

And, lo, in his sleep a vision

Came to him clear and plain.

He saw in a lovely palace

A glorious golden throne,

With raiment rich and royal,

And seven fair crowns thereon.

A voice came through the silence.

There spake to him one in white,

"This throne and these crowns the seven,

Thy disciple hath earn'd to-night."

The master woke from his sleeping.

And call'd to the lad, and spoke,

" How was it with thee when I slumber'd,

And thou sattest till I awoke ?
"

Quoth the lad, " I thought fall often

To waken thee, sir, were meet,

But I could not for very pity.

Because thou didst sleep so sweet.

"And, oh, I was fain to be going.

For sleep did mine eyelids grieve.

But thou hadst not bid me leave thee,

.And I could not without thy leave."

"And how often," said the master,

" Didst conquer thy thought for me ?
"

Then smil'd the boy disciple,

" It was good seven times," quoth he.

The master smiled upon him,

For he knew within him this.

How the seven crowns of his vision

Were the seven kinds of bliss

That should come to him who would not

Be tempted to seek his rest.

But waited, himself denying,

And, waiting, won the best.



ATALANTA SCHOLARSHIP AND READING UNION

PRIZE ESSAY.

j/H-iruyyicc ^

" Studies serve for delight, for

ornament, and for ability."

BEFORE applying Bacon's

dictum on studies to our

past twelvemonths' reading, \ve

ought clearly to apprehend what

seems the right interpretation of

the terms he uses. The lapse of

nearly three centuries has slightly

modified the meaning of the

words "ornament" and "ability."

" Delight " still bears the signifi-

cation it bore in Bacon's time,

though the studies which Bacon

might have cited as instances of

what served him for " delight "

were doubtless very different from our subjects.

For " ornament " we should read enrichment and

adornment, not mere outward self-display, though

Bacon undoubtedly estimated highly the value of

studies in social life. We should probably take

him to mean, making the results of study to be

evident but not prominent in our conversation, a

reserve force from which to draw on fit occasions.

Cultivated minds cannot but manifest their cultiva-

tion in speech. The aim of wide reading is to

give us readier sjTiipathies. None but the merest

book-worms can be content with simply storing their

own minds without distributing those stores, making

their heads graves, not treasures of knowledge
;

andying for themselves only, not for others whose

fcdrtunities for study are more limited. For

Bbility " no one word suffices. Doubtless Bacon

VUis to suggest the capability conferred by well-

tSsimilated learning.

Having thus attempted to define roughly the

'erbal meaning of the line before us, let us exam-
ne into its real meaning, and so connect it with

lur own studies. There are few books that serve for

lurc, true delight that do not also serve for orna-

Sckolarshi/.)

ment and ability. Take for ex-

ample Lamb's " Old Benchers "

and " The Praise of Chimney-

sweepers." The allusions in those

two playful sketches would de-

mand a dozen volumes to trace

them to their sources. In litera-

ture, pleasure is the test of profit.

To the majority of us study is

not life, only an equipment for

life, and that this equipment be

adequate, and special in its value

to us individually, must be the

entire aim of our reading. Ex-

istence is a dialogue between

contemplation and action ; but

we must never forget that by the latter we stand

or fall, and books will be a hindrance, not a

help, if they do not fortify us for living. As
they are only made ours by our own thinking, so

they are only useful to those who use them aright ;

and to use books most wisely is to remember in

the actual conduct of our lives what they have

taught us in our hours of retirement and seclusion.

A wrong use of books may enervate, not fit us ; it

may sink us into inertia and profitless self-analysis,

instead of giving us inductive habits of thought

and general mental strength. Truths reaped by

love Tennyson calls an incomparable delight. It

is inseparable from ability, and ornament comes

withal. Nothing brings people into close intimacy

so rapidly as a unity of taste in studies. Books

supply many a shy, reserved person with the

confetti wherewith to plunge into a carnival of

talk. To dilate thought and fancy, to transmute

the lead of our commonplace associations into

gold, is the office of our leisure-hour literature.

Healthy intellectual amusement furnishes the

" open spaces " to many shut-in, dreary lives ; and'

poetry is the inner garden where grow the flowers

I
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of the mind. The company of books takes us out

of ourselves, and sometimes this is most valuable.

\Ve seem unconscious]),' comforted and stimulated

and our minds blown clear. We live a while in

the larger lives of others, and find the right pro-

portion of our own. Great writers correct our

loose and feeble thinking, and read just our point

of view. Mixed knowledge is not necessarily

superficial ; we cannot all be literary students ; we

ought all to be literary catholics, keeijing our

standard high, not capricious. We first build our

house then beautify it, and nothing serves for this

" ornament " like the " Humanities " of the litera-

ture of fiction.

We began our reading year with Guy Mainuring,

and added Dominie Sampson, Dandie Dinmont,

and Meg Merrilies to the portrait gallery of our

house of life. We gained what is more—the

closer acquaintance of more discreet years with

the great magician whose pages we had devoured

too hastily as children. We
could now dwell on Scott's

great conceptions, his absor])-

tion in his story, the perfection

of art in his artlessness, and

ai)preciate his insight into the

spirit of each age, his just

estimates, and universal sym-

pathies. To-day, as in child-

hood, we " cannot choose but

hear " while Scott tells his tales.

The allusion in the last sen-

tence brings us to our next

author. Of the cloud-compeller

Coleridge what can be said

within our present limits ? In

reading Coleridge's works, the

impression of his weird roman-

ticism, deep vision, and affec-

tionate gentleness of disposition, is paramount.

The dreamy richness of " The Ancient Mariner
"

and of " Christabel," the tragic contrast indicated

in the shorter poems between Coleridge's philo-

sophy and his life, make us reverence the trans-

cendent genius and pity the powerless will.

Turn we next to Lamb, a moral giant

beside his friend Coleridge. Everything in

" Elia " is flavour, is style. Yet Lamb is not all

quip and raillery. His humour is closely inwrought

with pathos. He often uses a jest to put an edge

u[)on his sadness, as in the regretfulness of " New
Year's Eve "and " Dream-Children," and in '•Homes

that are no Homes "—very tragical mirth. Every

one loves Lamb. His whimsical, dlbonnairc play-

fulness, and behind it the unboastful fortitudes of

his life, do they not serve for delight, ornament,

and ability ?

Jane Austen is the woman novelist whom famous-

men have most admired, perhaps on account of the

refreshing absence of theories and inexhaustible

fund of amusement in her books, and her wonderful,

power of making her characters reveal themselves

and tell their own story. In her we find how profit-

ably a restricted field may be cultivated. Close

oljservation and artistic skill redeem any subject,

and Miss Austen's towns and villages are exact

transcripts from Nature.

Lest Emma should make us imagine that the

world is composed of ordinary people only, the book

next on our list was Heroes and Hero- Worship

])Owerful antidote. Carlyle's

personality has hardly recovered

from the strife that thickens

round a contemporary. W
are now beginning to look

upon him as a rich and fruitful

if indefinite ])ower. Carlyle

loved reality and hated shams,

He destroyed that others might

build. This we believe to be

his chief function in tht

" economy " of social forces

Besides this he was a suprem(

master of literary painting

As for Carlyle's " life
"—well

he once compared a man

genius to a ship set on fin

for the edification of tb

spectators on land, and

experience with the simile

find another friend of mac

He was the champion of the helpless, the %
favoured, the grotesque, and the rejected, and b

held a special brief for children. Endless oljserv^

tion, endless fertilfty in laughable details a;

Dickens's finest characteristics. From the literal

standijoint David Copperfield is perhaps the mi

evenly written of Dickens's works, and is special!

interesting as embodying some of Dickens's ow

biography.

ofSecondPrize.)

connect his own

In Dickens we

fe
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In April we laid down our Diclcens to take up our

.Macaulay, but the most popular of novelists could not

make the essayist seem less fresh and animated by

contrast. Macaulay was undoubtedly too much of a

partisan for an historian, but he realizes his characters

to us and makes the past live. He triumphantly

proves that history need be no " old almanack," but

a splendid pageant. In his Essays on Clive and

Hastings he displays his wonderful art of bringing

masses of statistics into a coherent unity. Every

one enjoys his battle-pieces. His Arcot and

Plassey we follow with unflagging interest. Firm

outlines, concreteness, clearness, are the secret of

!Macaulay's strength. The majority of Englishmen

•symjjathize with his practical rectitude and steady

sense, while they are dazzled by his decisive

broadsword practice, his skill in light and

shade, his eloquence, his immense

command of illustrations. We have

no greater example of the truth of

Bacon's saying that studies serve for

•ornament than in the brilliant use

to which Macaulay put his own \ast

reading.

Next to the artist historian came

Keble, a writer of a very different

complexion. There is a gauge of

height as well as of breadth, and if

the latter applies to Macaulay the

former applies to the refined, saintly

Keble. The Christian Year is more

widely diffused than any book of

religious verse in the age. Keble's

" conversation " was indeed " in heaven." To
him the whole earth was only valuable for its

types. The visible world is subdued and depreci-

ated, but given a very real significance by being a

foretaste and broken image of the next. No writer

of spiritual poems has equalled Keble in scholarly

polish and gentle, elevated piety.

From Keble we turned to Kingsley, one of the

leaders of another school of thought, and read

in The Water-Babies an allegory of the gradual

training of a soul. It is a delightful book, whether

\v<- read it as a story or more thoughtfully.

! lie Water-Kingdom is an image of our own
litr, real, mental, and spiritual. The lessons

taught to little Tom are such as we all have

to learn. The key-note of the book is Progres-

sion. Kingsley shows how nothing can ever

(third Frizc Divided.)

Stand still, it must advance or go backwards.

Then there is the great law of Retribution, and

many of Kingsley's precise conclusions on current

social questions are set down too.

Atalauta proudly included Longfellow among
English writers. The good and gentle poet has a

place in all our hearts. It depends on our moods
whether we rate more highly The Golden Legend,

with its accurate sympathy with mediscvalism and

monasticism, or the poem where Longfellow with

great power and pathos pictures Evangeline always

following a shadow, even letting pass the boat in

which Gabriel sits. Who cannot feel for what the

maiden endures ?

In August we read Mrs. Gaskell's works, the

sly fun of Cranford, the terrible realities of

Sylvia's Lovers, the fine studies of character

iii IVires and Daughters. Mrs.

Gaskell has great variety in plots

and materials. Her work is de-

licate and strong. She is a wise

and tender writer, and under all her

playful humour makes us feel that

souls may be poetic and heroic among

the most ordinary surroundings.

Our twelvemonths' service of

delight closed -.with Mrs. Browning.

There is a passionate trustfulness

about her, an absolute belief in ail

things working together for good.

The essence of her poetry is Love,

and her great creed is that "God's

possible is taught by His world's

loving." This is the poet's message that she

has to deliver, and she does it nobly. We
believe there is an end beyond even delight,

ornament, and ability, to which wisely-directed

studies point. By reading, thinking over, and

digesting the best of literature, we gain not only

an impatience of ignoble views and low-lying

thoughts, but we also come to share the great

men's courage and hopefulness about life, their

devotion to truth, their far Ideal and their near

efforts. Good books are primarily lessons of life,

an inspiration whence to draw strength and moral

energy. What flashes of spiritual insight one

owes to the first reading of some book that has

made an epoch in one's life ! If we would

obtain something far above merely intellectual

gifts from our books, we must let them influence
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us—as they can influence us — into being servants of God.

sterner to ourselves, gentler to others, better bring us

" Days, that need borrow
No part of their good morrow
From a fore-spent night of sorrow.

" Days, that in spite

Of darkness, by the light

Of a clear mind are day all night.

" Life, that dares send

A challenge to his end,

And when it comes, say, ' Welcome, friend.'

So alone our studies will

NOTES ON BOOKS.

The Land of Darkness, along with some Further

Chapters in the Experiences of the Little FUgrim

(Macmillan and Co.), is one of those speculative

books in which writers of the present day try to lift

the impenetrable curtain between this world and

the next. The subject is of absorbing interest.

Theie is not a man or woman who would not like

to know something of that future state into which

a leap must be taken, whether it be a brave one or

not, at no very distant day.

The only assured Book of Revelation tells very

little on this important subject. The writer has

scarcely any materials to go upon, and has to trust

to a vivid imagination to guide him in the widest

fields of speculation.

Such a book as The Land of Darkness will

doubtless be read with eagerness. It is probable

that it will also make a powerful although brief

impression. The sinner who for a time may be

aroused from the errors of his ways by the perusal

of these pages will quickly satisfy himself by the

thought that the ideas here presented have not the

smallest groundwork of fact, while those who live

by faith will prefer the faint although certain

glimpses they receive of a future life from a beloved

although old-fashioned volume. The utility there-

fore of writing such books is much to be doubted.

Putting this question, however, aside. The Landof
Darkness contains much powerful and also some

very exquisite writing. The volume is divided into

three stories, but each of these has a slender

thread of connection, and all speak of the future

state. The first story, after which the volume is

named, gives the history of an unchastened soul in

a place where man's will, not God's, is absolute.

Thi,s state of being is described with extraordinary '

power, and exemplifies a very significant truth, name-

ly, that God will not change the heart against its wilL

The hero of this grim history finds himself in a

land where he is absolutely left to his own devices.

He wanders from city to city, seeking rest and peace

in vain. The people in this new state of being are

a law unto themselves, and will only do what seems

right in their own eyes. The restless wanderer

visits the city where no order prevails, where the

weak are jnished aside, and all the usual observances-

of courtesy are forgotten. He goes to another,,

where law indeed is the existing order, but it is the

law of selfishness alone, and the result is so terrible

that he flies from the accursed place in fresh,

despair. There is the City of Pleasure, the City of

Art, the City of Learning, but each of these seems

but to lead this wretched soul farther and farther

away from the only Source of Light and Learning.

Even here, however, in this most dismal regioa

the writer emphatically declares that hope is not

dead, and glimpses are afforded of some souls who,

after struggling through the land of darkness, and.

stumbling helplessly on the dark mountains, yet

return at last to the arms of the Everlasting-

Father.

The little pilgrim, who is the principal character,,

in the second story, is not a despairing soul, but one

who has attained the joys of Paradise. HeP

character and her present blissful state are describei

with wonderful sweetness and beauty of thought

This dweller in Paradise has reached a high moral

growth. Selfishness with her has been long done
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away. She desires to help all suffering souls and is

permitted to visit the old earth life for this purpose.

The author of the book here puts luminously forth

an old idea, and the little pilgrim witnesses what

seems to her a wonderful and almost unprecedented

spectacle.

" There began to be enacted before her a scene such
as no man could have seen, which no man was aware
of, save he who was concerned, and which even to him
was not clear in its meaning, but rather like a thing

of the mists. . . . The air seemed in a moment to be
full of the sound of footsteps and of something more
subtle which the pilgrim knew to be wings, and as she
looked there grew upon her the semblance of a court

of justice, with accusers and defenders : but the judge
and the criminal were one. Then was put forth that

indictment which the man she was watching had been
making up in hissoul against life and against the world:

and again another indictment which was against him-
self And then the advocates began their pleadings.

Voices were there great and eloquent such as are
familiar in the courts above .... and these speakers
declared that sin only is vanity, and hfe is noble, and
love is sweet, and they set forth their reasons before
the judge and showed him mysteries of life and death.

The man who was the accused, yet who was the judge,
listened, and his heart burned, and a longing arose
within him for the face of the Father and the better

way. But then there came a clang and clamour of
sound on the other side .... and their voices were
so vehement that they mastered the others, so that it

was as if a tempest raged round the soul who was the
offender, and yet the judge of all."

This account of a self-assize is calculated to arouse

many feelings, and as it describes what takes place

in the hearts of most human beings, has a strong

air of reality about it.

Bret Harte is one of the few writers of whom it

can be said that he has never disfigured his work
with the introduction of a lay figure. His characters

are life portraits, and brim over with human nature.

Impossible creations never appear on his pages.

He describes men and women as they are ; he

is fond of introducing bad and common, and even

coarse characters to his readers, but he does so

after such a fashion and with so loving a sympathy

that they appear transfigured and clothed with

a new light. In Cressy (same publishers) this most

pathetic and most humorous of our living writers

shows very nearly at his best.

Indian Spring, with its freshness, its loneliness,

and all its queer untamed characteristics, is

a place after this master writer's own heart.

Bret Harte alone could so describe the motley

group which appear in these pages, as to make
them attractive. Take away the glamour which

he throws over them, and Cressy would become

\

only a tawdry, almost soulless little flirt ; the

schoolmaster as too weak and inconsistent to de-

serve the smallest compassion ; McKinstry as the

roughest of settlers ; his wife as a virago of the

worst type ; and Uncle Ben as a silly, half-witted

individual. Out of these materials however Bret

Harte conjures up scenes and reveals emotions

which appeal both to our sense of humour and our

nobler sense of compassion. We breathe the

peaceful air of undisturbed nature with the school-

master; we sympathise with this most human of

mortals when he angrily perceives that Uncle Ben
has intruded on his privacy. Uncle Ben is some-

what advanced in age to become the pupil of a

young schoolmaster of twenty—such however is his

intention.

"He entered with a slow, exasperating step, lifting

his large boots ver\' high and putting them down again
sofdy, as if he were afraid of some insecurity in the
floor, or figuratively recognised the fact that the path-
ways of knowledge were thorny and difficult. ' I

reckoned,' he began, 'that is— I allowed— I orter say
—that I'd find ye alone at this time. Ye gin'rally are,

ye know. It's a nice, soothin', restful, stoodious
time, when a man kin, so to speak, run back on his
eddication and think of all he ever know'd

" Here Uncle Ben rose, and picking out one of the
school-books from the master's desk, eyed it unskilfully

upside down, and then said hesitatingly :

"'I reckon ye ain't usin' Dobell's 'Rithmetic
here ?

'

"
' No,' said the master.

"'That's bad. 'Pears to be played out, that Dobell
feller. I was brought up on Dobell. And Parsing's
Grammar. Ve don't seem to be a-using Parsing's
Grammar either.'

'

" ' No,' said the master, relenting still more as he
glanced at Uncle Ben's perplexed face with a faint

smile.
" 'And I reckon you'll be saying the same of Jones's

'Stronomy andAlgebry. Things hev changed ....
For a man ez was brought up on Parsings, Dobell and
Jones, thar don't appear to be much show nowadays.'

" The master did not reply. . . . He bent gravely over
his book. The act appeared to relieve his companion,
who with his eyes still turned towards the window
went on.

"
' I had it in my mind to ask you suthin'. I had an

idea of—of—sorter reviewing my eddication. Kinder
going over the old books agin jist to pass the time.' . .

.

"
' But if you really mean it, couldn't you use these

books. Uncle Ben.'' said the master, cheerfully. 'I

daresay there's little difference, the principle's the same,
you know.'

' Uncle Ben's face, which had suddenly brightened,

as suddenly fell.

" ' Certingly,' he murmured, with assumed reflective

ease. ' Certingly. The principle's all there.' Never-
theless he was quite breathless, and a few beads of

perspir.Uion stood out on his bare blank forehead.
"

' And as to writing,' continued the master, ' you
know any copy-book will do.'
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" He handed his pen carelessly to Uncle Ben. The
large hand that took it timidly not only trembled, but
grasped it with such fatal and hopeless unfamiliarity

that the master was fain to walk to the window ....
'"

I tell you what, Uncle Ben,' he said with prompt
decision and unshaken gravity, ' the only thing for you
is to just throw over Dobell, and Parsons, and Jones ;

and start in fresh, as if you had never known them.
Forget them all, you know. It will be mighty hard, of
course, to do that,' he continued, looking out of tlie

window, ' but you must do it.' . . .

"'Then you reckon,' said Uncle Ben, slowly, 'that

I'd better just chuck them IJobell felicrs overboard?'
"

' I certainly should," responded the master, with
infinite gravity.

"'And sorter waltz in fresh like one of them
children ?

'

"'Like a child,' nodded the master as he left the
porch."

In this modest fashion Uncle Ben declares his

intention of drinking at the founts of learning, re-

vealing as he does so depths of ignorance in the

usual academic requirements which secure for him

the unmitigated contempt of some of the more

advanced scholars, in particular of a certain Johnny

Filgee, aged seven, who spoke of him as a man wiio

could not even spell " lia-ker."

The schoolmaster's misplaced affection for the

heartless but beautiful and fascinating Cressy is

described with rare skill ; but perhaps the gem of

this delicious book is the small l)ut precocious

mortal Johnny Filgee.

In a duel which takes jjlace at the end of the

story Johnny plays the part of a veritable

hero. Delighted with the opportunity of be-

holding such a scene of bloodshed and glory, he

climbs unperceived into a neighbouring iree, and

there receives what he certainly did not bargain

for, a gunshot wound in the fleshy part of his

little leg. No one knew that the child was hurt

—no one even knew that he wms there. Presently

he found himself alone in the solitary wood, with

the night coming quickly on. He prepared him-

self for death and thought how

" They would all feel exceedingly sorry and alarmed,

and regret having m.ade him wash himself on Saturday

night. They would attend his funeral in large num-
bers in the little graveyard, where a white tombstone
inscribed to 'John Filgee, fell in a duel at the age cf

seven,' would be awaiting him."

By and by people came to his rescue.

'" What is it, Johnny boy ?' asked the master ten-

derly. ' Were you lost ?

'

" With a gleam of feverish exaltation, Johnny rose,

albeit wanderingly, to the occasion !

" ' Hit :
' he lisped feebly. ' Hit in a doell ! at the

age of iheven.'
'

In "Juvenile Literature as It Is" (H. J, Drane)'

Mr. Edward Salmon has given an e.\tremely useful

handbook of guidance and suggestion on a subject

of wide importance and great difficulty, treated

here with much discretion, and, indeed, considering

the dimensions of the volume, with unexpected

fulness. Though many will be found to differ from

the author in respect of some of his conclusions

—

notably one or two which are adverse to the title of

certain favourite writers to popularity— it is safe to

say that everything in juvenile literature which the

author recommends is worthy of commendation on

one ground or another, and that " no parent or

guardian " can go wrong in accepting Mr. Salmon's

judgments wherever they deal with the wholesome

tone, the power to interest, or the literary merits of

any of the large number of books for the young

with which this very valuable little volume so

pleasantly deals.

A Lay of Two Cities, by Jesharalah (Passmore

and Alabaster), is a small volume of verse—very

neatly got up and written with considerable

religious feeling ; it bears, however, the undoubted-

marks of the amateur's pen, and will probably be-

most appreciated by the author's own friends.

DECORATIVE .^RT.



"Wisdom ionsisft'th not in knowing many

things, nor even in knoiving them thoroughly

;

but in choosing and in folloiving 7i<hat conduces

the most certainly to our lasting happiness

and true glory."

I.ANDOR.

ENGLISH MEN AND WOMEN OF LETTERS OF THE igxif CENTURY.

VI.

CHARLOTTE BRONTE.

A. Mary F. Robinson (Madame James Darmesteter).

AN aroma of honesty and passion lingers round

her name. Before her time we had thought

these quahties little likely to be found in com-

"jjany. The English Romantic Revival, of which

Charlotte Bronte in her northern solitude was a

belated voice, had dignified the second of these

qualities largely at the expense of the first. Byron

long ago had made a fiery passion all the vogue
;

but then it was only passion. Scott, that great

Romantic, had given us Jeanie Deans; but in

the heart of that resolute maiden, so similar to the

heroines of Charlotte Bronte's novels, there beat

no pulse as fiery as those which stirred the blood

of Jane Eyre and Lucy Snowe. These, you will

say, were very old-fashioned authors in 1 845 when
Charlotte Bronte began to write. Yes, but you

must remember that Charlotte was above and

before all things a provincial, a country parson's

daughter stranded on a Yorkshire moor, out of the

reach of the changing tides of London fashions.

Nevertheless, it would be e.xtremely unjust to re-

present Charlotte Bronte as merely a provincial

Englishwoman. The great secret of her training

and her method (not the secret of her genius,

mind ! that is a far more difficult question) is that

she was an English provincial author affected

almost imperceptibly by London, but affected

strongly and permanently by France. She was an

English girl who had read, from educational motives,

many " sceptical, wicked French novels, over forty

of them, the best substitute for French conversa-

tion to be met with ;
" an English girl who had
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been taught to write in Brussels by a French

professor of rhetoric ; a noveHst whose fieriest

friend and whose most vital hero was a French-

man.

Thus Charlotte Bronte read not only Scott and

BjTon, but those brilliant followers of theirs who

illuminated the Continent a quarter of a century

later. Jvlusset, Hugo, Georges Sand were some-

thing more than names to her. She had seen

Rachel act Phe'dre in Brussels. She had discussed

French literature with a Frenchman of 1840. Just

at the time when English people were settling into

the colder groove of Thackera)', the popular

comedy of Dickens, she came home to England,

filled with the enthusiasms, the fiery romance,

that still were fresh abroad. The Romantic move-

ment which had begun in Germany at the end of

the last century, and which during the first quarter

of the nineteenth century had made so glorious a

name for England, had migrated last of all to

France, and was still brilliantly alive there when

Charlotte Bronte (dwelling at Brussels in the years

1842 and 1843) made her first really critical

acquaintance with the literature of France.

This means that she came in contact with a

movement essentially fitted to develop a powerful

but timid faculty, and an imagination passionate

and austere. There was in her character, in her

intellect, a northern ruggedness which prevented

the emphatic exaggeration of the age from de-

\eloping beyond the bounds of poetry. Up to that

limit her fiery prose not unfrequently develops,

but with a vitality, a surging passion, utterly re-

moved from the unidea'd bombast which the poet

and the prose writer alike casts from him into the

dreary limbo of "poetical prose." The rhap-

sodies of Charlotte Bronte are coherent lyric out-

bursts, as well defined and lucid, as wayward and
yet as purposeful as flame ; they occur rarely in

her novels, and when they do occur it is because

they are the necessary, the inevitable outpouring

of a sentiment or an impression quite l}Tical in

its intensity and briefness. You will observe that

she is rarely merely picturesque. When she de-

scribes a scene it is because it affects her, seldom

or never because it is an interesting object in

itself. That is why her descriptions are perhaps

the best in the language—she describes things,

not only because they are beautiful, but because

they move her to tears.

" I shall like to go, Shirley," said Miss Helstone.
" I long to hear the sound of the waves, ocean-waves,
and to see them as I have imagined them in dreams,
like tossing banks of green light strewed with vanish-
ing and reappearing wreaths of foam, whiter than
lilies. I shall delight to pass the shores of those lone
rock islets where the sea-birds live and breed un-
molested. We shall be on the track of the old Scan-
dinavians—of the Norseman : wc shall almost see the
shores of Norway. This is a very vague delight that
I feel, communicated by your proposal, but it is a
delight."

This, says Mr. Augustine Birrell in his sym-

pathetic book on Charlotte Bronte (which you

ought to read), " this is as eloquent as ' Modern

Painters.'" It certainly appears to me at least

as eloquent as Ruskin ; but not quite like Rus-

kin. Do you not catch in those long-drawn,

exquisite, melancholy cadences, something more

poetic, more ample—something eternally young

and norte the less a little old-fashioned—some-

thing vague, enthusiastic, foreign ? It seems to

me that I do. I should have said that admirable

sentence was eloquent as Georges Sand, eloquent

as Chateaubriand.

Well, those few lines have shown you the

capacity of this rugged little Irish, Cornish, York-

shire woman to write with poetry and feel with

revery. But it will take more than a few lines to

show you the truth (or the untruth) of what I

said at first : I mean, that her distinctive quality is

the way in which she fuses honesty and passion.

Every great novelist, I suppose, has one or two

moral qualities which their works express in a

sovereign degree ; in fact (especially if our novelist

chance to be a woman) a moral ideal, which all

her writing goes to develop consciously or un-

consciously. One might say, for example, without

any great extravagance, that the novels of George

Eliot express above all things the desire to be un-

selfish and the desire to feel religious. Charlotte

Bronte's novels express, as I have said, honesty and

passion. They express these qualities in all sorts

of forms : in Jane Eyre herself, in Shirley Keeldar,

in Lucy Snowe, and in the fiery little French pro-

fessor, Paul Emmanuel. They express them best

of all in what appears to me the best of her novels,

the freest from exaggeration or details of provincial

dulness, what, in my private opinion (I may whisper

to the most discreet among you), is the most

interesting novel in the English language. I mean

Villettc. Yes, I will say it out loud, " the most

r
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interesting novel !
" and yet they say that no one

asks for it at Mudie's.

Some people have reproached Charlotte Bronte

(she does not mind, so why should we fire up at

it ?) with the fact that her novels are only love

stories. There is, for instance, no local colour in

them, as there is in Ivan/we and Romola, very few

moral reflections, after the manner of Thackeray

or (to quote her again—we must always quote her !)

George Eliot. They also say that her sense of

humour is less broad than that of the author of the

Pickioick Papers. And all these remarks are per-

fectly true and need no refuting. Charlotte Bronte

is merely an imaginative woman of genius and deep

feeling, recounting (sometimes, I confess, with a

detestable provincial accent) the most serious ex-

perience of her life—or rather of Lucy Snowe's

life, or Jane Eyre's ; but somehow, when we read

the books, we always feel it is her own. She has, as

you say, no local colour. But in your heart of

hearts, would you not like Iranhoe or Romola a

great deal better if you could wash the local colours

out ? Her moral remarks are brief : she is too

desperately in earnest to comment on what she says.

But I have known children who read y£sop's Fables

and skipped the moral at the end, and I have met

with scholars who read their Sophocles or Euripides

"for the storv," and left the chorus untranslated.

And then, as you say, her humour is brief,

narrow, bitter—no one cracks his sides over Vil-

leite I All I remark is that nothing wears out so

soon as local colour, except moral reflections, or

soonest of all, our idea of what is funny (who sees

the fun now of a classic comic poet ?), and nothing

wears so well, wears for thousands of years, as just

a love story written with passion, sincerity, and

genius.

Thousands of years however is more than I

would claim for any one. And one never knows
with prose writers—they write too much ! You
cannot put four lines of theirs into an anthology,

or give them a fragmentary immortality. It is

.possible that early in the twentieth century only

a few here and there will read Villetlc—such a

few, here and there, as read Clarissa or Amelia

to-day. I have no doubt that Shirley will sink

pretty soon, Ja7ie Eyre preserve its magnificent

reputation
; but Villette 1 I still hope that one or

two will read Villette as far ahead as they will

read any English novelist. It is possible ; for

Charlotte BrontLi is one of those authors whom
one likes or does not like, independent of the

vogue. When Jane Eyre was published—fiery,

romantic, passionate Jane Eyre—every one was
reading Vanity Fair; the world was determined to

be elegantly cynical with Thackeray or patheti-

cally humorous with Dickens. Nothing could

have been stranger to the movement of fashion

than this odd, vehement, sibylline production. Yet,

as your grandmothers have told you, every one

read the book. It was independent of the public :

it took its own public by storm. Yet it created

no school, unless the outspoken hoydens of Miss
Broughton may be considered the unlikely god-

children of Charlotte Bronte. The world had
settled down, as you know, to Realism. People

quoted Anthony TroUope, and remembered (as

perhaps they will always remember) the inimitable

gossip of Miss Austen. Then came the Didactic

School, and the National Provincial School, with

Mr. Hardy's genius and the talent of Mr. Black-

more, and the Teacup and Saucer School, and the

Naturalistic School. But still we have always gone
on reading Miss Bronte. And now, now that any
one who does not live entirely within the four

corners of his parish must see that we are on the

eve of a much greater change, I believe that we
shall read her still. There is slowly beginning a

movement which will seek beyond all other vir-

tues to express humility and tender charity and
the love of all beautiful natural things, a move-
ment which will set St. Francis above St. Theresa,

and whose stars will lead us again to Assisi, to

Fiesole, to Nazareth. The wheel of fortune

turns, you know, and our writers who have gone
on so long describing the outsides of thi.igs or

the feelings of such and such a person, will begin,

I think, to tell quite simply the most beautiful and
the most moving stories they can imagine. They
will think less of the manner than we have done ;

and a certain artlessness will be common among
them. When that change, dimly discernible all

over Europe, shall be accomplished, the readers

of Charlotte Bronte will still, I think, be faithful

to her. It is likely that they will dislike in her a

certain animosity, a harshness of judgment, and

sometimes a too rhetorical expression. But they

will continue to find in her an absolute truthful-

ness of feeling, a conviction, a sense of the beauty

of rugged and natural things, a violence of feel-
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ing—an honesty and passion—which can never he

thrown as worthless into that liottomless pit

reserved for the fallen haloes vi the world's

dead angels.

s s . « *

So much for the author, but it is not only the

author whom we shall remember. Charlotte Bronte's

heroines have so much of Charlotte Bronte in

them that the author interests us no less than they.

In the serious little Paulina of VilUtU we can

recognise that singular, attaching, but grim and

earnest fragment of humanity— a Bronte child.

Such, no doubt, were Charlotte, Emily, and Anne,

when at seven years of age or thereabouts, they

discussed the debates of Parliament in the

'• children's study." And Jane Eyre at school is

( harlotte at Cowan's Bridge, ill-used, ill-nourished,

cherishing in her fiery heart a flaming vendetta

for the death of her sister Maria—the Helen of

the novel. Charlotte as a governess was doubtless

much such a failure as Jane Eyre herself in her

earlier circumstances. Indeed Jane Eyre and Lucy

Snowe were never at tlieir best in the schoolroom

—

children did not interest them. They would have

been made happier, we are sure, as secretary to a

man of genius. Charlotte Bronte also may have

appeared, we can imagine, merely a forbidding

rigid little iwovincial when she wrapped herself in

that dreary husk of " governess-ship " which she

considered the necessary attribute of a young

woman in a " situation."

But when she was not in a situation I ^\'hen

she was at home on her native heath, talking to

the parish curate, who fell so desperately in love

with her (I don't mean her husband, Mr.

NichoUs), or to the Frenchman she met in the

train, or to any bright impulsive person who had

the courage to break through her crust of reserve

—what a fascinating, sarcastic, brilliant, imaginative

little fairy suddenly emerged from that quiet envelope

we can all imagine who have heard Jane Evre

talking to Mr. Rochester, or Lucy Snowe to

Professor Paul Emmanuel. Not less charming

must she have appeared when, all alert and full of

fancies, she rambled over the moors with Caroline

Helstone (her one great friend. Miss Nussey) and

with Shirley Keeldar (her sister Emily). And in

ii fourth Avatar, different and still desirable, as the

parson's busy daughter, full of shrewd northern

wit and sense, she appeared to the good people of

Hav.orth and to the excellent curate, Mr. Nicholls,

who married her so shortly before her early deatli.

Six years ago it was my good fortune to go to

Haworth, the Bronte's village—a desolate grey

manufacturing village on the brink of a glorious

moor. I stayed with Ur. Ingram, the kindest of

hosts, full of reminiscences of the glorious

Charlotte ; and I met in the village many a

])erson who had known the family of old. It is

well to be remembered as a great author by a

wide circle of unknown admirers ; but it is sweeter

to be remembered with the clinging and intimate

devotion which still in Haworth surrounds the

name of Bronte. Every one had his story to tell,

and it was always a kind story—some bright,

witty, loving trait of keen sense and charity. In

one house I was shown, jealously treasured, one

of those stippled drawings, over which Charlotte

loved to spoil her eyes ; in another, a letter ; and

in a third three touching relics : a broken comb

of Emily Bronte's, some neatly washed machine-

lace for tuckering, which had belonged to Charlotte

Bronte (I have still a yard of it), and, sacredest of

all, a pair of quaint, old-fashioned, much-whale

boned stays, made apparently for some long-

waisted fairy, which prove to the whole array of

hygienic reformers that one of the greatest

English novelists measured less than eighteen

inches round the waist !

Can you forgive me for telling you such trifles ?

And yet after all are they trifles? Which is the

greater trifle, that you and I admire Vilktte ?

Or that, more than thirty years after her death, the

ancient villagers of a certain little hillside village

treasure the relics of a dead woman, as pious

people in Assisi might treasure a lock of Saint

Francis ? Is it not worth while to feel that

genius is not necessarily selfish like Lord Byron,

impatient of restraint and discipline like Shelley,

making a law to itself, defiant of the world ? Is it

not good to remember that here and there, in the

most out-of-the-way and sterile places, it may groW

humbly, content with a sad and narrow lot,

making no claims, spending itself for others,

devoted, patient ? So at least it seems to me.

and I will confess that at Haworth I felt a littfe

ashamed of my adjectives in praise of the novelist

when I found the dead woman so tenderly, so

actively remembered.

Charlotte Bronte had a sad life, as indeed you
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may see in her no\L'ls. When she was five years

old her mother died, and she was brought up by

an eccentric father and a somewhat rigid maiden

aunt. They were always poor, and very early

Charlotte had to begin earning her own bread as a

governess. Nevertheless she had happy hours at

home with her two sisters and the one brother

to whom she was passionately devoted. The
three girls were all women of talent, two of them

were women of genius ; but they did not know it.

Their great ideal was to set up a little school at

Haworth. To this end Charlotte and Emily went

to study French in Brussels, and perhaps the

brightest years of Charlotte's life were the two she

spent there in the Pensionnat He'ger. But the

school could not be got together ; and the sisters

turned to writing novels and poetry in the ignorant,

the humble hope of turning thereby an honest

l)enny. I have told you that Ja7ie Eyre, jiublished

under a feigned name, was a brilliant success.

New interests awoke in the quiet parsonage of

Haworth. But alas ! happiness was not to remain

there. In less than the course of a year Bran-

well, Emily and Anne Bronte died of consumption.

Charlotte remained alone in her windy eyrie,

writing novels and tending to her aged father and
her aged servant. Success made very little

difference to her quiet days ; and her greatest

pleasure now was her correspondence with her

friend, Miss Nussey, the friend of all her life, and
now the faithful repositary of her memory. In

June 1854 Charlotte married her father's curate,

Mr. Nicholls. The young couple continued to

live at the Vicarage, and Charlotte, now as ever,

busily worked in the parish. But not for long.

Her health, always delicate, broke down com-
pletely ; and on the last day of March 1855 she

died. She was thirtv-nine vears old.

SCHOLARSHIP COMPETITION OUESTIONS.

I. " Every great novelist ha; one or two moral qualities which their works express in. a sovercio'n deTCe

Discuss this statement with respect to Charlotte Bronte.

II. Give an outline sketch of the story of F/7/t'//('.

Work Selected. Villcitc. (Smith, Elder & Co.)

Papers to be sent in by March 25th. Total number of words in no case to exceed 500.

Work selected for .-\piil, Tcttnyson's Poems.



SEARCH PASSAGES IN ENGLISH LITERATURE.

I.

O Spring, that bids the crocus

Uphft its coloured lamp,

That with the wind-flower hghts the wood,
With marigold the swamp

—

That woos from out the apple-bough
The perfumed white and red

—

Breaks the sod to daisies under my foot,

Hangs a musical heaven o'erhead

—

O Spring, Spring, I would meet thee

The happiest man alive,

If as once 1 could but greet thee

With the heart of twenty-five,

Which was hermit of its sweetness

As of honey is the hive !

II.

Men call you fayre, and you doe credit it,

For that your selfc ye daily such doe see ;

But the trcw fayre, that is the gentle wit

And vcrtuous mind, is much more praysed of me :

For all the rest, however fayre it be.

Shall turn to nought and lose that glorious hew
;

But onely that is permanent, and free

From frayle corruption that doth flesh ensew.
That is true beautie : that doth argue you
To be divine, and borne of heavenly seed

;

Deriv'd from that foyre .Spirit, from whom al true

And perfect beautie did at first proceed :

He onely fayre, and what he fayre hath made.
All other fayre, lyke fiowres, untymely fade.

III.

When sparrows build and the leaves break forth,

My old sorrow wakes and cries.

For I know there is dawn in the far, far north,
And a scarlet sun doth rise :

Like a scarlet fleece the snow-field spreads,
And the icy founts run free,

And the bergs begin to bow their heads,
And plunge, and sail in the sea.

O my lost love, and my own, own love.

And my love that loved me so !

Is there never a chink in the world above
Where they listen for words from below?

Nay, I spoke once, and I grieved thee sore,

I remember all that I said,

And now thou wilt hear me no more—no more,
Till the sea gives up her dead.

IV.

Children dear, was it yesterday
We heard the sweet bells over the bay ?

In the caverns where we lay,

Through the surf and through the swell,

The far-off sound of a silver bell .•'

Sand-strewn caverns, cool and deep.

Where the winds are all asleep ;

Where the spent lights quiver and gleam.
Where the salt weed sways in the stream,

Where the sea-beasts ranged all round
Feed in the ooze of their pasture ground :

Where the sea-snakes coil and twine.

Dry their mail and bask in the brine
;

Where great whales come sailing by,

Sail and sail, with unshut eye,

Round the world for ever and aye ?

When did the music come this way.'

Children dear, was it yesterday ?

V.

Build thee more stately mansions, O my soul.

As the swift seasons roll

!

Leave thy low-vaulted past !

Let each new temple, nobler than the last,

Shut thee from heaven with a dome more vast.

Till thou at length art free.

Leaving thine out-grown shell by life's unresting sea 1

VI.

Who reads

Incessantly, and to his reading brings not

A spirit and judgment equal or superior,

Uncertain and unsettled still remains,

Deep versed in books, and shallow in himself.

REFERENCES TO SEARCH PASSAGES (FEBRUARY).

1. Thackeray. Chronicle of the Drum. \. Sir Henry Wotton. Character of the Happy
2. Elizabeth Barrett Browning. A Drama of Exile. '^^^"

J. Rossetti. The Staffand Scrip. 5. Moore. She isfarfrotn the Land.
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should be painted across their thickness, not down

their length, with the exception of rough barked

trees such as the elm or the fir, where the bark is

deeply scored, the scoring running the long way of

the limber.

Your feeling prompts you to paint across. I can

explain this feeling only by example. Take a stout

stick, and pressing the point on the floor, keeping the

stick perpendicular, grasp it with the disengaged

hand and slide that hand up and down—this gives

no sense of roundness ; but now, instead of sliding

up and down, twist the hand round as though trying

to unscrew the stick from the floor—this immediately

gives the feeling of a round object : you could not

do it with a square or angular slick. It is this feeling

that must be put into the picture—a sense of the

possibility of sliding round the tree-trunk, of parting

the grass, or bending aside the wheat or barley, itc.

Again, in rough and long fur they are of inestimable

value, giving a depth to it which makes it look so

soft and coaxable ; in portraiture, too, they are of im-

])ortance in hair and whisker, which form with the

flesh a pleasant contrast of textures.

There can be no hard-and-fast rules for brush-

marks: their use and place cannot be taught save in

such simple and observable instances as have been

pointed out ; but much might be done in our art

schools to discourage that coarse painting which

makes many otherwise good pictures intolerable.

Kach artist has his own feelings, and by them alone

can he be guided. Some love to paint in a coarse

masterful way; but though masterful their work is

not masterly—one does not like corrugated skies nor

twilled skin : it is not so in Nature, why should it be

in paint? Why should the artist take so much
trouble to represent what he does not see ? Yet
pictures must not be only imitations of Nature ; they

must contain some of the soul of the artist, some of

that tender love w^hich should act as the prompter

in his profession, and which in his work should make
amends for the loss of the soft south wind and the

bufletof thewesterly breeze, or the notes of the joyful

thrush, who " sings each song twice over lest you

should think he never could recapture the first fine

careless rapture," the scent of the violets, the sweet

pure rose, or the fallen leaves. This sense of some

subtle spellina picture is called commonly "feeling":

and this feeling, I take it, means a consciousness

of some human interest (apart from figures) some

poetic inner meaning expressed through the render

ing of the artist.

In this paper something has been said both

for and against brush-marks, and it might be as

well before leaving the subject to protest against

that objectionable smoothness in which some

artists delight and which makes their work so

distinctly unnatural. Pictures should not look when

finished as though they had undergone a course of

pumice-stoning and polishing, as though all textures

were alike—marble and trees, skin and wool, all

smooth " to a degree." By no means use that detest-

able tool the softener, not even for polished marble.

One might almost call the use of the softenera vice

—

an artist's own particular vice—so antagonistic is it to

honest, sound, sober work, this vile invention of

some wicked wight. With a hog hair tool one may
get as fine a surface as required, and for small work

there is the sable, but no softener if you love your

art—no putting on two widely different tints and

blending them with this obnoxious tool; this is but

a loophole for the lazy and slovenly. There may be

many, perchance, who are neither lazy nor slovenly

but still use the softener ; these I bid lay it aside,

and what their pictures shall lose in smoothness,

which is valueless, they shall gain in vigour, which

is invaluable.

Alan Wright.

SUBJECTS FOR FINE ART COMPETITION.

U'oris to be sent in l>y March 31^/.

ffigure. XanCtscapc

JEPHTHAH'S DAUGHTER.
"And Jephthah came to Mizpah unto his house,

and behold his daughter came out to meet him with
timbrels and with dances."

" CHARITY."

" SOLITUDE."

A GROUP OF PINE TREES-MORNING.
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Lovely ALxbel Bagnall, whither is He would be your brother, for your sister's

r^ she flown ? sake,

'^ Gold and green the harvests round He sheathed his sword and smiled on you,

>^ Dungannon arc : would not be denied,

^ j Dark of brow and pale of cheek goes Vou, a churl for all your birth, his right hand

the great Tyrone, would not take :

His bird is in the fowler's snare. You shall bite the dust for this your jiride !

Storms are in his heart and eyes, brows bent Irish lord and English dame, they are fit

down in wrath, to wed.

And even at the table head his fingers seek .She is like the creamiest rose, gentle as her

his sword : dove,

Cross not, Henry Bagnall, the angry lion's path! Ring on ring of paly gold doth crown her little head,

(But the future holds -'the Yellow Ford.") Her scarlet lips are lips to love.

K F 2
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He is grave witli battles, his red gold hair falls

down

Upon liis cloak of saffron, tall is he as a tower,

His eyes sea-blue and piercing look from his face

bronze-brown.

Of Erin's chiefs he is the flower.

He ])uts off his Englishing, he lays aside his ruff,

His mantle of the i)ur])le, his doublet sewn
with i)earls ;

A cloak of the yellow saffron, Clod wot is well

enough,

The like was worn by a hundred carls.

Him the great Queen favoured, wiien in her

Windsor hall

He shone 'mid her courtiers, peer of any one,

Mild as Philip Sidney, the best beloved of all.

The dearest knight below the sun
;

As courtly as Sir Walter, as brave as Francis

Drake,

Yea, wise as my Lord Cecil, whom serpent's

milk had fed !

Had the Queen but known the plans set those

young brows to ache,

O'Neill, the Tower had worn your yellow head !

For the Irish blood in liim flowed too stormily.

.Sports of silken courtiers palled on the Irish

Earl.

Oh, to stand once more a Prince, on some Tir-owen

lea

The banner of the Red Hand to unfurl !

So he bade her Grace farewell with many a stately

word,

She leaned from her gold throne, took his hand
in hers.

Buckled at his brave right side a diamond-hilted

sword,

With " Wear it well, my prince of courtiers."

And underneath the starlight his damask cloth is

spread

Upon the tender greensward all in a brake of fern.

The golden cups in which is poured the white

wine and the red.

His fathers gave their blood to earn.

Oh, clear the silvery starlight is in a jnuple sky,

'J'he young moon low to eastward is rising red

as blood.

Around with flaring torches stand tall youths

silently
;

There are leaping fires of resinous wood.

The gray frogs in the rushes ]ieer out with

questioning croak.

The awakened deer go roaming through dewy
glades and dim.

An otter from the river bank swims out with

steady stroke,

Seven hounds plunge shrieking after him.

The harper is grown silent, he need not play

to-night,

Though music might bring comfort as David's

did to Saul.

.Around sit thirty gentlemen jjale in that wild

torchlight

;

There is silence brooding over all.

Deemed him hers, the Queen's O'Neill, deemed
his eyes fell down.

Dazzled by her steel-blue eyes, for she could
not see

Lightning underneath the lids, or the impatient

frown

Wherewith on his heel turned he.

He as proud as any Tudor of her kingly line.

Now be sure in Windsor Towers Lord Cecil

bears her wrath.

" Had we drawn the young cub's claws, the blame
is mine and thine,

No lion were crouching in our path."

But what is this flies hither, this weak and weary

thing

;

I
Once, once he gave his lady this dove for

messenger
;

Around its neck's soft rainbows is clasped a ruby

ring.

And a written word from her. .

His hawk looks from his shoulder with sullen eyes

to see

Him stroking of the good dove—once more his

face is gay.

He springs up from the table— " Brave gentlemen,

shall we

Ride Dublinwards at break of dav ?
"

f
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Far away at Turvey, at 'I'urvey by the sea,

'J'he moon peeps through the ivy to see his

lovely love
;

Before her silver mirror in dreams long lingers

she
;

Three nights ago she loosed her do\'e.

She leans to kiss her image because it is so sweet,

With—" Well he praised your beauty, the

dearest lord o' the world ;

"

Her white robe sewn with silver goes stiffly to

her feet,

Her dainty ruff is pearled ;

Her small head rises o'er it as pale as any star
;

In the stiff hoop and stomacher her little form
is slight.

And " Still you, still you, heart of mine, he
cometh near or far.

It may be he comes to-night."

She holds her breath to listen, and hears the

moaning sea,

It takes the shore, and baffled, is sliding back
again.

Its face goes ever changing, so glad and sad

goes she.

With despair, and hope, and joy, and pain.

She looks around her chamber, a silver lamj)

burns clear,

Her bed is rose and silver, and veiled in tilm\'

lace.

Her stag-hound Bran is watchful, the one thing

she holds dear

In the whole abhorred place.

And " Bran,'' she says, " my dearie, if you and
I might be

With him we love the dearest, in his own
stately home :

Oh, sweet, sweet were the welcome were gi\en to

you and me.

If onlv we might come.'

' O Lady Barnwall," plains she, " Oh, cruel sister

mine,

To steal me from my true lo\e into your

husband's tower ;

You have your lord to love you, and your bonny
children nine,

But I am lonelier every hour.

" .Vnd oh, my brother Henry, who hates my love

and me,

I think our father's anger in his dead heart

must 'Stir,

And oh, our young dead mother who loved us

tenderly,

Have you kept your vow to her ?
''

So she goes sobbing, sobbing to the moaning of

the sea

;

The hound leans up against her and licks her

lily hand ;

The white ghost in the corridor is not more pale

than she.

Or any milk-white Queen from Fairyland.

But now she's done her weeping, she looks into

her glass,

" Weak heart in faith your lady hath, loyal

love and dear,

And 1 have washed my beauty>out ; if you should

come, alas 1

You will think your White Rose old and sere."

Half-laughing then and weeping, she rhymes a

magic rhyme,

An innocent thing they taught her in Devon
o\er sea

—

• ' Now you who are to wed me, come kiss me
e\'ery time.

If my charm hath power,' ''

saith she.

Again she chants her magic, but dare not look

behind.

She hears her door steal open, they locked it

fast to-night.

There's a sound of silken footsteps, a blast of

moaning wind,

I'hen her fears and woes take flight.

.'^nd " Bran,'' she says, " my dearie, I hate

the moaning sea :

Out yonder in the offing a Spanish ship went
down

;

The wind goes wailing, wailing, the death-cry

it might be

I

(Jf the S])aniards left to drown.

Across her white left shoulder, he looks into her

glass.

Her tall and handsome lover aglow with life

and love,

She is liidden in his strong embrace ; too quick

the minutes pass.

The moon wanes in heaven alio\e.
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His face is to her dear face, they lia\e no words Tis at Drumcondra C'astle, before tlicdiisk fallsdown,

to speak, 'J'heir marriage vows are said.

He gazes on her beauty well set in silk attire.

Ride fast. Sir Patrick liannvall, Sir Henry
Her scarlet mouth he kisses, and the rose-light on Bagnall ride,

her cheek : To-day two lives are linkLd ye shall not break

lUit the dawn comes nis;h and nigher. in twain :

" riieic are thirty gallant gcutlcmcn, mail-ilad from foot to throat.

Then with his cloak about lier, down through the

cold gray house,

Hand locked in hand they are going, the hound
upon their tread,

With none to see their going, save only a bright-

eyed mouse

On an oaken rafter overhead.

I!ut outside Turvey drawbridge, and outside Tur\ey
moat

—

And twice a day the salt sea will fill it to the

brim

—

There are thirty gallant gentlemen, mail-clad from
foot to throat.

Would die for her and him.

Then streamed the whole fair comjjany away to

Dublin town.

The dawn lights up their armour, and dyes it

rosy red

—

('hey are gone like the wind's coursers for sweet

Blackwater side ;

AH night they ride amain.

And far beyond jjursuers, she sayeth in her

heart,

" Farewell to Mabel Bagnall, who suffered many
a thing

:

But English heart and Irish, (iod hath not set

apart,

He hath blessed mv marriase ring.

" Oh, if the English ladies but knew how brave
;

and good.

How handsome, tall, and stately an Irish

gentleman is,

There's many an English lady would loathe the

unnatural feud

Between the two countries.
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" In Munster wide they tell me there's many
an Irish dame

Sits by her English husband, his young son on
her knee,

For her sweet sake he hath well exchanged liis

wealth and honoured name."

And my blessing go with them," saith she.

" I, for my Irish Earl, so only Clod remain,

Right gladly give up all things ; "—she smiled

through sudden tears.

With, -It's oh, my [ileasant England I shall not

see again

Through my love-lit Irish years !

'

i betw the Irish and English in Ireland proscribed.

Hugh O'Neill, Karl of Tyrone, and Prince of Ulster, a man royally
gifted in mind and peison, after a youth spent at Queen Elizabeth's Court,
returned to his own country, aud resumed his hereditary dignities. He
married Mabel Bagnall, an English la ly, and s.sterof the English marshal,
her relatives notwithstanding, for hts disaffection to the English rule was
well known. Afterwards, rising in arms, he obtained great victories, driving
the English army back, even to Dublin walls. At the battle of the Yellow
Ford Marshall Bagnall was slain ; his sister, " the gentle Countess," as they
called her in Tyrone, being dead two years earlier. Afterwards great reverses
came upon the Irish arms, and O'Xeill sailed away with all his kin from
LoughSwilly, and travelling to Rome, abode there, greatly honoured till his

death i i6t6.

MISS S H A F T O-

L.^.

xxv.

LORD WALTER IS ENLIGHTENED.

"This is really very good of you," said Lady

Spencer, as soon as her nephew had taken his

leave, " and it is just like our impudence to ex-

pect you to take so much trouble for us. All

I can plead by way of excuse is, that when

Walter came and entreated me to support him

I hadn't the heart to refuse. I do want him to

get on in the profession that he has chosen, poor

fellow, and I think he may make something of this

study if he is allowed to have his own way about

it.-'

"Oh, the trouble is nothing," answered Norma .

"I don't mind that at all."

" Then what is it that you are not quite pleased

about? Because I can see that there is something."

Upon reflection. Norma found herself unable to

answer this question, though she did not deny the

fact. " If I can be of any service to him, I shall

be very glad,' she said at length, in a tone which

sounded as though she desired to close the dis-

cussion.

So the ladies went out for their drive together,

and, drawing up at last upon the sunny Pincian,

were soon surrounded by a crowd of idlers. The
elder of the two, while dispensing social amenities

with her usual grace and good humour, kept a watch-

ful eye and ear upon the younger, and was contented

with the result of her observation.

"She will do very well indeed,'' Lady Spencer

thought to herself. " She has a nice, natural manner

and she is no fool. The only question is whether

Walter will succeed with her. I don't feel as sure

about that as I do that he will make the attempt.'

Meanwhile, Lord Walter's doubt was whether he

would be able to succeed with Miss Shafto in an

artistic sense, and as to that he did not feel sure

at all. It was not a very easy task that he had un-

dertaken, nor, when he began trying to work it out,

could he help admitting the justice of his French

friend's criticism. Originality in the choice of a

design is of small imiiortance as compared with the
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execution of the design when cliosen ; but originality

covers a multitude of sins, and the lack of it is fatal

to mediocrity. However, he was determined to exert

to the utmost those powers which he knew that

he possessed ; and when, on the day appointed for

the first sitting. Lady Spencer and Miss Shafto were

ushered into his studio, he had a rough sketch ready

to submit to them with which he hoped that they

would not be dissatisfied.

They were, at all events, very well satisfied with

the preparations which had been made for their

reception. The studio, as has been said, belonged

to a friend of Lord Walter's who was well-to-do, and

who knew how to make himself comfortable.

It boasted of an open fireplace, in which a bright

wood fire was blazing cheerfully: a considerable

portion of the tiled floor was concealed by Persian

rugs ; close to the fire was a low sofa, and beside

it a table, upon which lay all the latest English

newspapers and magazines ; wherever standing-room

could be found for them were great bowls of roses

and violets ; finally, upon the dais where Miss Shafto

was i)resumably expected to take up her ijosition,

an easy chair and a footstool had been placed.

" Dear me ! " exclaimed Lady Spencer, survey-

ing the scene through her double eye-glasses,

"we do things in style, it seems. People who can

afford to smother themselves in roses like this

must be driving a roaring trade. Is that dancing

figure your own doing, Walter? It is perfectly

charming ! Why didn't you ask me to come here

before? I would have given you an order."

She went round, examining the different works

upon which Lord Walter had been engaged since

his arrival in Rome, while he exhibited his sketch to

Norma. It was that of a standing figure in flow-

ing Greek drapery, the arms bare to the shoulders,

the hands slightly advanced from the body, with

the palms turned outwards. The pose was eas\

and graceful, and the face was a very faithful like-

ness of Norma Shafto. She looked at it in silence

for a minute or two and then handed it back

to him.

"I think it will be a beautiful figure," she said
:

"but isn't it perhaps a little too cheerful? Ought

Charity to look so happy?"

"You look cheerful and happy," he answered.

" But this is not to be a statue of me, it is to

be a statue of Charity," objected Norma.

"Well, that is why I want it to have your ex-

pression. If I were poor and in misery, I would

rather be smiled ujwn than wept over."

" Of course," agreed Lady Spencer, seating herself

on the sofa by the fireside. "Tears are very

seldom becoming to anybody, and I can't imagine

anything more frightful than a blubbering statue.

And now let us get to work."

Not much work however was done either on the

first day, or the second, or the third, and Norma soon

perceived that this was going to be a long business

It was only for the study of the head, Lord Walter

explained to her, that her presence was requisite.

A good deal of progress therefore might be made

between whiles, and more was being made during

the sittings than was actually ajiparent. But how

many of these he would have to ask her for he was

quite unable to say as yet. He hoped she did noi

find it very tiring and disagreeable.

As a matter of fact, she found it neither the one

nor the other. Very little constraint as to attitude

was imposed upon her ; it interested her to watch

the sculptor at work, and Lady Spencer's conver-

sation was highly entertaining. Lady Spencer,

for her ])art, declared that she did not care how

often she had to discharge her humble, necessary

functions.

" One must read the newspaper somewhere,"

she observed, "and one might as well read it

here as anywhere else."

Not that she did read it (for she was a loquacious

old lady and could not bring herself to sit silent

while there was anybody within reach to be talked

to) ; but she held it in her hand and occasionally

favoured her audience with ]iaragraphs of a personal

nature and comments thereupon. The conversation

was almost invariably in the form of a duologue.

Lord Walter took scarcely any part in it, but

contented himself with listening and with watching

the varying expression of his sitter. It varied

a great deal and very often ; and that, as he had

remarked to Miss Travers long before, made it

extremely difficult to seize ; but he had good hope

that, by dint of patience, he would be able at

last to get what he wanted. It had, at all events,

become very clear to his mind's eye. In the mean-

time, he greatly enjoyed hearing her talk, and

the admiration which he had always felt for her

character grew more and more. As might have

been expected, the two ladies spoke rather of

people than of things ; and it was curious to notice
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that one of them had nothing but what was good

to say of anybody. Lady Spencer was not an

ill-natured woman ; but, like the rest of the world,

she often made remarks about her friends which

she would not have cared that they should hear.

This Norma never did, and what struck Lord

Walter was not so much that she abstained

from evil-speaking (which a good many people

contrive to do after a very eloquent fashion) as

that she had no unkind thoughts. He could

not refrain from remarking upon this, one day,

to his aunt, though he knew that he would be

laughed at.

" Do you think Miss Shafto deserves any

credit for being good ? " he asked. " It seems

to me that she simply can't help it, just as you

and I can't help periodical lapses into sin."

'• Speak for yourself," returned Lady Spencer.

'• What do you know about my periodical lapses ?

As for your divinity, she is a good girl ; but,

not being in love with her, I take her to be a

human being. Probably you will some day see

your way to agreeing with me there."

He smiled and did not protest against his aunt's

fixed idea. It was natural enough that a looker-

on should mistake his admiration for love.

The looker-on, of course, had seen most of

the game, and the enlightenment ot one of the

players was a mere question of time. The truth

flashed across Walter Sinclair quite suddenly

one morning when a message reached him from

Miss Shafto to the efTect that she would be unable

t(i keep her usual engagement, as she was going

uui riding with her father. His disappointment

was so keen and so out of all proportion to its

• aiisc that a brief process of self-examination was

in :\ itable ; and indeed a very brief one sufficed.

W umen, it is said, are frequently in love with-

out knowing it ; but such e.xperiences are not

\ery common with men. Nevertheless, Walter

was convinced that he had always loved Norma,

and that the passing passion which he had

felt for Madge Wilton had been utterly unreal.

This is what burnt-out passions must always

il'pear to have been ; but perhaps in his case there

vas rather more excuse than is usual for the

idoption of that view. He reinembered a great

nany circumstances which lent support to it.

He remeiTibered how annoyed he had been with Nell

ravers for declaring that Norma " would never

I

look " at him, and how extremely distasteful

it had always been to him to see Miss Shafto

approached by any man who bore the semblance

of a possible admirer. He remembered also

how he had shuddered at the idea that his brother

was becoiTiing fascinated by one whose nature

and habits raised her so far above the level of

a mere sportsman. In short, he persuaded himself

with such ease that Norma was the first and

only—as she certainly would be the last—love of

his life that he failed to foresee the difficulty that

might eventually arise in persuading her of that

truth. He was not a very practical man, although

that was what he rather prided himself upon being.

In some ways he was clear-sighted, seldom de

ceiving himself as to plain matters of fact : but

the ideal was far more attractive to him than the

real, and he was a good deal given to dreaming.

He fell to dreaming now, having been deprived

of his morning's occupation, and presently carried

his castles in the air out to the Borghese gardens,

where he spent an hour happily enough, wandering

among the by-paths and grassy glades and rejoic

ing in the warm sunshine ; for the early Roman
spring, which is so often interrupted by returns

of winter, had already set in.

As he was walking up the Via Babuino. on

his way homewards, he chanced upon the woman

who had accosted Norma outside the Sciarra

Palace. She recognized him, showing her white

teeth and murmuring, " Buon giorno, Signoriiw :

"

so he stopped her, for he thought it would be

pleasant to hear Norma's praises sung.

Of this gratification he was not defrauded.

At the first mention of Miss Shafto's name her

protegee broke forth into a eulogy which in respect

of energy and exuberance of diction left nothing

to be desired. Perhaps southern people are more

grateful than we are ; certainly they appear to be

so. Lord Walter could not discover that Norma

had done an\lhing for this poor woman beyond

giving her certain articles of clothing, finding

occasional jobs for her, and buying bunches of

violets from her bambini ; but if these were not

benefits deserving of such extravagant laudation,

it was at least pleasant to hear that the sweet face

and the kind heart of the donor were appreciated.

Somewhat less of charm attached to a prolonged

narration of the good woman's personal history

and misfortunes—how her husband had emigrated
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ti) South America two years before and had ne\er

been heard of since ; how for a lime she had sup-

ported herself by singing in the streets, but had

been deprived of that means of earning a jirecari-

ous Hvehhood by a cold which had settled on

her chest and taken away her voice : how she had

been ill for six weeks and had been unable to go

into the hosjjital, because there was nobody with

whom she could leave the children, and so forth.

By way of checking this tale of woe. Lord Walter

pointed to a bright-eyed, olive-complexioned lad

of fourteen or fifteen who was leaning, with folded

arms, against the wall, and listening smilingly to

the dialogue. " Is that your son ? " he asked.

The woman sighed and shrugged her shoulders.

' C/ieviiole? He ought to be working, but work is

not so easy to come by, and there is no money to

apjtrentice him to 'a trade. He does what he can,

and he is willing to work, are you not, Beppino ?
"'

" Possibly," said Walter, " I might be able to give

him a helping hand. I rather want a boy to sweep

out my studio—for I am a sculptor, I should tell

you. Yes, to sweep out the studio and—and run

messages and—in short, to make himself generall\'

useful. You might send him up to-morrow—and

])erhaps it would not be a bad plan to give him

a good washing first—and of course I would have

him decently clothed and fed. Then about wages :

shall we say a scudo a month ?
"

The result of this conversation was that when

Norma next visited Lord Walter's studio, the door

was 0])ened for her by a grinning youth with a

very clean face and a very new suit of clothes.

" Beppo I
" she exclaimed in amazement ;

'" what

in the world are you doing here ? '" And when

she had heard Bep]jo's explanation of his imi)roved

circumstances, she was as much ])leased as she was

surprised. She knew that Lord Walter was not

ungenerous in the matter of almsgiving ; but she

had never e.xpected him to take much personal

trouble in order to assist his poor fellow-creatures,

because she was aware that nine men out of ten

will not do this. They ha\e other matters to

attend to ; they have bought a yoke of o.xen and

therefore they cannot come. It is woman's mission

to look after the details of benevolence. And so

on entering the studio, she shook hands with its

tenant a good deal more warmly than usual.

•• 1 have just seen Beppo," she said. " How
very kind of you to provide for him like this !

"

" I thought ])erhaps it would please you to know-

that his mother had one mouth less to feed,'

answered Walter rather injudiciously.

Norma's face fell a little. " Oh, I hojie you had

some better reason than that," she said.

This speech .seemed to tickle Lady Spencer, who

laughed for some time before she remarked :
" I

am not sorry for you, Walter : you shouldn't blurt

out the truth so clumsily."

" But why am I clumsy ? And why shouldn't

I tell the truth ? " asked Walter. " I dare say there

are a thousand little boys in Rome who would be

glad to have Beppo's place ; but as I can't find

employment for a thousand boys, I naturally chose

one in whom I believe Miss Shafto to be interested.

It seems to me that that was as good a reason

as another."

" Well, so it was," agreed Norma, repenting

of her ungraciousness. " Anyhow, it was a very

kind thing to do, and I only hope Bep])o won't

bring discredit upon me.
"

Later in the day Lord Walter chanced to meet his '

aunt at the Embassy. " Well," said she, as he was

escorting her down stairs to her carriage, "what

conclusion is one to draw from your having saddled
\

yourself with a brat who will i)robably steal all

your silver spoons ?
"

" I haven't got any silver sjwons," answered

Lord Walter laughing, "and you may draw any

conclusion that you like."

" Thanks. You didn't allow me quite as much

liberty as that when these sittings began, if you

remember. They are drawing near an end now

I suppose."

••
I am afraid so,'' re|)lied Lord Walter with a*

sigh.

" H'm I I don't want to be discouraging ; but

I can't congratulate you upon your success, so

far. You may have caught the likeness, but you

haven't captured the original yet, I can tell you.'

Very far from it !

"

" Why do you say that ? " he asked, not cariiif'

to disguise his anxiety.

Lady Spencer made a slight grimace. '" I havi

eyes and ears. I fancy that she likes you rathe

better than she did at starting : but whether tha

is to be regarded as a good sign or not is anothe

question. If I were in your place, I should b

inclined to try the effect of a little wholesom

neglect."
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]!ut Lord \VaUer I'tlt no inclination at all to adopt

tliat ]irescription.

X X V I.

UNWELCOME NEWS.

Norma was mistaken in supposing that absence

from England had brought about any cessation

of speculative activity on her father's part. What it

had brought about was only a less direct personal

sui)ervision of his affairs; and deeply indebted did

he feel to Baron Liimmergeier, who, in the midst

of transactions of far greater magnitude, had kindly

offered to look after his humble little ventures for

him. Unfortunately they did not prosper, not-

withstanding this skilful and experienced patron-

age. Post after post brought disastrous tidings to

poor Mr. Shafto ; and it was really heroic of him

to conceal his worry and anxiety from his daughter.

whose enjoyment of her holiday he did not wish

to spoil. It may be added that he shrank from

confessing that he had been guilty of great im-

prudence ; though to himself he frankly made that

admission.

Indeed, there was no denying it. Lammergeier.

while writing very sympathetically to him upon the

subject, had felt bound to tell him so, and had gone

on to say :
" I wish you had larger sums at your

disposal. Had I a hundred, or even fifty thousand

pounds of yours in my hands at the present time,

I could place them for you in securities which

would not, indeed, offer to return you fifty per

cent., like some of those with which you have un-

luckily meddled, but which would give you safety,

together with a rate of interest sufficient to render

you, comparatively speaking, a rich man. But these,

of course, are o])]iortunities which seldom jjresent

themselves."

It made Mr. Shafto's mouth water to read about

them. There was the loan which Baron Lammergeier

was about to float for the government of the newly

constituted principality of Macedonia. Consols

could not be safer, the great man declared ; yet such

were the public ignorance and distrust that these

poor Macedonians would be made to pay as much
for their money as if they had been Chinese.

Then there was the great Trans-African Railway

Company. Wise indeed would those be who secured

phares in that undertaking while shares were to

je had at their ])resent ridiculously low figure

!

Moreover (but this was a profound secret) Lammer-
geier thought he saw his way to obtaining concessions

of immense value from a certain Oriental potentate

who was hard pressed for money, and who, being

quite unaware of the hidden riches of his dominions,

was not going to be enlightened by better in-

formed persons. This seemed hard upon the

potentate ; but then he shouldn't have been so care-

less and extravagant.

Mr. Shafto, who had also been careless and

extravagant, felt it \ery hard that he should be

unable to profit by these dazzling suggestions. Pro-

fit by them he certainly could not, unless—When
he reached this point in his cogitations he generally

broke off and tried to think about something else.

He could not help feeling that it would be rather

a shame to .sell Brampton. Letting the house

was nothing; anybody may be obliged to let his

house. But to sever himself finally from the lands

upon which his ancestors had lived for so many
generations would be a terrible wrench—at any rate,

it ought to be a terrible wrench. To be sure he

was the last of his name, and Brampton would be

something of a white elephant to Norma if she

could not afford to live there. After this fashion Mr.

Shafto took counsel with himself when letters came

to him from his lawyers with Enclosures from Sir

Christopher Shearman, who was very anxious to buy

the place and very persistent about it. He would

not take " No " for an answer. His first offer having

been rejected, he promptly made a slightly higher

one, then a higher one yet ; and as Mr. Shafto's

lawyers intimated that the terms specified would

not in any case have been such as to tempt their

client, a process of bargaining insensibly began, of

which it was not very difficult to predict the end.

It was after reading one of Liimmergeier's seduc

tive letters that Mr. Shafto, yielding suddenly to

temjjtation, wrote to his lawyers, instructing them to

accejit .Sir Christopher's latest bid, which that

gentleman had declared must be regarded as final.

The old gentleman was a good deal agitated and

ashamed of himself as soon as he had taken this

.step, but he said nothing to his daughter, think

ing, " What is the use of distressing her until the

deed is actually done ? After all, it is for her sake

that I am doing it, and perhaps she won't mind.

It is very unlikely that we should ever have been

able to live at Brampton again."

It so chanced that the same jiost which brought
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him information of ihe virtual conclusion of his

bargain brought Norma a long letter from Madge,

in which no mention was made of the sale or

purchase of Brampton, but which contained another

piece of intelligence somewhat unwelcome to its

recipient. Norma could not but think it a pity

that Rome should have been chosen for the con-

valescent Sir Christopher to complete his recovery

in.

" Except for seeing you," Madge wrote, " I don't

particularly care about Rome myself. I would

much rather have gone to Sicily, for instance. But

when Christopher comes out with any scheme which

one would wish to oppose, the only way to make

him drop it like a hot coal is to hail it with delight.

If you begin to object, you are done for. So Rome
it is to be—and I hope you won't be very sorry to

hear it."

While Norma was knitting her brows over this

epistle, her father was casting timid and furtive

glances at her. .\t length he cleared his voice and

said, " You seem to have a very \oluminous piece

of correspondence there."

" It is from Madge Shearman," answered Norma,

looking up. " They are coming here at once.

She says Sir Christopher requires a change."

"Coming here, are they? That will be pleasant

for you. She doesn't say anything about— about

Brampton, does she ?
"

" Yes, there is a good deal about the poor people.

She doesn't seem to have been seeing much of the

neighbours, because of course Sir Christopher hasn't

been in a state to receive visitors. Shall I read you

that part of her letter?"

" No, thanks— no. That wasn't what I meant.

I thought she might have mentioned—but perhaps

her husband hasn't told her about it. It's as well

not to worry one's women-folk with business trans-

actions until they're completed, you know. At

least, that's what I think ; otherwise I should have

spoken to you before this about something which

I've had in my mind for a long time past. I know
you won't like the idea of Brampton being sold,

but
—

"

"Sold ! "interrupted Norma in dismay. "Surely

you are not thinking of selling, papa ! It cant be

necessary to sell, now that the place is let and Sir

Christopher is paying a high rent for it."

Mr. Shafto made a gesture which was intended

to signify that his patience could stand any test, but

that such a remark as that was putting rather a

severe strain upon it.

"Perhaps, my dear Norma," said he, in a mildly

reproving tone, "you will do me the justice to admit

that I should hardly take a step of this kind if it

were unnecessary. As for my thinking of it—well,

of course I have thought of it very fully and

anxiously, and now I have gone farther than that."

" You don't mean that you have actually done

it
:

"

"Yes; that is what I mean. Really, Norma, 1

don't see why you should look at me as if I had

parted with my birthright for a mess of pottage. \\'e

don't live in patriarchal times ; no special sanctity

attaches to land, that I am aware of; and at least I

may say for myself that I have made a good bargain.

In fact, I couldn't have expected to receive any-

thing like the price which Sir Christopher has given

if he had not taken a fancy to the place. I supjjose

money is no object with him."

" Oh, it is Sir Christopher who has bought

Brampton, then ?
"

"Yes ; and a great piece of luck it is for me that

there was a Sir Christopher handy '. To find a pur-

chaser for an estate isn't the easy matter now that

it once was."

Norma was silent. She could not consider the

discovery of a purchaser lucky in this instance, nor

did she share her father's opinion that no special

sanctity attached to the possession of land. It seemed

to her that nothing short of necessity could

excuse a man for cutting himself off from the

property which his forefathers had handed down to

him, and with which he was identified by a hundred

ties and responsibilities. Mr. Shafto, to be sure,

had pleaded necessity ; but she found it ratheii

difficult to accept the plea or to believe that the

rent which Sir Christopher was paying did not repre-^

sent as much income as could be derived from the

purchase-money, should the latter be invested ir

safe securities. What seemed only too probable wa?

that it would not be invested in safe securities;

For these reasons she held her tongue, thereb;

provoking her father into remarking that it wa

rather hard upon a man who had done his best ti

put a brave face upon misfortune that he should b
met with black looks at home.

Well, at all events, there was no use in lookin

black, and Norma endeavoured to imitate th

example of courage so modestly brought to he
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notice. " Of course I'm sorry," she said frankly ;

" but if the thing had to be done, I'm glad it's over,

and I'm glad you didn't tell me anything about it

before. It was very good of you to spare roe all the

worry and uncertainty that you must have been

through."

This praise pleased Mr. Shafto, who really felt

that he deserved it. " It's like going to the den-

tist's," said he ;
'" the worst part of the business is

the sitting in the waiting-room. Now our teeth are

drawn ; and as we've behaved pretty well and

haven't cried over it, we are entitled to our little

half-crowns. Here is yours."

So saying, he produced a morocco case which,

on being opened, proved to contain one of those

dull-gold necklaces, copied from Etruscan designs,

for which the Roman jewellers are celebrated.

The loss of a perfectly sound tooth is perhaps

hardly to be compensated for by a dole of half a

crown, and it is certain that the receipt of this neck-

lace was no great consolation to Norma. However

she thanked her father and kissed him, and sent

him away quite contented and relieved.

Her reflections when she was left to herself

were by no means so cheerful as his ; nor was it

only the thought that her old home would hence-

forth know her no more that saddened her. She

was not so blind but that she could see what was

likely to come of all this—what, at any rate, might

come of it. She remembered Mrs. Lammergeier's

warning ; she guessed that her father's motive for

parting with Brampton was the need of ready

money. Doubtless he had had losses, which would

probably be followed by further losses—the end

was not hard to foretell. And she was perfectly

helpless. Her father, she knew, would do a great

deal to please her ; but he certainly would not give

up trying to increase his fortune to please her.

She might as well ask him to change his bootmaker

or his political views. Upon such subjects as these,

Mr. Shafto would have said, women cannot really

have an opinion, because they lack the requisite

knowledge upon which to ground one.

Norma sat idly for a long time in the sunny little

i sitting-room, thinking over the news which that

morning had brought to her, and finding it more

land more unsatisfactory the longer she thought

about it. At last she remembered that she had

promised to lunch with Lady Spencer, and went to

her bedroom to change her dress.

XXVII.

LORD WALTER FORGETS HIS MANNERS.

Sir Christopher and Lady Shearman arrived at

the Hotel Bristol in a style befitting personages of

their wealth, with a courier, a valet, a maid, and a

cartload of luggage. Mr. Shafto, who happened

to be looking out of the window when the carriage

which had been sent to meet them stopped at the

door, rushed down stairs to give them a hearty wel-

come ; for it did not strike him that people who
have just been released, weary and dirty, from

prolonged confinement in a railway-carriage are

seldom in the mood to appreciate being heartily

welcomed. Norma, more discreet, contented her-

self with sending a message to the effect that she

hoped Lady Shearman, when she was rested, would

come in and have a cup of tea with her.

About an hour later Madge, arrayed in a very

elaborate tea-gown, embraced her affectionately,

exclaiming, " You dear old Norma ! How funny

it is to see you looking exactly the same as ever !

"

" It would be still more funny if I were altered,

wouldn't it
? " said Norma smiling. " Nothing

has happened to alter me during the last few

months. You don't look very much changed

either, Madge."

"Do I not?" returned Madge, ensconcing

herself in an armchair. "Then all I can say

is that appearances are deceptive. I'm an old

married woman now—very old and very married.

I don't suppose that since the world began there

ever was anybody quite so much married as I am."
" That sounds satisfactory."

" You think so, do }ou ? Well, perhaps it may
;

but I can assure you that it doesn't feel satis

factory. Admitting that your husband was the

most agreeable companion in the world, you would

still like from time to time to be allowed to e.\

change a word or two with somebody else, wouldn't

you? I mustn't exchange words with anybody—not

even with my own mother."

" You are allowed to exchange words with me, it

seems."

" Only upon sufferance. Christopher has a high

opinion of you ; he thinks your example and society

may do me good. But he won't quite like it if I

see even you every day. Oh, if you knew what a

relief it is to look at your good old face and to feel

that 1 may talk just as I please once more !

"
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If there was a living being whom Madge loved,

it was Norma Shafto, and her ijleasure at being re-

united with that trusty friend was quite unfeigned.

She wanted to be sympathized with and petted, as

of old ; she wanted to have a good grumble all

round ; and in this she was permitted to indulge

with very few interruptions for fully half an hour.

"By the way," she continued, "I don't know

whether I ought to condole with you or congratulate

you upon our having come into possession of the

place."

"Personally, I can't feel it to be a matter for

congratulation," answered Norma. " As you may

imagine, I didn't want Brampton to be sold."

" No ; only if Mr. Shafto was determined to sell,

as Christopher says he was, he was fortunate in being

able to sell so soon, I sufipose. As for me, I don't

congratulate myself—though perhaps it is as good

a place to be buried alive in as another. No tomb

can be exactly a cheerful abode, can it ?
"

" I suspect that you will be away from home for

at least half the year," said Norma. " You will be

sure to go up to London for a part of the season,

and then you will be in Scotland for the shooting,

I suppose, and now, you see, you are in Rome."
" Yes , but whether I shall be permitted to do

as the Romans do is another question. By the

way, how do the Romans amuse themselves

during Lent ? How have you been amusing your-

selves? I don't call picture-galleries and churches

and ruins places of amusement, you know. You

do a little in the wMy of social intercouise, I

presume ?
"

" Well, not very much. Of course there aren't

many entertainments just now, but we have a few

friends w-hom we see pretty constantly. There is a

Mr. Grey, belonging to the Embassy, whom I

rather like, and Lady Spencer Sinclair, an aunt of

Lord Walter's—and of course Lord Walter him-

self"

" Oh, yes ;
" answered Lady Shearman, " he's

here, to be sure ! I should rather like to see him

again. I wonder whether Christopher could be

persuaded to ask him to dinner."

Nothing more was said about Lord Walter dur-

ing the remainder of the interview ; but at breakfast

the next morning Madge remarked to her husband,

w^ho had expressed his intention of going out and

looking up some of his acquaintances, " I wish you

would look up Lord Walter Sinclair among the

rest, and get him to come and dine some eveniiii.

and meet the Shaftos. He is a great friend d
theirs, you know."

" Is he ? " returned Sir Christopher, not lookiii

best pleased. '"Then I suppose he can see them

without dining with us. He's no great friend ul

mine, anyhow. Why are you anxious to have him

here ?
"

" I'm not in the least anxious," answered Madge.
" I thought he would do to talk to Norma, that

was all. But I dare say you can find somebody

else."

Sir Christopher was as much in love wiili his

wife as he had ever been. He always wished and

tried to gratify her, and if he very often tormented

her, he quite as often reproached himself for i'

afterwards. So when he had been to the banker'

,

and had left a card at the Embassy, and had looked

in at the club, to which he had been introduced as

a visitor, it struck him that after all there was no

reason why Lord Walter Sinclair should not be

asked to dinner as much as any other young man.

He therefore inquired the address of his intended

guest, and shortly afterwards was shown by l!eppo

into the studio where Walter, who was hard at work,

was not a little surprised to see him.

" Well, Sinclair," said Sir Christopher in a very

friendly way, " how are you ? My wife and I are in

Rome for a short time, and, hearing that you were

here, I thought I'd take the liberty of dropping in

to say good morning."

Lord Walter made a civil reply.

Sir Christopher sat down and talked about Rome

and about the hunting in Stourshire, giving a full

account of his accident : after which it occurred to

him that, since he was in a studio, he ought to get

up and take some notice of the owner's works.

Thus he presently came to a standstill before the

figure of Charity, with which he was greatly struck.

"Well," he. exclaimed, "if ever I saw Miss

Shafto in my life I—Is it really meant for a likeness

of her?
"

" After a fashion it is," answered the sculptor.

"The figure, of course, doesn't represent Mis=

Shafto ; it represents Charity. But Miss Shaft'

very kindly consented to give me a few sittings fo.

the head.'

"I see," said Sir Christopher. "Well, you

couldn't have chosen a more appropriate model foi

your purpose. Miss Shafto is charity itself, as I've
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found out since I've been living at Brampton,

I've done my best to keep up the different works

that she started ; I felt that it wouldn't be lair to

let them drop, even though some of them were not

quite so judicious as they might have been. But

perhaps it's all the more creditable to her heart

that she didn't allow herself to be very much

swayed by her judgment. Of which,'" added Sir

Christopher generously, " I must say that she has

a good deal more then most women."

"She will be pleased at having your approval,"

observed Walter.

" Well, I don't know about that ; but I dare say

she'll be pleased to hear that I haven't sent some

folks to the workhouse who ought to be there by

rights. By the by,' my wife told me to say that

she hoped you would come and dine with us to-

morrow and meet the Shaftos."

Walter hesitated. He had no wish to avoid

Lady Shearman ; nevertheless he did not quite like

the idea ofaccepting hospitality from Sir Christopher.

For these reasons he made up his mind to decline

the invitation, but he did not make it up so quickly,

nor was his excuse so intelligible, but that his

disinclination to be entertained was quite apparent.

This neither distressed nor offended Sir Chris-

j'.opher. He, for his part, had done what he had

been requested to do : if Lord Walter didn't want

to come to dinner, why, he might stay away and

velcome.

I told him you wished him to dine with us, and I

nentioned that the Shaftos would be here," said he, in

^ving an account of the interview subsequently to his

vife, " but he mumbled out something about being

fraid he couldn't manage it—evidently didn't think

t good enough, in fact. All the same, I rather

rander at his refusing, under the circumstances ; for

inless Fm very much mistaken, Miss Shafto has

lade a conquest of him. He had a full-length

tatue of her in his studio, for which she has been

ivinghim sittings, he says."

E"
A full-length statue !

" repeated Madge incredu.

msly. " What in the world can she be going to

o with it !

"

" Oh, it isn't nominally a statue of her, though

s a likeness, and an uncommonly good one

)0. He calls it Charity."

" How idiotic !
" exclaimed Madge.

" Why idiotic ? Nobody can deny that Miss

'lafto is charitable ; and when you come to think

of it, slie looks charitable. It struck me as rather a

happy inspiration."

•' Did it indeed ? " returned his wife. " I should

liave called it a great liberty ; and I wonder Mr.

Shafto didn't think it so. I am very sure that you

wouldn't have liked it if Lord Walter had asked me
to sit to him and had exhibited me publicly after

wards as an embodiment of one of the virtues."'

•• That's another thing," answ'ered Sir Chris-

topher. " Vou are married, and Miss Shafto isn't.

Besides, I don't see how you could have been

made to fit the part."

Certainly Lady Shearman did not at that moment
look like the embodiment of any virtue. Not only

was she much put out by what she chose to

consider as Lord Walter's deliberate rudeness, but

she was greatly vexed to hear of Norma's visits

to his studio. Norma (so she reasoned) would never

have compromised herself in that way unless she

had been either engaged or about to become engaged

to this man ; and surely it was both surprising and

deplorable that Norma should have so little pride.

In any case, the matter demanded investigation, and

Madge determined to investigate it. This however

was not so easily done ; for she hesitated to question

her friend directh", and Norma, tljough she did not

avoid mentioning Lord "Walter, volunteered very

little information about him.

' Oh, yes ; I sat to him for his statue of Charity,"

she confessed, without any embarrassment. " I hope

it will be a success, and I really think it will. He
has been getting on very well lately: so much so

that many good judges say he w-ill be a great

sculptor some day."

"Great or small," observed Madge, '"I shouldn't

have thought that you would care to be advertised

as his model."

" I don't think I mind much," answered Norma.
" After all, very few people know me, and he is not

likely to advertise the fact that I sat to him."

" He seems to tell people about it, anyhow. He
told Christopher the other day."

" But I don't want him to make a secret of

it,'' Norma declared. " If I were ashamed of it

I shouldn't have done it.''

All this was very tantalising ; and what increased

Madge's irritation was that Lord \Valter showed

no eagerness to return Sir Christopher's call. Several

days elapsed without his performing this act of

ordinary civility, although one afternoon Madge
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happened to hear that lie liad actually been to the

hotel to see the Shat'tos.

Lord Walter appears to have left his manners

behind him in England," she could not resist saying

to Norma. " When he was in the same house with

us he might have taken the trouble to ask whether

we were at home, I think."

" He was rather in a hurry," answered Norma :

' he only came in for a minute to say that his aunt

expected me to dinner this evening. 1 believe we

are to go and see the Coliseum by moonlight

afterwards."

Madge made a delighted exclamation. " 1 itjo will

visit the Coliseum this evening,' said she. " It is

a thing which ought certainly to be done ; and I can

imagine nothing more charming than roaming about

the ruins with Christopher by moonlight. I i)resume

that you will take Mr. Shafto with you to talk to

Lord Walter's aunt."

"Papa talks of meeting us there," answered

Norma ;
" he is not going to dine with Lady

Spencer."

" Then he had better dine with us, and we'll

meet you at the entrance. That will do cajjitally."'

Mr. Shafto exjiressed his entire satisfaction with

this arrangement when it was made known to him.

"I'm no very enthusiastic admirer of moonlight

myself,'' he confided to Lady Shearman during

dinner ;
" by my way of thinking, sunlight is infinitely

more beautiful, besides being a great deal more

wholesome. However, if this sort of thing has to

be done, I'm glad to do it in pleasant company.

I can assure you I didn't half like the idea of

wandering about outside that lonely Coliseum all

by myself until it suited the others to appear."

Madge had considered the question of whether

she should be late or early at the place of meeting,

and had finally decided upon being there in good

time.

Thus, when Lady Spencer's carriage drove up,

Walter Sinclair, after exchanging greetings with,

Mr. Shafto and Sir Christopher, was accosted some-

what suddenly by a little lady, wrapped up in costly

furs, who said :
" I suppose we may salute one.

another in the customary manner, Lord Walter.

And first of all, I should rather like to know

why you won't dine with an old friend or even

leave a card for her at the door.
'

To be continued.)

A l-ARKWHLL PRO PCSA I..

F.\rf;wki.i, ? but stay '. if words say what they mean,

The spirit of this word defeats the letter,

For if 'twere not to say, 'tis easily seen

There's many a heart would doubtlessly fare better.

It stands confessed, recorded in love's lore,

Divided love's an undivided curse
;

Let sighs and tears atte.st, the wide world o'er.

That hearts compelled to say farewell, fare worse

!

Farewell ? 'tis but a phrase of mortal birth,

Heaven could not be where such a sound was heard;

Tell me, dear heart, shall we bring heaven to earth.

And say farewell for ever to the word ?

T. B. Selkirk.
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For out of old fieldes, as men sailhe,

Cometh at this new come fro yere to yere,

And out of old bookes, in good faithe,

Cometh ai this new science that men lere."

The Assanbly cf Foiihs

READERS AT THE BRITISH IMUSEUM.

THOSE readers of Atalanta who have been to

the British Museum will probably have

obtained a momentary glimpse of the great

Reading Room, with its book-lined walls, its radi-

ating rows of seats, and its characteristic, sug-

gestive scent of leather bindings.

Under the great dome—almost the largest in

:he world—they will have noticed a motley crowd

)f readers, in various stages of industry and

dleness, absorbed in their books, bustHng hither

ind thither with important faces, gossiping, loung-

ng, wrapped in thought, or even, in some rare

nstances, fast asleep like the man in the picture.

The great library of the Museum, which has

ecently been described as incomparably the best,

nd is, with the exception of the National Library

at Paris, the largest In the world, attracts to itself

in ever-increasing numbers all sorts and conditions

of men and women. Students as sharply con-

trasted as the dry-as-dust, paper-laden old scholar

of our illustrations and the trim young person in

t\\e pince-nez, ]os\\e. one another from the opening of

the doors at 9 a.m., to those hours of the afternoon

or evening when the lavender-white light of the

electric lamps shines somewhat fitfully through the

thick atmosphere.

The " Room " has indeed become a centre, a

general workshop, where in these days of much

reading, much writing, and competitive examin-

ations, the great business of book-making, article-

making, cranmiing, may be said to have (heir head-

quarters, while it has not ceased to be the resort of

G G
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the genuine student vho loves knowledge for its

own sake.

The library and the Reading Room, or rather a

reading-room, are as old as the Museum itself.

In the middle of the eighteenth century the

trustees of Sir Hans iSloane, an eminent Chelsea

physician, olTered, in accordance with his will, his

valuable collection of curiosities, manuscripts, and

books to the nation, at a price greatly below its

.actual value. This bequest suggested the notion of a

National Museum. In 1753 ^^"^ foundation charter

of the British Museum was granted, and in 1759

the nucleus of our present world-famed collection

vt-as stowed away in Montague House, a mansion

originally belonging to the Duke of Montague,

situated where the Museum buildings now stand.

The library was from the first an important

feature of the collection.

In the years which elapsed between the act of

incorporation and the purchase of Montague,

House several valuable additions had been made

to Sir Hans Sloane's treasure of books, MSS.,

including the Harleian and Cottonian MSS.

and the library of another private collector,

Major Edwards.

But the most important addition of all was

that of the Royal Library, presented in 1757

by George II. to the nation.

This collection, brought together by the

kings of England from Henry VIII. to

William III., included the libraries of Archbishop

Cranmer and of Isaac Casaubon, the great scholar,

and the Ale.xandrian Code.x of the Bible. With

the Royal Library passed also the privilege of being

supplied with a copy of every publication entered at

Stationers' Hall ; a privilege which, retained to

this day, gives to our National Library one of its

most important and characteristic features.

Since this first sowing of the seed the library

has been enriched by gifts and purchases too

numerous to mention ; though a word must be said

of the King's Library, presented (or sold) by

George IV. to the Museum.

'I'his collection, brought together by the agents

of George III., includes many books printed by

Caxton, and early editions of the classics. Its

choiccness is partly owing to the fact that it was

collected during the period

of the suppression of

the lesuit houses, -l^'''
^~~^^'

P.
"

' ^
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whose valuable libraries were, consequently, for

sale.

Of rare value also is the Grenville Library,

bequeathed in 1845 by Mr. Grenville, one of the

trustees of the Museum.
Among other treasures it contains a unique

copy of a hitherto undiscovered edition of The
Canterbury Tales, printed in 1498 by Wynkyn de
Worde ; a second edition (Caxton) of the same
work ; a first edition of Shakespeare's collected

dramatic works ; and the only known fragment of

the New Testament in English, translated by
Tyndale and Roy, printed in 1525 at Cologne,

hen the translators had to interrupt the printing

and flee for their lives. Besides its vast stores of

MSS. and printed books of many periods and in

many tongues, the Museum boasts a collection of

newspapers dating from 1588 downwards; and one
of books on vellum surpassing that of every other

library with the exception of the Bibliotheque

^^ationale, including a first edition of the Bible

mown as the Mazarin Bible, printed in 1454.
A room was set apart for readers from the

>pening of the British Museum at Montague
iouse in 1759.

It was a basement apartment, opening by glass

oors on to a pleasant garden, and contained an
lak table with chairs for twenty readers. A
iperintendent was appointed to answer questions

ad help the readers generally with their work, but

lese were few in number, and three years after the

lening of the library to the public there is an
itry to the effect that "no company coming to

,e Reading Room, Dr. Templeman [the superin-

tident] ventured to go away about two o'clock."

We hear later on however of this same Dr.

mpleman, that, strolling in the garden ofMontague
Duse in office hours, he was met by a trustee of

; Museum, who, indignant at this neglect of duty,

led out to him, " Go back, sir !
" Not long after-

Uds his resignation was sent in. In July, 1759,
( ly, the poet, writes from London to a friend :

—

am just settled in my new habitation in

-ithampton Row, and though a solitary and
djirited creature, not unquiet nor wholly un-

Pisant to myself. The Museum will be my
<:• :f amusement. I this day passed through the
jas of a Great Leviathan that lay in my way, into
'! presence of Dr. Templeman, Superintendent of

4 Reading Room, who congratulated himself on

451

so much good company." Gray, liimself, as he
goes on to explain, made the fifth reader present.

But if the company was small, it was certainly
select. Besides that of Gray, we find the names of
Hume among the eariiest readers : Johnson was
admitted in 1761, and one cannot help 'regretting
that the Reading Room of the present day was
unknown to him.

In that large and crowded building, with its

opportunities for gossip and lounging, the Doctor
would have been in his element. Fleet Street, I

i
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firmly believe, would have been abandoned

in favour of Bloomsbury, and those thun-

dering sledge-hammers of common-sense

would have echoed in the tall stone galleries,

or sounded more faintly under the dome of

the Reading Room itself.

Isaac Disraeli, father of Lord Beaconsfield,

was among the habitual readers at the end

of the last century, and he records that

there were never more than a dozen of tliem

present.

The French Revolution brought about an

increase in the number of readers, many of the

refugees, some people of distinction among them,

seeking consolation from books in the land of

exile.

The names of Scott, Sydney Smith, Lamb
(recommended by Godwin), and Hallam, figure

among the list of readers in the first years of the

present century.

As time went on apjilications for admission to

the library

became

more and

more nu-

merous ;

and the

original

arrange-

ments

'-jil^^-i-^'f'-
LOOSES

for the accommodation of readers at Montague]

House were found quite inadequate.

One apartment after another was!

made use of as Reading Room, but it I

was not till 1857 that the present]

structure was completed.

This we owe to the genius ofJ

Anthony Panizzi, an Italian politicalj

exile, but a naturalized Englishman,]

and formerly superintendent of the!

Reading Room.

He planned and closely overlooke

the carrying out of his scheme whic

has given us a library and Readingl

Room unparalleled for arrangement inAit.,

the world. J(s

The vast, circular aj^artment, whosd

aspect is no doubt familiar to many oji

my readers, can accommodate at thiJ

present day no less than 460 readers

The desks and tables are models c
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comfort and convenience ; the lighting is by

electric light ; and so carefully is the temperature

regulated by means of an elaborate ventilating

apparatus, that an enthusiastic American lady once

compared the atmosphere of the place in summer

to that of a cool and shady dell.

Let the people who grumble at the closeness of

the densely crowded apartment take this to heart,

and bear in mind that the unwholesome condition

of a former reading room was such as to give rise

to a peculiar complaint, known at the time as

museum megrims. But perhaps, as a writer in

Blachi'ood points out, the fact which most strikes

us in connection with the Museum library is its

wonderful accessibility. Any person above the

age of twenty-one, who can induce one householder

to vouch for his good behaviour, has the whole

collection of books within his easy reach.

It is a mere

matter of tran-

scribing the name

and press-mark of

any volume from

the catalogue, of

taking your seat

and waiting for

the attendant to

bring what you

have ordered.

There is rarely,

if ever, a long

delay, and no

limit is fixed to

the number of

books which a reader may d

Not only the Reading Room,

surrounding libraries, are moi

arrangement, where millions ol

are stowed in such a manner tl

one of them may be obtained

shortest notice.

A French professor told me that he

found it on the whole a greater saving

of time to come over and read in the Museum
during his vacations than to remain in Paris, where
the National Library, though larger than our own,

and very valuable, and furnished moreover with a

reading room, is not so easily accessible.

Perhaps, alas ! it is this very accessibility which

has brought about such frequent abuse of the

privilege of reading at the library, where many
people have no scruple in taking up the time of

the officials, or crowding out genuine workers from

the desks in pursuit of such futilities as answers to

word-competitions, chess-problems, or mere novel-

reading.

The lower shelves of the Reading Room are filled

with books of reference, and these may be taken

out by the reader at will, a chart of their positions

being furnished. There is an extra room devoted

to the consultation of newspapers, and an apart-

ment known as the large room, where may be seen

works too valuable to be carried into the Reading

Room, or where, sometimes, by the kindness of the

officials, readers under the age of twenty-one anti-

cipate the privilege of their majority.

As for the readers who come and go in these

various ajjartments, they include, as I have said,

all sorts and condi-

tions of men and

women. To begin

with, they might be

roughly classified

into habitues and

occasional visitors.

It is naturally the

former class that

comes most under

observation, and

the people com-

posing it, various

as they are, develop

after a time certain

qualities in common.

What are his

marks ? .\ prema-

ture baldness, a

roundness in the

A JLJ^ \\ ' shoulders, a slouch-

^\W=sEG^ ing gait, an in-

creasing tendency

to short - sight, a

growing disinclina-

tion for the use of the clothes-brush. These are

the marks of the Reading Room habitue.

Rich and poor, old and young, competent and

incompetent, the successes and failures of life and

of literature may be met beneath the dome in

indistinguishable fellowship.

To each and all, no doubt, the " Room " presents

1% AT
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its attractions, for each and all has its uses. For many cases it serves as a shelter,—a refuge, in more

some it is a workshop, for others a lounge ; there senses than one, for the destitute.

arc those who put it to the highest uses, while in Amy Levy.

GOLD AND SILVER,

Cloth of Silver and Cloth of Gold

Over hill-top and hedge unfold

!

Golden gorse-bush and silver thorn
;

Woven sunlight and mistv dawn.

Heralds gay of the jocund Spring,

Over the meadows your banners fling.

.Scatter again your wealth untold.

Cloth of Silver and Cloth of Gold :

Co^sT.\^CE 1\Iilm.\n.



THE SEAL MAIDEN.

A LEGEND OF THE ORKNEYS.

Julian Coreett,

Author of "'For God and Gold.
''

III.

WEARY was the month that followed for

Harald, and many a time he chid himself

that he had not kept to his purpose. Life seemed

more hateful to him now than ever, and the cloud

came down again and again so black, that only the

strong pure sea could comfort him. So he would

seek his boat and go forth alone. Thus during

all the dull-footed month that must pass ere the

next dancing day came round, he was upon the sea

almost continuously. One and all were glad

enough that it was so, for now they began to fear

the wandering light that burnt in his eyes as he

passed on his way to the boat.

When the month at last was ended Harald set

out betimes in the morning a great while before it

was needful. All day long he was away, nor did

he come back as was his wont at evening to see

that men's tasks were done, but lay off Borey,

waiting and watching the sun on his path across

the flaming summer sky.

At last a faint rosy flush came upon the face of

the heavens. Redder and redder it grew, and

even as the colour deepened and the great sun

sunk, so beat Harald's heart more anxiously as he

sat peering along the shore for sight of a round

black head. Quicker and more painful came his

breath as the crimson circle grew less and less

behind the sea, and still no life stirred on Borey's

weedy rocks. Nothing living could he see but the

squalid weed-growth and the heedless shells. It

was well-nigh in despair that he saw the last ruby

glimmer rest upon the far-off girdle of the sea when

there fell upon his ears the same sweet sound of

music which had led him first to Borey.

Very low and sweet it was at first, hardly to be

heard above the whispers of the sea. But soon it

waxed, and as the fitful sounds grew in power and

melody, Harald was aware that the clear sea was
full of the gliding forms of seals. He could see

them everywhere beneath the surface of the water,

romping in the tiny breakers by the rocks, or

swimming with their matchless grace of movement
hither and thither like children at play ; and ever

and again they came to the air with one gentle

stroke to look at him for a moment with baby

wonder in their soft brown eyes, then to let the

water close above their heads as they sank down
again voluptuously amongst the ever-growing crowd

of their playmates.

Still the music waxed till at last it burst forth in

the full flood of its throbbing harmony, and one by

one the shining seals began to scramble up the

rocks. Arching their mottled bodies at each un-

gainly spring they hurried to the spot where Harald

first had seen them lie, and there each rested.

The sun had sunk in sleep by now, and earth and

sea and sky were glowing with the glory of his

dreams once more. Suddenly the wondrous music

changed to more unearthly strains, and soon beside

each seal was standing a richly dressed human
form. At first they were as those who wake from

sleep, but as the quivering melody roused them

speedily, they went dancing hand-in-hand up to

that soft green lawn.

Who shall tell of the fever in Harald's heart as

band after band went up the shore, and still was no

sign of the form he sought ? Many had already

gone, and the dancing had begun in earnest, when
close to where he lay Harald saw Astrid rise.

Then to his joy, instead of at once joining the rest,

she turned aside, and without once looking at him

stooped and touched one of the empty skins. A
minute afterwards she had joined the revellers.

It seemed to Harald brighter and softer, and

more shapely than the rest as he bore it to the

boat, but he dallied not with it long.

" Once I was weak," he said, " and bitterly

have I repented it. But this time I am minded

that nothing shall tempt me to give up the skin

however hard the v/oman pleads. For I will bear

it home and hide it."

So he did, and none were about to see him
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climb into the hollow of the roof above the cow-

house at Gairsay and thrust the skin into its darkest

corner. Then once more he took to his boat, and

with sturdy strokes he hurried back full of joy to

think how he had outwitted all that was not cruel

in him.

With the coming of the dawn all happened as

before, and once more as the sun leaped up the

isle was deserted save for one bright woman's form,

that wandered with wringing hands upon the weedy

rocks.

Quickly then Harald put into tiie land, and

as she came along towards him he knew that his

hopes had not deceived him, and that the day

shone bright and warm into his throbbing heart.

The fairest maid in Seal-Land his mother had

jjromised him, and he knew she had kept her

word. Yet was it not alone her radiant beauty

that lit up his life, but rather that he saw embodied

\\\ her that mystic spirit of the waters, whose soft

embrace had always won him peace in the hours

when his cloud was darkest. Nay, it was as though

the vague thoughts, which the undefiled sea had

breathed into him, of something more lovely even

than itself had taken shape upon the rocks before

him.

For her form was lithe and graceful as a swim-

ming seal's, and seal's eyes had she, soft and dark

and lustrous, and filled with the power and mystery

of the unmeasured deep. Her hair was of the

strong brown hue of the distant weed-grown rocks

before the dawn, and rippled in little wavelets on

either side of her snowy brow, as where a sunlit

stream from the peat moss is parted by a bleached

and glistening stone. About her lissom body

clung a rich robe soft as the foam, and like the

foam under the summer sun it shone with purest

hues which glittered and changed in iridescent

' lustre at each movement of her matchless form.

I

Brightly it glowed in Harald's dazzled eyes, yet

1^
brighter still was the whiteness of her arms and

neck, and cf the heaving breast that rose and fell

like the breathing of a slumbering sea.

What wonder then that, as Harald watched her

wringing her dainty hands and beating her beautiful

breast, a great love stole into his heart, and there-

with pity so deep for her woe, that he forgot his

life-long torment and his loneliness and fierce

desire, and felt that he would blithely go back

and brave it all alone once more rather than see

that maiden's grief. Bitterly he cursed himself for

the wrong he had done her, and most of all tliat he

had put repentance beyond his reach. For he

knew that the worst of deaths, and even his own

hate-haunted life, was better to bear, than that she

should know his baseness. Crushed with remorse

he stepped out of his boat and went to meet her,

and when he was come to where she stood he

spoke to her in hushed tones of manlike shame.

"Gentle maid," said he, standing before her and

fixing on her his mournful eyes steadily as one that

met his fate unflinching, "well know I why you

mourn and beat your white breast ; but that which

you seek you will not find, for I have basely stolen

it and hidden it far away. Yet hate me not for it

for pity's sake, but hear my tale. Friendless was I

utterly, and no man looked upon me save to fear

and hate, nor could I think of them without loath-

ing. My mother alone I loved and she loved me,

yet before I well knew it she went to join you seal-

folk and I was alone. Thrice bitter then was my
lot, for I knew my heart was big with love, and yet

were all around so base and sordid that there was
_

not one who could set it abroach and drink the

full draught that was there. Only the sea was

pure and noble ; and when I lay in its arms and it

rocked me soothingly, as did my mother long ago,

and murmured to my dark spirit the sweet slumber

song that it alone can sing, then was I soothed,

feeling my heart was open, and I came to love the

curving waves that laughed upon the shore, and the

blue deeps that held I knew not what, and the wide

stretching plain of it that no man had measured,

and the salt sparkling foam that whispered comfort

to me round the rocks."

"Heavy indeed is your lot," she said as he

paused, looking at him sadly, as though for a while

she forgot her grief in his. " Yet how did you

seek to lighten it by laying this grievous load upon

me ?
"

" Nay, listen," he answered. " In my wandering

I came to Borey when you seal-folk were dancing

and found my drowned mother. She I sought to

force home with me to end my hateful loneliness

;

yet when she told me how fearfully the sea would

draw her, and promised that I should have you in

her place, I let her go. And thus was this great

woe basely brought upon you. Yet bear with me,

and hate me not altogether for I am not wholly

base like the rest. Wait you here and I will hasten
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back that you may have the skin again and be

free. For I have seen you, and therewith I know

the purity and beauty of the sea which I have

longed for, and which breathes in your sweet form

with greater loveliness than my thoughts could

compass; and seeing you I have found one who

could unlock my heart, and have loved you with all

the pent love of my life. Still though I know to

lose you now will be greater pain than you a gentle

woman can ever feel for all that your soul is in the

sea, yet shall you be free. For much I have

suftered, yet for your sweet sake will suffer even

more with right good will unto my death, since you

have shown me the spotless beauty of which I

strove to dream, and I have loved you."

His voice was sad beyond tears as he spoke

;

sadder than the night wind through the withered

grass, sadder than the moaning of the storm-weary

sea, sadder than the lonely sea fowl's cry. It sank

into the seal-maid's heart and rested, for the sea

had washed it pure and no thought of self was left

in her. She felt his sorrow nestle there, as once

long ago when she was on earth a poor half frozen

bird had flown to her and nestled on her breast.

She felt it there and knew it had found its resting

place, for the tears welled up out of her beautiful

eyes and she stretched out her white arms to

him.

" No," she said, " it shall not be as you say.

Such man-like grief as yours must not be comfort-

less. Your need is greater than mine, and now I

will go back with you, and no more shall your

great heart be loveless."

Manlike he had held himself till now, though it

were hard to tell the struggle there had been in

him ; but when he saw her arms held out to him,

and when he heard the music of her voice telling

what gladness was in store for him, he could strive

no longer. Then his manliness forsook him, and

sinking on the rocks he kissed her white feet and

she felt them wet with tears.

Still even in his passion so softened was he with

that maiden's words, that he could not put from his

mind how she would suffer for him. Therewith

he stayed his kissing and his tears, and raised

himself back from her.

"Sweet maid," he said as he knelt at her feet,

looking up into her fathomless eyes, "such pure

love my thought has never reached till now. Sea-

born is it I know and not of earth. From the sea

I will not bear you to see your pain when it draws

you back even as my mother told me."

" Fear not," she said, smiling down on him.

" The great soul of the sea is strong indeed, but

stronger still, stronger than all else under heaven, is

a man's lo\'e like yours ; love that will make

sacrifice of itself for what it loves. Fear not then,

bravest and truest of men, but take me to your

home and set me beside your hearth. Then how-

ever the sea shall strive to draw me away, there will

be sweet bonds around me that it shall never

break, for your soul shall enter into me and be

mine, and the soul of the sea shall find no place,

because of your great love and mine."

She took his face tenderly between her soft hands

as she spoke, and raised him up. Closer, closer

drew the living and the dead till their lips met, and

Harald doubted not that all she said was truth.

IV.

Men tell not of the joyful months that followed

for Harald when he bore his seal-maid home.

For such pure delight as was theirs, they of old

time deemed too holy to be spoken of at feasts,

where tales are told. Yet is it known how great

was the love they bore one another ; for the men
of Gairsay scrupled not to say how no two in all

the Orkneys had loved like Harald and Hledis, and

much they talked of the great change it had wrought

amongst them.

For Harald's gloom had flown, they said, like a

winter that would never come again, since that i

happy morn when he came over the sea, none knew
.

whence, with his wondrous bride glittering in his

boat, like a sunlit foam-fleck, that had lightly floated

there : and ever since he had been as another man,

filled with gentle gaiety that none could see and be

!

sad, and overflowing with kindly words, that won:

all men to him.

As this wonder was noised abroad amongst the

'

islanders, many were filled with desire to see the

woman who had brought it all about, and all who

could find excuse came to Gairsay. These Harald

treated fairly, though he had no wish for any but

his bride ; yet he knew why they came, and was

proud to show them what they sought. Hledis saw

it too, and bore herself to those guests witli such

gentleness that when they came to their homes
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again, all said that nowhere in Orkney could a man

find such entertainment as in Gairsay, or see such

winsome beauty.

Some there were of little heart, who came to talk

lightly of her to make their fellows laugh, and these

set one another on to find out from Harald whence

he got his bride. One day, when some of them had

come to Gairsay, they fell to putting questions to

their host about the matter, and luckless they called

themselves afterwards. For when Harald saw their

drift, his brow grew dark as of old, and in silence

for a space he glared from one to another, till none

could meet the anger that glowed in his dark eyes.

" Hearken, thankless guests," said he, in slow-

coming words, " my Hledis is mine ! If one of you

seeks to know more, let him come apart with me,

and my axe shall whisper in his ears so full a tale

that he shall be content to pry no more."

Then they looked one to another, not knowing

what to say, but Hledis slid to Harald's side and

broke the silence that was upon the feast with the

music of her voice.

'• Sirs, in all gentleness I speak," she said, as she

stood in her beauty before them, " and pray you

leave to Harald and me what is ours. Ye have

eaten and drunk to our delight and yours, and right

welcome are ye ; but when men ask you of me say

I am Harald's wife, and let them go in peace, as

we now bid you go.'

Then those men saw how Harald took the soft

hand that lay upon his shoulder, and how his anger

fled, as he looked up in his fair wife's face. No
word more was said, but each rose up with little

ease and went to his boat, that he might go his

way ; and none thereafter sought to know of Harald

whence Hledis was.

So none knew that she was dead and had no

soul, but Harald's and the sea's ; nor did her

husband ever question her about herself. For he

loved to think that she had no being before her

death, and that life had never defiled her body, in

which he had enshrined his love.

Thus those two lived on, each for the other, in

one long summer time, lit by their great love. The

nights grew long ; day after day the sea fought

fiercely with the cruel winds that broke its rest,

!
and the frost grew keen, yet for Harald and Hledis

was no winter. Ever their lives waxed brighter,

nor was it till many months had passed that any

shadow came to cast a gloom across them.

It was one night, when the winter, which had

been strangely quiet, was nearly done. The wind had

been blowing during the whole day harder than it

had all winter, and towards evening it increased in

fury, so that Harald .saw they would have most evil

weather at night. Not without pain did he see it

;

for more than once before when a gale was blowing

he had marked a strange trouble in his bride's eyes.

Yet it had ever passed away when the wind abated

and the sea had rest. Now it was there again,

and grew stronger as the wailing of the storm

increased.

So strange a disquiet was on both of them as the

night fell, and -the wind still rose, that neither

seemed to care to go to rest, and long they sat by

the hearth, listening to the growing noise without.

At last Harald persuaded Hledis to watch no longer,

and she betook herself to the sleeping crib. With

heavy heart then Harald laid him down by her

side, and quite unable to sleep himself, watched

with a sense of unnamed dread the fevered slumber

into which she fell.

As the long hours of the night wore on, the sea

grew more and more troubled with the raging of the

wind, and its salt tears beat up over the rocks

against the house, as though it cried to its lost

Hledis for comfort. She heard it, and started up

in the dim light which the still smouldering embers

shed upon the gloom of the smoke-blackened

chamber.

She awoke with a sense of terror that filled her

whole being with a vague yearning she could not

strive against. Of what she thought slie could not

tell, but only knew that she must go soon. Again

the sea's tears cried to her without. Sob after sob

came from its great soul with the pitiless gusts

that shook the house angrily and were gone.

At last she could bear it no more. With heaving

breasts and eyes wide with dread, forgetting all but

the wail of the tortured sea, she began to leave her

bed. Already she had cast the coverlet back and

set one foot upon the floor, when she felt a warm,

firm touch upon her hand. Terror-stricken, she

turned and saw Harald, dimly in the dying firelight,

half raised upon one arm while the other was out-

stretched and softly touched her hand. He was

looking at her out of his great dark eyes with the

same unutterable woe which she had seen in him at

Borey, and the storm rolled on in madness as he

spoke.
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''Child I
" lie said beneath his breath, "whither

go you ?
"

"I know not, Harald," she answered wildly,

" but, hark ! the sea is crying to me in its pain."

The salt spray lashed against the shutters once

more, and the wild wind swept by in a scream of

heartless joy. A shudder passed through her white-

robed form, and snatching her hand from under his

she stopped her ears, while he softly put his arm

about her.

"Hearken not to it, child," he said, as he

laid her on the pillow again and bent over her,

tenderly taking her hands in his. "A sweeter

voice there is for you to hear, if only you have

heart to listen. Be my own true bride again, and

listen—listen."

Softly he kissed her flushed face as he spread

the coverlet over her again and she lay back quietly.

Louder than ever then the weeping of the storm-

driven sea lashed fearfully upon the windows. The
wind howled by and the shutters shook in terror,

but Hledis lay on peacefully.

" Hear you a voice that calls you now, child ?
"

Harald softly asked, as she opened her eyes

wearily.

'• A voice indeed I hear," she said, stretching up

her white arms to draw his face to hers, as though

to bind them closer; "but it is the voice of your

great heart, and not the sea's, and it bids me stay

and be at peace."

T hen she fell asleep once more, and rested

quietly till morning. When she awoke the wind

was less, yet the sea tossed wearily ; but she went

about her work unheeding and seemed herself again.

Harald was sadder a while after that fearful

night, yet he was not without comfort. Twice

again ere the spring came there was another such

storm. Hledis was troubled as before, but Harald"s

soft voice and loving caress soon won her from her

pain, so that each time the storm had less terror

for them ; for they knew their love was stronger

than the sea.

Greater comfort still had Harald, so great indeed

that all his sadness left him, when one evening they

fetched him from his work to the room where

Hledis had been lying all the day, and showed him a

little round red face he had never seen before. He
gazed at it without speaking, and then gently kissed

his wife's pale cheek. He could have gazed at his

little son for hours, but the women covered the

tiny face again and told him he must go.

So he went out and fell to wondering that there

could be still greater joy for him than all he had

felt before.

(To be co/tiilined.)
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Edward F. Strange.

IN one of the most beautiful and pathetic of liis

tales, Hans Christian Andersen tells how, in

the Garden of Death, every human soul has a life-

tree or life-dower ; and how among all the varieties

of plants from the noblest to the meanest, flourish-

ing under all kinds of circumstances, there were

seen some mighty trees planted in very little

vessels so that it seemed as if they must burst the

pots in pieces to get room to live. Such a life,

cramped and fettered at every turn by overwhelm-

ing misfortune, was that of Philip Bourke Marston.

He was born in London in 1850, his father. Dr.

Westland Marston, being the well-known dramatist

and poet. At an early age he began to show

signs of an almost over-refinement of mind, which

while producing many beautiful works was yet a

secondary cause of no inconsiderable suffering.

During his childhood, moreover, an injudicious

medical treatment, followed by a severe accident to

one of his eyes, laid the foundation for that cruel

stroke of fate, the early loss of his eyesight. This

misfortune did not happen immediately—for some

years he was not in utter darkness, could see men as

trees walking, and, as Mr. Sharp tells us, distinguish

between sunshine and gloom : but the end soon

came, and as if it was not in itself bitter enough,

it came about the same time as the death of the

lady to whom he was betrothed, and whom he

loved with an almost ideal passion. A little time

before this, in 1S71, he had imblished his first

volume of poems, So/tg Tide, and had been

welcomed as a poet of great promise and

possibilities ; but even in this book the in-

herent melancholy of his spirit finds some not

unnatural expression ; and the calamities that

befell him almost directly after its issue were of

themselves enough to sadden the whole remainder

of his life. He still had his sister Cicely, and a

friend to whom he was deeply attached, Oliver

Madox Brown : and with them settled down to a

" regular literary life " in apartments in London.

The story of the rest of his life is a very touching

one : the struggles of an aspirant to literary fame,

aided by the wonderful and supreme devotion of

his sister, and the fellowship and sympathy of his

friend ; then the loss first of that friend in the

springtide of his own faine, and afterwards of the

sister who had been more than a second self to

him, and to whom he addressed one of iiis best

and most poetic utterances :

" Oh, in what things have we not been as one ?

Oh, more than any sister ever was
To any brother ! Ere my days be done,

.And this my little strength of singing pass,

I would these failing lines of mine might show
All thou hast been, as well as all thou art.

And yet what need .•' for all who meet thee, know
Thy queenliness of intellect and heart.

" Oh, dear companion in the land of thought,

How often hast thou led me by thy voice.

If my life could take

Colour from thy life, I might learn to live,

With no joy come to fruit ; perceiving this,

It is not what we take but what we give.

That brings the peace more durable than bliss."

He did not long survive this loss; and his

death in 1887 is so fresh in the memory of his

many literary friends as to need no further allusion

at my hands. This also must be my excuse for so

fragmentary a sketch of a peculiarly interesting

life. The biographer's task, so far as it is still

incomplete, must be undertaken by some personal

friend—no one else can do justice to the sad

romance of this poet's life and death.

In Marston's poetry we find an almost inevi-

table sameness. Almost inevitable because the

conditions of his life were such as practically to

deprive him of so many of those strengthening

and healthy influences which develop a thinker's
;

nobler work. A keen, pathetic longing for, rather

than appreciation of, Nature—a love for it which

intuitively realized in fancy many of the actualities

from which his blindness excluded him ; a sym-

pathy and fellow-feeling for humanity which

made his friendships a part of his own life—these

were his tools for the poet's work ; and so it

is that his songs are of love in its human phases,

of the sighing of the wind among the trees and

the whispering of the flowers at eventide.
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Nevertheless there are poems which show great

promise and capabiHty. No one can read that

marvellous production of his youth, "A Christmas

Vigil," without wondering what manner of work

this boy should have effected in his manhood.

'• And now I can recall the time gone by.

The pure fresh sky
Of Spring, 'neath which we first met, he and 1,

The smell of rainy fields in early spring,

The song of thrushes, and the glimmering
Of rain-drenched leaves by sudden sun made bright,

The tender light

Of peaceful evening, and the saintly night.

Siucet stiil llie scent of roses j only iliis,

They had a pa-fume then ivhich now 1 miss.

' Now, when the time of the sun's setting came,
The sky caught flame

;

For all the sun, which as an empty name
Had been that day, then rent the leaden veil

And flashed out sharp, twi.\t watery clouds, and pale,

Then, suddenly, a stormy wind upsprang,
That shrieked and sang

;

Around the reeling tree-tops, loud it rang,

And all was dappled blue, and faint, fresh gold,

Lovely and virgm ; wild and sweet, and cold.

'

That touch in the lines italicized by me is

exquisite ; and the whole forms a picture which

many a thousand men may have looked at ; but

scarce one, even among poets, has done justice to :

and which for dramatic truth and loveliness of

description is worthy to rank with the glowing

passages of our greatest seer of Nature, John

Ruskin.

In other places in the same poem, and indeed

elsewhere, we seem to find something of Tennyson,

not so much an echo perhaps as a kindred note

although it is Rossetti's influence that is always

paramount ; for instance :

" Then by him, bowed with all my love, I fell.

And cried, 'Tis well.

Live yet, and in thy presence let me dwell.

He smiled, and said, ' O tender hands and kind,

\
O lovely worshipped hands that now I find

So sweec, so sweet ! O love, that bringest bliss.

What joy is this

To gain at last the heaven of thy kiss ?

'

And then he turned himself, gave thanks and sighed,
Nor spake again ; and m the dawn he died."

"A Christmas Vigil " is a strange, uneven pro-

duction; with beauties of no mean order, and a

veird fascination that occasionally almost carries

)ne away ; but it lacks constructive power, and has

I somewhat feeble ending, failings due doubtless to

he youth and inexperience of the writer.

It is as a sonneteer that Marston is best known,

and for that reason it will suffice in a paper of this

nature to pass over this part of his work without

any attempt at close criticism. He is the one man

who has most nearly approached Rossetti in the

excellence of this class of work ; and although

there is an ever-absent sadness, there is much of

the beautiful and something of the imagination of

a true and noble poet. I quote two examples :

IHVINE PITV.

'
I wonder when you've gained the happy place.

And walked above the marvel of the skies.

And seen the brows of God, and large sweet eyes

Of Christ look lovingly upon your face.

And all dear friends of unforgotten days
;

Will you some time in that fair Paradise,

While all its peace and light around you lies.

To greet your lover lost your dear eyes raise?

And when at length this thing you come to know.
How he forbid to pass the heavenly bourne,
Through undreamed distance roves with shades

forlorn.

Will you be sorry, and, with eyes bent low,

Wander apart the sudden wound to hide.

And, meeting Mary, turn your face aside ?"

XO DE.\TH.

''
I saw in dreams a mighty multitude

—

Gathered, they seemed, from North, South, East

and West, -,

And in their looks such horror was exprest

As must for ever words of mine elude.

As if transfixed by grief, some silent stood.

While others wildly smote upon the breast.

And cried out fearfully, ' No rest, no rest I

'

Some fled, as if by shape unseen pursued.

' Some laughed insanely. Others shrieking, said,

' To think but yesterday we might have died ;

For then God had not thundered, "' Death is dead !
"

'

They gashed themselves till all with blood were red.
' Answer, O God ; take back this curse !

' they

cri2d.

But ' Death is dead ' was all the voice replied."

Among the many poets of his time it is a strange

thing that none should have approached Marston

in the delicacy with which he treats Nature in

some of her lovelier moods. There is something

wonderfully pathetic in the keenness of his appre-

ciation of flowers and trees, of the rain and the

wind. Tennyson has in one or two of his lyrics

touched the poetry of flowers with master hand

;

but only one man other—and he a Dane—Hans

Christian Andersen, has fully expressed in the lan-

guage of humanity the quiet whisperings of rose

and lily ; the graciousness of rain, the crooning

lullaby of the summer wind among the trees at
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eventide. What can be daintier than these verses

from " Garden Fairies ''
?

" Hark what the ro5C5 sing, no.v, as we go !

''

Then very sweet and soft, and very low,

—

A dream of sound across the garden snow,

—

Came the sound of roses singing

To the lily-bell's faint ringing.

" Softly sinking through the snow,

To our winter rest we go ;

Underneath the snow to house
Till the birds be in the boughs,
And the boughs with leaves be fair,

And the sunshine everywhere.

" Oh ! the snow is kind and white,

.Soft it is, and very light ;

Soon shall we be where no light is.

But where sleep is and where night is

—

.Sleep of every wind unshaken
Till our summer bids us waken.

" Then toward some far-off goal that singing drew.

Then altogether ceased ; more steely blue

The blue stars shone ; but in my spirit grew
Hope of summer, love of roses,

Certainty that sorrow closes."

Or tliis from " Wind Gardens," of which tlie very

title almost suggests a poem :

" Midway between earth and sky,

There the wild wind-gardens lie,

—

Oh, these gardens dear and far

Where the wild wind-fairies are !
—

Though we see not, wc can hearken
To them when the spring skies darken,
Singing clearly, singing purely

Songs of far-oft Elf-land, surely.

And they pluck the wild wind-posies.

Lilies, violets, and roses."

Again in " The Old Churchyard of Bonchurch "

is a grave and pure melody—a stillness of poetic

thought which harmonizes wonderfully with the

weirdness of tliat old resting-place, slipping slowly

with its dead toward the sea ;

" The churchyard leans to the sea with its dead

—

It leans to the sea with its dead so long.

Do they hear, 1 wonder, the first bird's song,

When the winter's anger is all but fled.

The high sweet voice of the west wind.
The fall of the warm, soft rain,

WHien the second month of the year
Puts heart in the earth again ?

' Do they hear, through the glad .\pril weather.
The green grasses waving above them .^

Do they think there are none left to love them,
They have lain for so long there, together.'

Do they hear the note of the cuckoo.
The cry of the gulls on the wing,

The laughter of winds and waters.

The feet of the dancing Spring ?

"

One knows not what to choose; everything is

handled with a delicacy of touch and sympathy that

was perhaps a kind of compensation for his blind-

ness. Perhaps if Marston had seen with our eyes wc
should have lost all those tender fruits of his fancy.

So far have I tried in this slight sketch to do

justice to the beautiful expressions of a very beau-

tiful mind. But there is another side to the question

which should not be passed over in silence. What

light do the poems of the school to which Marston

belonged throw on the darkness of to-day? what

weapon do they put into our hands with which to

fight in the battle of mental life ? None of any

avail, I am afraid ; and it is a pity. For the young

men and young women of this generation have a

hard task set for their doing. We are all philoso-

phers now—all seekers after, and in a measure

professors of, wisdom. And in our stress it is

to the poets above all, the fashioners of the

nation's thoughts, that we look for help. Let

them give us somctliing nobler than lamentation

for lost loves—something higher than the modern

Euphuism, with its quaint conceits and fancies, its

plays upon words and curious rhymes, which have

not a tithe of the earnestness and manlihood of

the Elizabethan age behind their pretty but

flimsy surface. Let them teach us to be men,

and as men we will love and honour them.

And yet we cannot refuse a word of love to

Marston :

" He but a minstrel singing in the night.

Sad things and strange."

There is so much sadness in his life, so much
sweetness in the singing of his sorrow, that we

would not conclude any remembrance of him

with apparent harshness of criticism. It was not

his to sing of the higher things of life ; and perhaps

in this wondrous mosaic of our being the grey is

as needful as the gold. AVe will think of him as

he himself wished, and bid him farewell in the

words of one of his best sonnets :

" Of me ye may say many a bitter thing,

Men, when I am gone, gone far away
To that dim land where shines no light of day.

Sharp was the bread for my soul's nourishing
Which Fate allowed, and bitter was the spring

Of which I drank and maddened, even as they
Who wild with thirst at sea v.iil not delay.

But drink the brine, and die of its sharp sting.

" Not gentle was my war with Chance, and yet

1 borrowed no man's sword—alone I drew.

And gave my slain fit burial out of view.

In secret places I and Sorrow met.

So, when you count my sins, do not forget

To say I taxed not any one of you."
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XV.

THE LOAD OF HAV.

UNDER a clump of bushes, behind a roadside

wall bordering a woodland, crouched David

Vane ; a tremor of excitement in his limbs, his

face flushed, and his anxious eyes peering this way

and that out of his ambush.

How he came there, or how long he had been

there, he hardly knew ; but he had had time to

think over the circumstances of his escape, to

wonder what had become of Crane, and to regret

he had not agreed upon a rendezvous with Huldah.

Until he could hear from her he would not dare

return to the sugar-bush ; certainly not before

night.

He lay closely hidden while two or tliree waggons

passed along the road. At last came a load of hay,

on the front of which sat a brown-faced driver.

David's heart leaped with joy as he recognized the

farmer who had given him a ride, a supper, and

kind words, on that remarkable first day of his

journey.

He crept from his ambush, looked warily into

the woods behind him, and up and down the road ;

then stepping over the wall, he stood on the road-

side before the slow-moving waggon.

"Well! that's queer!" said the farmer, in

answer to his salute ; " I was just thinking of you,

wondering whether you got safe through these

woods t'other night. 1 hardly knew you in that

hat and frock."

" Will you give me another ride ? " said David

quickly.

M " Certain, if you can manage to climb up here.

J. T. Trowbridge.

Step on the whippletree. Don't be afraid of the

bosses. Git holt o' the rigging; now give me your

hand. And here you be !

"

"Can anybody see me here?" said David,

throwing himself down in the centre of the broad,

flat load.

" Not if you lay low and keep dark," replied the

farmer. " What's the trouble ?
"

" There's somebody after me, I suppose." said

David, burrowing in the hay, while the farmer

drove on. And in a few hurried words he told his

story.

" Wal, that's funny ! But don't worry. I'm just

going to Square Elgin's with this load ; then I'll

manage to take you home with me, and I guess

wife '11 fix it so 's 't you can stop over night."

David felt supremely grateful. He was deter-

mined, he said, not to go back to the city ; he

wanted to stay in the country and be a farmer.

" That's something new—a boy that takes a

notion to be a farmer !
" said the man. " None of

my boys do ; I only wish they did ! One is in a

store over to the village where we're going. Another

is keeping school ; he means to go to college.

What the other two'll do, I don't know. But

they hate the farm !

"

" That',s strange ! " said David. " I like to be

out-doors, in the woods and fields."

" That man in the gig needn't think he's going

to crowd me off from the bridge !
" suddenly spoke

up the farmer. "There ain't room for two teams,

and I've got the start."

H H
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David peeped out of his nest of hay with an

exclamation—" That's he !

"

" Who ? " asked the farmer.

" The officer ! Anyway, that's Dave Crane, in

my clothes."

With a fluttering heart David ducked again

behind the other's back.

" He has got to wait for me, whoever he is. Go

on !

" And the fiirmer touched up his team.

" Hold on there I

" shouted the driver of the gig.

" Hold on yourself! " retorted the farmer.

" I'm in a hurry ; I'm driving to catch the train,"

said the officer, for he it was.

" Then why didn't you wait for me to pass ?

You'll have to back off there now. Couldn't you

see I was on the bridge ? Guess you don't know

country fashions." And the farmer stopped his

broad load on the narrow passage, deliberately

waiting for the other to give way.

All this while, as we can well imagine, a great

struggle was going on in the mind of David Crane.

Although for certain reasons he was quite willing to

go with Mr. Ragg, he had many misgivings in

regard to the expedition ; and seeing so good a

chance to prove his identity, he impulsively

seized it.

" How do you do, Mr. Quimpton ? '' he said

familiarly.

David Vane gave the farmer a warning nudge.

" Do you know that man ? " asked Ragg, backing

his horse.

" About as well as I know anybody ; don't I.

Mr. Quimpton ? " said Dave.

" Don't own him !

" whispered Vane. '' He has

been wanting to go to lioston ; and now why

doesn't he go ?
"

There was a vein • of waggery in the sober old

farmer, who replied after a little deliberation

:

"You ought to know me ; that is, if you're the boy

I gave a ride to the other night, coming over the

railroad, with your bag."

Dave stared, as if in doubt about his own

identity, since even Mr. Quimpton didn't know

him.

" I ain't the boy—that was another boy, David

Vane !
" he said confusedly. " You remember me,

Mr. Quimpton ?
"

" To be sure," said the farmer. " Did you find

your way to Deacon Topthorne's, as I directed

you ?
"

Poor Dave grew still more bewildered and

ashamed. But the farmer, watching for a chance

when Ragg was intently engaged in cramping and

backing the gig, gave the boy a look of intelligence

and caution, which partly reassured him.

" You didn't make much claiming that man's

acquaintance, did you, my boy ? " David heard the

officer say as the load of hay brushed past him

and his prisoner.

" I couldn't hardly keep in," chuckled the farmer

— " Dave looked so thunderstruck when I didn't

seem to know him. I don't know as I did right;

but I hope it'll turn out right."

•' I wouldn't have believed a Boston detective

could be fooled so! " said David Vane, in a spasm

of mirth.

"There's the road that turns off towards Deacon

Topthorne's house," said the farmer, a little further

on. "This straight-ahead one takes us to the

village."

" It would be funny if we should meet the deacon

and Mrs. Topthorne driving home," said David.

And the words were scarcely out of his mouth

before putting up his head from the hay, he ex-

claimed—"Look ahead ! who's that coming? "

" Looks like the deacon's hoss," replied Mr.

Quimpton. " And that's the way he carries his

whip ; like a boy a-fishing. I always know that

nag and that whip. You see if he doij't stop and

ask me what I got for my hay."

David lay close, breathing anxious breaths as the

vehicles met and stopped.

" Well, well !
" said the deacon ; "you're a lucky

man, Quimpton ! Hay to spare when hay's as scarce
j

as 'tis this spring 1

"

" He's the lucky one that has stock enough to eat

up his fodder," replied Quimpton.

"Not this year; hay's worth more than the stock.

About how much do you get a ton, neigiibour?"

asked the deacon.

"It's a private bargain 'twnxt me and .Scjuire

Elgin," said the neighbour, smiling at the fulfilment

of his prediction.

" Oh ! you sell to the Squire, do ye ? " said Top-

thorne. "Squire's tight as the bark to a tree, rich

as he is ; I warrant you don't get much the start o'

him."

"I don't know as he's any tighter than some

of the rest of us," said the farmer ; which quiet hit

at the deacon tickled David. " I hope that young
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nephew of yours— I believe he called you his uncle,

or something of the sort—got safe to your house

t'other night."

'• Yes ; was it at your house he stopped ? " spoke

up Mrs. Topthorne. " I thought it must 'a' been

from his description. He said your folks was very

kind to him."

•'A smart-looking boy, I thought," remarked

Quimpton, touching David with the butt of his whip.

" How does he get along ? With ye yet, I s'pose ?
"

" Yes ; and I don't see but what he's likely to be

for some time to come. Gets along about as well

as such boys do," added Topthorne, rather dis-

paragingly.

"One such boy is as much as we know what to

do with," remarked his wife. " As I tell the deacon,

I don't know what under the sun we're going to do

with two."

" Two are better'n none, !Mrs. Topthorne. You'd

think so if you should get home and find both

boys gone." And Quimpton gave David another

touch.

"' No danger o' that ! Though, to tell the truth,"

said Mrs. Topthorne confidentially, " I expect every

day that David Vane's folks will send for him. He
ran away

;
probably you suspected that. This

running away shouldn't be encouraged; and the

deacon considered it his duty to send his step-father

word. He's a likely boy, apart from that. Smart,

too ; takes right hold like a man. You don't w-ant

such a boy, do you, Mr. Quimpton ?
"

" I've got boys enough !
" said the farmer pre-

paring to drive on.

" You needn't be afraid to tell me what you get

for your hay; I won't mention it," said the deacon.

Quimpton smiled, and having given David a final

poke with his whip, started up his team. The load

of hay proceeded to market, with David giggling

convulsively on top ; while the gig with its two occu-

pants, the well-known " hoss," and the whip that

looked like a boy's fishing-pole, rattled along home-

wards.

Huldah ran out and opened the gate and amazed

her parents with an account of what had happened

in their absence. Then she hastened over to the

woods to find David Vane. She searched in many
directions, calling and listening, and wondering

what could have become of him, till the chill March
twilight came on, and she was at last obliged to

nturn home, weary and lonely, without him.

Meanwhile Mr. Quimpton had returned by

another road, in order not to fall in with Mr. Ragg,

who might possibly be at that time driving back to

exchange Davids ; and Vane was now seated com-

fortably, and in the best of spirits, at the supper-

table in !Mrs. Quimpton's kitchen.

XVI.

COUNTRY DAVID IX TO^V^".

Mr. Ragg made a rapid drive to the town

where he had hired his horse, returned him to the

owner, and reached the platform of the station just

in time to step with his prisoner into the departing

train.

A sensation of mingled awe and gladness filled the

inexperienced soul of David Crane. Here he was at

last on his way to the great city which had for years

been the dimly seen goal of his ambition. Almost

against his will he was here ; and having done what

he believed to be his full duty in twice attempting

to correct Mr. Ragg's error, he was quite contented

to accept him as his guide, and see what would

turn up. Mr. Ragg took excellent care of him
;

Mr. Ragg paid his fare—he had nothing to do but

to put his trust in Mr. Ragg and whatever future

awaited him.

It was evening when they approached the city.

Dave wished it had been day that he might behold

the town in all its splendour. His heart swelled

with vague emotions as the train ^vound with slack-

ened speed through the suburbs, over long bridges,

by many-legged wharves and sheets of water, and

rolled slowly to a halt in a large, dimlj'-lighted

building.

" Is this Boston ? " he asked with unfeigned

wonder.

" You do that pretty well," Mr. Ragg replied.

" You've played the greenhorn to the life all along.

But your game is about up. You may as well go

first and be identified. Which is the nearest cut

to Pirtle's house ?
"

"Pirtle's?" answered the bewildered Dave. "I

don't know more than the man in the moon 1

"

They were passing by a row of noisy men who
seemed singularly eager to show attention to

tra\'ellers. Ragg made a motion with his finger

to one of them, who immediately stepped forward,

asked if they had any baggage, and seizing Dave's

bag, led the \y:xy to a row of carriages beyond.

H H 2
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" Step in ! " said Ragg, as the driver let down

tilt; steps of a coach, the door of which he shut

after them, and mounting the seat, drove away.

In the novel atmosphere of the town, in a carriage

that seemed to Dave simply magnificent (although

but a common hack), over rough roads, by brilliant

shop windows, and amidst crowds of other carriages,

and pavements thronged with pedestrians, all so

wonderful to the country-bred boy, the coachman

lound his tortuous way, in accordance with Ragg's

instructions. They stopped before a plain-looking

brick house in a quiet street.

'• Is this Captain Pirtle's ?
"' asked Dave, staring,

as they got out of the hack.

" Look here !
" said Ragg, taking his arm

;

'what's the use of your keeping that up any

longer? Well, you're a droll customer."

At the top of a flight of steps he took a small

ivey from his pocket, and opened the door, pushed

Dave before him into a lighted entry, hung his

hat and overcoat on a rack in the corner, where he

also left his cane and Dave's bag, then led the way

to an obscure room at the end of the hall.

There was a little bead of light on the end of a

tube under the ceiling : Wr. Ragg turned something

like a screw, and the bead burst into a dazzling

flame, to the astonishment of Master Crane.

" Is that what ye call gas ? " inquired the

miscreant.

"That's what we call gas," laughed iMr. Ragg.

The sudden light revealed a table neatly set

under it, in a small dining-room, with bird cages

hanging in the windows, in which the birds began

to wake and sing.

" Well ! what kind of birds be them ? " asked

Dave, who was unacquainted with canaries.

" You don't know much about birds, eh ? " said

Mr. Ragg sarcastically.

' I know yaller birds ; they look something like

tliem," said David.

" And there's another kind you may soon know

something about, if you don't quit this fooling,"

said Ragg, more seriously. " I mean jailbirds.

It's a serious charge against you ; and to get off

easy, you had better be careful, and make terms

with Pirtle. You're young, and if you promise to

attend to business in future, I've no doubt the judge

will be reasonable, and let you off on probation.

Otherwise, the Reform School is the least thing you

can expect."

Dave was astonished by this speech notwith

standing his firm belief that when Pirtle should

come to see him he would be at once set free.

There might be some dreadful mistake about that,

after all.

He was trying to frame some sort of reply that

shouldn't seem like " fooling," when Mr. Ragg

said, " Well, Susie I " and the apparition of a

plump-faced young girl standing in the gas-light

startled the rustic.

" Have you had supper, pa ? " she asked.

" No, daughter. Get us a cup of chocolate as

soon as you can. I'm hungry, and in a hurry."

Dave's eyes followed the plump-faced girl as she

disappeared, and soon saw her return bringing a

dish of cream-toast, which had evidently been

kept hot in an oven. Slices of cold ham and

other eatables were already on the table. Every-

thing was plain and neat, but it seemed luxurious

to the lad from Mrs. Topthorne's homely kitchen.

"Now, then, young man, if you want to wash,"

said Mr. Ragg, with his face in a towel.

In a small recess was set a marble basin which

he had used in performing his hasty ablutions.

Dave started to follow his example, but found no

water in the bow!, and a hole in the bottom. Over

the rim of it curved two small bright metallic

pipes : and it was Dave's impression that out of

one or both of these Ragg had drawn water. But

he could find no faucet, and even if there had been

one, he would have been afraid to turn it, for it was

not evident that the water, thus let on, would run

into the bowl.

" I can't exac'ly make out how to do this !
" he

bashfully confessed, fingering to discover some secret

mechanism.

" Ain't you washed yet !
" cried Ragg, already

seated at the table. " Show him, Susie !

"

The plump-faced girl tripped to the recess,

politely put the blushing Dave aside, dropped a

stopper, attached to a chain, into the hole in the

bottom, and with a turn of one of the pipes placed

the mouth of it over the basin. This movement

let on the water. He was too much confused to

notice how it was done ; and by the time he had

waslied himself he sav>- with alarm that the bowl

-was filling.

" The thing won't stop !
" he exclaimed, not per-

ceiving the overflow holes, and fearing a deluge.
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" Turn it off ! Slip the ]5ipe one side !
" said

Ragg ; muttering to himself, " Is the fellow an

idiot, or only pretending to be? "

Still Dave did not see that turning the pipe

would shut off the water.

"It'll run all over everything if I do 1 " he

said, in comic dismay, while the laughing Susie

stepped to the recess, turned the pipe, and pulled

the plug by the chain, letting the water out of the

bowl.

" Oh I that's the dodge, is it ? " said Dave.

He took his place at the table, where Susie

gracefully poured out chocolate. He was awkward

and abashed ; Ragg regarded him with a perplexed

expression. Had it been possible for that astute

individual to entertain a doubt as to his own
superior sagacity, he would certainly by this time

have suspected that some error had crept into the

day's busines.s.

" He don't look as stupid as he acts, by a long

chalk !

" was the officer's conclusion.

Dave was indeed a good-looking young fellow,

as Susie herself thought, glancing at him with sly,

amused eyes ; and being, as we have said, recently

out of school, he had a complexion that would pass

very well for that of a healthy and active town boy.

When we add that detective officers are accus-

tomed to hear all sorts of false pretences set up by

their captives, and to pay very little attention to

them, we may understand how a man like Ragg

could persist in his egregious blunder.

The officer's supper was soon dispatched.

Leaving Dave at the table, he called Susie into

the hall.

" I'm going to step round to Pirtle's," he said

"to See if he is well enough to have an interview

with the boy to-night. I've taken the key of the

other door, and I'll just turn this in the lock.

He needn't know I am out of the house. He
can't get away ; but you may as well see that he

don't try."

Left alone in the little dining-room, Dave finished

his toast, stared about him, and finally rose from

the table. He amused himself for a while examining

the premises ; the register that admitted currents

of warm air from the furnace ; the mysterious

pipes ; the bird-cages, over which Susie had spread

cloths to silence the canaries ; a large coloured

photograph of Mr. Ragg hung over the mantel-

piece ; and the windows, which he was surprised

to find were double, having each a full-length outside

sash, which there was no means of opening or

removing from within.

He then tried the knob of the hall door, and

finding it would not yield, murmured as he turned

away

—

" It's queer I not even the doors open as they

do at home !

"

Lastly his attention was attracted by a little

thing with a handle, like a small crank, set into the

wall. Curious to know what it was for, he took

hold of it, and moved it to and fro, timidly at

first, then more quickly, without suspecting that it

had anything to do with a lively tinkling sound he

heard in another part of the house.

He was interrupted in his investigations by a

voice at the door.

" Speak to me ? " he said.

" I thought, by your ringing the bell, that you

wanted something," said Susie without.

" I haven't rung any bell," replied the astonished

Dave. " I only jest wiggled this little quirky thing

here."

" That little quirky thing rings a bell in the

kitchen," her voice replied, with a trill of laughter

in it.

"I wish Mr. Ragg would 'come; it's rather

lonesome here," said Dave. " I'd like to know
what he's going to do with me, and done with

it."

Her reply sounded so sympathetic and friendly

that he couldn't help taking her a little more into

his confidence. His simplicity and frankness

delighted her ; and they soon struck up a pleasant

keyhole acquaintance.

xvn.

KACt; AND HIS CAPTIVE.

A PALE, delicate woman, with a startled face,

met Mr. Ragg at the door of Pirtle's house. She

guessed his business only too well, and looked out

anxiously to see if anybody was with him. It

seemed a momentary satisfaction to find that he

was alone.

" He is expecting you, I believe," she said in a

voice which her anxiety rendered scarcely audible.

And placing a hand upon her heart, as if to still its

wild beating, she followed him to Captain Pirtle's

room

.
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The sick man was lying, half supported by

pillows, on a bed which had been fitted up for him
in the back parlour ; his full, florid face resembling

not at all that of one who, but a few days before,

had had a sharp tussle with death. That face

lighted up with a grim sort of interest as he greeted

the officer and inquired, " What news ?
"

"Satisfactory, rather," Ragg replied, with an

uneasy look at Ruth—for David's mother it was

—

in a tremor of suspense, waiting to hear of her son.

" Speak out, Ragg," said Pirtle. " She may as

well know. Where's the boy ?
"

" At my house," replied Ragg, with a complacent

look.

A gleam of triumph lighted up the Captain's

eyes, as he glanced at his wife standing at the foot

of the bed. She put a hand upon it, as if for

support, heaving a deep sigh, perhaps of relief, for

after all her undefined fears it was a comfort to

know something definite concerning her son.

" Have any trouble ? " Pirtle asked.

" He gave me a good chase in the woods, and

got up a tree. But I'm pretty sure of my man
—or my boy—when I once get on his track,"

Ragg added with a smile. " Here's a letter

that fell from his pocket when I brought him

down."

Ruth had turned away from the bed, as if unable

longer to endure the scene, when, seeing the letter

in Ragg's hand, she stepped quickly and took it,

just as Pirtle recognized the address.

"So you wrote to your affectionate son, did

you ? " said the Captain with a cruel sneer. " Well,

you'll have the pleasure of seeing him soon." Then

to Ragg :
" How does he behave ? Is he going to

submit and go back to business ?
"

" I don't know ; I can't quite make that boy

out," Ragg confessed. " Some of the time he has

been in the sulks ; and I haven't got him to own

yet that he's the boy I went for. He's evidently

acting a part. I'll bring him round and have you

identify him; then see what he'll say."

" Stands out, does he ? " cried Pirtle, with kind-

ling wrath. " Stubborn, is he ? 'Twon't do foi

me to see him, in that case : I know I shall losfl

my temper, and the doctor says I must be quiet.'**

" I can't very well keep him in my house," Ragg
j

objected.

" Of course not. Take him to the lock-up.

Frighten him some more," said Pirtle.
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" But to-morrow is Sunday," Ragg continued.

'• All the better !
" exclaimed the Captain, with a

stern, determined look. "Give him a dose. That

letter is identification enough, if he had it in his

))ocket. Coat of dark blue stuff?
"

Ragg described the clothes, and the boy in them

as well as he could. Even Ruth, who had her own

David in her mind's eye, as she listened in tortures

of suspense, saw no discrepancy in the particulars.

Ragg remarked her suffering as she turned to

leave the room, and said

—

" That seems almost too bad. Captain Pirtle—in

the lock-up till Monday ! He don't ajipear like a

vicious boy."

" But he's obstinate and cheeky !
" replied Pirtle.

" Give him a day's solitary confinement to think it

over. Then he may be glad to get out of his

scrape by begging my pardon and binding himself

with a promise of good behaviour."

" All right ! If it's settled, the only thing is to

lock him up," said Ragg gloomily, preparing to

withdraw.

" Let me ask," gasped out poor Ruth, waylaying

him in the entry, " is my boy brought back on a

criminal charge ?
"

" For making a little too free with the money in

the till," the officer replied, as pleasantly as he

could. " But there won't be much trouble about

that, provided— "

" It's a wicked accusation ' " the heart-broken

mother exclaimed, in a voice loud enough for her

husband to hear. " As wicked as it is false ! God
will judge !

"

Officer Ragg was deeply moved by her passionate

words ; and he was still further shaken, though in

a different way, on reaching home, to hear Susie's

report of her conversation with Dave through the

closed door,

" He isn't Mr. Pirtle's David," she declared.

''He has told me all about it. You just hear his

story."

" Their stories are all alike," said her father, in

no amiable frame of mind. " Anyhow, it's too

late to-night to rectify mistakes, if there are any.

And you've been very indiscreet
!

" He opened

the door. " Well, my boy 1 are you ready ?
"

Dave was ready enough and glad to start, think-

ing he was to be taken to Pirtle for identification.

But something in Ragg's changed manner, and the

fact that his bag was left behind, roused his sus-

picions ; and after they had gone a little way in

the street, with the officer's hand upon his wrist, he

asked if they were going to Pirtle's house.

" Not to-night, my boy," said Ragg coldly.

"Where, then, are you taking me?" cried Dave,

in quick alarm.

"To the station lock-up, I'm sorry to say," re-

plied the officer. " Don't be scared. You'll have

a good bed— I'll see to that ; and I've no doubt
everything will be made right on Monday."
Thereupon Dave set up such an outcry of pro-

testation, and such a wail of woe as caused the

officer to shake him somewhat rudelv by the

shoulder and order him to hush.

" But you'll see ! you'll find out !
" persisted

Dave. " Just take me to Pirtle's house once ; then

if he says I'm David Vane, I'll go with you with-

out a word : to gaol if you say so." He was for the

first time really in earnest in announcing the

truth.

Ragg was not yet persuaded however that he

had caught the wrong boy. He might have had a

secret motive in demanding to be brought into the

presence of Captain Pirtle ; hoping perhaps that

an interview might result in a reconciliation, and
save him from the dreaded imprisonment. But

the demand seemed reasonable,' whatever view was

taken of it ; and Ragg, saying to himself, " Why
not ? I'll take the responsibility ! " turned sud-

denly down a by-street with his captive. " I'll shov.-

you to your mother—to Mrs. Pirtle—anyway."

XVIII.

CONFUSION OF RAGG AND PIRTLE.

They walked fast, and Dave began to experience

a revival of his former dread of meeting the Cap-

tain. His heart was swelling with vague misgiv-

ings when Pirtle's house was reached. I know not

what presentiment brought Ruth again to the door.

The entry lamp was burning dimly ; Ragg stood

before her on the steps.

" I thought it best, after all," he said, " to bring

the boy here first."

'"Oh, Mr. Ragg! I thank you!" she said in a

flutter of agitation. " Oh, David ! my poor child !

"

She reached forth her arms towards the bov,

who stood trembling, half in a shadow, behind

the officer.
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'• I'm glad to find his mother knows liim," re-

marked Mr. Ragg. " Walk along, my lad."

But Dave stood stupefied. He remembered that

Mr. Quimpton had refused to recognize him ; and

now Mrs. Pirtle addressed him as her " poor child !

"

Was he indeed transformed ?

But Ruth had recognized only the clothes he

wore. As he came forward in the light, she

suddenly started back—at the sound (so at least it

seemed to Ragg) of Pirtle's angry voice coming

through the open door of the room beyond.

" What's wanting now ? " roared out the Captain

in such a tone that it would have been no wonder

if she was startled.

"The boy insists on stating that he is somebody

else," said Ragg, advancing with his captive, while

Ruth shrank back to let them pass. " I thought,

to be safe, I'd get his mother to identify him. Very

sorry to have disturbed you."

The Captain, in his wrath, sat up in bed. In the

sick room, too, there was but a subdued light

burning.

" Seems to me there's no end of trouble with

that boy ! I'd identify him with a rope's end if I

was a well man ! Ha ! you young scapegrace ! It

has done you a deal of good to run away, hasn't

it ? Come here !

"

His savage aspect terrified Dave, who could no

longer doubt but there was a sort of conspiracy of

the Fates to make him pass for the other Uavid.

But as he approached the bed, helped by Ragg's

hand on his shoulder, Pirtle gave a strange start

and stare.

"Who have you got here?" he demanded

sharply ; while Ruth, unable to control her emotions,

sank down upon a chair by the door.

A singular change wrought itself in the officer's

features, lately so confident.

" Well, if you dont know, who does ? " he curtly

replied.

" I ain't David Vane,' faltered Dave. " I said

allithe time I wasn't."

For an instant it seemed as if Pirtle's apoplexy

was coming again.

'• Ragg !
" he said, " you are an idiot I Or is

this a joke ? Bring in the right boy !

"

" If this isn't the right one, then, by George, I

am an idiot '
" exclaimed the officer, with a chagrin

and irritation which showed plainly that if there

was any joke, he was himself the victim of it.

Ruth was laughing and weeping hysterically, at

the joyful fact of her own David's escape, and the

ludicrous circumstance of the awkward country boy

standing there in his place, to the coni'usion of

Ragg and Pirtle.

" He answers the description," Ragg was saying.

•• I never in all my life made such a mistake, if this

is a mistake."

•'A mistake!" burst forth Pirtle. " Wlio are

you, boy, anyhow?"
" David Crane," whimpered the unhappy prisoner,

wiping his face with David Vane's sleeve.

"What are you here for?" demanded Pirtle.

" 'Cause he brought me," was Dave's brief and

comprehensive response.

" Where's David Vane? '

"He's where I come from, at Deacon Toj)-

thome's." Crane looked up, beginning to gain con-

fidence after his trepidation.

" But you have David's clothes on ! How happens

that ?
"

" He wanted to swajj with me ; so I swaj^ped."

Pirtle glowered ; Dave grinned. It was nou

time for Ragg to strike in.

" What did you run so for, and climb a tree ?
"

'• 'Cause you was after me with your cane," said

Dave.

" .\nd where was David \'ane ?
"

Crane brightened more and more. " He was

under the cask that you thought was full of syrup,

but there was only a little on the head—enougii to

cover it. He might have heard every word you

said, you talked so loud to Huldy."

" Why didn't you tell me all this before ? " cried

the vexed officer.

" 'Cause you didn't believe anything I did

say," replied Dave stoutly, in self-defence. " You

seemed to know who I was better than I did

myself."

Ragg stood blank and speechless, while Pirtle

laughed with bitter sarcasm.

"You'll be proud of this job," he said. ''Out-i

witted by a couple of boys !

"

'• I didn't do any of the outwitting," Dave

;

hastened to say, fearing some penalty might attach !

to foiling an officer. •' 'Twas Huldy Topthorne

that did the most of the fooling, pretending she

was hard of hearing." He grinned again at the

comical recollection.

" Yes ; I own it," said Ragg. ' I've been fooled.'
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And he gave a short, snorting laugh of self- no use for him." And he sank back upon his

contempt. pillows with an air of weariness and disgust.

"And you've got into a scrape," added Pirtle, Ruth tried to get a few words with Dave as Ragg

beginning to see some lurid sort of fun in it. took him away ; but the most he could tell her was,

" What are you going to do with this boy ?
"

in answer to her anxious inquiries about her own

" Take him back and try again," replied the dis- David, '• Oh 1 he's all right, I guess !

"

concerted officer. " I'll go on Monday and bring " Well, now, young man ! " said Ragg, as they

the right boy, I promise you." left the house, "what am I going to do with you?

" Well, take this one away," said Pirtle. •' I've You deserve to be locked up, after all."

(To be continued.)

IN HER GARDEN.

With a sound like distant music went the !May-bees buzzing by

Far off from the plantations came the cock-pheasant's cry
;

The bleating of the folding was some three fields away,

As my love walked m her garden at closing of the day.

The daffodils hung drooping because their day was done,

Anemone and tulip were closing, every one
;

Above the yellow sunset lay bars of purple gray.

As my love walked in her garden at closing of the day.

The whistle of the blackbird came every now and then

And thrush's shriller piping, but not a sound of men ;

Oh still, and sweet, and peaceful, the world about her lay

As my love walked in her garden at closing of the day.

Ah, sweetheart 1 in thy garden wer't that same April still

!

If that same yellow sunset yet hung upon the hill,

If those fond evening breezes yet blew thy locks astray,

If my love still walked her garden at closing of the day

!

Maybe that in the moonshine at deadest of the night

She yet doth step those alleys all clothed upon with white,

But never more forever while sunsets fade away

Shall my love walk in her garden at closing of the day.

E. E. KiTTOX.
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CHAPTER XIX.

AT length Miss Exeter's school broke up, and

Elnia was free. As a matter of course she

went straight to Park Lane ; and it had now become

an understood thing that she was to accompany

her uncle and aunt to their country seat, and

indeed be with them, or be jirovided for by them

until her lessons were resumed.

But though it was the first of August, Sir Thomas

Alfreton was still detained in town by an important

debate in Parliament ; and Lady Alfreton consid-

ered that she would take a fortnight by the sea

before setding in B shire. Juliet had engaged

to go yachting for a week at Cowes, and Piers was

inclined to dawdle off by himself to realms un-

known. Elma could hardly stay behind alone

with her uncle, and yet

—

The question had barely arisen, ere it was

answered.

" I have had an invitation," announced the young

visitor, with her own pretty blush—a blush which

always accompanied anything Elma had to tell

about herself, and her own affairs. " I—I was told

to ask you about it, auntie. Mabel wants me to

go to them for this fortnight, whilst you are away.

1 said I would ask you, auntie."

" Ah, yes, the duke is in town too," observed

Sir Thomas.
" The very thing !

" cried Lady Alfreton. " De-

lightful. What a fortunate friendship this has turned

out." (Mabel having by this time been restored

to favour, and the affair of the drive forgotten.)

"Of course you must go, Elma ; of course. Write

and say so at once,—or stay, I will take you to

Mertoun House myself this afternoon. I can go

there as easily as anywhere else, and it w'ould

be only polite for me to thank the duchess as

well as you. A most kind thought. And really a

very opportune one. You are a lucky girl, Elma
;

you two, you and Mabel, will lead the poor
|

duchess a dance, I expect. But the duchess

likes it. If only those elder daughters of hers

would let her alone, she would be perfectly hapjjy

under Mabel's rule. I am always amused by her

beatified exjiression," continued Lady Alfreton

laughing, " when she has fairly got rid of them

all, and she, and the duke, and Mabel are off

by themselves. Poor people '. not to be able to

manage their own children !

"

"Humph I" said Piers, under his breath.

" You will need some new clothes, Elma,"

continued her aunt, in high good humour. " We
must not let our niece he a little dowdy, when

she is out visiting. I suspect we must go to Mrs.

White again. You never looked so well in any-

thing as in that frock for the dance. Well, we

can take her on the way, and the things can

go into my bill. A most happily timed and

kind invitation, I must say."

And Elma thought so too when in a few day;

she was installed at Mertoun House.

" I think I have got something to do that yoi

will like, Elma," said Mabel, as soon as th<

two were alone. " It is just the queer kind 0,

thing you 7i'/7/ like,—for you are rather an od<

girl, you know, as I always said you were ; but

don't mind ; we are all right together now, areni

we ? And can say what we like to each othei|

can't we ? Well, you will ne\er guess where

want to go this afternoon I

"

" Tell me, then," said Elma, promptly cuttin

the Gordian knot. " I should like to go anyrc/ieA

this afternoon," she added, dancing up and dowj
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the room. " How delightful it is being here, just

you and I, in this nice, great, cool place, with

no lessons, and no governess, and no anybody

!

Arc we to go by ourselves, or with anybody ?
"

"Just by ourselves in my own cart," said Mabel.

" Tommy sits behind. Tommy comes from our own

place, you know, and as we have known him since

he was that high
—

" indicating—" I am supposed

to be quite safe with him. He is the best and

trustiest Tommy in the world. And besides, he knows

London from one end to the other. He knows

where we are going to-day," nodding mysteriously.

'' I mean he knows the place, and how to get to it."

" Well ? " cried Elma, on the tiptoe of expectation.

" We are going to Addison Road—Addison

Road, Kensington. There now, are you any the

wiser ?

"

"Not a bit."

Elma was \'ery much the wiser however, before

the half-hour was over. Mabel was now full of the

Swiss pastor and his family ; all her best feelings

had been called into play by Mademoiselle's

account of the visit she had paid, as referred to

in our last chapter ; and so graphically had the

governess portrayed the disillusionment of the poor,

homesick, disenchanted foreigners, getting little

good of the holiday which fancy had painted

in such glowing colours, and only longing now to be

far from the great, heated, noisy place, and back

in their own peaceful valleys and among their simple

associates—that Mabel had since done nothing

night and day, but picture to herself the scene.

" The daughters have not a human being to speak

to, after their father goes out in the morning

—at least very often they have not," afifirnied

she. " Their English is pretty fair. Mademoiselle

lays, but they are rather frightened about speak-

ng it. And there should have been another

pastor and his wife over here at the same time,

who would have looked after these ones, and taken

:hem about. But at the last moment, those others

:ould not come. There is one Frenchman who
risits them occasionally ; but he can only get

way in the evenings, and it is just in the evenings

when some one is least wanted. Their father can

36 with them then ; and he generally takes them
)ut for a walk, or something—but by day they

ire quite alone. They came for a month, and

hey have still another week, poor things !

"

" Well, we must do what we can with that week,"

said Elma cheerfully. "We must find out what

they like, and then we can manage."
" Is your French pretty decent, Elma ?

"

"Oh, I can talk—such as it is. We have to

talk French at Miss Exeter's, you know. Always

French during school hours."

"That's a comfort ; mine is abominable. To tell

the truth, one reason that I waited for you to go

with me was, because I thought you would do

the talking."

Of course Elma giggled and retaliated, and

Mabel defended and asserted, but both were too

full of their mission to mind anything each other

said. The pony-cart came round, and they set

off

We have no space to tell all the little details of

that \isit. Before starting, Mabel had produced

all ready prepared another present of fruit, but a

dubious shade on her friend's brow made her

pause to inquire whether it bore any inter-

pretation.

" I think—don't you think, that as we are

making a call, a regular call on—on young ladies,

like—like ourselves," Elma suggested—" don't be

vexed, Mabel—it was such a kind thought of

yours—but, you see, it was just a little bit

different Mademoiselle's taking a present. She

could take anything. But we—it does not seem

as if we had quite the right. I know they would

like the fruit of all things," she had added hastily,

" and the flowers are so pretty too ; but perhaps

their mmds would like it better if we went with-

out, and just sat with them, and talked with them,

for to-day ; and then next time
"

" Why, I suppose you are right ;
" and Mabel

had looked ruefully at the basket. " You seem to

understand people ; I don't. Every one says I

make blunders, and say rude things. But you take

me in hand, Elma, and you may make something

ofme yet. Anyhow, we'll go and make our call
;"

and she had sprung to the box-seat quite gaily.

It must be owned that Mabel had a generous

nature.

Nor did she doubt which of the two had been

in the right for a single moment, after they had

taken their seats in the glaring, dusty, little parlour

of the pastor's lodgings. The young ladies had to

struggle with a good deal of surprise, and some

reserve. They had to explain who they were, and

for what they had come. Mabel had to make a
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great deal of Mademoiselle Latour, and Elma, of

being Mabel's friend, and, in short, to have had

to apologize for a basket of fruit and flowers, as

well as for their own intrusion—they almost felt it

to be an intrusion in the face of the half affronted

looks of their perplexed hostesses^—would have been

quite too much.
" I was thankful we had taken nothing 1

" cried

Mabel, afterwards. " The ]30or girls looked (|uite

cross at us, till they understood. I dare say they

thought we had no business to come. And I

dare say they felt shabby too. They were dread-

fully shabby, were they not, Elma ? But we

thawed them at last. I thought that the one you

were talking to, was going to cry I I did, indeed.

Her eyes were full of tears. And she talked

away quite pleasantly after that. My one said

she had never been more miserable in her life.

And she had come, expecting to be so happy, and

had looked fonvard to it for so long ! Well,

one comfort is, they shall have a good time, now.

Did you see how they looked when I said

we would take them out to-morrow ? We can't

ha\'e mamma's carriage this time, but we can ha\e

the inside car, or something of that kind. Tommy
will arrange it. Well, then, when we have been

to the Abbey, and to the House of Commons
•—don't let us forget to ask Uncle Robert for an

order—they are to come in to tea with us—with

you and me alone, in the schoolroom. We'll

tell Mrs Greenaway to send in a jiroper tea-

party tea. And afterwards Tommy shall take them

home in the cart. Now, is not that a nice plan

rJtogether ?
"

CHAPTER XX.

" If Elma would be content with visiting the

cottages now nnd then, and looking in at the

school, I am sure I should not mind in the

least," said Lady Alfreton, in plaintive accents, a

few weeks later. " That is quite usual in the

country ; and though I am not a great cottage-

goer myself, I have several friends who are.

But Elma is really rather tiresome, poor child

!

She has a penchant for running after these curious

sort of half-and-half people who are nobody's

business ; and though I know she would not

do it if I desired her not, somehow it is diffi-

cult to make her understand the position.

She has invariably some excellent reason for

making friends with this one, and that one : and

she is so particular about having my consent

beforehand— ("I am sure Juliet was never half

so particular," jjarenthetically)— that I hardl

know how to be ve.xed with her. And yet wh

am I to do if it goes on?" And the speakr

raised her eyebrows and looked at her son. Sli

and Piers were rather in the habit of discussing

Elma at this period in their lives.

"What mischief has she been up to now?"
i

inquired he.
|

"Well! Mischief? One can hardly call it i

that. But I will tell you. Vou know that pretty
i

cottage up the honeysuckle lane, Mrs. Thatcher's

cottage—the one with the green gate
—

"

t

" I know it."

" Mrs. Thatcher lets it during the summer

months as lodgings ; and very good lodgings I

dare say they are. They seem always full. 1

often ])ass that way : and this year, ever since w-

came down, if the day is fine, I have notice I

an invalid girl, in a chair outside, m the pretty

garden. If it is at all cold, she is in the bay-

window. Vou know the cottage is so near thei

lane, that one cannot help seeing right into itj

Perhaps I should not have noticed the girl how-

ever, if Elma had not called my attention to he

and every time we went by it was 'Oh, th?

she is !
'

; so that at last she had quite establish

an interest for us both. It was really quite droll

for if Elma had chanced to be alone—you knq

the cottage is on the way to the vicarage ?—EW
can walk there by herself, it is so old

to our gates. \Vell, if I had not been with Eln

then she would always inform me whether

girl were in or out, as if it were a matter of 1

first importance ! Well, I really could not he

getting interested," continued Lady Alfreton

laughing. " You know Elma has a way ol

interesting one in spite of one's self; and absurd

as it may seem, I used to catch myself wonderinj;

on a doubtful day whether this girl, of whom I

knew absolutely nothing, would be able to sit

out-of-doors or not." He nodded attention.

" However this was all very well," proceeded

his mother, " it was a little joke between Elma

and me, and I never supposed it would be any

thing more : but what do you think ? About

a week ago she flew in, blushing, you know, a'
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Elnia docs when she has anything particular to

say, and suggested would I call on the mother

of the girl at Mrs. Thatcher's cottage? I must

do Elma the justice to say," proceeded the

speaker, " that she had found out something about

the people : that they were cousins, I believe, of

Mr. Bryans, our new curate ; an excellent young

man, whom Sir Thomas had a great hand in bring-

ing here—but that does not mean that we are to

be saddled with all Mr. Bryans' relations, does

it ? Then it appeared that Elma had met the

invalid— ' our girl ' as we called her—at the

vicarage that afternoon ; and, in short, had run

up an acquaintance with her, actually fancying

/that I would be as much delighted and excited

as she was herself ! What could I say ? It would

have been cruel to have let her know that I

'wished she had done nothing of the kind.

l3o ever since, there have been goings and

,l;omings, ^ and lendings of books, and takings of

lowers—and though I did nol give in to going

iiiyself, for I told Elma positively that it would

iiot do for me to be calling on Mrs. Thatcher's

odgets, for that if I did it one year, it would be

|;xpected of me the next, and ever after— still

i[ did not like to refuse her permission to go. I

'lare say they are nice people
—

" and she paused

'ind looked to see what her auditor thought.

I

" So Elma visits them now ? " was however

'11 he said.

"Well, she got Juliet to go one day," owned

'.ady Alfreton. "I told Juhet she had better,

Ind that she might make some sort of excuse for

ne—-I am really not very strong just now, and quite

' exhausted with the long season in town, so,

\ s Juliet seemed rather to fancy going w'ith Elma,

( -you know she will do anything to be amused—

I

lought .she might as well pay the little attention."

" You are a great deal better than you would

lake out, ma'am."

"What?" exclaimed Lady Alfreton. She felt

5 if her ears had deceived her. The last part

t the above had been delivered for the express

urpose of covertly apologizing to her son, ofwhom
le stood in considerable awe, for hitherto unheard-

f civility on the part of herself and her daughter.

"We shall get on better now," continued Piers

owly. " If Elma will lead the way, and if we
How in her steps, we shall yet redeem our name
the county, perhaps. I")on't you see, ma'am—but

no, I don't suppose you do see, or at lea.st you

never have seen—that we are not popular as a

family. And why should we be ? ^^'e never do
anything for anybody. We never concern our-

selves with our neighbours in any way—

"

"Why, Piers, we ask them—

"

"To an election dinner, and an election ball!

We don't call those exquisite festivities by that

name ; but our guests know, and we know, and all

kno'w that they know what is their real meaning.

You go round once a year, and leave cards

on a list of people, which my father draws up :

but unless a vote is of considerable importance,

you don't go near a single house in the place."

" I do indeed—I go to the vicarage
—

"

—" Oh, to the vicarage ? yes ; a vicar is everybody's

man. It would not be decent not to be on good terms

with the vicarage people—but is there anybody else ?

Think it o\er, ma'am, for I have done so, and in

my own mind I am pretty sure that there is 7iot ;

is there any one, I say, with whom we can be said

to have any kind of easy, pleasant, neighbourly

intercourse ? When I go to other country houses

I meet all sorts of nice people— I don't say smart

people—I don't say that they have all the London

slang at their fingers' ends—but nice people— sen-

sible, well-bred people, a thousand times better bred

than many we find in ' society '—and I say again,

why don't we have them here ? Why must we look

upon the Towers as a sort of desert island unless

we can fill it with our own set from town ?—Why—

"

" But, my dear Piers, you—I—you know your-

self that country neighbours are not exactly

—

interesting ?
"

" I don't know indeed : I know nothing about

them. I am beginning to wish I did. I think

we have been fools all through ;
" and he paused

gloomily.

" The mother and daughter are coming to walk

in the garden this afternoon ;
" murmured Lady

Alfreton, with what seemed an irrelevant return to

her former topic, but which was, as a matter of

fact, the outcome of her confusion upon under-

going so strange and unexpected a fusillade.

"Juliet said she thought it would be kind, and

they seemed pleased. W'e shall give them tea, I

—

I suppose ? " She had supposed nothing of the kind

the minute before, and had indeed stipulated for

her own entire absence from the scene, previous to

allowing t'ne invitation to be issued, but something
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in the present state of the social atmosphere

caused her hastily to amend her resolution. " I

am sure, Piers, if you think anything can be done ?
"

she added, suggestively.

"I don't see why it should not, ma'am."

" But how— in what way ?
"'

" You know how, better than I ; or rather we are

all ignorant together."'

"Then what are we to do? How are we to

begin ? I suppose—yes, I think there is something

in what you say. Indeed Sir Thomas has more

than once hinted at the same of late ; but I^
really, what with being so much away from here

—

"

" ^^'hy should you be so much away ? That is

at the root of the whole matter ; if you took more

interest in the place—and I am sure it is ])retty

enough, and nice enough^look at your grounds

and your gardens
—

"

" But what should I do for society ? " cried she,

disconsolately. " All the grounds and the gardens in

the world will not make up to me for the lack of

human beings to talk to, and mi\ with."

"E.xactly what I am proposing to remedy.

Make friends here ; make your home here : don't

look upon the old place as a sort of /« aller

to fall back upon, when nothing better offers

;

persuade my father—I susi)ect he would be amenable

to persuasion—to give up wintering abroad—

"

" Oh, dear 1

"

" And going so early in the year to town
—

'

-Oh, dear!"
" Pass at least half your time in your own beautiful

home, and be at pains to care for it, to know-

about it, and to love it. There, ma'am, that

is my advice ; and though you may be surprised

at it, I believe if you would give if a trial, you

would find it good."

" And you ? " demanded his mother suddenly.

"What should you then propose to do? If—if

we did think of altering our style of life in the

manner you suggest, would you give up anything

also ? Should we see any more of you than we do

now ? A\'ould you winter here with us ?
"

He thought for a second.

"Ah, I fancied not. Piers."

'• You are wrong, ma'am ; I did but pause to

consider. It would have to be no half-and-half

measures, you understand. If we were to make up

our minds to live here, we should have to live amuni;

other people, and as they do. I .should bring my
hunters here from Leicestershire ; my father would

have to add a wing to the stable ; I should shoot,

and ask men down to shoot ; and you and J ulict

would go about to one house and another, and take

an interest in all that goes on. And you woulil

get up things, and do your part in the neighbour-

hood."

"Certainly that would be better than doing no

part at all." Lady Alfreton was herself brightening

at the idea.

"And at Christmas time we should not merely

send down subscri])tions and blankets, but we
should be here, here in the thick of everybody,

entertaining and feasting? Rich and poor, you

know ? Tenants and non-tenants ?
"

"Ye-es— I su])pose so."

"And—but I think you understand : and it is

a bargain. If you and my father think it worth

the trying, I will go in for it with you. Speak to

him about it. To my mind our whole plan of life

stands in need of a reform, and we cannot begin

too soon."

Then he paused, and added with a half smile,

" But it -Strikes me you have begun already."

" Begun ? How ?
"

" Look there." He pointed to the flower-bed

beneath the window where he stood, among which

a bath-chair was slowly being wheeled, while ?

little group paced alongside.

" Oh, it is Lima's people 1

" cried Lady Alfretoi

in something of a flutter. " Dear me ! Well,
\

am glad the afternoon is so fine. She could no'

have come if it had not been fine, you know

The doctor said she was never to be out, if therti

were any chance of rain. But to-day is qui(

safe—and the, flower-beds are really at their bei

So that is the mamma," with unfeigned interest

"Poor thing, she looks delicate too. I—Julie,

is there—but still perhaps I ought to go dov

I dare say they would think it civil. I think

will go down. Shall I go down. Piers?"

" Ah, ma'am, do I not tell you that you

better than you make yourself out ? " said Piei

quite affectionately. "Come along;" and to hi

infinite amazement he added, " I am going

vou."

( To be cotitinucd.)



FAIRY-RINGS AND HOW THEY ARE MADE.

T was a warm,

lovely day in

September, the

golden corn

had been cut

and carted, and

the old farmer,

m whose house we

were lodging for our

autumn holiday, rub-

bed his hands with

glee as he looked

I at his bonnie ricks. " Oh
yes ! we were welcome to have one of the

waggons to-day, and two of the sleek farm

horses to take us over the downs to a spot

we had long wished to visit ; and as the har-

I

vest-moon was at its full there would be no

(need to hurry home after our picnic was over."

So we started, as merry a party as you might wish

[to see, father and mother, with seven lads and
'lasses of all ages from manhood downwards, to-

gether with a pale, careworn science-master who had

been coaxed away from a smoky manufacturing

own for a short week in the country, and two pretty

laughters of the neighbouring squire, who were to

guide us to the " fairy-dell " behind the ashwood,

where the elves dance by moonlight and leave their

footprints in bright green rings on the brown-tinted

gTass.

There had been much joking and laughing about

these fairy rings ; for Ernest, our Cambridge lad,

pretended that he did not believe in their existence,

and Amabel, the squire's youngest daughter, who

had loved them from her childhood, vowed that he

should be left behind in the moonlight, and then he

would lose his way and become moon-mazed as the

tiny elves danced around him.

It was the very day for a picnic. As we drove

over the rounded ridges and across the wide hollows

of the downs, the furze on every side glistened with

spiders' webs, from which the dew had not yet dis-

appeared ; the bracken fern which we passed in

places was already beginning to put on its brown

and yellow tints ; and on our way through the ash-

copse the little ones espied the crimson berries of

the woodbine, and the bryony hanging out its

brilliant bunches, rapidly turning to their autumn

red. We lingered a while to gather these for home

decoration, and then as we passed out of the copse,

came at once upon the gently undulating dell with

its wide basin-shaped hollow, dotted here and there
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with furze bushes ; and between these, standing out

clearly on the brown sward, were the delicate green

rings we had come to see.

"There," exclaimed Amabel, "now stay if you

dare till the moon rises, and face the meadow-fairies

who
'Nightly . . . sing

Like to the garter's compass, in a ring :

The exprcssure that it bears, green let it be,

More fertile, fresh than all the field to see.'

'

And meanwhile, since the elves arc not here now,

let us spread our cloth over a ring and feed off a fairy

table." No sooner said than done ; and choosing

the widest
&LIIL NOLiLP

^ireie, we

.settled to our

meal, saying

but little

till only

^ empty

plates and

dishes remain-

ed. It was then, ^ SyOX?'

when every one '^'E.i\ms o1>

felt lazy, that fiiu-t ;

"^

Mark, the matter-

of-fact philosopher of

our party, muttered dreamily,

"It is all very well, but I for

one should like really to know how

these rings grow in such a perfect

circle, and why the grass should be greener here

than all around." And though Amabel protested

at first that she would not have her fairies explained

away, the general voice was against her, and she

consented to let our man of science expound the

true history of fairy-rings.

"And indeed, Miss Amabel, " said he, "the power

that forms them is not so very dif^'erent as you might

imagine from that of the elves and gnomes of fairy-

land. For fairy-rings are the work of mushrooms,

and mushrooms are near relations of the moulds

and mildews, smuts and ferments—little imps of

mischief which play sorry pranks in the damp cup-

boards at home, and the fields and forests abroad.

They grow on our damp bread, or cheese, or

pickles, they destroy fruit and corn, ho|) and vine,

and even take the life of insects and other animals •

while on the other hand they often clear out untidy

nooks and corners, and purify the air : and they can

be made to do good work by those who know how
to use them. 'Without ' ferments,' which are moulds

in disguise, we could have neither beer, wine, nor

vinegar, nor even the yeast which lightens our bread.

"In- another point too, the fun^i, as all these

j)lants are called, resemble fairy imps, for they

never make food for themselves, but are arrant

thieves and vagabonds, living on nourishment stored

up by others. Look around in the fields and woods,

and see how many decaying plants and trees, leaves

and bark, insects and dead remains of all kinds lie

about, especially in autumn. Now all these provide

nourishing food which the fimgi eagerly devour, in

stead of making sap for themselves as other plants

do : and this explains why they grow so rapidly, and

spread even in dark, dank spots, in covered ditches

and drains, in damp cellars, nay, even inside ]jlants

and animals where it would be impossible to ge

sunlight for manufacturing food,

" So we find them in all these

places. The jelly-like film

growing over manure heai)s, the

mould and mildews covering

our cellar walls and cupboards,

or growing on decayed

leaves and wood, or on

.stale fruit, jam, or bread

or making black spot!

on the leaves of tht

rose, the hop, the vine,

and other plants : the

potato fungus eating into the jiotato underground

the smut filling the grains of wheat and oats with

disease ; the ergot feeding on the rye ; the rusi'

which destroys beet-root ; the rank toad-stools and

puff-balls ; the mushrooms we eat, and the truffles

which form their fruit underground — all these

are mischievous imps, degraded plants which, in-

stead of making their own food in the sunlight, taki

it ready-made from the decaying or living plants dp

which they grow.

" Indeed, they find it answer so well that th(

minute spores of one kind or another are spreaj

everywhere over things living and dead, settlinj

down where they find suitable food, to fatten anc

increase with marvellous rapidity. We cannot wel

1 Mer,y Wkes of Windsor.
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watch their growth in the mushroom because it takes

place underground, but if we examine the mould

which spreads over jam or paste we shall see that

from one tiny, white, colourless cell, the plant

spreads and increases, sending out tubes in all

directions, which are formed out of the nourishing

food on which they grow. These tubes go on

spreading over the jam, and in about two days the

tangled web sends up straight stems into the air,

and here and there one of these swells at the tip

into a round ball full of tiny seed-like bodies called

spores. The ball bursts, the spores fall out, and

each one begins to throw out fresh tubes, so that

the mould becomes denser and thicker till it looks

like a soft white fur covering the pot.

" This minute and beautiful plant has taken its

food from the jam, and its oxygen for breathing

from the air, and the round ball is its fruit, as is

the case with all fungi.

" The ' ferments ' however are more greedy imps

still, for they live inside plants or fluids, and take

even their oxygen for breathing from their hosts.

If you go into the garden in summer and pluck an

over-ripe gooseberry which is bursting, you will

probably find that the pulp looks unhealthy and

rotten near the split, and the gooseberry will taste

tart and disagreeable. This is because a small

fungus has grown inside and worked a change in

the juice of the fruit. At first this fungus spread

its tubes outside and merely fed upon the juice,

using oxygen from the air in breathing. But by

and by the skin of the gooseberry^ave way and

the fungus crept inside, where it^ould no longer

get fresh air. In this dilemma it was forced to

break up the sugar in the pulp and take the

oxygen out of it, for breathing, leaving behind only

alcohol and carbonic acid, which give the fer-

mented tast^fiy:he fruit.

" ^° ''^^PSs'^ ''^'^ grows as a ferment in nature,

and when ma^ gets hold of it, he forces it to do

ihe same work for a useful purpose. For the grape-

fungus grows in the vats in which graDSS*5r^ crushed

and kept away from the ^ir ; there teaming- up the

sugar it leaves alcohol behind in the gi-ape juice,

which in this way becomes wine. So too^the vt^st

fungus grows in the malt and hop liquor, turning it

into beer, the yeast spores float in the fluid and

increase at a marvellous rate, as any housewife

knows who, getting yeast for her bread, tries to keep

it in a corked bottle. The yeast imp will not be

made a prisoner ; he gro^vs and grows till the cork

flies out or the bottle bursts.

" But though we can best trace the growth of the

tubes by watching moulds or ferments, we must turn

to mushrooms to study the fruit, for in them it

grows to a good size. A mushroom plant is indeed

nothing more than a gigantic mould, only that its

cells are of a different shape, and its tubes grow

underground, or through the decaying bark of trees,

or in leaf manure. The part which we call a mush-

room, a toadstool, or a puft"-ball is only the fruit,

like the round balls of the mould. The growing

plant is the thick network of tubes in the ground

below which are sucking in decayed matter from

the earth. From this network there springs up from

time to time a swollen round body at first no bigger

than a mustard seed, and this soon swells up above

ground into an egg-shaped ball often called a 'button

mushroom.' Inside this ball a space is next formed,

in which are a number of folds, and on the edge of

these grow the tiny spores. Then as the mushroom
rises upwards the skin of the lower part is stretched

and stretched till it bursts, and the umbrella opens,

with its many folds underneath. All this sometimes

takes place in a single night, and if you now cut

the head oft" very carefully and lay it on a piece of

white paper, in a few hours you will find on lifting

it that there are a number of dark lines underneath

radiating from a centre like the spokes of a wheel.

These lines are composed of myriads of minute

spores, each the starting point of a new plant, and

when spread abroad by the wind they lie waiting in

every nook and corner, till, after the hot summer,

showers of rain hasten the decay of plants and

leaves of all kinds, and then the mushrooms, toad-

stools, and puff-balls grow at an astonishing pace.

" If you go into the woods at this time you may
see the enormous deep-red liver fungus {Fistuluia

hepatka) growing on the oak-trees in patches, which

weigh from twenty to thirty pounds ; or the glorious

orange-coloured fungus {Tremella mesenUrtca) grow-

ing on bare sticks or stumps of furze ; or among
the dead leaves you may easily chance on the little

caps of the crimson, scarlet, snowy-white, or orange-

coloured fungi which grow in almost every wood.

From white to yellow, yellow to red, red to crimson

and purple-black, there is hardly any colour you

may not find among this gaily-decked tribe; and

who can wonder that the small, bright-coloured caps

have been supposed to cover tiny imps or elves.
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and the

larger mush-

rooms to serve for

their stools and tables?

There they work

thrusting their tubes in-

to twigs and dead

branches, rotting

trunks and de-

caying leaves,

breaking up the

hard wood and

tough fibres

and building them up into
'

delicate cells, which by and

by die and leave their re-

mains as food for the tender

growing plants in the spring.

So we see that, in their way, these are

imps after all, for a young shoot could take

no food out of a hard tree trunk, but it finds

the work done for it by the fungus, and the rich

nourishment spread round its roots ready to be

imbibed.

" To find our fairy-ring mushroom however we

must leave the woods and go out into the open

country, especially on the downs or in old pastures

where nourishing matter has been storing for many

years. There the eatable kinds chiefly grow, some

solitar)', some in groups, and some in spreading

rings, and among these last is the delicate

little champignon, or Scotch bonnet mushroom

{Marasmus oreastes)—Miss Amabel's fairy. When
a spore of this mushroom begins to grow it sucks

up food from the earth and spreads its tubes under-

ground in all directions, just as the mould spreads

its tubes through the jam. Then in the summer

and autumn, when the sea-

son is favourable, it sends

its delicate pale-brown

caps which we may gather

and eat without stopping

the growth of the plant.

" This goes on

year after year

underground, new

plants spreading

always outwards

like the

rings of

water on

a pond,

only that

the circle enlarges

slowly, and the

individuals in the

centre die away as

the new ones form

a larger and

larger hoop

outside.

"But all this

is below

ground;

where then are

our fairy-rings? '"^Pfcj.

"Here is the secret.
'

'"''

The tubes, as we have

seen, take up food out of the earth and build

it up into delicate cells which '.-fall rapidly

into decay. So each year, as the plant spreads

outward, the cells of last year's ring made

a circle of rich manure under the roots of thei^

grass, feeding it generously so that it springs fresh

and green. Meanwhile, outside this emerald ring

which you see, the fungus tubes are even now

growing, to break up and give rise to another and

outer ring of rich grass next year, when this one will

have become faded and brown. In bad seasons,

though the mushroom spawn, as it is called, goes

on spreading below, the mushroom fruit does not

I
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always appear above ground ; and even when they

are plentiful it is generally necessary to look for

them early in the morning, as they spring up during

the night, and wither in the mid day sun. Some-

times however, when they grow in sheltered spots,

you may find them still flourishing in the evening,

and by the time the moonlight comes I hope to

find some place where the meadow fairies are

dancing."

Our lecturer stopped, and the little ones, who had

listened eagerly till now, jumped up to see who
could seize the kettle first to boil the water for tea.

The day was drawing in rapidly, and by the time

this second meal was over we began to think of

putting in the horses and turning homewards. But

when all was ready our lecturer was nowhere to be

found, he had not been seen since his lecture ended,

and the elders of the party began to be rather un-

easy. Just then the glorious harvest moon rose

majestically over the downs, and we saw a dark

figure come out from its hiding-jjlace in the copse

and beckon us towards the farther side of the

dell.

"Gently, gently," cried he, as the little ones rushed

forward, " and look where you tread, for I stand

within a ring of fairies !

"

And we saw that he had found a place where,

outside the green circle, a multitude of beautiful

little fairy mushrooms raised their pale brown caps

to the bright moonlight.

"Here are your fairies. Miss Amabel," quoth he,

" beware their spell."

Yet she seemed to have but little fear, for as

Ernest leapt within the ring she allowed him to

take her hand and lead her carefully over the

tiny elves, and long after the rest of the party were

on their way to the waggon these two lingered

within the magic circle. Not two years later they

stood within such a ring once more in the fairy

dell, and the spell had surely worked, for another

and smaller ring encircled Amabel's finger, which to

this day is known in the family as the "fairy-ring."

IN THE \TOLET-TLME.

The blackthorn buds are breaking where, but now.

Gaunt yew-trees caught the bitter rime,

And where upon the uplands soon will bow

Green glories of the Summer's prime.

Linked half with Summer, half with Winter snows.

Spring trips in laughter through the land :

Snowdrops of March and glad June's budding rose

Blend with the violets in her hand.

The dying snowdrop tells of Winter dead

And rough winds that are lulled asleep
;

Within the rosebud's slowly darkening red

Young Summer's hope lies hidden deep.

Between them both. Spring intertwines her hair

With her own violets, white and blue

—

Standing like those sweet music-notes that bear

A memory and a promise too.

Thus may for us life's seasons, more and more,

Each unto each be linked alway.

And the bright After and the bright Before

Meet in a yet more bright To-day.

Sidney A. Alf.x.ander.
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J'heodore Wood, F.K.S.

MV window, as I sit writing these words,

looks out over the estuary of the Severn ;

the tide is high, and the broad river stretches far

away towards the sea. A solitary gull is wheeling

and circling in the air above ; two more are sitting

on the water at a little distance from the shore.

Three in all.

And a little time ago there might have been

three hundred. Three hundred, or more ; and

now there are three. And they, poor birds, in

hourly danger of their lives.

" Wanted, 50,000 skins of sea-gulls ; must be

clean, as they are required for the decoration of

ladies' attire." " Wanted, any number of king-

fishers' skins." " Wanted, 40,000 starlings, wings

only required." " Best price given for bird skins

of all descriptions." Such are the advertisements

that meet one's eyes, and those three lonely gulls,

which now are flitting to and fro together, are

survivors of a massacre more inexcusable, more

revolting, than almost any which has yet overtaken

the members of the animal world. From various

sources we learn that more than eight hundred

thousand skins of birds were sold in one year, in

one auction-room, to the millinery trade alone

;

that ten million birds are annually shot in North

America only for the sake of their plumage ; that

the beautiful terns, or sea-swallows, have been

persecuted in their chosen haunts to the very

verge of extinction ; that the authorities of the

West Indian Islands have been compelled to pass

a law forbidding the slaughter of birds for trade

purposes altogether ; and that there is no part of

the world, far or near, in which this abominable

traffic is not carried on. Several of the humming-

birds, those gems of the feathered race, have

disappeared entirely ; killed without mercy for the

sake of their brilliant colouring, they are dwellers

on the earth no more. The glorious Paradise

birds of the Malay Archipelago are already reduced

to half their numbers ; orioles, tanagers, birds of

rich plumage generally, all are travelling the same

path. And now that the supply of these is

beginning to fail, the insatiable demand, which

shows as yet but little sign of flagging, is met by

the substitution of their more soberly coloured

relations, which, dyed and disfigured beyond all

recognition, find place in the hats and bonnets of

almost half the women one meets in the streets.

Robins, finches, titmice, sparrows, all are eagerly

welcomed. 'l"he demand must be met, the supply

must be forthcoming. What matters the death of

a few birds, if some vain woman wishes to deck her

person with their feathers ? What matters it if

their young are left to starve in the nest ? What
matters it if our fields are overrun by insects, our

crops destro\ed, farmers ruined, and labourers

thrown out of employment ? Fashion must have

her way, and none may question her decree.

That I do not speak unadvisedly, at least upon

one of these points, let the following extract from

tiie American ornithologist's journal, the Auk, set

forth :

—

" The wooded islands off the gulf coast of Florida,

where only a few years ago the roseate spoonbill, the
reddish egret, all the common species of herons, and
the wiiitc ibis, nested in myriads, never to be forgotten

by those who visited the favoured spots, are now
almost entirely deserted, their former occupants having
been exterminated by the plume-hunters. To so great
an extent has this bird-murder prevailed, that one
dealer at Fort Myers regularly employs from forty to

sixty gunners, paying them at an average forty cents,

or twenty pence, for each skin, the result being that at

one breeding-place of the beautiful egrets Mr. Scott

found a huge festering pile of rotten birds which had
recently been shot off their nests in the trees, leaving

their young to perish miserably from slow starvation
;

and from two hundred of these wretched remains the

lovely back plumes only had been torn away."

These egrets, among the most beautiful members,

of the feathered race, are persecuted solely fjr the

delicate tuft of feathers sold in the milliners' shops,

under the title of "osprey." And its employmeiifc

is, the more inexcusable inasmuch as it is borne

the bird only during the breeding season, like tM

feathery collar of the ruff, and the brilliant hues

the male stickleback. Hence, each plume of osprd

that one sees in bonnet or hat is sure and certa

proof that a brood of little ones has been left

starve and die ; a dear price to pay for a men

piece of finery, one would think.
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So, too, with the gulls. They are by law pro-

tected in this country, in common with birds in

general, from the first day of March until the last

day of July, both days inclusive ; and this indul-

gence has been accorded to them in order that they

may rear their young without molestation. But

those who framed the Act overlooked the important

fact that gulls, and sea-birds generally, hatch their

eggs much later than do most of the feathered

race ; and the consequence is that when the

gunners go out for the work of slaughter upon the

first of August, a very large proportion of their

victims leave unfledged young behind them. These

cannot fly away from the rocky ledges upon which

they have been brought up ; they cannot obtain

food for themselves. Therefore must they too die

of slow starvation, piteously wailing for the parents

who can attend to their wants no more.

And there is another point which ought to be

taken into consideration, although it affects the older

birds alone. For every two skins which find their

way to the milliner, at least three birds are killed
;

for a very large proportion of those which fall to the

gun contrive to elude their destroyer, and, with the

strange instinct of all wild animals, seek some

secluded hiding-place wherein they may die in

peace. The plumage of others is draggled and

torn, and their dead bodies are thrown aside, with

the skins still upon them. Others, again, fall in

spots whence they cannot be recovered, and thus

the murderous work is more deadly in reality even

than in appearance, and the statistics which reach

u.s of the number of the slain must be increased at

least by one-third before we can gain a true impres-

sion of the magnitude of the slaughter.

In this skin traffic, the supply, it must be re-

membered, depends entirely upon the demand.

So long as the customers of the milliner require

'birds as ornaments to their attire, so long the

'milliner will continue to provide them—that is,

'until they can no longer be obtained for love or

nnoney. And it is useless for those who deprecate

:he slaughter to continue to wear those skins or

.vings which they may possess, upon the plea that

{ vhen those are discarded they will purchase no

nore to take their place. Fashion consists in

)lindly imitating the prevailing type; and while

hey wear those skins the fashion lives in them, and

ithers, seeing, will follow their example, and

lurchase other skins and other wings even if thev

themselves do not. The maid sees her mistress

with a humming-bird in her bonnet, and therefore

she adorns her own headgear with a starling, a

robin, or a lark. She does not know of the good,

if rather colourless, resolution which animates her

employer's breast, nor, were she aware of it, would

she sacrifice her idea of the present fashion to her

mistress's notion of a future one. And her example

again is imitated by others still lower in the social

scale than herself.

The deplorable fashion in question, it is often

argued, originated in thoughtlessness, and those

who follow it do not reflect what it is that they are

doing. And so this great evil of bird persecution,

like so many others, is "wrought by want of

thought, and not by want of heart." This, no

doubt, is in great measure true, and none would be

more reluctant than myself to believe that the

gentle and considerate lady who places one of

these hateful ornaments in her bonnet is necessarily

aware of the hideous cruelties which have been

practised that she may wear it. Yet when one

reads, as one did read lately, that one leader of

fashion gave orders that a new ball-dress should be

trimmed with robin.=, and that another appeared in

a costume of white, " with stuffed^ canaries lurking

in every fold," it is difficult to believe that thought-

lessness, and thoughtlessness alone, is responsible for

the almost limitless slaughter which is everywhere

carried on. And, in any case, thoughtlessness

carried beyond a certain point becomes an actual

and positive sin. " I did not think " is no excuse

for wanton and culpable neglect. And there must

be very few who can continue year after year to

wear the skins of feathered victims without in some

degree realizing the fact that, before they can so

wear them, those victims must have been killed.

So far I have considered the more sentimental

view of the matter onl)-, a view which alone should

be amply sufficient to appeal to our sympathies.

But there is also a sternly practical side to the

question, and that of such vast importance that I

have no hesitation in saying that the welfare, and

perhaps the very existence of mankind, absolutely

depends upon the manner in which it is treated.

Concisely stated, this argument against bird

slaughter is as follows :

—

Insects, owing to their almost incredible multi-

plicatory powers, would, if permitted to increase

unchecked, speedily over-run the entire habitable
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world, strip it of every green leaf and blade of

grass, and so render agriculture an impossibility.

Birds alone can keep insects within due bounds.

Therefore to destroy birds is to allow insects to

multiply, and in exact proportion as the one group

decreases the other must and will increase.

This is no mere alarmist theory. \Ve have seen

again and again the results of bird persecution in

difTerent parts of the world. We destroy the

birds, and in return our produce is destroyed by

insects. And the results which must inevitably

ensue from the almost total extinction of the

feathered race now threatened are almost too

terrible to contemplate.

Even in this country alone mischievous insects

are almost inconceivably numerous ; in other parts

of the world there are myriads and myriads more.

And these, one and all, are steadily working evil

against us ; these, one and all, are far beyond our

feeble power to control. To keep them in check

we must look to their natural foes ; and those

foes are the birds. Birds are Nature's police,

whose duty it is to repress insect criminals. They

charge us a little for doing so ; in other words, they

take a small toll of our produce. But the insects

which they kill would have taken a far greater;

and when work so important is done for us, it

is only fair and just that it should be rewarded

with a wage.

The terrible slaughter of birds now being carried

on in connexion with the millinery trade, therefore.

threatens us not only withtlie extinction at no very

distant date of the bright and beautiful beings

whose habits, whose plumage, and whose song we
so much admire, but also with the complete

annihilation of agriculture as an industry, if not

with the possibility of preserving any vegetation of

any kind whatsoever. Only an entomologist is

aware of the measureless destruction which lies,

under certain conditions, in the power of the

insects which he studies ; only an ornithologist

knows the extent to which these insects are kept \

down by birds. And when both entomologist and

ornithologist raise their voices in warning, as now
they have done for months and years past, it is

lime, and more than time, to stop a slaughter so

baleful, to retrieve, if we can, the mischief which

has been already done.

I ask every reader of these lines, therefore, to

discourage bird-slaughter in any and every way. I

beg her, if of the fairer sex, to abjure all ornamentsi

composed of the skins, wings, or feathers of any

bird not specially killed for food, or kept, like the

ostricli, that its plumage may be cut without

involving the necessity of taking its life. I plead

for the birds as creatures which cannot plead for

themselves. And in begging those with whom the

matter really lies to heii), actively or passively, in

putting a stop to the horrible and sickening cruelties

which are daily practised in order to add in some

small degree to their pleasure, I hope, and trust,

and feel that I shall not entreat in vain.

NOTES ON BOOKS.

/OHN WARD, PREACHER (Longmans),

is a book which deals with one of the most

vital articles of Christian belief—the eternity or

otherwise of future punishment. Whether there is

a Hell or not is the main question of the volume.

The hero holds to this dark belief so firmly, that

for its sake he gives up his wife, feeling sure that

in no other way can he bring her to a similar state

of mind, and in no other way can he save her

soul. The wife, even for her husband's sake, will

not accept a doctrine which is to her fraught with

every horror, and the pair only meet again when

the preacher is dying. This is the chief incident

in a remarkable book.

The story is perfectly consistent—John Ward, in

himself the gentlest, the most loving of souli

holds with full faith in God a terrible doctrine
;

carries out his belief to its logical conclusion ;

is cruel to be kind ; all and every thing earthl}

must give way before the solemnity of the com

mand, E/eefrom the wrath to come.

This part of the book is painful, and man)

readers will object to the lurid thread which run;

through a volume which otherwise contains som<

1
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of the most charming sketches of American country

hfe that has been written for many a day. The

village scenes remind one of Miss Mitford's Our

Village and Mrs. Gaskell's Cranford. The
account of Miss Deborah's dinner party is very

nearly perfect :

"'That salad of hers,' remarked Dr. Howe, 'was
something to live for."'

Mr. Denner's courtship, too, is almost idyllic. That

iialf pathetic, half humorous wooing which death

never allows to come off brings tears very near

the eyes. Mr. Denner cannot make up his mind

which of the two sisters, Deborah or Ruth, he will

ask to be his wife. He tries to come to a decision in

many amusing ways. In the end, before his per-

plexed mind can quite arrange itself, death steps in

and claims the little gentleman. But even on his

death-bed the vexed question pursues him. He
has made up his mind to send a miniature of a

little sister who died thirty years ago to Miss

Deborah ; this appears to settle the question of

preference in Miss Deborah's favour, but no ; the

anxious simple mind is once more perplexed.

" ' There is a look in your face, Gifford,' he said to

I the stalwart young man who was tenderly nursing him,
and who was nephew to the little old ladies, ' there is

a look in your face of one of your aunts, sir ; not, I

think, Miss Deborah. 1 have thought much, since

I— I knew my condition, Gifford, of my wish that

your aunt Deborah should have the miniature of my
I

little sister. I still wish it ... . yet I have recurred
\ occasionally in my thoughts to Miss Ruth. I should

not wish to seem to slight Miss Ruth, Gifford.'

"

In the end Mr. Denner determines to give Miss

Ruth a portrait of himself.

" ' I had it taken for my mother when I was but a
liny,' he said. 'Yes, I was only thirty. .She tied the
ribbon round the case ; it has not been opened since.'

"Miss Ruth called to inquire for the little gentleman,
and was admitted to see him.
"He gave her the faded daguerreotype .... she

began to cry softly.

" ' It is not improper, I am sure,' he said, ' that Miss
Deborah's sister should give me, if she will be so
good, her hand, that I may say good-bye !

"

" Miss Ruth did not quite understand, until Gifford
motioned to her to lay her little hand in that feeble one
wliich was groping blindly towards her.

" Mr. Denner's eyes were very dim.
" ' I— I am very happy,' he murmured. ' I thank you,

Ruth :
' and then, a moment after, ' if you will excuse

me, I think I will rest for a few moments.' Still hold-
ing Ruth's hand, he turned liis head in a wear)' way
towards the light, and softly closed his eyes.

" Mr. Denner rested."

I

I

There is very little need to point out the re-

strained beauty of such an incident so told ; the

book is full of these delicious touches ; the veil is

lifted many times to show glimpses of aspiring and

beautiful souls surrounded by everyday circum-

stances, dwelling in everyday forms ; the whole

volume has a hush and rest about it very refresh-

ing in these times of toil and haste. Helen, the

preacher's wife, is not too minutely described ; here

the author shows great skill. Mr. Denner and the

Misses Woodhouse require the most delicate and

mosaic-like treatment ; not so this large-souled and

most noble character. Mrs. Deland tells her pa-

thetic story best in strong words and few. Helen is

one of those souls who, to quote an eloquent thinker

of our day, "dwell in the dark,'' but close to God.

" I think," she said of herself, " I think I am like

a person who walks along in the dark, yet looks

toward the east. I will not comfort myself with

little candles of memory or desire, and say, ' This

is light
!

' Perhaps light will never come to my eyes,

but I will wait, for I believe there is light some-

where."

Mrs. Walford's books always abound with humor-

ous touches, and it is delightful to read anything so

bright and sparkling as A Stiff-necked Generation,

(Blackwood). Lady Caroline Liscard, the central

figure of the story, has a daughter who inherits her

mother's self-will and love of power. The young lady

is eighteen, has a beautiful face, and a wilful, although

charming manner. She defies her mother's iron

rule, and determines to choose her own destiny

;

this apparently comes to her in the shape of a brave,

gallant, although somewhat unpolished son of Mars.

With these materials the story opens, and Mrs. Wal-

ford shows at her best in the situations thus provoked.

Rosamund, spurred on by her mother's opposition,

imagines herself in love with Major Gilbert ; she

becomes engaged to him, and immediately after-

wards Lady Caroline dies ; then begins the best

part of the novel. All opposition being withdrawn,

Rosamund sees the major in his true colours, and

he having no further reason for putting restraint on

his inclinations, appears truly as the roughest ofrough

diamonds. The young lady begins to repent. If she

was ever in love with the major she quickly learns

to regard him with horror and dread. His sisters,

girls of the vulgarest and shallowest type, appear on

the scene, and poor Rosamund in despair flies to a

certain Aunt Julia, a delightful old lady, for pro-

tection. At last the major's eyes are opened, and
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he releases Rosamund, who as a i)unishinciU very

nearly loses her life with brain fever.

The major shows very well in the hour of

affliction, and so far enlists the sympathies of those

who read about him, that one owns to a feeling of

disappointment at his not undergoing some system

of polishing and again obtaining possession of

the heroine's wayward heart. Instead of listening

to his wedding bells we have to mourn his un-

timely death. Poor Major Gilbert ! with all his

faults he was the life of the book. In the end

Rosamund marries her cousin, a proper and rather

dull young man.

GeralJiiie's Husband, Mary Macleod (Jarrold),

is a bright little volume, and contains some terse

and vigorous writing. The story is somewhat

brusque in parts, and the writer is evidently a

debutante, but she is a debutante full of promise,

and if she will not cramp her powers by being

too fashionable and up to date as regards style

and mannerisms, she will do good work yet.

Geraldine's Husband is interesting ; it contains no

superfluous matter, and its plot never flags ; some

of its situations are however impossible, and in

real life Geraldine would not have been quite so

silly. In most respects however the book is dis-

tinctly above the average. In these days, when so

many people write, and write well, this is saying

much.

The rising generation have much to thank

Messrs. Macmillan for. Not only do they supply

them with cheap editions of the works of such

writers as Charles Kingsley and Miss Yonge—but

they are always bringing out fresh series of books

to enlighten and instruct—the best ])0ssible work-

manship is bestowed U])on these neat and tempting

volumes, and the price is invariably moderate.

Their English Men of Action series could

scarcely begin more worthily than with the Life of

Charles Gordon. No hero has been more written

about or talked over than this brave soldier—and

Sir William Butler comes to his task with enthusiasm

and with a knowledge of his man which enables him

to throw some fresh lights on one of the most

perfect and remarkable characters of our age.

Sir William Butler's political opinions will not

be shared by several readers, but his estimate of

General Gordon himself is both just and true. It

is impossible to write of such a man without warmth,

and the whole book glows with love for its subject.

" It was as necessary for him to be on the side of the

weak, as it is necessary for water to How down, or fire

to burn up ; and to be on the side of the weak, how-
ever glowing and brilliant and easy it may seem in the

pages of a novel, or on the bo.irds of a theatre, is in

real life, and especially in official real life, the very

h.irdest, most unromantic, unpatriotic, unfriendly, and
i^enerally unpleasant task that human e.xistence can
lay before its creatures."

Gordon however, to quote hisown words, belonged

to that old race who prefer honour to honours.

" ' How many yet of you,' writes Mr. Ruskin in his

Lectures on Men, are there knights-errant now
beyond all former fields of danger—knights-patient

now beyond all former endurance—who still retain the

ancient and eternal purpose of knighthood, to subdue
the wicked and to aid the weak.'"

All history new points to General Gordon as one

of these " leaders of men," and Sir William Butler

has quoted Ruskin's words in his behalf to good

l)urpose.

••' I

Dolic far nunti.
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" Nothing resting in its own completeness

Can have worth or beauty : but a/one

Because it leads or tends to farther sweetness.

Fuller, higher, deeper than its onin."

A. A. Procter.

ENGLISH MEN AND WOMEN OF LETTERS OF THE 19TH CENTURY.

VII.

LORD TENXYSOX.

W. J. COURTHOPE.

THERE are certain poets who are interesting religious influence springing from tlie Reformation;
.. 1 ___ ._ ^c .i_^ _„!. :..- ^1--. 1 ] i--,,.i; „f 1 :*., ;— c— .,, *u^X not simply on account of the art or genius

shown in their works, but also because they are in

a special way representatives of the life about them.

They discharge in poetry the function that Shake-

speare describes as the purpose of acting, " to show

the very age and body of the time his form and

pressure " ; in other words, they seize on some-

thing characteristic in the spirit of their genera,

tion, and reflect it in an equally characteristic

form of art. We all feel " the age and body of the

time " in Shakespeare, the strong moral and

the broad feeling of humanity coming from the

revived study of Latin and Greek literature ; the

intense monarchical and patriotic fervour engen-

dered in the reign of Elizabeth. Pope on a lower

level shows " the very age and body of the time

his form and pressure." He is essentially the poet

of the Revolution of 1688, the representative of the

manners of an aristocracy, which the lapse of the

legitimate monarchy had rendered the ruling power

in the state. And as Shakespeare is the poet of

the last days of the old feudal monarchy, and
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Pope of the aristocratic parliamentary period that

succeeded it, so Lord Tennyson is emphatically

the representative poet of that part of society which

has been supreme through the reign of Queen

Victoria. He began to write shortly before the

first Reform Bill ; his wide popularity and his

extensive influence on contemporary poetry are

the measure of his unquestioned right to be re-

garded as the representative poet of the period

which has since elapsed ; added to which there is

scarcely a paramount interest of the time which

lias not found a reflection in his verse. His early

version of Locksley Hall embodies the Liberalism

of the early part of the Queen"s reign, as his later

version the Conservatism of our own day; In

Memoriam is the poetical rendering of the move-

ment represented in theology by the late Mr.

Maurice ; Maud expresses the revolt of the im-

agination of the cultivated portion of the middle

classes against the exclusively commercial spirit

that reached its climax before the outbreak of the

Crimean War ; The Princess deals with a problem

always interesting to society, the changing position

of Women. But though Lord Tennyson has thus

in one sense reflected in his verse " the very age

and body of the time," his poetical method differs

completely in kind from that of either Shakespeare

or Pope. Each of these poets seized on what was

characteristic in the action of his age ; one en-

shrined it in the form of the drama, the other in

the form of the satire ; what Lord Tennyson re-

presents is not the action of his time, but its inner

life, its thoughts, its opinions, its feelings ; and

the form in which he has expressed these is essen-

tially a lyrical form. In the limited space at my
disposal I can only indicate the effects of this

difTerence in outline ; but I will endeavour to do

so in such a way that my readers may be able to

pursue the suggestion for themselves.

The characteristics of a poet's genius are gene-

rally found most strongly marked in his early work,

and this is the case with Lord Tennyson. Not in

quite his earliest work, however, which appears in

a volume published in 1828, under the title of

Poems, by Two Brothers, and is remarkable for

little but the evident symptoms it shows of the

influence of Byron. In 1829 he obtained the

prize for English Verse at Cambridge, the subject

being Timlnictoo. This is an imaginative and

striking poem, remarkable among other things as

being written, contrary to custom, in blank verse,

distinctly foreshadowing the style which has since

become familiar. In 1830 he published a volume

entitled Poems, chiefly Lyrical, in which were two

pieces exhibiting, each in its own way, the two pre-

dominating tendencies in his poetry. One of these

is called by the strange name Confessions of a

Second-rate Sensitive Mind not in Unity with itself.

It has since been judiciously suppressed, neverthe-

less it is a highly original and characteristic poem,

rcjjresenting the doubts and questionings of an

intellect unable to reconcile itself with established

forms of belief, and yet retaining its spiritual hold

on religious faith. It is probably the first example

of a species of poem which has since become com-

mon, for not only does the type of mind here

represented reappear frequently in Lord Tennyson's

later works, but it is found in a host of writers of

greater or less distinction, among them Arthur

Clough and Matthew Arnold, indicating that the

great influence which Lord Tennyson has exercised

on his age is partly due to his being so strongly in

sympathy with many of its feelings.

But the mere "confession " of what many men
were feeling would not have given Lord Tennyson

his position of unquestioned supremacy among the

poets of the age, unless he had also been able to

give utterance to his feeling in the way that Pope de-

scribes as the characteristic of " true wit "—" what

oft was thought but ne'er so well expressed."

There was another poem in the volume of 1830,

which exhibits even more than the other I have

mentioned the real essence of his genius. This

was jMariana. Never before had there appeared

in English poetry (unless perhaps in Keats's St.

Agnes Eve) such a painting in words as the descrip-

tion in this poem of the lonely decaying grange

;

no English poet had shown a similar power of

reproducing in verse the vivid impressions of exter-

nal things stamped upon a mind absorbed in grief.

There was something in the artistic process em-

ployed analogous, though completely different in

kind, to the genius of Pope. Pope is unequalled in

English, perhaps in any, poetry, for his power of

condensing in verse an epigrammatic thought ; Lord

Tennyson is equally alone in his power of bringing

up a landscape before the mind in a skilful selection

of metrically arranged words. A good example of

this is found in the Ode to Memory, which also

appeared in the volume of 1830, and which shows
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the influence on his

county, Lincolnshire.

iniasination of his native

" Come from the woods that belt the gray hill-side,

The seven elms, the poplars four

That stand beside my father's door,

And chiefly from the brook that loves

To purl o'er matted cress and ribbed sand,

Or dimple in the dark of rushy coves,

Drawing into his narrow earthen urn
In every elbow and turn.

The filtered tribute of the rough woodland."

Another poem of the same kind in this volume

was Recollections of the Arabian Niglus. These

poems were republished in a second volume issued

in 1833 which also contained The Lady of Shalott,

The Miller's Daughter, (Enone, The May Queen,

The Dream of Fair Women, The Palace of Art,

and The Lotos Paters. TJp to this date the purely

fanciful, and what may be called the self-analytical,

tendencies in the poet's genius had, for the most

part, remained separate. But in the Poems pub-

lished in 1842 the two tendencies began to blend,

a symptom of which had indeed already appeared

in The Palace of Art. He was now such a master

of his art that he found himself able to express

some of the strongest feelings of his generation with

the same historical power that he had previously

thrown into his purely fanciful pieces. His new

volume, which may be said to complete an epoch

in his poetical development, contained the poems

published in the volumes of 1830 and 1832, and in

addition Locksley Hall, Lady Clara Vere de Vere,

The Two Voices, poems which distinctly show the

matured operations of the spirit which inspired his

early Confessions. The germ of his later narrative

poems is also to be found in the Alort d'Arthur on

the one hand and Dora on the other, and of his

dramatic poems in the monologues of St. Simeon

Stylites and Ulysses.

The years 1850— 1855 are perhaps the most

remarkable in the history of his genius, comprising

as they do the publication of two such poems as

In Memoriam and Maud. Here we find in their

most complete shape at once the workings of the

" mind not at unity with itself," and of the un-

rivalled pictorial skill which succeeds in arresting

subtle and elusive feelings in the outward " form

and pressure " of language. In Memoriam reflects

the perplexity of the individual mind in the face of

the apparently stern and relentless order of the

universe, and at the same time gives expression to

the rooted instirxts of Love and Faith that enable

such a mind to suppress its revolt against the seem-

ing cruelty of Death. The self consciousness that

pervades the poem is strongly marked in the

stanzas which the poet puts into the mouth of an
objector ;

" A third is wroth, ' Is this an hotu-

For private sorrow's barren song,
When more and more the people throng

The chairs and thrones of civil power?

A time to sicken and to swoon,
When Science reaches forth her arms
To feel from world to world, and charms

Her secret from the latest moon.' " '

To which the poet answers that he analyses his grief

in verse because his nature compels him to do

so : "I pipe but as the linnet .sings "
; or, as he

says again :

" But for the unquiet heart and brain
A use in measured language lies,

The sad mechanic exercise
Like dull narcotics numbing pain."^

As for Lord Tennyson's artistic powder it is ex-

hibited in In Memoriam more distinctly perhaps

than in any other of his works, partly in the

clear cutting of the phraseology throughout, and

partly in the exquisite workmanship of the par-

ticular pictures. For an illustration of the latter

feature the reader may be specially referred to the

divisions of the subjects numbered xv., Ixxxvi.,

Ixxxviii., xciv., xcix.

Maud is the outbreak of " a sensitive mind

not at unity with itself " against the hypocrisy and

corruption of a society materialised by a long

period of peace ; the invectives being delivered, as

in Locksley Hall, and Lady Clara Vere de Vere,

in the person of an indignant lover, whose chang-

ing moods are with admirable skill reflected in a

great variety of metres. The pictorial powers of

the poet are employed to their fullest extent to

reproduce in words impressions made on the senses.

We listen now to

" The tide in its broad-flung ship-wrecking roar,

Now to the scream of a madden'd beach dragged
down by the wave,"

or to the sound of carriage wheels, " low on the

sand and loud on the stone "
; we see the clear-cut

features of Maud as she first appears to the splenetic
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lover, '• faultily faultless, icily regular, splendidly

null"; we breathe the early morning in Brittany :

—

' 'Tis a morning pure and sweet,

And a dewy splendour falls

On ihe little llower that clings

To the turrets and the walls."

Thus it will be seen that the first half of Lord

Tennyson's career was almost entirely lyrical ; in

the latter the lyrical impulse gives way to a

narrative or dramatic style. Indications of the

new tendency had already appeared in the first

draft of The Princess, published in 1847 ; in 1859

was published the first series of the Idylls of the

King, this was followed in 1864 by Enoch Arden,

&c., and in 1869 by a new series of Idylls of the

King, including The Coming of Arthur, The

Passin^^ of Arthur, Pelleas and Ettarre, &c. Of

his dramatic work Queen Mary was published in

1875, Harold in 1876, The Cup in 1884, and

Becket in 1 886. Lord Tennyson's artistic history

may accordingly be divided into two nearly equal

portions, but in my judgment the works produced

in the latter period do not reflect " the age and

body of the time " with the same fidelity as his

earlier works. In the Idylls of the King he is indeed

working in a vein which he first struck upon in the

Mort d'Arthur, one of the most beautiful and

characteristic of his poems, combining as it does

the picturesqueness of romance with an atmosphere

of modern sentiment and philosophy. But the Mori

dArthur (i\\zx\xA because, like Coleridge's Chrisiahel

and KuHa Kahn, it is a fragment full of suggestion,

which sets the imagination at liberty, and lets it

wander at will. In itself the subject is of a kind

that hardly bears systematic treatment, at least in

Lord Tennj'son's manner. The essence of romance

is after all rapid action and varied adventure ; but

the Idylls of the King are, as the title shows,

separate pictures, detached episodes, of which the

interest lies less in the narrative than in the

picturesque treatment of some moral problem.

The characters of the actors also do not really

belong to the knightly period : ihey are modern

men and women in armour. Nor is the style of

Lord Tennyson, characterised as it is by extreme

subtlety and by the picturesqueness of its individual

phrases, altogether well adapted for a narrative of

extended and animated action. From this general

opinion, however, I would except Enoch Arden, a

poem of the same class as his earlier Dora, con-

structed with the most exquisite art, and yet with

such simplicity and propriety, and containing such

a depth of human interest and emotion, that it

appears to spring from the very " fountain of

tears."

Few again will be inclined to reckon Lord

Tennyson's dramas among his most successful

productions. It is not that he lacks the power of

dramatic sympathy ; on the contrary as his mono-

logues, and particularly the Northern Farmer,

show, he possesses it in a rare degree. But it seems

necessary for him to express his conceptions in

some kind of lyrical form ; he does not, like the

dramatist proper, feel and live in the midst of a

connected action. Accordingly when he uses the

regular forms of the drama, as in Queen Alary and

Harold, he works like a historian contemplating

his subject from the outside, rather than like a

poet living, feeling, and acting for the moment

with the creatures of his imagination.

I conclude then with the i)roposition with which

I started, that Lord Tennyson is emphatically one

of those poets who represent, if not exactly "the

very age and body of the time," at least the very

quintessence of its spirit. His poems show " the

form and pressure " of a mind divided against itself,

the feelings of a generation exulting in the vast

growth of commercial prosperity, in a great move-

ment of democratic change, in the astonishing

progress of scientific discovery, and yet at the same

time distracted by religiotis doubt, and by the revolt

of the spiritual against the materalising influences

of the age, and of " individual " instinct against the

resistless march of the " race." A time like this

does not produce the poetic spirit which naturally

clothes itself in the epic or dramatic form, and

hence, as I have said, Lord Tennyson's most

characteristic work is of the lyrical order. In this

form he has seized with unerring instinct on what

is most striking in the thought of the age, and has

embodied it, as only a great artist could, in a clear-

cut form of metrical language. A further question

necessarily arises whether his poetical aims, besides

being representative, are just. Is the fluctuating

and changing matter with which he deals worthy of

being preserved in the lasting outlines of art, and

are the forms of art, which even in the midst of

lyrical emotion ought to be noble and dignified, in-

juriously affected by his matter ? I do not think
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that any living critic can decide the former part of

this question. We cannot tell whether the third

generation is likely to feel an interest in the

opinions and problems that absorb our own atten-

tion. But as to the other point, it appears to

me undeniable that the intense interest Lord

Tennyson has felt in the intellectual movement of

the age, and his unrivalled artistic power, have

sometimes induced him to give a poetical form to

thoughts which are not poetical in themselves.

Here for instance are some examples from Aland

:

" Your father is ever in London
;
you wander about at

your will."

" There are workmen up at the Hall ; they are coming
back from abroad :

The dark old place will be gilt with the touch of a
millionaire."

"Ah, what shall I be at fifty,

Should Nature keep me alive,

If I rind the world so bitter.

When I am but twenty-five ?

"

And here are some more from the last version of

Locksley Hall :

""Authors—atheist, essayist, moralist, realist, rhyme-
ster, play your part,

Paint the mortal shame of nature with the living hues
of Art.

[ Rip your brother's vices open, strip your own foul

passions bare,

Down with Reticence, down with Reverence—for-

ward—naked—let them stare.

' Set the maiden fancies wallowing in the troughs of
1 Zolaism

Forward, forward, ay and backward, downward low
:, into the abysm."

This mixture of prosaic or familiar matter is dis-

I

guised sometimes by the unfamiliar movement of

metre, as in the famous passage in Maud, describing

a linen-draper as a " smooth-faced snub-nosed

rogue" with "his cheating yard-wand"; some-

times by far-fetched circumlocutions, as when

champagne is called " the foaming grape of Eastern

France," or the altar of a church the place

" W here the kneeling hamlet drains

The chalice of the grapes of God."

An excessive analysis of thought often embodies

itself in riddles of language :

—

" Oh, if indeed that eye foresee.

Or see, (in Him is no before).

In more of Life true life no more,
And Love Indifference to be :

So might I find, ere yet the morn
Break hither over Indian seas,

That Shadow waiting with the keys,

To cloak me from my proper scorn."

This is not the highest Art which knows how to

conceal itself. Yet it is the excess of a highly im-

aginative and artistic temperament. And when all

deductions are made, I cannot believe that, while

men's emotions continue to be aroused by the

great mysteries of Love and Dealh, they will ever

grow indifferent to a poem in which the problem is

presented in so noble and beautiful a form as in

In Memoriam. Still less can I conceive it probable

that, in the pure region of Fancy, where the images

of things are not blurred and vulgarised by the

presence of any materialistic element, that large

class of Lord Tennyson's poems, consisting of

pathetic paintings in metrical language, of which

The Brook, The Daisy, Mariana, The Day-Dream,

the songs in the Princess are examples, will cease

to be read with enjoyment till the English language

ceases to be spoken.

SCHOLARSHIP COMPETITION OUESTIONS.
I. Show in what ways you consider Tennyson to be the representative poet of the \'ictorian era.

II. Give an outline of the Arthurian legend as found in the Idylls of the King.

III. Criticise in detail Mniid, Tlie Princess, or Locksley Hall.

One question only to be answered. Papers to contain not more than 500 words, and to be sent in before
April 25th.

Book Selected. Tennyson's Works. (C. Kegan Paul cS: Co.)

Work selected for May. Esmond or Vanity Fair.



SEARCH PASSAGES IN ENGLISH LITERATURE.

Looking before me here in the sun,

I see the Aprils, one after one,

Primrosed Aprils, one by one,

Primrosed Aprils on and on.

Till the floating prospect closes

In golden glimmers that rise and rise,

And perhaps are gleams of Paradise,

And perhaps—too far for mortal eyes-

New years of fresh primroses,

Years of earth's primroses,

Springs to be, and springs for mc
Of distant dim primroses.

IV.

I am one of those who freely and ungrudgingly
impart a share of the good things of this life which
fall to their lot (few as mine are ia this kind) to a
friend. I protest 1 take as great an interest in my
friend's pleasures, his relishes, and proper satis-

factions, as in mine own. " Presents," I often say,
" endear Absents.

'

\-.

Mont Blanc is the monarch of mountains,
They crown'd him long ago

On a throne of rocks, in a robe of clouds.

With a diadem of snow.

II.

All places that the eye of heaven visits

Are to a wise man ports and happy havens.

Teach thy necessity to reason thus :

There is no virtue like necessity.

Woe doth the heavier sit

Where it perceives it is but faintly borne.

Look what thy soul holds dear, imagine it

To lie that way thou go'st, not whence thou comest

;

Suppose the singing birds musicians.

The grass whereon thou tread'st, the presence strewed,

The flowers fair ladies, and thy steps no more
Than a delightful measure or a dance ;

For gnarling sorrow hath less power to bite

The man who mocks at it and sets it light.

HI.

See what a lovely shell,

Small and pure as a pearl.

Lying close to my foot,

Frail, but a work divine,

Made so fairily well.

With delicate spire and whorl,

How exquisitely minute
A miracle of design !

The tiny cell is forlorn.

Void of the little living will

That made it stir on the shore.

Did he stand at the diamond door
Of his house in a rainbow frill ?

Did he push when he was uncurl'd,

A golden foot on a fairy horn
Thro' his dim water-world .'

VI,

A man so various, that he seemed to be
Not one, but all mankind's epitome

;

Stiff in opinions, always in the wrong ;

Was everything by starts and nothing long
;

But in the course of one revolving moon,
Was chymist, fiddler, statesman, and buffoon.

VII.

My banks they are furnished with bees
Whose murmur invites one to sleep

;

My grottoes are shaded with trees.

And my hills are white over with sheep.

I seldom have met with a loss,

Such health do my fountains bestow
;

My fountains all border'd with moss,
Where the harebells and violets blow.

\'1II.

She was a goddess of the infant world ; . . . .

But oh ! how unlike marble was that face ?

How beautiful, if sorrow had not made
Sorrow more beautiful than Beauty's self !

IX.

How perfect was the calm ! It sfiem'd no sleep,

No mood which reason takes away, or brings :

I could have fancied that the mighty deep
Was even the gentlest of all gentle things.

Ah, then if mine had been the painter's hand
To express what there I saw ; and add the gleam,— V
The light that never was on sea or land,

—

*

The consecration, and the Poet's dream !

REFERENCES TO SEARCH PASSAGES (MARCH).

1. Alexander Smith. A Spring Chanson.

2. Spenser. Sonnet LXXIX.
3. Jean Ingelow. Supper at the Mill.

Matthew Arnold. The Forsaken Merman.

Oliver Wendell Holmes. The Chambered Nautilus.

Milton. Paradise Regained.



ON THE DRAWINGS OF THE OLD MASTERS.

THE drawings of the old masters have, of

late years, become the object of revived

interest and attention. We have seen the splendid

display brought together at the Winter Exhibitions

both at Burlington House and at the Grosvenor

Gallery, and we have learnt from Signor Morelli

to appreciate their importance in deciding the

genuineness of doubtful pictures. But, inde-

pendently of this, their study forms an important

element in art-training, and is indispensable to a

thorough understanding of the great masters and

their finished works. For this we have the

authority of Leonardo himself who, in his treatise

on painting, strongly recommends the study of

drawings by good masters as the best preparation

for an artist's career. At the same time the pur-

suit is as pleasant as it is profitable, and has been

called with good reason one of the purest joys on

earth. Fortunately for us, not only are the treasures

of the print-room in the British Museum accessible

to every student, but the facility with which works

of art are now reproduced has made the riches of

foreign galleries available for home use.

The first advantage to be gained from the study

of these drawings is the close contact with the per-

sonality of the artist which it affords. In these few

studies of pen or pencil we see the germ of the

painter's idea, the first thought which rose to his

mind, and became the motive of his picture. The
veil is lifted and we stand, as it were, face to face

with the greatest masters of all time. The more
closely we study these sketches, the more we learn

about their authors. The bent of their minds,

their habits and character, the very circumstances

of their lives become clear to us. We see who
the masters were under whom they studied, where
they worked at different times in their history, and
the varied influences which helped to form their

style. We watch with ever-deepening interest the

struggles and progress of their genius ; we note the

years of patient toil which made them what they

were, and the sudden inspirations which broke

upon them unawares. In short, we arrive at a

degree of intimacy which we could never have
gained from the contemplation of their finished

works alone, and are enabled to form a far truer

and more complete idea of their achievement and
place in art.

Often it happens that a painter's drawings are

more completely representative of his style than

his pictures. The peculiarities of his genius are

more strongly marked, his individual types and

characteristic methods are more apparent in these

first rough drafts of his thought than in the

completed works, finished as these may have been

by some inferior follower, or else tampered with in

after years by injudicious cleaners and restorers.

Nowhere is Botticelli's charmingly poetic invention,

his sad tenderness, more felt than in these alle-

gorical designs of nymphs and angels, which have

come down to us in bistre. Nowhere do we realize

how entirely Mantegna had absorbed the spirit of

antique art more fully than in these sketches of

heroic figures which, for all their classic draperies

and statuesque air, bear the stamp of his own
passionate imagination so plainly written on their

faces. But quite as often these drawings by old

masters reveal the presence of tendencies and

qualities hardly suspected in their paintings.

Titian's drawings, for instance, abound in studies

of wood and rock and field, so admirably ren-

dered, so truly idyllic in character as to give him

a foremost place among the world's great landscape

painters ; while among all the pictures which he

painted during his hundred years of life, there is

only one single landscape to be found. It is the

fashion to speak of the great Venetian as a splen-

did colourist who was careless and even inaccurate

in his drawing, but a careful study of his sketches

will show us that both his powers of draughts-

manship and his grasp of the laws of design were

of the highest order. At the same time the flesh

textures and effects of atmosphere are rendered

with all the charm we should expect. We seem

to feel the warmth of the sunshine, the light and

colour in the air. Many of these landscape studies

are particularly interesting to the student from the

close relation which they bear to the modern
practice of sketching. The broad touches of the

foliage, the lightness and freedom with which

objects in the foreground are indicated, all help

to produce this effect ; while the vigorous cross-

hatching, the very scratches and blots of ink on

the paper, bear witness to the fire and speed with

which the painter recorded his impressions of

nature.
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But above all to be commended to the youthful

artist are the drawings of the three great masters

—

Raphael, Leonardo, and Michael Angelo, who sum

up in their works all the eftbrts and aspirations of

the earlier Renaissance. All three have left a rich

store of studies which the world-wide fame they

attained has helped to preserve. Those of Leonardo

are of peculiar value owing to the luckless fate

which has attended all his mightiest works. The

Last Supper on the wall of the refectory of Milan

is irretrievably ruined ; the equestrian statue of

Francesco Sforza was never cast ; even the cartoon of

the Batik of Pisa has perished. This glorious

master would be little more than a name to us but

for the truly magnificent drawings he has left be-

hind him. Their variety bears witness to the ex-

traordinary versatility of the man's genius. Studies

of lovely women's faces, with the rippling hair he

loved, and the strange, sweet smile which haunted

him all his life long ; .sheets covered with drawings

of hands and feet and drapery ; delicately-finished

boughs and sprays of flowers
;
grotesque heads and

go'itred fiends ; sketches of bones and muscles and

engines, meet us side by side with highly-finisiied

designs for great altar-pieces which were never exe-

cuted. In all we note the close observation of

nature, the keenness of vision and penetrating in-

sight into human character, prompted by that passion

for research which lay at the root of Leonardo's art.

He is always struggling to know, always seeking for

more light, never satisfied, because the perfection

after which he strains is ever escaping his pursuit.

If Leonardo shows his mastery chiefly in the

expression of the human countenance, Michael

Angelo may be said to do the same in dealing with

the human form. His great technical knowledge,

his unrivalled powers of draughtsmanship are visible

in every line of limb and muscle—above all in the

air of absolute reality which he gives to every part

of the human frame. And he employs the

splendid resources at his command to express

tiieprofoundest truths in the most pathetic language.

Better than any other painter he knows how to

put the sublimest meanings into a single act or

gesture, and give utterance by apparently simple

methods to the most tragic feelings of humanity.

But perhaps, on the whole, Michael Angelo's draw-

ings appeal less as a rule to the young student

than those of other great masters. A certain

degree of experience is necessary before we can

understand their full significance.

This criticism certainly does not apply to the

drawings of Raphael. The grace and charm of his

art are apparent to all. He may not rise to the lofty

heights of Leonardo's or Michael Angelo's imagina-

tion. Tlie force of human passion, the ecstasies of

religious emotion, are beyond his reach; and he does

not try to give expression to these, and is content

to render simpler emotions and natural movements.

But this he does with an instinctive rightness and

spontaneous charm which has never been equalled.

In Raphael's drawings all the finest elements of

his art are present : the joy of his sunny nature,

the exquisite refinement and grace of his soul,

the marvellous wealth of his fancy—all are there. '

We pass from one perfect Madonna's face to

another, and look with wonder, not unmixed

with awe, at these baby heads, each one of which

seems to us fairer than the last.

The more we study these sketches, drawn with such

apparent ease and carelessness, the better we shall

realize the spirit of beauty which lives in every

line, and which has made Raphael supreme among

painters.

Mrs. Henry Adv (Julia C.\rt\vright).

SUBJECTS FOR FINE
Works to he sent

jfigurc.

The master-prophet grasps iiis full-toned lyre.

Mark where he sits, with executing art.

Feels for each tone and speeds it to the heart.

See, how prophetic rapture fills his form,

Awful as clouds that nurse the growing storm ;

And now his voice, accordant to the string.

Prepares our monarch's victories to sing."—Goldsmith.

ART COMPETITION.
/// hy April 2>'^th.

Xan&scapc.
" ISLirk yon old mansion frowning through the trees,

AVhose hollow turret woos the whistling breeze.

That casement, arched with ivy's brownest shade,

First to these eyes the light of heaven conveyed,

The mouldering gateway shows the grass-grown

court,

Once the calm scene of many a simple sport.'—Rogers.
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U AY MONT H.

"Because the month is May," ho said,

"And youth is lord of spring,

When air, and sky, and leaping pulse

Teach birds and boys to sing,

Love, in his leafy covert, shakes

And preens his feathers gay
;

Meet me beside the hawthorn tree.

Because the month is May."

" Although the month be May," she said.

With \-oice and brow austere,

"Not these dehghts may move my mind

To wander from its sphere

;

I must not cease my high pursuit.

Nor loiter on the way

To meet thee by the hawthorn tree.

Although the month be May."

The thrush is singing clear and bold.

The cuckoo's chime rings out.

Among the leaves the evening breeze

Is rustling all about ;

And words float whispering by, for there,

Despite her scornful nay.

They stand beside the hawthorn tree,

Because the month is May.

Blue Jay.
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XXVIII.

A BAD QIARTKR Or AN HOUR.

LORD WALTER replied at once.

^ " I'm sorry I wasn't able to dine with you

when you were so kind as to ask me, Lady Shear-

man, and I humbly apologize for having neglected

to leave a card. The omission shall be repaired to-

morrow. My only excuse is that I am very busy."

" That is an excellent excuse, and nothing could

be more politely worded," observed Madge; "but,

you see, it doesn't happen to be an answer. I didn't

ask whether you were sorry that you were unable,

&c., CJiic, I asked why you wouldn't dine with

us?"
" Well, if you insist upon absolute honesty, my

reason for declining was partly that I didn't think

you could be very anxious to see me."

" Although I despatched my husband to invite

you ? You must give me credit for a high idea of

the duties of hospitality. However, that was only a

l)art of your reason, it seerns. May one \enture

to inquire what was the other part ?
"

" Really I'm afraid I can't state it without

being rude."

"Pray don't let that deter you. You may be rude

if you like."

" Then I will confess that I was not very anxious

to see you. It sounds a brutal speech to make to

a lady ; but you would have it."

Madge walked slowly on for some little distance

before she said :
" Does that mean that you still

bear malice ?
"

" Not the least in the world ; far from it
;

'' he

replied, with somewhat unnecessary emphasis.

" Oh ! well I am curious to discover whether

you have utterly and entirely changed in these few

months."

"I certainly have changed,'' answered Walter

without hesitation. " I admit it ; and I am not in

the least ashamed of it."

Then he added, "
1 >()n't you think tliat this is a

disagreeable subject, and that we had better bring

it to a close ?
"

Madge had seated herself, she now rose to her feet.

" The others cannot be far off," said Lord

\\'alter, and they set out in search of their friends,

who however had some time before this disappeared

from view.

Norma had walked away with -Sir Christopher,who

was in a good humour.

" It's a great piece of luck for us to have met you,

IMiss Shafto," said he. " At least, one can't exactly

call it luck, I suppose, because we shouldn't have

come to Rome if you hadn't been here ; but I'm verj

glad that we've managed to arrange a meeting."

Norma said what the occasion ap])eared to require,

and Sir Christopher went on :
" We're here nominallj

on my account, you know ; but between you and

me, that's only a pretext. I hate foreign parts, anc

I'd a great deal rather have gone up to London foi

a bit, when my hunting was knocked off, than come

abroad. However, it amuses the wife to trave

about— which is a point that one has to consider.'

" I am sure you are quite right to consider it,'

Norma declared, perceiving that he expected som(

such rejily.

" Well, yes ; although I'm not certain—still, one

in a way doesn't make a rule ; and if we were to leg

home and our friends there, I don't know anybo

whom I'd rather see her associating with than y(^

Miss Shafto.''

" Madge hasn't a great many friends n^

Brampton, I think," observed Norma.
" She knows everybody within ten or fifteen m3

of us ; and that means a fairish lot of peop

Of course we don't have dinner-parties every ni|

or balls twice a week ; but I don't call it a du

county, do you ?
"

" I never found it so ; but then I'm not accustome

to gaiety, and I don't much care about it. Beside

I always had plenty to do."
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" Exactly so : you made occupations for yourself.

I don't know," added Sir Christopher somewhat

ruefully, " why Madge can't make occupations for

herself; but apparently she can't—and the conse-

quence is that she finds Brampton rather slow. I

dare say .she has told you so ?
"

Norma thought it best to ignore that question.

" Madge is not at all like me," she remarked ;

" her tastes are altogether different from mine."

" Then I wish you could make her more like you,

and get her to adopt some of your tastes," Sir

Christopher declared emphatically.

" I have no doubt you do," answered Norma

laughing. " It would be very convenient for you if

she liked the monotonous kind of existence that

satisfied me ; because then you could amuse yourself

all day long with hunting and shooting and feel

no qualms of conscience."

" That is as much as to say that you consider me

a selfish brute."

" I don't consider you a brute at all, and I

dare say you are not more selfish than other

people," answered Norm.a, " only it seems a little

funny that you should complain of Madge's

selfishness."

Sir Christopher became grave. " I don't complain,"

said he ;
" I have nothing to complain of All I say

is that, for her own sake, I wish Madge could interest

herself as you did in the people among whom she

has to live."

" I don't at all wonder at your wishing it. And
I shouldn't at all wonder if she wished that you

could interest yourself in the people among whom she

would like to live. Madge is just as fond of society

as you are of sport. Fortunately the London season

comes at a time of year when there is no sport to

be had in the country.'

" I haven't refused to take her up to London
for the season," returned Sir Christopher somewhat

sullenly ;
" but I haven't promised to do it either,

and I don't see my way to making any promise.

'Society' means a good deal more than two months

of London, Miss Shafto. Women who say they are

'fond of society won't be satisfied to remain quietly

(at home for ten months out of the year."

That was probably true. Norma's own opinion

was that a wife ought always to give way to her

husband ; but, not wishing to propound that view

of conjugal relations to one w-ho so evidently shared

it, and suspecting that she had already said as much

on Madge's behalf as it would be at all prudent to

say, she shifted her ground.

" It will be a very good thing for the Brampton

people if you really stay ten months out of the year

there," she remarked. "So many people spend their

time and their money away from home nowadays.

That is the one thing that consoles me a little for

being homeless ; I don't feel that we are robbing

anybody by wandering about upon the Continent."

" Ah, yes— I suppose so. And Mr. Shafto intends

to lead a wandering life now, does he ? " said Sir

Christopher abstractedly.

He was apt to become abstracted when anybody's

affairs but his own were under discussion ; he

was beginning to get irritated at his wife's pro-

longed absence, and he did not hear much of

what Norma told him about the probability that

her father would settle in London.

At this moment they were joined by Lady Spencer,

who had had quite enough of Mr. Shafto.

"If we stand about here much longer," she said,

"we shall take away a pleasant memory of our

moonlight expedition in the shape of a fever. It

seems to me that the time has come for us to re-

assemble our forces and go home.> Have you seen

anything of Walter ?
"

" He is here to answer for himself,'' replied that

gentleman. "As for Lady Shearman, she is in her

carriage. I took her there for she seemed to be tired."

Sir Christopher's face instantly became black.'

He hastened away towards the entrance, mutter-

ing under his breath, and presently the others fol-

lowed him in silence and at a rather slower pace.

They caught him up in time to hear the con-

cluding words with which he thought fit to assail

his wife.' " I onlyhope you've enjoyed your evening
!

"

he shouted, as he flung himself down in the carriage

beside her. " I didn't come here for you to talk

to Lord Walter all the time."

But Madge's face was as black as his ; she did

not reply.

" Our friend Shearman seems to have forgotten

that he offered me a lift," observed Mr. Shafto,

mildly. " He is sometimes a little— shall we say

vehement?—in his ways of going on.''

" He appears to me," returned Lady Spencer,

who was herself slightly ruffled, " to combine all the

worst characteristics of the bear, the monkey, and

the mongrel. I sincerely hope that I shall never

be asked to meet him again."
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The next morning Madge breakfasted in solitude,

her husband having gone out at an early hour and

having left a message to the effect that he would prob-

ably not be back before dinner-time. He had been

very savage with her the night before, but possibly

his temper, which he lost and recovered with such

rapidity, might take a turn for the better during

those hours of absence. For her own part, though

she was very angry with him, there was some one

with whom she was a great deal more displeased.

Wliile she was revolving chaotic schemes of

vengeance in her mind (which was not a very

clear or powerful one), the post came in, bringing

her a few letters. The last of these which she

chanced to peruse proved to be the most interest-

ing. It had a deep black border, it was written

in a careful round hand, and ran as follows :

" SH.4FTO Arms,
" Br.\mpton,

'' ird April.

" My Lady— I have the regret to inform you that

my niece Elizabeth Walter succumbed on Tuesday

last to decease of both lungs which Event, though

long foreseen, have truly grieved her Aunt and My-

self. I take this Liberty for to write to you My
Lady because of your great Kindness and condes-

cension to my niece and she wish me to thank you

for all you done for her. Likewise I was to say

as what she told you was best go no further in her

opinion, but your Ladyship was to please do what

you think fit. Has for me My Lady I have never

ask no questions nor yet felt no curiosity.

And I would umbly beg of your Ladyship to let

the matter rest, which no good is done by stirring

up gossip and the name of Walter will be engraved

as soon as possible upon a very andsome Head-

stone.

" Asking pardon for the Liberty of writing and

hoping as Sir Christopher have now quite recover

his Health, I am
" Your Ladyship's obedient servant,

'Joseph Green."

So there was an end of Elizabeth, Marchioness

of Loddondale ; and the handsome headstone

that was to mark her grave would bear no coronet

—unless indeed the widower should think proper

so to embellish it. It did not seem likely that he

would do that, and probably the prudent Mr.

(jreen was right in suggesting that no tardy revela-

tions should be made as to the identity of the

so-called Mrs. Walter. Nevertheless, Madge had

already begun to realize confusedly that she held

a weapon which might be turned to account,

not indeed against Lord Loddondale, but against

another and a greater offender. It was only in a

confused way that she admitted this thought, be

cause she was a little bit frightened of it and dis-

inclined to face it. However, after a time she took

it out into the open air with her, and, strolling up

to the Pincian, seated herself upon a stone bench,

with her head in the shade and her feet in the

sun, gazing at the glittering city beneath her, and

smiling upon the nurses and children who passed

and rejjassed. She was not a bad sort of woman

;

certainly she was not a cruel one. Like the

generality of mortals, she liked her friends pretty

well and did not object to be avenged upon

her enemies, and had a far stronger affection

for herself than for all the rest of the world put

together. As for committing anything in the nature

of a crime, she would have shrunk back appalled

from the bare idea. At the same time, she wanted

to make Norma Shafto think that Lord Walter

had been clandestinely married, and had deserted

his wife ; and by some means or other she had

to convince herself that such a course of action

was justifiable.

This was less difficult than may at first sight

appear, because of course she did not put the case

before herself in that crude way. To arrive at

the conclusion that Lord Walter had a bad heart

was simple enough : we all think that those wh|

treat us with contempt have bad hearts. Th

point being established, it naturally followed th

any one who could prevent Norma Shafto fro

marrying this heartless man would do her a gre

service. But here Lady Shearman's conscienJ

intervened and became troublesome. It was nl

much of a conscience ; for, although it remindi

her that to tell lies is wicked, it was unable

persuade her of the wickedness of pious frauds

" I shall be careful to say nothing but the strict

truth, if I speak to Norma upon the subject

at all," Madge wound up the debate by declar

ing virtuously. " But I am not certain that 1

shall speak to her about it at all."

She was still uncertain when she rose, and

leaving the gardens, dawdled down the Via Sistinr
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on her way towards home. There was a certain

amount of risk in what she proposed to do, and

it seemed a pity to incur it needlessly. Norma
might possibly refuse Lord Walter : possibly,

too, he might never ask her to be his wife.

In any case, there would be no harm in waiting

a while. Musing thus, she passed before the door

of the house which, as she knew, was inhabited

by the man with the bad heart ; and it so chanced

that while she was pensively contemplating that

door, it was suddenly thrown open by a black-

eyed youth, who, when he noticed that he had

attracted the attention of an English lady, touched

his cap and said politely, '" Biion giorno, Signora."

Madge's Italian was of an elementary de-

scription ; but for the purpose of asking a few

simple questions, and making a few simple state-

ments, it served her well enough. She ascertained

from the boy that he was Lord Walter's

servant ; also that his name was Beppo ; further-

more that he was on his way to the Hotel Bristol

with a note for Miss Shafto. In return she

informed him that she was a friend both of

Lord Walter and of the lady to whom the note

was addressed, thereby eliciting a panegyric upon

Norma which was quite a model of unstudied

eloquence.

Now, Madge had a sincere love and admira-

tion for her friend, and that Norma should be de-

scribed as a saint and an angel from heaven would

not, under ordinary circumstances, have seemed

to her so very hyperbolical ; but she was

Still smarting under a recent rebuke administered

to her, and that made her a shade less willing

than usual to listen to a recital of Miss Shafto's

acts of benevolence.

" Was it Miss Shafto who got you your situation

as servant to Lord Walter Sinclair ? " she inquired.

Beppo grinned. " Eh ! not precisely. Milordo

engaged me, without asking any questions, one

day when he stopped to speak to the mother in

the street. He is very good, milordo ; but one must

tell the truth. I think he only did it to give plea-

Jsure to the Signorina." And Beppo, as he made
this observation, looked extremely knowing.

Madge questioned him a little further, and

found him as communicative as could be desired.

Oh, yes ; there would be a wedding before the

<ummer. It was what everybody expected and

loijcd for. Milordo had executed a magnificent

statue of the Signorina, and she had been many

times—a great many times—to the studio. She

had always been accompanied by his aunt, a very

great lady and enormously rich. No doubt it

was all arranged and approved of by the families.

Was it true that in England the family had noth-

ing to say to alliances, and that nobles married

as they pleased, just like common people?

" No," answered Madge gravely ;
" that is

only partly true. In England a nobleman generally

marries to please himself; but his wife generally

marries him to please her family."

Beppo, after reflecting for a moment, was of

opinion that Miss Shafto would not be influenced

in that way. He was much interested and puzzled

on being informed that Lord Walter, though the

son of a marquis, was not a nobleman, and did

not understand how that could be, in spite of

the long explanation with which he was favoured.

The truth was that Madge only detained him

because she could not make up her mind whether

she should or should not yield to a strong tempta-

tion which had taken possession of her. It was a

temptation of a very ignoble kind, and she did

well to be ashamed of it. Besides, even if she

could part with her self-respect so far as to inter-

cept Lord Walter's note, what would be the good ?

It was very unlikely that it contained an offer of

marriage.

Nevertheless, the sight of the closed envelope

irritated her nerves : she wanted to have the first

word. Finally she decided upon a compromise.

" I am staying at the Hotel Bristol," she said

to Beppo. " If you like, I will do your commission

for you."

But Beppo, with many thanks, declined this

kind offer. He could not think of putting the

Signora to so much trouble. Moreover, what had

he to do ? It was the easiest place in the world.

There was the studio to be swept in the morning,

and there were a few visitors to be admitted

in the course of the day, and after that nothing

at all ! It was enough to make one ashamed of

taking one's wages. The end of it was that he

accompanied her as far as the door of the hotel

and then delivered up the note to her.

\\'ell, it was certain that, after that, it must

be taken to its destination. If Norma failed to

receive it, inquiries would be made and detec-

tion would follow as a matter of course. Upon

I
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thinking it over, Madge was sure that she had

never really meant to destroy a note addressed to

another person, still less that she had contemplated

perusing it. But for all that, she took, it up

to her sitting-room with her and remained a

long time gazing at it before she rang the bell

to inquire whether Miss Shafto was at home.

XXIX.

M.^DGE IS STRICTLY TRUTHFUL.

Mr. Sh.\fto was in one of his bad humours that

morning. Norma suspected it as soon as he took

his place at the breakfast table, and knew it when

he began to abuse the coffee and the omelette and

the bread and the hotel and everybody and every-

thing connected therewith, including the Eternal

City itself. Also she knew very well what was the

matter. Latterly it had always been the arrival

of London letters that had upset Mr. Shafto
_:

and that he had incurred some further losses was

just as evident from his face as if he had an-

nounced the fact. Presently he did announce it

;

for it was almost an impossibility to him to suffer

in silence.

" Nobody ever had such luck as I have

!

Fancy a telegram arriving just half an hour too

late !—which entailed a delay of a whole day and

a consequent difference to my pocket of—well,

a very considerable difference. This comes of

being in Italy when one ought to be in London !

"

" We can easily return to London," observed

Norma, who however was not eager to return in

order to afford the facilities hinted at.

" Oh, we can .shut the stable-door after the horse

has been stolen, no doubt. Now, my dear girl, you

needn't look at me in that solemn and reproachful

way. I am not an absolute idiot, and I have no in-

tention of ending my days in the workhouse ; but

it is rather provoking to drop a lot of money simply

through the carelessness of these telegraph people."

" Is it worth while to leave one's self at their

mercy ? " hazarded Norma.

Mr Shafto swallowed his cup of tea and his im-

patience. " When you are a little older and have

had a little more experience. Norma," answered he,

" you will understand that we are all inevitably at the

mercy of chance. A man who begins by demand-

ing perfect safety ends by becoming a hypochon-

driac. Am I to sit indoors all day because, if

I go out, I may be run over in the street ? Am
I never to travel by rail because railway-accidents

occur pretty frequently ? The most prudent of

human beings can't do more than take reasonable

precautions."

Norma might have replied that that was all she

wished her father to do, but she was aware that

no such expression of her wishes would influence

him, though it would certainly irritate him ; so

she said nothing at all.

Possibly he was not altogether ungrateful to her

for her forbearance, for, after a long pause, he re-

sumed :
" I do run risks

;
you're quite right about

that, and I dare say you think it's a mistake to run

risks. But nothing venture, nothing have. I can't

explain everything to you, and you wouldn't un-

derstand me if I did ; only I may tell you that,

if the worst comes to the worst, I have always a

good round sum invested in really first-class se-

curities. Liimmergeier has very kindly seen to that

for me."

" Some |)eople say that Baron Liimmergeier isn't

to be implicitly trusted," remarked Norma.
" Oh, I know that's your idea. It i.sn't mine,

and perhaps you'll concede that I know just a

little bit more about him than you do. Anyway
his credit stands tolerably high at present."

Mr. Shafto rose and walked slowly to the window,

where he stood for some time, apparently lost

in thought. ^Vhen he turned round it was to say

with a sigh :

" Do you know Norma, I often wish you were

married."

" Because you want to get rid of me ?
"

Mr. Shafto laughed as he stepped back to her side

and pinched her ear. His ill-humour seldom lasted

long. " No, you disagreeable and perverse young

woman," he answered ;
" I don't want to get rid of

you, though you do sometimes manage to scold

me pretty severely without opening your lips.

No ; it will be a bad day for me when I lose you.

But everything is uncertain ; life is uncertain. How
do I know when I may die and leave you all alone

in the world ? And so I indulge in dreams occa-

sionally, though I take care to keep my eyes open

all the time. Unless they have very much deceived

me, there's somebody here who wouldn't be unwill-

ing to take charge of you permanently. Norma."

Norma smiled and shook her head. " I don't
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know of any such person," she declared ;
" and cer-

tainly I don't know of any one, except you, by whom
I should care to be taken charge of"

Mr. Shafto did not appear to 'attach much im-

portance to this disclaimer. He laughed again and

pursued his own train of thought. " It wouldn't

be exactly a grand match—although, Loddondale

being a bachelor and likely to remain one, there

would be certain possibilities. What I think more

of is that Sinclair is really a good, steady fellow
;

and as far as money goes, why, as I tell you, I have

a good round sum in hand, the greater part of which

I would make over to you at once. Besides I hon-

estly believe that you will be rich some day. Yes,"

he added, his face flushing a little ;
" I honestly do

believe that."

" But Lord Walter is not thinking of such a thing ;

nor am I," said Norma quietly.

Nevertheless, she thought, and indeed could not

help thinking, a good deal about it after her father

had left her. She was perhaps as little conscious of

her personal charms as any woman who is undeniably

beautiful can be. She had never, to her knowledge,

been much admired, nor had she coveted admiration,

her ambitions and tastes not lying in that direction.

At the same time, she was aware that she had clas-

sical features and a well-proportioned figure, which

advantages were, no doubt, of a nature to attract

the artistic eye. It might be that Lord Walter's

artistic eye had been pleased by them. This notion,

for some reason or other, was excessively disagree-

able to her. She was very sorry now that she had

consented, against her better judgment, to give him

the sittings that he had asked for, and she was a

little resentful against him for having asked for

them.

She was still brooding over this matter when a

waiter came in to ask whether she would receive

Lady Shearman.
" Oh, yes," she answered with a sigh ; for in

truth she was by no means disposed to receive

Lady Shearman at that moment.

I It was not Madge's custom to use so much cere-

f'

mony before looking in upon her friend ; but this, it

seemed, was to be quite a ceremonious visit. She

wore so grave a countenance when she was an-

nounced, and swept into the room with such a

I comical air of quiet dignity that Norma asked her

L laughingly what was the matter.

" Have I incurred your displeasure in any way.

or have you come to announce some portentous

piece of bad news ?
"

" I think," observed Madge in mildly reproach-

ful accents, "that it is generally I who incur your

displeasure nowadays, is it not ? However, one ends

by becoming hardened, and after the daily domestic

experiences that I have to go through, a little extra

abuse doesn't seem to matter much."

"I hope you haven't been quarrelling with your

husband," said Norma.

Madge shrugged her shoulders. " I never quarrel

with him," she declared. " He made an absurd

scene last night when we got back, and to-

day he has gone off in the sulks—which is at

least better than staying at home and scolding.

However, that is not what I came here to speak

about."'

" What do you mean ? " asked Norma, puzzled

and not best pleased by the other's manner. ' I

can see that you have come here for some par

ticular purpose. What is it ?
"

!Madge seemed to hesitate. " I was thinking,"

said she, "that I would tell you—but perhaps,

after all, I won't. It might have been a duty to

tell you ; but as matters have turned out, I dare say

you had better not know. I did come with a purpose

though," she added, laughing, as if she had suddenly

remembered it. " I met a youth at the door just

now who said he had been intrusted with a note

for you ; so I undertook to deliver it. Here it

is."

Thereupon she produced from her pocket the

note which she had been so sorely tempted to

tamper with, and handed it to Norma, who glanced

at it and laid it down unopened.

A pause ensued, after which Madge slowly got

up and sighed. She wanted to be pressed to make

her revelation ; but since she was not pressed, there

was nothing for it but a change of tactics.

" Norma, dear," she said suddenly, " do you

think that I cherish a grudge against Lord \A'alter

Sinclair ?
"

" I hope you don't," answered Norma.
" That means that you think I do. Well, you are

right ; only it isn't for the reason that you suppose.

I told you long ago that I didn't care a bit about

him, and if he has given up caring about me, so

much the better. But I should be very sorry—very

sorry indeed— if you became too fond of him,

Norma."
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"There is no fear of that," answered Norma

quietly.

'• Are you sure ? It seems to me that you are a

great friend of his, and that you like hnn ^•ery

much."
•'

I do like him very much. 1 have known

him since he was a little boy, and I have never

heard anything about him that was not to his

credit," replied Norma warmly ; for she foresaw

that she was about to be told of something that was

not to Lord Walter's credit.

Madge shook her head solemnly. " Vou haven't

known him all the time, though," she remarked ;

'• and if you had, I don't suppose you would have

heard all that there was to be said about him. Of

course you remember old Green, who keeps the

Shafto Arms. I wonder whether you remember a

niece of his who mysteriously disajipeared some

years ago."

" Bessie Green ? Yes ; I remember her jjcrfectly.

What about her ?
"

" She is dead, that's all. I had a letter this

morning from her uncle, telling me that it was

all o\er. She came home a few months ago in

the last stage of consumption, and 1 used to go

and sit with her sometimes—" Madge i)aused for

a moment and then added meaningly, "She went

by the name of Mrs. Walter."

Norma had turned a little pale. " Well ?
''

she said.

" I can't tell you anything more. As you may

imagine, there was a good deal of talk and

gossip about her, and it was generally understood

that she had been married to some one above her

in rank. She gave herself out as a widow ; but

some people—Mr. Morley, amongst others— were

convinced that her husband was still living, and

that his name was Lord Walter Sinclair."

" I don't wonder at their having thought so,"

returned Norma composedly. "As there was a

mystery about her, and as she called herself Wal-

ter, that was a natural enough conjecture. But they

were certainly mistaken ; and the proof is that

Lord \\'alter asked you to marry him last summer.

Whatever you may think about him, you must

know that he couldn't have done that if he had

had a wife living at the time."

" Oh, she was living at the time, no doubt
;

but she was also dying at the time. That is what

shows him to be so heartless. At least, I mean

that it would show him to be heartless if the

story were true ; but of course I don't for a moment

assert that it is. 1 only rejjeat what I have heard."

" It is not true," said Norma ;
" I don't believe

a word of it."

" Oh, it may be false from beginning to end
;

still one would like to have some proof."

" Perhaps," said Norma, after considering for

a moment, " the simplest plan would be to ask

him."

But this was a jjlan the simplicity of which

did not at all commend itself to Madge. She

protested, with scandalised exclamations. As if

one could possibly do such a thing as that !

What would he think ? And what answer would

he be likely to make? One could hardly sui)pose

that, if he had taken so much pains to keej) his

secret during poor Bessie's lifetime, he would

let it out now that she was dead and buried.

Besides, what right had Norma to question him ?

" Of course I don't know—if you have a right,

that is different."

Norma smiled. '' I certainly have none,"

she replied tranquilly ;
" only, if people seriously

believed this story, it would perhaps be friendly

to give him a chance of undeceiving them. But

now that 1 think of it, I see how absurd it is.

Mr. Green, who has a keen eye to his own interests,

would have made claims long ago if there had

been the slightest ground for making any."

Madge shrugged her shoulders. " Mr. Cireen

may have found it to his interest to hold his

tongue," she observed ;
" he has not been a loser

by his niece's marriage, I understand."

However, she did not venture to say much

more, fearing lest she should be led into telling

some direct lie, with which she might be charged

hereafter, and guessing that she had already made

as complete a success of her calumny as she

could have hoped for. That Norma should affect

to be incredulous was only what might have

been anticipated ; and indeed it seemed best

to conclude by associating herself with that in-

credulity.

" It is only a conjecture. Probably we shall

never know the real truth about poor Bessie,

and perhaps I ought not to have repeated all

this. I can hardly believe that he would have

been so cold-blooded—although I certainly don't

think that he has much heart."
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That, to tell the truth, was Norma's own impression

of him.

And then, although she told herself that this

romance about poor Bessie Green was a palpable

invention, she could not help thinking that it

would have been very like Walter Sinclair to

act as that unfortunate woman's husband was

said to have acted. One could easily imagine

how she would have alienated him by her

vulgarity, by her bad temper, by this or that

offence which he would have considered unendur-

able, and how he would have felt quite justified in

pensioning her off and bidding her adieu, with

an intimation that she was not what he had taken

her for.

This was very unfair : but alas ! who doesn't

have unfair thoughts at times ? And who can

listen to slander without being in any degree

influenced by it ? We all think that we can

;

and it may be that a good many of us are really

uninfluenced by it, so far as conduct goes
; yet

it is to be feared that that man knew something

of his fellow men who gave the sinister advice

—

" Caloinniez, < calomniez ! il en restera totijours

^uelquechose."

XXX.

norm.a's patienxe is tried.

L.'^DV Spencer SihXLAiR had become really fond

of Norma, for whom she had that sort of won-

dering admiration that selfish persons often have

for those who are not selfish ; and, having started

by merely acquiescing in her nephew's suit, was

now e.xtremely anxious that he should be success-

ful. Besides, at the moment, she wanted somebody
to go out driving with her.

Accordingly, she betook herself to the Hotel

Bristol to pick up her young friend, whom she thus

unintentionally provided with a further opportunity

of displaying unselfishness. For Norma was not

at all inclined to drive with Lady Spencer that

afternoon, being out of spirits and, as far as it was

possible to her to be so, out of temper. However,
slie did not excuse herself (for she was well aware

that she could not do that without giving offence),

but got ready at once and ran down stairs to join

the old lady, by whom she was affectionately

I -I .jived.

" Is it the case that I.adv Shearman is a sister

of Lady Huddersfield's ? " she asked Norma in the

course of the drive.

Norma replied that it was.

" Ah, that accounts for her silliness then. A
more absolute goose than Lady Huddersfield I

have never met. Fancy a woman like that, with

the education of a charity-girl, and no mother-wit

at all, attempting to make her house a political

centre 1 I went to two of her receptions last season,

and I really felt quite sorry for the poor thing

;

though, as there were heaps of nonentities there, I

dare say she was too stupid to understand what a

fiasco she had made."

Thus, during the remainder of the drive. Norma
was entertained with details bearing upon a rivalry

with which this narrative has nothing to do, and

from which she was led to conclude that Lady
Huddersfield was not the only fashionable personage

whose political ambition had resulted in a fiasco.

She was very willing to talk about anybody or

anything except Lord Walter, and she was not at

all pleased to find him sitting in Lady Spencer's

drawing-room when, towards evening, she was

conducted thither to have a cup of tea.

He, on the other hand, was very pleased to see

her, because he had not anticipated the meeting

which his kind aunt had arranged for him. So

pleased was he that he scarcely noticed the unusual

chilliness with which Norma accosted him, though

Lady Spencer noticed it and was amused by it,

thinking it rather a favourable sign than otherwise.

" One doesn't behave in that way to a man whom
one means to refuse," that observant lady reflected.

And so, to relieve any embarrassment from which

the young people might be supposed to be suffering,

she obligingly took the whole burden of the

conversation upon herself and chattered away

fluently for half an hour, at the expiration of which

time Norma rose.

"Are you going to walk home? " Lady Spencer

asked ; and, having obtained an affirmati\-e reply,

she added, " Then I dare say Walter will see you

safely to your hotel."

" I shall be only too delighted," put in AValter

with alacrity.

But Norma declared that she wanted no escort.

What possible risk could be run by walking a

quarter of a mile in broad daylight through some

of the most frequented streets of Rome ? As far as

that went, she was in the habit of walking through
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streets which were not frequented, and she had

hitherto done so with impunity. To avoid further

discussion she said good-bye rather abruptly, and

was out of the house long before any servant could

be summoned to open the door for her.

But these were mistaken tactics to adopt with a

man whose will was strong and whose legs were

long. Not many yards had she advanced upon

her way when Walter's voice close to her ear said :

" As we are going in the same direction, perhaps

you won't mind my company so far."'

" Not at all," answered Norma in a tone of

polite resignation.

" From the haste with which you fled, I was

almost afraid that you did," he observed rather

resentfully :
" but I thought I would chance your

displeasure. I seem to have offended you, and I

don't understand how. Would you mind telling

me what I have done ?
"

" I am not offended with you," she answered,

rather lamely.

" Well, you know, I can't be like you, Miss

Shafto ; I can't keep my eyes resolutely fixed upon

jieople's good qualities and ignore all their evil

ones. Compared with you, I shall always be a

sounding brass and a tinkling cymbal ; though

you'll admit that I can appreciate true charity

when I see it."

Never in her life had Norma felt less inclined to

exhibit that virtue or to be identified with it.

She sighed impatiently. "Oh, yes, I know," she

said ;
" you have told me so once or twice before."

And then, with some compunction, " I beg your

pardon ; but I am just a little bit tired of the

subject ; and I suppose I shall hear a good deal

more of it when your statue is completed and

exhibited."

Poor Walter was utterly taken aback by this

unexpected snub. He walked along beside her,

without speaking, for some distance, and then said,

in a tone of deep mortification, " The statue

shall never be completed or exhibited unless you

wish. I would much rather reduce it to powder

than give you a moment's annoyance."

" Nonsense 1
" she returned, laughing. "I am

not in the least annoyed with you or your statue,

it is only that I am in a horrid bad temper to-day.

I have concealed it pretty well from everybody so

far, and I should have concealed it from you if you

hadn't insisted upon running after me. Now let

me say good-bye before I disgrace myself an)-

farther."

As they had by this time reached their destina-

tion, and as she extended her hand to him in a

resolute way, he could only accept his dismissal
;

though he would have liked very much to inquire

what had happened to produce so unprece-

dented a result as loss of temper on Miss

Shafto's part. He was turning away when he

brushed against Sir Christopher Shearman, who
was in the act of effecting what looked like a

stealthy entrance.

" Beg your "pardon !
" muttered Sir Christopher.

" How are you? Rather in a hurry^good-night ;

"

and so hastened up the stairs which Norma had

already mounted.

Sir Christopher had spent a most unhapjjy day.

He had sallied forth in the morning with his head

high and with an inward con.sciousness not only of

victory but of rectitude. He had let his wife see

that he was not to be trifled with. But poor Sir

Christopher had not in him the stuff of which victors

are made. Perhaps his heart was too soft
;
perhaps

his moral courage was too feeble ; or possibly he

may have suffered from the fatal evil of not knowing

exactly what he wanted. Be this as it may, he had

become extremely wretched before noon, and, having

played two or three games of billiards at the club,

was sorely puzzled to think how he was to get through

the remainder of the day. He had said that he^

would not return home before dinner time, and until

dinner time he was fully determined to remain out

;

though he now began to doubt whether Madge would

find this punishment a very hard one to bear, after all.

Meanwhile there Avas nothing for it but to smoke

and drink whisky and soda, in which unwholesome

fashion he employed himself for several consecutive

hours.

Suddenly an idea came to him as an inspiration.

Rome was a detestable place, why should they not

leave it. He would leave the very ne.xt morning, if

Madge would consent to it—and he was ready ta

purchase her consent by an act of the humblest

submission.

So, with a swift and guilty step, he stole back t»

the hotel and presently entered his sitting-room,

where, to his surprise and great distress, he found

his wife dissolved in tears.

Down plumped Sir Christopher upon his knees

beside her, shaking the house. " Don't cry, Madge

!
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don't cry, my dear !
" he exclaimed. " I've come Madge, I want to get out of this confounded place,

to tell you how sorry I am. And I dare say I was where we've neither of us been very happy, have
wrong—and it sha'n't occur again. And look here, we ?

"

{To he continued.)

THE MODERN JUDAS.

P'OR what wilt thou sell thy Lord?

" For certain pieces of silver, since wealth buys the world's good word."

But the world's word, how canst thou hear it, while thy brothers cry scorn on thy name .^

And how shall thy bargain content thee, when thy brothers shall clothe thee with shame ?

For what shall thy brother be sold ?

'•For the rosy garland of pleasure, and the coveted crown of gold."

But thy soul will turn them to thorns, and to heaviness binding thy head.

While women are dying of shame, and c'lildren are crving for bread.

For what wilt thou sell thy soul ?

'•For the world." And what shall it profit, when thou shalt have gained thfe whole?

What profit the things thou hast, if the thing thou art be so mean ?

Wilt thou fill with the husks of having the void of the might-have-been ?

'• But when my soul shall be gone

No more shall I fail to profit by all the deeds I have done !

And wealth and the world and pleasure shall sing sweet songs in my ear

When the stupid soul is silenced, which never would let me hear.

'• And if a void there should be

I shall not feel it nor know it ; it will be nothing to me !

"

It will be nothing to thee, and thou shalt be nothing to men

But a ghost whose treasure is lost, and who shall not find it again.

'" But I shall have pleasure and praise !

"

Praise shall not pleasure thee then, nor pleasure laugh in thy days :

For as colour is not, without light, so happiness is not, without

Thy Brother, the Lord whom thou soldest—and the soul that thou hast cast out !

E. Nesbit.



CHILDREN are generally described as restless,

mercurial, impatient little beings, who, unless

they are in bed and fast asleep, are seldom quiet

for a moment, and never sit still for any length of

time ; and this is certainly true of those happy

little ones who have never known what unsatisfied

hunger is, and whose home life is so bright, that no

cloud—not even so big as a man's hand—has

come to darken their sunshine, and depress them

into sitting down quietly and doing as they are

bid. Very unlike these bright, fortunate little mor-

tals are the children of the poor ; they have almost

mastered the difficult lesson called Patience, before

the rich child has even begun to learn its name,

and are often examples in this respect not only to

children of their own age, but to very much older

children. It is wonderful, for instance, with what

resignation a small child of five or seven will sit for

hours together as model to an artist, and how it

will endure even the most trying position without a

murmur, or sign of weariness, a little gentle sigh

at twelve o'clock may be the only hint given that

the child is tired out, after a long morning's work,

and is looking forward to its mid-day meal.

Some artists—but I think they are few and far

between—do not feed their sitters on principle.

"It is not in the bond "they say. " Models are well

paid for their services and we are not bound to feed

them I
" Perhaps no-;— yet surely we are bound to

cheer and comfort those, whose patient obedience,

and willing endeavours to help us in our work

constitute such strong appeals to our humanity.

Little Prissy Lake tells me that she knows a gentle-

man and, I am sorry to say, two ladies, who go

down to their own luncheons, and leave her in

the studio alone and dinnerless, to feed her mind,

I suppose, on the beauties of their works of Art,

whilst they attend to their own creature comforts in

the dining-room. In the house of the gentleman

(Prissy is discreet and never mentions names) there

is a very kind footman who always comes up to the

studio to attend to the fire, and who in the absence

of his blaster brings biscuits for Prissy to eat in a

surreptitious and hurried manner, but Prissy says,

"Although it's very kind of him and she's very

much obliged, it is so choky to eat dry biscuits

over a hot fire, in case of crumbs, that she would

rather go without.

"

Prissy Lake lives in Mary Anne Street, Kentish

Town, and her father is a cabman, who appears to be
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always '• on the strike " and seems to do little or

no work ; but it is not of her father that Prissy

generally speaks—he is in Prissy's eyes, I fear, of

small account, and indeed judging from her de-

scription I should imagine him to be but a poor

creature. It is mother who rules in Mary Anne

Street, and it is for mother that Prissy has the greatest

reverence and affection.

Mother is a washer-

woman, but she is not so

well-to-do as she ought

to be, because I grieve

to say father " drinks and

smokes " all her earn-

ings. This greedy parent

also pounces upon all

the money Prissy makes

from her sittings and

—

never satisfied — is in

the constant habit of

borrowing from those

among his friends who

are rich enough to lend

him anything ; the con-

sequence is, that mother

and Prissy are always in

difficulties ; the harder

they work, the more

father spends, and as all

he buys seems to go

down his throat, father

cnnnot be said to be the

most desirable com- ._^__=
panion in the world. puissv lai

Prissy is a sweet-tem-

pered, bright and in-

dustrious little girl of

nine years old, she has a pretty little suggestive

face, most useful to her in her capacity of

model, and she has a charmingly graceful way of

sitting or standing, and clever, delicately-shaped

little hands that always manage to hold everything

put into them in a perfectly right and natural

manner ; her whole appearance is picturesque, and
her movements are all so pretty, and full

of grace, that in spite of her being but a poor

little London child, one cannot help imagining that

she must have been born under some very lucky

planet, or that she has for godmother one of those

delightful fairies of whom she is never tired of talk-

ing, who are in the habit of bestowing on their god-

children all good and beautiful gifts.

Prissy and her mother are the closest friends

and allies, but they are both perhaps a little hard

upon father's failings and treat him with a severity

which almost justifies—if anything can—his many
little visits to the public house round the corner. I

once ventured to hint to

Prissy that they might

be a little kinder to

^Ir. Lake, but Prissy

eager in defence of her

mother was quite in-

flexible.

" Well, you see. Miss,"

said Prissy, respectfully

but firmly, " you ain't

married yourself and

you can't be expected

to know how difficult it

is for mother to be nice

to father. She's tried to,

but it ain't of a bit of

use. Father's a social

—

that's what father is, and

he and his friends is

always a-talking and

a-socialing, and mother

don't have nothing more

to do with them."

From these remarks I

gather that Mr. Lake

must be a Radical of

very advanced opinions,

and that mother does

not share her husband's

views, and this proves

to be the case. When father is a-socialing he

attends many public meetings, where, says Prissy,

with a certain pride, " we hear he do speak

beautiful ;
" but as these meetings always seem to

necessitate longer visits to the public house, I think

Mrs. Lake might be held excused if she did not

give her vote, (had she one to give) to a Radical

member.

When Mr. Lake can get no more money out of

his wife, he stays at home, and begins to quarrel

with his bread and butter, as it were, reviling

artists and their ways. " A set of idle good-for-

nothings, standing and sitting all day long in their

: S BISCUIT.
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studios a-doing nothing but paint, why don't they

icwrk that's what I should hke to know? " asks the

virtuous Mr. Lake, " and what's the use of all their

pictures when they've done 'em, and why don't

they sell those they've finished afore they paint new-

ones, can you tell me that?" roars out Mr. Lake

becoming more and more irate, but mother who is

generally silent, and treats her husband's remarks

with quiet scorn, is roused to indignation by this

abuse of her favourites— the artists—who are

all more or less kind

to Prissy, and proceeds

to give Mr. Lake "a

piece of her mind,^' and

as it is rather a dis-

agreeable piece, she

effectually silences him

for the time ; but al-

though I feel grateful to

mother I confess that

I find father's argument

quite unanswerable, and

I cannot help thinking

guiltily as I sit hard at

work listening to Prissy,

of certain large and

ambitious works hidden

behind a screen at the

end of the studio, whilst

visions of the space to

spare on the walls of the

Ro)'al Academy, if only

Mr. Lake's advice were

to be taken, float before

my mind's eye.

If Mr. Lake is in a milder mood, he takes a

milder view of t^e iniquities of artists although he

continues to be severe—"Why they could all be

took up, even the very best of 'em " says he, " not

only your Miss la Creevy and the likes of her, but

what they call Xh&good artists too—Sir John Millais

and the rest of 'em—they could all be took up

for keeping children from Board School
!

" Mr. Lake

enjoys this argument very much, for he is quite

sure mother is not learned in such matters. " Yes,"

continues he sententiously, " they could all be took

up, even Sir Frederick Leighton himself—and I

suppose as how he considers himself nearly equal to

the Lord Ma^^or."

I happened to ask Prissy one day what she did

I'RISSV I'OSIN

with her own private threepenny bits, presented to

her at the end of each of our sittings, and Prissy

told me that she and her mother used to buy

picture-papers with them, but that now—poor

Prissy looked down and coloured—now father took

her '• thripneys " and so they couldn't buy them any

more. " Oh the wretch
!

" I thought to myself, " I do

hope mother gives it to him for that, and makes

him very uncomfortable," and I felt and I dare say

looked so vindictive that presently Prissy asked

me, "Are you ill, Miss?

you do look so red in

the face 1
" " No, child,

no," I answered rather

hastily, " but there

—

get down and take

rest, I am sure you must

want one, and come and

give me a kiss first."

Prissy had been

standing for the last

hour and a half, holding

on to an iron stand,

with one leg in the air.

It was not a comfort-

able position but

Prissy represented an

angel, she was bound

to be uncomfortable.

.Model angels always

are. She limped up to

my easel, for she said

she had " the pins and

needles," and took what

she calls " a good look "

She stood silently contemplating

it for some seconds, and as I felt her silence

boded no good to my work, for Prissy is gene-

rally warm in her expressions of admiration when

she is pleased, I asked her, " Well, Prissy, how

do you like it?"

"I think it's very nice. Miss," said Prissy gentljf

"but—but the legs look rather funny don't they?]

And presently she added with ready tact, " Pel

haps it was my fault, I know I was dreadfullj

wobbly this morning, but I don't think," continue

Prissy critically with her head on one side,

don't qttite think she looks like a real fairy, an'i

you know. Miss la Creevy, I have seen a real faii^

at the pantomime, and oh she was beautiful ! Sh

at my jiicture.
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had such gulden hair, and her eyes and eyelashes

was as black— as black I I don't suppose you could

make them quite so lovely as hers, but you might

try :

"

But Prissy was not pleased, and after she had put

on her hat and cloak, and tied up her money in a

pocket-handkerchief, which was then deposited in a

large black pocket, tied round her waist, under her

frock, the better to insure safety, she again returned

to the easel and took one more look at the un-

fortunate angel, and gravely shook her head, and

with rather a sad and dejected air, bade me good-

bye. She had not left the room five minutes,

when I heard a timid little knock at the studio

door. " Come in," said I, and in walked Prissy.

She came up to me, blushing brightly, and said

very quickly—" Oh! if )'ou please. Miss la Creevy,

if you don't mind, father has a friend, he's best

carpenter at the Butterfly Theatre and if you don't

mind—he'll let you in for nothing—he always

lets us in, and you might have a look at the real

fairy you know one night !

'

Prissy looked very happy when I assured her

that if I found I could not make the eyes and eye-

lashes beautiful enough I would most certainly go

to the Butterfly theatre and ask for her friend the

best carpenter.

But in spite of much hard work and many

privations Prissy's home is a far happier ;;nd more
comfortable one than that of Euphemia Kose,

whose horrible old grandmother—cruel and grasping

—and half-idiotic, half-paralyzed aunt, help to make
Euphemia's little life a burden to her. Euphemia
is a thick-set little girl, neither pretty nor attractive,

but she is very good-natured and sits exceedingly

well. She is as strong as a horse, and as practical as a

woman of fifty ; one day I happened to make a

mistake between a florin and half-a-crown—which

mistake has I fear for ever lowered me in Euphemia's

estimation—and as it was to the advantage of

Iuii)hemia, 1 think 1 am much to be pitied. I shall

never forget the kind and patronizing way in which

she explained the real difference which exists

between those coins, and indeed I felt so crushed

by her good-humoured toleration of my stupidity,

that I had not the heart to correct her when at

our next meeting she gravely informed me, " there

was an east-west wind, and the day was very cold."

Euphemia loves sitting to artists, and hates going

back " home." The warm, quiet studio, with all its

picturesque untidiness, seems to poor Euphemia a

heaven upon earth ; she remains in it as long as

she can and when her time for going away at last

arrives, she eagerly offers to clean the palette, the

brushes, and even the very paint tubes, in order to

]iostpone the dreaded moment of her departure.

One day after work was over, and Euphemia had

polished up every available object in the studio,

and was preparing to leave me I heard a little

gasping sigh behind me, and upon looking round,

was surprised and not a little distressed to see the

poor child in tears. " Oh, Mi.ss la Creevy," cried she,

between her sobs, " oh, do take me for your little

maid ; I do so love to scrub, and I do feel I've got it in

me to be a good housemaid, oh, do pray take me
for your little maid !

" I had great difficulty in

soothing the little girl, but at last I sent her away

radiant and happy in the bright prospect of per

haps one day satisfying her ambition.

The fathers of models are not what I shoul

call liard workers ; they will sometimes bring

child to sit, and may call for it again in the after

noon, otherwise they are not industrious. I di

certainly know one father who seems to be perpet'^

ually at work in his garden—making arbours, ani

doing thereby much injury to the healths of his famil;

of five daughters, who all sit as models, and wh(

are never without severe colds in their heads. " Fof
|
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you see," says Ada, the youngest of the five, " dada's

feelings are so very tender that he feels it dreadfully

if we don't take tea in the arbours, and, oh dear

me !
" she continues with a shudder, " it is so cold

and damp sometimes that we don't know what to

do with ourselves, but ever since our poor mamma
died, we have tried to please dada, so we don't

like to refuse him anything."

Ada is excessively " genteel," except when she for-

gets to be so, and her language and grammar until

she becomes excited and forcible, are almost above

reproach.

" How many arbours have you in your garden ?"

said I.

"Five in all," replied Ada, "dada was deter-

mined to make us one apiece, so he has built five

of them—they stand all in a row at the end of the

garden, and look sweetly prett)'—quite a picture
;

they are rather small—and—" Ada paused, and

looked about her as though searching for a word,

but not finding the one she wanted she

had to be contented with another—" and

scrouged together, but we manage to get

in, and dada has placed a stool in each,

for us to sit on, and what dada likes, is

for us to bring our teas and bread and

butters out of the kitchen and to eat and

drink in the arbours, each separate. It's

rather dull," said Ada meditatively, "but
when dada walks up and down looking

on at us, he do seem to enjoy himself."

" But," said I presently, " now that dada

has built you each an arbour, he will have

nothing more to do—how will he occupy

himself?
"

"Ah!" said Ada, rather gloomily, "he
has not finished yet— only this morning he

commenced another. It stands in front of

ours, and is to be bigger than ours. It

ain't for dada, but he says as how he'll

a-,k in Mrs. Brady to tea when it's done.

As if we wanted her" adds Ada viciously,

" and she a widow too
!

"

"Dear me !" said I to myself, "he is not

such an idiot as I imagined."

" He says," continued Ada excitedly, " as

how he never could rest with only five

arbours, he must have the half-dozen, and
so he says he'll have in Mrs. Brady to tea

every evening when it's finished."

I thought there was a good deal of method in

the madness of Ada's father, but I of course said

nothing.

The next time I saw Ada, just a week after the

above conversation she was very gloomy indeed
;

her manner was almost tragic, and I wondered what
could have happened to make her so disagreeable.

She sat for a long time in solemn and rather

grumpy silence, then suddenly addressing me she
said in a jerky and defiant manner, "Well, Miss
la Creevy, he's gone and done it, he's married Mrs.
Brady and we all of us 'ates her !

"

Poor Ada ! she was in great trouble that day
and for many days afterwards, but I noticed a

gradual change in her from this time. Her hands
and face grew decidedly cleaner—she was quite as
" genteel " as before but her manner was more gentle

—and her hats were less aggressively trimmed. She
left off abusing Mrs. Brady, and at last I discovered

with pleasure that her stepmother's influence was a

.<.^

TEA IN THE ARBOl'R.
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good one, and the little girl was all the happier for

having a kind woman to look after her. Mrs. Brady

soon persuaded Ada's father, too, to have tea in the

kitchen "'like a Christian," so the arbours are tenant-

less, and the five girls suffer from fewer colds in the

head.

The prettiest little model I have ever worked

from is Nora Flynn, a little Irish maiden. Nora is

very pretty—a fact of which she is perfectly aware

—

she has the most lovely pair of soft brown eyes and

the sweetest little mouth and nose in the world—her

hair is a \\'arm rich

brown — and her

skin is as delicate

and fair as a wild

rose. She has also

very pretty, winning

little ways that make

it almost impossible

not to spoil her, her

temper too is quite

perfect ; altogether

she is a most lovable

child, as bright and

gay, as she is pretty

and attractive to

look upon. If Nora

has a fault — and

I do not entirely

blame her for it, as

I attribute the fail-

ing to the warmth

of her imagination

—it is an apparent

inability to adhere

strictly to the truth
;

she has sat to me
now for three years,

and I am bound to

say I have scarcely ever known the dear child

miss an opportunity of exercising her inventive

faculties.

At first this made me very unhappy and I took

great pains to point out to her, how important it was

for all of us to be accurate in our statements, but a

little mocking smile would come into Nora's brown

eyes, and two little dimples into her cheeks, when I

became serious, and the more I lectured the more
Nora smiled and dimpled, until I began to think

that there must be something very ridiculous either

NORA AND NOR:

in my manner or in my words, to provoke such a

look of amusement on Nora's face—and so I have

lately given up scolding and have taken refuge from

those mocking brown eyes in dignified silence. But

my silence has no effect upon Nora—who is quite

incorrigible—and only the other day I had occasion

to say to her very gravely, "Now, Nora, unless you

speak the real truth, I shall not allow you to talk

at all to-day."

Nora.wiio is never happy unless she is chattering,

was perfectly silent for the space of three seconds,

then while I worked

awa)', getting quite

absorbed in what I

was doing, I became

aware that Nora Iiad

begun to talk again,

at first in a little

meek voice, which

however gradually

grew louder and

bolder, until it dawn-

ed upon me that she

was relating the

most wonderful story

about a baby, who

lay in the bed next

to hers at the hospi-

tal—for poor little

Nora is very delicate

and has spent ntiany

weeks in the Sick

Children's Home.

This baby's head,

Nora was saying,

used to jump away

s BROTHER. from its body like

the cork out of a

soda water bottle|

and at last tiie doctors (six of them) were obliged

to fasten it down to its body with iron weights

attached to the end of the bed ; the baby re-

covered under this treatment, got quite well, and

"you wouldn't have known there had ever been

anything the matter with him."

Now it is needless to say that, although of a

credulous nature, I could not entirely believe that

story, and once again I had to enjoin silence upon

Nora, who obeyed me as before for a few seconds,

only to begin again with a still more astonishing tale.
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Nora has a small brother, aged five, who is as

silent as she is talkative, and when the two are

sitting together, he will never—if he can help it

—

lake his eyes from his sister's face ; he listens

greedily to all she says, with his mouth wide open,

but he never laughs and never speaks, and he makes

me quite nervous by the awful way in which he keeps

his wide, unblinking eyes fixed upon Nora. He
has sat to me very often, and Nora says he is

fond of me, but although most willing to believe

htr, I fear that statement of Nora's to be as

untrue as the rest of

her remarks, and I have,

myself, very strong

doubts of his affection.

I have popped sweeties

into that boy's always

open mouth, have given

him cakes, and pre-

sented him with apples,

swords, drums, and

trumpets, but in vain !

Never once has he

uttered a sound, and

never once has he

blinked or winked. He
is a truly disconcerting

boy.

Boys as a rule do

not sit so well as girls,

they never know what
to do with their arms

and legs, and they sniff

a great deal. I ha\'e suffered very much when

I have been painting boys ; but badly as the

professional boy model sits, he is nothing at all as

compared to his brother, the rich little boy, who

comes to have his portrait painted. This wretched

creature has no sense of duty whatever as far as

sitting is concerned ; he is restless, unimaginative,

and rudely inquisitive as to how his portrait is pro-

gressing, and insists upon jumping up every five

minutes to see how it is getting on. If by the end

of halfan-hour—during which time he has never

been still for a single instant— you

have not succeeded in drawing in and

painting the whole of his face, head,

arms, legs, and wriggling bodv, he will

perhaps look at your modest attempt

with a chuckle, remarking to his

mother or his governess, how slow you

are, and drawing disparaging 'compari-

sons between you and Mr. Crusher,

" who can paint all sorts of things in

no lime,"—remarks that are a»t to dis-

courage and to make one exceedingly

nervous and uncomfortable !

There are of course boys

and boys, and I have known

v^ a few who have sat

in a most exemplary

manner, indeed one

dear fair-headed little

man of three and a

half, was a pattern of

L cooDXEss. all goodness, but then
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it must be owned, he was very unlike the gene-

rality of boy-sitters—but the subject is a painful

one, which I will not pursue further—-only adding

—

that the last little boy who sat to me for his por-

trait, suddenly asked me one day, " Are you a lady,

Miss la Creevy ?
"

I felt I coloured very foolishly as I answered,

" Well, really, I have never thought about it—what

do you suppose I am ?
"

" Oh, I think you are a lady," replied he gallantly.

' although you do paint, and wear an apron, but

what I mean is—are you a real lady like my
mother ?

"

I now understood what he meant, and explained

that my name was simply— Miss la Creevy ; he

seemed sorry as lie said he thought Lady la

Creevy would sound better. " But I like you

all the same very much," he assured me, as he

made his little bow and took himself out of my
studio.

mm

SEVEN years went by, each happier than the

last for Harald. With each returning summer
his love for his young wife seemed to ripen ; and

so dear withal was he to her that the sea, even in

its wildest striving with the storm, came to have

THE SEAL MAIDEN.
A LEGEND OF THE ORKNEYS.

Julian Corbett,

Author of ''For God and Gold.

"

little pov.-er over Hledis; so that they almost forg(|

the secret they held locked in their hearts.

Eirik, for so they called the boy, grew lustily anS

throve. They were great friends, he and Harald

and seldom apart, when the child had growl

strong enough to be with his father.
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With this fresh link to bind her to the land,

Hledis felc she had shaken off the sea for ever.

Yet sorrow came at last, and all the picture her

fancy had created of a life-long joy was clean swept

away, no less than if it had been drawn upon the

sand before the rising tide.

For it befell one winter wiien Eirik was seven

years old, that he fell into a heavy sickness. Day

after day he lay in the dark house upon his crib,

breathing painfully ; and each day his face grew

thinner and more pinched. Almost unceasingly

Hledis sat by him, taking only such food and fitful

rest as Harald, with loving firmness, could bring

her to. Such remedies as the women told her of

she tried, but chiefly she was occupied in watching,

always watching as he lay back wan and motionless,

hour after hour, his thin hand in hers and his wide-

open, dark-rimmed eyes gazing fixedly upward.

Thus he had continued some seven days when

Harald, returning from his fishing, came in to find

Hledis at her old work still.

" How is it with him ? " he asked, as he had so

many times before, when the sad answer was ever

the same.

" Even as before," she answered. " Harald, he

is sHpping away. Stny him, stay him, for pity's

sake : I know not what to do ! You are wise, and

should know what he needs. Can you not win him

back for me ?
"

Unable to speak, he stooped down and kissed

her pale face, while she, over-wrought with all her

grief and watching, threw her arms about him and

gave herself up to uncontrolled weeping on his

breast. Gently then he bore her to her bed and

laid her down upon it.

"Rest, child, rest a while," he said; "so weary

are you that even hope is worn out. Sleep a while,

and when you wake you will be brave again. Rest

is what you need. So sleep, and I will watch."

A while she lay sobbing, but presently, as though

her frame would bear no more, she fell asleep, and

Harald watched the boy.

Dimmer and dimmer grew the light, till the

glowing hearth was all that ht the room. No sound

was there but the gentle murmur of Hledis's quiet

sleep and the short, troubled breathing of the boy.

Now again he rose to moisten Eirik's lips or do
him some little sick-room service, more for his own
comfort than the boy's. He was too weak to know
what was done for him, but to Harald anything

was a relief from the terrible stillness of that bed-

side.

For two days now Eirik had lain thus unable to

move. Harald knew well he must die, and even

now, as he watched, the sufferer's troubled breathing

grew ever quicker and fainter, as though he must

pass away. What then was Harald's terror, when,

hardly believing his eyes, he saw his son slowly

rise in his crib and sit up to look around him ?

For some moments he gazed about with a fixed

and death-like stare, till at last his eyes fell

upon his sleepmg mother. Then with an over-

powering sense of dread, that made his heart stand

still and froze him to his seat, Harald saw through

the gloom the little white-robed form get down upon

the floor and walk softly but with unfaltering tread

to where Hledis lay.

The little hands, he marked, so thin that it

seemed as though a man could see through them,

while Eirik, standing beside the high crib, placed

them on the edge of the side-plank and drew

himself on tip-toe till his death-like face was

level with his mother's. He saw Hledis shudder

in her sleep when the little dead lips pressed hers,

as though a snowflake had fallen upon her.

Then Eirik, sighing sadly, waiked towards the

door. Still Harald dared not, or could not, move
or speak, although he could see the boy was un-

fastening the bolts. No sooner was the door open

than Eirik turned and for the first time fixed his

dead stare upon his terror-stricken father. One
thin little hand he raised, with a gesture as though

to forbid Harald following him, and then sallied

out into the night, while Hledis cried out miserably

in her sleep.

Her lament called Harald to himself, and sud-

denly he became aware how ill he had discharged

his trust. With a great effort he rose and followed

Eirik's corpse.

The dawn was just breaking, so that, as soon as

he was without, he could see the little white figure

hurrying down to the sea. Harald sprang after

him, and rapidly gained upon his childish steps.

In another moment he would have had the boy in

his arms, but ere he could reach him, Eirik gave a

wild, shrill cry of alarm, such as never came from

human lips, and casting himself upon the wet

rocks, began to hurry faster than ever towards the

waves, bending up his body and springing like a

seal, till at last he splashed headlong into the sea.
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For awhile Harald could see him by the ghostly

glimmer of the grey dawn playing on the surf, darting

hither and thither and tumbling on the surface.

Hardly knowing what he did, he ran for the boat,

but no sooner did the oars and gear rattle on the

thwarts, as he set it upright upon its keel to launch

it, than Eirik leaped wantonly from the water, as

though exulting in his freedom, and then dis-

appeared beneath the waves.

How to go back and meet his wife he knew not.

In the growing light he sat, thinking he knew not

what, till his courage came back. Now that the

unearthly little figure was gone he grew master of

himself again. He had a duty to perform he could

see. He had to comfort one whose loss was greater

than his. So resolute he rose, and with measured

tread returned to the house.

When Hledis awoke, he was standing at the bed-

side with the same look of manly sadness in his eyes

that had first won her, long ago in Borey, when he

told of the wrong he had done her. She raised

herself quickly, feeling she had slept long, and re-

proaching herself for the lengthened watch she had

put upon her husband. But he lifted his hand to

bid her rest again, and she saw by his silence some

evil had befallen.

" Rest on, sweet wife," he said at last, " rest on.

Your labour is done and Eirik has won a mighty

fosterer. For even while I watched, the great sea

called him and now he lies at peace in her bosom."

VI.

When' the first burst of Hledis's grief was over,

Harald looked to see her come back to her old w-ays

again, and charm away the gloom that hung over

Gairsay with her old sunny looks and the music of

her voice. Yet the time went by and she changed

not and Harald mourned for her sorrow.

" She lives only," he said, " w-ith the beautiful

life of the sea. All that was purest and brightest

in its tender spirit was breathed into her sweet form.

In the kindly air of peace and quiet happiness she

could thrive and sparkle like her sister foam-flecks

in the sunshine, but now the breath of sorrow has

breathed upon her, and she must grow dim in

leaden air."

Indeed it seemed so. For although she strove

bravely to go back to her old life, and busy herself

about the house-work, yet it was of little avail. In

the davtime it was easier. Often she would greet

Harald, when he came from his work, with a loving

smile, in which he thought he could see the sun

struggling; but when the night came, and they went

to rest, she could be brave no longer. Many a time

then, well-nigh choked with tears, Harald saw her

cast herself upon the little empty crib, and sob as

though her gentle heart must break, till he bore her

to her bed.

As the summer came her grief grew calmer, yet

deeper, Harald knew. No more did she give her-

self up to bursts of sorrow as before, yet he noted

something that was worse. At evening when they

sat together in silence, as often happened now, she

would suddenly start as though to speak to him,

and then say nothing, but come instead and nestle

on his knee. He would put his arm about her and

kiss her with passionate love ; for he knew what it

was she had on her lips to say.

Still nothing was said by either, and Hledis pined

ever as the summer wore away. It was one morn-

ing towards autumn that she first spoke. All night

long a storm had raged. Sore troubled was Hledis,

and Harald had looked to see her rise from his side

again and again, as the sea-teais lashed upon the

shutters.

Towards morning he fell asleep and at daylight

awoke. He saw his beautiful wife lying by his side

wan, exhausted, as one who had struggled long with

mortal pain. She opened her dark eyes as he moved,

and stealing one thin hand in his she spoke to him

softly as though afraid.

" Harald," she said, " be not angry with me for

what I must say. True wife I have been to you,

but now my time is come, and I must speak. Hard

have I striven, but now it must come, even though

you be angered."

"Speak, sweetest wife, if needs must be," he

answered cheerfully though his heart sank and he

knew the hour had come when his manhood would

be tried beyond all that he had known before.

"Speak without fear, for how can the music of

your soft lips breed anger, or aught but love and

content."

" Nay," she went on, " but I have that to say

which is little like to breed content and love. For

words have I to utter that will try your manhood,

more than ever it was tried at weapon-feast ; more

evil will they prove than the greediest bite of the

helm-kisser ; no fang of the barbed air-fish shall

ever sting so sharp."
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" Many a sore trial have I liad," he answered,

" when swords were kissing helms and nrrows

sought their meat. Yet when all was done it was

never said that men held my manhood less than

before. So speak and fear not."

" Yet I cannot choose but fear," she said, " ay,

and sorrow too. For I know your great heart and

know how my words will tear it. For my hour is

come when I must leave you, and be your wife no

more. Sorrow has withered my spirit, and it is

greater agony than I can bear to stay here. Yet

because I have lived once and died, and chosen

out of my great love for you, to be a living woman

again, I may not die again, or pass away save by

your will. It was ycu who came and bore me
hither. For your dear sake I forgot the great loving

sea to whom my soul was wedded, and left it to

mourn, that I might comfort you and drink the

sweet draught of your love. So now it is you only

who may free me from this phantom earth-life that

galls my weary spirit with greater pain than I can

bear."

" And are you sure of this ? " he asked ;
" surj

that your hour is at hand, and that the sunshine

will come back to you no more? "

"Ay, Harakl," she answered, "without fail I

know it. My spirit whereby I have lived through

these happy years was nought but a little of the

beauty and the gladness of the sea; but sorrow has

passed upon it, and it is withered. So now must I

grieve and pine till you set me free."

" And are you sure," he went on, as one lost in

thought, " that I alone can set you free, that you

must stay with me till I bid you go ?
"

" Yes, till you give me back what once you took,"

she said, " even that which I bless you still for taking

in spite of my present woe, ay, and shall bless you

ever for taking, even though you give it not back and

I pine, because of the great joy I have had in your

love."

Harald covered his face with his hands, and

poke not.

She saw his struggle, and as she watched the

I strong man wrestling with himself for her sake, she

[
:ould only pity him and deny herself, as she had

J ione before. So the music of her voice broke in

3nce more upon Harald, even as he felt his man-

icod slipping away and that he was further than

;ver from the resolve he dared not take.

"Harald," it said, " grieve no more and forget

my words. Well know I the greatness of your love

for me, and well know I it is too great a thing I ask

that you should set me free. Forget then my words,

and I will strive to stay with you content a little

longer."

Starting up then he uncovered his face and

kissed her gently like a holy thing, as a man might

worship at some saintly shrine, whence in answer

to his prayers he had won his heart's desire. Then
with no word he rose and went forth, his lips

firm-set.

Presently he returned, bearing in his hands tlie

long-hidden skin just as it was when first he took it,

and kneeling beside the bed he gave it to her.

Then it seemed he could bear no more, for he

buried his face beside hers in the pillow and wept

bitterly.

She laid her hand caressingly upon him, saying

nothing, but wondering in silence to see how he

loved her still, though the freshness of her beauty

and light-heartedness was gone ; and even as she

wondered she recalled a thing she had heard in the

sea and rejoiced greatly, for she saw in it comfort

for Harald.

Presently the bitterness of his grief passed a

little, and he grew more master of himself, so that

he found heart to look up, and carry out his part

to the end.

" Unmanly is it in me, Hledis," he said, "to weep

thus, when I should meet my fate. Yet blame me
not ; for though many griefs come to men on this

dark earth, yet, well wot I, was never one harder to

bear than to be parted from you, sweet wife, for

ever. Now tell me what I should do to set you

free," he went on, rising to his feet, " and I will do

it without tears to the last."

" Brave heart," she said, "how can I have won

the love of such a one as you ? Yet have I won it.

That I know full well, since a second time you

shrink not from casting all away for me. Therein

is our comfort. For know, that when I was in the

sea they told me that since Christ and His saints

had reigned on earth, things were changed in seal-

land ; for they were stronger than the sea, because

of the love Christ bore to men. A viking's

daughter was I, and my father vvas a rough man,

who knew not the white Lord, so that I was not

baptized. Now therefore I would have you fare to

Kirkwall and fetch a mass-priest that he may
sprinkle me. Then who can tell, but that Christ in



" i!u lishop 'jicn! close liinvn to Hie sea."
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His gentleness may remember how you loved me,

and take my soul away from the sea to paradise,

that when you die you may go to Him, we may
dwell together once more, and gladden His eyes

with the sight of our great love."

Then Harald took heart and left her to do her

bidding. So he sailed across the sound to Kirk-

wall, and when he was come thither he sought out the

bishop himself, and told him all his wondrous tale.

Greatly the good man marvelled, when he heard

what Harald had to say ; but nevertheless he rose

up, and called his priests about him, saying that he

had Christ's work for them to do in Gairsay. So

all came back together, and the bishop set about

baptizing Hledis.

Grey sad was the sea, yet still, as one that bears

a great sorrow helpless and uncomplaining, when

the mass-priests began their singing. Sweetly they

sang by the shore, moving slowly to and fro before

Harald's hall and the old bishop with a fair cross

of silver before him, was with them. A holy sight

it was to see, and all the people knelt around upon

the rocks to watch and listen.

Presently the singing was ended, and the bishop

went close d^own to the sea. There to the wonder

of all he knelt upon the wet rocks, and Harald

knelt beside him. Long the old man prayed there :

but none but he knew what, for now he spoke in

that old tongue that is the bane of fiends. Yet it

mattered not ; for all knew it was a most holy and

Christ-like prayer ; and when now and again he

ceased a while, the mass-priests with one accord

sang sweet aniens, that rolled forth over the rocks

and the sad grey sea in richest harmony.

But the bishop still knelt on, and strove with the

sea for Hledis's soul. In the White Christ's name,

Who tamed it, he cried to it, and charged it to give up

what was its now no longer, but the gentle Lord's,

to whom that soul was hallowed by the holy love

of man and wife. Greyer and sadder grew the sea

in the eyes of those who watched as the words of

that holy man waxed too strong for it, and louder

and more sweetly the mass-priests sang their song,

till at last the bishop rose and went into the hall

where Hledis lay.

There she was baptized with the bishop's own
liand

; and thereafter, amidst the holiest hymns and

prayers he took the blessed bread and wine and

hallowed Hledis with the solemn rites of death, that

she might pass away in peace.

When all was done he gave his blessing to the

people and departed. But they sat upon the rocks,

and watched the boat as with measured stroke it

was rowed away. A holy thing it seemed in the

midst of the grey waste of water. For fairly shone

the rich robes of the bishop and his priests as they

sat together in the boat. Above them all rose that

fair silver cross erect, like a banner of Christ raised

over the conquered sea. Glad hymns too the mass-

priests sang, and most sweetly did they sound upon
the silent waters. Less and less grew the boat to

the eyes of those who watched, as the oars dipped

unceasingly, and fainter and fainter the hymns
came back across the sea, till at last no sound or

sight of the craft and its holy burden was left, and

each man went back to his place.

By his wife's bedside sat Harald. Alone he

watched, for none would he suffer to enter. A while

she lay quietly, as though she would pass away in

peace ; but as the day wore on, and it drew towards

evening, her face grew troubled. In sore distress

Harald marked her pain, and saw how she grew

ever more restless, tiil at last she started up, and
seized his hand.

" Drive them away, Harald," she cried wildly.

" See the seals are all about me ! Drive them away,

for the love of God, or I must join them ! No,

no," she went on, sinking back exhausted, "what do

I say ? They are not here, but at Borey waiting for

the sun to set, for this is their dancing-night. I

must go to them, Harald. Here I cannot pass

away. The black walls close me in, and I can bear

the agony no longer. Harald, by your love I

beseech you now, take me there, you and I alone.

Take me and lay me wrapped in the skin where

first you found me on that blessed day. There

alone can I get free, I know. Lay me there and

wait, but, as you love me, look not to see what

comes to pass till morning. For my soul's ease

and your own I charge you, and when the day

awakes, you will know whether eternal joy awaits

us or oh Harald, whatever comes, I must go, I

can endure no more."

So saying she fell upon his neck, and wept so

bitterly that he could not choose but do as she

said. Tenderly he bore her to his boat, and none

dare stay him, so fearful were his looks. There he

set her down gently, and fared out over the sea,

which seemed, as he rowed, to grow brighter in the

glowing evening light.
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The sun had not yet set when they came lo

Borey ; but Harald could see the shore v>-as already

thronged with gliding seals. Upon the well-remem-

bered spot he laid his beautiful wife and wrapped

her in the skin. With so sweet a smile of gratitude

she stretched up her white arms to him, that he

thereby found courage to say farewell.

Who shall tell the agony of Harald's soul, cs he

knelt upon the rocks, and wound the soft form, that

was more than life to him, in one last embrace, and

pressed the sweet lips to his in one last kiss? It

was past at last. Unflinching he went back to the

boat and rowed away to a lonely skerry that lay off

the shore. There he made fast, and sat down, his

face in his hands, to wait till morning, and Hledis

lay alone on the weedy rocks.

Soon the sound of bright music fell on Harald's

ears, and he could hear the seals, as they scrambled

up the rocks. Then he could tell how band after

band went singing and laughing up the shore.

Suddenly a shriek arose, and then another and

another, till cry after cry, and wail after wail rent

the air, and Harald knew that tlie seal-folk had

found their long-lost playfellow.

He would have given all the world to look but

once, all but the chance of seeing his wife once

more. SVo steadfastly he held his face buried in his

hands, remembering what she had said, and strove

to tell what was p.^ssing by the sounds that fell on

his ears.

The music had changed. It was gay no longer,

but rose and fell mournfully in a dirge of the dead.

No lausrhter arose now. The seal-folks' voices were

mingled wofully with the death-music, and their

feet sounded dully on the rocks as they seemeil

in solemn round to pace about the spot where

Hledis was laid.

Unceasingly such sounds continued, but Haralil

faltered not, though he thought the long hours oi

the night would never end, and it seemed to him

that he sat there many days.

At last the dirge swelled out into one long heart

broken wail, and then all was silent, save for the sound

of seals splashing one after another into th.e water.

That even ceased at length, and Harald looked up.

One se.al remained just where he had set Hledis

down. Quickly he rowed to the shore, and went

to it trembling. Down by its side he threw him

self and raised its head rapturously on to his knee

;

for the seal had the face of his lovely wife. A
happy smile was on her lips, and though she was

lifeless, Harald rejoiced, for he was sure she was

where she would be.

In his arms he took her, and therewith the skin

fell from her, and left in his embrace the match-

less form he loved so well.

In golden glory the dawn awoke and Harald bore

his lovely burden to the boat. Quietly he took the

oars and rowed back slowly over the glowing bosoir

of the sea. It seemed to have forgotten its sorrow

for what it had lost, as the hot sun kissed its gleam-

ing breast. Its grief was done—and Harald's too

Peace was in his heart, for hope had entered there

since he knew his great love had won Hledis from

the sea, and by the White Lord's grace their partini

was not for ever.

Note.—The legend on which thi:

to Mr. John K-rr, who published it in

story is founded is believed to be still current in the Orkneys. It was related by a nall>

a paper on " Orkney and the Orcadians" in Good It/ords is: September, 1865.

K) ••Tvi-v?S;:;;."'-~«««k*'-^*v.
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{Ent'>e/n-cn soUst Du, sollst ejiibihren.)

I.

THE King, the great Pandava,

Sat down in bis tent door;

His brethren stood on either hand,

His wife knelt low before.

The sun sank red below the sands

That reach so wide away

;

The golden desert flamed and dyed

In lilac and in grey :

" For seven years and seven again

Our sun hath set," he said,

"Too long we wander far from home,

A price upon our head.

" But thrice an Angel's voice hath spoken,

And three times have I heard

The voice that cries :
' Arise and strike

!

'

—And this night is the third."

The King strode out in silence

Into the desert dim
;

The Queen and his four brothers.

They hastened after him.

And all night long they wandered

Across the sandy ground
;

The King, his brethren, and the Queen,

And last of all the hound.

Eat, when the morning broke, the sun

Rose over tower and dome
;

And all those princes shouted

—

For they knew they were at home :

" Behold the towers of Delhi,

The dear ancestral towers !

Before the sun goes down, my brothers.

They shall again be ours.
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"A hundred princes take their ease

About our fathers' bowers

;

My brothers, we are five in all :

The battle shall be ours !

' The people in the market-place

That sell their fruit and flowers,

To-day they shout another name :

To-morrow it shall be ours!

" I come ! I claim thee, Delhi,

For I am Pandu's son I

"

And with the bugle at his lips

The battle has begun.

And twenty to a man, all day

The battle raged amain
;

But in the dusk Pandava

Had won his own again.

And all the people marvelled.

And they knew it was well done

;

The King should have his own at last.

Since he was Pandu's son !

Then for a year Pandava reigned

As none has reigned before.

Holy and just, the widows' staff,

The father of the poor.

n.

The market-place of Delhi

Is emi)ty all day long;

The gallant Knights of Delhi

Go by without a song.

Tiie Councillors of Delhi

Pass in with all of these.

To kneel within the Golden Hall

At King Pandava's knees.

"Why art thou sick at heart, our King?

What ails thee, lord of all ?

Dost thou not reign in Delhi

Within the Golden Hall?"

Pandava lifts his shagg)- head,

Lifts up his hollow eyes :

" W'here are the kings of yesterdav.

O light-of-heart ? " he cries.

" They reigned. What was the end of

They died. And what shall be

The end of us, the end of all ?

My brothers, answer me ! . . .

" Was it worth while to strive and slay

For such a little thing?

To fill one's dreams with wrath and blood

.\nd only be a King ?

" I have no place among you.

The mountains, past the sea.

Far hence the Eternal City shines

;

I go—remember me !

"

Slowly the great Pandava

Rose from the crystal throne,

And passed along the Golden Hall

As one would fain begone
;

But with a roar of anguish

Like lions struck at heart

The four Pandava brothers rose

-And let him not depart.

" Go where thou wilt, Pandava,

Follow the heavenly way,

Whither thou wilt, Pandava,

But wherefore should we stay ?

' Nay, as we entered Delhi, so

We leave its holy ground :

Thou first, then we, then Draupadi,

And last of all the hound."

HL

The priests and all the people

Are out by Delhi gate,

And silently they watch the King

AMio leaves them desolate.

But never to the left hand,

And never to the right.

And never backwards turns the King ;

And his face is changed and white.

And such a shining in their eyes

Have dazzled men, they say,

Who, having seen too bright a light.

See nothing else alwa)'.



The four Paiulavi .'.'/tv

And Id hitn no: depart.'
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Not one of all that company

Of men who weep and yearn,

Not one of all that company

(Seeing those eyes that burn)

Not one of all that company

Who dares to ray, " Return !

"

But long they look, and hard they look,

And very long they wait.

Till but a wandering speck of white

Is seen from Delhi Gate.

IV.

The sun burns down from morn till night.

And underfoot the sand

Blisters the feet of them that go

Unresting through the land.

Far off the sea, a shield of steel,

Shines cruel and accurs't.

And fills the blazing air with brim-

That keeps them aye athirst.

" Oh, turn a little while, Pandava,

Tarry and turn thee round !

Thy wife that was so fair and kind

Lies dying on the ground I

"

" My way lies on in front, brother,

I may not turn aside
;

She loved another more than God.

And therefore hath she died."

" Oh turn, by all our love, Pandava,

For lo ' at thy light hand

Our youngest one, our Lionheart,

Lies senseless on the sand !

"

" My way lies on in front, brother,

I may not turn aside
;

He gloried vainly in his strength.

And therefore hath he died."

'• Nay, hear me now at last, Pandava,

The twins, the crown of grace.

Lie dying in each other's arms

And cry to see thy face !

"

" My way lies on in front, brother,

I may not turn aside :

Too well they knew that they were fair.

And therefore have thev died."

" Nay, I, thine other self, brother,

I sink upon the sand.

Oh say, what was my secret sin !

Oh, reach thy helping-hand !

"

' My way lies on in front, brother,

I cannot help thee, I :

Thou deemed thyself more wise than God,

And therefore must thou die."

Straight on goes King Pandava

And after him the hound ;

He goes towards the Heavenly Gates,

Nor ever turns around.

When seven days were come and gone,

Pandava fell aslee[)

Beneath a palm tree on the sand ;

And his sleep was sound and deep.

And when he woke at last, abashed.

While still the dawn was briglw,

Lo 1 at his feet an Angel

Stood in a rush of Light.

" Lo ! I am here, Pandava !

My chariot y-aits for thee !

"

And gladly would that king have gone,

But his hound moaned long and dree.

'• Fain would I come, thou Angel,

But lo ! I am not free
;

I cannot leave my faithful hound

AVho mourned so long with me."

" Oh, thou art a loyal master, King,

If he is a loyal hound
;

Wert thou as true to them that lie

Unburied on the ground ?
"

" The dead, they sleep at ease, I think.

For they abandoned me.

My faithful hound had never died

In my necessity.

" Through heat and cold, the days of thirst,

The dreary nights and dim.

He went with me ; and now. Angel,

I e'en must "o with him !

"



" T/iy xvife that was so fair a ft if kind
Lies dying on the ground I

"
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•' Nay, call thy hound to thee, O King,

In heaven he is no hound !

lie only is a faithful soul

Whose service knew no bound.

"Oil, call thy hound and mount witli me,

My chariot tarries long."

And gladly would that king have gone,

But his heart mourned sore and strong.

" Fain would I come, thou Angel,

But I must stay behind
;

My heart yearns for my dead brothers.

My wife, the dear and kind.

"As 1 forewent the joys of earth,

So heaven I now forego
;

And as I left uiy dead brothers,

These must I leave also."

'• Nay, dry thy tears, O King, for still

My chariot waits for thee :

I.o ! at the gate of Heaven

Thy dear ones shall thou sec.

"They stand around the Tiirone of Clod,

Like lilies clear and white
;

But thou shalt enter Heaven alive,

Among these soul 5 of light.

"They stand around llie throne of God,

Like roses white and fresh
;

But thou shalt enter Heaven alive,

Still in thy robe of flesh.

' Lo I thou shalt enter Heaven alive.

Because thou didst forego

More utterly, more deeply,

Than any man may know."

He ceased : a trembling took the earth,

The skies were strange to see,

.\nd lo I the heavens opened.

The stars shouted for glee.

One lightning Hash from Earth to Heaven;

And by the stricken ])alm.

There was for miles no living thing.

Only the endless calm ;

Nor shall the like again be seen.

Of all the saints that strive,

No other King Pandava

Shall en'.ei Heaven alive.
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XIX.

NEWS OF DAVID VANE.

HULDAH went heme that evening, from her

vain search for David Vane in the woods,

md sat down in the old kitchen, disconsolate.

"What did you write to Mr. Pirtle for?" she

aid, looking up at her father, from tlie stove where

ihe sat warming her feet.

The cat's out of the bag," whispered Mrs.

ropthorne. Then aloud, " What do you mean by

vriting to Pirtle ?
"

" He did !
" exclaimed Huldah reproachfully.

'And that made all the trouble to-day."

"H'm!" coughed the deacon uneasily. '-I

aeant it for the best. I'd no idee of his sending

. constable for him. A blundering constable, at

hat
!

"

But you needn't be concerned about David

/ane," said her mother. " He knows the woods
ly this time too well to get lost in them. He'll

ome back safe enough."

"If he does, you'll diive him away again, or have

lim sent for," pouted Huldah.

" No, we won't, Huldy. If he comes back he

hall stay, if he wants to. There, let that comfort

ou," said Mrs. Topthorne.

" Do you say that too ? " cried the girl, looking

p eagerly at her father.

"Well, yes; anything to please you," replied the

eacon indulgently.

I "I can't help thinking," resumed his wife,

I

about what Mr. Quimpton said—if we should get

ome and find both boys gone ! What could have

ut it into his head ? After all, he was about

J. T. Trowkridge.

right ; I guess we'd ])refer two boys to no boy at

all."

"I found it dreffle incovenient to-night," re-

marked the deacon. " Calvin in the woods, there

was nobody to help about the cows. David Vane

is about the best boy to take holt, ever I see ; a

good deal more willing than Dave."

" And you've both promised to keep him if he

comes back !
" exclaimed the exultant Huldah.

Her quick ear had caught a sound they did not

hear, a well-known cough by the window. She ran

out, and returned wild with glee, bringing in not

Dave Crane as they at first imagined, at sight of

him, but David Vane, in Crane's clothes.

" Why, David I that you ? " said Mrs. Topthorne.
" Huldah's been in a dreadful state, thinking you

might be lost in the woods !

"

" I've been at Mr. Quimpton's," David replied

his face beaming with animation. "I thought you

might be anxious about me, so I came to tell you."

" To Quimpton's? " queried the deacon. " How
. happens that?"

" You see," David explained, " I cut through the

woods when the officer chased Dave—I suppose

Huldah has told you ; and hid on the other side

till Mr. Quimpton drove along, and gave me a

ride."

" Why 1 we met Quimpton with a load of hay,

and stopped to talk with him," said the deacon.

'• Where was you ?
"

" I was on top of the load," said David, with a

laui;h.
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" And heard the talk ? " said Mrs. Topthorne.

" Well, I'm beat !

"

" Oh ! I don't care anything about that," replied

David; "though I did a little, at first. I don't

blame you for not wanting two boys. And I

haven't come back to stay, but to get some of my

things. I'm going to live at Mr. Quimpton's."

" No, no !

" said Huldah, clinging tight to his

arm. "We sha'n't let you. They have promised

to keep you here ; haven't you, mother ? Say,

father I

"

" Huldy ! Huldy how you act I
" said her

mother. " Do you know anything what has 'come

of Dave Crane ?
"

" Mr. Quimpton saw somebody that came from

the railroad this evening, who said a man and a

boy rode up there in a gig in the afternoon, and

took the train just as they were starting. So I

wasn't afraid to come. I'll stay over Sunday, and

help you about the cows, if you want me to. But

Mr. Quimpton is going to give me three dollars a

week, all the summer, if I'll work for him."

" We'll give you as much as he will, won't we,

father?" said Huldah. " And sujjpose Dave don't

come back? He has been wanting to goto Boston

ever so long ; and I should think he would stay

now he has got there."

"Three dollars a week I" muttered the deacon.

'Did Quimpton say that? A boy like you can't

earn three dollars a week I

"

" 'Twas his own offer," said David. " I feel as if

I ought to be earning something, so as to make a

home for my mother when I get a little older."

" But you didn't engage with him, I hope?" said

Mrs. Topthorne, in some concern. " For if Dave

Crane shouldn't come back !

"

" I told him I thought I ought to consu.t you

first," replied David.

" That's right ! that's right
!

" said the deacon,

with a breath of relief. " We'll see ! we'll sec 1

Three dollars ! that's big pay for a boy 1
" It was

plain, from the painful wrinkle in his brow, that he

was not thinking of Quimpton's pocket-book, but

his own.

" I suppose they'll try again to catch me," said

David ; " for Pirtle isn't a man to give up, beaten.

But I have got away once, I believe I can do it

again." He saw Huldah laughing at his appear-

ance in Crane's clothes ; and he began to laugh

himself.

" Dave has got rather the best end of the bargain

in the matter of suits," he said. " But this will do

for me to work in, and I'll ask mother to send me
,j

my best clothes as soon as the trouble blows over.

I'd give something to be there," he added, with a

boyish chuckle, " when the officer takes him to our

house, if he ever does !

"

So David slept again that night in the old farm-

house. Rising early the next morning, and de- ;

scending the stairs before anybody was astir, he

took a couple of milk pails from the pantry and ij

went to the yard.
[

The sun was rising through banks of purple and «

crimson clouds. The air was clear and exhilarating, u

A light coating of frost whitened the dooryard turf
|

and sparkled on the fences, and here and there a (i

breath of soft vapour floated up from slopes and j

hillsides where the first rays of the sunshine fell. |

David paused to look and listen. Bluebirds andi

robins were singing. Crows cawed in the flushing

forest-tops, and from afar off their wild clamoun

struck clear and sweet into his soul.

The tasks which country David hated, cit)

David loved. The cattle were lying down undei

the shed and in the yard when he appeared

Two or three got up at his approach, stretchec

themselves, and fretted their tails ; then, recklessl)i

kicking, drove up others, with that spirit o

domineering common to man and beast.

Only three or four of the herd were milch-cow:

:

at that season. These David had learned to milk ,

his pails were soon filled, and he returned witl

«

them to the house.

" Well, sure enough !
" exclaimed Mrs. Top t

thorne, meeting him in the pantry, " you got th- .

start ! I've been calling you at the foot of th

stairs, and wondering why you didn't answer."

She was evidently pleased, and that made Davii ;

glad.

" It'll suit father : he likes to lay abed Sunda

morning," added Mrs. Topthorne.

XX.

EXPERIENCES OF D.WID CR.ANE. I
At about that time David Crane had also arise

in the front attic of Mr. Ragg's house. He put h)

tousled head forth from the window, tasted the coc

air, and gazed over the vastness and silence of th

city, with its roofs and spires gilded by the mornin
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sun. Thinking wonderingJy of his adventures, and

of the folks at home, he said to himself, with a

laugh

—

" Who d'ye s'pose'll milk the deacon's cows this

morning ?
"

He found among the clothes Huldah had packed

for him, a clean shirt, which he put on that Sunday

morning. He took great pains with his toilet,

remembering that he was among strangers, in a

brick house 1 He wet his hair, brushed it up

smartly from his forehead, curled his earlocks, and

admired himself in the glass, in Vane's clothes.

Then he sat down by the window and waited.

" Wish this was my home ! Wish I lived in the

: city, and was sure of getting a living here ! Wish I

I

could make money, and get to own a fine house

like this some day !

"

Such were his thoughts and aspirations that fair

Sunday morning.

The streets were silent, shadowy and cool, and

he longed to descend to them. As soon as he

heard people stirring in the house he ventured to

leave his room and go down stairs. An Irish

servant-girl, whom he had not seen the night before,

unfastened the hall door for him and let him out.

A few jiedestrians were passing, and a milk-waggon

was rattling from house to house, the driver ringing

a bell at every stop. A few doves alighted upon

the pavement, and flew up again over the roofs of

the two rows of plain brick houses that inclosed the

narrow street. The belfry clocks, one or two far

loff, and then another quite near, sent forth their

musical peals on the quiet morning air.

Such were the simple and commonplace ele-

ments of the scene, which by its novelty e.xcited

Dave's spirits to a high pitch of animation. Un-
consciously he began to whistle ; but, startled by

the strangeness of the sound in that strange place,

and remembering that it was Sunday, he checked

the jubilant outburst, and with a guilty feeling

looked around to see if it was noticed.

He walked but a little way, then came back

and sat down on the steps of the house. In a

little while a bell rang within. Thinking it the

signal for breakfast, and being by this time quite

liungry, he rose with alertness to enter. He
i

twisted the door-knob, first one way and then the

5ther, with all his might, but the door wouldn't

ipen.

" What a worry 1

" lie murmured, " nothing

opens or shuts in Boston, as it does up-country,

only folks' mouths !

"

He had seen the servant turn the door-key, but.

liad not noticed that she at the same time slipped

back— but did not fasten back — a night-latch, to

let him out. After wasting a good deal of time and

strength with the intractable knob, he began to

knock. He made his knuckles sore ; still nobody

came.

The house seemed to him a sort of trap ; the

principle of which however was the reverse of

that of traps in general. He could get out, but

he couldn't get in again. Could it be possible

the Raggs had taken this method of getting rid of

him ?

His knuckles getting tired, he began, with in-

creasing consternation, to pound with his fist.

Suddenly, to his relief, the knob was turned from

within, and a plum[)-cheeked girl appeared in the

open doorway, smiling at his droll predicament. It

was the friendly Susie.

" We couldn't think where the knocking was !"

she said. " Why didn't you ring the bell?"

'• I heard somebody else ring it, and that's what

I wanted to come in for," Dave .replied. " I

thought it was for breakfast."

Susie laughed :
" I meant the door-bell." And

she stepped out to explain to him the mystery of

the bell-pull.

"I saw that little nob, and tried to turn it;

thought it might have something to do with open-

ing the door," Dave innocently replied. " Do'no's

I ever saw a door-bell in my life up-country where

I come from. I'll have to get used to these double-

and-twisted citified contrivances '

"

He glanced at his hair in the hat-tree mirror,

giving his ear-locks a twist, before following Miss

Ragg to the breakfast-room. The sun shone in

at the windov.'s, and the canaries were singing

joyously and shrilly as he went in. Mr. Ragg was

seated on one side of the oval table, with Mrs.

Ragg opposite him, and two little Raggs (aged ten

and twelve) at one end. It was a very cheer-

ful-looking Sunday morning breakfast, and Dave

thought the Boston brown bread and baked beans

smelt remarkably good.

"Well, young man !

" said Mr. Ragg, "do you

think you deserve any breakfast ?
"

" I don' know," replied Dave, abashed. " I

didn't bring myself here.''
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" \Vu won't say anything about that." said Ragg,

with a rather grim smile. " I'll keep you now I've

got you : and we'll take a little journey back to-

morrow. How will you hke that?
"'

"I 'spose I shall have to go, if I can't get

anything here to do for a living,'' said Dave,

tremulously.

" What 1

" exclaimed Ragg. " You would like to

stop in town ?
"

" Yes. first-rate !
" said Dave, eagerly.

" That's the way of it I City boys run away to

the country, and country boys want to come to the

city," Ragg remarked severely. " None of 'em

know what they want."

He looked over at the little Raggs as if wishing

them to take the lesson to heart.

" They want a change, and change is good for

boys, as 'tis for other folks, sometimes," observ'ed

Mrs. Ragg, a plain, good-natured, motherly woman,

who had a kindly look and word for Dave. " You've

told me many a time, James, how you came to the

city, when you were a boy, with only twenty-five

cents in your pocket ; and you always thought 'twas

the making of you."

" That's different. I knew what I was about.

Not one boy in a thousand could do what I did."

And his self-conceit being jogged (self-conceit was

Ragg's foible), he proceeded to brag.

The story of his early struggles and subsequent

success made a strong impression on Dave.

" It's always twenty-five cents, I believe, that

boys from the country bring with them when they

are going to make their fortunes in town," said

Mrs. Ragg. " If you have that in your pocket "—

•

smiling on Dave— '' you can take it as a sign you

are to be a self-made man."

"I haven't got even that," replied Dave, taking

the pleasantry very seriously. " I haven't any

money of my own ; and Dave Vane, if he had any,

must have emptied his pockets before he changed

clothes."

After breakfast Susie asked him if he would like

to go to church with her and her mother. .She was

so very mild and pleasant that his consent was won

before he had time to think whether he would or

not. Already he was beginning to think he might

get to like her as well as he did Huldah, whose

manner towards him was often, he remembered,

so cuttingly sharp. Susie didn't look as if she

could ever be sharp with anybody.

It was a proud moment for David Crane when

he walked out of the house that morning with

Mrs. Ragg and Susie in their Sunday silks. The
ringing of the church-bells filled his heart with

wonder and joy. The crowds converging towards

the church-doors were to him a magnificent spec-

tacle ; and that he was a jmrt of it seemed almost

too much to believe.

He thought it well enough that the two ladies

should walk side by side, while he walked humbly

behind. But when, arrived at the church, he was

delivered into the hands of a well-dressed man,

with a patronizing, officious air, who marched him

alone down the aisle, and he found he was not to

have the honour of sitting in the Ragg family pew,

he felt deeply hurt, and began to accuse Susie of

being, after all, "stuck up." She had seemed quite

oblivious of his existence, while chatting with ac

quaintanccs in the vestibule; nor did she once

throughout the services, deign a glance at the

distant pew where he sat.

But when, after they were over, she waited foi

him, with her mother, at the door, and with one

her gentle smiles signalled him to accompany then

—walking behind again, of course—he forgave

her the wound to his pride, and followed the sill

dresses as clo.sely as he could in the outpourinf

crowd.

The throng gradually thinned, and he founc

himself walking nearly alone, with the silk dresses

before him. But it seemed to him they were no

returning the same way they had come. And, strange

to say, Mrs. Ragg appeared to be a larger womai

than he had supposed : and he was surprised to se(

Susie so tall. Nor had he noticed before that Mrs

Ragg's silk, showing beneath her mantilla, was sucl

a large and handsome plaid.

" Say !
" he exclaimed, stei)ping forward nearlj

abreast of them, " this ain't the road we come, i;

it?"

Susie started away from him with a little shriek

and Mrs. Ragg turned upon him a look of indigna

tion and surprise. Or rather the two ladies he hac

taken for Susie and Mrs. Ragg did this ; for witl

a tremendous shock he perceived his fatal error.

Susie and her mother had vanished ; a couple o

amazed strangers stood in their place.

" I thought you was Mrs. Ragg and her daughtei

—I was following iheni I " he stammered forth

"\\'here be they? ^Vhere
—

"
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"He perceived his fata! ei

He looked wildly around ; and when he turned

again the two ladies had walked on. He was left

standing alone, in the great wilderness of the city,

I an entire stranger to its streets, and not knowing

even the name of the one in which Mr. Ragg lived.

XXI.

IN SEARCH 01' A MKETING-HOCKE.

Dave ran breathlessly back, hoping to find Susie

and her mother waiting for him at the church

door. But where was the church ? Even that

had disappeared.

" Mister ! Mister !
" he cried, stopping a dapper

young man with a lady on his arm, " I say! where's

the meetinghouse?"

But the dapper young man merely looked at him

superciliously over his moustache, and walked on

with the lady.

" Folks won't even answer a feller here in Bos-

ton !
" said Dave, ready to cry with ve.xation and

fright.

A portly old gentleman was approaching ; and

Dave, instinctively perceiving that there was room
for a great deal of benevolent feeling in that

capacious breast, ran to meet him, with his eager

question.

" Meeting-house ?—what meeting-hot'.se ?
" said

the stranger. "There are a good many churches

in the city."

" It was here a few minutes ago, and now it ain't

here?" said Dave, dolefully. "Seems to me it

ought to stand right about—let me see ! " And he

described as well as he could the situation of the

missing structure.

" I think I know !
" The stranger pointed with

his cane. " Keep right on down this street, take

your second turn to your left, then your first right,

and you'll see it straight ahead."

Dave started on a run, fearing Susie and her

mother would get tired of waiting and go home
without him. h church was soon in sight, but he

saw before he reached it that it could not be the

one he had lost. Then he hurried back to find

the old gentleman, who was, of course, out of

sight by that time. Then he returned to the

church, almost hoping it might be the right one

after all.

But no, it looked even less like it on second

view than at first. He had no time to lose. So

away he ran again, in an agony of anxiety and

alarm, to search—he knew not where.
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Bewildered and disheartened, he stopped on a

a corner at 1-ngth, actually crying.

'' What's the matter, young man ? " asked one of

two, passing briskly.

" Lost ! " was all he could articulate.

" Lost what ?
"

' A meeting-house '. " said Dave. " Can you tell

me— ?
"

But the two could tell him nothing. I regret to

say, on the contrary, that they seemed to see some-

thing humorous in the situation which was almost

tragical to him.

It was useless to stand still, so Dave wandered

on. When he was tired he sat down on a curb-

stone : and when he was a little rested he got up

and wandered on as before. All the shops were

shut, no house opened its doors to him, and he had

no money to go to an hotel. The city was no longer

the bright paradise it had appeared to him in the

morning, but a desert of hard brick and stone, full

of weariness, and wretchedness, and despair.

He wondered if Mr. Ragg ever had such a hard

time when he first came to Boston with twenty-five

cents in his pocket.

The people seemed to him cold as spectres, as

he sat on a doorstep, heartsick and homesick, and

watched them j^assing. At length the bells com-

menced ringing for the afternoon services. The

empty streets began to fill again ; and he hoped he

might see Susie and her mother going once more

to church.

The door of an elegant house opened behind him,

where he sat, discouraged, hungry and fatigued. A
man in straw-coloured gloves, carrying a gold-

headed cane, descended the steps with three

ladies, who swept past poor shrinking Dave in their

magnificent attire.

" Come ! you're in the way here !
" said the

man : and he once more rose to liis feet. '1 here

was not room for him even on the doorsteps of rich

men's homes. And of all these people thronging

to houses of worship, to hear the gospel of love

and good will, not one stopped to inquire the cause

of his sorrow, or to offer liim consolation.

" I wish I was in Aunt Topthorne's but'ry at

home !
" he murmured, thinking of the comfort of

bread-and-milk and doughnuts.

He now fell into the current of church-goers,

hoping it might lead him to the doors he sought.

But it poured into the portals of the same edifice

ilie olil gentleman had directed him to by mistake

two hours or more ago. He waited outside

until the bells had ceased ringing, and almost the

last of the crowd had entered : then he said to

himself, despairingly :

" I may as well go in and rest, as trami) around

in this way any longer, and be hustled off the

doorsteps
!

"

He .stole into the vestibule, where there was a

little gathering of strangers, whom the sexton was

seating by twos and threes. At length Dave's turn

came, and he was put into a pew with a small old

woman dressed in black.

The solemn booming of the great organ ceased,

anj the minister read a passage of Scripture to

which Dave gave little heed, until his attention was

arrested by these words :

" '/ 7oas an hungered, and ye gave me no meat;

1 was thirsty, and ye gave me no drink ; I was a

stranger, andye took me not in. . .

" ' Inasmuch as ye did it not to one of t/ie least of

these, ye did it not to me.^

" Let us pray !
" said the preacher.

And the irrepressible tears, starting in Dave's

eyes, ran down his miserable cheeks.

At the close of the prayer the old Indy in lilai k

bent over towards him and whispered.

" Ma'am ? " said Dave, turning up eyes of grief at

her shawl-fringe, not having understood her question.

"Is anything the matter?" she repeated, .sym

pathizingly.

" Yes'm !"

" What is it, my boy ?
"

" I got lost," said Dave, feeling his heart begin

to warm.
" Lost ? And don't you know where your friend.^

are ?
"

" Haven't got any friends ; nor any money to get

home with."

" Well, don't feel too bad about it," whispered

the angel in black, for an angel indeed she seemed

to Dave. " I'll hear your story by and by, and see

what can be done."

It would have been a comfort to the lost youth:

all this time, if he could have known how troubled

Susie was on his account. That kind-hearted gir!

could hardly be reconciled to going home without

him. But her mother said ;

" Don't worry ; he'll find his way back, or youi

father'll have him hunted up
'
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Mr. Ragg knit his brows when they reached

home with the news.

"Am I to have no end of trouble with that

boy ? " he said. " How did you manage to lose

him ?
"

Susie couldn't help laughing as she told the

story.

" We thought he was right behind us until we

got half-way home ; then I looked around and

missed him. Mamma waited, and I went back,

but I couldn't see anything of him. I don't think

he meant to leave us ; I think he is lost."

" He'll turn up, like a bad sixpence ; so don't be

afraid," said her father.

However, Mr. Ragg was no prophet in this

instance. Dave did not '• turn up " that afternoon,

nor yet at night.

" It'll alter my calculations a little if he don't

come around by morning," said the officer. " It

won't do to go back after the other boy without

taking him."

officer, " I think you'd better wait a few days and

go yourself for that boy ; then you'll be sure of

him."

" You may depend upon it I'll be sure of him,

if I go!" said the resolute captain. "And I

believe a little journey will do me good "—showing

his teeth in a way that augured no good to David

Vane. " Did you hear from the other one yet ?
"

" Not yet," .said Ragg. " It's his own fault.

It would be very easy to find either me or you, if

he chose to do so ; anybody would tell him to look

in the Directory, or inquire of the police. And, the

police would be sure to pick him up, if he wasn't

purposely keeping out of the way."

" The police are so very shrewd !
" was Pirtle's

sarcastic comment.
" Let them laugh who will," replied Ragg.

" Wait and see what luck you have. Better delay

a few days, till you are stronger
; you may have

to use your legs in the woods as I did."

" If I do, it will be to some purpose," retorted

Pirtle.

XXII.

MORE .SURPRISES.

MoND.w came however without bringing news of

Dave. The police were notified of his disappear-

ance, but failed to discover any trace of him. And
so it happened that Ragg's second excursion into

the country was indefinitely postponed. He con-

fened with Pirtle, and afterwards wrote to Deacon

Topthorne explaining the circumstances of the

case, and asking advice as to the best way of

securing David Vane.

" Now, father
!

" exclaimed Mrs. Topthorne,

when the deacon brought home this letter and

showed it to her, " you'll be foolish if you write him

a word about that. You've done your duty once
;

and now we want David to stay with us, if Dave
Crane don't come back."

" I tell you what I'll write !
" said the deacon.

" I'll say, if he does come, he'd better bring along

somebody that knows David, and is pretty smart, so

they won't be carrying off any more of our people

by mistake. They'll be kidnapping Cobble next !

"

And smiling at his own humour, he prepared to

write the letter, which two days after Ragg carried

in his pocket when he went to call on Pirtle.

" You're getting along so well, captain," said the

The little old lady in black, who spoke to the

forlorn Dave in church, took him h,ome with her,

after the services were over, to a humble, small, and

rather gloomy house, but which was full of sunshine

to the eyes of the grateful boy. She gave him an

early supper, and heard his story more at length,

and cheered him after his day of trouble, with

promises of aid and kindness.

She assured him that Mr. Ragg could be found

without much difficulty; but he remembered that

Ragg had declared his intention to take him back

to the country next day ; and being now in a more
comfortable state of mind, life in the city, which had

lately appeared so odious to him, became once

more attractive.

"Then I wouldn't go near Mr. Ragg just now,"

said the old lady, drawn to him more and more, as

he opened his heart to her. " I know some good

people who I think will help to iind work for you ;

and you can stay with me until they do. I am a

lonely old woman, and I shall be truly glad of

your company, if you will."

" Oh !
" breathed Dave, overflowing with grati-

tude and hope.

He stayed with her four days, cautiously learning

the ways of the city, and escaping I know not how
the eyes of the police on the look-out for him

;
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during which time she interested htiself in tinding

him employment.

On the fifth day a portly old gentleman, by her

solicitation, called at the house to see him. Dave

was in the sitting-room, trying to read a book— Mrs.

Hemans' Poems—which she had recommended to

him, but making small jirogress with it, when the

stranger entered.

" Ha ! my young friend ! we've met again," said

the visitor, putting out a large, friendly hand.

Dave stood up and ttared, with a confused

remembrance of having seen that capacious waist-

coat and benignant face before.

" You had lost a meeting-house when I saw

you," said the old gentleman. " Did you find it ?
"

"No, sir," said Dave, sheepishly ;" 'twasn't the

one."

" But you've found a friend ; and a good friend

is better than an empty meetinghouse," replied the

old gentleman. "She says you want something to

do."

" Yes, sir !
" Dave looked up eagerly.

" Well, I've heard of a situation ; a boy wanted,

about your age. Put on your hat and come with

me, and we'll see if you will suit."

Twenty minutes later Dave and his portly friend

were walking along the shady side of a street of

brick houses, all very plain, and all looking very

much alike ; the old gentleman scanning the

numbers on the doors, until they came to the one

he sought.

As they were mounting the steps, Dave drew

suddenly back and changed colour. His friend

had already pulled the bell, when, looking around

at him, he noticed his flurried appearance.

" That name !
" said Dave, his eyes fixed on the

door-plate.

" It is the name of your future employer, let us

hope," the old gentleman pleasantly replied.

Before there was time for explanations, they were

admitted by a servant-giri, who showed them at

once into a small parlour.

In an easy-chair, dressed in a calico morning

gown, with his feet in slippers resting on another

chair, sat a man of middle age, reading a news-

paper. He had a full, open throat, pale, florid,

massive features, and the air altogether of an

invalid of robust constitution which sickness had

temporarily impaired.

"James, who is temporarily employed at your

store," the old gentleman explained, after intro-

ducing himself, " told me a boy was needed there,

and if I brought you a likely one you would probably

engage him."

At the same time he laid his hand on the shoulder

of the panting and shrinking Dave, and brought

him forward into view.

The face of tl:e robust invalid, full enough of

genial interest at first, became suddenly changed

with amazement.

"Where did you pick that fellow up? " he cried.

Then to Dave :
" Where have you been all this

time? Ragg's looking for you !

"

" He said he was going to carry me back to the

country, and I don't want to go," said Dave, with

a scared face, and in a trembling voice.

'• As you seem to know the boy," said the old '

gentleman— "a fact of which I assure you, Mr.

'

Pirtle, I wasn't aware— my recommendation of

him will be needless. Though I may saj'," he

added, laying a protecting arm across Dave's back,

'' I think there's no mistaking that face. It's an

honest one, if ever I saw one. His rusticity is the

only thing against him. But that will quickly wear

oft"."

The captain, having now for some days led a

(juiet, domestic life, under the influence of one of

the most amiable of women, was in his gentlest mood.

"Don't be afraid, my boy," he said to Dave;
" I sha'n't deliver you up to Ragg. I .shouldn't

wonder if you were the very boy I want. Do you

suppose you'll be good for anything in a store ?
"

" I don't know ; I should like to try," said the

hopeful Dave.

Pirtle related with much amusement the cir-

cumstance of their first interview, dwelling espe-

cially upon Ragg's discomfiture. Dave, who didi

not find him at all the dreadful savage he had

feared, was thrilled to the core of his glad heart to

hear him finally say :

" Well, David Crane ! go right to the store

with this gentleman, if he will be so kind as to

take you. 'J'ell James that you are engaged on

trial. We'll arrange about your wages after we

find out whether you are good for anything. That's

fair, isn't it ?
"

' Yes, sir !
" said Dave, beaming with gratitude

and hope.

{To be (onti)uted.\



THE REV. J. G. WOO D.

THE news of the death of the Rev. J. G.

Wood on the 3rd of March was received

with a world-wide regret. In England there was

probably hardly a home, or a school, where his loss

was not mourned by some one who may not have

known him personally, but who knew him by his

writings and had grown to look upon him as a

friend. Few writers, no matter what their province,

had a more extensive public than Mr. Wood. His

name appeared so frequently in popular maga-

zine.s, he had lectured so widely, and his labours

appealed so irresistibly to large circles that to be

ignorant of his existence was well-nigh impossible.

We could ill spare him ; and, as he had only reached

his sixty-second year, there was perhaps no reason

why we should not have expected him to go on

instructing and delighting us in the wonders of

nature for some tfme to come. No doubt his

friends were more surprised and shocked to hear

of his death than they might otherwise have been,

because his fame has been of somewhat limited

duration. It was not, I believe, till 1876, after

resigning the office of Precentor of the Canterbury

Diocesan Choral Union, which he had held for

eight years, that he began those discourses on

natural history which speedily made his name, in

fio conventional sense, a household word.

Science is usually for the few ; Mr. Wood made
it for the many. He did for natural history what

Macaulay did for national history : he served it up

in a form palatable to the least observant and

least interested. As with Macaulay, so with Mr.

Wood ; his pages possessed a charm peculiarly

their own. Other people have taken up the same

subjects ; others have treated them more thoroughly
;

Others may have shown greater literary ability than

Mr. Wood, but none has commanded the atten-

tion of the lay mind as wholly and irresistibly

as he did. He may claim to have imparted a new

charm to life and to have supplied us with easily

retained material for enhancing the enjoyment of

a holiday. In our working hours amusement and

recreation are to be found in his works ; in our

playtime he affords us the cue to an inquiry

equally fascinating and limitless. Mr. Wood's great

accomplishment was to poijukxrisc that which

ajipealed previously to a very small public. He
was drawn to Nature for his themes as by a magnet,

and loyally strove to tell the world the splendid

story which she partially revealed to him. He
had the capacity cf making the great goddess for

most of us at once more marvellous and less

mysterious. In other words, after reading Mr. Wood
we wonder more and understand more. To him

every existing thing was of interest ; every leaf,

every insect aiid every shell occupies some more or

less important niche in the world's economy. He
loved most things in nature, and for those things

which he can hardly be said to have loved, he

showed a lively regard. Common objects that we
are in the habit of despising, or to which we are

indifferent, he proved to be worthy of study and

even veneration. He was, above all, a seer. He
saw more in the crow's nest than most of us ; he

examined the common shell of the seashore with

a disciplined eye that searched out points unno-

ticed by others ; and when he had done so, he had

the still rarer faculty of being able to tell what

he saw in a way that left his reader or listener

nearly as familiar with the subject in hand as he

was himself

The titles of some of Mr. Wood's books give

a fair idea of the wide range of their contents.

They include A Popular Natural History, My
Feathered Friends ; or. Bird Life, Common Objects

of the Country, Common Shells of the Sea-Shore,

Fctland Revisited, Homes Without Hands, and

Our Garden Friends and Foes. In the mass

of material which issued from his pen—or rather

from his type-writer—Ije pointed one lesson

—

the interdependence and instinctive likeness of

most living things. To Mr. Wood these seem

practically to constitute a universal family party.

In the methods of life, in the domiciliary needs,

and in the economy and geaeral relationship of

the different species, there are strong lines of re-

semblance as well as of demarcation between the

higher and the lower animals, between man at the

top of the scale, and beasts at the bottom. It is only

a matter of degree, and the picture which Mr. Wood
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draws in T/ie Branch Buildtrs of the dormouse

and the South African natives both living in trees

is very suggestive and instructive. So too is that

of the " honi.es under ground '" occupied not

only by such animals as the mole, the fox, and

the badger, but by the digger Indian and the

Ca])e Bosjesnian. If instinct teaches the aboriginal

native to seek shelter in much the same sort of

place as the animal, who shall say that the animal

under other conditions may not often have given

early architects their ideas for constructing human

habitations ?

Mr. Wood told us that his endeavour always

was " to demonstrate the mental and sympathetic

connection which, though so little appreciated,

exists universally between man and beast, and is

in fact the link that unites, through mankind, the

spiritual to the material world." The animal

vv'orld, in Mr. Wood's opinion, is to be blended

and held together in man's comprehensive nature

by the " jiotent though gentle bond of symjiathy."

The true character of animals he believed was

only " to be discovered by close and constant com-

panionship, and especially by making them partakers

of our hours of recreation, in which both j)arties can

meet for a while upon an equal footing, the instinct

of ' play " being implanted alike in man and

beast."

In Mr. Wood no one would care to deny that

the animal world lost a friend who not only loved

it for its own sake, but who pleaded its cause with

able earnestness. Whether it was his particularly

knowing cat, " Pret," or that loved and loving dog,

" Roughie," or the sparrows whom he fed with his

ov,n hand, almost every liying creature found that

he practised what he jireached about it. He was

not only fond of it, but resented the least breath

of suspicion concerning his loyalty. I remember

the warmth with which he once repudiated the

charges brought against him of^ defending the

cruelties of birds'-nesting. He was compared by a

number of angry correspondents to a wnriety of his-

torical personages, "Nero," he said, "being chosen

to represent ancient and Legree modern litera-

ture." His conception of birds'-nesting however was

very different from that of his corresjiondents, and

what they regarded as cruel lie regarded as cruel

also. He put his defence jjithily in these words :

" Just as the genuine entomologist is the best friend

of the insects, never killing even a noisome insect

without just cause, so is the genuine ornithologist

the best friend of the birds, even thousjh he should

know every nest within miles, and lay them undCr

contribution for his collection of eggs."

Mr. Wood's writings and lectures acquire especial

value from the fact that they are tii6 result of ex-

perience. He knew, I should #ay, every tree and

every pond, every sea and every shore he described.

Unfortunately his labours seem never to have been

adequately rewarded. To reward them adequately

indeed was hanily possible, for, in my humble

opinion, the world owes much more to Mr. Wood'r

unjiretentious efforts than to many a brilliant

novelist who has reaped morg for doing less. Not

is it, I fancy, a hazardous flight into the realm ol

prophecy to suggest that his literary performances

will be known and appreciated when many anothei

popular name has sunk in that sea of obliviotJ

which, in this quickly-moving age, |o soon over-

whelms all whose claims are not of the verj

highest.

Edward S.^lmon.



MOLLY MCGRATH.

Catherine Mary Macsorley.

MOLLY MCGRATH lived all by herself in a

little cottage on the borders of Ballyhagin

Bog. It was a thatched cottage, with a low door,

and one very small window, and an earthen floor.

Just opposite the door was the hearth, where the turf

fire, glowed and smouldered, and over the fire hungthe

great iron pot, in which Molly, boiled her potatoes.

There was a large bed at one side, that seemed to fill

up half the room ; and a "creepy" stool in front ofthe

fire for her to sit on when she watched her potatoes

boil, and a skeeogiie^ (do you know whaX a skeeogue

is ? ) to hold them when they were cooked ; and a

.sh# with a very {fi\i plates and cups on it ; and that

was c'rtl that was in Molly's cottage. It was very dark,

especially when the door was shut ; and there was

always a warm turfy smell in the air from the fire on

the hearth, and nearly always a soft bubbling sound

from the great pot, where the potatoes were boiling

for Molly's breakfast or dinner or supper, or where

breakfast or dinner or supper was being cooked for

Molly's pig, who lived in a little sty behind the

cabin.

And outside the cottage on every side lay the

wide lonely bog—a great stretch of crimson brown,

with patches of heather here and there ; and* here

and there a pile of newly-cut turf sods breaking

its smooth surface ; and here and there a bog pool

•that flashed back the sunshine on a fine day, but

that yet made one shudder when one looked down

at its dark brown water. For no one could tell how

deep the bog pools were, and there were terrible

stories told in Ballyhagin of unwary travellers who
had slipp^ into one or other of those dark pools,

end had never been seen again.

Except at the time of the turf cutting, very few

people indeed came to Ballyhagin Bog. The road

that wound through it led from the village of Bally-

hagin to the town of Ballykill. But except on a fair

day, the Ballyhagin people very seldom wanted to

go to Ballykill, and the Ballykill people seemed

never to want to go to Ballyhagin. So Molly and

the curlews generally had the bog all to them-

selves.

" Thrue for ye," Molly would say, when people

remarked on the loneliness of her cottage ;
" it's a

lonesome place, and a dhrary place—but shure Tm
that used to it, I'd sooner have it than the shlate

house o' Ballyhagin."

Molly was an old woman, wrinkled and weather-

beaten, and somewhat bent, and as she herself said,

" not as shprightly on her feet as she wanst was."

She wore a clean white cap, and a little scarlet

shawl, and a dark blue homespun dress. Shoes and

stockings she never troubled herself about, except

when she was going into Ballykill on a market day,

and then she would put on her dark blue cloak,

tie her strong boots together by the laces, sling

them round her neck, and patter along on her bare

feet until she came to the bridge outside the town,

where she would sit down and lace them on until

her marketing was over, and where, on her way

back, she was heartily glad to rid herself of the

heavy uncomfortable things, and to sling them

round her neck again for her homeward walk.

Molly could spin, and knit, and dye her own

yarn, and she knew all about the cultivation of

potatoes, and the rearing of pigs, and the cutting of

turf She could speak her own Irish language, and

she spoke English too, with a strong west-country

brogue—and that was about the limit of Molly's at-

tainments. Of reading and writing she knew

nothing at all, and moreover, she could not see, if

one were not a priest or a shopkeeper, what any

one wanted with either of them. Of the wide

world that lay beyond Ballyhagin she uas in total

ignorance. She had heard of Dublin, indeed, and

of America, but the one name presented just as

much meaning to -her as the other. * She believed

in spells, and charms, and fairies, and banshees ;

and she thought the wise woman who lived under

the mountain at Annaglen, and who gave her

herbs for her rheumatism, was worth all the doctors

who had ever presided over Ballyhagin Dispensary,

and all their bottles put together.

I am afraid Molly's religious knowledge, too, was

very vague indeed, and that the services which she

diligently attended in Ballyhagin Chapel presented

very little meaning to her.

I S/ceeogtie—A. round flat babket.
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But such light and knowledge as she had, Molly

did her very best to live up to. She was upright

r.nd honest and truthful ; she was kindly and

neighbourly to every one she knew ; and she

had a loyal faithful heart, that thought nothing

too good to give, nothing too liard to bear, for

those she loved.

And the person that Molly loved best in all the

world was " Mashther Roger," as she sometimes

called him still
—" the Mashther " as she tried to call

him, who lived in the old-fashioned mansion beyond

the village, which the country people always spoke

of as the " Shlate House" of Ballyhagin.

Roger O'Neill was a fine young man now, and

was landlord of all that part of the country, but

when Molly first learned to know him and love him,

lie was a little sickly helpless baby of a year old.

The grand English nurse who had come to Bally-

hagin to mind him, had grown tired of the wild,

lonely west country, and had made some excuse to

return very suddenly to England ; and when a

resiiectable country woman was needed to take

charge of him until her place could be filled, Molly

had offered herself for the post, and had taken up

her abode for a few weeks in the nursery of Bally-

hagin. And the country people always maintained

that it was under her care that the little heir had

first begun to thrive. But however that might be,

Molly's loving heart went out to the baby ; and even

when a nurse came, and her reign was over, she

always looked on " Mashther Roger " as in a certain

sense her own boy still.

" Shure and he's as welcome as the flowers in

May, God bless him I
" she said one morning, as she

stood at her door shading her eyes with her hand,

and watching the young man coming rkiing along the

road. "And shure it's meself that loves him, the

darlint ! And it's not for the warm shawl he gev

me, nor tlie good broth he sint me when I was

ill, nor the doclhor's shluff that Miss Norah brought

me—but it's for the good heart of him, and the

shmile of him, and the kind word of him, that's as

gintle to me as if I was a lady born I

"

And then the young man's voice came towards

her over the bog.

" Good morning, Molly— how are you this

morning?
"

" Good mornin' kindly to yer honour," she

answered ;
" shure I'm well and hearty, only a little

shtiff with the rheumatic. Ah, shure it's not younger

I'm growin', yer honour, and I must expect pains

an' acheses."

" Oh come, Mrs. McGrath, you mustn't begin to

talk of growing old for a long time yet. I'll get my
sister to send you some more of the bottle she sent

you before.
'

" Ah thin, wid respecks to yer honour, bottles is

a delusion intirely !—there's Biddy Casey out by

Annaglen, and she's wiser nor all the doclhors and

their bottles put together."

"Well, I must say good morning, Molly," said

the young man l.iughing, " for I'm going into Bally-

kill, and I have a long busy day there. I won't be

back this way this evening, for it will be too dark for

the bog, and I must go back through the valley of

Annaglen." And he rode away in the sunshine,

while Molly stood watching him.

'• God bless him, and keep him from all harm !

"

she said fervently. "Shure I wish thera was any-

thin' in the world I could do for ye,*me darlint

—

and there's nothin' at all !

"

Nothing ! And yet was sli« not doing for him

the best service that one of us can do for the other,

when she prayed that God would bless him, and

have him in His holy keeping?

Late in- the afternoon, Molly, finding she wanted

some sticks for her fire, set oflf across the bog to a

place where a cluster of furze-bushes grew, and

when she had gathered what she needed she sat

down in the shelter of a high turf stack to rest

her stiff weary knees before going back again.

It was a close, sultry day, the sunshine was gone

and heavy black clouds were creeping up over the

sky, making the bog look very dark and dreary.

Weariness and the heavy air made Molly first doze a

little, and then fall fast asleep.

Low voices speaking rapidly in Irisli, seemed to

mix with her dreams, and to grow more and more

distinct as she slowly awoke, until at last she opened

her eyes, to find that the evening liad come, and

the twilight was creeping over the bog, and that

two men were talking to each other or* the other
.

side of the turf stack. And almost before she was

awake enough to know what they were saying, she

caught the words—" He will go home through the •*

valley of Annaglen, and a shot could scarcely miss

him there."

" Yes, it's narrow enough, and safe enough for

us. Ah, he'll repent iioiv of having sent me to

prison."

I
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•1 hen whore shall we meet?"' asked the first

s])eaker.

" At the ash tree that grows half way down
Annaglen, at seven o'clock this evening. Roger

O'Neill will ride into the glen towards eight—but

he'll never ride out of it I—hush, what was that?
"

'"I don't know : I heard nothing," said the other,

clutching however at his companion's arm as he

spoke ; for all the terrible stories that haunted the

bog seemed to flash into his mind.
' I thought I heard something move behind the

tutf. Hadn't we better just look round and see ?
"

"Oh, no," said the other in a trembling voice,

" it—it w-as only a curlew, or the wind through the

heather. Come along; we have no time to

lose 1 " And they .sped away into the twilight.

' Oh, ye villains I
" muttered Molly as she rose

slowly from b^-hind the turf stack, and looked into

the mist into which the two would-be murderers had

vanished. " Oh, ye black-hearted, cowardly villains, to

think of murdherin' Mashther Roger,—me darlint,

that wouldn't hurt a fly '. Well, he won't ride into

Annaglen this night if ould Molly can shtop him !

"

-She was cramped from her long sleep under the

turf stack, and she was trembling with horror and

indignation : and at first she stumbled on in a

I blind stupefied way, scarcely knowing whither she

went. But presently she stopped.

" Be aisy, Molly IMcGrath," she said to herself,

"and mind what ye're doin', for it's no good it'll be

to Mashther Roger nor to any one else if ye're

dhrownded in a bog hole, and that's what ye'll be

if ye don't take care ! Get on wid ye now, and get

home, and put on yer cloak, and off wid ye to

Ballykill, to warn his honour."

She walked more slowly now, picking her way
carefully in the gathering twilight over the soft

treacherous ground that she knew so well, and

reached her little cottage just as the rain that had

been gathering all the afternoon was beginning to

fall. Then, with hands that trembled still, she \iu\.

on her long blue cloak, drew the hood over her

head, and opened her door, but was almost

driven back again by the fierce gust that met her

;

for a wild storm of wind and rain was sweeping in

from the Atlantic, and came rushing across the

silent bog and hurling itself against the little cabin

as though it would sweep it awav.

She closed the door again for a moment, and
looked round the little room that seemed so safe

and so homely in the glowing firelight—looked

round it with the feeling that it was possible,

almost probable, that she might never see her little

home again. For she knew \vell enough the

dangers of the journey that lay before her.

'• Ma) be I'll lose me way in the dark, for I can't

see a hand's breadth before me in that rain. Or
maybe I'll be blown off the road into the bog, and

be dhrownded in one o' thim bog holes. Or may-

be the breath'U be bate out o' me wid the wind, and

I'll die be the road. Or maybe thim murdherers '11

meet me, and put me out o' their wicked way.

But shure there's no help for it. I must do me
best tfl save Mashther Roger. He mustn't die if I

can save him—me darlint !

"

And then she opened the door, and stepped out

into the wild dark night, and shutting it after her,

stood quite still for a moment, clasping her hands

over her face.

" God help me ! God send me safe to Ballykill

in time to save Mashther Roger !

"

On, and on, and on, slowly and painfully, Molly

went through the darkness. The wind blew the

cold rain in her face, and blinded her, and took

her breath away. The rough ground made her

stumble, and once she fell helplessly in the road,

and felt for a few minutes as if she n)ust just lie

there and give it all up. But she struggled to her

feet again, and tottered on, bruised and bewildered

as she was. Then at a turning came a wilder gust

than ever, that drove her before it to the very edge of

the road. Molly, with a sudden impulse, dropped

on her knees, and clutched at a low bush that grew

there, until the wind had spent its fury for the time.

The darkness hid her danger from her, and she did

not know that just under the spot where the bush

grew lay a great black bog hole, and that one step

more would have plunged her into its dark

waters.

She crept back again into the road, and struggled

on and on, until it seemed to her as if she had gone

on for years, toiling painfully along the rough road,

with the black darkness round her, and the rain

beating down on her, and the wind howling about

her, and the one thought filling her heart—would

she be in time to save Master Roger ?

On, and on, and on ; and at length— could it be?

yes, surely that was a light gleaming through the

rain. She must be near Ballykill ! And in a little

while more, though it seemed a long time to the
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weary, exhausted woman, she was toiHng up the

narrow straggling main street of the country town.

Was she in time ? Was he there ? Stop—was

not that his tall young figure that came out of the

little court-house, and rode away towards Anna-

glen : while Molly, with a wild cry, and a strength

born of despair, rushed a few sieps forward and

then fell helpless by the side of the road. The street

was almost deserted, but a gentleman who had fol-

lowed Roger from the court-house was just turning

his horse in the opposite direction from the one in

which he had gone, when the dark figure rushed

past him with its wild cry, and then seemed to

vanish into the night. Dismounting quickly,

he presently found jwor Molly lying breathless and

exhausted in the shadow of the wall.

" Go afther him !
" she gasped. " Go afther

Mashther Roger, and shtop him before he comes

to Annaglen. They'll murdher him there—they're

watchin' now for him ! I've thrampedand run many

a mile to warn him, but I'm late if ye don't do it.

Go on wid ye, and ride (]uick, and save him—save

me darlint !

"

Molly was so evidently in earnest that the gentle-

man was startled, and turned to remount his horse.

But then he looked at her again and hesitated.

" But, my poor woman, I don't like to leave you

here by the roadside
—

"

" Ah, go on wid ye !
" exclaimed Molly in an

agony of impatience ; "shure what does it matther

about mc ?
"

So he rode on ; and Molly lay there listening to

the horse's hoofs as they rang on the road, and grew

fainter and fainter in the distance. Then there was a

long silence. Molly felt a deadly faintness creep-

ing over her, but she struggled against it, and

clasped her cold hands, and prayed that the messen-

ger might be in time to save Master Roger.

Then at length—was it hours or days or

years afterwards?—there came on the wind the

sound of hoofs again, nearer and nearer and nearer.

Was it really i^co horses ? No, only one—the mes-

senger must have turned back ! But no, there

were surely two and surely that was Master

Roger's voice that came on the wind as they drew

nearer.

" God be praised ! He's safe—me darlint !
" and

Molly sank down in a long faint.

When she woke from it it was daylight again,

and she was lying in the big bed in her dark little

cottage. The fire was glowing on the hearth, and

the warm turfy smell filled the air, and the soft

bubbling of the pot made the only break in the

stillness. But Master Roger's sister was sitting on

the creepy stool at the fire, while Master Roger

himself was standing beside the bed watching

her.

Roger had been strictly forbidden to excite

Molly in any way, to speak to her, or even to let

her see him ; but when she opened her eyes all

the doctor's wise cautions went out of his head, and

he clasped her hard brown hand that lay on the

quilt, and said in a low choking voice

—

"God bless you, Molly ! You saved my life last

night."

"Ah, shure it was no such great things I did for

yer honour afther all," said Molly. " Praise be to

God Who brought me there in time !

"



WHILE THE GRASS GROWS.

F' M-Jk^Jz^Y
" Tout vient h qui sail a/teiidrc.''

" Yes, hut ' While the grass grcnvs'—the proverb is something musty."

In a country, where I know not ; maybe very far away,

'Neath those skies that sometime sheltered Master Raphel H)'thloda\-,

Or perchance in merry England—let it be as be it may
;

There the grass was growing, growing ; one who stoopt could well nigh hear

Fluctuant wavelets of the spring-sap, softly throbbing on the ear,

For the grass was growing, growing, in the growth-tide of the year.

Oh, the glory of the meadows, oh, the verdurous seas on seas.

Blown on by the .self-same winds that cool the " delicate plain called Ease "
;-

If a child therein should enter he were hidden to the knees.

Sweet the smell of that fair herbage by the sheen of spring time lit
;

Martlets skimming swiftly over slacken speed because of it
;

And the breeze above it sweeping maketh music exquisite. v

And away, away in distance, far from meadow sheen and glow,

On the barren moor where never grace of meadow-growth can go,

Is the seely steed a-waiting for the goodh- grass to grow.

Can he sniff the delicate odour as he crops with pain and care

At the scrannel where one, looking, would in verity declare

For a steed were sure no pasture on that soil so stiff and bare .'

He is ver}- lean, m)- masters, leaner than beho\'es, indeed.

Slender though he be and graceful, as befitteth clean his breed

—

When the grass have grown to ripeness j-e will feed )-our starving steed.

" Patience, patience for a little ; one must learn to bear and wait
;

Only patience and it cometh, matters not if soon or late
;

Seely steed, have patience only, plenty knocketh at the gate."

Now is come the time of plenty ; in the lush grass shall he tread
;

In that fairest of all meadows shall the seely steed be fed ;

—

Nay, my masters, take no troubling, for the seely steed is dead.
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In the busy streets of London, years, perhaps, or months, ago.

You might see a httle lady wending daily to and fro
;

Once her step was quick and lightsome ; but that step grew heavy and slow.

She had fought a manful battle, she had worked while work she could
;

She was only one of many struggling hard for daily food.

And she lost her little foothold, sorely bafRed and withstood.

She had loved the strenuous life of women and men who "work apace"

—

Good is Labour, great is Labour, " Labour wears a lovely face "
;

But thc\' pressed so hard upon her that they pushed her from her place.

She had written many letters to her friends of other days.

When she needed labour only for her pleasure or their praise :

And they answered with a promise, they would think of her always.

" Everything to him there cometh who has learnt the way to wait
;

Time would surely crown her patience ; slow and sure is fortune's gait."

(Oh, the green grass in its growing, oh, the sccly steed's estate
!

)

Did she wait a little longer something fair and sweet were won,

Easeful work should fill her daytime 'neath the shining of the sun.

And the dews of evening softly cool her feet when day was done.

And she read their letters, knowing how her time was come to meet

Him who stilleth pain and sorrow when he bringeth silent feet

To the quiet countrj- homestead and the noisy city street.

Oh, the grass was growing, growing in the air that quickeneth
;

Soon an ample pasture for her utmost need, your poet saith
;

But she looked to God and gave her to His angel men call Death.

On her thin white face of calmness now no shade of trouble falls.

As she lies on naked boarding, bounded round by naked walls
;

You will find her little havings underneath j-on Golden Balls.

And a letter lies beside her telling of relief from need,

Rest and home and joy and plenty ; now the grass is grown indeed :

—

But, alas, the sccly worker ! and, alas, the seely steed !

What's to say, oh men and women .' When is help of no avail ''.

That's enough, methinks, for saying ; and a poet still must fail

If he plainl)' point a moral where he should but tell a tale.



A SAGE OF SIXTEEN.

CHAPTER XXL

" A ND you really knew him ? You knew my

Jr\. poor, dear, brother Randolph, whom we lost

three years ago
!

" exclaimed Lady Alfreton, half

an hour later :
" oh, how glad I am to have met

you! I little knew— I little expected—it is so strange

that by such a mere accident I should have heard

all this ! My dear, dear brother ! He was the

only one I ever had, Mrs. Mansell, and his death

was " (her voice fell still lower) " the greatest sorrow

of my life. We were all in all to each other."'

The silence that followed was respected by her

companion. The two elder ladies were pacing the

garden paths, apart from the rest, and their conver-

sation had become of so engrossing a nature that

neither cared to break it. Lady Alfreton now learned

that the unobtrusive occupants of Mrs. Thatcher's

cottage were people to whom she must ever be

bound by a sacred tie ; not only had the brother

of whom she spoke, been an intimate friend of

Mrs. Mansell's late husband, but the two had lost

their lives in the performance of the same military

duty, and had fallen side by side. Of this no one

had thought her ladyship—cold, selfish, dignified,

as she was usually supposed to be in her own

parish—would care to hear ; and least of all would

the two sensitive, shrinking strangers have chosen

to push themselves into her notice, on the strength

of it. They had known, of course : but it was not

until Lady Alfreton with unwonted cordiality had

accosted the little party in the garden, and had,

in her best manner, expressed her pleasure at

seeing them there, her opinion about the weather,

and her hopes that all would come into the house

presently that Mrs. Mansell could overcome her re-

pugnanoe towards making any revelations. But she

had found it impossible to be silent, when every look

and tone of her. hostess awoke memories of another :

and the result had more than justified the confi-

dence, when it had at length been made. We need

not enter into the conversation which had followed.

" I am sure I shall never be grateful enough to

my niece for having brought us together," said

Lady Alfreton at length, pressing the hand she

held with animation. " I am such a poor neigh-

bour, but I hope—I trust—I really intend to be

a better one in future. My son," with a smile,

"has already been scolding me for unsociable habits,

to-day • and we have agreed between us, that hitherto

we ha\e been keeping ourselves -.altogether too

much to ourselves. I hope we shall often see

you and your daughter here, at any rate."

"You are most kind."

" I must tell you," continued Lady Alfreton with

the utmost vivacity, and a decided inclination

to prolong the chat, "that we, Elma and I, had

for some time observed your daughter out

and about in her invalid chair, and taken an

interest in her progress towards recovery. But I

did not call—it was difficult for me to call
—

"

" Oh, we did not expect it, Lady Alfreton."'

The visitor did not say why they had not

expected it ; that it was because the lady at the

Towers was never known to set foot within any

doors, save those of the grandest and proudest of

the county magnates, on other occasions than on

the solitary round of state visits to which Piers

had referred. Mrs. Mansell would fain indeed

have declined the ungracious permission which,

even when delivered in Juliet's dulcet tones, had

sounded hardly courteous : but she had looked

at the pale face and drooping form by her side,

and had seen Caroline brighten, and smile, and

cast loving glances at Elma, and pride had been

set aside in her heart.

NN 2
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She had meant to hug her secret close, however.

She would not trade upon it, not even for Caro-

line's sake,—but would return as she went, a

humble, unknown individual, to her cottage

lodgings.

But now—now she could not hut own that it

had been well she came.

The face of everj-thing had changed.

Once thawed and melted, no one understood

the fine art of fascination more than did her present

hostess, and no chord within Lady Alfreton's

bosom could have been touched to bring forth

her better nature more entirely, than that on

which her gentle guest had placed her finger.

Her dead brother had been the person most

beloved by her in all the world whilst he lived,

and his death, as she had herself owned, had

been the one real sorrow of her life.

CHAPTER XXH.

"Well, young sage, it strikes me that you

have done a very fair day's work," quoth Piers

Alfreton that evening, he and Elma being alone

in the big bay-window of the drawing-room

before dinner. " Are you tolerably satisfied with

it yourself ?
"

" \Vas it not strange. Piers ? " Elma was glowing

all over in the sunset which illuminated the

heavens without, and the two figures within.

" Was not what strange ? " said he, settling

down for conversation, " you always are full of

strange and wonderful things, I think : adventurous

coincidences and encounters meet you at every

turn. What was strange about to-day, eh ?
"

"About your Uncle Randolph, of course.

Why ? Did you not hear ?
"

" Oh—ah—yes
;
yes, that was what fetched my

mother, certainly. Nothing else would have done

the business half so thoroughly. To be sure, she

had gone down meaning to do the civil beforehand :

but I am sure I could scarcely believe my eyes

when I saw her and the widow walking back-

wards and forwards, hand in hand !

"

" Were they really ? " Elma was dimpling with

delight.

" Give you my word they were ! And I am
not sure that they did not kiss at parting. I won't take

my oath on that, mind ; but if not, they were near

it—very near it. Oh, my mother does the thing

handsomely, once she is wound up to doing it

at all ; and, as I say, my Uncle Randolph fetched

her. But you were the motive power in the first

instance, all the same, Elma."

" Why, Piers, no ! I had nothing to do with it.

I only got auntie's leave to take Caroline a few

old books out of the schoolroom ! Caroline had

read o\er and over every book they had brought

with them, and of course they could not get any

more here, although Mrs. Thatcher did offer the

People's Friend, and the Family Circle" added

she laughing. " But 1 never thought Aunt Selina

would have asked them up here," continued Elma,

recovering herself, "because of course she can't

ask everybody, as she says. And though Mr.

Bryans is so very nice, still he might have ever so

many relations here at the village, as auntie says.

And then for auntie to come down herself! Was it

not very, very kind of her?" He cast a lazy eye

round. Eor once he wondered if Elma could

possibly be in earnest. He saw she was.

" What do you think ? " he responded, accord-

ingly. "Would it have been very, very kind on

the part of my mother to have thrown out a bare

jiermission to a lady as well-born and well-bred

as herself, to patrol her garden, underneath her

very windows, and then never to have gone near

her? I must sayT rather wondered at the widow's

coming upon such an invitation."

" I do not think she would have come, " owned

Elma, " if—if it had not been for Caroline. I

think. Piers, she did a litde—just a little feel it, you

know. And when Juliet began, and I saw her*

face, I felt hot and cold all over ; but Juliet did

not see it at all. And Caroline wanted so dread-

fully to see our flowers ; she is quite crazy about

flowers ; and they have only roses and sweet-peas

at Mrs. Thatchers. Caroline said she had often and

often looked through the gates, and wondered what

was on the other side of the beech hedge ; so that

I think her mother felt she really could not help

sa}-ing 'yes,' for her sake. How they will talk

about it all, to-night
;
" continued Elma, musing

;

" I wish I could hear them ! Caroline will tell

about us—you, and Juliet, and me ; and about

the fish-ponds and the vineries, and the rose walk,

and your pushing her up that long path, to get

the view from the top ; and Mrs. Mansell will

tell all that auntie said, and how surprised she
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was about your Uncle Randolph. How I should

like to be there !

"

" Better than being here ?
''

" Oh, I did not say that," said Elma innocently.

" I did not mean that, Piers : but it is nice, you

know, to follow people home in your own mind,

and think it all out. And Caroline need never fear

that she will be lonely again ; for Aunt Selina says

she does not at all mind ?i(nc.' my going to see her

whenever I like ; and I may take my drawing, and

sit in the garden. How funny it will be ! To see

me where we have so often seen her! If auntie

were to come driving by when I am there, I will

run to the gate and say, ' She is out to-day
'

;

for you know we always used to say to each other

when we got near the cottage, ' Will she be in, or

will she be out ?
' I used to make auntie guess,

and she very often guessed right."

" Well, but you won't have so much time for

Caroline, after your other dear friend, Mabel

Pomeroy, arrives. When does she come ? Monday ?

Caroline will have to go to the wall then, eh?"
" Piers !

" indignantly.

" Won't she ? " repeated he. " Mabel won't find

Caroline much fun."

" If Mabel were the girl to think about that,

she would never be my friend;" and the speaker

drew herself up with an air of state, amusing to

some one else. " You do not know Mabel, or you

would never have so much as thought of such

a thing ! Caroline's being so poor and ill, and

—

and rather depending on me, are just the very

things to make Mabel like her. Mabel is as kind

and nice
—

"

" Hey-day ! We have come on since the day of

the flower show !

"

" I did not know her then ; how should I ?

We had only seen each other for the first time that

day. And my head was full of my own girls."

"And you thought she behaved shabbily to

them."

"So she did—but we all did. You know. It

would never be like that again. When Henrietta

and Maggie went to her party—I told you how-

kind she was to them—I think she took more care

of them, and put them more forward than any

one else ; I am sure she did
; just because they

were strangers and knew nobody, and Mabel was so

dreadfully afraid thay would not enjoy themselves.

And then there were Mademoiselle's people."

" Who were they? I did not hear of that."

"Oh, that was when I was stopping at Mertoun
House. I have not seen you to talk to since, you
know. Mademoiselle—that is Mabel's governess

—

had some rather miserable foreigners on her hands,

who had come over here, and did not know how to

manage for themselves ; and Mabel and she got

to be quite friends over them, (they used to be
always quarrelling before) ; and now Mademoiselle

is so touched and overcome by all Mabel has

done one way and another for these poor people

—and they really were rather tiresome, and not

very interesting people, Piers,—that I don't see how
she is ever to have the heart to give Mabel a

bad mark for her lessons again !

"

" Mabel scores there."

"You don't think she did it for that?"
" Good gracious, no 1 Don't, pray don't crush me

with your scorn, my dear, determined, eloquent

little spitfire ! WIi)', what a defender of the faith

you are, Elma ! I wish I were Mabel ! What a

thing it is to be believed in !
" and he heaved a sigh,

and shot a glance to mark the effecf.

In vain. She was still a child ; and still—yes, still

a perfectly unsuspecting, perfectly unconscious

one. Heedless of him, she was pursuing her own
thoughts.

"You would hardly know Mabel, she is now
always doing kind things, and planning kind things.

It began with her driving those girls and me in the

park. That must have been the beginning, for she

told me afterwards that she really believed that it

was the very first time she had ever tried to do
anything—any realthmg—for anybody in her life !

Just fancy ! And she said besides—I wonder if I

might tell you what she said besides ? " And the

animated young voice faltered and fell. Evidently

something serious was coming.

" Don't tell, if you think j-ou should not,"

said he.

' But I don't think that, and it would show you

what Mabel really is, and I know you do not much
like her."

" Well ?
"

"She said she cried herself to sleep that night."

" Cried herself to sleep !

"

" She felt so ashamed. And it was strange,

you know
; just a little strange never to have tried

to do anything."

" Strange to your cars, I dare say. Not quite
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so strange to mine, nor, I fancy, would it be to a

good many others. The only strangeness would

be in the crying over it."

" Now that I don't think strange at all,"' said

Elma softly.

" No, because
—

"' and he stopped, drew a long

breath, and looked away from her, as though

scarcely knowing whether or not to proceed.

" Because why ? " said Elma, all earnest attention.

"Do tell me. Piers. I never mind what you say.

Piers. Is it about Mabel?"
" No."
" Then about me ?

"

" Yes."

" Well, what about me ? " And Elma took his

hand, and wagged it up and down confidingly.

" What about me ?
"

" Do you always take people's hands like that ? "'

said he. But she felt that he took hold of hers as

he spoke, and held it fast.

"Oh, yes—when I like them."

" Do—" then he put the rein upon himself.

"Well, now' what about me?" said Elma

coaxingly. " Do say. I don't mind. I want to hear.

Do say, Piers."

" Shall I say ? " Somehow he knew that he ought

not to say, and yet the temptation was great.

" Shall I tell you why you are astonished at Mabel,

and why you would be astonished at others—at us

—at half the people you meet? It is because you,

Elma, are different from us all. It comes as naturally

to you as the breath of heaven to be humble,

modest, innocent, un-assuming, un-selfish. Selfish ?

you don't know what the word means. I tell you,

you don't. The hopes, the fears, the pleasures and

the pains of others are to you as if they were your

own. Every one loves you—because you love every-

body. You, a i)oor motherless girl reared in a dry,

barren soil—among strangers—one of many—amere

unit in this great noisy world
;
you are a living shame

to us all. Your pure, sweet, noble nature makes

us all despise our mean, contemptible selves. The

mere being with you—seeing you—hearing you—

"

"Oh, Piers ! Piers, don't ! " It was almost a cry.

" Hush. Hear it for once."

" No—no."

"Yes, for once, dear child. 1 will never speak

so again, unless
—

". He stopped short.

"No, you must not—you must not."

" Unless ". he repeated. He said no more.

{To be continued.)



NOTES ON BOOKS.

ANDREW LANG, in Letters on Literature

(Longmans), speaks of Poetry as an " ancient

maiden of good family," but no longer quite the

fashion. He says she is "a dameofthe worthiest line-

age, and can boast a long train of gallant admirers

dead and gone. She has been much in courts. The

old Greek tyrants loved her ; great Rameses seated

her at his right hand ; every prince had his singers.

Now we dwell in an age of democracy, and Poetry

wins but a feigned respect, more out of courtesy,

and for old sake's sake, than for liking." Mr. Lang

says further, that the purchasing public for poetry

must now consist chiefly of poets, and they are

usually poor. " Can anything," he remarks, " speak

more clearly of the decadence of the art than the

birth of so many poetical societies ? We have the

Browning Society, the Shelley Society, the Shake-

speare Society, and the Wordsworth Society—lately

dead." Mr. Lang thinks that all these societies

demonstrate that people have not the courage to

study verse in solitude, and for their proper pleasure.

Men and women need confederates in this adven-

ture. They feel, he says, safety in numbers, and

by dint of tea-parties, recitations, discussions,

quarrels, and the like, keep blowing the faint

embers on the altar of Apollo. They cannot raise

a flame.

It seems invidious to disagree even in a measure

with so acute a critic as Mr. Lang. But in the face

of such a volume as Wordsworthtana, it is difficult

to accept without reservation his statement with

regard to poetical societies.

Wordsworthiana (Macmillan) gives in a con-

densed and readable form the principal results of

the Wordsworth Society. This society lived for si.\

or seven years, and there is no particular reason

given for its demise. It numbered many members,

and to judge from \Vordswortliia7ia, had amongst

its leaders some of the most brilliant thinkers of

our time. It is possible that the members of this

society so far degraded the art of poetry as to par-

take of tea together, and -there is no doubt they

listened with pleasure to many brilliant recitations

and some able discussions. The quarrels are not

mentioned in Words'ivorthiana, nor does the volume

give any indications of the flame on the altar of

Apollo burning feebly. Those members of the

society, however, who were fortunate enough to

hear papers read and addresses given by such

men as the late Matthew Arnold, J. H. Short-

house, Russell Lowell, &c., must ha\ie been even

colder than the proverbial Englishman whom Mr.

Lang has in view, if a very real flame of enthusiasm

was not kindled for the Poet of the Lakes. The

society was founded by Professor Knigfit, and

although it only numbered a few years of existence,

during that period its members were enabled to

study Wordsworth from many different points of

view. Probably one of the most entertaining

papers read was Mr. H. D. Rawnsley's " Reminis-

cences of Wordsworth amongst the Peasantry of

Westmoreland." These good people were not

particularly impressed by the greatness of the poet,

and in most cases insisted on preferring his friends

to himself They considered Wordsworth's sister

Dorothy the worthier poet of the .two. They spoke

of Wordsworth as a lonely man, very fond of

mumbling. The testimony of an old servant is,

" Well, you know, Mr. Wordsworth went humming
and booing about, and she, Miss Dorothy, kept

close ahint him, and she picked up the bits as he

let 'em fall, and tak' 'em down, and put 'em together

on paper for him. And you may," continued the

old dame, " be very well sure as how she didn't un-

derstand nor make sense out of 'em, and I doubt

that he didn't know too much about them either

himself, but, howivver, there's a great many folk

as do, I dare say."

"The Poets who helped to form Wordsworth's

Style," a paper read by Mr. Alfred Ainger, is ex-

tremely valuable and full of interest, as it illustrates

in a most eff'ective manner the vast service which

Wordsworth rendered to English poetry. Mr.

Ainger says that from the time of Pope, those who

passed for poets had gone on copying, not from

Nature, but from one another, and he gives a very

amusing vocabulary of the poetic diction of that

period. " A girl is a nymph, and her lover a sioain :
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a poet is a bard ; a traveller always d^ pilgrim ; the

air in motion is the gale ; a wood is a. groi'e ; birds

are so/igs/ers, or the/eal/iered choir ; any distant view-

in the country is the landscape ; a country house is

a buicer ; a person living alone always a hermit,

and so forth ; and a list of the poetic epithets that

occur over and over again, sucli as ' odorous,' and

'vernal,' and 'purling' could be indefinitely ex-

tended. This was what constituted, in fact, the

stock-in-trade, the capital of any ingenious wit or

' eminent hand ' who set up as poet ; and the strong

family likeness among those writers, under the cir-

cumstances, is not to be wondered at. Most of the

minor verse of the eighteenth century consisted in

' ringing the changes ' upon these substantives and

adjectives, and many others like unto them. And
the secret (a very open one) of this poetic style is

certainly the direct antithesis of Wordsworth's.

For it lay in tiot using for poetic purposes the lan-

guage of every day. It lay in fiot calling a tree a

tree, a field a field, a wind a wind—in fact, in not

calling a spade a spade."

Matthew Arnold's short address as President in

the year 1883 is not only distinguished by the

grace of diction which marks him as one of the

most exquisite of modern poets, but in the light of

subsequent events, has a prophetic interest ; and,

quite apart from the light it throws on the teaching

of Wordsworth, will be read for its own sake with

pleasure. There are many other excellent papers

in this charming record of the Wordsworth Society.

Mr. W. B. Yeats is one of those rare souls who,

according to Mr. Lang, has " courage to study verse

in solitude," and does not gain his inspiration from

social poetic gatherings. The Wanderings of Oisin,

and other Foenis (Kci^an Paul) has plenty of daring

and originality. The first poem is the best in the

volume. Mr. Yeats boldly claims Oisin as an Irish

hero, and his poem gives an account of his wander-

ings for three hundred years in the enchanted

Island of the Living, the Island of Victories,

and the Isle of Forgetfulness. He has been

carried to each of these in turn bv the enchant-

ress Niani, a king's daughter. At the end of

three hundred years he returns to Ireland, to

discover the heroic days are over and Christianity

established. He tells the story of his wanderings

to St. Patrick.

It would be difficult to find anything of its kind

fresher or more replete with fairy colour than this

old-world romance. It has a touch of the glamour

of Keats's mystical ballad of Za Belle Dame sans

Merci. There is so far an element of absolute

genius in this poem that the writer is completely

forgotten in his theme.

Very quaint, and with a deeper thought than

perhaps appears on the surface are the lines called

Kairra, the Indian, on God, while An Old

Song Jie-siing, has caught very happily the musical

ring of the old ballads.

" Down in the salley gardens my love and I did meet

;

She passed the salley gardens with little snow-white
feet.

She bid nic take love easy as tlie leaves grow on the

tree ;

But I, being young and foolish, with her would not

agree.

" In a field by the river, my love and I did stand,

And on my leaning shoulder she laid her snow-white
hand.

She bid me take life easy as the grass grows on the

weirs
;

But I was young and foolish, and now am full of

tears."

The Story of Genesis, Frances Younghusband,

(Longmans,) gives the old Biblical story in simple

language, and is likely to become popular with

Sunday-school teachers, as it is written in a i

bright concise style, and is within the compre-
'

hension of quite young children. There is an

excellent little preface in which the author explains

her motives, and promises to continue the Bible

story down to the time of Christ. The book has

one decided advantage ever most works of its

class. It is absolutely undoctrinal, and if for this 1

reason alone may be safely put into the hands of
'

any teacher.



L,i.tiy inc) toio of nihU tnt/ iisiann in

your living spuit tuill be meanoed

by the reflcdioti of its light upon t/ie

work of your hands."

John Ruskin.

ENGLISH MEN AND WOMEN OF LETTERS OF THE 19TII CENTURY,

VIIL

THACKERAY.

V. J. Leatherdale.

THE secret of Thackeray's influence hardly

appears on the surface. Had he been a

satirist pure and simple, the most delicate humour
would scarcely commend him to an age which

I!
suffers from indigestion of thought, and can only

!' concede the ghost of a smile to burlesque itself.

I Some few of us, no doubt, of wonderful reserve

power, can bear the extra straw of observant

humour. For them the turmoil has its com-

pensations, and satire seems the salt of life.

For the rest, Thackeray would taste like a dry

and bitter crust, but for a characteristic more

winsome thnn wit, viz., fellow-feeling. He walks

arm-in-arm with his reader through the world of

motive and action ; and he rings out his comments

without thinking to wound you, or laughing in his

sleeve at you, like Disraeli. Indeed he is con-

fident you will feel as he does, for his indignation

is real and natural, unalloyed by the wish to prove

his powers or satisfy a secret bitterness.

His worst epithet, " snob," for instance, unfairly

cast in his own teeth, was no more than a protest

against forgetting what is due to other people.

Still it was calling names, and he soon learned to
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present such birds in their own moi-k feathers—an

illusion more acceptable than bald abuse.

This capacity to change his method raised him

at once beyond our other great satirist, whose

fame has dwindled so quickly. Carlyle was always

the same strident declaimer with his blackboard

outline of demigods. He demands that every one

should be a Cato. Thackeray would take lea\e to

doubt the overwhelming worthiness of that classic

gentleman. He sees there are higher i)ossibilities

in human nature than cold justice (which is not

justice) ; the heroic with him is to bear wrong and

try to remedy it without parade. Carlyle thinks

every one wholly worthless who is not a public

benefactor. Thackeray cannot help admiring the

pluck and ready resource of the common enemy-
adventurers like Barry Lyndon and Becky Sharp.

Carlyle, too, loves to see spirit, but he waxes over

hot at the lack of it. Thackeray grows sad, very

sad, to think that those who show any spirit should

so often be rascals. He rather hints that many

people of good reputation are either stupid or

buried in the rose-leaves of their own happiness

and prosperity ; the cold and hot winds of tempta-

tion do not touch them
;
yet they might think a

little more kindly of the tempted, and give them

a strong helping hand instead of the virtuous cold

shoulder. After all, both good and bad are human ;

he will try and bring them face to face.

So Carlyle is left behind rasping out the same

reiterated abuse up in his attic, where he sees no

one, and understands no one, not even his own

wife ; while Thackeray descends the stairs and goes

amongst us, and has a word for all. If he thinks,

as he does too readily, that we are not listening, it

troubles his great soul inexpressibly, and he tries

another tack.

Yet, in spite of his frequent change of method,

we cannot fail to observe all through that he is a

satirist first and foremost ; he cannot help it ; and

this his greatest gift takes long years and all the

power of genius to control and guide.

From his youth he had a keen eye for the

ineffectual. Did a schoolfellow—or master, for the

matter of that—assume any airs or attempt anything

which courted failure, down w-ent the absurdity

with a few strokes of his crayon. This humour

maintained its fire on the vain and pretentious with

unflagging pertinacity.

Even when a snreater knowledsje of the world

roused his more indignant censure, and while

vigorously delineating some human beast of prey,

his satire would flash out at the little meannesses of

the weak and timid, as though to say, en passant,

" The lion has done foul work and must be shot

for it
;

yet these jackals, who sneak otf with the

spoil, are far more detestable." At first he is

bitter with such to the verge of misrepresentation
;

he hardly describes them, rather picking them up

with finger and thumb to fling them away, as

though he had then done with them. Thus the

perspective is all out in much of his early work
;

unmitigated villainy takes up his picture and leaves

no room for possible shadings of good.

Perhaps the control of his Art reached its

perfection in Esmond (published entire, not by
i

numbers, 1852). It may be interesting to work our

way to it through his earlier books, noting his aim,

his variety of method, and the slow growth of that

self-restraint which rejects the enticements of

caricature and steadily limns the truth.

Thackeray first made a name in the Yellojcplush

Correspondence {Frater, 1837), in which a footman

conveys, with ridiculous spelling, but great humour,

the not astonishing information that vice besets

the refined as well as the uncultivated. Many a

stroke of fair indignation reaches its rriark, and

many a one falls wide as from a 'prentice hand.

The genius flashes out in touches of pathos, intro-

duced without effort and clinging to the memory,

so that we already recognize the masterhand.

In 1839 he tried the experiment of burlesquing

contemporary novelists {e.g. Ainsworth, Bulwer

Lytton and Dickens). Catherine was intended to

caricature the false sentiment and imitation-heroism

of a Jack Sheppard, a Eugene Aram, and the

unrelieved villainy of a Bill Sykes. Thackeray;

appreciated Dickens chiefly for his pictures of

child-life, and (with his prejudice against the

uneducated) perhaps doubted the possibility of^

such heroism in the slums as that of Nancy.

The Shabby Genteel Story came out in 1840, a

serious novel depicting real characters, but it was

interrupted by a terrible domestic sorrow, and the

author had not the heart to take it up again. It

is important as paving the way for Barry Lyndon,

the main character being thoroughly convinced

that his meanness and imitation of the vices ot

high life was manly and heroic.

The Confessions of George Fitzboodk may be
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mentioned as marking a curious phase, through

which our author was bound to pass sooner or

later—the dehrium of a satirist. A cloud settles

down upon him, under which he quite doubts the

existence of poetical or any unselfish feehng in the

hearts of men ; of course he tells us so ; it is on

his mind, and it must come out.

In great contrast, his next work, Barry Ly>idon

(1844), must be regarded as a chef-dccuvre.

\ Instead of disgusting (and being disbelieved) by

the bald recital of wrong, he will humour the

public and give them the pleasure of finding fault

for themselves ; his new scoundrel shall be success-

ful, and his deeds bolstered with sentiment ; if he

has no hor.esty, he shall have a conscience, with

his own way of dressing up before it. And now

(even as in Cathe7-ine occasionally) Thackeray fell

a victim to the enthusiasm of character-drawing.

He puts himself so entirely in the adventurer's

place as to exhibit two consciences at work instead

of one. Nor is he so untrue to nature as might

be supposed. Barry, as an Irishman, possesses a

certain sensitiveness to the opinion of others ; if he

hears an ill report of himself, he is sure to repeat

it wherever he goes with \ery particular proof that,

whatever else be true, that is a libel. He is so

busy repelling the charges of other people that he

never hears his own accusing conscience. We get

used to it in time ; that and his tremendous

egotism account for his insensibility to his position.

Could fiction produce a greater instance of

effrontery than his unconscious solecism when

conversing with Sir Charles Lyndon, whose wife he

was openly courting as a possible widow ? " If I

do wish to step into your shoes, what then ? . . . .

I'll be sworn to muster just as much regard for my
Lady Lyndon as you ever showed her."

At the outset our sympathy had been secured to

him as a boy for his frankness and daring. His

five years' servitude in the Prussian army, with

the subsequent gambling and duelling, account for

a temporary perversion of the good we then

ascribed to him, and which we expect to reappear

in more prosperous days. Little touches favour

this delusion, as, for instance, when returning to

Ireland in pursuit of Lady Lyndon he visits his

former home. " I sat down on an old bench,

'Where I had sat on the day when Nora jilted me,

and I do believe my feelings were as strong then

as they had been when I was a boy eleven years

before ; and I caught myself alm^ist crying again.

.... I believe a man forgets nothing." Prosperity,

as it turns out, only intensifies his worst qualities ;

nothing but our interest in young BuUingdon, who
learns to be a hero under his outrageous tyranny,

prevents us from shutting up the book in disgust,

and we fully agree with Thackeray that there are

circumstances when, " The greatest good in Hfe

is not to be a lord
;
perhaps not even to be happy.

Poverty, illness, a humpback, may be rewards and

conditions of good, as well as that bodily pros-

perity which all of us unconsciously set up for

worship."

Latterly our author himself loses patience and

turns Barry's Irish conscience into a thing of

caricature. As hitherto described, he was surely

incapable of leaving his old crony and relative, the

Chevalier, unprovided for, nor would he have

actually ill-treated his wife with her strange love

for him, especially after the pathetic reconciliation

over their boy's death-bed. In short, Thackeray

loses the self-restraint we spoke of as so necessary

to the satirist, and he ends by portraying a fiend

incarnate instead of a human being. To represent

the memoir as the composition of such a man in

his old age, though no doubt a skit on a certain

kind of conscience, spoils the whole book as a

work of art.

Passing on to Vanity Fair, the most read of

Thackeray's books, we find him turned public cen-

sor. He early informs us of his object—" Such

people there are" {i.e. "with no reverence except

for prosperity, and no eye for anything beyond

success") "living and flourishing in the world—faith-

less, hopeless, charityless ; let us have at them, dear

friends, with might and main." He does ; and

strikes home. What is more important, he hits

the right nail on the head, following Emerson

rather than Carlyle. The former charges us with

worshipping wealth, the latter with cringing to rank.

That may be true in Scotland. In England

—

Emerson is right—we adore the man of substance.

Thackeray knew his countrymen. He was, too, a

liberal, not a radical. He saw the advantage, in a

wealthy state, of holding out rank as a reward for

patriotic effort, and he acknowledged its useful re-

straints ; thus he does not attack aristocracy itself,

only its irregular observance of nohlesse oblige;

and he satirises the worship of wealth by all classes.

Take first the Osbornes. No doubt the world has
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grown man-ellously better in these forty years ; still

there is some sting left in such remarks as the

following
—"If the simple look benevolently on

money, how much more do your old worldlings

regard it ? Their affections rush out to meet and

welcome money. Their kind sentiments awaken

spontaneously towards the interesting possessors

of it." And has our superior education quite

stamped out the old sign of dulness ? " He (old

Osborne) firmly believed that everything he did

was right. . . . Always to be right, always to trami)lo

forward and never to doubt, are not these the great

qualities with which dulness takes the lead in the

world ?
"

As we said, Thackeray attacks every class. Miss

Crawley, old Sir Pitt's maiden sister, is coaxed and

flattered by high and low on account of her wealth.

We need not pity her, for she knows how to use

her power. " Like many wealthy peo]ile it was

Miss Crawley's habit to accept as much ser\'ice as

she could get from her inferiors; and good-naturedly

to take leave of them when she no longer found

them useful." On the other hand, notwithstanding

her tyranny over the somewhat deceitful Briggs, the

old lady could be kind to the simple and weak, if

not too much with her ; she praises Amelia to her

face, it is true, "as if she were a doll or a picture,"

but a similar innocence in Lady Jane, coupled with

gentle decision and some spirit quite overawes the

old lady. On her death, a small legacy and con-

siderable savings enabled Miss Briggs to enjoy the

doubtful luxury of posing as a wealthy maiden

aunt. The immediate denoument was what might

be expected from a weak character, not selfish

enough to hold her own. Thackeray seized the

opportunity to show that he attacked all with

" equal pen "
; her friends, " small tradesmen in a

country town, quarrelled over Miss Briggs's forty

pounds a year as eagerly and more openly than

Miss Crawley's kinsfolk had for that lady's in-

heritance. Briggs's brother, a radical hatter and

grocer, called his sister a purse-proud aristocrat,

because she would not advance a part of her

capital to stock his shop." She would have done

so but for her sister, " a dissenting shoemaker's

lady." " Between them the two families got the

greater portion of her private savings out of her ;

and finally she fled to London, followed by the

anathemas of both."

As a novel. Vanity Fair is by no means

faultless. We are aware from the first that the

author detests his central figure. Though his

satire is chiefly directed against the victims and

rivals of Becky Sharp, and against society for

admitting her to such rivalry, yet ("as in Barry

Lyndon) he loses self-restraint at the last, and

turning upon the little serpent, cries out that she is ,i

fiend. Certainly he makes her such, and spoils tin

truth of his sketch. Till then she is tolerable i i

her unflagging spirit and bold initiative. W
know she is marked for punishment, but we hope

against hope, so much more hateful are her

enemies, Mrs. Bute Crawley and certain titled

ladies as hard and pitiless as Becky, and without

the excuse of her training. To make these

effective contrasts, Thackeray was compelled tn

select bad specimens from ever)' class. That how

ever is the business of the satirist, and we shall

find fault with more justice if we can show that

the characters he does select are misrepresented.

Captain Osborne, for instance, was sure I \

incapable of his asserted treachery to Amelia on

the eve of Waterloo. The plot demanded that he

should seem unworthy of his widow's constanc\- :

hence the libel; poor fellow, he was unworthy ni

such a woman, quite apart from that. The realh

attractive character in the book belies its second

title and reveals a new departure.

The fell destroyer in the perfection of hl^

satirical powers becomes aware that he in his tun

must begin to build. His lightning has scorchei

up the mock-heroic; yet he feels loth to set u|

the real thing—for others to laugh at. Nay

come, he will begin the laugh himself ! And thi

awkward but true-hearted Captain Dobbin grow:

upon the page. He personifies the neglectet

benefactor, strong in himself, and able to bea

neglect—not for want of feeling, but through entin

absence of selfish consideration.

In Pendentiis (1850) Thackeray ventures tt

describe another hero. Warrington is a fine

noble character, true as Dobbin, and never forsakei

by the shrewd sense which glimmered forth in tht

latter on rare occasions. Also, possibly as :

consequence of such good company, our autho)

evinces a growing disposition to recognize gooc

traits even in the most selfish.

Old Costigan would be generous if he had the

means. Major Pendennis, a thorough man of the

world, can go out of his way to help his nephew
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and that youth, quite another George Osborne, has

an excellent mother, and, as he sometimes re-

members her, he profits accordingly.

Meanwhile I'hackeray had been studying the follies

and greatnesses of Queen Anne's time, out of which

he evolved the wonderfully perfect story of Esmond.

Here, in the dead past, his fancy had free play,

unbiassed by personal remembrance of the evil in

living characters, which had hitherto tempted him

J to caricature.

Quotation would not do justice to Esmond.

Every page contains incentive to right feeling, self-

control, sympathy, decision. The author still

writes with a pen of fire. A spark will often fly

up and burn. You wince and are better for it.

No secular writer has made people more ashamed

of themselves. In his early works he makes you

indignant with others ; in Esmond he attacks him-

self, for that hero is himself, who would be a perfect

gentleman
; yet he says to a friend one day :

"After all, Esmond was a prig." We do not

agree with him. ... If he was late in drawing his

beau ideal it was the public's fault. It had been

necessary to educate his readers before they could

give a fair view and no favour. Henceforward

Thackeray is pretty well perfection. He provides

no lack of heroes and heroines well worthy of the

name ; in Esmond, Lady Castlewood — and

Beatrice too ; with her (a Becky Sharp under good

influences) he makes his amende honorable to the

ladies, and to the gentlemen (in Denis Duval) with

the Chevalier (a Barry Lyndon refined by adversity).

For all Thackeray's heroes you must look well in

the background (as in real life). Presently their

grand outline loom; forth in the fog, and we
distinguish the king's ship from the pirate with a

sigh of relief. Then we know our bearings ; we
hail the old familiar method of showing up a

crooked stick by placing a straight one beside it.

That " convinces at once and no more said."

Thackeray has found the right foil and drops

caricature for ever—almost. Read him (from

Esmond onwards) and you will love him ; his

thoughts stick like burrs ; his indignation infects

you till it becomes introspective, and then you

understand his sadness.

SCHOLARSHIP COMPETITION QUESTIONS.

I. What method of dealing with History does Thackeray adopt in his historical novels .' Show what you
consider to be their distinguishing features.

II. It has been said that Thackeray's use of satire is carried to an inartistic degree in his novels. How far

do you consider this criticism justified ?

Work SEh-E-CrV-U.—Esmond or Vanity Fair. (Smith, Elder.)

Only one question need be answered. Papers must contain not more than 500 words, and must be sent in

by May 25th.

Work selected for June.—Nathaniel Hawthorne's House of tlie Seven Gables.
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I.

I come, I come ! ye have called me long,

I come o'er the mountains with light and song,

Ye may trace my step o'er the wakening earth

By the winds which tell of the violets' birth,

By the primrose stars in the shadow)' grass,

By the green leaves opening as I pass.

Away from the dwellings of careworn men.
The waters are sparkling in wood and glen ;

Away from the chamber and dusky hearth,

The young leaves are dawning in breezy mirth.

Their light stems thrill to the wild wood strains.

And vouth is abroad in mv green domains.

II.

"Both wit and understanding." cried I, "are tritles

without integrity ; it is that which gives value to every

character ; the ignorant peasant, without fault, is

greater than the philosopher with many— ' .-\n honest

man's the noblest work of Ciod.'
''

" I always held that hackneyed maxim of Pope's,"

returned Mr. B., " as very unworthy of a man of genius,

and a base desertion of his own superiority. .\s the

reputation of books is raised, not by their freedom
from defect, but the greatness of their beauties, so

should that of men be prized, not from their exemption
from fault, but the size of those virtues they are

possessed of."

111.

It's wiser being good than bad ;

It's safer being meek than fierce ;

It's fitter being sane than mad.
My own hope is, a sun will pierce

The thickest cloud earth ever stretched ;

That after Last returns the First.

Though a wide compass round be fetched ;

That what began best can't end worst,

Xor what God blessed once, prove accurst.

IV.

Ye ]iow"r5 that rule the tongue, if such there are.

-And make colloquial happiness your care.

Preserve me from the thing I dread and hate.

A duel in the form of a debate :

The clash of arguments and jar of words.
Worse than the mortal brunt of rival swords.
Decide no question with their tedious length.

For opposition gives opinion strength

Vociferated logic kills me quite,

A noisy man is always in the right.

I hid my heart in a nest of roses

Out of the sun's way, hidden apart :

In a softer bed than the soft white snow's is.

Under the roses I hid my heart.

Why would it sleep not ? why should it start,

When never a leaf of the rose-tree stirred ?

What made sleep flutter his wings and part ?

Onlv the song of a secret bird.

VI.

'•
I thinke not nay, but as ye say, it is no mayden's:

lore ;

But love may make me for \our sake, as ye have said

before.

To com on fote, to hunte and shote to get us meat and
store ;

For so that I your company may have, I aske no
more

;

From which to parte, it makith myn herte as cold a^

any stone.

For in my mynde, of all mankynde, I love but \ou

alone."

• Lo yet, before, \e must do more, if yc « yl go will

me,
.As cut your hair up by your ear, your kirte! b\- the

knee.
With bowe in hande, for to withstande your enemies.

if node be :

And this same nyght, before day-Iyght, to woodward
wyl I flee ;

.And if ye wyl, all this fulfyl, do it shortly as ye can,

Else wvl I to the grene-wood go, alone, a banyshed

4
REFERENCES TO SEARCH PASSAGES (APRIL).

1. Sidney Dobell. Pociiisfrom ihc War. Honu,

Wounded.

2. Shakespeare. Richard JI.

3. Tennyson. Maud.

4. Charles Lamb. Essay on Roitsl Pig.

]>yron. Manfred.

Dryden. Absalom and Achitophcl.

Shenstone. A Pastoral Ballad.

Keats. Hyperion.

Wordsworth. Peele Castle in a Storm.
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THE PRINCIPLES OE COMPOSITION:
MR. RUSK INS VIEW.

AS many of our competitors have asked ques-

tions about composition, one of these articles

may well be devoted to the subject.

The clearest and simplest account of the prin-

ciples of composition with which the writer is

acquainted is contained in Ruskin's Elements of

Drawing, where it occupies the second half of

the third and last letter to beginners. Mr. Ruskin

begins by telling his readers why they should

touch the subject at all. " You ought," he says,

" to know what it means, and to look for it and

enjoy it in the art of others." Although " no

one can invent by rule, there are some simple laws

of arrangement which it is well for you to know,

because though they will not enable you to produce

a good picture, they will often assist you to set

forth what goodness may be in your work in a

more telling way than you could have done other-

wise." Composition he defines as " literally and

simply putting several things together, so as to

make one thing out of them," and he instances, in

telucidation of this idea, other forms of composi-

tion as the poem of a poet—and the melody of a

musician, where words and musical notes respec-

ively take the place of the painter's tones and

:olours, as materials out of which an organic

hole is to be composed.

The chief laws of composition are thus enun-

iated :

—

I. The Law of Principality.—An ordered unity

n complexity being the object of composition, one

ay of securing that object is " by determining that

ne feature shall be more important than all the

est, and that the others shall group v.ith it in

ubordinate positions .... thus good pictures have

Iways one light larger and brighter than other

ghts, or one figure more prominent than other

gures, or one mass of colour dominant over all

le other masses "
; but the rule is often cunningly

ancealed, and "you will generally find that they

re vulgar pictures in which the law is strikingly

lanifest "
; as examples, Paul Veronese's Alarriage

( Cana and Raphael's Dispnta are given, wherein

it is not easy to fix at once on the principal

^re," and Turner's drawing of Elirenbreitsteiu is

:lected for analysis. Herein this first rule is

exemplified by the tower on the bridge in the right

of that composition. It is the leading, but not too

prominent, feature—the dominant note of the

harmony.

2. The Law of Repetition.—This is exemplified

where objects or groups seem to repeat themselves

in a picture : as for example, the reflections in water,

or it may be, the towers of churches in a view of a

town, and, more subtly, where objects dissimilar

in themselves, but having a resemblance in form,

seem to imitate one another. The effect of the

observance of this law in a picture is the introduc-

tion of an element of calm and unity. Mr.

Ruskin thus illustrates the sympathy and quietude

introduced into pictures by this principle. " In

general, throughout nature, reflection and repetition

are peaceful things, associated with the idea of

quiet succession in events ; that one day should be

like another day, or one history the repetition of

another history, being more or less results of

quietness, while dissimilarity and ngn-succession

are results of interference and disquietude. Thus,

though an echo actually increases the quantity of

sound heard, its repetition of the note or syllable

gives an idea of calmness attainable in no other

way ; hence also the feeling of calm given to a

landscape by the voice of a cuckoo."

3. The Law of Continuity is, as it were, an ex-

tension of the last, and introduces similar qualities

into the picture. " It consists in giving some

orderly succession to a number of objects, more

or less similar," and "it is most interesting when

it is connected with some gradual change, in the

aspect or character of the objects." Thus the

arches of the bridge in the Elirenbreitstein drawing

already alluded to, or cloud forms receding to-

wards the horizon, or the timbers of a gro)"!! on

the seashore, or an avenue of trees, are all ex-

amples of continuity.

4. Law of Curvature.—All beautiful objects

whatsoever, Mr. Ruskin tells us, are terminated by

delicately-curved lines, except where the straight line

is indispensable to their use or stability, so that

curvature is an indispensable element of beauty of

form. Compare, for instance, the shape of a

crystal with the shape of a lily. So then the
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main lines of your composition, the " continuities

of object, mass, or colour," should follow cur\-es

rather than straight lines, and these curves should

themselves be graceful. Moderation and variation

are the characteristics of graceful curvature ; by

moderation is meant an approach to straightness in

some part of the curve, and by variation, the steady

growth of less to more, or more to less, curvature.

5. Laii' of Radiation.—The first four rules deal

with the binding or composing of single objects

or masses into "beautiful lines or processions."

This fifth rule teaches how to compose these lines

themselves into harmonious groups. " There are

two kinds of harmonics of lines ; one in which,

moving more or less side by side, they variously

but evidently with consent, retire from or approach

each other,"—example: waves rolling in and crossing

one another on a flat shore—"and the other, in which

they radiate ; that is, they all spring from one point

or close in towards it, and thus enforce unison of

action in arising from or proceeding to some given

point This is most influential in producing

the beauty of groups of form."

6. Law of Contrast.—The character of a thing

is emphasised by contrast. '• Every colour has an

opponent colour, which if brought near it will

relieve it. ... A curved line is set off by a straight

one, a massy form by a slight one, and so on." In

this law, as in the others, a clumsy and obvious

use of it tends to vulgarity, and it will be found that

great painters use it indeed, and constantly, but

with great restraint.

7. Laiu of Interchange.—This is a law which

" enforces the unity of opposite things by giving to

each a portion of the character of the other." Thus

in your dark mass should be found little broken

lights, and in your chief light, accents of a darker

tone. Your warm colours should be broken here

and there with cool tints, and so on. Prout, in

his Lessons on Light and Shade, has much to sa^• fin

this point.

8. La'iV of Consistency.—Concerning this l.iw

Mr. Ruskin says :
" While contrast displays things,

\

it is unity and sympathy which employ them,

concentrating the power of several into a mass."

And again : "A number of white things may be shown

to be clearly white by the opposition of a black

thing " (law of contrast), " but if we want the full

power of their gathered light, the black thing may
be seriously in our way." Thus the law of consist-

ency seems to be the law of simplicity of masses,

and teaches restraint in the use of the laws of

Contrast and Interchange.

9. Law of Harmony.—Suppose in painting a

scene from nature you are unable to give all the

depth of tone and colour which you see. Now,
" if you paint all the colours proportionately jjaler,

. . . you still obtain a harmonious, though not an

equally forcible statement of natural fact. But if

you take away the colours unequally .... you have

no longer a true statement. The picture is out of

harmony." This harmony of tone is the chief point,

but there are also harmonies of treatment where

all is executed with one sort of touch ; there is a

harmony of quality of light, as when a picture

is painted throughout in a wann sunny glow, or on

grey, cool days. And there are many other har-

monies which your own study and work will reveaL

These above enumerated are all the laws of

composition, which in his letters Professor Ruskin

finds himself in a position to define, and what has

been given here is little more than an index of

headings of a few paragraphs. The letter itself

is very valuable and will well repay jierusal.

SUBJECTS FOR FINE ART COMPETITION.
Works to be sent in by May ^\st.

ifigure.

STUDY OF AN OLD MAN'S HEAD.
!!Lan5scape.

" A bush of May flowers with the bees about them
;

Ah, sure no tasteful nook would be without them 1

And let a lush laburnum oversweep them,

And let long grass grow round the roots to keep them
Moist, cool and green ; and shade the violets.

That they may bind the roots in leafy nets."—Keats.

We wandered to the pine forest

That skirts the ocean foam.

The lightest wind was in its nest,

The tempest in its liome.

The whispering waves were half asleep,

The clouds were gone to play,

And on the bosom of the deep

The smile of heaven lay." —Shelley.
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COMPANIONS IN MISFORTUNE

"It was June outside, the sun shone,

the flowers bloomed, and the earth was full

of summer glory, but the child and the bird

in the cage were alike cap:ive and lonely."

Old Story
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Butterflies here, butterflies there,

Butterflies hovering everywhere !

Fkittering, quivering, beautiful things,

With their rainbow hues and their gauzy wings.

Now in the heart of the crimson rose.

Or ever its folded leaves unclose

;

Now on the pansy's velvet breast

One settles a moment and takes its rest,

Before it flutters away, away.

To the lavender beds with their spikes of gray.

The bright warm sunshine is over all.

It ripens the peach on the garden wall.

It bathes the sundial quaint and old.

And kisses the cheek of the marygold.

It lights up the depths of the foxglove dell,

The haunt which the butterflies love so well.

They play with the sunbeams at hide and seek

Mid the shining leaves of the laurel sleek
;

And in and out through the scented stocks,

And the tall straight rows of the hollyhocks.

'Tis the butterflies' playground—hst to me.

While I tell you the tale of their pedigree.

^
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'Tis ancient very, beyond the ken

Of the best and wisest of mortal men :

For it reaches back to a far-off day.

When the gods in Olympus held their sway.

The gods, attired in glistering state.

Were assembled Jove's wedding to celebrate,

When a Persian prince Chrysalus hight.

Entered their midst so bravely dight,

And with so splendid an air withal.

That the gods made room for him one and all-

Save Tui)iter, who to his wrath gave vent,

And vowed that such pride should have punishment.

And he changed him straightway before their eye.s,

With all his train into butterflies !

So sings a jwet in ancient rime,

The chronicler of a bygone time.

.\nd still the butterflies sport and play

In the sweet warm air through the summer day.

Flashing such colours 'twixt earth and sky,

^\'ith which no limner could hope to vie.

And izw who boast of a family tree

Can claim half so ancient a ]iedigree !

E. Leith.

M I .S .S S 1 1 .A 1< T O

^. f. .

XXXI.

.\ W.-MTING G.\ME.

NOT until the next morning were the Shaftos

informed that their friends proposed to leave

for Naples by the one o'clock train. Madge, who

ran down stairs after breakfast to impart this news

to Norma, represented herself, with a shrug of her

shoulders, as the victim of one of her husband's

unaccountable caprices.

"Anything for a quiet life !
" she said. " I don't

think we know a soul in Naples ; so perhaps

Christopher may be kept in a tolerably good

humour there. I must ask you to say good-bye to

our friends here for me. Of course I sha'n't have

time ; and if I had, I shouldn't dare to do it, lest

I should get into trouble again."

Norma undertook this commission, and presently

received a further request with which she was quite

willing to comply.

" You won't say anything to Lord Walter about

what I told you, will you ? " asked Madge. " It

may be quite untrue, you see, and I shouldn't have

mentioned it to you if I hadn't been afraid of—of

horrid things happening."

"Nothing liorrid is going to happen," answered

Norma, laughing. "As for the story, I never

doubted its being untrue, and I haven't the slightest

intention of speaking to Lord Walter about it."

Madge gave a sigh of relief. She had been in

mortal dread lest Norma, in her straightforward!

way, should seek information as to this mystery in

the quarter whence alone trustworthy informatioii

could he derived. Yet the next moment, feeling,

it to be a little unsatisfactory that she should have]

burdened her conscience with an altogether ineffec-

tual sin, she observed pensively :
" All the same,

may be true, you know. Why are you so certaj

that it isn't ?
"

"I told you why yesterday," answered Norma

"I don't want to talk about it or think about _|l

any more. When shall I see you again, Madge?"

Madge shook her head and said she was

she didn't know. For the first time in her life shi
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felt no desire to arrange any future meeting with

her friend.

Presently Mr. Shafto came in, full of regret and

surprise at the tidings which had just reached him
;

and after a few minutes Madge went upstairs to

make preparations for the journey. Sir Christopher

did not show himself until the last moment, when

he took leave of his friends in a hurried, furtive

manner, as though he had been afraid (and indeed

so he was) that there might be a third person in

the room whom he did not wish to encounter.

His exit had so much the appearance of flight that

even the unobservant Mr. Shafto remarked upon

it, saying :
" I wonder what's wrong with Shearman.

If one didn't know that he was a millionaire, one

would think he was decamping without having

paid his bills."

Three weeks elapsed—quickly for some people,

rather slowly for others. Easter came and went

;

the heat of the noonday sun had perceptibly

increased ; members of the English colony were

beginning to consult their Bradshmu and look with

interest at the daily weather report in the Times, to

see whether the east wind was still blowing at

home. Walter Sinclair was one of those to whom
this period of time had seemed long; for somehow
or other he had seen next to nothing of Norma
Shafto in the course of it. He had, it is true, met

I her pretty frequently, and she had always spoken

; to him in a friendly way ; but he had not once

iseen her alone, nor, do what he would could he

ever manage to find her free from the company of

some obnoxious third person. In the long run it

became evident to him that this was not the result

of accident, and the discovery depressed him not

a little. He took his sorrows and his doubts to

Lady Spencer, who laughed at him.

" I had no idea that you were so faint-hearted,"

she declared. "At least you might give the poor

young woman a chance of refusing you."

"But that is just what 1 don't want to do."

returned Walter. " I am sure that if I asked her

now to marry me she would refuse me, and I can't

help fancying that I have displeased her in some
way. Do you think Lady Shearman can have said

inything to her about me ?
"

" There is nothing to be said, my dear Walter.

4. great deal might be said about the generality

)f men ; but everybody knows that you have always

seen the good boy of the family. Besides, Miss

Shafto IS quite sharp enough to estimate the value

of information derived from that source."

" Well," sighed Walter, " I suppose there is

nothing for it but to wait."

" How long? Till leap-year comes round again?

Some bolder man will have elbowed you un-

ceremoniously aside before then, I suspect. Any-

how, I really don't see what more I can do for

you."

Nevertheless, she tried to do a little more,

because she was fond of her nephew and of Norma,

as well as of her own way. Meeting Mr. Shafto

one afternoon at the house of a friend, she asked

him confidentially whether he knew that people

were talking about his daughter and Lord Walter.

"Not in any disagreeable way," she explained;

" still they are talking. And between ourselves,

I think there is perhaps some little ground for it."

Then she went on to avow that, for her part,

she would not be sorry if fire were discovered

beneath this smoke. " I don't know any girl

whom I would rather have for my niece than yoiir

daughter ; and I needn't ask whether you would

object to Walter, because I am sure nobody could

object to him. He isn't a rich man, certainly, but

I really think that he is in a fair way to become

well off The Americans have found him out

;

and that, as you are aware, means money. As for

fame, people who ought to know tell me that he

has as good a chance of gaining that as any young

sculptor in Rome."

Mr. Shafto made a polite and complimentary

reply. His wishes, he said, were thoroughly in

accordance with those of Lady Spencer and her

nephew ; but she would understand that he was

quite unable to answer for his daughter. " Young
women, as well as young men, insist upon choosing

for themselves ; the utmost that we can claim is

a conditional right of veto. For myself, I need

hardly tell you that the longer Norma remains with

me the happier I shall be."

The fact was that Mr. Shafto had had pretty

good news from England, and was consequently

less desirous of seeing his daughter provided for

than he had been a short time previously. Lady

Spencer had to make the best of his assurance

that he was as much on her side as he could be on

the side of anybody who proposed to inflict a

bereavement upon him. " It isn't in my power to

give your nephew any active assistance," he
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declared ;

" I should probably do him a great deal

more harm than good if I were to attempt it."

Thus Norma escajjed persecution, while Walter

obtained little encouragement from his aunt, who

spoke of leaving for England shortly, and suggested

to him rather heartlessly that if he was doomed to

a disappointment in Rome, he would most likely

feel better after a season in London. His own

conviction was that to win Norma would be no

easy task, and that lapse of lime would be favour-

able to his chances of success. He was not much

afraid of that bolder man, spoken of by Lady

Spencer, who might possibly elbow him out of the

way.

Vet audacity often wins where prudence fails;

and this view of the case was somewhat disagree-

ably forced upon his attention one evening when

he was returning homewards after a long solitary

ride across the Campagna. During the winter

season no one can ride in the neighbourhood

of Rome without encountering numerous parties

of I'^nglish i)eople, mounted upon hired horses,

whose presence cannot, perhaps, be counted

among the charms which belong to that strange

and melancholy district; but the English people

were on the move now, and for two hours Walter

had seen no living being except a few wild-

looking contadbii, wrapped in their long cloaks

and bestriding their sorry steeds with the air of

sombre dignity which is the birthright of the

Roman peasant. It was only on nearing the city

that he descried, jogging along the road in front

of him, about half a dozen ladies and gentlemen,

some of whose backs he recognized. Not feeling

in a companionable mood, he turned aside and

cantered past them across the grass at a sufficient

distance to avoid the necessity of saluting them

;

and so it was tliat he presently became aware

of an advance guard of two persons, the sight

of whom caused him to draw in his breath, and

then utter an angry exclamation.

Well, to be sure, there was no reason why Miss

Shafto should not be riding with Mr. Grey. She

had done it often enough before ; and Grey was a

gay young butterfly, whose attentions to ladies were

too general to be dangerous in any particular case
;

yet Walter did not like it. He pulled his horse

back into a trot and' watched them as he drew

nearer, and it seemed to him that they were enjoy-

ing themselves very much together. He could

hear Norma laughing—what could she find to

laugh at in Grey's callow witticisms? It was

irritating that she should be able to derive amuse-

ment from that sort of thing. Yet, when all was

said, she was a woman ; and it is notorious that

women frequently iHie men who to their fellow-men

seem a trifle contemptible.

Meanwhile, Mr. (irey, hearing the beat of an

approaching horse's hoofs, had glanced over his

shoulder ; and AN'alter might have been reassured

by the friendly manner in which that good-natured

young man Iiailed him. " Hullo, Sinclair ! where

have you sprung from ? You haven't got such a

thing as a spare jiocket -handkerchief about you,

have you ?
"

Walter took ofT his hat to Norma, who nodded

to him. " Yes," he answered, " I think I have."

"Then lend it to me, will you, like a good fellow?

Mine is soaking wet from the tears that I've been

shedding. Miss Shafto tells me that she is going

to leave us."

N\'alter's heart sank, though this was no more

than what he had been expecting to hear any day

for some time past. "Are you really going away

at once ? " he asked Norma.

"Yes," she answered; "we start the day after

to morrow for Venice, and then I suppose we shall

make for home—if one can call Upper Belgrave

Street home."

"At any rate, there will be no place like it to

me, so long as you are there," observed Grey

sentimentally.

"Shall I see you again before you go?" asked

Walter, after a pause.

"Oh, 1 hope so. Tomorrow afternoon a few

people are coming to tea with us for the last time.

Perhaps you will look in, if you have nothing

better to do."

That was as much as to say that she did not

wish to see him again, except in the presence of a^

" few peo])le." He could not help feeling hurt,J

though he knew that he was not entitled to feel'

hurt, and it was but a small consolation to notice

that she was paying no attention to the unceasing

flow of Mr. Grey's jocularities. He rode beside]

the couple as far as the city gates, and then wis

them good-night. What was the use of seeii

Miss Shafto to her own door, since she was alreai

provided with an escort who evidently had

intention of resigning his functions ?
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XXXII.

F A R E W E L L.

It is a melancholy reflection for those who are

getting on in life and whose friends are dying off

that the chances are very much against their ever

being able to fill the gaps left by the scythe of Time.

Solitude is the doom of old age ; and though most

of us know a certain number of popular old women
(who, by the way, are seldom amiable old women),

popular old men are, for some reason or other,

much more scarce. On the other hand, if an old

gentleman does manage to achieve popularity, he

is usually very popular indeed ; and such was the

happy case of Mr. Shafto. He took so unfeigned

an interest in his fellow-creatures and was so

perfectly free from prejudices of any sort or kind

that he was liked wherever he went ; and in Rome,
as elsewhere, he had a host of appreciative ac-

quaintances. Furthermore, he was the father of a

beautiful daughter, a circumstance which always has

a tendency to swell anybody's visiting-list.

Consequently, Walter Sinclair, on presenting

himself at the Hotel Bristol at the hour which

Norma had mentioned to him, found many car-

riages waiting before the door and had some diffi-

culty in making his way through the throng which

had gathered in her little sitting-room to bid her

farewell. Grey was there, skipping about with cakes

: and teacups ; so were sundry solemn, handsome

young Romans ; while of ladies there were far more

than there were chairs for them to sit upon. Lady

Spencer, who had secured a vacant one near the

door, beckoned to her nephew, and, when he had

approached in obedience to her signal, whispered :

" Well, are you going to do the deed this after-

noon? You haven't much more time to think

about it in, you know."

He shook his head and made a disgusted

grimace. " Is it likely that I shall have a chance

of 'doing the deed,' as you call it, in such a

crowd ?
"

" The crowd will disperse in due time, I presume.

Somebody must be the last to leave, and if I were

you, I should be that person."

" But Mr. Shafto won't leave, you see."

"Mr. Shafto will give you five minutes, in which

time a great deal may be said. I know he will be

out of the room for five minutes, because I mean
to stick to this chair like a limpet to a rock until

everybody else has gone ; after which he will have

to take me down to my carriage and wait there

while I talk to him about a variety of interesting

subjects. See what it is to have a kind and

thoughtful aunt !

"

Well, no doubt Lady Spencer's intentions were

thoroughly kind ; but he did not think he would

take advantage of her kindness in the way that she

meant him to do. As however he was very anxious

to have a few words with Norma, he contented

himself with a mental reservation, and, after ex-

pressing his thanks, prepared for a period of patient

waiting. As Norma's visitors began to depart, one

by one, his purpose became evident. He saw that

she was aware of it, and he also saw, with some

satisfaction and relief, that the discovery did not

displease her. She even threw him a little smile

and a despairing glance because an old lady, who

had lingered behind all the rest, could not get to

the end of an involved narrative, of which no one

but herself had heard the beginning. But at length

the old lady said she was really afraid .she must be

going ; and as soon as she had been got rid of. Lady

Spencei loyally carried out her progranime.

Norma sat down behind the tea-table and sighed

wearily. " Do you like people of your own class ?
"

she asked. "To me the poor are so much more

interesting. Their range of subjects isn't wide,

but those that they do talk about are quite real and

of the greatest importance to them."

" In addition to which, they generally want help.

That is what makes them interesting to you, I

imagine. You see, your point of view is a little

peculiar. What you ask of others is, ' How can I

be of use to you ?
' What most people ask of a

fresh acquaintance is, ' How can you be of use to

me ? '
"

" Is that what you ask ?
"

He laughed. " Not in so many words, perhaps

;

but probably, if the truth were known, I prefer

receiving benefits to conferring them. You ought

to consider me a favourable specimen of my class

;

for I began asking you to help me very soon after

I met you that evening at Mrs. Lammergeier's, and

I have gone on requesting favours pretty constantly

ever since."

" Have you ? They must have been very small

ones, then, for I don't remember them."

" You can't have forgotten all the weary hours

that you spent in my studio. It isn't very wise of
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me to remind you of them, perhaps ; for you told

me the other day how tired you were of the subject."

" I am very sorry I said that ; I didn't mean

you to take it seriously. Of course they were not

weary hours at all, and I shall always like to be

reminded of them."

Walter's face brightened. " Then," said he, '• I

think, after all, I will be bold enough to tell you

what I have done ; though I had almost made up

my mind to say nothing about it. A few weeks

ago I modelled a small replica of that figure, hoping

that possibly you would accept it as a memento of

your kindness. The cast has been taken already,

and the marble will be finished before very long.

May I have it forwarded to your London address ?

It will only stand about two feet high, so that it

won't be a very cumbrous object."

It would be a very costly object in proportion to

its size ; but that Norma did not know ; nor did

she hesitate for a moment to take the present

offered to her. '• How very good of you !
" she ex-

claimed. " I shall value it immensely and exhibit

it with pride to my friends when I am old and

fat, and when you are celebrated."

The truth was that she did not suspect, and

never had really suspected Walter of being in love

with her. She had avoided him latterly because

others had chosen to misconstrue their intimacy, and

because she did not wish to give any further excuse

for such misconstructions ; but now that she was

going away, her heart had become greatly softened

towards him. Also she was conscious of having

admitted certain thoughts into her mind about him
which she hoped were unjust. Indeed, that was

why she had been glad to see his intention of sit-

ting out her other visitors. There was something

which she had been more than half inclined to say

to him, and while he was thanking her with some-
what exaggerated warmth for her generous accept-

ance of his gift, she was wondering how she might

best put this into words. Consequently her next

observation sounded somewhat irrelevant to his ears.

" Do you remember Mr. Morley ? " she asked.

"The self-satisfied young man with the bushy

head of hair? Oh, yes, I remember him. Has he

set fire to the Thames yet ?
"

" No," answered Norma, laughing ;
" he has only

written an article in the Onniiscieiit Review. At
least, I suppose it is by him, as it has been sent to

me, and it is signed B.M. It is upon the subject

we were talking about just now," she added, ex-

planatorily, " the differences of cliaracter that one

notices between the rich and the poor. Perhaps it

might amuse you to look through it."

Walter did not think that at all likely, nor was

he inclined to waste precious time in discussing

Mr. Morley or the productions of his brain. He
glanced rather contemptuously at the article, which

had been marked with a cross in red ink, so that

the recipient should have no doubt as to what she

was intended to peruse, and which was iieaded,

'•The Dry-Rot of Civilization."

" Described and exemplified, I presume," ob-

served Walter. " I can imagine nobody better

qualified to lay down the law upon such a theme.

Is it a fragment of autobiography ?
"

" You will see what it is if you will take it away

and read it," answered Norma. " There are some

things in it which seem to me well put, though I

don't agree with Mr. Morley's general drift. I

should rather like to hear how it strikes you."

Walter gladly undertook what seemed to ])romise

a speedy renewal of communications with Norma.
" May I write and deliver my judgment when I

have formed it, then ? " he asked.

" Oh, it isn't worth the trouble of writing about.

It won't take you a quarter of an hour to read the

article, and I thought perhaps you would be at the

station to-morrow. A number of our friends are

coming there to see the last of us, I believe."

All this was, after a fashion, satisfactory, because

it showed that Miss Shafto, if she had ever been

offended, was offended no longer : but then it also

showed plainly enough that she believed herself to

be speaking to one who was a friend and nothing'

more. Walter did not say a word to undeceive

her; and indeed there was no time for him to say

more, for now Mr. Shafto' re-entered the room,

rubbing his hands and remarking that the sun

might be hot, but that it was uncommonly cold in

the shade—especially when you were kept standi:

there for a quarter of an hour without your h;

Doubtless Lady Spencer had stretched the poi

man's patience as far as it would go.

In the course of the evening, Walter duly perm

'Sir. Morley's article, which he thought extremi

silly, though the style, being flashy and rhetorii

had a certain attractiveness. The writer's intenti

was not made very clear, but he apparently sou,

to show that a high state of civilization is
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conducive to the upholding of a high standard of

morahty.

In support of this assertion the writer proceeded

to adduce what he called a few notorious examples :

notably that of a statesman of high rank, the head

of an ancient family and possessed of great wealth,

who had recently ranged himself upon the popular,

or at all events upon the radical, side with reference

to a burning question. " A year ago this man might

have been cited as one who had the whole fashion-

able world at his feet : it is now, I am assured, no

very easy matter to get a dozen people to meet him

at dinner.

" So much for the politico-social aspect of the

case ; let us now glance at it from a purely social

point of view. I am acquainted with a certain

young scion of a noble house who, when he was

some years younger than he now is, secretly married

a woman of the people. There was nothing to be

said against this woman, who was quiet, respectable,

and fairly well-educated ; but he either tired of her

or recognized the fact that he could not acknowledge

her without losing caste. Accordingly, soon after

his marriage he turned his back upon her, making

her a small annual allowance, and thenceforward

calmly ignored her existence. The woman kept her

own counsel until the day of her death, which

occurred not long since, after a protracted illness."

It was not Lord Walter's fault that he missed

ihe point of this essay. Never having heard of

Sessie Green, and not recognizing a portrait of

limself in the unscrupulous husband alluded to, he

3aid little attention to the anecdote beyond an

unused wonder whether Mr. Morley habitually

ndulged in such personal illustrations, and whether,

f so, he would not some day get his head broken.

The remainder of the composition did not interest

lim, such of its views as were not borrowed from

)ther sources being for the most part foolish and

ncoherent ; and he tossed "The Dry-Rotof Civiliza-

ion " aside with a muttered criticism to the effect

ihat if the first word of the title could not fairly be

;pplied to the author's style, the second described

is ideas accurately enough.

And so, although he remembered to take the

Omniscient Review to the station with him the next

ay, he would probably have made no remark upon
Ir. Morley's contribution (having more important

(lings to think about) if Norma had not at once

sked him his opinion of it.

" Oh, it is rubbish," he replied, with a shrug of

his shoulders. " If the lower classes are predom-

inant in England, it is by virtue of their numbers.

As for their standard of morality being higher than

ours, I should think you must be as well aware as

anybody that it is not."

" Still I think he is right in saying that their ideas

of duty are more simple and definite than ours.

Of course single instances prove nothing ; but he

gave one which struck me as being to some extent

typical."

" Do you mean this ' scion of a noble house ' who

espoused the lowly damsel and immediately found

out what a mistake he had made ? I confess that

I rather sympathize with that unlucky scion. I can

find it in my heart to forgive him for pensioning off

an impossible wife ; and I fancy that if IVIr. Morley

had pursued his inquiries a little further, he would

have discovered that she was just as glad to be rid

of him as he was to be rid of her."

This was not a happy speech. It sounded—or

at any rate so Norma thought—very much as though

the speaker was not unacquainted with the circum-

stances.

Norma turned away. " Evidently," s'aid she, in

accents of cold displeasure, " Mr. Morley was not

far wrong in assuming that the man would meet

with no severe censure in his own class.'

She at once began to talk to one of the other

men who had gathered round the railway-carriage

near which she was standing ; and after that Walter

could get no further speech of her. He did not in

the least understand what had brought about this

sudden change of manner. He was sorry that he

had spoken flippantly upon a subject which she ap-

parently regarded in a more serious light than he

did ; but it seemed to him absurd and in no way

characteristic of her that she should desire, at that

last moment, to punish him so severely for a care-

less word or two. He could only suppose that he

must have unintentionally affronted her in some

other way, and he would have asked her what he

had done if she had given him the chance.

However, she did not give him the chance. She

had plenty of friends at hand to occupy her atten-

tion during the few minutes that remained to her.

There was Grey, with an enormous bouquet ('• Why
didn't I bring a bouquet ? " thought Walter, in

some vexation), and there were various other diplo-

matists, British and foreign, young and old, besides
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a goodly contingent of birds of passage, some of

wliom were leaving by the same train. Norma had

a kindly word for each and all of them ; only to

Walter she had nothing to say except " Good-bye ;

"

and even that was interpolated hastily into the

middle of a sentence addressed to the obtrusive

Grey, who was writing down the number of the

house in Upper Belgravc Street upon his shirt-

cuff.

The engine whistled : the train began to move.

"Good-bye, Sinclair; don't forget to look us up

when you come home," shouted Mr. Shafto out of

the window. And so Walter was left to regret that

he had not made his adieux on the previous evening,

when, for some reason which he was unable to

divine, he had stood higher in Norma's favour than

he did now.

He walked away with Mr. Grey, who was pleased

to speak of Miss Shafto in flattering terms. " One

of the nicest girls I have ever met in my life. Tre-

mendously good and all that sort of thing ; but not

a bit of a stick—enjoys a joke as much as anybody.

I shall miss her awfully."

" So shall I," observed Walter absently.

His companion glanced at him and began to

laugh. '• Why don't you go after her then ? " he

asked. ' You're a free man ; you aren't tied by the

leg, like us poor devils. Now I'll tell you something

that will make you look a little less dismal. Miss

Shafto won't be angry if you follow her to Venice.

The benevolent interest which I take in you, my

dear Sinclair, has led me to talk to her about you

more than once, and I am in a position to inform

you that she won't stand hearing you criticised, even

by a benevolent friend."

XXXIII.

.\T THE LIDO.

To set traps for vermin is absolutely necessary ;

but one rather deplores the necessity, and wishes

that they would be good enough to come out into

the open and be killed in a more sportsmanlike way.

The setting of traps, whether actual or metaphorical,

is a practice to which no fair-minded person can

have recourse without some compunction ; and

Norma, as soon as she had taken her last look at

Walter Sinclair's grave face, began to reproach her-

self for having given him that article to read. It

would have been more to the purpose if she had

reproached herself for having assumed upon such

very insufficient evidence that he had fallen into

the trap ; but this view of the case did not suggest

itself to her. She had hoped and expected that ht

would unhesitatingly condemn the conduct of Mr.

Morley'ssujjpositious "scion of a noble house:" slic

did not see that a guilty man would have been at

least as likely to do that as an innocent one ; nor

did she count it as a point in his favour that he had

alluded to the story without the smallest self-con-

sciousness or embarrassment. This only struck

her as an additional proof of callousness. To

Madge she had stoutly maintained his innocence,

and was prepared to continue doing so : neverthe-

less, she was now inwardly convinced of his guilt,

and only regretted that she had reached that con-

viction by somewhat equivocal means.

Now one cannot always help knowing of circum-

stances discreditable to one's neighbours ; but one

can very well help looking as though one knew ol

them, and perhaps the best way of achieving that

quasi-unconsciousness is to think about the offen-

ders as little as possible. Facilities for oblivion

were afforded to Norma by change of scene. She

and her father journeyed northwards as they haci

journeyed southwards, taking things very easily anc

enjoying to the full what most of us, unhappily foi

ourselves, have learnt to think a great nuisance

They halted in the old Umbrian cities where so fe«

travellers now find time to pause ; they had twt

days at Bologna and a day at Padua, and as Mi

Shafto had given instructions that his letters wen

to be sent to Venice, nothing occurred to disturl

the happy humour in which he had started upoB

this pleasure-trip.

With Venice itself Norma was enchanted, a

indeed any one must be who has the good sense o

the good fortune to visit the Queen of the Adriatl

at the right time of the year and in fine weather

Venice can look dismal enough when a bitter wim

is sweeping in from the sea or when the cloud

return after the rain, as they have an unfortunat

habit of doing south of the Alps ; but in this gloriou

spring-time it seemed as if sunshine and warmt

could never cease, and as if no other place in th

world could be so delightful a place of abode fc

lazy people to whom the gratification of the sense

suffices for happiness.

Norma was by no means a lazy person, an
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therefore perhaps appreciated all the more the

pleasures of occasional laziness. She and her

father agreed that it was too hot for sight-seeing.

They hired a gondola and contentedly idled the

hours away among tlie dark and narrow canals which

are so full of picturesque surprises, or out upon the

wide, still lagoons, \vhere the colouring of sky and

water reconciles one to the affectation of that school

of painters who have chosen to describe their pro-

ductions in musical terms. And every evening

after dinner they joined the throng which floated

up the Grand Canal to the Rialto in the wake of

the well-known boat-load of minstrels who have

been singing the same well-known airs and choruses

for the last quarter of a century or more.

One evening, when Norma was mounting the

staircase, after returning from this concert and

saying good-night to her father, who had gone off to

the smoking-room with a friend, an English foot-

iman stepped forward, touched his hat to her, and

handed her a card. The card was that of Lady

[Spencer Sinclair, and upon it was written in pencil :

' Arrived this afiernoon. So glad to find that you are

still here. Will you look in before you go to bed ?
"

So Norma followed the footman into a sitting-

room on the first floor, where she found the old

ady reclining in a low chair by the open window,

md serenely contemplating the effect of moonlight

apon the dome of Santa Maria della Salute. Lady
ipencer was most affectionate in her welcome.

" My dear child, I can't tell you how delighted I

im to meet you again ! I was afraid you might have

left; and then I should have regretted having made
'this detour. But now I shall look forward to a few

feasant days in Venice. How lovely it all is !

"

Norma agreed that it was parfect.

" Then you won't be moving on yet awhile, I

lope ?
" jiursued Lady Spencer interrogatively.

''You see, it makes all the difference to me whether

I have friends in a place or not. As a general rule,

.vhen it is time for me to go home, I tear straight

hrough to London like a Queen's messenger.

There's very little enjoyment to be got out of

iimate or scenery or anything else unless one has

iome companion to share it with."

Norma's soft heart was immediately filled with

rity for this favourite of fortune, who had everything

hat the world could give her and no one to think

ibout but herself. " Yes," she said ;
'• it must be

"ery melancholy to travel all alone."

'• Well, I'm not exactly alone this time," Lady

Spencer confessed, " because I have induced Walter

to escort me ; but a young man and an old woman
seldom want to do the same things, and though he

is very good and long-suffering, I am .so afraid of

boring him to death that I am obliged to be per-

petually keeping out of his way. Your being here

alters the case entirely."

Lord Walter's being there altered the case entirely

in Norma's opinion. She guessed at once that his

aunt had brought him to Venice for other purposes

than that of escort duty, and her sympathy with

Lady Spencer was proportionally diminished.

" He has now gone," continued the old lady

complacently, " to seek out Mr. Shafto. We are in

hopes of persuading you both to come and lunch

with us at the Lido to-morrow."

It was thus that Lady Spencer gave evidence of

her tactical skill. The proposed arrangement might

have been negatived by Norma ; but it was pretty

sure to be consented to by Mr. Shafto, and it had

seemed to her advisable that his daughter should be

removed from him by an innocent little stratagem

while it was being broached.

The fact was that Norma would gladly have

made an excuse if she could have thought of a

plausible one ; but she knew quite as well as Lady

Spencer did that her father would have committed

himself by that lime ; so she only said :
*' Thank

you ; we should like it very much."

And in truth, when Mr. Shafto joined her later

in the evening, it appeared that everything had been

satisfactorily settled. "Lady Spencer is going to

send her servants and the luncheon on ahead, and we

shall follow in our two gondolas. Perhaps," he

added ingenuously, " it would be the most sociable

plan for one of us to go with one of them."

" Of course it would," assented Norma promptly.

" I will go with Lady Spencer."

' Well—if you think so," said Mr. Shafto, with

a laugh. " I'm quite ready to obey any orders

that I may receive."

Norma, for her part, was resolved that, whatever

orders she might receive, she would not share a

gondola with Walter Sinclair. It was not that she

had any fear of his giving eft'ect to his aunt's wishes

by proposing to her— for she was as sure that he

would not do that as she was that she had no in-

tention of accepting him—but she was disinclined to

be left alone in his company, dreading lest she
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should be led into saying something which she

might afterwards be sorry for, and knowing that it

would be difificult to help letting him see how low

he had fallen in her esteem.

Rut Lady Spencer was not so clumsy as to make

embarrassing suggestions, and, when she met her

friends in the hall of the hotel the next morning,

acquiesced without hesitation in the arrangement

which was somewhat eagerly put forward by Norma.

The latter had already shaken hands with Lord

Walter. She was not called upon to enter into

conversation with him ; and it was in the sanguine

expectation that she would be able to avoid any

such necessity during the remainder of the day that

she seated herself in the gondola beside the old

lady who had designed this expedition for a purpose

which was certain to be fulfilled.

For although, as many a careworn chaperon

knows, it is no easy matter to keep a given young

man and young woman apart, it is the simplest

thing in the world to throw them together ; and

Lady Spencer, having the whole day before her,

could very well afford to wait. Lady Spencer

moreover was by temperament as well as by

circumstances exempt from the cares whereby

chaperons in general are liable to become worn

out. She had, in a certain sense, set her heart

upon marrying her nephew to Norma Shafto, and

had accompanied him to Venice with a view to

furthering his suit ; but she was able to contemplate

his possible failure with philosophy, knowing that

there are more good fish in the sea than there are

fishermen to catch them. Meanwhile, she reclined

upon the soft cushions under the striped awning

—

nowhere else in the world are there cushions so

soft as those black leather ones with which Venetian

gondolas are furnished—and enjoyed the long row

out to the Lido and the society of her companion,

which indeed she had always found pleasant and

soothing. Also, on reaching her destination, she

enjoyed the luncheon which had been despatched

thither by her orders. This, it need hardly be said,

was excellent, and elicited the warm approval of

Mr. Shafto, who however remarked that it was not

good for him to be provided with such luxurious

fare.

" You will make us discontented with our humble

lot. Lady Spencer," said he. " When Norma and

I start on excursions we either take a few sand-

wiches with us or rely upon local talent to see us

through. The consequence is that we have more

than once returned home smelling scandalously of

garlic."

"The popular prejudice against garlic," answered

Lady Spencer, who was really interested in culinary

questions, "arises, like most popular prejudices, out

of ignorance. A suspicion of garlic
—

"

But perhaps the remainder of her ladyship's dis-i

.sertation, which was a lengthy one, may be omitted,

as relatively unimportant. During the course of it

she rose and gently drew Mr. Shafto out of the little

restaurant in which the repast had been served to a

shady verandah, where there were chairs and a table

prepared for the coffee which was coming. Norma
was preparing to follow, but was arrested by Lonl

Walter, who said :

" Shall we walk down to the beach. Miss Shafto ?

I have something that I want to tell you about."

"Yes?" answered Norma rather reluctantly.

" Can't it be told here ?
"

" Not very comfortably. I won't keep you

long ; only I don't want to be interrupted before I

have said my say. It will be all over in about five

minutes, I should think."

So she signified her assent and walked beside

him to those shell-strewn sands where the bride of

the old commercial republic whispers memories of

bygone splendour to its overtaxed and underfed

children. Was he going to make a confession ?

She hoped not, because she felt that it would be

impossible even to pretend to any sympathy foi

him, and yet she was not desirous of setting herself

up as his judge. At the bottom of her heart she'

did not think it in the least surprising that he should

have beer, unable to live with Bessie Green, and

she could well believe that, as he had hinted, thei

separation had not been less welcome to poor

Bessie than to him. Only, if she were to be asked

what she thought of his conduct as a whole, she

would have to say some things which he certainly

would not like. She was altogether unprepared foi

the confession that he did make, after a long interval

of silence, during which he had been abstractedly

kicking pebbles into the sea.

" I kaow it will be no good," he began :
" bul

perhaps, after all, it won't do me much harm tc

speak out. Anyhow, that is my aunt's view. She

insisted upon my following you—indeed she almosi

dragged me here—to say what I never found the

courage to say in Rome. I don't think you evei
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quite liked my declaring that I was mad when I

fancied myself in love with Miss Wilton ; but now

I can explain to you what I meant by that. I must

surely have been mad, since I didn't discover that

it was you and not she whom I loved the whole

time.'

And, as Norma made no reply, but only gazed

at him in unfeigned astonishment, and even, as it

seemed to him, with a shade of disdain, he askedj

" Do you believe that ?
"

" How can you e.xpect me to believe it ? " she

returned. '-It is absurd '
"

"Oh, I don't dispute the absurdity of it. But it

is true. As I can't understand it myself, I can't, of

course, require of you that you should understand

it—only so it is. I have never loved any one but

you, and I never shall love any one but you. That

is really all that I had to say—at any rate, for the

present. It was better that you should know it

though I have very little hope that it will give you

[satisfaction to know it."

What surprised Norma and made her feel rather

ishamed of herself was that it did give her satisfac-

:ion. She certainly did not believe that he had

loved her at the time when he had been so eager to

marry Aladge, nor could she believe that even that

bygone passion had been the first of his life ; but

he did believe that he loved her now, and she could

.lot help being glad of it ; though she told herself

hat such love was scarcely worth having. Mean-
while, he seemed to expect some answer ; so she

aid ;

" I knew Lady Spencer was anxious to make up

I match between us ; she told me so some time ago.

But I felt sure that you were not thinking of such

I thing. Otherwise I might have saved you the

—

he trouble of speaking to me in this way."

The j'oung man smiled. " I should have taken

;he trouble in any case," he answered :
" I suppose

t doesn't make much difference that you have heard

:he truth now, instead of a few weeks hence ?
"

" No ; I can't say that it makes any difference at

ilL So I hope," she added, presently, " that you

ire mistaken in imagining it to he the truth."

Walter dug his heel into the sand and frowned.

'It isn't a point upon which one is particularly

ikely to be mistaken," he remarked.
" I shouldn't have thought so if you hadn't

woved to me that it is quite possible in your case."

" Well— I have laid myself open to that taunt, of

course, and I am not going to complain of it.

There is no possible way of convincing you here,

and now, that it is undeserved ; all I can do is to

trust to time."

" I didn't mean it for a taunt," said Norma
quickly ;

" I only meant to remind you of what is

certainly a fact. And I don't wish you to trust to

time, please."

" But you can't help it. Miss Shafto. I know

very well that you don't love me now ; only, so

long as you don't love somebody else, I shall not

despair."

After remaining silent for a few minutes. Norma
remarked, "That will be rather disagreeable for me."

" I hope not. I shall not be so inconsiderate or

so silly as to persecute you. All I ask is to be

allowed to come and see you sometimes in London,

just as I should have done if we hadn't met here.

May I do that ?
"

" Yes, if you like ; only I think I ought to tell

you that I can never do as you wish. I would

very much rather that you gave up thinking about

it once for all."

To this he made no direct answer ; but presently

he said : "You didn't know that I loved you when

we were in Rome ? You didn't guess it?
"

" No ; why should I ? It wasn't a very probable

thing to happen."

" Well, then it was not on that account that

you changed to me. Because, you know, you did

change. During the last part'of the time you were

not friendly with me at all, and when I went to say

good-bye to you at the station you would hardly

look at me. Why was that ?
"

"I am sorry," answered Norma, "if I seemed

unfriendly. I tried to avoid being very much with

you because remarks had been made about my
having gone so often to your studio, and—and

because of what Lady Spencer said. That last day

at the station I was a little disappointed and annoyed

with you, I confess. I didn't like the way you

spoke about Mr. Morley's article."

" Oh, if that was all !

"

Then he suddenly remembered one passage in

the article which he had criticized after a fashion that

had been distasteful to her ; so he added :
" I dare

say I didn't do Mr. Morley justice ; but he really was

.

rather inconsequent. He based a whole series of

the gravest conclusions upon an anecdote of which

one onlv heard as much as it suited him to tell. I
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couldn't help feeling for the unfortunate man who

was held up to obloquy.

" Yes ;
you can sympathize with such mistakes

and you can make them. I don't think I could

do either. That is why I shall never care for

you in the way that you wish—or think that you

wish."

"Good Heavens!" exclaimed Walter, ''Doubt

me by all means if you can't help it ; you have a

very good e.xcuse for doubting me. But don't

imagine that you can deprive me of hope. I shall

go on hoping, and I shall go on trying to win your

love, just as long as I know that it hasn't been given

to any other man ; and nothing that you can say or

do will discourage me."

Thus a little fire was infused into a colloquy

which had hitherto been singularly calm and reason-

able. It ended, after all, as satisfactorily for Walter

as he had ever expected that it would end : for

Norma gave him the permission to go on trying

whicii she could scarcely refuse, while warning him

that his efforts would certainly be unsuccessful.

However, she had made up her mind that at least

there should be no more trying in 'Venice, and that,

if possible, she would persuade her father to leave

that place the next day.

To be coniilined.)

G O I N (} () N r H K S r A G E.

C?r lU--<^Aj^^

H ETHER
we like it

or not, the

popularity

of the stage

as a profession

amongst the

educated
classes is

steadily grow-

ing. So far

as girls are

concerned,

this is for many
reasons to be

regretted ; but

nothing is

gained by disguising the fact that the impulse

of young women towards theatrical life is far

stronger than it was. If a girl has genuine dram-

atic talent, probably nothing in the world will jjrevent

her from seekinsr its natural bent. The dramatic in-

^A child's ' makc-bciUve.'

stinct is the most resolute and self-assertive of all our

faculties. The very first intelligent entertainment of i

a child is to "make believe." If there is a real gift,

it grows with alarming rapidity till it dominates the

whole nature. No conceivable restraint can keep it in

check, for it is generally accompanied by a tem-

perament which you cannot repress by calling it

" forward." A good deal of injustice is often done

to a girl of this type by well-meaning parents or

guardians, who treat the dramatic talent as if it were

a germ of iniquity. They forbid the girl to go to

the theatre ; they prohibit companionship which is

likely to stimulate her unhappy passion ; they lay a

ban on all conversation in the domestic circle about

the tainted topic. But you might as well try-

to imprison the air as to keep such a mind from

feeding on the pictures which belong to its very life.

You cannot prevent the girl from reading poetry, or

fiction, or the newspapers, and every page and every

line will create images in her fancy which arc,

utterly fatal to your theory of discipline. She will'

sit demure over a piece of needlework, and while
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a piece of luvdUivor/;."

her mother fondly supposes that the forbidden

subject is banished from her thoughts, she will con-

struct a play in her own imagination, in which her

small experience is the stage, her friends the minor

characters, and herself the irresistible heroine who

carries the town by storm. And very soon after

there may be gloom in that household because the

I

daughter who was so carefully protected from all

'), danger has thrown family ties to the winds, and

!i sought her fortune on the stage.

I If you look into the history of famous actors and

I

actresses, you will find that this sketch often

'' corresponds pretty closely with the facts. Genius

I

will surmount any barrier in any walk of life. It

is .1 dangerous maxim that this rare quality has its

own laws and its own morals ; but it must be

allowed that genius or exceptional talent has its

own conditions, and that a boy or girl who is

endowed with all the attributes that make a

dramatic artist can rarely be turned from the career

which offers these every scope. But now comes

r the rub. It is serious enough for a girl with this

endowment to enter a calling which has a social

atmosphere peculiarly its own. But if the ranks of

our actresses were recruited only by girls who have

the genuine artistic faculty, the supply would soon

run short. I have had a pretty large experience of

dramatic aspirants, and my belief is that the

reasons which impel girls to go on the stage have, in

the vast majority of cases, nothing whatever to do

with real capacity and ambition. Any theatrical

manager will tell you that he is besieged with api)li-

cations from girls who have no qualifications what-

ever. They are dazzled by the footlights, discontented

with the hum-drum life at home : they have quar-

relled with somebody, or they have lost their

parents or their money. To some it seems the

only alternative to the workhouse. I have read

hundreds of ghastly letters, with suffering in every

line, pleading for work to stave off starvation, and
giving little details, half ludicrous, half pathetic of

the personal appearance which is supposed to be

the chief recommendation. For remember that

most of the girls who " walk on " at the theatres,

and do little else all their lives, are chosen because

they are pretty. It is natural ; it is part of the

business ; it is necessary to the spectacle : it gives

a livelihood to many perfectly respectable women.
But if I am asked whether a weekly payment
simply for a girl's beauty tends to educate and
refine her nature, and whether the people she may
associate with under such conditions are always

the most suitable companions, I cannot make
any answer that is likely to satisfy an anxious

mother.

There is a social reason which makes the stage

much more attractive to girls than it used to be.

The old austerity with which the 'theatre was

formerly regarded is dying away. The prejudice

against actors is greatly relaxed. The sim-

ple truth that a fine art may be practised with

dignity and self-respect has prevailed over much
ignorance and misconception. This is a gain, but

it has its drawbacks. Amateur dramatic societies

have enormously multiplied ; and though it is true

that they furnish valuable recruits to the stage, it is

also true that they give a great stimulus to vanit)',

presumption, and incompetence. A pretty girl in a

good social position, who is persuaded that she can

act, is sure to be surrounded by flatterers who fool

her to the top of her bent. Her mind is always

running on the theatrical bookseller, wigmaker, and

costumier. She is coached for a fashionable per-

formance by an actor whose compliments to a

pretty amateur would be turned to curt and even

savage criticism if she were an actress. She makes
every conceivable blunder, but she is wildly ap-

plauded by her friends, who think it a marvel that

she should remember her part, and are much more

impressed by her wardrobe than her wits. She has

not the slightest merit, and her audience do not
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miss it ; for the number of people who mistake

drawing-room manners for dramatic talent is sur-

prisingly large. Her photographs in various cos-

tumes are voted " sweet "
: and she is told every day

that she is quite as good as Ellen Terry or Mrs.

Kendal. She has all the jargon of the greenroom,

affects semiprofessional airs, and gives much secret

amusement to theatrical people, who listen politely

to her critical opinions. She wears her hair like

• / ,im aliAiys fit!,-''

some [jopular favourite, and she is sprightly or

plaintive, according to her model. I met a plain-

tive specimen once, and I said, " You look pale."

" I am always pale," was the forlorn reply. On the

same occasion she was asked for a recitation. " Do
recite, dear," said the amiable hostess ;

" you do it

so splendidly." " As you will," said tiiis weary frag-

ment ;
" but I am not in my key to-day."

The encouragement all this gives to sheer

incapacity is the parent of much disappointment.

Mr. Irving once said that he was deluged with

applications from ladies who had every recom-

mendation except the ability to act. This experi-

ence is so common that it is very difficult for a

girl to find access to a manager. He cannot give

up the whole of his time to interviews with per-

sistent young women who are delightful everywhere

except on the stage. So they incessantly complain

that they can get no definite information of the

way to obtain engagements. It may be said that

if a manager would take a little trouble with these

applicants, he might light upon an unsuspected

genius. On the other hand, he might unwittingly

discourage some talent that does not reveal itself

at first sight ; and on the whole, he is justified in

declining to allot several hours a day to the i

spection of novices. They can generally find

sympathetic spirit in the professional teacher,

am sorry to say that the teacher does not always

reject the material that is presented to him, w^hen

it is hopelessly unpromising. He does not give

some such advice as this :
" My dear young lady,

return to the social sphere which you are well fitted

to adorn. You have no dramatic talent whatever.

If I go on giving you lessons, they will only waste my
time and your money. No manager would ever

entrust you with a speaking part twice. Go home
play tennis

;
get married ; do anything except try

to act." This desirable candour would naturally

reduce the number of candidates for the stage

but it is seldom practised. The teacher has tc;

live. He may argue that people pay for hi^

experience,, and that it is not his business to send

them away when they do not seem likely to profit

by it. But the result is that a melancholy crowt

of incapable girls advertise themselves as pupils

this or that actor, and expect to find openings ir,

a ])rofession which is already overstocked wit!

mediocrity. Happy are those who find out thai

mistake in time : but they are most to be pitiec

who manage to get two or three small engagements

and then, when habits are formed which unfit then

for the rounds of ordinary life, are suddenly strande<

without the least i)rospect of any further progres

or even the humblest livelihood. The uncertain

ties of the theatrical calling are common enougl

in the experience ofcapable artists ; but I know of m

' Years Iic}icc when youlh l:as left her.
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more dismal picture than a girl who has been on the

stage a short time, and is waiting for the opportunity

which will never come again ; who pores o\er

theatrical advertisements, and sourly criticises

successful actresses ; and who, years hence, when

youth has left her, will still be sending a faded

photograph to managers with a jjitiable ])Iea for

employment.

Suppose a girl is determined to go on the stage :

what is her first experience ? After fruitless appli-

cation to every manager in London, she is told to

question whether Hamlet was mad, military gen-

tlemen who believe that a good pair of shoulders

and a martial swagger are the only essentials for

success on the boards, every variety of the deca}-ed

amateur, male and female : such is the depressing

society to which our novice is introduced. Then
people pay a registration fee, and enter their names
in the agent's books. It is understood that if they

obtain engagements, they give the agent a certain

proportion of the first salary. Most of them are

not heard of again. Some find their way into

Ante-room at a theatrical agent's office.

try a theatrical agent. There are agents and agents,

and if she escapes being swindled by some fraudulent

person who professes his capacity to get lucrative

engagements at the shortest notice, she may find

lier way to the ante-room of a well-known firm who
lonestly endeavour to provide work for the mul-
itude that besiege them every day. In that ante-

oom the new-comer will see a startling collection

)f waifs and strays. Broken down tradesmen,

spiring housemaids, ladies who have the indefin-

ble but unmistakable air of having taken in

pdgers, callow clerks who are dissatisfied with the

ffice-stool. University students who think that

icir first engagement vrill lead straight to

hakespcare, and settle once for all the vexed

travelling companies organised by those pests of

the profession, the " bogus managers," who engage

incompetent persons for next to nothing, and leave

them one fine day without money in a strange

place. Others are planted for a while in humble
positions in the metropolitan theatres. Of these

the majority disappear, and a few, a very few, make
their way by talent and hard work.

The extinction of the stock companies, that is

to say, the permanent theatrical organisations in

the provincial cities, has deprived young players of

their best opportunities. In the old days a be-

ginner who was a member of a good stock company
played with some of the most distinguished artists,

and acquired a wide experience. To-day the pro-

p p
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vincial theatres are occupied in turn by companies

organised in London to represent plays which

carry the stamp of metropohtan aisproval. The

author of a successful piece likes to have an actress

who exactly embodies his idea. In the London

theatre she will have an understudy whose duty it

is to copy her " business," to be ready to play her

part at a moment's notice, and \ery often to repre-

sent the character when the piece is taken into the

provinces. As this opportunity is of some value,

the post of understudy is much sought after ; and

if the manager or the author is attracted by some-

thing in the manner or ajjpearance of the novice,

even though she may never have had a speaking

part before, any natural ajititude she possesses will

be rehearsed till it fits the necessary mould. In

all this there is a good deal of mechanical work.

You will see young actresses who are pale copies of

[)opular artists, and the reason is that they have

been schooled to look, walk, and speak like the

originals of the parts with which they have been

entrusted in the travelling companies.

There are a few independent companies in the

country which play a round of pieces of established

reputation. In one of these a girl of talent will

gain excellent experience, but she will

earn very little money. She may have

to find most of her theatrical wardrobe,

dress like a lady, keep body and soul

together, and play Ophelia and Des-

demona, all for something less than the

munificent sum of two pounds a week.

On this piece of good fortune she may

subsist for years, and then break her

heart with futile appeals to London

managers. The common lot, however,

is to " walk on " at fifteen shillings or

a pound a week. To figure in a crowd,

to be by turn a peasant, a court lady,

a witch, a waif, to coquet in dumb

show with every century and every

clime, to spend weary hours in the

mechanical drill of rehearsal, to be

admonished in language often more

forcible than elegant, to hear nothing

off the stage but the small talk of the

dressing-room, to breathe an atmosphere

of petty and contemptible jealousy, to

associate with people of whom it may

be a stretch of courtesy to say that

they are very rough diamonds : this is the life of

most girls on the stage who have not the slightest

chance of ]3romotion. To be fi.xed in such a

groove till she slips out and is forgotten is not a

desirable experience for any girl who has been

delicately nurtured.

Here is the important difference between girls

who go on the stage and girls who are born on the

stage. The best recruits of the profession are

undoubtedly furnished in the main by the the-

atrical families. I don't say they always give us the

highest dramatic genius, but they supply the most

efficient rank and file. Few peo])le trouble to think

about the generations that are born and bred in

the theatre. For them the life behind the scenes

has no offence. The easy familiarity is their way of

being social. Their education is limited, but they

know more about the business of the stage by instinct

than a beginner of twice their years who comes

from another world. She is refined : she has read

Shakespeare ; she knows French and German ; and

yet a little cockney who can just read has learnt

almost before leaving the cradle more of the pro-

fessional " knack " than this girl with all the accom-

plishments is ever likely to acquire.

^r^.
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On the whole, the stage as a means of livehhood

for girls cannot be freely commended. The vast

majority of women who think they can act are the

victims cf delusion ; and those who give up less

attractive occupations in the hope of getting

decently paid employment of an unambitious kind,

cannot compete with a theatrical class who have

been brought up to nolhing else. The dramatic pro-

fession is terribly overcrowded, and yet genuine

talent is comparatively rare. 'WTien it exists,

it has such a fight for recognition as few girls

have the strength to endure. But for the

most part the avenues to the stage are blocked

by mediocrity and incompetence which are

unhappily fostered by a variety of social con-

siderations quite foreign to the business, and
which are doomed to disappointment often of

peculiar bitterness.

IN A ROMA.\ STITI
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{Ruth to David Vane.)

"A /T ^ KYER-DEAR CHILD, I caii take my pen to

IV J. write, but no words of mine can tell how

the love of my heart streams out to you day and

night, waking and sleeping ; for even in my dreams

I am W'ith you, and )0U are always the most

precious possession I have on earth. Ever .since

that last morning when we parted, and I blessed

you as you went out alone into the wide world, I

have not ceased to pray for you. And it does seem

that my prayers are answered. There seems to be

a Providence in all that happens. Who do you

think has taken your place in the store ? David

Crane I I wrote you of the astonishment of us all

when he was brought here in your place. When he

came a second time— in your clothes, of course

—

to get a place in a store which an old gentleman

had found for him, and was actually inside the door

before he suspected whose house it was, Mr. Pirtle

was as much surprised as before, and much better

pleased. David C. isn't up to your mark yet,

but he is very willing, and promises well so far,

Mr. Pirtle says.

" It does not seem now that Mr. P. will think

of sending for you again. He is greatly changed

since his sickness. He is kind and pleasant now,

and oh ! I am so thankful that I was enabled to do

my duty faithfully when he was ill. It will always

be a satisfaction to look back and think that I was

as careful and attentive to his slightest wants as if

he had never given you or me an unkind word.

He is now able to be at the store a good deal, and

he comes home at night always kindly. For this I

cannot be sufficiently thankful.

" I sent you yesterday, in a strong bundle, such

clothes as I think you most want." . . .

{David Vane to his Mother.)

" I GOT your letter this evening, when I came up

from my work ; and you may believe it made me
laugh and cry all at once. I am now up stairs,

trying to write an answer, on the top of our old

blue chest, by a very poor candle. Between you

and me, Aunt Topthorne is very stingy of her

candles, as she is of almost everything else, e.\cept

her lobelia. If any of the folks are sick she wants

to give them lobelia. You should have seen the

awful dose she gave Cal Cob the other night ! He
said 'twas ' a deal sight worse than dyin' a nat'ral

death.'

" It is good news indeed you write of Mr. P.

;

I am so glad on your account ! And how I have

laughed to think of Dave ! He is welcome to my
place. For my part I like his place up here a good

deal better. I wrote you about the offer Mr. Quimp-

ton made me. Well, rather than have me go to

him. Uncle T. has agreed to give me the same,

provided I hold out as smart as I have begun.

Isn't that encouraging?

" I must stop, for my candle is about out. Aunt

T. generally gives me a short one, and I can't burn

it long, if I want to. You'd be amused to see hov/

very close they are about some things. But I can't

complain ; I've only too many reasons for being

contented. Huldah sends love. She and I are

great friends."
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{David Crane to Iliilda/i.)

" Dear Cousin, I take my pen in hand to write

you a few lines from this great and glowrious city,

I have got in business I am a clerk in Pirtle's store,

and board at Mrs! Cole's, a real glowrious-hearted

woman, I got acquainted with her in church, I went

to meeting with Miss Susy Ragg and her mother in

the forenoon but thought I would go by myself in

the afternon, I sat in Mrs. Cole's pew and she

invited me to walk home with her and she and

another old friend got me the place, I like ever so

much, I do errands and sweep out and take down

shutters and don't get lost, Susy Ragg is the

daughter of the officer you know I staid at their

house at first, but left because I didn't want him to

take me back, but Susy is as nice a girl as ever I

see, I've been to call there since and get some

cloas I left when I changed boarding-places, she

asked me to come again, I shall of course, they

live in a splendid house and keep a servant with

bells all over, and some canaries heated with a

furnace and Cochituate water you can draw by

turning a little goose-neck of a tube, the city is a

glowrious place very close settled and a great

chance to make money, and yoii see if I don't have

such a house of my own some day as Susy Ragg's

folks live in, good-by, I must go to bed so as to get

up early and open the store, yours truly, write,

" D. Crane."

{Iluldah to Dare.)

" I SUPPOSE you felt pretty smart when you wrote

that letter ; and, for my part, I hope you will have

such a house as Mr. Ragg's some day, and Susy

Ragg for a housekeeper, since you like her so well.

You needn't think I'm jealous ; but I couldn't help

laughing 1 There wasn't a stop in all your letter

except the commas ; and our Davy said, if you

couldn't punctuate better, you should put a period

to your correspondence. He is so bright and witty,

it's quite a treat to have him here. You spelt

glorious with a w in three places

—

glowrious ! One

would think you had never been inside a school-

house. And which did you mean, Mr. Ragg's

house or the servant, that had bells all over ? And
what do you mean by canaries heated by a furnace

and Cochituate water ? And clothes you spell

cloas ! I hope you will go to see Susy Ragg often,

since she is the nicest girl you ever see. You can

stay in the gloiurious city as long as you please,

father says Davy is as good as a man.

" HULDAH TOPTHORXE.
' (Not a nice girl.)

"RS.—Don't feel hurt, Dave, at what I wrote

yesterday. 1 guess I wasn't feeling very well. We
are sugaring-off ; wish you could be here ! The sap

weather is about over, father says, and this is about

the last batch that will grain. Good-bye ! Mother

talks about you a great deal. I never supposed

she thought so much of you as she does, and as we

all do :

"

XXIV.

CAPTAIN PIRTLE BETS HIS LIFE.

For several weeks all went well in town and

country ; with David Vane on the farm, and David

Crane in the store ; and with Ruth, hopeful of her

son's future, and of her husband's reformation.

The captain, in his sickness, had had time for

reflection ; and something of his earlier kind manner

had returned to him. But it was not Ipng before

Ruth saw him relapsing into his old dissipations.

Glorious nights with his cronies resulted in most

inglorious mornings at home ; and once more poor

Mrs. Pirtle became a prey to wretchedness and

despair. She did not however write a word of

this to her son ; she was only too thankful that he

was out of reach of it all.

David Crane experienced a singular quickening

of his nature in the new sphere he had entered.

He had employment which he liked, and which

stimulated his ambition ; and that is everything in

developing the business faculties of a boy. He
cultivated the acquaintance of Miss Ragg, whose

pleasant disposition consoled him for the sarcasms

in some of Huldah's letters. His manners im-

proved, and he learned not to use double negatives,

and such vulgarisms as " ain't " and " haint," and

" I wa'n't " and " I done."

To Mrs. Cole he showed his gratitude by con-

tinuing to live with her and paying his board,

cheering her lonely meals with his presence, w'hen

the companionship to be found in a large boarding-

house would undoubtedly have been more to his

taste.
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He got on very well with Captain Pirtle for three

or four months. Then the proprietor's temper

becoming inflamed, like his face, trouble began :

and the new boy learned something of what David

Vane had had to endure before him. He was

scolded, he was overworked, and at last Pirtle so

far forgot what was due to his own dignity, and the

rights of his clerk, as to knock him down.

Dave went home with an aggrieved heart and

an aching head to Mrs. Cole, who would not permit

him to return to Pirtle's store ; and it was not long

before a new place was found for him in a large

wholesale establishment, where he had brighter

prospects and better pay.

This loss was a serious one to Pirtle ; Dave was

becoming an efficient clerk, and he had gone away

just as the busy season was at its height. Pirtle

like most unreasonable men, blamed others for the

consequences of his own folly. He tried several

other youths who did not suit him at all, and

literally kicked them out of the store, after a brief

trial of each. Then he remembered that he had

a very capable young clerk, at that time in the

country, absent without leave.

He revolved once more in his heated brain the

old project of bringing David back. His decision

was prompt. He would employ no officer this

time, but go himself. The trumped-up charge of

robbing the money-drawer was still hanging over

David ; and Pirtle trusted to his own rights as a

stepfather, and his superior powers of will and

muscle for fetching the fugitive home.

Without dropping a hint of his intentions to

Ruth, he went olT in a sullen mood one morning

(which however was nothing unusual), left word

at the store that he was going out of town on a

little matter of business, climbed into an omnibus,

and soon after found himself in the train.

' I bet my life I'll bring him back ! " he liad

boasted to one of his intimates the night before.

Nerved with that determination he reached at

about noon the way-side station where Ragg had

stopped before, hired a horse and gig, like his pre-

decessor, and drove with all convenient speed

over the country roads in the direction of Deacon

Topthorne's house.

The day was warm and pleasant, although it was

now autumn. A blue haze veiled the distant hills

;

the brooks ran with subdued murmurs by the way-

side, as if they felt the delicious langour of the

time ; the landscape was .still green with late rains,

but here and there sumachs, and maples, and

meadow-elms were flashing out in the brilliant tints

of October. But Pirtle was not in a mood, even if

he had been the man, to be touched by the charm

of such golden weather.

On setting out from the store he had exchanged

his ordinary tall hat for a light felt one, with a

broad brim, such as David had seen him wear.

This he slouched over his face as he approached

the Topthorne farmhouse, his first care being to

get sight of ] )avid before he was himself recog-

nized.

He reached the gate without seeing any one, and

tied his horse to the hitching-post. He then passed

immediately round the house to the kitchen, the

door of which stood open. He looked in, but saw

nobody. At that moment he heard voices, and

particularly laughter, which seemed to proceed from

the orchard behind the house. He had but to pass

by the end of the woodshed to command a view

of that i)art of the i)remises, and \vitness a rural

scene.

Mr. Cobble was on a ladder in an apple-tree,

picking the fruit and putting it into a basket.

Mr. Topthorne balanced a long pole, with which

he knocked from the tops of boughs apples that

could not be otherwise reached. Mrs. Topthorne

was waddling about under the tree, picking up and

j)utting into her apron, held by the corners in one

hand, the fruit that fell. The afternoon sunshine,

slanting down through the orchard, flickered on a

pile of ruddy seek-no-furthers heaped upon the

turf.

David Vane was nowhere visible, and Captain

Pirtle ventured to advance a little nearer under

cover of some quince bushes. Suddenly Mr.

Cobble, on his ladder, uttered an outcry, which for

a moment led him to think he was discovered.

'• What's the trouble, Calvin ? " asked the deacon,

between sneezes, as he looked up into the sunlit

boughs for more fruit. " Bee sting ye ?
"

"No," said Calvin. "That plaguey Huldy

!

She throwed an apple, and took me right in the

nape of my neck !

"

"Huldy ! stop your mischief I" said the deacon,

resting the upright pole on the ground. " Don't

you be throwing the apples around the orchard."

" 'Twasn't an apple ; 'twas a butter-nut !

"

laughed Huldah, jumping out from behind a tree.
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"/ am helping him ; I'm wailing Jor him to lit iii>u'/i the bcisket.'

" Cal was such a tempting mark I couldn't help

trying a shot."

" Here's the butter-nut now !
" said Mrs. Top-

thorne. '" Why don't you quit your nonsense and

help David to gather these apples ?
"

" I am helping him ; I'm waiting for him to let

down the basket for me to empty," said Huldah.
" Here it is !

" said a voice in the tree above her

head. "These are the last of them."

She reached up her hands and took hold of a

basket that presently came gliding down between

the lower limbs with its load of fruit. It was held

by one end of a pair of harness-reins, buckled to

the handle ; at the other end, paying it out with

nimble hands, was a boy or youth in the branches

of the tree.

" I'm coming dow^n now," he said. And seeing

the basket safe in Huldah's hands, he dropped the

reins after it.

Pirtle, watching behind the quince bush, must

have thought it a singular coincidence that he too,

like Ragg, should have his game up a tree. But

there was this difference : David Crane had climbed

to avoid capture ; David Vane was coming down to

be comfortably and conveniently nabbed.

Not willingly, by any means. Ruth's David had

reached the lowest limb, and was hanging from it

bv his hands, ready to drop, when at Huldah's ex-

clamation, " Look !
" he saw a light slouched hat

coming out quickly from the ambush of quince

trees, and a face he knew under it.

It would have been useless for him to try to

scramble back into the branches ; Pirtle might have

caught him by the legs, had he made the attempt.

There was but one thing to do, whatever the result.

He let go his hold, and, dropping to the turf, stood

face to face with the man he most dreaded in all

the world.

{To be continued.)
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THE STAY-AT-HOME.

After Claudian.

Happy the man whose perfect life his father's fields have seen,

A greybeard in the self-same home where he a boy has been,

Who, dinting with his staff the sand whereon a babe he crept,

Of one small cot for many a year the annals long has kept

!

Him hath not Fortune v.-ith her rout dragg'd tliro' a whirl of change ;

He hath not drunk—a wand'ring guest— of waters ever strange.

As trader he ne'er fear'd the sea : nor soldier bugle-call
;

Nor peace would mar with law-courts' jar where wrangling pleaders bawl.
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The world he hath not learnt ; knows naught of city lying near

;

Yet so hath freer sight of heaven his joyous heart to cheer.

By shifting crops he counts the years, not shift of ruling powers

;

Autumn by fruits his calendar discerneth, spring by flowers.

The same plot hides his westering suns and shows their rising ray,

His farm's brief circle is a clock to tell the time of day.

His memory hath yon spreading oak a tiny seedling known,

The grove and he together young together old have grown.

Town-folk hard by to him are far as India's dusky brood,

The county mere seems to his mind as Afric's Red Sea flood.

But unabated is his force ; lo ! round their grandsire strong

With brawny arms a wond'ring group of children's children throng.

Roam ye who list, and search the nooks of earth's remotest shore

:

Who farther goes fares often worse, who travels less lives more.

\\. C. Green.

By shifting crop he counts
the years



A PAIR OF SILK STOCKINGS.
By the Author of '' Mehalah."

Oh, Htz do 'oik ho~L thty buoiiu me '

brothers

Heckmond-

^v vke were

the sons of

1 large and

. well-to-do

mmufacturer,

a stocking

maker, in

\ o r k s h i re.

The stock-

ings and

socks and

other goods

in stockingette of Messrs. Heckmondwyke and

Sons were known in the trade everywhere. Old

Heckmondwyke was dead, and the firm would

henceforth have to be called Heckmondwyke
Brothers. Of these brothers there were but two,

Philip, the elder, unmarried, and Hezekiah, the

younger, married. Because Heckmondwyke the

father was dead, therefore the sons wore black,

and because he had died recently, the black was

new, and the glazed calico backing the waistcoat

of Hezekiah crackled, and was not set in formal

furrows.

In consequence of the death of their father and

the factory being left equally between the brothers,

some consultation and arrangement between them

had been necessary. There had been no hitch, no

ruffle of spirit, in the administration of their

father's affairs and disposal of his estate. Every-

thing had been left to the brothers to divide equally,

where division was necessary, to keep together

where partnership was advisable.

The house in which old Mr. Heckmondwyke
had lived was that in which he had been born. It

did not adjoin the factory, it was some way from it.

It was one in a crescent, \\'entworth Crescent,

No. I. As he had met with annoyance from a

neighbour in No. 2, Mr. Heckmondwyke had

seized the occasion of the neighbour's leaving to

buy that house, and for some time it remained

empty, because he preferred having no neighbour

near him, that is, shoulder to shoulder. His former

neighbour had three daughters who practised on

the piano all the evening, and he would not run the

risk of having inhabitants next door who might

irritate his nerves by strumming.

Finally, when his younger son Hezekiah married,

he allowed him to enter and inhabit No. 2 ; he

calculated that many years would elapse before

piano practice would be a nuisance to him again,

for in the event of a daughter being born, the child

would not learn the piano till it was six or seven,

and then would only play on it in the mornings,

when he, her grandfather, would be at the

factory.

The child was born, a little girl, but was not old

enough as yet to meddle with music. Penelope

Lsetetia was her name. She was still in the nursery

at the top of the house, and her only instrument was

a silver coral with bells, the present of her god-

father, her uncle, Philip Heckmondwyke. ,

Philip had remained with his father in No. i

Wentworth Crescent when Hezekiah moved into

No. 2. When the brothers came to consider the

partition of their father's property into equal halves,

then it had been settled between them that Philip,

as the elder, and as in possession, should remain in

No. I, and that Hezekiah, with wife and child

should remain in No. 2.

"Unless, brother," said Hezekiah, "you could

be persuaded to live with us. I am sure you

would be more comfortable, and Bessie " (his wife)

'•is very much attached to you."

Philip shook his head.

" It is kind of you to offer this, Hez, but I am

a confirmed old bachelor. I like to have my own

way in everything, and to have everything in the

house go by clockwork. With a wife this is not

always possible nor desirable."

" Then you will look on my house as your home.

Vou keep a latch key to No. 2 and run in and out

as you like. There will always be a cover for you

at dinner and an arm-chair by the fire."

"Thank you kindly, Hez. I accept the key,

and will use it as you desire."
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II.

Madam Heckmondwyke, the great-grandmother

of the brothers PhiHp and Hezekiah, had been a

personage in her day— a daughter of a small

country Yorkshire squire, who had married a man

beneath her in station, who owned a few looms and

let out work to cottagers possessing looms of their

own. In former days, in the dales of the western

hills were whole colonies of weavers ; every

cottager aspired to own a loom, saved his wages to

buy or build one, and when he possessed one, took

contracts from bigger men. These bigger men

took the great contracts and let out the work piece-

meal to the cottagers. Any one passing through a

village heard the rattle of looms out of every

door and window, and even on the wild moors,

where a lonely hovel stood, there also sounded the

busy shuttle.

It was thought a great disgrace to the family of

the Holroyds when Penelope Laetitia married the

manufacturer Heckmondwyke ; but smce that

marriage the Holroyds had gone down and had

disappeared, and the Heckmondwykes had gone

up and gained consequence. Piece by jiiece had

the encumbered estate of the Holroyds jjassed

f;om them, and piece by piece had the fortune of

the Heckmondwykes improved. Penelope Lsetitia

had brought with her no dower, nothing but herself,

her Christian name, and her silk stockings, when

she married Joseph Heckmondwyke, nevertheless

h.er sons and grandson and great-grandsons looked

back on that marriage as the making of them ; they

were able to give themselves some airs as not

altogether new people, but a family with one root

in the county soil, and therefore with a claim to

position above their fellows.

Penelope Lsetitia had possessed a pair of very

beautiful purple silk stockings, with clocks of white

at the sides, elaborate and delicate in pattern, and

these stockings had somehow remained in the

family after she herself had mouldered into dust.

The Holroyd estates had been alienated and broken

up ; the Holroyd family portraits had been dispersed,

but Miss Holroyd's purple stockings remained a

hundred years after she had worn them, very little

the worse for wear, for they had been so choice and

beautiful that she had only worn them on grand

occasions, and as after she married Joe Heckmond-

wyke no grandeur came about, she wore them

no more.

The family grew to regard this pair of stockins

as an heirloom, an interesting relic of the family

history, a link by which it attached itself to the

Holroyds.

This ijair of silk stockings it was which gavt

direction to the special manufacture of tht

Heckmondwyke house. Old Joe Heckmondwyke

had not been a stocking maker, the stocking loomi

were introduced by his grandson, Philip Holroyc

Heckmondwyke, the father of Phili]! and Hezekiah

and his firm ran hard some of the Nottinghan

houses.

Penelope Loetitia, Holroyd's mother had been

Miss Lee, and the Lees prided themselves as havin;

produced the inventor of the stocking loom.

A\'hen Penelope Laetitia was born, a Nottingham

shire Lee was invited to stand godfather to th

child, and in.stead of presenting her with a silvc

mug or a coral, or a silver spoon and fork, he gav,

her a pair of purple stockings, a miracle of pe:

feclion, so fine was the texture and so delicate an

beautiful the clocking, that the child might whe

grown up not forget that she descended from th

Lees who invented and created the stocking looi

and its industry.

Now the Heckmondwykes had come to thir

there was something aiistocratic about the stockit]

loom as opposed to the plebeian common loon

and as they began to rise, they became ambitious '

start a stocking manufacture in Yorkshire, ar

show that they also inherited something of tl

Lees as well as those in Nottinghamshire.

Philip Holroyd Heckmondwyke obtained t

requisite looms and induced some Nottingha

weavers to come to him, and the Yorkshire man
facture took root and prospered, prospered so w(

that not even Nottingham stockings command!

such a sale as the Yorkshire stockings of Heq

mondwyke and Sons.

We have said that the brothers Heckmondw
were Philip and Hezekiah, but that was only tjj

first names, as Heckmondwyke is so long a

name we spared the reader their names in

but we must now give them, the elder was Ph

Holroyd, like his father, and the younger

Hezekiah Lee, and because a Lee he considere

his right to keep possession of the stockings.

Philip was equally determined to keep them.

a certain occasion they met in Hezekiah's he

and came to strong words over the matter.
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" You have our great grandmother's pair of

silk stockings here in No. 2, I know," said Philip.

"I remember your sending for them, you wanted to

show them to your sister-in-law when she was with

you."

' Umph."
" Really, brother, you might answer me."

" I do not want to part with the stockings."

" But," said Phil, '• I do not desire to yield them

up."

" Why not .'' They are no good to you."

" Of what possible use can they be to you ?
"

" They are of interest to my womankind."
" But they are heirlooms in oui- family, and

should be in my hands, as the eldest, and head of

the Heckmondwyke family."

" Nonsense. You are a bachelor."

" Well—and you have no son."

" If you had them," said Hezekiah, " no one

would see them. You would keep them locked

up, and they might as well be non-existent."

' I object to their being pawed by every Jack

and Tom, and Jill and Jenny."

" I do not admit into my social circle Jacks and

Toms, and Jills and Jennys," said Hezekiah

sternly ;
" will you leave me ?

"

" I can hardly go till something is settled about

tho=e stockings."

" I do not want to part with them."

" Hezekiah," said Philip raising himself to his

full height, and speaking with constrained indigna-

tion, " I insist on the surrender of those stockings."

"What would you have?" asked Hezekiah

sarcastically. " Divide the stockings ?
"

" Nonsense, how could they be divided and be

a pair ?
"

"Oh," sneered the younger, "with a pair of shears

you could cut them across, and )-ou take the feet

and I the rest."

" Or you take one and I the other," added
Philip. " No, I will consent to no such compromise.

[f I did, I should rightly forfeit my claim to them,

ike the woman before the throne of judgment of

|5olomon."

" I will not give them up. It is absurd of you
want them. They will descend from me to my

laughter, who is a Penelope Lretitia like her great-

trandmother."

'Is that your deliberate answer.^
"

'It is."

' Then you are fraudtdent."

You are grasping, avaricious."

' There is the latch-key. This question must

be settled before we meet again—amicably."

Hezekiah rang the bell. " Show out Mr. Philip,"

he said to the servant.

III.

"It really is absurd," said Mrs. Heckmondwykc,
"really too childish to quarrel about a pair of

stockings. Let Philip have them."

" ;My dear Bessie," answered Hezekiah, " you

look on this matter from a Scholey point of view
"

—Mrs. Heckmondwykc had been a Miss Scholey
—"and not from that commanding platform whence

we who are the descendants and representatives of

the Holroyds contemplate these stockings. As a

Lee I am resolved to retain them. Besides
—

"

" My dear Hez, why quarrel about them?"
" I do not quarrel, it is Philip who quarrels with

me. He is e.xacting, and demands these stockings

as a right."

" Perhaps he has a right to them."

" Not at all. Possession is nine points of the

law. Besides, he has insulted me."
" \^'as either of you constituted residuary legatee

by the will ? If so, that should decide the

matter."

' Neither was. Everything was left to us equally,

except such things as we chose to divide."

"Then divide the stockings."

"We neither of us choose to do this. A pair

constitutes a complete and perfect article. Neither

Philip nor I would allow of this separation into

individual stockings. They must go together and

so constitute a pair. If neither will hear of the

separation, then such an arrangement as you

propose is inadmissible."

A few days after this Hezekiah received the

following letter from his brother—

•

"It is quite impossible for the matter of the stockings
to remain unsettled. I cannot sit down composedly
to acquiescence in your retention of what by right of
seniority belongs to me. I am loth to bring the matter
into court because the public, which knows nothing
about the importance and value of the articles under
dispute, might choose to laugh at us for contesting the
proprietorship of a something to which the vulgar
mind attaches no value. Nevertheless I am determined
to enforce my right by process of law. To give the
matter a colour which will justify it to the public, I

propose that each of us, you and myself, should con-
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tribute an equal sum of money, say seven hundred and

fifty pounds, towards the purchase of a set of diamonds,

which we will regard as having belonged to our great

grandmother, and we will contest the right to this set,

which each will refuse to see divided, and he who ob-

tains by award of the court the set of jewels, he also

by mutual consent shall have the stockings."

A strange and puzzling proposition. Hezekiah

saw that the world would view a contest between

him and his brother for a pair of stockings in much

the same light as did his own wife. The world had

not that fineness of sentiment, that clinging to the

past which he possessed, and so would be unable

to estimate the value of the contested article aright.

If he and Philip were to engage in a legal contest

together, it would be as well that they should

ostensibly fight over something the gross world

would consider of real worth. But Hezekiah

hesitated about accepting his brother's proposal.

How would it be if there were to be cross-e.xamination

as to the date of acquisition of the set of jewelry?

He could not on oath declare it had belonged to his

great-grandmother. But then—he further con-

sidered—was it likely that such questions would be

put ? He and his brother would appear in court

disputing with each other the possession of a set of

diamonds and other valuables that both he and his

brother recognized as heirlooms from that great-

grandmother. The point at law would be to whom
the diamonds were to be adjudged, not when they

had been acquired.

He further argued that if—as was certain—the

case would be given in his favour, he would acquire

not only indisputable possession of the stockings,

but also of a set of precious stones worth fifteen

hundred pounds. It really was a chance not to be

passed over. His right to the stockings was

obvious. They had been sent over to his house by

his father without a word as to his having to return

them ; and he could therefore assume, yes, assert,

even swear that they had been given him by his

father. Naturally, the jewels would mentally stand

for stockings, and what each brother swore con-

cerning the jewels would refer by tacit understanding

to the object of real litigation.

A few days later, after dinner, Mrs. Heckmond-
wykc reverted to the subject of dispute.

" My dear, we have not seen Philip for some

time. Why does he not drop in on us as of old ?

Is it because of that pair of stockings ? Upon my
word I will burn them, if I come across them, it is

monstrous, it is positively ridiculous,that two middle-

aged men should quarrel about such a trifle."

" Bessie, you know nothing about the circum-

stances. You have heard of the purple stockings,

but not of the diamonds."

" Diamonds, Hez 1 " Mrs. Heckmondwyke
started in her chair as if she had been electrified.

"I will show you the necklace," said her husband.

"The necklace and stockings go together. He who.'

gets the one gets also the other. The diamonds

are said to be worth fifteen hundred pounds."

" My dear I

'" exclaimed Mrs. Heckmondwyke
when the jjrecious stones were shown her, sparkUnc

in the gaslight. " Do you mean to tell me thai

Philip demands these ? An old bachelor such a;

he I Oh, my dear Hez, promise me you will noi

give way.

Oh, I hope—no unworthy attachment ! Oil, Hez
as you respect your ancestress, sa\e them from i:iro

fanation ! Oh, Hez, do look how they become me !

IV.

"Yes," said Hezekiah to himself, "I can witl

clear conscience swear that the diamonds, I meai

the stockings belong to me, were given to me b

my father. I recall the circumstances niinutel)

After dinner I was talking about them to Bessie

sister, and she expressed a wish to see them,

wrote a note to father and I remember distinct!

the wording of that note, it was, ' Dear Gov., may

have those valuables of my great-grandmother?

And he sent them over, in reply to my note. Ma

I have—I asked and he sent them, what was th«

l)ut a gift ?
"

" Yes," said Philip to himself, " I can with clej

conscience swear that the diamonds, I mean tb

stockings were only lent to Hezekiah by my fathe

I have found the note in w-hich my brother aske

for them. Father never destroyed any letters. I

that note, Hezekiah wrote ' Dear Gov., may I hav

those valuables of my great-grandmother's ? Bessie-

sister Louisa is with us, and would like to see them

Distinctly he asked only for a temporary loai

Bessie's sister Louisa was there, and desired to j

them. That they should be returned when tlj

had been show-n, is implied. The case is cleaFJ

day."

Thus began the case of Heckmondwyke ver&

Heckmondwyke, a case which was not ended in

twelvemonth, no, nor in two. It was a long tin
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before the case could be floated, it stuck on the

rollers, it would not move, and when finally it was

run down and launched, it stuck in the mud, and

had to wait a suitable, but tardy tide to lift it, and

get it under way, and when really afloat, showed a

want of balance and a tendency to keel over, and

was considered by lawyers one of the most curious,

confused, but profitable cases with which they had

had the good fortune to be engaged.

At the back of the Crescent were gardens divided

from each other by brick walls : each house in the

Crescent had its garden. They were not very ex-

tensive, but they served as places where the inmates

of the houses could amuse themselves with little

fads, such as keeping poultry, or growing flowers, or

where, if there were children, the little ones could

romp with impunity.

As Penelope Laetitia grew older she was allowed

to play unrestrainedly in the garden of No. i.

Sometimes she had little friends to play with her,

and the small garden resounded with the sparkling,

happy voices of children. On such occasions,

occasionally, a face was seen rising above the wall

that divided No. i. from No. 2. The face was that

of uncle Philip, it was stern.

He called out, " Hush ! what a noise you children

are making. Which of you is Penelope Laetitia ?

Oh—you. You step forward. You are making

Tiore noise than the rest. It is intolerable that out

;of work time I cannot stroll in my garden without

:)eing disturbed. Laetitia, I am angr}'. I will com-

plain to the police."

Then the head disappeared again.

In fact Philip Heckmondwyke had ascended a

adder that he might be able to look over the wall

ind rebuke his niece.

When Hezekiah heard this, he also got a ladder

;et it against the wall, ran up it, and shouted,

'Complain to the police if you like. My child

;hall shout and laugh as she chooses, in total dis-

egard of her sour, crabbed and avaricious uncle

?hilip."

V.

Philip Heckmondwyke was fond of his little bit

'f garden. He had a small conservatory in it,

fhich was heated by a pipe that passed fi'om the

itchen boiler. In this conservatory he kept such

owers as were half hardy, primulas, azaleas,

inerarias, and he was able to force on a few bulbs

a month in advance of those out-of-doors. He did

not concern himself greatly about his plants, but he

liked to potter about in his glass-house at moments
of leisure, and to smoke his cigars there under the

cinerarias and calceolarias to disestablish the green

fly.

The great treasure of the conservator)' was a

Marechal Niel rose, which bore in one summer as

many as one hundred and seventeen blooms.

At the end of the garden Philip had a summer-

house, and there he was fond of sitting of a warm
evening with a bottle of claret, reading his paper

and smoking.

During the summer that followed the quarrel with

his brother, he could hear, as he thus sat, the voice

of the child in the adjoining garden come to him
over the wall, the laugh so full of merriment, so

prolonged that presently Philip's muscles relaxed

and a smile came upon his grim face.

What was making the little creature laugh so ?

a deaf person is distressed when he sees a company
explode with mirth, and he does not rest till the

joke has been spouted into his ear-trumpet. Philip

felt like a deaf man on such an occasion. Fun was

going on and provoking laughter, but what the fun

was he could not guess.

It was no ordinary joke, for the child continued

to laugh for long, in shrill, convulsive peals.

It lasted so long, died away only for a minute,

and then broke out with such renewed energ}', that

Philip's smile died away, and was replaced by an

expression of concern. He recalled the story of a

man who had five wives in succession and the

secret of the death of his wives was that he tickled

them to death. Those who passed his house at

night heard laughter, and thought that the married

life within was a happy one. Actually the poor

woman was strapped down to a bed, and the

husband played with a feather on the soles of her

feet. In the morning she was dead, and not a

token of violence was on her, not a trace of poison

found in her, at a posMnortem examination.

A\'as it possible that some nurse was barbarously

tickling Penelope Laetitia? Perhaps only inconsider-

ately, but likely, unless stopped, to lead to serious

if not fatal results.

Philip Heckmondwyke felt as though cold water

were being poured down his back, when this

thought came over him. He rose from his table in

the arbour, ran for a ladder, set it against the wall
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that divided the gardens, ascended it, and looked

over.

He saw that the little child was running about,

was not being tickled, but was trying to tickle her

nurse, who dodged from her, ran a little wa)', pic-

tended to hide behind a laburnam-trce or syringa-

bush, and allowed herself to be caught and tickled by

the fairy-like child, a dear little thing with fair curls

in a white dress with red stockings and a red sash,

and cheeks almost as deep in colour as her sash.

Philip leaned both his elbows on the wall top

and watched the game awhile, then he descended,

went to his conservatory and picked one or two

Marechal Niel roses, came back panting, ran up the

ladder and dexterously threw them so that they fell

before the child. Then he bobbed his head below

the wall, crept down the ladder, removed it, and

returned to his place in the arbour.

That same day Mr.Hezekiah observed the roses

—

his little daughter had brought them to her mother.

He observed them because, previous to the rupture

between the brothers, in the time of roses, his

drawing-room and dinner-table had been kept

plentifully supplied with Mare'chal Niel blooms,

since the rupture he had seen none.

" Whence comes the rose ? " he asked sharply.

" Pcneloi)e says it fell down before her, whilst

she was ]ilaying," answered Mrs. Heckmondwyke.
" Playing, playing, where ?

"

" In the garden."

" How came it to fall before her ?
"

" How can I tell, Hez ?
"

"My dear, roses don't drop out of heaven."

" But Penelope is such a dear, that even

angels
—

"

"Fudge! There are no Mare'chal Niels in

heaven."

" How else could they have fallen."

" Umph 1 the roses grow in the conservatory of

No. 2."

" But they could not have come of themselves

over the wall."

" If I thought that—but no, it is impossible

—

and

yet, I have a mind to ask an explanation of Philip."

A day or two later some more roses came over th(

wall. On this occasion the child had seen the fac^

of her uncle rising above the wall, and had seei

him throw the flowers.

When Hezekiah heard this he sent the blossoms

back in a cardboard box with a letter to this effect :—

" Mr. Hezekiah Heckmondwyke objects emphatic
ally to Mr. Philip Heckmondwyke giving roses o
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anything else to his child, so long as he maintains his

arrogant pretensions to the valuables of Penelope
La'titia, deceased.''

To this came an answer couched in these terms :

—

" Mr. Heckmondwyke is surprised at the temerity

of Mr. Hezekiah Heckmondwyke addressing him, so

long as he retains in his hands articles of value that

properly, and as will speedily be shown, legally belong
to Mr. Heckmondwyke. Mr. Heckmondwyke reserves

to himself the right of throwing over his wall, any old,

mildewed, faded, magot-eaten, green-fly covered, worth-

less plants that encumber his greenhouse or garden.''

This answer made the younger brother very

angry. He sent for a mason and gave orders that

the wall should be raised four feet, between his

garden and that of his neighbour.

" Please, sir," said the mason, " we must put a

scaftbld on t'other side as well as this ; there must be

a second bricklayer in the garden of No. 2, to

work ekall to the bricklayer on this side, in the

garden of No. i."

'• That cannot be," answered Mr. Hezekiah, " you

must manage to build the wall entirely from my
side."

" It'll leave the other side wery untidy."

"The untidier the better," said Mr, Hezekiah.

So the wall was begun.

" My dear !
" exclaimed Mrs. Hezekiah Heck-

mondwyke "whatever are you doing? You will

cut off all the light from the dining-room. We
got little enough sunlight there now, and if this wall

be carried four feet higher, we shall get none at all."

" My dear Bessie," answered her husband ;
" I

am sorry for the inconvenience, but it is inevitable.

My brother persists in throwing his rubbish into our

garden and I will not have it."

" What rubbish ?
"

" His old withered roses."

" My dear, he has thrown quite young buds."

" I don't care. He shall throw nothing there,"

answered Hezekiah. " I hope and trust the wall

will darken his dining-room as it darkens ours : the

hope makes me bear the inconvenience with a light

heart."

VI.

The raising of the wall provoked fresh trouble.

A wall between two dwellings belongs equally to

both proprietors and has to be maintained in repair

by both. For one to raise the wall so as to exclude

light from the other is an excess of right, and

immediately a letter came to Mr. Hezekiah from

the solicitor for his brother requiring him to remove

the bricks that had been placed on the wall, and

reduce it to its previous height.

This Hezekiah refused to do. He asserted that

he was constrained to raise the wall in self-defence,

as his next door neighbour was employing his

garden ground as a place for the casting of his

rubbish. As he did not cease from building, PhiUp

moved for an injunction to enforce stayment of

proceeding. So the scaffold was left and the heap

of mortar, and piles of bricks, in Hezekiah's garden

awaiting the decision of the court. The bricklayer

had, in the meantime disfigured his garden, tram-

pled on the beds, bespattered the turf with mortar,

sifted the lime on his premises and sent a cloud in

at his windows, had chipped and broken the bricks,

sending splinters in all directions over the grass and

upon the walks, and bestrewed the beds.

" My dear," exclaimed Bessie Heckmondwyke
one day, " where is Penelope Lastitia ?

"

" In the garden."

" Any one with her ?
"

" No, the nurse is laid up with a bad headache."

Mrs. Heckmondwyke went to the window and

uttered a cry of horror.

" What is the matter ? " asked her husband,

starting for\vard.

" Hez ! oh Hez ! quick ! What is to be done ?

The child is on the top of the wall."

That same afternoon, Philip Heckmondwyke had

had been seated in his arbour, smoking. His eyes

rested on the wall. The old mellow red brick,

stained with hchen, and dappled with moss, rose

from his garden bed to the height of ten feet.

Above that was the raw scarlet of the new brick, of

which several courses were laid, and in part the

new addition had been completed.

"Abominable !

" e.xclaimed Philip. " Outrageous I

An eyesore ! My brother must be taught a lesson,

and he will have to pull down every brick that has

been laid. Legally he has not a leg to stand on.

What is that ?
"

Over the wall flew a child's ball, scarlet, blue,

yellow, and green, and bounced against the steps

of the summer house.

" Hah !
" said Philip. " That child has done this.

She must be taught a lesson. I will not throw this

ball back again. She must learn to be more careful."

He took up the ball and turned it about, and

put it on the table where stood his bottle of claret

and glass.

QQ
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Presently he thought, " Poor little creature, she

will be crjnng because she has lost her ball. I

think after all I will throw it back over the

wall."

Then he came out of the arbour carrj-ing the

ball, but stood petrified with horror to see that the

little girl had scrambled up one of the masons'

ladders and was on the wall, standing looking down

into Philip's garden for her ball.

\\'hen Philij) recovered from the shock of seeing

her, he called out, " Penelope, sit down, sit down.

Wait till I bring you the ball. I have it. Sit

down, do not be afraid."

The child obeyed, and one little purple leg hung

down on Philip's side of the wall—purple the legs

were, with white clocks on the stockings.

Philip ran to where was a garden ladder, and

brought it to the spot, planted it against the wall,

and began to ascend it, speaking encouragingly to

the little girl who looked down at him and then

turned her head and looked down into her father's

garden, and one purple leg with white clocks on

the stocking depended on that side also.

Mr. Hezekiah Heckmond\\7ke, as soon as he

saw from the window the perilous situation of his

child, ran down stairs, and without his hat flew into

the garden and ascended the ladder.

" Penelope," he said, " sit quiet, do not stir.

For goodness' sake do not lose your head. Shut

your eyes and wait till I lay hold of you."

The child however did not seem at all afraid

;

she looked laughingly from her father on one side

to her uncle on the other.

Simultaneously each seized her by an ankle.

" Don't be afraid 1 Don't stir ! I have the

ball," said Philip.

" Keep still, I will lift you down," said her father.

Each mounted a step, then cautiously another,

then each suddenly put an arm round the child,

and unexpectedly both faces met over the top of

the wall in front of the child.

" Your ladder is too upright, you will be unable

"Xa carry Penelope down," said Phili]), after the first

recoil of surprise.

" Your ladder is too weak, it will not support the

double weight," said Hezekiah, when he had

recovered himself from the shock of almost

knocking noses with his brother and adversary-

•' I seized her first," said Philip.

" She is my child," answered Hezekiah.

" Let go, I know you will fall with her," e»

claimed Philip. "You shall have our great

grandmother's valuables if you will let me cairj

her down on mv side."
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" Let go, Philip," cried the excited father. " She

is my child, you shall have the diamonds and the

stockings if you will release your hold."

'I will not let go," answered Philip. " She is

my niece."

" I will summon you if you do not," shouted

Hezekiah.

'• I will give evidence against you if she is hurt,"

exclaimed Philip. Then with an effort he lifted

himself upon the wall, and sat there holding the

child.

"Now, Hezekiah," said he, " I will submit to a

compromise. You descend, set the ladder at a less

acute angle, fetch a second, and we will together

carry Penelope down into your garden."

VII.

When Penelope Lcetitia had been safely conveyed

to the ground in the arms of her uncle and fathei

,

then the two men stood and drew a long breath.

"That wall
—

" said Hezekiah.

" E.xactly, that wall
—

" said Philip.

" That wall shall not be raised any higher," said

Hezekiah.

" I shall never again look on that wall without a

shudder."

"Uncle," said the child, "may I have my
ball?"

" Here it is," said he, and he stooped and kissed

his niece.

Hezekiah was mo\ed.

" Yes," said Hezekiah, " I will have all the bricks

removed."

"All?"

" Yes, all."

" Then," said Philip, " there will be a double

space for Penelope Lsetitia to run about in."

" I—I did not mean all the bricks." ,

" You said all. Why not ? Level the whole

wall."

Then Mrs. Heckmondwyke said in the pause

that ensued, " I have a proposal to make. Let

the valuables, diamonds and stockings be made
over by both of you, father and uncle, to Penelope

Lastitia. She will be the representative of the

family, and she is the only one likely to wear the

diamonds."

"On one condition," said Philip, "that when

she marries, her husband shall take the name of

Holroyd."

" And Lee," put in Hezekiah.

" It shall be a deed of gift," said Philip. " Come
along, brother, to the lawyer's office. It shall be

drawn out at once."

"And you shall have the latch-key again."

" I shall not require it when the wall is pulled

down."

Q Q



' O artist, tan^e tiot over wide

:

Lest what thou seek be haply hid

In branibte-blos&oms at thy side,

Or shut within the daisy's' lid."

—Owen Meredith

I
HAVE been asked to write a few pages on the Art

of Flower Paintingin Water-colours, but I find

it by no means easy to fulfil the request— partly

because there is nothing so difficult as a clear and

concise definition of any kind, partly because, in

order to explain m\- own theories, I must first make

up my mind thoroughly what those theories are to

be ! Though but a humble votary of painting, I

seem to resemble a certain great artist who kindly

allowed me to watch him as he painted. " Vou see

how I do that ? " he inquired of me. " Well, if you

were not looking, I should do quite differently."

Every picture, and indeed e\-ery kind of flower,

needs a separate treatment. Some pictures (I am
wTiting entirely of flower-pictures) are best built up

bit by bit—a carnation here, there a touch of blue

or white, or yellow, to give the key of colour, or to

enhance the depth and tone of the whole. Other

pictures—and these I fancy are the best of all-

—

have originated by some accidental but happy effect

;

such, for instance, as a basket of fresh blossoms

brought straight from the garden and in nowise

arranged or altered. We are tempted to begin, to

run and fetch the colour-box, and then and there,

whatever the light or time of day, whatever our

pressing occupations, to do our best to reproduce

the delightful group on paper.

For the sake of speed—and flowers, like time and

tide, wait for no man—it is best not to draw in pen-

cil at all. Pencil outlines in most cases call loudly

for india-rubber ; besides, they admit, when after-

wards damped, of no easy alteration, and are also

dangerous (because of the lead) to the Chinese

white used to conceal them. It is best to draw with

a brush, making a rough outline of some neutral

tint, patting in a few shadows of importance, and

even hurriedly dashing in a background, which may

be painted out again by and by, but which for the

moment will do away with the glare of the paper and

by that very reason must also urge us to greater force

in the painting of the flowers themselves. For of

course we begin with the flowers. A novice will

probably rush eagerly at the fullest-blown, deeming

them the most important of all. I am convinced

myself that they should be left to the very last,

as (for instance,) a new rose can be put in the place

of a faded one, whilst it is far more difficult to replace

buds, stems, leaves, and interlacing twigs—in fact

things involving the composition of the drawing, to

say nothing of shadows, reflections, etc, which

belong to that composition.

I do not, however, mean that any reproduction of

one flower should be made from two distinct flowers, '

but that an empty space can often be left with ad«
^

vantage for a time in what may seem the verycentr4

of interest, whilst preference is given to those poif

tions of the work which at first sight appeal

secondary.

It may be argued that stems, twigs, etc. do not

easily wither. No, they do not (although buds

shrivel very quickly), but the shadows and effects

upon them change from the drooping of neighbouring
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flowers, and unless such effects be painted direct

from nature, the picture will lose considerably in

truthfulness.

As to which are the best colours to use, the rule

is : Use but few, and let those be the surest and

purest, prepared by lirst-rate makers, and mix these

improve the painting, nor is it very pleasant. When
I was quite a child, an old drawing-master of mine

sucked his (or rather my) brushes so persistently that

I used to keep special ones for him. If you have

contracted this bad habit, use plenty of gamboge,

and put your brush in your mouth often. Such a

Lady Lindnty, /.

colours one with the other as little as possible.

Above all, for flower-painting never use what is

technically termed " bo.x," viz : the muddy colour

(generally with a powdery sediment) that is left on

the sides of the colour-box from former usage.

sore throat must ensue as will be a tolerably severe

punishment !

Many drawing-masters and artistic friends recom-

mend a variety of colour-boxes, yet any ordinary

arrangement will serve a good artist : it is the bad

Don't suck yo-jr lirush ; such a habit does not workmen who complain of their tools.
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French painters sometimes employ brushes which

have two ends available ; one for colour, one for

clean water to soften off the colour. The Japanese

method—quick and dexterous—is to hold two separ-

ate brushes : one between the first and second fin-

gers, the other between the second and third fingers.

Thus the artist lifts brush A into the air whilst brush

B is in use.

Formerly water-colours were sold in cakes, and,

by dint of much exertion, were rubbed down on

china palettes ; but the moist pans, or, still better,

tube-colours are as good as they are convenient.

I do not myself like flowers painted in ])ure colour,

with a touch of Chinese white here and there. I

think they should be either entirely in transparent

work, (the lights left or rubbed out with water and

a handkerchief,) or moulded altogether in a texture

of body-colour, sufficiently opaque to appear inten-

tional. Truly some flowers, white ones especially,

seem to require this consistency. The great difficulty

of painting with much Chinese white is to avoid the

Scylla of mixing it so freely with colour as to render

the tint "muddy" or " fo.xy," or the Charybdis of

making a hard white preparation, into which ])ure

colour gradually sinks and even disappears, and

which itself is liable to crack in course of time.

I have by me a Japanese handbook for water-

colour flower-painting. Not being conversant with

the Japanese language, I cannot read the text, but

the illustrations seem to need little explanation.

Two or three of them represent the same pink rose

in difterent stages of finish, and I recommend the

process. It is to float on to the desired size of the

flower a surface of pale pink, of sufficient body-colour

to make a texture. Afterwards draw in with pure

madder the deepest folds of the rose, then put in

greyish half-tints, then add white—or nearly white

—

touches for the highest lights. This prescription

can be recommended for swiftness of work ; it pro-

duces, naturally enough, a somewhat crude Japanese

effect, but it is possible to add softening and model-

ling to such a result, even after the short-lived flower

painted from has died.

At the same time, never, 7iever try to improve on

r.ature ; it is quite extraordinary what a miserable

rose most people create " out of their heads," as it

is called. If you want to be a flower-painter, you
must realize that you should study from, but

carmot compete with, cannot even faithfully copy,

nature. Flowers, like all else, seem to grow more
beautiful the more attentively we .study them : thev

are perhaps the loveliest—though not the grandest

—works of creation.

Many kinds of flowers can be effectively jiainted.

In point of actual beauty, orchids probably triumph,

or roses. For subtle charm, the early spring

flowers are incomparable. Above all, most

people are fascinated by pictures of flowers that have

a sweet perfume

—

go strong is the power of associa-

tion. The easiest flowers to represent are those

that make patient models, and change least quickly.

Amongst these, orchids, chrysanthemums, lilies,

carnations, and the tougher kinds of roses take high

rank. It is curiously easy to imitate a look of

slight fading, which is simply disastrous ; freshness

being our first necessity. We want spectators to

say :
" Oh 1 what sweet fresh flowers 1

" Tulips are

deceptive sitters. If brought out of the cold air into

a warm room, the tightly-rolled petals open wide like

stars. If the atmosphere be what they are accus-

tomed to, they behave tolerably for the first day.

Delighted, we ourselves retire to rest, and return in

faith and hope on the morrow. Alas ! we find the

stalks all twisted the wrong way, and every tulij)

obstinately stift'ened into a strange and ungainly

attitude. Sometimes it is possible to tie threads,

like girdles, round flowers to keep them closed, but

they are apt to resent this treatment, and manage

to slip out of their bonds when the painter's back

is turned, as though some invisible fairy fingers

had opportunely come to their release.

Flower-painting has much changed of late years.

I myself shall remain unable to appreciate the new

impressionist school until I see live impressionist

flowers growing in our garden borders. Still, those

obsolete conditions under which petals and stamens

were carefully stippled, (with a highly-studied dew-

drop deposited here and there,) are wearisome and

inexpressive. Such finish gives mere flatness instead

of the desired modelling. Mechanical and technical

detail should be put in only to be taken out again,

or at least to be cunningly concealed. Some old

Dutch flower-pieces (which are almost architectural

in treatment) have a great charm, though the oil

mixed with their paint has blackened the colour

overmuch. Water-colours or kindred methods seem,

after all, to be the most appropriate interpretation

of flowers.

Flower-painting is not always considered a high

form of art
;
possibly, because this is thought easy,

and other forms of art difficult. Yet some people

wisely admit that to be a successful flower-painter
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requires, like most successes, careful and

patient training. It is difiScult to say how a

child should begin in art. Children mostly

cherish great ideas, large hopes that should

not be crushed ; time brings crushing enough

by and by. It is when we grow older that,

as regards many of us, our ambitions and

canvases dwindle considerably. In my youth

I read with indignation (it was in the works

of a learned professor,) that no woman
might be expected to draw properly even a

Skye terrier ! Now, on the contrary, I ac-

knowledge with humility that I could not

accurately render one of the paws of the

said shape-concealed animal without pro-

found and careful study I

Early training is simply priceless. There

is an old saying, true in many cases :
" What

little Jack learneth not, the same neither

learneth great John." People do not always

realize that dexterity in painting, like the

bowing of a violinist, needs long and con-

stant practice. It is as easy to get out of

practice in painting as in music. Unless

you have been working recently, I should

not advise you to touch the most important

parts of any picture— it were better to

grind for a couple of days

at subordinate portions to

get your hand in. I do

not mean by this that any

special part should appear

so dexterously painted as

to force itself disagreeably

upon the beholder's notice

;

neither, in truth, should he

who listens to the voice of

a sweet fiddle find his atten-

tion constrained to dwell

solely on the elaborate

gymnastics of the perform-

er's right arm ! Technical

dexterity is not paramount

nor, if it were, ought any

portion of a complete work

to be specially favoured.

WARGUERITES, STUDY ON GREY FAPER. LADY LIN'DSAY.
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A leaf, a thorn, a corner of

table, though kept in subser-

vience, may be as essential to

the perfection of the picture

as the chief flower of the group.

Every one knows the story

cf the celebrated painter who,

wlien a forward person offered

to paint backgrounds for him,

replied that he might trust the

rest of his picture to others,

but must certainly paint his

own backgrounds.

Early training, whilst it

familiarizes us with habits of

work, cert.iinly bestows dexterity of handling

seldom attainable in after-life. However, parents

are usually so proud of their children's crude efforts

that there is but slight risk of any young genius

being discouraged. Nay, gentle discouragement

is sometimes judicious, and a few artfully-arranged

difficulties help to spur on—and by no means

deter—those youthful painters who have a true and

natural talent.

The arrangement or grouping of flowers, though

a serious consideration, can scarcely be taught by

rule ; it must be left to the taste of each individual

artist. .-\ good composition is necessary, but, as

what is really pretty and pleasant to the eye is sel-

dom of faulty construction (the laws of construction

being based on beauty), we mostly learn to compose

unawares, as M. Jourdain learned to speak in prose.

Certain rigid laws of composition date from time

immemorial ; thus, an old French master wrote :

" Que I'un des cotez du Tableau ne demeure pas

vuide, pendant que I'autre est remply jusqu'au

haut." *

But such rules usually embarrass a student,

whilst artists wisely break them.

The same may be said of light and shade. In-

dividual taste and judgment must be brought to

bear on the question, and presently experience helps

us—that is, our own experience, for in what do we

ever profit by that of our neighbours .' Light and

shade, say some people, should be judiciously scat-

tered over the whole work. * Others tell us to keep

it strongly from one point. Most teachers, like

doctors, differ greatly. To quote Du Fresnoy once

more (though I do not pretend that he is an irre-

proachable authority) :
" C'est avec raison que I'on

' L'.\rt de Peinture. Du Fresnoy. 1684.

dit du Titien qu'il n'avoit pas de meilleure regie

pour la distribution des Clairs et des Bruns que la

grappe de Raisin."

Sometimes, in flower-painting, the merest accident

causes a new and delightful effect. For instance,

a very low light, or reflected sunshine, may conduce

to a more original treatment than the conventional

" studio-light." Such accidents are satisfactory, as

they enable the painter to dispense with the high

north window so rarely obtainable.

In fact, I would recommend all students to make

the best of circumstances, an admirable a.\ioni by

no means confined to flower painting. Once, when

Mr. Carl Haag was travelling in the East, he found

himself obliged (having used up all his English

drawing-paper) to paint on a piece of rough packing-

paper—the only thing it was possible to procure.

On his return to England, the work—a water-

colour—was exhibited, and many of the artist's

friends and admirers pressed him to tell them where

such unusually excellent paper could be purchased.

In the matter of very commonplace hints, I

should here like to say a few words. First of all,

I recommend placing the model (i.e. the group of

flowers) on a high table, not below the student's

sight, for I presume that the student sits. The group

should be close to and also on the same level as the

drawing-board whereon the reproduction is to be

made. It is a very good plan to get up often, walk

back, and contemplate (I will not say with what

feelings) the original and the reproduction together.

Always paint at an easel, and "often without a mahl-

stick, but with your wrist loose.

-\s regards the background, a screen, covered by

a shawl or piece of silk, makes the best, for the

screen can be moved to produce light or shade

according to requirement. In the choice of back-

grounds it should be remembered that cool colours

give distance, hot tones nearness. Portions of the

flowers should appear to melt into the background.

A touch of " mystery " is advantageous ; moreover,

there is nothing so truly horrid as when the flowers

are cut out, paper-like, everywhere with clean edges

against a hard dark surface. Hunt, the American

artist, in his delightful " Talks about Art," apostro-

phizes a pupil thus ;

" Your flowers are well done. Really amusing !

So much like nature. But I wish you would dis-

pense with these black backgrounds. You like

them because they disengage so easily, but you lose

a chance for gradations which would make your
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flowers not only decorative, but a picture besides.

These black grounds tempt you because everything

looks well on them. Just as any colour looks well

on a negro woman, while one with a peachy com-

plexion finds that there are colours that don't

improve her looks."

Perhaps one of the best " commonplace " rules

is to notice everything. The more we observe,

whether we live in town or in country, the more

pleasurable our daily lives become. I remember

an old nursery story called " Eyes and No Eyes,'' in

which two children go out for a walk : one sees the

beauties of nature whilst the other remains blind to

them. I do not know whether the observant child

of the story became an artist in after-life, but there

is no doubt that any student of painting cannot too

constantly meditate on the varied loveliness of

nature, especially sky-effects. Sometimes people

who have been prevented from working for a time

are struck by the improvement achieved when again

taking brush in hand. This is due partly to rest

after hard practice, but

thought and head-study are

also often the cause of great

progress even in technical

ability. A voice comes to

us from centuries past,

saying truly that "A painter

ought to have his mind

continually at work, and

to make remarks on every

object worthy of notice

that he meets." *

We all have our favourite

flowers, and these we are

certain to portray with the

best skill. There are two

forms of that association of

ideas which implies favour-

itism : first, the train of

thought evoked by our own

memories ; next, that im-

pressed on us by books.

Early recollections stand

pre-eminent. I can never

see or smell lavender with-

out recalling the joy with

which, when little more

than a baby, I gathered it,

tied it in bundles, and

* A 'treatise of painting. Leonardo da Vinci

rolled it down a hill to the drawing-room window
where my mother sat ready to weave baskets, or

sew up bags, to perfume the linen cupboard.

The sprigs I gathered were probably far fewer

than my imagination makes them, the hill was

no doubt a mere matter of inches—at best

equalling the height of my fat four-year-old legs.

But the remembrance remains deathless whilst

I live—it has the lasting fragrance of lavender.

So also do the flower markets of France dwell

in my memory. When I was twelve or fourteen

years old I used to spend half my weekly pocket-

money in purchasing, for fifty centimes, a tiny pot

of forget-me-nots, wrapped up for me in a " cornet
"

of paper by a kindly voluble dame. Such forget-

me-nots were those ! So large ! So blue !

Snowdrops are lovely and lovable to us all, not

only for their own pure beauty, but because, though

almost leafless themselves, they appear as Spring's

messengers or ayyeAot.

The " fleur de lis " has always meant to French

royalists what the imperial

violet signifies to the Buon-

apartists, what the prim-

rose bids fair to become to

many here. But far beyond

all " party " flowers are the

national ones. Our English

rose, the descendant of the

Rose of Sharon, is sweet

to even those ignorant folks

who know nothing of poli-

tics ; it is like the heather

dear to Scottish hearts, like

the Edelweiss of the Ty-

rolese, like other flowers

that cause heartstrings to

vibrate with the language or

music of deepest affections.

Well, whatever flowers

you choose to paint from,

pray take those you love

best. Art is worthless unless

it be the genuine utterance

of the painter. Mr. Watts

once told me how little

need there can be for a

great artist to sign pic-

tures : the signature of

workmanship stands out

all over the painting, jilain
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and ready for any one who cares to read it.

A true painter signs his picture with every

touch of the brush, as a musician signs his

s>'mphony in each modulation, as a poet signs his

verse in the lilt of every line—as, above all, those

who are dear to us sign their letters. Wc need no

initials : a glimpse of the handwriting is fully

sufficient.

Mrs. Angell (Helen Coleman), one of the greatest

of our flower paint-

ers, told me shortly

before she died that

when she was in

Algeria, during ill-

ness, some one

brought to her a

beautiful branch of

blossom intermixed

with fruit. She

was too weak and

suffering to paint

;

she could only look

at the lovely branch

and hold it, whilst

tears welled up into

her eyes. The

sight of it, the

longing, the love of

it, the very beauty

ofit—all this made

her weep. And
surely we must

love, not only the

subject, but the

work also, before

we can paint. We
must feel both

things before we

have the power to

do aught worth the

doing, else nature's honevsickle, m-dv on

silent poetry is

spread out for us in vain, and in our art we only

catch the outside of things, like some portrait-

painters who reproduce a face indeed, but not the

character that dwells beneath, and which moulds,

and makes, each line of the face.

As to the association of ideas that we owe to

books and from which our love for certain flowers

has sprung, few people are unaware of it. Amongst

the earlier lyrical writers, Herrick exercises a strong

influence on many minds ; Wordsworth has immor
talized " the lesser celandine," and commended to

us the daffodil ; Burns's " Wee, modest, crimson-

tipped flower " is a universal favourite. It were too

long to make a list of even the names of those who
have extolled Flora's gifts. The Greeks, Anacreon in-

cluded, loved roses as much as we do. At evening,

taught by the poets, we almost seem to see the spirit

of Sleep advancing through the gathering twilight, a

bunch of j)oppies

in her pale hands.

.\ spray of laurel

means as much to

the nineteenth

-

century warrior as

to the victorious

Roman of old ; a

])ansy is " une pen-

sec," and a mai-

den's marriage

wreath will ])roba-

bly ever be twined

of allegorical
orange blossom

and myrtle.

Nor can we fail

tooccupy ourselves

with the plants

iiKiiiioned in the

DiMf : bulrushes,

almond - blossom,

olives, flax, pome-

granates, vines, etc.

The lilies, growing

beside Galilee, and

mentioned by our

Saviour, were of

brilliant scarlet

—

" Solomon in all

his glory was not

;v r.xPEt:. ladv linusav. arrayed like one

of these "— they

were not milk-white like the Florentine lilies which

our minds connect with the Annunciation. But in

every case, and both as painters and thinkers, we

may with advantage " consider the lilies."

It seems to me sometimes that the materialism of

the present day is pushing all the sweet flowers out

of the world. We shall soon have annual reports

and classified lists growing up out of the green

meadows. The Garden of Eden would take up far
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too much valuable agricultural land to be tolerated

nowadays. As to the Garden of the Hesperides, or

the Elysian Fields, radiant with amaranth and

asphodel—they, like other fairy-tales, are relegated

to the unused cupboards of our infancy.

Even the poets of the present seldom sing so

affectionately of vernal groves as the lyric writers of

old. Spenser and Drayton, as well as Herrick,

stand high amongst the flower-loving songsters of

the Elizabethan era. In Drayton's " Muses'

Elysium," Claia and her friends, making garlands,

enumerate their favourites, such as " damask roses,"

"double daisies," " the purple violet," " the colum-

bine," " honeysuckles," and " marygolds,"

" The curious choice clove july-flower,

Whose kinds hight the carnation,"

md
" Sweet-williams, campions, sops-in-wine,"

i 'eglantine," and "muscado," and even such herbs as

" Germander, marjorain and thyme,"

:tc., whilst the couch of a fairy is thus described :

" Of leaves of roses white and red,

Shall be the covering of her bed :

The curtains, vallens, tester, all.

Shall be the flower imperial :

And for the fringe, it all along
With azure harebells shall be hung :

Of lillies shall the pillows be,

With down stuft of the butter-fly."

'n these short pages I have tried to help, rather

than to teach my fellow-students of nature, feeling

myself utterly unequal to the laying down of laws.

And perhaps, in the same way that we must each of

us find and treasure our favourite quotations (no-

body else's favourites being in the least likely to

become ours), we must also choose our own sub-

jects, and work them out in our own way. Tradi-

tions, from masters great and skilful, are doubt-

less the foundation-stones of all painting, but it is

left to ourselves to trace indelible signatures on

our pictures, striving, with the mind's high pur-

pose, therein to touch a note of colour, as of

meaning, that shall evoke response, ennobling,

whilst attracting, the thoughts of the beholder.

Painting, the twin-sister of Poesy, is not behind

the latter in gifts or kindly teaching, and it was to

Poesy that an old writer* gratefully made acknow-

ledgment :

" Her divine skill taught me this

:

That from every thing I saw
1 could some invention draw,
And raise pleasure to her height
Through the meanest object's sight.

By the murmur of a spring.

Or the least bough's rustling.

By a daisy whose leaves spread
Shut when Titan goes to bed.
Or a shady bush or tree.

She could more infuse in me
Than all Nature's beauties can
In some other wiser man."'

* Wither.

J.a.ly Lhtdsay, /iiixt.
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IF,
as some would have us believe, it be the

special function and final cause of dumb
animals to minister; alive or dead, to the wants of

man, seals and sea-lions should have easy con-

sciences. They do their duty to the tune of

yielding up something like half a million of lives in

every year. To the fine lady they give their soft

warm under fur ; for the Aleutian they provide

nearly all the necessary articles of his simple life.

Their skins are stretched on frames to form his

canoe ; their dried flesh becomes a choice article of

food ; their blubber is used for fuel, and the oil from

their fat is burnt in lamjjs ; their sinews are twisted

into thread; the lining of their throats is tanned into

leather for boots, of which the soles are made from

their fin-like flippers ; the intestines are dried and

worked up into waterproof clothing ; their stomachs

are turned inside out and converted into oil-jars or

receptacles for the i)reser\-ed meat ; their very

whiskers are plucked out and sold to the

Chinese as pickers for their opium pipes ; and their

babies are stolen from the murdered mothers, and
sent to the Zoos of Europe. Where can you

match these creatures for conscientious all-round

utility ?

At the present time there are at Regent's Park

two kinds of sea-lions, one from the Auckland

Islands, and one from Patagonia, a fur-seal from

the Cape of Good Hope, and two of the pretty soft-

eyed little harbour seals that are sometimes found

on our own coasts. In addition to these there may
often be seen the noisy barking Californian sea-lion

and the gray seal which is found on the coasts of

Ireland. Scotland, and the Hebrides. And if you

visit the Natural History Museum at South Ken-

sington you will see many other kinds of seals and

sea-lions, among others the curious bladder-nosed

seal of the North .-Atlantic.

Let us note in the stuffed specimens some of the

peculiar features in the structure of these interesting

animals. We shall soon be able to distinguish the

seals from the sea-lions and the fur-seals, for thej

have no external ears. It is as if the outer ear had:

been shaved off, leaving only the ear-hole visilile

amid the fur. For you must not suppose that when

zoologists speak of the earless seals they mean that

these animals are destitute of the sense of hearing,

which is, on the contrary, remarkably acute. It is

only the outer ear-shell that is wanting; the dcli

cate and sensitive organ of hearing lies deejil)

embedded in the skull and protected by specia

bones. In both the seals and the sea-lions tin

limbs are converted into paddles, and if you com

pare the stuffed creature with the skeleton, yot

will see that both arms and legs are so envelopec

in the skin of the body that not much more that

the wrists and hands of the front legs and thi

ankles and feet of the hind legs are free to move

It is as if my tailor had made me a coat withoui

arms, and with only a pair of holes on each sid<

through which I could pass my hands, anc

had also made my trousers with only one leg, intc

which I was obliged to insert both mine, witl

my ankles and feet projecting from the end

If I then had big broad flippers for hands and feet

I might be able to swim by wagging them to anc

fro ; but I should find walking, even on all fours

an awkward business. And so, in truth, do tb

seals and sea-lions, though the sea-lions am
fur seals are the better off in this respect, becau&

their fore-flippers are longer and stronger, and the!

hind-flippers can be turned forward at the ankle

At the Zoo, you will be able to see how thes^

creatures manage on the land. The poor little sea

when the keeper tempts him from the water with

fish, will probably not attempt to use its flippers q

all, but will shuffle along by a series of comica

spasmodic jumps on its sleek round body. Th

sea-lions get on better ; but their gait is very funn)

You must see it for yourselves. The fore-flippei

reminded Frank Buckland of Bob Ridley's shoe

in a nigger performance— " From the wrist the
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ilop, flop in a semicircle as right and left foot is

ilternately raised, while the hind-quarters hitch,

Kitch, as each hind foot comes wobble, wobble,

jnder the body, the great toes even over-lapping

:he fore-flipper." Yes 1 we may laugh at the

;lumsy old sea-lion on land, as he flops and

litches and wobbles along. But let him just slip

nto the water 1 There he is in his element. Even

;n our round tank at Regent's Park you may get

lome idea of the consummate grace and ease of his

novements in the \vater. At Hamburg the sea-

ions have more space, and one can command a

ifiew of the pond from above. I was astonished at

ihe velocity with which the Californian sea-lions

:here cleaved the water, at the ease with which they

urned, and at the absolute command they had

3ver every movement. To those who like to see a

;hing really well done I commend the poetry of

iquatic motion in the seals and sea-lions.

Of course you must see the sea-lions fed. The

ntelligent keeper has taught the tractable creatures

;o catch the fish he throws them, but to miss any

particular piece out of five. He says, " You must

let the third (or the fourth, or any other) go by :

"

md the creature allows this piece to pass him,

latching all the others without fail. The fish is

bolted whole, and the mouth and teeth of the

members of the seal-tribe are modified in relation

to their special diet. The jaws are rather long and

narrow, and the teeth behind the long canines are

conical, sharp-pointed, and backward sloping,

and are thus well ada])ted for seizing and

holding, but not for masticating or dividing,

the active slippery prey. Although fish is the

staple food, and is devoured in large quantities, a

captive sea-Hon at San Francisco consuming no

less than forty pounds every day, both seals and

sea-lions will also eat crustaceans, and do not dis-

dam, on occasion, a penguin or a gull. According

to Captain Scammon, the Californian sea-lion dis-

plays no little cunning in decoying and catching

gulls. When in pursuit the animal, he says, dives

deeply under water and swims some distance from

where he disappeared ; then rising cautiousl)', he

exposes the tip of his nose above the surface, '• at

the same time giving it a rotary motion, like that

of a water-bug at play." The unwary bird, seeing

the object near by, alights to catch it, while the

sea-lion at the same moment settles beneath the

waves. Then at one bound, with extended jaws,

he seizes his screaming prey, and instantly de-

vours it.

A curious fact with regard to the dietary of the

seals and sea-lions is the habit they have of swallow-

ing stones, of which several pounds weight may

sometimes be .found in the stomach of a sea-lion.

The sailors believe that this is for ballast, to enable

the fat, sleek creatures to dive more easily.

Captain Pain, speaking of Patagonian sea-lions says :

" They are fatter at this time (November 7) than at
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any other, and have to take in a quantity of

ballast to keep them down, without which they

could not dive to catch fish. I have opened them

at this time, and found in a pouch they have inside

upwards of twenty-five pounds of stones, some as

large as a goose-egg. As they get thin they have

the power of throwing up these stones, retaining

only a sufficient quantity to keep them from coming

up too freely to the surface." It is probable how-

ever that the primary object of swallowing the

stones is to aid in the preparation of the food

(which is not masticated in the mouth) for digestion
;

but at the same time it is not impossible that on

this primary digestive purpose a secondary ballast-

ing purpose has been engrafted. The captain of

a small sailing vessel at the Cape assured me that he

had seen the mo'.her seal teach her little one thus

to swallow stones.

Curiously enough the young do not take to the

water very readily. On this head Mr. F. J-

Thompson records some interesting observations

made in the Cincinnati Zoo. The female sea-lion,

one of the Californian species, had given birth to a

little one. For five weeks the little thing, though

afforded every opportunity, showed no disposition

to enter the water. Then Mr. Thompson's atten-

tion was attracted one day to the peculiar appear-

ance of the mother on emerging from the water

after taking her customary bath. She was com-

pletely covered with

a whitish oily sub-

stance, about the

consistency of semi-

fluid lard. As soon

as she got into the

crate with the young

one,she commenced

rolling, so that in

a short time the

young one and the

inside of the crate

were completely

besmeared with the

oily substance. The

calfseemed to enjoy

it hugely, and rolled

about ' until his

coat glistened as if

he had just left the

hands of a first-class
SEA-LIONS

tonsorial artist." It instantly struck me, says Mr.

Thompson, that the mother had been preparing

him for the water, and I immediately tested the

matter by taking him out and placing him on the

edge of the pond, when, in a few minutes he

began to paddle about in the water—which he

had never done before.

Let us now turn from the seal-pond or sea-lion

tank to the Prybilov Islands of Alaska, and see

these creatures in their native haunts. It is earlv

spring, and the coast-line of St. Paul's Island is ti^

of ice and snow. In the water around the short

there are swimming, in an idle, indolent mood,

a few ])lump, sleek bulls of Northern Fur Seal. After

a while they land or " haul up " on the shore, and

each chooses out a convenient station, some near

the coast-line, some further inland. Here they

remain until the humid, foggy weather of summer

sets in with the month of June. Then it is seen

that they are only the pioneers or advance-guard of

a great army of bull-seals which come up in

hundreds and thousands to establish themselves in

the " rookery." There is not room for all, and the

shore becomes a scene of fierce confusion and of

an endless series of battles by single combat. Sec

how that gray old bull guards his chosen piece oi

ground I An interloper approaches ; they growl

and spit at each other ; the snarling lips are drawn

back and display the glistening teeth ; they make a

number of feints or

false passes at one

another ; their heads

are darted out and

back ; they roar

hoarsely and their

fat bodies swell with

exertion and rage ;

now one has fairly

gripped, nothing

but sheer strength

can shake him loose,

and that effort can

only be made at

the cost of an ugly i

wound. And so

the fight continues

until the interloper,

gashed and panting,

is forced to letire.

And what is all
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this sa\-age fighting about ? What have men
and beasts fought about fi-om time immemorial ?

It is true there is not a sign of a cow-seal

at present, but the ladies are coming, and soon

thLV too will be hauling up in thousands on the

roi ks. Happy the old bulls on the water-line

station ! How that sleek old gray-whiskers bows

anil coaxes and wheedles the little dames (they are

only one quarter the size of their lord) and assists

them to land in the politest fashion. And having

SLL n them comfortably ashore, he goes down to do

tin polite to fresh arrivals. But meanwhile his

nLi,L,'hbour just inland of him shuffles forward,

reaches out his sleek round head, and picks up one

(if the demure dames by the scruff of her neck, just

as a cat does a kitten, and transfers her to his

station. Then bulls number three, four, and so

on in the vicinity, seeing his high-handed operation,

all assail each other, and especially bull number

two, and have a tremendous fight, during which

somebody else carries off the unfortunate cow seal

and removes her further inland to his own quarters.

'] hns do matters proceed until by a process of all-

riiund robbery the cows are pretty well distributed

through the rookery. " Some of the bulls," says

Mr. Elliott, from whom my description is mainly

taken, " show wonderful strength and courage. I

marked one veteran, who was among the first to

take up his position on the water-line, where at

least fifty or sixty desperate battles were fought

\ii toriously by him with as many different seals

who coveted his position.

The extraordinary thing is that they are

able to carry on all this strange courtship

and sanguinary battling during an uninterrupted

fast of three months or more. No wonder that

they return to the sea mere torn and tattered

lia^s of bones, weighing about half what they did

when they " hauled " up sleek and plump three

months before. That the bear and other creatures

that hibernate can exist for months without food is

sufliciently wonderful ; but such continued fast during

the suspended animation of winter sleep is far less

extraordinary than the long abstinence of the sea-lion

at a time when his energies are strained to the utmost.

The little seal-pups are born while the seals are

on the land, and then the rookery soon begins to

break up and lose its compactness. Speaking of the

Californian sea-lion, Mr. J. R. Browne says that

'he could not discover any individual claim set up

by the mother for any particular little lion
;

maternal love seemed he says to be joint-stock

property, and each infant communist had a mother

in every adult female. This is so surprising that I

cannot but think that the statement is the result of

erroneous observation. This at any rate is what

Captain Bryant says of the fur-seal—" On landing,

the mother calls out to her young with a plaintive

bleat like that of a sheep calling to her lamb. As
she approaches the mass several of the young ones

answer and start to meet her, responding to her call

as a young lamb answers its parent. As she meets

them she looks at them, touches them with her

nose as if smelling them, and passes hurriedly on

until she meets her own, which she at once

recognises." This description, though of a different

species, is, I believe and hope truer than the other.

When they are a little older the young fur seals

seem to be very playful, sporting and frolicking with

each other like young puppies, and when weary of

this gambolling dropping off to sleep in all sorts of

odd attitudes. Their sleep is short and they are

soon frolicking and loping about again, and this they

continue for hours without cessation ; or perhaps

they struggle for and clamber on to some favourite

point of rock, pushing one another off and struggling

good-humouredly for the mastery, fairly brimful and

overrunning with warm life.

Fur seals are, if the weather be at all hot, dread-

fully oppressed with their own warm natural fur

cloaks. Nature, however, who has given them the

fur has given them also a fan to counteract the effects

of the heat. And an old lady seal who has made herself

warm with too much flopping, hitching and wobbling

will lie down on her side or back and fan herself into

a state of contentment with her hind flippers.

And now let us learn how these curious creatures

are hunted for their skin, and for their blubber.

The skins of the true seals—those without ears and

with the hind-limbs helpless on land—and of the

sea-lions are of comparatively little value. The seal-

skins that ladies wear are obtained from the fur seals

(sea-bears they are sometimes called), which are

closely related to the sea-lions, but which, unlike

them, are characterized by a thick covering of close,

curly under fur. Different species of these fur seals

are found on the coast of South America, at the

Cape of Good Hope, in the New Zealand and

Australian Seas, round the islands of Kerguelen

and Juan Fernandez, and in the North Pacific. Of

I
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the latter species alone the number that annually

visit St. Paul's and St. George's of the Prybilov

Islands is estimated at not less than five millions.

The natives employed in the seal-fishery select a

group of young bachelor seals, which do not haul

up very far from the water, and quickly and craftily

running in between them and the surf, cut them off

from the water and turn them inland. The timid

creatures, startled from sleep, seeing the men
between them and the water lope and scramble

back, with many a flop-hitch and wobble, o\tx the

land, thus a drove of some thousands may be

formed, to be driven inland to the killing grounds.

It's a bad business, that driving. The poor creatures

are forced on, panting and helpless. They are

allowed to rest from time to time to cool down lest

the fur should be sjioiled; but many a poor creature

is left behind breathless and spent to die of sheer

exhaustion or to be more mercifully (if we may here

dare to speak of mercy) clubbed. Looking at a

drove of sea-lions (which are driven in a similar

way) a soldier once obser\'ed to Captain Bryant

—

' This is the first thing I have ever seen or

heard that realizes my youthful conception of

the torments of the condemned in purgatory."

Captain Scammon, describing a drove of sea-lions,

says that they were at length all dispatched, " save

one young sea-lion, which was spared to see whether

he would make any resistance by being driven over

the hills beyond. The poor creature only moved

along through the prickly pears, that covered the

ground, when compelled by his cruel pursuers :

and, at last with an imploring look and writhing in

pain, it held out its fur-like arms, which were pierced

with thorns, in such a manner as to touch the sym-

pathy of even the barbarous sealers, who put the

sufferer out of its misery by a stroke of a heavy club."

It is not pleasant to contemplate. A hundred thou-

sand fur seals per annum, in the Alaska fishing

alone, driven onward for hours over ground which

it must be torture for them to traverse, and then

allowed to "cool down" before the butchery com-

mences. Think ofit, ye tender, soft-skinned Enghsh

ladies, as ye sit at ease in your warm fur mantles.

And the soft-eyed earless seal, whose skin is so

much less valuable, he does not fare much better.

Through the ice of the Gulf of Bothnia they fish for

the pretty creatures. " For this purpose they employ

an iron implement of three barbed hooks, on one

of which a young seal is impaled alive. The mother

hearing its cries approaches it quickly, and immedi-

ately embraces it, in the hope to free it, but in so

doing presses the other barbed hooks into herself,

and both mother and young are drawn out of the

water together." Brave and bonny fishing that, is

it not ? Professor Jukes, in a sealing vessel in New-

foundland waters, saj-s
—

" When piled in a heap

together the young seals looked like so many lambs :

and when occasionally from out of the bloody and

dirty mass of carcasses, one poor wretch, still alive,

would lift up its face and begin to flounder about,

I could stand it no longer, and arming myself with

a hand-spike, I proceeded to knock on the head and

put out of their misery all in whom I saw signs of

life." The professor also states that the young seals

are " sometimes barbarously skinned alive," and

they ha\e been seen to swim away in that hideous

state, since, when the first blow fails to kill the seal,

their hard-hearted murderers " cannot stop to give

them a second."

No doubt things are better now than they were

nearly fifty years ago when Professor Jukes wrote.

The pocket—more sensitive by far than the heart

—has been touched. The barbarous custom

of shooting the mother seals when they came

ashore to suckle their young, and thus leaving the

poor little orphans to die by thousands of starvation

on the ice, has brought its own reward. The herds

were diminished to one-twentieth part of their

former size. Now, thank God, a close season has t

been established by international treaty between

England and Norwav.

I have dealt enough (unwillingly, too, believe

me !) in horrors, and will spare the reader any

description of the manner in which the drove of

fur seals that I described above is finally butchered

Let us hope that the blow of the heavy club is

generally fatal at once.

The skins are salted and sent to England. Veiy

different do they look from my lady's dyed fi

mantle, for the soft, rich, curly under-fur is hiddi

by the outer coat of longer hairs. These are

bedded more deeply in the skin than the short fuf,

and by shaving and scraping away the under surfs

of the skin their roots are cut, and they readil]

come out. The curly under-fur is then displayed,

has not the rich brown tint we know so well—this|l
.^^

given by the dyer's art. And sometimes I am wont

fancy that the fur is dyed in the poor creatures' o\

warm blood. But this ofcourse isonly a foolish dream
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CHAPTER XXIII.

IT was perhaps a little hard on Elma that

her cousin Piers's suggestion of his parents'

passing more of their time at their country seat

should have been carried out as fully as it was.

She had, in consequence of the resolution,

to do without her " Park Lane days "—days which

had become dearer to her than ever, since such
a subtle change had crept over the once selfish

and jaded household that even she could perceive

the improvement ; she had to be deprived of

her Wednesdays in their society until the Easter

of the following year.

Christmas, it is needless to say, she had spent at

the Towers, and it had been a Christmas of enchant-

ment ; but during all the somewhat disconsolate

spring months which had followed, and indeed up
ID the very end of April—for Easter was unusually

late that year—Wednesday morning never failed

to be greeted with a sigh.

Elma was however, as we know, of a nature so

happy, that dullness could not oppress, nor disap-

pointment embitter it.

Since the best was not to be had, she would
nake all she could out of the second best ; and
n working diligently at her tasks, and making
srogress in various elegant accomplishments, with

he zeal and enthusiasm by which she was
:haracterized, time sped quickly enough.

As prophesied, false hems—the modern sub-

titute for the letting down of tucki, which was
vogue thirty years ago—had had to be re-

orted to in the case of our young lady's frocks.

V good inch and a half had been added to her
weight, her complexion had grown more delicate,

iier shape had improved. In every way she had
lecome less of a child—more of a woman.

" And quite time too I " pronounced Lady
Alfreton approvingly, as her eye at a glance
took in the tout ensemble. "You were seventeen

last month, Elma ; that means, that about this

time ne.xt year you will be presented, and brought
out. I intend to present you, and bring you
out, myself. It is time that you should begin
to look womanly; not quite so—so plump and
chubby," laughing. "It is too bad of me to say
so, is it not, love ? But there is really nothing
to mind. You were a very dear child, if you
were a child; and I know Piers for one always

admired the roses in your cheeks, and your look
of fine health altogether. He has been quoting
you to Juliet, and getting her to ride and walk
so much, and to be out-of-doors so much, that

really she looks as much younger, as you do
older, since Christmas. Even at Christmas she had
improved, you thought. And she is certainly more
amiable, and has better spirits than she used to

have. We have had quite a pleasant winter,

and Sir Thomas is delighted. In spite of our
having given a ball, and endless dinner parties,

and had a good many people down from time to

time, we have not spent half as much as we
usually do when we go to Cannes and Paris. He
thinks our stopping quietly at home has made
a good impression on the county too." Lady
Alfreton ran on, for she was wont to say that she

always could run on comfortably with Elma ; Elma
was such a sensible girl for her age, and so sure

to understand. " I dare say it will end in our

wintering at the Towers always; and I am sure

I, for one, should not mind it at all. You know
that Piers brought all his horses from Leicester-

shire, and hunted with our own packs ? That
also was pleasant. That was a great help. In

R R
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short, we got on admirably, and 1 am sure that

we have come up to town all the better for it."

It was undeniable that part of the pleasure

of the retrospect lay in the conclusion: and Elma,

with her whole soul brimming over with delight

iriim the same ciuse, could find no fault with

her aunt. That her dear ones had come up to

town at all, for better for worse, was almost

enough ; but that they had come re-invigorated,

cheerful, in good case all round, brisk and bright

for the coming season, was all that was needed

to fill up the measure of her cup.

"And you are grown, Elma," repeated her aunt.

" Oh, yes, auntie ; Piers must measure me again,

I could not help running in to see my old

measurement, as I passed the library, and I am

sure—certain— it is very little higher than my eyes

are now."

"And though you are certainly slighter, you

look well. You are well ?
"

" Quite well
;
perfectly well, auntie.'

" Miss Exeter must have taken good care of

you." And then, wonder of wonders, as if it

were (juite a natural sequence. Lady Alfreton

added, " I think I must call on Miss Exeter, and

express our approval."

She had called on so many people since we saw

her last, thai one more or less was of little conse-

quence, and Miss Exeter was not more out of her

own order than many others had been.

The experiment suggested by her son had, as

we have heard from herself, been an unqualified

success. She had found that to be civil, kind and

neighbourly, did not necessarily entail contamin-

ation, nor even continual intercourse. By degrees

her eyes had opened to the fact that it was

possible to pay an attention to—nay more, to pass

quite a pleasant half hour with homely folks, who

knew little or nothing of the world she lived in,

but whose own world was nevertheless one which

she could not despise. She even began to learn

from them.

" Poor !Mrs. Smith was here to-day, and really so

interesting in her talk, and so humble and modest

about herself—though it is quite 'Luonderful what

she has done, and makes one feel quite asha?>ied,"

she had protested on one occasion, " that I am sure

I shall never even tkink of her as vulgar again.

Indeed I quite forgot her little peculiarities while

she was here, and—and after all, one ought not

to mind so very much about them. 1 asked her

to come again ; I did indeed ; I (juite liked having

her."

Again it had been, "My dear Piers, if 1 had

known the early history of that poor, dear, dreadful

man you brought here the other day, I am sure

I should never have behaved to him as 1 did. I

feel so vexed with myself now. Do you know it ?

Have you heard it ? No ? Then let me tell you."

Whereupon details had followed, surmounted

by this conclusion :
" So if you ever choose to ask

Mr. here again. Piers, I will do my best to

counteract the impression ; and even if I do not

understand all he says, for his speech is, you know,

almost impossible, I will smile and say something,

no matter what, to put him at ease."

Piers's " No one can do that better than you,

maam," had been a little e.xtra reward for this.

But in truth Lady Alfreton had needed no other

reward than her own happier feelings. Every little

effort had borne its own fruit ; and her husband's

and son's approbation, together with Juliet's amused

acquiescence, had only made her path a little

smoother than it might have been. Having once

begun to tread in it, she would not easily hare

now been turned aside.

Sir Thomas had raised his eyebrows, but he had

also rubbed his hands over the change. He too,

he had vowed, would turn country gentleman, as hii

son was doing. It was not yet too late : it would

do both his health and his reputation all the good

in the world.
j

At Christmas the Towers had hardly known itself

as night after night carriages had rolled to and fro

and according to Elma, there had been something o

other " delightful"
— " delightful " entertainments fo

both rich and poor, and even for the luckless "be

tweens"—erst her aunt's special horror, and her am
special charge—always going on. Even Juliet hai

discovered that to be neighbourly was not such ba(

fun after all, and that people did not " encroach,

and " push forward," and " hang on," as she an<

her mother had been used to believe they would.

" Of course we had now and then to pull uj

and be a little stiff and frigid," she confided to h^

intimates subsequently, " but really on the whole

think we got on admirably. And I must own that

one is to live in the country, one had better nt

be as disagreeable as we used to be."

It is almost needless to say that among thos
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who had benefited most, were Mrs. Mansell and

her daughter. They had been turned into friends,

and indeed found the Towers so hospitable and

agreeable, that it had ended in their accepting

Sir Thomas's offer of a cottage he had to let with-

in easy distance of his own house ; and no one

had been better pleased with this arrangement,

nor more solicitous that everything about that cot-

tage should be elegant and complete, and exactly

what she would have liked for herself, than had

Lady Alfreton.

It now seemed to her the simplest thing imaginable

to say, "I think I must call on Miss Exeter."

Miss Exeter was seated in the front drawing-room

on the following afternoon, expecting her visitor.

She had been informed of the honour proposed to

be conferred on her, and Elma had felt a little

shy as she had done this. Elma had added, from

herself, her conviction that the call would not be

delayed.

The hint had been sufficient. All was now in

readiness, and all was outward calm ; though to be

sure, within the bosom of the gentle watcher, there

was no small stir.

What might this strange and unexpected departure

mean ? Were Elma's guardians about to suggest

any change, any compromise ? Was Sir Thomas

seeking to find some means by which he might

at length effect what for some time past she had

feared he and his desired, namely, to withdraw

her beloved charge permanently from her care ? In

another year he would be free to do so ; but now

—and Miss Exeter shook her head, and her lips

locked themselves fast together. No, no ; anything

but that. Whatever else might be requested or

desired, whatever she could with a good conscience

agree to, she would ; but hand over her sacred trust

to others, bend to the living rather than respect

the wishes of the dead ? Never !

" It will come soon enough—soon enough,"

sighed she, reflecting on the fleeting months. " My
sweet Elma, you will not have much more of

your quiet life and peaceful studies. The world

will claim you. Oh, my darling !
" and tears stood

in the faithful creature's eyes, " oh, my Elma, that

you may be able to live in the world and not be

of it !—but

—

can that be ? " For good Miss Exeter

was a little faithless and spiritless at the moment,
and who can blame her ?

The next moment the door flew open. Lady

Alfreton stepped in, and the little schoolmistress,

all w^arriqr again, stepped forward. Her demeanour

indeed faintly surprised the visitor who, being

of an easy nature, had forgotten as entirely as though

it had never existed, that there had ever been any

reason why the two should not now be on the best of

terms. But it was Miss Exeter's turn to be surprised

before the interview was over.

Not one syllable of a suggestion. Not a hint

of change. Nothing, in short, but pleasantness,

praise, and pretty compliment, expressed as Lady
Alfreton alone could express herself

"Dear me!" cried the mollified and repentant

Miss Exeter, when once more alone. " Dear me !

Elma is certainly right, and 1 have been as cer-

tainly wrong in my estimate of that charming

lady. Elma is wiser than I. She must teach me
—not I, her—some things."

In the delighted co-operation of the good-natured

Duchess of Mertoun, Lady Alfreton had also a

continual support and argument in favour of the

new state of things.

" What the duchess does, I may do," would be

her decisive reply, when Juliet would now and
again suggest that Park Lane was not the Towers,

and that what was very well for B— shire, was hardly

the thing in London.

Lady Alfreton did not add—did not perhaps know
—that what the duchess did was in nine cases out

of ten, the result of the change in the administration

within her own family : that where Mabel led,

Mabel's mother would follow,—and we know who
took the lead of all.

" It is Elma— all Elma !
" was the conclusion of

one who also knew.

But Piers did not trust himself to see much of

Elma that summer. He was oiT on a long for-

eign tour, soon after the move to town was made
;

and if it be fair to cast an eye into the limpid

depths of an innocent heart, we may suspect that

his youthful cousin felt as if half the brightness

had gone out of everything, when he had left.

Her " Park Lane days " were never from that

time what they had once been—what they had

especially been during the first few weeks after

that happy Easter tide. She always missed some-

thing. The hours were shorn of their glamour.

A glory had passed away from them.

One day Lady Alfreton said suddenly, " Oh, Elma,

I have a letter from Piers. He sends you his
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love. Quite a new thing for Piers to do : but you

were always a favourite." Then turning the epistle

o\er in her hand, she began to read, niunnur

ingly, and at length louder, "
' Your affectionate

son, Piers Alfreton. Give my love to Elma.'

"

Then holding out the letter, "There, you seel

There it is! 'Give my love to Elma.'"

Afterwards the speaker thus held conference

with herself :

" Now I wonder if that blush meant anything,

or not. I wish it did—with all my heart I wish it

did. But Elma always blushes. She blushes both

when she is shy, and when she is all animation.

.Still—I wonder—I cannot help fancying that I have

never seen any blush quite like that one before."

CHAPTER XXn-.

CONXLUSIOX.

It was a merry spring day, a joyous bird-singing,

Hower-bursting April morn, but there was a-weeping

and a-wailing in the comer house on Haverstock

Hill.

It was the breaking-up day before the Easter holi-

days ; a day ui)on which it was usual for a feeling

of quiet satisfaction and decorous hilarity to jiervade

the establishment—but who now could be joyful ?

lilma was going. Elma would never more be found

with her eager, welcoming face awaiting each

return, the vacation over—having herself been the

first to reappear.

Elma would never again be there to sweeten the

inevitable moment, and do the honours to any

fresh arrivals ; Elma with her winning ways, and

adroit, persuasi\e tongue, and enthusiastic esprif-

dc-cprps (the latter had told with every member of

the household, from the oldest to the youngest)

—

Elma was leaving them all for evermore. True,
others of her age, her contemporaries, the tall

Henrietta, and sober Margaret, before alluded to in

these pages, had already departed, and others

had taken their places ; and it was time—yes, they

could not but own it was time—that Elma Alfreton,

who was now, as those others had been, on the

threshold of womanhood, should also float upwards

into a higher, wider sphere. But still—Elma

!

Who could replace Elma? The moving spirit

of the household ? Its own bright, particular star?

" Miss Exeter feels it awfully," whispered one to

another, with bated breath. "She says nothing

—

but slic docs. \'ou .see it is almost like giving up

her own child, and not giving her up to her

jjarents either."

" I know one thing, we shall all fare the worse,"

rei)lied the other, mournfully. "There will be no

one now to manage Miss Exeter on her glum days,

and bring her round again, as Elma could always

do. Elma could ahc<ays bring her round. I hate to

think of what the place will be like without Elma."

So did more than she.

Ciood Miss Exeter, respected by all, and liked in

a measure by most of her pupils, was not jjcrhaps

the person of all others to be in sympathy with them.

She could, as we have seen, unbend, and more than

unbend on occasions,—but in her normal state the

worthy schoolmistress fell into the not uncommon
snare of a too rigid adherence to a ])rincii)le. With her

it was a principle that the performance of a set round

of duties, varied by set recreations and indulgences,

ought to, and infallibly must, satisfy the cravings

of every right-minded, rational, responsible human
being.

But girls in their teens (start not at this, fair

readers of Atalanta !) can hardly be ranked among
rational, responsible human beings ; and we may be

allowed to suggest that ])erhaps the excellent Miss

Exeter hardly made sufficient allowance for the

sjjortiveness common to young creatures.

Here Elma came in. No living mortal could

withstand Elma, let alone Miss Exeter—Elma oa

an errand of mercy, least of all. For one thing

it was never for herself the jietitioner spoke ; it was

never her own cause she i)leaded. Again, there would

be such a wistful eye, and lurking anxiety, and yet

such a sort of confidence withal about the youthful

ambassadress, that had it been a heart of stone

which listened, it almost must have melted. And
again—but why enumerate ? After all. Miss Exeter

was human, with a human weakness, and a human

consciousness of it—and that weakness w-as her

ori)han charge, soon to be hers no longer. The day

of parting, as we have said, came, and we will draw

a veil over it.

" I really think you are almost sorry to come

to us," alleged Elma's aunt the same evening

"I really do, Elma," with a tinge of reproad)

in her tone. " Though Sir Thomas came up|

two days before Easter instead of after, on|

purpose to ha^e you straight here. And—aad

I have had your room all made ready too."
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" Oh, it is lovely, auntie. Why, auntie, it is the

prettiest, dearest little room—did I not tell you

that I had never seen anything like it in my

life ?
"

"Yes, my dear, yes. Oh, I did not mean that

you were ungrateful, Elma ; only that you did

not seem quite so happy, quite so enchanted to

get away from that tiresome school as I had

thought you would be, and to know that your

home is to be with us for altogether now."

" I am happy—very happy to know that my
home is to be with you," replied Elma in a low

voice. " I love you all so much, and oh, how

l;ind you always are to me !— ''

• Dear child ! I did not mean that. Why, it

s.junds as if I had been fishing for compliments,

lilma 1 Dear me ! All I meant was, why do you

not look gayer, merrier, child ?
"

" I have just parted with a number of friends,"

and Elma's voice trembled a little, " some of

them dear friends, auntie."

"Ye-es, to be sure, my love." Lady Alfreton

moved uneasily in her chair.

'* They were sorry to see me go. When we said

L;iH)d-bye to each other, a good many—cried.'

" They were fond of you, I dare say."

" Miss Exeter did not cry."

"No?"
" But her eyes were red and swollen. Auntie,

that dear, kind, good Miss E.xeter loved me
better than any one of them all ; and I think

she felt that she was giving me up for e\er."

Now a few days previously Lady Alfreton

had held a little consultation in this wise :

"I am ready to admit that Elma is well edu-

cated, and has been done as much justice to in

that respect as could be possible. But mere

book-learning is not everything ; and though I

have not a word to say against Miss Exeter,

who is really a nice, sensible person, I still

object to schools in the abstract, and—and

I cannot help hoping that our niece will not

make quite as constant allusion to Haverstock

Hill in the future, as she has done in the past."

"As to girls' schools in general. Lady Alfreton,

I fully agree in your opinion," replied the lady

to whom the above was addressed, a cheerful,

sensible county neighbour, one of those residents

near the Towers whom Piers had suggested to

his mother as an associate. " I do not care for

the ordinary young ladies' seminary, I own ; for

when one has a number of daughters, as I have,

a schoolroom routine at home is to my mind
in every way preferable. But there are girls

—

your niece is one of them—whose circumstances

render school life an absolute necessity. For

such as those, I cannot help fancying from what I

gathered when Elma was here, that Miss Exeter's

estabhshment must be an excellent one."

" Oh, very ; oh, certainly. Excellent in all

respects." Lady Alfreton was invariably vaHant

on behalf of the school as a school, nowadays.
" But still I think you will understand, my dear

Mrs. Wotherham, that there can be no need—no

occasion for—for Elma's keeping uj) her connec-

tion with it after Easter."

Now here was Elma with her head upon her aunt's

lap, softly murmuring how Miss Exeter loved her,

and how she had foreboded an eternal separation.

Of course Elma's aunt gave way. A little word

at the right moment has the weight of thousands.

Miss Exeter should be welcome in Park Lane

whenever she chose to come ; Elma might visit

the corner house on Haverstock Hill whenever

she chose to go. And Lady Alfreton felt herself

to be amply repaid for both concessions by

the stealing forth presently of all the stored-up

sunlight of that most sunny nature.

For to be sure, what had Elma now to wish

for? Miss Exeter had been the test.

If her aunt had been cold and untouched when

the subject of Miss Exeter had arisen, it would

have been easy to see how all requests of a

similar nature would fare. If, on the other hand,

auntie were to be her best, kindest self—and this

auntie had been, and all was right.

As she sat there in the sweet April twilight,

caressing fondly the jewelled hand she held, drink-

ing in the scents from the fresh young leaves

without, and casting a loving eye round the familiar

beauties within the chamber, Elma mused and

pondered over a thousand loving, generous-hearted

schemes. Self was prominent in none of them.

But if through one and all there ran a golden

thread, which, scarcely even visible to her own

eye, yet made every vision the brighter and thus

more endearing, who can blame her ?

Ought we not to think of the absent ? Are we

to forget those who love us, just because they are

not present to our view at the moment ?
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Klma went througli a whole London season

before Piers came home.

Whether or not he remained abroad till the erid of

I une, on purpose to let her do this, he never said
;

but it is certain that almost the lirst question he

asked after his return, was this :
" And Elma, is she

unchanged ? Has the world s]3oilt her, or not ?

She has tried it now. Tell me what it has done."

It almost seemed as though Lady Alfreton

had di.scovered by instinct the feeling which

prompted this swift demand. Her answer was

eijually prompt and to the purpose

—

" Piers, the world has not spoilt, because it could

not spoil. I am a poor weak woman, and I own

it has given me a new zest in life to see the

admiration and attention with which that dear

child has been graeted wherever she has gone.

She has been quite one of the reigning beauties

of the season, and she is as untouched by all the

flattery and homage she has met with, as though it

had been another's. She is the dearest, most dutil'ul

girl to me ; she attends me wherever I go—always

ready, always willing and pleased,^ she writes my
notes and letters— I am a sad, lazy creature now-

adays ;—she goes down to the House with Sir

Thomas, and rides with Juliet— I cannot think

how she does it all, and—and the rest besides."

" What is the rest ? " asked he.

"Oh, my dear Piers, you would hardly know

us here. To be sure, I do not do very much myself,

—

but Juliet quite goes in with Elma in everything.

J uliet has the more leisure, because she really does

not care so much for society now—you know she

has been through a good many seasons, and she

says she is growing old, foolish girl ! Be that how

it may, however, she certainly looks younger, and

brighter, and infinitely more attractive than she used

to do, now that Elma has found occupation for her.

She is busy with all sorts of jieople, 1 assure you.

Not the very poor ; the girls tell me that there

are others better fitted than they for that sort of

work—and I own I cannot help being glad of it ;

—

but they seem to have endless curious kinds of

jjcople to look after, and be kind to, and give

pleasure to. You know I told you of Elma's

penchant for lialf-and-halfs ? \Vell, it is half-and-ltalfs

that she still ferrets out. and hovers over, and makes

much of, and finally interests Juliet, or Mabel, in.

Not but what Mabel is clever enough at finding

them out for herself," proceeded the speaker,

laughing, " it really is diverting. Piers, it really is,

to see the way in which that poor Duchess of

Mertoun is trundled hither and thither, this way

and that, at the bidding of that great, arbitrary

daughter of hers. I like Mabel ; she is a dear

girl, and Elma's greatest friend, you know ;—but

she has none of Elma's little endearing ways. It

is always ' Mamma, you must do this,' or, ' Mamma,
you must do that,' with her. To be sure the duchess

has brought it on herself. But it certainly is not

pretty ; it is not pleasant to listen to. Now with

Elma— ''

But Piers did not need to be told about Elma.

He waited only a very short time, and then he

said one quiet evening at the Towers, when they

were alone as before in the big bay-window,

" Elma, do you remember some presumptuous

things I once said to you in this place ?

"

Then Elma's heart began to beat. He had said

here and there a jjresumptuous thing or two, not in

that place, and since the time referred to, you

understand ; and she, I think, divined, as a girl

will, that there might be more of that kind yet to

come, when prefaced by such a question.

" I don't know if you can love me," the speaker

went on, in a still softer undertone, "but I think

I could never love any other girl than you. It

began so long ago, so much before I knew-. You

were but a child then— it is two years since

—

but child as you were, I could not help watching

you, and wondering about you. I was afraid—

I

thought—yes, I will own it— I felt almost sure

that it could not last ; that you could not grow up

the true blossom of such a bud. Now that I have

seen, I believe. You have done all, and more

than all, I prophesied, when we were here together

last. You have won my parents, led my sister,

influenced other households, adorned our own

—

and now, Elma, now—what will you do for me ?
"

She half turned towards him.

" I am yours if you will have me," he wliispered.

"Yours; make me what you will. Only take

me
"

And how could she but take him ?

(Onuhided.)



NOTES ON BOOKS.

r^ AROLINE, by Lady Lindsay (Bentley), is the

^ work of an accomplished writer ; it is written

in graphic and forcible English, and it would be

difficult to point out any slipshod phrases. The whole

story is concise and clear, and the author never

permits herself to wander from her central idea.

Caroline is her theme, everything therefore revolves

round Caroline ; all circumstances affect her, all

people think of her. Lady Lindsay shows great skill

when she places a slight and insignificant girl in

so strong a light. Except the accessory of great

wealth—a doubtful blessing—she gives this pale-

faced, golden-haired heroine no special charm.

Men begin by thinking her plain, but with love

they find in her much beauty. The reader too

learns to love Caroline, and quite enters into the

spirit of Dick Graham's despair and into that of

Lord Altamont's self-abnegation. The story of

Caroline is very slight, and the plot anything but

original ; but the character drawing is so careful

and distinct that the book altogether is delightful.

The humorous touches are as marked in their way

as the pathetic. No one can read about Miss

Ffoulkes, the lady who occupied the threefold post

of companion, amanuensis and confidant to the

heroine's mother, without smiles.

" Her chief business in life was to warn Caroline
against all lovers, present and future. Towards such
as were eligible she acted with tolerance and be-
nignant condescension. As to the ineligible ones she
treated them witli marked disdain and abhorrence,
whilst for all admirers, young or old, rich or poor, who
came in search of Caroline, Miss Ffoulkes had lynx
eyes ; she metaphorically picked them up with the
point of a pin and held them up to the most searching
daylight scrutiny."

To Caroline her counsel was,

"
' My love, you are not like other girls men will

make up to you of course ; for your money naturally.

You must beware. Never believe what any man tells

you ; he is sure not to mean what he says.'

"

The story opens when at two-and-twenty the

heiress has learned the necessary lesson of uni-

versal distrust—but it must speak for itself.

These are the days of daily and weekly papers,

of monthly magazines, of quarterly reviews, of

annual volumes. Literature of this sort has ab-

I

solutely come in like a flood, but in old davs, in

the times which are now spoken of as " past,"

magazines were almost unknown, and annual

volumes were few and rare. Then they were much
prized, and then, as in most cases now, their con-

tents were not ephemeral.

A reprint has just been issued by Messrs.

Allen and Co. of one of these charming old

world magazines. Fathers and mothers cannot

do better than buy, and boys and girls will find

it difficult to discover pleasanter reading than is

to be found in The Parents Cabinet of Amusement
and Instruction.

It is fifty years since The Parents' Cabinet first

made its appearance, it came out in thirty-six

modest monthly numbers, and was evidently

hailed with enthusiasm by the young readers who
found in its pages food suited to their various

tastes. In the preface to the present edition there

is an interesting account given of the origin of this

little magazine.

'•In the spring of 1832 some friends, greatly in-

terested in the moral and mental training of children,
were in the habit of meeting at the house of Mr.
William Ellis, the well-known social economist and
munificent promoter of a liberal education among the
working-classes.

" ' I proposed,' writes the original editor, Martha
Hill, ' that among us, a little juvenile serial should be
written and published monthly. Mr. Ellis was so
kind as to offer to be not only a contributor but the
editor. My brother, Professor Cowper, of King's
College, promised familiar articles on mechanical
science ; Mrs. William Ellis some of her graphic
tales and accounts of travel that delighted her own
children ; Mr. Ellis, geographical and historical

articles ; and I, for my part, promised tales and easy
articles on natural history.'

'"

The Parents' Cabinet appeared in volume form

in 1835, 3nd was quickly followed by new editions.

The critics praised it, amongst them Miss Edge-

worth. She wrote

—

"Your 'Thermometer' chapter is excellent....
' John's Shipwreck,' the ' Excursion to the Nore,' and
' The Turk and the Indian,' are all delightful in

different ways, and instructive. There is so much
variety in the book that it cannot tire. It alternately

excites and relieves attention and does not lead to

the bad habit of frittering away the mind, and requiring
no exertion from the reader. . . . Those who have
teeth and digestive organs must use them and not be
fed only with pap."
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Miss Edgeworth's acute criticism was verified on

all hands, the book at once became popular, and

children of the past eagerly digested the healthy

mental food provided for them. Martha Hill

wrote :

" Many little thermometers have been made from

the description given by Professor Cowper ; also

several eight-day clocks from the article by him en-

titled 'The Eight-day Clock.''

The present edition, which consists of six

volumes, is in all respects up to date, and the

abundant information contained in its pages can

be relied upon.

Constance Hill, the present editor, writes :

" It is an undoubted fact that a world of literature

for children has come into existence since The

Parents' Cabinet was first published, but I do not

know of any work of i|uitc the same character. I

hope and believe th.it it may yet find many young

readers to love its pages and to be inspired by its

teaching to become good and useful men and

women."

With Sadi in the Garden (Trubner and Co.),

tlie latest of Sir Edwin Arnold's poems, will be

welcomed by the many readers to whom The

Light of Asia came as a new revelation. The

poet has again chosen an oriental subject, and

nothing can be more vivid than his local colour-

ing and imagery. The plan of ihe poem is simple.

Two singing girls, their attendant, a learned Mirya,

and an Englishman meet and discourse about

Love as described by Sa'di in his book of Love.

Their conversation is interspersed with music and

dancing, and several oriental tales are introduced.

The poet who has himself so completely mastered

his theme that for the time he is Persian of the

Persian, has however now and then forgotten the

want of oriental learning in many of his readers.

Phrases are introduced which are scarcely in-

telligible to the average Englishman, which arc

certainly unnecessary, and which detract from the

beauty of some parts of the poem.

It is difficult however to find sufficient words of

praise for the narrative portion which must be full

of interest to all readers. One of the most graphic

and powerful of the stories is the heroic deed of

the singing girl who rescued a baby from a

tigress. The exciting scene where the spell-bound

eyes of the brute are fixed in a kind of mesmeric

trance upon the brave eyes of the girl who stands

confronting her, holding the silent child against her

heart, cannot easily be forgotten. How beautiful

too is the following hymn of praise.

" My heart I cannot fitly raise
;

I know no language for His praise !

"He gave me every hair that grows
;

How thank Him then for each of those !

" How bless enough, when I must bless.

The grace to bless such blessedness.

' Deem'st thou He is not more to love,

Than loveliest things, below, above.'

' No ' He ' ! no ' She ' ! but Twain ! but All !

The Best, Last, Most, which can befall.

' Ah if that Mother's lap was warm.
Wilt thou not trust th' Eternal Arm ?

'Ah if the lip beloved was bliss.

Wilt thou not woo Celestial Kiss.-"

' Man ! If stars gleam upon thy clay,

W'ilt thou not sleep and wait His day.'"'

3E2^#-3r-



" Except a livhig man, there ts notJmig more wonderful

than a book /

—

a message to us from the dead^from

human souls whom we na'er saw, who lived, perhaps,

thousands of miles away ; and yet these, in those little

sheets ofpaper, speak to us, amuse ns, terrify us, teach

us, comfort us, open their hearts to us as brothers.'"

Charles Kingsley.

ENGLISH MEN AND WOMEN OF LETTERS OF THE 19TH CENTURY.
IX.

NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE.

Richard Garnett.

IT is some proof of the jireponderance of cheer-

fulness in the world that the forbidding

makes a stronger impression than the agreeable,

being evidently felt to be exceptional. Rembrandt

is not so great a painter as Raphael, or Browning

so great a poet as Tennyson ; and yet their sombre

shadows affect the imagination more powerfully

than the sunny grace of their rivals, dwell more

vividly in the memory, and allure more irresist-

ibly to imitation. What Rembrandt is in painting

and Browning is in poetry, Hawthorne is in

fiction : overwhelmingly potent within restricted

bounds ; one who has cast away half his heart to

live more intensely with the other ; a painter whose

lights mainly contribute to enhance his shades :

more of a magician than an artist.

The great danger of this pecuHar manifestation

of genius is that it may become a convention, and
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seem a mere clever piece of trickery. Poe's tales,

for instance, lose much of their thrilling ])ower

after you have read the first half-dozen, though

the second batch is really quite as good as the

first. Hawthorne escapes this peril by the deep

sincerity of his nature. He is beyond most other

novelists profoundly in earnest. The creatures of

his brain are so real to him that one is not sur-

prised to learn that they sufficed for his daily con-

verse, and that the things of actual life appeared

to him almost as shadows. This renders the

study of his books so exceedingly interesting,

quite apart from the ordinary recommendations of

a good novel. Knowing Hawthorne's characters

you know Hawthorne, and knowing Hawthorne

you know New England. For Hawthorne was not

like Keats or Shelley, a genius appearing so sud-

denly amid uncongenial surroundings, that though

)ou know he must have a pedigree you cannot

find it, and he almost seejns to have come from

the clouds. He is the pi^'duct of generations of

New England ancestry, and of long-continued

impressions of New England scenery and circum-

stances. Exile, and Puritanism, and strictness of

life, and " the estranging sea,"' and the neigh-

bourhood of savages, and the seemingly endless

wilderness ; sluggish rivers, and clear lakes, and

the dull green of pine-woods, and the dying blaze

of the Indian summer, ha\'e all gone to the

making of him, and found in him their most

perfect expression. Here, at all events, is some-

thing distinctively American, in itself a sufficient

re|)ly to the charge against American literature of

being wholly imitative and European.

Hawthorne is indeed the representative of New
England in literature, in a more especial degree

than writers of equal sincerity but less intensity,

like Longfellow ; or those like Lowell, who write

sometimes like Americans and sometimes like

citizens of the world
_; or those whose themes and

tlioughts are the property of mankind, like

Emerson. On this account, no less than from the

uniqueness of his genius, he is a most instructive

writer ; to know whom is a great gain, ignorance of

wlioni is an unfinished window in the intellectual

|)alace. And fortunately he can be well known
without resort to those of his writings which one

nould not care to see in the hatids of the very

young. Perhaps he is never more truly himself

than in the only one of his works, his tales for the

young excepted, to which theeiiithet delightful can

be unreservedly applied. In his American Note

Book the most reserved of men becomes his own

Boswell, takes us thoroughly into his confidence,

shows not only what manner of man he himself is,

but what the men around him are, and what

the nature is that makes them what they are,

and does this partly by verbal miniatures, so

exquisitely delicate, and at the same time so

\'aried, that one is never weary of admiring
;
partly

by a self-portraiture with nothing of self-con-

sciousness, and introspective with no unhealthy

taint. Nothing can be more apparently

artless than these casual encounters and

impressions of a solitary rambler ; but the

effect is to make the American woods as real to

Englishmen as the English. The secret is pro-

bably the constant reiteration of minute particulars

carried just a little further than ordinary obser-

vation would have gone, until the impression is

created of one who has got nearer to Nature than

other men. It is in fact a great but not preterna-

tural faculty of observation controlled by a power

of selection which picks out from the crowd of

details just what is essential to the picture, and

the further gift of combining these with the

happiest effect. After, for instance, describing a

fine sunset as such have often been described, he

adds : "A piece of water extending towards the

west, between high banks, caught the reflection,

and appeared like a sheet of brighter and more

glistening gold than the sky which made it bright."

This turns the piece of colour into a picture.

When the autumnal sun shines on a walnut tree,

Hawthorne notices " the airy and beautiful effect,

the gentle contrast between the tint of the yellow

in the shade and its ethereal gold in the fading

sunshine." The feeling heart, as well as the

seeing eye, is needed to sketch a picture like this.

And this is equally true of the delineation of human

life which make up so much of the book. There

is always some human touch, something that

makes the creature into a fellow-creature. But

the most characteristic passages of any are the

hints and ideas for tales and parables never wrougl^

out. There is something exceedingly weird in th§

long series of these abortive vestiges of creatioisj

We peruse them with somewhat of the feelins

described in one of them, which will serve to

exemplify them all :

—
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" The race of mankind to be swept away,

leaving all their cities and works. Then another

human pair to be placed in the world, with native

intelligence like Adam and Eve, but knowing

nothing of their predecessors or of their own nature

and destiny. They, perhaps, to be described as

working out this knowledge by their sympathy with

what they saw, and by their own feelings."

It is characteristic of this magician that so much

of his power should be displayed in these mere

hints and outlines of creation, muttered spells that

never raised a spirit. But there were times when

his thought took shape, and it was not a shape to

be forgotten. Twice-Told Tales is the register of

these successful evocations, and is perhaps among

all Hawthorne's works the one from which you

may obtain the truest idea of his genius. The

short tale is likely to be a more genuine witness

of the writer's nature than the novel, which must

be more artificial, and may require to be helped to

its right proportions by digression or manufacture.

In nearly all these little stories Hawthorne is

emphatically the Poet, the Maker. He conceives

an idea, weird and startling it may be, but related

to some deep fact in human nature. What can

be truer to fact than Dr. Heidegger's Experiment,

where the old people, deploring their past follies

and offences, and craving, if you can believe them,

only an opportunity to evince their repentance, no

sooner regain their youth by the miraculous water

than they recommence the old round, and are only

brought to their senses by the passing off of the

physical effects of the potion ? If in this tale the

innate tendencies of each one's nature appear

omnipotent, the part of chance and caprice in

human things is no less strikingly represented in

David Swan, where Love, Wealth, and Death are

all baffled by Accident. Such tales as T/ie Three-

fold Destiny, or T/ie Seven- Vagabonds, produce the

effect of a phantasmagoria, yet their truth to nature

is undeniable. All Hawthorne's tragic power is

concentrated in T/ie Holloiv of the Three Hills,

infinitely more impressive with its two personages

and its one incident than an elaborate tale of

madness and murder, like The Prophetic Pictures.

(The general gloom is relieved partly by the humour

of such pieces as Air. Goldtlncaite's Treasure and

Mr. Higginbothanis Catastrophe : but still more

by the pervading impression of moral soundness.

The author has fully grasped the idea of overruling

law, and even enlarged its boundaries by exhibiting

ine.xorable cause and inevitable effect as absolute

rulers even in a world of mysteries and shadows.

It is well that these minor tales should be such

complete miniatures of Hawthorne's genius, as the

study of most of his more important works cannot

be recommended to the young. Not that there is

an)-thing in the least degree objectionable in them,

or an)-thing that the most fastidious could regret

that he should have written : far from it. But

they are to the generality of the masterpieces of

English fiction what Measurefor Measure, or Timon

of At/iens, is to the generality of Shakespeare's

plays : we should be greatly the poorer without

them, but they are not riches to be ex-

hibited ostentatiously. They are too exclusively

occupied with the dark side of human nature.

They would cast a gloom over the bright innocence

of youth if it could enter into them, but in fact

it cannot : and its nascent critical faculty and

generous admiration are not helped by the con-

templation of masterpieces which it cannot rightly

admire, because it cannot fully apprehend. The

Scarlet Letter, perhaps Hawthorne's greatest work

is particularly unsuitable : until the reader is of an

age to understand its significance, it but wounds

and darkens the spirit without any compensating

moral gain. The Blithedah Romance seems a \ery

ordinary story until one has gained the experience

which interprets its apparently prosaic details, and

renders it one of the most affecting of tragedies-

There remain The House of the Seven Gables,

Transfer/nation and the incomplete Septimius.

Even these have little charm except for deep and

earnest natures, but read in this spirit, are intelli-

gible to cultivated minds however young, and help

to complete the conception of Hawthorne's genius

by exhibiting on a large scale the same powers

which the reader of his short stories has learned to

admire within restricted limits. Transformation is

indeed in some respects a sad book, but the sadness

is not oppressive. In escaping from New England

to the sunny atmosphere of Italy, the author almost

seems to falsify Horace's maxim, and change

in some degree his temper with his skies. Guilt

and sorrow confront us indeed ; but the lineaments

of the former are more dignified, and those of the

latter less heartbreaking. There is little of the

inexorable fatality of The Scarlet Letter, and no-

thing of the exasperating chance medley of the
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Blithedak Romance. Miriam and Donatello take

from the first a place in the reader's affections of

which no subsequent errors can deprive them : and

the tragic element in their natures and fortunes is

skilfully relieved by contrast with the angelic inno-

cence of Hilda, so sweet a figure that the contem-

plation of any group of which she is a member
must necessarily gi\e as much pleasure as pain.

The idea, too, of Donatello's semi-humanity, and

consequent semi-responsibility is so ably inter-

woven with the tissue of a storj' evidently true to

nature in every other respect, that the reader, at

first incredulous, ends by accepting it. Donatello's

light frame thus evades the burden of anguish

which the haughty figure of Miriam has all the

needful strength to bear. Against whatever may
still be depressing in the story must be set the

immense delight of making acquaintance with

Italy under such guidance as Hawthorne's. The
peculiar reserve and concentration of his nature

have stood him in good stead. Others have

observed Italian scenery and life : he has absorbed

them. The reader of Transformation is for the

time being in Italy as completely as the reader of

the American Note Book is in Massachusetts.

A\'hile, however, the perusal of Transformation

may be recommended as on the whole the best

introduction to Hawthorne the novelist, Sep-

timitts Felton will be found the best intro-

duction to a more interesting acquaintanceship

still, that of Hawthorne the man. His other

books are indeed most intensely characteristic, but,

excepting the BlilliedaU Romance in a certain

limited degree, they are not autobiographic. Nor
had he the least intention of depicting himself in

Septimius and in fact the figure is not a por-

trait, but something more significant, a reflection.

Septimius is a man estranged from the bright world

of action and enjoyment by a craze, as Hawthorne
is by an innate melancholy. Both choose, or rather

are enforced, to dwell apart amid lone and weird

surroundings ; Septimius amid sorceries and poi-

sonous potions and undecipherable scrolls ; Haw-
thorne amid the shadow j of a.diu-kened heart.

The book is in one point of view the exceeding

bitter cry of a sympathetic and affectionate spirit

cursed with a morbid reserve that isolates it from

its fellows. It preaches most impressively that this

is misery, and that whatever di\ides man from man
is amiss. Like a figure exaggerated by a magic

lantern, Hawthorne's isolation, the effect of tem-

perament, is reproduced with gigantic proportions

in the wild endeavour of Septimius to exemi^t

himself from human frailty, from the community

of human destiny, from whatever most binds man

to man, by the acquisition of an elixir of immor-

tality. The effort to prolong life endlessly while

he sacrifices all that makes life worth living is a

tremendous piece of irony, embodying one of the

finest lessons that can be taught, the lesson of

our Laureate's Tithonns. The reader who
masters this strange book thoroughly will have

learned much ; but though full of beauties it is

full of imperfections and contradictions, and will

disappoint if read merely for amusement. It is a

great descent from such lofty lore to The Wonder

Book and Tanglewood Talcs, charming adaptations

of mythological stories for children. In an essay

for the young, however, it would be unpardonable

to omit the only work which Hawthorne did

expressly for them. Here for the first and last

time he gets thoroughly outside himself, and the

result is delightful. He must have forgotten these

bright tales when he sadly e.xclaimed, " I wish Cod
had given me the faculty of writing a sunshiny

book."

To explain the secret of Hawthorne's peculiar

power we must regard him as in a manner the

impersonation of the themes in which he delighted,

and related to other masters of fiction as a ghost

story is related to a moving accident by flood or

field. There is in most of us a nerve which

responds to the weird and occult : human life is

bordered by a dusky zone, not wholly substantial

or unsubstantial. To make that nerve vibrate the

artist's touch must be firm and certain : to make
that shadowy land a reality it must be real to

himself. If he is not himself convinced he

becomes merely fantastic, and amuses without

impressing. Hawthorne's grasp on reality never

slackens. In all his principal characters there is

something exceptional, something quite beyond

experience, something that you have no expectation

of encountering however long the earthly pilgrim-

age appointed you. Yet there is no questionii

their real existence : little Pearl, the uncanny, hs^-

goblin child, takes her place by that solid lump of

clay, the farmer in the Blithedale Romance, aad

the young seamstress transferred from the AmeriaU

Note Book into the same story, as something
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quite as unmistakably living and real. What is

true of Hawthorne's personages is equally true of

his incidents and situations, his descriptions and

his reflections. He discourses sanely of insanity
;

he never contracts any taint of unsoundness from

the weird or crazy troop of creatures he delights to

muster. He is observant of all the precepts of

artistic workmanship : he does not, like his pre-

cursor Brockden Brown, another very interesting

writer, resolve a series of enigmas by the lame

device of ventriloquism. If you must tread the

shadowy borderland between the natural and the

supernatural you can find no surer, no more sober

guide. Is it well to tread it at all ? As respects

young readers it is only with great reserve that the

question can be answered in the affirmative. No
man could be more innocent than Hawthorne of

any intention to hurt, but it must be owned

that the atmosphere of his tales is not one which

youth should breathe for long. If we include him

in this gallery of portraits it is because he is too

great to be overlooked, because his absence would

only make him the more conspicuous, like the

busts of Brutus and Cassius. To the careless and

unintellectual reader he can do little harm, but no

good : it is the serious and sympathetic whose

minds run risk of being infected by his gloom.

Such readers should reflect that the mental tragedies

in which he delights hardly occupy a more extensive

space in human life than his own writings in the

great theatre of fiction. The field of both is

limited, but is so striking and fascinating that each

may easily attract more attention than its due.

But ordinary human existence is more fertile in

comedies than tragedies, and, with all Hawthorne's

marvellous truth in his peculiar department, life is

more accurately represented as a whole by writers

who eschew crime and mystery, or but occasionally

resort to them. We may still profitably turn to

Hawthorne to be reminded that there is an occult

sphere outside the visible and tangible ; that ill deeds

are frequently done and commonly avenged ; that

the same bosom comprehends striking contrasts;

that the most ordinary existence involves insoluble

problems ; that, in a word, we know very little

about our own natures. But these are truths on

which it is not wholesome to meditate too long :

let the reader speedily return to the regions of

health and sunshine.

Hawthorne's life is very like his works, a

twilight existence, with little positive pain, but

always with a sense of something lacking to

happiness. There are two bright spots—his

marriage, and the literary fame he enjoyed in

his latter years. Else there always seems some-

thing that should have been otherwise—total

neglect in his youth, while he was producing

better imaginative work than any American but

himself has achieved since—at a later date

estrangement from his natural friends and com-

rades through his morbid shyness—last of all

a creeping paralysis of hope and effort until his

life goes out of itself without visible cause.

Goethe says that the impression which every

man leaves behind him in the world is that of

the last set of circumstances in which we have

beheld him. Let us therefore part with Hawthorne

as we found him, roaming in the American woods

which have inspired the most exquisite passages of

his writings, an embodiment of their beauty and

their mournfulness. " The sunlight," he says, "broke

across in spots, and otherwheres the shadow was

deep, but still there was intermingling enough of

bright hues to keep off the gloom from the whole

path.'"

R. Garnett.

SCHOLARSHIP COMPETITION QUESTION.

I. What have you to remark in Nathaniel Hawthorne's stories concerning {a) choice of subject, {l>) method of

dealing with it, {c) artistic workmanship ?

Book Selected.— /"//d- House of the Seven GablesJ or, Tivice-Told Tales.

Papers must be sent in by June 25th, and must contain not more than 500 words.

Work selected for Jul\-.

—

Mill on the Floss.

1



SEARCH PASSAGES IN ENGLISH LITERATURE.

O gift of God ! O perfect d.iy :

Whereon shall no man work, but play
;

Whereon it is enough for nic

Not to be doing, but to be !

Blow, winds ! and waft through all the rooms
The snow-rtakes of the cherry-blooms !

Blow, winds ! and bend within my reach

The fiery blossoms of the peach.

O Life and Love ! O happy throng

Of thoughts, whose only speech is song,

—

O heart of man ! canst thou not be
Blithe as the air is, and as free ?

IL

The fairest action of our human life

Is scorning to revenge an injury
;

For who forgives without a further strife,

His adversary's heart to him doth tie.

And 'tis a firmer conquest truly said.

To win the heart than overthrow the head.

We say our hearts are great and cannot yield
;

Because they cannot yield it proves them poor :

(."ireat hearts are tasked beyond their powers but

seld.

The weakest lion will the loudest roar.

Truth's school for certain dolh this same allow,

High-heartedness doth sometimes teach to

bow.

HI.

On the borders of that island he found Gotham,
where the wise men live; the same who dragged the
pond because the moon had fallen into it, and planted
a hedge round the cuckoo, to keep spring all the year.

.\nd he found them bricking up the town gate, because
it was so wide that little folks could not get through.
And, when he asked why, they told him they were ex-

panding the liturgy. So he went on : for it was no
business of his : only he could not help saying that in

his country, if the kitten could not get in at the same
hole as the cat, she might stay outside and mew.

IV.

O Earth, lie heavily upon her eyes :

Seal her sweet eyes weary of watching. Earth ;

Lie close around her ; leave no room for mirth
With its harsh laughter, nor for sound of sighs.

She haih no questions, she hath no replies.

Hushed in and contained with a blessed dearth
Of all that irked her from the hour of birth

;

With stillness that is almost Paradise.

Darkness more clear than noonday holdeth her,

Silence more musical than any song ;

Even her very heart has ceased to stir

:

Until the morning of Eternity

Her rest shall not begin nor end, but be ;

.And when she wakes she will not think it long.

\'.

" This morn is merry June, I trow,

The rose is budding fain
;

But she shall bloom in winter snow,
Ere we two meet again."

He turn"d his charger as he spake
Upon the river shore.

He gave the bridle-reins a shake,

Said, " Adieu for evermore.
My love !

And adieu for evermore."

\T.

In the suburb, in the town,

On the railway, in the square.

Came a beam of goodness down
Doubling daylight everywhere :

Peace now each for malice takes,

Beauty for his sinful weeds ;

For the angel Hope aye makes
Him an angel whom she leads.

VH.

To-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow.
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day,

To the last syllable of recorded time
;

And all our yesterdays have lighted fools

The way to dusty death. Out, out, brief candle !

Life's but a walking shadow ; a poor player,

That struts and frets his hour upon the stage

And then is heard no more : it is a tale

Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury.

Signifying nothing.

Give the author and work from which each passage is taken. Answers to be sent in by June 15.

REFERENCES TO SEARCH PASSAGES (MAY).

1. Mrs. Hemans. Tlte Voice of Spring.

2. Goldsmith. T/ic Vicar of Wakefield.

3. Robert Browning. Apparent Failure.

.%. Cowper, Conversation.

5. Swinburne. A Ballad of Dreamland.

6. Old Ballad. The Nut-Browne Mayde.



LIGHT AND SHADE.

A PICTORIAL representation of a scene copied

from Nature may be accurately rendered in

all its details and still be wanting in artistic effect,

from neglect of the principles which should guide

the arrangement of light and shade. Yet, in spite

of the apparent contradiction, it is only by accurate

study of Nature that these principles can be applied,

at least without running the risk of a descent into

mere conventionality.

The explanation is this. In copying Nature the

eye is too apt to be absorbed by the mimite portion

which the hand is at any moment occupied in

transcribing, and fails to observe the broad relations

of tone which one feature of the scene bears to

another ; and even at an earlier stage—the stage of

selection of a subject and of a point of view—the

inexperienced eye is too often fascinated and led

away by attractive minutiae, to the exclusion of the

effect of the scene as a whole. In consequence, an

insipid and scattered composition is often the

result. The master key of the problem is breadth

of view and grasp of the tone relations of the

scene which it is proposed to copy. This will

counteract the errors likely to be introduced by a

too microscopic attention to parts.

The secret of breadth lies partly in the fact, easily

verifiable by observation, that both light and shade

tend to the obscuration of details and characteristic

markings, and the beginner, ignorant, or, perhaps,

too carelessly cognisant of this fact, strives to paint,

not what he sees, but what half-instructed reason

tells him he ought to see. Look at a tree trunk

when the sunlight falls on one side of it. The

illuminated side is a dazzle of light ; the side in

shadow is a mystery of shade. It is only in the

space between these extremes, in the half tone,

where the light falls slantingly on the bark, that

the texture is very plainly evident. What is true of

the tree trunk is true also of a mass of foliage, of a

pile of clouds and of most other things. Now if,

fascinated by details and peering with too curious

an eye first into one bit of the scene and then into

another without reference to the whole of which

they form a part, you add touch after touch in the

broad lights, and detail after detail in the .shadows,

you will be certain to sacrifice truth of effect to an

impertinent minuteness of execution.

Whether we think of a picture in black and

white or in colour, it is obvious that the tone effect

depends upon the opposition of the principal light

to the deep dark, and the value and arrangement

of the various middle tones which connect and

harmonize them.

In the Law of Principality' it was taught last month
that there should be one leading light and one chief

mass of dark which should oppose and give value to

one another. In proportion as these are brought near

together and sharply contrasted, the effect will be

one of vigour and strength. In proportion as they

are separated and led up to by intervening masses

of graduated half tone the effect will be one of

harmony, calm, and peace, and between the extremes

represented by these modes of arrangement lies an

infinite range of intermediate effects.

It must not be supposed that in every picture the

whole scale need be covered between pure white

and unrelieved black ; on the contrary, as in music

the most beautiful melodies and harmonies are

drawn from the middle octaves, so in painting the

tenderest and most satisfying effects may be pro-

duced by the judicious arrangement of graduated

half tones.

The Law of Repetition i
is also to be observed in

the distribution of light and shade. Though one

light must be the most important and one dark the

deepest, yet these should be echoed by other lights

and other darks less prominent and by no means

conflicting with the chief ones but leading the eye

gently and almost imperceptibly through the in-

cidents of the picture up and on to the points of

greatest interest.

The Law of Contrast^ has been alluded to above.

By its use any required amount of emphasis may
be secured, but, as a calm and persuasive style of

eloquence is more agreeable than mere positive as-

sertion, so a restrained use of this powerful element

of effect is in the majority of cases to be preferred.

The Law of Interchange ^ is conducive to what is

called, in the conventional language of art, '' balance

' Atalanta, May, "Composition, Mr. Ruskin's View. '
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of effect." The author of a very instructive hand-

book on Light and Shade ^ writes as follows on this

])oint :

—

" High light, deep dark and half-tint are the most

iinjjortant qualities of composition "
;
(of light and

shade) "but these alone will not produce a picture.

They form the basis without which we cannot pro-

ceed with any prospect of success, but if presented

alone and without any modification, their effect is

too bold ; the machinery, so to speak, of the picture

is too evident ; the art is not sufficiently disguised.

It is therefore found necessary to the production of

a pleasing and varied effect, that a portion of the

light should be placed among the darks, and a por-

tion of the dark among the lights, of a composition.

The result of these contrasting points is a pleasant

b.ilance in the effect ; the light is not all on one

side ; the dark is not all concentrated on one

portion, but both are distributed through the

l)icture.

" The manner in which this is effected demands

the most careful consideration ; for if these points

are too small and weak, the desired balance is not

produced, and if too large or intense, the keeping of

the picture is destroyed."

The Law of Consistency - is one that should not

be forgotten in light and shade. Its leading

principle in one of its aspects has been insisted on
' N. E. Grccn, Hints m SkeUlung from Xatnrc.'PlTX. 11. (Ico.

Rowney and Co.

- Atalanta, May, "Composition, Mr. Ruskin's View."

in the second paragraph of this paper. For further

example—if the main characteristic of your sky

should happen to be a flood of silvery light, let no

temptation to add shade to shade in your clouds, in

order to show their thickness and roundness, lure

you on to a sacrifice of that primary effect. If a

grove of trees provides you with a mass of deep

tone, do not let the sparkle on the leaves or the

shimmer of light stems lead you astray from the

first broad impression of shade. These and such

like details may, and indeed must, be introduced in

your finished work, but only in faithful subordination

to the main effect, with which no trace of exag-

geration in their rendering should be permitted to

conflict.

A last word must be added to guard against a

misconception that may arise, namely, that it is

proposed in this article and the preceding one to

teach how to construct pictures by rule. Nothing

could be further from the truth. Nature, and Nature

alone, is the mistress at whose feet you must study.

Still, one scene in Nature may be eminently fitted

for pictorial representation, while another may be

wholly deficient in the elements of effect. The

remarks here set forth will have served their chief

purpose if they lead you intelligently to select the

one and reject the other, or at most, if they enable

you to watch for and seize upon accidents of

lighting which may give value to an otherwise un-

interesting subject.

SUBJECTS FOR FINE ART COMPETmON.
]l'orks to he sent in by June ^ot/i.

figure.

THE RUNNER.

•'On a flat road runs the well-trained runner,

He is lean and sinewy with muscular legs,

He is thinly clothed, he leans forward as he runs

With lightly closed fists and arms partially rais'd."—Whitman.

FAIR ROSAMOND.
" ' Alas ! alas !

" a low voice, full of care

Murmur'd beside me, " Turn and look on me:
I am that Rosamond whom men call fair,

If what I was I be.'
"

—Tennyson.

XanDscapc.

A SUMMER LANE,

•' the corner, where the tivo great oaks hang so beautifully over

the clear deep pond, mixing their cool green shadows with the bright blue sky,

and the white clouds that flit over it ; and loiter at the wheeler's shop, always

picturesque, with its tools, and its work, and its materials, all so various in form

and so harmonious in colour. . . ."

—MiTFORD.
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VICTUS VICTOR.

Father JosEi-H Damien. Went to Molokai Leper Island, 1073. "Died :

No way but this ? What matter ? Let it be.

Death and despair although around I see,

So I die f ^htin?—that sutiiceth me."

' To bring the light of love to darkened eyes.

To share a while the heavy weight that lies

On breaking heart?,— I claim no higher prize.

O knight of God, than death a deadlier foe

With poisoned breath shall lay thy valour low.

Dark is the path, and thou alone must go.

Not mine to ease them from their mortal pain,

Not mine to bid the dead life live again

—

But faithful love shall never toil in vain.

No comradeship shall make thy labour sweet ;

No victor's crown the well-done deed shall greet ;

Fierce is the strife, and at the end— Defeat.

•• I cannot call them from the rugged way,

Uut I can walk beside them day by day,

And cheer their fainting footsteps while I may.

Who fights to win, fights well, his heart is brave

;

I fight, and fail ;—yet haply I may save

Some poor lost souls from out their living grave.

•' Step after step, with steady pace and slow.

We march together, and the end we know,

Yet dauntless face the ever-nearing foe

;

'' Till at the last, though long the road and steep.

One sweetest gift for us our God doth keep

—

No earthly crown, but His dear gift of—Sleep."

M.<x*^ cXXo-.CJ^B-y*-«X.
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XXXIV.

LORD LODnOKDAI.E REAPPEARS.

TOWARDS the end of May Mr. Sliafto and liis

daughter installed themselves in that house in

Upper Bclgrave Street which was henceforth to be

their home. Indeed it now presented something

more of a homelike appearance, many familiar

pieces of furniture having been transported thither

from Bram]5ton which Norma recognised with joy.

Some time previously, her father had informed her

in an off-hand way that he had thought it best to

dispose of his effects down in the country, that

Shearman had taken the greater part of them off

his hands, and that it wa.sn't worth while to have

the remainder sent up to London ; so that she was

duly grateful to him for having prepared this little

surprise for her. She had been grateful to him. too,

for the promptitude with which he had left Venice

at her request. Although she had not told him in

so many words that she had refused Lord A\"alter,

he had understood perfectly well what had taken

place that afternoon at the Lido, and had been

willing enough to escape from the possible impor-

tunities of Lady Spencer, who had not concealed

from him the motive of her hospitality. He was

sorry that that amiable lady had been disappointed

;

but his own disappointment was not very keen,

because, as has been mentioned, he was in one of

his sanguine moods at the time, and asked nothing

better than to keep his daughter with him as long

as she would stay.

Norma had no intention of leaving him ; and she

told him so when he laughed at the elaborate ar-

rangements w-hich she was making for the disposition

of the rooms and the furniture. " One would think

you w-ere going to spend the rest of )-our life here,"

he remarked ; "whereas the probability is that your

wedding day will come before you know where you

are."

" Everybody doesn't have a wedding-day," Norma
returned, "and women don't exist for the sole

jiurpose of getting married. Why should I wish to

marry ? I have you to look after, not to speak of

my jjoor people, and I really do think that I should

be a little bit missed if I were to go away."

Mr. Shafto said there wasn't much doubt about

that. For a few days after his arrival in London

he was as happy and contented as possible, pleased

to be back in England again, pleased to meet all

his old friends at the club and to have his rubber

of whist in the afternoon, pleased more especially

with his house and his daughter, and with the excel-

lent little dinners provided for him. But very soon

clouds began to show themselves upon the horizon,

and it was with a grave and troubled face that he

returned from his first visit to the City, where he-

had had an interview with the great Lammcrgeier.

The great Liimmergeier was himself in trouble at

this time, certain splendid combinations of his

having signally failed. The political situation, as he

candidly confessed to his eager disciple, had falsified

his anticipations. He had counted confidently upoa

the outbreak of a European war in the spring ; and

now, owing to one of those slips which will some-

times occur 'twixt the cup and the lip,, there was

not going to be war. This, though a blessing for

hunianit)', was a very great nuisance for Baron

Lammergeier. It naturally made him a little short

in the temper, and disinclined to sympathize with the

petty misfortunes of so small a speculator as J*Ir.

Shafto.

" Losses ! My dear sir " (what he said was " Ma
tear thir," for in moments of emotion he became

very Hebraic in his pronunciation), "you arc not

the only man who has had losses. We must bear

these occasional reverses and be thankful that they

are no worse."

But Mrs. Lammergeier did not find her husband

in a very thankful mood when he joined her after
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business hours, and Norma was made anxious by

the recurrence of her father's fits of fretfuhiess.

" It is all nonsense—utter nonsense, you know !"

he exclaimed abruptly one evening.

" What is nonsense ? " Norma inquired.

" Wh}-, this fancy of yours for being an old maid,

and visiting the poor, and all that. Dear me ! I

suppose there's nothing to prevent a married woman
from visiting the poor, if she wants to see them. I

wish to Heaven you had married Sinclair 1 Well,

well ! of course, if you couldn't like him, you

couldn't, and there's an end of it. But it's a great

pity ; and if anybody else turns up, I do hope you

won't be in such a hurry to reject him. I can't tell

you what a relief it would be to me to know that

you were safely provided for."

Then he jumped up hastily and left the room : for

he did not want to tell her how terribly alarmed he

had been by rumours which had reached his ears

from other sources than that upon which he was

wont to rely for information. The truth was that

Baron Lammergeier had had a narrow escape of

shipwreck ; and although he was believed to be in

comparatively smooth water again, things had been

whispered about him which are only said aloud

about men who have actually suffered shipwreck

—

things which made poor Mr. Shafto shudder, and

robbed him of his sleep at nights.

But of this Norma knew nothing, not being much
in the way of hearing about such matters, and not

having yet seen Mrs. Lammergeier, who had only

left a card at the door, without coming in. This

simple method of discharging social obligations

(which is highly to be commended, and which, it

may be hoped, will, as civilization advances, be

further amplified by the employment of half-penny

postage stamps) has hardly been recognized out of

London as yet ; and Norma, who was accustomed

to country ways, thought Mrs. Lammergeier rather

rude. However, another acquaintance, who was

much less in the habit of paying calls than ^Irs.

Lammergeier, showed himself more polite. This was

Lord Loddondale, who presented himself one after-

noon, looking remarkably bright and smart, and

who shook Norma by the hand with such heartiness

that she had difficulty in repressing a cry of

anguish.

' My old aunt told me that you were home
again," said he ;

" so, as I was in London, I thought

perhaps you wouldn't mind my looking you up."

Norma declared that she felt greatly flattered.

"You don't often pay your friends such a compli-

ment, do you ? " she asked.

•• Well, no ; not very often. But I'm rather

tliinking of turning over a new leaf now. You heard

of Mather's triumph, of course ?
"

Norma had to admit her ignorance.

" The fact is that I have been nowhere and seen

scarcely anybody since we came back," said she.

" I have been very busy getting the house in order."
•' But, good gracious me !

" ejaculated Lord Lod-

dondale, with wide open eyes, "you don't mean to

say that you haven't been to the Academy to see

Walter's statue—the statue of yourself! Why,
everybody in London is talking about it ! And a

rare good bit of work it is, too. Even I, who don't

pretend to know much about these things, can

understand that."

' I am very glad to hear that it has been a success,"

said Norma. " I quite hoped that it would be."

" Oh, it's no end of a success. But I can't un-

derstand your not having seen it—or him either."

Lord Loddondale stroked his chin while he

contemplated Norma with a puzzled expression of

countenance. " Miss Shafto," he resumed abruptly,

" you remember what I had the cheek to say to

you at Monte Carlo. Would you mind telling me
how things have gone ? I couldn't get anytliing

out of Walter."

" I don't mind your knowing," answered Norma

;

" only I would rather say no more about it after

this ; and of course you won't mention it to any-

body, because Lord Walter might not like it to be

talked about. He did—very much to my surprise

—ask me to marry him; but I couldn't accept

him. I don't know," she added, " why you should

have set your heart upon my becoming your sister-

in-law; but, as you did, I should have been glad

to have met your wishes, if that had been possible.

Only, you see, it really wasn't possible."

Lord Loddondale received this bad news with

more equanimity than might have been anticipated.

" When a thing is really impossible, there's no good

in going on wishing for it," was his sage remark.

He added presently :
'• I suppose I mustn't ask

wliy it is impossible ?
"

" You may ask ; but I can't answer you," said

Norma, with a smile. •' If I were to ask you why
you don't like society, you couldn't answer me,

could you ?
"
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" Not ver}' well," Lord Loddondale confessed.

" I could give you reasons quite easily ; but I dare

say you wouldn't call them good ones. If your

reason for refusing Walter was that you didn't like

him well enough to marry him, that's conclusive, and

you couldn't give a better one. So there's no

chance for him then ? You've quite made up your

mind against him ?
"

Norma nodded. " I have quite made up my
mind. You will have to begin looking out for some

other suitable person, if you are determined that he

shall marry. But wouldn't it be a great deal better

to look out for somebody for yourself?
''

This was a suggestion which had very often been

made to Lord Loddondale, and which had never

hitherto failed to elicit an angry rejoinder from him.

Now however, he did not seem to be angry, but

only smiled and remarked :
" Well, the fart is. I'm

afraid I'm rather hard to please."

" But no doubt," said Norma, glad to have

effected a change of subject, "you have a wide

field for selection. You certainly ought to marn,'.

When one has such a place as Warbury, for in-

stance, one shouldn't let it remain closed all the

year round."

" Ah !
" said Lord Loddondale musingly. And

then, with a sigh, "Well. I don't know, I'm sure.

You're fond of that neighbourhood. I suppose ?
"

" Of course I am. I shall always think of it as

home : though it will never be my home again."

" It might be. You might marry a Slo'jrshire

man, don't you see ? I was awfully sorry when I

heard that Mr. Shafto had sold Brampton : I knew

it would be a blow for you. L'pon my word, it's

disgusting to think of that little wretch of a Shear-

man woman taking your pl.ice I

'"

It was at this appropriate juncture that Lady

Shearman was .innounred. A little wretch she

might be ; but she was a very pretty little wretch,

and nobody could deny that she knew how to dress

herself. She had now been for some weeks in

London, where she had met with many old ac-

quaintances, and had made a number of new ones.

Already she was beginning to acquire that aplomb

and those agreeable manners which she had lacked

in her younger days, and which have since made

her not only popular but, in a restricted sense,

celebrated. If she did not display much aplomb

upon the present occasion, that was because it gave

her a shock and a fright to find Lord Loddondale,

of all people, in close confabulation with Norma,

whom she had put off visiting from day to day by

reason of the guilty conscience with which she was

troubled. Lord Loddondale, for anything that she

knew to the contrary, might have been making

revelations, and in the confusion of mind which a

guilty con.science is apt to engender she did not

realize that a revelation of the whole truth on his

part would not necessarily compromise her at all.

Therefore, while embracing her friend, she stam-

mered and blundered incoherently ; which signs of

embarrassment Norma took to be merely expres-

sions of penitence for remissness.

" Don't look so ashamed of yourself, M.adge,"

said she, laughing ;
" one doesn't expect you

fashionable people to be able to do as you please

at this time of ye.ir ; and I will forgive you for

h.iving neglected me. Come and sit down and tell

me what you have been about."

Lord Loddondale jumped up, with a grunt, and

said he must be off. " Perhaps you'll let me come

and see you again. Miss Sh.afto. I should like to

have another talk about- about what we were

speaking of just now, you know."

"A\'hat was he speaking of just now?" asked

Madge inquisitively, as soon as the dorr closed

behind him.

" Nobody who knew him would guess. I was

strongly advising him to marry, and he seemed

quite disposed to take my advice."

"Oh—:—I see," said Madge meditatively. "Yes;

I suppose he will marry now."

" Why now more than at any previous time?'

inquired Norma. And she wondered why Madge

turned so red in explaining, " Oh. I only meant

now that he has got his title and his property. He
]

hasn't had them so very long, you know."
j

But after this little slip Madge soon recovered I

her presence of mind ; for it was evident that

Norma knew nothing. She began to chatter in a

lively manner about the numerous entertainments '

at which she had been present, and which had

apparentl}- afforded her much enjoyment.

" London is a vast improvement upon Brampton,"

she said, " and Christopher—well, Christopher is

Christopher, and will remain Christopher, I suppose,

to the end of the chapter. Still I may say that I

take him in a diluted form here."

She dwelt at somewhat unnecessary length upon

Sir Christopher's foibles, upon the trouble that she
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always had to get him to consent to the giving of

ever so small a dinner-party, upon this, that, and the

other. At variance with her custom, she asked no

questions, and it was only when she was drawing

on her gloves, preparatory to departing, that she

remarked casually, "Of course you have been to

admire yourself at the Academy ?
"'

" No, indeed," answered Norma. " To tell you

the truth, I didnt even know that I was there until

Lord Loddondale told me about it just now.''

" Didn't know that you were there !

" echoed

Madge. " Haven't you seen Lord Walter, then ?
"

" Not yet. I am not sure whether he has heard of

our return."

To Madge this was satisfactory hearing, if a little

puzzling. " Oh, he has heard that you are in

London," she said; "because I met him the other

day and we talked about you. He has blossomed

out into a celebrity," she added. " It seems that,

as a nation, we have been rather poor in sculptors

up to now, and that he is expected to raise us from

our present humble jiosition at the bottom of the

class."

" I am so glad ! " said Norma heartily. " I

always hoped that he would distinguish himself."

Madge looked curiously at her and then began

to talk about something else. It seemed clear that

Norma did not intend to be Lady Walter Sinclair

;

but whether the chance of bearing that title had

been offered to her she did not dare to ask.

XXXV.

MR. SHAFTO FIXDS A .SUBSTITUTE.

That a despised suitor is a great deal more

likely to improve his position by a little whole-

some neglect than by unwelcome attentions is

a maxim of which everybody admits the truth,

though very few think fit to put it into practice
;

and if Walter had wished to rouse Norma's interest

and stimulate her curiosity, he would undoubtedly

have been wise in holding aloof from her. In

reality, he held aloof from her with no such astute

design, but simply because he was afraid of being

a nuisance. Nevertheless, the effect of his absten-

i tion was very much what might hr.ve been antici-

;

pated ; and as day after day passed without his

calling in Upper Belgrave Street, she began to think

1
and wonder about him far more than she would

! otherwise have done. Was he angrv with her ?

She hoped not ; for she sincerely wished to remain

upon friendly terms with him, if that could be

managed. Did he think that she would object to

receiving him ? She certainly had not meant him

to think that. Or was it possible that he was now-

giving one more proof of his curious changeableness

and that he had already succeeded in ridding him-

self of an attachment which he had so recently

declared to be unalterable ? The latter h)'pothesis,

being at once the most disagi-eeable and the most

improbable, was naturally that which chiefly com-

mended itself to her, and it must be owned that

her vanity was a little wounded by it. On returning

home one evening however she found his cards

upon the hall table, so that she was able, after all,

lo acquit him of deliberate rudeness.

Mr. Shafto, whom she had chanced to encounter

on the doorstep, glanced over her shoulder at the

cards and sighed heavily. " Ah, poor Sinclair ' he

might as well spare himself the trouble of calling

here, I'm afraid."

" I should be sorry if he were to drop our

acquaintance," said Norma.
" ^Vell, of course it's for you to decide whether

he shall do that or not. After all that has come

and gone, I don't see how he is to be treated as

an ordinary acquaintance."'

" I can't treat him as anything else," said Norma

decisively.

" \\'hy not ? What in the world would you have?
''

exclaimed Mr. Shafto, with a sudden outburst of

irritability. " Do you know what you're throwing

away ? Do you know that that young fellow is

going to be a great man ? One may almost say that

he is a great man already. Just one objection

might have been brought against him, and now that

has been removed, for everybody tells me that he

is sure to make his fortune."

There was a dingy little room on the ground-

floor which Mr. Shafto used as his study. He had

moved into it while he was speaking and now stood

behind his wTiting-table, which was littered with

stock and share lists, with financial newspapers and

with unopened circulars. " If only you were safely

married to some decent man !
" ke sighed.

The light fell upon his face, and it seemed to

Norma that he had all of a sudden become ^ery

old. His cheeks had fallen in ; his rosy complexion

had faded to a yellowish-gray colour ; the lines

about the mouth and eyes had deepened into fur-
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rows ; the lower lip trembled. With a swit't intui-

tion she guessed what he was thinking of, and a

pang of apprehension made her heart stand still.

" Papa," said she, " you are not well
; you have

been over-tiring yourself Will you see the doctor

if I send for him ? ''

" Certainly not," answered I\lr. Shafto sharply
;

" there's nothing the matter with me ; I'm as well

as you are. I'm only worried—worried to death !

"

he added, with an abrujn change of tone, as he

sank down in his chair and let his head droj) upon
his hand.

" Are things going badly ? " Norma asked, after

a moment's hesitation ; for she knew how he dis-

liked to be questioned about matters of business.

" Yes—no—I cant tell you. I don't know how-

things are going. That's the worry of it. I don't

know how things are going—and Lammergeier puts

me off. I have trusted that man too much—trusted

him too much 1

"

The last words were spoken in a whisper, and
perhaps Mr. Shafto was hardly conscious of having

uttered them ; for he seemed surprised when
Norma, who had seated herself upon the arm of his

chair, began to reason with him gently, as if he had
been a child. What, after all, was the use of

money, except to bring ease ?—and what ease could

it bring to any one who was in perpetual fear of

losing it ? If Baron Lammergeier was not to be

trusted, why go on trusting him ?

" Who said he wasn't to be trusted ? " returned

Mr. Shafto, rousing himselffrom the reverie into which

he had fallen. " You don't understand these things,

Norma : you think, as all women do, that a man
whose ventures prove unsuccessful is a thief This

happens to be an anxious time—for Lammergeier,

and for me, and for others. But it will pass, I dare

say ; many people think that it has passed already.

Only, as I've told you before, it would make me
feel more happy to know that you were married and
provided for."

" I can't marry Lord \Valter,'' said Norma : for

she thought it best that there should be no mis-

conception upon that point.

" Well, well !
" returned Mr. Shafto wearily, " we

must look out for a substitute then, I suppose.''

And this became a fixed idea with him ; so that

in every man of suitable age and means whom he

encountered he saw a potential son-in-law. He took

to bringing them home with him to luncheon or

dinner, loading them with civilities, and looking

anxiously at Norma while he drew out what he con-

ceived to be their attractive qualities. What was

distressing to her, although a little comical, was

that they generally understood quite well what he

was about, and that some of them (being highly

eligible young men and therefore naturally shy)

showed decided symptoms of alarm until she con-

trived to reassure them. One day however Mr.
Shafto returned in triumph, having secured a prize

who was more than eligible, yet apparently free from

any timidity or reluctance.

" Is there any lunch going, Norma ? " asked the

old gentleman briskly. " I met Loddondale in the

park just now, and he said he was thinking of

paying you a visit, so I persuaded him to come
back with me. We can offer him something in the

way of food, I suppose ?
"

Lord Loddondale said a biscuit and a glass of

sherry would do him perfectly well : during the

hunting season he never swallowed more than that

between breakfast and dinner. Besides, he hadn't

come there to eat ; he had come for the pleasure of

seeing Miss Shafto. Indeed, it seemed as though he

must have been saying a good deal about the

pleasure that this would afford him to Miss

Shafto's father, who rubbed his hands and looked

delighted, as well as very knowing.

At first Norma was much relieved to find that,

this time, she would only be called upon to enter-

tain a guest whom there was no occasion to set at

his ease ; for she was very sure that Lord Loddon-

dale did not, and never would, wish to marry her.

But afterwards she became a little less certain of

that. He did not, it is true, throw eloquent glances

at her, nor did his voice change when he addressed

her, nor did he behave in any way as lovers are

wont to do
; yet his manner was no longer quite the

same as it had previously been. He was very

evidently anxious to suit his conversation to her

tastes ; he did his best to talk about many subjects

of which he was entirely ignorant ; and, upon the

whole, it seemed by no means unlikely that, having

made up his mind that he ought to marry soraebodyi

he had fixed his choice upon a lady for whom he

had always professed a Platonic admiration.

After luncheon he asked her what she was going

to do. Had she been to the Academy yet ? And,

on hearing that she had not, he declared it was

really too bad. " I should think I must have been
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there quite half a dozen times, though I don't know

a painting from an oleogTaph. I'll tell you what,

Mr. Shafto, I'll take you there this afternoon, both

of you. Miss Shafto ought to see herself as others

see her, and she won't have to go much beyond

the turnstile. Walter's statue is the first thing you

catch sight of after you've paid your shilling."

Mr. Shafto wasn't sure that he would have time .

he had an appointment for half-past four which he

must keep. As however it seemed that the carriage

had been ordered at three o'clock, and was already

at the door, he ended by yielding to Lord Loddon-

dale's entreaties, remarking, " Your brother might

think us uncivil, perhaps, if we didn't take a look

at his work."

And on the way towards Piccadilly he was at

considerable pains to explain that posing as the

original of this representation of Charity had been

in itself an act of pure charity on Norma's part.

" Between you and me, it was rather a bore for her
;

but she was glad to be of use—she is always putting

herself out to be of use to somebody. She would

have done as much for any other sculptor in

Rome.''

It is scarcely too much to sav that no other

sculptor in Rome could have turned her complais-

ance to such good account as Walter Sinclair had

done. Others, no doubt, might have conceived a

design as simple and graceful ; but only one who

was profoundly in love with his model could have

given to it that undefinable air of reality which may
ha\'e been the secret of its success.

Sculpture cannot be called a popular branch of

art in England, and one sometimes wonders whether

the works of a modern Michael Angelo would attract

much attention if exhibited in the Central Hall of

the Royal Academy.

Yet, incompetent critics as nine-tenths of us

unquestionably are, we may venture to lay claim to

a certain untutored instinct which seldom leads us

astra)'. We often fail to admire what is worthy of

admiration ; but on the other hand, we do not often

applaud what is worthless. That year the British

public had shown its capacity for occasional right

judgment by emphaticall}' approving of Lord

Walter's statue ; and the British public, as we all

know, does not do things by halves. Norma had

to study the marble reproduction of the figure which

was so familiar to her over the heads of a closely

packed crowd, listening the while to comments

which astonished her by their enthusiasm. At first

she was a little afraid of being recognized ; but

apparently there w^as no ground for apprehension

on that score, nor indeed, as she gazed, could she

flatter herself that the likeness was one which would

be detected by any chance bystander. It was her

own face ; but there was an exquisite, an almost

divine beauty in it which her looking-glass had

never revealed to her. She saw now what she had

not seen in Rome, that it was a. work of true

genius. She was glad and proud, for Walter's sake,

that it was so ; and her heart beat with a mixture

of joy and pain which she did not care to analyse

at the thought that she was lo\ed, or at least had

been loved, by its author.

Can those who are capable of achieving really

great things be also capable of committing mean
and despicable actions .' Of course we all know

that they can ; but it is difficult to believe it when

we are actually brought face to face with their

achievements ; and at that moment the absurdity

of supposing that Walter Sinclair had deserted his

wife, seemed to Norma manifest.

From these musings she was roused by the voice

of Lord Loddondale. " Well, Miss Shafto, it was

worth coming to look at, wasn't it ?
"

" It is beautiful," answered Norma simply ;
'" I

didn't know how beautiful it was."

" Awfully glad you like it," said Lord Loddondale

as complacently as if a compliment had been paid

to himself. " My own opinion is that if Walter

lives to be a hundred he'll never do anything

better.''

" I wonder who will buy it," said Norma presently.

" Oh, it's bought already ; and at a pretty stiff

figure too, I can tell you.''

" Really ? Do you know who the purchaser is ?
"

Lord Loddondale nodded. " I've the best of

reasons for knowing. Now you mustn't imagine,"

he added presently, " that I gave a fancy price for

it. I never give fancy prices for anything, and

what's more, he wouldn't have taken a fancy price

from me. In point of fact, I believe he rather hates

me for having robbed him of it, as it is ; but then he

admits that he would have hated anybody who had

robbed him of it. What I did was to find out how

much other people were disposed to offer and bid

a little above them. I haven't made a bad bargain,

I'm told.''

'• I thought you didn't care for art in any shape
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or form," observed Norma, to whom these mercen-

ary details were a little distasteful.

" Can't say I do, as a general thing. But I care

for that statue, and I was determined to have it."

If this emphatic assurance did not please Norma
very much, it pleased her father beyond measure.

Mr. Shafto was always given to jumping to conclu-

sions ; but a less impetuous person than he might

have reached the conclusion which he had adojited

upon such evidence rs that. A man who, by his

own confession, neither understands art nor loves it

does not buy statues and pay long prices for them.

No ! there could be no doubt about it : that Norma

might, if she pleased, be Marchioness of Loddondale

was as plain as—as Lord Loddondale himself.

Well, certainly he was not handsome ; but what of

that ? A kind heart may surely be held to counter-

balance red hair, and a hea\y rent-roll to atone

for a snub nose.

In these comforting reflections Mr. Shafto in-

dulged as lie followed his daughter and her escort

into the first room, whither they had moved, and

where they were conversing with animation while

pretending to examine the pictures ; but he could

not indulge himself in that way long, nor could he

help interrupting them, reluctant though he was to

do so.

" I'm afraid my time's up,"' said he. " I'm sorry

to hurry you away, Norma ; but necessity has no

law.'"

" Oh, I am quite ready to go,"' answered Norma.
" I can come and sec the pictures some other time,

and I'm sure Lord Loddondale has had enough of

art for one day."

Mr. Shafto was not dissatisfied with the smile

which she bestowed upon Lord Loddondale, nor

with the manner in which she took leave of that

converted misogynist at the foot of the staircase.

His wishes must surely be obvious to her, and since

she did not discourage him, it might fairly be as-

sumed that he had found some favour in her

sight.

" Good-bye, Loddondale, and I hope we shall see

you again soon," said Mr. Shafto cordially, after he

had put his daughter into her carriage ; and then he

hastened away to keep his appointment, which for

once did not take him to the City, but to a certain

house in Ma)'fair, ornamented by a brass plate.

He gave his card to the servant who admitted

him, and, after a few minutes' delay, was shown

into a study, where a grave-looking, elderly man
was seated, writing.

" How do you do. Sir William ? " began Mr.

Shafto, in a hurried, half apologetic fashion. " I

rather wanted to consult you—not that there's

much the matter : only I have some symi)toms that

I don't quite understand. Merely indigestion, I

daresay you'll tell me ; still one likes to be on the

safe side, so I thought I'd just ask your oinnion,"

&c., iScc.

The grave-looking man waited quietly until his

visitor had done
;

perhaps he was not unaccus-

tomed to preliminary statements of this unnecessary

character. Then he asked a few questions. " What

is your age ? Do you ever suffer from so-and-so and

so-and-so ? Can you sleep jiretty well ? " To all of

which queries Mr. Shafto was able to make rejilies

which sounded satisfactory.

' I should like to listen to \our heart, please."

said the doctor ; and, having made a brief examina-

tion, he sat down and scribbled oflT a prescription.

" Well, Mr. Shafto,'" said he, " I think you will have

to bear in mind that you are no longer as young as

you once were. Avoid over fatigue and, if possible,

emotion of any kind. I have ordered you a tonic,

which I hope may do you some good."

" In point of fact, there's nothing amiss v.ith me,

except old age, eh ? " said Mr. Shafto.

" Nothing else—at present," replied the other,

with a slight smile. " Thank you. Good-day."

Well, this seemed to be tolerably reassuring ; but

just as Mr. Shafto reached the door it struck him

that the doctor had laid some emphasis upon the

words " at present." He paused, and then took a

few steps back into the room. " Excuse me. Sir

William," said he ;
" I know you great men hate '

committing j-ourselves ; still, if I am near my end,

I would rather be told so."

'• I certainly should not be justified in telling you

so, Mr. Shafto."

" Nevertheless, you think it would be prudent of

me to set my affairs in order."

The doctor smiled once more.

" At your time of life, that is always a prudent

thing to do," he replied. "I may venture to say

so much as that without any reference to your

present state of health. If the symptoms which

you mentioned become more troublesome, perhaps

you will let me see you again."

Now these symptoms were really very trifling

—
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an occasional feeling of oppression and lassitude, a

buzzing in the ears, a numbness of the hands and

feet at times : one need not imagine one's self

threatened with a stroke of paralysis because one

experiences such common sensations as these.

Yet Mr. Shafto as he walked away knew that he

had had a serious warning. The doctor had

not said much ; but then he had left a good deal

unsaid—a good deal which he assuredly would

have said if he had wished to dissipate the

fears which he must have known ^-ery well that his

patient entertained.

" And he distinctly advised me to put my affairs

in order," mused Mr. Shafto. " Ah ' if I could

act upon that advice it would do me a great deal

more good than his tonic. Well, sup^josing that I

live a few more months—who knows ? Meanwhile,

the first thing—the great thing—is to get Norma
married. Once that's done, it will matter little

enough what becomes of me."

XXXVI.

NORMA >r.\KE.S .A GRE.\T DE.\L OF JIOXEV.

The craftiest and most successful of living .states-

men is commonly believed to have paved the vray

for his triumphs by the unusual expedient of frankly

and bluntly stating his aims. In his case the frank-

ness and bluntness have perhaps been somewhat

Tiore apparent than real ; still there is, no doubt,

much to be said in favour of a method which puzzles

everybody, and it is possible that Mr. Shafto, in

declaring and reiterating his desire that Norma
should become the wife of Lord Loddondale, was

less clumsy that most jieople would have pro-

aounced him to be. At any rate, he did not arouse

apposition by this system of tactics, which is more

han can be said for the general run of tacticians.

It is true that he had to deal with one whose most

;arnest wish was to gratify him. Norma saw only

00 plainly that her father was fretting himself into

in illness ; she noticed that his eyes brightened and

hat his spirits and appetite improved every time

hat Cord Loddondale came to the house ; and to

leprive him of the one hope which seemed to

•ustain him in this time of anxiety was an act of

truelty to which she could not bring herself. It

ras a time of great anxiety for her as well as for

lim ; for although he only alluded in vague terms

the pecuniary disaster which he dreaded, she

understood—and in truth he meant her to under-

stand—that he was threatened with something like

absolute ruin. Thus she was exposed to the

danger of being at any moment called upon to

decide whether she would accept Lord Loddondale

or reject him. At first she had hoped that that

somewhat eccentric young nobleman did not really

entertain the sentiments attributed to him, and that

his daily \isits might be due partly to a friendly

feeling and partly to a secret determination to carry

out the project v.-hich he had broached to her at

Jvlonte Carlo, and which he might not yet ha%'e

abandoned, in spite of its apparent failure. The

kindliness and admiration with which he always

spoke of his brother seemed to lend some counte-

nance to this theory. But she was soon compelled

to relinquish it. It could not be said that he made

love to her in the ordinary acceptation of that

phrase ; but he intimated his intentions in language

which was perhajjs more unequivocal than he

intended to be.

" I've quite made up my mind to act upon 5'our

advice. Miss Shafto," he informed her :
" I'm going

to marry, and I'm going to do my duty to the

Stourshire people, if I can. Only it doesn't alto-

gether depend upon me, does it ? I shall have to

get somebody else's consent before I can bring

that event off."

And on being asked whether he had yet fixed

his choice upon any person in particular, he laughed

and replied :
" I'll tell you that a little later on

;

and when I tell you you'll understand why I didn't

take you into my confidence sooner. But one thing

I can promise you. Miss Shafto : my wife will be

a person whom you'll approve of or she'll ne\er

be my wife at all."

It was impossible to misinterpret speeches of this

kind, and all Norma could do v.-as to affect an

unconsciousness which she trusted would stave off

the evil day. She did not at all like doing this ;

it seemed to her, and perhaps it was, a little dis-

honest ; she had never been in the habit of staving

off evil days or trying to shut her eyes to the

necessary consequences of her own actions. And

so it came to pass that she accustomed herself

more and more to the idea of eventually marrying a

man whom she did not love, but for whom she had

a sincere liking.

Meanwhile, she had resumed all the avocations

which she had taken upon herself before leaving
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England, so that she had not a great deal of time

to devote to self-examination. As formerly, the

denizens of certain unfashionable districts claimed

her attention.

The Hall of Recreation, like a great many other

meritorious institutions, had been outrunning the

constable, and those who were responsible for its

debts had decided, as responsible persons usually

do under such circumstances, that money must be

extracted from the public by the time-honoured

but always effectual expedient of a bazaar.

" Nobody can abhor bazaars more than I do,"

sighed Lady Adelaide Tomkinson ; " but what is

one to do when one's friends are so horribly

stingy? If they would only believe it, it would

pay them a great deal better to hand us over ten

or twenty pounds apiece at once, besides saving

themselves and us an infinity of trouble. But it

is useless to tell ihem that ; and the Duke of

Brentford has kindly lent us his riding-school

;

and the committee think that you had better take

the flower-stall, Miss Sliafto."

The honour conferred upon her was not one

which Norma greatly coveted, being doubtful

whether she possessed the especial gifts of fascina-

tion which induce young men to give five guineas

for a rose. However, when the time came, she

very soon found that no unusual exertions would be

required of her after all. The very first person to

enter the building, after the doors were opened, was

Lord Loddondale, who chose his bouquet, had it

pinned into his coat, and laid down a ten-pound

note by way of payment. This was a noble act

(and, it may be added, a wholly unprecedented one

on his lordship's part) ; but his benevolence and

helpfulness by no means ended there. He now
stationed himself in the gangway, and from that

moment he suffered no man, young or old, married

or single, to pass on undecorated. His method

was short, sharp, and decisive. " You want a

buttonhole, I suppose ? Very well ; only make haste,

please, because you're preventing other people from

coming in. There's no price. Pay what you

please ; but we can't give change."

One or two elderly gentlemen had the hardihood

to say that if they couldn't have change they would

do without a buttonhole, and these were throv\Ti

into deep confusion by receiving their flowers gratis

;

but the majority paid sovereigns and half-sovereigns

cheerfully or grudgingly, and it was all that Norma

could do to keep pace with the demands made upon

her. Upon the whole, she enjoyed herself. A
great many celebrated and distinguished personages,

some of whom were introduced to her by Lord

Loddondale, while some she recognized from having

seen their photographs so often, presented them-

selves at the counter behind which she stood ; and

if their remarks were hardly such as she could make

a mental note of and recall with interest in after

life, they were at all events pleasant and compli-

mentary. Every now and then some of her acquaint-

ances appeared and were swept on, like straws upon

the surface of a stream. Madge Shearman, for

example, came within the field of her vision in this

way and passed out of it again, smiling, nodding,

and making helpless gestures ; but Sir Christopher,

who purchased a pink carnation, shook her by the

hand and was very cordial.

" Why have you never been to see us, Miss

Shafto ? Won't you come and dine, and hear all

the Brampton news? I must ask Madge when we

have a free evening."

Next came Baron Lammcrgeier, who was already

provided with a sprig of stephanotis, but who

plucked out this exotic and trampled it under-foot

as he approached. He congratulated her upon

her " thplendid thuctheth," saying that he was sure

she must have collected enough to supply recrea-

tion to a dozen parishes. Might he be allowed

to contribute his mite to so admirable an object?

And out came a bank-note, which was somewhat

ostentatiously upheld for a moment or two before

it descended into Norma's open palm. His wife

contributed nothing, except a hasty bow. Mrs.

Lammergeier was evidently not anxious to speak

to her former friend, and Norma wondered why.

But she had not much leisure for wondering

otherwise she might perhaps have wondered more

than she did why, in a crowd which seemed tc

comprise the whole society of London, Walter

Sinclair should have remained conspicuous by his

absence. She was beginning to feel very tireC

when old Nell Travers hove in sight and greetec

her effusively.
*

"Let me into that sentry-box of yours," Mis

Travers said, " and I'll give you a helping hand

Don't I realize your notion of a jolie bouqiietiere

Never mind ! I won't thrust myself forward ; bu

I can hand you the flowers as you want them, anc

suggest neat speeches to you in a whisper. I hav
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an immense stock of tliem on hand, which are

quite at your service, being of no value to the

author."

Accordingly she perched herself upon a high

stool at Norma's elbow and entertained her with a

running commentary upon the passers-by. Also

she had a good deal to say about sundry old

friends.

" What do you think of Walter Sinclair's coming

out as the rising sculptor of the day ? I'm free to

confess that I didn't think he had it in him ; though

I suppose you did. He owes his fame to you, my
dear, and I suspect that nobody knows that better

than he does. By the way, where is he ? I thought

I should have met him here."

" I haven't seen him," answered Norma. " Per-

haps he isn't very fond of bazaars."

" Small blame to him ! But he ought to be here,

whether he liks it or not. Didn't he tell you that

le was coming ?
"

Norma had to confess that he had had no op-

jortunity of so doing ; whereat Miss Travers raised

ler eyebrows. Miss Travers, in fact, had heard

;ertain rumours, and was in her present position

;hiefiy for the purpose of .satisfying herself as to

heir truth. She said nothing more upon the subject,

mt kept a vigilant eye upon the entrance until she

aught sight of the figure for which she had been

Doking out. Then she slipped quietly off her stool,

nd, passing round to the front of the stall, took

..ord Loddondale by the arm.
' Come along and show me Mrs. Jarley's wax-

orks," said she.

" Eh ?—wax-works ? " returned Lord Loddondale,

'ho was not desirous of quitting his post. " There

ren't any wax-works, are there ?
"

" I should think there were ; but really I don't

now, and what's more, I don't care. Come and

low me something else—anything else."

During this colloquy, which resulted in the with-

rawal of Lord Loddondale from the scene, Walter

inclair had approached Norma's stall. The after-

lOon was now far advanced ; the building was

ironged, but arrivals had ceased, and he could

,1k to her without much risk of being inter-

ipted.

" I hope the statuette reached you safely," he

id, after a few commonplaces had been inter-

langed.

" Yes ; and thank you a thousand times for it,"

she answered, glad that he had introduced that

subject. " I have been to see the original too, and

I wanted to tell you how delighted I was with it.

Of course you have been complimented by people

whose good opinion is much better worth having

than mine ; still I can't help adding my humble

voice to the chorus. Don't you feel very proud ?
''

He smiled, and refrained from making an obvious

rejoinder. She knew that he loved her, and must
be perfectly well aware that her praise was sweeter

to him than the applause of a hundred critics.

For the present, that was enough ; so he only an-

swered :
" Success is always pleasant, I suppose

;

but one swallow doesn't make a summer. That

is the most important thing for me to bear in

mind just now."

" I shouldn't have thought so," she returned
;

" I should have thought that the most im-

portant thing for you was to have confidence in

yourself. Surely that is half the battle."

Again he had to put a curb upon his inclinations
;

for he would have liked to ask her whether that

rule was of universal application, and whether, sup-

posing that there was something which he desired

far more ardently than fame or fortune, self-

confidence would stand him in better stead than

patience and humility. For his own part, he had

decided to adopt quite another system of strategy.

He thought—and perhaps he was right—that what

she required to be convinced of was, not that he

loved her, but that his love was of an enduring

quality ; he had promised that he would not per-

secute her, and he meant to keep his promise. Only

of course it was a little difficult to steer a straight

course between friendship and love, to make her

understand that he had not changed, and yet that he

could patiently submit to be banished from her

society, if she so willed it. She seemed to think

that his delay in calling in Upper Belgrave Street

had been due to other engagements ; so that he was

obliged to explain how little disposed he felt for

going out into the world, and that he had been

refusing all invitations. Thereupon her manner at

once became more reserved. She began to talk

about the bazaar and the unexpectedly large take

that she had achieved.

" Principally through your brother's exertions,"

she added. " If it hadn't been for him, we should

have been at least a hundred pounds poorer than

we are. The whole afternoon he has been standing
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where you are now and simply ordering people to

buy flowers of me. Shameless ; but effective."

" Loddondale at a bazaar I
" ejaculated Walter

incredulously ;
" I should as soon have expected to

hear of his handing an alms-bag in church. What

can have induced him to do such an amazing

thing
!

"

At this juncture Lord Loddondale ajipeared, to

answer the question in person. He clapped his

brother on the shoulder and said, " Now then,

Walter, where's your buttonhole ? You need me
to look after your customers for you. Miss Shafto,

I see."

Walter laid down a sovereign and received a

rather faded rose in exchange for it. He lingered

for a time beside the stall, listening with wonder

and growing disquietude to the familiar conversa-

tion which ensued between his brother and Norma :

then he strolled on and allowed himself to be

plundered until the hour of closing arrived. Lord

Loddondale was still leaning over the counter when

he returned ; but now everybody was going away,

and presently Norma withdrew to deliver up the

contents of her overflowing till to Lady Adelaide

Tomkinson, after warmly thanking her coadjutor

and bidding him good-bye.

" \\hich way are you going, Walter ? " asked

Lord Loddondale, when the two brothers were left

together.

" I don"t much care," answered Walter absently.

" To St. James's Street, I think. Ill go with you,

if you're walking." And they had not proceeded

many yards along Piccadilly before he asked, with

some abruptness, •' Ha\e you changed your mind
about Miss Shafto, Loddondale ? "^'ou told me
once that you wanted me to marry her, but that you

had no idea of marrying her yourself."

Lord Loddondale nodded. " Quite right. I told

you so, and I meant it at the time ; but the truth is

that circumstances have occurred since then which

have given me a freer hand. I needn't enter into

them ; they concern nobody but myself. I'm glad

you have asked me the question, though ; because

I shouldn't wish to enter myself against you if—if,

in fact, you were not rather a doubtful starter.

But "

" But the pen has gone through my name,"

suggested Walter, with a faint smile.

" Exactly so," said Lord Loddondale, who had

been somewhat hampered by his promise not to

mention that he h.id heard of \\'alter's rejection.

" If you admit that, there's no reason why I

shouldn't try my chance, I supjx)se."

" None whatever," answered Walter ;
" there

wouldn't have been any from the first."

" I won't quite say that. I told Miss Shafto, when I

met her at Monte Carlo last winter, that I asked

nothing better than to have her for my sister-in-law,

but since it seems that that can't be—why, I shall be

a proud and happy man if she'll consent to be my
wife."

Walter could not help laughing. • You're a

queer sort of lover, Loddondale," he remarked.

" Oh, I'm not exactly what you would call a lover

at all," answered the other composedly ;
" that sort

of thing is out of my line. The way I look at it is

this : everybody says I ought to marry, and I sui>

pose everybody is right. \Vell, if I do marrj', it will

have to be ^liss Shafto. I'm perfectly certain thai

I couldn't stand living in the house with any othei,

woman I ha\e ever met."
j

"I think I ought to tell you," said Walter, :ii!i-'

a pause, " that I haven't given up hope yet. I I

been refused, and I don't mean to offer m).^^l|

again for some time to come, because I know

would be useless. But if Miss Shafto rejects you

I shall certainly make another attempt."

" You'll have my best wishes, old man," returnee

Lord Loddondale good-humouredly ; " but just a'

the present moment it looks to me as if my chnnci

was a better one than yours. I'll let you know Iiov

I prosper."

XXXVII.

LORD LODDOXD.\LE's CHANCE.

Nobody, perhaps, is a very good judge of tlr

woman whom he loves. As a matter of course

he ascribes to her virtues which she may or ma
not ])ossess ; but he seldom gives her credit fo

much discrimination, or doubts the possibility c

her becoming attached to a m.an with whom sh

has nothing at all in common. If Walter Sinclai

had not been in love with Norma, he would proti

ably have seen that his brother could not, in th

nature of things, stand the smallest chance

winning her affections. As it was, he only said t

himself, as so many have said before him, and wi

continue to say to the end of time, that it wa

very extraordinary, that women were incomplK
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Sensible, and so forth. Loddondale was a good

fellow, a much better fellow than most people sup-

posed, and it would be doing him a great injustice

to say that he was unworthy of a good woman's

love ; but that Norma Shafto could ever be happy

as his wife seemed almost inconceivable. However,

if she thought differently, there was nothing more

to be said, nor anything to be done. He could

only await the issue with such patience as he had

at command ; and in the meantime he made no

attempt to see her. Until this question was settled,

one way or the other, he felt that he could not

trust himself in her presence.

j

Unhappy and apprehensive as he was, he would

have been a great deal more so had he known the

true state of the case. Assuming that there is

nothing wrong in marriage without love (and that,

after all, is an assumption upon which the majority

of civilized nations act). Norma had every reason

for accepting the offer which, as she could no

longer doubt. Lord Loddondale intended to make.

His mixture of shrewdness and simplicity, his

genuine kindness of heart and sincerity—these and

other attributes made up a character which she

liksd and had no difficulty in understanding. She

was inclined to think that she ought to marry him,

f he wished it, and to be impatient with herself for

he extreme repugnance which she felt to the idea

of so doing. All her life long she had been accus-

omed to think more about the happiness of others

han about her own : why should she hesitate now
o make her father and Lord Loddondale happy by

vhat, after all, ought not to be any very great per-

lOnal sacrifice ? " It isn't as if I cared for anybody

Ise," she thought. Thus she brought herself to

hat perilous condition of mind in which decision

s apt to be the result of circumstances ; and Lord

iOddondale, without knowing it, played his cards

kilfully when he invited Mr. and Miss Shafto to

pend the Ascot week with him in the little house

in the outskirts of Windsor forest which he had

ired for that meeting.

When Norma and her father reached the pretty

ttle cottage in which they were to be entertained

om Monday to Saturday, who should come trip-

out of the drawing-room to welcome them

Ut Lady Spencer Sinclair.

" I haven't been at Ascot since the Flood, and I

irtainly didn't expect ever to see the course again,"

ady Spencer declared ; " but my nephew made

such a pathetic appeal to me that I couldn't refuse

him. Let us hope that before this time next year

he will have given somebody else a better right to

do the honours for him."

It would have been difficult to speak more plainly
;

but in order to avoid any possible misconception,

Lady Spencer accompanied her words by a little

nod and smile at Norma, who, remembering certain

conversations at Rome, could hardly help laughing.

Yet the good lady was not inconsistent. Having

made up her mind that Norma was a suitable

person to be admitted into the Sinclair family, she

did not, individually, care which of her nephews

made the suitable alliance. For the matter of that,

it was a great deal more important that Loddondale

should marry than that Walter should do so ; and

there was a directness about the proceedings of the

elder brother which, to her mind, contrasted very

favourably with the dilatoriness of the younger.

She had therefore not only acceded to I^ord

Loddondale's wishes, but had been kind enough to

select his party for him. It consisted of but few

persons, all of whom were his relations ; so that

when Norma took her place at the dinner-table,

she felt as though she were in the presence of a

fam.ily council, assembled for the purpose of lie-

stowing upon her a family benediction. That,

perhaps, was exactly what Lady Spencer had

intended her to feel.

The week went by pleasantly enough—Lcrd

Loddondale had not spoken, and Norma began to

hope that she had been mistaken as to his inten-

tions. On the last evening, however, as she sat in

the garden after dinner, she was undeceived.

A thin cloud of cigarette-smoke floated past her,

and, turning her head, she became aware of her

host, who had approached noiselessly across the

lawn, and who was standing close to her elbow.

" Would you mind walking to the end of the

shrubbery with me. Miss Shafto ? " said he.

She rose without a word. She knew at once

^vhat was coming, but it was useless to attempt to

shirk it. Lord Loddondale would certainly con-

trive to say, sooner or later, anything that he was

determined to say : she only wished that she could

feel the same certainty as to the reply which she

would have to make to him. Meanwhile, she

walked beside him in silence, while he led the way

through clumps of rhododendrons to a small plan-

tation where there was a rustic bench. Here he
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baited, begged ber to sit down, and dcHbcrately

seated bimself wben she had done so. " Miss

Shafto," said be, " I want to ask you whether you

can possibly see your way to doing such a thing as

marrying me. You know pretty well by this time

what I am—not much to look at, and not much to

talk to. I know nothing about art or science, and

precious little about politics. Most ladies would

tell you that my manners are atrocious. To set against

all that, I have one or two good points. I've never

been what anybody could call a vicious man ; I'm

not bad-tempered, nor jealous, nor sulky, and I

stick to my word. If I tell you that I'll do any

mortal thing in my power to make you hajijjy, you

may be sure I mean it."

Lord Loddondale i)aused for a moment before

adding, " Then there's the position, which I suppose

counts for something—and the money. I'm not

enormously rich ; still I'm about as well off as most

people care to be."

" Do you think those are sufficient inducements

to hold out ? " asked Norma, with a rather

tremulous laugh.

" Ah, that's for you to say. I couldn't think of

any others, or I'd ha\e mentioned them. You see,

Miss Shafto, I knew very well that if you consented

to marry me it wouldn't be for love."

Norma felt the blood mounting into her cheeks.

She had no right to take offence at that perfectly

true statement
;
yet she thought that he might have

been a little less blunt with her. '' It isn't because

you love me that you ask me to marry you," she

remarked in a low voice.

" Well, I'm not so sure of that ; I know you are

the only woman in the world whom I would ask to

marry me. I'm no great believer in what people

call love ; I had rather a sickener years ago, when

I was a lad—but that's neither here nor there. The
question is whether you'll take me, such as I am ?

"

" I wonder at your wishing it ! Surely it is rather

strange that you should wish for a wife whom you

only e.xpect to take you for the sake of your position

and your money !

"

" Not so ver}', considering the circumstances. I

don't want to pry into matters v.hich perhaps you

wouldn't care to talk about ; but my notion is that

you may have good reasons for marr)-ing a man
who has a certain amount of money. Well—here I

am. You don't dislike me ; and if you'll give me
the right to be of use to you and take care of you

—

there's only one possible way of giving me that

right, don't you see—you'll make me very hajiiiy

and very grateful."

Norma gave a long sigh. " I can't !
" she ex-

cl;!limed suddenly. " I wanted to say yes—

I

thought you would ask me to be your wife, and I

had almost decided that I would say yes ; and I

suppose you understand or guess it all. But it's

impossible. It's shameful and disgraceful, and I

can't do it !

"

Lord Loddondale had never seen her so agitated

before, and he did not quite grasp her meaning.

It was true that he had understood or guessed what

might probably be her motives for accepting his

offer ; but these were not in his eyes shameful or

disgraceful.

" I don't think you ought to marry me if you

love another man," he said, after a few moments of

grave reflection. " When you told me that you

had refused Walter, I took it for granted that it was

because you didn't care for him, and I looked upon

him as out of the running, though he cares for

you as much as ever. But if there was any other

reason
''

" There was no other reason," interrupted Norma.

" I could not care in that way for Lord \\'alter

;

because, from what I know of him, I don't think it

is in him to care very much either for me or for

anybody else."

" H'm 1—well, it isn't my business to back him

up, I suppose, though I think you are altogether

wrong about him, and I may claim to know him as

well as you do. But I was thinking that you might

have rejected him on account of his poverty, and i

want you to understand that he won't be pooi

It's a positive fact that, unless I marry you, I shap

never marry at all : so that Walter will be just al

much my heir as if he were my son. Under tHe

circumstances, I don't see how he can reasonably

refuse to be treated as my heir."

" I ne\er met any one like you. Lord Loddon-

dale I

" exclaimed Norma, half laughing, half crying.

" You are wonderfully unselfish and generous ; and

yet, do you know, you are not very flattering to me.

What makes you think that I am so eager for

money ?
"

" Oh, I know you don't want it for yourself. I've

heard things—old Nell Travers and others have

told me—there's no occasion to repeat them all.

Only it may come to pass that, some day or other
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you will need money badly, and then—well, then,

you know. Miss Shafto, it won't be a very pleasant

thing for me to have to stand and look on and feel

that I mustn't dare to offer any help to the person

whom I care most for in the world." '

Norma held out her hand to him in silence ; but

when he grasped it with an eager, questioning look,

she shook her head. " No," she said ; " it can"t

be. If I were to do such a thing you would not

be able to help despising me, and you would be

right. But I am very grateful to you—and I am
very, very glad that you don't love me."

" But, as I told you, I'm not so sure of that."

" If you did love me you would be sure of it. I

am thankful that it isn't so, because it would have

made me very unhappy to disappoint you. As it

is, I must disappoint others ; there's no help for it."

She rose as she spoke ; but Lord Loddondale

remained seated for a few more seconds, stroking

his chin meditatively. Then he too got up, and,

while he lighted another cigarette, remarked :

" I'll tell you what, Miss Shafto, you had better

leave this business to me. I'll make !Mr. Shafto

understand that the thing couldn't come oflF because

I was so beastly exacting. ' Your daughter is will-

ing to do anjlhing in reason or out of reason to

please you,' I shall say to him ;
' but you don't ex-

pect her to tell lies, I hope. If she can't manage

to fall in love with a man who's as ugly as sin, and

if the ugly man won't marry her unless she falls

in love with him—why, it's pretty clear who
is to blame.' If that don't shut him up and

make him ashamed of himself, I don't know what

will."

Not many of us have the wit or the opportunity

to form an accurate judginent of those with whom
we habitually consort. A considerable number of

people knew Lord Loddondale intimately and some

of them liked him ; but they would one and all

have laughed at the idea that there was anything

approaching to magnanimity or Quixotry in his

whole composition.

(
To be continued.^

WHEN WE ARE ALL ASLEEP.

I.

When we are all asleep who dance, and sing.

Laugh through the summer hours, and roses

fling,

List to the nightingale at ev'ning hour.

Or sweetly willing yield to Love's soft pow'r

;

When we are all asleep, and sing no more

—

Will this glad world be joyous as before?

II.

• When we are all asleep, with tired eyes.

As infants weary when the daylight dies,

And night is round us, but no sighing air.

Stillness, and peace, and darkness ev'rywhere,

Will the buds blossom, and the cuckoo call,

Thouifh on our ears no more the music fall ?

in.

AVhen we are all asleep, will footsteps come

Soft by our bed o'er which the wild bees hum ?

\\'ill lovers whisper, and unheeding pass.

Hand clasped in hand, amid the wa\ing grass ?

What matter ! In our ears perchance will be

Voices and footfalls of Eternitv.

R. S. HiCHEXS.
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HERE is a house

in Florence be-

fore which we
all linger—not

only for its size

and majesty,

nor yet that it is four hundred years old, but

because it speaks to us more than any other

of that most brilliant moment in her story

which we call the age of the Medici. During

two centuries this palace was the town house of

that gifted race whose names we remember to-day

less for their exalted station and wide political

influence than for the genuine love of art and

letters which made Florence the centre of the

highest intellectual life the world had seen since

the days of Greece. " I think," says our old

friend the chronicler, Philippe de Comines, in

his na'/f fashion, " I think this family of the

Medici must be the greatest there ever was in

the world."

The house itself stands at the corner of the Via

Larga, between that street and the square of S.

Lorenzo. All around are monuments of the great

old days. Close by is the ancient basilica, rebuilt

ij (juLuX.

in Renaissance style by Brunellesco, and intimately

associated with the domestic history of the Medici

—the church where they were wedded and buried,

and where with scrupulous piety they never failed to

perform solemn acts of worship on every important

occasion in their lives. There is the library which

Michael Angelo built to receive the Medici collec-

tions, and which still bears Lorenzo's name. There

are the Chapel of the Princes, and the Tombs with

those four immortal types of Dawn and Evening,

of Day and Night, into which that mighty sculptor
j

worked all the passion of his soul. The street on the!

other side is the old Via Larga which leads straight!

to San Marco, the convent which Cosimo de' Medicil

built for the Dominicans of Fiesole, and where h^

loved to talk with saintly brother Antonino

watch Angelico paint seraphs and Madonnas oi

the walls of his cell. In that church of San Marco,!

fifty years later, another friar, Girolamo Savonarola

])reached his first Lent sermons, and all Florenc

crowded to hear the man who was in the end t^
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work the downfall of the Medici. And there, dose

under the church, were the gardens laid out by

Cosimo, and adorned with choice antiques, where

one day II Magnifico found young Buonarotti at

work on his marble mask.

To-day the old historic names are changed. The

Via Larga, which played so great a part in Floren-

tine story, is now Via Cavour, and the Cornerhouse

is known as Palazzo Riccardi, from the family who

bought it in the seventeenth century of the Medici

grand dukes, and lived there until it became

national property in 1814. But, outivardly at

least, its aspect is little altered. These huge

blocks of rough-hewn stone, so picturesque in their

broad effects of light and shade, these heavy iron

rings, which held banners and torches at festival

times, are the same as they were in Cosimo's days.

Ages have rolled by, generations have come and

gone, like the April roses which the flower-girls sell

at the corner of the street, without leaving so much

as a scar on the brave old walls. It was well to

build them strong and massive, for four centuries

ago the streets of Florence were often the scene of

tumult and bloodshed, and many a time the Via

Larga rang to the cries of rival factions. Now it

was Vivaiio le palle

!

—those red balls in the

Medici arms which unkind tongues who sneered at

their descent from a physician called pills—then

again, Abbassan lepalu ! " Down with the Medici
!

"

Popular favour was a fickle thing in Florence,

as Cosimo had good reason to know, seeing lie

was lately returned from exile when he emplo)ed

Michelozzo to build him this house, and chose his

plan as more suitable to the rank of a private

citizen than the splendid one prejjared by

Brunellesco. All the same, Michelozzo's humbler

dwelling had but few rivals, and remains to this

day one of the noblest palaces in Florence. Above

the bold and lofty basement he placed two ujjper

stories, built of smaller stones, with elegant arched

windows divided by slender columns, and crowned

the whole with that rich overhanging cornice,

which, rising high above the surrounding walls,

catches the golden sunset glow long after the rest

of the street is left cold and grey. The large

windows of the lower story were added a century

later by Michael Angelo, who invented the pro-

jecting iron gratings known as kneeling windows by

the I'lorentines. But the iron rings which now
hang rusty from the wall were the work of an

earlier artist, the blacksmith Niccolo " Caparr^"

His real name wasGrosso, but he earned the surname

from his fixed habit of refusing to work excejjting

for ready money, and referred all customers to the

sign of blazing account-books which hung at the

door of his shop. Niccolo was a great character

in his time, and is said to have amused Lorenzo de

Medici one day by keeping him waiting in the cold

at his door while lie served his less illustrious
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ANTERX OF KICCOLO

"CAPARRO."

customers. As a worker

in iron he had no rival

in Florence, and the ex-

quisitely wrought lantern

which still hangs at the

corner of the palace is

as much a thing of beauty

as the frescoes within.

Tf the needs of the

time gave all Florentine

palaces a certain grim

and fortress-like appear-

ancCj the decoration of

the inner court allowed

of greater variety.

Michelozzo surrounded

this one with graceful

arcades in classical style

like the cloisters he had

already built for San

Marco, and adorned

them with a frieze of

beautiful medallions copied from antique bas-

reliefs. Both these and the famous statue of

David, which stood in the centre of the court, were

the work of another great Florentine, Donatello,

whom Cosimo counted among his dearest friends,

and who, dying two years after his noble patron,

begged with his last breath to be buried by his side.

" Since our souls were together in life, let our

bodies lie together in death." And so they laid

him in San Lorenzo, near that plain slab of porphyry

•which bears the name—" Cosimo de' Medici, Pater

patriee."

But all the most renowned artists and thinkers

of the day enjoyed the friendship and help of this

lemarkable man, who was never so happy as when

he could escape from the cares of business and

study Plato m the olive-groves of Fiesole or Careggi.

P'or those were the days of the true Renaissance,

when the enthusiasm for revived learning was at its

height, and even in his old age Cosimo devoted

every spare moment to the cultivation of his mind.

" Yesterday," he writes to Marsilio Ficino, to whom
he had entrusted the education of his young grand-

sons, Lorenzo and Giuliano, " I arrived at Careggi,

i not so much to improve my fields as myself. Let

j
me see you, Marsilio, as soon as possible, arrd fail

not to bring with you the book of our favourite

V\a\o, De Summo Bono." And Ficino, who devoted

his life to the study of philosophy, and is said to

have kept a lamp burning before the bust of Plato

in his rooms in the Medici palace, said as he wept

over the corpse of his generous protector—"I

owe Plato much, but I owe Cosimo more."

While Donatello collected Greek vases and gems

for Cosimo, and Poggio ransacked cloisters and

cities in search of ancient manuscripts to enrich

his library, the first artists of Florence adorned the

halls of the Via Larga house with their works.

Fra Lippi, the gay Carmelite brother, who lived on

the bounty of the I\Iedici, and was always besieging

them with begging letters and pathetic appeals for

help in his poverty, painted his sweetest Madonna
for Cosimo's private chapel.

''
I am glad, brother Lippo, by your leave ! . . . .

I'm my owa master, paint now as I please

—

Having a friend, you see, in the Corner-house !
"'

Benozzo Gozzoli, Angelico's best scholar, covered

the walls of the same chapel with frescoes, and

Luca della Robbia, the inventor of a new art,

adorned a whole room

—

il shidietto—ceiling, and

floor, and walls, with the enamelled tiles of

delicate blue and white, and wonderful gar-

lands of fruit and (lowers for which his name

is famous. " A rare thing and very pleasant

for the summer time," wrote Vasari, who had

seen this masterpiece of decorative art which

struck all strangers with the same wonder and

admiration.

The first use Cosimo made of his new palace was

to give the Greek Emperor and Patriarch of the

East a splendid reception when they visited

Florence in 1439 to attend the general council.

With them came the aged scholar Gemisthus Pletho,

whose lectures first led Cosimo to found the Platonic

Academy, and upon the fall of Constantinople,

fourteen years afterwards, many other learned

Greeks found a refuge under the same hospitable

roof

But not all Cosimo's refined tastes, not all the

wonders of art which he gathered around him in

the hous2 of Via Larga could save him from a

melancholy old age. His elder son, Piero the

Gouty, was enfeebled by constant ill-health, and

his younger and favourite child, Giovanni, on whom
his fondest hopes were set, died suddenly one

November night in this house. The blow fell

heavily upon his old father, already disabled by

Ejout and increasing infirmities, and that winter he
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often

iieard to

say as his

servants bore

through the spacious halls :

" This house is too large—too

large for so small a family." And when his wife

asked him why he was so grave and silent, he

replied :
" You take many days to consider what

you will carry with you when you leave town and

move to Careggi ; I, too, have many things to

think of now, for I am going to set out on a

longer journey."

Tiiat summer they went to Careggi, and there, in

his favourite villa at the foot of Monte Morello's

purple slopes, Cosimo died, listening even on his

death-bed to the words of Plato.

His son and successor, Piero, lived but a short

time, and it was in the days of his grandson,

Lorenzo il Magoifico, that the glory of the Corner-

house reached its highest point. Then the most

sumptuous banquets and fifes were held within

these halls. There was no end to the dancing

and masquerades, the torchlight processions and

serenades and carnival-plays, which lasted for days

and weeks together ; and strangers came from far

and wide to see tlie splendours of the Medici

palace.

Ikic, on the

4th of June, 1469,

Loren/os Romin bride,

Clarice Orsini, was received

with gicnt blowing of trumpets,

with triumph il arches, ind those

agniticent spectacles dear to Floren-

hearts. The chroniclers of the day

in recording every detail of these

wedding festivities, which lasted for three days,

and were the most splendid ever known in

Florence. A thousand guests, they tell us,

were feasted in the Medici palace, and while

the most illustrious guests sat at the table with

Piero and Lorenzo in Michelozzo's court, Mona
Lucrezia received the matrons in her chamber,

and the bride and her thirty bridesmaids were

served by nobly-born pages in the gardens. A
ball-room hung with tapestries and brocades, and

decorated by the best artists, was set up for the

occasion in the street, and here music and dancing,

and talking and present-giving went on till a late

hour, and all who went and came were royally enter-

tained, until at length, one writer confesses, every

one was fairly tired out with feasting and revel

Again, it was from these doors a few years lat^

that Lorenzo's brother, the young and brilliant

Giuliano, rode out in his suit of gold brocade aiij

shining silver armour, his cap sown with pearb

and rubies, his horse's trappings glittering witji

jewels, to the tournament held in his honour on the

Piazza Santa Croce, and celebrated by Poliziano Ui

his poem. There, before the eyes of his lady, the belh
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Simo!teUi7, whose portrait, painted by Botticelli, and

preserved among the most precious treasures in the

guardaroba of the Medici, is familiar to us all, he

bore away the prize amidst the acclamations of the

populace, who adored him. A year afterwards

Simonetta died in the flower of her beauty, and was

borne to her grave with uncovered face followed by

weeping multitudes, while Lorenzo and his friends

lamented her untimely fate in elegies and sonnets.

And on the same day of the following year her

lover, Giuliano, fell treacherously murdered at a

solemn celebration of mass in the Duomo. That

terrible evening the Via Larga was thronged with a

wild concourse of people maddened with grief and

rage, and Lorenzo, who had himself narrowly

escaped alive, appeared at the palace windows, and

by his presence of mind and eloquence decided

the fate of the day. The conspirators perished

miserably, and from that moment Lorenzo was

supreme in Florence.

The feasting and dancing began again, and every

visit paid by an illustrious stranger, every marriage

in the family, became the occasion of these more

than royal banquets, which dazzled the eyes of the

people if they left the treasury empty, and too often

degenerated into scenes of riot and licence.

Scholars and philosophers, painters and sculptors,

had their part in these festivities, and were ever

among the men whom
Lorenzo delighted to

honour. Here on Plato's

birthday, November

7th, the members of

the Academy, nine in

number, like the Mu-
ses, held their sympo-

sium, and read Phado

or talked of Socrates

till break of day. A
few of these, notably

his old tutor Ficino,

Poliziano the poet, and

that "marvellous boy,"

Pico della Mirandola,

I
the Phcenix of the age,

\vere Lorenzo's chosen

i:rinipanion, and sel-

dom left Iiis side.

Charming are the pic-

tures they have given

us of the interior of the Via Larga palace on those

ordinary days when, throwing state aside, he sat

clad in a simple violet suit like any plain citizen at

the head of his table, surrounded by the members
of his family and a itw intimate friends. One after

the other they dropped in, taking their places in

the order of their arrival, so that young Michael

Angelo, who had rooms in the palace, but was only

a student in the ^ledici gardens, often sat next to

the Magnifico himself, while Lorenzo's own sons

were at the further end of the table. When the

meal was over Lorenzo conversed with his guests

in the most genial and friendly manner, sonnets were

recited, ton mots passed round, impromptu verses

and epigrams repeated by every one in turn, 01

else one of the company, Angelo Poliziano or Leo
Battista Alberti, would sing a canzone of his own
composing, and accompany himself on the lute or

viol. For music played a great part in these

pleasant gatherings, and Squarcialupi the organ-

builder and musician was often among the guests.

Lorenzo himself played and sang his own poems,

and his children were no less accomplished. His

daughter Lucrezia sang and recited the i-(7«s(7«/com-

posed by her grandmother, and we find Poliziano

writing to Lorenzo to tell him how " our Piero

"

has surprised him by a musical perforance in his

chamber. And "lo and behold he sang so well

.^^^7

SAN LORENZO.
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and sweetly for a moment I thought I heard your

Magnificence himself! " And Lorenzo's second

son, Cliovanni, better known in after days as Pope

I-eo X., retained all his life the passion for music and

acting which he had first shown in his Florentine

home. No wonder the strangers who came to

visit Lorenzo went away charmed, especially if they

were themselves men of taste and culture like the

German Duke Ebcrhard of Wurtemburg, who in

14S2 spent a few days in Florence on his way to

Rome. Lorenzo, finding a congenial guest in

this foreign prince, himself did the honours of his

])alace, and showed him tl.e noble halls with their

tapestries and pictures, the vast stores of gold and

silver plate of exquisite workmanship, the immense

collection of Greek vases and gems, of cameos

and medals, numbering, we are told, in all several

thousands. Then he led him through the gardens

with their fountains, their orange and citron groves

and terraces where supper was served on festive

days, and showed him the stables, a department in

which Lorenzo took especial interest, priding him-

self on the pure breed of his horses and falcons.

But what pleased Duke Eberhard more than all

was the library with its priceless treasures of rare

books and ancient manuscripts. There Lorenzo

showed him the wonderful illuminated missal

painted by the best Florentine masters and bound

in crystal and silver, which his old tutor, Messer

Gentile Becchi, had presented to his bride Clarice

on her wedding-day, and the yet more precious

volume of Dante, printed only the year before and

illustrated by the hand of Sandro Botticelli. "These

are indeed riches," the Duke exclaimed in his de-

light, upon which Lorenzo with a smile led him

into another chamber where his children were

assembled, three handsome boys of different ages,

and four fair-faced maidens simply clad, as was

their habit, in robes of plain stuff, who clung

timidly to their mother's side. "These," he said with

a gay smile, " Duke, these are the greater treasures

after all—you know liheri ak better than lil>)i."

But these golden days were not to last long.

Lorenzo's health, never robust, became rapidly

worse as he reached middle age, and neither the

skill of the physicians nor the baths and waters

that they prescribed could cure the slow fever

which consumed his strength and brought him to

his grave in the prime of life. Like other public

men he had long cherished a dream of giving up

the reins of government to his son Piero and

spending his remaining years in literary pursuits

and the society of his learned friends. But these

leisure days never came.

"He has lived long enough to win immortal

fame," said King Ferdinand of Naples when they,

told him Lorenzo was dead, " but too short a lime

for the peace of Italy
"

Even before his death it was plain that troubles

were coming and that the changeful humour of the

Florentines was only kept in check by the force of

his personal influence. Already the lavish expen-

diture of the last few years and the general laxity

of morals had produced a reaction. A new figure

had come upon the scene, that of a Dominican

friar whose rugged features and fiery eye are familiar

to us in the portraits painted by his disciples, a

monk who dared to be independent of the great

man at the Corner-house, dared to stand up boldly

before that generation and reason of righteousness,

temperance, and judgment to come.

" The fashion of this world passeth away, ' was

the burden of his cry. That cry rang through the

halls of Via Larga, startling the singers and plea-

sure-seekers with its note of solemn warning.

Stran2;e was the fascination it had for the members of
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that brilliant company. Scholars and philosophers,

steeped to the lips in pagan lore, painters and poets

and sculptors, one by one they left their books and

their art to listen to the stern voice of the prophet.

" Repent, for the kingdom of Heaven is at hand."

Lorenzo's dearest and closest companions were

fired by the new enthusiasm. Pico, the marvellous

Pico, seized with what Giorgio Vasari calls in his

contemptuous way the strange frenz}', became a

zealous //(7o;w;/(?, Sandro Botticelli gave up painting

Greek myths and pagan goddesses to devote his art

to holy subjects, and Michael Angelo listened to

the Frate's sermons and remembered them when he

lay dying, far on in the next century.

The Magnifico himself was too busy with his

political schemes to pay much heed to the new

preacher, and only smiled when he was told how

the Prior of San Marco refused to pay him homage,

and would not leave his work to walk with him in

the gardens. But all the same when he was dying

out at Careggi, and could talk philosophy and

literature no more with Pico and Poliziano as they

wept beside his bed, he sent for Savonarola and

implored his blessing.

One of the last festivals held in the Medici

palace took place in the spring of 1492, when

Giovanni, Lorenzo's second son, was invested with

the Cardinal's hat. Conscious of failing health,

Lorenzo had toiled night and day to obtain this

exalted dignity for his son, and now that his ambi-

tion was at length satisfied, and that he welcomed

in the boy Cardinal the youngest member of the

Sacred College, he was too ill to share in the public

rejoicings held in honour of the event.

A week afterwards he moved to the villa, but

neither the pure mountain air, nor the potions of

melted pearls and gems prescribed by the new

doctor from Pavia could save the dying man, and

he expired on the 8th of April. To the last he

retained a spark of the old wit and gaiety. When
Poliziano asked him how he felt, he said with a

smile, "As a dying man feels." And when he

embraced his beloved Pico he said with a sigh :

" ^^ould I had lived to finish our library."

I'iiat April day there was mourning and lamenta-

tion in the house of Via Larga, and consternation

in Florence. The lightning which struck the

lantern of the Duomo, the ball which fell from

Ihe Medici shield, the meteors which flashed over

Careggi and the Corner-house, all spoke in pro-

phetic language of coming woes. And before long

these evil omens came true.

Two short years and Lorenzo's unworthy son

Piero fled in hot haste from the council hall where

the doors were closed in his face, and the same night

the young Cardinal escaped in a friar's habit over

the Apennines. The Medici were expelled from

the city walls, and on the 9th of November, 1494,

the French armies entered Florence. Then the

palace which had been the home of art and learn-

ing became a prey to hordes of savage soldiery.

Greek statues, vases, cameos, a thousand rare and

precious things perished in the general confusion.

The library which Cosimo and Lorenzo had been

at such pains, to collect was scattered, and it was

only owing to the exertions of Savonarola, who
purchased a number of the most valuable manu-

scripts for his convent, that a remnant was preserved.

It was a dark day for the lovers of art and letters
;

and we may rejoice to think that two at least of

Lorenzo's most intimate friends were spared the

horrible sight. His tried and faithful companion

Poliziano had died a few weeks before, singing

snatches of the elegy which he had written on

Lorenzo's death.

" So mourns the widowed turtle, so chaunts the
dying swan."

And Pico, the most brilliant, the most love-

able of all that illustrious circle, Pico died at

the early age of thirty-four, on the very day that

Charles VHL entered Florence. He breathed liis

last in the arms of Savonarola, and was buried,

robed in Dominican garb, agreeably to his dying

wishes, by Poliziano's side, in the convent church

of San Marco.

Charles VHL now took up his abode in the

Medici palace. Here before the King's eyes Piero

Capponi tore in pieces the treaty signed by Piero

de' Medici on behalf of the republic, and when the

indignant monarch threatened to blow his trumpets,

boldly replied : "Then we will ring our bells."

Eighteen years afterwards, when Savonarola's

dream of an ideal state with Christ for its King

had failed, and he had laid down his life in the lost

cause, the Medici returned to Florence. Then

Cardinal Giovanni came back to the old home as

Pope Leo X., and wept, it is said, as he knelt by

his father's grave in San Lorenzo. Here he enter-

tained the Emperor Charles V., and for a short time

restored the ancient splendour of his father's house.
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At length, after the siege of 1530, when Michael

Angelo defended the republic on the heights of

San Miniate against the armies of the Pope and

Emperor, the liberties of Florence were finally

destroyed, and Lorenzo's great-grandson, Alessan-

dro il Moro, was proclaimed her first Duke. A
few years later he died miserably in this house,

murdered by a treacherous kinsman. With him

the race ot Cosimo came to an end, and the

sovereignty of Florence passed to

another branch of the Medici. A
hundred years later the palace was

sold to the Riccardi, and at the

present lime the house which wit-

nessed so many splendid and

memorable scenes is put to the

common uses of a Government

office.

The wide halls are silent and

deserted now. The voice of song

and melody is hushed, the fine

talkers are gone, there is no one

to be seen but a sleepy porter or

solitary sentry pacing drearily up

and down. Donatello's graceful

frieze still adorns the columns of

tlie courtyard, but his David h.is

long been removed, and a statue

of the murdered Alessandro stands

alone in the bare and desolate

f s \« gardens that were once so gay.

*** Within, a gaudy fresco of the

seventeenth century, by Luca

Giordano, of Naples, decorates the

ceiling of the great gallery. It

represents the triumph of the

Medici, but has little in common

with the glorious old times. If

you want to think of tliese you

must climb another flight of stairs.

They are steep and dark, but tht

journey is well worth the pains,

for they lead straight up to the

old chapel which Michelozzo built

and which Angelico's pupil, 15c

nozzo the Thick-throated, painted

for Cosimo de' Medici. Tin

heaven-souled monk of FiesoK

was already dead, and since hi^

more carnally-minded rival, Erothei

Lippo, was busy at Prato, Piero, who managed thesi.

things for his father, thought himself fortunate to

obtain the services of Benozzo, then lately returned

from Umbria.

But it was summer time, and the Medici were

away at Careggi, enjoying the cool shade ot

cypress and ilex groves, pleasant to eyes wearied

with the hot glare of city streets. So Piero gave

Benozzo his orders, and left him to do the work as
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best he could, only paying liim a visit now and then

when the fancy took him. He was difficult to please,

feeble in health, and, like all his family, fastidious

in his tastes ; and one day, as ill luck would have

it, he took exception to a tiny seraph which the

painter had introduced in a corner of the blue sky,

and gave Benozzo no peace until the offending

cherub had been turned into a white cloud. Then

he got impatient, and said the frescoes must be

finished and the chapel ready by the time the

family returned to town, and as the poor artist was

kept waiting for his wages he found himself so short

of money that he had to ^vrite a humble entreaty

to Piero, begging for the loan of two florins that he

might send to Venice to buy ultramarine for the

sky of his painting. Altogether his task was not

an easy one ; but how well he succeeded we see

by the frescoes which remain to-day in almost

perfect preservation.

The chapel had no window, and was originally

lighted by silver lamps, and even now that Fra

Lippo's Madonna has been removed from the altar

to make room for a window, it needs a bright morn-

ing to do justice to Benozzo's work. Instead of

choosing a series of events from the life of Christ

or the Saints, for his subject, he painted the pro-

cession of the Three Kings from the East on the

chapel walls. We see the long cavalcade winding

its way over the hills, the knights and squires and

pages in shining armour and rich attire, some on

horseback others on foot, holding dogs and leopards

in leash, and chasing the deer down rocky mountain-

paths or through the tangled growth of forest

shades. Cypress and orange trees grow in the

foreground, their dark foliage serving as a foil for

the glittering gems and gorgeous brocades of the

courtly train, and behind them rise the olive-clad

slopes of the painter's Tuscan home. We see the

fruitful gardens and vineyards, the villages nestling

lovingly under the warm hill-side, each with its

white chapel and tall bell-tower, we see the smiling

valleys opening beyond, and far away in the distance

the scarred and tawny clifis of the Apennines.

As we look more closely at the procession many
familiar faces meet us there. We recognize Cosimo's

venerable form and grey hairs, the portly figure of

COURTYARD, PALAZZO 1
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his brother Lorenzo, the keen features of Marsiho

Ficino the Platonist. We see the painter himself

with his name written on his red cap, and Cosimo's

favourite son Giovanni in all the pride of his

splendid manhood. Piero il Gottoso is there too,

and his fair boy Giuliano, and many others whose

names are unknown to us, but who were no doubt

frequent guests at the Medici table. Foremost

among this brilliant throng ride the Three Kings. In

the first we see the portrait of the aged Patriarch of

the Eastern Church whose visit Cosinio desired to

commemorate, in the second that of the Greek

Emperor, John Pateologus. A still deeper interest

attaches to the last of the three, for in this youthful

king with the curly locks and the proud bearing, we

recognize the young Lorenzo, Cosimo's eldest grand-

son, and the hope of all his race, Lorenzo who will

one day be known as 11 Magnifico, and whose

fame will eclipse all the glories of his fathers.

Already we see beside him the green laurel boughs

which future poets were to blend with his name in

song, already he seems conscious of his high destiny

as he rides forth in all his bravery to meet the un-

known future which lies before him. A strangely

pathetic figure to us who know the rest of the story,

and remember the dark and anxious days, the

weary hours of sickness and suffering, and the last

sad evening at Careggi.

So they ride on their way, these Kings from the

far East, seeking the cradle of Bethlehem, till they

reach the hills of Judah where the shepherds are

leaving their flock?, and on either side of the

manger-throne wait ox and ass—this latter the

famous fore-shortened animal which won the

admiration of Benozzo's contemporaries who

thronged to see this latest feat of scientific drawing.

But this is not all. The painter has something

more to say. He has shown us the glory of this

world, the pride of youth and chivalry, the beauty

which fades away as the grass. Now on the east

wall of the sanctuary he unfolds another page, and

shows us the unseen presences which are near us

when we know it least, that

" Spiritual life about the earthly life,"

which was to Benozzo and his brother artists as

real a thing as it was to Dante or to Sav'onarola.

Suddenly the background changes. We have

reached a calmer and more serene region. The

steep cliffs and tangled thickets drop away and

give place to green meadow where pine ainl

cypress grow straight and tall, and roses bloom or.

every bush. Bright-winged birds hover in the

branches, blue-breasted peacocks trail their starr\

tail over the grassy lawn. After the hurry, tli.

movement of the great procession, there is a dec]

hush of repose. This is the Paradise of the poct-

dream—the divine forest watered by crystal stream

where the new day sheds its soft radiance, an 1

waves of heavenly song rise and fall on the lumini

air. Here the blessed spirits sing for joy as tl

move to and fro, picking the flowers which grow ;:

the long grass at their feet, here God's angels tc' t

the blossoms of His garden, and gather handfuls n

roses tiiat can never die. On either side of the

altar, where of old was Lippi's picture of the

Madonna and Child, four seraph groups give theii

whole soul to the work of praise. Half of thim
stand with upturned faces and wide-parted h;r

pouring out their hearts in preans of celestial rapture

while on the radiant aureoles about their brow

we read the words of the angelic song, Gloria i:

cxcehis Deo, el in terra pax. The other half nearer

the throne kneel with bowed heads and foldui

hands in silent worship. Their voices are hushes]

their heads bent in deep and lowly adoration, bu

each face grows lovelier as it comes nearer to th>

child Christ, and the glories round their forehead

bear the motto

—

Adoramus et glorificamus. A\'i

have reached the Holy of Holies,

" Where round the secret of all spheres

All angels lay their wings to rest," |

and the rapt soul adores

"And knows the silence there for God.''

This was the vision which came to the wear;

painter as he toiled late and early in those ho

summer days when all the world was away fron

Florence, and the ^Medici were taking their ease ii

villeggia/itra.

" God knows," he wrote to Piero, " I have ni

other thought in my heart but how best to perfec

my work and render it complete in every part. I

I fail it will be from lack of knowledge, not fron

want of zeal."

And so his work has endured for all time. AloH'

among the once countless treasures of the Medic

palace his frescoes remain to show us how good an(

gracious and divine a thing was that old art o

Florence.
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XXV.

CAPTURE OF DAVID VANE.

DAVID was white and agitated. Pirtle was

self-possessed, serious, conciliatory.

• How do you do, David ?" be said, putting out

his hand, to which the boy mechanically yielded

his trembling fingers. " I am glad I have found

you so readily. It is a matter of urgent necessity

that brings me ; we must get the next train back."

David did not speak. He felt his friends draw-

ing near, but he could not free his eyes from the

ifascination of Pirtle's, even to give a glance at

IHuldah pressing with alarmed and eager sympathy

to his side.

" Your mother—" said Pirtle, and checked himself

as if there was something dreadful to come, which

he did not wish to speak. " If you wish to see her

alive, you must go with me at once," he added after

a pause, watching the effect of his words on David.

"What's the matter with my mother?" the boy

spoke up quickly. He was pallid still, but alarm

for her had suddenly taken the place of any fear he

felt on his own account, and loosed his tongue.

"The doctor isn't quite decided what, but is

inclined to think it is pneumonia," said Pirtle, in

1 singularly steady tone of voice.

" But you had a letter from her only yesterday !

"

;ried Huldah, at David's side.

' That must have been written the day before
;

:he day she was taken sick," said Pirtle, not at all

lisconcerted. " Didn't she speak of feeling unwell ?

she had been ailing almost a week."

" No ; she seemed as well as ever," replied

David, in a whirl of emotions, terror for his mother,

distrust of Pirtle, and a more or less clear per-

ception that this was a device for getting him back

to Boston. " Did she ask you to come for me ?
''

" You don't suppose I would have left her if she

hadn't wished it, do you ?" returned Pirtle. "It

seemed the only way of getting you there in time ;

it may be late as it is."

Poor David stood panting, not knowing what to

believe.

"Don't you go! Don't you stir an inch!''

Huldah whispered in his ear.

" I should think she would have sent somebody

else, somebody I know and can—" trust, David

was about to say ; but, afraid of offending the man

whose evidence of temper he knew so well, he

added— " so that you could have stayed with her."

" That's what I think too !

" broke in Mrs. Top-

thorne, advancing energetically, one hand still

holding by its corners the apron loaded with apples.

" I read Ruth's letter, and—excuse me, Mr. Pirtle

I can't believe she is lying at the point of death."

" Mother ! mother !

" interposed the conciliatory

deacon, leaving the pole leaning in the tree, while

Cobble looked down with wondering eyes and

parted lips from his ladder.

'• I don't care," said Mrs. Topthorne, " I'll say

just what I think !
" She let slip the corners of her

apron, and spilled the bouncing apples suddenly at

the feet of the somewhat astonished Pirde. " David,

don't you be troubled about your mother. She

v.-ouldn't have sent for you in this way, ne\er in

this world !

"

' It doesn't seem to me she would," articu-

lated David, a gleam of hope and resolve falling

with the sunshine on his pale and troubled face.
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'• I would go in a minute if I thought she wanted

me.'
" You will go as it is," remarked Pirde quietly.

" You'll think better of it presently. I can't return

without you, you see, David."

Under all this mildness of speech and manner

was plainly to be seen the iron will of the man who

meant to be obeyed. David did not stir, but

turned his eyes from Mrs. Topthorne to the deacon

in a sort of mute appeal.

" I never had the honour of your acquaintance,

Mr. Pirtle," said Mr. Topthorne, with a worried

expression. " I am your wife's uncle, and tem-

porarily the guardian—by his own choice—of her

son here."

" Mr. Topthorne," said I'irtle, with a short nod

under his light felt hat-brim, " happy to make your

acquaintance.

'

'• I thought it my duty to write to you once

about him," the deacon went on ;
" and you took

an unfair advantage of the information 1 gave you.

Now I hope you are not doing any other unjusti-

fiable thing, Mr. Pirtle."

"I know what I'm about," replied the captain,

beginning to show the dogged stubbornness of his

disposition. '' I've come for this boy at a great

sacrifice, and go he must. Come, David."

Now for the first time he laid his hand on the

boy's ami, grasping it firmly.

" Will you let him take me against my will ?
"

cried out David, hanging back.

" No, no !
" said the agitated deacon. " He

won't do that ! he won't do that !

"

But Pirtle was doing it all the while, clasping

not the boy's arm only, but also his waist, and

forcing him along tow.irds the front gate.

" It will be all right with him as soon as he gets

home," he said, in answer to Mrs. Topthorne's

angry protestations. " He'll be glad enough then

I took him. If he has any clothing he will need,

you can get it for him, and hand it to him in the

Thereupon Huldah, who had appeared quite be-

side herself with fear and anger and resentment,

conceived an idea.

' I'll get what things he will need." she said, and

left tugging at David's arm to run forward into the

house and through it.

David couldn't understand why she should de-

sert him in that way. Nobody seemed to be doing

anything for him. Cobble had come down from

his ladder, but stood staring in stupid bewilderment,

without raising a rescuing hand ; but Mrs. Topthorne

showed very manly energy, so to speak, at this crisis.

'• Why will you let him r" she demanded of the

men. " Deacon ! Calvin ! why don't you knock

him down ? If you don't, I will !

"

She seemed even on the point of throwing herself

upon David's captor, when her husband interposed.

" No, no, mother ! keep within the law ! We'll

find a remedy, without committing an assault.

Pirtle, I believe you are laying yourself liable

You'd better stop I Consider what you're doing '

"

The captain was past considering anything but

his own violent determination to take David away

at all hazards. While the others were protesting,

he was dragging his captive to the gate.

." If I was a man, you wouldn't do it !

" cried

Mrs. Topthorne excitedly :
" or if I had a man to

stand by me. If ever I blamed David for running

away from you, I don't blame him now. I did

think he exaggerated when he told what sort of a

man you are ; but I see he told only the truth."

" Mother ! mother ! you make matters worse by

talking that way," said the timid Topthorne.

" Can I make them worse than they are ? " cried

the exasperated woman. " I'm a peaceable sort

of person, but when I do get my back up, folks

may as well take care, if they know what's good

for themselves
!

"

" That's so," said Calvin.

" No boy can live with you," she went on wit!

flaming eyes. " David here couldn't, and Davk

Crane couldn't; and they are both good boys

]3avid here's the very best boy I ever saw. Yoi

never would have had any trouble with him if yov

had treated him decently. I ain't quick to take

fancy to people, and I don't do things rash—no

very often ; so, when he first come, I considered hi

was probably more than half to blame, and W
thought it best to let you know. But it's diflferen;

now. You've kept the other David all summer

and just as we are getting to set by this one as i

he was our own son, you come and take him a

you would a dog !

'

" Thank you. Aunt Topthorne !
" cried David

"I'll never forget this of you. And don't b

afraid ; I'm not !

"
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Present resistance seemed to be useless. But he

was full of determination to resist with all his might

when the moment he was watching for should

arrive. ]\Ieanwhile Pirtle had ceased parleying, and

they neared the gate.

All at once came from beyond it a sharp girlish

"Get up," followed by the crack of a whip and the

sudden clack of wheels.

" Seems to me there's your boss a-runnin' away !

''

remarked Calvin Cobble.

" Everything runs away from you, boys and

horses," said Mrs. Topthorne exultantly ;
" and

you can't blame 'em !

"

"Who did that?" roared out Pirtle in a fury.

'I did!'' cried Huldah excitedly, flourishing

the whip.

" Huldy ! Huldy !
" remonstrated the deacon,

" what have you done ! He'll tear the trap to

ii pieces." For the horse was galloping down the

road with the rattling gig at his heels.

" I'm glad of it 1 Then he can't put Davy into

it !

" cried the girl in wild glee.

" Give me that whip !
" shouted the captain,

dragging David after him into the road.

Instead of complying, Huldah flung the whip as

far as she could after the departing horse.

" Takes Huldy to outwit 'em, arter all !
" said

Calvin Cobble,, rubbing his husky hands.

Pirtle hauled David to the s])0t where lay the

whip, which he seized.

' Will you walk ? " he asked threateningly.

" Walk where ? " said David.

" With me ; after that horse," replied Pirtle.

'•' Never !
" said David. " Maybe you can drag

nie or carry me, but you can't make me walk one

step."

" We'll see !

" said Pirtle. He pulled a cord from

his pocket, and set out to tie the boy's hands be-

hind him. David resisted, and in the struggle was

thrown ujion the ground.

"Keep off!" The captain, on one knee be-

side him, menaced with the whip the others pressing

near—the good deacon, much as he dreaded strife,

and even the hulking irresolute Cobble, coming to

the rescue.

Huldah caught hold of the whip from behind,

while her mother threw herself on the upraised

arm. David, putting forth all his strength, man-

aged to draw up one foot and brace it against the

ponderous chest bending over him. But before

he could make use of this advantage, Pirtle suddenly

rela.xed his hold, dropped the whip, put out one

hand as if to support himself, threw up the other

with a clutching movement at his throat, and settled

over in a helpless sort of way upon the roadside.

XXVI.

THE CAPTAIN LOSE.S HIS BET.

In' a few minutes Huldah, mounted on her father's

best horse (she was a practised rider), was galloping

for the nearest doctor. She stopped but once on

the way ; that was when she found a horse, without

a driver, but with a gig attached, standing with his

halter under his feet, in the middle of the highway.

Glad to know that no accident had happened to

either the animal or the vehicle, she tied up the

halter which appeared to have stopped him, turned

him about, and started him on a walk with his face

towards home ; then once more went on her way
to the doctor's.

Meanwhile Captain Pirtle lay unconscious,

.stricken down for a second time with apoplexy.
" David," said Mrs. Topthorne, " your mother

ought to know."

" I was just wondering if I could get the train

to-night," David replied.

"Seems to me that would be a useless expense,"

said the economical deacon. " Can't we send word
just as well ?

"

' It will be hard for her, anyway," said David.

"To see me will be some comfort." His voice

trembled and his eyes filled.

" I think he is right," said Mrs. Topthorne.
" ' Vhat's a little expense at such a time ? By going

to-night, he can bring her by the first train in the

morning."

" I wish we had that horse and gig all safe !
" said

the deacon. " I don't want to have any damage to

pay for Huldy's trick ; it'll be a perty job if I do !

"

" Here comes the horse now ! " cried David
;

"and the trap ! It happens all right ; I'll drive him

back to his owner, and take the train."

Ruth Pirtle kept her supper-table waiting long

that evening. She hardly knew, in these days,

whether he for whom it was set would come early

or late, if indeed he came at all. While listening for

his heavy foot at the door, a lighter one came
bounding up the steps ; a hand tried the latch ; it

yielded ; and a moment later mother and son fell

into each other's arms.
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" Mamma '.

"

" David 1 my child ! my boy '.

"

She held him from her to look at him ; she

snatched him again to her bosom ; she kissed his

cheek and forehead and hair ; she was convulsed

with love and joy.

" But where do you come from ? " she

asked.

"I left Uncle Topthorne's this afternoon," said

David.

" Come in—let me look at you— I can't realize

it yet ? " She held his hands and devoured him

with her fond eyes. There was something strange

in his manner. " My son ! what is the matter ?

Have you had any trouble with Uncle George's

folks ?
'

" Not a bit. They are very good to me ; and I

am getting to be a great farmer," he answered as

cheerily as he could.

" Then you haven't come home to stay ?
"

"Only a little while. I must go back to-

morrow."

A look of pain came into her face.

" But if Mr. Pirtle knows—and I am e.\pecting

him in at any moment !

"

" He won't come to-night," said David, taking

her hand again, as they stood in the little sitting-

room. " I have seen him, mamma."
" Seen him ! where ? " said the startled

mother.

" At Uncle Topthorne's," said David. She

could only echo his words, and look her astonish-

ment. " He is there now ; I came down in his

place."

" Oh ! what is it ? " cried Ruth, for a strange

trembling had seized David.

" Dear mamma ! I am so glad to see you '. my
good, my blessed mother ! Yes, something has

happened to him. And I have come to take you

back with me in the morning."

So David broke the news to Ruth, who received

it after all calmly, scarcely speaking, but only

clasping her boy to her breast in silence and with

tears. They sat and talked until late in the night,

pouring out their love and confidence to each

other, then separated ; and early in the following

morning set off together on their journey.

Again David sped from the city to the country,

but with far different emotions from those he felt

on his first trip, more than half a yenr before. He

was not alone this time ; the mother he had then

left behind now sat beside him in the car, and

he was her protector. No relentless step-father

was expected in pursuit, but they were going to

him.

At the village wliere they left the train Huldah

was found waiting with the one-liorse waggon.

" I am glad it is you, Huldah ! " said David,

running to meet her.

" They let me come because I am little and we

can all ride." Huldah laughed with her gladsome

face, but grew serious as she looked at Ruth.

" And Mr. Pirtle ? " David whispered.

' He doesn't know anybody yet," she replied ;

'• and they don't think he ever will."

David went back to his mother with the news.

"And this is our little Huldah," he said, calling

the young girl to them.

In those serious eyes, in that countenance full of
i

sweetness and tender interest, Ruth could hardly

believe she saw the pert Huldah, of whose merry
i

ways David in his letters had told so much. But

she was all the better pleased to see the softer side

of the girl's character ; and they were friends

at once.

Arrived at .Mr. Topthorne's house, Mrs. Top-

thorne came out to meet them, and welcomed Ruth

with evidences of emotion in her plain, sincere

face, quite remarkable in that undemonstrative

woman.
" David is our boy now as well as yours,"

she said, smiling tremulously ;
" and his home is

yours."

When told that Mr. Pirtle had breathed his last

about half an hour before, Ruth bowed with meek)

resignation.

" Heaven be merciful to him ! " she murmured.
" Heaven be merciful to us all ! for who is without'

need of mercy ?"

" Not one ! not one !

" said a solemn voice ; and

Deacon Topthorne came forward and took lu;

hand. " I never so realized before the folly <-i

living for the things of this world ! It's an awfu

warning 1

"

The deep fountains of his nature bursting uj

through the surface of his hard and narrow life, ht

added, pressing her hand again, '-You will neve

be without a home while I live, Ruth. Wife an

I have saved, and saved ; now, thank Heaven, wi

have enoueh for all."

I
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XXVII.

AFTERWARDS.

Ruth was deeply comforted by this reception.

Yet it was not her nature, and it was never her sad

lot, to accept favours which she could not repay.

She had some property of her own, after Pirtle's

death (during his previous illness he had gratefully

made a will in her favour) ; better still, she had

helpful hands, and a spirit that shed blessedness

wherever she moved. Under her influence the old

farm-house became transformed into a tasteful home.

David continued to love the farm, and by his in-

dustry and ingenuity made himself so useful that

Deacon Topthorne often confessed that he didn't

know "what on airth " he should do without him.

He introduced modern improvements which the

deacon invariably opposed at first, then permitted,

and finally approved. The new reaping and

mowing machines, the caps for the haycocks, the

model racks for feeding cattle and saving fodder,

improved breeds of slock, a sugar house, with

boilers designed to economize both labour and fuel,

these, with many other needed reforms, all came

through the young man's sagacity and enterprise.

iHe did what Mr. Topthorne and his neighbours

had never thought of doing : he made farming more

attractive as well as productive, relieving it of that

iull routine which gives farmers the dyspepsia, and

ends their sons to seek their fortunes in the great

^ties.

And what became of David Crane ? He van-

shed from sight for a time in the grinding mill of

own life. But the Topthorne household was

avourcd with a very vivid and agreeable glimpse

of him on a memorable occasion. A smart car-

riage driven by a smart young gentleman, turned

up at the gate. He helped an exceedingly nice-

looking young lady to alight, and escorted her to

the front door.

" Rat-tat-tat !
" knocked the young gentleman,

and pulled off his glove, and smiled sweetly upon

the nice young lady.

A charming face, with a freckled nose and bright

blue eyes, appeared at the door, and looked with

surprise and curiosity at the strangers.

" Huldy !

" said the youth, smiling and putting

out his hand, " don't you know me ?
"

" Dave Crane !
" said Huldah,with a joyous laugh.

" It's me, Huldy !
" said Dave—or rather the gem

of a youth that rough diamond had been polished

into. " And this "—with a blush and a stammer

—

'
is Miss Ragg—I mean Mrs. Crane !

"

Huldah laughed again, and kissed the bride, and

called her mother and her husband, as she showed

the visitors into the parlour. Then there were

more exclamations and more kisses. Sturdy David

Vane wrung slender David Crane's hand ; and the

newly married couple were welcomed by the whole

household, which appeared so united, and altogether

so happy, that for a moment Mr. Crane wondered

why he had not been contented, when a boy, to stay

at home and be a farmer.

Only for a moment. Then he turned a fond

look upon Susie, and thought how much he pre-

ferred her to Huldah, who even now made him

blush and feel awkward by looking at him with that

half-amused expression, as if saying to herself, how
green he seemed, after all, beside her own unaffected,

and manlv D.avid !



AT THE ZOO.

VI.

THE MERMAID.

LIVING mermaid

at the Zoo 1 Im-

possible ! You will

tell us next that

there is a unicorn

in the Lion-House,

and that on Mon-

days at four o'clock

they fight for the

crown : that there is

.1 cruel haqiie

among the eagles : that a two-headed snake has

been placed in the Reptile-House : that a young

sphinx has recently been added to the collection :

and that a buzzing chimoera peacefully consumes

second intentions in a vacuum near the southern

gate. Every one knows that the mermaid is a

myth-maid, and lives only in the pages of Hans

Andersen's charming story."

Nevertheless there is a mermaid— a veritable

siren—at the Zoo. And you now have an oppor-

tunity of seeing for yourselves how far the living,

breathing, lettuce-eating reality resembles the beau-

tiful, long-haired, fish-tailed creature of fable and

romance. Come with me to the new Reptile

House.

"That ugly creature the real, original mermaid !

Why, it's more like a porpoise ! You surely cannot

mean to tell us that this creature with its great

swollen bristly lips, its little eyes, its short neck

(where are the long waving hair-tresses ?), its rounded

dun-coloured body, its paddle limbs, its flattened

spoon-shaped tail— this undersized whale, creeping

along the floor of the tank on the tips of its flippers,

tucking in lettuces with its fat blubber lips—)'ou

cannot seriously ask us to suppose that this comically

repulsive fellow is the mermaid of science and

sober fact?
''

Yes ! This curious creature and its allies seem \

to be the organic centres of the mermaid and siren

stories. They are indeed called by scientific men

the Sirenia. And this is not the only instance in

which the naked reality, stripped of the investiture of

myth and poesy, is discovered after all to be dull

and commonplace. It would seem that the manatee

of the Atlantic—of which this living mermaid at the

Zoo is a young example, about a j-ear old and three

feet seven long—and the dugong of the Indian

Ocean have a way of raising themselves head and

shoulders out of the water. The mother is said

moreover to hold the young to her breast with

those curious mobile flipper arms. These were the

facts obser\-ed. A warm imagination did the rest.

The mermaid having thus fallen from her high

estate, there only remains to make the best of her

as she really is. She may not be so beautiful as

she has been painted (a fact not altogether unpre-

cedented), but she is not without a certain special

interest of her own.

At first sight you might think that the manatee

was an undersized whale ; and the great anatomist

Cuvier thought so too. He divided the whales into

two families. The manatee and its allies he called

herbivorous whales : the rest he described as ordin-

ary whales or blowers. But there are so many

important points of difference between the sirens,

and the true whales, that zoologists are noi»

agreed in placing the former in a group by them-

selves. The general similarity of external form is;

probably due to their both leading an aquatic life'

under somewhat similar conditions.

You will notice that the nostrils of the manatee-

each shaped like a crescent moon with the horns ol

the crescent upwards—are placed near the uppei

margin of the swollen muzzle, and that they ar«

some little distance apart. They can be kept closec
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while the creature is under water, but open when it

rises to the surface to breathe every two or three

minutes. The nostrils of the whales are in a differ-

ent and very peculiar position. They are on the

top of the head, and are very often united into a

common spiracle. The whale can stay under water

a long while, much longer than the manatee, but

it must at length come to the surface to breathe, for

it cannot respire the air dissolved in the water as the

fishes do ; and when the hot pent-up breath comes

out into the cold air of the northern latitudes it

condenses into a cloud of fog-spray, which looks

from a distance like a jet or column of water. This

is called the spouting of whales. I have seen them

spouting in the North Atlantic, and it looks very

much as if they were spouting up water, but it is

really only the condensed breath together with

some spray carried up with it that one sees. In

most animals—in ourselves for example—the wind-

pipe coming from the lungs opens by a slit-like

aperture into the top of the throat. But in the

whale it is prolonged into a tube which, passing up

from the floor to the roof of the great cavern-mouth,

is thrust into the passage leading straight up through

the front of the head to the spiracle. Whereas

therefore in us and in the great majority of air-

breathers the breath conies up from the lungs into

the back of the mouth cavity, and then passes out

from the mouth cavity to the nostrils through the

nasal passages above the palate, in the whale the

breath need not enter the mouth cavity at all, but

is carried up by the tube into the nasal passages at

once, and so to the spiracles. There is however

no arrangement of this sort in the manatee.

In the paddle both of the whales and sirens, all

the parts of our own upper limbs are represented

—

the arm, the fore-arm, the wrist, and the hand. But

in the whales the arm and forearm are very much

shortened, the fingers, or some of them, are flattened

and elongated, and are completely embedded in

flesh and skin, so as to form a paddle. The nails

or claws which the fingers of a hand generally bear

have quite disappeared. The bones are moreover

so locked together that the paddle can only be

moved from the shoulder joint. In the manatee

however, though the arm is paddle-shaped it is

capable of free motion at the shoulder, at the elbow,

and at the wrist. The arm and fore-arm are not so

much shortened, nor the fingers so much lengthened,

' and there are flattened nails to three of the digits.

But is it not a wonderful and interesting fact that

in the arm of man, in the leg of a horse, in the

wing of the bat, in the very different wing of the bird,

in the flipper of the seal, and in the paddles of the

manatee and the whale, we can recognize the same
parts—in all cases an arm, a fore-arm, a wrist, and

a ' hand '—though they have been so strangely and

beautifully modified and adapted to the special part

they have to play according to the mode of life of

the creature that possesses them ? In some lizards

the arm is so reduced in size as to be quite small

and useless, while in the snakes there is no arm at

all. And all this that is true of the fore-limb is also

true of the hind-limb. Always, where the limb exists,

there is the thigh, the shank, the ankle, and the

foot. But in both whales and sirens the hind-limb

is wanting. There is however in both, near the root

of the tail, a bony remnant of the hip-girdle to which

the hind-limb should be attached, were it e.xistent.

You will notice that the manatee quite easily

maintains a horizontal position in the water; so

too do the whales ; and so do the fishes. Now if

you open a cod fish you will find, lying beneath the

back-bone, a tough bag full of air. This is the

swim-bladder. It is in the right position to act as

a float and keep the creature right way upwards and

horizontal. There is no swim-bladder in the whales

and sirens, but the lungs extend backwards beneath

the backbone in a somewhat similar way. In most

creatures the lungs lie in the front part of the body

in the chest, and the partition between the lungs

and the other organs is placed in such a way as to

separate the lungs i?i front from the other organs

behind. These creatures therefore tend to float

with the forepart of the ^ body upwards and the

hinder parts sunk more deepily in the water. But

in the whales and sirens the partition runs back-

wards and upwards in such a way as to separate the

lungs above from the other organs below, and thus

to enable the creatures to maintain a horizontal

position.

I will not trouble you with any description of the

skull of the manatee, which is very different from

that of the whale, the bones being also very hard and

dense, whereas those of the whale are very light and

porous ; nor of its brain, which is small and smooth,

whereas that of the whale has a great number of

folds or convolutions, generally a sign of intelligence.

But I must ask you to let me say a word or two

about the teeth.
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In the great whale-bone whales there are no

teeth, but instead there is a great quantity of that

curious substance, baleen or whalebone, which frays

out at the edges to form a strainer to prevent the

small animals on which this huge monster feeds

from escaping from its capacious jaws. But even

in these creatures when they are very young there

are minute rudimentary teeth which never cut the

gum. They are quite useless, and are merely in-

dications of a bygone state of aflfairs. Just as gen-

tlemen now wear on their coats two useless buttons

behind. They are useless now, but in days gone

l;y it was the custom to fold the coat-tails back and

fasten them to these buttons. The buttons there-

fore tell us a little bit of the history of dress coats ;

and so do these rudimentary teeth tell us a little

bit of the history of whales. There are however

other whales, like the monster S])erm-whale or

cachalot, which have a most formidable array of

conical teeth.

In the manatee there are a number of ridged

grinding teeth, by means of which they munch the

lettuces and beet-root at the Zoo, or the aquatic

plants in their native haunts. And the curious

point about these teeth is, that they are not all in

position and in use at the same time. As the years

go by those in front get past work and drop out

making room for fresh ones coming into position,

from behind. I shall speak in my last paper of the

similar mode of succession of teeth in the elephant.

It is quite different from the succession in us and in

most animals, where the child-teeth are replaced by

others coming up from below.

And then, in front of the mouth, beneath those

great swollen lips there is, instead of teeth, a rough-

ened horny plate : and in the lower jaw a second

plate answering to the one above. With these it

crops the submarine herbage which forms its food.

But when quite young the manatee has two rudi-

mentary front teeth in each jaw, which become

covered in by the overgrowth of the horny plates

They are probably at no time of any use to the

possessor. It is another case of the apparently

meaningless buttons on the tail-coat.

As you watch the mermaid feed—the mermaid

of poesy was probably too ethereal a spirit to require

to eat at all, much less to enjoy so prosaic a diet as

lettuce-salad—you will see that she uses her fore-

limbs to draw the leaves towards her or to tear them

asunder. And then you will observe how she uses

those bristly lip-pads. They have a strange mobility,

these cushion-lips. The cushions, one on either

side, can be drawn apart so as to form a broad

notch between them ; the muzzle is then stretched

out towards a lettuce, which is thus seized between

the two bristly cushions, for they can be drawn to-

gether for this purpose. The under surface of the

whole upper lip is then drawn inwards, and the leaf

tucked into the mouth. The lower lip hardly takes

any part in the process.

When she is at home this manatee mermaid

frequents the estuaries, creeks, and inlets of tropical

Africa and America. She does not often venture

far out to sea—her cousin, the dugong of the Indian

Ocean, being somewhat more marine in its range.

But none of the sirens are lovers of the wide and

open seas like the typical whales. Some years ago,

in 1866, Mr. Clarence Bartlett was despatched by

the Zoological Society to Surinam to escort to the

Zoo a baby manatee. Dr. Murie gives an amusing

description of Mr. Bartlett's conscientious endeav-

ours to perform efficiently the duties of wet-nurse to

this sucking mermaid. She lived in a little lakelet,

at the edge of which Mr. liartlett would wade about

coaxing the little creature to the water's edge.

After a stolen suck or two at the " black jack " con-

taining a good supply of cow's milk, she would at

length submit to be taken on to his lap, and there

she would suck away might and main till the bottle

was dry. Fancy being privileged to supply a baby

mermaid with milk from a black bottle ! Happy

Mr. Bartlett ! Perhaps he washed her too, like the

keeper at the Zoo, who washes his little mermaid

every day. After a good meal the mermaid would

seem in high glee, and would tumble and roll about

until at length, like Bottom the Weaver, she had an

exposition of sleep, reposing lazily and happily near

the surface. Sometimes she would have a game of

romps with her kind nurse (oh, thrice happy Mr.

Bartlett
! ), and would overturn him into the water,

" where the two spluttered and floundered for pos-

session of the bottle." This poor little baby mer-

1

maid only lived just long enough to reach England

;

but her corpse was ably anatomized by Dr. Murie,

and she lives in the printed pages of the eighth
!

volume of the Society's proceedings.

We are told, says the Rev. Mr. Bingley, that the

manatee is often tamed by the native inhabitants

of America, and that it delights in music. I wonder

whether this musical susceptibility is part of the
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mermaid myth, or whether the creature is really, as

some of the seals are reported to be, fond of a tune.

Perhaps Mr. Clarence Bartlett used to croon a

soothing lullaby over his baby mermaid in Surinam.

I suppose his pet was too young for him to ride
;

but it is said of a tame manatee which a governor

of Nicaragua had for twenty-six years, that it would

carry people across the lake on its back. It would

also play familiarly with the servants and children,

crawling up to the house to do so and to be fed.

It is probable however that this is another mermaid

myth. At any rate the manatees at the Brighton

Aquarium in 1879 would never take food when
they were out of the water, and seemed very helpless

when stranded. Miss Agnes Crane, who described

these Brighton mermaids, says that they did not

seem at all at their ease out of water, being appar-

ently oppressed with their own bulk, and always

making off to the deepest corner of the tank when

the water was readmitted.

The sirens of science and of flesh and blood have

not escaped persecution by man, perhaps in retri-

bution for the deceptions which their mythical

sisters practised on too susceptible mariners. But

it is not for their beauty but their blubber that

they have been persecuted. As in whales, wal-

ruses, and the seal tribe, this blubber forms a

thick warm layer of fat just beneath the skin, and

for this there were "fisheries " at the Cape and in

Australia. The oil derived from the fat is said to

be remarkably pure and sweet, and to be nicer and
more efficacious than cod-liver oil. The flesh of

young mermaids is also' reported to be particularly

good eating ; and Jack at sea vastly prefers it to

salt junk.

It was a fatal day for certain mermaids of the

Northern Pacific when a practical naturalist, named
Steller, found out that they were eminently palat-

able. A palatable mermaid was a doomed creature.

Steller sailed with Behring in the middle of the last

century. Off the coast of Kamschatka, round an

island which bears Behring's name, they found a

great number of large, stupid, tame creatures which

they called northern sea cows. They had small

heads with bristly snouts ; rugged, gnarled hides
;

short, stumpy flippers, and a black, crescentic,

fringed tail. Teeth there were none ; but horny

plates took their place, and with them these un-

couth mermaids contentedly munched the seaweed

around Behring's Island. For centuries they

had disported themselves there and contentedly

munched the seaweed. But Steller came and

proclaimed that they were good for eating. This

was their only and fatal virtue. In twent)'-seven

years, or thereabouts, they were iiracticaliy exter-

minated—digested by seamen and natives.

The mermaid of myth is no more. The siren of

science seems doomed to extinction at no distant

date. Go therefore ere it be too late, and pay

your respects to the living mermaid at the Zoo.



THE STORY OF A SPRING MORNING.

IN THE MRSERY.

Mrs. Molesworth.

HE first thing I can

remember in my
life?" said Carrie,

holding her head

on one side and

screwing up her

eyes as if she

were thinking

very hard in-

deed ;
" I think,

yes, I am sure,

it was old nurse

showing you to

me when you

were an awfully

little baby, Gilly.

I suppose I re-

member it so

well because of you being so perfectly dread-

fully ugly."

" I don't suppose I was any uglier than other

babies," said Giles in an extremely offended tone.

"Yes, you were. I remember you quite well.

You were very brown and with a sort of frill of

quite black hair, like some kind of monkey. No,

let me see, there is something I have seen lately

that you were more like. What can it be? oh I

I know, it's one of those Japanese dolls that Snow-

ball got at Christmas. You are rather Japanesy-

looking still, you know, Gilly."

" Never mind, dear Gilly," said little Blanche,

working herself with difficulty down off the high

chair on which she was perched. " / think you

must have been lubly if you was like my new

dollies. Was I like them, too, Carrie ?
"

" No, of course not," replied the big, ten-year-

old sister; "you were nice and pink, with little

white tufty curls all over your head. None of us

could have been like Gilly—we're all Saxon looking.

I heard papa say so the other day—all except

Gilly."

" Master Giles takes after his papa's family,"

said Berth.!, from the seat in tlic window v/here

she was sewing, "and I'm sure he needn't mind

that."

' I never said I minded it," said Gilly. " I'm

sure ])apa's the—the most cleverest and bestest

man in the world. And some day, I dare say, he'll

be Prime Minister."

" Prime Minister 1 " repeated Carrie, " how could

a clergyman be Prime Minister? He couldn't,

could he, Bertha?"

Bertha looked rather uncertain, but tried to get

out of giving an opinion.

" He's thinking of archbishops, perhaps," said

Armar, the eldest of the party, looking up from

the Latin verb he was trying hard to get into his

shaggy, fair-haired head.

" It means archbishop, I dare say," Giles replied
;

"but that's not the word. It's like ]jrime, I'm

sure."

" Oh 1 I know, it's primate— I had it in my
history last week," said Carrie readily. " But it's

all nonsense. I'm sure papa'U never be archbishop.

He's not rich enough, for one thing, nor
"

" Nor clever enough, I suppose, miss ? " inter-

rupted Giles with seething contempt. " Well, now,

there's two or three nice things to tell jiapa. He's

stupid, and he's Japanesy-looking, and he's
"

"Armar," cried Carrie, "ff/// you stop him?

He's a horrid, tale-telling, making-up little boy."

Armar held out one hand as if to beg for silence.

" Wait one moment," he said. " There now," and

he shut up his book with a bang. " I've done.

Let's talk sensibly. Of course Gilly's in fun, Carrie.

What were you saying before you began that rubbish

about papa ?
"

" We were telling what we could remember first

thing in our lives," said Carrie. She knew that

Armar wanted to stop the squabbling between her

and Giles, though he wouldn't exactly say so, and

she knew Armar was right, though she did not quite

like to allow it. They—all except Armar, who

had his Latin to do, and that meant very hard
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Vv'ork indeed for him, poor fellow, for he was not

quick at learning—had been rather at a loss for

occupation that morning. It was raining, and they

could not go out, and it was the middle of the

Easter holidays. And in nurseries almost more

than anywhere else perhaps, mischief, either of

deeds or words, is very apt to be the order of the

day when hands and minds are idle.

" The first thing I can remember in my life,"

said Aimar, speaking slowly, " is a row of tall

ships—at least they looked tall to me. Their

masts seemed to reach up nearly into the sky.

We were walking along a rough, stony road close

beside them. I remember the smell of tar so well,

and if ever I smell tar now, the row of ships comes

back to me. I don't know where it was."

" P'raps at that place we used to live at long

ago—that funny place. I know it on the map,"

said Giles, rather timidly. He was always a little

afraid of Carrie laughing at him.

" He means Antwerp," said Carrie. " You

shouldn't say we lived there, Gilly. It was before

you were born."

" No," interrupted Armar, afraid of another

battle of words, "it wasn't Antwerp. I remember

Antwerp. It was quite different. I can't think

where it was. E.xcept for the smell of tar I

should think it was a dream. The ships were so

very tall. I don't believe I'll ever know where

it was."

Blanche jumped on his knee and whispered

something.

"What is .Snowball saying?" asked Carrie.

Armar got rather red, but did not answer.

" It's somefin' not to say loud out," Blanche

replied. "But I'll tell you, Carrie, and then I'll

tell Gilly. I fispered to Armar," she went on in

a lower voice, " that p'r'aps he'll see the tops of

those ships when he gets to Heaven. Isn't there

a story somefin' like that in the Bible ?
"

" No, not quite," Carrie answered. " The Bible

story is about a ladder that went up into Heaven."

" Oh ! do tell it me," cried Snowball, forgetting

all about her " fispering" in her interest. 'Hoiv I

would like to find that ladder !

"

"She mean's Jacob's ladder," explained Carrie.

"Armar, tell her about it."

" It's very difficult," said Armar. " I don't think

I could. I only remember one thing about it, and

that was in one of papa's sermons. He said we

could all make ladders for ourselves— that all our

tryings to be good are ' steps unto Heaven.'
"

Armar had got still redder while he said this,

but the other three pretended not to see it, and for

a moment or two silence reigned in the nursery.

Then came a scream from Gilly, who had gone

over to the window with the amiable intention of

watching for a good opportunity of knocking over

Bertha's work-basket " by accident." For if there

was one thing in the world Bertha could not bear

it was to have her work-basket upset. She declared

she never got al! her things together again, even

though all the children scrambled and poked into

every corner to find them. " Old nurse," in her

time, used to remind Giles that such accidents were

not allowed, but Bertha was too young and merry

herself for rules to be quite as strict as in those

days. And perhaps it isn't altogether a bad thing

when the nursery rule is not too severe, provided

the little people are sensible enough to understand

that being good out of love is much better than

being good out of fear.

This time however Bertha's patience was not

put to the test. For Gilly forgot all about his

little scheme the moment he got near enough to

the window to look out.

" It's stopped raining," he cried. " Carrie, Armar,

do you hear ? We may go out and get the prim-

roses after all—mayn't we now. Bertha ?
"

Bertha looked up rather doubtfully.

" It must be very wet still," she said, " and very

dirty. And it's getting near dinner-time. Don't

you think it would be better to wait till the after-

noon ? You see if you got colds just as your

papa and mamma are coming back, I don't know

what my lady would say," and Bertha heaved a

deep sigh. Her master and mistress had been

away a week—never had a week seemed so long

to her ! Oh ! how glad she would be when they

were home again, and the responsibility off her

shoulders.

" Nonsense, Bertha," said Carrie sharpl)\ " You

know we never catch cold. And one afternoon

won't do for all the primroses we need. You know

we must have them before they come back to-

morrow, if it rains cats and dogs."

" And monkeys and kangaroos," added Giles.

" And it will take us all the morning to arrange

them. To-morrow is the day, you know, Bertha—

•

you are so stupid."
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"No, Miss Carrie, I'm not stupid," said the gill,

plucking up a spirit. " But I'd like to know how

you'd be any further on, if you went and gathered

a lot of primroses as wet as wet. They wouldn't

be fit for anything by to-morrow morning, not to

sjjeak of your all getting your feet soaked. And

jMiss Snowball for one does catch cold sometimes."

The idea that wet primroses would not be fit

for anything was certainly a damper. Snowball's

possible cold was of very much less consequence.

"But it'll be nearly as bad this afternoon,"

said Carrie, "an hour or two can't make much

difference."

"Yes," said Bertha, "the sun's coming out

strong. It won't be fit for the woods to-day, but

along the high lane it dries very quick—and the

primroses there are really quite as fine. I noticed

tJiem yesterday when I was going to sister's."

"They're not us fine—that's nonsense," said

C;i!ly.

"They might do far the moss-baskets, but

not for the wreaths," said Arniar. "If it keeps

dry we must go to the woods early to-morrow

morning."

"Quite early," said Carrie. "Oh, I say, I know

what we can do. We'll go before breakfast, quite

early. That will be great fun."

Bertha looked distressed. She felt herself falling

out of the frying-pan into the fire. " Miss Carrie,"

she said decidedly, "that is one thing you

mustn't do. My lady said last year you were not

to get up earlier than the regular time without her

giving particular leave. And with her away and

remembering what she said, you just mustn't."

" Humph," cried Carrie. " Don't be so crabbed,

Bertha."

But no more was said about the before-breakfast

expedition, and Bertha forgot it herself in hoping

the children had done so.

The talking had helped the time on. It was

really so nearly the dinner-hour row, that there

could be no more thought of going out till the

afternoon. Bertha gave Giles, who happened to

be a special favourite of the cook's, leave to go to

the kitchen to say that if dinner could be five

minutes or so earlier than usual, everybody would

be very pleased. And he returned in triumph.

" It'll be ready as soon as the cloth is laid,

she says. And isn't it jolly—we're to have roast

chicken for dinner? Cook had meant it to be for

papa's and mamma's dinner to-morrow, but she

says it wouldn't have keeped. And there's a' apple

jjudding too."

" It's like a birfday," said Snowball. " I hope

cook's not made a mistake, finking to-day's

mamma's birfday 'stead of to-morrow."

" Of course not. As if she didn't know mamma
too well to think it could be her birthday, and her

away," said Gilly. " That would be a pretty kind

of a mamma indeed."

" Mamma is pretty," objected Snowball, looking

rather puzzled.

But just then Bertha called to Giles that if he

wanted to take his turn of being footman and

laying the cloth, he had better be quick. So he

forgot to laugh at Snowball's mistake. And the

thought of the roast chicken had made him so amia-

ble that he actually allowed his little sister to be page,

under his orders. Her

name was Simpkins, like

the "buttons" at grand-

mamma's he said : and I

assure you Simpkins had

to " look sharp," and not

let the grass grow under

his—or her—feet as she

rushed about with the

silver mugs and the knives

and forks and salt-cellars.

Giles, you sec, was of

an observing nature ; he

had thoroughly learnt the

way in which little page-

boys should be spoken to

by footmen.

II.

PRIMROSE GATHERING.

The high lane, as it was called, was wonder-

fully dry by the time the children got there

in the afternoon. The sun had come out with

extra brightness, as if it wanted to make up for

its sulky behaviour in the morning. There was

that delicious, fresh earth-scent e\-erywheie which

one notices in the country after rain, after spring

rain more especially, and the birds were almost too

noisy in their delight at the pleasant weather.

"Everything seems in a nice fuss and bustle;
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don't you think so ? " said Carrie to Armar. ' 1

do love a day when all the world seems alive and

growing."

" Because you're so very fond of feeling alive

and growing yourself, I suppose," said he, laugh-

ing. "I'm not sure which I like best—spring or

autumn. I like the quiet, thinking sort of feeling

there is in autumn."

"I don't," said Carrie decidedly. "I hate

everything sleepy. Ah ! there are the primroses

Bertha meant. They're not bad, but I'm sure

they're not as fine as the wood ones."

" I don't know that they are," said her brother.

" But if we can't get the wood ones, we must make
the best of these."

" Umph !
" said Carrie. She had a way of her

own of saying " umph," which I could not write in

letters if I tried ever so long. But Bertha, who
knew something of Carrie's " umphs," looked up

quickly when she heard it.

'' Now, Miss Carrie, ' she began, which v.-as not

very wise of her.

"Now, Miss Carrie," repeated Carrie niockingl)-.

"Well, Bertha, what have you got to say? I'm

waiting to hear."

But Bertha said no more. She could hear

plainly enough in the little girl's tone that she was

just in the mood that if sharply reminded she

was not to do a certain thing, she would there

and then coolly make up her mind to the

contrary.

" I'll get Master Armar to say something to her

before they go to bed," thought Bertha.

" Aren't you going to begin gathering, my dears ?
"

she said aloud. "You see, we mustn't stay out as

late as if it had been a fine dry day all through.

It's Miss Snowball's feet that are always on my
mind," she added plaintively.

"That must be rather uncomfortable I should

think, though I don't e.xactly know what sort of a

thing your mind is. Bertha," said Carrie pertly.

"/know," said Blanche, "mamma told me. It

finks and it ticks like a watch. No, I don't mean

that ; there's another name for the fing that ticks.

It's somewhere in here," and she began patting

herself on the chest, "only there must be littler

ones of it in our fists, for that's where the doctor

listens to the ticking. Tell me the name, Gilly,

quick I

"

" It's your heart you mean, you silly girl," said

Giles. "But your heart doesn't think, it only

—

what does it do, Bertha ? " and Ciilly in his turn

looked puzzled.

" It loves, if it's a good heart," said Bertha.

" And if it's a naughty one ? " Giles went on.

" Oh, Gilly, be quiet ; we're come here to gather

primroses, not to answer your questions," said

Carrie. It was true that Gilly's questions were

sometimes rather like those of the terrible little

boy in the railway in Fuuch !

By this time Bertha had begun picking, and the

four children followed her example, so that soon

the five baskets they had brought with them began

to look quite fluffily full of the sweet canary-

coloured flowers. This great primrose gathering

w-as one of the events of the year to these children.

Their mother's birthday fell in early April, and for

as long as they could remember they had decked

the house with her favourite spring blossoms on

that day as regularly as with holly and mistletoe

for Christmas. And though Lady Alice was just

now away on a visit to some friends whom she was

very fond of and could not often see, they were as

sure that she and their father would come back the

next day as that the sun would rise. So it was

quite nice and natural that they should all be very

anxious to make their decorations as pretty as

possible for mamma's sake—only disobeying orders,

even with the best motives in the world, is not the

way to make any mamma happy on her birthday,

or for that matter on any day.

After they had all worked hard for some time,

gradually making their way up the lane, as they

cleared the finest of the primroses before them.

Bertha, with some inward fear and trembling, gave

the word for returning home.
" It's getting chilly," she said. " I'd like you to

leave the baskets standing here for a few minutes

— no one will touch them—while you all take a

nice quick run to the end of the lane where the

common begins, and back again."

Rather to her surprise, Carrie made no objection.

She would not have felt so easy had she heard the

young lady's whisper to Giles, as she arranged the

last primroses in her basket.

" 'W'e've as many as we need of iJiese, Gilly.

But
—

" with a very meaning nod of her head^
")ou'll just see to-morrow morning the difference

between them and the other ones."

" Yes, indeed," Giles replied. He was in a state
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• <i bubbling-ovcr importance at being chosen as

Carrie's contidant. And no one had any idea of

what the two had planned together in Carrie's room
while the little girl was getting ready to go out,

Bertha being safely occupied in carrying down the

dinner-things.

The common was a great breezy plain, standing

high and fringed with woods on all sides but the

one by which the children had come to it. It

stretched away for miles, and there were many old

stories in the neighbourhood of people who had

lost their way on it, for it looked so much the

same all round, that unless one took good heed,

nothing would be easier than to march away south

or west when one wished and intended to be

steering north or east. The woods where Carrie

had wished to go were among those bordering the

common, but one did not need to cross it to get

to them, as they could be entered from the

nearer side.

" I wish we had a donkey," said Armar, as they

all stood together on the edge of the common.
" We could have such nice expeditions if we had

a donkey and a cart—we could drive right over

the heath, and make fires, and have tea, and

such fun !

"

"And we could fill the cart quite full with

primroses, and then we shouldn't need to bring

any baskets or to carry them home," said Snow-

ball with a sigh. She was rather a lazy little girl.

Perhaps it was because she was so fat ; to see her

running it was really like a ball rolling along, for

she was small and her legs were very short.

" Oh, you lazy Mother Bunch," said Armar,

laughing. " Hoist her on to my back, Bertha,

I'm going to be her pony. I'll carry you all the

way home. Snowball, if you will hold my basket

and your own."

" Certainly," the little girl condescendingly re-

plied from the height of her brother's shoulders.

'" Rut you'll have to be a good quiet pony, Armar,

not a capery one, else all the flowers will tumble

out. I fink you'd best be a donkey. Oh, Armar,

I wish you hadn't said that about us having a

donkey ! I'll keep finking and finking of it now
always and wishing so for it."

" It's nice to have something like that in one's

head," said Armar, " even if you're almost sure

you'll never get it."

"/ don't think so," said Carrie. "I just hate

wishing for anything I can't have. I think it's such

a waste of time. But I don't quite see why we

mightn't have a donkey perhaps, Armar. It isn't

like wanting a pony ; and fancy, the little Powells

have each a pony, and they're our first cousins."

" Yes, but Uncle Carlech is rich, and papa is

poor. That makes all the difference in this world,"

said Armar, philosophically.

" Then I think it's very unfair," said Carrie.

" Papa's quite as good as Uncle Carlech, and

mamma's a great deal better than Aunt Editha.

She thinks only of buying fine dresses and amusing

herself and "

" Perhaps she wasn't so well brought up as your

mamma. Miss Carrie," said Bertha. " And talking

of unfairness, for my part I should say that not to

have good parents to bring one up well from the

first, so to say, was a deal harder, rich or poor, than

not to be rich. It's no good thinking that way of

things ; it must be right some how, though we

mayn't understand."

"Yes," said .Armar; "for just think, Carrie,

compared to lots of poor people, kv must seem

ever so rich, and they might say in turn it was

unfair, don't you see ?
"

" I wouldn't mind being poor," said Giles.

" There'd be lots of things to make up. Much
fewer lessons and no bother about having clean

hands ; and no fuss if you tore your clothes ; and

running about without shoes and stockings if you

liked."

" If you liked indeed !
" said Bertha indignant!)'.

" You've really got rather funny ideas about what

you call poor people. Master Giles. There's poor

and poor ; and there's not much liking about going

barefoot for those as can't get shoes and stockings,

I can tell you. I don't say in summer time when
it's nice and warm, but in the winter when the

ground's frozen and their poor feet covered with

chilblains. Like to go barefoot indeed !

"

" Did you have to run about wif bare feet ?

"

said Snowball in a very pitying voice. " Poor

Berfa I

"

Bertha's face got rather red, but she was too

sensible to take offence at such a little girl as

Snowball for making a mistake. Still she was

rather pleased when Armar said quickly

—

" Of course not, Snowball. Bertha wasn't poor

like that. You don't understand. There's all

kinds of being poor and rich, going down and up
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gradually. Just like there are all sizes of people,

not just tall and short, plump away."

" Ves, ^Master Armar, you couldn't have put it

better. And we weren't not to say poor for our

station. That's the worst trouble to my thinking,

to be too poor for one's place ; next to real starving

poor there's none I pity more than very poor gentle

folk. You see they've not been brought up to it. But,

Master Giles, you're quite WTOng in another way.

I can tell you mother was very sharp indeed with

us over our hands. I'd like to have seen one of

my brothers come to dinner with dirty hands I

And as for tearing our clothes, why it's worse if

you're not rich, for it's harder to get new."

"Well, any way," said Giles, "poor boys don't

have so many lessons."

" Perhaps not," said Bertha. "But school's not

so nice for them as your lessons are for you. And

it's not so easy to learn well either, all at home

together in a cottage-kitchen maybe, and the racket

and the noise. I don't think you'd find yourself so

much easier off even for lessons, as you think."

" Bertha," said Armar, " you might tell us a

story some day about when you were a little girl

at home. I'd like to know a great deal about how-

poo—not -rich, people live—I mean cottage people,

not—not—rich like us, but like what you've been

talking about."

" I don't know th.it I could tell you much about

us ourselves, Master Armar, that would amuse you.

But I've heard some stories from mother of things

that she'd seen and known. She'd seen a deal, for

she came from quite another part of the country.

I'll think it over for some day when you've nothing

much to do. But here we are at home, and it's

close to tea-time."

" We must put the primroses in water and

arrange them to-morrow morning," said Armar.
" And we'll go to bed early to-night," said Carrie

demurely, " for to-morrow we shall be so busy."

"Yes, that's a good thought," said Bertha

approvingly. For she did not see the mis-

chievous glance that passed between Carrie and

Giles as she spoke.

III.

EMPTV NESTS.

One of Armar's troubles—and he had some
troubles as you shall hear—was that he was a

heavy sleeper. He found it very difficult to be up

in time in tlie morning, for even when Bertha had

awakened him, and he had answered quite sensibly,

" Yes, Bertha, I'm quite awake,"' he was dreadfully

apt to fall asleep again, and to doze on calmly till
j

the prayers bell at last made him jump up in a

fright. He slept in a very little room beside

Carrie's ; Snowball had a cot in Carrie's room, and

Giles had another tiny room away down at the end

of a long passage. Till lately Armar and Giles

had had a room together, but Gilly was a rather

quarrelsome boy, especially first thing in the

morning, which I have noticed is always the most

cpiarrelling time for children ; and though Armar

tried his best, he did sometimes lose patience,

and then the whole house would be upset by

Gilly's roars 1

This happened once when Uncle Carlech was

staying at the Rectory, and it was very terrible.

Out came Uncle Carlech, looking larger than life,

and he was a very tall man to begin with—dressed

in a very magnificent Persian dressing-gown, with

a stick in his hand, and a frown—an awful frown

—

on his face.

" How now—hov>- now ? " he thundered. " Are

there housebreakers in the house? Are they

murdering anybody ? or is some one on fire ?
"

He made his way to the boys' room. Giles by

this time was so terrified that he had grown

perfectly still, and was hiding under the bedclothes.

Armar, red with shame, was the only one to meet

his uncle.

" What is all this ?" repeated his uncle. "Is it

you, Armar ?
"

He knew Armar too well to supjiose it was he,

but he wanted to give Gilly a good friglit, you*

see.

" Where is the ruffian who has got into the I

house ? " he went on, switching his cane about

;

" or is it a mad dog hidden here ? " for he

had caught sight of the bumps on the bed as

soon as he came in. " I'll manage him I This

is a good tough cane," he went on ; but this

w-as too much for Gilly. Out he crept, his face

even redder than Armar's, looking very small

indeed.

" It isn't a dog, or—or a anything," he whim-

pered. " It's only me. Uncle Carlech."

And the look of shocked surprise on Lord

Carlech's face was, 1 think, the worst of all.

"You—Giles Fielding—a young -gentle?iiai!, cf
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six and a half years old !
" he exclaimed, as he

turned and walked, or stalked, out of the room.

" 'Pon my soul, I couldn't have believed it !

"

This was a great lesson to Gilly. All the greater

perhaps that neither his father nor mother said

anything about it to him. He trembled for some

days as to what could be going to come. Perhaps

Uncle Carlech had advised them to send him away

to some dreadfully strict school, where naughty

boys were made good by contract, as he had once

heard some one say, though he had no idea what

it meant, unless ''contract" was some kind of

machine like the old stocks still standing in the

village—perhaps they were too shocked to know
what to do ! But as time went on, and nothing

came of it, and nothing was said, Gilly's fears

gradually melted away ; and you would scarcely

believe that only six weeks after that terrible

morning the household was again awakened from

its peaceful slumbers, at an unearthly hour on a

Sunday morning, by roars, and shrieks, and screams,

and indescribable howls as if some little wild

animal were being cut in pieces or roasted alive.

" Gilly again," said Lady Alice ;
" actually Gilly

again. Carlech will be so disappointed. He was

so sure he had made a great impression on him,

and that it would be deepened by our saying

nothing. But Avhat cati Armar be doing to make

him yell so ?
"

It was one of the occasions on which Armar had

lost his temper. And small wonder. Giles, as

was often the case, had wakened very early, and,

getting tired of lying quiet in bed with nothing to

do, had set to work to tease his sleepy and peace-

ably disposed brother in every conceivable way.

He had worried him by talking—asking questions

and shaking him awake to answer ; he had pretended

to hurt himself, and shrieked to Armar to help him

;

and when at last his brother had composed himself

to sleep again he had pulled the pillow from under

his head and the clothes from over him, calling out

that the prayers bell had rung, and Armar must

jump up at once.

This was the last straw. It had happened too

often to Armar for it not to seem very probable,

but when he had started up in a fright, thoroughly

awakened now, to find it a trick, he turned upon
the mischievous imp, rolled him round and
round in a strong wisp of bedclothes, from which

he could not make his way out, and let him roar.

This time something was done. Armar was

blamed and punished.

• I won't have you taking the law in your own
hands," said his father. " If Giles was too naughty

for you to manage him yourself, you should ha\'e

come to me."

" He is such a little fellow," said Lady Alice,

'•not seven yet, and you eleven past, Armar."

That was the bitterest to bear. That mamma
should think him unkind to a little fellow, so much
less than himself! It took away all Armar's power

of speech—he choked down the tears which were

very near coming, and said nothing. And for a

whole week he had to eat his dinner at a side-table

alone, servants and every one knowing he was in

disgrace, which he minded much more than going

without pudding, the punishment mamma had

decided upon as the most likely to touch Gilly on

a tender point.

Something more was done too. The rooms

were changed and the boys were separated. For

this, Armar had certainljUeason to be thankful, but

like every good it brought some bad with it.

Without Gilly—restless, fidgety, ever wide awake,

Gilly, with his clatter and fussing—it grew harder

than ever for Armar to be up in time. More than

once ha thought to himself it would almost be

better to have the old roars and screams than to

have papa look at him so reproachfully, to hear the

too well-known words, " Late again, Armar."

But then there were other things to be con-

sidered in the house besides Armar's being up in

time.

The morning of his mother's birthday—that is

the morning after the primrose gathering—Armar

woke unusually early. They had all gone to sleep

a good deal before their regular time, indeed Carrie

had fidgeted so to get to bed that Bertha had

feared she must be going to be ill, and Armar had

wondered, though he said nothing, " what Carrie

was after." He slept very soundly the first part of

the night, and then he half awoke, and the rest of

his sleep was broken and disturbed. He had

queer, confused dreams, and when at last he woke

entirely, he fancied something had awakened him

—he had a sort of feeling of some disturbance,

moving about and muffled voices, doors opening,

and so on, having been going on near him. But

now when he sat up in bed, all was silent, almost

strangely silent. He had no idea what o'clock it
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was, the gray dawn was creeping in at the window

in a mysterious way, which almost made Armar
feel afraid, though of what he did not know. He
was more than half inclined to cuddle himself up

in the clothes again and go to sleep, and decide

that the noises dimly heard had been only dreams

or fancy. But after hesitating for a minute or two,

he jumped up.

"I mustn't be a baby," he thought, '"and just

now too when papa is away, and I am the eldest.

If there were anything the matter—supposing even

robbers had got in, it's my business to take care of

the others."

He was considering if he should dress himself

entirely, cr only put on his dressing gown and

slippers— for Armar always considered a good

while about everything he did—when it struck him

that he might just as well peep into his sister's

room to see that they were all right and had not

been frightened. So as quietly as possible—not

to awake them in case they were still asleep—he

made his way to the door of their room. Rather

to his surprise it was half open.

" How queer," thought Armar, for he knew tiiat

Carrie never liked it so. " I wonder if they heard

the noises, and got up to see what it was."

But his surprise grew much greater when he got

fairly into the room. The light was still dim,

though one blind had been drawn up, and at first

he could hardly believe his eyes. There was no

one there ! Carrie's bed had the clothes just

partly pushed aside, not neatly pulled down to the

foot as mamma always told the children ihey

should be, so that the beds might be well aired

;

Snowball's cot was all tumbled about as if the little

girl had been having a dance upon it before getting

up. And for a moment Armar's heart almost

stopped beating with terror. Could the robbers

have got in and stolen the little girls ? He was on

the point of rushing off to wake the servants when
something else caught his eye. It was Carrie's

slippers, and in another corner Snowball's too ; and

a little more hunting about showed him that their

clothes were gone ; their house clothes, and not

only they, but the two garden hats and jackets

which always hung on the door.

" They've gone out—they've dressed themselves

and gone out. It must have been almost in the

middle of the night ; oh ! how naughty of Carrie !

"

said Armar. " I must go and tell Gilly. I won't

call Bertha, for if (liily and 1 ran after them and

brought them back, perhaps it would not be

naughty not to tell. I should be so sorry for

manmia to come heme to find any of us had been

disobedient, and on her birthday too."

He hurried along the passage to Gilly's room,

his bare feet making a soft little patter on the

uncarpeted floor. Gilly's door was shut.

"What a pity to have to wake him," thought

kind-hearted Armar. His feeling was wasted. He
opened the door cautiously, not to wake Giles

with a start. Oh, dear ! The same story over

again—bird number three was flown too !

Armar sat down on the edge of his brother's bed

and very nearly cried. He did not know what to

do. It was too naughty of Carrie and Giles—little

Snowball he could not blame. To choose the day

of mamma's coming home, and her birthday, fur

such a very big piece of naughtiness. For Armar

could not recollect ever before any of them having

been quite so disobedient.

"And they were so very cunning about it,"

thought Armar, with a stab of wounded feeling.

" Of course they've gone to the woods for more

l)rimroses. And if any one was to go, it should

certainly have been me. I am the eldest after all.

I do think it's awfully mean, yes, mean of Carrie to

have planned it with Giles, and hidden it from me

—as well as the naughtiness, it's really mean. It

was because she knew I wouldn't have let them do

it, I suppose. Well," and here a very ugly little

imp whispered something into Armar's ear, to

which for a minute or two I am sorry to say he

listened with satisfaction ;
" well, it'll be worse for

them and better for me when papa and mamma
come, and have to be told all about it ! I'll go now

and tell Bertha, she'll have to wake up the garden-

boy, and send him off to look for them, I suppose."

He went back to his room to fetch his slipjiers,

he was not in such a hurry now, and his feet were

getting cold. He took a look out of the window

in the first place. The aspect of things struck him

as very queer, and not very inviting. All was still

gray, and shadowy and chilly. Armar did not like

to think of Snowball out in the cold.

"They needn't have taken her, anyway," he

thought. " And then Bertha will be so angry, and

when mamma comes home and is told about it she

and papa will be so vexed. It will be just a horrid

birthday."
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The little imp was still whispering, but another

voice sounded in Armar's ears, clearer and sweeter,

if not louder than the first. He began to feel sorry

and unhappy, and to wonder if he could not do

anything to put things right.

" Supposing I were to dress quickly and run

after them. I know exactly where they've gone,

and very likely Billy True wouldn't find them. If

—if Carrie would be good and listen to me, and

come straight back, we might all go to bed again,

and get up at our regular time, and there'd be no

trouble. Of course I'd make Carrie and Gilly tell

mamma afterwards ; I'd say to them I would have

to tell her if they wouldn't. But there needn't be

a fuss just when she first gets home. I don't

think
—

" this was imp number one again— '• I don't

think they deserve it of me, mean things that they

are. All the same— " But at this point imp

number one got a slap in the face, for Armar would

listen to him no longer, but dashed across the

room to the chair where his clothes lay neatly

folded, and set to work dressing as fast as he

could.

It was not a very long business, the bath and

scrub part of it must come afterwards this morning,

though it is a more uncomfortable feeling than you

can imagine if you have never tried it—and I hope

you never have— to get into one's clothes without

washing. He was dressed in less than ten minutes,

\
and with a rather rueful look at his cosy bed, and

; a little shiver at the thought of the chilly air outside,

' Armar left his room.

IV.

.\ TOO EARLY RAMBLE.

He made his way quietly down stairs. Tiiere

was no sound of any one stirring, and in general

servants sleep heavily. Still it was best to be

careful. No use in making up his mind to set

things straight and then upsetting it all by waking

up Bertha or any of the others in a fright.

He went at once to a side door near the school-

room, always used by the children, for he felt sure

that it was by it they had made their way out. It

was locked and bolted every evening, but neither

lock nor bolt were difficult to manage. Yes, just

as he thought, the door was shut, but the key had

been turned and the bolt drawn back.

" If they had been very clever," thought Armar,

'•they would have taken the key out and locked it

again on the outside, so that the housemaid would

just have thought Bertha had the key, if she were

to come down very early, as she sometimes does.

After this I shall advise Bertha to take away the

key every night."

In another moment he was in the garden. But

what a different garden from the familiar daylight

one ! It gave Armar a queer kind of unreal feeling

he had never had before except in a dream. The
world seemed bewitched. To begin with it was so

ve7-y silent—the birds even were still asleep, for

it was rather dull morning and it was still very

early. . Carrie's fidgety eagerness had wakened her

really not much after "the middle of the night."

Such light as there was sufficed only to make things

look like shadows of themselves—the trees and

bushes had the strangest shapes, they seemed all

to be whispering together in hushed tones, and

listening. "What was everything listening and

waiting for?" thought Armar. He was not a very

fanciful boy, but just now he felt so very queer

that almost nothing would have surprised him—

a

procession of tall shadowy forms moving along,

coming slowly up there, from the end of the lawn,

would scarcely have startled him. He stood still,

gazing about as if he was himself bewitched, when
suddenly from some distance off, from much
further off than the Rectory poultry-yard, came a

natural every-day sound, the clear crowing of a

cock !

The boy started. He was so very glad to hear

it ; it at once brought him back to himself and

every-day life. He set off to run, quite awake

now, alert and eager, and with all his wits about

him.

He knew the road they were pretty sure to have

taken, it was in quite a different direction to the

high lane where they had picked their primroses

yesterday, even though it, too, led by a long round

to the common. All roads at Aldermoor seemed

sooner or later to lead to the cominon ; it and the

woods skirting it were the great features of the

place. Even the railway, though the station was

more than a mile off the other way, ran in and out

among the trees for ever so far ; in one part of the

woods you could often hear the humming rush of

it, and see the trail of white feathery steam gradu-

ally fading away up above the tops of the highest

branches. But at this early hour there was no
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sound of any kind ; except for the cocks wishing

each other good-morning—for of course Armar's

friend had soon been answered by all his brothers

and cousins within hearing—he would have thought

everybody and everything was still asleep. It was

chilly too, very chilly. He could not bear to think

of Snowball shivering in the sharp early morning

air. And " she is sure to be cold," thought Armar,

" for she can't run very fast, her feet are so tiny,

and she is so fat."

He could run fast however, and it was the best

thin^ to do, both to keep himself warm and to get

the quicker to tiie others. Before long he was at

the stile leading into the wood, by this time he

had (luite expected to have caught them up, but .so

far there were no traces of them. And this was

the more vexing because a little way on in the

wood came the first doubtful point—a " cross-

])aths," where it became a question which of

ihe three ways Carrie had chosen. That to the

right was the ore Armar knew best, and after a

moment's hesitation he chose it. He ran fast still,

but his breath came in pants now ; he was obliged

to go more slowly. But he grew more and more

puzzled as to why he had not come up with them.

Suddenly he heard a sound in the distance—a faint

cry— it might be a bird, or it might be a child.

Armar stood quite still to listen. It came again—this

time he was sure it was a child. He could almost

fancy it was Snowball's own particular pipe of

woe.

Armar dashed into the brushwood, for the

sound seemed to come from quite a diflferent

direction from the one he was running in along the

path. And ever)' minute or two he stopped and

listened again, and sometimes he heard the cry

and sometimes he heard nothing, but still he ran.

It was the only thing to do now, for he had lost all

idea of where he was going, there was nothing to

guide him except the cry, and for the last five

minutes or so he had not heard it at all. He
stopped again to listen—ah ! what was that ? Xot

the plaintive sound he had heard till now, but

voices, near enough for him to distinguish what

they were saying, and— another sound that it

was quite impossible to mistake—one of Gilly's

roars '.

' I don't care what you sa)'. It is your fault. It

was you that p-planned it," were the words Armar
heard, and then the roar.

Ho wouldn't have minded Gilly's icmjiers and

troubles ; lie, Armar thought, was old enough to

have known they were doing wrong, however

Carrie had persuaded him. But it was the sound

of Snowball's woeful weeping which broke out

pitifully through Gilly's louder tones, that gave

Armar, tired and breathless as he was, " the

strength of ten." He flung himself into the very

midst of the thick-growing bushes, tearing his

clothes, scratching his face, heedless of everything,

and suddenly burst upon the sight of the three

runaways, astonishing them so, that Giles left off

roaring and stood staring with his mouth wide open

forgetting to shut it, and Carrie pulled up in the

middle of a very sharp speech, and Snowball, what

did Snowball do .'' She rushed to Armar, flinging her

fat little arms round his neck, laughing and crying

both at once, and sobbing out, " Oh, big brother

Armar, take me home, dear Armar. I'm so wet

and cold, and Carrie and Gilly is so cross. Oh, I'm

so glad you've comed."

Big brother picked her up in his arms and held

her tight. But he really felt as if he could have

slapped Carrie and Giles hard when he felt how

Snowball was shaking and shivering, and saw the

tears all smearing down her poor little dirty face

Only when he turned to them, they, too, looked so

very wretched, that his heart melted. Carrie's frock

was terribly torn, her face had a scratch right down

one side, which was still bleeding. She had got it

in trying to shield the little ones from the thora

bushes, for to do her justice she was neither cowardly

nor selfish in that sort of way. Gilly was covered

with mud, lor he had added to their misfortunes by

falling into a ditch ; and as roaring always made
him very red, and he was rather a Japanesy-faced

boy to begin with, he did look a very unhappy

personage, I can assure you. So Armar hesitated

in the reproaches he was going to have showered

down upon them, and looked about him for a mo-j

ment. And somehow the thought that came ovei

him was not at all of anger or indignation. It was

simply, " What a pity !

"

For the place w^here the four of them were standing

was so pretty, so vet)' peaceful and sweet and fairy-

like. A little of the unreal feeling of the very early

morning which Armar felt almost painfully in the

garden when he first came out, still lingered about.

But it now only made things prettier through tht

slight strangeness. The light was clearer anc
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sharper than that of full-blown day ; every blade of

grass, every leaf on the branches seemed to stand

out as if it were photographed ; the birds twittered

softly up above as if not yet fully awakened for the

business of the day; there was a hush with a faint

stir in it, quite different from the hush of gentle

tiredness that conies at sunset. The place itself

was a little glade, a sort of clearing among the

trees, and the mossy grass with which it was carpeted

was of the loveliest shade of green you ever saw.

Perhaps it was the yellow of the primroses that

showed it off, for primroses there were, in such

abundance and of such size and beauty that in

spite of his vexation with her, Armar could not help

thinking it very clever of Carrie to ha"e found this

nest of treasures. It was really Use a fairies'

drawing-room—they might have been holding a

reception there that very night ! What a shame for

such an exquisite, lovely spot to be spoilt by

disputes and tears and cries !

Once safe in Armar's clasp, Snowball's spirits

revived a little.

"They've been so c'oss," she said, "Carrie and

Gilly's been fightin' so."

But before Armar could speak, Carrie burst

out,

" How can you say so, Snowball ? " she said.

" I've been as good as anything to you. I carried

her ever such a piece of the way when she said

she was tired," she went on, turning to Armar,

and "

" Why did you bring her at all ? " said he

severely. " If you and Gilly were determined to be

so naughty and disobedient yourselves, at least you

needn't have brought poor Snowball !

"

" She would come," said Carrie ;
" I'm sure /

didn't want her. Gilly and I had fixed it all

ourselves, and it would all have been right if she

hadn't come. She woke up when I was dressing,

and she would come whatever we said, and of

course she got tired and began to cry when I said I

couldn't carry her back too."

' And Carrie said I was to take Snowball on my
shoulders, and she'd carry the primroses, and I'm

far smaller than she is ! I couldn't carry Snowball,

and Carrie called me a great, lazy, selfish donkey,

md she hit me—she did," said Gilly amidst his

:ears.

'And you cried for a girl's hitting you," said

'\rmar with contemi)t. " Upon my word I don't

know which is the worst of you—you or Carrie.

You may get home as best you can, you two. I'm

going straight back with poor Snowball, and I only

hope she won't be ill, all through your naughti-

ness ;
" and Armar turned away with great dignity

Snowball hugging him tightly round the neck.

But Carrie and Gilly's quarrelling had taken all

the spirit out of them, and Armar's reproaches

were more than they could bear. Carrie herself

burst into tears.

" Oh, Armar," she sobbed, "you're very unkind

—

at least—at least, I think you might be kind. I'm

so tired and I'm so miserable. I— I didn't mean
to do anything naughty."

" You didn't mean to be naughty when you knew

you were doing just exactly what you had been told

you were not to do. I don't call that not meaning."

"Well, I forgot—no, I didn't forget, but I didn't

think it would matter if only we could get the

primroses. And now—and now—we'll have to go

home and be scolded and all for nothing, if you

won't let us stay to gather even a few."

Armar glanced at the primroses, they were very

tempting certainly. His resolution wavered, good

nature and inclination pointed the same way. But

he yielded with dignity.

"If I stay ten minutes and let you gather all

you can in the time, will you promise, you and

Gilly, promise you won't squabble all the way home,

and do exactly as I tell you ?
"

" Yes, yes," said both the children, " we will

truly, Armar. Let's begin at once."

They set to work, but they were tired and cold,

and their hands shook so, that many primroses

were crushed, or pulled without stalks, and Armar

grew impatient.

"Sit down for a minute. Snowball," he said, "I

must help them. But you'll be too cold. I'll wrap

my coat round you. I'm as hot as anything with

running so."

Too hot to make it safe to drag off his coat as

he did and kneel down on the dewy grass picking

with the others. But Armar never thought of

himself when any one else. Snowball especially, was

concerned, and Carrie was the most heedless crea-

ture possible, quite without the almost womanly

carefulness and good sense which make some

little girls of her age such helps in their homes.

\\'ith Armar's aid a good show of flowers was

soon collected.

3:x
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• They are lovely," said he. " How did you

know of this place, Carrie ?
"

" I didn't know of it. We lost our way a little,

] think, and when we were peeping about to see if

there was a path near, I saw the primroses shining

through the branches. It« a good thing you came,

Armar," she went on, her spirits quite getting up

again, "for I don't believe we should ever have

found our way home."

Armar said nothing ; he preferred to keep to

himself the fact that he too was very misty indeed as

to the way home. By this time the ten minutes

liad fully passed ; Snowball's little head had

dropped forward more than once, she was getting

sleepy now, poor little thing.

" Carrie and Giles," said Armar decidedly, " we

must go now, as quick as ever we can. A\'e

may get home before Bertha finds out we're

not there."

"And if we do, you don't think we r.eed tell her.

do you ? " said Carrie eagerly.

Armar considered.

" Mamma must be told," he said. " If she

hadn't been coming home to-day I'd have told

Bertha. But I'd be awfully glad for mamma not

to know of it so as to spoil her birthday. That's

why I ran after you without waking up Bertha.'

Carrie and Gilly lagged a little behind.

" It's a good thing Armar came, any way," said

Carrie. " Scoldings aren't so bad when it's all of

us."

"But

justly.

" No, but still he did come. Very likely if

Bertha finds it out she'll be quite as vexed with

him as with us for not waking her up and telling

her
;
" and Carrie's logic somehow silenced Gilly, as

it often did, though against his better judgment.

Armar didn't plan it," said Gilly more

(To he continued^
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TRUTH, as we all know, is ofcen stranger than

fiction, and assuredly none of the marvels

of which we have read in delightful fairy tales can

exceed the natural wonders which lie around us on

every side in such multitude that we cease even to

notice them. Some however are so startling that

we cannot even read of them without an uncanny

sort of feeling that the wizard with his magic wand

cannot be far off; and never is this impression so

vivid as when the fortunate Oil - seeker, boring

through the upper crust of some sterile plain,

"strikes He " as the Americans say ; and straightway,

as if by magic, at touch of his boring-rod, the Oil-

flood, so long held captive in its rock prison, rushes

forth as if exulting in its liberation, and with tumul-

tuous roar, tossing rocks and mud high in mid-air,

it leaps heavenward in a mighty fountain—a column

perhaps two hundred feet in height (some eye-

witnesses maintain that they have seen such geysers

rise to four hundred feet), dirty mineral oil, generally

dark green, but sometimes yellowish or even

lilac, but in any case very unlovely to the eye, and

anything but pleasant as a shower-bath, yet assuredly

most wonderful, as being the abundant raw,

material from which all sorts of useful things may
be produced—pure oil for lighting our houses and

for washing our clothes ; heavier oil for greasing

machinery ; hair-oil ; healing vaseline for wounds
;

manure for the fields; beautiful wax-like candles
;

gasolene (a form of gas specially adapted for

country houses) ; benzine for cleansing purposes ; a

volatile ether which will dissolve lacquer ; rhigolene

(which is an antesthetic for medical purposes) ; and,

finally, from the tar which remains after all these

things have been extracted from the rock-oil, we
obtain brilliant paint and lovely aniline dyes,

madder-red, mauve, magenta and indigo. Even
those do not exhaust the catalogue of the good
gifts to man yielded by petroleum,^ for the final

refuse furnishes abundant fuel for railways and

steam-boats—no small boon, seeing that some of

1 It has only recently become generally known that the addition of a
table-spoonful and a half of kerosine oil to the boiler (containing say
fourteen gallons of boiling water to a lb. of soft soap), in which dirty
linen is to be boiled, is a marvellous assistant to the toils of the washer-
woman, and moreover, after due rinsing in several hot and cold waters,
leaves no smell.

the regions where the oil is found most abundantly

are vast treeless plains, where fuel of any sort is so

precious that but for this supply it would be well

nigh impossible to run railways.

In previous papers we have glanced at some of

Earth's Eiery Fountains, and at her Boiling Foun-

tains, namely, awful volcanoes and beautiful geysers.

Those, as we have seen, are alike due to volcanic

action within earth's innermost depths. These oil

fountains are of wholly different origin, the jet

which gushes up so vehemently being due only to

the sudden removal of the tremendous pressure of

overlying rocks, when the boring rod makes a way

of escape for the imprisoned gas. As a general

rule there is no heat whatever in connection with

these oil springs, though there are certain places

where they do exist in volcanic regions, as, for

instance, near the town of Maracaibo in Venezuela,

where, in a district known as El Infierno, lying

among the spurs of the Cordilleras, impetuous

streams of boiling water and of petroleum gush

forth side by side.

Till very recent years no one even suspected the

existence of these vast supplies of oil so securely

locked in earth's store-house. The wandering tribes

of the Caucasus, and the Indians in Mexico,

Canada, and Pennsylvania had indeed discovered

that on certain streams (generally near the base of

great mountain ranges) there floated an oily scum

which possessed wonderfully healing properties,

and they collected it on woollen rags, or by laying

their blankets on the glassy surface of the stream,

so as to absorb the oil, which they then wrung out

and stored for the use of the tribe.

Probably the oldest notice we possess ofAmerican

rock-oil is that of a French traveller, who, in 1750,

visited the Alleghany Mountains,and there witnessed

a very picturesque religious ceremony. The wild

feather-crowned Senecca Indians had assembled at

the spot, where in the depths of the dark pine-forest,

a small stream flows into the Alleghany river. This

stream was covered with a thick oil which oozed

from some of the rocks, and to this, after delivering

a solemn oration, the chief applied a lighted torch,

whereupon the flames overspread the surface of
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the water, while the dark forest re-echoed the shouts

of the red men.

Eighty years hiter The American Journal of

Science (1833) described how certain persons made

a living by skimming this dirty and unfragrant

grease with wooden boards. Having heated and

purified it, they strained it through flannel, and then

sold it as " Senecca Oil," as an unfailing cure for

the sores of man and beast, as also for sprains and

rheumatism.

There is good reason to believe that in Asia the

existence and use of petroleum {petri oleum, " rock-

oil ") was known even in the days of Babylon and

Nineveh, when great pits were dug to receive the

oil which flowed from the fountains of Is on the

Euphrates, from which also was obtained the

asphalt which was used by the builders of Babylon

to cement their sun-dried bricks.

At the present time, though the world's mineral-

oil-supply is chiefly derived from North America,

and from the shores of the Caspian, many countries

are aware of possessing undeveloped stores, which

as yet have only been lightly tapped. Thus Burmah

ovk'ns springs near the river Irawaddy, whence oil

of the consistency of treacle is obtained at a depth

of about sixty feet. Hindoostan and Siberia, China

and Japan, have each received some share of this

gift. In the Punjaub oil of excellent quality has

been obtained in considerable quantities, ard the

petroleum wells of Rawul Pindi in the Himalayas

promise to jirove a source of wealth to the

borers.

In Africa rock-oil has been discovered at various

spots in the neighbourhood of the Red Sea, and in

the neighbourhood of Jebel Tor the old sandstone

crags are so saturated with oil, that the stone burns

like coal, with this diflference, that it leaves fine

sand instead of ash. The limestone rocks near the

Geb-el-Esch ^Mountains are equally full of oil. But

indeed, for that matter, Scotland and AVales, Saxony,

Sweden and Switzerland contrive to extract large

quantities of oil from solid rock, while Roumania,

Moldavia, Galicia, and various other places in

Europe own what are called " tallow-wells," where

mineral fat is found in a semi-solid form.

But it is not of these that I now desire to tell,

but of those freely gushing fountains when earth

yields her treasure in response to such small pre-

liminary exertion on man's part, that his chief care

is how to minimize the waste of the too prodigal

flow. ]!y far the most striking instances of such

oil-geysers are those of North America and near

the Caspian Sea.

In the former, as we have seen, the existence of

oil and its healing properties have long been known
to the Indian tribes, but it was not till 1859 that

Colonel Drake, struck by the amount of oil which

oozed from the fissures of certain crags in Pennsyl-

vania, bethought him that there must surely be a

reservoir which it might be possible to tap. He
accordingly proceeded to sink a shaft on the

artesian well principle, and bored to a depth of six

hundred feet ere his toil was rewarded ; he

found that he had truly reached the hidden store,

from which he was thenceforth able to pump about

a thousand gallons daily.

Of course his example forthwiiii attracted adven-

turers from far and near, and soon the land was

riddled with borings of from six hundred to sixteen

hundred feet in depth. But from the first it was

evident that the work of the oil-borer was as truly

s])eculative as that of any miner. Half a dozen

men might devote months of patient toil to drilling

what might prove to be a perfectly dry hole, where

not one drop of oil would ever reward their labour,

while their neighbours were being fairly driven from

their post by the too lavish flow.

A remarkable instance of this uncertainty was

afforded by one set of borers who had been drilling

for weeks without one symptom of oil. Their

boring instrument was of the average size, but it

occurred to some one to withdraw this and substi-

tute a larger one. This almost immediately struck

an oil vein in the side, which the smaller tool had

just missed, so that but for this trifling enlargement

the well would have been abandoned as "dry!"

So the wzw industry possessed all the attraction of

most hazardous gambling.

Sometimes the workers were taken aback by

" striking oil " long ere they had supposed it possi-

ble, and ere they had built tanks to store the precious

treasure, which accordingly spouted and flowed
j

away, running entirely to waste, and only damaging
|

the land around. On the other hand, men who
|

were both lucky and wise prepared for Fortune's

!

gifts and turned them to good account, so that the

investment of a few thousand dollars on preliminary

expenses brought in a harvest of untold gold. Suchj

was the case of the " Sherman " well which yieldeo

450,000 barrels in two years, and the " Noble,
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which gave 500,000 barrels in one year, each barrel

containing forty-two gallons. One set of wells at

the "Bradford Oil Fields" yielded 22,000,000

barrels of crude petroleum in one year

!

Within seventeen years of the day when Colonel

Drake had bored the first oil well, fully twenty

thousand wells were sunk in Pennsylvania and

West Virginia; and four years later, in 1880, it was

found that the annual export of oil from the

United States had increased to 400,000,000 gallons,

besides the enormous quantity consumed in

America. The silent forests where the Indians had

brought their sick to be healed beside the oily

stream were a memory of the past ; tall hemlock-

pines and graceful birches had all been felled to

supply fuel for steam-engines, and timber for the

tall wooden scaffoldings which support the boring

machinery ; large towns of wooden houses had

sprung up in every direction—towns with several

thousand inhabitants, hotels, banks, newspapers

and railways. But as the oil-supply of various

districts fluctuates with the pressure of gas, it

sometimes happens that the town which in one

year sprang into existence like a mushroom bed, is

in the following year left desolate ; and of all

dreary sights a deserted town in a worked -out

mining or oil district is about the most depressing.

Fortunately for Canada, the oil-bearing district

was found to stretch across Lake Erie, and to ex-

tend through "The Dominion"invariousdirections.

Of the many oil cities which have sprung up, the

largest has been suggestively named Petrolea. All

around it are sunk great reservoirs, which are sim-

ply excavations in the blue clay soil, wherein is

stored the oil, brought thither in huge iron tanks

so that the city is encompassed with oil-pools.

These are not the most agreeable neighbours, for

occasionally an open pit containing several thousand

barrels is struck by lightning (or ignited by some

careless human being). Once on fire all efforts to

extinguish it are vain ; the mighty bonfire must

blaze till the last drop of oil is consumed.

But for an "awfully grand " spectacle, nothing

short of a volcano in full eruption can e.xceed that

of an oil-geyser on fire—a true fire-fountain. Some-

times when an oil jet is in full play to a height of

several hundred feet the escaping gas ignites and

sets the whole ablaze. Then the majestic pillar of

fire rushes heavenward with appalling roar, scatter-

ing millions of fiery rockets, while the oil-spray is

flung far around in myriad points of glittering light,

falling in beautiful, but scathing, and horribly greasy

rain. For the luckless owners of the well, these

are indeed costly fireworks, for no human power

can quell the " Fire Dragon " till it has cleared out

the deepest recesses of the subterranean store-

house.

On the Caspian Sea and the adjacent regions

the oil-wells themselves supply the means not

only for feeding the furnaces in the refining

factories where the crude mineral oil is transformed

into such varied products, but also the fuel for the

steamers and railways, whereby these apparently

inexhaustible stores are conveyed to the ports,

whence they are shipped to every corner of the

known world, from Britain to the Antipodes.

The very existence of these vast Russian oil-

fields has only been discovered within the last few-

years, although from time immemorial the site of

the present great oil-city of Baku has been held

in reverence by the Persian Ghebres (so-called Fire-

Worshippers), who made reverent pilgrimage to the

temple of Surakhani, " The House of Fire," wherein

the sacred flame was supplied by pure naphtha gas

rising direct from the earth ; and not only within

the temple, but from countless fissures in the rocks,

where sometimes it ignited spontaneously, and
played in pale flames—an awful spirit-light which

also occasionally flashes above the still, shallow-

waters, rising from submarine oil-springs.

Moreover from early ages the thick dark-coloured

oil which oozed from the soil, or was procured by

digging w-ells, has been collected in goat-skins, and
thus carried on camels to Daghestan and other

districts, and from this small beginning there gradu-

ally developed the sleepy Persian town of Baku,

which a dozen years ago was the peaceful home of

about 12,000 persons, some of whom held the sole

right to work the oil-springs. Up to this date only

about two hundred shallow wells had been dug.

But when America began to establish a large oil

trade in Russia, this monopoly was abolished, and
scientific workers from Sweden and elsewhere

commenced boring to the inner reservoirs, and

straightway a new era commenced. So rapidly has

the trade developed, that the population of Baku
now numbers 70,000, and Russian oil has secured

the lion's share in the world's oil market.

Whereas the best American wells have involved

boring through rock to a depth of 2,000 or even
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3,000 feet ere striking oil, the average depth of

the Baku wells is only about 500 feet, and the

responsive rush of oil when the reservoir is

tapped has, in countless instances, been so amazing

that it would be absolutely incredible were it not

that photographers have secured faithful pictures

of the wonderful oil-fountains while spouting to a

iieight of perhaps 200 feet, and throwing up stones

and oil-spray to a height estimated at fully 900 feet 1

One fortunate photographer was able to secure a

picture of such a fountain when on fire—an awe-

some scene, suggestive of Vesuvius in eruption.

Once liberated from their rock dungeons, these

Russian oil fountains have displayed such energy

as entirely to eclipse the most startling feats of

their American cousins. The moment a reser\-oir

is struck, the captive stream rushes forth with such

impetuosity, and flows in such prodigal abundance

as often to paralyse the seekers, who get so much

more than they expected, that they are quite unable

to control it and turn it to account, and so the

oil-flood overflows the ground of their neighbours,

saturating the soil, and sometimes forming large oil-

pools, which eventually sink back into the earth or

form streams which flow into the Caspian Sea.

Such was the Droojba fountain, which in the

year 1883 suddenly spouted to a height of nearly

300 feet, and terrified its owners by throwing uj),

within twenty-four hours, a flood of oil equal to

50,000 barrels (i.e. more than the average yield of

all the 25,000 wells in America). It continued to

flow at this rate for forty-three days, then gradually

diminished. So tremendous was its force, that

when the engineers tried to close the top of the

tube with a plate of solid iron three inches thick,

the plate was ground to atoms within an hour or

two by the friction of oil and sand. After 115 days

however the owners did succeed in capping the

well, and reser\-ing its remaining stores till they

could make use of them. But already it had

spouted, according to the very lowest estimate,

55,ooo,ooogallons, while others put it at 100,000,000

gallons, most of which was wasted, and instead of

making the fortune of its owners, it left them bank-

rupt because of the heavy damages claimed by

their neighbours for the destruction of their

property; part of the mischief done being the

deposit of huge banks of oily sand, effectually

burying various buildings.

From that time forth, every few months some

new "gusher" claims precedence of its multitud-

inous brethren. Such was the Tagieff which one

day suddenly shot up to a height of 224 feet,

spouting eleven thousand tons of petroleum a day

(a ton is equal to 250 gallons). Compared with

this greasy giant, that of Arafelof, which com-

menced playing last December, is a mere child.

Yet it continued for many weeks to throw out over

2,400 tons of crude oil daily, and a very odious

neighbour it must have proved, as it rose to a

height of fully 400 feet ; and, while its spray was

carried by the wind to a distance of eight miles,

falling in a fine rain of oil, the bulk of the oil fell

back in torrents, forming meandering rivers, which

flowed through inhabited houses, and turned the

whole district into a petroleum swamp. A mingled

hail of stones and sand fell on the roofs of the

houses, from which oil dripped ceaselessly, while the

atmosphere was so charged with gas that it was

dangerous to light a fire for cooking.

Indeed this oil-saturated region cannot be a very

inviting place of residence, for the whole surface

of the ground is black with waste petroleum ; and

while every breath of wind raises blinding clouds

of parched sand, water is so scarce, and so much

dearer than oil, that the streets are watered with

coarse black naphtha, which in its turn forms

a thick brown bituminous dust. Though the at-

mosphere has been wonderfully purified since

municipal regulations compelled the 150 refining

factories to consume their own smoke, the air is

still redolent of all-pervading petroleum. At Baku

all life's interests centre therein, and in questions

as to how to obtain the best market for the

500,000,000 gallons of crude oil which the earth

now yields in annual tribute.

First there sprang into existence a large fleet

of steamers constructed only to burn oil-fuel, and

fitted with great cisterns, each capable of containing

750 tons of oil. In these the petroleum shipped

at Baku is carried to various ports on the Caspian

Sea and the Volga, whence it is dispatched to all

parts of the Russian Empire in trains, each num-

bering twenty-five oil cars. Thus it is conveyed

even to the shores of the Baltic, and so to Germany

and Sweden.

Then railways, likewise fed by oil-fuel, were con-

structed from Baku to Tiflis, and to Poti and

Batoum on the Black Sea. The latter is distant

500 miles from Baku, and so great was the difficulty,.
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of constructing the railway across the high Suram

Pass, that it is only possible to take a limited

number of the heavy oil cars every day. So now

a company has laid a line of piping right over the

Pass, by which the oil is pumped from one side of

the mountains to the other. Another great com-

pany wants to lay pipes by which to pump crude

oil all the 500 miles to the Black Sea, and so save

all railway expenses, and ship unlimited supplies

for all Europe, effectually underselling American

kerosine, and leaving no chance of profit for the

paraffin which Scotland and Wales produce with

so much toil from their shale coal—a bad look-out

for one of our important British industries.

All indications go to prove that Russia's oil

stores are really inexhaustible, for as yet all the

wells sunk have been those in the neighbourhood

of Baku, lying within an area of five or six square

miles ; and now it is known that the whole of the

Apsheron Peninsula, with its 16,000 square miles,

is likewise saturated with oil. It is a great sandy

plain, projecting thirty miles into the Caspian, a

dismal region without any natural vegetation,

nothing but dreary flats, sodden with naphtha,

which lies on the surface in lakes and pools.

1 As I have already pointed out. the oil fountains are er

to note that this strange region abounds in mud volcanoes, s

earthquakes, prove that here, as at B.tku, subterranean action
At the latter, according to Arab chroniclers, a great volcanic i

The oil-bearing stratum extends beneath the

Caspian Sea, where it crops up in Tchelikan, a

true isle of oil, which streams into the sea from

hills and cliffs literally formed of ozokerite—in

other words, of crude paraffin. On the eastern

shore of the Caspian, petroleum reappears at various

points, as for instance at the Neft or Naphtha

Hill, where the deposits are officially valued at

;^35,000,000.

Then again, as Baku lies at the eastern extremity

of the Caucasus range, so at its western extremity

lies an oil-field extending over about 250 miles. It

terminates in the peninsula of Taman, between

the Black Sea and the Sea of Azoff.i

Altogether it is evident that there is little fear of

any failure in the supply of petroleum, that price-

less boon to mankind, and above all to the poor,

who fifty years ago were still, in all parts of the

earth, condemned through long dark hours to

strain their eyes in working by miserable lights of

many sorts, farthing rush-lights, or a wretched oil-

lamp with floating wick, and who now, for a smaller

sum than they had then to pay for making darkness

visible, are gladdened with such light as is truly

" pleasant to the sight."

irely independent of all volcanic influence : but it is interesting

me extinct, others still active, which, combined with occasional

; only dormant,
ntain was in full eruption eight hundred years ago, and doubtless

lent sanctity to the place in the eyes of the Fire-worshippers. This giant has recently proved that he is not dead but only sleeping,

for, after preliminary shocks and unaccountable fiery reflections on the dark midnight skies on the 15th and i6Lh January, 18S7,

suddenly, with the shock and noise of a terrific explosion, a vast column of flame, apparently about 350 feet in height, shot up
from the summit of the Lok Batan, lighting the whole country with a glare brighter than that of noonday. This continued for

about thirty hours, during which the mountain ejected a volume of liquid mud covering about a square mile, to a depth var>-ing

from seven to fourteen feet. The awakening of such a Fire Demon involves no light danger to the great city with the vast open
reservoirs of oil and inflammable material in every direction.

A SUMMER NIGHT

The shadowy garden fades before my sight,

Save where the moon with soft embracing beam

Wraps yonder path where virgin lilies dream.

Uplifting chalices of purest white,

—

Rich perfume rises, and a deep delight

Fills all my soul, the very pathways seem

More sacred by the glory of that gleam.

Than in the noontide sunshine strong and bright.

The peace of Heaven is round me, but I know

How soon the ' difficult day ' will come again

With its unrestful round of joy and pain ;

Then, in the fierce heat of its noontide glow,

Deep treasured in my memory shall remain

The moonlit silence where my lilies grow.

G. H. F. N.



THE EVAN'GEL OF VENUS.

<^ '^^^>S^'St^^^f/^^

When at morning^ I behold

Thro' the trees your star of gold,

Gleaming with ethereal grace

From the infinite of space,

Venus ! it is nectar wine,

And I gazing grow divine 1

Earth has many sordid claims,

Man his many paltry aims;

Time and matter, dust and din.

Burden, blind, and bound him in.

Venus ! when your star I see,

I escape them and am free

!

When at evening ' I behold

Thro' the clouds your star of gold,

Gleaming with a grace sublime

From the infinite of time,

It is immortality,

N'enus 1 but to stand and see !

Why should human heart despond ?

There is something yet beyond,

Something certain, after this,

Lofty, new, and full of bliss !

This you tell me wjiile you wait,

Venus ! at the eternal gate.

NOTES ON BOOKS.

TO Judge from those portions of his writings

which refer to the world of nature, it would

be difficult to think of any one more fitted to enjoy

what revelation hints at of the loveliness of The

Lafid beyond the Sea than the late Richard Jeffries.

He had a sensitive and exquisitely tuned spirit,

and nature revealed herself to him in her happiest

aspects. He was allowed to come close to her, and

to see sights and hear sounds denied to most. If

here we may show indications of what we shall be

in a higher sphere, Richard Jeffries was not ill

prepared for an advanced state of beauty, and an

insight into the delights of things uncreated.

Field and ffedgercnc, this gifted writer's latest

work (Longmans), ought to be much appreciated,

especially in this time of summer weather. We all

know what it is to be impressed by nature, to be

cheered, softened, comforted by her, but we don't all

know how to express our feelings. Jeffries has the

happiest manner of putting our own thoughts into

words ; he takes us by the hand, and in a gentle

and unobtmsive way points here and there—in

short, tells us where to look and what to see. For

' Tlie mornin<i star and

instance, it is July ; we sit in a summer field-

grasses and wild flowers surround us, the green sea

is beneath. Jeffries once found himself in such a

position ; he had a few things to say about it.

" Listen ! that was the lone sound of a summer
wavelet striking the uncovered rock over there

beneath in the sea. All things that are beautiful

are found by chance, like everything that is good.

Here by me is a ]jraying-rug, just wide enough to

kneel on, of the richest gold inwoven with crimson.

All the Sultans of the East never had such beauty

as that to kneel on. It is indeed too beautiful to

kneel on, for the life in these golden flowers must

not be broken down even for such a purpose.

They must not be defaced, not a stem bent ; it is

more reverent not to kneel on them, for this carpet

prays itself I will sit by it and let it pray for me.

It is so common, the bird's-foot lotus, it grows

everywhere
; you might pass by it in a stride, yet it

is worthy to be thought of for a week and remem-

bered for a year."

Further on he has a word or two to tell us about

the July grasses,

the evening star are one.



.VOTES O.V BOOKS.

" Like everything else that is looked for, they

are found under unlikely conditions. At the back

of ponds, just inside the inclosure of woods. . .

Some of the finest of them grow by the mere road-

side. . . In a morning you may easily garner

together a great sheaf of this harvest. Cut the

larger stems aslant, like the reeds imitated deep in

old green glass. You must consider as you gather

them the height and slendemess of the stems, the

droop and degree of curve, the shape and colour

of the panicle, the dusting of the pollen, the motion

p.nd sway in the wind. The sheaf you may take

liome with you, but the wind that was among it

stays without."

Like Jeffries, although a long way oft", is an

author who writes very pleasant books, who is

beginning to be widely read, and who is likely to

be popular. H. W. S. Worsley-Benison published

a little book last autumn called Nature's Fairy-

Land, which has already run through several

editions. Haunts of Nature, by the same author

(Elliot Stock), now appears. Mr. Worsley-Benison

cannot compare with Jefifries in richness of meta-

phor, beauty of thought, or grace of writing, still in a

great degree he partakes of Jeffries' spirit. He too

looks abroad with eyes that see, and interprets

according to his lights right well. His books are

more practical and more scientific than Jeffries,

and for that reason may be preferred by many.

Haunts of Nature would be a pleasant companion

on a summer's holiday.

Derrick Vaughan—N'ovelisf, Edna Lyall (Me-

thuen and Co.), is likely to be as popular as the

rest of this clever writer's books. It is short, being

more a sketch than a novel ; but the sketch is

vigorous, and the hero—like all Edna Lyall's heroes

—stands on a higher plane than most men. Derrick

Vaughan is a very noble fellow, and his pathetic

story is told with great force and skill. Edna

Lyall takes an opportunity in these pages to extol

a profession which, much as it has been abused by

many of its members, can be one of the noblest.

"You speak contemptuously of mere novels,"

said Derrick in a low voice, yet more clearly than

usual, and as if the words were wrung out of him.

"What right have you to look down on one of the

greatest weapons of the day ? and why is a writer to

submit to scoffs and insults, and tamely to hear his

profession reviled ? I have chosen to write the

message that has been given me, and 1 don't regret

the choice. . . . Why is it," he exclaimed later,

" that every other profession can be taken seriously,

but that a novelist's work is supposed to be mere

play ? Good God ! don't we suffer enough ? Have

we not hard brain work and drudgery of desk work,

and tedious gathering of statistics, and troublesome

search into details? Have we not an appalling

weight of responsibility on us ? and are we not at

the mercy of a thousand capricious chances ?
"

This special novelist was tried beyond what falls

to the lot of most. But success at last crowned

his efforts, and dark clouds of a domestic character

were also lifted. His noble spirit did not fail this

brave man in the day of darkness, and in the end

the good things he waited for came to him.

Altogether, this short story is full of interest, and

those who read it ought to be better men and

women for its perusal. One last quotation is not

only useful but amusing.

"Now do tell me, Mr. ^'aughan," asked a pretty

girl at a dinner-party, " how do you write your

stories ? I wish you would give me a good receipt

for a novel."

Derrick hesitated uneasily for a minute ; finally,

with a humorous smile, said

—

" Well, I can't e.xactly tell you, because, more or

less, novels grow; but if you want a receipt you

might perhaps try after this fashion. Conceive

your hero; add a sprinkling of friends and relations;

flavour with whatever scenery or local colour you

please ; carefully consider what circumstances are

most likely to develop your man into the best he is

capable of; allow the whole to simmer in your

brain as long as you can, and then serve, while

hot, with ink upon white or blue foolscap according

to taste."

E. Carlisle has published two useful little books

on Simple Cutting Out (Hatchards). They are

illustrated with numerous diagrams, and the system,

which looks complex enough to outsiders, has been

adopted in the government schools. Our grand-

mothers would be much suqirised did they know

that such a purely domestic matter as the cutting

out of a frock or arranging of a pinafore could be

elevated to a science, and measured by a system of

inches. Such, however, is !Miss Carlisle's plan, and

an excellent one it looks. Those who are endowed

with patience and good eye-sight will find it an

easy matter to draw patterns from the diagrams in

these small volumes.
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Learnlnj; is nn addition beyond V '

Nobility of birth ; honour of blood. -^^
Without the ornament of knowledge ;

^'

Is but a glorious ignorance . . .

ENGLISH MEN AND WOMEN OF LETTERS OF THE igTii CENTURY.

X.

GEORGE ELIOT. , ^^

read more closely and uninterruptedly. On her

return to England she saw some of the most in-

tellectual society London could afford her. She

had translated Strauss's Life of Christ ; she had

thought out and written articles which, whether in

the form of reviews of current books, or essays in

the abstract, were on grave questions of Christian

creed and social morals. These articles had

appeared duly in the best accredited organ for such

work, and undoubtedly had made their mark, but

naturally did not appeal to a wide circle of readers,

George Eliot's first novel was a great revelation

of what its author could do in fiction, of how deep

and tender was her human sympathy, how rich and

vivid, yet how subdued within the bounds of good

sense and good taste, her imagination, how broad

and wise her charity, how exquisite, while frequently

touched with pathos, and sometimes with not a

little grimness, her humour.

SOME thirty years ago a writer ajipeared among
English authors who took the whole reading

world, at home and abroad, by storm. Nothing

was known of her save her noin de plume, which

professedl)' applied to a man, being in this respect

still more misleading than the vague name " Currer

Bell " prefixed to Charlotte Bronte's Jane Eyre.

Of course nobody knew in the case of the author

of Adam Bede, whether man or woman, that it was

no literary tyro unprepared by long years of study

and reflection, and unaccustomed to composition,

who had suddenly leaped to distinction.

In point of fact, George Eliot, or Marianne

Evans, had from girlhood led a studious life, so far

as her social position and home cares would let

her. Her chosen associates, when she was enabled

to choose her friends, were thoughtful, intellectual

people. As soon as she was freed from family

obligations she went abroad, partly that she might
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^\'hen George Eliot first made us laugh, it was

not with light though it was with heartiest laughter,

so racily pungent, so quaintly droll, as well as so

delicately, finely humorous was the challenge to

the laughter, of which we felt we need never be

ashamed. We did not laugh at any extravagant

farce, any boisterous somewhat vulgar piece of fun,

or finicking play in yielding to an idle perception

of the ludicrous. We have laughed with George

p;iiot because in dissecting character and conduct

she has brought to light that side of them which

has irresistible mirth for the strong, busy man,

no less than for his weak, dawdling brother ; at

llie naive yet comprehensible contradictions, the

(lueer conceits, the shrewd narrowness, the wise

simplicity, the wistful smile of the quivering lip

when the eyes are dim, of that wonderful human

nature of ours—humanity in the mass, in its depths

and heights, infinite in form and colour, but still

one like God who created it.

George Eliot was not only a great humourist, she

was what humourists frequently are not, very witty,

so witty that her sentences in her early work,

vigorous English as it is, are apt to be overweighted

with their wit, their elaborate epigrammatic form,

their deliberate suggestion of comical associations

and comparisons, which are by no means necessary

to the text, and rather over-ornament it, like an old

house overdone with gurgoyles.

I have said that George Eliot's first novel at

once showed the high place she was to take as a

novelist. But Adam Bede was not her earliest

effort in fiction ; the novel was preceded by a

series of three stories known as Scenes of Clerical

Life. Their appearance in a popular magazine

impressed publisher, editor, and readers, but in-

evitably did not attract general attention ; while

the three volume novel Adam Bede was not a

week before the public when a remark of Mrs.

Poyser's was quoted in the House of Commons,
and met with wide-spread recognition and loud

applause. In the sensation excited by the advent

of the unknown author, her previous tales in Black-

woods Magazine were eagerly seized upon, and

read with the admiration they merited. For George

Eliot never surpassed Scenes of Clerical Life in all

her future work. Each of her intrinsic qualities

was amply shown in her first attempt at fiction,

though of course the comparative brevity of the

taks prevented the full de\'elopmcnt of such a

social tragedy as that which moved the reading

world in Adam Bede. This was the single exception

to their equality of excellence.

Two scenes in the first story. The Sad Fortunes

of Amos Barton, stand out prominently amidst the

whole of George Eliot's work—the inevitable dis-

cussion of the Rev. Amos's deserts and prospects

in the little gathering of farm-house company at

Cross Farm, and the unstrained, unadulterated

pathos of Milly Barton's death-bed. In these

passages the reader has George Eliot at her best.

In Amos Barton's history George Eliot dealt

advisedly with the most comrnon-place, every-day

materials, never hesitating in their treatment to call

a spade a spade in the most unvarnished if witty

manner.

In Mr. Gilfirs Love-Story there is more of a

return to the old stock-in-trade of the story-teller.

Air. Gilfil himself—who, by the way, is by far the

finest character in the story—estimable and pathetic

in his manly strength and submission to the will

of God, which deprived him of his earthly reward,

is but a rustic figure, destitute of the conventional

graces. But the passionate single-hearted little

Italian girl Tina, dependent and credulous, her

elegant, double-minded lover, with the startling

episode of his death, are people and an incident

much more on the favourite lines of the novelist.

Yet with what freshness, new tolerance, and fLir-

reaching fellow-feeling, with what keenness of per-

ception, we find the author presenting the different

actors in the little drama, in their firm outlines

and delicate shades.

In Mr. Gilfirs Love-Story are the first of a suc-

cession of descriptions of scenery by a true lover of

nature. Those descriptions are vigorous, subtle, and

comprehensive, yet always kejjt in proportion. They

are neither out of place nor out of space ; they do

not rise up in harsh, unconsidered discord to the

action of the piece, still less do they affect a man-

in-nature harmony with its every development.

They re-produce for us the very features and

atmosphere of the outer world, healthful in its

unconsciousness, until the sun shines, the wind

blows the red sorrel, the tawny nasturtiums, the

purple lilac bloom for the reader no less than for

the writer.

In /anefs Repentance the author returns to her

earlier realism ; and what author of the time, or

almost any time, could have told the tale—sombre,
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witty, thrilling—of the brutal attorney, his erring

wife, and her good genius the clergyman, who walked

in the footsteps of his Master, as George Eliot has

told it ?

A\ith Adam Bcdc George Eliot was freed from

all the restrictions of a small canvas, and could

exercise her power and skill in their full force and

fineness, hence the immediate immense impression

produced on the reading world.

In Adam Bede there was the careful and masterly

handling of a terrible and piteous tragedy, with its

everlasting lesson to those who will learn. Still

there was room enough and to spare for the caustic

humour of Mrs. Poyser, for group after group of

village worthies, for the gentle unselfish methodism

of Seth Bede, for the great squire with his im-

perious, aristocratic traditions, the kindly, well-

principled, well-bred rector, the inimitable school-

master and mysogonist, Bartle Massey, with his dog

Vixen, even for little Totty, the child pet of Hall

Farm.

It is an established fact, that the original of

Dinah Morris was a relation, a generation or two

removed, of the author's, and that the family annals,

which preserved a few details of her history, always

held a peculiar fascination for George Eliot.

In the Mill on the Floss George Eliot, unlike

many an author who has risen to hardly surjiassed

popularity at a bound, did not lose a single laurel

from her wealth of bays already secured. Once
more there was a loud chorus of delighted acclama-

tion. Here were the same power, the same humour,

the same full throbbing humanity. The Tulliver

family and their kindred, grotesquely quaint and
austere, sometimes positi\ely, yet never unnaturally,

terrible in the adamant hardness of their narrow

prejudices and devouring worldliness, are unsur-

passed in their way. So are Tom and Maggie
Tulliver, the young creatures who grow up in the

rigid setting—the boy matter-of-fact and masterful,

the girl fanciful and passionate, united at first in

their warm childish affection, but, alas ! drifting

farther and farther apart, with every year they live

—

types in which those persons who knew something

of the private life of the author professed to see

likenesses of herself and a brother.

There can be no question that in the childhood

and girlhood of Maggie Tulliver George Eliot

designed to draw the loneliness and suffering of an
exceptional nature in ordinary surroundings—its

painlul personal struggles in its unconscious isola-

tion to accommodate itself to the uncomprehending,

disaj)proving world around ; its final discomfiture

by the fixed law which prevents a subtle volatile

spirit from mingling with water, or a young stag

from ploughing in the same traces with a docile ox

or a stolid cart-horse.

A graver objection seems to me to be called

for where the Mill on the Floss is concerned. It

is the first of George Eliot's novels in which the

dominating power of circumstances or destiny,

with the corresponding fatalistic doctrine, comes

to the front. Thenceforth it runs more or less

through her work, and is the serious drawback

to what is fine in her teaching. From the be-

ginning she had shown a tendency to what are

commonly called " bad endings " in her stories.

In the first, Milly Barton's untimely death is per-

force the crisis in the tale ; but in Mr. GilfU's

Love-Story Tina also dies, just when the storm has

swept by, and she and !Mr. Gilfil are going to be

hajjpy. In Janet's Repentance, while Janet does

not die, and her sin and repentance are not only

integral parts of the story, the noble, touching

repentance is the only satisfactory ending. Still it

is the idea of a broken and shattered life which is

held uj) before the reader. In Adam Bede not

so much the breaking of the butterfly on the wheel

where Hetty is in question, but the unutterable

melancholy of the baffling, at the last moment, of

the scheme of reparation by her inopportune death,

while it is no more than what might have been-

conclusion invested with a grandeur of unflinching

retribution—has inferences leading to despair.

In The Mill on the Floss jjoor JIaggie Tulliver

is a creature out of her element, whose faculties

are wasted amidst uncongenial and hostile sur-

roundings, who pines and agonizes to do right, yet

by her own act—for which she is not in a sense
,

made res|)onsible, because she is represented as

forced on it by a kind of pitiless fate—consummates '

her misfortunes, so that her death in her fidelity to
''

her first tender affection for the brother who has cast

her off is not so much an expiation of her error as

a deliverance from undeserved penalties.

The balance of happiness and misery, of life as

a blessing or as a curse to poor weak mortals, is

hardly preserved in any of George Eliot's novels,

with the exception perhaps of Silas Marner and

Felix Holt : while in the first the sombre commence-
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ment, and in the second—which is by no means the

best of the author's books—the struggle of the hero

with popular misconception and his inevitable dis-

illusion, neutralise the brighter endings.

This perpetual dwelling on the darker side of

life—on its failures, disappointments, and sorrows

—

would have degenerated into morbid sentimentality

in a writer of less rich endowment and powerful

mind. As it is, it needs her wit, sagacity, and

healthful humour to render such views of existence

accei^table to the world at large. The moment her

caustic wit and, above all, her sparkling humour

began to flag, the popularity of her books, though

it sounded as great as ever, was but the pale re-

jection of the glowing enthusiasm with which they

were first hailed.

It seems as if with the lilill on tlie Floss the

zenith of George Eliot's achievements as a writer

was attained, and the key-note struck of the ulti-

mate decadence of her supreme claims as a novelist.

She was still to do splendid work, but not equal

to her first work.

But there is no such piece of fatalistic sophistry

as that which occurs in the Mill on the Floss, in

the chapter entitled "Floating with the Tide," in any

other of George I^liot's novels. For strip Maggie

Tulliver's act of the mingled glamour of supposed

unconsciousness, and of the irresistible destiny on

which she is impelled, for which necessarily she is

not held responsible, and it will stand out simj)ly

as a culpable yielding to an unworthy inclination.

All honour, duty, gratitude, and natural affection

ought to have stifled it in its birth. She should have

fled from Stephen Guest, if she could do nothing else,

as she would have fled for dear life, before she was

guilty of betraying both Lucy Deane and Philip

Wakem—and herself worst of all.

In Silas Marner George Eliot returns to a happier

and healthier mood, though the book begins mourn-

fully, with something of the same despairing sense

of the inadequacy of honest men to cope with

rogues, not to say with blind fortune. The blessed

ministration of a little child in winning over the

hardly-treated miser to renounce his mammon
worship, so that he may cherish a more priceless

treasure, is full of wholesome sweetness and up-

rightness. The child grows up a loyal young soul,

worthy of the old man's devotion, and the book ends

on a bright picture of unsullied, undarkened domes-

tic happiness, as few of George Eliot's books end.

But again and again she returns to that hapless

conception—not so much of floating with the tide

as of being submerged by it, till the strength of her

creations is sapped, and their high aspirations

collapse in dust and ashes.

In Romola the marvellous adaptability of George
Eliot's mind enabled her to live the old Florentine

life over again, and to steep her pages in the very

social atmosphere which Savonarola and Machia-
velli breathed. I have not space to linger over the

stately figures of the Bardi father and daughter, the

positively awful Greek beauty and nascent corrup-

tion of Tito, the mad vindictiveness of Baldesarre,

the gentle, sunny artlessness and childishness of

Tessa.

In The Spanish Gypsy the warring elements of

human society and the endless strife with circum-

stances to which there can be no truce, is once
more her theme in a poem—not a novel this time.

But in consequence of some natural lack of con-

centration and simple directness in dealing with

her subject, which formed the limitation of her

great gifts. The Spanish Gypsy shares the fate of its

author's minor poems, in being nearly universally

acknowledged to be magnificent prose, not poetry.

No lyric of George Eliot's can be readily set to

music, or will survive on the lips of singers.

A marked prominence is given in the drama to

the fragment of a creed which George Eliot

retained, that calls for the devotion of the in-

dividual to the welfare of the tribe, the nation, the

race. The book ends with the solemn acceptance

by the gypsy queen Fedalma and the Spanish

grandee Don Silva, of the unspoken decree of "a
deep dark gulf" dividing them.

" Yes, for ever we must walk
Apart unto the end. Our marriage rite

Is our resolve that we will each be true
To high allegiance, higher than our love."

A noble resolution, and a grand doctrine derived

from a Christian source, perfect when it includes in

this life and the life to come the rights of each

man, with his separate indestructible dignity and

importance in the eyes of his Creator ; but when it

denies these corollaries, a iiroposition undefined,

unsubstantial, unsustaining, and eccentric in its

course. It appears like a nebulous comet or

meteor offered as a substitute for the " bright and

morning star."

Of George Eliot's remaining books, Felix Holt,
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Middleviarc/i, Daniel Dcrotida, and Theophrasiiis

Such, Middlemaich is by far the most happily

characteristic of the author. It is indeed in some

respects a return to the field of her early successes.

It was welcomed by the critics and the public as

such, though it was without the wealth of human
nature and of humour displayed in her first novels.

There are many characters in the story which show

great knowledge of life, and the whole has much of

her old raciness, strength, and pathos. Mary (larth

is a shrewder Milly Barton, not less true and tender

than her predecessor. Fred Vincy is still honest

and lovable in his unstable weakness. The histor)'

of Mr. Bulstrode, his temjitation, fall, and detection,

is one of the most original and powerful of George

Eliot's studies. In Rosamond Vincy there is a

clever, cutting analysis of a vain, selfish, small-

minded beauty, who never oversteps the path of

virtue and discretion, and never mounts by a

single foot-fall the steep path of self-renunciation.

Casaubon is a careful reproduction of tlie tyjie of a

scholar whose usurping scholarliness has eaten out

his manhood, and is therefore barren of all save

Dead Sea fruit, who ends in being a mere heart-

less, cold negation, a mass of learned triviality,

meanness, and testiness. His nephew, Will Ladis-

law, is^well, a shadow in spite of his youth and

hot blood. His author seems to have been un-

certain what to make of him, and of course her

readers share her uncertainty.

I have purposely left to the last the two principal

figures—those of Dorothea and Lydgate, because,

finely as they are dissected rather than drawn
they end miserably by dint of the creed which

renders men and women not instruments in God's
hands for highest purpose, able to do all things

through One who strengthens them, but perpetually

thwarted by untoward fate, the sport of their mis-

placed asjiirations and aflTections, as of the insensate

forces around them. Dorothea and Lydgate are,

after all, "dumb driven cattle," with nothing heroic

and conquering in their protest against obstacles,

their fight with difficulties. Middlanarch is a

hopeless book ; there is a kind of moral paralysis

about its dfamatis personce which only Mary Garth,

and Fred Vincy by her help, succeed in break-

ing through.

Every thoughtful person must needs grant th.ii

there are droves of "dumb driven cattle" in the con-

flict raging on every side of us. Many of us may
feel with bitter pain and humiliation that we have

been little better in our day and generation. Truly

.such is not the stuff of which saints and heroes are

made. Nevertheless, there are saints and heroes

in all walks still—in those of earth as in those of

heaven. The saints did not die with St. Theresa or

St. Catherine ; the medical heroes did not cease with

Harvey or Jenner. The saints and heroes are

braced for the struggle, and upheld in it by weapons

and armour which, though the wielders of the

weapons and the wearers of the armour may not

always recognize the source whence they are drawn,

do not fail the combatants. They are not turned

aside from their goal even by sore disappointment

and beguiling natural affection. They master cir-

cumstances in the might of Him against ^Vhom the

gates of hell could not prevail, instead of being

mastered by them, until the very barriers to their

progress become helps to their ends—like the rough

stejjs of primitive ladders hewn out of the solid

rock, carrying men to the summit of their finest

capabilities and noblest aspirations.

In conclusion, English literature in our day owes

an immense debt of gratitude to George Eliot, not

only for the rare powers which were her natural

inheritance, but for her earnest-minded, large-

hearted use of them. It is not detracting from

the well-merited acknowledgment to say, that this

glorious endowment of genius was in her, as in

many another gifted man and woman, impaired and

injured by defects of temperament, experience, and

belief, so that on one side it not only fell short of

its unique promise, it had a misleading tendency

all the more insidious and hurtful Ijecause of the

charm and value of her gifts.

When George Eliot's death, which was compara-

tively sudden, became known to the English public,

the best and wisest of her contemporaries—those

most capable of appreciating her genius, however

much they might differ from her in opinion and

practice—agreed with the mass of her unquestioninj

admirers in owning that a star of the first magnitude

had fallen from the literary firmament, a great soi^

had passed away.
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I. Give a sketch of any one of the characters from T/w J//// on the Floss or Scenes of Clerical Life.

II. Show as far as you can wherein lies the special excellence of George Eliot as a novelist.
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Papers must contain not more than 500 words, and must be sent in by July 25th.

SEARCH PASSAGES IN ENGLISH LITERATURE.

I.

The airs of spring may never play

Among the ripening corn,

Nor freshness of the flowers of May,
Blow through the autumn morn.

Yet shall the blue-eyed gentian look

Through fringed lids to heaven,
And the pale aster in the brook

Shall see its image given ;

—

The woods shall wear their robes of praise.

The south-wind softly sigh,

And sweet calm days in golden haze

Melt down tlie amber sky.

All along the valley, stream that flashest white,

Deepening thy voice with the deepening of the night

;

All along the valley, where thy waters flow,

I walked with one I loved two-and-thirty years ago.

All along the valley, while I walked to-day,

The two-and-thirty years were a mist that rolls away
;

For all along the valley, down thy rocky bed,

Thy living voice to me was as the voice of the dead
;

And all along the valley, by rock and cave and tree,

The voice of the dead was a living voice to me.

' Through every hour of painful breath.

Henceforth our souls must carve their price,

Life's hope is past, life's purpose stays.

Better than life, better than death,

Is this, the living sacrifice :

God keep us worthy all our days !

' No darkness is so deep, but white

Wings of the angels through can pierce
;

Nor any chain such heaps lies in

But God's own hand can hold it light
;

Nor is there any flame so fierce

But Christ Himself can stand therein."

IV.

" Fair, kind, and true,'' is all my argument,
" Fair, kind, and true," varying to other words

;

And in this change is my invention spent.

Three themes in one, which wondrous scope affords.

" Fair, kind, and true," have often lived alone,

Which three till now never kept seat in one.

To her fair works did Nature link

The human soul that through me ran
;

And much it grieved my heart to think

What man has made of man.

Through primrose tufts, in that sweet bower.

The periwinkle trailed its wreaths
;

And 'tis my faith that every flower

Enjoys the air it breathes.

The birds around me hopped and played,

Their thoughts I cannot measure ;

—

But the last motion which they made.
It seemed a thrill of pleasure.

VI.

Sweet day, so cool, so calm, so bright,

The bridal of the earth and sky
;

Sweet dews shall weep thy fall to-night,

For thou must die.

Sweet spring, full of sweet days and roses,

A box where sweets compacted lie.

My music shows you have your closes,

And all must die.

Only a sweet and virtuous soul,

Like seasoned timber, never gives ;

But when the whole world turns to coal,

Then chiefly lives.

Give author and name of work from which each passage is taken. Answers must be sent m by

July 15-

REFERENCES TO SEARCH PASSAGES (JUNE).

Longfellow. A Day in June.
Lady Elizabeth Carew. Revenge.

Charles Kingsley. The Water-Babies.

Cluistina Rossetli. Kcst.

Scott. Rokehy.

Emerson. Hope.

Shakespeare. Macbeth.



THE TRANSLATIOiN OF COLOUR
"BLACK AND WHITE."

INTO

IN considering, last monlli, the laws of light and

shade, one division of the subject was passed

over in silence. The omission may be, at least

partly, supplied in the few lines which our restricted

space leaves us this time.

In every shaded drawing in black and white of

natural scenes or objects, a part of the shading

goes to represent the colour cf the objects. Now

this part is entirely distinct from and supplementary

to the light and shade of which we spoke in the

June number. The word " tone " is sometimes

restricted to this meaning, and is held to signify

that portion of the shading which indicates the

local colour of the objects.

A simple example is given by Mr. N. E. (ireen,

to whose handbook we referred last month. He says :

" Let us suppose, for the sake of illustration, three

plums, yellow, red, and purple ; each of these

colours has its equivalent in tone. The yellow

must have a pale tone to distinguish it from white ;

the red may be represented by half tint ; and the

purple requires a deep tone to express its colour."

These three tones, laid flady over the whole space

enclosed by the outlines, are the equivalents oi colour,

and are quite independent of the light and shade.

Thus we see that this element of tone, considered

quite apart from the illumination of the object, may

generally be represented by a flat tint of the

requisite depth upon which the lights and shadows

due to illumination are to be super-imposed. It is an

element of considerable importance, and requires

careful observation and much practice to enable the

eye to judge, and the hand to render the exact depth

of tone which will form a just equivalent of each

local colour. Often two different colours claim the

same depth of tone for their due representation,

and then we find that spaces, perhaps adjacent to

one another, which in nature are, by reason of

their colour, discriminated, or even sharply con-

trasted, are in black and white indistinguishable.

This is at first a shock to the artistic jierceptions,

but it only proves a limitation in our material which

since it is inherent must be borne with.

Again, in consequence of the enormous power of

sunlight, which can never be adequately expressed

by the purest white, a dark object fully lighted may

appear of a higher tone than a white object in

shadow. In these and other ways, problems of

much difficulty are imported into art, the solution

of which is to be sought in constant reference to

nature herself, and in a careful comparison and

faithful renderintr of the actual tones.

SUBJECTS FOR FINE
}l'orks to be sent

Jfigurc.
" Ah ! here we are at ihe very scene of murder,

the very tree they are felling. . . .

^^ Into ho7i< grand an attitude icas thatyou7ig man
tliroion as lie gave thefinal strokes round the root."

OR

" Ah ! Miss jMazzard I I knew we should not

miss her in the Park ; she in the monstrous

Prussian bonnet. !Miss, though so very fine, was

bred a milliner ; and might have had some custom
if she had minded her business ; but the girl was
fond of finery, and, instead of dressing her

customers, laid out all her goods in adorning her-

self Every new gown she put on impaired her

credit ; she still, however, went on improving her

appearance and lessening her little fortune, and is

now, you see, become a belle and a bankrupt."

ART COMPETITION.
in by July 315/".

Xan&scapc-

THE DESERTED VILLAGE.

•'Near yonder copse, where once the garden

smiled,

And still where many a garden flower grows wild
.:

There, where a few torn shrubs the place disclose,

The village preacher's modest mansion rose."

—Goldsmith.

" Now turn up the wide road till we come to the

open comm^jn with its park-like trees, its beautiful

stream, waneering and twisting along, and its rural

bridge."

—

Mitford's Our Village.





THE HEART OF THE COUNTRY.
A //an Barraud de/t.
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FROM THE HEART OF THE COUNTRY.

FORTY years of London I and never a thing to see !

Never a field of ripening corn, never a meadow or lea ;

Never a bit of grass that's green, or the blue of a cloudless sky ;

Never a sound of the running brook, or the carol of lark on high !

Never a hint of the growing year from the changeful sweet springtide,

When the hawthorn boughs and the cherry blooms have whitened the country-side;

Never the summer's perfect prime, and autumn's colour and glow

;

Never the hush of the patient earth 'neath the lirst fall of the snow.

Never the pleasant hum of sounds that strikes on a country ear

—

Lowing of cattle, and pipe of thrush, and blackbird's clarion clear

;

Only the restless striving of men in busy counter and mart

;

Only the ceaseless throb and beat of the mighty city's heart

!

Line upon line of houses grim, street upon dismal street,

Mile upon mile of weary flags instead of the meadows sweet

:

Sooty sparrows for singing birds, smoke and dust in the rain,

Instead of the patter of falling drops in the lilac-scented lane

!

Even the wind in these narrow courts never blows sharp and free.

Strong with the breath of the giant pines, fresh with the salt of the sea

;

Roar of traffic and din of men for the shout of the children at play ;

Dust, and hurry, and noise, and heat, for the scent of the new-mown hay '.

How do you stand it, neighbour ? You were country born and bred,

Come of a good old country stock, and a country lass you wed

;

You were always the cleverer man gf the two, and you'\-e done well at your trade.

And yet I wouldn't change hands with you fur all the money that's made !
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Money to S])end and money to save is an excellent thing. I know,

But never to see the leaves come out ! and the thousand flowers that blow !

My very brain seems to reel and spin in the midst of the stir and strife :

And to think that you've stayed in this whirlpool's heart for forty years of life :

Well, 'tis a wonderful ])lace enougli, a marvellous place I say.

But I should pine like a caged-up bird if I were obliged to stay

—

Droop and die in these sunless streets, and choke in the lifeless air.

Like the stunted trees and the withered grass in yonder ugly square !

Why, I shall feel just twice the man when I've done witli these strange new ways.

And stand once more 'neath the old thatched roof where I hope to end my days ;

And sit and smoke by the old wife's side in the shade of my own old trees,

And potter among the garden beds, and look to my swarming bees

!

I never was one to care for wealth, and now that I'm growing old

It pleases me more to count my sheep than it would to count my gold :

And when I must bid the world good-bye I should never rest, I know.

If I wasn't laid in a grassy bed, where the daisies had room to grow !

And so yon houses are yours, old friend, and the works, and the mill as well ?

—

I shouldn't have thought they would beat a farm, but still, one can never tell.

Folks have their fancies and different tastes in this curious world of ours

—

So you shall stay with your factory wheels, and I'll go home to my flowers

!

Christian Burki;.

M I S S S H A F T O.

XL.

"to n. and m."

LORD LODDONDALEwasasgoodashisword.
When the ladies had retired to bed, he had a

brief conversation with Mr. Shafto, by means of

which he managed to convince that aggrieved parent

that Norma had been more sinned against than

sinning. Nor did his generosity and forethought end
there ; for he avoided speaking a word in private to

Lady Spencer until after his guests had departed on

the following morning ; so that she took leave of them
with undiminished good will, whispering to Norma,
" You must come and see me very soon, dear !

"

The latter felt that she had indeed been merci-

A>.e. ^

fully dealt with, and w-as full of gratitude to hei

father, who, while they were driving to the station,

only remarked with a sigh :
" Loddondale spoke tt

me last night. I confess I had hoped that he woulq

have better news to give me."

" I couldn't help it, papa," said Norma, takiijj

his hand, which was cold, notwithstanding the hsi

of the summer sun.

" Oh, no
;
you couldn't help it. You were boufii

to tell him the truth, since he insisted upon hei

it ; though surely he might have known—bjil

doesn't signify. I suppose he thinks I was

eager to be the father-in-law of a marquis that yi

happiness was quite a secondary consideratio!

with me."'
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' I am sure he doesn't think that,'' Norma

declared.

" It doesn't matter what he thinks," returned

Mr. Shafto wearily.

And in that apathetic humour, which was al-

together foreign to his nature, he remained for some

time after their return to London. He was in no

way unkind to his daughter ; he neither reproached

her nor was impatient with her, as he had been

when he had tried in vain to get her to marry Lord

Walter ; but he did not seem to care about having

her with him, and would glance wistfully towards

the door if she looked for a few minutes into the

study where he sat all day long, with piles of docu-

ments before him which he was not perusing. She

was almost sorry that he had ceased to make those

daily e.xpeditions into the City which had formerly

kept him so busy, though she could not but hope

that this meant an abandonment of speculation on

his part.

What it really did mean was that he was afraid

to venture so far from home. Once in the street

he was seized with a sudden giddiness, and would

have fallen if a passer-by had not caught him as he

stumbled and helped him into a chemist's shop.

The attack passed off in a few minutes ; but on

the following day he had a similar one, and after

that he made up his mind that it would not do for

him to over-tire himself. Besides, to tell the truth,

there was no longer anjthing to take him to the

City ; for he had at present no available sum large

enough to be worth speculating with. So he sat

indoors from morning to night and was thoroughly

miserable and depressed, never having been

accustomed to a sedentary life.

Norma was growing more and more uneasy about

him, perceiving plainly that he was uneasy about

himself, when she received a note from Madge
Shearman, reminding her of her promise to pay a

visit to Brampton. " We have no inducements to

hold out," Madge wrote ;
" it is duller than ditch-

water here just now. But Christopher thinks that

you may be disposed to take pity upon us in our

solitude."

Norma did not think it very likely that her father

would care to take advantage of this invitation
;

but she mentioned it to him, and, rather to her

surprise, he jumped at it eagerly." " By all means

let us go ! I should like to see how things are

^
looking down at the old place, and a little country

I

air will do us both good. Write a line and tell

them we'll come as soon as they can have us.

Norma."

From that moment there was a decided improve-

ment both in his spirits and his health ; so that a

few days later, while they were travelling down to

Stourshire, he even began to talk about riding, and

wondered whether Shearman had a quiet cob in

his stable, " suitable for an elderly and infirm

gentleman."

Sir Christopher had horses of all shapes and

sizes in his stable ; but Mr. Shafto did not ask

for the loan of any of them. He was curiously

languid and averse to exertion of any kind ; but he

enjoyed the change and the quiet of the country.

" Don't you bother yourself about me," he said

to his host on the morning after his arrival ; "I can

make myself quite happy pottering about the

garden and the conservatories. Dear me ! what

improvements you have made, to be sure !

"

He took great interest in these improvements,

which some dispossessed owners might have found

it a little painful to contemplate. Doubtless one of

the reasons why Mr. Shafto was so popular was,

that he never grudged any man prosperity. Sir

Christopher, who had always liked him, was

touched by the cheerful, matter-of-course way in

which he accepted his altered circumstances.

"The poor old fellow is breaking up fast,'' he

told his wife ;
" I shall be very much surprised if he

is alive this time ne.xt year. And from what I heard

in London, I'm afraid he won't leave a large fortune

behind him. Well, I'm very glad we had them down

here. We must get them to stay a few weeks \vith

us, if they v\-ill."

Madge assented, but without much cordiality.

It had been at her husband's suggestion that she

had invited the Shaftos to Brampton, and their pre-

sence was a burden to her, easy though they were

to entertain. While in London, she had made such

inquiries as she had ventured to make, and she was

now pretty siire that Lord ^Valter had proposed at

Venice and had been rejected. Also she knew,

as almost everybody did, that his brother had be-

come his rival, and that JNIr. Shafto had had losses,

and that Norma was in danger of being forced into

a marriage which it was impossible to suppose that

she would have contracted by her own free will.

In short. Lady Shearman's reading of the situation

w-as not very far removed from being the true one
;

and it made her feel guilty and uncomfortable.

Moreover she was horribly afraid lest Norma, who
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had been welcomed with enthusiasm by every cot-

tager in the vicinity, should take it into her head to

cross-question Mr. Green, and should thus find out

more than it was desirable for her to know. As

some slight safeguard against this danger, she took

her friend out in the carriage every day to call upon

the neighbours ; and on these occasions the con-

s-ersation was apt to languish. Norma was evidently

in low spirits ; and there were so many topics which

could not be prudently introduced.

One afternoon Norma begged to be excused,

alleging that she was tired, and that she had letters

to write. So Madge drove away without her : and

she ensconced herself in a corner of the drawing-

room which had once been hers, and neglected her

correspondence, and, at variance with all the habits

and principles of her life, gave way to an over-

whelming sense of dejection and self-pity. She had

never told herself plainly that her father would not

be with her much longer ; but she knew it ; and

she knew, too, that by refusing Lord Loddondale's

offer she had added greatly to the cares that op-

pressed him. She did not exactly blame herself for

that, because there are moral as well as physical

impossibilities ; but she felt that her life had been a

failure, that she had done no particular good to

those whom she cared for, and that her own chance

of happiness had, somehow or other, slipped from

her grasp. A\'hat had that chance of happiness

been ? Well, she could lay her finger upon it, now

that it was only a memory. There had been a cer-

tain evening—-it was now just about a year ago—

-

when Walter Sinclair had come to dinner, and there

had been an afternoon when she had visited his

studio and had criticised his statue of Saint Eliza-

beth. She had seen—how could she help seeing

it ?—that he was attracted by her ; and if he had

really felt then as he afterwards averred that he

had from the first, she might have loved him. But

Madge had come between them—Madge, who had

ne\er cared for him, and for whom, as it now ap-

peared, he had not greatly cared—and she had at

once effaced herself. Perhaps she had acted

neither well nor wisely in effacing herself. But

then she remembered the story about Bessie Green,

the incredible story which she believed, notwith-

standing its incredibility, and she determined to

think no more about what might have been.

She seated herself at the writing-table and began

a letter to Lady Adelaide Tomkinson, who had

written querulously to ask how things could be kept

going when one's fellow-workers rushed out of town

in the month of June. But before she had reached

the end of the first sentence she was interru])ted by

the opening of the door behind her, and the butler's

solemn voice announcing " Mr. Morley."

The critic, ]5hilosopher and poet entered the

room with slow steps, as his habit was. He had a

smile upon his lips, and a little volume bound in

white vellum under his arm. He said, " I am in-

deed fortunate ! I hoped that I might see you this

afternoon. Miss Shafto ; but I scarcely ventured to

ho[)e that I should find you alone."

" You are more flattering to me than to Lady

Shearman," remarked Norma, as she shook hands

with him.

Mr. Morley lowered himself into an arm-chair

and sighed comfortably. " I admit it," he replied.

" Lady Shearman is in many ways a delightful and

interesting study ; but she is so unlike you as to be

almost your opposite, and opposites cannot be made

to blend."

" Can't they ? " said Norma absently.

He shook his head. " Quite impossible ! There-

fore o])posites should not be placed in juxtaposition,

except with a view to contrast. Now in con-

versation one doesn't want contrast ; one wants

harmony."

Norma thought that, if that were the case, one

wasn't particularly likely to get it just then ; but

she did her best to gratify the fastidious Basil by

listening patiently to his sententious talk. She was

always sorry for him, knowing how few jjeojjle

could endure his company for five minutes without

becoming exasperated to the extent of quite forget-

ting their manners ; besides which, she was at that

moment willing to listen to any one who was at all

likely to make her laugh.

" At last," said he, " I have the satisfaction of

'

placing my poor collection of sonnets in your hands.

I have been longer than I intended to be in de-

livering them over to the printers : but I have a

horror of haste, and perhaps the delay is not to be

regretted, since it has enabled me to recast my
design and to give it a more definite character.

Contrasts, as I was saying just now, are to be

deprecated in conversation ; but in literature they

are effective. The essence of this little work is

contrast—contrast between two types of woman-

hood. Every line in it has been inspired by one

or othe r of the ladies whom I have attempted to

depict, and I have therefore dedicated the whole to-
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them. The fly-leaf, you see, bears the inscription,

' To N. and M.'
''

" Does that mean nobody in particular, accord-

ing to the precedent of the Church Catechism ?

"

inquired Norma.
" How can you ask such a question !

" ex-

claimed the poet reproachfully. " I do not care to

admit the world at large into my secrets ; but surely

to you the initials must speak for themselves. If

you will read the third sonnet, you will see yourself

reflected as in a mirror. Your modesty might

possibly prevent you from recognizing the portrait

;

but I really do not think that you could fail to re-

cognize Lady Shearman in—for example—the

seventh, ninth, and tenth."

Norma glanced at the pages referred to, and

gathered that she was " a star, unconscious of its

radiance pure "'; also that Mr. Morley's " storm-

vext soul " was accustomed, when whelmed in

surging waves of " doubt and dark despair," to

steer by her light towards some destination which

was not specified. After that, it was not surprising

to find that Madge was a will o' the wisp, luring the

way-worn wanderer with " flickering flames that

faint and fail." In addition to this undesirable

characteristic, it appeared that she possessed that

of " the tiny stone that starts the avalanche," as

well as that of " the child who, half in mahce, half

n ignorance," places a log across the track of the

pproaching express and subsequently " o'er the

ivreck and carnage lightly laughs."

Norma thought it highly improbable that any

hild, however malicious or ignorant, would act in

he manner described ; but she confined her criti-

isms to the remark that neither N. nor M. seemed

be treated by theirdelineator as responsible beings.

" I think," replied Mr. Morley, with an indul-

gent smile, " that you will require to read the

onnets a little more carefully before you can quite

nter into their meaning. I have endeavoured to

le lucid ; but there are thoughts which no language

an render absolutely obvious, and a poet should

lOt only express his thoughts, but make his readers

hink. In prose I always adopt a more superficial

tyle. By the way, did you read my contribution

the Omniscient lieview 1

"

" Yes," answered Norma, " I did ; and there

rere some thoughts—or rather statements—in it

rhich were not quite so lucid as I should have

iked them to be. I have always meant to ask you

bout them."

"We need not, I presume, put the dots upon

the i's " said Mr. Morley. " No doubt you allude

to one statement in particular, and I dare say I shall

not be very far wrong if I assume that your

attention was drawn to it in consequence of

something that you may have heard from Lady

Shearman ?
"

Norma, after a momentary hesitation, signified

assent.

" I quite calculated upon that. I will con-

fess that I sent the article to you because it con-

tained the statement in question. Nay, more
;

I will confess that I wrote the article chiefly in

order to make it contain that statement ; and from

what I have since heard, I rejoice to think that

I attained my object in so doing. My object,"

he explained, with a sweet smile, " was to preser^•e

a star from falling."

" But one is not justified in telling a falsehood

to preserve the entire firmament from falling,"

returned Norma, losing patience. " Was the state-

ment true ? That is what I wanted to ask

you."

Now Mr. Morley could not, of course, know

it to be a fact that Lord Walter had manied

Bessie Green ; but he really believed it to be a

fact ; so he shook his head and said, " I am
afraid there can be no doubt about it."

" But can you prove it ? " persisted Norma. " It

is nothing to me ; only I don't think any one has

a right to make insinuations, unless he is able, if

called upon, to ' put the dots on the i's ' as you

say."

This was a little uncomfortable for Mr. Morley,

who however was willing to tell all that he knew.

But he had not advanced beyond preliminaries

when Madge came in from her drive, thus probabl)'

saving him from a severe rebuke.

XLI.

THE POET SPEAKS.

Many of Basil Morley's (unpublished) erotic

ballads were sufficiently impassioned in sentiment

and diction to satisfy the most ardent souls ; but

their author was not himself a man whose passion;;

or emotions were very strong. His was the calm

of a refined stoic ; he recognized in his own char-

acter—and it was no fault of his if less clear-sighted

people failed to do so—divers personal traits whicli
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are associated with the names of Marcus Aurelius,

Dante and Petrarch. Also he thought it not

unlikely that Plato might, as regarded certain mat-

ters, have felt very much as he did. He shrank

from the petty cares and ties which belong to

matrimony ; and although, for purposes of inspira-

tion, a Beatrice or a Laura might be serviceable to

him, he would have preferred worshipping her

from afar to living under the same roof with her.

However it had been his good or ill fortune to be

born in the nineteenth century, and one must

belong to one's period. That indeed was one of

his maxims, and in pursuance of it he had resolved

to honour Miss Shafto by asking her to share his

lot. He had fully intended to make his wishes

known in the course of the interview recorded in

the last chapter ; but it always took him a long

time to come to his point, and on this occasion he

had been interrupted, as has been mentioned, by

the entrance of Lady Shearman before he had so

much as approached it. Thus he was compelled to

postpone to some future opportunity the avowal

which he hoped that she would receive with pleased

surprise.

As it chanced, he was not kept waiting many
days. The cottage inhabited by Mrs. Morlcy and

her son stood almost within a stone's throw of the

high road ; and one afternoon, the poet, who was

wandering aimlessly about his restricted domain,

saw the well-known Shearman barouche pass

rapidly between the hedgerows. Having satisfied

himself that it had only one occupant, and that that

occupant wore a bonnet which he had previously

admired upon Lady Shearman's head, he resolved

to take advantage of the occasion and at once set

out to walk across the fields to Brampton. He had

just as much of doubt as to his success as was

needed to give him an agreeable sensation of

excitement. That Norma appreciated him he was

sure. She was, in fact, the only person in the

neighbourhood who did—probably the only one

who was capable of so doing. As for her loving

him, well, he was greatly mistaken in her if love

^vith her w-ould not mean something quite different

from what it would mean with !NL-idge Shearman,

for instance.

Esteem and admiration must necessarily in

Norma's case be the basis of any such senti-

ment. He would not have been at all surprised at

her having loved Lord Walter Sinclair ; because

Lord Walter, by reason of his artistic achievements,

was entitled to admiration. To Miss Shafto's

esteem he was not entitled, and it had been neces-

sary to tell her so. That, no doubt, had disposed

of any chance that the young sculptor might ever

have had. Norma would not be Norma if she

could love a man so calculating and cynical.

Basil, on the other hand, had led a blameless life.

Therefore he swung his stick jauntily as he stepped

through the hay fields and composed an antici-

patory poem, descriptive of the stooping of his star

through the storm and stress of something or other,

and the consequent happy and elevating results

as regarded the poet's mind.

But the i)oet's mind was terribly vexed when, on

striking across the lawn towards the front-door at

Brampton, he saw a certain high dog-cart, which

he knew only too well, drawing near from the oppo-

site direction. Few people, according to Basil's

philosophy, were worth hating, just as few were

worth loving ; but he really did rather hate Miss

Travers, who, it must be confessed, had lost no

opportunity of making herself hateful to him, and

that he should encounter her .it this juncture was

especially unfortunate.

But apparently that was not the light in w^hich

Miss Travers regarded their meeting. The

moment that she espied Mr. Morley she began

shouting at him and waving her whip. Then she

quickened her pace, dashed up the drive, and

checked her huge gray horse so abruptly that she

almost threw him upon his haunches.

'• Well, this is luck !
" she exclaimed. " I've

sent my groom down to the village to do a com-

mission, and I was wondering who I could get to

hold my horse for me while I ran in and saw Norma.

You'll do capitall)'. Have you rung the bell yet ?
"

" No doubt there are plenty of grooms in the

stable-yard
—

" began Basil.

" Oh, bother ! the stables are a quarter of a

mile away, and I'm in a hurry."

" Then I dare say one of the footmen
—

"

" Bless the man ! you don't suppose I wouldi

trust a flunkey to hold a three hundred guinea

horse, do you? Besides, he would be in far toe

great a funk to attempt it. Not that there's any-i

thing to be frightened about ; for the gray is a^

quiet as a sheep so long as he isn't startled 01

fidgeted. All you've got to do is to stand at his

head. I won't keep you more than ten minutes."

Meanwhile, the door had been opened, anc

Miss Travers, having ascertained that Norma wa
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at home, ran nimbly up the steps, leaving the

reluctant Basil in charge of an animal whose looks

he did not half like. " AJind he don't strike out

at you with his fore-legs," she called back over her

shoulder ;
" he sometimes does."

" How am I to prevent him > " returned

poor Basil, whose stoicism was apt to fail him
in moments of personal peril. But to this very

[

natural question he received no reply, while he was
disagreeably conscious of the supercilious amuse-

ment of the menials in the doorway.

-Miss Travers entered the drawing-room chuck-

ling. " Norma, my dear," said she, " you may
thank me, if you like, for doing you a good turn.

I found Morley-porley in the act of ringing the

bell, and with the greatest presence of mind, I

asked him to hold my horse for me. I know
exactly what he will do ; he will try to propitiate

the gray by stroking his nose—and then he'll have

some healthy exercise."

" What a shame !
" exclaimed Norma. " If

you had no pity for him, you might have thought

of your own property. The chances are that when
you go out, you will be punished by finding your

horse staked and your dog-cart broken to pieces.

I will ring and send somebody to relieve poor 'Sir.

I^Iorley."

" For Heaven's sake don't I No injury will be

done to anybody or anything, except the gravel,

1 which may be a little cut up ; Morley-porley will be
dragged about and agitated and will get so hot that

; he will have to run home to his mother and change

his clothes, and you will be spared a visit from

him, that's all. Now, Norma, I haven't much
,

time to lose ; so you must excuse my proceeding

straight to business. I want to know what's wrong
between you and Walter Sinclair."

" Nothing at all," answered Norma.
'

" Oh, yes, there is ; I know a good deal, if I

don't know everything. I know you have refused

him, and I know you have refused his brother too.

' Of course you couldn't marr)- Loddondale—

I

never supposed you would, and it was like his

' impudence to ask you—but why you should have

! turned Walter away, I can't understand."

" For the simplest of all reasons," Norma
• replied.

" .So he says ; but then I don't happen to believe

it. You know. Norma, you are not a very good
' hand at keeping a secret. You are too honest

[

to be able to disguise your feelings, and any-

body who knows you and cares for you as I

do can read you like a book. The other day,

when I spoke to you about ^^'alter at the bazaar, it

was as plain as plain could be that you were dis-

pleased with him about something, and he himself

hasn't the slightest idea what it is ; so
—

"

" Has he sent you to ask me ? " interrupted

Norma, with a heightened colour.

" Not he ! He has a poor opinion of my skill,

and a pretty high one of his own. For all that, I

am right ; and I'm determined to get to the bottom

of this misunderstanding ; for a misunderstanding it

certainly is. Come ! who has been traducing him to

you ? I would lay a trifle of odds that it is Madge
Shearman."

This inquisition threatened to become embarrass-

ing. " One can't help feeling a little provoked

with a person whose friends are so officious," said

Norma, laughing. " Surely, when one has received

an offer of marriage and has declined it, with a due

sense of the compliment, the matter might be

allowed to drop. If you offered me a cup of tea

and I said ' No thank you,' you wouldn't keep on

pestering me to give reasons for not drinking what

I didn't want."

" That is all very fine," returned Miss Travers
;

"but you won't put me off with false analogies, my
dear. You have got some mistaken idea about

Walter Sinclair into your head, and the sooner you

get rid of it the better. It is for your own sake

that I say so,'-' she added significantly. " As for

Walter, he is a very good fellow, but he is a man
;

and men always console themselves sooner or

later."

It is by no means improbable that Miss Travers

would have succeeded in breaking down Norma's

reticence, had she been suffered to continue the

attack ; but now there arose from outside the house

a hubbub which suddenly diverted her thoughts into

another channel.

" Come and look at him !—come and look at

him !

" she exclaimed gleefully ;
" he is having a

rare time of it now, I know !

"

Norma followed her into the hall, where the

butler and two footmen were discovered leaning

out of the window in full enjoyment of a struggle

which they did not feel it to be any business of

theirs to share. Outside, Mr. Morley could be

discerned, plunging wildly in unison with the

plunges of the gray horse, who was backing away

from him, and whom he was addressing in alternate
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terms of endearment and abuse. " Woa then I

—

Stand still, can't you !—Poor fellow !—Confound

)'0u, you ugly brute !

"—together with apostrophes

of a more emphatic and profane character.

Miss Travers laughed delightedly. "Did you

ever see such a duffer in all your born days ? " she

ejaculated.

Then she threw open the door and emerged

upon the steps. " Stick to him ! " she shouted.

" Mind what you're about !—don't let him back on

to the flower-beds. Man alive ! can't you stand

at a horse's head without fretting him into a

fever ?
"

If the horse was in a fever, so was the poet. His

hat had fallen off, the perspiration was running

down his cheeks, he was gasping for breath, and

would doubtless have cast the recalcitrant gray

loose long ere this, had he not been painfully

aware of the butler and the footmen. To these

spectators had now been added Miss Travers and

the lady of his heart : obviously therefore it be-

hoved him to continue the fight while he had a leg

to stand upon. The unfortunate part of it was

that he didn't in the least know what he ought to

do, and that the horse was perfectly aware of his

incapacity. Also he was in mortal terror lest that

evil brute should (in accordance with Miss Travers's

prediction) strike out with his fore-leg and kick

him in the stomach.

Norma, whose nature had in it no trace of that

element of cruelty which is common to the great

mass of men and women, was not much diverted

by a spectacle which made Miss Travers laugh

till the tears ran down her cheeks. " Go and

help him, Nell," she pleaded. " He is doing

his best ; and it isn't fair to make him so

ridiculous."

" /';« not making him ridiculous," Miss Travers

declared ;
" goodness knows he can do that for

himself, without anybody's assistance !

"

However, as she was always ready to do anything

in reason to oblige Norma, she descended the steps

and made for the scene of action, where indeed

her presence was required. For the gray, who had

probably begun his antics merely with a view to a

little amusement, had now become frightened or

irritated, and just as his mistress approached he

suddenly reared. The luckless Basil was dragged

off his legs, and, losing his balance, fell flat upon

his back, uttering a screech of alarm. When he

arose, the gray, though snorting and quivering, had

ceased to jump about, while Miss Travers had
already scrambled into her dog-cart and had taken

the reins.

" Now let this be a lesson to you," said she,

shaking her finger solemnly at him from the

driving-seat. " If you hadn't played the fool you

wouldn't have been rolled over in the dust.

You're always trying to be clever ; and see what

comes of it ! Be advised by me, Mr. Morley, and

don't you try to be clever any more. Good-bye,

Norma ; come and see me some day when you

can come alone."

So away she went, and the butler gravely handed

Mr. Morley his hat, while one of the footmen

brushed him down. It had been a disconcerting

episode and one which would have diverted ninety-

nine men out of a hundred from their purpose ;

but Basil, perhaps, represented the exception which

proves the rule. After he had been taken into the

drawing-room by Norma and had had some tea, and

had said a few of the bitterest things that he

could think of about Nell Travers, he began to feel

himself again, insomuch that he recalled to

memory certain flowery speeches which he had

rehearsed during his walk. These he now de-

liberately enunciated, much to the surprise of

Norma, who at first did not in the least understand

what he was driving at. But by degrees he con-

descended to make himself more intelligible ; so

that at length she had to inform him, as gently

and considerately as she could, that he must think

no more of an alliance which was altogether out of

the question.

And now it was Mr. Morley's turn to be dull

of comprehension. " I have startled you," said he,

with a sweet, sad smile. " You were unprepared

for this
;
you have regarded me—and indeed that

is ver)' natural—as a lonely man and one unfitted

for domesticity. But when you have thought the

matter over quietly your fears, I trust, will vanish.

You will realize that I have not acted hastily—

I

never act hastily—that I should not have taken

this step had I not been convinced that in doing

so I am consulting your happiness as well as my
own, and that, although to the outer world I may

appear to be a cynic, yet— "

" I assure you," interrupted Norma, "that I have

not, and never could have had, any such thoughts.

I am very sorry that you should have made this

—

this extraordinary mistake, and I don't wish to

seem unkind ; but I really can't let you imagine
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thai there is the remotest possibility of my ever

marrying you."

Mr. Morley's countenance grew dark. " It

seems, then," said he, " that my warnings have

been in vain. Your heart has been stolen from me

by a man who is in all respects unworthy."

" You are assuming what you have no right to

assume, Mr. Morley, and I shall not take the

trouble to contradict you," answ-ered Norma

coldly ;
" but please leave other people's characters

alone. That story is probably quite untrue, and

whether it is true or false, I don't wish to hear any

more about it."

" Yet you questioned me about it the last time

that I was here, and questioned me very eagerly

too," observed Mr. Morley.

" I asked you whether you could prove that

what you had stated was a fact—and it appeared

that you couldn't."

Mr. Morley rose and drew himself up to his full

height. " If proofs are what you require," said

he, '• you shall have them ; I will make it my
business to obtain them. Of my own hopes

I will for the present say no more. I can bear

to lose you, if so it must be ; but what I cannot

and will not bear is to surrender you to one who

deserves, not your love, but your contempt."

" You purposely misunderstand me !
" exclaimed

Norma. " I want no proofs ; I am not concerned

in the matter. I merely wished to point out to

you that you had no business to state as a fact

what you didn't know to be a fact."

But the haughty Basil took no notice of her

disclaimer. " Farewell, Miss Shafto," said he ;
" I

will not see you again until I can tell you that I

have accomplished my quest."

With that he strode out of the room, leaving

Norma to repent of her error in judgment. This

idiot would doubtless stir up all the details of a

scandal which might very well have been left

alone ; he would cause infinite annoyance to people

with whom she had no quarrel ; and, worst of all,

he would be pretty sure to let everybody know that

his e.xertions were undertaken on her account and

for her sake. She could only trust that his natural

stupidity would render those exertions abortive.

XLII

REBUS IN ARDUIS.

To obtain jiroof positive of a genuine marriage

is not always the easy matter that it ousht to be.

while the futility of seeking for evidence of an

imaginary one is generally slow to dawn upon the

anxious inquirer. Mr. Morley therefore had un-

dertaken a task which was sure to keep him busy

for a considerable length of time, and, while he

was engaged upon it. Norma reaped the benefit of

the sentence of banishment from her presence

which he had chosen to pass upon himself. For a

day or two she was uneasy, expecting always to

see him appear in triumph, with a copy of a

marriage-certificate in his hand ; but one nail

drives out another, and she had at this time many

subjects for troubled thought besides that of Basil

Morley and his possible vagaries. Her father's

health and spirits had improved a little, but only a

little. He had become very quiet and silent and

did not seem to care much about seeing his old

friends, nor indeed about doing anything, except

sitting in the sun with a newspaper upon his knees

which he did not read. At the same time, he was

very anxious to remain where he was. He grew

cross and agitated when Norma suggested to him

that their visit had lasted long enough, and that

they ought to be thinking about returning home.

" What's your hurry ? " he asked. " There's no-

thing to be done at home when we get there, and

our friends here don't want to be rid of us yet, I

believe. I thought you would enjoy having a quiet

time at Brampton."

Norma enjoyed it just about as much as one

enjoys the loan of a horse which has once been

one's own property. However, she was glad to do

anything that would please him, and the hospitahty

of the Shcarmans seemed to be proffered in all

sincerity. Madge was reassured by the departure

from the Shafto Arms of Mr. Green, who, being

now in independent circumstances, had removed

himself and his belongings to a villa on the out-

skirts of the assize-town, which was situated on the

other side of the county. Neither she nor Norma

ever mentioned Lord Walter Sinclair's name ; and

it was in vain that Nell Travers sought an oppor-

tunity of renewing the cross-examination in which

she had been interrupted.

So the days passed on, without any special

incident to mark them, until the middle of July,

when Mr. Shafto received a letter which startled

him out of the state of lethargy into which he had

lately fallen. This communication was from a city

magnate with whom he was acquainted, and who,

in view of certain confidential inquiries made of
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him by IMr. Shafto a few weeks previously, " thought

it only right " to mention rumours which were in

circulation, and which, he feared, were only too

well founded. Mr. Shafto said nothing to Norma

about these rumours, but he told her that he had

business matters to attend to and that they must go

home imm.ecliately.

Accordingly they left for London the same after-

noon, and, late as it was when they arrived, Mr.

Shafto drove straight from the station into the City,

where, as might have been anticipated, he saw

nobody, and heard nothing. He came back to

dinner very tired, but less dejected than Norma

had expected him to be.

"There has been a crisis in financial circles," he

vouchsafed to inform her; "but the evening papers

speak hopefully about it. I shall see Liimmergeier

to-morrow and hear what he has to say. Liim-

mergeier has plenty of enemies who would be only

too glad to think that he was hard hit ; but we may
take their assertions for what they are worth. It

would require something more than a temporary

crisis to bring Lammergeier to serious grief, I

imagine."

" But if he did come to grief? " suggested Norma.
" If he did—well, even if he did—but there's no

need to anticipate anything so improbable. I have

been out of sorts lately, and that has made me
nervous, fancying all kinds of absurd things. The

fact is that during the winter I wasn't quite as

prudent as I ought to have been, and perhaps I

shouldn't have allowed the management of my
affairs to pass out of my own hands as I did. But I'll

put all that straight now; I won't delay about it

any longer ; and if Lammergeier is affronted, I can't

help it. But I don't think he will have any right

to be affronted. I shall tell him that I'm getting

to be an old man, and that I naturally want to

know how I stand, and so forth. I suppose he'll

see the reasonableness of that, eh ?
"

"Will it signify very much if he doesn't?"

asked Norma. " If you have trusted him with

money that belongs to you, you can claim it when

you please without giving him any cause for com-
plaint."

" That's as may be. I am under great obligations

to Lammergeier, and at a time like this I shouldn't

wish him to think that I had lost confidence in

him. I would rather submit to a little further

anxiety than seem to bolt like a rat from a sinking

ship."

But on the ensuing morning Mr. Shafto did not

feel well enough to go into the City, as he had

intended doing. He woke with a headache, and,

after perusing the monej' article in the Times, which,

though somewhat alarmist in tone, and recording a

heavy fall in almost all securities, contained no such

allusions as he had secretly feared that he might

see there, he decided that he would remain at

home. "After all, twenty-four hours can't make

much difference, one way or the other," he said

half apologetically to Norma, who guessed that he

shrank from making demands upon the man whom
as he had once confessed, he had trusted too

much.

It was as well that he did remain at home, for

he would have gained nothing by an e.xpedition

eastwards. Soon after luncheon the first edition of

the evening paper was brought to him, and the

moment that he opened it his eyes fell upon a

paragraph headed, " Failure of B.-\ron La.mmer-

GEIER, M.P."

According to the newspaper, this intelligence

would not come as a suqwise to the initiated, and,

truth to tell, it scarcely came as a surprise to

Mr. Shafto, who nevertheless was within an ace of

fainting away when confronted with it. Norma,]

who was with him at the time, made him lie down,

and brought him a glass of wine, which presently

revived him. She wanted to send for the doctor,

but that he would not hear of

" I was startled for the moment—anybody would

have been startled," said he, sitting up ;
" but I'm

all right again now. We must keep our wits

about us and not take fright at shadows. Poor

Liimmergeier's failure is a blow to me of

course, only, as I was telling you yesterday, it

doesn't imply—it doesn't imply—why should it,

you know? I never had any share in his business.

I couldn't even tell you exactly what his business

was."

He rambled on in this way for a minute or two.

Norma did not very well understand what he was

talking about, but she tried to dissuade him from

hurrying off to Grosvenor Place, as he declared that

he would do. The utmost that she could accomplish

however—and that was not easy—was to induce

him to wait until the carriage could be ready to

take him. During the interval he paced impatiendy

up and down the room, no longer concealing his

agitation, though he kept on rejaeating that there

was no cause for alarm, that his affairs were quite
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distinct from Lammergeier's affairs, and a good

deal more to the like effect.

He was absent for rather more than an hour,

and when he returned his face told its own tale

—a tale for which Norma was quite prepared. He
did not say much, he seemed to be stupefied, but

when she asked him whether they were ruined he

made a sign of assent. After a time he explained

more fully what had occurred. He had intrusted

his entire fortune to Baron Lammergeier, and not

a penny of it was now forthcoming. " Lammergeier

made some investments for me which appeared to

be safe. I certainly understood that they were safe

—but it has turned out that they were not. And he

says I gave him carte blanche. Very likely I did

—

I can't remember. My memory is completely gone."

He drew a memorandum-book from his pocket

and tried to enter into particulars, but these were

lUtterly unintelligible to his hearer, who begged him

not to worry himself with them. Of what value

indeed were particulars ? The evident fact was

that Baron Lammergeier had possessed himself of

Mr. Shafto's property and had lost that drop in

tlie ocean of his own losses. She had foreseen this

I

catastrophe, and was amazed at the comparative

calmness with which her father submitted to it, not

knowing that it had also been foreseen by him.

'Have we absolutely nothing left, papa?" she

asked at length.

" Absolutely nothing ? " he repeated vaguely.

" Well, I think there's a trifle left, but I can't be

sure. Whatever it may be, it isn't enough for us

to live upon."

Then, all of a sudden, he broke out into bitter

lamentations and self-reproaches. He had been

warned again and again, it seemed, but he had

refused to listen. He had not believed that

Lammergeier was a dishonest man—scarcely be-

lieved it even now. Perhaps, after all, Lammergeier

had not been to blame. " At any rate he declares that

he wasn't. He was very busy and could only see

me for a few minutes, though I had a long talk

with his wife. He says I ought to put a brave face

upon misfortune, as he does. A brave face,

that's easily said. He has years of life before him,

and with his talents and opportunities he may make

another fortune ; but I'm only a useless old man,

with one foot in the grave. It isn't for myself that

I care, I'm ready to go into the workhouse to-

morrow. But what is to become of you. Norma ?

—ah, my poor child, what is to become of you ?"

He held out his trembling hands to her, and the

tears which had gathered in his faded eyes brimmed

over and ran down his cheeks.

Well, it was no very difficult matter to console

and comfort him. He was so broken down, and

his brain was so confused that he could not think

of more than one thing at a time, and when he

found that Norma was neither angry nor horror-

struck, he grew almost cheerful again. Possibly,

too, it was something of a relief to him to know

that the worst that could happen had happened

and was over. He had no plans for the future, nor

any ideas that Norma could gather. From that

moment he surrendered himself into her hands

and agreed passively to everything that she sug-

gested. They could dispose of the house, oh, yes,

that would bring in something, no doubt, and the

furniture, and the carriage and horses. She didn't

think that they would starve then. Was there any

money in the bank ? Yes ; he supposed so. But

perhaps the best way w^ould be for her to look

through his papers. He would give her his keys

after dinner. He thought he would go and lie

down until dinner-time, if she didn't mind.

He disposed of his dinner with a very fair

appetite, and for the benefit of the servants talked

about commonplaces much as usual. When his

daughter and he were left alone, he took her into

his study and made her sit down at the writing-

table.

"Now, my dear," said he, "you had better look

into things for yourself. You will find all you

want in the top drawer—my pass-book and my
cheque-book, and a few memoranda ; I have no

head left for figures."

So saying, he sank down into an arm-chair, and in

a ver)' few minutes was fast asleep.

With the materials at her disposal. Norma was

not able to arrive at any dear comprehension of

her father's financial position that night, though

she worked hard until long after he had gone to

bed. But she wrote to his bankers, and in the

course of a few days she made out that they would

henceforth have an income of something under

J[,\oo a year, which amount would of course be

considerably added to if they were able to let the

house in Upper Belgrave Street. That was not

absolute ruin ; but to people of their tastes and

habits it was so ver\- like it that Norma's heart

sank at the thought of what lay before them.

To her father however she spoke of the future
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with cheerfulness and confidence. For the next

few months they would have to be very careful and

economical, but there was a good chance of their

letting the house in autumn, and they might count

with certainty upon doing so for the ensuing season.

Meanwhile, the first thing to be done was to get

rid of the servants and the carriage, and settle them-

selves down somewhere in quiet lodgings. And

one morning she announced to him that these

quiet lodgings had been discovered. She had

made an expedition down Chelsea way, and had

been lucky enough to hit upon a set of rooms near

Cheyne Walk which were cheap and clean, and

were kept by a resi)ectable old woman who stated

that she knew how to cook. " And if she doesn't,

I can give her some hints," Norma observed. To

all this Mr. Shafto listened placidly, nodding assent

and seeming to regard the whole situation from a

detached point o< view, as though it did not

specially concern him. " What a head you have,

Norma !
" he would exclaim admiringly from time

to time, but this was almost the only comment

that he made upon her proceedings. As if to

emphasize the completeness of his abdication, he

took to spending the greater part of the day in the

drawing-room, where he dozed over the newspapers

while she wrote the letters which had to be written,

and transacted the business which had to be

transacted, in the study, which he no longer cared

to enter.

XLIII.

BARON LAMMERCEIER'S GENEROSITY.

The insolvency of Baron Lammergeier caused

more stir in the social than in the financial world.

Certainly it was something of an event in the

latter ; but it was one which had been anticipated,

and it was important rather by reason of its coin-

cidence with the collapse of certain undertakings

with which he had been connected than on its ow'n

account.

As for Mr. Shafto, he held his peace and re-

mained indoors, which was perhaps the reason why
scarcely any of his numerous acquaintances heard

of his ruin. 'Walter Sinclair, who knew something

of the relations which had subsisted between !Mr.

Shafto and the Jewish financier, was an exception.

Immediately after the Ascot week he had received

a visit from his brother w'ho had spoken to him

with OTeat candour.

" She won't have me at any ])rice," Lord Loddon-

dale had said. " She w-as half inclined to take me,

because her old father, who has been playing

ducks and drakes with his money, would give

anything to establish her, and she would like to

please him if she could ; but when it came to

swallowing the pill, she found that she couldn't

do it. N\'ell, there's an end of that. Now, if

you survive me, you'll step into my shoes, and,

if you don't, your son will. That makes you

about as good a match as I am ; and I can't help

thinking—%vhy I don't exactly know, but I cer-

tainly do think so—that she is fond of you. Go
in and win, old man. I'm off to Norway for a

month or two ; I feel a bit down on my luck,

somehow or other, and I want to get out of this."

So Lord Loddondalc had left England, and the

mercury of Walter's hopes had begun, not un-

naturally, to rise again. Guessing that the news of

the Lammergeier crash would bring Mr. Shafto

back to London, he made up his mind after a few

days to call in Upper Belgrave Street, where how-

ever he did not succeed in obtaining admission.

Mr. Shafto was not very well and was lying down,

the butler said. Miss Shafto was at home, but he

believed that she was engaged. Thereupon Walter

produced a sovereign.

" I should like to see Miss Shafto for a few

minutes," said he. "Will you take my card to her,

please ?
"

But presently the man returned with Miss

Shafto's compliments and a request that she might

be excused. She was very busy packing, he ex-

plained, as the family were leaving immediately.

Then, feeling perhaps that he ouglit to furnish

some equivalent for his tip, he gave full particulars

of the family misfortunes, and mentioned the

address of the rooms in Chelsea where his master

and mistress would thenceforth be domiciled.

Norma was not so busy but that she could have

spared time to receive Walter Sinclair ; but she

shrank from his pity and from his possible offers of

assistance. Moreover, her present feeling was that

she had done for ever with persons of Lord

Walter's social standing. She was about—so she

thought—to disappear altogether from the class to

which she had hitherto belonged ; and when one

has to make these plunges, it is best to make them

without valedictory words. For the rest, it must

be owned that she was suffering a little from that

sense of desertion which people who have sunk
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from affluence to poverty almost invariably ex-

perience. The world (which, by the way, is

composed of an aggregation of individuals closely

resembling ourselves) is popularly supposed to

turn its back upon the unfortunate ; but perhaps

the world is somewhat maligned in this respect.

The unfortunate have a way of dropping out of

sight ; and how can kindness or civility be shown

to those who are not to be found when inquired

after ? As has been mentioned, the fashionable

world was at this time leaving London, and of

Norma's more immediate friends it so chanced

that the greater part were out of the way of hearing

iibout her. Lord Loddondale was in Norway;

Nell Travers had left home on a round of visits
;

Lady Spencer Sinclair had departed to recruit her

system at Homburg. ^Lidge Shearman however

Avrote very sympathetically, begging for information

as to her friend's plans, and assuring her that, if she

cared to return to Brampton, she would be more

than welcome.

Norma of course declined this invitation, which

she did not even mention to her father. If there

Tiad been nothing else against it, the expense of the

journey would have been a sufficient objection
;

for she was somewhat unnecessarily nervous upon

the score of expenditure. There was a little money

in the bank ; the sale of the carriage and horses

might be expected to produce at least two hundred

pounds, and in the autumn some dividends would

become payable ; so that she had really no reason

for immediate anxiety. But Norma, who had

hitherto been accustomed to look upon a hundred

pounds as a comparatively trifling sum, hardly

realized as yet upon how little it is possible to

live.

Air. Shafto could not be persuaded to inspect his

new quarters before the time came for him to take

up his abode in them. Indeed, he refused to go

out of doors at all, fearing lest he should encounter

some inquisitive friend. " I can't walk all the way

to Chelsea," he declared, "and we mustn't spend

half-crowns on cabs. It is sure to be all right •

what is good enough for you, my dear, will be good

•enough for me."

Nor was the effect of the move, which Norma

had greatly dreaded on his behalf, at all prejudicial

to him. On the contrary, he seemed to breathe

more freely when he was removed from Upper

Belgrave Street and from old associations. The

Jooms, though very small, were clean and decently

furnished ; a shilling's worth of flowers and a few

knickknacks made them look quite habitable ; and

the old man accommodated himself to his altered

circumstances without a murmur—perhaps even

without much sense of discomfort. But he spoke

so little that it was difficult to guess how he was

feeling or what his thoughts were. As a matter of

fact, he felt nothing and thought scarcely at all.

He had been stunned by his calamity ; virtually he

had been killed by it ; and if he still survived, it

was only as a man who has been mortally wounded

will stagger on for yards before he falls to rise no

more. But his daughter naturally did not imagine

the case to be so serious as that. Except that he

was incapable of any exertion and slept a great

deal, his health seemed to be tolerably good and

his tendency to irritability had entirely left him.

And so was initiated a quiet, monotonous kind

of life which was not without its enjoyments.

Mr. Shafto did nothing quite contentedly. He
rose late ; he read the newspapers, taking a very

long time over it, in the afternoon he would stroll

down to the riverside, seat himself upon a bench,

and watch the bustle and hurry of that crowded

w-ater-highway in a placid, half-somnolent way until

it was time to go home to dinner. Norma busied

herself with household matters and also found a

few sick people to visit. She made friends with

her landlady, a fat, good-natured woman, who was

able to give her facilities for making herself useful

in that direction. Upon the whole, ruin did not

seem to be such a very hard thing to bear, after

all.

On a certain afternoon Mr. Shafto suggested that,

as the afternoon was fine and not too hot, they

might take a stroll down tov/ards the river.

Some people are able to think the river at Chelsea

beautiful ; and no doubt beauty of a kind is dis-

coverable almost anywhere, unless it be in the

manufacturing districts; but those who are ac-

quainted with the upper reaches of the Thames

can scarcely contemplate it with pleasure as it

draws near to its destination. Mr. Shafto, gazing

at the dirty, turbid flood, sighed, and his thoughts

went back to Eton and Oxford, and to many a

bygone contest of which the heroes were dead

and forgotten.

" Poor old river !
" he said ;

'' it comes to an

ugly end like most of us, and the sooner it gets

out to sea and is washed clean the better. Well,

I shall have trot out to sea soon." And after a
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long pause, which Norma did not interrupt, he

went on :
" Those whom the gods love die young

—it sounds absurd ; but it's true enough. Isn't

it odd that, though we all live such a short time,

yet the generality of us contrive to live too long ?

Look at and and-—" (here he mentioned

the names of some well-known contemporaries of

his). " Such fine young fellows as they were half a

century ago !—and what are they now? A quar-

relsome old law-lord who has a grievance ; a Secre-

tary of State, eaten up with senile vanity, whom all

his colleagues laugh at, and who hasn't wit enough

left to see that they are laughing at him ; an ex-

politician who employs himself in writing long

jeremiads to the Times which nobody reads. If

that is what becomes of the big men, what is

to be expected of the little ones? Ah, my
dear Norma, if I had died ten years ago, or, for

the matter of that, five years ago, you wouldn't

have had so much reason to be ashamed of me."

" Do you think I am ashamed of you now,

papa?" exclaimed Norma. "What have you

ever done that I could be ashamed of?"

" I have managed to lose very nearly every far-

thing that I possessed, my dear."

" But how ? By believing in the honesty of

a man who has cheated you. There is nothing

to be ashamed of in that. The shame is for the

cheat."

" Well, I don't know," said Mr. Shafto in the

dispassionate tone which had become habitual to

him ; " there's some shame in allowing one's self

to be cheated, I take it. Anyway," he resumed,

" I have had my deserts ; and if that were all it

wouldn't matter much. But the sins of the fathers

are visited upon the children—their sins and

their follies too—and you have to suffer for

mine."

" But I don't suffer," Norma declared :
" to me

poverty doesn't mean suffering at all."

"Ah, so you say, my dear—one must say some-

thing. But facts always remain the same, whatever

we may say about them; and whether I die to-morrow,

or next month, or ne.xt year, it is certain that some

day I must leave you alone in the world, with a

bare pittance to live upon, whereas I might have

left you rich."

" Don't let us talk about that," pleaded Norma.
" If one must be left alone in the world it makes

very little difference whether one is left rich or

poor."

" Oh, it makes a difference— it makes a very

great difference. I wish—

"

He broke off and remained silent so long that at

last Norma asked him what it was that he

wished.

" I was only going to say that I wished Walter

Sinclair would come and see us,"' he answered.

" Is he out of town, I wonder ?
"

" Most people are out of town at this time

of year," obsen-ed Norma. " Besides, as you were

saying this morning, we are effectually removed

from our friends now, and it is better that we

should be."

" Did I say that ? If I did I wasn't thinking of

Sinclair or Loddondale. Well, I've worried you

more than enough about tliem both, haven't I ?

—

ril say no more. Do you know what I should

like, Norma ? I should like to hire a boat and

scull you up the river. I really feel as if I could

do it."

She did not at first imagine that he was serious
;

but he looked so wistfully at the water, and the

fancy was evidently so strong upon him, that at

length, to humour him, she consented ; and when

they had found what he contemptuously called a

tub, he actually did take the sculls and pulled for

a short distance towards Wandsworth Bridge, the

tide favouring him. But very soon he had to

admit th.it the exertion, slight as it was, was too

much for him ; so that he was willing enough

to change places with Norma, who paddled quietly

up stream, while he chatted to her about his school

and college days, and the races that he had won,

and the revolution that had been effected in every

branch of rowing since then.

He was more like himself than she had seen him

for many weeks jiast, and when it was time to go

home to dinner, he said, laughingly, " We must

save up our pocket-money and treat ourselves to a

boat ever)- now and then, Norma ; I haven't enjoyed

anything so much as this since Venice."

He was tired, however, and needed the support

of his daughter's arm during the short walk back

to their lodgings. " One ought not to let one's self i

drop into slovenly habits," he said at the door;

" but I think, if you'll excuSe me, I won't dress for

dinner to-night. Norma : I feel more inclined for

sleep than food."

He had of late taken to falling asleep so frequently

and so suddenly that Norma was not surprised by

his non-appearance at the dinner hour. After
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Tvaiting a while, she went to his door and knocked,

but received no answer. It seemed a pity that he

should be disturbed
;
yet since there was nothing

that he disliked so much as cold soup, she

made up her mind to go in and rouse him.

He was seated in his armchair, snoring heavily
;

his head had fallen back and one side of his face

was contracted in a curious way which Norma did

not at first notice. Only after repeated and fruit-

less efforts to wake him did she realize that this

was no ordinary sleep, and that the sword which for

so long had been suspended over her by a thread

had at length fallen.

Nevertheless, the hastily summoned doctor, when

he came did not consider the case a hopeless one.

" Oh, if yoi} speak of absolute recovery," he said,

in answer to Norma's question, " that is rather too

much to expect ; but I quite think that your father

will recover consciousness and perhaps also the

power of speech. Have you engaged a nurse yet ?

No ? Well, you had better do so ; for you can't

undertake all that will be required single-handed.

I will call again in the morning
;

you may
feel assured that there is no immediate cause for

alarm."

No sane human being would wish to die by

inches
;

yet, oddly enough, most of us seem to

wish that those whom we love should do so, and

cannot bring ourselves to desire for them the speedy

release which we should certainly desire for our-

selves. Norma breathed more freely after the doc-

tor's verdict, though she quite understood that a

respite was all that he had promised. In obedience

to his instructions, she sent for a sick-nurse, who
was soon in attendance ; but through that first

night she preferred to remain by her father's bed-

side, hoping always that he would come to himself

again ; and indeed towards morning he did show

some symptoms of returning consciousness.

" Quite as much as we could hope for," the doc-

tor, who made his appearance early in the morning,

declared. " And now. Miss Shafto, you will go

and try to get some sleep, please. If you like to

relieve the nurse for a time during the afternoon,

you can do so ; but you must not be two nights

in succession out of bed, or you will knock yourself

up and become useless—which I am sure you

would regret."

Norma was in truth knocked up already, as

healthy people always are after a long vigil. A few

hours of rest restored her, however ; and when she

returned to her father's room she had the satisfac-

tion of finding that he could recognize her, although

he was unable to speak or move. She sat with

him for the remainder of the afternoon and did

what little there was to be done for him ; but he

scarcely seemed to notice that she was there. The

nurse, who returned soon after six o'clock,

was of opinion that he would pull through this

attack.

" They very generally do," she observed com-

posedly ; "it's more often the second or the third

stroke that proves fatal than the first."

The nurse was a very decent sort of woman ; but

of course she would have been of little value as a

nurse if the probable death of a patient intrusted to

her care had greatly distressed her. Norma knew

that ; yet she felt painfully the lack of a single

sympathizing fellow-ceature in her trouble, and it

was with a heavj' heart that she betook herself to

the little drawing-room, where a fellow-creature who

was full of the sincerest sympathy had been waiting

for her more than half an hour.

" I hoped you would not mind my coming in,"

Walter Sinclair said, as he advanced to meet her.

" I came to call upon you, and they told me of Mr.

Shafto's illness ; so I thought I would wait upon

the chance of seeing you and asking whether I

could be of any use. Can I be of any use ?
"

Norma shook her head, though she was grateful

to him and glad to see him.

" Nobody can be of any use," she answered

quietly.

" Is it so bad as that ?
"

" Yes, I believe so. He is not dying, they say
;

but he will never be well again."

There was a pause ; after which Walter said,

" I'm very sorry." It was not much to say ; but

then there was nothing else to be said, and he

spoke as if he meant it. By and by he resumed :

"I needn't tell you how sorry I was to hear of your

other misfortunes too. One isn't supposed to

speak about these things, is one ? But
—

"

"There is no reason at all why they should not

be spoken about," interrupted Norma ;
" only they

are of no consequence now."
" Except that if you needed things, as one must

for an invalid— I mean, if you were in any difficulty
"

— He stopped short, growing red and confused,

and feeling how impossible it was to offer her what

he wanted to offer.

But she smiled and answered, without any

z z
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embarrassment, " I know what you mean, and it is

very good of you. I should not mind being in-

debted to you if there were any necessity for it

;

only I am glad to say that there is none. I can

pay my way quite well."

" Can't I do anything for you, then ? " asked

Walter, half pleased by an admission which he

had not dared to anticipate, half disappointed that

he was not to be allowed to take advantage of

it.

" You do a great deal by coming to see me,'' she

replied ;
" it is something to know that one isn't

forgotten by one's friends."

He made a mental note of that, but observed

:

" Your friends would like to feel that they could

do a little more for you, though, than just call and

ask how you were getting on, like newspaper

reporters. Haven't you any small commissions

that I might execute?"

"Well, if you would leave some prescriptions

to be made up at the chemist's as you pass
—

"

" Of course I will. And perhaps you would let

me send you a few flowers. They brighten up a

sick-room, you know, and I should think it \er)'

kind if you would accept them."

She could hardly refuse so modest a request

;

nor could she help being a little comforted by his

anxiety to comfort her. " Why are you still in

London ? " she asked presently ;
" I thought every-

body had gone away."

" Oh, I'm insignificant enough to be able to dis-

regard the proceedings of everybody. If a humble

sculi^tor mayn't stay in town after Parliament rises,

I don't know who may. Besides, I have nowhere

else to go."

All this time she had not asked him to sit down,

and he guessed that if he wanted to be received

again, he must not unduly jirolong the present inter-

view. Therefore he took his leave, saying :
" I

shall call every day to inquire how Mr. Shafto is

but I sha'n't expect 5-ou to see me, unless you ai\

inclined. Only you'll remember, won't you, that il

I can be of service to you in any possible waj-,

you will be giving me a real proof of friendship by

letting me know of it ?
"

So he departed ; and in the course of the even-

ing there arrived a large basket, containing flowtrs

and grapes, besides a dozen bottles of champagne.

Accompanying these latter was an ajiologetic and

explanatory note—" It is so important for invalids to

have really good champagne, and good champ.igne

(an't be had of the wine merchants in these days.

This is some that came out of my father's cellar,

and I know it is all right—which is my excuse for

sending it."

Mr. Shafto drank a little of the champagne.

The doctor said it might be good for him and could

certainly do him no harm. He rallied to some

extent, but did not recover his speech, and how far

he was in possession of his senses it was difficult to

say. Two days elapsed without any change

occurring in his condition, and on each morning

Walter Sinclair called to inquire, though he did not

ask to see Miss Shafto. But on the third day

Norma, hearing that he was at the door, went,

down stairs to thank him for his grapes and flowers,

of which a fresh supply had now been sent, and

after that it came to be an understood thing that

they should meet daily for a few minutes.

During these meetings no very interesting or im-

portant remarks were exchanged ; but such as they

were, they were all that Walter Sinclair lived for,

while to Norma they became the one event of the

twenty-four hours. She had made up her mind

that, as a lover. Lord Walter, like Lady Clara

Vere de Vere, was " not one to be desired
;

"

but justice compelled her to admit that he was at

least a kind and discreet friend.

(To be continued.

\



A SONG of all songs sang he, singing of home ;

A song full of tears as the sea is of foam,

Full of smiles as the sky is of sunbeams in flight —
The memory of sorrow, the hope of delight I

As the sun fleets with showers o'er some azure-veiled

plain.

Through the words and the measure fleet gladness

and pain ;

With bliss as one hears it the heart shakes and throbs,

With grief as one sings it the voice breaks in sobs.

For flinging enchantment on all the wide air.

The song like a sorcerer charms round us there

A phantom N\hose light wheresoe\er we roam

Fills the measureless bemg — the phantom of home

For Its \oice is the siher hiirtd mothei b low tune

Is the 1 ui.,h of the t hild is the bud s song in June

Is the rose at the casement, the fire on the hearth.

Is the keynote of all of the music of earth I

The flute was no sweeter at Pan's piping mouth ;

And, as breath of its blossom is blown from the

south

When winds rob the dell that with honey-dew

drips,

The world took the song as it fell from his lips.

So gentle its burden, so simple its art,

So mighty its tone when it sw^elled from the heart.

As the lightning shines out of the east to the west

It filled e\erj hea\en it thiilled e\ery breast
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The babe in the cradle sank, lulled by its sound.

To dreams soft as flowers are where love lapped him

round

;

Through aisles of dark forests resounding, its tone

Blessed the exile set far from his race and alone.

And he of whose magic the sweet song had birth,

Giving homes to the homeless all over the earth,

An alien, and friendless, forlorn and alone.

Walked the streets at high night with no home of

his own.

Its strain sang the sailor to no one but these —
The winds and the stars and the desolate seas —
And the dear were about him while pacing the

deck,

Though gales on his quarter swept rolling to wreck.

How far were the clouds that went following the

moon !

How sombre the shadows that mantled him soon !

How hea\y the spirit within him— when hark!

What warble came pouring out over the dark .'

And the singer whose throat was a nightingale's

nest.

When applause, like wild rainstorms, made thunder-

ous behest,

^^hen women were weeping, and cries shook the

dome.

Found no song so gracious to sing as " Sweet

Home."

*:^qb(^>,.

Ah, green is the Moorish crone's key with its stain.

The dwelling a ruin long since in old Spain
;

Yet this song of all songs, like that centuried key.

The breeze swayed the curtain, the light softly stole,

A pang, half a joy. stirred the gloom of his soul,

Heart-broken, he lingered, forgetting to roam.

Of homes that are nothing but dreams makes men And, homeless himself, heard one singing " Sweet
free ! Home! "
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Heard he strain in that voice from a far-away clime

Where two empires keep guard o'er his ashes, what

time

A woman alone sings those tremulous bars

Under bowing of palms, and the great Southern

stars ?

Had he dream, as he stood, of a night far remote,

Where the deeps in vast darkness make murmuring

rote,

And one wave to another in slumberous rest

Rocks gently the ship that bears him in its breast ?

Had he thought of the pageant with banners, with

flowers,

Music pulsing the air, bright with light, wet with

showers.

When the love of a great heart has followed him far

And led home in triumph his funeral car ?

Had he vision, that night, of the glorious hour.

When a people should pause in the height of their

power,

Their armies should bear him, their rulers should

throng.

And their bugles blow over his grave his own song ?

Sooth I know not, I dream not ; I only can tell

That joy stirred his gloom as the tender notes fell.

When heart-broken he lingered, forgetting to roam.

And, homeless himself, heard one singing " Sweet

Home !

"
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Bv ToHN C. Carpenter.

by

city of Constan-

tinople on one day

the year 1525

appeared to empty

the northern gate.

Through it poured forth from

early morning until late at night

pack-mules heavy laden

;

saddle horses led by

grooms ; two thousand

racing camels, four abreast
;

a multitude of armourers,

purveyors, cooks, scullions,

and swarthy idlers. They

spread themselves over the adjacent hills, and

some sort of order presently came out of the

chaos. The discordant crowd settled down into a

rude camp. Heralds and messengers came and

went
;

jockeys exercised spirited Arab horses

;

camels which were wont to race for the amusement

of the Sultan and his court now raced for the

enjoyment of the lazy rabble which gathered

around. There was all the license of an un-

restrained hberty, for Solyman the Magnificent,

swift and to be dreaded in the field, was always

slow at first to move from his beloved city on the

Bosphorus.

A week—a month—two months went by before

there was again a stir at the northern gate ; and

then, with a pomp of war seldom equalled, the

army of the Sultan began its march.

At its head, surrounded by his body-guard and

by the Janissaries twelve thousand strong, rode

Solyman, the most magnificent and powerful

sovereign of his age. His shining cuirass glittered

with golden figures. His head was clothed in a

white turban, from which floated three superb

heron's plumes ; in the centre \vas a crescent of

diamonds and precious stones, whose flashirg

only rivalled the fiery gleam of the fierce eyes

beneath.

Then followed the household troops, the cavalry,

the spahis, and the mercenaries in the pay of the

Sultan, each with its distinctive banners of red or

white, green or yellow, and with lances adorned

with fluttering pennons of varied colours—above

all, the Standard of the Crescent. Gamekeepers,

falconers, jugglers, dwarfs, for the sport and amuse-

ment of the court
;
grooms leading the Sultan's

horses chosen from Arabia, Persia, Turkestan, and

Caucasus, with saddles embroidered with gold, and

stirrups and bits of silver, and reins of finest silk

—

all these pressed on between the troops, and a

motley array of camp followers, which brought up

the rear, and the whole proud array disappeared

over the hills, to be tracked only by clouds of dust

on the horizon.

The army had taken the road for the Danube.

Its destination was the plains of Hungary, Vienna,

Western Europe. The successors of the Huns

hoped to tread in .the path of the Huns. They

had gone to conquer and possess Europe, those

two hundred thousand warriors. Who would have

dared to predict that the only one of all that host

that would remain north of the Danube was Little

Ibraham, the camel-driver?

Little Ibraham was a small, weazened Turk, with

torn, baggy raiment, a white beard, and a thousand

wrinkles. Merry always was little Ibraham, a

general favourite, very devout, and passionately

fond of flowers. But he was poor, and a vagabond,

and he could only wander about the rose-gardens

of Constantinople on the outside of the walled

inclosures where, in company with lean and

inquisitive curs, he caught glimpses of the

red and white and golden glories so jealously

guarded within. But Little Ibraham had had his

romance. In one delicious episode in his life he

had been engaged as a camel-driver to go a long

journey, and on the route he had crossed acres

and acres of roses—the rose-gardens of Garaden ;

toiling onward, the perfume had filled the air for
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miles as though sprinkled from the hands of angels ;

and Ibraham had thought himself on the road to

Paradise.

That night even the dirty khan and the groaning

camels could not keep sleep from the weary eyelids

of the youthful camel-driver ; and as he slept he

saw a flock of sacred pigeons—companions of those

birds who keep watch over the Prophet's tomb at

Mecca. Somehow, he did not know how, he joined

them, himself one of them, and they flew night

and day until they alighted on a lofty hill. Its top

was covered with roses of all splendid dyes, trail-

ing up the rocks, over the low bushes, reaching out

arms gorgeous with bloom to the clear air's kindly

heavens, all rioting madly, the one over the other,

to clamber in haste down the steep sides of the

hill ; which became to Ibraham's enraptured sight

one magnificent, lovely, and unrivalled nosegay

—

the perfume from which was so heavy and sweet

that he, from his perch on a cherry-tree, felt faint

and dizzy. He gave a sudden flap of his wings to

save himself from falling, and awoke.

He was still a camel-driver. He had grown old.

Since that journey he had been beaten and abused,

but the dream had never left him, and he firmly

believed that the Prophet would yet reward his

faithful servant with its fulfilment. Now, as he

trudged wearily along beside his lumbering camel

through the thick dust, surrounded by the noises

of a great army, in imagination he dwelt among his

flowers, and tended and fed his sacred birds. Lost

and unnoticed in the vast crowd of men and beasts

which with tiresome but resistless persistence crossed

mountains and waded rivers—killing—burning

—

plundering, Little Ibraham still dreamed of his

doves and his roses.

By one river they rested many days—a turbulent

river, swift of current, swollen, angry, as if the

profaning foot of the Turk had excited it to sudden

ire. Here they threw across bridges, huge logs

from the mountains, resting on immense rafts.

Little Ibraham heard it was the Danube, and forgot

it the next moment ; for in his dream he was then

just on the point of capturing a most beautiful

flock of pigeons, which he proposed to feed on a

confection of ground wheat soaked in rose-water,

as became the favourites of Mohammed.
On that day the Turki'sh army crossed over it,

encamped on a wide plain, and the land was a

land of desolation. The people had fled before

the invaders. The harvest was standing uncut ;

the rude huts were empty ; the cattle were starving

in their stalls.

Little Ibraham walked about and sighed, and

gave his beast an extra blow or two as a relief to

his feelings ; for here were houses and lands actually

going a-begging. For whom were these things left

by the unbeliever but for the servants of the True

Prophet ?

But the army passed on ; and before them was a

fertile land and behind them a desert. Little

Ibraham smote his bony breast and invoked Allah

in tones which brought questioning and reproachful

glances from the mild eyes of his dumb companion,

who seemed to ask, " Is he mad ? Has he taken

the forbidden wine ? " as his master threw up his

bony arms until his scanty upper garment seemed

to detach itself from his shoulders and fly away, and

his turban assumed a jaunty and cockish air, little

in keeping with the antiquity, and sorrowful cast of

his countenance.

Suddenly, driven desperate by his secret and

tormenting hopes. Little Ibraham threw down his

cudgel and made off as fast as his bandy legs could

carry him. He was nearly ridden over by officers

as well as grooms ; he dodged under tall camels

with an art that long practice had made perfect

;

disparaging reflections were cast upon all his an-

cestors by fat Turks against whose leisurely persons

he bounded and rebounded.

At last he came to a row of tents finer than all

the rest, encircling a canvas pavilion of striped red

and blue, large enough to contain several rooms.

Little Ibraham knew this was the pavilion of the

Sultan. He had arrived just in time for his pur-

pose. Officers in uniform were standing by its door,

while their horses were led up and down a little

distance off. One white Arabian with arched neck

and quick full eye was pawing the ground impa-

tiently as Solyman came forth to mount it. The

officers of the guard were in the saddle in an instant.

The whole troop, with armour sparkling, chains

rattling, and plumes waving, swept down towards

the trembling camel-driver. Bloodthirsty and

tyrannical as Solyman was, it was his boast that he

cared for and guarded the humblest believer in the

true faith. It was the knowledge of this that had

emboldened Little Ibraham to the step he had

taken, and now, just as the rushing cavalcade came

opposite, he threw himself so nearly beneath the
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J{c thi\-<^> himself . . . iicar/y beneath the feel of the Sultan's '.fhite Anilmii.

feet of the Sultan's white Arabian tlwt His High-

ness was comijelled to rein liis steed uj) sharply.

Before I-ittle Ibraham could arise officers of the

guard had him by the shoulders, and lifting him to

his feet they held him with a grij) that made every

bone in his meagre body—and it seemed all bones

to him then—ache with pain. Solyman had always

with him his private executioner, who also at

times administered the bastinado, so that the

Sultan was never at a loss for amusement. He
now turned to this functionary— his name was

Mustapha—and pointing to the thoroughly terrified

Ibraham, said

—

" Forty stripes !

"

However, fortunately for Ibraham, he paused

there. Second thoughts come sometimes even to

kings and sultans—though apjjearances may give

little colour to the fact. The Sultan was not above

making a favourable impression. He was a father

to the humblest of his subjects—he had said it.

Let it be so. Here surely was the very humblest

of them—and he cast a critical eye ujjon the dusty

scarecrow held up before him. That glance

determined him. He would be a father to him.

" Speak, son of a slave !
" he said. " What

would you with Solyman ?
"

Little Ibraham took heart. He would have felt

bolder and more at home if he had been cursed a

trifle more strongly ; but on the whole he considered

that he had reason to be satisfied. He had conned

over in his mind a long petition full of praises of

his gracious Highness and of his father before him,

and of all his male ancestors, together with a due

abasement of his despised self and all his ancestors,

by way of contrast ; but he found he had forgotten

it.

"Lord of the Faithful," he replied, remembering

in his shaken condition only the one thing upon

which his heart was set, " a rose-garden—and—and

—some pigeons !

"

Laughter rose from the crowd. The Sultan's

dwarfs came out from the tent and danced around

the bewildered camel-driver, jingling their bells and

pointing at him. The Sultan himself was amused.

It did not become his dignity to laugh aloud—sO'

he only displayed a set of white cruel teeth, gleam-

ing through his tawny moustache, while his eyes:

;

roved and twinkled like a hawk's. He was in good

humour and disposed to jest :

" We give battle to the unbeliever in a month,

Prophesy us victory, oh 1 astute camel-driver. Thou
shalt have the finest rose-garden in Hungary."

The jeers of the people had left poor Ibraham

dumb. The thought of the dreaded Sultan when

at a distance among his camels, and his actual

presence, were different things. All his confidence.
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was shaken out of him Uke water from a wrung

rag.

The Sultan, however, did not wait for the reply

which he possibly would never have received ; as if

he had wasted too much time already, he put spurs

to his horse and departed with his retinue, while

Little Ibraham, sadder and more sober than ever,

returned to his camel-driving, and no one thought

of him any more—being engaged in exclaiming how

condescending, how good, how .fatherly, and how

witty was the Sultan Solyman, when even a camel-

driver, the very dust of the earth, could approach

him without being bastinadoed !

The result of it all was, however, that Little

Ibraham, in his ragged clothes, again stood before

the Sultan, who was in his pavilion giving audience

on his throne of gold, covered with scarlet cloth.

This time the guards felt certain that nothing could

save the audacious camel-driver from the forty

stripes. Brawny JNIustapha even got out his bas-

tinado sticks, which were carefully oiled and

wrapped in leather to keep them limber, and |e.\-

amined them. He was not more cruel than his

fellows. But then in his line he was an artist,

honoured of his sovereign. He knew that he

deserved the distinction. When his blows hit now

the tender toes, now the ball of the foot, now the

still tenderer instep, and the victim howled and

moaned, Mustapha was proud of his profession. It

was true Little Ibraham was a bad subject for

skilful treatment. The ones who did most honour

to his art were those whose velvety soles had only

trodden the soft floors of the palace or the seraglio.

But the more difficulty, the more skill !

Little Ibraham prostrated himself before the

throne. To Mustapha, his heels, as he turned

them up, looked discouragingly hard and horny.

The Sultan made a sign. The two black slaves

stepped forward and touched Little Ibraham. He
rose. The Sultan made another sign, this time to

the Vizier, who responded

—

' He has had a dream, your Highness, and,

please your Highness to be merciful, it is about

the approaching battle. He says your Highness

told him—

"

"So I did! so I did!" hastily interrupted the

impatient Sultan. " But we can't be always

bothered by the dreams of our camel-drivers. Is

he a Vizier, is he a Bashaw, that he should have

dreams of the affairs of his sovereign ? Issue a

decree at once that only the Sultan and his Bashaws

shall have dreams ! We must stop this thing. But

let the camel-driver be heard."

For the Sultan's curiosity got the better of his

anger. Besides, he was really anxious about the

battle. King Louis of Hungary, with the mightiest

host he had yet encountered, was in his front,

encamped near Mohacs.

"Father of the Faithful," began Ibraham. ''I

saw the gates of Buda and the sentinels posted.

It was twilight. There came out of the gloom, as

I looked, a strange dwarfish creature, half-man,

half-demon. He called in a loud voice upon King

Louis bidding him come forth, for he had some-

thing to say to him which brooked no delay. But

the sentinels took no heed of him. Then he cried

again, and thrice, so loud that the courier of the

king came and peered over the rampart, and

asked

—

'"Who calls upon the King?'
' The elfish creature only called the fourth

time

—

" ' Bid the King himself come forth.'

" Then they laughed him to scorn, and the

King, for sport, when he heard of this strarige

creature and his absurd demand, sent out his jesters

and his lowest servants with orders to take him

and bring him to the castle, so that he might see

the person who dared to issue commands to his

king.

'• The dwarf, when he saw them, cried in a shrill

voice

—

" ' Go back to your proud King, and tell him I

would have saved him for the sake of a Christian

land ; but now I depart—leaving this prophecy

behind me—" Before the month is passed Solyman

will triumph, and King Louis will exchange his

armour for a shroud which will suffice to contain

an army."
'

" So crying, he vanished into the darkness out

of which he appeared to have been formed ; and

although they searched the place for hours there-

after, they found no trace of him."

The Sultan pondered. He had the Oriental

faith in dreams.

"Keep this man safe," he said at last. "By
Mohammed, he may possess the art of dreams.

Spread it abroad in the army. After the battle we

will see the man again. If his dream is false

Mustapha can do as he pleases with him ; if true,
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he has only to ask, and we will give him his

demands."

The camel-driver was carried from the presence

of the Sultan, and seemed farther from his rose-

garden and his sacred pigeons than before—not to

speak of having his neck in jeopardy.

Within ten days occurred the battle of Mohacs,

in which the Turks were victorious. For two days

the turbulent Danube rolled down the corpses of

men and horses drowned in their flight from the

field. An even worse fate, were that possible,

befell King Louis, the Archbishop of Buda, and

many knights and officers, followers of the king.

Encumbered by heavy armour, they sank in the

stagnant marshes which for miles here bordered

the Danube, and their bodies were never recovered.

As Solyman the Magnificent, victorious and

proud, sat in his tent he thought upon the battle,

and of King Louis and his escape. Four thousand

heads of the slain were piled up outside, according

to the custom of those days—a diversion of

sovereigns which has fortunately died out. Our

humanity and civilization allowed us. it is true, to

still kill one and another ; but the great step which

separates us from that distant barbarism is—that

we do not cut off the heads of our slain after they

are killed.

The Sultan wanted very much the head of King

Louis to crown his hecatomb. The pile without

it had an incompleteness which offended his /iner

artistic sense. But King Louis and a portion of

his army were securely buried beyond his finding

;

and as the Sultan mused on his obscure fate, the

dream of Little Ibraham obtruded itself persistently

among his meditations. King Louis "was buried

in a shroud which would suffice for an ^tmjS: x
" By Allah ' " exclaimed Solyman aroud, " the

camel-driver has the gift of dreams. Bring him
hither."

Little Ibraham was brought before him. He
dared not lift his eyes. Already his poor feet

tingled. He had heard nothing to justify his

safety, and his two lucky escapes left him no hope
that for the third time he would be equally

fortunate.

He could not believe his ears when he was told

that the Sultan designed to honour him with the

gift of the finest rose-garden in Hungary, and that

the Sultan's gardener in Constantinople had orders

to supply him with his most superb roses.

Ibraham soon found a spot on a hill near Buda

which fulfilled his early dream. On it was a small

stone house with some out-buildings for his pigeons.

Roses already ran wild over the wall and spread in

tangled masses down the hillside ; roses clambered

in at the windows and crawled over the door-sills ;

roses, roses everywhere in such profusion of wasted

beauty that Ibraham fairly danced with delight.

Among them he worked and trimmed until he got

them in some sort of order. He jjlanted the

Sultan's roses, made dove-cotes for his pigeons, and

every day in the open air in his rich garden of

blushing roses he knelt on his little square of carpet,

and said his prayer of thankfulness to Allah.

After awhile he became so absorbed in his work

that he never left his garden. The people around

came to regard him as a holy man. They brought

him food ; and far and near he was known as Gul

Baba, " Father of Roses."

As his garden grew in beauty, his flocks of

pigeons increased in numbers. At first two birds

of splendid plumage, like those who watched by

the Prophet's tomb at Mecca, came and settled in

the dove-cotes. He found them there one morning

when he awoke. They were so friendly, billing and

cooing, flying to his hand, perching on his shoulder,

circling playfully around his head, that he firmly

believed them sent by Mohammed himself. To do

them honour he distilled his finest roses and

anointed their feathers, until they seemed to be

birds from the Holy Gardens of Arabia, which are

so heavy with perfume that the feathered inhabitants

of the air carry it away upon their wings in flying

over them.

When Little Ibraham let his pigeons go, they

flew sw-iftly away and were gone until sundown,

when they returned bringing others with them.

Gul Baba shrewdly " put two and two together."

He caught them all, carefully perfumed them with

distilled rose-water and his choicest attar. These

brought home still another and a larger flock, and

soon he had more birds in his dove-cote than he

had ever in his wildest dreams, as he plodded alon,'

by his camel, imagined himself possessed of

The people wondered at the sweet odours which

scented the air wherever his sacred birds were seen,

and regarded Gul Baba more and more as a saint

especially lovely and worthy of reverence. Even

caravans in the desert as they wound their lonely

wav over the hot sands, or encamped beside some
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watered oasis with all their camels, knelt and

prayed, as the birds of Gul Baba flew over them,

shedding sweet and mysterious perfumes down from

their fanning wings.

When, in after years, the Turks were repulsed

from Vienna, the " Father of Roses " still undis-

turbed tended his flowers and his birds ; and as

the Moslem host sullenly retreated he was left

alone among an alien and ])lundercd i)eoi4e, the

only Turk beyond the Danube.

And there he remained, died and was buried :

for the Hungarians returning to their homes found,

in the midst of the barrenness and desolation

wrought by war, one spot beautiful and jjeaceful,

sacred to prayer and the love of birds and flowers

and they too soon learned to call the gentle, devou

Turk, its owner, Gul Baba, the " Father of Roses.'

After his death his flock of pigeons flew arounc

uncertainly for a little while, and then, led by thi

descendants of those which first came, dartec

swiftly off in the direction of Mecca.

The people of Buda, in Hungary, still show thi

stranger the tomb of Gul Baba on Mt, St. Joseijl

near that city ; and they tell him gravely that wlici

each spring brings the season of bloom, a flock o

sacred pigeons appear o\erhead flying from Mecca

and strews with his loved flowers the resting-plac

of the " Father of Roses."

TO ONE WHOSE LOVE LIES DYING.

FEAR Tin)c, but fear not Death,

() fearful lover:

] )cath will thy Love to thee for e'er bequeath,

Time may discover

How love with Time weighs little.

And seeming trust, as crvsta! glass, is brittle.

Fear Time, but fear not Death,

For Death is sealing

The lips for thee from which their fragrant breath

His touch is stealing.

Then fear not Death. O lover.

Time and not Death may flaw in her discover.

Ella Filler Maitlaxd,



THE STORY OF A SPRING MORNING.

THE COITAGE ON THE COMMOX.

ERE and

there on

the edge of the

great Aldermoor

Common cottages

weredottedabout.

Sometimes they

were in little

p-oups, so as to be almost worthy of the name of

lamlets, and sometimes a cottage stood quite by

tself, a mile or more away from any other dwelling-

>lace, though in fine weather, when the sun was

-hining on the white-washed walls, looking across

he bare stretch of moorland, it seemed as if even

:he furthest away houses were quite close at hand.

One of the loneliest of these little dwellings

.vas Mrs. Rooke's. It had not always been her

lome. Five or six years ago, while her husband

•vas still alive and head man at Farmer Agar's, they

lad had a comfortable house in the village. But

Rooke had died of rheumatic fever, and the houses

n the village were dearer than those up near the

;omnion. And Mrs. Rooke had five children, and

she knew very well there was a hard struggle before

ler. So with many regrets she left the old home
md moved into a two-roomed cottage which had

been standing empty for some months, not that it

was a bad cottage, or out of repair in any way, but

it was " that lonesome."

The five young Rookes however were brisk and

stirring enough to make any cottage cheerful. Four

Mrs. Molesworth.

of them at least, for, though the fifth was one of the

liveliest and merriest of the party, he could neither

be brisk nor stirring, poor little chap, for he was a

cripple. And one reason perhaps for his mother's not

murmuring more than she did at the disadvantages of

the new home was, that it made it possible for her

to avoid parting with the one great pleasure and

comfort of poor Johnny's life—his beloved donkey,

Peter. For here up on the common Peter could

spend the most of the year with perfect satisfaction to

himself, and at no cost to his owners ; whilst down in

the village, in the very tiny cottage with no ground

but the smallest garden strip in front, which was

the best Mrs. Rooke could have afforded after her

husband's death, he would have been sadly in the

way, and no doubt would have had to be sold.

"For, for all folks is kind to those left like us,"

she would explain to her elder children, " they're

sharp too. ' Rookes is none so poorly off if they

can pay for pasture for that there donkey,' they'd

be saying. And up here where pasture's free

there's none has no call to make no nobservations.

And Johnny can keep Peter with ne'er a by-your-

leave nor with-your-leave."

So Johnny did keep Peter, and thanks to Peter

it probably was that the boy grew up with as fair a

measure of health and strength as he did. He was

even able with Peter's help to add a little to the

family resources. Years before, when the old vicar,

the present Mr. Fielding's father, died, a very

ancient bath-chair was found in the stables. Mr.

P'ielding gave it to the gardener for the use of his

rheumatic mother, and, on her death, Rooke had

bought it for a small sum and turned it into a don-

key chaise for poor Johnny. As Johnny grew

older and stronger, he managed to drive himself

about in it, and would sometimes sell at the neigh-

bouring houses bundles of faggots he had neatly

cut and bound, or eggs, when Mrs. Rooke's hens

had been unusually good at laying ; and even some-

times, in their seasons, baskets of blackberries from

the wood or mushrooms from the common.
FJut of late, Peter and the donkev chaise
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had not been seen in Aldermoor or Ersal, or

any of the villages about. A great change had

come over Johnny Rooke's life. He had been

sent, thanks to the kindness of some neighbouring

squire, to the Home for Crippled Boys in London,

there to be taught a trade by which he could earn

his living.

There had been great rejoicing in the cottage

over this piece of good luck. But all the same

there had been a good many tears shed about it too.

The big brother and sister, who were now doing

well for themselves, missed the cripple boy when

they came home for their holidays, and the t^vo

little ones missed him still more of an evening

when they raced back from school. And the

mother, though she said little, missed him perhaps

the most of all.

She was thinking of him this spring morning,

when, early as it was, she was standing at the

cottage door, throwing out some grain and scraps to

the cocks and hens. For only a few paces off

Peter was standing, lost in thought apparently,

after the manner of his kind, and Peter always

made her think doubly of Johnny. And just now
there was special cause for it.

It had been a long and hard winter, and, even

though Johnny was away, his mother had to see to

his wants to some extent. She had undertaken to

provide his clothes ; she would not have wished it

otherwise, for the Rookes had always " held them-

selves high," they had no wish "to be beholden to

charity," though not so foolish as to refuse kind-

ness and assistance in such a respectable shape as

that of the cripple boy's admission to the " Home."

But lately several things, and amongst them the

providing of the new clothes Johnny already

needed, were pressing rather hea\'ily upon his

mother.

" I misdoubt me well have to part with Peter,

poor fellow," she was saying to herself. " It'll be

two year and more before Johnny's home again,

and even then, if he's in the way of making his

living we'll maybe move down to the village again.

And all that time Peter, so to say, of no use and

getting older too. The two or three pounds I'd

get for him 'd help me on nicely for a bit, and it's

no good to look too far for'ard. Johnny 'd not

fret about it if the poor beast had a good home

—

he's too right-sensed a boy to make a trouble of it,

is my Johnny."

And as she turned to go into the cottage agaii

she began thinking over the most likely purchaser

for the poor donkey, and those among them fron

whom he would be sure to receive none but gooi

treatment. Just at the door she stopped a momen
and glanced at Peter again. It seemed to her tha

there was something rather sad about his look.

" For all the world as if he could guess what

was thinking of," she said to herself. "Poor Petei

I'll make thee a plate of bran porridge for a treat,

she added aloud.

She nodded at the donkey as she spoke. Bu

just then something moving along a path, whici

led through the wood a little behind where he stooc

caught her eye. AVho could be coming so early

At all times visitors to the cottage were rare, bu

before eight in the morning they were unknown

Mrs. Rooke called to the two children who wen

still in the kitchen collecting their books fo

school.

" Abigail, Stephie, who can it be coming up th(

path there ? My sight's none so good as it was. 1

hope it's no gipsies."

" Gipsies ?—no—it's no gipsies," said Stephen

shading his eyes from the clear thin morning sun

shine, as he gazed in the direction his mothei

pointed to. " It's some children—two, three, foui

on'em—the biggest's carryin' a littler 'un. The)

seem strayed-like."

" Run on and see who they are and what they'll

be wanting," said Mrs. Rooke.

Stephen, followed by Abigail, whose curiosit)

overcame her shyness, went forward to meet the

new comers. They were a melancholy-lookinj

party—a boy of twelve or so, his face red wtb

heat and fatigue—for he was carrying a very fat littk

girl, looking nearly as big as himself, who had

fallen asleep in his arms—came first. Behind him

was a smaller boy, his eyes red with crying, his

sailor frock and knickerbockers torn and muddy,

his face covered with scratches, though not so badly

as that of the girl beside him, whose cheek was

actually bleeding. She was perhaps the most dilapi-

dated-looking of the party, for her fair hair was all in

a towzle, her hat scarcely worthy of the name, her

dress wofully dirtied. She and the younger boy

each carried a basket of primroses, whose fresh

bright faces peeped out in curious contrast to those

of their owners.

Stephen Rooke stood and stared for a moment
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or Iwo without speaking, so puzzled and surprised

was he. But the strangers soon found their tongues.

" Oh, please," gasped Armar, " we've lost our

way—we've lost it dreadfully, and we're so very

tired. Is that your cottage ? Do you think we

might rest there a little ?
"

" And we are so hungry and thirsty," added

GiUy.

" And so torn and scratched," said Carrie rue-

fully.

Stephie still stared. He made one or two

efforts to speak, but the words would not come.

His sister Abigail kept her head better.

"There's mother," she said, " she'll speak to you.

I'm sure you can rest a bit. And your cheek's

scratched, missy, did you know ? Mother'll bathe

it for you."

The very name of " mother " sounded sweet to

the poor things, and in another moment, when Mrs.

Rooke with her kindly, weather-beaten face and

soft-toned homely voice, bade them welcome with

words of concern and sympathy, it took all Armar's

fortitude, all Carrie's pride not to burst into tears.

Giles had no wish to cry ; he settled himself com-

fortably on a stool by the fire—the sight of a big

loaf on the table and a bowl of milk on a shelf

went far to console him for all his troubles.

Mrs. Rooke lifted Snowball from her brother's

arms.

" My goodness, but she's a tidy weight," she ex-

claimed as she laid the child down on the old

settle and drew a chintz-covered pillow under the

curly head. Snowball had suffered the least by far.

She was warmly wrapped up in Armar's coat on the

top of her own clothes, and he had shielded

her at his own expense from the thorns and briars

through which they had had to make their way.

" It passes me how you've managed to carry the

young lady, sir," she went on, turning to Armar.
" But you do look done-up-like. Stay, I'll warm
a drop of milk for you. It wouldn't do for you to

take it cold, so overheated as you are."

"I'm not hot now at all, thank you," said

Armar. " I'm rather cold. I'd like to warm
myself at the fire."

His voice sounded unlike itself, but that of

course Mrs. Rooke could not tell, as she had

never seen him before. She saw however that his

face was now very white and that he was shivering,

and her motherly heart was touched.

" Come near the fire, sir, and I'll warm the milk.

And I'll bathe your face, missy ; we may as well let

little missy sleep as long as she will," said the kind

woman ; and Armar was only too glad to creep in

as close as he could to the warm blaze, which

Giles had been comfortably enjoying all this time.

" And won't you tell me how it is you've lost

your way, so early in the morning too ? " Mrs.

Rooke went on, while she was pouring the milk

into a pan and setting it on the fire. '• You'll be

some of the little gentry from the rectory I'm

thinking? Won't they be wondering where you

are ?
"

" Papa and mamma are away," said Carrie.

'

"There's nobody to be frightened but the ser-

vants."

" But papa and mamma are coming back to-day,"

said Armar, who was beginning to look more like

himself again now. '' We must get home as soon

as we can. Just think, Carrie, if they were to

arrive and find us all away. How far are we from

the rectory please?" he asked, turning to Mrs.

Rooke.

"A good bit—over three mile," she replied.

" And I'm sure I don't see how you're to get little

missy there all that way till she's had her sleep out.

She's too young to come so far before she's had

her breakfast in the morning."

" She would come," said Carrie rather crossly.

" \\& didn't want her. We came out to gather

primroses in the wood for mamma's birthday. It's

mamma's birthday to-day."

" Well, missy, birthday or no birthday, I should

think your mamma'd have been better pleased for

you to stay cosy at home till a right hour to come
a'gathering primroses. And if I was your mamma
I'd be pretty sharp and plain spoke to your nurse

about it. 'Twas her business to have comed with

you if you was that set upon it, or to have stopped

you going till a reasonable-like hour."

Carrie grew rather red. though she said nothing.

But Armar looked up.

" It wasn't our nurse's fault," she said ;
" and I

shall tell mamma so if no one else does."

AVhat else would he tell mamma ?—Carrie asked

herself. It was not his fault, even less than

Bertha's, for Bertha had slept on calmly, undis-

turbed by their preparations, whereas Armar had

.got up to see what was the matter, and had run all

the way after them to bring them back.
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But all the same Carrie was ijuite prepared to

say that it would be "a great shame" of Armar to

let all the blame fall upon her.

VI.

AS ILL-LUCK WOULD HAVE IT.

The three elder children felt much the better for

Mrs. Rooke's bread and milk. But Snowball slept

on hopelessly—so heavily indeed that it would

have been useless, and worse than useless, to try

to wake her.

" It might do her mischief; a child o' that age.

There was no saying—a deal of things come

through interferin' with nature," said the good

woman. And Armar was frightened by her fears,

which were real enough.

" Gentry's children is not easy to manage," she

said to Abigail, whom she had kept back from

school this eventful morning. " And likely as not,

if mischief comed, they'd be for blaming we. I'm

sure I don't see how the child's to be got home
when she does wake up."

But as nine o'clock, then ten o'clock came and

went, Armar, and Carrie too, for that matter, grew

more and more frightened.

" I don't know what to do," said Armar to

Mrs. Rooke. " Papa and mamma may be home
before we get back, and oh, they will be so vexed !

Don't you think I'd better run home and let them

-at least know where we are ?
"

" But would you find your way, sir ? " objected

Mrs. Rookc. '• I doubt it. You'd get to the

village sooner or later, but the quickest way through

the wood is not so easy to find. And if I sent

Abigail with you, there'd be nobody to go home
with the others when missy awakes. She can't

sleep much longer, surely."

" If Abigail went with me we could come

back again with some of our servants,"

said Armar. " I think anything'-

better than waiting on here,

and papa and mamma perhaps

coming home and finding us

all gone."

He felt a sort of feverish

eagerness to be off. He
looked round the cottage kitchen, which at first

had seemed so bright and cheer}', with a sort of

disgust, as if it had been transformed into a

prison. If only Snowball would awake ! But

there she lay, looking as happy as if she were in

her own cot at home. Her round baby face

was flushed with sleep, and she seemed the picture

of calm content. It was almost irritating to see her.

"She may sleep comfortably. She won't be

scolded," said Carrie grimly. "And after all it's

mostly her fault."

" Carrie ! " said Armar indignantly, " how can

you say that ? Poor little Snowball !

"

'• Well, she would come too," persisted Carrie,

•'and she II not be the least bit scolded, you'll see."

Armar looked at Carrie. What did she mean ?

Was she going to let him be scolded ? The only

one of the four, not excepting Snowball, who had

had no part whatever in the disobedience. But if

Carry and Gilly were mean enough to let the blame

fall on him, he foresaw that he might find it diffi-

cult to clear himself. And "after all" he thought

with a swelling heart, "if they can be so mean, I

shall not try to explain it. If mamma can believe

that at my age, and the eldest of them all, I would

be so naughty—well, then, she may believe it."

But for the moment this was not the question.

What had to be decided was his going home to tell

where they were. Carrie was very averse to this,

she proposed half-a-dozen other plans. She would

go ; Gilly should go ; Abigail should go alone. It

She seemed Ike picture of calm content.
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was evident she did not wish Armar to get the

first telling of the story. But he kept to it—he

would go home and come back again. Carrie

could not go all that way alone with only another

little girl like Abigail. Papa and mamma would

indeed have a right to be very angry with him if he

allowed such a thing.

So Carrie had to give in, and Armar was just

starting when a sudden cry from the settle recalled

him.

" Big brother Armie, you's not to go away. Oh,

I don't know where I is ! Where's Berfa ? I want

my breakfast. I'm frightened. There's a woof !

"

Snowball had awakened ! She sat up looking as

well as possible, except that she was in perfect be-

wilderment at finding herself in a strange room

—

a cottage kitchen too, where everything was so

unlike what she was accustomed to at home. She

looked about her for a moment or two, her mouth
slowly opening, her eyes slowly " screwing them-

selves up," as Gilly remarked, in preparation for a

good roar. And a good roar no doubt the company
would have been favoured with had not Armar, on

hearing the summons of his tyrannical little lady,

rushed back again from the door to soothe and

quiet her.

" No, no, Snowball dear. Big brother won't

leave you. Big brother's going to take Snowball

home to Bertha. But first this kind lady's going

to give you some bread and miik for your

breakfast."

Snowball eyed Mrs. Rooke doubtfully.

" Her ? " she said inquiringly. And on Armar's

nodding "yes," " Her's not a lady," she said.

" Her's a' old woman in a cottage." Then she

burst out laughing. " I know what I'm finking.

Her's like Red Riding Hood's grandmother."

Armar tried to make her be quiet.

"Snowball," he whispered, "that's not polite.

You shouldn't laugh at people older than you, like

that."

" And just when Mrs. Rooke's so kind to us,

giving us nice bread and milk," said Gilly very

virtuously, with an evident view to more bread and

milk or refreshment of some kind for himself, for

he had a noble appetite.

Snowball was repentant in a moment. She held

up her rosy face to Mrs. Rooke for a kiss.

" P'ease I didn't mean to be naughty," she said.

"It was JList like the picture in my nursery fairy

tales, and I fought there'd be a woof, till I saw

Armar—that was why I was gomg to sc'eam."

Mrs. Rooke had no intention of taking offence.

Truth to tell, she but vaguely understood Blanche's

chatter. She was relieved to see the child wake up

none the worse for the untimely ramble in the

wood.

" And a very good thing it's been, you see, that

little missy had her sleep out. She's eating as

hearty as can be," she went on admiringly. " I'm

sure it goes to my heart that I've no more milk

to give you, my dear," as Snowball looked up

appealingly from the no'sv empty bowl. " It's not

much I take, now Johnny's gone. The children

bring it home with them every afternoon from the

village."

" Who's Johnny ? " asked Carrie curiously, though

Armar tried to stop her by whispering, " Perhaps

he's dead."

" Johnny's my crippled boy," said Mrs. Rooke, as

if Johnny's infirmity was rather something to be

proud of than not. "And a good boy he is, too,

and a clever. I thought most of the gentry about

knew Johnny Rooke by sight," with a slight tone

of disappointment, '• a-driving himself about in his

donkey chaise."

The children all exclaimed at once, " Oh, that's

your Johnny, is it? Of course we've often seen

him."

And indeed there had been times when for the

delights of a donkey and a donkey chair, they

would almost have agreed, had the offer been made

to them, to become cripples on the spot.

" Where is he now ? Why did you say he was

gone ? " asked Carrie in her reckless way.

" 'Cause he is, missy. He's in London town, is

my Johnny, at the Home for Cripple Boys, as

happy as a king to be learning a trade, so as he'll

be able to keep himself and help his old mother a

bit. I sha'n't know myself the day he comes home
again, though it's a bit hard just now, the keeping

him tidy, and there's little things he needs he could

do well enough without at home. I was thinking

this very morning as is, as I must try to sell poor

Peter if I could find a good home for he."

"Peter? Who is Peter?" asked the children.

But a shout from Abigail prevented Mrs. Rooke
replying.

" I say, mother, what stupids we do be ! A-

talking and a-wondering how the little young lady's

3 A
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to get home. I'll put to Peter in no time, nnd I'll

drive 'em all home. The chaise'll hold a sight of

children if we Scrooges a bit, and if it was too

tight, the big young gentleman and me can walk

beside."

" To be sure, to be sure," agreed Mrs. Rookc.

And she was all the more pleased with the idea

when she reflected that it was just possible the little

gentry might take a fancy to Peter when they saw

how good and obedient he was, and ask their papa

and mamma to buy him.

The children themselves were of course en-

chanted. They all, even Armar, almost forgot

their fears of what might be awaiting them at

home, in the entrancing delight of helping Abigail

and her mother to lug out the old bath-chair

reposing in a lean-to behind the cottage, of catching

the donkey, and harnessing him to the vehicle. It

was some little time now since Peter had drawn it,

but it is to be supposed that donkey brains, if slow,

are good at keeping an idea once they have taken

it in, for he seemed to feel quite at home when

between the shafts, and as if he rather liked it than

otherwise.

Mrs. Rookc wiped away two or three tears as

she saw the little party start. One tear was for

absent Johnny, one was for Peter—or rather for

the thought that perhaps it was the last time she

would see the faithful donkey start from her door

—

and a third was of regret that her good husband

was not there to see the chaise he had so cleverly

cobbled up honoured by conveying the "little

gentry " home.

("They all said, ' Good-bye and thank you, Mrs.

Rooke,' that pretty," she told Stephen when he

came home from school. " And the big young

gentleman said he was downright ashamed to have

drunk up all the milk. ' If it wasn't so far, I'd like

to bring you a jugful from our white cow,' he said.

' It's so good.' But, bless you, I'm not so poor as

to grudge them a drop o' milk. I'd be main glad if

they took a fancy to Peter, for he'd have a good

home there.")

It was a long round to the village, especially to

that end of it where stood the rector)-. For of

course Peter and the donkey chair could not have

got through the little paths by which Abigail Rooke,

who knew the woods as well as if she had been a

squirrel or a rabbit, would have t.iken the children

on foot.

They had to skirt round the common for a mile

or more, till they came to a cart-track wide enough

to drive along, though with bumps and jerks and

joltings which any grown-up person would havi

found by no means pleasant. But the cliildrc;

took it all as part of the fun, and only laughed tli

more. By dint of " scrooging " they all got in, on>

on the top of the other, and it wasn't so bad whik

they were going along the level of the smootli, short

grass on the edge of the moor, but when it came

to the cart-track, Abigail and Armar had to get out.

There was no possibility of guiding Peter when so

squeezed together that it was a question which

pairs of arms belonged to whom, and every moment

somebody was clutching at somebody else, to keep

him or her from tumbling out. By this time,

fortunately, the sun had come out and it was less

chilly. Still Armar was so afraid of Snowball

catching cold that he had wrapped her up again in

his overcoat, and his own jacket was not very warm.

He shivered as he walked along, in spite of the

sunshine.

" You're cold, master," said Abigail. " Mother

would have loaned little missy a shawl if you'd said

you were cold."

"I didn't know I was cold till just now," said

Armar. '' I never felt so funny as this morning.

First I was cold, then boiling hot, and now I'm

cold again."

" When we gets out of the woods we must take

a run," said Abigail j^hilosophically.

M'hen they got out of the woods they did run,

for Abigail mounted into the chair and turned out

Gilly.

" 'Twas his turn to walk a bit," she said : and

then she made Peter go so fast that Armar and he

had to use their legs to good purpose to keep up.

Still it had taken a long time to get to the village,.

and twelve o'clock was striking when a carriage

and horses—a perfectly appointed landau, with a

splendid pair of bays, coachman, footman, and all

to match—passed the queer-looking party on its

way to the rectory. A shriek from Carrie and

Gilly, a shout from Snowball, and the mischief was

done !

" Mamma ! Mamma !
" screamed Snowball. " Oh,

Armar, oh, Carrie, see, see ! it is papa and mamma !

At the sound of her shrill little voice, the

occupants of the carriage turned round—they had,

some of them at least, already glanced at the
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funny-looking turn-out as they passed it, the old

bath-chair crammed with heads, Abigail's sunburnt

profile in its calico bonnet, the foremost ; as she

shouted and gee-upped to Peter ; Carrie and

Blanche's laughing faces peeping out behind, while

Armar and Gilly ran beside.

" What a jolly - looking

party, look at them, Alice,"

Lord Carlech was saying to

his sister, when Snowball's

v.'ell-known voice rang out

through the air, and

—

"Snowball! it is Snowball,"

cried her mother. " Stop,

Carlech, stop the carriage

Francis. What can it be ?

Has my baby been stolen b}

gipsies ?
"

The carriage drew up in

less time than it takes to relate

it, Armar had realized the

whole, and Carrie's and Gilly's

faces, too, grew grave.

"Oh," thought poorArmar
" if only the ground would

open and swallow us up '
"

VII.

HARD TO BEAR.

But the ground gave no

signs of any such kind

intention. On the contrary

it sounded harder and

firmer than usual, as the

hoofs of the high-spirited

Carlech horses struck it in

their impatience at being

pulled up when within a

stone's throw of the rectory

stables. There was nothing

for it but bravely to face things. Only for Armar,

you see, this was particularly difficult, for he felt

he was going to be blamed when he did not deserve

it, and telling the whole truth, as he was always

ready to do, would in this case look like tryino- to

excuse himself.

But a soft voice seemed to whisper in his ear.

"Take comfort, you honestly acted for the best

and kindest."

So, though very pale and dreadfully sorry for the

pain and mortification he knew it would all cause

his parents, he did not feel altogether miserable as

Oigetsotit oftlu woods we must take a run,

said Abigail."

he ctme

forward at the

sound of his father's

voice. Not so ashamed and

miserable as Carrie and Gilly

should have felt ! I don't know if most children

agree with me that it is iiot so difficult to bear blame
when undeserved, as to accept it when we know
we have done wrong. I can only say I have always
felt it so, ever since I was a very little child. The
inner feeling of a clear conscience strengthens one
so wonderfully I The words that reached Armar's ears
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were however peculiarly hard to bear. They came
from 'his father, for poor Lady Alice seemed really

unable to speak. Her first thought, as mothers'

first thoughts generally are, was not of anger so

much as of anxiety. Something must have hap-

pened, some accident, some strange adventure, for

her children to be here in such a plight

!

"Can they all have been stolen by gipsies?"

she said to herself. " Can burglars have got into

the house and frightened them out in the night ?

What can have happened ?
"

But the idea that any misfortune was the matter

would not hold when she remembered the laughter

and merriment of the little party when first over-

taken, and she drew back the hand she had laid

on her husband's arm as if to beg him not to speak

till he knew more—drew it back again without

uttering a syllable, even though the dark frown that

overspread Mr. Fielding's face told a very unmis-

takable tale.

"Armar," said the rector, and his voice sounded

as Armar had -icry seldom, if ever, before heard it

sound, " what is the meaning of this disgraceful

scene ? Where have you been ? AVhat have you

been doing with the younger ones, who were to a

certain extent in your charge? \\Tiere is Bertha?

Does she—do any of the servants know where you

are ?
"

Armar faltered and grew as scariet as he had
been pale.

" N—no," he said. " We—we came out very

early—before breakfast, and we "

"Enough, sir," thundered his father. "There's

obedience for you," he added bitterly, turning to

Lord Carlech, who was listening with a half smile,

a smile which Armar, and the others too for that

matter, thought far worse than even Mr. Fielding's

anger, for there is nothing in this world which

children hate so much as being laughed at.

"I am astonished, I confess," their uncle replied.

" Had it been Giles now—but Armar I had a very

different opinion of"

He had left off smiling, and spoke gravely enough
now.

" E.xactly," said Mr. Fielding. Then, turning to

Armar again, " You know perfectly how you have

been forbidden to leave our own grounds without

express permission ; the younger ones would never

have dreamt of such a thing if you had not put it

into their heads."

Armar gave a sort of gasp and glanced imploringly

at Carrie. But Carrie looked away.

" I— I only meant
—

" he began.

But "Silence!" interrupted his father; "no
excuses. You are the eldest and the responsible

one, and "

" Would it not be as well to discuss it all at

home ? " interrupted Lady Carlech, speaking for

the first time. " I confess I am not fond of scenes

in public, and there is quite an audience already."

She was right. If it be true, as we are told, that

" things are never so bad but that they might be

worse," it is surely true also that once things are

wrong, they do seem often to become quite un-

necessarily "wronger." Why, for example, had the

carriage happened to overtake the donkey-chaise

just in the very most public part of the village

instead of a hundred yards or so further back

on the road, where nobody would have been any

the wiser, or further on in the lane on to which

opened the rectory gates ? And why should old

Dame Dellithorne, the greatest gossip in the place,

have just been crossing the road at the time, and

two or three of Farmer Stebbing's men and lads

be standing outside the smithy with their horses

waiting to be shod ? In his anger and annoyance

Mr. Fielding turned sharply to the coachman.
" Drive on," he said, regardless of the way in

which Lady Carlech raised her eyebrows, as if to

say that when she and her husband were present

there was no need for any one else to give orders

to their servants. " Drive on," Lord Carlech re-

peated, as Mr. Fielding himself sprang to the

ground, whither Lady Alice, had she ventured,

would gladly have followed him. But she was wise

and sensible ; she knew that her doing so would

only have added to the fuss, and made her husband's

vexation still greater.

So she leant back in the carriage again and tried

to smile.

" I suppose," she said, " boys will be boys. But

it is better to leave them to Frank. He is sure to

be gentle with the girls, however vexed he is. But

I cannot understand it of Armar!" and her voice,

in spite of herself, quivered a little.

Lady Carlech gave a slight laugh which was not

a very pleasant one.

" My dear Alice," she said, " ' when the cat's

'

away,' you know. For my part I never believe in

superhumanly good children. Then—excuse me.
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but you know everybody says Armar should liave

been at school long ago. If you keep a great boy

like that loafing about a village and making friends

with every plough-boy in the place, what can you

expect ?
"

Lady Alice opened her lips as if to speak, but

closed them again without saying anything. She

knew it was worse than no use to engage in any

discussion with her sister-in-law. But poor Armar

was not left quite defenceless.

" Reserve your judgment, both of you," said

Lord Carlech good-humouredly, " till you know

all the facts. It's nothing more than a boyish

escapade at worst—and—I have a very high

opinion of Armar, Edith. When he does go to

school I think he will show he's a gentleman and

a fine fellow, every bit of him."

His sister glanced up at him gratefully.

" It isn't the thing in itself I mind so much,"

she said, " but— it is such distinct disobedience.

The rule is so strict that the children are not to go

out of our own grounds without leave."

Lady Carlech pinched up her lips at this. It did

not sound very like letting the boys loaf about the

village with plough-boys.

" I should certainly like to know the whole story

before Rhys and the girls are with their cousins

again," she said primly.

The donkey-chaise party meanwhile were slowly

making their way along the road. Carrie, at her

father's bidding, had dismounted, and Armar was

lifting out Blanche also, when that young lady set

up a shriek—she was " too tired, muts too tired to

walk home," and she "wouldn't be carried." She

didn't want to leave Abigail and "the dear donkey
;

"

and as it was very evident that her objections would

have found voice in screams if she had been op-

posed, Mr. Fielding thought it wisest to give in.

He did not want any more stories to go round the

village gossips through Dame Dellithorne ; she had

enough and to spare already concerning the rectory

folk this fine morning.

So Snowball sat in triumph and content beside

Abigail, who, subdued and bewildered, and half

lesentful too at the small amount of thanks she

seemed likely to receive for all her trouble, let

Peter proceed at his own favourite pace, of a vety

slow walk, while the rector and his three elder

children marched solemnly behind.

Not a word was spoken. Mr. Fielding was too

conscious of his own irritation to trust himself as

yet to say more, and the three children, though

from different motives, thought it best to keep

silence. At the rectory gate there was a pause :

a little lane led round to the stables, and the

carriage-drive wound through tlie pretty shrubberies

to the front door. Abigail Rooke glanced at

Armar and Carrie inquiringly.

" Which -" she was beginning, when Mr.

Fielding interrupted her.

" Snowball," he said, and there was something

in his voice which made the little girl feel she must

give in, "you must get down now," and he lifted

her out as he spoke.

He took the child's hand and turned to go up

the drive. Abigail tugged at Peter to make him

understand his errand was done and he might set

off home again.

" Good-bye, master and miss," she said. " I 'ope

as your mamma 'U put it right. We done our best,

mother and me, an' the parson's no call to think as

we was to blame."

The girl's face was red, and no wonder. Her

feelings were very much hurt. Armar's face grew

red too.

"Stop, Abigail," he exclaimed, "stop a moment,

do
!

" and oft' he flew down the drive after his

father.

" Papa," he cried, flushing more and then growing

pale, as he panted out the words, "the little girl,

Abigail Rooke, is turning to go home again, with-

out being thanked or asked to rest or—or anything.

Her mother wasn't like that to us, and she's come

all the way to bring Snowball home. It's none of

it her fault. I don't see why—everybody—should

be so surly to her, just because they're vexed with

2/i'."

The words and the tone were, it must be con-

fessed, scarcely respectful, almost defiant ; indeed,

Armar did not himself know how they sounded.

He was very much upset and excited, more so than

he had ever been in his life, and he did not under-

stand his own feelings. A kind word or glance

would have made him burst into tears, but his

father's sternness seemed to harden him.

"'Vexed with US'"
—'with me,' you should say,"

Mr. Fieldmg replied coldly, facing Armar as he

spoke. "The disobedience of the others is nothing

as compared with yours, and now you must add to

it by speakmg to me, I may almost say, insolerjtly."
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" I—I didn't mean—" Armar began, but his

father cut him short.

" Go on to the house ; go to your own room and

stay there till I send for you," he said sternly, and

the boy, with swelling heart, obeyed him.

" That's all one gets for trying to be good," he

said aloud, though to himself, as he went on to the

house. " And—and it was for their sake, papa's

and mamma's. 1 didn't want them to be unhappy

on mamma's birthday. But if they've no trust

in me, I can't help it. I won't explain, no, I

won't."

A hope lingered in his heart however that Carrie

or Gilly would do so, "and then," he thought with

a feeling very unlike gentle Armar, a feeling almost

of vindictiveness against his father, " then perhaps

papa'll be sorrj-."

Mr. Fielding meanwhile had turned back to

Abigail ; Carrie and Giles, looking rather foolish,

were standing by.

" I hear you have come out of your way to

oblige my children,"' he said, though more stiffly

than was his usual manner. " I am sorry I did

not understand this before. Let me see—I ought

to know you— is not this Johnny Rooke's donkey

and chair ? The old bath-chair—I haven't seen it

for a good while, nor Johnny either. He is not ill,

I hope?"

Abigail looked slightly mollified. Still her tone

was scarcely hearty, as she bobbed a curtsey to the

rector, having got out of the chaise, and answered

his questions.

" Oh, no, sir ! Johnny's not ill. He's been in

London town a-learnin' the tailorin' business these

three month. Yes, this 'ere's Peter and Johnny's

chaise. But mother's not thinkin' of keeping Peter

—we'd be pleased to find a good home for he," she

said, mindful of practical concerns with the ready

thought of the children of a poor and struggling

family.

Mr. Fielding glanced at Peter, but his face was

grave ; he seemed scarcely to hear the girl's words.
' To be sure, to be sure," he said. " I re-

member, your brother is at the Home for Cripples.

Go on to the kitchen, my dear, and say I sent you.

You must have your dinner before you go all the

way iiome again."

Abigail, well-pleased, gee-upped Peter cheerily

along the lane to the back of the house.

" Kind papa," said Snowball approvingly. - Her

will have some nice dinner. But oh, Carrie I

"

with a sudden shout, " where's the primroses ?
"

Carrie and Giles darted after Abigail, who was

again brought to a halt while they extracted the

baskets from the recesses of the chair.

" Them's for mummy's birfday," Snowball pro-

ceeded to inform her father. " That's why we

wented out so early—us didn't mean to be naughty-

did we, Carrie ?
"

Carrie, coming slowly back with the primroses,

hung her head and looked as if she were going to

cry when thus appealed to by her little sister. She

murmured something confusedly about "not know-

ing," or " not meaning." ls\x. F'ielding's face had

softened.

" Was it for primroses you set off in that wild

way ? " he said. " Well, I can understand your

wanting to have them for mamma's birthday, there

was certainly no harm in that, but still no, no,

don't cry so, Carrie dear, you are only a little girl

when airs said and done. It is not you I blame

nearly as much as Aimar—Armar who is nearly

three years older and knows so well."

Carrie's sobs redoubled. Snowball llcw to her

and threw her arms round her neck.

" Don't cry, Carrie, poor Carrie ! Papa's not

angry now—is you, papa ? Kiss poor Carrie, papa-

Carrie didn't know, her's not as big as Armar."

Carrie at this made a feeble effort to say

something, but though the words "Armar" and

"my fault" were faintly audible, they were not

said so as to catch Mr. Fielding's attention. So

Carrie was kissed and told to run home and make

herself look fit to be seen, and Gilly followed her

as fast as he could, uncommonly glad to be out of

the scrape.

VHL

XAUGHTV CARRIE.

!Mr. Fieldixg walked on more slov.-ly, little

Blanche still clinging to his hand.

" Mayn't I say good-bye to the donkey, papa ?
"

she said. " Please, papa, let me say good-bye to

the donkey and Aberdale ; " and she tugged to such

purpose that she succeeded in getting her father

round to the back of the house, where they found

Peter tied to a gate, and his little mistress just

making her way half timidly to the kitchen door.
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" Tell your mother I will try to come to see her

some day soon," the rector said to her. " It

was very kind of you to bring the children home
;

they should have known better than to go off in

that foohsh way."

"And 'fore our breadfust," said Snowball. " I'd

f.ir razer have had our breadfust first, and so

would Gilly, I fink. But Carrie 7C'ould go then."

Her father turned upon her sharply. A faint

hope struck him that possibly, somehow or other,

.\rmar had not been a party to the disobedience.

" And Armar ? " he asked, " didn't Armar say

it would be better not to go without telling Bertha

and getting leave properly ?
"

Snowball looked puzzled. The mention of

Bertha confused her recollections.

"Armar said he wouldn't tell Berfa," she said,

"he didn't say nufifin' about breadfust, he runned

after, he wasn't ready so quick as Carrie."

" Ah, I dare' say," said Mr. Fielding, well ac-

customed to Armar's sleepy-headedness of a

morning.

" But big bruvver carried me when I was tired,"

Snowball went on, quite innocent of having given

a false impression about Armar, as indeed she

might be. For Carrie iand Giles had been wily

enough to let her think that their elder brother's

not starting with them at first was only that he was

too lazy to get up so early, and his indignation

when he found them in the wood seemed to the

tired, sleepy little girl only vexation that they had

not waited till he was ready.

" Yes, indeed," here Abigail put in, "he did

carry you, missy, he was that hot and puffin'-like

you'd a' bin sorry for he. He's a kind young

gentleman, 'tis easy to see."

In his heart the rector felt softened again, but

discipline must be kept up.

"Yes, my girl, but he would have been kinder

if he had not led his little brother and sisters into

a piece of disobedience. I'm sure your mother

has taught you to understand that ? " he said

;

at which Abigail, half ashamed of her defence

of the boy, grew red again, and murmured, " To be

sure, sir."

Then having given orders for the little maiden's

hospitable reception in the kitchen, ]Mr. Fielding

turned into the house, first sending Blanche to be

made presentable up in the nursery, where Lady

Alice had already looked in, to warn Bertha to say

no more to the children till the whole matter had

been gone into.

" It is Armar we are the most vexed with," she

explained. "The others are so much younger."

And Bertha could not but agree, though her

heart was sore for the boy, hearing from Giles that

" Papa had ordered him to stay alone in his own

room," having the grace to add that he hoped

Armar would have a good dinner sent up to him.

" I wouldn't mind staying in my own room if

I had plenty to eat," he added. " Would you,

Carrie .'

"

But Carrie would not answer, and Bertha, glanc-

ing at her red eyes, thought her own thoughts

about the little girl.

"Miss Carrie isn't one as cries for nothing," she

said to herself. " Nor she doesn't look so uneasy

like for nothing, either."

Lord and Lady Carlech stayed to luncheon of

course. Aunt Edith was very amiable, spoke

kindly to the little girls and Gilly, and advised

Lady Alice not to distress herself about Armar.
" Frank is quite right," she said. " Anything

of that sort should be nipped in the bud ; taking

advantage of your absence, I mean. If he got

off scot-free for such things at home, it would be

all the worse for him afterwards at school."

" There is nothing of that kind about Armar,"

his mother, for all her self-control, could not help

saying, "he is as open and uncalculating as the

day. Indeed he reminds me very often of Carlech

at his age. Do you remember, Rhyssie," she went

on, using the dear old name of her brother's

boyhood, "do you remember how you used to

carry me about, just as Armar does Snowball,

and always took the blame of any scrapes we got

into ?
"

The words struck Mr. Fielding. He looked at

Carrie. She was eating her dinner, for the big

people's luncheon was the children's dinner at the

rectory, with the utmost propriety, not to say prim-

ness, but as her father's glance fell upon her, he

saw that she grew pinker than she had been.

"Carrie," he said suddenly, "did Armar start

this foolish business ? And if not, did he at all

remonstrate with you and Giles ? Did he, I mean,

not advise you not to do it ?
"

Carrie grew redder and redder.

" I—he
—

" she began. " We didn't say much

about it last night. It was this morning."
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"Well, well, this morning or last night, what

does it matter ? " her father repeated impatiently.

" Did Armar not in any way try to stop your

going ?
"

Carrie looked very unhappy : Gilly, who was her

next neighbour, edged his chair closer to hers,

almost as if he wanted to whisper to her. But

Mr. Fielding's eye was on them both.

'• Come now, Carrie," he said, " plain yes or

no to my question. Did Armar try to stop your

going ?
"

" No," said Carrie at last, distinctly enougli,

"no, he didn't."

"Ah, very well. That's all I wanted to know,"

her father replied. " I beg your pardon. Lady

C'arlech," he went on, turning to her, " I have no

right to inflict our domestic concerns upon you,

but I am anxious to understand this morning's

affair clearly."

" Naturally," Lady Carlech replied. " But I

think it is clear enough. It seemed so from the

first. It is not likely a great boy like Armar
would have been persuaded by the younger ones

against his will."

"No," said Mr. Fielding with a little sigh,

" I see how you mean. I am afraid it is not

likely."

" Don't trouble yourself so much about it,"

Lady Carlech went on, for she saw he was really

distressed. " As Carlech says, it is nothing so

very bad after all. And in the end I have no

doubt it will be a very good lesson for Armar."
" I hope so," said Mr. Fielding, and then they

all talked of other things.

After luncheon. Snowball came running down
from the nursery with a great lovely bouquet, or

posy of primroses for mamma, which Bertha had

cleverly tied together. Poor Bertha had had a

very unhappy morning of an.\iety about the child-

ren. She and the other ser\'ants had been running

all about the lanes and woods, but not ha\ing any

idea which way to go they had naturally failed to

find the truants, though Bertha's worst fears had

been relieved not long before they came home by

meeting an old woodcutter who had passed them
on the way to !Mrs. Rooke's.

"They was near the common," he said, "and
onst there, they'd easy find the way, though it is a

longish bit round by the road. She'd no call to

take on, and had best go home and wait for

them ; " he'd have " spoke to they," he would, if

he'd known they was parson's little folk.

So Bertha had employed herself amidst her

tears of vexation and worry and terror that her

pet Snowball would be knocked up, by arranging

last night's primroses about the drawing-room.

The posy was made of the larger ones from the

wood.

Lady Alice admired the posy and the decora-

tions very much, though her sweet face still looked

sad. She was very unhappy about Armar, though

she knew it would be false kindness to interfere

with what his father judged to be necessary

punishment, and she was anxious not to give Lady

Carlech grounds for her old reproach to Armar's

mother that she " spoilt " the boy. So she tried to

smile and talk as usual, all the while she would

have given worlds to be able to creep up stairs to

Armar's room and comfort him in the sorrow she

knew he must be feeling.

"And on my birthday too," she kept saying to

herself, " the day of all the year on which he is

the most anxious to make me happy I Of course

the getting the primroses was for my sake, but

Armar knows so well that nothing done in dis-

obedience could make me happy. I can't under-

stand it."

The time seemed to dr.ig on very slowly, thougli

Lord and Lady Carlech only stayed a couple of

hours after luncheon. Lady Alice could not help

drawing a long breath of relief when at last the

rumble of wheels coming round from the stables

was heard, and Harry, the page, came in to

announce that his lordship's carriage was at the

door.

"Good-bye, Alice," said Lady Carlech as she

kissed her sister-in-law. "When you've had Armar

a term or two at school and have some experience

of the scrapes he'll get into there, you won't take

things to heart so, my dear."

Lady Alice tried to smile, though she felt

annoyed that her distress had been so visible.

Lord Carlech stopped a moment as he was

following his wife. He had got Carrie to make

him a buttonhole of primroses.

" Fasten it in for me. Ally," he said, and as liis

sister was doing so, " I can't bear to see you look

so troubled, dear," he went on. "Edith is right

so far
;
you do take things too much to heart."

" Dear Rhyssey," she whispered, as she held up
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her face for him to kiss ; he saw there were tears made you look pale, dear. Be sure to write—and

in her eyes. —at any time )'0u know, if you were ill or I could
" Let me know when it's all riqht acjain," he be anv crood, I'd come in a minute.''

' • Snowball came rimning down with a great lovely lioiiqti

aid. " I tried to make Frank promise not to be Great, big, tall Uncle Carlech had the kindest

00 hard on the boy. It doesn't do to exaggerate of hearts ! It was quite true that his nephew,

flings. But Frank doesn't like interference. Armar Fielding, " took after him" in more ways
lowever, it'll blow over after a bit. Only it's than one.
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•' Alice fusses so absurdly about that loutish

boy of hers," said Aunt Edith sharply as they

drove off. " I wish to goodness they'd send him

to school, it's the proper place for boys as soon as

they're out of petticoats, in my opinion."

" I don't know," her husband replied slowly.

•' Armar fully returns his mother's affection ; he

hasn't a thought apart from her. I don't know

about school for boys too young. You never

regain the old confidence. Rhys and Iltyd are

smart little fellows enough, but they're almost

strangers to us compared to what the Fielding

children are to their parents."

Lady Carlech gave a little shrug of impatience

and murmured something about " infatuation."

And then she began talkins of someihinar else.

(JTo be continued)

DRAWIXG-ROOM " SIXGIN"G. AXD HOW TO mPROVE IT,

H. C. Deacon.

THE people who gave the first known secular

part-song to the world, the people from

whose ranks sprang Tallis, Purcell, and a host of

great men in years long gone by, and who have in

the present time supplied from their amateur class

some of our ablest musicians—indeed, some of the

ablest musicians in Europe—may surely lay claim

to the capacity for becoming a musical nation in

the highest sense, whatever pessimists may say to

the contrary. The study of music is becoming

every day more earnest, and our public institutions

contain a most encouraging amount of forthcoming

talent. This, however, is the case chiefly with

instrumental music. Our aptitude for choral sing-

ing has for long been abundantly proved. Un-
fortunately, individual singing, the rendering of songs

and solo part-music, has sadly lagged behind the

other two branches of the art. Leading musicians

are inclined to regard singing with indifference,

almost with contempt. It may seem a bold thing

to say, but it is a fact, that many a fine musician

who is keenly alive to what is beauty of tone in an

instrumentalist is, nevertheless, an uncommonly
bad judge of what is good production in singing.

Xow the two things are parallel.

This being the case with musicians, is it to be

wondered at that average amateurs should be so

below the mark both in the choice and execution of

iheir vocal music ? ^lany honourable exceptions

there are of course, and these prove that there is a

healthy move in the direction of more earnest study.

One reason of the spiritless condition of average

drawing-room music is, that singing has altogether

deteriorated with the violent but to a great extent

natural reaction against the undue prominence

formerly given to singers, to the prejudice of

musical composition. Operas had become very

flimsy as works of art, and household music fol-

lowed suit. Opera has greatly improved with the

advance of instrumental music. 'Why should not

household vocal music do the same ? Why will

the bulk of amateurs satisfy themselves with the

mass of printed paper. that appears, in which it is

difficult to say which is the more silly—the verse or

the music? A certain proportion of good songs

make their appearance, but they are not as a rule

preferred. Again, an able composer writes a song

with a certain amount of originality, but purposely

kept within the powers of those who have only a

moderate knowledge of singing. He chooses words

that appeal to the better side of human nature.

The song is sung by a favourite singer, and becomes

a success. Immediately there appears a series of

imitations, both of words and music, the spirit of

the original becoming so attenuated by the pro-

cesses of dilution and filtration, that at last there

remains but a miserable parody of the model, all

that was of t^ood tendency in the words becoming
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powerless through the contempt bred of over-

famiharity. The commercial side of the question

is the excuse, to which it is to be feared there is no

answer.

The remedy is to a great extent in the hands of

those who wish to sing. It is certain that if the

demand for weak songs should cease, the cessation

of the supply must follow. But before this can

take place the amateur must give an answer to the

iiuestion
—

'• What is singing? " Is it a mere jingle

of rh)me and rhythm? or is it "A musical expression

of thought and feeling through the combination of

words and music " ? If it be the latter, head and

heart are concerned in it. And as the expression

or manifestation of thought and feeling is musical,

it stands to reason that the aspirant must feel the

power of abstract music, before being able to judge

whether it is appropriate to words or not. And
this power is greater than can be described. Not

the iiower of imitating material sounds in nature;

this is a comparatively small matter, and in un-

skilful hands becomes grotesque ; but the power of

awakening a slate of feeling, vague, it is true, but

undeniable. In fact, this vagueness is one great

element of its power. Certain combinations and

progre.ssions will affect different hearers according

to the special joy or sorrow at the time dominant in

their minds and souls. This power of abstract

music as a kind of sixth sense, must be reali2ed

before singing can in any degree be what it should

be. But it must be sought for. It will be a long

time coming to us if we rest satisfied Avith the

passive state of being taught. We must acguitv,

under proper guidance certainly, but our own

shoulder must go to the wheel.

When this power is recognized it will be found

that music does what words cannot do to the same

extent. It represents a state of feeling suggested

by the words, for words state facts, and music

breathes the poetic spirit. Then some study of

harmony is essential, and a certain mastery of the

pianoforte is absolutely necessary to the adequate

rendering of accompaniments, for a singer should

be able to accompany songs that do not tax both

voice and hands to the extent of throwing the

former off its equilibrium. It is not necessary to

be able to accomplish difficult pianoforte passages

,
so much as to be able to feel tite keyboard ; and

here the knowledge of the construction of scales

and chords asserts its importance, besides rendering

chromatic intervals comparatively easy of execution

by the voice from their thus becoming intelligible.

The young lady amateur, on being asked if she

plays the piano, usually answers;, " No," and sub-

joins, "I play enough for my accompaniments."

This exhibits the average view that is taken of

singing, and it is only one among the many proofs

of the general apathy. A misprint that makes a

phrase meaningless will be read and learnt and

sung a hundred times without in the least inter-

fering with the placid self-satisfaction of the singer,

or arousing her froin her usual indifference. But

let us suppose that the intending singer has men-

tally grasped the power of abstract music, and the

consequent import and scope of singing. The

various mechanisms concerned in giving forth what

has been mentally grasped have next to be con-

sidered. Thought and feeling are more or less

continuous. Spoken words are very quickly uttered.

The more or less dominant state of thought and

feeling compels the lengthening of syllables.

This brings us to the starting-point of the mechan-

ism, the breath. Breath in singing is like money in

war time— it is the sustaining and motive power.

There can be no good voice-production without a

proper use of the breathing ])owers, about which

there are many theories, and much consequent

confusion. Nature instituted the function of

breathing primarily for the vitalization of the

blood, and only secondarily for phonation. Nature

therefore taught us to breathe before there was any

idea of speaking or singing. At this early stage of

the mechanism we are confronted with a funda-

mental difficulty. Everything is to be done natur-

ally. Our artificial lives have caused nature and

art to change places. Art has become our nature,

and nature proper has to be learnt, and what she

points out to us in the present case often requires

long and patient study. But nature is to be learnt

by the light of critical observation. Pure voice-

production must be diligently studied, pure pro-

nunciation going with it. A pure vowel gives a

pure note. Perfect articulation must be attained,

in complete sympathy with, but thorough inde-

pendence of, voice-production. Let the amateur

give up the idea that singing is to be learnt in six

lessons, or by entering a choral class. The latter

is often an act of vocal suicide. As with the violin,

a great deal of study and practice must be gone

through before a single note can be well produced
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and sustained. " I do not want to sing with

execution, but with expression." How can you

express anything unless you can execute? How
are you to vocalize a group of even two notes

unless you have to a great extent cultivated your

vocal powers. The late illustrious Jenny Lind

considered the greatest proof of a i)erfect singer to

be the power of adequately rendering a chamber

song. The jjresence of r.o one organ—throat,

palate, tongue, nose, teeth, or lips—must be recog-

nized or suggested by the tone produced. It must

be so jHire as to be almost ethereal, and we must

not fancy that we hear Miss So-and-so, but a high-

priestess of the vocal art.

Having thus raised the standard of our mental

and mechanical study, we shall be in a position to

give some liberty to our powers of expression : for

be sure that ^ery little will come from the heart

while the mind is • occupied with the manner in

which a coming note is to be produced, and only

that which has been felt by the singer will reach

the heart of the hearer. The words of whatever

has to be sung must be carefully read and analyzed,

.and a distinct and sympathetic enunciation culti-

vated, without throwing the words at the hearers,

as pre-supposing them deaf or stupid. The study

and practice of recitative is urgently recommended.

Let young men who wish to sing avoid the ^•ulgarity

and buffoonery of the music-hall, and cease to

introduce their so-called comic songs, with the

detest.ible voice-production that goes with them, to

the female members of their family.

Most English girls study languages, and can thus

sing songs to their original words. A fund oi

beautiful songs is open to them. Look at the jiro

ductions of the Germans, French, Scandinavians.

Slavs, &c., as well as our own good songs, ancieni

and modern, and the old Italian compositions. Anii

a good song is not necesscu-ily elaborate. Jlic

emperor of song-writers—Schubert—appeals to us

frequently through the medium of very few notes.

If the amateur will go through the mental prepara-

tion advocated above, he or she will be able to

decide what is good without waiting to know whose

it is, and our own works of merit will stand a better

chance than they do now.

One word upon the schools or styles of vocal

music We speak of the dramatic, the oratorio,

and the lyric. From the moment you begin to

sing you enter upon the region of the dram.itic.

The simplest ballad is a little drama, or a scene

from a drama witiiout action beyond the jjlay of

the countenance. Is not the Erlkihiig dramatic?

Is not Auld Robin Gray dramatic ? Is not the

whole of Elijah dr.amatic? And where can the

line be drawn? The three schools, therefore, are

the operatic, the oratorio, and the lyric, all three

being dramatic.

Acknowledging the power of abstract music, and

the fact that all singing is dramatic, the amateur is

on the road to making a great change in what may
be called household music, and though some may at

first be alarmed at the large view that must be taken

of singing, let them begin. They will be preparing

for themselves a fund of delight, and singing will be

not an idle kill-time, but an intellectual recreation.

THE PILGRIM OF B E A C H Y HE A D.

THERE are few of us who have not some time

in our lives, whether as boys or men, spent

a portion of our holiday along the sea-shore, upon

the granite hills, or among the white chalk-pits,

searching for pebbles or fossils with as keen an

interest as if our very lives depended on our suc-

cess. Some of us have, perchance, the .spirit of the

collector, which treasures and classifies everything

that it can find. Some of us, it may be, have a

real love for geology, doomed to extinguishment
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Ik lore the stem necessities of life's hard struggle.

Hut one and all—collector, geologist, and the man
'if business on his holiday rambles—alike derive

enjoyment from the discovery of the hidden

treasures that lie buried in the earth.

Of the places where pebbles are to he gathered,

not the least noted is Eastbourne. There is a fine

stretch of shingle from Beachy Head to Langley

Point, which is made the happy hunting-ground of

many a pebble-loving holiday-maker.

Of all the collectors in the neighbourhood of

Eastbourne, there is none to compare with Mr.

HoUobon, whom a previous writer has aptly

christened " The Pilgrim of Beachy Head." He
is slightly known to most visitors to Eastbourne by

reason of his collection, set out in the Wish Tower

at the end of the parade. He is much more than

slightly known to all those who, like myself, have

taken to him their specimens to be advised upon,

and, if necessary, to be cut and polished. Our

first introduction was in this wise. A friend and

myself had taken a preliminary ramble along the

shore of Eastbourne, eager to find some of the

treasures for which the place was famous. From

ignorance of what we ought to look for, our search

met with no success. We therefore determined on

a visit to the Wish Tower, with the view of examining

not only the inside of the specimens displayed, but

also the outside, in the hope that by imitation we

might eventually gain the knowledge we lacked.

The Wish Tower, be it said, is one of the old

Martello Towers converted into a modest residence.

The name is borrowed from that of an adjacent

farm-house, which no longer exists, having fallen

before the westward march of the ever-increasing

town. The tower is approached by a drawbridge,

the whole forming a picturesque abode for the

collection of pebbles located there. Having paid

the modest charge demanded we began our in-

spection, and were astonished to find that, beautiful

as were the interiors of the cut and polished

pebbles, the exteriors were as rough and common
as any of the numerous flints we had handled the

preceding day.

"How,'' we asked of Mr. Hollobon, ''do you

di.stinguish the good from the bad, the valuable

from the rubbish?"

" I know no better than you " he answered,

" when they are dry
;
perhaps I know a little better

wlncn they are wet." And thereupon he moistened

the exterior, and lo ! portions of it became trans-

parent, and other portions full of colour.

That was our first wrinkle, and I will here enlarge

upon it. When the beach is dry it is almost hope-

less to look for pebbles. One stone is very much
like another in appearance, and the searcher may
pick up the most valuable pebble without knowing

it. The place to search is where the receding tide

has left the stones wet ; or, better still, choose a

drizzling day, which, as it were, lights up and

polishes the whole beach, and makes it easy to

detect the pebble by its transparency. With in-

spection of the beautiful pebbles came increased

ardour. Our guide, who spoke from great practical

knowledge, and eschewed " book-learning " as a

very second-rate and contemptible way of gaining

knowledge, enlarged upon the individual beauty of

each specimen, and endeavoured to make us under-

stand its " points."

" If we bring you some stones, will you cut and

polish them?" we asked on leaving.

" If they are good, not otherwise," was the

emphatic reply. "At least," i\Ir. Hollobon went

on, softening a little, '• if you press me hard perhaps

I might, but I don't care to cut rubbish, even

though you pay me for it."

Here spoke a true lover of his art, and thanking

him for his courtesy and information, we left him

in high hopes for future success.

The Pilgrim of Beachy Head is a self-made man
of the type of Thomas Edward, the naturalist,

whose story has been so ably told by Mr. Smiles.

He is enthusiastic in his work, and inspires en-

thusiasm in others. Originally a quarryman by

trade, he early became acquainted with the hidden

treasures of the earth. But Mr. Hollobon shall

tell his own tale, and would that I could depict

the animation he throws into it !

" You want to hear how I came to take up with

my present livelihood? Well, I will tell you. It

is nigh thirty year ago since I and my mates were

working at yonder quarry along the shore, and

pretty hard work it was. But there was one thing

which attracted our attention, and gave us some-

thing to talk about. Sure as ever the tide receded

from the foot of the quarry, a gentleman would

appear, hammer in hand, and begin picking up and

smashing the stones, and occasionally putting one

in his pocket. My mates and I used to wonder

what he could be after, until one day I said

—
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'"I must find out what that chap is looking

for!'

"
' You won't

!

' said my mates.

" ' I will
!

' said I, and as soon as ever he began

to move I puts on my coat and follows him. I

did not like to address him, but I picked up and

examined the stones he threw down, and I noticed

that those he lingered over most were sometimes

transparent and sometimes had colour in them. I

began to see in two or three days what he was

after ; and noticing that when the beach was wet

the stones showed up better, I found out why he

chose the time when the sea receded. Looking

about on this plan I one day picked up a beautiful

stone, and, happening to meet the coast-guard,

who was a i)al of ours, and often in the quarry, I

showed it to him. He knew a little about these

things, and told me he thought it was a very good

one. So I took it home, and put it on one side

until I could get an opportunity of taking it to some

one who knew its value. But the next day, as I

was returning from work, I met the gentleman,

who stopped me and said,

" ' I hear, Mr. Hollobon, you have found a hand-

some jjebble ?

'

"
' I believe so, sir,' I says, ' but I don't know

nothing about these things.'

" ' Will you show it to nie ? ' he says.

"
' Certainly,' I replied ;

' but it is at home,

and my cottage is over yonder, too far for you to

walk maybe ?

'

" ' Oh, no !
' he answers, ' I would go a long

way to see a good stone.'

" I. showed him the road home, and on the way I

asked him a lot of questions, which he answered as

kind as could be. When I brought out the stone

I could see his eyes sparkle, and he kept conning it

over, and weighing it in his hand as if it were a

lump of gold. At last he said

—

" ' What will you take for it, Hollobon ?
'

"
' I dunno', sir,' I replied ;

' I know nothing

about the value of such things. But I would na'

take less than three shillings.'

" He at once brought out his purse and placed

three shillingsin myhand,and the stone in his pocket.

'•
' I would not,' he said, ' have that stone cut

for ten shillings.'

"'Not have it cut!' I exclaimed, for I knew

nothing then about jjolishing stones whole ;
' what

then will you do with it ?
'

"'You shall see,' he said; 'I will bring ii

along with me one of these days.'

" And sure enough he did : and I don't think,

although I have been at this work for tiiirty year>

now, that I ever see a stone to beat it."

"You must have regretted your bargain," wc

interrupted.

"No. I liidn't, for the gentleman taught me \\

good deal more than the stone was worth, which 1

shouldn't have otherwise known—or at least noi

for some time to come. After that I was always

picking up stones, going to and from my work, and

in my spare time. But the difficulty for me was

the cutting and polishing. You see I was a poor

man, and I couldn't afford to have it done for

me, and I did not know how to do it myself.

But I used to try. I got pieces of York paving

stones, and I used to put the pebbles sometimes

between my knees and sometimes between my feet,

and I used to rub and rub away till the sweat

drojjped off me ; but it was all no good—they

wouldn't polish that way.

" I was well-nigh in despair about this cutting

and polishing, when one day I met on the sands a

man who used to come over from Brighton to sell

shells and pebbles, and put up near the town for

the season. I walked up to him and offered him

a sum of ten shillings if he would let me see him

cut and polish a stone. Surprised at the otTer, he

readily assented, and then for the first time I had

the chance of seeing how it was done. First of all

he cut a stone, and then / cut one. After that, as

we got on familiar terms, he told me he was paying

six shillings a week for his room at Eastbourne.

Thereupon I offered him as good a room in m)-

cottage, where he could fit up his lathe, for half

the sum, on condition that he would teach me the

trade.

"
' I'll learn ye for that,' he said.

"And so for two years he resided with me. But

the cutting and polishing was hard work, and it

was quite a year before I could make any job of a

stone. Then I had to buy the necessary materials,

and many a day did I go without my dinner,

saving up until I had money with which to buy

them. That, sir, is how I started in life, and for

thirty years now I have tramped this shore, some-

times picking up pebbles just below this tower,

and sometimes six or seven miles away. It has

alwavs been with me a labour of love, and my only
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source of trouble is," looking affectionately round

at his cases of pebbles, "that I do not know what

will become of my collection when I am gone."

I may here state that the ordinary charge for

cutting a stone is sixpence the square inch. Some-

times it is a costly matter to get a whole stone

' properly polished. It involves two good days'

work to remove an ounce and a half of superfluous

matter, and the task is a laborious one. The
amateur pebble hunter generally longs to have his

own lathe, and to do all the work himself; but

lapidary lathe work is very tedious and thankless,

and it requires considerable practice to know when

and where to cut a stone, and also to be able to

cut it clean through without any blurs or cracks.

The wheel which cuts the stone is made of steel,

but this would be useless without the powdered

diamond which is placed upon it.

" How do you fasten your diamond to the

wheel ? " we asked Mr. Hollobon, thinking that

in some way the diamond was fastened to the

edge.

" I would give ten shillings to know that," he

replied with a laugh. And it was not till we had

inspected the process and showed a keen interest

in it that he explained how the diamonds had to be

ground to powder, mixed with oil, and continually

laid on the wheel. Mr. Hollobon's practice is to

work the wheel with one hand, hold the stone with

the other, and continually apply oil with a long

feather held between the teeth.

liut I must now return to our own pebble hunt.

Primed with the knowledge we had gathered, and

elated at our chances of success, we set to work on

the morrow with a right good will, and by the

evening had collected some ten or dozen speci-

mens of stones, which we fondly believed were

genuine pebbles. In the morning we carried these

to the Wish Tower and placed them before Mr.

Hollobon. He was seated at his lathe, cutting a

stone for a customer, and he stopped in his work

to inspect what we had brought him.

" Too many by half," was his quiet remark, as

he looked at them. " You ha\e found more in a

day than I should in a week."

This was a damper, and we began to look foolish,

as he took hold of stone No. i, and tossed it down

with scarcely a glance.

" That's nothing," he said, " and that's nothing "

(pitching away No. 2), "nor that—nor that—nor

that :
" and so on until he came to the last, which

was the smallest, and to our minds the least

worthy of them all. We had turned away with a

sort of whimpering laugh, intended to cover our

own discomfiture, when our steps were arrested

by-
" That's a choanite, and a nice little one too."

We turned. "A what ? " we both exclaimed.

" \Vhat I was telling you yesterday," Mr. Hol-

lobon said. " Here's its base," he went on,

showing us a round light-coloured mark on the

exterior.

" But what is a choanite ? " I asked.

"Well," he said, "in my opinion it is a sea

anemone."

It is right, however, to explain that in this view,

I believe, Mr. Hollobon stands almost alone. It

has now been clearly demonstrated by means of

modern specimens dredged from the bottom of the

Atlantic that thi choanite is a class of sponge.

But whatever the choanite may have been, when
only a thing of beauty, and without the prospect of

becoming, as it was now, a joy for ever, our dis-

appointment had turned into delight. To be the

proud possessors of a self-discovered choanite

—

albeit by accident and in ignorance—was a thing

we had not dreamt of. Moreover, when cut, it ap-

peared to be a very perfect specimen. If greater

authorities had not decided otherwise, I should

have said that this choanite was certainly an animal

of the shrimp species. It had tentacles or feelers

almost exactly similar to those of a shrimp, and its

body was identical. It was curious, too, how it

looked for all the world as if it were swimming in

the chalcedony with which it was surrounded.

With increased attention to our absorbing work

came increased knowledge and success. 'We found

some very fair specimens of landscape agates, and

two or three nice little " sponges."

These stones are very often better polished as a

whole than cut, for their branches run away from

the line of the wheel, and .to cut the stone may be

to spoil it.

It was our last day at Eastbourne, and my friend

and I had determined on a final ramble in the

direction of Langley Point. The day was propi-

tious for pebble-hunting, for there was an occasional

drizzle, and we were not compelled to confine our

search to any particular spot. We found one or

two possible choanites, when my eyes suddenly lit
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upon a large semi-transparent stone, which, what-

ever else it might contain, revealed a large mass of

white chalcedony. The part that was not white

was a sort of mossy blue, and I, ignorant though I

was, knew that I had made a lucky " find." It was

useless my attempting to search any more that day.

I found myself continually pulling out my treasure,

wetting it, holding it up to the light, and testing it

in a variety of ways, until I at length determined to

turn my steps in the direction of the Wish Tower,

and set my mind at rest. I found Mr. Hollobon

at work as usual, and I laid my treasure down
beside him. He gave a short glance at it, and then

turning quickly round, said

—

" Where did you find that ?
"

" Oh ! just over there," I carelessly replied.

" Let me tell you, you are a very lucky man,"

.said he, taking up the stone.

Then he rose from his seat and walked to the

door, to get the best of the light.

" I'll give you two halfcrowns for this."

" No, thank you !

"

" Three !

"

"No, thank you, Mr. Hollobon ; I would rather

give it you than sell it you."

I have previously stated that I am no collector,

and when I saw Mr. Hollobon's hungry look of

honest covetousness, I determined in my own mind

to make him a present of the stone for his collection.

But I was anxious to learn its value, and I am
bound to say that when I dropped the hint about

giving it, Mr. Hollobon, eager as he was, laid the

stone down, for that was not his idea of business,

especially with a comparative stranger. Presently

he took up the stone again.

" Do you know," said he, " wliat it would cost

you to have this polished ?
"

"I dare say a couple of pounds," I replied,

carelessly.

'' No ! no !
" said he ;

" not so much as that."

I had my suspicion that this question was puf
with the view of discouraging me on account of

the expense, and therefore I purposely exaggerated

the amount.

" But," Mr. Hollobon went on, " there is a good
three or four days' work here, for I should grind it

down till the stone became perfectly pure."

" Well," said I, " suppose we put it this way.

You shall polish the stone, and then when I come

to Eastbourne again, if I do not like to pay the

cost, you shall keep it."

This, however, did not satisfy Mr. Hollobon ; but

whether he thought my proposal too generous, or

whether he thought that if I saw the stone polished

I should be willing to pay the price, I do not know.

" You see," he said, " I can't just now give up

my time to polishing it. If it were mine, I should

do a little bit at any odd moment, and perhaps I

should not have finished it before the winter."

\\'ith that he laid the stone down again, and we

turned for a moment to examine one or two of his

splendid specimens. He had a story to tell about

each. This landscape pebble contained a likeness

of Tom Sayers—at least so he would have it,

tliough I could not see it myself. But it sufficed

to call up a good story, for Mr. Hollobon had

known the famous pugilist in bygone days. Among
the specimens handled by us was a beautiful land-

scape ])ebble which had been cut and both halves

polished. Mr. Hollobon had originally intended

to ]Jolish the rounded end as a handle for an

umbrella ; but it seemed on consideration too

good a stone to be mutilated, and Mr. Hollobon

had reason to congratulate himself that he

had not carried out his first intention. He was

about to restore the pebble to its case, when he

suddenly turned to me and said-
—" Come, sir, will

you take one of these halves in exchange for your

stone?
"

"All right," I said, laughing; "I have no doubt

you are getting the best of the bargain, but if the

stone is a good one, I should be jjroud to see it in

your collection."

So I took what he offered me, and though I have

no collection, I shall always treasure it as a remem-

brance of many a pleasant chat with as worthy a

man as ever breathed. As for my own stone, I am
ashamed to say I left Mr. Hollobon without dis-

covering what it really was. Some day I shall hope

to revisit Eastbourne, and to see it glittering among '

his other treasures in all its glory. I can only say,

that if Mr. Hollobon thinks the stone repays him for

all the trouble I have given him, I, on my part, am
quite satisfied that the pleasure I have derived

from his company, and the knowledge I have

gained from his ready information, are much more

valuable mementos of a pleasant holiday than the

rarest stone that was ever gathered.

HoLCO.MBE Ingledv.



AT THE ZOO.

VII.

HORNS AND ANTLERS.

THERE is one great and obvious disadvantage

in the study of animal life at the Zoo. We do

not see the creatures in their native freedom. How
different the lion as we watch him through the

bars of his den, mumbling the thigh-bone of a

horse, from the lion as he steals noiselessly on his

prey by the side of some African streamlet in the

fading twilight of evening. How different the eagle

from the chamois as I have seen him among the

glaciers of the high Alps, or the wild buck leaping

from point to point among the sandstone blocks of

Table Mountain. On the other hand, we have at

the Zoo an opportunity of studying quietly and at

leisure the form and features of animals, still in-

stinct with the grace of life, if not still thrilling with

the joy of freedom. From all that I have seen of

as he sits motionless upon his perch, the picture of

disconsolate inactivity, from the eagle as he soars

aloft among the mountain fastnesses, or swoops

sudden upon his quarry. How different the

patient antelope mewed in his straw-littered pen,

living antelopes in South Africa, my image of the

creature would be no more defined than that of an

arrow as it cleaves the air. It has never been my
good fortune (printed type cannot show the tremble

of glad anticipation which the written words dis-

3 B
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close)—it has never, I say, been my good fortune to

meet a grizzly bear face to face ; but I fancy that

the pleasurable excitement of the encounter would

prevent my observing him with that calm scientific

curiosity I am conscious of as I offer him a pro-

pitiatory bun at Regent's Park, or that perfect

fearlessness with which I handle him when

stuffed.

In truth, if we are led to take a real interest in

animal life we shall be glad to become acquainted

with it in all possible ways. We shall examine the

stuffed specimens in the museum, even if we do

see where the creature has been sown up, and

perceive a little hay protruding here and there ; we

shall stand without a shudder before the skeleton

that we may learn what the supporting framework

of the beast is like ; we shall visit the Zoo to

observe the movements, attitudes, and living ex-

pressions of our dumb subjects ; we shall be glad

to learn something of those marvellous life-pro-

cesses which are running their orderly course

beneath those sleek hides and behind those gleam-

ing eyes ; and, best of all, we shall lose no oppor-

tunity of becoming acquainted with their joyous

life in the woods or on the plains

beneath the canopy of heaven. Yes,

I say joyous life, notwithstanding the

keen struggle for existence; for life

while it lasts is full of health and .,

activity, the work of to-day's exist-

ence leaves no room for cares

for the morrow, and death when

it comes is sure and swift.

Now please don't begin to

moralize, Mr. Professor, but tell

us something about horns and

antlers, and the creatures on

whose heads they are borne.

Well, then, come with me and

let us look at these creatures

together. We shall find plenty

of material for study. Among

the horned creatures,

apart from the rhinoceros

with horns on its nose,

we shall note the com-

paratively heavily-built

oxen, the bison or so-

called buffalo of North

America, with his cousin ^^^

the aurochs of Europe, and the true buffalo of

the Cape, the heavy horns of which meet base to

base over the brow ; we shall see the stupid-eyed

sheep and the goats of offensive odour. Poor

things, they are suffering for their importunity. For

the natives of New Guinea, where they abound,

tell us that they pestered a certain goddess to be

allowed to anoint themselves with the sweet-scented

aromatic ointment she used at her own toilet ; but

she, offended at their request, rubbed them with a

nasty nauseous grease, the unpleasant smell of

which they and their descendants retain to the

present day. We shall see, too, the timid gazelles,

the delicate-horned antelopes, and the clumsy gnu,

a very clown among horned cattle, whose snort is

a poor imitation of the lion's roar, and who

scampers over the plains like a skittish donkey.

Such are some of the animals whose brows are

ornamented with horns. In most cases both males

and females bear a pair of these singular and

beautiful appendages, but sometimes the female is

hornless, and occasionally, as in the four-horned

antelope, there are two pairs. No matter at what

time of the year you visit them the horns are there;

they persist throughout life, and increase

in size and strength. And when the

creature dies and the flesh is stripped

from the bones, the horn may be taken

from the skull, and is then found to

be a hollow sheath, which is moulded

on an internal bony core growing out

from the brow-bones of the skull.

T said that the horns persist through-

ut life and are never

shed. There

is, however,

in America

a curious ante-

lope which differs

from other horned

creatures in that its

horns are branched or

forked (from which it is

called the prong-horn),

and in that they are pe-

riodically shed. In De-

cember and January all the

bucks seem to be young

ones, because the develop-

in^ horns are so small.
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whereas in the spring and

summer months most of them

appear to be old ones, be-

cause their developed horns

are so large and noticeable.

When the horn is newly shed

the skin of the horn-core has

an abundant covering of long,

straight,silkyandlight-coloured

hairs ; but these soon become
matted or felted together, and

fuse into a solid mass at the

points, and this felting ;i

fusion continues during i:

growth and develoijment ^ t

the horns. This helps to t

us the secret of the structure

of horns. They are formed of

strangely modified hairs which fuse together and

agglutinate into a solid horny mass.

And what is the special use of these curious and

beautiful appendages.' Old writers say that the

huge-horned ibex goats use their great strong

ribbed and gracefully curved horns to break their

fall in leaping from a height. But though Mr.

Hutton says that he has seen captive wild goats

use the horns for this purpose, most hunters seem

to think that this is at any rate not the main

purpose of these appendages, and that their employ-

ment in this way is, to say the least of it, unusual.

Some people, again, have believed that the chamois

—of which strange stories have been told—uses his

hooked horns to hitch himself on to rocky ledges

in places where he cannot obtain certain foot-

hold. But the truth is, that the main use of the

horns is for fighting. It may be, indeed, that

madame chamois admires the delicately-curved

horns of her lord, which are finer and stronger than

her own, just as Mrs. Goat, like other ladies,

admires the beard of her spouse, and delights in

his natural patchouli. But in the practical econo-

mics of the animal kingdom utility takes precedence

of beauty, or, at any rate, the beautiful is built upon
the practical basis of the useful. And it is as

weapons (even if, as Mr. Bland Sutton believes, they

originated in abnormal or diseased conditions of

the brow) that the horns have reached their full

development. Few of us have seen a fight between

wild buffaloes such as the Hon. W. H. Drummond
witnessed at the Cape ; but many of us have seen the

horned cattle of our

parks butting at each

other in mock combat,

if not in the serious

earnest of battle.

When fighting the ox
tribe run at each other and cla.sh their mighty heads

together ; but the more delicate-horned chamois, we
are told, lowers his head under the throat of his

antagonist, or turns his head sideways that the sharp

points may reach and pierce the shoulder, and then

drawing them fiercely back, inflicts most formidable

gashes. And Anderson's man Hans informed him
of an instance where a lion and an oryx—the

beauty of whose long, sharp, straight or slightly

curving jet-black horns you may see any day at

the Zoo—were found lying dead in each other's

grasp, the antelope having with his horns transfixed

his powerful assailant. Indeed, Mr. Gumming on
one occasion narrowly escaped being himself trans-

fixed. He had wounded a gemsbok, and foolishly

approached her without firing again. Lowering her

sharp horns, she made a desperate rush towards him,

and would inevitably have run him through had not

her strength failed her. She staggered forward, and
fell to the ground within a few feet of the hunter.

Before passing to the antlered deer, I will say a

word or two about the great nose-horns of the

rhinoceros. These too are formed of a dense and
solid mass of hairs cemented and glued together

;

only the hairs, instead of being, like true hairs,

developed in little pouches or pits of the skin with

a minute pimple or papilla at the bottom, grow
from a cluster of much larger and longer papilla;

projecting on the surface of the nose, while the

horny mass which cements the hairs together is

formed in the spaces between the papillae. The
nose-horn of the rhinoceros is thus a solid mass

.•? B 2
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of agglutinated hairs, and is not supported on a

bony core like that within the brow-horns of the

ox. But, like the horns of cattle, these long sharp

spears are used as weapons. These the rhinoceros

will use even against the giant elephant ; and

an instance is described where a rhinoceros, having

driven his horn up to the base into the body of an

elephant, and being unable to extricate it from the

wound, died, crushed by the weight of his huge

antagonist.

Turning now to the antlered deer, we shall find

that tlieir horns (antlers they are more correctly

tenned) are very different from those of the oxen

and the antelopes. As a rule (the reindeer is the

exception that jjroves it) they only adorn the brows

of the male. They are generally in full-grown

stags splendidly and nobly branched. They are,

at any rate in cold and temperate latitudes, cast off

or shed every year, new antlers of greater size and

complexity being formed in the following spring ;

and they are, when growth has ceased and the

time for fighting has come, composed of hard dense

bone without any horny covering.

Pause as, in autumn, you enter the Gardens by

he is not to bring them in contact with the bars

against which he will clash them in the autumn I

They are covered over with a dark skin provided

with short, fine, close-set hair, and technically

termed the velvet. If you could lay your hand

upon this velvet, as I laid mine on the growing

antlers of a reindeer in Dresden, you would feel

that it is hot with the formative life-blood that is

coursing beneath it. It is, too, exceedingly sensi-

tive and tender. An army of tens of thousands of

busy living cells are at work beneath tiiat velvet

surface building the bony antlers, preparing for the

battles of autumn. Each minute cell knows its

work and does it for the general good. It takes

\\\i from the nutrient blood the special materials it

requires ; out of them it elaborates the crude bone

stuff, at first soft as wax, but ere long to become as

hard as stone : and then, having done its work,

having added its special morsel to the fabric of the

antler, it remains embedded and immured, buried

beneath the bone-products of its successors or

descendants. No hive of bees is busier or more

replete with active life than the antler of a stag

as it £n"ows beneath the soft warm velvet. And

the southern gate, before the splen-

did wapiti often misnamed the elk

by the American hunters. Is there

a more noble and beautiful animal

in the Zoo? See how the antlers

branch and rebranch and once more

branch again. How proudly he carries them !

^N'hat terrible weapons they are with their sharp

bony points ! How he clashes them against the

bars of his enclosure ! But come again in

spring or early summer when the antlers are

growing. How different they look ! How careful

thus are built up in the course of a few weeks

those splendid ' beams," with their " tynes " and

" snags," which even in the confinement of the Zoo

may reach a weight of thirty-two pounds, and which

in the freedom of the Rocky Mountains may reach

such a size that a tall man may walk without stoop-
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ing beneath the archway made by setting up on

their points the shed antlers. When the antler has

reached its full size, a circular ridge makes its

appearance at a short distance from the base.

This is the "burr" which divides the antler into a

short " pedicel," next the skull, and the beam with

its branches above. The circulation in the blood-

vessels of the beam now begins to languish, and

the velvet dies and peels off, leaving the hard,

dead, bony substance exposed. Then is the time

for fighting, when the stags challenge each other to

single combat,

while the hinds y,
stand timidly p /!/'i

by. But when ,^S^'''':^ ' '^^^
the period of

battle is over,

and the wars

and loves of the

year are past,

bone beneath

burr begins to be

eaten away and ab-

sorbed, and, thebase

of the detachment

being thus weak-

ened, the beautiful

antlers are shed

;

the scarred surface

skins over and heals,

and only the hair-

covered pedicel of

the antler is left. It

is stated on the best

authority, scientific

and practical, that stags often eat the shed antlers,

and thus utilize over again the material of which

they are formed.

Undoubtedly the most useful to man of all the

antlered kind are the reindeer. To the Laplanders

they are everything.

Their reindeer form their riches. These their tents,

Their robes, their beds, and all their homely wealth
Supply, their wholesome fare, and cheerful cups.

Obsequious at their call, the docile tribe

Yield to the sledge their necks, and whirl them swift

O'er hill and dale, heaped into one expanse
Of marbled snow, as far as eye can sweep
With a blue crust of ice unbounded glazed.

—

Thomson'.

The brows of both sexes in the reindeer bear

Note.—The panel beneath the ilhistration reads thus—" This stag was shot by Prince Frederick III., Margrave and Elector of Brandenburg,
in the district of I'ingen, in Jacobdorfische Haide, on the 18th September, 1696, after having been heard of for three weeks. It weighed five

hundred weight and ihirly-fivc pounds.
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antlers, but those of the male are the finer and

stronger. It is said that they use the brow-tyne, which

projects forward from the antler, to remove the snow

when they are feeding, and it has been suggested

that it is for this purpose that the antlers of the

female are developed. Or it may be for protection

against their fierce and cruel enemy the wolf; or

possibly for some other reason of which we are

ignorant. Note, as you watch the reindeer, the

broad spread of the hoofs, the false-hoofs behind

the foot being unusually large. All this increases

the surface for sup-

port upon so yielding

a material as snow.

And as the reindeer

walks or runs, the

hoofs, which have

spread with the crea-

ture's weight, come to-

gether with

a sharp

kn acking
sound.
When they

are hunted

theyare said

The famous " sixty-six" Antler at Maritzburg. It has more

tynes than other known pair of staghorns.

to afford but tame sport, from their boldness and

learlessness. Mr. Kennedy tells of "one of these

deer, who upon receiving a bullet in his ribs

made a furious attack upon a companion of about

his own size, evidently under the impression

that the bullet wound was the result of a treacherous

prick from the horns of his friend." This reminds

us of Mr. Romanes' experiments on guinea-

pigs. He fed them on nettles, a kind of food to

which they were unaccustomed, and set them all

a-fighting, since each attributed the pricking sensa-

tion in his nose to the influence of his next-door

neighbour.

It is stated by M. Yaschenko, that in Asia the

reindeer are gradually changing their habits, and

are beginning to forsake for the forests the tundras,

or spaces covered with the lichens which constitute

their favourite food. The reason of the change

is, according to this observer, the desire to seek a

more favourable shelter from the hunter. In the
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open whole herds may be taken, but in the forest

it is only practicable to hunt one or two at a

time.

The senses of the horned and antlered creatures

are wonderfully acute, especially those of smell and

hearing. A chamois dashing down the mountain

will suddenly stop some yards from the s]50t where

recent human foot-prints are to be found in the

snow. He will stand and snuff the air, and turning

scared away will bound off in a new direction.

The deer-stalkers in Scotland must often make a

long detour lest they should get to windward of the

keen-scented creatures. Even the snapping of a

twig will disturb the wary elk of North America.

And this creature is said to have a cunning habit of

making a sharj) turn in his route and choosing a

jilace of repose so near some part of the i)ath he has

traversed that he can hear the least noise made by

one who attemjits to track him. IJvingstone de-

scribes a similar procedure on the part of the

African buffalo, which will " turn back to a point a

few yards from his own trail, and then lie down in a

hollow for the hunter to come up."

We are wont, perhaps unjustly, to regard the

whole group of ruminating animals as somewhat

wanting in intelligence. Endowed with senses so

wonderfully acute, they trust to the impressions

these convey, and do not as a rule display any

large amount of cunning. They do not readily

adapt themselves to new circumstances, and have

not much power of meeting unwonted emergencies.

But if it be true, as experienced hunters have assured

us, that some kinds post sentinels to watch while

the rest of the herd may feed or rest in peace and

without anxiety ; and if others, like the bisons,

when they scent the approach of wolves, throw

themselves into the form of a circle, having the

weakest in the middle and the strongest on the

outside, thus presenting an impenetrable front of

horns, we cannot deny them some power of or-

ganized co-operation, a sure sign of intelligence.

The very curiosity which so many of them display,

luring them sometimes to their destruction, is a

mark of mental faculties by no means dormant

and inactive.

Sometimes indeed they seem preternatiirally

stupid. Mr, P. G. Hamerton gives us an anecdote

from Messrs. Hue and Gabet which I will quote in

conclusion. The long-tailed cows of the Lama herds-

men, they say, are so restive and difficult to milk.

that, to keep them at all quiet, the herdsman has to

give them a calf to lick meanwhile. But for this

device not a single drop of milk could be obtained

from them. One day a herdsman, who lived in the

same house with ourselves, came, with a dismal

face, to announce that the new-born calf of a

fav^ourite cow was dying. It died in the course of

the day. The Lama forthwith skinned the poor

beast and stuffed it with hay. This proceeding

surprised us at first, for the Lama had by no means

the air of a man likely to give himself the luxury of

a cabinet of natural history. ^Vhen the operation

was completed we found that the hay-calf had

neither feet nor head ; whereupon it occurred to us

that, after all, perhaps it was a pillow that the Lama
contemjilated. We were in error ; but the error

was not dissipated till the next morning, when our

herdsman went to milk his cow. Seeing him issue

forth, the jiail in one hand and the hay-calf under

the other arm, the flxncy occurred to us to follow

him. His first proceeding was to put the hay-calf

down before the cow ; he then turned to milk the

cow herself The mamma at first opened enormous

eyes at her beloved infant ; by degrees she stoojjed

her head towards it, then smelt it, sneezed three or

four times, and at last began to lick it with the most

delightful tenderness. This spectacle grated against

our sensibilities ; it seemed to us that he who first

invented this parody upon one of the most touching

incidents in nature must have been a man without

a heart. A somewhat burlesque circumstance

occurred one day to modify the indignation with

which this treachery inspired us. By dint of

caressing and licking her little c.ilf, the tender

parent one fine morning unripped it ; the hay

issued from within, and the cow, manifesting not

the slightest surprise or agitation, proceeded tran-

quilly to devour the unexpected provender.

Poor, simple-minded old cow ! But let us laugh

at her in the right place. That she should fail to

distinguish between the dead bundle and her living

offspring is surprising. But, being deceived, why

should she think it odd to find hay inside ? Igno-

rant of anatomy and physiology, she knows nothing

about insides. Had she considered the matter—and

it doesn't fall in the line of bovine rumination—she

would doubtless have expected to find in a calf not

hay but condensed milk. But if not milk, why not

hay ? She was well acquainted with the process of

putting hay inside, why therefore should she be
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surprised to find hay inside ? But of course she

had never bothered her dear sleepy old head about

any matter of the sort. And the nioral is that wc

must not expect to find in animals that kind of

intelligence which has no bearing whatever u]3on the

life that thev lead.

NOTES ON BOOKS.

A/flCAir Clarke: His Statement, A. Conan
Doyle (Longmans), is an historical story

of adventure. It is graphically written, and in its

minuteness of detail and realistic treatment of

events bears a certain resemblance to Lorna Doone.

The story is told in the first person, and the narrator

is one of the soldiers who served in the Monmouth
rebellion. The scene opens with the hero's boy-

hood, and many amusing sketches are given of

English village life two hundred years ago. When
still quite a young man Micah Clarke joins a certain

Decimus Saxon, and throws himself heart and soul

into the Monmouth cause. Saxon is one of the

best characters in the book. He is an unscrupu-

lous adventurer, gifted with invincible assurance,

and many brilliant and soldierly qualities. He can

act with equal success the role of courtier, Calvinist,

commander, or thief, as the occasion demands

—

" he ever bore in his bosom a copy of Hudibras,

and a Latin treatise upon war, by Fleming." The
adventures in this in many ways brilliant volume

are simply unending, and besides being a good

historical lesson, ought to be the delight of boys

for many years to come.

Diana Wt-ntjvorih, Caroline Fothergill (Black-

wood/, IS a bright story, somewhat brusque in

treatment, but with considerable merit, some

originality and no padding. The plot is sufficient

to occupy the three volumes devoted to it ; the

surroundings of the heroine are to a certain extent

fresh—up to a given point unhackneyed. Miss

Fothergill describes her principal character as very

self-willed, and with little or no love for her only

near relation—her mother. Such a girl may be

life-hke, but she is scarcely pleasing, and it is

difficult at first not to be repelled by Diana ; but as

the story grows the weeds in this somewhat cold

but stately and honest nature are to a great extent

eradicated—suffering purges her, and real sorrow

develops many lovable traits. The story is some-

what as follows. Diana, who is well born but poor,

refuses to eat the bread of dependence, and elects

to separate from her mother, and go as a teacher

to a Polish family in an out-of-the-way place called

Jacewo. Here she meets with the hero—a clever,

cultivated young engineer called Garthwaite. He is

of low birth, and it takes Diana a long time to yield

to her love for him. The life at Jacewo is mostly

taken up with accounts of meetings between these

two, but there are bright little bits of local colour

introduced, and the unhackneyed surroundings lend

a charm to the simple events of this part of the
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story. Before Diana quite realizes how deeply

she is in love with John Garthwaite, her mother's

dangerous illness obliges her to return to England.

Her life with the proud self-centred Meredith

family is somewhat complex, and is calculated to

draw out the finest traits of her character. In the

end all come right for her and her lover.

Diana Ucnhcotth is undoubtedly a fresh and

clever novel, but the author sometimes allows her-

self to wander so far out of the common-place as

to be scarcely natural. For instance, it is hardly

probable that even the coldest-natured girl, which

Diana is not, would leave her mother's and friend's

letters unread. Then, too, it is a blot on the con-

struction of the story to make Diana give the

extraordinary promise she does to Dr. Sherlock,

and to allow this promise to affect her future life so

little. Surely, too, the scene of the enforced marriage

in the lonely church belongs to a bygone time ?

No living poet—perhaps no dead poet—ever

wrote about children with such love, reverence, and

beauty as Swinburne ; no one ever saw more per-

fectly the Divine in the child. In his Poems and

Ballads (third series, Chatto and Windus) he has

added to these gems of our language. Here is a

scrap out of

"IN A GARDEN."
B.ABY, see the flowers

!

Baby sees

Fairer things than these,

Fairer though they be than dreams of ours.

Baby, hear the birds

!

Baby knows

Better songs than those,

Sweeter though they sound than sweetest words.

Here is a baby's Epitaph—

•

April made me ; winter laid me here away asleep.

Bright as Maytime was my daytime ; night is

soft and deep :

Though the morrow bring forth sorrow, well are

ye that weep.

Ye that held me dear beheld me not a twelve-

month long

;

All the while ye saw me smile, ye knew not

whence the song

Came that made me smile, and laid me here,

and wrought you wrong.

Angels, calling from your brawling world one un-

defiled,

Homeward bade me, and forbade me liere to rest

beguiled
;

Here I sleep not
;

pass, and weeji not here upon

your child.

The verses to Olive can scarcely be surpassed.

Two are quoted

—

Who may praise her?

Eyes whers midnight shames the sun,

Hair of night and sunshine spun,

Woven of dawn's or twilight's loom,

Radiant darkne.ss, lustrous gloom.

Godlike childhood's flowerlikc bloom.

None may praise aright, nor sing

Half the grace wherewith like spring

Love arrays her.

Love untold

Sings in silence, speaks in light

Shed from each fair feature, bright

Still from heaven, whence toward us now.

Nine years since, she deigned to bow
Down the brightness of her brow.

Deigned to pass through mortal birth :

Reverence calls her, here on earth,

Nine years old.

A cheap edition of Mr. Smith, a Fart of his Life,

L. B. Walford, has just been issued by Spencer

Blackett. It is well printed, and has a clever

frontispiece by Laslett Pott. As to the story itself,

it has long ago run the gauntlet of the critics, and

taken its ])Iace among our standard works of

fiction. This edition ought to l)ring it within the

reach of all.

Messrs. Hatchards' new monthly publication,

Dignitaries of the Church, promises well. The

first number contains a concisely written account

of the life and works of the Archbishop of

Canterbury, the Bishop of Truro, and the Dean

of Worcester, but the chief feature of this pub-

lication is a series of beautifull3'-executed por-

traits of some of our most celebrated dignitaries

of the Church of England. In the present number

that of the Bishop of Truro calls for special

commendation.
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IN MY GARDEN.

ERE are green and fragrant alleys,

Where the bee rejoicing dallies

All the shining summer througli.

Here my nightingales and thrushes,

From their shady nooks and bushes,

AVith a rapture ever new,

Pour their melodies capricious.

In an ecstasy delicious,

Making madrigals for you.

Here carnations bloom, and gillies.

With my stately virgin lilies,

Silver petals tipped with dew;

Woodbine creeps in fragrant mazes

Overhead, and starry daisies

Mingle with the gentian's blue

;

Red and white and yellow roses,

Crown of all my summer posies,

Fairest flowers that ever grew '

Heliotrope with Love's sweet story

And a laurel leaf for glory,

—

See—I pluck them all for you.

G. H. F. N.
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" Bread offlour is good ; but there is bread, s'lOeet as houey,

if we would eat it, in a good book.''—RuSKlN.

ENGLISH MEX AND WOIMEX OF LETTERS OF THE 19TH CENTURY.

XI.

T(^HN RUSKIX.

Lucv TouLMiN Smith.

PERHAPS there is no writer of the present

century who has made such a deep and last-

ing mark on his time as John Ruskin. Considering

such names as Carlyle, Browning, Herbert Spencer,

and George Ehot, this may be a bold thing to say ;

but besides Darwin, whose wide conquests, won by

([uite a special power, have stretched so far beyond

his own domain of natural science, there is hardly

another to compare with him.

Ruskin is a genius, the secret of whose power to

inspire confidence, affection, and reverence, and the

action that springs from these, lies in his warm and
noble heart, and the human sympathy which, urging

his early efforts, has continued to e.xpand during

his life. A keen observer of Nature, with the

jjowers of close observation which belong only to

the warmest lover of Nature, he possesses the quick

apprehension of passing effects, joined with a fine

memory and a thirst for discovering the causes of

those effects. The main work of his life—that with

which he set out in early manhood—has been to

show how men have struggled to depict the \isible

forms and effects around them, to interpret wliat

they saw, to translate sentiment into painting,

sculpture, or architecture, with more or less truth

according to the soul that was in them. The ex-

pression of a people's thoughts and feelings through

Art—painting, sculpture, architecture, and other

methods ; art as a link between Nature and man
;

what is true and what is false in art tried by the

touchstone of Nature herself—these are what Ruskin

has made it his business to teach. The same

fervent passion for truth and justice which led to

his labours in the cause of art, led to the second

work of his life, his strenuous endeavours to find

out the sources of misery and wretchedness, and to

amend the springy: of social life.

Mr. Ruskin owed to his parents the start of a

careful training, a good education, and sufficient

means. His father fostered his love for pictures

;
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his mother guided his reading witli apparently a

puritan discipline. The love of nature deepened

with his growth—"the glory of cloud and sky, of

hill and lake," says Mr. Axon, " had a special

message for him. This delight in the beauty of

landscape made him an early admirer of Turner,

whose pictures of sea and sky seemed a new

heavenly apocalypse. Mr. Ruskin himself tells us

that the gift of taking pleasure in landscape ' I

assuredly possess in a greater degree than most

men, it having been the ruling passion of my life,

and the reason for the choice of its field of labour.'
"

In 1843, at the age of twenty-four, he published

the first volume of Modern Painters. This great

work arose out of a pamphlet written by him in

defence of the pamter J- M. Turner against the

assaults of bitter and ignorant critics. Turner's

fine interpretations of English landscape scenery

were conceived in a style of his own ; he dared to

draw and paint as he saw, and for about half a

century (beginning towards the close of the last

one) he poured out with amazing industry and

independence the products of his genius. Few

there were, however, who understood his work

until Ruskin burst forth as his exponent. He
lidded notices of other living painters, and enlarged

the scope of the treatise ; the pamphlet thus grew

into the first volume of a work that was to occup)-

thought and labour for many yearj. The second

volume appeared in 1846, the two next in 1856,

and the fifth in i860. Of a nature keenly alive to

justice, seeing every form of beauty through that

truly poetic temperament which informs all creation

with its kindred human spirit, Ruskin could

not live among men for seventeen years without

continually gathering stores towards his labour of

love. He studied geology, he studied botany, not

in the mere technical sense, but to attain funda-

mental knowledge ; of the rocks, how and why their

outward shapes arose ; of the trees and foliage, why

they grow thus and thus and cannot grow other-

wise. He travelled much in Europe, in France, in

Italy, studying in their natural homes the works of

the old artists. He took notes, he measured, he

drew and sketched that he might be able himself to

furnish the numerous illustrations, each with its

own peculiar shaft of meaning, which he used as

aids to his teaching. The later volumes of Modern

Painters are full of these drawings, some of them

of the highest loveliness. He has never himself

yjretended to the profession of artist : rather he is a

born critic; that is, one fitted by the clear insight of

genius and feeling, which pierces straight to the

foundation of things, to pass judgment on the pro-

ductions of art. Thus, then, while speaking from

the first with no uncertain sound, Ruskin's writings

show us how he was continually educating himself

for his mission.

The following passage, taken from a chapter

entitled "The Earth-veil," by which he introduces

the subject of the treatment of vegetation in art,

may show how he can clothe his thought in jjoetic

diction

—

" I considered the service which the flowers and

trees, which man was at first appointed to keep,

were intended to render to him in return for his

care. . . . Vegetation is to it (the earth) as an

imperfect soul, given to meet the soul of man.

The earth in its depths must remain dead

and cold, incapable except of slow crystalline

change ; but at its surface, which human beings

look upon and deal with, it ministers to them

through a veil of strange intermediate being

;

which breathes, but has no voice ; moves, but can-

not leave its appointed place
;

passes through life

without consciousness, to death without bitterness
;

wears the beauty of youth without its passion ; and

declines to the weakness of age, without its regret.

" All kinds of precious grace and teaching being

united in this link between the Earth and Man
;

wonderful in universal adaptation to his need,

desire, and discipline ; God's daily preparation of

the earth for him, with beautiful means of life.

First, a carpet to make it soft for him ; then a

coloured fantasy of embroidery thereon ; then, tall

spreading of foliage to shade him from sun-heat, and

shade also the fallen rain, that it may not dry

quickly back into the clouds, but stay to nourish

the springs among the moss. Stout wood to bear

this leafage."

—

Modern Painters, ed. 1888, vol. v.

p. 2.

Such jewels of the literary art are scattered through

his pages, to the infinite enjoyment of the reader

;

dropping forth with ease, as the occasion requires,

they declare to us the presence of a prose-poet.

Modern Painters ends, as it begins, with Turner.

The friendship of many years, the fruitful sympathy

with fine endeavour, are fitly capped with Ruskin's

simple testimony, touched with a profound emotion,

to the character of Turner as a man, kind and
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nobly true of heart, calm throughout calumny and

misfortune. The title of this last chapter is "Peace."

A delightful little fairy-tale, The King of the

Golden River, was written for a child in 1841,

though not published till 1851. The span of years

during which Modern Painters was on the stocks

was filled besides with other great activity. In

1 85 1 Mr. Ruskin took up arms on behalf of some

young artists (Millais, Collins, Holman Hunt,

Rossetti were some of them), who, discarding con-

ventional teaching, adopted the principle of going

straight to nature, and painting exactly as they saw

her, each from his own point of view. In an in-

structive pamphlet entitled Pre-Rapliaelitism, he

contradicted false criticisms upon them, giving his

own balanced judgment ; and we read this now

historic statement—"The Pre-Raphaelites imitate

no pictures ; they paint from nature only. But

they have opposed themselves as a body to that

kind of teaching above described, which only began

after Raphael's time ; and they have opposed

themselves as sternly to the entire feeling of the

Renaissance schools—a feeling compounded of

indolence, infidelity, sensuality, and shallow pride.

Therefore they have called themselves Pre-Raphael-

ite." The name and the hostility are now both

things of the past. In the Sei'en Lamps of Archi-

tictiire (1849) he felt impelled to declare what lies

at the foundation of glory in that art ; the seven

Lamps are the spirits of sacrifice, truth, power,

beauty, life, memory, and obedience. These titles

alone are enough to show how seriously, how
religiously devotion to an art is deemed by Ruskin.

The Stones of Venice is another laborious work

within this period, three volumes (1851— 1853) de-

voted to the minute description and history of the

principal buildings in Venice. The author doas

not confine himself to the archaaology of the cit)-,

but consistently, in connection with her art, busies

himself with her former life, and the reasons of her

downtall and decay. What true wisdom is here \

what finding of " sermons in stones," through the

ethics of history. See how St. Mark's was the

" Bible " of early Venice, the offspring of her faith

and justice ; and how, when she forgot the spirit of

that work, she fell, "because she forgot it without

excuse. Never had city a more glorious Bible."

—Stones of Venice, vol. ii. ch. iv. §71.

Mr. Ruskin is the apostle of Work, and no man
surely has ever better practised what he preaches.

Numerous as are his contributions to the cause of

truth in art—lectures at Manchester in 1857,

Elements of Dra'ii'ing (1857 : how well we remem-

ber lessons given to us out of that book by a dear

voice now no more ! the shaded ball attempted then

still lies in our portfolio), various lectures on art at

Oxford, on sculpture, on wood and metal engrav-

ing. Mornings in Florence (1875-6), Laics of Fesole

(1877-S), and many more,—all are animated by the

sense of a high mission, that of elevating the con-

ception men have of art; teaching that it is a living,

breathing part of humanity, teaching how so to

produce it, teaching how to discern the false and

the true.

If he had gone no further than this, widely though

his influence would have been felt, Mr. Ruskin

would still have hardly occupied the position of

reverence and affection that he does among us.

The ruling sense of justice, "a heart to feel the

sorrows of the world," have urged him to employ

his high gifts in the endeavour to root out some of

those evils which infect society in all ranks, and

to find out the causes of social wretchedness. " I

simply cannot paint," he says, " nor read, nor look

at minerals, nor do anything else that I like ; and

the very light of the morning sky, when there is any

—which is seldom, now-a-days, near London—has

become hateful to me because of the misery that I

know of, and see signs of, where I know it not,

which no imagination can interpret too bitterly."

It is this strong personality shining through all

his work that attracts ; men, aye, and women too,

feel that he is there, feeling with their difficulties,

striving with them, ready to give of his best, but

lifting them up to truth and sacrifice and a purer

air. No base sham or subterfuge of common life

can live near him. Education, in the true sense of

training the heart and conscience to .spontaneous

goodness and action, has been ever a chief aim

with him, whether as Slade Professor making " our

English youth care somewhat for the arts ;
" whether

as writing letters to young girls, lecturing to mixed

audiences, or corresponding with working-men.

His ideal of womanhood and woman's duties is

lofty: the little volume Sesame and Lilies (1864),

and the Letters to Young Girls (1876), contain one

of the messages the most reasonable and vivifying

ever spoken to women. He laughs at the follies,

he cannot do with the emptiness, but he appreci- j

ates the difficulties of leading a Christian life in
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modern society ; he is above all stern towards ignor-

ant arrogance. To the young ones he is clear and

direct. Let a girl keep all her things with care,

he says, " looking on yourself as a little housemaid

set to keep Christ's books and room in order, and

not as yourself the mistress of anything."

Sesame and Lilies consists of two lectures, the

first "Of Kings' Treasuries," the second "Of
Queens' Gardens." What ! says the lecturer, we

strain after good society and " advancement in

life," while " there is a society continually open to

us, of people who will talk to us as long as we like,

whatever our rank or occupation ; talk to us in the

best words they can choose, and of the things

nearest their hearts. And this society, because it

is so numerous and so gentle, and can be kept

waiting round us all day long—kings and states-

men lingering patiently, not to grant an audience,

but to gain it !—in those plainly furni-shed and

narrow ante-rooms, our book-case shelves,—we

make no account of that company
;
perhaps never

listen to a word they would say all day long !

"

And now when we admit ourselves into these

treasuries, what is a book ? how are we to choose ?

what read, and what leave unread ? how read ?

" Whatever bit of a wise man's work is honestly

and benevolently done, that bit is his book, or his

piece of art" Ponder these words, they contain

the spirit of this master's teaching. In reading,

find industry to dig up the golden thought, accu-

racy in taking the meaning,— " you must get into

the habit of looking intensely at words, and assur-

ing yourself of their meaning." Accuracy and

humility we must bring in order to be taught by

the wise ones; in a passage of quite Carlylean

imagery we are taught to clear our minds of idle

thought and prejudice. And so on we are led

through page after page of reasoning, teaching,

satire, even expostulation, full of pregnant sentences

and beautiful language, at times aided by startling

images. How wise, how sad in their wisdom are

the passages relating to "sensation" and "vul-

garity," how eloquent in righteous indignation

against the evils in their train—the greed of money,

the loss of honour, the contempt or neglect of

literature, science, art, and lastly of compassion.

The prophet, faithful to his call, lashes his country-

men for their " false business of money-making,"

and their false idols of amusement. Seek the

truth and live by it is the writer's "deeper thought

"

in this book; thus will you obtain kingly power

over men.

In " Queens' Gardens " he continues his exordium

for " well-directed moral training and well-chosen

reading " into the province of women. He paints

the home in all its sacredness, he traces with a

liberal hand the kind of education that a girl should

receive, shows " her household office and queenli-

ness." Then under the text, " The woman's duty,

as a member of the commonwealth, is to assist in

the ordering, in the comforting, and in the beauti-

ful adornment of the state," words which cover an

infinitude of possibilities,—he makes an appeal to

women, noble in its poetic form, to use their

queenly power for good among those around them.

The Crmvn of Wild Olive (1866) is the fanciful

title given to three lectures on Work, Traffic, and

War. In " Work " he treats of the relations be-

tween rich and poor, what the " play " of the rich

is, what the effects of work are, how it must be

done, that it must be honest, useful, and cheerful.

In " Traffic " he follows up the parable found in

" Kings' Treasuries" as to the withering effects of the

idol of riches—" Continue to make that forbidden

deity your principal one, and soon no more art, no

more science, no more pleasure will be possible,"

here tracing the disastrous results upon national

architecture. " War " is a thoughtful essay upon

the maxim " that it (war) is the foundation of all

the high virtues and faculties of men ;
" one of the

most elevating in its thought, patriotic in design,

and inspiring in its address both to young soldiers

(it was a lecture delivered at Woolwich Academy)

and to women, that any young people can read.

Here again the power of women for good and for

evil is touched with the tenderest yet firmest hand

in accents that cannot be neglected.

Ruskin has many points in common with Carlyle

—

the same hatred of humbug and falsehood, the same

fearless independence, the like pre-eminence as

Seer in their generation. The two became friends

in i86i, and the effect of Carlyle's peculiarly

picturesque and rugged style may probably be

seen in many passages of Ruskin's writings.

Ruskin has, however, more variety, when he

chooses, more direct and plain speech ; in pathos

too, and in playfulness he excels. But " the two

greatest English prose writers of our day " need

no rivalry to enhance their fame or their hold

upon English hearts.



SCHOLARSHIP COMPETITION QUESTIONS.
I. In Sc-sa»u- and Lilies what is Kuskin's real object in directing you how and wliat to read?

Include in your answer what his "kingship" and his "queenly power" signify.

II. What are the three conditions of noble war? (live a short abstract of "War" in The Croicii

of Wild Olive.

Books Selected. Sesame and Lilies and The Cimvri of Wild Olive. (Geo. Allen, Orpington, Kent.)

Work selected for September. Selected Poems of MaHheu> Arnold.

Papers must contain not more than 500 words, and must be sent in by August 25th.

SEARCH PASSAGES IN ENGLISH LITl'RATURE.

The stars arc with the voyager,
Wherever he may sail

;

The moon is constant to her time,

The sun will never fail.

But follow, follow round the world,

The green earth and the sea.

So love is with the lover's heart
Wherever he may be.

V/herever he may be, the stars

Must daily lose their light.

The moon will veil her in the shade.
The sun will set at night

;

The sun may set, but constant love
Will shine when he's away.

So that dull night is never night,

And day is brighter day.

II.

To suffer woes which Hope thinks infinite;

To forgive wrongs darker than death or night

;

To defy Power, which seems omnipotent ;

To love and bear ; to hope till Hope creates

From its own wreck the thing it contemplates
;

Neither to change, nor flatter, nor repent

;

This, like thy glory. Titan, is to be
Good, great, and joyous, beautiful and free

;

This is alone Life, Joy, Empire, and Victory.

111.

Kilmeny looked up with a lovely grace,
But nae smile was seen on Kilmeny' s face

;

As still was her look, and as still was her e'e.

As the stillness that lay on the emerant lea.

Or the mist that sleeps on a waveless sea.

For Kilmeny had been she knew not where.
And Kilmenv had seen what she could not declare;

Kilmeny had been where the cock never crew.
Where the rain never fell, and the wind never blew,
Ihit it seemed as the harp of tlie sky had rung,
.Vnd the airs of heaven played round her tongue,
When she spake of the lovely forms she had seen.

And a land where sin had never been.

IV.

Mountain gorses, ever golden,
Cankered not the whole year long

!

Do ye teach us to be strong,

Howsoever pricked and holden
Like your thorny blooms and so
Trodden on by rain and snow.

Up the hill-side of this life, as bleak as where ye grow ?

V.

The glories of our mortal state

.Are shadows, not substantial things ;

There is no armour against Fate
;

Death lays his icy hand on kings
;

Sceptre and crown
Must tumble down.

And in the dust be equal made
With the poor crooked scythe and spade.

VI.

But let my due feet never fail

To walk the studious cloister's pale.

And love the high imbowed roof.

With antique pillars massy proof,

And storied windows richly dight.

Casting a dim religious light.

There let the pealing organ blow,
To the full-voiced quire below.
In service high, and anthems clear,

As may with sweetness, through mine ear
Dissolve me into ecstasies,

And bring all Heaven before mine eves.

Give author and name of work from which each passage is taken.

August I ;.

Answers must be sent in by

REFERENCES TO SEARCH PASSAGES (JULY).

I. Whittier. My Psalm.
1. Tennyson. In the Valley of Cauterets.

3. Mrs. Hamilton King. Baron Gio'janni Nicotera.

4. Shakspeare. Sonnet CV.

5. Wordsworth. '' As in a Grovef &c.

6. George Herbert. Virtue.



SOME HINTS TO BEGINNERS IN ART FROM THE
TEACHING OF MR. RUSKIN.

DURING the months, now drawing onward to-

wards the completed twelve, that have passed

since the superintendent of the Fine Art section of

the Atalanta Scholarships undertook to give some

brief advice and guidance, month by month, to

those among the competitors who chose to avail

themselves of his offer, few things have struck him

as more remarkable than the narrow scope to which

that advice has been limited. There are excep-

tions, of course, but nearly all beginners seem to

go astray at just the same points, and to need just

the same finger-posts to direct them to the straight

and narrow path of artistic rectitude.

It seems there are some things which all students

take pains over, and others which they for the most

part slur. Some principles of art appeal at once

to the intelligence, and others no persistency of repe-

tition seems able to drive into unreceptive brains.

In the following paragraphs an effort shall be

made to erect one or two of these finger-posts,

where they may be more widely visible than in the

superintendent's private instructions, and the legends

written upon them shall have all the authority and

weight which attaches to the utterance of a great

teacher and critic.

Among the points upon which the superintendent

has had most frequent occasion to insist has been

the necessity of study and much practice in the

drawing of draperies. Words are weak to describe

the misshapen impossibilities that have now and

again passed before his outraged eyes. Let all

offenders listen to Professor Ruskin's hints and

instructions, and resolve to amend. "... A
napkin or towel thrown upon the table is as good

as anything. ... Of course your towel or napkin

must be put on something that may be locked

up, so that its folds shall not be disturbed till you

have finished. If you find that the folds will

not look right, get a photograph of a piece of

drapery (there are plenty now to be bought, taken

from the sculpture of the cathedrals of Rheims,

Amiens, and Chartres, which will at once educate

your hand and your taste), and copy some piece of

that
; you will then ascertain what it is that is

wanting in your studies from nature, whether more

gradation, or greater watchfulness of the disposition

of the folds. Probably for some time you will find

yourself failing painfully in both, for drapery is very

difficult to follow in its sweeps ; but do not lose

courage, for the greater the difficulty the greater

the gain in the effort. If your eye is more just in

measurement of form than delicate in perception of

tint, a pattern on the folded surface will help you.

Try whether it does or not ; and if the patterned

drapery confuses you, keep for a time to the simple

white one"; but if it helps you, continue to use

patterned stuffs (tartans and simple chequered de-

signs are better at first than flowered ones), and

even though it should confuse you, begin pretty

soon to use a pattern occasionally, copying all the

distortions and perspective modifications ot it

among the folds with scrupulous care."

Another of the cross-roads where the greater

number take a wrong path is reached when they

destroy truth of effect by striving too hard, an(J in

the wrong direction, for the very perfection of it

—

when they try to represent all the minutia; of detail

and texture which a strained attention can detect

in any group of objects, and neglect their broad

relations of tone. This subject has already received

notice in these papers, but its importance is

sufficient excuse for drawing attention to what Mr.

Ruskin has to say to beginners about it. He
points out that the resources of nature in depth of

shade, and brilliancy of light, and variety in the

gradations of each are so much richer than those of

the student, that not all, nor anything like all, can

be represented. It therefore becomes, not a matter

of option, but of necessity, to choose what and how

much shall be given. To help beginners to choose

aright he instructs them to "determine first to

keep the broad masses of things distinct ; if, for

instance, there is a green book, and a white piece

of paper, and a black inkstand in the group, be

sure to keep the white paper as a light mass, the

green book as a middle tint mass, the black ink-

stand as a dark mass ; and do not shade the folds

in the paper, or corners of the book, so as to equal

in depth the darkness of the inkstand. The great

difference between the masters of light and shade

and imperfect artists, is the power of the former to

draw so delicately as to express form in a dark-
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coloured object with little light, and in a light-

coloured object with little darkness ; and it is

better even to leave the forms here and there

unsatisfactorily rendered than to lose the general

relations of the great masses. And this, observe,

not because masses are grand or desirable things in

your composition, . . . but because it is Vifad that

things do so present themselves to the eyes of men,

and that we see paper, book, and inkstand as three

separate things before we see the wrinkles or chinks

or corners of any of the three."

One of the most difficult tasks in art is the keep-

ing of detail in due subordination. Every tendency,

therefore, towards exaggeration of small markings

or unimportant lights and shades, must be kept in

check. Only those details should be introduced into

the drawing which the eye can distinguish when it

regards the subject as a whole, with a wide, com-

prehensive glance ; when the eye is turned to one

part with a close and scrutinizing attention, it can no

longer see the broad relations of the parts to the

whole.

These remarks, dealing as they do with the sub-

ject of " leaving out," lead naturally to another

matter which greatly puzzles the beginner—the

representation of masses of foliage and of the

smaller twigs and branches of trees, especially of

bare trees in a winter or early spring landscape.

The first step, and an indispensable one, towards

proficiency in this is the acquirement of a power of

drawing individual sprays with minute accuracy.

" Draw first only two or three leaves (or twigs) ; then

larger clusters, and practise inthisway more and more

complicated pieces of bough and leafage till you

find you can master the most difficult arrangements,

not consisting of more than ten or twelve leaves."

After you have accomplished this you may, and

indeed must, recognize frankly the impossibility of

drawing a whole branch, much less a tree, and still

less a grove in this manner. "The mass is too

vast and too intricate to be thus dealt with.

" You must now, therefore, have recourse to some

confused mode of execution," says Mr. Ruskin,

" capable of expressing the confusion of nature.

And first, you must understand what the character

of that confusion is. If you look carefully at the

outer sprays of any tree at twenty or thirty yards'

distance, you will see them defined against the sky

in masses which at first look quite definite ; but if

you examine them, you will see, mingled with the

real shape of leaves, many indistinct lines which

are, some of them, stalks of leaves, and some leaves

seen with the edge turned towards you and coming

into sight in a broken way."

The shimmer and sparkle of little points and

edges of lig!:., and the mystery of small shadows,

all tend towards confusion. It is obviously tjuite

hopeless to attemjit to render all this bit by bit

with accuracy.

The conclusion to which we are driven by these

considerations, and by the " marvellous and quaint

confusion, very definite indeed in its evidence of

growth and unity of action, but wholly inextricable,

part by part, by any amount of patience," this

" mystery of (quantity," this " inimitableness," is

that the solution of the difficulty must be sought in

some method of e.xecution, some de.xterous and

imitative handling of brush or crossing of lines

which will render as nearly as possible the same

sort of mystery and confusion as you see in the

foliage. Many hints towards the acquirement of

such a method may be gathered by a careful study

of the works of great artists ; but any one who can

procure Ruskin's Elements of Drawing, to which

this paper and a former one are so deeply indebted,

will find a method suggested by which a comprehen-

sion of the mystery of foliage may be gained at the

same time that dexterity of handling is acquired.

SUBJECTS FOR FINE ART COMPETITION.
Works to be sent in by Aug. ^ist.

^figure.

"
. . . . upon its lichen-tinted base.

Gleamed one of those fair fancied images
AVhich Art hath lost. . . .

Light as the soul, whose archetyjie it was.

The genius touched yet spurned the pedestal

:

Behind, the foliage in its purple mass
Shut out the flushed horizon. ..."

Xan&scape.
• The calm swan rested on the breathless glass

Of dreamy waters, and the snow-white steer

Near the opposing margin motionless.

Stood knee-deep, gazing wistful on its clear

And life-like shadow. ..."
Lytton's Jibing Arthur.
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THEIR CHILDHOOD'S HO^IE.

The house stands tall,

With stately elm trees guarded round,

The rooks still build there year by year,

The lilacs with bright flowers are crowned ;

But now the children are not here

Who held them dear.

The bhnds are drawn.

The nurseries are bare and cold,

For years the dust untouched has lain.

Like last Spring's nest, forlorn and old,

In which no birds will sing again

Safe from the rain.

The weeds grow high,

The children's gardens still are sweet,

Along the fence the roses stray,

But never more the little feet

That ran to greet them every day

Will pass that way.

r)nly at night

The children, older grown, will say,

With wistful looks at some bright star

:

" The stars can see a long, long way,

—

From our old home at night we are

Not quite so far !

"

Violet 'SI. Kixc;.
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A " MELANCHOLY EVENT."

DURING the weeks that had elapsed since his

parting interview with Norma, Basil Morley

had been a busy man. He set forth uj^on what lie was

pleased to call his " quest " with modest confidence

in his ability to bring it to a successful issue, and

a determination to spare neither time nor pains in

securing the proofs demanded of him. First of

all he sought out Mr. Green, whom he speedily

terrified into obstinate silence : then he went up

to London, visited the church in which Bessie

Green had been married, and examined the register,

which of course told him no more than he already

knew ; after which he proceeded, in the manner of

the modern British detective, and at about the

same rate of speed, to track the married couple

from point to point, betaking himself to the various

houses in which they had dwelt, consulting the

neighbouring tradesmen, and, in short, neglecting

no opportunity of setting persons whose interest it

might be to mislead him upon their guard. Thus,

notwithstanding his patience, pertinacity, and great

natural acuteness, he stumbled at length (as the

modern British detective also sometimes does)

ujjon the truth. For, as luck would have it, he

unearthed, in the course of his researches, a young

woman who had been housemaid to the late Mrs.

Walter, and who was able to give a description of

the late ilr. Walter which placed that gentleman's

identity beyond a doubt.

Now Basil ^lorley was not in the least a dishonest

man. So far as he can be said to have had any

opinions (and he would have been not less amazed

than indignant if anybody had assured him that he

really had none), he probably held that the end

justifies the means—expediency being, according

to what he imagined to be his creed, the sole

reasonable test by which human action can be

judged. But one does not so easily emancipate

one's self from the trammels of early prejudice ; and,

as he had never contracted the habit of telling

conscious lies, it was obvious to him that he would

have to exonerate Lord Walter Sinclair. This

necessity was not however so painful to him as it

would have been earlier in the year ; for in the

meantime Mr. Shafto had lost his money and Mr.

Shafto's daughter had ceased to be an heiress.

Such events make a difference. It is, no doubt,

a pity that they should ; but they do ; and what is

the good of being a philosopher if one has not the

courage to face and recognize plain facts? Mr.

Morley's means were limited ; he was fond of small

luxuries and could not but be aware that the lac k

of them would exercise a prejudicial influence

upon his spirits, his temper, and consequently

upon his general usefulness. These reflections

caused the pensive Basil to feel that Providence

had in some measure tempered the wind to the

shorn lamb ; and it was in a spirit of manly re-

signation that he sat down to indite the following

letter :—

" Mv Dear Miss Shafto,—When we parted.

I told you that I would not see you again until

I should be in a position to substantiate the

statements which I had made in an article in the

Omniscient Revinu, and to which you took excep-

tion. To the readers of the article I do not feel

that I owe any apology or explanation : the instance

which I adduced—so far as they would be able to

understand it—is at least sufficiently in harmony

with the facts for the purpose of my argument.

But to you, alas ! I have to confess that I was

deceived by evidence which, upon closer scrutiny,

has turned out to be fallacious."

Here Mr. Morley related at some length the

various incidents of his search, culminating in the

discovery that not Lord Walter Sinclair, but his
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elder brother, had been the culprit whom he had

denounced. " It seems unquestionable," he added,

" that the late Lady Loddondale was deceived by

her husband as to her true rank ; but this, I own,

is a matter which interests me little. To me the

sad, yet certain deduction from all this is that you

will now see in Lord Walter Sinclair a man who

is not only innocent, not only maligned, but one

whose love you were led to spurn through the

calumnies of a rival. What can I say? What

amends can I make ? Only this, it seems to me :

I will be his rival no longer. I withdraw from the

contest ; I admit that chivalry commands me to do

so ; I only implore you to pardon my mistaken

zeal and to believe that, come what may, I shall

always be in heart yours, and only yours,

" Basil Morlev."

This missive, which reached Norma one hot

morning in the end of August, overwhelmed her

with mingled shame and joy. She had, it must be

confessed, some reason to feel penitent ; but as for

feeling unhappy, that was impossible, so great was

the relief to her of finding that the best and kindest

of her friends was in truth what he appeared to be,

and not what she had so absurdly imagined that he

was. Hitherto she had always had an uncomfort-

able feeling that the man whom she saw every day,

and whose gifts of flowers and fruit she had not

liked to refuse, was not the real Walter Sinclair at

all, or at any rate that he was only showing her one

side of himself; but now she perceived, with a

great thankfulness, how completely she had mis-

judged him, and, forgetting that she had brought

no overt charge against him which he could have

recognized as such, she longed to confess her

injustice and to ask his forgiveness. Also she now

understood what had been something of a puzzle

to her—namely, Lord Loddondale's abrupt aban-

donment of his oft-declared antipathy to the idea

of marriage.

It was perhaps natural enough that she should

have felt very angry with that converted misogynist,

and that she should have held him chiefly respon-

sible for a mistake with which, as a matter of fact,

he had had nothing to do. Her anger however

was of short duration ; for presently she took up

the Times, which was lying on the table, and this

was the first paragraph that caught her eye :

" Sudden Death of the Marquis of Loddon-

dale.—We regret to have to announce that Lord

Loddondale expired from heart-disease yesterday,

while shooting with a party of friends over his

moor in Aberdeenshire. His lordship, who had

only recently returned from a yachting cruise to

Norway, appeared to be in his usual health up to

the moment of his death ; but it is believed that

he had never fully recovered from injuries sustained

in the hunting-field two or three years ago, and that

over-exertion was the immediate cause of the melan-

choly event. The late marquis was unmarried. He
is succeeded in the family honours by his only

brother, Lord Walter Sinclair, the sculptor of that

exquisite figure of Charity which all Londoners^

lately saw and admired at Burlington House."

The paper dropped from Norma's hand and her

eyes filled with tears. Poor Lord Loddondale had

not been exactly an ornament to the peerage, but

he had been very kind to her, and she had been

fond of him, and she did not believe now, as she had

been ready to do a few minutes before, that he

had deliberately personated his brother. To his

brother, too, he had been kind and anxious to be

generous ; after what had happened, she felt that

it would be impossible to make the communication

to his brother which she had meant to make that

day.

If she had had all her wits about her, she would

have realized that she was not very likely to have

the chance of so doing ; but this did not occur to

her at the moment. Indeed she was still waiting,

in expectation of Walter's appearance, when a

telegram, dated Edinburgh, was brought to her, in

which he stated briefly that he had been summoned

to Scotland and would write further particulars as

soon as possible.

The reason of his journey he did not mention
;

for he knew that the daily papers would inform her

of that, and there are things which one does not

confide to a telegraph -clerk unless one is obliged.

Besides, he had an irrational hope that the news

might turn out to be false. To receive bad news

with incredulity is the natural impulse of most

people, and it seemed very unlikely that a strong

fellow like Loddondale, who had never had a day's

illness in his life, except as the result of hunting or

steeplechase accidents, who had always kept himself

in hard condition, and who had been able to stand
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any amount of fatigue, should ha\e dropped down

dead in the jirime of his nianhood, as he was said

to have done. Unhkely things, however, happen

almost as often as Ukely ones, and death is one of

the things which are never in reahty unlikely to

hai)pen to anybody. When Walter reached his

brothers shooting-lodge that evening, he found

that the visitors who had been staying there had

already departed, and that the local doctor was

anxiously awaiting his arrival and instructions.

Le roi est mart ; vive le rot! One does not need

to be a king to have experienced the melancholy

irony of that saying. The late marquis had not

been unpopular with his many dependents, amongst

whom he had borne the character of a just, though

somewhat hard-headed and close-fisted master ; but

they had not particularly loved him, and of course

the first thing to be done was to show proper

deference and respect to his successor, at whose

unaflectcd grief they were a little surprised.

Well, naturally they could know nothing of all

the memories of long-past schooldays which

crowded upon Walter as he stood sadly looking

down at what had been his brother, \\arbury

had fought his battles for him once or twice, he

remembered, and had then left him to shift for

himself, telling him that he must learn to stand up

against moderate odds. Warbury had always been

a great stickler for fair play—a thorough Anglo-

Saxon, taking advantage of no man, but not much

inclined to give any man more than was his due.

" Yet he was liberal enough to me,'' Walter thought.

" He wanted to allow me a thousand a year ; and

that day, after the bazaar, he would have retired in

my favour if I had asked him to do it. And I

never gave him a word of thanks or told him what

a good fellow I thought him."

He was not allowed to indulge long in such

profitless musings. There were arrangements to be

made and half a dozen people awaiting his orders

—the house-steward, who had been sent for from

Loddondale ; the butler ; the doctor, who wanted

to explain to him that there would be no need for

an inquest : as well as others.

He did mechanically what was required of him,

and accepted most of the suggestions which were

submitted to his approval. In the course of the

evening the valet requested an audience. " If you

please, my lord, these are his lordship's keys, in

case your lordship should wish to look at any papers

there may be in the despatch-box or the draw-ers

of the writing-table. And should we telegraph to

Edinburgh or London for the undertaker, my lord ?

I beg 3-our lordship's pardon, but the doctor wished

me to say that no time should be lost."

Perhaps, of all the miserable duties that devolve

upon a dead man's near relations, there is none

which goes so much against the grain as that of

looking through his papers. One cannot rid one's self

of the feeling that it is an underhand and dis-

honourable act ; yet it has to be done ; and Walter,

when he was left alone, set to work to do it. Thus

it came to pass that the very first thing that he

found was a letter addressed to himself in his

brother's handwriting, with the superscription :

'' To be opened after my death." It was dated

some eighteen months back—that is to say, soon

after the late Lord Loddondale had come into his

title—and the brief statement which it contained

caused its reader no small sur[)rise. Being so short,

it may be subjoined here.

" De.\r W.alter,—From what the doctors tell

me, I expect my life is not a very safe one, and as

you will succeed me, I think you should know that

I am married. My wife is a niece of old Green,

who keeps the Shafto Anns at Brampton ; I dare

say you don't remember him. She and I haven't

hit it off together, and have agreed to live apart.

At present she goes by the name of Mrs. Walter.

That reminds nie to say that when I first made

acquaintance with her I took the liberty of assuming

your name. I don't suppose it can have injured

you in any way. My wife very soon found out who

I really was. I wanted you to know about this

because a man can't tell what may happen after his

death, and though I am pretty sure that she won't

trouble you her relations possibly might.

" Your affectionate brother,

" Loddondale."

This revelation brought back to Walter's mind

Basil Morley's article in the Omniscient Review, and

so by degrees many things became plain to him

which had hitherto been obscure. These were of

a nature to give him some satisfaction and some

pain. If, as he now suspected. Norma had identi-

fied him with the heartless personage who had

served to point Mr. Morley's moral, that was a

misapprehension which could easily be removed ;
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but on the other hand, it was not a very pleasant

reflection that she had been so willing to think evil

of him, nor did it seem likely that she would have

so thought of any man for whom she had much
regard. Upon the whole, the surmise which had

suggested itself to him added so little to his hopes

of ultimate success that he almost doubted whether

it would be worth while to let Miss Shafto know of

an affair which his brother had evidently wished to

keep secret.

For the time being, however, he was obliged to

postpone all consideration of that question ; and

indeed it was more than a week before he was able

to recur to it. During that interval he had to see

to the transfer of his brother's remains to the

family vault at Loddondale and to take his part

in the dismal funeral pageant prescribed by custom.

Then came the reading of the will, which was of

quite recent date, and which produced a certain

sensation among the assembled relatives. The
surprising thing in the document was its final clause,

in virtue of which Norma Shafto, besides receiving

^^"30,000 down, was constituted residuary legatee.

"Upon my word, the girl couldn't have done

much better if she had married him !

" one dis-

appointed cousin exclaimed.

Walter hoped that Mr. Shafto would be pleased-

It is an understood thing that one may accept

from the dead what one must not accept from

the living, and he rejoiced to think that, by this

unexpected windfall, the woman whom he loved

would at least be placed beyond the reach of

economical worries. In any case, he himself was

now rich enough to be able to dispense with

^,30,000, or even double that amount.

XLV.

MR. SHAFTO IS NOT CONTR.\DICTED.

As time went on, Mr. Shafto slowly rallied

from the attack which had brought him so

near to death. He took notice of what went on

around him, he began to talk a little, and liked

Norma to read the newspapers to him. However,

it did not seem to her that he regained much
strength, and one day she asked the doctor

plainly whether there was any chance of his

recovery.

" Well, in a certain sense he has recovered," the

doctor replied. " If you ask me whether he will

ever leave his room again, that is another thing.

I doubt it ; but at the same time I should be sorry

to express a positive opinion one way or the other.

In such cases as his a good deal depends upon

the patient's constitution, and something perhaps

upon his will. Many people come back to life

from sheer determination not to die."

If that were so. Norma thought, the chances

ought to be in her father's favour; for it was

certain that he did not wish to die. As con-

sciousness and more power of connected thought

returned to him, he grew restless and uneasy, his

eyes always scanning the doctor's face with an

eager, unspoken question ; while to Norma he

whispered again and again, "Am I getting better ?

Do you think I am really getting better?"

She did not think so, and it pained her a little

to watch his anxiety.

" What is to become of you after I am gone, my
dear ? " he would ask, in his slow, laboured utter-

ance ; and she could not reassure or comfort him,

though she said all that it was possible to say.

The prospect, in truth, was not a reassuring one,

nor could she herself help dreading it. It is bad

enough for a man to be quite alone in the world
;

but it is doubtless worse for a woman—unless

indeed she be a rich woman, in which case she is

not likely to remain alone long. And this unfor-

tunately was the one clear idea which held

possession of Mr. Shafto's confused brain.

" Ah, if you had money !
" he would sigh, in

answer to her assurances that she was very well

able to take care of herself " But you have no

money. It is all gone—all gone !

"

She had said nothing to him about Lord Loddon-

dale's death : for obvious reasons she thought it

better to mention neither his name nor that of

Walter Sinclair. From the latter she had received

a long letter, written immediately after his arrival

in Aberdeenshire, in which he expressed his inten-

tion of returning to London as soon as he should

be able to do so, and begged her to be so kind as

to send him a line on a post-card every day to say

how things were going with her. With this request

she complied, but she heard no more from him

until one morning when the post brought
_
her

communications both from him and from the late

Lord Loddondale's lawyers, conveying to her the

intelligence that she was once more an heiress. It
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may be that, under other circumstances, she would

have felt a delicacy in accepting so large a legacy

from a man with whom she had not been con-

nected ; but as matters stood, she could only think

of the relief that she would now be able to give to

her father. She hastened into his bedroom, with

the letters in her hand, and somewhat too precipi-

tately announced her good news.

" You need not be unhappy about me any more,

papa ; I have come into a fortune !

"

He did not in the least understand her, nor did

he seem able to follow her hurried ex])lanation of

the events which had occurred. Only, after she

had repeated to him four or five times that Lord

Loddondale was dead, he smiled feebly. " No, no

my dear,"' he answered ;
" young Loddondale isn't

dead. You are jhinking of his father." And he

paid no heed to her repeated assurances that she

was now amply provided for, but presently re-

curred to the old weary plaint— " What is to

become of you when I am gone, my dear ?—what

is to become of you when I am gone ?
"

" Really, ma'am, I think you had better leave

him alone," said the nurse, who had now come into

the room ;
" he has had a bad night and you only

distress him. I don't think he knows what he is

saying, and I'm sure he don't know what you are

saying to him."

Norma retired, discomfited. There was not

much use in having riches unless her riches enabled

her to set her father's mind at ease, and she now

began to think that perhaps she ought not to let

herself be enriched in that way. Walter had

wTitten very kindly, and had seemed to consider

the matter one for congratulation ; but after all,

the money would virtually come out of his pocket,

and she was not sure that she cared to be so much

indebted to anybody. Besides, her personal wants

were so modest that the small fortune which she

would inherit from her father would more than

suffice to satisfy them. And so, when Walter, who
had not lost much time in following his letter to

London, called upon her that afternoon, he found

her in rather low spirits.

" There is very little change ; but what there is

is rather for the worse, I think," she said, in answer

to his first inquiry. " I have no hope now, and

often I wish that his troubles were over. It is

so miserable to feel that one can do absolutely

nothing for him I The happiest thing is to

die as your brother did, without an hour's

illness."

" Perhaps it is. I remember he used to say that

he would rather meet his end in the hunting-field

than anywhere else. But that doesn't make it the

less sad that his life should have been taken from

him so early, and just when life was beginning to

go more smoothly with him too." He added, after

a moment, " I never did Loddondale justice ; he

was a much better brother to me than I was to him.

One finds these things out when it is too late."

" I am sure you have nothing to reproach your-

self with," said Norma ;
" but I do think that he was

fond of you and wanted to do anything that he

could to befriend you."

She paused, feeling that this subject could not

be pursued much further ; and, as he made no re-

joinder, there was silence for a minute or two.

This was broken by a somewhat abrupt query from

Norma. " Do people ever refuse legacies ? " she

asked.

" I can't tell you," answered Walter, smiling

;

" I have never heard of an instance of such a thing

being done."

" But I suppose they can refuse, if they wish."

" Oh, no doubt they can, if they wish ; but it is

not easy to imagine why any one should ever wish

to do so."

" Well, reasons are conceivable, I think. One

might not jjarticularly want money, and one might

think that one had no business to take it away

from those to whom it ought to belong. A residuary

legatee is a person who receives what remains over

out of an estate after all bequests have been paid,

is he not ? It stands to reason that you, and not I,

ought to be in that position with regard to your

brother's estate."

" But he didn't think so, )'ou see."

" I may be allowed to think so, though. The

truth is that it wouldn't make me any happier to

be an heiress now. I know why he left me all this

money, and I am very grateful to him for his kind-

ness ; but, as things have fallen out, it comes too

late. My father didn't even understand what I

meant when I told him about it.'

" But you will be able to make him understand

by and by, I hope," said Walter. " Anyhow, I

think poor Loddondale's wishes ought to be taken

into consideration ; and you must remember that

if you don't want the money, nobody else does.
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As for me, my difficulty will be to know how to

spend my income."'

Norma was going to make some reply when the

nurse came in to ask if she could speak to her for

a moment.
" He's very fretful and restless,'' the woman said,

as soon as they were out in the passage. " He
recognized the gentleman's voice and wants most

particularly to speak to him. Could you bring him

in for a few minutes, do you think, ma'am ? We
shall have another bad night if you don"t, I'm

sure."

Norma was not very anxious to comply with her

father's request, for she was a little afraid of what

he might say ; but at the same time she did not

see how she could refuse, and in communicating

his wish to Walter she was careful to explain that

he was not in full possession of his faculties.

" His mind wanders a good deal at times," she

said ;
" so you must not be surprised if he talks

nonsense. The best plan is just to agree with him,

as if it were a matter of course."

" I quite understand," answered Walter, who in

truth could guess to what her warning probably re-

ferred ;
" I won't contradict him or distress him,

whatever he may say."

So, without further words, he was conducted

into the bedroom where the old rnan was sitting up

in bed, supported by pillows. Mr. Shafto's cheeks

had a faint flush upon them ; his eyes were bright

and opened wide ; he welcomed his visitor with a

smile, and seemed to know very well what he was

about.

" This is kind of you, .Sinclair," said he ;
" I

thought you wouldn't refuse to say good-bye to an

old friend. You can go away, nurse, until we ring

for you."

Walter took the trembling hand which was

stretched out to him, and which was hot and dry

—an odd symptom, the doctor might have thought.

" Well, Sinclair," Mr. Shafto went on, " I'm very

near the finish, as you see, and I want to say a

word or two to you while I can. A dying man
may say what he pleases, you know ; he needn't

be afraid of giving offence any more."

" You certainly won't offend me," Walter de-

clared ;
" but I hope you are not dying. You look

a great deal better than I expected to see you."

" Do I ? I am dying all the same, my dear boy.

I had my notice to quit served upon me some time

ago, and I should be glad enough to get to my rest

if it were not for Norma. That's what I wanted to

speak to you about—about Norma."
" I am sure you know—" began Walter rather con-

fusedly; but the old man interrupted him before

he could finish a sentence which in truth he would

have found some difficulty in ending.

" Yes, I know—of course I know ; and there's

no reason why we shouldn't talk about it openly.

I was very sorry for what happened in Venice ; it

was a misfortune and—and a mistake. But I have

thought a great deal about it since ; and if you are

still in the same mind—Are you still in the same

mind ?
"

Walter did not reply immediately. He felt sure

that Norma would not wish him to reply to such

a question if he could avoid doing so ; but then

again he had promised that he would not distress

her father ; and, after all, nothing that might pass

during this interview would be in any way binding

upon her. So he said gravely, " I shall always be

in the same mind as long as I live, Mr. Shafto."

" Then I may tell j'ou something that I couldn't

otherwise have said. She does care for you,

Sinclair, and she has never cared for any one but

you. Why she refused you I don't know—that's

for you to find out—but I know why she refused

your brother. I guessed at the time, and I have

noticed things since—but my memory fails me, and

I had better not try to go into particulars. It was

only when I heard you in the next room that

everything seemed to become clear to me all of a

sudden."

Here he paused ; and Walter, in grievous per-

plexity, remained silent.

" Can you tell me that it will be all right ? " Mr.

Shafto asked anxiously. " I know there's a great

deal more to be said ; but I've no time and no

strength. Can you just tell me that it will be all

right ?
"

To such an appeal Walter could not refuse to

respond. " Yes," he answered ;
" I can honestly

tell you that you need have no fear about your

daughter's future. Don't let it trouble you any

longer."

Evasive though the answer was, it satisfied the

old man, who fell back upon his pillows with a sigh.

" Good-bye, then," he said ;
" good-bye, and God

bless you both ! Perhaps, if I have brought you

together, you will think that I ha\"e made some
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amends." He repeated once or twice faintly, '" some

amends,' and then closed his eyes, as if he had no

more to say.

Norma made a sign to Walter, who followed her

out of the room, and who a]jpearcd to be e\cn more

disconcerted than she.

" I hope you did not mind my speaking as I did,"

he began, the moment that they were outside the

door ;
" we agreed, you know, that he was not to

be contradicted."'

" Oh, you were quite right," she answered

hurriedly ;
" you couldn't have said anything else.

I won't ask you to stay any longer now ; I must go

back to my father."

He had no choice but to accept his dismissal,

reluctant though he was to be dismissed without a

syllable of explanation having been vouchsafed to

him. As he went his way pensively down Cheyne

Walk however he was able to take a little comfort

from the thought that Norma had at least not

denied her father's assertions. ANTiether this was

because she could not do so, or because she did not

consider them worth denying was a question which

he examined from every possible point of view in

the course of the evening, and which he had not

succeeded in answering to his satisfaction when he

went to bed.

XLVI.

TIMELY HOSPIT.\LITV.

Bv eleven o'clock the next morning Walter was

on his way towards Chelsea again. He had in-

tended to defer his visit until the afternoon, but had

found his patience unequal to the demand made
upon it : besides, after what had passed on the

previous day, it seemed only right that he should

make inquiries as to the invalid's condition as early

as might be. For his own part, he did not believe

that Mr. Shafto was \ery near death, for he had
been surprised by the clearness of the old man's

voice, and his appearance of strength. " I shouldn't

wonder if he were to linger on for some months yet,

poor old fellow !
" he thought. " I wonder whether

it W'ould be possible to get him moved out of those

cramped lodgings."

This again set him wondering whether Norma
was really serious in desiring to renounce her in-

heritance, and he determined to point out to her
that if she did so. she would be depriving her father

of comforts which might very likely prolong his life.

besides showing a somewhat contemptuous dis-

regard for the last wishes of one who had supposed

himself entitled to the privileges of a friend. These

arguments, Walter thought, would probably suffice

for their purpose ; for Norma w-as always reasonable.

Reasonableness is not exactly what one expects in

a woman, nor, it must be confessed, are reasonable

women often charming into the bargain. It was

just because Norma was both that she stood apart,

and could be compared with no other human being

whom he had ever met. That, at least, was what

he thought ; but as he would have thought so what-

ever her personal qualities might have happened to

be, his opinion was not jierhaps worth much. In

any case, thinking about her made his walk pleasant

to him, added to which, Mr. Shafto's assertions may
have caused him to feel more hopeful than he

believed himself to be ; so that he reached his des-

tination in a tolerably cheerful frame of mind.

The nurse, who opened the door for him, did

not respond to his smile, and answered his cheerful

question of, " Well, how is Mr. Shafto this morn-

ing ? " with a shake of her head.

" It's all over, sir," she said quietly.

' Vou don't mean that he is dead !
" exclaimed

Walter, starting.

" Yes, sir ; he passed away in his sleep just before

sunrise. I don't think he spoke a sensible word

after you left yesterday. He was feverish and

wandering for an hour or two, and then he got off

to sleep and never woke again. One couldn't

wish him to have Jnad a more peaceful end, poor

gentleman '.

"

" And Miss Shafto ? " asked Walter, after a

})ause.

" Oh, she's rather upset, sir ; that was only to

be expected. But of course she was prepared for

what has happened."

^Valter reflected for a few moments. " There

will be things that must be attended to," he observed

presently, " and I suppose she has no one to help

her. Do you think she would see me ?
"

The nurse thought it doubtful, but said she

would inquire. " What name am I to .say, sir ?
"

Walter produced one of his cards, thereby greatly

increasing the interest which the nurse took in him.

That this young gentleman was an admirer of Miss

Shafto's she had not doubted ; but that he was

nothing less th.an a marquis was a revelation to her,
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and she naturally felt that admirers of that exalted

rank ought not to be turned away from the door.

Nevertheless, it was thus that she was compelled

regretfully to treat him, after a short colloquy with

Norma.
" Miss Shafto said I was to thank you very much,

my lord," she announced on her return ;
" but she

don't feel equal to seeing any one to-day." She

added, on her own account, " Perhaps your lordship

might be able to call again to-morrow."

" Of course I will," answered Walter ; "but can't

you tell me of any way in which I might be of use

at once ? I think, for instance, that Miss Shafto will

probably wish that her father should be buried in

the country, near their own home, and if so, some-

body ought to see about making the arrangements."

The nurse believed not. She understood that

the funeral was to take place at the Brompton

Cemetery, and that the doctor had promised to do

what was necessary. " However, I dare say Miss

Shafto would like to talk it over with you, my
lord."

And when Walter presented himself on the follow-

ing day. Norma was persuaded to receive him.

He found her composed, but very sad and not at

all like herself For a long time past she had known

that her father's life hung by a thread ; but she had

not thought much about what would happen after

he should have been taken from her, and now she

was overpowered by a sense of utter loneliness.

"No; I have no feeling of that kind," she an-

swered, when Walter suggested that she might wish

her father to be laid beside his ancestors ; "I don't

think it matters at all what becomes of our bodies

after we are dead. And there would be diffi-

culties—and I suppose also expense."

"But that is not of so much consequence now,"

Walter ventured to observe.

She passed her hand across her forehead and

sighed wearily : perhaps she did not care to discuss

that point. " I don't think he would have wished

it," she said. " If it depends upon me, I would

rather not."

With regard to all details, however, she was

willing enough to let Walter act for her, and grateful

to him for the matter-of-course way in which he

requested permission to do so.

" If you had any relation at hand, of course I

would not push myself forward," he explained ;

" but at such times as this there is always a great

deal to be done which only a man can do, and

which you ought not to be burdened with. I can

undertake that without disturbing you at all, and
any instructions that you may wish to give me can

easily be delivered through the servants. Now I

won't stay any longer, for I know you are not in-

clined to talk."

Probably she would have hesitated more about

accepting his friendly services if she had felt able

to dispense with them ; but she was really unwell

and halfstunned by her loss ; so that she hardly

knew what was expected of her or what her im-

mediate duties ivere. After this, he called every

morning, but did not even ask to see her until the

day before that appointed for the funeral, when he

sent in a message to the effect that he would be glad

to speak to her for a few minutes, if she didn't mind.

She not only did not mind, but was by this time

very anxious to see and thank him.

" You have been more than good to me !

" she

exclaimed, as he entered ;
" I don't know what I

should have done without you."

" I have only done what was very easy to me and

would have been troublesome and painful to you,"

answered Walter. " Of course I wanted to spare

you unnecessary worries, if I could. But now I

have come to worry you a little because I must.

First of all, about to-morrow : you would like to be

present, would you not ?
"

" Oh, yes, I should like to be present."

" So I supposed ; and I have arranged

accordingly. And afterwards—have you thought

of what you will do ?
"

" No ; not yet," answered Norma, her lips quiver-

ing a little. I have tried to think about it, but I

hadn't the courage. Must I decide at once ?
"

" I don't think there is any need for you to make

any definite decision for a long time to come ; only

I am sure you ought not to stay where you are. It

would not be good for you, and none of your friends

would wish it. So my aunt wants you, if you will,

to go to her in Arlington Street to-morrow. She

has a large house, and you would have your own

sitting-room, and, in short, you could do exactly as

you pleased. At this time of year you would

be in no danger of being bothered by visitors. She

begged me to say that if you would take up your

quarters with her until you could see your way to

make some plans for the future, you would do her

a real kindness. And that isn't merely a polite
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message ; it's the simple truth. She would have

come to see you herself, but I told her I thought

you would rather be left alone until after to-

morrow."

" It is very kind of her," answered Norma doubt-

fully ;
" but I don't know— I thought she had left

town long ago."

" Oh, so she did ; but she lias come back again.

.She often makes her appearance in London at un-

expected times," said Walter, who did not think it

necessary to mention that he had summoned Lady

Spencer from the country, and that this offer of hos-

pitality had been instigated by him.

Norma consented without very much further per-

suasion. The prospect of returning to those lonely

Chelsea lodgings had, in truth, been rather terrible

to her ; and she had, besides, a woman's natural

longing to hold a consultation with some one of her

own sex. Lady Spencer was kind and sensible,

and would at any rate be able to give her disin-

terested aduce with regard to certain matters as to

which she did not see her way very clearly. She

thought there would be no harm in her going to

Arlington Street for a week, by the end of which

time she would probably have made up her mind

what to do next.

\Vhen she arrived she was at once conducted up

stairs to a pretty little sitting-room overlooking the

park. Adjoining it was a bedroom, in which she

found that her belongings had already been un-

packed and arranged. Nobody disturbed her until

evening, when Lady Spencer put her head in at

the door and asked whether she might come in.

"I don't know how to thank you," Norma began,

after the old lady had kissed her and had sat down

beside her.

" Then don't do it," Lady Spencer returned.

" You have nothing to thank me for, my dear
;
you

ought to know, if anybody does, that to be able to

be of some little use to one's neighbours is one of

the luxuries of life. Besides, I hate to be alone ;

and nowadays I am almost always alone. Not, of

course, that I expect you to see any more of me
than you feel inclined. You are to do just what

you like, please, and have your meals in your own
room, if you prefer it. To-night, at any rate, I

mean to have your dinner sent up to you, because

I know you won't want to be stared at by the

servants."

Norma confessed that if, for once, she might be

allowed to avail herself of that privilege, she would

be grateful. Lady Spencer did not remain with her

much longer ; but before she went to bed her hostess

reappeared, and then the two women had a talk

together, from which the younger derived a good

deal of comfort.

Lady Spencer, it seemed, had heard about the

late Lord Loddondale's marriage ; so that Norma

could express the contrition which she felt for the

unjust suspicions that she had entertained of Walter.

" I feel as if I ought to beg his pardon," she said.

"Well, if you ask me," answered Lady Spencer,

with a slight smile, " I think perhaps you ought.

He will probably forgive you."

" I don't know— I should find it rather hard to

forgive any friend of mine who had had such

thoughts about me. Still, that is no reason for

shirking it. Only—

"

She paused ; because there was another obvious

difficulty which she did not like to put into words

;

but Lady Spencer spared her the embarrassment of

mentioning it.

" I was sure," observed the latter composedly,

" that there was some cause which didn't appear

upon the surface for your rejection of poor Walter

at Venice ; and it seems that I was right."

" But I don't at all wish him to think that,"

interposed Norma anxiously ; " if he thought that

that was what I meant, he would naturally sup-

pose— in fact, I couldn't speak to him upon the

subject at all if there were any danger of his

thinking so."

" Oh, well, I dare say he won't think so," returned

Lady Spencer, suppressing an inclination to laugh.

" Indeed it is pretty certain that he will think what-

ever you want him to think : he generally does."

Norma could only trust that he might ; but after

all, the limit of any one's influence over a fellow-

creature must be reached somewhere, and when she

mentioned her feeling that she ought to hand over

the money which had been bequeathed to her by

the late Lord Loddondale to the present holder of

the title, Lady Spencer was unable to give her any

hope of Walter's being brought to consider such a

proceeding reasonable or feasible.

" I quite admit," the old lady said, " that it is

a little awkward for you ; I quite admit that, when

poor Loddondale's will is published, people will say

that he must either have been engaged to you or

have wanted to marry you (which, to be sure, is the
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truth) ; but then I don't see how you can evade

that by giving up what is now yours. The will

exists and can't be altered. My own opinion, if I

may be allowed to offer it, is that it would be un-

gracious and ungrateful on your jjart to treat the

will as a dead letter. At any rate, if you do so, you

will have to give the money to a charity; for it

would evidently be impossible for Walter to accept

such a present from you, even if he wished to

accept it."

There was a little further discussion ; but Lady

Spencer did not seem particularly anxious to enforce

her views. "Well," she ended by saying, "you

had better talk it over with Walter, who is sure to

look in some time to-morrow. You and he must

arrange your differences between you ; I have

noticed that you are neither of you very amenable

to the advice of your friends."

XLVII.

NORMA BEGS PARDON.

" I THINK," observed Lady Spencer to her

nephew, who called upon her on the following

afternoon, "that when you come to the question

of jointure, you ought, in justice to yourself, to

remember that your wife has already been placed

in possession of a considerable slice out of the

family revenues. Thirty thousand down is a solid

fact, and I don't know how much more there may

not be to follow."

Walter waived away these sordid details with an

impatient gesture. " Do you really think that there

is hope for me, then ? " he asked eagerly.

" I will go so far as to say that I do," replied

Lady Spencer ;
" and what makes my opinion so

valuable is, that I didn't think so at the time when

you were more sanguine. Go up stairs and talk to

her ; she has a great many things to say to you.

Amongst others, she wants, I believe, to tell you

that she cannot possibly take the thirty thousand

pounds in question."

" Oh, but she must."

" Very well ; it is for you to convince her of

that. At the end of an hour, or even two hours,

you will find me here, ready to do what I can for

you in the way of congratulations and benedictions.

I wouldn't for the world hurry you ; still, if you

could manage to get things settled to-day, it would

be convenient. You see, I don't exactly enjoy

being in London just now."

Walter laughed a little nervously. He did not

share his aunt's confident expectations ; for he

knew, what people of her age are rather apt to

forget, that love is not to be commanded by con-

siderations of expediency, and that the fact of his

being now so eligible a suitor would not influence

Norma in the least in his favour. However, it was

useless to dwell upon such points ; so presently he

went up stairs to try his fortune for the second and

last time.

Norma greeted him with a coldness and formality

which made his heart sink ; though if he had been

in a condition of mind to study her dispassionately,

he might have taken that as an encouraging sign.

She thanked him for all his kindness to her, which

she said that she could never forget or hope to

repay, and then added, rather as if she were re-

peating a speech which she had learnt off by

heart ;

" I think I ought to tell you now that I have

not at all deserved your friendship, because I did

you a great injustice when we were in Rome. You

remember that article of Mr. Morley's in the

Omniscient Ea'iew, and I dare say you can guess

now why I gave it to you to read. The woman

v;hom he referred to as having been married and

deserted was, of course, Bessie Green. I was told

that you were her husband—and I believed it.

The least I can do is to beg your pardon very

humbly and very sincerely."

" I knew nothing about my brother's marriage

until after his death," said Walter. " Then I found

among his papers a letter which he had written to

me, informing me of the whole affair. As the

woman called herself Mrs. Walter, and as there

was so much mystery about her husband, I don't

at all wonder that people set me down as the

culprit ; only it seems rather strange that, knowing

all that you did about me, you should ha\e thought

such a thing possible."

Norma hung her head. "Yes, of course it

must seem strange to you," she confessed.

"I wonder," continued Walter, "whether you

believe even now that I love you, and that I have

never really loved any one else ?
"

Norma made no answer. The fact was that he

was asking her to believe a good deal ; though in

truth she wished, as we all do, to believe in the
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theory of there being but one genuine love in any

one's life.

However, he meant to have a reply of some kind

from her : so he went on: ''I told you that I

wouldn't abandon hope, and I haven't quite

abandoned it. Still, I think I can see that unless

you accept me here and now, you never will. There

is just the chance that you might have loved me if

you hadn't been told lies about me—and it's my
only chance. I would rather hear the best or the

worst at once."

He heard neither the one nor the other, for

Norma remained silent ; but everybody knows that,

under certain circumstances, silence is more ex-

pressive than speech, and indeed within the space

of a very few minutes Walter had exchanged the

tone of a suppliant for that which more properly

belongs to his sex. Earlier in the day he would,

no doubt, have been shocked at the bare idea of

addressing Norma as a goose
;
yet that was what he

called her when she assured him that she did not

mean to take what she chose to describe as his

money.

" Tiie money is yours,"' said he ;
" and if you

like to throw it over Westminster Bridge, of course

you are at liberty to do so. Only the estate would

benefit if you would kindly retain possession of it

:

because then I shouldn't have to make quite such

large settlements upon you. .At least, so my aunt

says."

Normaand he had had a great many questions and

answers and observations to interchange, which,

since they were of that kind which has been in use

among all lovers from time immemorial, had better

not be set down here. It is sufficient to mention

that they arrived at a very perfect mutual under-

standing, and that it took them the best part of two

hours to say what might have been said in five

minutes.

Lady Spencer, patiently occupying herself with

fancy-work down stairs, only glanced for a moment
at her nephew when at length he reappeared, with

bright eyes and a smile upon his lips. " Well,"

said she, " when and where is the ceremony to take

place ?
"

" Oh, we didn't get quite so far as that," answered

Walter, laughing.

" Not in all this time ? What on earth can you

have been talking about then ! I am quite at your

orders, of course ; but if you could make it suit

your convenience to let me leave London for a

month or two, I should take it as a favour. I have

never been here at this time of year before, and I

humbly hope that I never shall be again. It is not

exhilarating."

Walter assured his aunt that she was free to go

away as soon as she pleased. " Indeed," he added

meditatively, " I believe a complete change and rest

would be the very best thing for Norma just now.

Suppose you were to take her to some quiet seaside

l^lace until the hot weather is over ? Then I

might run down and see you from time to time."

" And my engagements ? " asked Lady Spencer.

" Are you aware that, in order to oblige you, I have

already thrown over three of my friends ?
"

" And I'm sure you'll oblige me by throwing over

the rest," returned Walter, laughing ;
" you know

very well that you'll be only too glad of the excuse.

You don't stay in country houses because you like

it, but because you would a little bit rather submit

to the nuisance of that kind of thing than spend

your time quite alone. Well, now I'm giving you

the chance of securing the most delightful com-

panion in the whole world for a good many weeks."

" You are kindness itself, and I can't find words

to express my gratitude. Anything more thoroughly

enjoyable than spending the autumn in seaside

lodgings with a young woman who will be chiefiy

occupied in reading and writing love-letters, it would

be difficult to imagine ! One thing however you

must clearly understand, and that is that I cannot

and will not stay through the winter in this country.

Therefore you will either have to be married in

November, or to wait till next spring, or to find some

other old lady to chaperon Miss Shafto."

Of the three alternatives placed before him, the

first was the one which commended itself most

favourably to Walter, and it was also that which,

after some demur on Norma's part, was eventually

acted upon. Lady Spencer did not establish her-

self in lodgings anywhere ; but she found a pretty

little house in the Isle of Wight, whither she induced

Norma to accompany her, and where it may be

hoped that she did not find the time hang too

heavily upon her hands. Her residence there was

enlivened by a good many fiying visits from her

nephew, who entertained her with a description of

the alterations and improvements which he was

hastily effecting at Warbury Park, which place he

had made his head-quarters for the time being.
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The very quiet wedding which was solemnized in

London in the month of November was attended

only by a few near relations of the contracting parties,

and by Miss Travers, who, to tell the truth, asked

herself. Both bride and bridegroom being in such

deep mourning, it was impossible to lend to the

ceremony the character of a fashionable event ; and

Mr. Basil Morley, who was present as a mere spec-

tator, not as an invited guest, subsequently composed

a very touching little poem upon the occasion under

the title of Orange-blossom and Crape.

It will be easily understood how these contradic-

tory emblems were made to harmonize by the pen

of so gifted a writer, and with what a sultle and

dexterous employment of irony the strains of an

epithalamium were mingled with those of a dirge.

Mr. Morley is a not infrequent visitor at Warbury

Park, and is upon terms of intimacy with its deni-

zens. He is fond of saying that he counts it as one

of his highest privileges to call the Marchioness of

Loddondale his friend : but perhaps he will never

quite forgive himself for the graceful, yet too hasty

manner in which he resigned all claim upon the

hand of a lady whom neither he nor anybody else

suspected at the time of being an heiress. He now
declares that his life must needs be one of compara-

tive sohtude : that, after all, is the inevitable fate

of genius. " Once," he sighs, " and only once, I

thought it might be possible for me to be as other

men are ; I thought that there was just one person

in the world whose lifelong companionship would be

a help, not a hindrance, to me in my labours. But

that dream has vanished." And so Norma is left to

reflect with bitterness upon what she has lost.

If one could venture to predict a happy life for

any two people in the world, that rash prophecy

might be made on behalf of Walter and Norma

;

for in truth fhey have everything to make them

happy, and it would perhaps be unreasonable to de-

plore events which have converted one of the most

promising sculptors of the day into a useful, but

not particularly brilliant memberof the Upper House.



A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF HOW WE ASCENDED
THE PEAK OF TENERIFE.

Dec. 19TH, 1S87.

By Commodore A. H. Markham, A.D.C.

PEAK OF TENKKIF

" Stem winter smiles in that auspicious clime,

The fields are florid with unfading prime,
From the bleak pole no winds inclement blow,
Mould the round hail, or flake the fleecy snow

;

But from the breezy deep the bless'd inhale

The fragrant murmurs of the western gale."

BRIEFLY, in the above half dozen lines, did

Homer describe the group of islands situated

in the Atlantic Ocean, off the western coast of Africa,

and known to the ancients as " Insulae Fortunate,''

or the "Fortunate islands, the habitations of the

blest." They were also known as the " Elysian

fields," the " gardens of the gods, the sources of

nectar and ambrosia on which the gods lived
;

"

whilst Pliny alludes to them as the Hesperides,
'' where grew the golden apples."

In this more matter of fact, and eminently prosaic,

age, they are simply known as the Canary Islands,

an appanage of Spain, and famous for nothing more
remarkable than that they possess a charming

climate, with a pure and invigorating air that renders

them especially attractive to invalids.

I am perhaps wrong in asserting that they are

famed for nothing else, for does not the group possess

an island whose cone-shaped summit, known by

the name of the Peak of Tenerife, towering majesti

cally far above the summits of all the neighbouring

islands, rears its proud crest as it were in mid-ocean,

a useful and conspicuous beacon to mariners, and

a permanent and perpetual record of the wonderful

forces of volcanic activity ?

It is to this Peak that I would fain draw the

attention, very briefly, of the readers of Atalanta,

and ask them to accompany me on a short excur-

sion to its summit.

I must however remind them beforehand, th.it

I propose conducting them to the top in mid-winter ;

that the cone of the mountain is covered with snow
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(hence the name Nivaria, by which the island was

known to early historians and navigators) ; and that

the ascent is of a somewhat arduous nature.

I must therefore ask my readers to depict in their

own imaginations the beautiful road along which we

drove from Santa Cruz, fringed as it was on either

side with rows of eucalypti, pepper-trees, and palms ;

also the refreshing vineyards, the smiling fields of

wheat, coffee, tobacco, and cochineal, and the beau-

tiful orange-groves through which we passed, with

the one grand landmark always before us, never

altering in appearance, and never seeming to be

nearer, the beautiful Peak, looking down upon us

in quiet, solemn majesty from its place amid the

clouds—I must ask them, I repeat, to picture all this,

if they can, in their ow-n minds, until they arrive with

me on a ridge of hills extending along the north-

west coast of the island.

The sun was just sinking below the horizon as

we obtained our first glimpse of the little seaport

town of Orotava, nestling snugly at the foot of the

mountain, with its shores washed by the waters of

the broad Atlantic.

It was a pretty peep that we obtained of it,

as it peacefully reposed, in the quiet stillness

of the evening, at the bottom of the valley, with

its snow-white houses surrounded by groves of

bananas, oranges, and palms ; whilst beyond, in the

far distance, over the bluest of blue seas, was the

adjacent island of Palma, behind which the sun,

like a great fiery orb, slowly disappeared.

It was quite dark when we drove up to the fine

English hotel that has recently been established as

a winter resort and a sanitarium at Orotava. Of

course the first thought that found expression in

speech on our arrival, was relative to our contem-

plated ascent of the Peak, and earnest were our

inquiries as to whether we should be afforded an

opportunity of practically realizing our wishes.

There was, of course, as is usual with Spaniards,

a great deal of shrugging of shoulders, a great deal

of ignorance displayed by those who have resided

all their lives in the immediate neighbourhood of

the Peak, regarding the feasibility and even mode

of ascent ; and a great many difficulties, some real

and some imaginary, were put forward in order

to deter us, as it seemed, from carrying out our

projected trip. At length a fine, stalwart, broad-

shouldered man with long black whiskers, who

rejoiced in the name of Jose, was introduced to

us as a guide who was both ready and willing to

conduct us to the summit of the mountain.

This looked like business, and we were all

delighted to hear Jose's ready response of " Si,

sefior, " to our query as to whether he was prepared

to accompany us, and to have everything ready for

a start in a couple of hours' time.

As the principal, and perhaps only, objection to

ascending the Peak in mid-winter, is the possibility

of a sudden change in the weather, and the danger

of being caught at the top in a snow or wind storm,

either of which might prove fatal to those un-

fortunate enough to be so caught, we were much
relieved, on demanding Jose's opinion regarding the

prospect of fine weather, to be assured by that

individual that it would be " M7<j bonito."

Half an hour after midnight saw my party

assembled in the dining room of the hotel, making

poor attempts to devour some bread and butter

and eggs which, with some hot tea and coffee, had

been provided for us.

I must say the impression that I received from

the appearance of my companions did not tend to

inspire me with too sanguine a hope as to the

successful result of our intended expedition. All

looked the very picture of fatigue and drowsiness,

whilst some were stretched out on two, or more,

chairs, slumbering peacefully and entirely oblivious

of breakfast, or even that there was such a thing as

a peak to be ascended, only to be rudely awakened

to the fact that the first was necessary in order

to achieve the second.

It is but fair to my fellow-travellers to add that we

had only just landed from a somewhat protracted

sea voyage, and that we had been travelling along

a hot and dusty road for the greater part of the

day.

Punctually at i .^.m., attired in the warmest

clothes that we could muster, we mounted our

wiry little ponies and started from the hotel.

^\'e were a goodly cavalcade as we rattled merril)'

along over the stone-paved streets of Orotava, the

clattering of our horses' hoofs ringing out noisily on

the otherwise still quiet night, and interfering very

materially, I fear, with the slumbers of the good

townsfolk.

Our party consisted of nine, all mounted on

sturdy little horses and mules, and we were accpm-

panied by six guides and muleteers, carrying pro-

visions for ourselves, and forage for our steeds.

3 D
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The guides walked in front with lanterns, so as

to assist the horses in selecting a road.

The night, or rather morning, was lovely, and the

stars were shining bright and clear out of a perfectly

I loudless sky, as we slowly wended our way up a

steep and rugged mountain track, apparently

towards a point in the heavens situated immediatdy

between Orion and the Pleiades, for these constella-

tions just showed above the dark faint outline of

the ridge of the first range of hills that we were as-

cending, as if they had purposely been placed there

to serve as beacons for our guidance.

mined with what seemed to us an unusual radiancy,

and, a few minutes afterwards, a bright lustrous

light appeared rising above the hills in the same

direction.

We were at first somewhat perplexed but our

doubts and surmises were soon set at rest b\

discovering that it was only Sirius rising in the

heavens, and heralding the approach of day. I

had never before seen this beautiful star so bright,

and to such advantage. Its exceeding brilliancy

was, presumably,' due to the fact, that we were

gazing at it from an altitude of over 4,000 feet

Although " Heaven's ebon vault " was " studded

with stars unutterably bright, " the darkness and

gloom under the shade of the hills were so intense,

that it was quite impossible to see or to pick our

way along the path up which we slowly toiled, but we
were made painfully aware that it was covered with

loose rolling stones, and beset by huge rocky

boulders; we trusted, however, implicitly to the

sagacity and sure-footedness of our steeds, and

the result proved that our confidence was not

misplaced.

It was fortunate it was so, for in spite of the

roughness of the road, some few of the party, over-

come by fatigue, slept an unquiet sleep, thus causing

me no little anxiety, as they unconsciously swayed

from side to side in their saddles, with the motion

of their animals.

At about four o'clock the eastern sky was illu-

above the sea, and in an atmosphere singularly

devoid of haze, mist, or clouds.

Two hours afterwards, the eastern sky became

resplendent with rich roseate streaks, and daylight

sudden!)-, and gratefully, burst upon us, whilst

" Morn,
Wak'd by the circling hours, with rosy hand
Unbarr'd the gates of light."

From the time of leaving Orotava the temperature

had very sensibly and perceptibly decreased as we

ascended, and we felt the cold very much indeed.

We were therefore only too glad when the returning

daylight afforded us the opportunity of dismounting

from our horses, and by walking on in advance of

the party, thus restored the circulation to our be-

numbed limbs.

Hitherto, as may be imagined, our journey was

somewhat weary and monotonous, for the almost
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impenetrable darkness rendered everything so in-

distinct, that we could not even distinguish whether

the large, dark-coloured masses that beset our path,

were rocks or bushes ; the daylight however altered

all this, besides causing an agreeable rise in the

temperature.

Just as the day was breaking, we rounded a

spur on the ridge that we had been ascending, and

there, in front of us, suddenly appeared the Peak,

rising up in solitary grandeur, and apparently close

to us.

We all raised a shout of joy, vainly imagin-

ing, so close did it appear, that we had nearly

reached the termination of our journey. But, alas !

our patience and our energies were yet to be taxed,

and our ardour was somewhat damped when, not

only our guide, but also the barometer, informed us

that the altitude we had then reached was only

5,ooc feet above the level of the sea, and before

the summit could be attained, a climb of over

7,000 feet would have to be accbmplished.

Distances and heights, at great altitudes, where

there is nothing by which they can be comparatively

estimated, are marvellously deceptive, and so we

found to our cost.

The sun rose at half-past six, and, as it appeared

above the horizon, its rays, rested momentarily on

the snowy mantle of the cone, tinging it with a

delicate rosy hue, and then left it in its white and

spotless purity. The effect was magical. It

seemed as if we had suddenly, and without any

warning, burst into day. The curtain of night was

lifted, a flood of light poured down upon us,

the temperature rose perceptibly, and we all felt

invigorated and refreshed, as we basked in the

warm rays of the rising sun.

At about seven o'clock we reached a dreary-looking

plateau covered with loose scoriform ashes with,

here and there, enormous lumps of obsidian, which

had been hurled up from the crater and deposited

in their present positions, at the time when the now
smouldering volcano was in an active state of opera-

tion. Here also we found the broom, or some species

of the leguminous family, growing in great profusion.

The soil seems particularly well adapted to this

shrub, which here grows to a height of from four to

six feet, and is called by the Spaniards Retaina

;

hence the name Retama Blanca which is given to

this ridge or plateau.

Having reached an altitude of about 7,000 feet.

we crossed an arid waste, covered with loose scoriae

and pumice, the dreariness of v.-hich was only

relieved by colossal blocks of obsidian that were

scattered around. This region is called Las

Canadas, where all traces of vegetation cease, and

where we met the first snow, lying in broad, hard-

frozen patches. In fact so solidly was it frozen,

that our poor jaded animals were unable to

alleviate their thirst, which they were endeavouring

to do, by licking it with their tongues, until we

had first broken and crumbled the frozen mass

into small fragments.

At a height of 9,000 feet we reached a small

level patch of ground, surrounded by a pile of

volcanic rocks and boulders, called Estancia de

los Ingleses ; a name that was rather flattering to

our pride, showing, as it did, that our adventurous

countrymen so frequently ascended the mountain,

that one of the last resting places, before the actual

summit is attempted, is called after them. It is

the same with Mount Etna, for the last halting

place there before the cone is ascended (a wretched

little wooden tenement it was when I made the

ascent in 1866) is called the Casa Inglesa.

At the Estancia de los Ingleses we dismounted,

being infomied that the remainder of the journey

was impracticable on horseback, and would there-

fore have to be jjerformed on foot.

As our guides showed no inclination to hurry

themselves, and appeared to be disposed to rest at

this halting place for an indefinite period, we

determined to push on by ourselves, and endeavour

to reach the summit without their aid or guid-

ance.

The hardest part of the work was now before us,

and perhaps the fact of being without a guide ren-

dered it all the more toilsome and laborious. To
have attempted a direct ascent would, I think, have

been almost impossible, and we found that the only

way in which progression could be satisfactorily

made, was by going up in a winding zig-zag fashion.

In this way we plodded on perseveringly over the

loose ashes and lava, ascending by easy stages,

and taking comparatively long rests every four or

five minutes, until we reached a small wooden

frame hut, at a place called A la Vista ; as, however,

the door of the hut was closed and locked we were

unable to effect an entrance, and therefore

derived no benefit from its existence.

By this time, having attained an altitude of over

3 D 2
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10,000 feet, the rarefied air at that great height,

began to have a very baneful effect upon us.

Breathing became difficult and almost painful,

and we were obliged to halt more frequently in

order to regain our breath and to obtain a little

rest. Our temples ached considerably, and there

was a general feeling of oppression and tightness

round our heads and chests, while some of the party

complained also of nausea and extreme lassitude.

But no one despaired, all were in the very best

of spirits, fully determined to struggle onwards at

all hazards, even to the summit, having already

accomplished so much.

We had then attained the altitude of 11,680

feet, and only 500 feet, the height of the cone,

remained to be accomplished ; but it was a very stiff

500 feet, and the gradient was at an angle of 44° !

Resting for a few minutes, wc again pushed

forward, resolutely determined to surmount the

last obstacle and gain the summit.

Avoiding as much as possible the snow, which

was frozen too hard to be of any use to us in

climbing up, we advanced in a zig-zag manner,

halting freipiently to recover our wind. Those

parts of the cone that were bare of snow were

covered with fine loose ashes, into which we would

Continuing the ascent, we clambered over

chaotic masses of lava, heaped together and piled

up in such indescribable and chaotic confusion,

that rendered our advance over such a rough and

rocky road a necessarily slow and arduous one.

Shortly before mid-day we succeeded in crossing

this rugged sea of lava, known by the name

of La Rambleta, and reaching its highest eleva-

tion, found ourselves at the very base of the

cone, which rose up straight before us in a perfect

pyramidal form. On finding ourselves within

measurable distance of the very object whose

summit it was our ambition to reach, we could not

refrain from giving vent to our feelings by a hearty

cheer, and a shout of "£/ Pico ! El Pico! " as much

perhaps to encoiwage ourselves, as to cheer up

those of our party who were beginning to lag behind.

sink over our ankles, and so soft and loose was it

that at each step we advanced, we would in a most

provoking manner slip back at least half the distance.

Care was also necessary to avoid, as much as

possible, the numerous loose stones and masses of

lava that we had to pass, for, if touched, they

would instantly become detached and roll down

with great velocity, seriously jeopardizing the safety

of those who were struggling up in the rear.

At length, at about half-past twelve, to our intense

delight and gratification, we had the great satis-

faction of finding ourselves at the very summit of

the Peak, a height of 12,192 feet above the level

of the sea.

Aching heads, oppressive breathing, and sore feet

were for the moment forgotten, as we waved our

hats exultinglv over our heads, and burst out into
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three hearty cheers. But al.is ! only five of our party

succeeded in reaching this altitude ; the remaining

fourwere so overcome bythe combined efifects of heat

fatigue, and the extreme rarefaction of the air, that

they were compelled to abandon the attemptalthough

within only one or two hundred feet from the summit.

The view that met our eyes from this height

was truly magnificent, and amply repaid us

for the strenuous exertions we had made in

order to obtain it. Not a cloud was above us,

nothing but the blue vaulted dome of heaven, out

of which the bright sun shone with almost over-

powering heat. Below, and around us, was the

equally blue ocean, extending apparently without any

horizon into illimitable and ethereal space, rendering

it absolutely impossible to define where the bound-

less waste of waters ended, and the sky began.

A few light fleecy clouds far below us, like snow-

covered islets resting, as it seemed to us, on the

bosom of the ocean, afforded a pleasing contrast

by the exceeding purity of their whiteness.

We seemed to be gazing down on a gigantic map,

on which all the islands of the Canary group were

plainly marked. To the south-west were Palma,

Ferro, and Gomera ; to the south-east was Grand

Canary ; whilst away to the eastward, far beyond,

was Fuerte ventura, distant nearly 130 miles, yet

apparently near.

Immediately at our feet lay the island itself, with

all its principal towns and villages plainly visible.

There, nestling securely at the foot of the mountain,

was Orotava, that we had left in the early morning,

twelve hours ago, its white houses and smiling

gardens showing out conspicuously in the bright

light of the noon-day sun. There also was the old

town of Laguna, whilst houses, continuously dotted

along in a nearly straight line, marked the high road

along which we had travelled the previous day

from .Santa Cruz. Behind us was Ycod, and other

small country towns and villages, looking peacefully

quiet and serene as they reposed in the midst of

their cultivated plots.

Having thoroughly rested ourselves and enjoyed

the scene, sitting on the very pinnacle of the Peak,

we jiroceeded to explore the top of the mountain.

We found that the crown of the cone consisted of

a ledge of volcanic rocks, piled together in a

circular form, so as to form the lip or edge of the

crater, which latter is about 150 yards in diameter,

and some 100 feet deep.

Although this crater has long ceased to belch

forth flames and streams of molten lava, yet

evidences of volcanic activity were visible in the

numerous jets of sulphurous smoke and vapour

which were seen issuing in all directions, emitting

a noxious odour that was by no means pleasant.

The interior ofthe crater, into which we descended,

was covered with an efflorescence of sulphur, and a

kind of calcined chalk, whilst the smell of sul-

phuretted hydrogen gas everywhere prevailed.

We remained on the Peak for about an hour, and

then started on our return journey. This was

achieved in a far less space of time and with greater

ease than the upward journey, but it must be

acknowledged that it was somewhat trying to the

legs, and very detrimental to our boots.

At about 2 P.M. we rejoined the remainder of our

party at the Estancia de los Ingleses, and found

that Senor Jose' and his companions had, during our

absence, made somewhat free with our luncheon

basket, and more especially with the liquid part of

the stock, so that the majority of them were in a

condition closely bordering on imbecility.

At about three o'clock

—

" When their wearie limbes with kindly rest

And bodies were refresht with dew repast "

—

as we could not prevail upon our lazy and imbecile

guides to bestir themselves, we determined to push

on by ourselves, and started on our homewardjourney.

It did not take us long to reach Montana Blanca

and Retama, for we simply dug our heels into the

loose sand and ran down as fast as we could, un-

mindful of several falls that it was impossible to

avoid. Sailors are, however, like cats, and seldom

hurt themselves, and so it proved with us, for we only

sustained a few unimportant bruises and abrasions.

Darkness overtook us at about seven o'clock, and

we completely lost our way, floundering about over

the roughest country it is possible to imagine, into

water courses, through bushes, and over rocks and

boulders.

But all things, including this article, must have an

ending, and eventually, at about half-past 10 p.m.,we

succeeded in reaching Orotava, wearied and footsore

and not in the very best of tempers with our guides,

who had throughout behaved so infamously.

Thus ended a very successful, though somewhat

fatiguing day's work, for we had occupied exactly

twenty-two hours in accomplishing the whole

journey.
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Professor Church.

A YEAR or two ago some military engineers

at work on Monte Mario—Monte Mario is

a hill in the outskirts of Rome—found the family

burial place of the Minicii, which had been con-

structed, after a common custom among the Ro-

mans, in the grounds of their country house. There

was nothing remarkable about the building. It

was of the usual pattern, a chamber twenty-six feet

square, with brick ])avement, door-steps and door-

posts of stone, and whitewashed walls. A couple

of marble sarcojjhagi, without inscription, stood

against three out of the four walls of the chamber.

Near the fourth, that which fronted the door, stood

one of the urns in which the ashes of the dead were

deposited. It bore the name of Statoria Marcella.

In the centre of the room was a finely carved and

ornamented piece of marble. On it was this

inscription

—

I). M. MIXICI.K. M.\RCKI.L.K..FrXI)AXI. F.

VIX. A. XII. M. XI. D. VII.

which, as all my readers may not be familiar with

inscriptional Latin, I may thus translate

—

"To the Spirit of Minicia Marcella, daughter of

Fundanius. She lived twelve years, eleven months,

and seven days."

Signor Lanciani, from whose admirable book' I

ha\e taken these jjarticulars, was present when the

chamber was broken into, and tells us that among

all his explorations among the tombs of the Cam-

pagna, he has never been more touched than when

he found this record of a long past sorrow. This

girl had been the darling of her home, which, con-

tent with plainer memorials for the rest of its

dead, had lavished the resources of art upon her

tomb. I often spend a leisure hour—it is, I know,

a habit that suits the old rather than the young

—

in wandering about a church or a churchyard, and

imagining histories for the dead, whose names are

commemorated on tablet or tombstone, especially

for the dead who have passed away in their youth.

1 Ancient Rome (MacmiMan'.

But one has to imagine ; the true history is for-

gotten for ever. But, in the case of the young

Minicia, a strange chance has preserved both the

memorial and the history. The younger Pliny, in

a letter which has touched the hearts of many

generations, and which will hereafter be invested

with a new pathos, tells us about her. He is

writing to his friend Marcellinus.

" I am writing in great grief. Our dear Fun-

danius has lost his younger daughter. Never was

there a brighter, more lovable girl. She had not

completed her fourteenth year
; yet an aged woman

could not have had more wisdom, or a matron more

dignity, and with all she had the sweetness of a

child, and a maiden's modesty. How she would

cling about her father's neck ! with what a loving

modesty she would greet us who were her father's

friends ! what an affection she had for her nurses,

her attendants, her teachers, for every one according

to the service that he rendered ! How diligent and

intelligent was she in her studies ! How moderate

and self-restrained in her play ! With what tran-

quillity, what patience, I will say with what courage,

she bore her last illness ! She did as her physicians

told her ; she kept up the spirits of her father and her

sister ; she supported by the vigour of her mind her

own failing strength. She was still the same up to her

last moments. The length of her illness, the fear

of death did not overcome her. She was betrothed

to a young man of distinguished character ; the

wedding-day had been fixed ; we had been invited

to be present. How joyous the prospect, and now

how sad ! I cannot express how it went to my

heart when I heard F'undanius personally giving

orders that the sum which he had been going to

lay out on a trousseau, on pearls and jewels, should

be spent on spices and unguents and perfumes.''

I hope that the engineers did not disturb the

resting-place of this sweet child, for whose "vanished

grace," even now while I write after " seventeen

centuries and a half," I feel the tears gather in

mv eves.
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VIII.

THE OSTRICH.

/C^^:^y^Zy7^,

OF all living birds the ostrich is perhaps the

most unconventional. He claims to be a

hird ; and a bird he most certainly is. But he

takes every opportunity of departing in figure, dress,

and habits from the standards of ordinary respect-

able birds. Look at his feathers ! Very beautiful,

I admit, is the plumage of the cock ostrich as he

struts in nuptial attire of well-contrasted black and

white ; but quite unconventional. How different

is the careless but not untasteful disorder of his

dress from the smug respectability of the Rev. Mr.

Rook"s attire, or the soft smooth grace of the

Hon. Mrs. Pheasant's feathers, or even the neat and

homely dress of Widow Wren. And if we look at

a single feather we find, instead of the close firm

web which every bird of mature age who likes to

keep up the traditions of his race—whether he be

an eagle or a goose—will show you with pride, a

loose soft wavy plume, of rare beauty indeed, but

not what is usual in the best avian society.

Have you ever examined a bird's feather ? On
either side of the central shaft are the flattened

barbs which form the broad vane of the feather.

You will find that the barbs adhere together so that

they cannot be separated without the ajiplication of

some gentle force, upon which they suddenly tear

asunder. \\Tien the continuity of the vane has

thus been broken, simple pressing of the separated

barbs together will not mend it ; but if the lower

part of the broken vane be raised and hitched over

the part nearer the feather-tip the barbs will adhere

together, and the broken vane will be mended.

Why is this ? If you look at a piece of a feather

under a microscope you will see why. Each barb

is fringed on either side with smaller barbs or bar-

bules, and those nearer the feather-tip have minute

hooks which hook on to the little barbules of the

adjoining barb. When we mend a broken vane in

the wav I have described, we hitch these invisible

hooks over a series of invisible bars. In the

feathers of the ostrich, however, the barbules are

long and loose, and remain separate, not hooking

on to their neighbours. Hence their unconven-

tional character.

Look again at the ostrich's quite unconventional

wings. It is clear that a bird that cannot fly must

be content to accept that lowly out-of-the-world

position among well-bred social birds that people

who keep no carriage occupy in human society.

" Poor fellow, he has to walk everywhere," one can

imagine Prince Condor saying as he wheels above

the South American ostrich ; and perhaps adding

sententiously, " I wonder whether life's worth living

if one has to walk." Probably the ostrich, like the

human pedestrian, would have no doubt at all

about the matter. Certain it is that though unable

to fly the ostrich makes admirable use of his legs.

It is said that he can outstrip the fleetest horse ;

and when going at full pace he covers twenty-four

feet of ground at a single stride. And then, like

other unconventional folk, he is particularly fond of

dancing in the open air. I once saw, on an ostrich

farm in South Africa, some six or eight of these

camel-birds, as the ancients called them, waltzing

together in full swing. They began by treading the

ground with their feet and moving along sideways
;

then they began to revolve, at first slowly, gently

beating time with their wings, but soon quicker and

quicker, until at length they were twirling round at

a bewildering rate, threading their way in and out

among each other, sweeping round and round with

breathless rapidity. I was astonished and jileased ;

for I was once informed as a youth that I danced

like an ostrich. I did not realize at the time that

this was intended as a compliment.

In none of the ostrich tribe is the hinder toe,

which we may see in the foot of the hen or the

pigeon, well developed. In the American ostrich or
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rhea, and the cassowaries and emus, it is absent.

They have, however, all the other three toes :

while the closely allied New Zealand kiwi has

a little fourth toe behind. But here again the

African (istrich affects extreme peculiarity, for he

has only two toes on each foot, one of which,

the inner, is twice as long and as strong as the

other. This is one of the points of resemblance to

the dromedary which gained for the ostrich the

name of the camel-bird. Both camel-bird and

camel-beast have, too, a hard pad-like covering to

the breast-bone : and their modes of getting up and

lying down are somewhat similar. Studied at ease

at the Zoo, they mav not appear very much alike,

but in their native haunts the resemblance has often

been noticed. " AVhen we saw them far ahead,"

says :Mr. Palgrave, " running in a long line one

after the other, we almost took them for a string of

scared camels." And the Rev. A. C. Smith writes

—

" When seen at a distance moving over the desert,

the camels struck me as resembling in a most

remarkable degree their desert companion— the

ostrich."

The manner of feeding of the ostrich is more

than unconventional ; it 'is vulgar. His powers of

digestion are proverbial. He seizes everything he

comes across, and simply bolts it, taking it in the

tip of his beak and throwing it down his throat

with a jerk of his head. Few vegetable substances

come amiss to him, leaves, fruit, berries,. or seeds ;

anil among animal foods he will snap up almost

anything he can get, from a snake or a lizard to a

snail or a beetle. He lays the mineral kingdom
also under contribution, swallowing stones in abund-

ance, with nails and odd bits of metal. I was told

by a young African farmer that he found his

favourite pocket-knife in the maw of a dead ostrich :

and one which died at the Zoo had ninepence half-

penny in copper money stowed away inside him.

It is said that during the first day or two of their

lives newly-hatched ostriches eat nothing but small

hard, round, carefully-selected pebbles !

Why does the ostrich eat stones and pebbles ? Is

this part of his affected singularity? No. In this

he is not so very singular : for all grain-eating birds

swallow small stones, and this because they have no

teeth, and therefore cannot grind the food in the

mouth. The gizzard is lined with a hard, dense

animal substance, and is -exceedingly muscular :

here it is that the grain and other nutritious sub-

stances which the bird swallows are ground and

bruised to a pulp. The stones are therefore taken

in to play the part of mill-stones. And it is sup-

posed that the little ostrich swallows the pebbles to

prepare its gizzard for its special work.

Exceedingly pretty little fellows are young
ostriches. They have little bristles all over them
mixed with the down, and are likened by Mr.
Hillier to giant young partridges. I have seen the

young birds in all stages in South Africa, where they

are largely reared on ostrich farms, the eggs being

now generally artificially hatched in incubators.

They require some care at first, and are housed at

night in a warm room. They dance instinctively

at a somewhat tender age, and it is a pleasing sight

to see the young birds waltzing in the sunshine.

Every one knows what ostrich eggs are like ; but

it is less generally known that eggs from North

Africa are smooth and ivory-like in surface, while

those from South Africa have a rough and punc-

tured surface. They are excellent eating; and

though I have never eaten one raw or cooked, a

kind friend at the Cape used often to send us cakes

prepared with ostrich egg, and very good they were.

Each egg is equivalent to about twenty-four hen's

eggs. A Dutch farmer once told me that he had

eaten two and a half ostrich eggs when he was out

in the veldt (open country). He cooked them in

the embers of the fire, opening one end aiid stirring

till the contents had a thick, treacly consistency.

He said they were excellent when cooked in this

way ; but he could not finish the third egg. It was

like sitting down to a meal of six dozen hen's eggs,

but finding himself unable to grapple with the last

dozen !

The nest is scooped out in the sand, and three

or four hen-birds combine to lay their eggs in it, to

the number of about thirty. It is said, and that

by several observers, that besides the eggs laid in

the nest each hen lays several in the neighbour-

hood, and that these are broken when the young

are hatched and the contents are given them as

food. The hens take turns in sitting, or in guard-

ing the eggs during the day, for under natural con-

ditions they largely leave them to hatch in the sun.

But at night the cock-bird, surrounded by his four

or five wives, takes charge of the eggs and sits on

them himself He is not going to be bound by

any conventional rules as to the proper division of

labour between the sexes. The little ones, we are
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told, sometimes come into the world under a certain

amount of risk, for the cock-bird often becomes

impatient towards the end of the period of incuba-

tion, which lasts about six weeks, and has been

obser\'ed to lean with his chest upon an egg, crack

it, and then take up with his beak the membrane

inside the egg, and shake it violently until the

young bird dropped out, when he would swallow

the membrane, and repeat the operation on another.

This is not the usual mode among birds of bringing

their chicks into the world, but, as I have said, the

ostrich does not pretend to conform to ordinary

rules.

As I have before hinted, the African ostrich does

not stand alone in some at least of his peculiarities.

He belongs to a group of birds, all of them uncon-

ventional in form, all of them incapable of flight,

all of them powerful in leg and thigh, called the

struthious birds, or sometimes, from the raft-like

shape of the breast-bone, the r.itite birds. If you

have ever picked the breast of a fowl or a pigeon,

you must have noticed that the breast-bone has

what is called a keel, a plate of bone coining down

in the middle and dividing the breast into two

halves. From the possession of this keel (Lat

carina) the ordinary conventional birds—the song-

sters, gulls, climbers, waders, fo»vls, birds of prey,

and the rest—are called carinate birds. The stru-

thious birds, however, have no keel to the breast-

bone. And since it is to this keel that the great

wing muscles, through which flight is rendered

possible, are attached, one can quite understand

why the struthious birds—those unconventional

walkers and runners who despise the use of wings

•—should have this keel undeveloped.

You may generally see at the Zoo not only the

ostrich, but the other members of his clan, the

rhea, the cassowaries, the emus, and the strange

little New Zealand kiwi. Perhaps you might expect

that the members of this small and peculiar clan

of birds would all be found in the same part of the

earth's surface. But that is not so. They are

widely scattered, though the Australian region has

by far the greater number of species, and each

region of the world which they inhabit has its own

special member of the gToup. Africa has the two-

toed ostrich, which also ranged to India in pre-

historic times; South America has the rhea or

three-toed ostrich, smaller and more sober-hued

than his African cousin ; the emus are Australian

;

the apparently wingless kiwis are from New Zea-

land : and the cassowaries—where, think you, do

they come from ? No, pardon me, they do Jiot

come from North Africa, though I thought you

would say so. You have been misled by a hymn

—

is it one of Dr. Watts's?—which speaks of a

missionary on the plains of Timbuctoo who met a

cassowdry of a fierce and hungry nature. I assure

you the learned doctor was incorrect in his geogra-

phical distribution of animals ; for the cassowaries

are found only in the Molluccas, New Guinea, and

the neighbouring islands, and North Australia.

Thus the distribution of the existing forms of these

strange birds is world-wide. And when one

remembers their large size and their incapacity for

flight, this becomes the more remarkable, and

shows that they are an ancient race, which has

seen many geographical revolutions. Moreover,

when we come to take into consideration. also the

extinct forms, the remains of which have been

found in recent geological deposits, we find that

the clan was once more numerous and even wider

spread than it is to-day. In North America (New

Mexico), in France, and in our own England there

were large ostrich-like birds. In South America

there were fossil rheas ; in Australia fossil emus

;

Madagascar had a large form, and New Zealand

one as large. In New Zealand, in fact, the present

home of the kiwi, there were no less than twenty-

four diflerent kinds or species of struthious birds.

These range in size from a height of thirty-six

inches to a height of over ten feet. Some were

tall and slender, and probably swift of foot like the

ostrich ; others were powerful and heavy-limbed,

and of one Professor Owen says that the frann

work of the leg is the most massive of any in tlv

class of birds, the toe-bones almost rivalling thos'

of the elephant. Sonie of these great birds arr

probably but recently extinct, and were certainl)

known to man, for charred bones and egg-shells

have been found among the long extinct embers of

native fires. Doubtless the primitive Maories, when

first they took possession of the islands, found

several of the large struthious birds in possession

of the country. And they had no quadrupeds t< <

contend with, for New Zealand has not a single-

indigenous mammal. Many a feast did they ha\i.-

on the flesh of the heavy, simple-minded birds ;

and so these strange avian forms of life were

gradually exterminated, like the great awk of the
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Northern Atlantic, and the i:iuaint old dodo of

Mauritius. Thus only the swift-footed kiwi re-

mained of all the struthious birds in New Zealand.

Not inferior in size to the quaint moas of New-

Zealand was the huge spiornis of Madagascar.

If we may judge from the size of the egg, and of

such bones as have been found, he must have been

a monster indeed. Fancy an egg measuring two

feet six inches round, and capable of containing

somewhat more than two gallons of liquid, in bulk

somewhere about eight times that of the ostrich

!

Such was the egg of the Madagascar aspiornis.

In all these birds the wings were exceedingly

rudimentary, and in some cases perhaps, as in the

great moa, altogether wanting : in all the breast-

bone had the raft-like form devoid of keel, thouL'h

there may in some cases be hints of its former

existence in the ancestors of these birds ; in all

the feathers were probably loose and plumose, or

long, narrow, and hair-like, as in the kiwi of New
Zealand.

Oh, that some unusually intelligent ostrich could

seize a pen and write for us the history of his race

—there have been unconventional folk in the ranks

of writers ere now,—what a strange tale he would

unfold ; of their development from more ordinary

carinate birds of flight, of their dispersal throughout

the wide world, and of the geological and geogra-

])hical changes they had witnessed. Unfortunately

the beasts and birds cannot tell us their own tale,

and it is left for the naturalist to piece it together

as best he may.



THE SCYLLA OF TO-DAY.

" /'"AN ilie right hand dwells Scylla, and on the

Vy left the relentless Charybdis," sings the

l)oet, and " Whosoever escapes from Scylla, straight-

way falls into the clutches of her grisly companion."

Long ago, so runs the story, there was a beautiful

maiden, Scylla, the daughter of Crata'is. And she

was beloved by (llaukos, a fisher-lad of Calabria,

who, when he was unable to win her heart, went to

the enchantress Circe, and begged of her a love-

philtre, liut the treacherous Circe, falling in love

herself with Glaukos, mixed poison with the waves

of the sea where Scylla bathed, and when the

maiden entered the water a terrible change came

over her. Her heart turned to ice, her feet became

l)aws, and her head changed to a dog's head. And

there she remained for ever fixed between the

rocks, a terror to sailors and fishermen.

Odysseus in his perilous journeyings met with

no more terrible adventure than his voyage jjast

Scylla and Charybdis, Leaving behind him the

Isle of the Sirens, he tells howpresently he saw

" smoke as a great wave, and heard the sea roaring.

Then for very fear the oars fell from the hands of

the rowers, and the ship stayed still." But Odysseus

paced up and down the vessel, and cheered on his

company, and spoke smooth words to them. " But,"

he says, "of Scylla I told them nothing more, a

bane none might deal with, lest haply my company

should cease from rowing for fear, and hide them

in the hold, . . , Next we began to sail up the narrow

strait, lamenting. For on the one hand lay Scylla,

and on the other the mighty Charybdis in terrible

wise sucked down the salt sea water. Towards the

latter then we looked, fearing destruction; but

Scylla meanwhile caught from out my hollow ship

six of my company, the hardiest of their hands,

and the chief in might. And they cried aloud in

their agony, and called me by my name for that

last time of all. And there Scylla devoured them

as they shrieked, they stretching forth their hands

to me. That was the most pitiful thing that mine

eyes beheld of all the toils that I endured in

searching out the paths of the sea."

So much for the Scylla of tradition ; but little of

its old terror invests the Scylla of to-day. ^ery

ancient-looking is the little town with its legendary

name, more picturesque in its situation than Naples,

Genoa, or Palermo. The land here forms, as it

were, two capes running into the sea ; on the one

is the castle of Scylla, on the other the ruins of a

temple that recall the time when Artemis was wor-

shijjped in Calabria. The town itself is built on

the level tract of ground between the two jjromon-

tories, and stretches u[)ward on the slopes of the

hills. On a moonlight night the scene is wonder

fully beautiful ; the white

houses glimmer through

the dusky olive trees

;

high U]) on the rugged

hills stands a little church,

and higher still are the

dark walls of

the monastery

of St. Sebas-

tian, as if to show

that the protection

of the Holy Church

rests over all.

The inhabitants of

Scylla are a quiet,

industrious race,

ST. SEBASTIAN.
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who lead an idyllic life that many dwellers in

a richer community might envy. The raihva}-

that connects Calabria with the northern provinces

stops at Reggio, many miles south of Scylla, so the

t'iwn is rarely visited by tourists. Now and then a

Liavelling artist sets up his studio here, and is amply

rewarded, for subjects for pictures abound in or

about Scylla.

In the town itself there is little worth seeing.

The colony is of very ancient foundation, but a

terrible earthquake in the year 1783 completely

destroyed the original city and levelled it with the

ground. In the early morning of the sth of

February, after some days of cold weather, suddenly

and without any warning a tremendous shock that

seemed to come from the very centre of the earth

shook the west coast of Calabria. In one moment

the whole of Scylla, castle and town, fell in ruins.

Hundreds of dead or dying lay beneath the shattered

walls. Those still alive, as in the days cf Pompeii,

^i>;^

fled to the coast, hoping

to find a kinder fate from

the sea than from their

mother earth. But the

sea also was faithless.

Over fifteen hundred

people sought refuge on

the shore, and in terrible

anxiety awaited the ap-

proach of night. The
sun sank, and no second

shock had come, and a

gleam of hope began to

fill their troubled hearts.

Then half an hour be-

fore midnight came the

second catastrophe. The
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promontory sj)!!! in two : a huge piece of rock

broke from the mountain and was hurled into the

sea : the earth trembled, and a mighty wave rolled

uj) the beach, and swept away all those who had

taken refuge there. When the sun rose the next

day there was no Scylla, but the sea and the shore

were strewn with dead bodies. Every inhabitant

of the town jierished, and throughout the whole of

Calabria more than thirty thousand people were

killed.

In looking at the Scylla of to-day, it is difficult to

realize that it is barely a hundred years old. The

liouses were rebuilt according to the architecture of

the age, but the green mould which in Italy so

speedily encrusts everything already gives the place

an air of antiquity. To the eye of a painter there

are many delightful little nooks and corners of

streets. Here and there one is reminded of the

marine quarter of Naples. There is the same

abundance of bright-coloured life and movement,

the same angular style of architecture, the same

domestic decoration of fresh washing hung up to

drv overhead in the narrow streets. In other

STKEET IN SCVLLA.

THE MARIN.^

]>laces, as near the Villa San Giovanni, the town

takes a different character; here the houses are of

more importance, prettily built, with gardens full of

beautiful flowers. But the pleasante.st quarter is

the Marina, or harbour. Large ships cannot come

to Scylla, but it is the chief place for the fishing

trade, and the scene at the harbour is always one

of picturesque activity. Twice a week the great

market boats, with their freight of passengers and

living stock, come from Messina, and give an added

)rilliancy and animation to the little sea-port.

Of all the fisher-world the dwellers at Scylla are

lerhaps the most learned and best versed in their

business. They are a weather-beaten, hardy race,

of a strong, rough build, very different from those

of their profession on the shores of the Riviera, and

resembling more the fishermen of Normandy or

the rugged Breton coast. They are proud of

their position, and well skilled in their art.

Not a creature that lives in the sea is un-

known to them ; their reputation as fisher-

men was famous in the time of Pliny. The

best swordfish and tunny come from Scylla

;

the former is a speciality of the place. It is
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caught not in nets, but by means of harpoons,

A small fleet of fishing-craft goes out together ; in

the first boat sits the watchman, whose business it

is to look out for the fish. As soon as one appears

in the pale blue water he signals to the second

boat; this comes up at once, and with a sharp

iron spear the skilful fisherman harpoons his prey
;

then a third boat approaches and carries away the

victun

Pesidts their fisheries the inhabitants of Sc}lh

cnrr\ on silk and wine industries—the latter being

tht work of men the former of \\ omen \ ineMrds

are c\tr) where ill the hill slopes are co\ered

with -,rai es, and tbt wine of bc\lla has a good

rt] utition

Old tndit on phctd neai Sc)lh

her s;rim companion C harvbdis

and those travellers who tried to escape the

rock of Scylla often fell victims to the whirl-

pool of Charybdis. Odysseus, in the story of his

wanderings, tells what befell him after leaving the

island of Helios. His ship was wrecked by a storm

sent from Zeus, and all his company perished. He

STREET IN SCYLLA.

neighbour-

ing rock, under

the shadow of a

mighty fig-tree,

whose branches overhung the water, dwelt the

daughter of Poseidon and Gaia, who, for her

great greed and gluttony in stealing the oxen of

Herakles, was hurled into the sea by a thunder-

bolt of Zeus. Thrice a day, so ran the legend,

she swallowed down the salt waters of the sea.

himself bareh escaped by lashing together the keel

and the mast, and, sitting thereon, w-as borne hither

and thither by the ruinous winds

"Then verily the West Wind ceased to blow

with a rushing storm, and swiftly withal the South

Wind came, bringing sorrow to my soul, that so I

might again measure back that space of sea, the

way to deadly Charybdis. All the night was I

borne, but with the rising of the sun I came to the

rock of Scylla, and to dread Charybdis. Now she

had sucked down her salt sea-water, when I was

swung up on high to the tall fig-tree, whereto I

clung like a bat, and could find no rest for my feet,

nor place to stand, for the roots spread far below,
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and the branches hung aloft out of reach, long and

large, and overshadowed Charybdis. Steadfastly I

clung till the whirlpool should throw forth again

the mast and keel ; and they came at my desire, but

late. And I let myself drop down hands and feet,

and plunged clean in the midst of the waters beyond

the long timbers, and sitting on these I paddled

hard with my hands. But the father of gods and

of men suffered me no more to behold Scylla, else

I should never have escaped from utter doom."

But to-day one must look further off to find the

origin of the legend. On the western coast of Sicily,

outside the harbour of Messina, stands a little light-

house, called by the country folk, from its shape,

" Garafalo "—" Carnation "
; and here are the two

strong currents running in opposite directions, which

have gained such an ill-omened reputation. Into this

whirlpool, in the time of Frederick II., a famous

diver of Calabria descended. Schiller in his book

Taiichcr is supposed to have taken his description

from this place, but if so, it is scarcely an accurate

one.

Above the Scylla rock, in tlie glowing air, hangs

the castle, a perpetual memorial of death. It has

fallen now to ruins, and the empty windows look

sadly from the darkened walls. In the time of

Ana.xilaus, the tyrant of Reggio, there stood here a

watch-tower, as a safeguard against the many pirates

who infested the southern seas ; and in the early

Middle Ages the castle then existing was used as a

protection against sea-robbers. In 1806 the English

army under Sir John Stuart defeated the French,

drove them out of Calabria, took possession of the

castle, and defended it for eighteen months against

the French.

From the top of the castle there is a wonderful

view over Sicily and the country southwards to

Reggio. The road from Scylla to Reggio, by

Gallico, Arco, and San Caterina, passes as it were

through a blooming garden. Here are glorious

orange-hedges bright with flower and fruit, palm

trees wave their crests above the road, between the

aloes and wild fig-trees gleam the fiery blossoms of

the pomegranate. Gazing at the entrancing love-

liness of the picture, it were easy to imagine that

here indeed lay the fabled land of Elysium.

WHO .SHALL HAVE THE ROSE.S .^

wHO shall have the roses in my garden growing ?

Pallid as the moonlight, like the sunset glowinj

AVhite, white roses.

Wreath for maiden truth
;

Red, red roses,

Crown for steadfast youth.

Blue Jay.
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"~p]''IS a soft west wind, and no mist is in the air,

And the herring-boats go sailing, sailing, sailing far away,

Sailing fast and free

To the mighty open sea,

To the wide and golden east that lies shining over there.

On the fresh green links we will sit awhile and rest.

Whilst the boats shoot from the pier-head and go sailing far away :

Toud their brave men cheer,

Watching homesteads dear

And kirk and harbour-bar slide back, and faces loved the best.

At the red gabled roofs from our height we can look down.

Whilst beyond with silver track the boats go sailing far away

;

Now only women bide

To mind the fireside,

And only children's voices ring within the quiet town.

'Mong seaweed-spread fields do the barefoot lassies hoe,

Whilst the herring-boats go sailing, sailing, sailing far away,

Through firth and northern seas,

T'ward Orkney and Hebrides

—

God bless the hardv fishers who o'er stormv waters go !

Lady Lindsay.
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IX.

SOLITARY CONI-INKMEN).

A'
RM.ARsatat

the window

of his little room,

liis almost untasted

dinner on a table

beside him. It was

a nice dinner, as

Gilly had hoped.

His punishment

was not to extend

to bread and water

diet. Hut he would

scarcely have cared

if it had. He was

too unhappy to be

liungry ; at least,

he thought that

was the reason why

he looked at the

cutlet and potatoes and forced asjTaragus, which he

was generally ver)- fond of, almost with disgust.

.\nd the sponge cake pudding, covered with

delicious "jiuffed " cream, as the children called it,

tasted, after the first spoonful, quite different from

usual. Armar pushed it from him with a sigh, and

turned again to the window, gazing out vaguely,

though he scarcely knew why.

How different the garden looked now. in the

early afternoon, from what it had seemed that

morning when he first went out ! Everything shone

in the clear spring sunshine with a sort of silvery

sparkle, less rich than the golden warmth of

summer, but almost more lovely. The grey,

shadowy, unreal feeling that had struck him so

seemed now like a dream, but the thinking of it

even made him shiver again. He had shivered

several times since he had been in his room, and

yet it was not cold. It must be with feeling so un-

happy the boy said to himself.

Yes, he was very unhappy. He never had been

so miserable before, he thought. It was the being

doubted by his father and mother that hurt so badly.

" They might have knotcm I wouldn't have dis-

Mrs. Moleswortii.

obeyed them and led away the little ones like that,"

he thought with swelling heart. " But if they don't

trust me, they needn't. / won't explain."

Gradually however softer feelings began to make

themselves felt. " Papa," even if sharp and short

sometimes, was always Just, and Carrie and Giles

would surely tell their part of the truth if it was

put to them. It would be wrong and foolish not to

explain the whole, Armar began to see— it would

be grieving his parents unnecessarily. It wasn't

that he wanted to get the others more blamed, or

' to be revenged on them," as the unkind imp had

suggested that morning. He would tell the whole

story plainly and truthfully, but still gently and

kindly, tryiiig to make papa understand the mixture

of nice feeling in Carrie's " plan."

" I'll ask i)apa not to be hard upon her," .'Vrmar

decided, " for Carrie is the sort of person to get

very horrid feelings, and not to be made at all

' sorr\- ' by being too much blamed, but just the

other way."

And after thinking things over in this more

reasonable and right-minded fashion, Armar began

to teel happier. Still he felt, physically speaking,

very " queer." The shivering had gone off by now,

but his head ached, and began to burn and throb ;

then the hot burning feeling seemed to go all over

him, he fancied there was no air in the room and

opened the window. The cool breeze which came

in refreshed him at first, but quickly made him

shiver again, and his legs ached as if he had been

travelling all day and all night in a railway carriage,

such as had once or twice in his life been Armar's

experience as a very little boy.

'' Oh, dear," he sighed, " I wonder what's the

matter with me. I'm so thirsty too, and the water

in my bottle doesn't taste fresh. Oh, Bertha," as at

that mohient the door opened and Bertha came in,

" 'would you get me a glass of quite, quite fresh

water from the big stone filter in the cellar ? Not

out of the pantry. I want it quite cold."

Bertha looked at him and then at the plates on

the table.
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"You haven't touched your dinner, Master

Armar," she said reproachfully. '• You'll make

yourself ill, my dear, if you go on so."

" I did try to eat it, Bertha," said Armar, " I did

indeed, but I really couldn't. I've felt so funny

since I came in. First I was so cold and then so

hot, and now I'm all aching. I suppose it's with

run
—"—"running so fast," he was going to say,

but he stopped short. He would make no explan-

ation to Bertha till all had been first cleared up

with his father.

" With what. Master Armar ? " asked Bertha, as

she stood looking at him.

" Oh," said Armar, " with being out this morning

like that."

" Miss Carrie and Master Giles seem none the

worse, nor Miss Snowball neither, bless her !

" said

Bertha.

" Have they told you about it ? " asked Armar

eagerly. " Did Carrie tell you all how it was ?
"

" Miss Carrie's said nothing," Bertha replied.

" But just now, when she and Master Gilly came up

to fetch their hats to go out in the garden with my

lady, they both looked rather queer. I think your

pai)a had been saying something to them at

luncheon, for Miss Carrie said she hadn't told

nothing that wasn't true, and Master Gilly he said,

No, of course not, he'd have said the same.'
"

" You don't know what papa had been asking

them ? " said Armar, gravely.

" No," Bertha answered ;
" and I might make

some mistake about it, you see, Master Armar, as I

haven't heard the rights of it. So perhaps we'd

best say no more till you've seen your papa, and

he's talked to you. But won't you try to eat some-

thing now, my dear ?
"

Armar looked doubtfully at the now cold dinner.

" I really can't," he said, " I'm only thirsty. If

you'd get me the water. Bertha."

" To be sure," she said, " I was forgetting ;

" and

she hastened off.

She returned very quickly with the fresh ice-cold

water for which the boy was longing. Then she

carried away the dinner-tray, and Armar fancied he

was to be left alone again for the rest of the after-

noon.

" I suppose papa won't come to speak to me

till uncle and aunt have gone," he thought, " and I

haven't heard the carriage come round yet."

I

"'—

low, old-fashioned window by which he was still

sitting, and, without knowing it, dozed a little. Then

he woke with a start, and gazed round him in

surprise, not knowing where he was, and, feeling

confused and heavy, once more shut his eyes and

had all but fallen asleep again when the door

opening, roused him. It was Bertha again, kind

Bertha, the bearer this time of a nice hot cup of

tea and dainty piece of toast.

" It's not tea-time yet," she said, " but you thould

eat something. Master Armar, and a cup of tea and

a slice of toast can never do any harm. You'll

take it, won't you ?
"

The boy gazed at it with heavy tired eyes.

" I don't mind the tea," he said, "and I'll try to

eat a bit of toast. But I'm not the least hungry,

thank you. Bertha. I wish it was bed-time."

Bertha drew his chair to the side of the bed, and

pulled out a pillow so that he could lean against it.

'• There now, that's more comfortable," she said,

" drink up your tea."

Armar put the cup to his lips and drank. It

tasted nice and seemed to do him good. He looked

up at Bertha with a smile, the first she had seen on

his face that day.

" I feel quite jolly now—" he was beginning, but

he said no more ; the half-open door was pushed

ajar and his father came in. Unfortunately he had

heard Armar's last words. He looked round with

a frown on his face, his clearly marked black eye-

brows, so like Gilly's, contracted, and a slight flush

rose in his thin face. "Papa" could look very

bright and merry, there was plenty of fun in his

keen dark eyes, but he could look very, very stern

and severe.

" What's all this ? " he said sharply. " Petting

the boy as if he were ill, Bertha? You surely

know better. Armar is not ill, he is in disgrace,

and most deservedly so."

Armar raised his soft blue eyes, dulled and

misty now, with weariness and suffering, to his

father's face. How unlike they were ! To see them

together one could scarcely believe them parent

and child.

" Don't be vexed with Bertha, papa," he said.

'• She wasn't petting me. It was only that I couldn't

eat any dinner and she thought I'd better have

some tea. I was so thirsty."

Bertha, though her colour had risen a little, stood

by saying nothing. Mr. Fielding turned to her.

3 E 2
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" I dare say you meant well," he said, " but I

intended Master Armar to be left quite alone to

think over his Tery wrong conduct. You can go now."

Bertha turned, but stopped a moment as she got

near the door.

"If you please, sir," she said, very respectfully

but firmly, " I have not spoken about this morning

to Master Armar. I don't understand how it was,

but my lady told me that you wished to speak about

it yourself. Only, sir—if you'll allow me—it's never

Master Armar as gives me any trouble by breaking

rules or any tiresome ways."

Bertha's little speech did not appear to do any

good.

" Very well," Mr. Fielding replied coldly, '' I am

glad to hear it. But this matter. Bertha, you must

leave in my hands."

The young woman took this as a dismissal from

the room ; father rjid son were left alone.

" Well, Armar," said Mr. Fielding after a little

pause, " and what have you to say to me?"

Armar hesitated. He wished "papa" would

first .say something to /lim, so that he might know

how the ground lay. He did not want to begin an

explanation, wliich would in fact be an exculpation

of himself till he knew what the others—Carrie

especially—had told their father.-

''Well?" said Mr. Fielding again, his voice

sounding still harsher.

" I—I am very sorry indeed about this morning,

papa," began the boy at last. '• I am very sorry

for mamma and you to have been so vexed and

—

and ashamed about us all. Of course I know that

going out of our own grounds without leave at any

time, is really disobedience, particularly so early in

the morning, but— 1 didn't mean to disobey—and

—

if I could tell you exactly how it was—we wanted

to get the best primroses, Carrie especially, and we

were all talking about it last night together, and

—

hasn't Carrie told you how it was ? " he broke out

at last, in his embarrassment.

Mr. Fielding's face had grown colder and colder.

" Yes," he said. '• I have asked Carrie, and she

told me distinctly that you—you, the eldest, made

no sort of effort to stop the thing—for all / know,

you started it—you said or did nothing to make

the younger ones see that it was wrong. And I can

just tell you, Armar, that any selfish excuses, any

trying to throw the blame on the younger ones, will

not profit you at all, but very much the other way.

Was it Carrie or Giles that made you speak so

impertinently to me in the drive about that child

—

.•\bigail Rooke ?
"

" Carrie said that," exclaimed Armar, ignoring

his father's last sentences, " Carrie told you I had

not tried to stop them going? "

" Yes," said Mr. Fielding. " She did say so,

though very reluctantly. And is it untrue ? Did
you exert your authority, or your influence, to stop

it?"

" No," said .\rmar, in a very low voice, " I did

not." He did not look up as he spoke, he felt

faint and sick, but still he kept to the thought that

had flashed through him as his father spoke. " I

won't say anything against Carrie. I will speak to

her by herself and get her to tell. Perhaps she

didn't mean to be false, and if I told it all now, ii

might get her into dreadful trouble. Til bear it till

I can ask her herself."

" And your rudeness to me?" his father went

on.

Armar looked up now ; it was almost a relief to

be blamed when he did deserve it.

"Yes, papa," he said eagerly. " I do beg your

pardon thoroughly for that. It was very wrong of

me. It sounds stupid to say I didn't mean it, but

I really didn't."

" I can better excuse a hasty bit of temper than

deliberate disobedience," said Mr. Fielding. " If

only you had owned your graver fault as heartily

at the first instead of putting on that sulky injured

tone, and, worst of all, trying to blame others."

" Oh papa," said the poor boy.

" Yes. I stopped it at once, but you were on

the point of trying to shield yourself at Carrie';;

expense."

It was true. He had been on the point of

explaining all. How glad he was that he had been

stopped before telling what would have brought a

far worse accusation against Carrie than any blame

he had to bear. And per/taps—how Armar clung

to that " perhaps "—Carrie had not meant to be

untruthful.

Mr. Fielding turned to leave the room.

"I will speak to you more to-morrow," he said.

" You have disappointed me terribly, Arm.ir, and

I must think it all over."

" May I come down stairs and be with the others

now ? " asked Armar timidly. He was longing to

see Carrie, but yet his head was aching so now, he

i
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felt so giddy and queer, and such pains kept coming

and going through all his limbs, that he could hardly

take in the disappointment when his father answered

coldly,

" No, certainly not."

" Then may I go to bed ? " he inquired.

" Yes. I should think it the best thing you can

do. You have upset yourself as well as every one

else."

Armar undressed quickly. He tried to say his

prayers, but the words would not come. Only the

Lord's Prayer, which never fails one, passed through

his confused mind, not so much as if he were saying

it, as if held up for him to read.

" Our Father," he repeated dreamily, as for a

minute or two the comfort of lying down in the

cool sheets seemed to soothe his troubles. " What

a good thing it is that God understands, even—even

when papa doesn't. I wonder if mamma won't

come up to see me. Oh, mamma, to think that it

is your birthday !

"

ANXIETY.

S.vowBALL, though not really any the worse for

her adventures, was very ready for bed that evening.

It was barely six o'clock when she made her appear-

ance in the drawing-room to say good-night. Lady

Alice was sitting there working, and Mr. Fielding

was talking to her.

" I should much prefer your not saying anything

to him till to-morrow," were the words that caught

the little girl's ear as she came in. But she did

not pay much attention to them.

"Come to say good-night, my pet?" said her

mother. "Are you so tired, dear ? It is very early."

" Yes," said Snowball, hanging her head path-

etically, so that her fat neck and double chins all

rolled up together. Snowball loi'ed to be pitied

and sympathised with. " I is very tired. It were

a very long way for such a little girl, you know,

mamma dear, and 'fore our breadfust too. Big

brother carried me, but not all the way, 'cos at

first—oh," suddenly breaking offjust as a revelation

which would have cleared poor Armar's sky was on

the tip of her tongue, " oh, mamma, may I go and

say good-night to big brother ? Berfa said I must

ask you. Big brother's in bed, you know,"

mysteriously, "'cos," this was whispered, "he

spoke rudely to papa—at least \ fink that's w^hy.

May I go and say good-night to him ?
"

Lady Alice glanced at her husband. He gave

a slight nod without raising his eyes from the

newspaper he had taken up at Blanche's entrance.

"Yes, dear," her mother replied. "Now kiss

me and kiss papa, and run off And don't stay

long in your brother's room."

Nothing was said when the child had gone.

Lady Alice sighed a little once or twice, but so

softly that one could scarcely have heard her.

" I don't think I shall ever go away from home
again," she was saying to herself j "things always

go wrong when I do. Jly poor old Armar ! I

hope he's fast asleep, forgetting his troubles, and

by to-morrow everybody will be a little calmer

about it all."

But the calm was not to come just yet. Again

a pattering of little feet across the hall, coming,

too, more quickly and energetically this time, the

door opened with some fumbling, and Snowball

appeared.

" Mummy, mummy," she said, excitedly, " please

come to big brother. He's so funny, he won't

kiss me, and he's talking such silly rubbish. He's

frightened me so ; isn't it naughty ? But I fink

he's bumped his head, he keeps turnin' it about."

Lady AHce was on her feet in an instant. She

did not wait to consult her husband, but darted

off, merely saying

:

" Oh, Frank, what can it be ? Take Snowball

to Bertha, do ! I must go to Armar."

"Stop, Alice, don't be so frightened. He was

half asleep probably, and a little feverish, and

Snowball must have startled him. Go into the

room quietly. I'll come after you when I have

taken Snow'ball to the nursery."

Lady Alice was a little comforted by this common-
sense view of the matter ; still she almost flew

up stairs. Little Blanche had left the door open,

so it was easy for her mother to enter noiselessly.

The evening sun was shining softly in ; some rays

fell on .\rmar's little white bed in the corner,

gilding his bright fair hair and showing his face

clearly. It was flushed, and the brows seemed

contracted with pain. His eyes were shut ; for a

moment or two Lady Alice thought he was asleep,

but a slight sound soon caught her ear, intently

listening. Armar was speaking to himself

" It is the spirits of the night," he was saying in
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a strange, subdued tone. " The daylight will chase

them away. How shadowy they are ! I wisli

tiiere were not so many, they make me feel so hot.

And oh, Snowball, dear, you are so hea\y—even

my legs ache. What shall I do ? I meant it for

the best, you know, mamma, but perhaps it would

have been better if I had told Bertha. Oh, Snow

ball, do get off my shoulder ; it is aching so."

Lady Alice went close up to the bed and leant

over her bov.

primroses? I thought— I thought—" he half

raised himself on his elbow and looked round in

distress. " I don't know," he went on confusedly.

" I'm so hot, and it aches so."

" What, dear ? " Rut Armar's brain had wandered

off again.

" Snowball, I can't bear you any longer !
" he

cried piteously ; and then with a sort of muffled

groan of pain, '• It's my leg now. Oh, the donkey's

standing on my leg !

"

CO.ME TO £AV COOO NIGHT, MV PET? SAID HER MOTHKK

"Armar, dear, are you dreaming?" she said.

'• Don't you know me, darling ? It is mamma,
come up to see you."

She laid her cool hand on his foreliead. Its

touch seemed to rouse him a little. He half

opened his eyes and looked at her.

" i\Iamma, dear," he said, while a bright smile of

pleasure spread for a moment over his fiice.

' Mamma, dear. I'm so glad. It's your birthdav,

dear, and you've come back. But where are the

His mother, terribly frightened, turned to ring

the bell, but as she did so, Mr. Fielding entered

the room.

" ^\hat is it ? " he said in a half-whisper ;
" is he

talking in his sleep?
"

Lady Alice's eyes were full of tears as she

answered—
"Oh, no, Frank, he is not really asleep. He

recognized me for a moment and then he wandered

off again. And he is burning hot ; only look at
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him ! He is in a high fever already. We must

send for Parker immediately."

Mr. Fielding did not at once reply. He, too,

bent over the unconscious boy and looked at him

earnestly. Armar kept turning and tossing, and

every now and then the same contraction of pain

crossed his forehead.

" He is very feverish, certainly," said the father,

"but I hope it is not so bad as you fear, Alice.

I fear he may have got a chill—that wild e.xpedition

this morning ! And he has been upset and

miserable since, poor child 1 I did not mean to

be hard upon him, Alice, but he seemed so sullen.

There was no getting a frank, hearty acknowledg-

ment of his disobedience out of him."

" You must send for the doctor to-night, Frank.

You will, won't you ? " was all Lady Alice answered.

" Of course, if you wish it. I don't want to

give you a night of unnecessary anxiety if it can

be helped," said Mr. Fielding. And he went oSf

to send at once.

There came a gentle knock at the door, and in

answer to her " Come in," Bertha, looking pale and

troubled, made her appearance.

" Do you think Master Armar's really ill, my
lady?" she said anxiously. "I've been in and

out of the room as much as I dared, and an hour

or so ago I thought he seemed to be sleeping

pretty quietly. He's been so upset, you see ; I

hoped it was only that, and that he'd sleep it off"

"I wish it could be so," Lady Alice replied.

" But, Bertha, he does look so ill, and he was

complaining of pains all over, he fancied Snowball

was on his shoulder and the donkey on his legs.

What can it be, Bertha ?
"

"It's like rheumatism, Fm afraid," the nurse

replied. " Like as if he had got cold from being

overheated and then chilled. But the others seem

all right. Has master heard all about how it

was this morning, my lady? I dursn't say

anything, as you told me not to, but it's my idea

that Master Armar was not to blame as seemed at

first. Miss Carrie and Master Giles are very quiet

about it, but they don't seem easy in their minds."

" Oh, but, Bertha, they are not as naughty as

that" said Lady Alice, and her voice sounded as

if she were really shocked. " They would never

let Armar be blamed to screen themselves. Perhaps

Carrie thought of it first ; where Armar was to

blame was in not at once putting a stop to it by

telling you, Bertha. He said something just now

when he was half awake about wishing he had told

you."

Bertha looked perplexed, but not convinced.

" Poor dear," she said. " Perhaps we'd better

not talk ; it may disturb him, though he seems to

be sleeping."

" Where are Carrie and Gilly ? " asked Lady

Alice suddenly.

" They're sitting quite quiet, my lady, reading,

in the nursery," Bertha replied.

"Sitting quite quiet reading" was not a very

usual state of things with the small pair in question.

It did not tend to reassure their mother as to the

state of their consciences.

" I will go and see them for a moment," she

said, rising from her chair beside Armar's bed, with

the swift, graceful, almost noiseless way of moving

which was habitual to her. Bertha looked after

her sadly.

"My poor lady," she said to herself "I do

not know how she'd bear it if—if anything were to

happen to Master Armar. And it's always the

best that— "

She was interrupted in her melancholy reflections

by a voice from the bed.

" How pretty mamma is ! And it's still her birth-

day. I'm so glad, She kissed me, didn't she. Bertha?"

"Yes, my dear, I'm sure she did," said Bertha,

delighted to hear him speaking sensibly. " And
are you feeling better, Master Armar ?

"

She had gone close to the side of the bed when

he spoke, hoping that he was becoming less

feverish. But alas ! even while she spoke his eyes

grew clouded and heavy again, he closed them as

if he did not see her, and again he began murmur-

ing painfully and incoherently about the aching in

his shoulders and legs—wouldn't Snowball get off,

and oh, the donkey had kicked him so !

Bertha tried to smooth his pillows and cover

him up, to make him as comfortable as she could,

but her heart was heavy as she did so.

" He's very ill, I'm afraid," she said to herself,

for she was not quite without experience in such

matters, " and I do feel as if I could give Miss

Carrie a right down good shaking."

Miss Carrie was not feeling very happy at that

moment, though no one was shaking her. True

enough, as Bertha had said, Lady Alice found her

and Gilly demurely seated at the nursery table
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"ARE YOC FEEI-INC CETTER, MASTER ARMAK ?

with books before them. They both started and

looked up when their mother came in.

"What are you doing, you two?" she said.

" Why are you so very quiet ? You might have

come down stairs for a httlc."

Carrie looked up and then down ; her face grew

red and her eyes filled with tears.

" Mamma," she said, " we're sq very unhappy

about Armar. Bertha's told us he's so ill."

Lady Alice sat down on the nursery rocking-

chair ; for a moment or two she did not speak, her

lips were quivering.

" Yes," she said at last, " I am afraid dear Armar

is ill. But we've sent for Dr. Parker, and we must

hope he will be better in a day or two. We must

not be too frightened- You two can go down stairs

to papa for a little ; why didn't you come down to

us with Snowball, before you knew about Armar ?

Bertha says you have been sitting here reading all

the evening."

" Yes, mamma," said Carrie meekly. " Might

we go to bed, now ? We can undress ourselves if

Bertha's busy."

"But you haven't answered me," Lady Alice

persisted. " You were unhappy before you knew

about Armar's illness."

Carrie's eyes gave a half-frightened peep at her

mother's face.

" We were unhappy about Armar being punished,"

she said, in a very low voice.

'• We wanted to ask Papa to

forgive him," said Gilly, " but we

were frightened."

•' Why should you have been

frightened ? " said Lady Alice.

" Papa would never be ve.xed with

you for trying to be kind to each

other. And after all it wasn't only

Armar who did wrong ; you were

all in it. I don't wonder you didn't

like him to be punished when you

were let off."

" He's much older than us ;

he's the one who should keep us

littler ones from being naughty,"

said Giles hastily.

" Gilly," said Carrie, and there

was a sort of deep reproach in

her voice which did not escape

Lady Alice. Giles grew very red,

the sort of deep coppery red which comes over dark

complexions like his. It made him look more like

a monkey than ever.

"Well, he said, defiantly still, " ])apa said so

his very own self. But I am very unhappy about

Armar, mummy, I am really. And I don't want

to go down stairs. I want to go to bed so that it'll

be to-morrow morning quick for Armar to be

better."

" Very well," said Lady Alice, " you may both

go to bed. Good-night, and don't forget to ask

God to make dear Armar better," she added, as

she kissed them.

She was quite kind, but she was perplexed. She

did not feel as if she had got to the bottom of

things yet.

" Carrie," whispered Giles, " I don't know what

to do about saying our prayers for Armar. I'd

like to, but I didn't mean to say mine at all to-

night. I don't think I can, for you see if God
does know everything He must be very angry with

us."

"Yes," said Carrie. "And I'll tell you what,

Gilly, I'm quite sure He is. I wouldn't like Him
not to be. All the same, I'm going to pray for

Armar to get better. I don't mind asking for that,

for you see God knows Armar was quite good,

and it wouldn't be fair to punish him instead of us."

" Papa has," Giles objected.

" Papa's only—papa's only papa," said Carrie.
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XI.

UNCLE CARLECH.

It was just a week since Lady Alice Fielding's

birthday. Again, a sweet bright spring morning.

Then came through the village street the sound

of rapidly advancing wheels, and of fast-trotting

horses. But it was not Lady Carlech's big landau

this time.

'• It's my lord a-driving hisself in his pheeayton,

as fast as may be. It's to be hoped as Master

Armar's no wusser," said Dame Dellithorne to a

neighbour or two who had come to their doors to

see what was passing with so much hurry. Dame
Dellithorne had, of course, been toddling down to

• the shop " just in the nick of time to see.

.\nd one or two shook their heads and said they

" feared as 'twas a bad business. Doctor Parker,

he'd been twicet a day these three days to the poor

young gentleman."

Lord Carlech drew up at the rectory gate and

threw the reins to his groom.

" Drive round to the stables as quietly as you

can," he said, " I will walk up to the house."

All seemed very still when he got there, almost

unnaturally still, it struck Uncle Carlech, who was

used to a different aspect of things at his sister's

house. A thrill of fear passed through him, and

his generally cheerful face looked very grave, when

at last, in response to his gentle ring, the door was

opened by Henry, the page.

Uncle Carlech had a very feeling heart, big as

he was.

" Master Armar," he said at once, " no worse,

I hope ?"

" No, my lord, not to say worse," Henry replied.

" But not to say better, I'm afraid, my lord. And
my lady's pretty well wore out, they do say.

Master, he's had to gooff to Freelingthis morning
;

there's a' old woman, very ill there, as sent for

him."

Henry was an irreproachably ' correct " page ;

in ordinary times he would never have ventured to

volunteer all this information. But the "touch of

nature " in their common anxiety about Armar

made him feel as if Lord Carlech were no longer

the awful personage he usually considered him.

" Shall I tell my lady that you've come, my
lord ? " he went on. '' She'll be very glad, I'm

sure."

Lord Carlech hesitated.

" I don't want to disturb her," he said. " Is she

in Master Armar's room ? Stay—he's been moved,

has he not, to the brown room ? I'll go up stairs

and wait on the landing outside, if you'll tell her

ladyship—not to bring her down."

Two minutes later. Lady Alice was in her

brother's arms, trying hard, very hard, not to cry.

" Oh, Rhyssey," she whispered, " I'm so glad

you've come. But he's so ill still, and he has

suffered so. My good, brave boy. And I daren't

leave him, except when Bertha's there, and I made

her go to rest a little. The doctor spoke of a

hired nurse, but we kept hoping every day he

would be a litde better, and he would miss us so.

He's such a shy, sensitive boy. And Frank is

quite upset, he's too nervous to be with Armar, and

then he has all his parish work to attend to as

usual."

" But it's too much for you, dear. You're looking

such a little ghost. Ally."

" Oh no, no. I'm all right. Don't ask me to

leave him, Rhyssey. I couldn't trust him to any one

else," and she clung to her brother, as if afraid he

was going to send her away.

" Couldn't you trust him to me ? You know of

old I'm a dab at sick-nursing, Ally. That's what

I've come for. When I got your note this morning,

I said to Edith I couldn't stand it any longer, off

I'd come, for a week, if it will be any help to you.

And Edith made no objection— once she was

satisfied there was nothing infectious, you know.

She's very sorry for you, especially after hearing

that Armar had not been to blame after all the

other day. But she's rather down upon Carrie and

Giles, I must tell you."

" Poor children ! " said Lady Alice sadly, " they

are so miserable, Carrie especially, one cannot but

pity them. And Armar has begged us so to forgive

them—you know he never said a word to excuse

himself till he knew that Carrie had told the whole

story."

" But would it not have been better if he had

explained all ? " asked Lord Carlech.

" He had no chance of doing so at t:rst, and

then he was too proud and hurt at finding him-

self so mistrusted. But he got over that, and

had made up his mind to explain, when he was

startled by finding that the others had been really

—I must say it—yaAn? about it. He meant to speak
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to Carrie and beg her to tell the whole—indeed, he

said he was afraid of throwing too much blame on

her if he said anything, for he could not believe

but that there had been some mistake. Then came

the first night of his illness, when his poor head

was all confused."

" But it is clear now?"
" By fits and starts only. After Carrie broke

down and told us all, I seized the first chance of

telling him that all was cleared up, and then he

told me what I have just said. But it has been

sadly on his mind, he still goes on talking about it

most piteously, when he wanders again. It would

nearly make you cry to hear him."

" It would do Miss Carrie and Master Giles no

harm to hear him, and I hope it icou/d make them

cry," said Lord Carlech grimly.

"They are longing to see him, to ask him to for-

give them," said Lady Alice. " .And every day he

asks for them. But at present we must avoid

anything that could excite him. He is lying quietly

now, half dozing: every now and then the pains

seem to get better."

" That's a good sign ; if he does improve from

now, he will just have escajied rheumatic fever, and

that will be a blessing," said Lord Carlech cheer-

fully. " Now, Ally, I'll tell you what we'll do. Vou
go off to your own room and lie down on the sofa,

easy in your mind, for a couple of hours. I'll

sneak in and be there, quietly established, in a

matter-of-course sort of way, when the boy rouses

up. He'll be quite content, you'll see. That's the

way to do with sick people ; they never ask any

questions, or bother, if you take it for granted,

especially when they're at all light-headed."

Lady Alice hesitated. She was ver)-, verv tired ;

the thought of a two hours' rest, her mind so far

at ease about Armar, was ver)' tempting, but she

was nervous and overstrained. It was a little diffi-

cult to be reasonable.

" He is always in pain when he wakes first," she

said, "he will want to be moved. Will you call

nie as soon as
—

"

"My dear," her brother replied, "I promise to

call you if there's the least need for j'ou. If /can't

move him comfortably—though it's not the first

time I've had to do this sort of thing, let me tell

you—you'll excuse my saying, I don't see how you

can, with those little bits of hands of yours. But

1 promise to call you if he wants you."

So she gave in.

Half an hour afterwards .Armar awoke, or opened

his eyes rather in a half-conscious way, for he had

scarcely been really asleep.

'' Mummy," he said feebly, " mummy dear, my
shoulder's so bad. Has the pillow got away ?

"

He shut his eyes again, with a kind of groan.

Then he felt himself gently, but firmly and

swiftly, raised a little, just a very little, while a

pillow was deftly slipped under the aching side.

" Oh, thank you, mummy, that's much better. But

aren't you very tired, ain't I too heavy for you,

dear .'
"

"Not a bit, my boy," said a familiar voice.

" Mummy, as you call her, is in the next room,

lying down a bit, and your old uncle's looking after

you meanwhile."

Armar gave a little smile.

"I'm very comfortable," he whispered content-

edly, and then he lay quite still.

Lord Carlech watched him anxiously, more

anxiously than he would have allowed to appear,

had his sister been there to see. .Xrmar looked

terribly changed ; his round rosy face was draw-n

and thin, and very p.ile, except when, from time to

time, the pain and the fever flushed it too bright a

crimson ; his eyes looked tired and piteous, as if he

had hardly strength to open them.

" He looks very ill, certainly," thought his uncle.

Then came a faint sigh, and Armar moved

slightly.

" Are you thirsty ? Here's some nice lemonade,"

and Lord Carlech held the glass to Armar's li])?,

so cleverly supporting him with his other arm,

that the boy could drink it without the least

exertion.

" Thank you." lie said, " I'm so glad mummy's
resting." Then with a little efTort, "Uncle, you're

not vexed with me now— it's all right. The little

ones didn't—mean—any harm."

" All right, my bo\-. Oh, yes, I know all about it.

We won't be hard on the little ones : when they're

bigger I hope they'll take after you, my boy—they

couldn't do better. .Auntie sent you her love, and

you're to get well as quick as ever you can."

Armar smiled. Such a message from Aunt Edith

meant a good deal. He began to say something

more, but Uncle Carlech stopped him peremptorily.

" No more talking now," he said. " Shall I read

to you a little? Never mind if it puts you to
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sleep ; it will be so nice to give your mother a

good report of you when she comes to see how

you've been.

" There's just one thing," said Armar :
" If you

had on your Turkish dressing-gown, Uncle Carlech,

you'd be much more comfortable, and I'd like to

see it. It's nearly bed-time, isn't it ? Perhaps I'll

see the children to-morrow, if Snowball isn't too

heavy. But the dressing-gown, please."

He was beginning to wander again. It was no

use attempting to read to him ; Lord Carlech con-

tented himself with repeating some hymns in a soft,

monotonous voice. Armar smiled once or twice,

as some familiar words caught his ears ; and then

again he whispered, " The dressing-gown, please."

" Yes," his uncle replied, " I'll have it on by the

lime you wake."

And at last he was relieved to see that Armar

had fallen asleep. It seemed a quiet, more restful

sleep than he had hitherto had, said Lady Alice,

when she came stealing in at the end of her short

enforced rest to hear how he was.

" Thank you so much, so very much," she said

to her brother. " I know what a good nurse you

are, you are so strong and unnervous, it makes me
feel confidence in you."

.^nd for some part of that day they began to

hope th.e worst was over; that the invalid had

" turned the corner." But alas ! it was not so. A
restless suffering night followed, to be again suc-

ceeded by many days and nights when the fever

ran high, and the pain was cruel, and the an.xiety

terribly hard to bear by Armar's devoted nurses.

More than once the doctor shook his head, and

scarcely dared bid them hope ; and Mr. Fielding

and Lady Alice tried to leave off thinking, and to

go on mechanically, as it were, doing all they could

day by day, or rather, hour by hour. What tliey

would have done without Uncle Carlech it would

be hard to say. The week he was to have stayed

stretched itself out into two, and then three, before

there was any talk of his leaving. But by the end

of the third matters had really begun to improve.

" I think," said Dr. Parker, with a smile of pro-

fessional as well as friendly gratification, " I think

we may say he is out of the wood now ;
" and he

shook hands cordially with Lord Carlech, who had

followed him down stairs to ask for that " real

opinion of the doctor," so hard to get at sometimes

—sometimes, alas ! so terrible when obtained.

Lord Carlech went up stairs again with a light-

ened heart.

" You must go to bed like a Christian to-night,

Ally," he said,
"' and sleep right through till the

morning. Frank and I will do the night between

us, and we won't have you creeping in like a ghost

at unearthly hours."

Lady Alice made no objection. Mr. Fielding

took the first watch, and an hour or two after

midnight Lord Carlech, as fresh as a lark, in his

Turkish dressing gown, came to relieve him.

" Sleeping like a baby—never moved," was the

pleasant report. So after satisfying himself that

this sleep seemed likely to last till morning, and

knowing that a feather's fall was enough at any

time to awaken himself, Uncle Carlech too ven-

tured to indulge in a nap.

When he woke it was daylight, but Armar was

still sleeping peacefully. What then had awakened

the watcher, for that some sound or movement had

done so he felt instinctively certain ? He sat up-

right in his chair and listened. There came a faint

rustle at the door, a sort of hesitating, very tiny

shove was given to it, as it stood slightly ajar ; then

a whispered :
" Carrie, you can peep at him now.

He" with a strong emphasis, ''lies asleep ; you can

see his dressing-gown."

Lord Carlech managed to glance out of the

corner of his eye, while apparently continuing his

doze. Two heads peeped round the door, then

two small white figures crept in with the utmost

precautions.

"Can you see him, Carrie? It's lighter than in

your room."

A little sigh was the only answer at first. Then

came a whisper.

" Oh, Gilly, he does look so ill. I can't bear it.

Oh, Gilly, come away, I'm going to cry. I'm sure

he's going to die, and it's all our— it's all my fault."

Giles, not so overcome by emotion as his sister,

apparently, interposed with a " Hush, Carrie," and

then there was again a little rustle, and the door

was drawn to as the small figures disappeared.

xn.

A DELIGHTFUL PRESENT.

Uncle Carlech started to his feet, though taking

care to move noiselessly. He threw a glance at

Armar, sleeping profoundly still, and then hastened

out of the room. Down the long pass.ige, up a
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shoit (light of stairs, across a landing and he came
to Carrie's room—there was a scuttling in front

of him— for once out of hearing from Armar's

quarters, he relaxed his care to walk silently—

a

panting as of frightened sheep and tlien an omin-
ous silence. When he got into the room it was
almost dark, for it was still very early morning, and
the blinds were down. There was Snowball sleep-

ing the sleep of her innocent babyhood in one
corner, and in the larger bed a perfectly motionless

figure, which her uncle knew must be Carrie. But
where was Gilly? Lord Carlech strode to his

niece's bedside.

"You are not asleep, Carola," he said in a

low, but very solemn voice, " so don't pretend.

Put on your dressing-gown and come into the next
room, poor Armar's. I want to speak to you.

Where is Giles ?
"

Carrie sat up, shaking with cold and fright.

" Gilly is—Gilly is," she began.

" Here," said a squeaky voice, and a small dark
head emerged like a Jack-in-the-box from the tall

linen-basket in the corner. "I'm—I'm here;
Uncle Carlech."

" Hiding, eh ? " said Uncle Carlech in a tone of
contempt. " Ah well, that's pretty much of a piece
with it all. Get out of that basket and come into

the other room, I want to speak to you and Carola,

and I don't want to wake your little sister."

Lord Carlech's heart was tender and kind as

we know, but he could look very stern when he
thought it well to do so. There was no smile on
his face when the two trembling figures followed

him into the empty room, Carrie in her own pink
flannel dressing-gown which had seen better days
and was rather limp and washed out; Gilly in

Snowball's scarlet one, borrowed for the occasion

;

and which was far too short and showed his thin

brown legs below the skirts of his little white
night-shirt.

Carrie shook back her tangle of fair hair, hair

like Armar's and looked up in her uncle's face
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with blue eyes, like Armar's too, just now

especially, with the softened expression which was

not very often to be seen in them. There were

tears not far off it was easy to see, and Uncle

Carlech had to harden his heart as he glanced at

her. Gilly touched him less ; he looked so comical

in spite of his fear and trouble, that it was difficult

not to burst out laughing.

" Well," said Uncle at last, towering above them

in his brilliant robe, " be so good as to tell me the

meaning of all this. What did you come creeping

into your poor brother's room in the middle of the

night like that, for ? If you had wakened him it

might have given him a great fright."

" It—it isn't the middle of the night," said

Carrie, faintly ;
" we waited till it was nearly light.

I've been awake a long, a long time. I couldn't

sleep for thinking of Armar. I'm— I'm so very

unhappy about him, and so's Gilly. It seems as

if he'd never get better ; we've tried to see him

several times, but there was always somebody there.

And yesterday when Dr. Parker was talking to you

at the door, he said something about—about the

7vorst. Oh, Uncle Carlech, does that mean that

Armar, dear big brother, is— is going to—to— ?
"

Carrie's sobs choked her, and Gilly set-to, also
;

valiantly did Gilly sob, while he threw his arms

round his sister's neck, and smothered ejaculations

of, " Don't, don't, Carrie ; I was the naughtiest,

far the naughtiest," and " No, no, Gilly, I'm older

than you. It's me that's done it all. Oh, Armar,

Armar !

" reached their uncle's ears. The two chil-

dren clung together in a sort of paroxysm of grief,

grief alas terribly embittered by remorse. Carrie's

long hair fell over Gilly, and his little thin brown

hands clutched at her old dressing-gown ; it was a

pitiful sight. Uncle Carlech cleared his throat

once or twice before he spoke again.

" How did you hear what the doctor said ? " he

asked.

" We were just coming out of the schoolroom,

just at the door, when you were talking to him,

and we waited a minute. We only heard some-

thing about ' the worst,' Carrie sobbed.

"And," Uncle Carlech went on in a quiet voice,

" will you tell me what you mean by saying that it

is your fault, Carrie ? And you too, Gilly ?
"

" You know, Uncle Carlech," said Carrie, taking

courage a little. It was not quite so bad' now he

called them " Carrie," and " Gilly," again. "You

know all mamma told you—that I made the little

ones go out that morning that Armar got cold, and

that he only came after us to try to make us come

back, it was his goodness made him be punished and

ill and everything."

" And I was worser than Carrie, because she did

begin to want to tell, and I wouldn't let her. And
if we had told, Armar wouldn't have been shut up

all day and not got ill p'raps," added Giles, the

tears coursing down his cheeks.

Lord Carlech eyed them both for a moment or

two without speaking. Then he stretched out his

kind strong arms and drew the two little doleful

figures close to him ; the Turkish dressing-gown

seemed to expand as if it grew into wings and a

nice warm feeling of comfort stole over thechildren.

" My dears," said their uncle, " you heard wrong.

What Dr. Parker said was that ' the worst ' was

certainly over, that, with God's blessing, in a very

little while we may hope to have dear Armar up

and about again—not much the worse after all, I

trust."

The children pressed still closer.

" Oh, uncle, dear uncle
!

" was all they could

say.

" But, my children, you will never forget this

terrible lesson, I trust, jiever?"

" Nei'cr," they repeated.

" I don't think you will. Till this morning I

must tell you I did not think or know that you

/lad so taken it to heart and I felt rather hard upon

you. But now—

"

"Uncle, uncle, we did care, oh indeed we did,"

burst out Carrie, and " Oh, Carrie, mayn't I show

uncle our—you know—" and off he ran, returning

in a moment with a little old money-box, in which

the rattling of coins was plainly to be heard. " It's

all our money," he said, " look, we've put it all

together, Carrie and I, see, there's two pounds and

three shillings and fivepence. It's to buy a present

for Armar. We've been planning it, and oh, uncle,

what do you think we should get for him ? It was

so dreadful last night, we thought p'raps we could

never get anything for him," at which Carrie nearly

broke down again.

" What do you think lie wants most ? " asked

Lord Carlech.

Both the children shook their heads. Armar's

own wants and wishes were never heard much
about.
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"We must consider about it," said their uncle.

" Now kiss me, my pets, and run back to bed and

try to get a nap before Bertlia comes to wake you

up. I must go back to Armar, for fear he has

awakened and may be surprised at finding himself

alone."

From this time Armar's recovery went on with-

out any drawback. Lord Carlech stayed a few

days longer, he wanted two or three good nights'

sleep, he said, not to go home looking so pale and

fragile as to frighten Aunt Edith, which in the

sight of his hale hearty face, and great big strong

figure, made all the children laugh very much.

Just before he left he called Carrie and Giles

aside.

" I've not forgotten,' he whispered mysteriously.

•• I'm coming back in a fortnight, and then you

will see. It'll take all your money, but you won't

mind that, I'm sure."

"No, no, of course not," said Carrie eagerly,

dancing with pleasure.

" No, of course not," repeated GiUy, not quite

so readily, for GiUy was rather fond of money and

not by nature very generous. Still he felt it would be

mean to seem to grudge any, when he had been quite

in earnest in offering it. So if the sitcrifice counts

for a good deal, as we must believe, poor Gilly's

gift should not be despised.

Uncle Carlech had been for a long walk that

morning, right up through the woods to the edge

of the common, but this the children did not know.

And soon began the pleasures of a getting well

;

pleasures very sweet indeed when the invalid is

surrounded by those who love him, and whose love

is well deserved.

There was the first sitting up for an hour or

two ; then the having a little tea-party in mamma's
room where papa carried him in, and a few days

after, going down stairs, and even " out " for a little

began to be spoken of.

" Armar will not be allowed to walk much for

some time," said his mother. " And for some

months I fear he must not run or jump, though in

time Dr. Parker hopes he will be giiite strong. We
must think of some plan for his getting plenty of

air without fatigue."

Carrie opened her lips as if she were going to

speak, but then shut them up again ; what had

been on the tip of her tongue to say brought back

some remembrances she felt shy of alluding to.

Two days later came a letter from Lord Carlech,

he wrote to say he was coming over for a night

the ne.\t week, just to have a look at the invalid

before he and Aunt Edith went up to town for the

summer. He said something else too which made

Lady Alice smile to herself as she read it, though

she did not tell the children what it was.

Armar went on getting well "beautifully," as

Carrie said. Still he looked very thin and pale

and feeble when he first began to move about a

little ; it brought home to the children how very

ill he had really been, and Lady Alice was not

sorry to see that Giles looked very solemn and

that Carrie turned away to hide the tears in her

eyes when they saw him slowly and shakily pacing

the smooth bit of terrace in front of the drawing-

room window with papa's arm on one side, and a

stick in his other hand.

"To think how he used to run!" whispered

Carrie.

"Big brother couldn't cally me tiow on his

shoulder," said Snowball importantly, for which

the others called her a heartless little girl and

nearly made her cry, so that mamma had to

interfere.

Snowball did not mean to be heartless, she said

;

she was only a very little girl.

" I'm sure you would carry big brother yourself

if you could, my pet, wouldn't you ? " she added,

to which Blanche replied, "Yes, if it wouldn't

mess her curls."

But five minutes after, she came running to

Armar with a delicious piece of cake which had

been given her for her "own self," so after that no

one could reproach her.

Armar got up a little earlier than usual the

morning Lord Carlech was expected, and as it was

bright and warm he was sitting in the porch with

all the others, waiting to welcome his uncle at the

time Lady Alice said he would come.

" Will he drive over in the dog-cart, do you

think?" asked Armar. His mother did not

answer, but began speaking about something else.

" Oh, Gilly," said Carrie in a low voice, " I do

hope he won't have forgotten. I do hope he'll

bring it with him and that it will be something

very nice."

"Yes," said Giles, adding with a very little sigh,

" for it was a good lot of money to give, you know,

Carrie."
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Carrie darted a reproachful look at him, but

she had no time to say anything, for a peculiar

and unusual sound suddenly fell on their ears.

It was the tinkling of bells ; clear, bright, merry

little bells they seemed, and strange to say the

sound came nearer and nearer, as if the bells were

running a race with each other as to which " should

get there tirst."

" What can that be? ''said Armar. "Mamma,
do you hear ?

"

" It sounds like the bells the ponies wear at

Biarritz, doesn't it?" said Lady Alice. Armar

was the only one who could remember the winter

they had once spent at Biarritz. His eyes bright-

ened at the remembrance.
" Yes," he was beginning, but that was all he

said. Such a sight met their view ! At the turn

of the drive appeared a little carriage, the queerest,

prettiest little affair you ever saw, and in it—how

he managed to stow away his long legs the children

often afterwards wondered—sat no less a person

than great big uncle himself, and drawing it,

trotting along as briskly as if Abigail Rooke had

been "gee-upping" him from behind, cocking his

ears with surprise and satisfaction, was no other a

steed than Peter the donkey ! Just at first they

did not recognise him, he looked so very smart in

his new harness and scarlet rosettes, but as Lord

Carlech drew up and jumped out, Carrie gave a

shout, which was soon re-echoed by the others, of

—

" Peter, dear old Peter ' It's Peter ! Oh, uncie

have you bought him ? How pleased Mrs. Rooke

must be !

'

" Yes, she is very pleased," Lord Carlech replied.

" But I beg to explain that / didn't buy him, that

is to say I didn't pay for him. He is yours,

Carrie, yours and Gilly's, or rather Armar's. I

had a commission, you must all understand, to

buy a nice precent for Armar from Carola and

Giles, and so I bought Peter. But as Peter alone

would have been rather incomplete I also bought,

as a present from myself, the donkey-chaise and

harness and whip and all the rest of it, which I

trust will meet with the approval of all my dear

little nephews and nieces."

" Oh, uncle !
" " Oh, Carrie !

" " Oh, GiUy \
" " Oh,

mamma !
" " how lovely ! how perfect .' how

delicious !" were the mingled exclamations that burst

forth, and the children all hugged and kissed each

other, and their uncle and their father and mother

in such a jumble that it would really have been

difficult for a minute or two to disentangle them.

Peter and the carriage were a great success.

r^Iany a happy afternoon did the children spend

with them that summer, even after Armar got quite

strong and was able to walk as well as ever. The

merry party, announced by the sweet little bells,

came to be a familiar sight in the lanes for several

miles round about. They paid several visits to

good Mrs. Rooke, who was almost as proud of

Peter in his new grandeur, as the children them-

selves. And when Johnny came home for a

holiday, it was in Armar's donkey-chaise that he

was fetched from the station and driven home,

and the old chair " came in handy " too, for Mrs.

Rooke tidied it up for her cripple boy to sit in of

a fine day at the cottage door.

I Avon't say that Gilly never had any qualms of

regret at the sight of his empty money-box, but

if so they were not very deep or lasting. And as

he really seems turning into a very good boy and

has left off many of his tiresome ways, I beHeve

L''ncle Carlech intends giving him a present of a

whole gold pound on his next birthday, which no

doubt will make him quite happy.

There will be no difficulty about fetching prim-

roses for Lady Alice's birthday, it is only to be

hoped she will not be quite smothered in them I
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Tl I E first Flora was a Papuan

maiden aged nine, tlie

second Flora was a dog which tlie

missionaries had brought from the

South Sea Islands, aged five.

The elder Flora had been rescued

from the cannibals two years be-

fore, literally jilucked from the fire,

as they were on the ])oint of roasting her alive
;

she was a bright little thing, with large lustrous

brown eyes, and tawny skin, vivacious in her manner

when she was not put out, with a quick high

_ temper of her own, very ready to take offence

and go off in a furious pet, but easily touched by

kindness and brought again to the stool of peni-

tence ; yet for all her fine qualities and personal attractions, she had been bought very cheaply from

her enemies—two sticks of trader tobacco had satisfied them for the loss of that tiny seven year old

tit-bit. The younger Flora had also been rescued from a similar fate, only she had cost the mission-

aries a much bigger price to buy her off, the charge for sparing her life being a red shirt and a gaudy
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pair of calico trousers : anything but a handsome

dog to look at, with no particular pretensions as

regards breed, she looked like what she was, a

good-natured, faithful, affectionate and unostenta-

tious mongrel, dear at the price for any other

purpose excepting love, with no nose for game, no

pluck for fighting, with a stump of a tail which

would wag at the smallest provocation, a dog of an

unwholesome sandy colour, with bristles instead

of hair, a clumsy head and ungainly shambling

gait, without a single point to recommend her even

to the most indulgent or ignorant dog-fancier,

unless a pair of deep-set, kindly eyes of no definite

shade could be called a point.

The two Floras, however, took to one another at

sight, and continued inseparable friends from the

first hour of their acquaintanceship. When the

wild little maiden Flora went off to the forest in one

of her tantrums, her mongrel friend followed at her

heels with a deprecating wag of her abbreviated

stump ; when the maiden went a-hunting or a-fishing,

the dog went with her, as if she intended to help

;

and when the maiden returned with the game, the at-

tendant wagged her tail profusely, and beamed with

her kindly nondescript eyes to the native teachers

as if she had done her share of the work ; she would

laugh silently, but never expressed her feelings in a

bark, native dogs not being so accomplished.

The mission station had been started about two

months previously, far up the river Fly, and close

to a tribe who had hitherto behaved in a friendly

manner towards the strangers, although all round

were numerous tribes at enmity with one another,

who were unanimous in viewing the coming of the

missionaries with suspicious hatred, and ready to

pounce down upon them at the first opportunity

available, and destroy them and their families.

But the South Sea Island teachers were not easily

frightened, or to be turned from their good work

by danger ; they had ever been amongst it, and had

fixed their hearts upon a higher goal than all the

ease to be gained in this world ; so they went about

their daily duties bravely, and lay down to rest

each night not knowing whether they were to wake

in Paradise or not, their wives helping them when

they could, and their children growing up amongst

dangers and malaria.

When Flora the maid was in a docile mood she

was very useful to her friends, for she could go

with a greater impunity amongst the natives, and

tell them for what purpose the teachers had been

sent to them ; she was also a very gentle little

nurse when any of them were down with the fever

;

but they never knew what mood Flora was to be

in when she woke at sunrise—the hunting, spiteful,

playful, or the tender. That was the worst of it,

especially to the canine Flora, who had to adapt

herself to the mood in which her friend awoke.

One golden morning, after two days of angelic

goodness, during which she had waited assidu-

ously upon Mary, the girl-wife of Tom, the second

teacher, who had been stricken down with New
Guinea fever. Flora opened her shining brown eyes

with an unmistakable desire to go bush-turkey

hunting, to find the deep-set orbs of her faithful

friend, who slept on the same mat, also open, and

waiting to learn the programme of the day.

Over the dense forest which skirted the river the

sky pulsated with the swiftly coming light ; on the

river the beautiful gray mist hung like a lovely

mask of death, for it was a loveliness which carried

deadly disease to those not inured to the fever

infested climate. Myriads of gauzy and white-

winged flies hovered through it, while a few yards

from the shed where the Christians still slept stood

the native palm-thatched huts upon their low piles.

Mary slejit quietly, for the fever had left her the

night before, and now she only required to gain

strength to be once more up and at her post, so

Flora felt free to indulge her present fancy ; there-

fore softly tying on her raumma, or little grass

petticoat, she slid from the women and througli

the apartment where the men lay, and out to

the glorious dawn, the dog at her heels ; and with

only a slight pause to shake off the sleep cob-

webs, she plunged into the now rosy gray mists,

tearing asunder thousands of dew-laden spider

meshes as she ran,—a radiant cover, which swal-

lowed up the maiden and dog as completely as if

they had been buried.

Hark ! a shrill shriek of mortal agony pierced

the mist veil, and woke up both natives and

Christians at the same instant, and warned them

of danger near. To be warned is to be ready for

action on the Fly river, and the next moment the

fight between the invaders and invaded was waging

furiously, indistinct masses of naked figures

struggling together, and the wives and children

huddled behind the thatch walls in the silence of

mortal horror.

3 F
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A battle of phantoms begun and ended before

the sun's rim, which that child-cry seemed to start

over the tree-tops, had time to grow into the arc of

a flaming circle ; and then as the rays shot down

and rent the mist-waves asunder, peace once more

reigned at the station and native village, for the

treacherous enemy had retired, carrying with them

their dead and wounded. The friends of the two

Floras were saved by that timely warning.

When the shroud which had covered the ground

rose up, they found the two friends together on the

grass, attached by the native spear which had

pierced them, the dog first, for she had seen the

danger and sprang before her friend, thus saving

the other life at the sacrifice of her own.

There is a little mound on the banks of the Fly

river which they call Flora's grave ; it is covered

every morning with hibiscus flowers and croton

leaves, and is the favourite resort of the other Flora,

now recovered from her spear wound, for it is here

that she has buried her mongrel friend.

Hume Nisbet.

lluiui NhM, dell.

FLORA'S GRAVE.
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A GENOESE ARTIST.

A True Incident.

ONE soft spring morning, just when the

Banksia roses were coming into bloom,

and the air was laden with the scent of this favourite

flower of the Genoese, an Englishman came upon a

small shop in a bye street where nothing more

remarkable than a few sticks of furniture were to

be seen. A man w^as working in the doorway.

" Have you any curiosities here ? "' was asked.

" What, Signore, any of this kind ? " answered the

man, pointing to the chair which he was repairing,

that was of wood mosaic, " alia certosina."

" No, old earthenware."

" This is all I have," and something covered

with dust was produced from a cupboard. " I

don't much look after these things, and I was

saving this for an old client of mine, D'Ondes R.,

now in Sicily, but he has not been here for a long

time, and times are hard, so I will sell it to you."

" How much ?
"

"Sixty francs."

It was a beautiful little Zuppeira (tureen), charm-

ingly painted by Jacques Boselly. It was not dear,

and the stranger bought it at once.

This was in the year 1868, when there was

general rejoicing in Italy at the marriage of the

eldest son of the Re Galantuomo with one who

united the much-desired qualities of amiability,

beauty, and last, what in those critical times was

certainly not least—^Italian birth.

" Genova la Superba " determined among other

things to celebrate the occasion by displaying to

the royal pair a loan collection of the objects of

art which the Liguria, the sea-washed strip of land

connecting France with Tuscany, could supply.

Among the residents of the city who possessed

beautiful things was the Englishman mentioned.

He had brought together some choice specimens

of Savona ware, and he was glad of the opportunity

of comparing these with others of the same kind.

He was ever hunting about for worthy specimens

to round off his collection, and he betrayed the

pleasure he felt in his new purchase. The man,

whose name was Gaulio, noticing this, observed

—

" If you are fond of faience I think I can take

you where there is some to be had."

"Certainly; lead the way."

As the pair walked along. Captain H— (our

countryman) had time to observe his guide. A
man of middle stature and square built, he had a

face showing great decision of character, with eyes

haliitually melancholy and often stern. Some
observations were made on the coming fetes.

'• They won't do much good to me ; they are

diversions for the rich who do not trouble them-

selves with one like me," saying which, Gaulio

stopped at the door of an old palace.

On inquiry they were taken to a room where a

quantity of Oriental porcelain was lying about,

very beautiful of its kind, but not what Captain H

—

was looking for. He was about to turn upon his

heel when, pushed aside in a corner, he espied a

magnificent soup-tureen, exquisitely painted with

flowers and insects in relief. The style of it was

decidedly not Oriental, and had anything been

wanted to proclaim the European origin there was

the figure of a Cupid forming the handle of the

cover. Surely this was old Savona !

" How much is wanted for all this ?
"

" Five hundred francs."

" If that Zuppiera could be secured I would give

two hundred and fifty," said the Captain.

A kw days passed, and Gaulio reappeared.

" Signore, I have got that Savona ware all right."

" Oh, have you ? Then you shall h-ave the

money," and our collector proceeded to write out

a cheque for two hundred and fifty francs.

The man watched the operation quietly, and

then, after carefully examining the paper, put it

into his pocket.

" Now, Signore, I see that you are a Galantuomo.

I will show you that I, too, am an honest man,"

and he laid a twenty-franc piece on the table. " I

got the terraglia for two hundred and thirty francs

only," he added.
'• Then why did you not tell me this at once .^

"

' I wanted to see what vou would do. You had
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certainly promised two hundred and fifty francs, but

I have known so many people go back from their

word, and who would have tried to beat me down

to a much smaller sum."

Struck by the sturdy honesty of his new friend, the

Captain began to feel a strong interest in him, and

before long he paid a second visit to his shop. A
curule chair, " alia certosina,"' arrested his attention.

'• That now is a good specimen of old work."

" Pardon, Signore, it is of my own making."

• Indeed 1—it is fit for the coming exhibition."

" Ah, Signore, so one would think ; but what do

you say to this ? " and he uncovered a lovely picture-

frame of the same kind. " I took this to the

dallery, but they would not have it," he added,

with a grim smile.

" Why not ?
"

" Because I am not a dead artist ; they do not

want the works of the living. I dare say my work

will be worth something some day, and people will

be glad to exhibit it. And yet," he added, with a

sigh, " something of mine will be shown too."

" What do you mean ?
"

" Only that some pieces of furniture will be sent

by their owners and admitted, being taken for the

work of the old Carthusian monks ; but I, Gian

liattista Gaulio, made them, and no one will be the

wiser. If I could have exhibited this frame, per-

haps the prince or some of your aristocrats,'' said

he, rather contemptuously, "might have given me
an order."

A •' happy thought " struck the Englishman at

the moment.
" Send the frame to me this evening," he said,

and they parted.

That same evening some of the Captain's Genoese

friends, bearing the fine old names of Doria, De
Mari, and Negrotto, were dining with him. After

dinner they strolled to where Gaulio's frame had

been placed. " What an exquisite design ! " said

line. " Where did you pick it up ? " asked another.

The story was soon told.

.'' Would it be possible," the host asked of one

who had been A.D.C. to the king's brother, " to

show this frame at the Palace ?
"

" I will see," was the reply.

A few days later there came a note. " Send your

frot'efjc to the Palace to-morrow at twelve with the

enclosed for the Marquis de Br'eme. Let him keep

his eyes open and his mouth .shut."

Gaulio was despatched with his frame, together

with a suitable warning, to this man very necessary,

for a knowledge of exceptional abilities and the

cold neglect he had met with, had embittered his

spirit and made him inclined to say hard things of

those who seemed to possess nothing but wealth.

From the ranks of such people does Red Republi-

canism gain its chief leaders.

An hour passed, and Gaulio was in the house

again. " I have seen him I I have seen him

!

The King has bought it 1

"

Gaulio had been shown into a room and enjoined

to wait. Presently a door opened, and a burly

figure, followed by ?. gentleman, appeared. He
strode u|) to Gaulio, gave him a scrutinizing look,

and then at the frame, nodded, ejaculated, "This is

mine ! " and passed out by another door. Gaulio

was immediately paid the sum he had asked, and

dismissed. He had run all the way to impart the

joyful news.

The tide had turned. He was successful at last,

and the jjopular King, who had more than once

risked his all for his countrj-, was identified with the

change. No charms had Revolution for him again.

Not long after, when the magnificent gift from

the Queen of the Adriatic to her ancient rival of

two large mosaic medallions, rejiresenting the great

Andrea Doria and Christopher Columbus, required

frames, Genoa awoke to the idea that no one could

make them so well as Gaulio.

Our troubles when most hopeless often take a

turn in the most unexpected manner. We little

know how much we can do to make or mar the

fortunes of others.



NOTES ON BOOKS.

T'
O quote from a recent number of the S/edafor,

" a book wliich has its raison d'etre simply

in the fact that it is a clever book, is like a display

of fireworks ; it is very attractive for the time, but

it leaves nothing behind it."

It is impossible to turn from the perusal of any

of Mr. Besant's sparkling volumes with the feeling

that they have left nothing behind them. To call

Her Mine (Chatto & AVindus) is no exception to the

general rule. Mr. Besant is one of those fortunate

authors who never writes without having some-

thing to say. He does not write for the sake of

brilliant words ; he writes because a subject absorbs

him, and he has to speak about it. Thus, although

he preaches a good deal, and moralizes not a little,

he never wanders from his central idea. He is

always interesting because he never introduces a

lay figure on his canvas ; his men and women, be

they good, bad, or indifferent, are as much alive as

if they came into a room and spoke to us. Very

good some of them are—very bad others—but they

are all interesting because we know the world to

be full of such as they. The present thick volume

contains three stories, one of which at least has

alieady appeared in another form. Katharine
'

Regina is the strongest of the series. Its theme

is most painful and absorbing, and is of a nature

to afford scope for Mr. Besant's highest dramatic

ciualities. It has, however, already been noticed in

Atalanta. The last story in the volume

—

Self or

Bearer—abounds with pleasant writing, and sparkles

with humour. There is a very wicked young

man in these ])ages, who leads a miserable life,

tries to implicate others in his fall, meets his

deserts, and is well punished by eating the fruits

of his own sins and follies ; there is the hero who

r does well, and fares accordingly ; the heroine who

suffers much, and, like all Mr. Besant's girl heroines,

is a mi.xture of sweetness and piquancy, of softness

and spirit ; there is the nurse in the children's

hospital at Shadwell ; and the hard-working general

practitioner in Camden Town ; and last, but not

least, the ex-secretary of a very e.xalted institution

in masonry, much grander than Grand Lodge.

Minor characters, excellent in their wav, also

appear, and under the yuise of a very compact and

vigorous plot Mr. Besant preaches of morality and

righteousness, and exposes some ugly places in our

social system.

To the Lions, by the Rev. A. J. Church (Seeley &
Co.), is a very different order of book. If Mr. Besant

uses the whip of sarcasm to lay bare the sins of our

times. Professor Church in his scholarly diction

and polished words reveals the wickedness in high

places of those long dead and gone. With all our

faults it is comforting to know that we are not only

removed by the ages, but by the long-incoming

tide of justice, humanity, and civilization, from the

barbaric splendour and cruelty of the Romans.

Intolerance is not a sin of our day ; and with

regard to the thoughts of his heart and the measure

of his faith, a man may now do as he pleases. " To
the Lions ' " is no longer the cry. This story of tlic

early Christians—their sufferings and valour—will

doubtless be one of the favourites of the coming

season. It is admirably written, its story is both

interesting and pathetic, and the historical portions

of the book alone ought to make it valuable. The

illustrations also are above the average.

The mantle of the late Dr. John Brown has

evidently fallen on Mr. J. M. Barrie. His book, A
Window in Thrums (Hodder & Stoughton), has all

the quaintness, the indescribable pathos, and the

sly, quiet humour of that book of books, Rab and

his Friends. This is high praise, but it is not

exaggerated.

A Windoio in Thrums consists of a series of

exquisite little word-pictures—soul-stirring and tear-

moving. The somewhat peculiar name has a

simple meaning. An old woman sits by a window

in a little town in Scotland—and what she sees

from there forms the subject of the book.

It was from that window, twenty years ago, that

Jess, his mother, saw Joey die. "Joey ran down

the brae to play. Jess shook her statf fondly at

him. A cart rumbled by, the driver nodding on

the shaft. It rounded the corner and stopped sud-

denly, and then a woman swooned. A handful of

men carried Joey's dead body to his mother, and

that was the tragedy of Jess's l-ife.
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"Twenty years ago, and still Jess sat at the win-

dow, and still she heard that woman scream. Every

other living being had forgotten Joey : but there

were times when Jess's face quivered, and her old

arms went out for lier dead boy. On the Sabbath

Day Jess could not go to church, and it was then, I

think, that she was with Joey most. There was

often a blessed serenity on her face when we re-

turned, that only comes to those who liave risen

from their knees, with their jirayers answered.

Then she was very close to the boy who died."

One day Hendry, Jess's husband, brought home

an account of a discussion held over the village

tap with regard to Mary Queen of Scots.

" ' Mary was spunky as weel as a beauty,' said

Hooky, ' an' that's the kind I like. Lads, what a

persuasive tid she was !

'

"
' She gat roond the men,' said Hendry :

" ay,

she turned them roond her finger. That's the

warst o' thae beauties.'

"'I dinna gainsay,' said T'nowhead, 'but what

tliere was a little o' the deevil in Mary, the crittur.'

" Here T'nowhead chuckled, and then looked

scared.

" ' What Mary needed,' said Tammas, ' was a

Strang man to manage her.'

" ' Ay, man, but it's ill to manage thae beauties.

They gie ye a glint o' their een, an' syne whaur

are ye ?

'

" ' Ah, they can be managed,' said Tammas, com-

jilacently. ' There's naebody nat'rally safter wi' a

l^retty bit wumany than mysel ; but for a' that, if I

had been Mary's man I would hae stood nane o'

her tantrums. " Na, Mary, my lass," I would hae

said, " this winna do ; na, na, ye're a bonny body,

but ye maun mind 'at man's the superior ; ay, man's

the lord o" creation, aa' so ye maun juist sing sma'."

That's hoo I would h.-ie managed Mary, the speerity

crittur 'at she was.'"

^^'hen Jess received company she was in her

glory. " Fresh muslin curtains had been put up in

the room. The grand footstool, worked by Leeby,

was so placed that the expected guests could not

help seeing it : and a fine cambric handerchief, of

which Jess was very jiroud, was hanging out of a

drawer as if by accident. An antimacassar lying

carelessly on the seat of a chair concealed a rent

in the horse-hair, and the china ornaments on the

mantelpiece were so placed that they looked whole.

Leeby's black marino was hanging near the window

in a good light, and Jess's Sabbath bonnet, which

was never worn, occupied a nail beside it."

Seivn Bills and the Land of the Hihisciis Blossom

(Ward it Downey), two books by Hume Nisbet,

appeal to all lovers of adventure. The descriptions

are vigorous, and have an air of reality about them.

The scsnes have evidently been drawn from life, in

strange corners of the earth. The author is also

an artist, and the pictures which profusely decorate

these volumes bear the impress of nature seen at

first hand, and described on the spot.

Xeiv Soup of Innocence, Janet Logie Robertson

(Macniven Si Wallace), is a very pretty collection

of short poems, written about the author's children.

Some of the verses are very sweet, and will appeal

to all mothers. In particular, " Queen o' the

Meadow " and " My Joy " may be mentioned.
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]\L\TTHEW ARNOLD AS A POET.

Edward Dowden.

THE work of Matthew Arnold as a critic of

literature, politics, and social life would

afford ample material for a separate study. I pur-

pose here to speak only of his work as a poet—
work of an earlier date and perhaps of a more

enduring value than his work as a critic ; and in the

consideration of his poetry I purpose to apply some

ofhis own principles, some of his own tests. He him-

self maintained that the poet is essentially a higher

and deeper kind of critic, a critic of life who is

eminently endowed with imagination and a love for

what is beautiful and noble. " It is important," he

said, " to hold fast to this : that poetry is at bottom

a criticism of life ; that the greatness of a poet

lies in his powerful and beautiful application

of ideas to life—to the question : How to live.''

And elsewhere he asserted, that for poetry " the

idea is everything," and that its great function is to

interpret life for us, to console us, to sustain us.

Instead, therefore, of wandering on the surface of

his poems, I will strike at once for the centre, and

put the question—What are the ideas which he has

applied with power or beauty to life ? How has he

interpreted life for us ? What sustenance, what

consolation do we find in his verse ?

His poems fall into two principal groups—those

poems in which he expresses his own thoughts and

feelings, whether directly or in connection with some

subject that calls them forth, and those poems which

are impersonal, which deal with themes viewed and

handled of course in his own peculiar manner, but

belonging rather to the universal life and passion

of the world than to his own individual heart and

soul. To this latter—the objective—class belong

such poems as the Eastern epic episode Sohrab and

Jiustuni,t\).t Scandinavian epic episode Balder Dead,

the drama of Aleropc designed after classical Greek

models, the medireval romance of Tristram and
Iseult, and that pathetic idyll of the sea-sands and

the sea, a kind of domestic tragedy of life below the
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waves, The Forsaken Merman. But the poems of

^^atthe^v Arnold which directly or indirectly embody

his personal thoughts and feelings form the great

body of his work, and in some respects the most

characteristic part of that work. And it is in them

we shall find with least difficulty the ideas which he

applies to life, his interpretation of its meaning, and

what he contributes as a poet to sustain us or to

console.

One contrast runs through many of these personal

poems of Matthew Arnold, and leads us to what

may justly be called liis central thought as a

spiritual teacher in ver.sc—the contrast between the

life whose springs are inward of the soul and the life

of division and distraction, of fever and unrest,

which is drawn hither and thither by the influences

of the world, its pleasures and passions, its business,

greeds, ambitions, casual attractions, conflicting

opinions, and trivial cares and strifes. Drawn

hither and thither by these ; and not by these alone,

but also by all the various objects that claim our

jjurer sympathies from day to day, and the various

intellectual lights and cross lights that lead us or

mislead us away from the true objects of the soul.

Especially in these latter days of ours, when no

dominant faith or doctrine of life imposes itself on the

minds of men, when there is around us a chaos of

creeds, and when men lie open through their finer in-

tellectual sensitiveness to so many diverse influences,

is it difficult to find one's true way. We arc beset

on this side and on that, and lose ourselves striving

and toiling in the world and wave of men. ^Ve are

as Hector contending on the jilain around Troy in

the heat and dust of battle. But the city of Ilium

was safe so long as the sacred image, the Palladium,

stood in its temple high amid rock and wood by the

upper streams of Simois, where the moonbeams and

the sunlight fall clear. And have we, asks the poet,

no Palladium? Yes, we have, though we visit it

too rarely and but for moments, and this Palladium

of ours is the soul

—

"Still doth the soul, from its lone fastness high.
Upon our life a ruling efRuence send

;

And when it fails, fight as we will, we die,

And while it lasts we cannot whollv end.''

The Palladhtnt.

It is the loss of this Palladium, the soul, that each

of us should fear before all else.

To lose one's soul means for ^Matthew Arnold to

live a life without unity, a life of cares, hopes, fears.

desires, opinions, business, passions, which come
into c.vistence and cease to exist with the accidents

of each successive day and hour. To li\-e too fast,

to be perpetually harassed, to be dulled by toil or

to be made wild with passion, to ada])t ourselves to

every view of truth in turn, and never to see truth

with lucidity and as a whole, to yield to the chance

allurement.s of the time and place, and never to

possess our souls before we die— this is the con-

dition of many of us, esjiccially in these days of

crowded and hurrying action, these days of moral

trouble and spiritual doubt, and it is no better than

a death in life. On the other hand, to be self-poised

and harmonious, to " see life steadily and see it

whole," to escape from the torment of conflicting

desires, to gain a high serenity, a wide and luminous

view—this is the rare attainment of chosen spirits

and the very life of life. And how may the evil be

avoided and the good be gained and held fast ?

Not by any external .aids, replies Matthew Arnold,

not by the outward machinery of life, not by creeds

that fail and ])hilosophies that fade and pass away,

not by dreaming of some more fortunate sphere than

that in which we .ire placed ; not thus, but by in-

sight and moral vigour, by tending the growth of

the godlike seeds within us, by rallying the good in

the depths of ourselves

—

"The aids to noble life are all within."

.Such is his stoical moral teaching.

We cannot hoin;, as Matthew Arnold .admits, that

it will be granted to many of us to attain the wide

view of Goethe, the joyous calm of AV'ordsworth
;

but we m.-iy at least aim at what he describes as the

"Second Best." We must needs live to some

extent a life of strain; we cannot escape from intel-

lectual distractions ; we cannot but be pestered by

idle wishes which demand their gratification. Still

it is something, it is indeed much, if we can thread

our way not wholly without a purpose, if we can in

the main choose what will aid our best life, and can

make wise rejection of what will not serve the soul.

'• No small profit," says the i)oet, " that man earns.

Who through all he meets can steer him,

Can reject what cannot clear him,
Cling to what can truly cheer him ;

Who each day more truly learns

That an impulse from the distance

Of his deepest, best existence

To the words ' Hope, Light, Persistence,'

.Strongly sets and truly burns.''
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This is not the best, but it is the second best, and

it is what each of us by fideUty to the promptings

of his highest self may hope to attain. And with

the Hope which Hves within us and grows clearer

and simpler as the years go by, what if we also come

to possess something of Resignation ? This also is

a part of intellectual and spiritual clearness which

comes with maturing years. We started with so

many passionate hopes that were not a part of our

true selves, and that could not be fulfilled. Better

than these is a heart set free from vain desires and

vain fears, a heart at rest in tranquil and resigned

self-possession

—

" Be passionate hopes not ill resigned

For quiet, and a fearless mind.

And though fate grudge to thee and me
The poet's rapt security.

Yet they, belie\e me, who await

No gifts from chance, have conquered fate.''

In such a calm as this there is something pathetic
;

yet it may be cheered by the words " Hope, Light,

Persistence," though the hope and light have some-

thing autumnal in their calmness and their cool, and

the quiet persistence be little like the eager energy

of youth. (See Resignatioti .)

But advancing years will not of themselves bring

us clearness and poise. Matthew Arnold in his

poetry was not one who sang the praises of old age.

Youth with its thwarting currents of desire, its heats

and agitations, its vain expense of passions may

leave us, and yet no wider view, no stronger self-

]30ssession may be ours. A\"e may have dwindled

rather than have grown ; we may have lost our

faculty of joy and have gained nothing, finding at

last that the only thing common to youth and age

is discontent. (See Youth's Agitation and Groiving

Old.) Death indeed will at last bring deliverance

from the distraction and turmoil, and we speak as

if there were a certain calm and poise attained in

death

—

" Her life was turning, turning,

In maze= of heat and sound ;

But for peace her soul was yearning,

.\nd now peace laps her round.

"

But the crown of life is not a barren calm, though

calm is well ( Youth and Calm) ; it is that vital calm

of self-poised joy which comes to us when the soul

is living its truest and highest life. Neither mere

lapse of time nor the touch of death will bring this

to us ; it can only be gained by " rallying the good

in the depths of ourselves."

'• Arnold," writes a thoughtful critic, " is never

quite at his best except when he is delineating a

mood of regret, and then his best consists not in

vielding to it, but in the resistance he makes to it."

The pain and trouble expressed in his poetry arise

from his sense of the many dangers to which the

higher life is exposed through external distractions,

" bandied to and fro, like a sea-wave "—and from

our own infirmity ; the resistance to that pain

comes from a consciousness of the strength and

virtue of the soul, and a knowledge that it can at

worst retire into a stronghold unbreachable by the

world. If the world boasts her conquests over so

many spirits once fiery with the ardour of reform,

let each one of us, as the world's foe, resist with

only the more determined energ)'

—

' Hast thou so rare a poison ?—let me be
Keener to slay thee, lest thou poison me."

TJic World's Triumphs.

Even if the highest aids of the soul were to fail,,

still the soul could make a retreat upon itself and

there find strength enough for noble life ; even if

Heaven were proved a dream, still to live nobly

and not the life of the brute were best for man

—

" Hath man no second life ? Pitch this one high .'

Sits there no judge in Heaven our sin to see ?

More strictly, then, the inwardjudge obey .'

Was Christ'a man like us ?

—

Ah .' let us try

If we then, too, can be such men as He '.
''

The Better Part.

Much may be taken from us, but at the worst we

can make this our aim—to " think clear, feel deep,

bear fruit well.'' (Last lines of Progress.)

No English poet has given us more exquisite

pictures of English landscape than Matthew Arnold.

I cannot linger over their charm, but in accordance

with the limited purpose of this paper, I must put

the question—How is external nature, its glory, its

beauty, its perennial life, conceived by Arnold in

relation to the life of the soul ? We know what

strength and joy flowed into Wordsworth's spirit

from his communion with nature : is it so with

Matthew Arnold ? Assuredly not in a like degree.

With a heart fretted and heated by the agitations of

the world, he turns to nature more often for calm

than for joy ; with the tangle and tease of the world

upon his spirit, cabined, cribbed, confined in the

hot alleys of Hfe, he turns to the gracious mountain

lines, to the vastness of the sea, to the star-sown

vault of heaven, to the calm radiance of the moon,
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and enjovs a sense of expansion and repose. The

spaces of the upper air and sky remain

'• A world above man's head, to let him see

How boundless might his soul's horizons be,

How vast, yet of what clear transparency."

A Sunitncr Night.

At times it causes despondency and almost

despair to contrast the everlasting wonder and

bloom of the world with the faded, ignoble lives of

ourselves and so many of our fellows. But in the

end nature leads us back to the soul, and there we

fnid the deep and inexhaustible source of strength.

\\'ould we be calm and full of undecaying power

like the stars and the waters, which fulfil their

functions with toil unsevered from tranquillity ?

Let us live as they, unaffrighted, undistracted, self-

poised, pouring all their energies each into its

own peculiar task.
(
Quiet Work and Self-Depend-

ciice.) Thus from nature we return to the soul, and

hear its still small voice as if it were an echo from

tlie mighty sum of things—

•

'• Resolve to be thyself; and know that he
Who finds himself, loses his misery."

Labouring as nature labours, with a sure aim, in

obedience to an inward law, and free from vain

turmoil, we shall ennoble even the hardest task-

work. In faith founded upon our former hour of

insight, we shall persist in our toil even through

darkness and amid manifold infirmities

—

" For t.^sks in hours of insight will'd

Can be through hours of gloom fulfill'd.''

.^[orality.

Nay, even the noisiest pleasures, though they

may not serve us, may yet be harmless if amid
their tumult we secretly keep close to the soul.

Mycerinus, the just king of ancient Egypt, who
even in fiery youth sat, self-governed, at the feet of

Law, learned the doom of the gods, that after six

short years he should die ; and the just law-giver,

the contemplator of divine things, under so great a

shock seemed to lose his insight and balance,

giving himself up to noisy revelry. Yet it may be

that there were moments when he still possessed

his soul, when " he, within,

—

Took measure of his soul and knew its strength.
And by that silent knowle:lge, day by day.
Was calm'd, ennobled, comforted, siistain'd.''

Myccrinus.

And thus he may have been enabled to advance
with a smooth brow and clear laughter towards his

death.

^^hen we have learnt the lesson of external

nature, the lesson of "toil unsevered from tran-

<iuillity," we can then lift up our hearts and say that

in a certain sense man is greater than nature, for it

is the prerogative of man to be all that which we
imply by the word humane—to be gentle, to choose

the right, to love, and to adore. " Man," says

Matthew Arnold, " must begin where Nature ends,"

he has all that nature has, but more

—

".And in that more lie all his hopes of good."
//; Hiini'ioiiy with Nature.

f

A similar thought is expressed in (loethe's noble

poem, Das Gottliehe.

But deeper than our own power of choosing

what is right, our own power of threading our way

amid the confusion of the world, there may be

implanted within us a law which determines our

course. Let us not fret too mucli if we have some-

times been diverted from our aim

—

' If some fair coast has lured us to make stay.

Or some friend hailed us to keep company."

Let us know for our comfort that " man cannot,

though he would, live chance's slave." We are

each of us as a ship that pursues its labouring way

through the ocean waves ; all seems to change

around us every moment, and all does indeed

change, but may it not be that we steer across the

sea of life, "as chartered by some unknown

powers," leaving behind only

" The Joys which were not for our use designed.
The friends to whom we had no natural right,

The homes that were not destined to be ours."

Human Life.

This inward law impressed upon our being is

elsewhere spoken of by Matthew Arnold as " the

]iuried Life,"—the life that lies deep within us, our

hidden self, from which we often wander, yet which

we do not ever wholly forsake. There are moments

of lull in the hot race of life when a man becomes

aware of this buried life, and " thinks he knows

The hills where his life rose.

And the sea where it goes."

Sometimes it is a gentle voice, or a beloved hand

laid on ours which thus recalls us to our truer self.

Passionate love of man and woman is not sung by

Matthew Arnold : he distrusts all eager passions

lest they may be erroneous ; but the love which is

tender, mild, lucid, is felt by him as at least a

possible aid to the highest spiritual life.
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More, however, than is ever hkely to be gained

through love of man for woman (for, after ah, is not

each human being isolated, an island encircled by

some " unplumb'd, salt, estranging sea " ?) may be

gained from the great teachers of a moral wisdom

which each of us may indeed make his own.

Matthew Arnold thinks with especial reverence of

the Stoic moralist Epictetus ; of Sophocles, with

his steady and luminous view of life ; of Wordsworth

and Goethe ; of Emerson, whose appeal is alwa)'s

to what is divine iivthe spirit of each of us ; and of

his generous and heroic father, the master of Rugby,

that strong soul, radiant in its vigour, whose life

was no " eddy of purposeless dust," who would not

reach the goal alone, but would fain bring with

him others that might have wandered or fallen by

the way, poor stragglers that might have dropped

from the ranks (see Rugby Chapel, To a Friend,

and Sonnet written in Emerson's Essays). These

are the heroes of the spiritual life, and from these

we may each derive something of light, hope,

courage, guidance, calm.

These are the heroes of the spiritual life ; but

Matthew Arnold is also deeply interested in

fugitives from the world, and shy recluses who

desert the highVvays of men in order to seek after

the life of the soul in solitude. Such are his

Scholar Gipsy, his Obermann, his Empedocles, and

the monks of the Grande Chartreuse in that poem
which records his visit to their refuge and spiritual

asylum amid the snows. No poems of the writer

are more characteristic, more beautiful in utterance,

more deep in meaning, than these which tell of his

sympathy with the fugitives. Around the Oxford

student, who left his collegiate seclusion for the

more delicate seclusion of a shy wanderer by wood

and stream in search of the hidden wisdom, the

poet has thrown an inexpressible charm. How un-

like his life to ours ! We, tiring our wits upon a

thousand schemes, fluctuating idly, striving, and

not knowing for what we strive ; half living, each

of us, a hundred different lives ; he, having one

aim, one business, one desire, "nursing his project

in unclouded joy." Less happy in the period in

which he lived was Obermann, the fugitive to

Alpine solitudes
;
yet he too, and even in our cen-

tury of trouble, attained to see his way, and could

look forward calmly to eternity as his everlasting

refuge. The Carthusian monks possess their souls,

but in a way which perhaps belongs rather to a

past age than to our own, and which is certainly

unattainable by one who has taken into his being

all the diverse influences of modern thought and

culture. Greatest of Matthew Arnold's fugitives

is the philosopher Empedocles, the slave of thought,

who has lost in tangled intellectual processes the

life and the joy of the soul. As he climbs the

heights of Etna, his spirit is somewhat attuned to

harmony by the divine songs of the boy Callicles,

and meditating much on the past history of his

soul, he recovers, at least for a moment, insight

and the poise of self-dependence, and in the same

moment he flings himself into the seething crater

to mingle his being with the living forces of nature.

And for us too there may be a source of energy

and strength, not in the force and fury of Etna, but

in some general movement of higher spiritual life

towards which the world is tending, and into which

we can cast ourselves

—

" One common wave of thought and joy
Lifting mankind again !

"

Obermann once more

This may be ; it is our hope that it will be ; but

should we never feel the buoyant strength of that

common wave of thought and joy, at least there

remains for each of us his individual soul and ita

watchword of "Hope, Light, Persistence."

Such, keeping very close to the text, is an inter-

pretation of Matthew Arnold's poetry as a criticism

of life. I could wish that space allowed me to

compare it with what seems to me the higher and

wiser criticism of life to be found in the poetry of

Robert Browninsj.
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" Poetrj- is a criticism of life." Discuss this with reference to Matthew Arnold's works,
whether or not you consider it a true definition of the highest poetry.

^\"0R^: Selected.—Matthew Arnold's SilateJ Poems.

Papers must not contain more than 500 words, and must be sent in by September 25th.
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Show

Who hath not seen thee oft amid thy store ?

Sometimes whoever seeks abroad may find

Thee sitting careless on a granary floor,

Thy hair soft-lifted by the winnowing wind ;

Or on a half-reaped furrow sound asleep,
Drows'd with the fume of poppies, while thy hook

Spares the next swath and all its twincM tlowcrs :

And sometimes like a gleaner thou dost keep
Steady tliy laden head across a brook ;

Or by a cider-press, with patient look,
Thou watchest the last oozings, hours by hours.

Gentlemen of the jury, answer all to your names :

—

Mr. Belief, one : Mr. True- Heart, two ; Mr. Upright,
three; Mr. Hate-Had. four ; Mr. Love-God, five; Mr.
See-Truth, si.\ ; Mr. Heavenly-Mind, seven ; Mr.
Moderate, eight : Mr. Thankful, nine: Mr. Humble.
ten; Mr. Good-Work, eleven ; and Mr. Zeal-for-God,
twelve. Good men and true, stand together in your
verdict. -Are you all agreed ?

III.

Dew-drops are the gems of morning,
But the tears of mournful eve ;

Where no hope is, life's a warning
That only serves to make us grieve.

When we are old
;

With oft and tedious taking-leave.
Like some poor nigh-related gues:.
That may not rudely be dismissed :

Yet hath out-stayed his welcome while.
And tells the jest without the smile.

IV.

Autumn's sun is sinking, sinking
Into winter's night

;

And our hearts are thinking, thinking.
Of the cold and blisjht :

Our life's sun is slowly going
Down the hill of might

;

And no cloud shines rosy-glowjng
On the slope of night.

Hut the vanished corn is lying

In rich golden glooms.
In the churchyard, all the sighing

Is above the tombs.
Spring will come, slow lingering.

Opening buds of faith
;

Man goes forth to meet his -Spring

Through the door of death.

V.

.She dropped her glove to prove his love : then looked
on him and smiled

;

He bowed, and in a nv)ment leaped among the lions

wild :

The leap was quick; return was quick; he soon
regained his place

;

Then threw the glove, but not with love, right in the

lady's face.
• In truth I

" cried Francis, "rightly done !

'' and he
rose from where he sat

:

" No love.'' quoth he. "'but vanitv, sets love a task like

that !

"

\[.

Hark, his liands tlie lyre explore !

Bright-eyed Fancy, hovering o'er.

Scatters from her pictured urn
Thoughts that Ijreathe, and words that burn.

Lay thy bow of pearl apart.

And thy crystal-shinmg quiver ;

Give unto the flying hart

Space to breathe, how short soever
;

Thou that mak'st a day of night.

Goddess excellently bright !

Answers to be sent in by September 15th. Give in each case Autlior and Works from which the
passage is taken.

REFEREXCES TO SEARCH PASSAGES (AUGUST).
1. Hood. Song.
2. Shelley. Prometheus Unbound.
3. James Hogg. The Queen's Wake.

4. Elizabeth Barrett Browning. Lessons from the

Gorse.

5. James Shirley. Death the Conqueror.
6. Milton. // Penseroso.
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Hnswcvs to popular Competition.

In llie rojjuhir Competitiuii lor AruiL tlie highest number of votes h.ive been obtained

by the folloiving :
—

I. Cbc best Ibietorian i. Fkoude.

II. Cbc bc^t poet II. Lord Tennyson.

HI. Cbc best UUiVCliSt III. Walter BevVnt.

IV. Cbc best BrtiSt IV. sir John Mu.lais.

V. Cbc best Shuicr v. adelina Tatti.

VI. Cbc best ipie.lCbCr (Clmrcli of England or 1

oihcrwise) / vi. Cano.N L^DDJ^f.

VII. Cbc best man of Science vii. prof. iiuxley.

VIII. Cbc best Solt>icr viii. lord Wolsklev.

i-^;. Cbc greatest pbilantbropii5t ix. isaroness Burdett-Coutts.

X. L'our f.nvourite livjiui Ibero or Ijeroine x. ii. m. Stanley.

Eighteen Comiu titers h.-ivc pl.iced in th.-ir Lists the ten successful subjects. The
Prizes are therefore divided among them :

—

Marion E. Armstro.ng, Morville, Warwick.

LvDiA Bennett, 66 St. ^^artin's Lane, Ch.aring Cross.

Amy Burgess, 2 Fulham Road, S.W.

Lilian Bi-rgess, 22 Carlyle Square, S.W.

H. S. Bunbury, Lismore, Newton Abbott, S. Devon.

Floren€E Cook, 61 Abingdon Villas, Kensington.

Etiiei.reda J. CvKiis, 68 Elm Park Road, S. Kensington.

Mary Dutton, 38 Castle Street, Canterbury.

Katharine A. Giles, 60 Nevern Square, S. Kensington.

^Margaret Jowht, The Rectory, Stevenage, Hertfordshire.

MiNA R. Lucas, 75 St. John's Terrace, West Brighton.

Catherine A. Paddav, 35 Clarendon Road, Lewisham.

Jane Grace Pascoe, Newquay Parsonage, Cornwall.

Edith M. Oaki.ev, Laurence End, Luton, Beds.

Carrie Rees, Cal Glas, Oswestry.

Edith A. Snell, Fern Lea, 0.\ Hill Road, Handsworth, Birmingham.

Mildred Watson, care of Gen. McLeod, Allandale, Jasper Road, Upper Norwood.
Annie Wickham, Barrough, Bideford, Devon.
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OUTLINES OF A COURSE OF STUDY IX ART.

IN some former articles of this series advice has

been offered to students of art in regard to

various points in their practice where special diffi-

culty was likely to be felt. In this, the last, a brief

outline shall be drawn of a course of study which

may profitably be followed by beginners—aspirants

who, notwithstanding the manifold opportunities for

instruction in art which now offer themselves in

every direction, are forced by untoward circum-

stances to work alone.

In the first place let our beginner count the cost

and ponder seriously the significant fact that year by

year the Government Schools of Art alone are pour-

ing forth no less than forty thousa?id students who

have finished their course and are hungering for

work, and eagerly competing with one another and

with the contingent already established for a share

of patronage. This year there will be forty-one

thousand more and next year forty-two thousand

to add to the army. Probably the moral of these

facts need not be further enforced.

If the object of the aspirant should be not mate-

rial profit but mental culture, the above consider-

ation may be disregarded. In that case the cost

to be counted may be set out in terms of time and

labour chiefly. And the general opinion of com-

petent judges seems to be, that, assuming a natural

taste for drawing and ordinary intelligence and dex-

terity, some six or eight hours a week, during six

months properly applied, will give the power of

drawing faithfully, and judging the work of others

intelligently.

A beginning may be made by at once drawing

the simplest objects, such as a tennis-ball, a jam-

pot, a pebble, an egg, or the like. Begin with out-

lines only, and when you are satisfied with these,

you can proceed to shading, but do not be easily

satisfied. Never use mechanical aids, such as

measuring, tracing, or photography to help }-ou in

your drawing, but use any or all of these, or any

other device you can think of, to test the accuracy

of your copy when it is finished.

AVhen a facility in drawing simple outlines has

been acquired, shading may be added ; this should

be very delicate, and the gradations from dark to

light carefully observed. More complicated and
difficult forms may next be attempted. The com-

monest objects will serve the purpose—a lamp, a

shoe, a ginger-jar with its bamboo network around

it. Afterwards groups of objects, with perhaps a

cloth or piece of draper}' arranged so as to form

.1 background to the group. At about this time

it will be well, but not indispensable, to make
acquaintance with the rules of perspective. More
advanced exercises in what is called " still-life " can

be arranged with a few plaster-casts of leaves, fruit,

vases, or arabasques, books, caskets, and what

not.

The student should now attempt sketching from

nature out of doors, choosing at first the simplest

objects—a gate, a bridge, a cottage, or the like—but

should by no means allow the fascinations of this sort

of work to interfere with the steady progress of the

studies from " the round "— that is from such models

as have been described above. In regard to these,

as the hand becomes more dexterous and trained,

and the eye more observant and appreciative,

studies of the human figure from the cast may be

attempted. Take first- the extremities, a hand or

a foot, and draw it in all positions—in profile, fore-

shortened, seen from above, and so on ; afterwards

the mask may be attempted. Those of the Clytie,

the Juno, and Michael Angelo's David are favour-

ites. Next the torso and bust ; the torso of the

Venus of ]Milo, and the busts of Hermes, Dante,

and the young Augustus will form a good selection

;

and finally the full-length figure.

A word should be said perhaps about the medium

in which you are to work, but this does not really

much matter. Conte chalk in three degrees of

blackness and softness is most generally used

;

the hardest for drawing the careful outline through

the first "blocking in" of charcoal, and for the

tenderest shading. The deeper tones of shade

can be added with the other qualities of chalk.

This is on the whole the most satisfactory medium

to select, but the practice of at least one important

art school is to encourage the use of pencil, and

Mr. Ruskin strongly advises the use of pen-and-

ink for many purposes. Others prefer to add

shading to a chalk outline by means of powdered

chalk applied with stumps made of paper or of

leather.

The student need never trouble much about
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what the outlines and shadows are made of as long

as they are accurately in the right places, and of

the right depth or lightness of tone.

The final stage of the course is reached when

the student begins painting. Whether oil .or water

is chosen as a medium, the first essays should be

made in monochrome, say brown or sepia, so that

dexterity in the use of the tools may be acquired

before the difficulties of the mixture of tints come

up to distract the mind. It is pretty safe to assume

that any student who cherishes the ambition of paint-

ii.^' the figure, will by this time have been driven to

the irresistible conclusion that a regular course of

instruction is absolutely indispensable to her.

The landscapist, on the contrary, may hope to

go on successfully as she has begun, dei)ending on

herself, and trusting to make up by freshness and

originality of treatment for the want of academical

training. She will gradually increase the number

of hours she gives to outdoor work at the expense

of the studies of sti'.l-life. About two hours is,

however, the longest time that should be given on

any one day to a sketch or drawing, because during

that space the direction and quality of the light

will ha\e altered \ery sensibly. In working from

nature marrj' perplexing problems will present them-

selves for solution, such, for example, as the render-

ing of a mist of small twigs, or the multitudinous

forms of foliage. Here, in avoiding the Scylla of

a painful hardness and minuteness of manipulation

which, howe\er, can never emulate the intricacy of

nature, the young artist may probably fall into the

Charybdis of slovenly blotting and smearing, while

trying to acquire a " suggestive " method of treat-

ment. The right path may most readily be found

in such cases by a careful study, or better still, by a

painstaking cojiy of such works of the masters as

deal with similar problems. A good many hours

may be profitably spent in such copying, but onlv

those portions of a work which contain a solution

of some difficulty which presents itself in the

student's own practice should be selecteil.

Such a course as has here been "blocked in"

in roughest outline, will, if intelligently followed,

" enable you to set down clearly and usefully

records of such things as cannot be described in

words, either to assist your own memory of them,

or to convey distinct ideas of them to other people,

and to obtain quicker perceptions of the beauty of

the natural world." * One W the most valuable

and imjiortant of the qualities which are acquired

by a training in art, is refinement and accuracy of

perception. It has been said by a great teacher

—

" I am nearly convinced that when once we see

keenly enough, there is very little difliculty in

drawing what we see." And this faculty of keen

and comprehensive sight ojiens out to its possessor

an entirely new and undreamcd-of realm of beauty

and enjoyment, the privilege of entrance into which

is the abundant reward of all the trouble and time

taken in its acquirement.

1 Ruskin's EUmtnli f/ Drawing.

SUBJhXTS FOR FIXE ART COMl'KTmOX.
Works to he scut in by Sept. 30///.

jfiCinrc.

RULH.

"She stood breast high amid the corn.

Clasped by the golden light of morn.

Like the sweetheart of the sun,

Who many a glowing kiss had won.

" On her cheek an autumn flush

Deeply ripened ; such a blush

In the midst of brown was born.

Like red poppies gro«;n with corn.

" Round her eyes her tresses fell.

Which were blackest none could tell.

But long lashes veiled a light

That had else been all too bright.

" And her hat, with shady brim.

Made her tressy forehead dim
;

Thus she stood amid the stooks,

Praising Clod with sweetest looks."

Tho.m.^s Hoou.

Xan&3capc.

EVENING.
"

. . . . The loud brook

Shelves his sharp light up shallow banks thin

spread ;

The slumb'rous west grows slowly red and red
;

Vp from the ripened corn her silver hook

The moon is lifting ; and dcliciously

Along the warm blue hills the day declines.

The first star brightens while she waits for

me '

Lord Lyttox iOwcn Meredith).

C,
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